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Author's Foreword

T

HIS I AM SURE NO ONE WILL DOUBT :

IF A STUDY OF OUR TRANSMITTED

culture is worth the trouble not only of securing a surface knowl

edge, but of delving with all available care and love to gain an
insight into its essence and its course of development, and to grasp the

meaning of every last detail, certainly it is no less true-even aside from
higher considerations-with regard to the liturgy of Holy Mass, which is
daily celebrated on a hundred thousand altars, and to which, Sunday after
Sunday, the whole Catholic population streams.
Of course there is no dearth of penetrating studies. Year after year they
make their appearance for the widest possible circles of readers. Nor is
there a want of scientific research. In the last few decades investigations
of every sort have happily been on the increase. But a work of greater
magnitude, which would assemble and evaluate the results of so many
separate inquiries--that was hardly to be looked for !
That the present writer undertook such a task is to be laid, in a sense,
to the evil times through which we have passed. When the theological
faculty at Innsbruck was abolished a few months after the invasion of the
�azi forces into Austria, the business of teaching could at first be carried
on, at least in essentials and with scarcely a diminution of students, out
side the confines of the University. But then came the second blow. On
October 12, 1939 the Collegium Maximum was closed and given up, along
with the Canisianum which had already been seized. But only a few days
later, even before my departure from Innsbruck, I made up my mind to
dedicate the time thus left free to me to an exposition of the Mass-liturgy.
For that seemed to me to be the theme most useful to handle in a time of
stress like this. Besides it was this subject that my previous studies and
writings, and the great amount of notes and my moderately large collection
of books would have best fitted me for. The dissolution of the college had
of course involved not only the loss of the extensive college library, but
likewise all access to the stacks of the liturgical seminar which had been
built up through the years with much trouble and pain.
But I began the work anyway. To be sure, the notion that I could get
along with just a few books soon proved to be a big mistake, for I wanted
to build a solid structure that did not rest on conjecture and on the unex
amined acceptance of the data of earlier authors. But in my new residence
in Vienna I found that the friendliness of the authorities concerned opened
up many libraries for my convenience-the house libraries of my own
order, of course, and the collections open to all in the public libraries; also
v
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several important church libraries, especially the seminary library and the
library of the Schotten Institute, all of which favored me by granting the
continued and prolonged Joan of fundamental books-for which I am
deeply grateful.
Little by little, too, my own small stock began to grow, thanks especially
to the energetic exertions of Father Joseph Miller, at that time our Pro
vincial, who managed to rescue some of my own books by buying what he
could from bookstores and antique-shops; thanks, too, to confreres who
were serving in the war in France and elsewhere, who acquired for me
many a precious volume from foreign publishers. Finally, because of the
cooperation of the officials in charge, I was also able to secure the loan
of some important items from the collection of the Innsbruck liturgical
seminar.
Thus I could get on with the work with some assurance. But it did not
begin really to take shape till in 1942 I was able to exchange my residence
in Vienna for one in the country-an ideal place, considering the conditions
of war. This was the home of the School Sisters of St. Polten, in Hainstetten,
in the little wedge of land formed by the confluence of the lower Ybbs with
the Danube, peacefully nestled in fertile hill country. Here, along with the
moderate duties in a little church attached to the convent, I was granted
not only the undisturbed quiet of a peaceful countryside, but-under the
watchful care of the good Sisters-all the material conditions conducive
to successful labor. The distant rumble of the war-which, it is true, often
increased to the whistle of bombs and the shaking of the whole house
served only as an incentive to gather up all my resources in order to pre
pare, at least in one point, for the spiritual reconstruction which was sure
to come.
By degrees my method became clearer and more secure. The medieval
development, I found, would have to be worked out anew from the source3.
For, although by and large the phenomena were all connected by a com
mon tie, still a more precise insight into origins and motive forces could
be gained only by carefully determining the place of provenance and the
stage of development of the texts that have come down to us, texts which
in some particulars were still further disparate and divided. From what
the sources had to offer-and I mean not only modern editions of the text
but older collections as well, especially l\1artene, two hundred and more
years old and still valuable-excerpts had to be made systematically. The
rows of paragraphs and chapters began to grow, in parallel columns that
stretched out yard after yard, and with dozens and even hundreds of
smaller strips; and, to make it easier to establish relationships and basic
forms, all shimmering in every color of the rainbow! By thus collating the
texts I could at last arrive at a thorough understanding of the evolution
of a given piece. Yet this work is presented to the reader most of the time
in just a few sentences, with a dozen or so selected source references in
the footnotes, offering the critical student the sought-for assurance and the
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basis for further work, and in no way disturbing the ingenuously uncon
cerned reader. It was no easy thing to arrange the results of hundreds of
detailed investigations, discoveries, hints and controversies in such a way
that the exposition would be readable, and the little stones would be fash
ioned into a mosaic in which would appear a picture of the Roman Mass
which, in spite of many a retouching and adaptation, still peers down at
us today in pacific brightness.
By the beginning of May, 1945, when the waves of war, already sub
siding, settled down, so to say, before our walls from East and West, the
last sheets of manuscript were being readied in clean copy. My return at
last to Innsbruck and to the library of the liturgical seminar gave me an
opportunity not only to fill in many unhappy lacunre, but also to finish
a job which I had already started at Vienna. Long ago, while in Franz
Josef Di:ilger's classes, I had had drummed into me, as a sort of scientific
conscience, the exacting demand: Check every citation I This took another
six months and more of strenuous work.
It is due to the persistence of the Herder publishing firm in Vienna that,
despite innumerable obstacles, the setting and printing of the German book
was pushed through with such dispatch and with all the careful attention
I could have wished for.

Do not think I am deluding myself with the belief that, for all this dili
gence, the work does not suffer certain weaknesses. It is a child of war ;
children of war have a claim to a milder judgment. It was difficult, and in
some instances-even after the war-impossible, to procure the pertinent
new literature from the foreign press. And manuscripts and incunabulre
for the whole period under consideration were for all practical purposes
unavailable. But that was not too bad, since nearly all the worthwhile
sources for the period up to the late Middle Ages, and for the period fol
lowing till 1570, at least the most typical samples of a tremendous flood
of liturgical books were at hand in modern editions. Some student to
come will probably find much to supplement and, I am sure, much to
straighten out, especially if later on the liturgical manuscripts in various
countries (including, in part, Germany) are published, and critical editions
of such important sources as the Roman Ordines are prepared. Much, too,
is to be looked for in materials that only border on the liturgical, like the
Consuetudines of medieval monasteries and convents. And anyone who will

become conversant with the various liturgies of the Orient and the par
tially existent monastic variants of the Roman rite, not only through source
books, but, where possible, in actual performance, will, I think, be able to
shed more light on many details of our Roman Mass. Finally, there is work
to be done regarding the participation of the faithful, which is also a part
of divine service and therefore belongs to liturgy ; a study of the customs
of each country-hardly to be found in books-ought to prove valuable.
Among the important historical questions of a more particular kind, there
is rcom for research in that aggregation of written witnesses to the reform
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of the Roman Mass around the year 1000, the aggregation previously
grouped together as the Seez-group; the sudden blossoming of ecclesias
tical life in Normandy during the tenth and eleventh centuries serves as
a background. The history of liturgy has in every case many problems to
solve, even in the narrower sphere of the Mass-liturgy.
So what I am able to offer, I beg the reader to accept. And may I make
a last remark: this book is not meant to serve only for knowledge--even
the knowledge of the most precious object in the Church's accumulated
treasure-but it is intended for life, for a fuller grasp of that mystery of
which Pope Pius XII says in his encyclical Mediator Dei

( § 201): "The

Mass is the chief act of divine worship; it should also be the source and
center of Christian piety."
Jos. A. Ju NGMAN N, S.J.
INNSBRUCK,
Easter 1948.

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE
Father Jungmann needs no introduction. This learned Jesuit

and

eminent liturgical scholar, at present editor of one of the foremost Ger
man theological magazines, is well-known throughout the Catholic world.
His genetic study of the Roman Mass, entitled Missarum Sollcmnia, first
published at Vienna in 1948, has already reached a second German edition.
It is a "must" for anyone desiring an over-all view of the history of the
western Mass, its theology and its ceremonial. The translation represents
in substance the second (revised) edition of the German. In the notes,
however, the translator has sometimes substituted or added English ref
erences where they were advisable. If by his English version of this
tremendous work the translator has contributed to a wider and deeper
knowledge of the holy sacrifice, he is humbly grateful.
The translator has to thank several of his students and confreres for
their ready aid while he was preparing this work, particularly the Very
Rev. A. T. Zeller, C.Ss.R., and the Rev. M.S. Bringazi, C.Ss.R., who read
proofs and manuscript respectively and generously offered helpful sug
gestions, contributing no little thereby to make this rendering fit to stand
by the side of the original.
Grateful acknowledgment is also made to Sheed and Ward, publishers
of Monsignor Knox's translation of the New Testament for graciou!. per
mission to use quotations from that work.
FRANCIS A. BRUNNER, C.Ss.R.

St. Joseph's College,
Kirkwood, Mo.
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Introduction

E

VER SINCE THE GOD-MAN WALKED THIS EARTH OF OURS AND CLOSED

His career with the redemptive sacrifice of the Cross, there has been

in the midst of men that mystery-filled renewal of His world-saving
offering which has continued from age to age and from land to land, and
which will so continue till He comes again. Sometimes with pomp and
splendor in the midst of thousands, sometimes in the quiet of a lonely
chapel, in the poverty of a tiny village church, in some out-of-the-way spot
from which men consecrated to God go out to their works of love, every
where the same mystery is daily consummated in endless repetition. Hardly
separated by even a thin wall from the market-place of everyday life, it
is found in the very midst of men who throng forward toward the heavenly
grace which here rises resplendent, who stretch out their hands seeking help
to prevent their sinking into nothingness, into a life estranged from God.
From the very beginning Jesus designed this institution precisely for
this purpose, to rise in the midst of the people. Here is the wood of the
cross standing firm and erect; here our Lord's words find their fulfillment:
"And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all things to myself"
(John 12 :3 2). A mighty process of assimilation, tending ever farther and
farther, is centered in this glowing hearth-a process of conformation or
at least of approximation of the earthly to the heavenly, of the sinful life
of man to the offering of the Son of God to His Father's will.
But the very fact that Christ's power is continually hedged in by men
and surrounded by surging life made it imperative from the very beginning
that there be some protecting form, some firm dwelling in which the Holies
would be guarded against rough hands and the dust of the streets, safe
from desecration and dishonor. It would have to be a form in which what
is going on beneath is enveloped without being hidden from men's senses,
so that its inmost riches and its uplifting power might be made manifest.

This form is the liturgy of Holy Mass.
Christ Himself gave us only the essential core of the liturgical celebra
tion; the externals had to be furnished by men. These the Church has
worked out in a slow development, year by year. And as in a structure
which has been building for centur�es, the Mass-liturgy is not always con
structed along the same uniform lines, either in whole or in its single parts.
Of course, the basic outline, the form of the Eucharist, once it was chosen,
remained untouched. And we are bound to admire the piety that held fast
to what was established and seldom allowed new ideas to tamper with what
was long existing and familiar. But in other matters, what changes I In
stressing certain aspects, in responding to the religious temper of the times,
1
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and in veering with the general atmosphere through which the Church has
had to pass, some things were brought to the fore, others, on the contrary,
allowed to disappear.
The liturgy of the Mass has become quite a complicated structure,
wherein some details do not seem to fit very well, like some venerable,
thousand-year-old castle whose crooked corridors and narrow stairways,
high towers and large halls appear at first sight strange and queer. How
much more comfortable a modern villa! But in the old building there is
really something noble. It treasures the heirloom of bygone years; the
architectures of many successive generations have been built into its walls.
Now these must be recovered by the latest generation. So, too, in the
Mass-liturgy, only a historical consideration of the evolutionary work of
the centuries can make possible a proper appreciation. Of course it would
not be unthinkable-rather it would be the ideal toward which all further
development should tend-that the Mass-liturgy should be so constructed
that, while remaining true to the past, it should be understandable, both
in general plan and in single details, without reference to history. Many an
old cathedral-as I myself noticed especially on a visit to Trier's revered
Dam-displays such a solution perfectly. If this were the case, explana
tions could be reduced to a minimum. A consideration of the growth would
then really be of only historical interest, something about which people
would not ordinarily have to bother.
But this is not the case with the Roman Mass. To gain a thorough under
standing of it, whether as a complete unit or in detail, one is forced to rely
on historical investigation. Such historical investigation, serving as it
does to explain what is actually at hand, has since the sixteenth century
been zealously turned to the analysis of the liturgy of Holy Mass. The last
few centuries have been at it with special diligence and considerable suc
cess. To summarize the results of these inquiries and to round them out
as much as possible is the task the following pages propose to do.
To determine just how broad the field must be which this historical anal
ysis will cover, it is important to discover the precise meaning of the word
"liturgy." Is it concerned only with the activity of the priest who cele
brates, so that the participation of the people and the forms under which
he celebrates are only accidental concomitants, to be considered perhaps
in pastoral theology and canon law but not in a liturgical disquisition?
Or are the Christian people joined to the priest in the compass of the term?
A cursory glance at the older periods of Christian worship forces the latter
solution, for in early times the Mass-liturgy was definitely cast in the form
of a communal exercise. The Council of Trent, too, declares that Christ
left the Mass to his Church. The Church, however, is something more than
just the clergy; it is the whole Christian people under the leadership of
proper authority.
If nowadays we appear to be stressing more and more the participation
of the laity in the liturgical function, this is only a result of a return to
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that larger concept of the Church which the circumstances of the time and
the demands of the cure of souls have forced upon us.1 If this enlarged
concept is clearly kept in mind, new light will be shed on many questions
regarding the Mass-liturgy.
From what has been said, one can formulate the plan of this book. The
main portion of the book is concerned with a genetic explanation of the
various rites and prayers of the Roman Mass. This is preceded by two
introductory and preparatory parts. The first is a quick glance at the his
tory of the Mass from the first Maundy Thursday till today. Non-Roman
liturgies must must also be considered, for the comparative study of these
will help us to derive the lines of development. This historical prospectus
will bring to our notice more plainly the various forces that have in the
course of centuries contributed to building the structure of the Mass, and
thus can be outlined the larger phases of the development which the
complete picture unfolds and which will be repeated more specifically at
numerous points. Of this development the earlier period has indeed been
presented often. Batiffol, in his Lefons sur la Messe has given us a fine
picture of the developments of the early Middle Ages. Of the later period,
a more precise view is offered for the first time in the following pages.
The second preparatory section deals with those changes in the liturgy
of the Mass which arise from the diversity of the ways of the Church's
particpaton. On the one hand there are the various modes of celebration
necessitated by the variety of celebrants-from pontifical functions right
down to private Masses. On the other hand there are various modes of
congregational participation, limited by considerations of ritual as well as
of time and place. Here in particular the function of the people in relation
ship to the liturgy must be carefully worked out. To test the conclusions
regarding the part the people play in the celebration of Holy Mass, a chap
ter is prefixed on the essence of the sacrifice of the Mass, to illustrate the
essential meaning of the sacrifice of the Mass as worship, in contrast to
the sacrifice of the Cross. We can see at the same time in this offering of
worship that the role of the Church-and therefore of the people-is not
that of passive by-standers; that, rather, all active resources must be
drawn upon in taking part in the sacerdotal work of the High-Priest
Eternal who-in regard to the material offering-sanctifies and trans
figures even the sensible world of unreasoning creation.
The Mass has been called the central artistic achievement of Christian
culture. The dramatist Hugo Ball (d. 1927) held the opinion: "For the
Catholic there can really be no theater. The play which dominates his life
and enthralls his every morning is holy Mass.'" Paul Claude!, after the
initial impressions which culminated in his conversion, was thrilled by the
sacred drama unfolded at Notre Dame in Paris. "It was the most profound
1 See J. A. Jungmann, "Was ist Liturgie?"

ZkTh,LV (1931),83-102;reprintedinthe
volume Gewordene Liturgie, 1-27.

"E. Hennings-Ball, Hugo Balls Weg zu
Gott (Munich, 1931), 42.
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and grandiose poetry, enhanced by the most august gestures ever confided
to human beings. I could not sufficiently satiate myself with the spectacle
of the Mass. . " •
.

.

These are the words of seers, words that compel our attention. When an
inspired faith has grasped the invisible mystery hidden beneath these
forms, then these modest forms themselves begin to shine under the reveal
ing light of the mystery.
We must not, of course, be deceived into thinking that the words "artistic
work" as usually understood, tell more than a half-truth. There is wanting
a disciplined conservativeness in incident-and this is true not only of the
Roman liturgy; there is wanting, even up to the final outgrowths, any
consciously determined and accomplished plan. Men of many centuries
and speaking many languages have all contributed to the work, perhaps
with some common ideal that was itself subjected to a diversity of shades
and accents-as we learn from the history of dogma and even more from
the still unwritten history of Christian preaching. Still these men were all
members of one Church, men, in fact, so identified with that Church that
we but seldom know their names; and the common ideal was a pattern of
such force that their work did not fall apart but preserved its unity and
so gained a special beauty. However, it is not properly the beauty of an
art-product which is manifested here, but rather the beauty of a living
thing such as we admire in a blossoming tree which, no matter how irregu
lar and haphazard the branches and twigs and leaves and flowers might
be, yet maintains a dominant symmetry, because a life-principle, a soul,
guides its growth. It is in this sense that Sigismund von Radecki speaks
of the accomplishment of the prophetic and operative words of Holy Mass:
"This is not art but rather the pattern and source towards which all art
is striving." • In Holy Mass the world beyond reaches down into our earthly
world. In the power of this invasion, in the fire of this meeting of man with
God, the irridescent form of earthly artistry is lost and entangled in the
balanced rhythm of resonant human words.
On the other hand the greatness of the thing, the reverent enthusiasm
for the sublime work which is given us men to do, lures us on to dare the
very heights. In a thousand different attempts the Church in the course
of her long history has endeavored to reform and improve her liturgy by
means of the most diverse agencies, which time and again were called in
to retouch the work in orderly and accomplished fashion. Nor will she
in future desist from this pressing and eternally unfinished task. We may
hope that this care for the holy of holies which she guards will prove to be
all the more fruitful as the ideal patterns which for centuries have guided
this care become clearer.
From "In the Grip of God," in S. and S.
Lamping, Through Hundred Gates (Mil
waukee, 1939), 202.
• S.
v. Radecki, Wort und Wunder (2nd

•

ed.; Vienna, 1942), p. 51, in the essay, "Das
Verborgene Wort." Also in Liturgisches
L eb en, VI (1939), 73.
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It is the task of the history of the liturgy to bring to light these ideal
patterns of past phases of development which have been hidden in dark
ness and whose shapes are all awry. After the tiresome preparation of
studying and transcribing manuscripts, publishing, dating and localizing
them properly, and assembling and interpreting facts, history must gather
these all together to reproduce and focus the ideal patterns. In many points
this review of pictures of older forms will serve to make us understand
and so to cherish-what we have received as our inheritance. It is not the
fact of antiquity that makes liturgical customs valuable, but their fulness
of content and their expressive value. Even newer ceremonies, like the
priest's blessing at the end of Mass, can possess a great beauty.
In not a few places this objective review will bring to notice many rites
gained and many rites lost which ought not to have been. With reference
to the position taken by the deacon while singing the Gospel at a solemn
Mass, the saintly Cardinal Bona (d.l674) makes the rather cogent remark:
Hinc apparet, quam verum sit ... multa hodie pro lege haberi i1� his quce
pertinent ad ecclesiasticas observationes, quce sensim ex abusu irrepserunt;
quorum originem cum recentiores ignorent, varias cona11tur congruentias et
mysticas rationes invenire, ut ea sapienter instituta vulgo persuadeant.•

Of course it stands to reason that not any and everyone can start these
reforms on his own initiative. The great Mabillon (d. 1707), when publish
ing his edition of the Roman Ordines, prefaced it with a pertinent warning,
while at the same time he expressed the wish that those whose concern it
was to see to the proper conduct of divine worship might keep these older
patterns in mind.
Hcec autem non eo animo referimus, quasi veterum huiusmodi rituum usus
pri'lJata auctoritate revocari velimus, aut recentiorum (quod absit) induci
contemptum, sed 111 eos qui eiusmodi officiis prcepositi s1mt invitemus ad
consulendam antiquitatem, quce quanta fonti propior, tanto venerabilior est.'
Bona, Rerum liturg. 1. II, 7, 3 (670).
The rubricist, Cardinal Merati (d. 17 44),
uses almost the same words: Gavanti
Merati, Thesaurus I, 11, 6 (I, Ill).

•

]. Mabillon, In ord. Rom. Commentarius
prcevius, c. 21 (PL LXXVIII, 934 D).

•

Part I

THE FORM OF THE MASS THROUGH
THE CENTURIES
1. Mass in the Primitive Church

T

HE FIRST HOLY MASS WAS SAID ON "THE SAME NIGHT IN WHICH HE

was betrayed" (1 Cor. 11 :23). Judas' resolution had been taken,
the next few steps would bring our Lord to the Mount of Olives
where an agony would overtake Him and His enemies seize Him. In this
very hour He gives His disciples the Holy Sacrament which for all time
would be the offering of the Church. The setting was significant-the
paschal meal. Since the withdrawal of the people out of Egypt the paschal
lamb had served year after year to prefigure the great expectation. The
fulfillment, too, would serve to recall the exodus not only from Egypt but
from the land of sin, and the arrival not into a promised land but into
God's kingdom. From this hour on it was to continue as a fond reminis
cence from generation to generation.1 But the records of the Last Supper
contain few details concerning the ceremonial of the meal, probably because
this ceremonial was not meant to be the lasting setting of the celebration."
And still we should like to know more about that first Mass. Attempts
have been made, through research into the form of the paschal meal in
Christ's time and a thorough study of the New Testament accounts, to
reconstruct the events of the Last Supper.• Attention must be called to the
apparent differences in these accounts-differences even in detailing the
1

I, 17-19; A Arnold, Der Ursprung des
christlichen Abendmahles im Lichte der
neuesten liturgiegeschichtlichm Forsclnmg
(2nd ed.; Freiburg, 1939), 57-73.
1 The hypothesis, that the primitive form

The thought of Christ as the true Easter
Lamb is emphasized in John 19: 36. For
this same reason, to show clear proof that
Christ was pascha nostrum, St. John ap
pears to lay stress on the fact that Jesus
died on the very day when the Sanhedrists
were eating the paschal lamb, on the
1ra:paaxeu'i) -rou ,.&axcz (John 19 :14). On
the other hand, almost all exegetes are at
one in considering our Lord's Last Supper
on Thursday night a paschal meal. For the
problem this creates, and the various solu
tions suggested, see: W. Goossens, Les
origines de /'Eucharistic (Paris, 1931 ),
110-127; A. Merk, "Abendmahl," L ThK,

of the ecclesiastical celebration of the Eu
charist is to be explained from the paschal
supper, is defended by G. Bickell, M esse
und Pascha (Mainz, 1872) and recently
by J. B. Thibault , La liturgie Romaine
(Paris, 1924), 11-37 ( Ch. I, "La liturgic
primitive et le grand Halle!"). The hy
pothesis is generally discarded.
• Matt. 26:26-29; Mark 14:22-25; Luke
22 : 15-20 ; 1 Cor. 11 :23-25.
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form of the words of institution; these differences must arise from the dif
ferences in the liturgical practice from which the accounts sprang.' In
Matthew and Mark the words spoken over the bread are followed by those
over the chalice, while in Luke and Paul a more or less large interval
elapses: lJ.e-;ri 'tO oet'lt"vijcrat-as the Roman rite itself announces: simili
modo postquam ca:natum est. Seemingly at the Last Supper the presenta
tion of the eucharistic Chalice was separated from the presentation of the
sacramental Body. It was the liturgical practice of the primitive Church
which first brought them together. The older exegesis, indeed, apparently
attempted a justification of the time elements of the text without sunder
ing the two consecrations.5 But the modern interpretation, even of Cath
olics, is almost unanimous in taking the words at their face value.6 Besides
the natural meaning of the words, another argument is to be found in the
ease with which we can thus dovetail the narrative into the paschal rite
current in our Lord's time, as research has revealed it:
In Christ's day the paschal meal was surrounded with a very compli
cated ceremonial. Before the meal proper, at which the Easter lamb was
eaten, there was a little preliminary-a serving of bitter herbs and un
leavened bread that recalled the want felt during the journey out of Egypt.
Both before and after this preludial meal the cup was filled. Then the son
of the family or the youngest of those present had to place the question:
what did these unusual customs signify? With a prayer of thanks to God,
the father of the house then told the story of the ancient days in Egypt
and of the liberation from darkness into light, from bondage into freedom
( Haggada). This closed with the singing of the first part of the Hallel
(Vulgate, Psalms 112; 113:1-8), in which all those at table joined by
answering "Alleluia" after each half verse.
Only after this did the meal proper begin. The father of the house took
one of the loaves of unleavened bread, broke it, pronounced over it a little
blessing and passed it around. This ceremony of brotherly communion in
one bread was the signal for starting the meal. Then the paschal lamb was
F. Hamm, Die liturgischen Einsetzungs
berichte im Si1111e vergleiclzcnder Liturgie

•

forschwzg wztcrsucht, LQF, XXIII, (}.;Hin
ster, 1928), 2; J. Gewiess, Die uraposto
lische Heilsverkiindigwzg 11ach dcr Apos
telgcschichte ( Breslau, 1939) ,158£., 164£.,
167; Brinktrine, Die HI. Messe, 18£.
• Cf. R. Comely, Commmtarius in I. Cor.
(Paris, 1890), 342£.; W. Berning, Die
Einsetzzmg der hi. Eucharistic in ihrer
ursprunglichm Form 11ach den Berichten
des. N. T., kritisch untersucht (Munster,
1901), 243 f. Both place the double conse
cration at the end of the meal.
• J. M. Hanssens, S.J., lnstitutiones litur
gic(£ de ritibus orientalibus (Rome, 1930),

II, 407-413 (cf. 410, in reference to the
same author's studies for clarifying the
theological difficulties) ; Goossens, Les
origines, 151; J. Sickenbcrger, Die Briefe
des hi. Paulus an die Korinther und Romer

(4th ed.; Rom. 1932), 54; A rnold, 75-79.
H. L. Strack- P. Billerbeck, Kommentar
zum Ne111m Testammt aus Talmud und
Midrasch (Munich, 1928), IV, 41-76. H.
L. Strack, Pesachim. Der Mischnatraktat
"Paschafest" mit Beriicksichtigung des
N.T. und der jetzigen Paschafeier der
Juden nach Hss wzd a/ten Drucken, heraus
gegeben, ubersetzt und erliiutert (Leipzig,
1911).
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eaten, with no ritual to hem in the eating and drinking. But after the meal
was over the father of the house took the cup, newly filled with wine, and
sitting upright he lifted it slightly while he spoke the grace after meal, the
real table prayer. Then all drank of it. This was the third cup, called "the
cup of the blessing," or "chalice of benediction." 8 All then sang the second
and larger part of the Hallet (Vulgate, Psalms 113:9-117:29 and 135)
and, after a last blessing, drank the fourth ceremonial cup.
Into this arrangement our Lord's Last Supper fits very easily. The con
secration of the bread is connected with the blessing before the eating of
the lamb, grafted on to the rite of breaking the bread. For this blessing
lVIatthew and Mark employ not the word eux.o:ptcrt�ao:<;, but another word
which better describes such a prayer, dA.oy�ao:<;.8 The bread which the
father of the house passed around in the preliminary Haggada was to be
accompanied (according to an old Aramaic formulary) with the words:
"See the bread of misery which was eaten by our fathers who passed out
of Egypt." Our Lord hands it to His disciples with the weighty words,
"This is my body which is to be given for you."

10

The consecration of the

chalice is connected with the grace after meal and with the third cup," the
cup of the blessing (chalice of benediction), of which all could partake
in common, whereas during the rest of the meal each of those at table
drank from his own individual cup.12 For the table prayer a special formula
was prescribed ; Jesus devised one of His own."
Our Lord concluded the institution with the command, "Do this for a
commemoration of me." How did the Apostles and the primitive Church
carry out this order? As the New Testament accounts intimate by their
omission of nearly all details of the paschal feast, the setting of the paschal
rite was not considered. Its repetition was not only impracticable, because
of the surrounding ceremonial, but it was impossible from the standpoint
of law, for in the Old Testament law, to which the Apostles still clung,
the eating of the paschal lamb was set for only one time of the year. Promi8

For the meaning of this "chalice of bene

diction" also at other meals, cf. H. Lietz
mann, Mess e und Herrenmahl (Bonn,
1926), 208£.
•

The fact that Paul, and after him Luke,
employ the word £u;cap-r1�aa� is explained
as a Gr:ecism. For
see Gewiess, 164.
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a

discussion of this,

Hanssens, 412; ]. Jeremias, Die

mah/sworte J esrt ( Gottingen,

Abend

paschal supper.
u

Goossens, 151 f., referring to G. Dalmann,
JesHs-JeschHa (Leipzig, 1922), 140£.
Strack- Biller beck, IV, 58 f., 76, consider
the common cup an exception. For the
designation of "cup of the blessing," cf.

�o -r.o-ri)pcov tiJ� eu'A�rla, in St. Paul

(1

Cor. 10: 16: "a cup that we bless").
13

The disciples at Emmaus recognized our

1935), 23.
11 This is clear from the reference to a
"hymn" following immediately
(Matt.

Lord in the "breaking of the bread" (Luke

26:30; Mark 14: 26). The exegetes who

the action-His address to the heavenly
Father or His gaze uplifted heavenward;
cf. Goossens, 170-172.
The formul;e we will have occasion to
refer to later, infra Notes 24 and 25.

have the two consecrations follow each
other immediately place them therefore in
this spot at the end of the meal. The fourth
cup was apparently not used at our Lord's

24 :31); what is meant perhaps is His man
ner of saying the table-prayer attached to
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nent in the narrative of St. Luke and St. Paul is the placing of the conse
cration of the chalice after the meal ; Matthew and Mark do not take any
special notice of this peculiar circumstance. When Matthew and Mark
wrote, it must have already been customary in their locality to put the
two consecrations together. Does that mean that Paul and his disciple Luke
still suppose an actual separation? At least in this case there would be some
basis for the related opinion that in the early community the Eucharist
was, as a rule, bound up with a meal. But unfortunately we cannot clear
up this or any similiar question, nor can we recreate the form of the Mass
liturgy up to the middle of the second century except through little ves
tiges and hints and by deductions from later facts.
The Acts of the Apostles mentions three times the "breaking of bread"
in the Christian congregation"-mentions it in such a way that it desig
nates not some introductory ceremony at a meal but a complete and self
contained action. In this term "breaking of bread" we have an entirely
new, Christian mode of expression, a term alien to both Jewish ... and clas
sical literature. The term evidently corresponds to a new thing, the holy
Bread of the Christian community.'" The neo-converts of Whitsunday lived
in holy happiness; "and continuing daily with one accord in the temple
... , and breaking bread in their houses" (Acts 2 :46). Besides the liturgy
of the Old Law in which everyone regularly took part," there was also this
new celebration, which was referred to only by suggestion, and to which
the Christians had to come in smaller groups and in their own dwellings.
"And they continued steadfastly in the teaching of the Apostles and in the
communion of the breaking of the bread and in the prayers" (Acts 2 :42).
Reference is made to prayer conjoined to the breaking of bread.18 We can
discover nothing further.
In a later chapter we read that there was an assembly one Sunday night
at Troas "for the breaking of bread" (Acts 20:7). A long sermon by
St. Paul precedes this "breaking of bread" and partaking of the Eucharist
(Acts 20:11) .•• From the words "breaking of bread" we cannot infer any"Acts 2:42, 46; 20: 7.
'" Only J er. 16 : 7 employs it poetically in
the particular meaning of "to hold a funeral
feast" or "to hold a wake."
•• The latest investigators rather generally
agree that in all these instances there is
reference to the Eucharist. Goossens, 170174; Arnold, 43-47; Gewiess, 152-157.
This explanation is given for at least Acts
2: 42, 46 in a fundamental study by Th.
Schermann, "Das Brotbrechen im Urchris
tentum," Bib/. Zeitschrift VIII (1910), 3352; 162-183; esp. 169 f. But some writers
are explicitly opposed to the opinion that
the Eucharist is meant: A. Steinmann, Die

Apostelgeschichte (4th ed.; Bonn, 1934),

40-42; ]. M. Nielen, The Earliest Chris
tiall Liturgy (St. Louis, 1931), 29f f. ; A.
W ik e n h a u s e r , Die Apostelgeschichte
(Regensburg, 1938), 3Sf.
17 Cf. Acts 3 : 1.

0. Bauernfeind, Die Apostelgeschichte
(Theol. Handkommentar zum N.T., 5,
Leipzig [ 1939]), 54, is inclined to interpret
the whole passage, 2 : 42, in a liturgical
sense : listening to the teaching of the Apos
tles, making one's offering, breaking the
bread and praying. "\Vhat Luke is really
saying is : Their fellowship was essentially
a fellowship in the evening meal."
•• Cf. Goossens, 136.
18
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thing more. Since the words were not used simply for "to have a meal,"
we cannot conclude from them alone that the essential sacramental rite,
which our Lord had instituted with the breaking of bread, and which was
thereafter so spoken of, was always bound up with a real meal.
But several other arguments do lead to this conclusion. When we see the
Apostles gathered together after our Saviour's resurrection, it seems to be
the common table that brings them together. That could also have been
the case after Pentecost. This was then the opportunity at set times to
combine with it the memorial meal of the Lord, just as He Himself had
combined it with a meal.20 Every meal was already impressed with a rever
ential character, since it was always begun and ended with prayer." Espe
cially the Sabbath meal-the meal on Friday night which initiated the
Sabbath-possessed a highly religious stamp. An expansion of the table
company beyond the family circle was a well-loved practice on this day
just as at the Easter meal."" Like these Sabbath meals in character were
the community banquets which were held on certain occasions for one's
circle of friends (Chaburah)."'
One of the ceremonies which appears to have been part and parcel of the
practice at such meals was for the master of the house to bless the bread,
break it and distribute it." Thus the entire company was drawn together
by the blessing and the eating in common. Of course the blessing of the
wine would naturally be added. The "cup of the blessing" itself was filled
at the end of the meal, right before the saying of grace which concluded
the meal. As an invitation to drink of this cup, a prescribed formula was
used. At a later period the prayer was composed of four doxologies of which
the first two can be traced back to the time before the destruction of Jeru
salem, namely, the "Praise of the Meal" and the "Praise of the Land."""
Certain it is that this custom (with the proper changes) was continued
within the Christian communities. We have striking proof of this in the
prayer of the Didache near the end of the first century:
20 Goossens, 133. Perhaps we must regard
our risen Saviour's companionship at meals
with His disciples as a link between the
Last Supper and the eucharistic meal of the
primitive church. In fact, if we dare stress
the symbolical meaning attached to the
meal, we will be able to trace a very sig
nificant line from the accounts of the
evangelists regarding these meals and the
great messianic meal of eternity, and there
by gain a new light into the eucharistic
mysteries. See Y. de Montcheuil, "Signifi
cation eschatalogique du Repas eucharis
tique," Recherches de Science religieuse,
XXXIII ( 1946 ) , 10-43.
21 E. Kalt, Biblisches Reallexikon, ( 2nd
ed.; Paderborn, 1939 ) , II, 868f.
""Cf. Luke 14:1.

Lietzmann, !ofesse und Herrenmahl, 206210.
"' Strack- Billerbeck, IV, 621 ; Lietzmann,
206. According to Berachah 6, 1, the bless
ing reads: "Praised be Yahweh, our God,
the king of the world, who makes the bread
to come from the earth."
"" Strack - Billerbeck, IV, 627-634. The
praise of the land begins : "\Ve thank Thee,
Yahweh, our God, for having given our
forefathers as their inheritance this lovable,
good and wide land, for having led us,
0 Yahweh, our God, out of the land of
Egypt and for having freed us from the
house of bondage. We thank Thee for Thy
covenant, which Thou hast sealed on our
flesh, for Thy Torah which Thou hast
taught us...." ; ibid., 631.
23
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(9.) Regarding the Eucharist. Give thanks as follows:

First concerning the cup :
"We give Thee thanks, our Father, for the Holy Vine of David Thy
servant, which Thou hast made known to us through Jesus, Thy
Servant."
"To Thee be the glory forevermore."
Next, concerning the broken bread:
"We give Thee thanks, our Father, for the life and knowledge which
Thou hast made known to us through Jesus, Thy Servant."
"To Thee be the glory forevermore."
"As this broken bread was scattered over the hills and then, when gath
ered, became one mass, so may Thy Church be gathered from the ends
of the earth into Thy Kingdom."
"For Thine is the glory and the power through Jesus Christ forever

(10.)

more."
Let no one eat and drink of your Eucharist but those baptized in the
name of the Lord; to this, too, the saying of the Lord is applicable : Do
not give to dogs what is sacred.
After you have taken your fill of food, give thanks as follows:
"We give Thee thanks, 0 Holy Father, for Thy holy name which Thou
hast enshrined in our hearts, and for the knowledge and faith and
immortality which Thou hast made known to us through Jesus, Thy
Servant."
"To Thee be the glory forc1•ermore."
"Thou, Lord Almighty, hast created all things for the sake of Thy
name and hast given food and drink for men to enjoy, that they may
give thanks to Thee; but to us Thou hast vouchsafed spiritual food and
drink and eternal life through [Jesus,] Thy Servant."
"Above all, we give Thee thanks because Thou art mighty."
"To Thee be the glory fore!•ermore."
"Remember, 0 Lord, Thy Church: deliver her from all evil, perfect
her in Thy love, and from the four winds assemble her, the sanctified,
in Thy kingdom which Thou hast prepared for her."
"For Thine is the power and the glory forevermore."
"�fay grace come, and this world pass away!"
"Hosanna to the God of David!"
"If anyone is holy, let him advance ; if anyone is not, let him be con
verted. Afaranatha!" "Amen."
But permit the prophets to give thanks as much as they desire."'

Much as these prayers have been discussed, little has been achieved in
the way of clarifying their precise meaning and import. In every case we
have table prayers in the setting of a Christian meal: Blessing of wine
and bread, and grace at the end. That the meal included the sacramental
Eucharist is hardly likely.27 The call at the end of the final grace may per"Tr. J. A. Kleist, S.J., The Didache
(Aucicnt Christian Writers, VI; Newman
Press, Westminster, Md., 1948), 20-21.
Quoted with permission of the publisher.

of the congregation are said in common, but
no one joins in the prayers of the officiant.
The opinion comes up against one objec
tion particularly, in the expression : IJ.E't<%

However the opinion has again been ad
vocated lately in a thorough discussion of
the two Didache passages by C. Ruch, "La
messe d'apres les Peres," DThC, X (1928),
865-382. In his reconstruction the prayers

ae -to tf17tA'I)a8Y)va:t; this does not appear in a
solemn prayer (like the Satiati of the
Roman post-communions), but in a rubric.
On the other hand, euxa:pto'tfa: and euxa:ptcrret11
do not refer unequivocally to the Blessed

'�
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haps relate to the Eucharist. But again it is not clear how it is connected
here."" At a much later time, after the close of the second century, we learn
more about the agapes which the Christian community conducted for the
benefit of the poor and to foster the spirit of Christian concord."" But these
agapes are absolutely separate from the Eucharist. We cannot therefore
directly derive anything more from them than the picture of a religion
sponsored meal...
From what has already been said, this only can be deduced with cer
tainty, that the various forms of table customs taken over by the young
Sacrament, for the terms are used even in
the following centuries in a wider sense.
Cf. iuter alia Arnold, 23-29; Baumstark,
Li turgie c omp a ree , 50£.; P. C a g i n,
L'Eucharistia (Paris, 1912), 252-288.
""Th. Schermann, Die allgemeine Kirchen

ordmmg, friihchristliche Liturgien und
kirclzliche U be r lie f e rung, (Paderborn,
1915), II, 282£., holds the opinion that
what is here in question was the conse
crated bread preserved from the previous
Sunday's celebration. We would then have
a first form of the M is sa Prtesanctificato
rum. We could also, with A. Baumstark,
Vom geschichtlichen Werden der Liturgie,

7£., think of a house-Mass in the proper
sense, with a real consecration of the bread
and wine. This opinion about a domestic
Mass was already advanced in P. Drews,
"Untersuchungen zur Didache IV," Zcit
sc/zri/1 f. d. ueut. WisSl'lzschaft, V (1904),
74-79. Such a domestic Mass could be con
sidered only if there was present someone
possessing the power to consecrate-which
was seldom the case; cf. Did. 15, 1. The
booklet itself, which was intended not for
bishops but for the congregation and its
catechists (cf. possibly the otMcrxcr'Aot in
Hermas, Pastor, Mand. 4, 3, 1), did not
have to contain the consecratory texts. Cf.
in the same sense, Arnold, 26-29.
Against the opinion that the thanksgiv
ing prayer in c. 10 is to be considered a
consecratory eucharistic prayer, cf. ZkTh,
LXIII (1939), 236£.
A new explanation, based on reasons of
sound worth, is developed by E. Peterson,
"Didache cap. 9, 10," Eph., liturg. LVIII
(1944),3-13. According to this, the prayers
which are used in the Didache as table
prayers have the form of a christological
hymn, such as was early used at the cele
bration of the Eucharist, at the fractio pan is.

""Tertullian, A pol., c. 39. Hippolytus,
Trod. Ap. The textual material in Dix. 45-

53. The fullest text is the Ethiopian, but it
too is mixed up; cf. the text as set forth
by E. Hennecke, Neutestamentl. Apokry
phen, p. 581; complemented in ZkTh,
LXIII (1939), 238.
These are the proceedings as described
by Hippolytus: In the evening all gather for
the agape. The deacon brings a light into
the room; the light is blessed with a prayer
to which are prefaced "The Lord be with
you" and "Let us give thanks to the Lord"
(but not "Up with your hearts," which is re
served for the celebration of the Eucharist),
and the respective replies. Then the deacon
takes the cup and intones an alleluia-psalm;
the presbyter and bishop do the same. The
gathering responds with an alleluia. Then
the meal begins. Before he starts eating,
each one accepts a piece of blessed bread
from the bishop; "this is 'eulogy', but not
'eucharist' like the Body of the Lord." Each
one also takes his cup, says a blessing over
it, and then drinks and eats. The catechu
mens receives exorcized bread, but may
not take part in the meal. Everyone may
eat his fill, and also take home what is left
over (the <ho.,op1J't6>), but so that there is
enough for the host to send to others. Talk
at table is led by the bishop, or by the priest
or deacon in his place; no one talks unless
he is called upon or questioned. Proper
conduct is continually inculcated. In the
case of a meal for the widows, care should
be taken that they get home before dark.
"It is significant that various features
clearly indicate the connection with the
Jewish meal ceremonial : the responsorial
psalmody at the beginning, the initial
breaking of the bread, the cup-blessing
spoken by the individuals.
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Church from Judaism"' easily led to employing for Christ's institution the
setting of a meal even outside the paschal meal. The grace after meals was
the given occasion for the consecration of the chalice, no matter whether
the consecration of the bread had occurred earlier, at the very start of the
meal, or took place here.""
To prove that in this early period of the Church the Eucharist was actu
ally bound up with a meal, we have only one corroborating fact in the
example of Corinth, as described by St. Paul... The first undoubted fact is
that the Corinthians really connected the holy celebration with a great
banquet, but certain abuses had crept in which were in glaring contra
diction to the spirit of Christ's institution. As might have been expected,"
the meal was supplied not from a common stock but from the provisions
brought by the well-to-do. But instead of spreading out all in common and
awaiting the start of the supper, the people divided into little groups and
consumed their own supplies with a selfishness that was often climaxed
by drunkenness. Under such circumstances the words and the ceremonies
of the holy action became a secondary matter, a formality which the offi
ciant could perform at his own table and scarcely be noticed. Add to the
scandal the painful situation of those guests who had brought nothing.
Denouncing such conduct, St. Paul speaks with solemn seriousness of the
content and worth of Christ's institution. It might surprise us that he
introduces the phrases about the chalice with the words already noticed,
IJ.E'ta 'to 8et7tvljcrcxt, and thus has the intervening meal of the community
precede. That would hardly make it appear as if he wanted to suppress
the meal itself... Rather we have an indication of how Paul wanted it set
in order-and it was to be enclosed by the two consecrations! And so he
could very correctly speak of the whole thing as a unit under the term
"a supper of the Lord."""
"'E.

von der Goltz, Tischgebete wzd
Abendmahlsgebete in der altchristlichen
mzd in der griechisch en Kirche, TU,
XXIX, 2b. (Leipzig, 1905).
12 For the consecration of the bread at this
latter spot a favorable starting point was
thought to have been the Jewish practice of
keeping a piece of the bread broken at the
beginning till the end of the meal and then
producing it; c£. von der Goltz, Tisch
gebete, 6£. But the observance seems to be
of a later date, and not Palestinian but
Babylonian in origin; c£. A. Marmorstein,
"Miszellen I. Das letzte Abendmahl und
der Seder-Abend," Zeitschri/1 f. d. neutest.
Wissenschaft, XXV (1926), 249-253;
Arnold, 55 f.
"'1 Cor. 11:17-34. Cf. especially E. B.
A ll o Premiere epitre aux Corinthie1zs
(Paris, 1934), 269-316.
,

" Reference is made to the statement re
garding the cultores Diana! et A1ztinoi of
Lanuvium (Corpus Inscriptionum Lati1za
ntm,XIV,n.2ll2 [II,Z.14-16]),accord
ing to which the four members whose turn
it was that year were to bring to the six
annual cern a! : each an amphora of good
wine, for each guest a loaf of bread, four
sardines, a cushion to lie on, and service.
.. This is to be stressed,in opposition to the
concept of Goossens, 136-141, and some
other interpreters, that Paul condemned
the meal itself as an abuse, and that by the
emphatic orouoro �oteln he meant to declare
that nothing was to be done except what
he called attention to in his account.
30That the words 7.upteotov llel1tVov (1 Cor.
11 :20) refer to the whole proceeding is
defended by Arnold, 101-105, following
E. B. Allo, op. cit. In Hippolytus, Trad.
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That we are not making a mistake in this deduction is indicated by
another remnant which we meet about the beginning of the third century.
In the church regulations of Hippolytus of Rome, a special provision is
made for the Easter Mass at which the newly baptized are to receive their
first Holy Communion. After the Body of the Lord is given them, they are
to receive, besides the consecrated chalice, also two others, one filled with
milk and honey and the other with water, and these, it would seem, before
the consecrated chalice, which comes at the very end."' As new-born chil
dren of God they get the children's meal, milk and honey, to strengthen
them and to recall to their minds God's promises ; they receive, too, the
water that suggests that cleansing of soul which they have just experi
enced."" Although the consecration had already for a long time been bound
together by a single eucharist, this solemn Communion at Eastertide harks
back to a time when the meal was interposed before the consecration of
the chalice.
The drawing together of the doubled thanksgiving prayer into one was
naturally the concomitant of the drawing together of the two consecra
tions. And this must have occurred even in apostolic times, when the meal
was still connected with the celebration of the Eucharist. If the latter
followed the meal, the next step was to take up and enlarge the closing
thanksgiving prayer-a solution which the appearance of later liturgies
clearly points to. But the eucharistic celebratian, along with the prayer of
thanksgiving, could also be set first, and there are traces of such a solu
tion too.39
On the basis of all these facts we can now attempt to outline the prob
able development of the eucharistic celebration in the first century of its
existence. The Apostles fulfilled the command of our Lord given them at
the Last Supper by celebrating regularly in the setting of a meal which was
conducted with the ritual forms of a Jewish community meal. The most
important point of contact was the grace after meals and the "cup of bless
ing" (chalice of benediction) connected with it. The grace or prayer of
thanks was introduced by an invitation from the host to the guests.'• This
Ap. (Dix, 4G) the independent agape still
bears the name "Lord's Supper."
Perhaps these and other details in Hip
polytus' arrangement of the agape can be
takm to indicate that at an earlier period
the 2.gapc was actually connected with the
Eucharist; see H. Elfers, Die Kirchcn
ord11rmg Hippolyts von Rom (Paderborn,
1938), 169.

"Hippolytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 40-42).
The later version of the baptismal rite in
Ca11o11es 1/ippolyti, c. 19, 15 (Riedel, 213)
has the milk and honey follow the conse
crated chalice, obviously out of regard for
the law of fasting.
""Elfers, 166-175. The confusion in later

versions of the Church Order shows that
there was no longer any knowledge of the
old rite; ibid., 174. Sec below, p. 22.
In the Epistola apostolorum, a work of
the middle of the second century, preserved

••

in two translations, a Coptic and an Ethio
pian, the Coptic for the celebration of Eas
ter night calls for the Remembrance of the
Lord first, and then the agape, the Ethio
pian in reverse, agape first and then the
Remembrance of the Lord. C. Schmidt,
Gespr!iche !em (TU, XLIII; Leipzig
[1919]), 54 f.

•• Berachoth, VII, 3: "How does one word
the invitation? If there are three persons
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invitation must have fused already in this early period into the double
exclamation, Sursum corda and Gratias agamus, which we find, along with
their corresponding answers, practically unaltered in all the succeeding
liturgical traditions. The grace or thanksgiving prayer itself, which even
in its pre-Christian original had led from gratitude for food and drink into
gratitude for the benefits of the grace-filled guidance of God's people,"
could and did take on Christian features.
This new Christian concept is revealed in the prayers of the Didache,
which are ever so much more meaningful if they are considered simply as
table prayers. Besides, the Didache also stresses ( 10, 7) the improvisation
of this prayer of thanks by the "prophets." Certainly if anything in the
story of Redemption was to be the occasion for happy remembrance and
thanksgiving, it would be this moment of fulfillment in Christ. To build
up these thoughts expressly, the example of the Jewish Easter and feast

day Haggada would provide a model, although this was scarcely necessary
since the apostolic preaching itself supplied ample material for such memo
ries. Many of the heavenly songs which in St. John's Apocalypse are sung
to God and the Lamb can very well be placed in the mouth of an earthly
congregation which is gathered with its officiant for the celebration of the
Eucharist.'"
The consecration of the bread which stands at the beginning of the serv
ice must have been drawn over to the consecration of the cup of blessing,
and this very soon, perhaps even in the first generation, at least in the
sense that bringing them together was considered admissible. Our Lord's
words of institution used on these two occasions were thus merged into a
single two-part account, and the eu'Aoy[a:-euxa:ptat!a: spoken over the bread
became then a thanksgiving prayer which introduced or even enclosed the
account and the double consecration therein contained. For the words,
"For as often as you shall eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim
the death of the Lord," with which St. Paul continues his narrative of the
institution, and even the sense of Jesus' own command, would early have
given rise to the practice of expressing these thoughts right after the
account itself, as we again actually find it in all the liturgies, namely in
the anamnesis.'"
Since, on the one hand, the prayer of thanks was thus enriched and
rounded out and senled in form, and on the other, the growing communipresent, he says, 'Let us praise (him whose

food it is we have eaten) !'" At larger
gatherings the invitation was more solemn.
Strack- Billerbeck, IV, 629. An invitation

of this sort presupposes chiefly a situation
where the transition to prayer is not from
a

previous silence but from conversation.

Hence, to keep the practice even after con
versation and meal were dropped could be

significant of the special holiness of the

action that followed.
"Vide supra, Note 25.

"Apoc. 4:11; 5:9-14; 17f.; 15:3£. Cf. C.
Ruch, "La Messe d'apres Ia S. Ecriture,"
DThC, X, 858, 860.
'"Cf. amongst others Gewiess, Die urapos
to/ische Heilsverkiindigrmg, 165, who takes
the l<<r<G<rr�J.J.e-re of 1 Cor. 11 :26 as an
imperative, so that a "heralding" or procla
mation in words is demanded.
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ties became too large for these domestic table-gatherings, the supper
character of the Christian assembly could and did fall out, and the eucha
ristic celebration stood out as the proper form of divine worship. The tables
disappeared from the room, except for the one at which the presiding offi
cial pronounced the eucharist over the bread and wine. The room was
broadened into a large hall capable of holding the whole congregation.
Only in isolated instances was the connection with a meal continued into
the following centuries." And the ideal toward which all energetically
strove was to hold in each congregation only one single Eucharist."
It was both the Jewish and hellenistic practice to hold the meal, as a
oei�•";v, at an evening hour, but once the meal disappeared there was

nothing to hinder the choice of another time of the day for the celebration.
Since Sunday, as the day of the Resurrection, was very early promoted as
the day for the celebration,'" and attention was thus focused on the remem
brance of the story of Redemption and especially of its glorious outcome,
the next step was easy, namely, to transfer all to the morning hours, since
it was in the morning before sunrise that Christ had risen from the dead."
The earliest Easter celebration known to us was an evening celebration but
it followed the time-schedule mentioned and its climax was not reached
till early in the morning at cockcrow.•• Sunday service, too, would fit nicely
into this scheme, for if one began to see in the sunrise a picture of Christ
rising from the dead,'" one would lay considerable store in the notion of
greeting Christ himself with the rising of the sun."" And besides, as long
as Christianity was not publicly acknowledged, the circumstances of the
laborer's life would have urged the choosing of an hour outside the usual
time of work.
Acts 20:7; Didache 14.
Lietzmann, fl.! esse und Herrenmahl, 258,
thinks that the connection with the service
of reading and prayer held in the syna
gogue on the Sabbath morning was what
drew the eucharistic celebration from the
evening to the morning. But then the read·

''For ).Iaundy Thursday, St. Augustine,

••

Ep. LIV, 7, 9 (CSEL XXXIV, 168) tells

'7

of the practice of imitating the Last Sup
per by having a meal just before the eve
ning Mass. Last vestiges of this custom
were still to be found in the fourteenth cen
tury; Eisenhofer, II, 304.
In Egypt, according to Socrates, Hist.
cccl., V, 22 (PG LXVII, 636), it was
still customary in the fifth century to cele
brate the Eucharist on Saturday as the
conclusion of a meal.
Besides, we must remark that in the do
mestic celebrations of Mass, which were
continued alongside the congregational
celebrations for several centuries (see
infra, Part II, ch. 5), the connection with
a meal was maintained considerably longer,

since here there were not the difficulties
th at confronted the congregational celebra
tions.

ing and prayer service would have to he
considered the main thing. Lietzmann also
mentions ( ibid.. .!\ ote 2) the idea of H.
Usener, that the transfer was in some way
conjoined to the Greek custom of ''sacri
ficing to the gods of heaven at sunrise," hut
very properly puts no stock in the influ
ence of this observance.

•• 0. Case ! , "Art und Sinn der iiltcst('l!
christlichen Osterfeier," JL XIV (1938),
1-78, esp. 5, 23 f., 29.
•• Dolger, Sol salutis, 364-379; cf. 123 f.
""Ibid., 119 f., with reference to the passage
in Wis. 16:27 f., which concerns the manna

'"Ignatius of Antioch, Ad Philad., c. 5,

but

�'ltouMa<Z'te OUY IJ.C� eu:x;czpta'tlQ: :x;pYjaOczt.

aet ljlo.i:vecv 'tOY ljAtOY t1t' eu:x;czpca-r{czy aou.

was early

given a

Christian turn:
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When about 111-113 A.D., Pliny the Younger, Legate of Bithynia, had

arrested and examined a number of Christians, he established the fact that
they were in the habit of meeting on a certain fixed day before dawn

( stato die ante lucem) and of singing in alternate verses a song to Christ
their God ; they bound themselves by solemn oath not to do any wrong ;
they then dispersed but assembled again at a later hour for a harmless
meal."' Quite probably we have in the first-named gathering the celebra
tion of the Eucharist, and in the hymn sung alternately the prayer of
thanks which opened with alternate prayer and clo5ed with the Amen of
the people and which might even have included the Sanctus said in com
mon." The second assembly, which was considered less important and
which was discontinued after Pliny intervened, would then be the evening
agape as we see it continuing even later on."" If these conjectures are right,
then we have further in the act of moral obligation bound in with the
morning celebration, a distant parallel to the Sunday confession of sins,
of which the Didache speaks." Although we are completely in the dark as
to the form and performance of this act, the general sense of it is doubtless
the securing of that state of mind which Paul had already demanded for
the Eucharistic celebration .. and which in one case is looked upon as a
contrite confession, in the other as a resolve and sacred promise of amend
ment. \Ve see later on, time and again, new forms arising from the same
root."' Besides we can acknowledge that the kiss of peace which we soon
For the early morning rlidne service cf.
also Dolger, 118 ff.; Schtimmer, Die
a/tclzristliclze Fasten praxis, 109 ff.
Later Cyprian, Ep. 63, 15 f. ( CSEL III,
7 13 f.) expressly witnesses to it: \Ve cele
brate the Eucharist as a morning sacrifice,
in sacrificiis matulillis, even though it was
instituted in the evening, because we com
memorate therewith the Resurrection of
the Lord.
The injunction to remember the Resur
rection during home morning prayers is
frequently met with in the pertinent
writings, e.g. Cyprian, De or. dom., c. 35
(CSEL III, 292).
51 Pliny, Ep. ad Trajanum, X, 96. For the
text of the letter see Kirch, Enchiridion

/m1tium his!. cccl. (5th ed.; Freiburg,
1941 ), 22££.; also Dulger, Sol salutis,
lOSf., who discusses some of the contents
more thoroughly, 106-136.
•• See Volume II, Chapter 2, 4. The Ter
Sanctus is probably an acquisition from the
] ewish schema, and even then was to be
said before sun-up; Beraclwth I, 2; Dol
ger, 121.
"'A Eucharistic celebration in the morn
ing and an agape at night is also the sur-

mise of C. Mohlberg, La Scuola cattolica,
LXIV (1936), 211-213; idem., "Carmen
Christo quasi Deo," Rcvista d'Arc/l('o/ogia
Cristiano, XIV (1937), 93-123. Dolger,
Sol salutis, 127 f., considers the hymns to
be of the type of those in the Apocalypse,
which, of course, are exactly the materials
for eucharistic prayer ; see ::--J ote 22 above.
Other interpretations are reviewed in A.
Kurfess, "Piinius und der urchristliche
Gottesdienst," Zeitschrift f. d. llCHiest. Wis

sellclza/1, XXXV (1936), 295-298.
.. Didache 14, 1 (Quasten, Mon.,

12f.):

Khcz Y.Up<a:Y:I;v oe xup(ou ouv:xxOev"<e� xAO:oa:n
aporov xa:l euza:p<O't'!Joa:n �poe�OiJ.OAOYl)O<IIJ.tVO<

-r<l: �"'P�WiJ.<I'r<X UiJ.WV, o�w; Y.a:Oa:;;<l: iJ Ouo(<X
uiJ.GlY fl.

" 1 Cor. 11 :28 f.
56 Here belong the various formulas of self
accusation which especially since the early
Middle Ages appeared as apologias in the
priest's prayers both East and \Vest. In
our Roman Mass we have the C oiljifeor at
the beginning and just before the distribu
tion of Communion. To the latter corre
sponds the "prayer of penance" in every
Mass of the Ethiopian rite, after which the
priest turns to the people and pronounces
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will meet up with and which we have already supposed as the opening of
the holy celebration even in this early period57 had a similar function...
If we thus see forming in this early period the large outlines of the later
l\fass-liturgy, there still remains the task of pointing out a great many
details of a later and even present-day practice, in which, within the Mass
celebration, a primitive and apostolic liturgy survives, a liturgy adapted
by the Apostles from the usage of the synagogue.'" Here belongs the com
mon way of starting and ending the prayer: At the beginning came the
greeting with Dominus vobiscum or a similar formula, the answer to which
was the genuinely Hebraic Et cum spiritu tuo. The close of the prayer
referred in some way to God's boundless dominion, which lasts in srecula

sreculorum. The stipulated answer of the people remained, in fact, untrans
lated: Amen. Thus with particular reference to the prayer of thanks, the
general scheme remained unaltered, no matter how the contents changed.
This holds true in every instance for the conclusion just mentioned and
likewise for the introductory dialogue of which we spoke earlier. For the
opening formula of the prayer of thanks itself, the formula of the custom
ary Jewish berachah60 did not persist; but even the opening with Vere

dignum et justum est must have been adapted by the primitive congrega
tion from some older tradition. For the further conduct of the prayer of
thanks and for the transition into the triple Sanctus various hints from
the Sabbath service of the synagogue must have been at work for this con
tained a very expansive praise of God for His creation and His provident
care of Israel."' It could even be that the first phrase of the Sanctus stems
from this source.
an absolution. Cf. Brightman, 235-237.
A rite for the puritication of the souls

greet one another with this kiss of fellow

of the assembled congregation at the begin
ing of the Mass proper appeared after the
tenth century in the form of a culpa or

ship: Rom. 16:16; 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 Cor.
13 :12 ; 1 Thess. 5: 26 ; 1 Pet. 5: 14. Per
haps the reading of the letter was annexed
to the celebration of the Eucharist.

"public confession" to which was added a
formal absolution. See i11jra, p. 492.

08 An indication of this is the fact that we
encounter the kiss of peace as well as the

\Ve may take the exhomologesis in Didachc

prayer of penance at the start of the Mass
proper and at the preparation for Com
munion.

14, 1 in much the same sense; cf. B. Posch
mann, Pamitcntia seczmda (Bonn, 1940),
88-92, who considers it parallel to the Con
fit cor and designed to forgive venial sins,
but he excludes sacramental penance. But
in opposition seeK. Adam, "Buszdisziplin,"
LThK, II ( 1 931 ) , 657, who in reference to
the testimonies for the absolution prayers
of the Church, alludes to the Did. 14, 1, as
follows: "This 'confession' (£�o,.oAore<cr6cn,
Jas. 5: 16) in church, made effectual by the
prayer of the liturgical congregation, is,
for sins not mortal, the ordinary form of
apostolic church-penance."
" It is rernarkable how often the letters of
the Apostles close with an invitation to

""For further discussions, see the authors
cited for the individual texts and formulas.
'"The name "llerachah" comes from the
opening

word

of

the

grace

at

table,

"Praised." The type beginning in this
fashion survives, e.g., in the formula of our
table prayer, Bcncdictus Deus in dollis
sr:is .. . The beginning of the table prayer
in the Didaclrc, dxo:pt:1-rou,.£v aot -also
stemming, no doubt, from pre-Christian
tradition-we will find again as the start
of the eucharistic prayer in Hippolytus.
61 Baumstark,
Liturgie comparee, 54 f.
This element is clearly evident in the
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A second stream of adaptation from the primitive judreo-Christian com

munity emerges in the service of readings of the fore-Mass, as we shall
meet it in Justin. The tie with the Temple, which (according to the Acts
of the Apostles 2 :46) the emergent Christian church still maintained along
with its own eucharistic gatherings, entailed above all, here as elsewhere,
attendance at the synagogue for the Sabbath service, which was primarily
a reading of the Scriptures. Only after the break with the synagogue, con
sequent upon the persecution of the year 44, did the hour of worship
devoted to reading take on a specially Christian shape, and gradually com
bine with the eucharistic celebration as the fore-Mass. This old legacy is
also definitely retained in the imitation of the two-fold division of the Law
and the Prophets (which is at the basis of several Christian pericope lists)
and in the arrangement of the singing in between.
In all these instances we are concerned only with the materials and the
ground-plan which were taken over in the new structure of Christian wor
ship. But there was also a new soul by which it was transformed. And what
is of greater consequence in this formation and growth is not the age of
the materials used in the building, but the building itself, the new archi
tecture of the Mass itself which arose from within, the body which the
new soul had shaped for itself from the old material and which even in the
earliest phases of development-and precisely in these-had undergone
a considerable change of appearance.
From the very start the basic motif was to observe the memorial of our
Lord, the remembrance of His redemptive Passion, in the form of a meal.
Therefore at first, the framework of a supper remained in the foreground.
The faithful sat at table; under cover of simple nourishment they feasted
upon the Body and Blood of Him who had laid down His life for us all
and who should some day come again to gather His own into His Kingdom.
The spoken word would slip easily from the recital of the words of insti
tution and the command therein contained into such thoughts of memory
and expectation. Union with our Lord in His glory came as strongly into
the consciousness as union amongst themselves came visibly to the eye by
means of the meal. But this framework of a meal could not even in the
very beginning delimit and define the type of eucharistic service. The meal
was not an ordinary meal but a sacred banquet, not only hallowed and
inspired by the memory which gave it value and which in its course was
sacramentalized, but also borne Godwards by the word of the prayer that
was added to it. For if, in primitive Christian culture, every meal imported
not only various blessings but the prayer of thanks as well, it was truer
still of this meal.
The mind of a man not blinded by pride will be turned toward God even
by a natural meal. Nowhere is it more plainly and visibly seen that man
eucharistic prayer of the Apostolic ConstitutioiiS (infra, Chapter 4), and also,

e.g., in certain prefaces of the

Spanish llfis

sale mi.Ttum (PL LXXXV, 271£., 286£.).
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is a receiver, than when he takes nourishment to keep his life powers
together. Therefore a meal has always been the incentive to acknowledge
one's own creation by means of a prayer of thanks which is bound up with
the meal. In Christianity man is a double receiver. Not only is he fitted
out with goods of the natural order, but he is gifted beyond measure and
beyond his capacity; because it is God who imparts Himself to man. That
prayer of thanks is the right echo responding to God's wondrous benefits
to man.
Nothing is therefore more natural than that thanksgiving to God should
be the very basis of Christian conduct, that thanksgiving in the prayer of
the nascent Church �hould become a mighty sound growing ever stronger,
that as the

euxcxptcr'ttcx it should be combined with that holy meal in the

sacramental core of which the highest of God's gifts is continually renewed.
Hallowing the meal by means of the Eucharist soon accomplished a result
which affected its liturgical appearance very much, namely a gradual oust
ing of the meal itself. This result corresponds to that spiritualization in
matters of worship which is for incipient Christianity-in contrast to the
synagogue-very significant... For the conduct or guidance of those who
participated, the movement of prayer became-if it had not already been
so from the very start-settled and determined. The Eucharist became the
basic form and shape of the Mass-liturgy...
The prayer of thanks in the adopted table customs of the judreo-Chris
tian communities was thus combined with our Lord's euxcxptcr't�crcxc; to form
Cf. H. Wenschkewitz, Die Spiritualisi
erung der K ultusbegriffe Tempel, Priester
wzd Opfer im Neuen Testament (Leipzig,
1932); see 0. Case!, JL, XII (1934), 30130 3.
"'' A certain visible residue of the ancient
fundamental meal form is still to be noted
in the Mass today : the table, on which
bread and wine are set, and the partaking
of the transubstantiated gifts in Com
••

munion. The sacrificial or offering element
is also indicated to the eye in the gestures
of presentation at the offertory, in the
course of the canon, and especially in the
little elevation at the closing doxology at
the end of the canon. Such a lifting on high
belonged to the ritual of table prayer in the
olden Jewish banquet : at the start of the
meal the person presiding took the bread
lying before him in his hands and spoke
the blessing. He likewise picked up the cup
while saying the blessing over the wine.
But especially with regard to the "cup of
the blessing"-the one reciting the grace
was to grasp it with both hands, and then
hold it with his right hand a few inches off

the table as he spoke the blessing. Strack
Billerbeck, IV, 621-628. Psalm 115:4
(13): Calicem salutaris accipiam, is ex
plained as referring to this ceremony ; see
the passages from Talmud bab., Pesach f.
119b, in Lietzmann, Messe und Herren
mahl, 209. For the elevation or lifting of the
bread, cf. E.v.d. Goltz, Tischgebete, TU
XXIX, 2 b, 7, 57 ff.
On the other hand, stress on the prayer
posture at the Eucharist outweighed the
previous table posture, so that for a long
time all stood up, the presiding officiant and
the circumstantes.
The problem of the basic form of the
Eucharist has been discussed by R. Guar
dini, Besi1ming vor der Feier der heiligm
Messe, II (Mainz, 1939), 73ff. I was able
to argue out the matter in a number of
conversations with the author, and thus ar
rive at the distinctions already pointed out.
Cf. also G. Sohngen, Das sakramentale
Weseu des Messopfers (Essen, 1946), 5761. ]. Pascher, Eucharistia ( M iinster,
1947. ]. A. Jungmann, "Urn die Grund
gestaltdes messfeier," StZ, CXLIII, p. 310.
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the starting point of a development which seemed to demand externaliza
tion. In the hellenistic surroundings this developmel'l.t found just the soil
it needed to grow."'
The Didache already uses a double phrase, and in reference to Sunday
worship combines with the old term "breaking of bread" the newer term
"offering thanks.'"'" Ignatius of Antioch simply employs eux_aptcr·da as the
name of the Sacrament of the "Eucharist.''

2.

From Justin to Hippolytus of Rome

Justin, the philosopher and martyr, who wrote his First Apology in
Rome about 150, preserved to us the first full account of a Christian Mass
celebration. The picture is valid in the first instance only for Rome, but
surely the features included hold true for the whole Christian world through
which Justin had travelled from East to West.' After speaking about Chris
tian Baptism, Justin continues ...
(c.65) After we have baptized him who professes our belief and associates
with us, we lead him into the assembly of those called the Brethren, and we
there say prayers in common for ourselves, for the newly-baptized, and for
all others all over the world....After finishing the prayers, we greet each
other with a kiss. Then bread and a cup of water and wine mixed are
brought to the one presiding over the brethren. He takes it, gives praise
and glory to the Father of all in the name of the Son and of the Holy Ghost,
and gives thanks at length for the gifts that we were worthy to receive
from Him. When he has finished the prayers and thanksgiving, the whole
crowd standing by cries out in agreement: "Amen." "Amen" is a Hebrew
word and means, "So may it be." After the presiding official has said thanks
and the people have joined in, the deacons, as they are styled by us, distrib
ute as food for all those present, the bread and the wine-and-water mixed,
over which the thanks had been offered, and also set some apart for those
not present.
"' A strong tendency in the philosophic and
popular-philosophic thinking at the time
of Christianity's inception, a tendency
molded by Plato and the Stoics, liked to
emphasize how little the deity required our
gifts, since the deity was <XveYoef,o;. The
only offering worthy of the deity was si
lence or at most a prayer clothed in the
pure garment of words, the eu)..oy(oc. Ac
cording to Plato, the activity most eon
formable to God's nature is doing good,
the activity most conformable to that of
creation, thanking God (dxocptaniY), since
creation can present no adequate counter
performance. The beauty and order of the
cosmos, which at that time had been newly
disclosed by maturing natural sciences,
formed the foremost theme of such medi-

tations. 0. Case!, Das Gediichtnis des
Herrn ia der altchristlichen Liturgie (Ec
clesia Orans

2;

,. Didache 14,

Freiburg
1

[1918]).

(Quasten, Mon., 12f):

x)..O:aocn &p-rov xoc! euxocpta-r�acrr.e.

.. Ignatius of Antioch, Ad Eph. 1 3 ; Ad
Phi/ad. 4; Ad Sm}'rn. 7, 1; ibid. 8, 1
(Quasten, Mon., 335 f.).
'The local diversity of the earliest litur
gies, which is emphasized by A.Baumstark,
Vom geschichtlichen Werden der Litur
gie, 29 ff., must be understood only in the
sense that, for want of precise legislation,
certain minutia: might change from place
to place ; Justin, to cite an instance, did not
know of any fixed text for the thanksgiv
ing prayer.
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(c. 66) And this food itself is known amongst us as the Eucharist.No one
may partake of it unless he is convinced of the truth of our teaching and is
cleansed in the bath of Baptism....
(c.67) .. . And on that day which is called after the sun, all who are in the
towns and in the country gather together for a communal celebration.And
then the memoirs of the Apostles or the writings of the Prophets are read,
as long as time permits.After the reader has finished his task, the one pre
siding gives an address, urgently admonishing his hearers to practice these
beautiful teachings in their lives. Then all stand up together and recite
prayers.After the end of the prayers, as has already been remarked above,
the bread and wine mixed with water are brought, and the president offers
up prayers and thanksgivings, as much as in him lies. The people chime in
with an Amen. Then takes place the distribution, to all attending, of the
things over which the thanksgiving had been spoken, and the deacons bring a
portion to the absent. Besides, those who are well-to-do give whatever they
will. What is gathered is deposited with the one presiding, who therewith
helps orphans and widows. . . ." •

The double picture shows precisely that the liturgical appearance of the
Mass at this time was essentially defined by the eu:x,c.t�to't'!o:. Notice, too,
the sharp emphasis which Justin puts on the seemingly unimportant mat
ter of the congregation's Amen. The thanksgiving spoken by the one pre
siding comes from the heart of the whole assembly and is confirmed by all.
Justin, who was himself a layman, bears witness by this detail how much
value the faithful set on their' pronouncing this word. This community
spirit, this feeling of oneness which was so immediately expressed when
the celebration had the character of a meal, continues thus to put its stamp
on the worship. And it was even more strongly impressed in the Com
munion which by its nature united the entire community.
What was received in Communion was designated the "Thank-you gift"

(·nx

d:x,o:ptaorlJ6€Y't'c.t, o eu:x,o:pta't'r;6e1<; aporo<;), and the Amen was intoned
as a thanksgiving. In Justin's description of the Mass, the expression of

thanks, the very notion of thanks, stand out as the second significant and
characteristic feature.
That we really have here an idea which was currently operative in the
Christian community can be gathered not only from the fact that eu:x,c.tptaor!o:
is now generally used as the technical term for the Mass," but even more
from the explanation which is given this word. Justin himself says else
where' that Christ gave us "the bread of the Eucharist" as a memorial of
His Passion, and "that through it we might thank God, both for establish
ing the world and all that is in it for man's sake, and for freeing us from
the evil in which we were born and, through Him who had willingly under
taken to suffer, entirely destroying the Powers and Forces." Irenreus also
sets it down as a basis for the institution: the disciples of Christ should
'Greek text of Chapters 61 and 65-67, with
explanatory notes, in Quasten, Mon., 13-21.
Cf. Schuster, The Sacramentary, I, 59-61.
8 The expression is also in the semi-Gnostic
apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. C£. Th.

"
Schermann, euxcxpta-rlcx und euxcxpto-retv in
ihrem Bedeutungswandel bis 200 n.Chr .,"
Philologus, LXIX (1910), 375-410.
'Justin, Dial. c. Trypho11e, 41, 1 (Quasten,
Mon., 337).
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"not be sterile and ungrateful." • Origen maintains: "\Ve are not men with
thankless hearts.True,we do not make any offerings,we do not sacrifice
in worship things which, far from being of benefit to us, are really our
enemies.But toward God, who has showered us with benefits ...we are
ashamed not to be grateful.The token of our gratitude to God is the Bread
which we call Eucharist." •
One cannot help but notice with what enthusiasm the ecclesiastical
writers of this period describe God's benefactions; first of all,those in the
order of creation,but more especially those with which the children of the
Church have been favored.And with what energy they urge that deep feel
ing of self-sacrifice and of subservient obedience, from which gratitude
proceeds.According to Clement of Alexandria,the Christian owes God a
life-long gratitude; this is the expression of true reverence.' "The offering
of the Church," thus Clement continues,"consists in a prayer in which all
our thoughts,given over to God,are wrapped up along with the offering." 8
The subjectiveness and spirituality of worship and the offering of the
heart to God are so emphasized in the Christian sources of this period"
that one might have supposed that there was an absence of outward offer
ing; before Iremeus (so runs the opinion),no offering was recognized in
the Church except that which consisted in thanksgiving.'0 Actually,many
pronouncements during this period lend a semblance of verity to this sup
position and appear to our ears very exaggerated. God "does not demand
an offering of victim or drink nor of any visible things." 11 He requires "not
blood-oblations and drink, not the odor of flowers or of incense,since He
is the perfect perfume,without want or blemish." The highest sacrifice one
can offer Him is to acknowledge Him and tender Him our spiritual serv
ice." The only honor worthy of Him is to put His gifts to use for ourselves
and for the poor, and to "be thankful and by our spirit send heavenward
Iren:cus, Adversus h(Er., IV, 17, 5 (Quas
ten, Mon., 346).
• Origen, Contra Celsum, VIII, 57 (PG
XI, 1601 f.).
• Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, 7, 7
(PG IX, 449 C).
8 Ibid., (PG IX, 444 C). Cf. the exposition
of the devotional ideas which form the
background for the eucharistic teaching of
the second century, in Elfers, Die Kirchen
ordmmg Hippolyts, 263-275. From a later
period, cf. for thanksgiving as a basic
C h r i s t ia n notion, Cyril of Jerusalem,
Catech. myst., V, 5 (Quasten, Mon.,100),
Chrysostom, In Matth. hom., 25, 3 (PG
LVII, 331); In I Cor. hom., 24, 1 (PG
LXI, 199).
• C f. the chapter "Das Opfer im Geiste" in
0. Case!, Die L i turgie als Mysterienfeier
(5th ed.; Ecclesia Orans 9; Freiburg
•

[1923]), 105-134, and the other works of
the same author there referred to, 105.
1° Fr. Wieland, Der vorireniiische Opfer
begriff (Munich, 1909). Wieland had ex
pressed the same ideas in two earlier writ
ings (since 1906), which led to a controversy
with E. Dorsch ; see esp. E. Dorsch, D er
Opfercharakter der Eucharistie einst und
jetzt (2nd ed.; Innsbruck, 1911). See the
summary of the results of the dispute in
G. Rauschen, Eucharistie und Buszsakra
ment in den e r s I en Jahrhmzderten der
Kirche (2nd ed.; Freiburg, 1910), 71 - 95;
Goossens, Les origines de l'Eucharistie,
58-71 ; 367-369.
11
Aristides, Apology, par. 1, in The Ante
Nicene Fathers, Vol. IX. (New York,
1912.)
,. Athenagoras, Legatio, c. 13 (TU IV, 2,

p. 14).
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songs of praise and hymns of glory for our creation and for every means
of prosperity, for the qualities of the different kinds of things, and for the
changes of season.",. For this reason, the apologists explained, the Chris
tians had no altar and no temple."
But if one were to decide from such expressions that in the minds of the
Christians of the time there was a Eucharist but no eucharistic sacrifice
properly so called, one would be jumping to conclusions. Along with phrases
of this sort, meant to emphasize the differences between Christianity and
paganism, there are found from the very beginning other phrases which
not only declare that the eucharist was pronounced over the bread and wine,
but which speak plainly enough of gifts which are sacrificed to God in the
Eucharist," or which simply designate the Eucharist as an oblation or pre
suppose its

sacrificial character.'" There

are expressions which can be inter

preted, without violence, in a broader sense, like the repeated reference
to the prophecy of Malachy which is fulfilled in the celebration of the
Christian Eucharist."
We are therefore certain from the very start that in the Eucharist not
only do prayers of thanksgiving rise from the congregation to God, but
that at the same time a gift is offered up to God." It is another question,
however, how the offering of a gift is evaluated in the rite of that period.
But remember, it is not necessary that the details of eucharistic theology
appear in the rite. Even in the developed Mass-liturgy of today many per
tinent points of dogma are entirely omitted. So it is quite understandable
that in a primordial form of the celebration, evolving chiefly either from
the memorial of our Lord,'" or from the prayer of thanks, little would be
u Justin, Apolog. I, 13 (PG VI, 345); cf.
also Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, 7,
3, 6 and elsewhere.
"Minucius Felix, Octavius, c. 32, 1, CSEL
II, 45; cf. c. 10, 2, ibid., 14; Tertullian,
De spect., c. 13 CSEL XX, 15.

"Clement of Rome, Ad Cor. 36, 1: Clem
ent calls Christ oro� cipxtepta -rwv 'lt'poc;<popwv
i)(J.WY. Cf. ibid., 40-44.
Justin, Dial. c. TrJf'hone, c. 41, (PG
VI, 564); cf. for this Elfers, pp. 257-259.
10 Didaclze, 14: The Sunday Eucharist is
twice called 6ua{a. In Ignatius of Antioch,
it is true, 6uataa-r1;ptov is not yet the mate
rial altar of sacrifice. But at least in Ad
Phi/ad., 4, the expression is used in connec
tion with the Eucharist : The Flesh of Jesus
Christ and the chalice of His Blood form a
6uataC!'rf,ptov to which the Christians gather ;
cf. Elfers, 287 f.
For Heb. 13:10, cf. the exegetic dis
cussion in Goossens, op. cit., pp. 212222. He is inclined to understand by the

6uataa't"i)ptov, which is contrasted to the Old
Testament expiatory sacrifice, not only
the sacrifice of the Cross, but the eucha
ristic altar too. In any case, here as in
I Cor. 10 :21 the existence of a sacrificial
meal is taken for granted. Further bibli
ography on the Eucharist as a sacrifice,
in Arnold, op. cit., pp. 97££.
17 Didache, 14, 3; Justin, Dial. c. Try,'phone,
41; cf. ibid., 28, 117.
" How much this thought coincides with
the notion of euxaptC!'rla is manifest from
the fact that already in Philo euxaptC!'rla
does not mean only thanksgiving but a sac
rifice for the purpose of rendering thanks.
Schermann, op. cit., 385 f.; cf. p. 379.
,. Such a form, for instance, as is found in
the spurious Acts of St. Thomas, a second/
third century work of Gnostic origin, c. 158
( Hennecke, Neutestammtl. Apokr:yphen,
287 f.; Quasten, Mon., 345). Another con
jecture suggests that the prayer that com
prised the Eucharist might have been
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said about oblation and sacrifice. Such, in fact, is our conduct whenever
we present a gift that is due ; we do not talk much about the gift we are
tendering, preferring instead to concentrate on the labors and merits that
occasioned the gift.
But actually we do find in the oldest text of the Eucharist, in Hippolytus
of Rome, an expression of sacrifice, immediately connected with the anam
nesis, right where all later Catholic liturgies employ a similar word:
memores igitur mortis et resurrectionis eius ofjerimus tibi panem et cali
cem . . "" It is possible that these words of oblation, or words like them,
.

were included in the prayer of thanks at an earlier stage, perhaps even
from the very first."'
On the other hand, many obstacles had to be overcome before the
oblation to God-and with it, the sacrificial character of the Eucharist
would be expressed not only in words but in the external appearance of
the celebration, and thus stretch out beyond the framework of a prayer
of thanks connected with a meal. We have already heard the apologists of
the second century who set the heathen sacrifice with its intoxication of the
senses and its external pageantry over against the simple and spiritual
worship of the Church, a worship that strives only to prove the grateful
offering of those hearts assembled before God in Christ. The only outward
symbol of this offering added to the words of the prayer, was something
exalted high above the offerings of heathen and of Jew-the body of our
Lord, which had been obediently sacrificed, and the blood that He shed,
manifested to the eye as a piece of bread and a chalice of wine. The New
Law does not have an oblation that is a "man-made one." .. Thus was
excluded the notion that a true and genuine oblation to God could be dis
cerned in the gifts of bread and wine which were placed on the table for
the Eucharist, or in those things presented by the faithful for the agape
or for alms. This view Justin holds quite firmly ... Tertullian has watered it
down."' But Irenreus plainly takes a new stand. In explaining the Eucharist,
drawn from the thoughts contained in
Christ's farewell address and his high
priestly prayer; see Ruch, "La Messe,"
DThC, X, 855 f.
""Hauler, 107; Dix, 8 f.
21 In reference to the whole passage see also
Lietzmann, Jl.fesse und Herrenmahl, 181:
"What stands there could ... have been
spoken in Corinth or Ephesus in the time of
the Apostle Paul. Lietzmann would like to
make Paul the creator not only of the litur
gical type to be found in Hippolytus, but
also of the eucharistic doctrine and the
eucharistic practice therein contained re
garding bread and chalice. As a further
application of his biblio-critical method, he
contrasts with the Pauline basic type an
other basic type in the primitive congrega-

tion at Jerusalem, a chaliceless type which
continued for a short while in Egypt. This
second type did not endure. Regarding
Lietzmann's theories, cf. Arnold, 1 1 -53;
Goossens, 86-96; 353-359.
""Epistle of Bamabas, c. 2, 6: 1.1.-1) �6pw
'lrO?r0{1J-rov �'XTI -r-/jv 1rpoa:pop<h: "its (the New
Law's) oblation should not be a man-made
one."
23 Justin, Dial. c. Tryphone, c. 117.-Apol.
I, 67, 1. 6, the collect is cited; it follows
the celebration of the Eucharist and is not
marked by any words as a sacrifice or offer
ing to God. Ruch, "La messe d'apres les
Peres," DThC, X, 905 ff. Cf. Elfers, Die
Kirchenordmmg Hippo/yts, 236 ff.
.. Tertullian, De or., c. 28 (CSEL, XX,
198 f.); De exhort. cast., c. 11 (CSEL
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he emphasized the fact that we offer the firstlings of creation."" At the Last
Supper our Lord took "bread growing out of creation" and a "chalice com
ing from our creation," spoke the words over them, and thus taught His
disciples the new oblation of the New Testament. He had therefore com
manded the disciples "to offer up to God the firstlings of creatures, not
because He needed them, but that they themselves might not be sterile
and ungrateful." .. These words show that for Irenreus no less than for his
predecessors, it was the inner intention, the offering of the heart that was
decisive before God,27 and that only the Eucharist of the body and blood
of Christ presented the clean oblation of which Malachias had spoken.""
For only in Christ is all creation gathered together and sacrificed to God,
as Irenreus does not tire of repeating.""
But in taking a position against the exaggerated spiritualism of the
Gnostics, Irenreus appears to be compelled to defend the worth of earthly
creation. With clear vision he sees the symbolic meaning of what occurred
at our Lord's institution of the Blessed Sacrament, when things of this
earth of ours were so exalted that by the word of God they became Christ's
flesh and blood and were thus empowered to enter into the clean oblation
of the New Covenant.
Once the natural gifts of bread and wine were recognized as symbols of
the internal oblation of the heart, nothing stood in the way of developing
the ceremony of their presentation into an oblation to God, and so giving
a stronger expression to the sacrificial element which was at the center
of the Eucharist-not only in words but in the external rite. Since the
beginning of the third century there appear accounts of an offering by
the faithful preceding the eucharistic prayer. From then on this is litur
gically revised in various ways and gradually shaped into a genuine of
fertory procession.30 But even so, it is only the broader notion of obla
tion that receives a liturgical stamp, not the narrow idea of a sacrifice
in the sense of the changing or destruction of a gift.31 We get the first
LXX, 146 f.). See the explanation of both
these passages in Elfers, 294 f.
25 Iremeus, Ad1•ersus ha?r. IV, 18, 1
(PG
VII, 1024f.; a/. IV, 31, 1, Harvey, II, 201)
.

""Ibid., IV, 17, 5 (PG VII, 1023; al. IV,
29, 5, Harvey, II, 197 ff.). Cf. Tertullian,
Adv. Marciouem, I, 14 (CSEL XLVII,
308).
"'Ibid., IV, 18, 3: "The sacrifice does not
hallow the man, for God does not require
sacrifice, but the conscience of the offerer,
if it is pure, hallows the sacrifice and effects
God's accepting it as from a friend." Cf.
ibid.,IV, 18,4 (PG VII, 1026 f.; al. IV, 31,
2 f., Harvey, II, 203 f.). On the devotional
doctrine behind St. Iremeus' eucharistic
teaching, cf. Elfers, 263-274.

Ibid., IV, 17, 5; cf. V, 2, 3.
Ibid., III, 18, 1; 19, 3; 21, 10, and passim.
00 A more complete discussion in Vol. II,
Chapter 1, 1.
"'In the Orient an expressive and interpre
tative oblation in the narrower sense is
worked out in the prelude to the sacrifice,
within the proskomide, namely the rite of
"Slaughtering the Lamb," that is, dividing
the species of bread with the "holy lance";
see Brightman, 356 f. The ceremony is al
ready extant in the oldest form of the ex
planation of the liturgy by Ps.-Germanus,
assigned to the ninth century ; Hanssens,
III, 22. The Latin Middle Ages often ex
plained the breaking of the host after the
Pater 11oster in much the same sense.
18
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inklings of the liturgical development of the rite in question in the church
regulations or church order of Hippolytus of Rome. Over this document
which brings the history of the Mass-liturgy out of the twilight of scat
tered accounts into the light of day, we must delay awhile. For in it we
find for the first time the complete text of the eucharistic prayer.

3.

From Hippolytus to the Separation
of Liturgies

The work we are here dealing with was known for a long time under
the title The Egyptian Church Order. But it was not till recently that its
authorship was ascribed to the Roman presbyter, Hippolytus, the skilful
controversialist writer of the third century.1 He had come into sharp con
flict with two popes, Zephyrinus (d. 217) and Callistus (d. 222), had in
fact set himself up as anti-pope in opposition to the latter, but at last he
was reconciled with the Church and died as a martyr (235), as his cultus
in Rome bears witness even up to this very hour. He is commemorated on
August 13. The name of the work, composed in Greek, is 'Ao:::ocr-roA.tx·l)

":ta:p&oocrtc;. As representative of the conservative wing, Hippolytus had in
mind compiling what were esteemed as the "apostolic traditions" in the
regulation of ecclesiastical life. The work was probably completed about
215, before the schism which broke out when Callistus was chosen pope.
The division that followed, together with the fact that the work was done
in Greek, explains why the Apostolic Tradition, like so many of the writ
ings of Hippolytus, was almost entirely forgotten in Rome and in the West,
while in the Orient, in Egypt as well as in Syria, precisely because it
claimed to present the apostolic tradition and because it came from Rome,
it had a tremendous success. And that explains why, except for a few tiny
fragments, it has survived not in the original text, but in translation-in
Coptic, Arabic, Ethiopian and partly in Syrian. Some important fragments
of a Latin version have also come down, contained in a collection of orien
tal legal papers.' For our knowledge of ecclesiastical life in Rome in the
third century, this document is the most important source.•
1

E. Schwartz, Uber die pseudoapostolischen

Kirche n o r dmm gen (Strassburg, 1910) ;
R. H. Connolly, The So-called Egyptian
Church Order (Cambridge, 1916). In op
position to the opinions previously ex
pressed, the authorship of Hippolytus is
convincingly vindicated by H. Elfers, Die
Kirchenordnung Hippolyts von Rom (Pa
derborn, 1938).
2 E. Hauler, Didascalia aposto lorum !rag
menta Veronensia (Leipzig, 1900), 101121.

8 No absolutely critical text has so far been
published. The most important investiga
tion is G. Dix, The treatise on the Apostolic
Traditio11 of St. Hippolytus of Rome (Lon
don, 1937). Other studies and editions are
cited in Quasten, M onmnenta, 27. The text
has been made available to wider circles
through the anonymous (H. Edmayr) vol
ume, Die Apostolische Uberlieferung des
hl. Hippo/ytlls (Klost�rneuburg, 1932).
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The text begins with directions for the consecration of a bishop. The
newly-consecrated prelate is acclaimed with the cry: &�to.;. Then the
deacons bring up the gifts

(7tpoaq;op&). Accompanied by all the presbyters,

the bishops lay their hands over the gifts and begin the prayer of thanks:
Dominus vobiscum. Et cum spiritu tuo. Sursum corda. Habemus ad Domi
num. Gratias agamus Domino. Dignum et iustum est. Et sic iam prosequatur.
Gratias tibi referimus, Deus per dilectum puerum tuum Jesum Christum,
quem in ultimis temporibus misisti nobis salvatorem et redemptorem et
angelum voluntatis fluE. Qui est Verbum tuum inseparabile, per quem omnia
fecisti et bene placitum tibi fuit. Misisti de ccrlo in matricem Virginis, qui
que in utero habitus i11carnatus est et Filius tibi ostensus est ex Spiritu
Sancia et Virgine uatrcs. Qui voluntatem tuam complens et populum san
ctwn tibi adquirens e:rtendit manus cum pateretur, ut a passioue liberaret
eos qui in te credidenmt. Qui cumque traderetur voluntari(l' passioni ut
mortem solvat et vi11cula diaboli dinmrpat et infenwm calcet et iustos illlu
minet ct tcrmimtm figat et resurrectionem manifestet, accipims panem gra
tias tibi agens dixit: Accipite, manducate: hoc est corpus meum, quod pro
vobis confringetur. Similiter et calicem dice11s: Hie est sanguis meus qui
pro vobis effunditur. Quando hoc facitis, meam commemorationem facitis.
Memores igitur mortis et resurrectionis eius offerimus tibi panem et cali
cem gratias tibi age1rfes quia nos dignos habuisti adstare coram te et tibi
ministrare. Et petimus ut mittas Spiritum tuum Sa11ctum in oblationem
sa11ct(l' Ecclesi(l'. b1 111111111 congregans des omnibus qui percipiunt sanctis in
repletionem Spiritus Sancti ad confirmationem fidei in veritate, ut te /aude
mus et glorificemus per puerum tuum Jesum Christum, per quem tibi gloria
et ho11or Patri et Filio cum Sa1tcto Spiritu in sancta Ecclesia tua et nunc
ct in S(l'cula S(l'CIIlorum. Amen.•

At the conclusion the remark is added: If anyone offers oil, or cheese or
olives, a similar prayer of thanks may be said over it-and, as an example,
a short blessing is appended." After some regulations about the other degrees
of orders, and about church officei, there follow precepts for the catechu
menate and Baptism. At the conclusion of this last we find-as in Justin
further mention of the Mass. But here there is only the note that the par
ticipation of the newly-baptized in the service of the congregation begins
with the common prayer and the kiss of peace before the offering of the
gifts.• There are also regulations for the peculiar usage-already touched
upon-of offering at this Mass of the newly-baptized, besides the sacra
mental Eucharist, also a chalice filled with milk and honey and a third
one with water.'
It would be a mistake to envision in this text which Hippolytus pro
poses, the Roman Mass of the third century, pure and simple. That would
hardly coincide with the stage of liturgical development reached at that
Hauler, 106 f.; Dix, 7-9.
A portion of this came by a very rounda
bout way into the Roman Pontifical, and
here survives within the ceremony for the
consecration of the oils on Maundy Thurs
day, at the close of the canon, as in Hip
polytus; cf. J, A. Jungmann, "Beobacht•

•

ungen zum Fo r t l e b e n von Hippolyts
'Apostolischer Uberlieferung'," ZkTh, LIII
( 1929), 579-585. The additional prayers
for communion found in the Egyptian text
transmission are not Hippolytus'.
• Dix, 39 f.; Hauler, 111 f.
'Supra, Chapter 1, p. 15.
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period. At this time there is still no fixed formulary for the Mass-liturgy,
but only a fixed framework which the celebrant fiBs out with his own
words, as older accounts clearly indicate." Hippolytus presents his text only
as a suggestion, and expressly stresses the right freely to extemporize a
text• as a right which remained long in force.'• This right Hippolytus him
self here laid claim to. Favorite thoughts, favorite turns of expression from
his other writings recur time and again."
The Eucharist of Hippolytus does on the whole exhibit a type of the
contemporary liturgy, but not the only type then in use.,. For it is rather
"Didache, 10, 6; Justin, Apol. I, 67; see
supra, Chapter 2, p. 22.
• As an appendix to the prayers for ordina
tion (Dix, 19):"It is absolutely not neces
sary for the bishop to use the exact wording
which we gave above, as if he were learn
ing them by heart for his thanksgiving to

God. Rather each one should pray accord
ing to his capability. If he is ready to pro
nounce a grand and solemn prayer, that is
well ; if on the contrary he should say a
prayer according to a set form, no one may
hinder him. But the prayer must be correct
and orthodox." Cf. also ]. Lebreton in
Fliche-Martin, Histoire de l'eglise, II
(1935), 70, note 3.
There is a significant commentary on
the development of the liturgical practice
in the fact that the Arabic and Ethiopian
texts leave out the "not" in the quotation
cited; they read: "It is absolutely nec
essary . . ."
10
The free creation of a text-which need
not mean improvising in the strict sense,
but like a good sermon could be a work
carefully drawn-up and well-memorized
was still in practice at Rome when in the
year 538 (or perhaps 558) a preface of the
Leonine Sacramentary mirrored the one
single case of the anniversary of a Pope's
ordination coinciding with Maundy Thurs
day; see Baumstark, Missale Romanum,
32 f. In Spain fixed texts were the rule, but
the right to compose Mass formulas freely
is still demonstrable in the seventh century ;
P. Sejourne, S. Isidore de Seville (Paris,
1929), 175.
In general fixed texts were the rule
since the fourth century.
For the beginning of liturgical books,
see Fortescue, The Mass, 113 ff.; also
Abbot Cabral, The Books of the Latin Lit
urgy (London and St. Louis, 1932), 13-19.

Even when liturgical books were in
existence, the texts were not necessarily
read off; rather-as Hippolytus seems to
provide for ( cf. previous note) -they had
to be learnt by heart and recited, a thing
not too difficult in the case of the uniform
formulas of oriental liturgies. In the West
there is testimony to the reading of the
texts in Gregory of Tours (d. 594), Hist.
Franc., II, 22 (PL LXXI, 217f.). Sidon
ius [d. about 489] was able to dispatch
everything correctly even when the wonted
libel/us was taken away; VitCE patrum, c. 6
(PL LXXI, 1075). Cf. Eisenhofer, I, 59£.
11 Elfers, 50-54, adduces six such instances
in the eucharistic prayer alone. The expres
sion Verlmm insepara bile is intended to
counter the suspicion raised against Hip
polytus of teaching a separation between
God and His Logos. For the striking phrase
exfendit mamts there is a commentary in
Hippolytus, De Antichristo, c. 61: "Noth
ing is left for the Church in persecution
except the wings of the great Eagle, that
is, of belief in Jesus Christ, who stretched
out His hands on the holy wood ...and
[who] calls to Himself all who believe in
Him and guards them as a bird guards its
young." Even the meaning of the puzzling
expression ut terminum fi gat is cleared up
somewhat by a fragment of Hippolytus:
Christ wanted to teach the just about the
moment of the general resurrection. (Elf
ers, 54). The final doxology too, at least
in regard to the interpolated naming of the
three divine Persons, could well be Hip
polytus' own work.Cf. also R. H. Connolly,
"The Eucharistic Prayer of Hippolytus,"
Journal of theol. Studies, XXXIX (1938),
350-369, where other parallels are cited.
12 The distinction here borne in mind has
nothing in common with the distinction
made by Lietzmann, who contrasts with the
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surprising that ideas derived from the Old Testament, which play such a
major role in most of the later texts, and which one rightly deduces from
synagogue traditions, are here entirely absent. No reference is made to the
work of creation, nor to God's salvific plan in the pre-Christian era-a
point which remained the rule in later Greek liturgies. The Sanctus, too,
is missing, along with the corresponding introduction. Only the work of
Redemption is gratefully delineated, and in such an ingenious way that
the account of the Institution is organically conjoined. The prayer there
fore gives the impression of a well-rounded completeness. Hippolytus
appears to have striven consciously for this completeness in his model
formulary, sharply distinguishing it from the forms at hand in which the
connection seems somewhat loose. Perhaps this other type developed from
the circumstance that, when the Eucharist was disjoined from the evening
agape, it was linked with an already existent Sunday morning church
service, in which the Sabbath morning service of the synagogue-already
mentioned"-lived on, with its readings on the one hand and on the other
its praise of God for the creation and for His gracious guidance of His
people, with its mention of the angelic choirs and its cry of the threefold
Sanctus from the vision of Isaias."
But besides the strictly christological type of Hippolytus and the type
derived from the synagogue, a third type must also have developed quite
early, a type of thanksgiving, or rather of praise, in which the thoughts
of the Christian acknowledgment of God were clothed in the phrases of
hellenist philosophy. The infinite greatness of God was presented by the
repetition of negative attributes, as a rule formed with the privative a:
"God non-inchoate, unsearchable, inexpressible, incomprehensible to every
thing made.",. Or creation is reviewed, with that feeling for nature that
is reawakened in those centuries, and from this is shaped a glorification
of God's power and wisdom.16
It stands to reason that these types did not ever have independent forms
type in Hippolytus a second primitive type
which was originally chaliceless ; see supra,
Chapter 2, note 21.
"Supra, p. 19.
"Thus Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 5456, in reference to the Epistle of St. Clem
ent, ch. 24 (lege 34).
The passage in Clement is sometimes
regarded as the earliest indication of the
use of the Sanctr1s in the liturgy of prim
itive Christianity; cf. H. Engberding,
"Trishagion," L ThK, X (1938), 295.
For an appreciation of the eucharistic
prayer of Hippo1ytus, cf. Arnold, Der Ur
sprung des christlichen Abendmahls, 164166.
'0 This is the form of address in Sera pion's
anaphora ( Quasten, Mon., 59 f.).

Cf. Th. Schermann, Die allgemeiue Kirchen
ordmmg, friihchristliche Liturgim mtd
kirchliche Uberlieferung ( P a d e rbo r n,
1915), II, 462-465.
'"]us tin already mentions thankfulness for
creation in the eucharistic prayer ; cf. supra
p. 25.
An early example of a religious con
templation of the wondrous work of na
ture is found in St. Clement of Rome's
Epistle to the Corinthians, ch. 20. Cf. 0.
Case!, Das Grdiichtnis drs Hcrm in der
altchristlichen Liturgic ( Ecclesia Orans 2,
Freiburg [1918]), 15 ff., 31 ff. Also G.
Bardy, "Expressions stoiciennes dan5 1a
Prima Clementis," Rech. des sciences rel.,
XII (1922), 73-85.
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or exist by themselves in a pure state, for the basic Christian and christo
logical motif of the prayer of thanks could indeed wane but never entirely
vanish." But they comprise components which formed parts of the eucha
ristic prayer, or directions toward which it tended-until the word of
authority and the official text put a stop to the development. In the
sources of the Mass-liturgy surviving from the fourth century, we meet,
besides the organic growth of liturgical forms and usages, also concrete
examples of the types noticed.
From what has been said we are forced to conclude that the liturgical
prayer texts were, in the third century, still elastic and continually subject
to new influences. But at the same time there is a good deal to show that,
for the general course of the liturgy in the Church as a whole, there was
a unified order, a network of still flexible regulations stamped with the

authority of custom. These statutes regulated the building of the house of
God, the time and manner of service, the division of functions, the way
prayers were to begin and end, and so forth. The fundamental design of
the prayer of thanks-the Eucharist-is everywhere the same: it begins
invariably with a short dialogue and closes with the Amen of the people.
When in 154 Bishop Polycarp of Smyrna visited Pope Anicetus at Rome,
the latter invited him to celebrate the Eucharist in church," an honor for
the episcopal guest which the Syrian Didascalia of the third century makes
compulsory in analogous instances.1" There was no fear, therefore, of any
disturbing deviation because of the strange liturgies. The same thing is
indicated by the transfer of the liturgical formulary of Hippolytus from
Rome to distant Egypt and as far away as Ethiopia where it remains even
till today, the usual Mass formulary under the title "Anaphora of the
Apostles." What was here set down fitted without trouble into the indi
genous order of the strange country. We can therefore, in this wider sense,
speak of a unified liturgy of the first centuries."'
17 Schcrmann,
op. cit., 469 f., enumerates,
in addition to the judaistic, christological
and hellenistic types, a fourth type, the
trinitarian, but he docs not have the Mass
liturgy precisely in mind.
In this connection, however, one could
just as well speak about a christological
trinitarian type instead of a christological
one, since the work of salvation, lauded in
the Great Prayer, is extended to include
its completion through the operation of
the Holy Spirit. Even Hippolytus pre
sumes this extension in the prayer for the
fullness of the Holy Ghost. The laudatory
mention of the Holy Ghost, and the con
joined naming, one after the other, of the
three divine Persons in the manifestation
of their work for our sanctification is reg
ularly found since the fourth century in

the Mass-liturgy of the Orient, where the
Holy Ghost epiklesis is an established law.
In this sort of anaphora, constructed
much like the symbol, W. H. Frere, The
Anaphora or Grrat Eucharistic Prayer.
An eircnical study in liturgical history
(London, 1938), perceives the ideal of
the eucharistic prayer.
18 Eusebius, Hist. eccl., V, 24.
10 Didascalia,
II, 58, 3 (Funk, I, 168).
When the guest, through modesty, excuses
himself from this honor, he should at least
speak the words over the chalice. The later
revision, in Const. Ap., II, 58, 3 (ibid.,
169) substitutes for the last remark: he
should at least pronounce a blessing over
the people.
,., Fortescue, 51-57. The idea of an una,
sancta, catholica et apostolica liturgia has
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4. The Mass In the Orient after the
Fourth Century
With the coming of the fourth century an important differentiation
makes its appearance. In the organization of the Church, especially within
Greek territory, there grew up, bit by bit, over and above the individual
communities with their episcopal overseers, certain preponderant centers,
above all Alexandria and Antioch. From these centers and their provincial
synods there radiated special legislation that in time gave a particular
stamp to the church life of those affected. Thus, too, divergent liturgies
gradually acquired their fixed form. This was a necessary development.
The speedy spread of congregations, for whom, since Constantine, number
less buildings of often vast proportions had been erected, required a more
rigid control of common worship, and demanded a greater carefulness
about the text of the prayers than was needed in the smaller groups where
the officiant might perhaps on occasion extemporize.
So it became more and more the rule that the text should be set down
in writing. And so, too, it became necessary to borrow texts from other
churches. The possibility of a strict control was also heightened. In North
Africa they were satisfied to issue a warning that this borrowing should
not be haphazard, but that the texts should be carefully passed upon by
capable brethren (in episcopal office).' The result was the gradual stand
ardization of formulas to be used unvaryingly throughout a province.
From the turn of the fourth century, however, there survive two col
lections of liturgical texts which emanate from the two leading oriental
metropolises already mentioned, and the l\1ass formulas they contain differ
considerably from the later authorized forms. From the sphere of Alexan
dria-Egypt we have the Euchologion of Bishop Serapion of Thmuis. From
the sphere of Antioch-Syria we have the liturgy in the eighth book of the
Apostolic Constitutions, also call�d the Clementine liturgy. A closer inspec
tion of both these documents will be rewarding.
Serapion, bishop of Thmuis, a little town in lower Egypt, is well-known
as a friend of St. Athanasius and of the hermit St. Anthony. He was a
bishop between 339 and 362. The Euchologion authored by him, first disbeen vigorously propounded by F. Probst
(d. 1899) in several of his works, but tied
in with a rather unhappy reference to the
so-called Clementine liturgy (see the chap
ter following). In opposition to this notion,
Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen Werden,
30, makes the emphatic statement: "The
historical progress of the liturgy is not a
growth from an ancient unity to an ever
larger local diversity, but rather from the
latter to an accretive unification." But this

can only be understood to mean that origi
nally the text of the prayer and other de
tails differed from place to place and from
case to case, not the general plan or out
line; cf. Baumstark's own detailed expla
nation, ibid., 29-36.
Synod of Hippo (A.D. 393), Can. 23
(Mansi, III, 884; cf. 850 C, 895 D). The
precept is repeated in subsequent African
synods (Mansi, III, 884 B, 922 C).

1
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covered in a monastery on Mt. Athos in 1894, contains amongst other
things the liturgy of the Mass, but unfortunately with no explanatory
rubrics.•
The list of Mass prayers begins with a prayer for a fruitful reading of
the Scriptures. There follows a prayer "after standing up from the homily,"
then a gwup of formulas for the general prayers for the Church: for the
catechumens, for the people, for the sick. To each of these groups is
appended a x.etpo6ecr[cx, a blessing by the bishop-for a good crop, for the
church, for the bishop and the Church, and finally a "genuflectional prayer,"
probably a closing benediction. These prayers-like the eucharistic prayer
that follows-display a definitely theologizing trend, and, in their broad
unfolding of parallel periods, the ornament of Greek oratory. Remarkable
is the uniformly recurring doxology, which is characteristic of the third/
fourth century. The doxology is directed to God through Christ in the Holy
Ghost. The prayer, for instance, will make mention of our Lord and then
continue somewhat in this fashion: Through whom there is to Thee honor
and power in the Holy Ghost now and forever!
More important for us is the eucharistic prayer. It begins: "Fit it is,
and proper, to praise, to glorify and to exalt Thee, the everlasting Father
of the only-begotten, Jesus Christ." Then is lauded the unsearchable being
of God, made known to us through the Son. And praise turns to prayer
for a right understanding and to the vision of the angelic choirs over whom
God reigns:
Before tha sla11d a thousand tlwusa11d a11d len thousand tm thousand
Angels a11d Archa11gels, Thro11es, Pri11cipalities, Dominatio11s, a11d Powers.
Before Thee sta11d the two six-winged Seraphim, with two wings hidi11g
their face, two their feet, a11d flying with two, a11d they praise Thee.With
them do Thou accept our praise, as we say: Holy, hol·y, holy Lord of
Sabaoth, hca<•m and earth are full of His glory.

Typical of this, as well as of all later Egyptian Mass-liturgies, is the
passage from the Sanctus to the account of the Institution; peculiar is
the interruption of the account with prayers-reminiscent of the usages
of the primitive Church.
Complete this sacrifice with Thy power and with Thy participation, for it
is to Thee we ha�·e offered up this living sacrifice, this zmbloody gift. To
Thee we hm·e offacd this Bread, the oblation [ l;.,_o(w.,_a:] of the body of
the Only-begotten. This Bread is the oblation of His holy Bod:;; for 011
the 1zight ... [there follows the ·words o·;;er the bread, 1 Cor.11 :23-4.]
Therefore we too, ratifying the offering of His death, have offered up the
Bread, 011d we cry out through this of!cri11g: Be merciful to us all and be
appeased, 0 God of truth! A11d as tlzis Bread was scattered . . . so gather
Thy Church together ...i11t o one li<•ing Catholic Church.We have also
offered up the chalice, the offering of His Blood; for the Lord Jesus ...
[Here is i11scrted the passage from Matt.26:27 If.]. Therefore wc have
also offered up the chalice as the offering of Blood.May Thy holy Logos,
•

Text in Quasten, Mon., 48-67. The exact

arrangement of the prayers is not certain.
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0 God of truth, come down upon this bread, so that it buom� the Body of
the Logos .... and grant that all who partake may receive a medicine
of life ... .

This petition for a fruitful Communion passes over into an intercessory
prayer for the dead (presupposing a reading of the names) and for the
living. The prayer then closes with the doxology. Then follows the break
ing of the bread, to the accompaniment of a prayer by the celebrant, and
then the Communion of the clergy, a blessing of the people, their Com
munion, and finally a closing thanksgiving prayer spoken by the celebrant.
The Mass-liturgy found in the eighth book of the Apostolic Constitu
tions• is, in several respects, of a very different stamp. This is often called
the Clementine liturgy because it is contained in the long, eight-book col
lection of Church legislation which posed as the work of Pope Clement I,
a pupil of the Apostles. Actually it is a product of the late fourth century.
The eighth book of the Apostolic Constitutions is, in its structure and
its legal regulations, little more in general than a revision of the Apostolic
Tradition of Hippolytus. But as regards the Mass-liturgy the traces of
Hippolytus' draft are faint. In its place we have the usage, by now some
what fixed, of the Syrian capital. But the eucharistic prayer itself is text
ually a creation of the redactor, a model formulary that could be spun out
to vast proportion, and must therefore be looked upon not as a real usage'
but as a suggested source to which the celebrant could turn in freely
composing his prayer. In this liturgy the service of reading is definitely
combined with the sacrificial worship. The Clementine liturgy begins with
the readings which here, as in the case of Hippolytus, precede the conse
cration of a bishop. It presupposes a fourfold reading. There is a reading
from the Law and from the Prophets-the synagogue tradition, quite obvi
ously-and then from the Apostles and the Gospels. Afterwards there is
a homily. Then those who are not full members are dismissed-the cate
chumens, energumens, candidates for Baptism and the penitents--each
group after an intercessory prayer of the congregation and a blessing by
the bishop. Then there is a two-part prayer for the faithful. After the kiss
of peace and the washing of hands, the gifts are brought in and the eucha
ristic prayer begins. We will do well to try to visualize at least its outline
and sequence. The prayer begins with the introductory dialogue, and
continues:
(VIII, 12, 6) Fit indeed it is, and proper, that we praise Thee above all,
the true God, who wast before all creation, from whom all paternity in
heaven and on earth takes its name, alone without becoming, without begin
ning, over whom there is no king and no lord, who needest nothing and
grantest every good ...

(7) .
Thou hast called all things from nothing into being, through
Thine only-begotten Son, and Him hast Thou conceived before all times....
.

.

Co11st. Ap., VIII, 5, 11-15, 11 (Funk, I,
476-520; Quasten, Mon., 196-233).

•

'Cf. Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 22.
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(8) ... Through Him hast Thou created before all else the Cherubim
and the Seraphim, the eons and the Dominations, the Virtues and the
Powers ...and then this visible world and all that is in it.
(9) Thou didst build up the sky like a vault and didst stretch it out like
a

hide ....

(10) Thou who didst make the water for drinking and cleansing, the air
for breathing and carrying the tone of the voice ... [praise is meted out
for the fire, the sea and its tides, the earth with its changes of wind and
rain; finally for man].
(17) Thou hast made him of an immortal soul and a decaying body, the
former created from nothing, the latter from the four elements....

(18) Thou, almighty God, hast planted Paradise in Eden towards the
east....

(20) [After the trial and fall] hast justly driven him from Paradise, but
in Thy goodness didst not despise him who was entirely lost, since he was
Thy creature [the stories of Cain and Abel, Abraham, Melchisedech, Job,
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Aaron, and the wonders of the Exodus
from Egypt are recounted"].

(27) For all this, glory to Thee, omnipotent Lord I Thee do the un
counted hosts of angels praise, the archangels ...who ...without ceasing
and without becoming silent cry out :-and all the people should say to
gether :-Holy, holy, holy Lord of Sabbaoth, Heaven and earth are full
of Thy glory. Praised forever! Amen.
(28) And the bishop continues: (29) Holy indeed art Thou and all
holy, the highest and most exalted in eternity;
(30) But holy, too, is Thine only-begotten Son, our Lord and God, Jesus
Christ ... who did not disdain the race of men, that had perished, but ...
[and another review of the history of Israel and its continued faithless
ness] . . . according to Thy pleasure resolved to become man, He the
creator of men....
(32) He lived holily and taught justly, and banished every sickness and
every weakness from men.. . .
(33) He was turned over to the Governor Pilate, and was judged, He
the Judge, and was condemned, He the Saviour, and was nailed to the
cross, He who was not subject to suffering, and He died, He the Lord of
nature, and was buried, He who gave life, in order to conquer suffering and
to tear away from death those for whose sake He had come, and to loose
the devil's fetters and free men from his deceit.
(34) And He arose again from the dead, and after spending forty days
with His disciples He ascended into heaven and sat down at Thy right
hand, 0 God and Father.

(35) Remembering what He has suffered for us, we give thanks, omnipo
tent God, not in accordance with our debt but in accordance with our ability,
and we fulfill His command.
(36) For on the night in which He was betrayed ...

After the words of consecration there follows the anamnesis in which,
besides the death of our Lord and His resurrection, His second coming is
• This passage, 12, 21-26, is derived from
the post-exilic Temple service; see A.
Baumstark, "Das eucharistische Hochgebet
und die Literatur des nachexilischen Ju-

dentums," Theologie u. Glaube, II (1910),
353-370, esp.364 ff. ; idem., Liturgie com
paree, 54 f.
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mentioned. The arrangement of the rest of the text is like Hippolytus',
with this distinction, that an epiklesis and an intercessory prayer are added:
(38) Recalling ... we offer Thee, King and God, according to His
command, this Bread and this Chalice, by giving Thee thanks for having
considered us worthy to stand before Thee and perform our priestly service,
(39) And we beg Thee, look with favor, 0 God of riches, upon these
gifts that lie before Thee, and let them be pleasing to Thee, for the honor of
Thy Christ, and deign to send down upon this sacrifice Thy Holy Ghost,
the witness of the Passion of Jesus, that He might manifest (<:bt:oy/)>n)
this Bread as the Body of Thy Christ and this Chalice as the Blood of Thy
Christ, so that all who partake might grow in devotion, obtain the forgive
ness of their sins, be freed from the devil and his deceit, and, filled with the
Holy Ghost, might be made worthy of Thy Christ and partakers of ever
lasting life, if thou be merciful to them, almighty Lord.

Then follows the intercessory prayer, the ten sections of which each
begin with the phrase, "We ask Thee further." The final doxology ends
with the Amen of the people. For the Communion, too, a special liturgical
frame is provided." True, the Pater noster is still missing, although it is
elsewhere-a short time later-mentioned as a Communion prayer, but
there is presupposed a long prayer of preparation to be said by the bishop
after a litany by the deacon. Then is the cry raised: Td: &ytll Tot� ciy[ot�,
with the hymnic response of the people. During the Communion of the
congregation Psalm 33 is sung. After a preparatory admonition by the
deacon, comes the finish, a prayer of thanksgiving and the final benediction
of the bishop.
Although the text of the Mass-liturgy in both cases is not yet that
which is standardized in the later liturgies of Alexandria and Antioch,
still the external outlines of the liturgical usages of the East are clearly
discernible, especially in the Clementine liturgy whose prescriptions would
soon be established and enlarged by that great preacher of Antioch,
St. John Chrysostom.' If we compare these fourth-century liturgies with
what is seen in the contemporary Roman Mass, we notice in them a
longer list of readings and a richer development of the general prayer
for the Church which follows. We also notice, in this general prayer for
the Church-and elsewhere, too-the prominent role of the deacon, who
introduces the celebrant's prayer with a dialogue between himself and the
people, and thus insures the latter a closer bond with the course of the
sacred action. The eucharistic prayer (preface and canon) has indeed intro
duced the first suggestion of petitions, but its lines are so firmly drawn
that the whole is presented as a large unit. The Sanctus and the epiklesis
appear in it as two climactic points. The Communion, too, is enriched in
its surroundings.
• Canst. Ap., VIII, 13-15 (Funk, I, 514520; Quasten, M 011., 227-233).
The material is gathered in Brightman,
470-481.
The appendix in Brightman's work, p.

7

459-522, contains all the text fragments
concerning the Mass-liturgy and all the
references of older writers in the Orient,
arranged according to liturgical provinces
or territories.
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The fourth century, especially in the Orient, is still a time of lively
development. But the fundamental liturgical texts are already beginning
to take on a fixed shape. A new investigation of the Basilian formula of
the Byzantine Mass, and of the formularies related to it," permits us to get
a clearer view of the manner in which the texts extant at that time were
revised and expanded. A Greek redactor-there are good grounds to sug
gest St. Basil the Great (d. 379) "---came upon a prepared eucharistic
prayer which was for him apparently too jejune, although it was not poor
in scriptural allusions. He enlarged it, and enriched it with a stronger sift
ing of quotations from the Bible. The still extant basic text,'• had this to
say, for instance, right after the Sanctus: After we had transgressed Thy
command in Paradise, "Thou hast not thrust us aside entirely, but hast
watched over us through Thy prophets, and didst appear to us in these
latter days through Thine only-begotten Son, who took flesh of the holy
Virgin and became man and showed us the way of salvation." The redactor
weaves into the text, after the mention of the Son, a number of phrases:
the praise of His divinity, from Hebrews 1:2 f.; the quotation from Baruch
3:38 about the Wisdom that appeared on earth; the quotation about the
nature of a slave, from Philippians 2:6 f.; and then the conquest of sin
and of death, to which all had been condemned through Adam, in phrases
from Romans 5:12 and 6:29.11
It was also Basil who first makes us aware of a new trend which, as it
grew, became for all oriental liturgies a fundamental trait. This trend was
a growing consciousness of sin and a mounting reverence in the presence
of the great mystery-a trend which increased to almost gloomy propor·
tions.11 Those celebrating the liturgy describe themselves as "Thy lowly
and sinful and unworthy slaves" 13 who should be tried "on the day of Thy
just judgment."" This change in expression coincides clearly with the
veering in theological attitude resulting from the struggle with Arianism,
a struggle waged over the essential divinity of the Son. The noise of this
battle penetrated even into the house of God and is reflected in the word
ing of prayers. In place of the doxology, customary up to then, which
•

H. Engberding, O.S.B., Das Eucharist
ische Hochgebet der Basileios-liturgie
(Munster, 1931).
• Engberding, p. lxxxiv, ff.
A talk with P. Engberding in November
1942 convinced me that the author wished
his chain of reasoning and his deductions
to be considered merely an hypothesis.
10
This is the Egyptian Basilian anaphora :
Renaudot, Liturgiaru.m orient. collectio, I

(1847), 57-85.
11 Engberding, 10-21.
This example shows how questionable is
the basic thesis of F. Probst's book, Litur
gic des vierten Jahrhunderts und deren

Reform ( Miins ter, 1893) , that in the fourth
century there was a general tendency to
shorten the liturgy. Besides, Probst's thesis
is founded on the repeated assumption that
the Clementine liturgy-known at that time
only from antiquity-was until the fourth
century the basis of all liturgies.
"'M. ]. Lubatschiwskyj, "Des hl. Basilius
liturgischer Kampf gegen den Arianis
mus," ZkTh, LXVI (1942), 20-38.
"'Brightman, 317 Z, 12 f.; cf. ibid., 329 Z,

13£.

10

Brightman, 320 Z, 15 f. Arguments for
attributing this and similar expressions to
Basil are found in Lubatschiwskyj, 33 f.
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offered praise to the Father "through the Son in the Holy Ghost," Basil
favored the new form, which offered praise to the Father "with the Son, at
one with the Holy Ghost"lli-a way of praying and of praising in which our
vision is no longer cast upon Christ's humanity, by which He is our inter
mediary before God, but upon His divinity, in which He is one in nature
with God. Emphasis is not on the grace which He brings but in the right
that He exercises, His might as a fearsome judge, before whom we ought
to tremble and be afraid.'" And already in Basil the sentiment towards the
Eucharist is altered. The pertinent chapter in his Shorter Rule is entitled:
"With what fear .. . we ought to receive the Body and Blood of Christ."11
The same attitude towards the Blessed Sacrament, even aside from the
thought of communicating, is noticeable in various parts of the eastern
world.It is especially strong in Chrysostom, who time and time again talks
about "the terrible sacrifice," about the "shuddering hour" when the mys
tery is accomplished, and about the "terrible and awful table."'" This atti
tude left its mark not only on the character of the oriental liturgies, but on
the peculiar form of oriental piety.'" Even Chrysostom gave vent to the
complaint that few dared approach the holy table for Communion. The de
cline in the frequentation of Communion in the East was already remarked
by Latin Fathers of the fourth-fifth century."'
It is therefore no mere accident that precisely in the Orient the celebra
tion of the mysteries took on an ever greater splendor. The activities at
the altar became the object of the awesome gaze and wonder of the
assembled congregation. The clergy appear in splendid vestments, lights
and incense are introduced into the service, an external ceremonial with
bowings and llpoaxu·npt� is gradually evolved. Forms broaden out, follow
ing the pattern set by the Emperor and his highest officials on festive
occasions."'- The bearing of gifts to the altar and, of course, the procession
Basil, De Spiritu Sancto, I, 3 (PG
XXXII, 72 C). Cf. Lubatchiwskyj, 24;
Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi im liturg
ischen Gebet, 155-163.
16 Lubatschiwskyj, 25 f., 32 ff.
"Basil, Reg. brev. tract. 172 (PG XXXI,
1195 BC) ; Lubatschiwskyj, 34 f.
18 E. Bishop, in an appendix to R. H. Con
nolly, The Liturgical Homilies of Narsai
(Cambridge, 1909), 92-97; ] ungmann, Die
Stellung Chri.rti, 217-222. Remarkable is
the fact that a man friendly to the Arians,
like Philostorgius, Hist. eccl. II, 13 (Bidez,
25) should use the phrase 't�Y �ptx'r"i)v 6ua{CZ\I.
1° Cf. Karl Adam, Christus UIISer Bruder;
English translation, Christ our Brother
(London, 1931), 48-49. Against this line
of thought already expressed by me pre
viously, a number of considerations have
been presented by, amongst others, 0.
16

Casel, JL, VII (1927), 182 f., and by
S. Salaville, Eph. liturg., LIII (1939), 13.
See also the latter's book, An introduction
to the Study of Eastern Liturgics, trans.
Barton (London, 1938), 96-7. But so far
no scientific investigation of the question
has been undertaken, aside from the work
of Lubatschiwskyj already mentioned. Re
garding Salaville cf. ZkTh, LXV (1941),
233 f.
""Cf. Infra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 11.
21 As Prof. Th. Klauser pointed out to me
(in a letter of Oct. 18, 1942), the ceremo
nial rights were transferred to the bishops
already under Constantine when they were
raised to the rank of the official hierarchy.
Amongst these ceremonial rights were the
right to be preceded by lit torches and the
"ltpoc;><6YI)at�. Some of these ceremonies will
engage us in the older Roman Ordi11es;
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for their distribution in Holy Communion are turned into solemn parades
of the clergy, who appeared like the legions of the heavenly spirits (as the
festive hymns expressly declare) ."•
In addition the line of demarcation between the altar-sanctuary and the
people became more and more pronounced. The railings which lay between
the two grew higher until at last they became the ikonostasis, the picture
wall which fully hides the sanctuary from the gaze of the people."" Thus
the action at the altar is all the more raised in dignity. It is enveloped in
an atmosphere of holy awe. As a further result, the actions before the
liturgy-that is, before the readings-are formed into a more important
prelude."' And so the divine service is noticeably lengthened. Later on, it
would seem they strove for more brevity here by having the celebrant say
some of his prayers silently, for instance, reading his oration softly even
while the deacon is still repeating with the people the litany which was
intended as an introduction to the oration.
The details of the evolution in the oriental Mass do not fall within the
scope of this book. However, in order to understand the various analogies
which a comparative study of the liturgies of Rome and the East must
necessarily draw between the two, it is imperative that we give at least a
broad outline of the branching out of the eastern liturgies as this occurred
since the fourth century.
Up till now we confined our attention exclusively to the liturgies in the
Greek tongue, that great cultural language in whose ambit the Apostles
themselves trod and within whose limits most of the liturgical evolution
cf. also the later discussion of incensing
and the Gospel. Klauser is to assemble the
material in the article "Hofzeremonial" in
RAC. For handy reference see H. Leclercq,
"Adoration," DACL, I, 539-546; A. Ar
nold, "Die Ausgestaltung des monarch
ischen Zeremoniells am riimischen Kaiser
hof," Meittei hmg m des Deutschen archiio
logischm Institutes, rom. A b t. XLIX
(1934), 1-118.
"" The details mentioned are noticeable as
a group for the first time in the Syrian ex
planation of the Liturgy which is ascribed
to Narsai (d. about 502); R. H. Connolly,
The liturgical Homilies of Narsai (Cam
bridge, 1909), and the appended discussion
by E. Bishop, "Ritual Splendour," ibid.,
88-91. Bishop maintains that the pictures
sketched by Narsai correspond to a wealth
of cult such as the West reached about the
thirteenth century. The later so-called
"Great Entrance" with the offerings, is al
ready described by Theodore of Mopsuestia
(d. 428), Sermones catech. V (Riicker,
21 £.),who compares the solemn parade of

the deacons to the procession of invisible
angel hosts. Sec F. ]. Reine, The Eucha
ristic Doctrimr and Litl wgy of the
Mystagogical Catechescs of Theodore of
Mopsues tia (Studies in Christian An
tiquity, 2; Washington, 1942), 90-94. For
this growing splendor cf. further testi
monies in Hanssens, III, 286 ff.
23 There are great differences of opinion
regarding the antiquity of the ikonostasis.
For an early appearance, see Bishop, op.
cit., 91. On the other side, Bratm, Der
christliche Altar, II, 666 f.
24

See infra, p. 263.

25

The main texts of all Mass-liturgies in
the Orient are found in Brightman, Litur
gies.
The introductory questions, in Baum
stark, Die Messe im Morgen/and (Kemp
ten, 1906) ; P. de Meester, "Grecques
(Liturgics)", DACL, VI (1925), 15911662. A compendious introduction is A.
Raes, S.]., Introductio i1� liturgiam orien
ta/em (Rome, 1947).
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of the first centuries occurred. But the liturgy of the primitive Church in
Palestine was certainly not Greek but Aramaic. Aramaic-that is, Syriac
-was, by force of necessity, also the language of the ecclesiastical liturgy
which penetrated to the North and East beyond the bounds of the Roman
Empire. The liturgy that thus evolved was the East-Syrian.
The East-Syrian liturgy is known also as the N e st or ian, because of the
desertion to Nestorius, or as Chaldean, with reference to the groups who
returned to communion with Rome. It is still employed by the descendants
of these Christian peoples: by the Syrians in Mesopotamia and by the
Christians living on the Malabar coast (the most important mission terri
tory of the East-Syrians). The East-Syrian Mass, as recorded in the oldest
documents, gives indications of a period of Greek influence, but this soon
came to an end as this part of Christendom became gradually isolated.
For the sacrifice or anaphora three different formulas are in use.
In the Greek world, as was already noted, there were two outstanding
metropolises, Antioch and Alexandria. The former became the center of
the Wes t -Syr ian liturgy, also called the Liturgy of St. James; after the
fourth century it was Jerusalem that took the lead in this sphere. We can
get an idea of the radiating power of this liturgy of Jerusalem from the
description of the Gallic pilgrim-lady, JEtheria, who had visited the holy
places about 390 or (according to other interpretations) 417, and to whose
account we will have occasion to return more than once, although it touches
on the Mass itself only in passing. However, a lengthy description of the
:\lass is recorded in the last of the conferences known as the Mystagogic
Catecheses, ascribed to St. Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386). From Jerusalem,
too, is derived the basic formulary for the sacrifice in the West-Syrian
liturgy, the anaphora of St. James. After the Council of Chalcedon (451)
the majority of the West-Syrians became Monophysites; their Church is
called the Jacobite, after its tireless organizer (Jacobus Barad.-eus). The
non-Monophysite Christians are the Maronites. A growing national con
sciousness provoked the introduction of Syriac as the liturgical language,
although after the suppression of the Syriac by the Arabic, the vernacular
Arabic was later adopted for the readings (lessons) and the litanies. The
West-Syrian liturgy is distinguished for its numerous anaphora which were
composed in the course of centuries after the pattern of that of St. James
and of which the older are Greek in origin. There are over sixty, but the
present-day Syrians use only a small portion of them.
Parallel to that of the West-Syrian liturgy is the development of the
Egyp t ia n liturgy known as the Liturgy of St. Mark. In the Patriarchate of
Alexandria after the Council of Chalcedon there is the same sort of move
ment: mass desertion to 1\Ionophysitism and the adoption in the liturgy
of the ancient national language now called Coptic (and later on, in part,
the use of Arabic and, in the Abyssinian highlands, of Ethiopic

[ Geez]).

B ut, besides the Euchologion of Serapion and the papyrus of Der-Balyzeh
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(containing remnants of a related Greek Mass-liturgy),"" there survive also
some documents of a Greek liturgy of St. Mark. The oldest of these are
certain fragments of the basic anaphora of St. Mark, from the fourth
fifth century,"' distinguished from the rest of the composition by the lack
of many amplifications. The Copts possess only three anaphora formu
laries. The Ethiopian liturgy is known to have seventeen, but not all are
in common use. The effect of the Monophysite attitude, which is inclined
to view in Christ only His divinity, is noticeable in several anaphoras:
the Coptic anaphora of St. Gregory Nazianzen, for instance, directs all
prayers straight to Christ; the Ethiopian anaphora of Mary directs all
to our Lady.""
At the time when the liturgical texts were beginning to be definitely
fixed and determined, a third center of Greek liturgy was gradually assert
ing itself alongside the other two, a center destined to surpass the others
in point of influence-Byzantium-Constantinople. All of the East-Slavic
countries adhere to the Byzantine liturgy, in this case a liturgy vested in
the Old Slavonic (Staroslav) tongue. The constant contact with the East
ern Roman imperial court brought about in this liturgy above all, a rich
development of forms. Still only two formularies are extant, although these
take in not only the anaphora but almost the whole Mass-service. These
are the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom and the liturgy already noticed,""
that of St. Basil. The pronounced unchangeableness of the priest's prayers
has had repercussions of some consequence in the multiplication of hymns
and other songs which for the most part vary with the Church year, not
to mention the readings which, of course, comprise a variable element in
all liturgies.
Byzantine and Syrian forms have been combined with primordial mate
rials in the Armenian liturgy, the language of which-after a brief Syro
Greek beginning-became and remained the national tongue, classical
Armenian. In addition, as a result of the return of the Armenians to union
with Rome, the liturgy has been considerably modified by Latin influ
ences; there is Psalm 42 ( ludica) at the beginning, and the St. John pro
logue at the end.30 For the Mass-sacrifice proper there are extant several
anaphoras.
Of all these Eastern liturgies the Byzantine is nowadays by far the most
important. For that reason we shall meet with it often in the course of the
following study. But for the present we must content ourselves with an
outline of its structure, along with a description of some of the peculiari
ties that set it apart. In that way we shall see that its ground-plan was
already to be found in the Antiochene Mass of the fourth century.
Quasten, Mon , 37-45.
"'M. Andrieu and P. Collomp, "Fragments
sur papyrus de l anaphore de s. Marc,"
Revue de science relig., VIII (1928), 489515 ; also Quasten, Mon., 44-48.
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Cf. ] ungm ann Die Stellung Christi, 36ff.,
46 ff., 201 f.
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,

20 Supra, p. 38.
80 Brightman,

416, 456.
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The fore-Mass begins with two introductory rites of considerable length,
which precede the readings. The first of these rites, developed during the
course of the Middle Ages, is the pros�omide or preparation of the offer
ings, which takes place at a special table, the 7tp60;:ru;, at the north, or
left, side of the altar-the churches are regularly oriented-amid many
ceremonies. The second is the €va:p�t�, or opening, something like a con
densed form of the Lauds in our Office, but supplemented by solemn incen
sations at the beginning and by the hymn l\1 ovoy;vf,� at the end. The
readings start with a solemn procession, the Little Entrance (tJ.txp:Z ;'{<;ooo�)
of the clergy, carrying the book of the Gospels (which had previously
lain on the altar) through the nave of the church and back again to the
sanctuary. Several songs with the trisagion ("Ayto<; b 8;6:;) at the finish,
accompany this procession. There are only two readings, the "Apostle"
and the Gospel. The fore-1\Iass closes with a general prayer for the Church,
which passes into a special prayer for the catechumens-who are then
dismissed-and a prayer for the faithful; each of these sections consists
of a diaconal litany and a prayer by the celebrant-a typical arrangement
in the Byzantine liturgy.
The Mass proper begins with the Great Entrance (tJ.qctAlJ e'{�ooo<;,)
the beautiful procession in which the offerings are carried from the 7tp66ecrt<;
on through the nave of the church and then back to the altar. Meanwhile
the Cherubikon or Hymn of the Cherubim is sung. The kiss of peace and
the recitation of the Creed follow. After the usual dialogue the great
eucharistic prayer begins. The priest says the invariable preface secretly
while the choir is singing a prolonged Dignum et justum est. He raises
his voice at the transition into the Sanctus, again at the words of consecra
tion, and lastly after the anamnesis at the words of offering: orO: aO: ex. -rwv
crwv cro1 'lC(lO�<peponE�. This is followed at once by the epiklesis and an inter
cessory prayer, and the reading of the diptychs by the deacon.
The train of thoughts in the eucharistic prayer is quite in line with the
primitive tradition. In the liturgy of St. Basil it is much elaborated, in
that of St. Chrysostom it remains very concise. The chief ideas of the latter
-after the usual introduction and some references to the unfathomable
greatness of God-are thanks for the creation and the Redemption:
Thou hast called us out of nothing into being, and when we were fallen,
hast lifted us up again, and hast done everything to lead us to heaven and
to give us the Kingdom to come.

Words of thanks to the Triune God carry over into adoration, into an
invocation of the heavenly hosts and into the Sanctus sung by the people.
The priest then takes up the cry: "Holy":
Holy art Thou, and holy is Thine only-begotten Son and Thy Holy Ghost .
. . . Thou hast so loved the world as to give Thine only Son ... Who came
and consummated the whole work of salvation for our sakes, and on the
night when He delivered himself up, He took bread ...
.

The eucharistic prayer ends after the mementos with a doxology and
the Amen of the people.
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The Pater noster which follows is said in common by all. It is intro
duced by a deacon's litany and a prayer of the priest, and ends with the
trinitarian doxology, "For Thine is the Kingdom." The priest blesses the
people and elevates the sacred Host saying, "Holy things to the holy"
(Til ilyta: Tote; liyfotr;;}, the Host is broken and a particle is placed in the
chalice and the deacon adds thereto a little warm water (L,eov.) After the
priest and the deacon have received Holy Communion, the latter goes to
the open doors and invites the faithful to communicate. The choir, which
has just sung the Y.OtV<l)VtY..6v, intones an d7t:oAu"tfY.tov. A prayer of thanks
giving and a blessing by the priest-as usual with an introductory litany
by the deacon-form the closing portion of the service, but there are
added various ceremonies like the distribution of the bread (antidoron),
which had been blessed during the proskomide but had not been conse
crated.

5. The Latin Mass in Christian Antiquity.
A Latin Christianity makes its first appearance in North Africa about
the close of the second century, at a time when in Rome itself Greek was
still the standard ·liturgical language. While for the Greek period of the
Roman l\Iass we possess the valuable descriptions of Justin and Hippoly
tus, the incipient history of the Latin Mass in Rome, and in the West
generally, is until the sixth century dim and uncertain. All we have are a
f{'w citations and the scanty light that can be thrown on the period by
a reconstruction from later authoritative records. A close parallel can be
drawn between the variegated history of oriental liturgies and that of the
West; here, too, until well into the Middle Ages, there were various litur
;c:ics and therefore also various forms of the Mass. There is this distinction,
however: in the West, Latin, which was the sole language of culture, was
retained as the only language of the liturgy. Another feature which dis
tinguishes the western liturgies as a whole from the eastern is the constant
variation of the formulary-or at least of specific formulas-in the course
of the Church year.'
From here on, we will consider the liturgies of the West other than the
Roman, only in so far as such a consideration is requisite for a more com
plete exposition of the liturgy of Rome.
The Mass-liturgies of the West are broadly divisible into two families:
the Roman-African and the Gallic. Although fixed forms were generally
preserved, there were in both groups many local differences, consequent
upon conditions in earlier times. No complete text of the African Mass
' The one exception for the Orient note d
by Baumstark, Vom geschiclztlichen !Ver
den, 93 f., is the fragment of a peculiar
Easter liturgy derived from ancient Chris-

tian Egypt (edited by H. Hyvernat).
Readings and chants are, however, de
termined by the church y ear calendar in
the East as in the \Vest.
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has come down to us, but scattered references• give us sufficient grounds
for believing that in many points it coincided closely with the Roman. The
Gallic li turgies are further subdivided into four chief forms: the Gallican
(in a narrower sense), the Celtic, the Old Spanish or Mozarabic, and the
Milanese or Ambrosian.

The Milanese liturgy, still employed in the archdiocese of Milan, was
from earliest times permeated with Roman forms, and to be more precise,
right in the Mass itself, where the Roman canon was incorporated. But
numerous details of pre-Roman usage survive, and even the parts taken
over from Rome e xh ibit, to a degree, older forms than are found in the
present Roman Mass.•
The O!d Spanish or Mozarabic liturgy' is also in use, but only in one
place, a chapel of the cathedral of Toledo which the great Card i nal Ximenes
had established around 1500 to insure the perpetuation of this rite. The
Mass book used here, the so-called Missale Mixtum, which Ximenes had
had compiled from the manuscripts then at hand , shows Roman influence
in several instances.• By using older manuscripts it has since been possi bl e
to regain a pure form of the Mozarabic Mass as it appeared before the
Moorish invasion ( A.D. 711) •
The term Celtic is applied to the Latin liturgies in use among the Celtic
peoples of northwestern Europe, especially the Irish and the Scots. The
chief propagators of this rite were the Scotch-Irish monks who in their
p ilgrimages and missionary journeys traveled through many countries. In
the few documents that survive; the liturgy reveals the character of this
wand er in g monasticism. So far as the Mass is concerned, it is a liturgy
g e nerally composed of foreig n elements: Gallican, Roman, Mozarabic and
(not least) oriental patterns were borrowed and in some way or other
woven t ogethe r , so that it is only in a broad sense that we can speak of
a distinct l it u rgy.
In contrast, the Gallican liturgy, used in the Frankish realm during the
early part of the Middle Ages, shows a magni fi cent independence and ex
clusiveness." Although it d i sappeared by the eighth century, at least the
l\Iass from this liturgy is fairly well known. Amongst the documents that
have come down, there is especially the work which o riginated near the
.

2 E. Dckkers, Tertulliamts en de geschie
denis der liturgic (Brussels, 1947); W.
Roetz er, Des lzl. Auyustinus Schriftcn als
liturgic- geschichtliche Quel/e ( Muni ch,
1930); F. Cabrol, " Afrique (Liturgic)",
DACL, I, 591-657.
• P.
Lejay, "Ambrosicnne (Li tur gic ) ",
DACL, I, 1373-1442; P. Borella, "La
Messa A m b r osia n a, " an excursus in Ri
g hetti, Manuale, III, 508-568.
• Cf. H. Jenner, "Mozarabic Rite," in CE,
X, 611-623. See also Dom German Prado,
Historia del rita mo:::arabe (San Domingo

de Silos, 19.?8).
Missale mixtum, wi th notes by A. Lesley,
S.]. ( 1775 ) in Migne, PL, LXXXV.
0 M. F e rot i n, Le Libcr mo:::arabicus sacra
mentontm (Paris, 1912); idem., Le liber
ordinum (Paris, 1904).
7 L.
Gougaud, "Celtiques ( Liturgies ),"
DACL, II, 2969-3032. For the Mass, the
Stowe Missal of t he beginning of the ninth
centu r y comes to mind. The M i s s a l of
Bobhio is also often referred to.
"L. L e c l e r c q , "Gallicane (Liturgic),"
DACL, VI, 473-593.
•
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end of the seventh century, the so-called Missale Gothicum," a sacra
mentary which is supposed to have come from the monastery of
Gregorienmiinster in Alsace." There are also authoritative records of the
systematized list of pericopes." In addition there are countless references
to various particulars, especially in Gregory of Tours (d. 594), and in the
seventh century Expositio Miss{E at one time ascribed to St. Germanus
of Paris."
All the Gallic liturgies can be reduced to a simple basic type, especially
in reference to two peculiarities in the priest's Mass prayers. These are
composed, not as in the Orient-at least for the Mass proper-of a con
tinuous prayer, not even for the anaphora, but of a series of individual
prayers, even for the great (or eucharistic) prayer. Furthermore, not only
are certain of these prayers subjected to the variations of the church year,
but the whole series. Every feast of our Lord and every saint's feast had
as a rule a distinctive formulary, although this did not exclude the possi
bility of having neutral formulas to be used at any time, of which the
l\Iasses discovered and published by Mone (the Reichenau fragments)
offer fair samples."
One question that up till now has been given no uniform answer is,
where this liturgical type had its origin. How could such an important
liturgical sphere arise in Western Europe without having the Roman
mother-church, whose leadership was commonly accepted, as a center?
How opposite to what we saw happening in the Orient, apparently without
there being any such center at all. Msgr. Duchesne has suggested a solu
tion": he proposes Milan as just such a center. During the fourth century
l\Iilan was the residence of the Emperors. In ecclesiastical affairs Milan's
influence later extended as far as Spain." Accordingly, if we suppose that
one of Milan's bishops who came from the Orient-like the Cappadocian
Auxentius (355-374)-had established this liturgical type, then we can
explain many of the coincidences with oriental usage, more particularly
with Antioch-coincidences which are features of the Gallican liturgies
and distinguish them from the Roman. Such points of coincidence are the
offertory procession after the fore-Mass, the position of the kiss of peace,
• Amongst others, :Muratori, II, 517-658;
also Migne, PL, LXXII, 225-318. An edi
tion in facsimile, with introduction by C.
�fohlberg, appeared in Augsburg, 1929.
10

G. ;\[orin, "Sur Ia provenance du Missale
Gothicum," Revue d'hist. eccl . , XXXVII
(1941)' 24-30.
11 Above all, the Lectionary of Luxeuil (7th
cent.), edited by ]. Mabillon ( PL LXXII,
171-216). Cf. P. Rad6, "Das alteste Schrift
lesungssystem der altgallikanischen Litur
gie," Eph. liturg., XLV (1931 ), 9-25; 100-

115.

Expositio antiqull! liturgill! gallica11ll!
Germano Parisiensi ascripta, ed. ]. Quasten
( Opuscula et Textus, ser. liturg. 3; M iin
ster, [1934]); also 1figne, PL, LXXII,
89-98. The late date above assigned to the
work is occasioned especially by the de
pendence on Isidore of Seville, De ecclesi
asticis officiis (about 620) ; see Quasten,
5 f.
'"F. ]. Mane, Lateinische wtd griechische
Messen aus dem 2.-6. Jlz. (Frankfurt,
1850) ; Migne, PL, CXXXVIII, 863-882.
"Duchesne, Christian fVorship, 90-95.
'"Duchesne, Ibid., 32 ff, 91 f.
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the epiklesis. However, a great change must then have taken place even
under St. Ambrose, for the canon of the Mass, as Ambrose describes it, is
essentially Roman.'" The opinion advanced by others, that the Gallic lit
urgy was originally the common liturgy of the West, abandoned later on
by Rome and, particularly, by �1ilan, runs up against one big difficulty,
namely, that the Gallic liturgical type itself exhibits a relatively late stage
of evolution, so that, with all its complications and enrichments, it could
hardly be earlier than the fourth century."
The Gallic liturgy did not last long. In France the lack of any regulat
ing center and the resulting multiplicity of forms brought on a growing
distaste for this particular liturgy, so that by the eighth century the Roman
rite was being substituted for it. On the British Isles it was the advance
of the Anglo-Saxon element that forced the introduction of the Roman
Mass. In Spain it was the recapture of the peninsula by the young king
doms which had, in the interval, adopted the Roman system. \Ve shall later
come upon many details of the Gallic rites in our exposition of the Roman
Mass. The following survey takes in the condition of the Gallic Mass in
its final stage.18
The 1\lass begins with a fourfold song sequence. First there is a psalm
ody which, like the Roman introit, accompanies the entrance of the clergy.
After the bishop has greeted the congregation (Dominus sit temper vobis
cum) there follows the singing of the trisagion ("Ayto<;; o 6e6.;;), in Greek
and Latin. Then the Kyrie eleison, sung by three boys, and finally the can
ticle Benedictus (Luke 1 :68-79), which is concluded with an oration. The
service of readings consists of three lessons. The first is as a rule taken
from the Old Testament, the second from the Acts or the Epistles, the
third from the Gospels. After the first reading, the Canticle of the Three
Young Men in the Babylonian furnace, Benedictus es, is interposed, along
with a responsorial chant. The trisagion is again introduced, both before
and after the Gospel. Before the Gospel there is a solemn procession led
by seven torch-bearers. Following the reading of the Gospel there is a
homily. And the fore-l\lass is brought to a conclusion with the general
prayer for the Church, which is in two parts: a prayer for the faithful and
a prayer for the catechumens (who are then dismissed)-both parts, as in
the East, introduced by the dialogue of the deacon in the form of a litany.
The Mass proper begins with a second solemn procession, in which the
"Vide inf ra, p. 52.

A solution along the same lines was sug
gested recently by G. Morin, "Depuis quand
un canon fixe a Milan?", Rev11e Bened., LI
(1939),
17

101-108.
Duchesne, 93 f.

This thesis was argued by F. Probst, Die
abendliindische Messe vom 5. bis 8. Jh.
( M iinster, 1896), 264-268. In earlier works
also Cabral; but cf. F. Cabral, La me sse

Occident (Paris, 1932), esp. 37, 166ff.,
where Cabral no longer talks about a Gallic
type which Rome had given up, but rather
(by minimizing the peculiarities of Roman
liturgy) about a common \Vestern �fass.
18
Cabral, La Messe en Occide11f, 139-156;
Duchesne, Origines, 200 24 0 ; A. Wilmart,
"Germain de Paris (Lettres attribuees a)
V, 1. La messe," DACL, VI (1924), 10661090.
m

-
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clergy carry the offering-gifts to the altar-the offering of the gifts by the
people had already taken place before Mass. This is the entrance of the
triumphant Christ. The procession is accompanied by the chanting of what
is called a sonus, and is brought to a close with another song. A kind of
opening address (prrEjatio missrE or missa it is called) expounds in care
fully contrived periods the motive and meaning of each particular festiv
ity; an oration follows. Next comes the reading of the diptychs with the
names of those who are offering the sacrifice, or for whom the sacrifice is
being offered in a particular way. This closes with a prayer; then there
is the kiss of peace, and another prayer. After that, at last the eucharistic
prayer.
There is the customary introductory dialogue, then the first part or pref
ace--called immolatio or contestatio, whose basic motif is thanksgiving
but which frequently turns to petitions. This leads into the Sanctus. After
the Sanctus, and usually linked to some word of it, comes the Post Sanctus,
which forms a simple transition to the words of consecration. The next
prayer is designated Post secreta or Post mysterium (in Spain, Post Pridie);
it comprises mostly both an anamnesis and an epiklesis. What follows, the
breaking of the Bread and the arrangement of the particles on the altar,
is carefully regulated; an antiphonal chant accompanies the ceremony. A
special prayer, variable like all the others, leads into the Pater N aster;
this is said by the entire assembly, and ends in a frequently changing
embolism. The culmination and climax of the Gallican Mass comes, at least
at a pontifical service, just before Communion, when the deacon invites
all to receive the blessing and the blessing is given; there are special col
lections of the formulas for this blessing, fitted to each changing feast.
The Communion itself is accompanied by the chanting of Psalm 33 or
appointed selections thereof or some other song; it is concluded with an
oration.
Even this rough sketch makes one thing sure. The plan of the Gallican
Mass, which reappears with slight changes in all the liturgies of the type,
shows a definite leaning towards splendor and ceremonial. Even if we
deduct some of the chants, which obviously belong only to the later stages
of the liturgy, the trend is still discernible. The same impression is given
by the rhetoric employed, ornamental and diffuse, often spinning its mes
sage out to such an extent that the form is lost and a prayer becomes an
address, and an address becomes a prayer. The theological thought-struc
ture reflects the constant upheavals provoked by christological battles;
after all it was not only in Spain that the opposition to Germanic Arianism
had an effect on Christian life. As an example, this excerpt from the
Missale Gothicum will do; it is a collectio ad pacem for the feast of
St. Clement. In it the favorite Gallican address to the Trinity becomes an
address to Christ.
Concordator discordia: et origo societatis a:terna:, indivisa Trinitas, Deus,
qr�i Sisennii infidelitatem ab Ecclesia: unitate disiunctam per sanctum Cle-
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mentem antistitem et s!lbdis catholiccr fidei et imrectis perpetucr caritati:
exaudi preces noslras illamque nobis pacent tribue, quam qHondam crlherem
asceusurus Apostolis reliquisti, ut qu i prcrsentium labiorum impressimze
inlegati /Heriut oscula, tua custodia pacifici parmmreant in futuro. Quod
ipse prcrstare digneris qui cum Patre.'"

6. The Roman Mass from the Third to the
Sixth Century
The beginnings of the Latin Mass in Rome are wrapped in almost total
darkness. The oldest documents to register such a Mass are nearly all the
work of diligent Frankish scribes of the eighth and ninth centuries, and
even with all the apparatus of literary criticism and textual analysis, we
can hardly reconstruct any records back beyond the sixth century, cer
tainly not beyond the fifth. For the most part whatever is here transmitted
as the permanent text--especially the canon, but likewise the major por
tion of the variable prayers of the celebrant, and the readings-is almost
identical with present-day usage. We are thus brought face-to-face with
a sharp contrast: the Latin Mass as it has been practiced ever since, and
the Greek Mass to which Hippolytus attests-and a broad gulf between.
In place of the earlier freedom within a given schema, there is now to be
found a fast and solid rigidity of forms.

Qf

these forms there is a ver

itable treasure, their variety conditioned by the course of the church year.
Although well within the stiff limitations of the new outline, these forms
seem to have explored every possibility of the newer arrangement. There
are hundreds and hundreds of variable texts, especially for feasts of mar
tyrs. There are one or two prayers by the celebrant in the fore-Mass, a
prayer over the sacrificial gifts, an ever-changing text for the prcefatio
before the Sanctus, and a prayer after the Communion. This is the con
tent of the older formularies of the priest's Mass prayers for each day's
celebration.
The tendency to diversify the texts is set in bold opposition to the sta
bility of what was later called (in a narrow sense) the canon, the essen
tially unchanging text of the prayer from the Te igitur to the concluding
doxology, and its continuation from the Pater noster to the dismissal. In
contrast to the smooth-flowing eucharistic prayer recorded by Hippolytus,
the Roman canon, with its separate members and steps, and its broken-up
lists of saints, presents a picture of great complexity. For the new science
of liturgy, schooled as it was in philology, here was an alluring problem.
The new science, as it developed till the turn of the century, had only the
Clementine liturgy of the fourth century as the last link before the appear
ance of the Roman canon; how to fill in the hiatus, at least by hypotheses,
proved an inviting question.

Muratori, II, 554. For the theological
bearing, cf. Jungmann, DieStcllwzg Christi,

19

78-93; 195-198.
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Thus a number of theories were developed to explain the origin of the
Roman canon, but as a result of their mutual disagreement little more is
left of them now than ruins.' One of the boldest of these theorists, Anton
Baumstark, not long ago, while making a new examination of the problem,
himself summarized it. in this very way." That does not mean, however,
that there is absolutely no hope of clearing up the history of this develop
ment. The only thing that seems doomed to failure is the attempt to gather
from here and there bits of text that appear to be similar, and then expect
to explain the whole configuration, for such similarities are to be found
everywhere. The liturgy of Rome must have developed in Rome itself,
although there may have been influences there from outside.
The first thing that was to be done during that interval between the
third and the sixth century, was to translate the liturgy from Greek into
the Latin tongue, the result, no doubt, of the changed composition of the
Roman community. This transition was not a sudden one. The inscriptions
on the papal tombs are found in Latin during the second half of the third
century, beginning with Pope Cornelius (d. 2 53) . If there were in Rome
already before Constantine more than forty churches," it is possible that
Latin congregations had existed before Cornelius.' Yet even as late as the
F. Cabrol, "Canon Romain," DACL, II
(1910), 1847-1905, gives an extensive no
tice of this problem; likewise Fortescue,
The Mass (1912), 138-171; idem., "Canon
of the Mass," CE, III (1908), 2 55-267.
The most important solutions proposed
are: Chr. Bunsen (1854): in the canon
two different parts have been shoved to
gether, the main text of the priest and the
the
diaconal
"diptychs";
P.
Cagin
( 18J6): the "diptychs" are an inser
tion which previously, in the older, osten
sibly Gallican arrangement of the Roman
liturgy, had had a place before the preface;
P. Drews (1902) : after the San'rtus there
followed a continuation of the thanksgiving
prayer, while the Tc igitur, theM cmento for
the living, and Comm111zicantes, after the
model of the liturgy of St. ] ames, originally
had a place after the consecration as a re
sumption of the Supplices; Baumstark
( 1904) : in addition, the prayers of obla
tion, Hanc igitur, Quam oblationem, Supra
qua-, and Supp/ices, are to be traced from
Alexandria by way of Ravenna; Buchwald
(1906) : the present-day text, aside from
the "diptychs" is developed from what
was left of an cpiklcsis, which in turn
was bound up with the SuPra qull!; and
\V. C. Bishop (1908) : the clue to the
original arrangement of the Roman canon

1

is to be found in the Roman prayers for
the blessing of baptismal water, which
must have been modelled on the original
canon, now lost.
2 A. Baumstark, "Das 'Problem' des rom
ischen Messkanons," Eplt. liturg., !..III
(1939), 204-243. Quite a number of litur
gists have for a long time steered clear of
the whole puzzle, e.g., Batiffol, Le, o ns
(1927; first appeared 1918), 223 ff.
• Optatus, Contra Parmm., II, 4 (CSEL,
XXVI, 39).
'C. P. Caspari, Ungedruckte, unbeaclttete
w zd wc11ig beach te t c Que/len zur G eschic ht e
des Tau/s)•mbols, III (Christiania, 1875),
303-466, esp. 456 f.
Cf. Eisenhofer, I, 151 f.; G. Bardy,
"Latinisation de l'eglise d'occident," Irbzi
lwn, XIV (1937), 1-20; 113-130; idem.,
"Formules liturgiques grecques a Rome
au IVe siecle," Recherches de science
relig., XXX (1940), 109-112, referring
to Ambrosiaster, In ep. I ad Cor. , 14, 14
(PL, XVII, 255), according to whom
many Latins had been overjoyed to join
in the singing of the Greeks (grll!ce can
tare) ; it is rather questionable whether
this refers to liturgical song.
Th. Klauser, "Der Ubergangder romischen
Kirche von der griechischen zur latein
ischen Liturgiesprache," Miscellanea G.
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year 360 the Roman rhetorician Marius Victorinus cites a Greek quota
tion from the Roman oratio oblationis of his day:

awcrov 7-Epto uatov

AllOY

�'I)AW't"�V 'XIlAWV Ep")'ltl\1.6
While the variable formularies of the Latin Mass book could naturally
arise only by a slow process, and even the principle of change and the
method of its employment could not have been uniform all at once, there
must have been from the start a requirement regarding the formulation
of the great eucharistic prayer that could not be rejected. Was this first
formulation already our Roman canon? The conjecture has indeed been
put forth, and an attempt made to support it." But it is more probable that
the change-over from Greek to Latin produced many intermediary forms,
particularly since in the third century we have not in general to reckon
with any universally fixed texts. Besides, it is hardly likely that the sober
temper of the Romans, which speaks so plainly even in the prayer-language
of the canon, would have penetrated through and through immediately
after such a transition.
On the other hand, at least the core of the Roman canon must have
existed by the end of the fourth century. In an anonymous writing of this
period a phrase is cited from the Supra qure; the unknown author remarks
in connection with his rather remarkable opinion that Melchisedech was
the Holy Ghost:
Similiter et Spiritu s Sane/us missus q uasi an/isles, sacerdos appellatus est
excelsi Dei, non summus, sicut nosfl·i in oblatione pra:sumHnt7
Mercati, I

(Rome, 1946), 467-482, takes
the stand that this change of language was
much less simultaneous and quite a bit later
(under Damasus). Cf. for an opposite view,
B. Botte, Bulletin de Theol. anc. et. med.,
V (1948), 374.
Marius Victorious, Adversus Arianos, II,
8 ( PL, VIII, 1094) ; cf. ibid., I, 30 (VIII,
1063).

•

CL Frere, The Anaplrora, 142 f. In this
expression (which depends on Titus 2 :14)
there is question probably of an excerpt
from a blessing which was spoken either
before or after the Great Prayer; cf. Canst.
Ap , II, 57, 20; VIII, 41, 8 (Funk, I, 167,
552). A more external parallel in the East
Syrian Mass : Brightman, 264, 3.
.

• A. Baumstark, "Ein Ubersetzungsfehler
im Messkanon," Studia catholica, V ( 1929),
378-382; idem., Missale Romamtm, 13 f. In
the phrase summus sacerdos tuus M'e/chi
sedech the word summus is somewhat sur
prising. According to Baumstark this is
explained on the supposition that the fun
damental Greek text read: 't'/;> 'ltpoaq>ap<k>
Mel..xta�5cx 'tOU lcp�w� aou

'tOU

u<jllcr-rou; in

the translation the words Tau u'fla-rou we�e
erroneously construed with !ep�wc;.
Cf. in opposition H. Engbcnling, ''Einfluss
des Ostens auf die Gestalt der ri)mischen
Liturgie," Ut 01111ll'S 1111!1111 (Miinster,l939;
61-89), 67. C. Mohlberg has also voiced dis
agreement, Theol. Revue, XXVII (1938),
43. A decisive argument is that the word
&pxtepeuc;, which has much the same force
as sumus sacerdos, was already used in ref
erence to Melchisedech in Ca nst Ap., VIII,
12, 23 (Funk, I, 502); cf. Botte, Le ca no n ,
65. A word of like purport, pontifex, is also
sometimes applied to him by Latins, e.g.,
Jerome, In l:'::cclr., c. 44 (PL, XXV,
429 B); Leo the Great, Serm., 5, 3 ( PL,
LIV, 154 C).
.

7

Q ua:stiones

Veteris et Novi Testamenti

,

c. 109, 21 (CSEL, L, 268; PL, XXXV,
2329). The author is probably the Jew
Isaac who had been a Christian for a time.
0. Bardenhewer, Geschichte d e r altkirch
/ichm Literatur, (Freiburg, 1912), III,
520-525; G. Bardy, "Melchisedech dans Ia
tradition patristique," Rr'l'lle Biblique,
XX XVI (1927), 25-37; Baumstark, Mis
sale Romanum, 10.
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The words of the canon that immediately adjoin these, namely the words

which designate Melchisedech's gift as a sacrifice, are attested for the
middle of the fifth century by the Liber Pontificalis which gives an account
-here more trustworthy-of Pope Leo the Great's insertion intra actionem
sacrificii of the words sanctum sacrificium et cetera.• Further, Jerome
seems to play on the words of introduction to the Lord's Prayer, audemus
dicere.• But it is above all St. Ambrose who, in his instructions to the

newly-baptized, gives us an extensive excerpt from the :Mass prayers,
which differs very little from the respective prayers of the present Roman
canon.'" He is trying to show his listeners that it is Christ's creative word
which turns the earthly gifts into the Lord's Body and Blood:
Accipe, qu/1! srmt verba. Dicit sacerdos: Fac n obis, inquit, ha nc oblationem
adscriptam, ratam, rationabil em, a cceptabile m , quod figu ra est corporis et
sanguinis Domini rzostri Jesu Christi. Qui pridie quam pateretur, i11 sa11ctis
manibus suis acccpit parrem, respexit in c!I'lum ad te, sancte Pater ouw ipo
tells 11!tenze Deus, gratias agens benedixit, fregit fractumque apostol is suis
et d iscipulis suis tradidit dicens: Accipite et edite ex hoc omnes, hoc est
enim corpus mr.um, quod pro nw ltis confringetur. Similiter etiam calicem,
postquam ca:onatmn est, pridie quam pateretur, accepit, respexit in ca·lum
ad te, sauctr Paier om11ipoten s 11!tenre Deus, gratias agens bene dix it, apo
stolis suis et discipulis suis tradidit die ens: Accipite et bibite ex hoc om11e s,
hie est euim sanguis me us.
Vide quid dicat: Q u otiesc zmq ue hoc feceritis, toties commemorationem mei
facietis, donee ite r m n adveniam. Et sacerdos dicit: Er·go memores glorio
sissim/1! eius passionis et ab i11/eris resurrectionis et in C !I' lum ascensi01zis
offerimus tibi hanc irmnaculatam hostiam , ratio11abilem hostiam, i11cruentam
hostiam, hzmc parr em sanctum et calicem �·it/1! 11!terrrl1! ; et petimus et preca
mur ut hanc oblationem suscipias irz sublimi altari tuo per manus arzgelorum
tuorzmz, siettf suscipere dignatus es mzmera pueri tui iusti Abel et sacri
ficium patriarchl1! nostri Abralzl1! et quod tibi obtulit smnmus sacerdos
Melchisedech.

Certain details of this text will engage us elsewhere. Right now we must
Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 239.
Jerome, Co rztra Pelag., III, 15 (PL,
XXIII, 585 A).
St. ]t:rome's authorship of a phrase which
plays on the words of the N o b is quoque is
questionable : In psalm . 72 ( PL, XXVI,
109, resp. 1033): "... ad capessmdam
futuram beatitudinem cum electis eius, in
quorum nos corzsortium 11011 m erito nt m in
spector, sed �·e11i11! larg itor admit/at Chri
•

•

stus Dominu s. " Cf. Baumstark,
R om an um , 10, and note 11.

JIJissale

Ambrose, De Sa c r ame11 t i s , IV, 5 f.
(Quasten, Mo n ., 160-162). Quasten, 137 f.,
has all the literature regarding the question
of authorship, undisputed till a short while
ago. The argument for Ambrose's author
ship has meanwhile been continued by H.
Frank, "Ein Beitrag zur ambrosianischen
10

Hcrkunft der Predigten De sacramentis,"
Thea[. Qrwrtalschrift, CXXI (1940), 6782, and 0. Faller, "Ambrosius, der Ver
fasser von De sacramentis," ZkTh, LXIV
(1940), 1-14, 81-101. According to Faller
( 99 f.) this work of Ambrose is a steno
graphic report of his preaching, which was
not restricted by the laws of the arcana, in
marked contrast to the De Mysteriis, and
could thus give us such precious accounts.
This explanation had already been sug
gested, but only as a conj ccture, by F.
Probst, Liturgic des 4. Ja lt rh wzd erts und
dererz Reform (Munster, 1893), 238 f. The
same contention has been lately insisted
on by R. H. Connolly, Tlze De Sacra
mmtis a worll of St. Ambrose (Downside
Abbey, 1942).
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accept this as certain: the core of our Mass canon, from the Quam obla
tionem on, including the sacrificial prayer after the consecration, was
already in existence by the end of the fourth century. We do not know for
sure whether the slight differences in wording are to be traced to a diver
gent older text or are to be charged to the episcopal orator who, to be sure,
was really concerned only with the words of consecration.u At least the
first words, which have no real connection with anything preceding, would
be a free rendering of the sense, since the prayer for the changing of the
gifts, as thus introduced, is presumably the continuation of a previous
presentation of the material gifts.12 This fourth-century canon exhibits, by
comparison with the eucharistic prayer of the third, only these new ele
ments: a more pronounced expression of the prayer that the gifts will be
graciously accepted, and the explicit prayer for a change in these gifts.
We might ask, are the intercessory prayers contained in our Roman
canon, particularly the doubled Memento, part of the fourth-century con
tents? We saw how in the Orient these intercessory prayers, which had
their roots in an earlier stage of the eucharistic prayer, had actually become
part of it during the fourth century, and in part precisely in conjunction
with the enumeration of the names."
Another striking allusion to the Roman canon is to be found in the
remark by which Ambrose introduces the quotation already given; every
thing, he says, that precedes the efficacious words of transubstantiation,

is but human utterance:
reliqua omllia, qua: dicwzlur in supcrioribus. a sacerdote dicwztur, laudes
Deo de/eruntur, oralio petitur pro populo, pro regibzts, pro ceteris."

This could refer to prayers of intercession which would be inserted after
the preface (laudes). Still the intercessory prayers mentioned are such as
the people would be invited (petitur) to make, and that is certainly
unusual within the canon. Ambrose is probably telling off the prayers in
reverse order, from the consecration backwards. His mind would recall
the arrangement in which the general prayer for the Church preceded the
Mass proper, the arrangement which was continued in the Gallican liturgies.
The question of arranging the diptychs was one that was at that very
time much discussed so far as the Roman liturgy was concerned. In the
year 416, Bishop Decentius of the Apennine town of Gubbio had consulted
Pope Innocent I on this very point of usage. The bishop had been wont to
Batiffol, Lc(ons, 215.
By quoting Gallic canon-prayers, which
are strikingly like Ambrose's, Botte, Le
canon, 26, 37, 41, 43, builds up a more com
plete text and presents some noteworthy
arguments that Ambrose was citing an ex
isting text word for word. However, it still
seems more probable that the original of
the Gallic prayers was not Ambrose but
u

12

some other canon-text that was making the
rounds
.

Serapion, n. 13 (supra, p. 35 ); Canst.
Ap., VIII, 12, 40-49 (supra, p. 37); Cyril
of Jerusalem, Catech. mystag., V, 8-10
( Quasten, Mon., 102 f.) .
13

"Ambrose, De sacramentis, IV, 4, 14
(Quasten, Mon.,

158).
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have the names read (by the deacon) before the celebrant, by his prayer,
commended the gifts to God. But now some openly objected to this arrange
ment. Innocent replies to Decentius' question as follows:
De nominibus vera rec itandis antequam precem (al. preces) sacerdos faciat
atque eorum oblationes, quorum nomina recitanda sunf, sua oratione com
mendel, quam superfiuwn sit, et ipse pro tua prudentia 1·ecognoscis; ut cuius
hostiam necdum Deo offeras, eius ante nomen insinues, quamvis illi incogni
tum sit nihil. Prius ergo oblationes smtt commendandll! ac tunc eorum
nomina, quorum sunt, edicenda; ut in te r sacra mysteria nominentur, non
inter alia qull! antea prll!mittimus, ut ipsis mysteriis viam futuris precibus
aperiamus.a

The passage is not very clear, but despite a variety of interpretations, this
much seems sure: according to Pope Innocent the reading of the names
(on the diptychs) should not take place till after the gifts have been com
mended to God. The commendation must be understood to refer to the
secreta. But the words that follow, that the names should be mentioned
inter sacra mysteria indicate a recitation within the eucharistic prayer or
canon,'" perhaps after a prayer corresponding to our Te igitur.
That the continuation of the Te igitur was also in existence at this time,
we can gather from papal letters of the years immediately following, which
speak of a remembrance of the Emperor inter ipsa mysteria,11 oblatis

sacrificiis lB
.

We thus account for at least three formulas in the canon (before the
consecration) at the start of the fifth century: Te igitur (with the con
tinuation: in primis quCE tibi ofjerimus), Memento Domine (or some such
formula for introducing the listing of names), and Quam oblationem. It
is striking that the Spanish Liber ordinum, which in several other places
contains a mixture of old Roman materials,10 actually exhibits a Mass

15 Innocent I, Ep. 25 (PL, XX, 553 £.).
1° Cf. R. H. Connolly, "Pope Innocent I de
nominibus recitandis," Journal of theol.
studies, XX (1919), 215-226.
The alia qull! antea PriEmittimus are obvi
ously the secreta, or more correctly, the
general prayers for the Church of which
the secreta at that time formed the last
member. The closing phrase, 111 ipsis
aperiamus, defies elucidation. The explana
tion on which P. Drews, Zur Entstehungs
geschichte des Kanons (Tiibingen, 1902),
35, built his theories in good part, namely,
that through the consecrated elements the
way is readied for the intercessory prayers
that follow, gives a new turn to this clause,
which is apparently intended to present the
purpose of the preceding prayers ; accord
ing to this very unlikely suggestion, the
mysteria have a subservient role over
against the intercessory prayers. Batiffol,
.

.

•

Le,ons, 219, is inclined to read oblationibus
instead of mysteriis. Connolly, 219 ff., and
with him V. L. Kennedy, The Saints of the
Canon of the Mass (Rome, 1938), 23; cf.
also F. E. Brightman, The Journal of theol.
studies, XXIII (1922), 410, would con
strue mysteriis with futuris (dative: the
prayer as preparation for the mysteries).
But then the words have to be rearranged,
and even so futuris is hard to fit in. The
same sense is more easily attained by read
ing fusis for fu turis.
11 Boniface I (4 18 - 422), Ep., 7 (PL, XX,
767).
lB Celestine I ( 422-432), Ep., 23 ( PL, L,
544 C).
Cf. Kennedy, 21.
1° For example, the notice of the use in
Spain even before 580 of Roman formulas
for penance of the sick; see J ungmann, Die
lateinischm Bussriten, llO ff., ll3.
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prayer which welds precisely these three elements into one.20 Thus it would
seem that these three prayers at one time actually existed alone, and the
question then arises, whether the independent Memento had been from
the beginning bound up with both the others."
Only the following parts of our Roman canon could not be found at the
b£:ginning of the fifth century: Communicantes, Hanc igitur, and after the
consecration, Memento etiam and Nobis quoque. However, these formulas
too (with the exception of the Memento of the dead), are to be found in
the oldest extant manuscripts of the Roman canon, in a form that must
at all events belong to the sixth century. During the interval all these
prayers came into being; and the others took on, where they differed, the
form they have at present.22 The authentic version goes back possibly to
Pope Gelasius I (492-496), to whom the finished canon of the so-called
Stowe Missal is ascribed: Incipit canon dominicus papa: Gilasi,"" and to
whom many other references point."
But there is something distinctive even about the more ancient shorter
version, in which the prayers mentioned above are missing. If we join to
this version the preface and the Sanctus, and compare it then with the
anaphoras of the Orient, we will notice the vast difference. Of course the
difference is not so great but that in many spots a glimmer of the most
antique tradition peers through, displaying again and again the resem
blances to peculiarities of the Egyptian liturgy... We have here to do with
traditional material from a period when the congregations of Rome and
Alexandria were linked not only by an intense sea commerce, but by the
ties of a common language and culture, a period when there were still no
Ferotin, Le Liber ordinum, 321 f. Cagin,
L'eucharistie, 62 f., was the first to refer
to this prayer, a Post-Pridie formula; cf.
Batiffol, 220 ff. It runs: Per quem te peti
mus et rogamus, omnipotens Pater, ut ac
cepta habeas et benedicere digneris ha!c
munera et ha!c sacrificia inlibata, qua! tibi
in primis offerimus pro tua sancta Ecclesia
catholica, quam pacificare digneris per uni
versum orbem terrarum in tua pace diffu
sam. Memorare etiam, qua!sumus Domine,
servorum tuorum qui tibi in honore san
ctorum tuorum illorum reddunt vota sua
Deo vivo ac vero pro remissione suorum
omnium delictorum. Quorum oblationem
benedictam, ratam rationabilemque facere
digneris, qua! est imago et similitudo cor
poris et sanguinis Jesu Christi Filii tui ac
Redemptoris nostri.
Cf. Ferotin, Le Liber mozarabicus
sacramentor u m n. 1440.
20

,

"'To the Memento we must append the
second part of the Te igitur: in primis qua!
tibi offerimus, which, in meaning, properly

belongs to it. In this way there is a smooth
connection between Quam oblationem and
the preceding section: uti accepta habeas
. . . ha!c sancta sacrificia illibata. Quam
oblationem. This readjustment would give
us the first form of the Roman canon, be
fore the insertion of the names, which could
have been made not long before Innocent I ;
the first evidence of the canon comes just a
few decades sooner; cf. supra, p. 51 f.
22 Leo the Great especially must have been
at work here; see C. Callewaert, "S. Leon,
le Communicantes et le Nobis quoque pec
catoribus," Sacris erudiri, I (1949}, 123-

164.
"' Botte, Le canon, 32.
•• Kennedy, The Saint s, 32-35; 58.
"'The instances of relationship are collected
in Baumstark, Das 'Problem' des romisch e n
Messkanons, 212-232; some also in Brink
trine, Die hl. Messe, 22, Note 1, and Lietz
mann, Messe und Herrenmahl, 45 f., 59 f.
The following points of contact deserve
special mention: A sort of secre ta precedes
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fixed texts but a living custom that sought uniformity with friendly sister
churches.
In an effort piously to preserve such traditions, someone in the fourth
century must have worked out the basic text of the Roman canon. That
this text, compared with the great eucharistic prayer of other liturgies,
incorporated the lineaments of a greater antiquity, has already been demon
strated more than once."' To try to name the author would be a thankless
undertaking."' But it will be well to point out a few of the author's stylistic
peculiarities. He has a preference for word-doubles (the coupling of syn
onyms or related expressions):
rogamus ac petimus; accepta habeas et benedicas; catholicrz et apostolicrz
fidei; quorum tibi fides cognita est et nota devotio; sanctas ac venerabiles
the eucharistic prayer. The intercessory
prayers stand just before a memento of the
dead, after the consecration. Before the
consecration there is a plea for the conse
cration ( epiklesis).
There is also a whole round of agreements
in the formulation of the prayers: In the
introduction only Egypt has the form of
greeting like our own: ·o x6pto<; !J.Ud:
dvrwv (u!J.Giv), while otherwise a longer
formula from 2 Cor. 13, 13, is used here.
There is almost the identical wording in the
cry: "Avw (�!J.WV or U!J.Giv,-both probably
secondary addenda) -rd:<; xapolat<;. Among
parallels to Vere dignum et iustum e st
rzquwn et salutare, only Egypt has, for one
thing, the simple wording of the initial
words, A:1.:1)6W<; rd:p Gi�t6v ea-rtv l<.Ot! olx<ZtOV
.. .instead of 'Q<; <iAT)6GJ<; .. .et al.; and for
another, it employs the word salutare
(l-n:w<peAi<;). The connecting link Per Chri
stum Dominum nostrum per qu em has only
one parallel, namely the equivalent in the
anaphora of St. Mark: I Xp., ot' ou aot ....
euxapta-roiivre<; 'ltpoaqli po!J.! Y . The same thing
holds for the asyndetic and consecutive
naming of the angelic choirs : Laudant
angeli, adorant dominationes . .. , and in the
transition to the song of the angels, in the
form of a plea for the gracious acceptance
(admitti iubeas) of our song of praise, to
which the congregation is expressly in
vited. And the fact that the oblation not
only of the material but of the consecrated
gifts is ascribed to the faithful (qui tibi
offenmt hoc sacrificium laudis) is again
reflected only in Egypt (Mvi)aOT)-rt ... -rwv
'l<poa<pep6v-rwv ore% &rta owpOt -raii-rat). There
are also identical amplifications of the ac
count of the institution, amongst others,
•

'

.

ad te Deum Patrem suum. To the Roman
offerimus prrzclarrz maiestati tuCE de tuis
donis ac datis there corresponds in Egypt
not a simple T d:ad: h -rwv awv ao� 'ltpoaq;apov-re<;,
but the formal sentence -rd: ad: h -rwv awv

1Jwpwv 'ltpo!O�l<.O!IJ.!Y EYW'lttOY"ri)<;d:rla<; aou o6�<;.

-Strangest by far is the parallel in the
prayer begging the Father's acceptance:
iStd: -ri)<; ap):O!")'")'!Atl<.i)<; aou A!t"rOUp")'l<Z<; God
should take the gifts to the heavenly altar,
w<; 'ltpoaeoa�w -rd: owpa -roii IStxalou aou "A�el.
�v, 6u al<ZV -roii 'lt:Ot-r p o<;' �IJ.WY 'A�pat<X!J.. The

Egyptian counterpart belongs to the pre
consecratory intercessory prayers; there is
an immediate connection with the text of
Ambrose. The agreement has suggested the
possibility that the entire canon is derived
from Egypt; see supra, Note 1. Further
discussion regarding the Egyptian links to
the Memento of the dead and the Nobis
quoque, infra.
Other points in common are found in
the extra-eucharistic liturgy.
"" Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen Werden,
refers to the simplicity of the intro
ductory dialogue and the lack of an epi
klesis, in place of which there is a simple
prayer begging acceptance.

89 f.,

27 G. Morin many years ago suggested Fir
micus Maternus, and more recently consid
ered the conjecture well-founded; Revue
Bened., LI (1939), 103 f. The phrase of
Gregory the Great, Ep. IX, 12 (PL,
LXXVII, 957) regarding the pyex quam
scholasticus composuerat-which is con
sidered as a good lead for this opinio�n
really be referred to the canon only with
difficulty; see infra in the discussion con
cerning the Pater noster.
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manus; de tuis donis ac datis; respicere et accepta habere; sanctum sacrifi
cium, immaculatam hostiam; omni bmedictione ccelesti et gratia; partem
aliquam et societatem; nolf a:stimator meriti sed venia: largitor; omnis honor
et gloria.

Even in the prelude to the Pater noster that same trait is dominant:
pr£Eceptis salutaribus moniti et divina institutione formati. Sometimes he
employs a three-member phrase, and in the petition for the consecration
(epiklesis) and in the prayer of blessing before the closing doxology there
are even five members: benedictam, adscriptam . . . , and creas, santifi
cas ...""
In the same era in which the canon got its final shape other portions
of the Roman Mass must likewise have been altered and amplified. The
oldest sources of the Latin Mass of Rome exhibit, in every single Mass
formula, along with the current expansion of the canon, by way of the
preface, a regular tripling (or even quadrupling) of the priest's orations,
as is still the rule: one (or two) at the beginning, one over the sacrificial
offerings, one after the communion. Thus the communion obtained a con
clusion in prayer, and the offering of the gifts, as its counterpart, is made
grander in such wise that the gifts of the people are accented and empha
sized. This latter is a peculiarity of the Roman liturgy. The valuation of
the material gifts already insisted on by Irenreus has thus discovered a
corresponding expression in ritual and prayer, more pronounced than in
other liturgies. Besides these, there is also, just as nowadays, an oration
before the readings.
The documents of the fourth century still show the Mass beginning
abruptly with the lessons,.. and these are followed-as in the oriental and
Gallic liturgies of the following centuries-by the general prayer for the
Church. With regard to both of these items the Roman Mass made changes.
The general prayer for the Church was still a part of the Roman rite
under Pope Felix (483-492), and precisely with a division into prayer for
the catechumens and prayer for the faithful."" After that there are no fur
ther records of it, and the oldest sources of the Latin Mass show it to have
disappeared." On the other hand an oration has appeared just before the
lessons. This can be explained only as a part of some already existing intro
ductory act, like those subsequently developed in other liturgies."' The
adopting of such an introductory act, with the opening oration just spoken
of, must be as old as the oldest examples of the Mass formularies which
are regularly fitted out with such an oration. Now these reach back at
Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 228-230; Ca
brol, La messe en Occident, 76 f.
211 Thus especially clear C onst. Ap., II, 57,
5 ff.; VIII, 5, 11 ff. (Funk, I, 161 ff.,
476 ff.
"'Felix II, Ep. 13 (Thiel, 263). Further
details in the special discussion, infra.
81
The probability that the second of the

08

four orations of the older sacramentaries
belonged to this prayer for the Church, is
discussed infra, p. 484.
.. For the citation to show that this was the
first part of the Roman fore-Mass, and for
further details regarding the entrance rite,
see infra, p. 263. ff.
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least as far as the middle of the fifth century... The introductory act was
then filled out further with song and prayer. There is much to be said in
favor of the view that it was under Felix II's successor, Pope Gelasius I

(492-496), whose liturgical activity is celebrated in the Liber Pontiftcalis,..
that here and elsewhere many important changes were introduced into the
Roman Mass. It must have been Gelasius who introduced the Kyrie-litany,
thus providing for the oration a preliminary dialogue after the oriental
fashion, the prayer traditionally styled deprecatio Gelasii. Note, however,
that the list of petitions in this litany coincides rather closely with the
themes of the general prayer for the Church as it is to be found in Rome
prior to Gelasius. We are justified in concluding that Gelasius had removed
the general prayer for the Church, and had substituted the Kyrie-litany ...
A concomitant factor in deciding to make this exchange might have been
the thought that intercessory petitions had now been included in the canon
-it might even have been Gelasius who gave them greater prominence""
-and the further consideration that, since circumstances had voided the
custom of separating catechumens from the faithful, there was no longer
any reason for continuing a series of prayers, the apparent basis for which
was gone."'
The framework of the Roman 1\Iass-and this is the conclusion to be
drawn from all the facts we have established-must therefore have been
essentially determined by the turn of the fifth century, at least as regards
the public utterance of prescribed prayers by the priest. Later on, in the
course of our study of various Mass-elements, we will encounter only a
few modifications by Gregory the Great ( 590-604 )-chiefly in the Kyrie,
Pater n o ster, preface and Hanc igitur; but these are for the most part a
return to older simpler forms.
As far as the time of establishment or fixation is concerned, what was
said about the arrangements for the prayers holds true similarly for the
singing which served as an added embellishment to the prayers and read
ings. Not indeed that the texts were fixed this early, but the type had been
determined and the scheme planned out. This is certain in regard to the
old simple chants between the lessons, and probable in regard to the pro"' Many formulas exhiuit in their wording
a striking resemblance to the style of Leo
the Great (440-461) ; F. Cabrol, "Leonien
(sacramentaire) , " DACL, VIII ( 1929),
2552; cf. also C. Cal l e waer t, S. Leon le
Graud et les textes du Leonien ( Bruges,
1948), ed. D. E. Dekkers.
There are also indications that Damasus
( 366-384) was the first author of some of
the Mass prayers handed do wn ; F. Probst,
Liturgie des 4. lahrhunderts und deren
Re/"orm (Miinster, 1893), 455 f.; R. Buch
wald, Das sogenannte Sacramentarium

Leoniamtm ( Vien na, 1908), 23 ff.
.. Liber. pa�zt. (Duchesne, I, 255) : Fecit
etiam et sacramenforttm Prcefationes et
orati01tes cauto sermone.
Cf. also supra, p. 55.
.. Kennedy, The Saints, 7-38, esp. 33 ff.
'"Kennedy, 38, 189, traces the respective
form of the Memento for the living and the
Commrmicantes, as we ll as the llfemento
for the dead along with the Nobis quoque,
back to Gelasius.
But c£. the opposite in Note 22 supra.
37 Kennedy, 34,
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cessional chants at the beginning, at the offertory and Communion. A more
minute study will be provided later on in the chapters devoted to the
particular chants. In any case, however, at this early period before the
sixth century we have to reckon only with a very unpretentious type of
singing, still affected by that timid attitude towards the musical arts which
caused the Church to ban every instrument from divine service ...
The fifth century was for Rome a time of great calamity indeed, but the
following century, with its Gothic threat and its Lombard invasion, was
one long succession of disasters and oppressions. Yet it was in this very
period that Roman worship unfolded into ever-increasing splendor. This
development is closely linked with the extraordinary esteem in which
papacy and Church were held in the Eternal City during these years. The
papacy had become the one only glory and pride of the Roman popula
tion ... As the pope became more and more the only support of the afflicted
city, and finally found himself burdened with the cares of civil adminis
tration, the papal church-service became the prime expression of civic life.
Gradually, along with the simple services held Sundays and feast days
in the many titular churches of the city for the people attending, there
arose also a community service, conducted by the pope himself in the
church privileged as the day's statio, and attended not only by members
of the court but by people from every quarter of Rome."' Stational wor
ship of a similar sort is mentioned also in connection with other episcopal
churches of the early Middle Ages." These services must necessarily have
been more modest in character. It was Rome that produced the most
extensive results in setting down in writing this new type of service. Two

J. Quasten, Musik und Gesang in den
Kutten der heidnischen Antike und christ
lichen Friihzeit (LQF, 25; Mun s t e r
[ 1930])' 84 ff.
30 G. Schniirer, Kirche und Kultur im Mit
te lalter, ( Paderborn, 1924), I, 322; cf. 257.
"'Cf. J. P. Kirsch, "L'origine des Stations
liturgiques du Missel Romain," Eph. liturg.
XLI (1927), 137-150; idem., Die Stations
hrchen des 111 issale Romanum (Ecclesia
Orans, 19; Freiburg [ 1926]).
The stational services continued in Rome
till the popes removed to A vignon. After
their return the essential part, the celebra
tion of Mass, was established as a Cappella
Papale (nowadays as a rule in the Sistine
chapel), in which the representation of the
city was restricted to the highest circle of
nobles: see G. Moroni, Le Cappelle pontifi
cie, cardinalizie e prelatizie (Venice, 1841).
On the other hand, the introductory collccta
or lita11ia, which was connected with the
stational service more and more, especially

88

in Lent (see infra. p. 184) is still continued
in Lent (under the name stazione) as an
evening penitential procession at the church
marked in the missal as the stational church
of the day, people and clergy from all parts
of the city participating.
" There are accounts for the fourth to the
sixth century from Jerusalem, Antioch,
Oxyrhynchus, and Tours; see A. Baum
stark, in 1fohlberg-Baumstark, Die iilteste
erreichbare Gestalt des Libcr sacramento
rum, 16* f.
For a somewhat later time and for Trans
alpine territory (Augsburg, Mainz, Trier,
Cologne, Metz, Angers, et al.) pertinent
notices are assembled in J. Dorn, "Stations
gottesdienst in friihmittelalterlichen Bisch
ufstadten": Festgabe A. Knopfler ::um 70.
Geburtstag (Freiburg, 1917), 43-55; L.
Pfleger, "Friihmittelalterliche Stations
gottesdienste in Strassburg," Archiv fii•·
elsiiszische Kirchengeschichte, VII (1932),
339-350.
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factors contributed: the greater splendor of the Christian capitol, and the
Roman's native sense of order. The effect was not only to fix forms, but to
fix them in such wise that they were regulated for the whole course of the
year

per circulum anni, as the caption puts it. With this we come to the

-

books of the Roman Mass over which we will tarry long enough to get to
understand the references made to them in our later elucidations."

7. The Oldest Books of the Roman Mass
What we get to know from the books of the old Roman liturgy is, as
has been said, first of all the great festival services. This follows from the
very character of the books themselves. They are divided according to
the persons or groups performing the prescribed actions. For the celebrat
ing priest or bishop there is the tiber sacramentorum or sacramentarium,
which contains the orations and prefaces that vary from feast to feast.
Only in later times were the ordinary or fixed parts included, and among
these the canon of the Mass, for the latter was anteriorly to be found on
a special tablet' or was presumed to have been memorized by the cele
brant.' For the lessons (readings), which were of course recited by two
different readers, two separate books were prepared, the apostolus for the
reader of the Epistle, and the evangelium for the deacon who read the
Gospel. Further, a book was required containing the texts for the group
of singers that now appear, the schola cantorum, who had to accompany
the processions at the entrance, the offertory and the communion with their
antiphonal singing. There was also a special book, the cantatorium, for
the individual singer who took the lead in singing the old traditional
responsorial chants between the lessons. And not to be overlooked, finally,
there was the book of directions to help regulate the functions, in view of
the great array of liturgical factors, especially for the rites that occur only
on certain days of the year. This book even took into account the ordinary
celebration of the stational services which took place each time at a differ
ent place and partly under diverse surroundings. The books which were
composed for this purpose were the ordines, rubric-books for the cleric
whose function it was to act as a sort of master of ceremonies in directing
"For a more detailed study, cf. above all
A. Baum s tark, Missale Romanmn (Eind
hoven-Nijmegen, 1929); Eisenhofer, I,
60-87; 103-111.
'Cf. H. Lietzmann, Auf dem Wege zum
Urgregorianum, JL (1929), 136. Cf. the
rotulus with the text of the canon sent by
Pope Zachary to St. Boniface in 751;
Zachary, Ep., 13 (PL, LXXXIX, 953 B).
A "canon tablet" from the 13th century in
Ebner, 159. Cf. A. Manser, "Kanontafeln,"
LThK, V, 785.

That the fixed main prayer of the Mass
(Prex sacerdotis) was recited by heart
(memoriter tenere) is taken for granted in
Augustine, Contra !itt. Petiliani, II, 68 f.
(CSEL, 52, 58 f.) ; Roetzer, 120 f.
• Schola here means not a school but only
a group, a choir.
•• See
Salavile, An Introduction to the
Study of Eastern Liturgies (Trans. Bar
ton; London, 1938), 185ff.

•
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the celebration. These older liturgical books are thus laid out like the
actors' parts in a sacred play, as the share of each individual in a com
munity performance. The oriental Churches to this day employ only litur
gical books of this sort, while in the West, the liturgical books are ordi
narily organized-for reasons which we shall consider later on-not on the
basis of the participants but on the basis of the acts performed, so that
everything for Mass is found in the missal, just as everything for the Office
is bound into a breviary and everything for the dispensing of the sacra
ments is contained in the ritual.
Of the Roman Sacramentary, three different versions have come down
to us, giving us three different plans for the priest's part of the liturgy,
and thus furnishing us with another proof that as the period of Christian
antiquity came to a close, there was little thought of a form for the Mass
prayers that would be once and for all fixed and firm. These three sacra
mentaries-which were manifestly preceded by smaller collections of Mass
formularies in various libelli'-were rather arbitrarily named, by the litur
gists of the last centuries, after the three popes to whom they were
ascribed, an assignment which proves to be at least partially confirmed.
The Leonine Sacramentary, Sacramentarium Leonianum, preserved in
a single manuscript of the seventh century,' is a collection of Mass formu
laries arranged according to the Church year, and apparently finished
about 540." The first part, from Christmas to the middle of April, is miss
ing. The Roman origin of the book is manifest in several places. The com
piler seems to have drawn on every source at his disposal. Thus there are
fourteen l\fasses for the feast of St. Lawrence, twenty-eight for SS. Peter
and Paul. The Leonine is generally considered a private venture, and
rightly, for some of the formularies are put together in part very casually,
and some of the texts have a strikingly personal tone/ two things hardly
compatible with a Mass book intended for general use. In fact one may
well wonder whether at the time under consideration, namely the middle
of the sixth century, a Mass book that would be the obligatory standard
Cf. F. Probst, Die iiltestm ,·omischen
Sacramentarien tmd Ordines (Munster,
1892), 78-80.
Here belongs also the type of short
sacramentary which survived even in
Carolingian times; see A. Dold, Das
iilteste
Liturgicbuch
dcr
lateinischen
K irehe ( Beuron, 1936), 92 ff.
Similar libelli with a few formularies,
but containing all the necessary parts
already existed early for purposes of
private Mass; see Ebner, 359 f. The
best known example is the Stowe Missal
(supra, p. 45, Note 7).
•The most important editions: C. L. Feltoe,
•

Sacramentarium Leonianum (Cambridge,
1896); L. A. Muratori, Liturgia Romana
ve t us (Venice, 1748), I, 288-484; also in
Migne, PL, LV, 21-156.
• H. Lietzmann, Petrus und Paulus in Rom
(2nd ed.; Berlin, 1927),30-35; idem., JL,
II (1922),10lf.
7 The reference is especially to certain pref
aces which are metamorphosed into note
worthy controversial speeches against per
sonal enemies, chiefly false monks, e.g.,
Muratori, I, 301, 350 f. According to
Duchesne, Ch ristian Worship, 143, 144,
they seem to presuppose conditions of the
4th/5th centuries.
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text was even possible.• Conversely, it is quite thinkable that this compila
tion did have some official standing as an orderly arrangement of available
liturgical materials.• Not a few texts-174 by actual count-have found
their way from the Leonine Sacramentary into our present-day missal,
and three of them are used daily in the Ordinary ( Aufer a nobis; Deus

qui humance substantice; Quod ore sumpsimus).
The Gelasian Sacramentary (Sacramentarium Gelasianum) is a real and
proper Mass book. Two different forms of it have to be distinguished, an
older and a later. The older form, the Gelasian," preserved entire in only
one manuscript, a text of the early eighth century which probably comes
from St. Denis (Vat. Reg. 316), contains Mass formularies arranged in
three books: the first book has the formularies for the Christmas and
Easter cycles; the second for saints' feasts of the entire year from January
to December, and, as a supplement, formularies for Advent-tide and the
Advent Ember-week; the third book has a list of Sunday Masses and a
selection of Votive l\Iasses for the most diverse occasions and contingen
cies. The Gelasian is indeed a Roman Mass book in all essentials. But the
special Roman local coloring is obscured by the fact that stational notices
are missing and a large number of non-Roman saints' feasts are incorpo
rated. Gallican materials are interspersed in several places-some prayers,
some saints' names in the canon. The Good Friday ol'ation for the Emperor
has the wording, Respice propitius ad Romanum sive Francorum benignus

imperium. And completely Gallican is the section devoted to minor orders
(I, 95, 96), the texts of which crept into the Roman Pontifical, just as
much of the other material of this sacramentary survives in our Roman
Missal.
The Roman materials in the Gelasian Sacramentary, either in the form
of a complete book or in small collections, got into France at the very
latest in the first half of the seventh century. Previously, in the sixth
century, the corresponding formularies must have been in use at Rome.
There is no incontrovertible testimony that the book goes back to Pope
Gelasius I (492-496), but this pontiff's reign coincides with the period to
which we can assign the formation of the heart of the book. From the
materials in this Gelasian Sacramentary, and from other liturgical mate
rials meanwhile imported chiefly from Rome," another type of Mass book
•

Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 32 f.

Cf. Th. Klauser, JL, XV (1941), 470:
"Man findet hier die liturgischen Formular
konzepte der romischen Bischofe verein
igt"-the Roman Bishops' ideas of a formu
lary are here brought together. Cf. also his
remarks, JL, XIII (1935), 355 f. For the
provenience of the texts, cf. C. Callewaert,
"S. Leon le grand et les texts du Leonien,"

•

Sacris erudiri, I (1948), 35-122; B. Ca
pelle, "Messes du pape Gelase dans le

sacramentaire

h�onien,"

Revue

Bened.,

LVI (1945/6), 12-41.
10

The most important editions : H. A. Wil

son, The Gelasian Sacramentary (Oxford,

1894);

Muratori,

I,

493-776;

also

in

Migne, PL, LXXIV, 1055-1244.
11

The Roman material exists chiefly in a

Gregorian Sacramentary of the time of
Honorius I which w i ll be mentioned pres

ently.
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was composed in France around the f1rst half of the eighth century, the
later or Frankish Gelasian. This sacramentary, often called the eighth
century Gelasian, is preserved in several manuscripts, the best known of
which was written about 800 at St. Gall." In this sacramentary the movable
and immovable cycles are not separated but are confusedly intermingled.
The same is the case in regard to the third type of sacramentary, the

Sacramentarium Gregorianum which brings us back once more to Rome.
It is true the manuscripts are for the most part Frankish, and-except for
some fragments-no earlier than the ninth century. But a comparative
study has enabled us to reconstruct the exemplar sent by Pope Hadrian I
to Charlemagne13 in the year 785-786." It is even possible to suggest the
oldest attainable form of the sacramentary, as it appeared in the time of
Honorius I (625-638)15 or just a little later.'" In fact, during the last few
decades the conviction has grown that Gregory the Great actually pro
duced this Mass book. Again, many of the prayer-texts still in use today
stem from Gregory."
The work was not thought of primarily as

a

book for the ordinary parish

services; it was a papal feast-day and stational missal. That explains many
of the omi.3sions in the book-the customary Sunday service, for instance,
which the Gelasian Sacramentary is so careful to provide. However,

a

sec

ond edition must have been put out for the use of the titular churches,
although we have only indirect knowledge of such an issue." Because the
sacramentary sent to Charlemagne was incomplete-the Sunday l\Iasses,
amongst others, were missing-a supplement was added by Alcuin con
taining the requisite materials for parochial services and also mixing many
Gallican traditions with the Roman.'" In its further development, more and
more material of the supplement-like so much of the Gelasian - was
transferred to the sacramentary itself. And so a new type of the Roman
Mass book was produced.""
For the liturgical lessons it was customary till far into the Middle Ages
10

Edited by C. Mohlberg, Das friinkische
Gelasianum in alaman

Sacrame11farium

nischer Ubcrlie/crwzg (LQ 1/2; Munster

[ 1918];

2nd ed.; Munster [ 1939]).
13 H. Lietzmann, Das Sacramcntarium Gre

of Epiphany; B. Capelle, "La main de s.
Gregoire clans le sacramentaire gregorie n ,"

Re�•ue Rhzed., XLIX (1937), 13-28. Even
the present-day composition of the prefaces
of Easter and Ascension must have been

goriammz llach dem Aachc11cr [ 'rexempla1·

Gregory's work; B. Capelle, Les Questions

(LQ 3; Miinster [1921]); corresponding
to Muratori, II, 1-138; 241-271; 357-361.

liturgiques ct paroissiales, XX (1935), 89-

"Th. Klauser,
(1933), 179.

Histor.

Jahrbuch,

LIII

'"C. Mohlberg-A. Baumstark, Die iiltcste
erreichbare Gestalt des LihC'r sacramcnto
nmz anni circuli der romischen Kirchc
(LQ 11/12; Munster [1927]).
'"Klauser, ibid., 173, Note 13, gives the
earliest possible date as 642.
11
E. G. the Christmas preface, the oration

97; XXI (1936), 73-83.

'"H. Lietzm:.nn, "Auf dem \Vege zum Ur

gregorianum," JL,

IX

(1929), 132-138,

esp. 135 f.
'"The texts in :\Iuratori, II, 139-240; 272356; 362-380.
20 Of this sort is the Grcgorianum printed
in Mignc, PL, LXXVIII, 25-240; it is the
Cod. Eligii of the lOth century, edited in
1642 with valuable notes by H. Menard.
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to use not some special reading texts, but simply the Holy Scriptures, from
which were read the excerpts which had already been appointed for a long
time." Later on we find lesson-indexes or catalogues, which marked the

pertinent passages (chapters or capitula); hence they are called capitu

laries. These are the most extensive source for our knowledge of the old

system which governed the liturgical readings, particularly the lessons of

the Roman l\Iass. But even at an early period, there were special texts

prepared for divine service, called lectionaries or comes" or (in ac.cordance

with their contents> epistolarium, evangeliarium. The most ancient lec

tionary of the Roman Church containing Epistles and Gospels is the

Comes of Wiirzburg," whose contents indicate the seventh century. Still
such lectionaries are the exception until well beyond the year 1000.

The arrangement of the readings within the ::\lass from the earliest

sources which make them known, has undergone fewer alterations than the
prayer of the celebrant as transmitted in the sacramentary."' However,

certain definite degrees of development, or types, can be distinguished,

particularly as regards the changes of the calendar. Through the work of
Theodore Klauser, the arrangement of the Gospel readings in the Roman

Church has been fixed for the years 645, 740, 755, and an arrangement

which was expanded in Frankish territory has been dated 7 SO ... The last

named arrangement indicates a final stage and it is, in all essentials, the

order which survives in the Roman l\Iissal. For the Epistle readings,

besides the Comes of Wiirzburg and a comes worked on by Alcuin,"" the

most remarkable table is that of 1\Iurbach,�., whose Church year is based

on that of the later Gelasian, and which remained (along with the latter)
more or less definitive.

A text book of some sort for the singing of the schola cantorum was a

requisite from the very foundation of such an organization. Consequently,
fragmentary remnants survive from even pre-Gregorian days."' But what
comes to us as a complete work is a book that can also be traced to Gregory
Cf. e.g., A. Dold, Das iiltcsfc Liturgic
bru·h dcr latcinischcn K irrhr. Ein altgalli
kallisclzcs Lektio11ar des 5./6. Jlr. ( Beuron,

"Baumstark, Vom geschichtliclzl'll1Verden,

1936).

rangements of the pericopes are forever

The whole matter is thoroughly discussed

appearing among the Copts and the \Vest

21

by G. Kunze, Die gottcsdicllstliclze Schri/t
/esung ( Goettingen, 1947), I.
., The name comes seems to have been used
in civil life to indicate simply a book from
which one drew instruction; Eisenhofer, I,
82. For the more strictly liturgical notion

89, cites an opposite trend in the Orient,
with continually new creations; new ar

Syrian Jacobites.
""Th. Klauser, Das romisclze Capitulare
eva11geliorum

( M iinster, 1935), I.

.., Critical edition by A. Wilmart, "Le lecti
onnaire d'Aicuin," Eplz.liturg., LI (1937),

of comes see Th. Klauser, JL, XV (1941),

136-197.

465 f.
Zl G. �forin, "Le plus ancien comes ou lecti
onnaire de l'eglise Romaine," Revue BC!ted.,

"'A. Wilmart, "Le comes de Murbach,"
Revue Be11Cd., XXX (1913), 25-69. The
coJIICS contains also the Gospels.
""Cf. i11/ra, in the discussion of the Offer
t'>ry chants, Vol. II, Ch. 1, 2.

XXVII (1910), 41-74, and the supplement
ibid., XXVIII (1911), 297-317.
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the Great, but which survives only in manuscripts of the Carolingian
period, the liber antiphonarius or the antiphonal.211 But by a process of
collation, especially by the excision of formularies for newer feasts, we
can arrive at the form of the l\fass songbook in the time of Honorius I

( 62 5-638) .30 In these oldest manuscripts no melodies are given. It is not
till the tenth century that we find the first witness to the melodies written
in neums." Before this time the songs must have been handed clown by
tradition in actual performance. That St. Gregory busied himself with
ecclesiastical chant is a tradition which had wide vogue even in the early
Middle Ages. Precisely in what his reform consisted we can only guess,"
but this much is certain: the attribution of the "Gregorian Chant" to him
is not groundless."a
The antiphonal (antiphonary) which, properly speaking, contained only
the antiphonal chants of the schola cantorum, was at this early period dis
tinguished from the cantatorium, which contained the songs traditionally
assigned to the soloist who intoned them from the ambo, while the people
answered with a short verse of response-the songs called the gradual, the
alleluiatic chant and the tract. Only a few such cantatoria have survived.....
When the performance of these chants was turned over to a schola divided
into soli and chorus, the text was likewise incorporated into the choir's
antiphonal, so that, because of its new contents, the latter was also called
a gradual.

The regulations of the external ceremonial of a papal stational rite were
drawn up in books known as Roman Ordines. The list of these ancient
documents begin with an ordo written down in England shortly after 680
by John the Chanter, arch-chanter of St. Peter's in Rome, who, at the
request of Benedict Biscop, had been sent by Pope Agatho to help regu
late the chant in the Anglo-Saxon church. John's writing is no longer extant
in its original form;'' but we do have two Frankish revisions, which are
preserved in some eighth-century manuscripts,"" both of which contain the
order of the Mass.
""The six oldest manuscripts are printed in
parallel columns by R. ]. Hesbert, AHfi
phonale missarum sextuplex (Brussels,

1935).
80Th. Klauser, JL, XV (1941), 469.
81 They have been issued since 1889 by the
Benedictines of Solesmes in the volumes of
Pa/eograplzie musicale.
82 P. Wagner, Eiufiilmmg in die gregorian
ischen Melodien, I. Ursprung u11d Ent
wicklung der liturgischen Gesangsformm
bis zum Ausgang des Mittelalters (3rd ed.;
Leipzig, 1911), esp. 188ff.
"• Cf. G. Morin, Les veritables Origines
d11 chant Grego rietl (2nd ed.; Rome-

Tournai, 1904); E. G. Wyatt, St. Gregory
and the Gregorian Music (London, 1904).
"The 8th century Graduale of AI on:::a
(printed in the first column of Hesbert,
op. cit.) is such a cantatorium. The oldest
Mass book with neums, the 9th century

Codex 359 of St. Gall, also belongs here;
Eisenhofer, I, 78 f.
"'A. Baumstark, "Johannes Archicantor
und der riimische Ordo des Sangall. 349,"
JL, V (1925), 153-158.
30 Edited by C.
Silva-Tarouca, Giovanni
"Archicantor" deS. Pietro aRoma e l'ordo
Romamts da lui composto (Atti della Pont.
Accadcmia Romana di archeologia, Me-
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The Ordo of St. Amand, which likewise preserves the picture of the

Roman stational services, goes back at the earliest to the turn of the eighth
century.36 But the best known of all are the Ordines published by Jean
l\Iabillon,"' of which the first is for us particularly important. Its clear and
detailed presentation of the course of the papal stational service, along
with the preparations to be made for it, will be a good starting-point for
much of our explanation of the Mass. The Ordo Romanus I is preserved
in numerous manuscripts, sometimes with later adaptations of the rite and
large additions. But in its oldest form it can be dated at least as early as
the seventh century.:os
How strong the influence of the papal stational service was as a pattern
for solemn service can be gauged by the fact that in the lands of the North
many revampings of this ordo appeared during the succeeding centuries.
Sometimes they were simply illustrations of the papal Mass, like the elev
enth century Ordo Romanus III, sometimes they were revised to suit the
pontifical celebrations of a bishop, like the Ordo Romanus II (ninth and
tenth centuries), or the Ordo Romanus V (tenth century) or the Ordo
Romanus VI (tenth century). Wavering in its presentation between these
two methods, we have the so-called Ordo Romanus antiquus (or vulgatus),
which emanated about 950 from a monastery in Mainz as a part of the
Romano-German Pontifical...
morie I, 1 ; Rome [ 1923]). Of these two
recensions, one, which has only Roman con
ditions in view, is called Capitulare eccle
siastici o;·di11is, continued in Instructio
ecclcsiastici ordinis, the other, revamped
for mo na s tic conditions, is called Brevia
rium ecclesiastici ordinis.
""D u chesne , Christian Worship, 455-480.
"']. Mabillon, Museum Italicum, II (Paris,
1689), recopied in Migne, PL, LXXVIII,
937-1372. A ne w critical edition was pre
pared by M. Andrieu, Les Ordines Romani
du haut moyen dye. I. Les manuscrits.
(Louvain, 1931).
88 In Mabillon's text, n. 4-21. This section
reproduces a te x t which was re-issued from
a 9th century MS by R. S ta pper, Ordo
Roman us Pri111us ( Opuscula et textus, ser.
Jiturg. 1 ; M ii n ster [ 1923]).
30 Edited b y l\L H ittorp, De divi11is catho
lica: Ecc/esia: officiis (Cologne, 1568), 1985. :\f. Andrieu (0 p. cit., I, 494-506) has

done much to establish the origin and pro
venience of this ordo.
Of the later Roman Ordincs of Mabillon
will encounter oftenest the eleventh,
which was produced between 1140 and
1143 as a description of the papal service
during the whole Church year. To the same
period (before 1145) belongs the descrip
'
tion of the liturgy in the Lateran basilica
prepared by Prior Bernard ; ed. by L.
Fischer, Bernhardi ... Ordo officiorum
ecclesil1! Lateranensis (Munich, 1916).
we

Various accounts relative to the Roman

Mass-ordo are found also in Mabillon's
thirteenth ordo, which presents the cere
monial of Gre gory X (d. 127 6): in the
fourteenth, composed by Cardinal Stefan
eschi in 1311, but printed by Mabillon from
a later recension, and in the fifteenth, writ
ten by Peter A melii (d. 1403). Cf. Eisen
hofer, I, 104-107.
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8. The Roman Stational Services in the
Seventh Century
The grand Roman stational worship, as it was developed up to about
the eighth century, is especially important for the further history of the
Mass-liturgy, and this for two reasons. For one thing, the service achieved
a moment of stability, when all its component elements were set down in
writing-as all codification entails a fixed arrangement, at least for some
time. A certain interval must have ensued before the lineaments of such a
form were again broken here or there. And secondly, by the very fact that
this solemn service was written down in a definite and determined form
and thus could easily be transmitted to other territories-by that very fact
it became the model and standard for further shaping and forming the
Mass generally. The effect of this example would be felt in the divir:c
service of every village church and would even touch the ceremonial of
low Mass.
On this account we must now glance at the stational services at least
in their broad outlines.'

The pope comes mounted from his patriarchium on the Lateran to the
appointed stational church.' In a later stage of development, in the eighth
century, this trip has become a stately procession in which the entire papal
court takes part": first a group of acolytes on foot, and the defensores (the
legal administrators of church properties in the whole city), then on horse
back the seven deacons from the city's seven regions which they managed
for the care of the poor, each with his appointed regional subdeacon.
Behind the pope, and likewise on horseback, come the chief dignitaries of
the Apostolic Palace, the vicedominus, vestiarius, nomenclator, and saccel
larius. At the entrance to the appointed church the pope is met by those
in charge of the place. The rest of the clergy have already taken their
places on the benches which run the length of the semi-circle in the pres
byterium (sanctuary) and around the altar, like the later choir-stalls. In
1 A more minute study of the most impor
tant sections, along with reproductions of
the text, will be found in the particular dis
cussions of Part III. Here we must be
satisfied with a summary, since we are in
terested chiefly in giving a general picture,
in the main from Ordo Romanus I (PL,
LXXVIII, 937-948). Archeological inter
pretations are found in Beissel, Bilder aus
der Geschichte der altchristlichen Kunst
und Liturgie, 296-328; Batiffol, Le,ons,
65-96; Atchley, Ordo Romanus primus
(London, 1905), 3-55. Cf. Card. Schuster,
The Sacramentary, I, 66-71 : "The Papal
Mass at the Roman Stations."
• Onl y on specified days, days of penitence,
especially in Lent, was there any other ar-

rangement. On such days clergy and people
from all parts of the city assembled with
the Pope or his representative at one of
the more centrally located churches (co l
lecta), and from there, singing the litany
and penitential anthems, they marched to
gether to the stational church. Cf. R. Hierz
egger, "Collecta und Statio," ZkTh, LX

(1936), 511-554.
Ordo Rom. I, n. 1-3, a passage recognized
as a later addition, missing in many MSS,
e.g., in the one published by Stapper. The

•

changes incident to the arrival of the papal
court for divine service, are noticed in E.
Caspar, Geschichte des Papsttums (Tii
bing en, 1933), II, 785-787.
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the middle, that is, at the vertex of the apse, is the slightly-raised cathedra
or throne for the pope. At the right sit the six suburbicarian bishops, to
the left the presbyters of the titular churches. The altar, a simple table,
stands about the center of the semi-circle. Since there is no superstructure,
it does not hinder the view from the back. The nave of the basilica has
already filled with a large crowd, which has come in seven processions from
the seven regions of Rome, each with its silver processional cross at the
head.
The pope is first led to the secretarium which is built close to the
entrance of the basilica. Here he is vested with the liturgical paramenta,
a rather considerable number: linea (our alb ) , cingulum, shoulder cloth
or scarf, linea dalmatica (our tunicle), and major dalmatica,• finally the
planeta, the bell-shaped chasuble worn by all the clerics, even the acolytes.
The last vestment put on by the pope is the pallium. Now the Gospel book
is opened; it is held by an acolyte, not bare-handed but over the ruffled
planeta; accompanied by a subdeacon he carries it to the altar, and mean
while all stand up. The paraphonist then presents himself to the pope to
announce which of the regional subdeacons will sing the Epistle and what
choir soloist will sing the responsorial chants between the readings; one
of the deacons has already been appointed for the Gospel .
When all is ready the pope reaches for his maniple and waves it as a
signal." The clerics who have been waiting in front of the secretarium with
tapers and incense receive their command: Accendite r And the singers
who have lined up in a double row to right and left at the entrance of the
presbyterium receive theirs: Domni iubete I The introit is intoned and
the procession is on its way.
The signs of reverence which are given to the pope as he makes his
entrance for div in e service are noteworthy. It is evident that the thymia
materium and the seven torches of the acolytes are in his honor; it is a
reverence to which the emperor• and the higher state officials had been
The maior dalmatica is not mentioned in
the older text as printed in Stapper, 16.
• This gesture (dum ei annuat pontifex)
appears to be connected with the taking up
of the maniple (mappula): the pope picks
it up in order to give the signal with it,
just as in ancient Rome the consul used the
mappa to give the signal for starting the
games.
• It is interesting to note that this initiating
Accendite was still to be heard a thousand
years later in French cathedrals on feast
days. At Angers it was S\Ulg in polyphony.
See de Moleon, 26, 67, 87, 129, 161; Mar
tene, 1, 4, 2, 1 (1, 358).
• In the 2nd/3rd centuries it was part of the
honor due the emperor and his spouse to
•

carry the fire (-rb 'ltDp) in front of them;
several examples from Herodianus, Histo
ria:, are found in Atchley, A History of the
Use of Incense, 51 f. Also some striking
accounts (ibid., 48 ff.) from Roman civil
life where the use of incense played a role.
Light (fire) and incense must have been
considered as going together, even in the
time of the Republic; ibid., �6 f. Th. Momm
sen, Romisches Staatsrecht (3rd ed. Leip
zig, 1887), I, 423 f., speaks in the same
sense of torch and brazier (a fire-pan for
quickly relighting the torch), which must
have been used at the solemn appearances
of the magistrate.
The ceremonial survived in the Byzantine
court. The victorious Heraclius was ac-
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entitled." The pope reaches out his hands to the two deacons accompany
ing him; they kiss them and continue to assist him in walking"-another
custom which must derive from the ancient and originally oriental court
ceremonial.10
companied into the city of Jerusalem in 619
cum thuribulis et suffitu; Eutychius, Annal.
(PG, CXI, 1089 C) ; cf. Atchley, 53 f. In
the discussion regarding the worship of
images at the Second Council of Nicrea
(787) the remark was dropped that even
the pictures of the emperor were met out
side the city with candles and incense (.,.a..z
"-'llPWY Ml ou.,.!CEtJ.ihWY); Mansi, XII, 1014D.
Nicephorus Phocas was received in a simi
lar manner in 963; De crErem. antrE. by::.
(PG, CXII, 808).
In the West examples are to be found as
late as the 12th century of lights (i.e., lights
and incense) being carried before rulers
(the Doge of Venice, Richard the Lion
heart) on festive occasions; Atchley, 186 f.
Corresponding to this are the prescriptions
in the Or do of Farfa (11th century. ; M GH
Scriptores, XI; 547; Biehl, Das litm·gische
Gebet fur Kaiser 1tnd Reich, 168) for re
ceiving the king; cf. Eichmann, Die Kaiser
k r ommg, I, 184 f.
Among noble Austrian families it was
still customary even in our century to
meet a member of the imperial house at
the door with two burning candles (or,
according to another communication, a
servant stood at the foot of the steps with
a candelabrum).
• Atchley, 55; E. Fehrenbach, "Encens,"
DACL, V. 14 f.; Batiffol, Le,oiiS, 75 f.
Cf. supra, p. 39.
• Ordo Rom. I, n. 8: sustentantes eum. Sim
ilarly at the offertory (n. 13 f.) and when
going to distribute Communion (n. 20).
1° Cf.
4 Kings, 7:2; 7:17; 5 :18; Esther,
IS :3.
Hermas, Pastor, Vis. I, 4, 3.
Gospel of St. Peter, n. 35-40 (L. Vaganay,
L'evangile de Pierre, Paris [1930], 292300), which includes the various previous
attempts to explain the scene) : two angels
support Christ, who appears heroic size,
rising from the grave. Here possibly be
longs the miniature in the Sacramentary
of Henry II, a picture of the emperor hold
ing in one hand a lance and in the other a
sword, and supported at both elbows by
a holy spirit ; ·see the illustration in Eich -

mann, Die Kaiserkronung, I, Frontispiece;
the discussion of the picture (II, 105 f.)
does not enter into this particular feature.
This consideration will also help explain
the depiction of God the Father in Raphael's
"Vision of Ezechiel," of which Kiinstle,
Ikonographie, I, 235 (cf. 238) remarks,
that it appears "unsatisfactory that the
arms of this 'God the Father' should have
to be stayed u p by angels."
The sustentatio by two clerics was sub
sequently transferred to the ceremonial of
pontifical high Mass; see esp. Ordo Rom. II,
n. 4, 9, 14 (PL, LXXVIII, 970 A; 973 A;
976A); O rdo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer 821.,
21; 871., 21; cf. 8861., 6); the Pontifical of
Durandus (Andrieu, Le po11tijical Romain,
III, 638); cf. Durandus, Rationale, IV, 6,
10. It likewise stayed in the ceremonial of
papal worshi p for centuries: Ordo Roman.
XI (ab. 1142), n. 17 (PL, LXXVIII,
1032 B); an Ordo in Martene, 1, 4, xxxvii
(I, 686 D), which can belong at the earli
est to the 13th century. (See the stressing
of perfusio); Ordo Rom. XIV (ab. 1311;
here also in the recasting by Peter Amelii,
d. 1403), n. 95 (PL, LXXVIII, 1220 C).
It still survives in a diluted form; see
Brinktrine, Die feierliche Papstmesse, 4, 7,
etc., referring to two assisting cardinal
deacons. Similarly the CrEremouia!e episc.
of 1600, still in force, provides for two
canons to assist the bishop in habitu diaconi,
and details their duties further: procedente
episcopo a secretario ad altare . . . ipsum
medium facie11tcs ac fimbrias anteriores
pluvialis hinc in de suble-vantes ... et, si opus
erit, eius brachia sustentantes deducunt (I,
8, 2). Some of the ritual, like holding the
edge of the pluvialis or chasuble by assist
ing levites, e.g., at incensing, was trans
ferred to the ordinary high Mass of a priest,
and is still demanded by rubricists; Gavanti
Merati, Thesaurus, II, 4, 4 (I, 214 f.;
217 f); ]. B. Mueller, Zeremonienbuchlein
(13th ed.; Freiburg, 1934), 91; Fortescue,
The Ceremonies of the Roma n Rite De
scribed (7th ed. rev. by]. O'Connell; Lon
don, 1943), 104.
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The cortege pauses as two acolytes approach to show the pope an opened

casket ( capsll?) in which is reserved a particle of the Holy Eucharist. The
pope adores, making a low bow.11 When the procession reaches the place
where the schola has its station, between the nave and the sanctuary, the
torch-bearers part, four to the right and three to the left. The pope goes
up before the altar, bows, makes a sign of the Cross on his forehead, and
exchanges the kiss of peace with one of the bishops who has approached
from his seat, as well as with one of the priests and the assembled deacons.
At a sign from the pope, the prior scholiE brings the introit to an end with
the Gloria Patri and the repetition of the antiphon. Meanwhile a carpet is
spread out and the pope prostrates himself in prayer," in silent homage
to God-a rite with which divine service is opened even now on Good Fri
day and Holy Saturday. After a moment he rises, kisses the Gospel book
and the altar. l\Ieanwhile, during the interval of silent prayer, the deacons
have come up to the sides of the altar two-by-two and kissed it. While
the choir sings the Kyrie eleison, the pope goes to the cathedra, but remains
standing with his face to the East, in an attitude of prayer." Again he gives
the signal to stop the singing of the Kyrie eleison, which is nothing more
than the continuous repetition of the same unchanging strain.Then, if the
day's festival appoints it, he intones the Gloria in excelsis Deo, and since
it is an invitation and an address to the people, he momentarily turns to
them (if he is not already facing them) but at once faces eastward again
in the attitude of prayer.41 At the end of the chant he greets the throng with
Pax vobis and sings the oration to which all answer Amen.
This over, all in the half-circle of the sanctuary-the only place where
there are seats-sit down. A subdeacon goes into a pulpit (ambo) and
reads the Epistle. When he descends, a singer goes up into the ambo with
his cantatorium and sings the gradual alternately with the schola, and (as
Although the formal sustentatio of the
priest was not demanded as a rule even in
earlier times, one medieval ritual, that of
Soissons, does give explicit notice of it:
The deacon reaches out his left hand, super
qua m sacerdas dextram S!tam ponens sta
tim asceud it ad a/tare po111patice; Martene,
1, 4, xxii (I, 610 D) ; cf. ibid ., xix (I,
607 A).
n "Sa/uta! saucta." The meaning of the
ceremony, which Ordo Rom. I, n. 8 re
counts, is not clear. Certainly the adoration
of the Sacrament does not, as the context
shows, exhaust the meaning. More details
i nfra, Vol. II, Chap. 3, 5.
The word sancta, treated as an ind eclin 
able nou n , is occasionally used elsewhere
for the Eucharist: Ordo Rom. I, n. 19
( PL, LXXVIII, 946 C) ; Ordo of St.
Amand (Duchesne, Christian Worship,

461) ; a sacramentary of the 1 2 th

century

in E bne r, 341.
12 Ordo Rom. I, n. 8: . .. ut ponat orato
rium ante a/tare. Et accedens pontifex orat

s uper ipsum.

By oratorium must be under

stood a carpet ( c on tra Stapper and Batif
fol); cf. Ordo Rom. antiquus (Hittorp,
52) : prostenzat se episcopus una cum Pa?
nitcutibus in oratorio.
In the "occidented" basilicas-thus most
of the older churches of Rome-this meant
looking towards the people. But this was
not the precise point of vie w. In those
churches where the choir faced east, the

13

pope stood looking away from the people;
Beissel, B i lder, 82-85. C f . infra, p. 253.
14

This direction is given very explicitly in

the later text form printed by Mabillon
( n. 9; PL, LXXVIII, 942).
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the occasion demands) the alleluia or the tract. The chanting of the Gospel
is attended by a flourish of ceremony. First the deacon goes up to the
cathedra and kisses the foot of the pontiff," who then pronounces a bless

ing over him. The deacon then takes the Gospel book from the altar, kisses
it, and preceded by two subdeacons--one carrying a censer-and two aco
lytes with torches, he marches to the ambo from which he reads the sacred
text. Then the papal subdeacon ( subdiaconus sequens) takes the book,
holding it with the ruffled planeta, reaches it to every one in the presby
terium to be kissed, and then hands it to an acolyte who immediately
carries it back to the Lateran.
No sermon is considered. Nor is there any further mention of dismissal
of the catechumens. With the disappearance of heathendom, the forms of
an exclusion of those under instruction were no longer usable, and, except
in the Orient, actually disappeared.
The pope again greets the throng with Dominus vobiscum and intones
Oremus-but there is no prayer immediately following. Now the external
preparations for the Mass-sacrifice begin. First there is the covering of the
altar which up till now has stood there, a stately but empty table, decorated
only with a costly cloth that hung from the edges "-the forerunner of the
antependium. An acolyte approaches with a chalice over which he has laid
the folded corporal. A deacon takes the latter, lays it on the right side of
the altar and throws the open end to the second deacon at the other side
in order to spread it over the entire top." Then the offertory begins with
the offering of the gifts of the people.1" The pope starts proceedings by
receiving the bread-offerings of the nobility, while the archdeacon accepts
their offerings of wine. The other members of the clergy continue accept
ing the offerings, while the pope returns to his throne. After the people
have presented their gifts, the archdeacon, at a signal from the pope, goes
to the altar and, with the help of a subdeacon, arranges the breads that
are to be consecrated. The chalice is placed on the altar and water is added
to the wine by one of the members of the singing choir. After all this is
done the pontiff leaves his place and kisses the altar and then himself
receives the oblation of the assisting clerics. Lastly he lays his own obla" The kissing of the foot is a moderated
form of the proskynesis stemming from the

"A Brief History of the Liturgy in the

Orient. It was part of the court ceremonial
as a prerogative of the senators in regard
to the emperor; Eichmann, Die Kaiser
kronung, I, 189 f.

1°

Just as the kissing of the foot was re
served to the emperor, so too it was, on
transfer, reserved to the pope, and not to
the bishops; cf. Th. Klauser, "Abendland
ische Liturgiegeschichte," Ele11theria Bou
lier theol.
Blatter fur kricgsgcfangene
Stud en ten, I (Bonn, 1944). 12 f. (trans
lated in Orate Fra t res, XXIII [1948/9] as

West;" see p. 16).
Cf. Braun, Die liturgische11 Paramente,

192 ff., and the illustration, page 195.
Only in the late Middle Ages did the cor
poral diminish to the small shape prevalent
at present. Even in the year 1000 it still
covered the entire mensa; Braun, 206. On
the other hand, a number of altar cloths
were used already in the Carolingian pe
riod. The use of three linen altar cloths
besides the corporal became general only
since the seventeenth century; Braun, 186.
"'For details see infra, Vol. II, Chap. 1, 1.
11
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tion (two small loaves brought for this purpose from the Lateran) on the
altar. The scltola has meanwhile accompanied the offertory with singing,
but now a signal is given to stop so that the single offertory prayer-the
prayer nowadays called secret--can be said.'"
Then begins the canon, taking the word in the comprehensive meaning
it then had. Each one has taken his appointed place. Normally that would
mean that the pope, coming from his cathedra, would stand behind the
altar facing the people-for the church usually was not oriented in our
sense, but "occidented," the entrance towards the East. Behind the pope,
and forming a row in the axis of the church back toward the throne, stand
the bishops and perhaps the priests also. To the right and left of the pope
and in front of the bishops, the deacons are ranged, and behind them the
acwlytes."" The subdeacons are on the other side of the altar opposite the
pontiff." During the canon there is no further change externally.
The pope begins the prayer in a loud voice. The subdeacons respond to
the introductory versicles and take up the singing of the Sanctus.22 The
pope alone stands once more erect and continues the prayer, while the
others remain bowed. The words of consecration, like all the other parts
of the canon, are said audibly; otherwise there is nothing distinctive about
them. At the Nobis quoque"' the subdeacons straighten up and make ready
for the ceremony of breaking the Bread; the paten for this has already
been brought up to the altar at the start of the canon. At the Per quem
hrec omnia the archdeacon too straightens up; when the pope elevates the

Host in the sight of all and recites the final doxology, it is the archdeacon's
duty to take the chalice by the handles-holding it with a cloth called the
ofjertorium-and to lift it, too, on high. The canon is therefore quite simple
and free of any other display. The actio, as it is termed, simply presents
the pontiff's sacramental word, with no ornament other than his prayers.
Even the succeeding Pater noster, with its appended embolism, does not
break into the picture, at least since Gregory the Great had fixed it imme
diately after the canon.
External activity does not commence again until the Pax Domini, the
signal for the mutual greeting with the kiss of peace, which the arch
deacon gives first to one of the bishops and. which the people, too, exchange.
The pope initiates the breaking of the Bread, detaching a portion and lay
ing it on a paten that is handed to him. Then he returns to his throne.
Explicit testimony regarding this connec
tion is first found in Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 f.
(PL, LXXVIII, 973C).
St.
20 Regarding these latter see Ordo of
Amand: Duchesne, 461 ; cf. Batiffol,

11

Lc(ons, 88.
21 This position of the subdeacons continues
to be mentioned and stressed in the follow
ing centuries. We will come across it again
later as an element in the allegorical inter-

pretation of the Mass.
" This duty of the subdeacon is men
tioned for the first time only in the later
form of the text as printed by Mabillpn,
n. 16 (PL, LXXVIII, 944f.).
'"Ordo Rom. I, n. 16 in no way intimates
that these words or those that follow are to
be rendered in a louder tone of voice ; they
are-, as a matter of fact, audible without
this, as is the whole text of the canon.
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The archdeacon advances to the altar while the dejensores and the notaries
take their station beside him to right and left like a guard of honor. First
the archdeacon hands over the chalice with the Precious Blood to a sub
deacon standing at the right side of the altar; this is a safety measure.
Next he places the consecrated breads in the small linen bags held by the
acolytes. They are then taken to the bishops and the presbyters, who con
tinue the fractio while the schola intones the Agnus Dei.
In the meantime, very inconspicuously, a more profane activity is going
on, in reference to the papal court. The nomenclator and two other officials
approach the pontiff to get the names of those who are to be invited to his
table or to that of the vicedominus. They at once relay his invitations.
Then the paten with the Sacrament is carried to the throne. The pope
communicates, but leaves a small particle which he places in the chalice,
handed him by the archdeacon, meanwhile saying the words of com
mingling. Then he receives the Precious Blood, the archdeacon supporting
the large chalice ( confirmatur ab archidiacano). Since those not communi
cating could now depart, the archdeacon first makes the announcements
regarding service on the succeeding days.
Then follows the Communion of the clergy and people. The procedure
is an almost exact duplicate of the reception of the gifts at the offertory.
The pope and the archdeacon begin the distribution, others carry on. For
the Communion of the chalice, a number of large vessels ( scyphi) are used,
filled with wine into which a few drops of the consecrated Blood from the
pope's chalice have been poured. l\Ieantime the schola is singing a Com
munion psalm. The Communion over, the pope goes once again to the altar
and recites the postcommunion. Then a deacon appointed for this duty by
the archdeacon, having received a nod from the pope, sings the Ita missa
est, to which the answer is given, Deo gratias. The procession then forms
for the return to the secretarium.
If we mull over this description in its entirety, we will get the strongest
impression of a magnificent completeness. A great community exercise,
heir of a thousand years' culture, had produced its final form in the church,
lending to the divine service the splendor of its noble tradition. The person
of the papal liturgist is surrounded by a court of many members. The
ceremonial has absorbed courtly elements and has been filled out to the
smallest detail. And still, through all this luxuriant growth, the bold out
lines of the Christian eucharistic solemnity stand out clearly in all their
essentials: the gorgeous pomp is suddenly quieted when the canon begins,
and does not burst forth again until it is concluded. The old communal
feeling, it is true, is no longer so strongly and immediately involved. The
people apparently no longer answer the prayers, no longer take part in
the singing, which has become the art-function of a small group, but the
choir is not a profane intrusion into the texture of the service, but rather
a connecting link joining the people to the altar. Prayer and song still
sound in the language of the masses, and the people still have an important
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role in the action through their offering of gifts and their reception of
Communion.
As new practices in the proper course of the liturgy, mention should be
made of the commingling of the bread and wine before Communion and
the introduction of the Agnus Dei chant in connection with the enriched
build-up of the

fractio rite.

Both these elements the Roman liturgy derived

from the Orient, the result of the constant flow during the seventh and
eighth centuries of clerics from the East into places of importance in the
Church of Rome-even to the papal throne.
The Greek influence, which for two centuries had also been felt in the
Byzantine domain in Italy, forms at the beginning of the Middle Ages an
important factor in the development of the Roman l\Iass. Even at an early
period the Kyrie eleison and certain names of oriental martyrs in the canon
-Cosmas and Damian, Anastasia-had already been introduced. The
Roman Antiphonal shows a great many chants which were created at this
time from Greek models," and not seldom-according to the evidence of
various ordines and also several manuscripts-songs in the West were sung
in Greek." The readings at a solemn papal Mass are still today sung in
both Latin and Greek, following an old tradition."" Even greater was the
influence of the Orient in other spheres of the liturgy, especially on the
festival calendar. It was not without solid grounds that the statement was
made that the Roman liturgy in the eighth century was seriously in danger
of being intrinsically orientalized.21
But against this danger a counter-influence was at work in the very same
period. The liturgy, which until then-except for the Anglo-Saxon mission
aries-was in force only in Rome and its environs and claimed nothing
more, soon rose up as the liturgy of a large kingdom.

9. The Roman Mass in France
Even before the eighth century some individual bishops of France must
have been seeking a liturgical "annexation" to Rome. It was significant
that St. Boniface, coming from the Anglo-Saxon Church, also strove for
the same thing in his continental mission field. After 754, the year Pepin
must have decreed the acceptance of the Roman liturgy,' the political
"'Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen fVerden,

63, with the note 14.
"' L. Brou, "Les chants en langue grecque
dans les liturgies latines," Sacris erudiri,
1 (1948), 165-180.
Regarding Greek chants at St. Denis
which, to be sure, had a very different ori
gin-see infra, p. 91.
.. Brinktrine, Die feie rlich e
14-16.
"' Baumstark, op. cit., 82 f.

Papstmesse,

Th. Klauser, "Die liturgischen Austausch
beziehungen zwischen der ri:imischen und
dcr friinkisch-deutschen Kirche vom 8. bis

1

zum 11. ]h.," H ist. 1 ahrbuch, LIII (1933),
169-189, esp. 170 ff.; H. Netzer, L'intro

d uction de Ia messe romaine en Fra n ce
(Paris, 1910), 30 ff. As to the motives
which determined this event, there is no
unequivocal evidence. It might have been,
as Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen �Ver
de�� der Liturgic, 61 f., maintains, that the
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power likewise appeared on the scene, and from then on great progress
was made in taking over Roman forms. Thus the Roman liturgy acquired
a new home, a hothouse for a further growth that would be determined
for more than two hundred years essentially on Franco-German soil.
Because of the difficulty of travel, one had to rely chiefly on books to
achieve this transplanting of the Roman liturgy to its new ground, books
which were obtained, not without trouble, from Rome.2 Only in the very
slightest degree was there any additional help from clerics who traveled
to Rome to see with their own eyes how the services were conducted there.
Amalar, the first great commentator on the Roman liturgy in the Carolin
gian kingdom, who made a trip to Rome in the year 831, prefaces the third
edition of his work

De ecclesiasticis officiis

with a foreword" in which he

points out a great many differences which he remarked between the litur
gical praxis of Roman clerics and the practice as it had developed mean
time in the North.' The fact, then, that books were practically the only
means employed in transplanting this foreign liturgy, brought along as a
matter of course the danger of misunderstanding; we will encounter such
mistaken interpretations in not a few places in the Mass-liturgy."
One of the big disadvantages in this system was that the books to be
had from Rome, although they contained directions that went into the
minutest detail�, really dealt only with the solemn form of the liturgy, the
liturgy of the papal stational services. Of course in eighth-century Rome
divine service was also conducted in another fashion. In the titular churches
of the city and in the country towns of the vicinity, which as a rule had
only one presbyter and one or the other extra cleric, the arrangement was
necessarily quite different; the l\Iass was the l\Iass of a simple priest, not
that of a bishop.• As a rule it was neither necessary nor possible to have
a trained choir. And it is quite doubtful that the songs of the antiphonal,
Frankish rulers were influenced by political
interest in a closer bond with Rome, which
they had under taken to protect, as well as
hy concern for a st ron ger internal unity i n

other hand. by the clear Roman arrange

their far-flung realm. But Klauser, follow
ing Th. Zwiilfer, Sa11!.·t Peter Apostr!fiirsl
w1d Himmc/spfortllcr (Stuttg-art, 1929),

tant elements as the anamnesis and the
offering. This explains the appearance of
the Roman canon in some books of the
Callie liturgies--the /lfissale Fraucorum,
the Bobbio and Stowe �Iissals.

64-151, esp. 96 ff., 130 ff., is right in plac
ing the religions motive in the foreground,
especially for Pepin: "The closer the junc
ture with St. Peter and with the Church i n
the ci ty of Rome that i s intrinsically bound
to him, the surer appeared to the Germanic
man of that dav the nt r ance into everlast
ing welfare"
172). Ecclesiastical circles
might also have been disgusted with a Gal

e

(

lican liturgy that often went to extremes,
often emphasized the unusual was most
disorgani7.ed and frequently varied from
place to p lace They were thri lled, on the

,

.

ment; cf. Netzer, 18 f. This was especially
true regarding the core of the :t\Iass, where
Gallic formulas often omitted such impor

'On the lack at Rome of available books
even in the 7th and 8th centuries, see
Klauser, 172 f., 181 f.
Amalar, De cccl. off., pr<efatio altera (PL,
CV, 987-992).

•

See infra, Vol. II, Number of orations,
i ncensi ng, place of chalice and paten, etc.

•

Position of the deacon at the Gospel,
meaning of preface and canon, /ra ctio.

•

' Cf. infra, p. 208 ff.
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with their variable texts-even prescinding from the melodies-were gen
erally in use. In any case it was only at the turn of the seventh century
that there was any obligation to begin every :\lass-in town or country,
Sundays and weekdays-with an introit, and to join to every Communion
a psalm with Gloria Patri and an antiphon.'
Although filling out the lacunre in the books sent from Rome, especially
the Gregorian Sacramentary, and adapting and supplementing them as
Alcuin had undertaken to do was hardly avoidable, it is nevertheless aston
ishing how devotedly the new texts were forthwith adopted in all
other things. The Frankish sacramentaries which were now produced
embodied many feasts of Roman martyrs whose very names must have
been almost entirely unknown. All the native saints' feasts were displaced
except Martin who was also in the Roman books. They kept even the nota
tions regarding the Roman stations wherever they were found in the cap
tions of the l\Iass formularies, even though they obviously had a practical
meaning only for Rome." Only a few l\Iass formularies, recognized as being
post-Gregorian, would Alcuin allow the copyists to omit from the tran
scription. With similar fidelity the directions of the first Roman Ordo,
directions which had in view Roman circumstances and presupposed the
pope as celebrant, were copied and made the basis of local liturgical prac
tice. It was not till the tenth century that anyone dared to work out a
conscious revision and expansion of the Roman rubric book."
Unconsciously of course, but nonetheless surely, profound alterations
were made from the very outset in the Roman liturgy, especially in the
Roman �lass-in fact, fundamental transformations. The exotic seedling,
when planted in a new soil and in a new climate, was still pliant enough
to be reshaped and modified by these influences. Still it was not primarily
a Germanic world that it came face to face with, but rather a Romanized
Celtic world, which had created for itself in the Gallican liturgy a religious
mode of life all its own. The features which bring the Celt into bold con
trast with the clear logical orderliness of the Roman, with his laconic
brevity and stark realism,'" are hardly to be distinguished from the features
7 Ordo of J ohn the Chanter
( Sih·a- Ta
rouca, 204 f., 207). F u rther details i11/ra,
p. 208 and \"ol. II. C ha p ter 3. 1-t The per
tine nt sentences were not written in Rome,
it is true, but the c ondi t ions of the writer's
Roman homeland wer e clearly ta ke n as a
has is.
• On
the contrary, Cod. Reg. 816 of the
older Gelasian has left out the sta t ion al
in d i c ations.
Following- n ot the letter but the spirit,
:.letz in the 8 th century took o\·er the Ro m an
station arrangements for the Easter cycle.
The list indicates churches in l\letz and its
vicinity for every liturgical day from Ash

\\' c dnes d a y to Easter Saturday, a clear but
free imitation of the Ruman pattern. See
Th. Klauser, '"Eine Stationsliste der :.fetzer
Kirehe aus dem 8. ]h., wahrscheinlich ein
\\'erk Chrodegangs,"' Epll. lit1trg., XLIV
( 1930), 162-193.
• So at le a s t if th e dating of O rdo Romamts
li as a I Oth cen tur y document is right.
The Ordo of John th e Chanter had at
tempted an adaptation quite a bit earlier,
but it was ne\'cr widcsprc:td.
10
B i s ho p, Liturgica llistorica, 1-19. The
chapter a l s o appears, expanded, as a special
work, E. Bishop-A. \Vilmart, Le gthzie du
rit romail1 (Paris, 1920).
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we are wont to emphasize in the German," The restlessness and agitation,
the strong passionate estheticism which mark the German character, must
have been the Celt's too, but only in greater measure, and so were found
already well suited to the Gallican liturgy. This liturgy continued in force
and did not give way before the Roman till it had communicated to it
something of its own stamp.
Going into the peculiarities which must have been anchored in the very
temperament of the new people, we fmd two especially which had an effec
tual bearing on what we are considering: a predilection for the dramatic
and a delight in endlessly long prayers. In both of these features the Gallic
tradition is closer to the oriental mode than to the Roman; in some cases,
in truth, we come across traces of direct oriental influence.
Take as an instance the dramatic build-up of the l\Iass-liturgy. Whereas
the Roman system had a carrying of the censer only for the entrance of
the pope and for the procession before the reading of the Gospel, the high
l\lass in the Gallic area introduced a number of incensations. With censer
swinging, the altar was encircled according to an elaborate and fixed plan,
first at the beginning of the l\lass proper, soon also at the beginning of the
fore-l\lass. For the reading of the Gospel it was not enough that the incense
envelop the book, but in conformity with a practice in vogue for quite a
time, it was carried out into the midst of the assembled people, necessi
tating soon a multiplication of censers."' Then the parade to the Gospel
singing became Christ's triumphal march: to Christ resounds the Gloria
tibi Domine, of which until then the Roman l\lass knew nothing. The
heightened dignity of the Gospel is further emphasized by the place in
which the reading is done; the top of the ambo is reserved for it alone,
while the Epistle and the intervening chants, particularly the gradual,
must be satisfied with the steps (gradus)."' The appearance at this spot in
the Mass of a poetic element, the sequence, was a related phenomenon.
The second basic change, the multiplying of prayers, was first of all

noticeable in this, that, along with the one oration of the Roman tradition
-we are concerned for the nonce with the collect before the Epistle
several others are introduced. Even strict upholders of the Roman manner
do not seem to fret at this as long as the number seven is not overstepped.
Again, at the high Mass of a bishop the solemn pontifical blessing, of
Gallic tradition, is retained. And in a number of places in the lVlass the

private praying of the celebrant in a low voice is extended, with more and

more texts appearing as the next few centuries go by.
The prayers which serve for this last-mentioned purpose are mostly
uSee A. L. M ay er , "Aitchristliche Liturgie
und Germanentum," JL, V (1925), 80-96,
esp. 83 f.; I. Herwegen, Antike, Christen
tum und Germammtum (Salzburg, 1932).
"See below, pp. 317, ff.; 450 ff. and
Volume II, Chapter 1, 5.

"Details below, pp. 432 ff.
For the dramatic propensities of the
Gallican liturgy which were operative
later on, cf. M. Boehme, Das lateinische
Weihnachtsspiel (Leipzig, 1917), 7.
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couched in the singular, unless some older specimens are utilized. No longer
is it "we" but "!" that dominates. In phrasing and styling too they are
far removed from the form of the Roman oration. The Sacramentary of
Amiens," which originated in the ninth century, contains in addition to
the Roman textual contents a great variety of such prayers. A long series
is placed even before the commencement of the Mass.}l; Then again several
prayers for the offertory, five of them beginning with Suscipe sancta Tri

nitas, and the last the Orate fratres. Then prayers for Communion, includ
ing already the text Domine Jesu Christe, Fili Dei vivi. And finally the
Placeat and a prayer while unvesting.'• A large body of these prayers is
already wholly or partly identical with the prayers still in use. There we
find, besides the examples cited, several of the present-day vesting prayers
and the Quod ore sumpsimus.
That all this silent praying was alien to the tenor of the old Roman
scheme is noticeable even today in the external deportment of the priest
while saying the prayers, for he stands not with arms outstretched, like
the orans of the religious culture of antiquity, but with hands folded, a
posture matching the usage of the northern countries.11
While most of the sacramentary manuscripts of the tenth century still
display but few of these new accessions, they are to be found in bewilder
ing profusion in the eleventh. What we have at the present is but a fraction
of what was then developing. If there is one element in which this accre
tion of quiet prayers of a private stamp was made especially and emphati
cally prominent, and by which it showed most clearly how far removed
it was from the spirit of the older Roman liturgy, that element is the

apologi<E. These are the personal avowals of guilt and unworthiness,. on
the part of the celebrant, mostly of considerable length.'" Usually they are
conjoined to a prayer begging God's merciful favor."" They appear earliest
in various documents of the Gallican liturgy21 and have their parallels in
V. Lcroquais, "L' Ordo missre du sacra
mentaire d'Amiens," Eph. liturg., XLI
(1927)' 435-445.
,. First Psalm 50 with versicles and ora
tions, then prayers for washing the hands
and vesting, then three apologia to accom
pany the walk to the altar, finally prayers
for incensing; ibid., 439-441.
a

'"Ibid., 441-444.

11

This usage, with its symbolism expres
sive of submissiveness, of the resignation
of one's own power to a higher one, is
traced back to Teutonic culture. It is akin
to the custom by which a vassal or Hegeman
vowed homage and fealty by placing his
hand in that of his lord. Eisenhofer, I, 267 ;
Heiler, Das Gebel, 103.
'"The word apologia has here a meaning

analogous to the English "apology," an
acknowledgment of guilt in a spirit of re
gret.
18
Other Latin designations include excltsa
tio sacerdotis; e.g., Leroquais, Les sacra
mmtaires, I, 1 1 0 ; also confessio peccato
rrmr, as in the 11th century Sacramentary
of Echternach: cmrfessio peccatomm bre
·uis sit inter missarrmr sollemnia; Leroquais,
I, 122.
,., F. Cabrol, "Apologies," DACL, I, 25912601.
n

In the Missale Gothicum ( Muratori, II,

595 £.) is a formula headed Apologia sacer

dotis; it begins: "Ante tua inrmmsitatis
et ante luG! ineffabilitatis oculos, o nraiestas
mirabilis, ... vilis adnrodum precator ac
cedo." In a variant version it was preserved
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the contemporary and later sources of oriental liturgies."' Already in the
ninth century they break into the Romano-Frankish liturgy, and by the
eleventh century reach an ultimate of power and extent,"' then disappear
as at a blow,"' with only a small remnant surviving, amongst others espe
cially our Confiteor and the oratio S. Ambrosii in the preparation prayers
of the Roman Missal.
The zenith in the development of the ,apologiCE is evinced in the Mass

ordo which had its origin about 1030 and which Flacius Illyricus, the his
torian amongst the Reformers, published in 1557 from an old manuscript
as an example of a Mass in use (he thought) about 700-before the Romish
Mass! -in which there was no acknowledgment of the Real Presence ;
hence it is generally styled Missa Illyrica for short."' This Mass order,
which assembles practically all the prayer formulas to be gotten anywhere
at that time, contains apologiCE after vesting, before entering the house of
God, a lengthy series after the kissing of the altar, one during the Gloria,
again a long list during the chants between the readings, and another group
during the offertory singing, during the preparation of the gift-offerings,
after the Orate fratres, during the Sanctus, and during the Communion of
the people."" A phenomenon akin to this is the tenth-century sacramentary
from St. Thierry near Reims, which has seven formularies for a Missa

generalis, each of which consists of collects ; Super oblata, preface, Bane
igitur and Ad complendum-all having the form and mood of apologiCE,
put in the plural.17
in the Romano-Frankish liturgical docu
ments, e.g., in two revisions of the Missa
lllyrica: Martene, 1, 4, iv (I, 499 E, 501 A).
""Cf. Jungmann, Die Stellzmg Christi im
/iturgischen Gebet, 223 f.
"" Examples from the period in question in
Martene, 1, 4, iv-xvi (I, 490-598).
"' Still there are exceptions even in a later
period. Thus the Seckau !-.1issal of about
1170 (Koeck, 19f.) has apologia! during
the Gloria, before the sermon, during the
Credo, before the canon. And a Westmin
ster Missal of about 1370 (ed. Legg; HBS,
V, 495-498) still has six apologia! during
the Gloria.
""' This dating follows the investigations of
]. Braun, "Alter und Herkunft der sog.
Missa Illyrka," Stimmen aus Maria
Laach, LXIX (1905, II), 143-155. Braun
suggests Minden as the place of origin of
this Mass ordo intended for a bishop. Fla
cius Illyricus himself soon realized his
mistake but it was impossible for him to
recall the copies already issued.

Cf. also F. Cabrol, "Fiacius Illyricus."
DACL, V (1923), 1625-1635. Cabrol's
very conjectural transfer of the origin of
the Missa Ill)•rica to the court of Charle
magne is based almost exclusively on a
consideration of the apologia! and on the
attribution of a large portion of them to
Alcuin (instead of to the lOth century
Pseudo-Aicuin; cf. infra, Vol. II, Chap. 3,
12, Note 5). The study of the Mass ordo
(infra, pp. 273, ff., 281 ff.) confirms
Braun's dating. The text of the Missa
Il/yrica in 11artcne, 1, 4, iv (I, 490 518);
also in }.1igne, PL. CXXXVIII, 13051336, and in Bona, Rerum liturg. /ibri duo,
App. (913-954).
-

""There are in all some 35 formulas, filling
altogether about nine folio-columns in
Martene, and forming actually a third of
the complete Mass ordo.
21 .Martcnc,
I, 4, x (I, 552-562). These
are obviously Votive Masses for private
celebration. See infra, p. 217.
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It is not easy to comprehend the world of thought in which so remark

able a crop could be produced, a world which speaks to us in almost
frightening fashion of the consciousness of sin and its attendant miseries...
Besides a popular factor which we cannot well grasp, there are two things
we must take notice of. On the one hand, there was the Gallic tendency to
confusing God and Christ, which obscured the concept of saving grace.
On the other, the fact that up into the eleventh century sacramental pen
ance was customary only once a year even in monastic institutions,"" while
for an acknowledgment or confession as such, because of the erubescentia
attached to it, there was claimed an extraordinarily high power of forgive
ness.30 The disappearance of the apologire is bound up with the clarification
of the notions of forgiveness and the growth of the practice of more fre
quent sacramental confession.
If there is here a tie-in with the history of dogma, the case is even clearer
with regard to the apparently insignificant text-change which not a few
of the variable prayer formulas of the Roman �lass underwent, a change
which became more and more a determinative standard for the texts newly
incorporated. The orations of the Roman Sacramentary were so constructed
that they concluded, without exception, in a Per, that is to say, they were
directed to God the Father and could come to a close with the well-known
mediation formula. Not a few of these orations, wherever they offered
the opportunity, now acquired the conclusion Qui (vivis), that is, they
were now considered as being addressed to the Son even if they perchance
had the introductory greeting Deus qui. The inclination to make such a
change derived from the style of prayer in the Gallican liturgy, whose earli
est development in the atmosphere of the anti-Arian struggle had led to
a similar rejection of this mediation formula and a similar stressing of the
essential equality of the three divine Persons, just as the oriental liturgies
have done.31 A connected element, the Gallican emphasis on the Trinity,
has had visible effect even on our present Ordinary of the �lass, in the two
prayers addressed to the Holy Trinity, Suscipe sane/a Tri n i t as and Placeat

tibi. The same grounds have been effective in annexing to the liturgy the
Credo which originated amidst the doctrinal battles of the East.82
As an example of an unnaturally ex
tended self-accusation this shorter formula,

1· cs u s c i t a

which in the Missa Illyrica is said after

vi·vis." Martene, 1, 4, iv (I, 496 B). The
formula occurs again ibid .. v, vi, xiii, xv

kissing the altar, will do: "Suscipe confes
sionem mcam, 1mica spes salutis meCE, Do
mine Deus meus, Jesu Christe, quia gula,
ebrietate, fomicatione, libidine, tristitia,
acidia, somnolmtia, negligentia, ira, w pidi
tate, i11vidia, malitia. odio, detractione, per
iu rio, falsitale, mendacio, vana gloria, levi
tate et superbia perditus sum et omnino
cogitatione, locutione, actione atque omni
b!ls mal is e.Ttinctus sum; qui iu stificas im
pios et vivificas mortuos, iustifica me et

me,

Do m in e Deus meus.

28

Qui

(I, 520 C, 5 31 R, 575 D, 588 B).
""Cf. J ungmann, Die latcilzischcu Rus=ritm,
172 ff., 282-285.
80 See the bibliography i/Jid., 268.
"Dl"lails below, p. 380 ff.
82 A complete picture of this background in
]. A. Jungmann, "Die Abwehr des german
ischen Arianismus und der Umbruch der
religiosen Kultur im friihen Mittelalter,"
Z k Th, LXIX ( 1947), 36-99, esp. 54 ff.,

57 ff.
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More profound and mor� enduring has been the effect of another circum
stance on the basic character of the Roman Mass. When the Roman liturgy
was brought into France it invaded an area where only a small layer of
society-principally the clergy-knew the language of the liturgy. True,
the Gallican liturgy was also a Latin one, but it was not till after its dis
appearance that the Romance popular dialect became so remote from the
basic Latin that it was no longer possible for one not specially educated
to understand the latter. But Latin was the universal literary language and
consequently the only language considered for divine service. Even a trans
lation of the Scriptures into the vernacular-whether Romance or one of
the German dialects-so that the vernacular would actually become a
"literary" language, and so capable of becoming a liturgical language, was
at that time unthought of. And because even amongst the laity the leaders
were so impressed by things Roman that they recognized and acknowl
edged therein the highest culture, there was therefore no wish or demand
for the use of their own language.
Quite different was the course of affairs a short while later amongst the
Slavs, where Sts. Cyril and Methodius from the very beginning conducted
services-and at least by the death of St. Cyril (869) even the Roman
Mass -in the Slavic tongue. German clerics were their bitterest oppo
nents, alleging that they dared conduct divine worship in a lingua bar
33

barica, whereas in accordance with the inscription on the Cross, this should

be done only hebraice, greece et latine. One could reply that Slavic was
not a lingua barbarica since there were versions of Holy Scripture in that
tongue and in at least a portion of Slavic territory the Roman liturgy has
survived to this day in the Old Slavic, the Glagolitic, language."'
Thus in the Carolingian empire the Mass-liturgy, so far as understand
ing its language was concerned, became a clerical reserve. A new kind of
disciplina arcani or discipline of the secret had developed, a concealment

of things holy, not from the heathen-there were none-but from the
Christian people themselves.
At the time the situation was not conceived of as a problem. Aside from
the consideration that religion is always concerned with mysteries, and
concealment and secrecy have ever been associated with mysteries-aside
from this, the development also encountered a theological notion which
led to the same conclusion from two different angles.
This is proved by the Kiev fragments of
a Roman I\lissal in the Old Slavic lan

33

guage; it is modelled on a Gregorian Sac
ramentary of t he 7th century and could
haYe been done only by Cyril himself while
in Rome; see: C. 1I ohlberg , "II messale
g lagolitico di Kiew," Atti della poJtt. Ac
cadcmia rommza di archeo/ogia, Memorie
II (Rome, 1928), 207-320, esp. 223£., 280 ff.
The same line of tho u ght is suggested by

F. Usenicnik in h is study in Bogoslovni
Vestuik, X (1930); see the revie w, JL,
XI (1931), 326. £yen earlier various
things pointed to the fact that this had to
do with Roman liturgy; see H. v. Schubert,
Geschichte der christlichm Kirche im
Friimitte/altcr (Tiibingen, 1 921) , 520.
"'Details in L. Regie, "Glagolitische
Schrift," LThK, IV (1932), 513-515.
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In the concept of the Church, the foreground was no longer, as in earlier
times, the communion of the redeemed bound together with a glorious
Christ in one Mystical Body. In Spain and France the fight against Arian
ism had caused the thought of the glorified God-man, mediator and high
priest, to be brushed aside in favor of a stronger accentuation of His divine
prerogative."" One necessarily became more clearly aware of the external
earthly Church, its hierarchical structure of clergy and laity. The social
position of the clergy-who were far and wide the governing class in soci
ety and practically alone in possession of a higher education--contributed
no little to estranging them, lifting them above the people.
In addition a change had been taking place in the concept of the Eucha
rist. In the earlier periods of liturgical life we saw the emphasis placed on
the Mass as a eucharistia, as a prayer of thanks from the congregation who
were invited to participate by a Gratias agamus, and whose gifts, in the
course of the Mass, were elevated by the word of the priest into a heavenly
sacrificial offering. But now an opposite view was taking precedence in
men's minds, swayed as they were especially by the teaching of Isidore
of Seville."" The Eucharist is the bona gratia,... which God grants us, and
which at the climactic moment of the Mass, the consecration, descends to
us. Soon scholars were earnestly at work trying to discover when, precisely,
in the Mass-liturgy this descent took place. According to St. Isidore it was
the oralio sexta, that group of prayers in the Gallic liturgy which began
with the Post Sanctus and to which the Post Pridie belonged... Transfer
ring this to the Roman liturgy, it is the series of prayers from the Te igitur
to the doxology just before the Pater noster. By grasping suggestions that
apparently led to this way of thinking, this portion of the Mass is explained
as the canon in the sense of Isidor's oratio sexta,"" to which the preface
serves as a solemn but important introduction.'" And this section is now
enveloped in a second veil of mysterious isolation, being now spoken by
the priest in a soft, low tone. The priest alone is to enter this inmost sane••

See supra, p. 3 8 ff.

88

For his influence in the Frankish area see
supra, p. 46., Note 12. According to a
Frei sing account of things quO! iussa sunt
discere onwes ecclesiasticos (n. 13) canons
had to know Isidore's De ecclesiasticis offi
c iis (MGH, Cap. I, 235 I. 26).

r.

Isidore, Etymol. VI, 38 (PL, LXXXII,

255 B).
"'J. Geisclmann, Die Abendmahlslehre an
der lVende der christlichen Spiitantike zum
Friihmittclalter (Munich, 1933), 180 ff.

•• The Carolingian commentary on the Mass
'"li.rpositio Dominus Vobiscu.m," explains
the hostia.m p1�ram, etc., in the Unde et mem,

ores, as if the consecration had not yet
taken place (PL, CXXXVIII, 1170 A).
A later tenth-century exposition of the
same title argues against this explanation
(Gerbert, .Monumenta II, 274).]. Geisel
mann,
Studicn .:;u friimittclalterlichen
Abendmahlsschriftm (Paderborn, 1926),

88 f.
.. The slighting evaluation of the preface
(and indeed of the words of consecration)
is revealed in this, that an opinion could be
formed that the Apostles had actually con
secrated with the Our Father, and imme
diately broke the bread and partook of
Communion. Geiselmann, Die Abendmaltls
lehre, 210 f. Cf. infra, Vol. II, Chap. 3, 2.
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tum, while the people stand praying without, as once they did when
Zachary burned incense in the Temple sanctuary."
The idea is extended and developed with conscious tenacity. At a spot
where it was still thought that changes could be made, a new rite was
introduced during the eighth century. When the priest has laid out and
prepared the gift-offerings, before he steps into the sanctum of the canon
he turns around once more at the altar and begs the bystanders for their
prayers that he-as one commentator puts it-might be made worthy to
offer up to God the oblation of the whole congregation." Even in the text
of the canon a slight emendation was permitted. If one thought about it,
it seemed rather surprising that the Memento for the living should speak
about the faithful as people qui tibi ofjerunt hoc sacrificium laudis-as
offerers. Although no one in general dared to cross out these words, none
theless an addition was introduced, to make certain of the leading role
of the priest; in the recension of the Gregorian Sacramentary emanating
from Alcuin are prefaced the words pro quibus tibi ofjerimus.
The line of separation between altar and people, between clergy and
laity, between those whose duty it was to perform the sacramental action
and those who formed the celebrating congregation-a separation which
was always taken for granted as essential to the Church's constitution,
and which was never really forgotten-was now made into a broad line of
demarcation, not to say a wall of division. This had its effect even on
church architecture. The altar was moved back to the rear wall of the apse.
In cathedrals, that necessitated transferring the bishop's throne ... ; i t is
now generally" placed at the side of the altar." The choir-stalls of the
assistants, which in the old arrangement formed a half-circle around the
altar, following the line of th� apse, are now set in two rows facing each
other in front of the altar. The way was open for a further development,
the rood-gallery or choir which somewhat later became in many places a
"-For references see i�rfra, Vol. II, Chap.
2, 1 and 2, 5.
"Amalar, De off. eccl. III, 20 (PL, CV,
1132 C).
Remigius of Auxerre, E xposi tio ( PL,
CI, 1252 D) puts the same construction
on the words Su rn1111 corda; the faith
ful, he says, should lift up their hearts
ut sacrificium, quod Deo offerendum mihi
obtulistis, digne offere valeam.
Details infra, Vol II, Chap. 1, 7.
'" According to the EclogO! ( PL, CV,
1321 A), which in this matter obviously
repeat the ideas of Amalar's Expositio o£
813-814 (infra), the Lishop after the col
lect still sits versus ad populr�m. Cf. also
the Expositio "Introitus missO! quare," ed.
Hanssens, (Eph. liturg., 1930), 44. In the

rest of the Carolingian sources there is no
longer any clear reference to the matter.
Ace. to Amalar, De eccl. off. III, 10

(PL, CV, 1117) only the height of the
bishop's throne signifies that the bishop
should watch over the people.
"For the cathedra in the older position
Martene 1, 4, iii (I, 364 f. ) refers to the
cathedrals of Lyons and Vienne. In Mainz,
too, the choir is behind the altar and the
cathedra forms its center.
"' The new arrangement is made clear from
the changes which Ordo Rom. II, n. 1, 5
(PL, LXXVIII, 969 A, 970 C) shows by
comparison with Ordo Rom. I, n. 4, 8 (PL,
LXXVIII, 939 B, 942 A) : pergit ad dex
teram altaris ad sedem s11am.
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real wall separating the presbyterium (sanctuary) from the nave of the
church.
The function of the priest, by whose action the Eucharistic Presence was
effected, and the reality of this Presence itself were brought more sharply
into focus than heretofore. Even theoretically such questions were studied
more thoroughly. About the middle of the ninth century (after 831) a con
troversy was waged in which Ratramnus maintained, against Paschasius
Radbertus, that the Body of Christ was present in the Sacrament in all
reality, not, however, in His earthly appearance but only in substance.
Into the background recedes that interest in the symbolism of the Sacra
ment in which Augustine laid such great-perhaps too great-stock, and
which is exhibited in the prayers of the Roman Sacramentaries, particu
larly in the post-communions. Forgotten is the relationship between the
sacramental Body-the "mystical" Body, as it was then often termed
and the Body of Christ which is the church... The same is true for the con
nection between the Sacrament and the death of Christ." And so, too, the
conscious participation of the community in the oblation of Christ is lost
sight of, and with it that approach of the community towards God to which
the Sacrament in its fulness is a summons or invitation. Instead the l\Iass
becomes all the more the mystery of God's coming to man, a mystery one
must adoringly wonder at and contemplate from afar. The approach to the
Holy Table of the Lord in Communion is no longer the rule even on feast
days; already the Eucharist had not been our daily bread for a long time.
Closely connected with such extinguishing of the Sacrament throughout
all phases of every-day life was the change which took place about this
time in the type of bread used, the change to unleavened bread. Alcuin and
his pupil Rabanus Maurus are the first indisputable witnesses to this new
practice,.. which spread only very slowly. The increased reverence for the
Sacrament probably helped to introduce the use of the pure white wafers
which could be so much more easily broken without worry about crumbs.
The change in the type of bread brought in its train a whole series of
further changes in the Mass-liturgy. The offertory procession is relegated
to specified feast-days and by slow degrees becomes an offering of money.
Likewise there was a gradual diminishing in the importance of the break
ing of the bread within the Mass. The Agnus Dei, which had just been
introduced in the seventh century as a song to accompany the ceremony
of breaking the Bread, appears at the beginning of the ninth century in
some of the Carolingian sources as a Communion song, or a song at the

Pax. The ceremony which had previously been so carefully built up now
disappears, either because the breaking has been taken care of beforehand
.. Cf. H. de Lubac, Corpus mystiwm.
L'Encharistie et l'Eglise an moyen-tlge
(Paris, 1944).
" See the amplifications of this in 0. Case!,
"Das Mysteriengedachtnis der Messlitur-

gie im Lichte der Tradition," JL (1926),
esp. 177 ff., 185 ff.
"'Geiselmann, Die Abe1ldmahlslehre, 2136; particulars infra, Vol. II, Chap. 1, 3.

113-204;
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(since with unleavened bread there was no longer any fear of a too-quick
drying-up) or because the particles intended for the Communion of the
faithful were already prepared in the desired shape and size-a thing which
was not the rule till the eleventh century.
Then, too, there is a transformation in the paten hitherto in use. Some
sort of large platter-like dish had been required for breaking the Bread
into, and for distributing it. But now that type falls out of use and instead
the paten becomes a tiny plate fitting over the cup of the chalice and used
for the priest's host alone, while for the particles intended for the Com
munion of the faithful the container employed is a chalice-like ciborium.
In the manner of distributing Communion, opportunities arise for giving
in to the desire for a more reverent handling. The particles are no longer
handed to the faithful (the particles are hardly suited to this), but are
laid at once on the tongue, a thing more difficult in the case of the brittle
pieces of leavened bread.'" The next step--which, however, took quite a
long time-was for the faithful to receive kneeling. And this, in turn, had
a final effect on the church building: the low communion rail was intro
duced, a feature of which ancient church architecture knew nothing.
Still, despite all these features calculated to broaden the moat between
the faithful and the sanctuary, during the Carolingian period there was
at work an earnest endeavor to bring about an efficacious religious renewal
in the whole population. This included a correspondingly organized par
ticipation of the faithful in divine service and especially in Holy Mass.
Various prescriptions aimed at this very thing. The people were urged to

j oin

in singing the Kyrie and the Sanctus, and even the Gloria Patri

obviously the doxology which concluded the chants of the schola."" They
were also encouraged, it seems, to respond to the greeting and the prayers
of the priest."' The faithful were likewise admonished to take part in the
offertory procession and in the kiss of peace."' And an attempt must even
have been made to acquaint the faithful with the contents of the priest's
prayers, those at least that were spoken aloud and that recurred time and
again during the Mass. The Carolingian clergy were not only to know the
liturgy themselves-to guarantee this there was a yearly examination in
the liturgy, prescribed since 742 ..-but they were also to disclose to the
•• For the connection mentioned there is
this corroborative fact, that the first docu
ments surely to vouch for the usage belong
to the 9th century; see infra, Vol. II, Chap.

3, 13.
The ablution rite after the Communion
of the priest is not expanded till about the
9th century. There was, for lay people,
a washing of hands before Communion,
but none after; see i�rfra, Vol II, Chap.
3, 13 and 3, 16.
""Cf. G. Nicki, Dcr A�rtcil des Volkes all

dcr M essliturgie im Fra�rkc�rrciche (Inns
bruck, 1930), 15 ff.

•• Cf. i�rfra, p. 236.
.. The Reform Synod of Mainz ( 813), can.
44 (:Mansi, XIV, 74): Oblationem quoque
ct pacem in ecclcsia facere iugitcr adm one
atur papulrts Cltristianus. Cf. Nicki, 44 f.,
49 f.
.. By agreement with St. Boniface, Carlo
man had enjoined in 742 ttl tmusquisque
Presbyter in parocltia habitans ... semper
ill Quadragesima rationem et ordinem mi-
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faithful totius religionis studium et christianitatis cultum."' As a matter
of fact, amongst the explanations of the Mass that appeared around the
turn of the eighth-ninth century, there is one-the Expositio "Quotiens
contra se" '"'-which is concerned only with the texts spoken aloud, and
handles them with remarkable minuteness and detail. After a short survey
of the fore-Mass, it takes up the words and phrases from Dominus vobis
cum and Sursum corda to Hosanna in excelsis; then it skips over the canon
and continues with Prreceptis salutaribus moniti.
If, in the instance named, the pronouncement on the instruction of the
faithful reveals nothing more than that the prayers which are not audible,
especially the canon, are missing, a new and different sort of explanation
soon evolves which is developed. entirely from the viewpoint of the faith
ful, being concerned generally not with the words of the Mass, which are
of course spoken in a strange tongue, but with the form and external
actions that are perceptible to the eye. This is the allegorical interpreta
tion of the Mass. It was known even in pre-Carolingian France. The
seventh century Expositio of the Gallican Mass already mentioned is
dominated by it,.. and even earlier yet it was common in the Orient. Just
as in pre-Christian times the olden myths of the gods were explained as
meaning something else ( !J.).).a. dyo;;eum) than what their immediate sense
indicated, and just as Philo of Alexandria had begun in a grand style to
nisterii sui, sive de baptismo sive de fide
catholica sivc de precibus et ordine missa
rum, episcopo reddat et ostendat (MGH,
Cap. I, 25). The prescription was repeat
edly inculcated in the following decades,
in 769, 774 and 789, and was included in
episcopal decrees, even as late as 852 by
Hincmar of Reims. Andrieu, Les ordines
Romani, I, 476-479; R. Stachnik, Die Bild
wrg des �Veltklerrts im Frankcnreiche
(Paderborn, 1926), 23 f., 57 f.
A portion of the liturgical writings
which appeared in the years to foJlow
were conceived as aids to the liturgical
study enacted here ; Andrieu, 479 £. There
were also little catechism-like writings
for the related "Question and Answer
play"; see for example the ioca episcopi
ad saccrdotrs in Franz, 342 £. and also
the Expositio "Introitus miss IE quare,"
ed. Hanssens, Eph. liturg., XLIV (1930),
42-46, already printed in extract in Franz,
410-412.
"'Capitulary of 802, n. 5 (MGH, Cap. I,
106 1. 23).
A similar ordinance already at the
Council of Cloveshoe in England (747),
can. 10 (Mansi, XII, 398): verba qu�e
in miss�e celebratione et officio baptismi

sollemniter diczmtur. C£. Nicki, 7.
"Quotiens contra se": Martene, 1, 4, xi
(1, 443-461) ; PL, XCVI, 1481-1502.
The most important of the Carolingian
�lass interpretations are : "Primum in or
dine" (about 800) : Gerbert, Mommtenta
II, 282-290; PL, CXXXVIII, 1173-1186.
For the manuscript tradition cf. A. Wil
mart, "Un traite sur Ia messe copie en
Angleterre vers !'an 800," Eph. liturg., L
(1936), 133-139.
"Dominus z•obiscum": Gerbert, Monu
nrcllla II, 276-282; PL, CXXXVIII, 11631173 (and besides PL, LXXXIII, 11451154; PL, CXLVII, 191-200). Add to this
another expositio beginning with the same
words and controverting the other, in Ger
bert, II, 269-276.

05

About the interpretations that trace back
to Amalar, and about other Carolingian
interpretations there will be discussion
presently. Related to Amalar's writings is
the catechism-like explanation "Introitus
miss�e quare," ed. Hanssens, Eph. liturg.
XLIV (1930), 42-46.
Further particulars in A. Wilmart,
"Expositio missre," DACL, V (1922),
1014-1027.
,. Supra, p. 46.
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give a philosophical turn to the accounts of primitive biblical history,
so too in Christendom it early became the practice to put an allegorical
interpretation on sacred texts whenever they appeared mystifying."' At
first it was the Old Testament, where actual types were at hand to sug
gest the possibility of extending such prefigurements. Then, as liturgical
life began to become fixed and standard, and thence to become obscure,
the liturgy, too, received this treatment."" A preparatory step and con
dition for the introduction of allegorization was a delight in symbolism.
Rites were in use that had been consciously introduced into the liturgy
as indications of deeper things, like the washing of hands and the kiss of
peace ; there were others which had indeed a different origin but whose
significance easily obtruded, "like the mixing of water with the wine. Alle
gory went a step further and sought no longer for any apparent and actual
signification.
One of the first to champion this liturgical allegorization at the start
of the sixth century was Pseudo-Dionysius, whose neo-Platonic thinking
inspired not only the method but, to a degree, also the content of his inter
pretation of the liturgy. However, he uses the allegorical system to explain
only isolated moments in the Mass, as when he interprets the priest's com
ing from the altar to distribute Communion as an image of the Incarna
tion.'" Before him others had already gone much further: Theodore of
Mopsuestia (d. 428) and the Syrian Narsai (d. about 502), who under
stand, for instance, the carrying of the gift-offerings to the altar as the
burial of Jesus, the transubstantiation as His Resurrection, and the break
ing of the consecrated bread as the appearance of the risen Saviour.60 Of
a different sort are Sophronius (d. 638) and Maximus Confessor (d. 662),
of whom the former finds in the Mass-liturgy representations of our
Lord's life (the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Revelation on the banks

of the Jordan, the Transfiguration) and especially of His Passion,.. while
the latter perceives predominant therein images of the relationships and
activities of the spiritual life."
In regard to the Roman liturgy, it was seemingly Alcuin who first applied
the allegorical method."" But it was his pupil Amalar"' who made the most
07 ]. C. Joosen-J. H. \Vaszink, "Allegorese,"
RAC, I, 283-293.
""The many intellectual associations out of
which liturgical allegory arose are pointed
out in an (unprinted) Innsbruck theologi
cal dissertation by P. Rusch, Wur:;e/n und
An/iinge der a/legorischen Liturgieerkliir
tmg (1933), esp. pp. 61 ff.
""Ps. Dionysius, De eccl. hierarchia, III, 3,
13 (Quasten, Mo11., 313).
00 Theodore of Mopsuestia, Sermo11es co
tech., V and VI (Rucker, 21 f., 31 ff.).
Connolly, The liturgical homilies of N arsa i,
3 ff., 11, 23 f., 55 f.

01 Sophronius, Commentarius liturg. (PG,
LXXXVII, 3981-4002); Franz, 336 f.
.. �faximus, M�·stagogia (PG, XCI, 657718) ; cf. Franz, 337 f.
03 Franz, 361 f.
" The first piece to be considered is the
masterwork of Amalar of Metz, De eccle
siasticis officiis or, as the title reads in the
manuscripts, Liber officialis (PL, CV, 9851242). The work presupposes the author
made a pilgrimage to Rome about 813; it
was completed by 823. A revision in which
a fourth book was added to the three al
ready written appeared in 831. The manu-
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extensive and thorough use of it. Although it was nothing new, still the
type of explanation as handled by Amalar with such thorough logic
appeared unwonted and strange. Pressed by one of Amalar's opponents,
the deacon Florus of Lyons, the interpretation was condemned at the
Synod of Quiercy in 838,.. the allegation being that shadows and images
might perhaps suit the Old Testament but certainly not the New, which
claimed a rationabile obsequium without superstitions or nebulous fancies ...
But this judgment was unable to halt the triumphal progress of Amalar's
allegorical method, or to hinder the constant spread of his writings."" The
following centuries do, however, exhibit expositions of the Mass that give
scarcely any space to allegory. Florus (d. 860) himself composed an inter
pretation that relied essentially on quotations from the Fathers... Follow
ing his example, Remigius of Auxerre (d. 908) worked hard at a good
verbal explanation of the Ordinary of the Mass... Rabanus Maurus (d. 856)
was content to stress the chief ideas that course through the Mass...
Walafrid Strabo (d. 849) goes into details, and displays not only a great
deal of interest but an astonishing insight into liturgico-historical matters...
script tradition of this highly-esteemed
work 'is consequently quite involved; see
J. M. Hanssens, "Le texte du 'Liber offi
cial is' d'Amalaire," Eph. liturg., XLVII
(1933), 113-125 and the continuation till
XLIX (1935), 413-435; summary: XLIX
(1935), 433 f. The critical text for which
this study was a preparation has not yet
appeared.
A second explanation of the Mass, im
perfectly preserved, is one written by an
Amalar of Trier, the first part of it while
on a voyage to Constantinople 813-814;
edited by ]. M. Hanssens, "Le traite de
Ia messe du ms. Ziirich C 102," Eph.
liturg., XLI (1927), 153-185. The first
part (in Gerbert, Monumenta II, 149-156)
is also preserved in a later revision called
F.:rpositio "Missa pro multis," ed. by ].
M. Hanssens, "Le premier commentaire
d' Amalaire sur Ia messe," Eph. liturg.,
XLIV (1930), 24-42; also in Hittorp,
582-587 (interpolated). A similar recast
ing of the second part is found in the
well-known Ecloga? de officio missa? ( PL,
CV, 1315-1332).
Following Hanssens, Eph. /iturg., XLI
(1927), 158, we leave the question open
whether Amalar of Metz and Amalar of
Trier are identical. For this reason the au
thor of the books is called simply Amalar.
For the distinction, cf. Franz, 351 ff. A
closer study of divergencies between the

two allegorizings might actually produce
evidence for a distinction.
.. Franz, 359 f., 394 f.
""Florus Diaconus, Opusculum de causa
fidei, n. 6 (PL, CXIX, 82 f.). Florus' fur
ther polemic concerns not so much the
principle of allegory as rather the many
seeming contradictions found in Amalar's
practice. Franz, 359 f., 394 f.
01 As early as 853 the Liber de tribus epi
stolis, c. 40 (PL, CXXI, 1054) complains
that Amalar's writings had spread to prac
tically every church in the land of the
Franks.
But Franz, 395, goes too far when he
summarizes his case for Amalar by say
ing, "The synod of Quiercy had found a
correction in the almost unanimous votum
of medieval theology and in church prac
tice."
68 Florus Diaconus, De actione missarum
(PL, CXIX, 15-72).
.. Remigius of Auxerre, E:rpositio in ce/e
bratione missa? (PL, CI, 1246-1271, as
c. 40 of Ps.-Alcuin, De divinis officiis).
Franz, 370, 405 f.
•• Rabanus Maurus, De ins f. clericorum, I,
33 (PL CVII, 322-326). New edition by
A. Knoepfler (Munich, 1900).
11 Walafrid Strabo, De e:rordiis et incre
mentis quarundam in observationibus ec
clesiasticis rerum (PL, CXIV, 919-966);
new edition by A. Knoepfler (Munich,
1890).
,
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But in the years that followed it was not these attempts that proved
determinative, but rather Amalar's work, especially his chief opus, De
ecclesiasticis officiis. Because of its heaping up of allegorical meanings,
this book had given its opponents many opportunities for attack. Every
thing receives a significance- persons, vestments, church vessels and
utensils, dates, actions and motions. Different types of signification are
employed: ethical admonitions (moral allegory), fulfillments of the Old
Testament (typological allegory), events in the economy of salvation
(rememorative allegory) or allusions to the consummation at the end of
time (eschatalogical or anagogic allegory). The shoulder-cloth of clerics
signifies the castigatio vocis (II, 17) ; the iieven torches carried by the
acolytes signify the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost (III, 7) ; the two lights
that go before the Gospel refer to the Law and the Prophets because these,
too, preceded the Gospel (III, 18) ; when the bishop mounts his throne
he images Christ sitting at the right hand of God the Father (III, 10).
It was the rememorative meaning however, which was predominant in
Amalar.
This appears almost exclusively in Amalar's shorter Expositio (813814). A good view of the whole scheme is presented by the author himself
in the summary of contents with which he prefaces the work:
The introit alludes to the choir of the Prophets [who announced the advent
of Christ just as the singers announce the advent of the bishop] . . . , the
Kyrie eleison alludes to the Prophets at the time of Christ's coming,
Zachary and his son John among them; the Gloria in excelsis Deo, points
to the throng of angels who proclaimed to the shepherds the joyous tidings
of our Lord's birth [and indeed in this manner, that first one spoke and the
others joined in, just as in the Mass the bishop intones and the whole
church joins in] ; the prima co/lecta refers to what our Lord did in His
twelfth year ...70; the Epistle alludes to the preaching of ] ohn, the respon
sorium to the readiness of the Apostles when our Lord called them and they
followed Him'"; the Alleluia to their joy of heart when they heard His
promises or saw the miracles He wrought ... , the Gospel to His preaching
The rest of what happens in the Mass refers to the time from Sunday
on, when the disciples drew close to Him [along with the multitude-shown
in the Mass by the procession of the faithful making their gift-offerings],
up to His Ascension or to Pentecost. The prayer which the priest says from
the secreta to the Nobis quoque peccatoribus signifies the prayer of Jesus on
Mount Olivet. What occurs later signifies the time during which Christ lay
in the grave. When the bread is" immersed in the wine, this means the return
•

•

.

.,. The link is this : the collect corresponds
to the first (public) appearance of our Lord
-the first time He "appeared before the
public." This signification hardly ever re
curs anywhere later on.
.,. In the corresponding chapter (Gerbert,
Monumenta II, 151) we read: "Respon
sorium ideo dicitur eo quod uno cantante
ceteri respondeant. Cantavit unus Christus,
id est vocavit Petrum et ceteros apostolos,

et illi responderzmt, quia Christum imitati
sunt ... Ipse idem qui inchoavit so/us, solus
versum cantat, quia Christus qui apostolos
vocavit seorsum [et] pernoctans et solus

orabat ...
The repetition (at that time customary)
of the responsory by the choir has its
correlative in the Gospel account. Respon
dens autem Petms dixit: Domine situ es,
"

iube me venire ad te.
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of Christ's soul to His body. The next action signifies the greetings offered
by Christ to His Apostles. And the breaking of the offerings signifies the
breaking of bread performt'd by the Lord before the two at Emmaus."

Not all the points, but the more important, occur again in Amalar's
greater work: the choir of Prophets, the sermon of Christ, the parade of
the multitude, the prayer on the Mount of Olives, the breaking of bread
in Emmaus. For the Mass proper, where the shorter work of 813-814 con
tains only the summary signification already quoted, the later Amalar
proffers a whole series of supplementary details. Many of these additions
by the later Amalar were not retained in the allegorical explanations of
later years, e.g., the meaning of Sursum corda as the summons to enter
into the cenacle, the preface as a reference to our Lord's speeches, and His
prayer of thanks at the Last Supper, the communion antiphon as a vox
reciproca imaging the mutual encouragement of the disciples at Emmaus
and the Apostles when apprised of Christ's Resurrection (III, 33) . Others,
at least in main outline, become part and parcel of the standard Mass
allegorization during the following centuries: The assistants stand bowed
from the Te igitur till they hear the final petition of the Our Father, the
Sed Iibera nos a malo, to signify the sorrow of the disciples over the suffer
ing of Christ till they hear the news of His deliverance from the power of
death (c. 23).
The deacons who stand behind the celebrant are a type of the Apostles
who hid themselves in fear. The subdeacons who stand opposite the cele
brant on the other side of the open altar are types of the holy women who
remained standing near the Cross (ibid.). The prayer after the consecra
tion signifies the Passion of our Lord on the Cross. When the priest bows
down (at the Supplices), our Lord bows His head and dies (c. 25). The
slight lifting of the voice at Nobis quoque refers to the centurion's loud
profession at the death of Jesus (c. 26). The deacons at this point straighten
up and begin to busy themselves with the Body of the Lord, to signify the
steadfast courage which seized the women and their work at the grave
(ibid.). At the concluding doxology the celebrant and the deacon elevate the
Host and the Chalice and then set them down again, to signify Nicodemus'
and Joseph of Arimathea's taking down our Lord's corpse from the Cross
(ibid.). The seven petitions of the Our Father typify the rest and quiet of
the seventh day, that is, Holy Saturday (c. 28), while the division of the
formula into three parts, introduction, prayer and subsequent embolism,
typifies the three days our Lord lay in the tomb (c. 29). The division of
the Host into three parts refers to the corpus Christi triforme (c. 35) ..,.
The commingling of the species refers to the reunion of Christ's soul and
body at the Resurrection, the Pax Domini to the peace which the Resur"Gerbert, 1\fonumenta II, 150. The por
tions in brackets are additional remarks
extracted from the corresponding chapters
in the body of the work.

Further discussion of this in Vol. II,
Chap. 3, 4. This was the main objection
cited at Quiercy. Cf. Franz, 357, 3"59.
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rection brought to mankind (c. 31). The last blessing and the dismissal
remind us of our Lord's last blessing of the disciples on the Mount of
Olives and of His departure from this world (c. 36).
In these allusions and references there is revealed a fancy that is with
out doubt remarkably perceptive. The transparency of the meanings, be
it admitted, is often spoiled by the fact already pointed out that several
methods of allegorizing are used side by side, as when at the offertory and
the Hosanna the multitude represent Old Testament prefigurements, the
altar is the sacrificial altar for burnt offerings on which we should offer
up the mortification of the flesh and our good works, while the altar cloth
is a symbol of the soul's purity, and the censer is the presentation of
Christ's body through which we hope for God's grace (c. 19). But this
juxtaposition is not meaningless. In one part of the moral allegories there
is clearly disclosed the important notion that the Mass involves not only
the oblation of Christ but at the same time the oblation of the Church.
Therefore, Amalar maintains, the fore-Mass means the preaching of Christ
and also the preaching of His followers to the end of the world, and the
rest of the Mass means the Passion and glorification of Christ and also
the sacrifice and glorification of His followers.'" Therefore the altar is the
Cross in reference to the mysteries of Christ, it is the altar for burnt offer
ings in reference to our own self-oblation." Both meanings should be kept
in mind.
On the whole, then, this way of explaining the Mass, as practiced by
Amalar, marked out the trend for the future. The share of the Church was
perhaps less prominently mentioned, but in other matters the majority of
commentators, as we shall see, followed in Amalar's footsteps.
It can thus be seen that the transplanting of the Roman liturgy into
Frankish lands was associated with many profound changes. These
changes clearly bear witness to the intense spiritual life with which the
Carolingian epoch was filled, a spiritual life which sparkled especially in
the monasteries and in the cathedrals, whose clergy were organized in con
ventual life by means of chapters. It is to be noted that, in spite of difficul
ties of travel, distance put hardly a barrier in the way of mutual exchange
and mutual stimulation. Thus at St. Denis they were studying Greek cul
ture, rewriting a life of St. Dionysius from Greek sources7" and adapting
liturgical texts from the Antiochene liturgy...v Liturgical creativeness is to
70 De eccl. off., III, 18 (PL, CV, 1126).
77op.

cit.,

III, 26 (PL, CV, 1145A).
78 Abbot Hilduin, later chancellor of Louis
the Pious, was the first to identify Dio
nysius of Paris with pseudo-Dionysius
theAreopagite whose writings were at that
time becoming known in France. On the
cultivation of Greek at various Carolingian
educational centers, see H. v. Schubert,

Geschichte der christlichen Kirche imFruh-

mittelalter (Tiibingen, 1921), 723-726;
cf. 464. Greek studies in the Occident from
the 9th to the 12th centuries are examined
by A. Strittmatter, Eph. liturg , LV
( 1941), 8, Note 11.
70 The Mass Ordo of St. Denis in Martene,
I, 4, v (I, 518-528; ace. to Leroquais, I,
142, the MS comes from the 11th century)
contains not less than six formulas derived
from the Greek liturgy of St. ] ames, one
.
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be traced at several points within the confines of the Frankish empire. At
the outset of the period of accepting the Roman liturgy, the German mon
asteries-like St. Gall, Reichenau, Rheinau-stand out above all as the
native places of more important liturgical manuscripts. But from the
ninth century on, we can detect, through the manuscripts, a shift in the
centers of Carolingian culture, first to places in the heart of French terri
tory, like Tours, Corbie, Paris, Reims, but then also to some on the peri
phery, like Aries, Verona, Regensburg, Fulda or the episcopal cities of
Normandy...
For the enlargement of the Roman Ordinary by new prayers, the first
important source, still in the ninth century, is the manuscript of Amiens
already referred to,"' with which two other pieces are partially connected,
namely the tenth-century manuscript sacramentary of Abbot Ratold of
Corbie (d. 986) 82 and the contemporaneous sacramentary of Fulda,.. the
last, however, distinguished from the other two by a greater reserve in
admitting new creations, for example, the apologice.

10. The Romano-Prankish Mass as a New Basic
Type, and Its Differentiation
Out of all this shaping and shifting of liturgical forms in the Carolingian
area a new Mass rite of the Romano-Frankish type was produced. It was
at once rich and sharply outlined and soon had won wide acceptance. The
evidences are scattered over broadly separated parts of a Carolingian realm
which had meanwhile disintegrated. The episcopal city of Seez in Norfor the entrance to the sanctuary, one for
the washing of hands before the offertory,
and four for incensing ( 519 C, 523 D, 525);
cf. Brightman, p. liv, and infra, Vol. II,
Chap. 1, 5.
At St. Denis, too, during the following
centuries they used to sing Greek songs at
Mass on certain occasions, especially Epiph
any and Pentecost; this was done at several
monasteries, but St. Denis was the chief.
The songs in question were as a rule chants
from the ordinary: Kupte, �6ecz, Ilmnuw.
This wonderful monastic culture continued
to blossom at St. Denis till the outbreak of
the French Revolution. Ursprung, Die kath.
Kirchenmusik, 92 f. Cf. also the accounts in
Martene, I, 3, 2, 8-10 (I, 281); de Moleon,
263.
Sacramentaries containing these chants
in Greek are noticed in L. Delisle,
M emoire sur d'anciens sacramentaires

(Paris, 1886), 103, 107, 263, 398. Further
discussion in Netzer, L'introduction de Ia
messe romaine en France 214-216, 223 f
80 Cf. the sketch in Lietzmann, Das Sacra
mentarium Gregorianum p. xvii-xxvi, or
the discussion of the sacramentary manu
scripts in Leroquais, I, 1 ff., and of the or
dines manuscripts in Andrieu, I, esp. 467 ff.
81 Supra, p. 77.
.. PL, LXXVIII, 239-245; cf. ibid., 19.
Also in Martene, I, 4, xi (I, 562-568). Ac
cording to Leroquais, I, 79, Ratold must
have gotten the MS. from Arras. The vest
ing prayers are composed for the most part
in hexameters.
""Ed. By G. Richter and A. Schoenfelder
(Fulda, 1921). On the typography of this
sacramentary, all examples of which come
from Fulda itself, and all of which are dis
tinguished by excellent miniatures, c£.
Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 123 f.
,
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mandy,' and Minden on the Weser, (which is considered the place of origin
of the Missa Illyrica)• the monastery of Gregorienmiinster in Alsace,• and
St. Lawrence in Liege'-these are the principal places where this Ordinary
was to be found. It appears in various settings and was soon transferred
also to Italy.•
The nearest thing to a basic form of this Ordinary is in general appar
ently the Mass ordo of Seez"; accordingly we can speak about a Seez
group. However, it cannot be the basic form itself since-to instance one
point- the apologitE which are inserted here are replaced in the other
manuscripts by different apologitE.' The basic form must have developed
somewhere in Franco-German territory before the year 1000, since there
are extant several derivatives to be dated about this period."
The Mass ordo designated ex codice Ti
liano, edited by H. Menard, in Migne, PL,
LXXVIII, 245-251; cf. ibid., 20 f.
Also in Martene, 1, 4, XIII (1, 574580), with the misleading superscription
Ex ms. pontificali Salisburgensi. This
label is probably to be explained by the
fact that the Mass ordo belongs to a sup
plement which was added at Seez during
the second half of the 11th century to a
pontifical which actually came from Salz
burg (at present in Paris, Bibl. Nat. Lat.
820); see Andrieu, Les ordines, I, 351-355.
2 Supra, p. 79.
• Martime, 1, 4, XVI (1, 594-600).
• Ibid., XV (I, 582-594). Martene's refer
ence to Stablo in Belgium is erroneous; see
M. Coens, Analecta Boll., LVIII (1940),
48 ff.
• Cod. Chigi in Bona, altera app.
(955964); Martene, 1, 4, XII (I, 568-574).
This is only partly preserved. It is related
to the more important Mass ordo in the
Missal of St. Vincent's Abbey at Volturno
(Cod. Vat. lat. 6082), a work of the end of
the 11th century, only recently published by
V. Fiala in Beiheft z. 23. Jahrg. d. Bel!e
diktinischen Mo11atschrift ( 1947), 180-224.
Likewise incomplete is the ordo preserved
in the Pontifical of Halinardus which was
meant for Langres and was sent in 1036 to
Dijon; Martene, 1, 4, XIV (I, 580-582).
Also in the Missal of Troyes in Martene, 1,
4, VI (I, 528-534), originally about the
middle of the 11th century; see G. Morin,
Revue Bened., XXXIV (1922), 288; it
breaks off after the offertory.
A late example is found in the Sacra
mentary of Seckau, originally about 1170,
of which excerpts are given in Kock, 17 ff.,
1

95 ff., etc. Another in the Sacramentary of
Boldau in Hungary, originally 1195, de
scribed by Rad6, 31-58.
• Proof in the citations given below for the
various parts; see, for example, the prayers
at accession and vesting.
• Also the first acts, washing the hands and
putting on the sandals, with the respective
companion prayers, reappear (in reverse
order) only in the Missal of Liege and in
Cod. Chigi, but these books show secondary
additions, e.g., aside from the rubrics, the
insertion of Ps. 25 before Ps. 42 on the way
to the altar. The rubric for the mixtio is
inverted, being found unchanged in Liege
and Gregorienmiinster, but preserved at
Seez in a curtailed form; see below, Vol. II,
Chap. 3, 5. Nor is the entrance-rite at Seez
entirely original; see below, p. 291 ff.
8 Leroquais, Lcs pontificaux, I, 142, dates
the Pontificale of Halinardus as the second
half or end of the lOth century. According
to Browe, JL, XIII (1935), 47, Note 11,
a Mass ordo from Miinster i. W. belonging
to the "10th/11th century" agrees "almost
word for word" with that of St. Lawrence
in Liege (first half of the 11th century)
and proofs presented by Browe confirm this.
The date for the Missa Illyrica is about
1030, yet in this the schema is already much
expanded; cf. supra, p. 79.
The Cod. Chigi is dated by Bona, 1,
12, 4 (149 f.) as lOth century, but the evi
dence of the Lombard script makes a dif
ferent date possible; the MS. seems to
have disappeared, since it is not mentioned
in Ebner, 167. The contents suggest rather
the middle of the 11th century (the rite
of high Mass, see below, II, 3; the Con
fiteor, see below, III, 5).
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Amongst the peculiarities to be found in the Mass ordo of the Seez
group is the insertion in four places of psalm prayers. While the sacra
mentary of Amiens adds Psalm SO right before vesting, this Ordinary
includes along with a fully developed series of vesting prayers," an inde
pendent group of prayers, the kernel of which is composed of Psalms 83,
84, and 8S, with the versicles and the oration Aures ture pietatis. Here,

too, Psalm 42 appears for the first time, to be said upon entering the House
of God; it begins with the antiphon Introibo ad altare Dei, and concludes
with the oration Aujer a nobis, and only after that follow the avowals of
sinfulness or, apologire, which are different in the various redactions. At
a high Mass, at least, these continue all through the fore-�lass. Only one
short, oration-like apologia, Omnipotens ( sempiterne) Deus qui me pecca

torem, seems to belong to the original form of this group of prayers, recur
ring as it does in the same form in all the manuscripts. Just before bringing
the gift-offerings to the altar, there are a number of sacerdotal oblation
prayers, of the Gallican type Suscipe sancta Trinitas, like those that already
appear in the sacramentary of Amiens. The offertory itself is accompanied
by some new texts. At the mixing of the water with the wine the formula

Deus qui humanre substantire is used. The incensing that follows is accom
panied by all the prayers still in use today. The assisting clergy respond
to the bidding Orate fratres with a prayer which is taken up again after
the Sanctus, a whole series of appropriate psalms being said in common;
thus the quiet of the canon is again undermined. The communion series
is composed of most of the prayers still in use.'" A psalm prayer-namely
the canticle of the Three Young Men, with Psalm I SO and corresponding
conclusion-follows at the end, on the return to the sacristy. The obliga
tion to say this final series-just as with the entrance prayers-was far
less strict than the obligation with regard to the other parts of the Mass.
As can be seen, in this Mass Ordinary which hails from Franco-German
territory, there are not a few elements that are still to be found in today's
Roman Mass or at least appear as preparation and thanksgiving.
Soon after its origination, this Ordinary was on its way to Italy where
its further development was again decided. In many Italian Mass books
of the eleventh and twelfth centuries we find not only the elements still
retained at present but also other peculiarities, some of them trivial, which
have since disappeared." Some of the items of this ordo, like Psalm 42
•

The prayers differ from those of Amiens

(supra, p. 78), from which the formulas
customary today stem for the most part.
10
Namely D omi11 e Jesu Christe Fili, Per
ceptio, Pan em arlestem, Quid retrib11am;
the order in which they follow varies.
The Missa lll}•rica also contains the
Prayer for Peace, the formula at the
sumption and the Quod ore sumpsimus.
u Amongst these (aside from certain texts

which already appeared in older arrange
ments of the Mass, even in part in the Sac
ramentary of Ami ens) are : the prayer pre
viously mentioned as attached to the Aufer
a 11obis, an oration having the character of
an apologia: Omnipotcns Deus qui me pec
catorem ; the formula which follows for
kissing the Gospel-book, Pax Christi quam
11obis; the words with which the deacon
hands over the chalice, Immola Deo; the
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and its oration, or the prayer for incensing, appear from this time on in
all the Italian Mass books. We could refer particularly to some manu
script witnesses which either present us with the complete ordo unaltered,
as does Codex Chigi," or at least give us the greater part with more or
fewer additions. Among these latter are especially two Mass books of the
eleventh century, from the Benedictine center of Camaldoli,13 a somewhat
later book from Monte Cassino," another Benedictine sacramentary from
the vicinity of Verona,'" the sacramentary of Modina which was finished
before 1174,'" and two pontificals of the eleventh and twelfth century."
Thus we come to that episode which proved to be of such incalculable
importance for the entire subsequent history of the Roman liturgy. About
the middle of the tenth century the Roman liturgy began to return in force
from Franco-Germanic lands to Italy and to Rome, but it is a liturgy which
meanwhile had undergone radical changes and a great development. This
importation entailed supplanting the local form of the Roman liturgy by
its Gallicized version, even at the very center of Christendom. A Romano
Germanic pontifical compiled at Mainz about 950-the basic model of
today's

Pontificate Roma num

at that time found its way to Lucca and

-

to Rome, as we learn from manuscripts which were written about this
period at both the places mentioned!" It was likely the frequent j ourneys
to Rome of Otto the Great, in whose company a large number of German
clerics made the trips, that brought the book into Italy.'" The earliest
copies of the pontifical''" contained the so-called

Ordo Romanus VI

which

provides an arrangement for the bishop's Mass that is in extraction and
content very similar to our own Ordinary." Some usages had already got
to Rome from the North at an earlier period."' A great many others were
formula for offering up the chalice, Domi11e
Jesn Christe qui in cruce; the formula for
blessing both the offerings, In nomine
D. N.J. C. sit sacrijicium; the psalm-prayer
after the Sanctus; the formula at Com
munion: Commrmicatio et confinnatio; the
formula attached to the Placeal: Meritis.
A second apologia like oration, Fac me
qrttxso, is missing in the Seez text, but in
most other texts is found near the oration
-

Aures.
A more detailed study of the sources of
these prayers can be gotten (with the help
of the Index) in the explanations which
follow in Parts III and IV.
12 See supra, note 5.
18
Ebner, 297 ff., 300 ff.
"Ibid., 309 ff. The ordo begins with the
Kyrie.
"'Ibid., 306 f.
18
Muratori, I, 86-95; cf. Ebner, 97 f.
17 Ebner, 311 ff., 327 ff.
Cf. st ill another missal of the 12th/

13th century: Ebner, 321 ff.

18 Andrieu, Lcs ordincs, I, 511 ff.

1°

Klauser, Die liturgischea Austausclrbe

siehwrgcn (Hist. Jahrbuclr, 1933), 186f.,
concludes that the years 962-964, in which
Otto I was in Rome, were the years during
which this transfer to a Franco-German
liturgy took place. This would hold true in
the first place for the rites retained in the
Roman Pontifical.
"'MS. of Lucca, probably written about
962-964 (Andrieu, Les ordines, I, 156 ff.,
as n. X) ; also the two MSS. from Monte
Cassino and Rome-Vallicellana, which were
copied from an original written ab. 1000
(ibid., 1 76 f., 199).
21 Before the entrance procession the clergy
pray VI I psalmos; this is presupposed also
-in fact doubly-in the M issa Illyrica.
After the Orate pro me the Gradual Psalms
are said. Ordo Rom. VI, n. 1, 10 (PL,
LXXVIII, 989 C, 993 B).
22 Klauser, 183 f.
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soon to follow, as northern liturgical books replaced those locally in use
and thus crowded out the customs hitherto obtaining.
At the time, this displacement was unfortunately not very difficult. In
matters liturgical (as in other matters) the tenth century was for Rome
an era of collapse and demoralization. It would seem that at that time
new manuscripts were simply not being produced."' In the scriptoria of the
North, on the contrary, there was bustling activity; in particular there
flourished at the time in German monasteries the art of manuscript illu
mination." It is worthy of note that Pope Gregory V made an agreement
in 998 with the abbey of Reichenau, stipulating that in return for certain
privileges accorded on the occasion of the blessing of a new abbot, the
monks were to send, amongst other things, a new sacramentary.:!l; It goes
without saying that this would mean only the style of Mass book then
current in the North.""
Of course there were many different ways in which this revamped Mass
book from Carolingian territory, with its new ordo, could get to Italy.
In the instance cited in the last paragraph the path led from a German
monastery directly into the Lateran. But in other cases it could be easily
the road from one monastery to another. Amongst the examples of places
on Italian soil where this new 1\Iass ordo clearly made its appearance, the.
Benedictine share looms very prominent. Even Codex Chigi, one of the
earliest witnesses, is of Benedictine origin." Recall the early shift of the
Cluniac reform to Italy. Abbot Odo (c. 942) was able to draw into the
reform a great number of monasteries of Rome and its environs, and even
1\Ionte Cassino."" In 1000 Abbot Odilo was at Ravenna to meet St. Romu
ald, founder of the Camaldolese," from whose ranks we already mentioned
two witnesses of the· new Mass ordo. On the other side, Cluny also had
won great power and influence in France even during the tenth century,
so extensive that it came into contact with the new 1\Iass ordo at many
points and could thus become its "carrier,"30 if it had not already assisted
at its birth.31
"'Klauser, 183.
"U. Berliere, L'ordre monastique des origi
nes au X lie siccle (Paris, 1924), 150.
::»A. Brackmann, Ger m ania pontificia II,
(Berlin, 1 92 3), I, 152 ; Andrieu, 515 f.
""Andrieu, 516, !\ate 1, refers to the fact
that in the canon of the �[ass books used in
the papal chapels from the 11th/12th cen
turies on, the extra-Roman practice of
naming the bishop is followed : una cum
famrtlo trw papa nostro N. et an tistit e

IIOSiro N.

"'Bona, op. cit., 95 5.
28 E.
Sackur, Die Cluniace1tser, (Halle,
1892), I, 93-114.
20 Ibid., 346-349.
•• Around the year 1000 both Verdun and

Dijon, among others, were involved in the
movement. From Verdun comes one of the
texts of the Mass ordo published by Mar
tcne ( srtpra, note 4). Another such reached
the reformed monastery of S. Bcnigne in
Dijon at least in the year 1036 (supra,
note 5).
Abbot \Villiam of Dijon, who came from
Cluny, took over in 1001 the monastery of
Fccamp, which from then on, because of its
school, became the center of reform not
:n

only of the monasteries but also of the secu
lar clergy. Sackur, (Halle, 1894) II, 4448; G. Schniirer, Kirche und Kultur im
Mittelalter, (Paderborn, 1926), II, 185,
213 f. Some such point of departure would
best explain the uniform spread of the
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The chief factor for ensuring the penetration, through and through, of
this new fashion in Roman liturgy and its arrangement of the Mass, was
the political power of the Romano-German empire. Although this influence
was indirect it was considerable, for since Otto the Great, the Emperor
had interfered in the affairs of Rome and Italy and had time and again
put his own candidates in the chief positions. In one case, in fact, we are
told of a direct interference by a German ruler in the shaping of the liturgy
of Rome; when Henry II came to the Eternal City for his imperial coro
nation in 1014, he asked as a favor that at Rome also the Credo be sung
at Mass as was long the case in the North.
So, for a second time in the West, liturgical unity was achieved but this
time it was not the members that yielded to the head, but rather the head
accommodated itself more and more to members grown meanwhile strong
and wilful. The refined clarity of the old forms was no longer present in
the newer growth, nor were latent there the inner forces that might have
reformed it in the olden spirit.
Fundamentally the new Mass ordo from the North was only one type
out of many. Open suggestions were offered therein for new elements in
the Mass-liturgy as demanded by the trend of the times, but none of these
had any real binding force. Such elements were left on principle to local
or at most regional regulations. Indeed the new silent prayers, which
formed a goodly part of the recent acquisition, could be changed or even
extended by the priest himself, since they were purely the expression of
private devotion. :Many details of external deportment, especially in a non
"olemn Mass, such for instance as the manner of preparing the chalice, and
the precise moment of the Mass that this was to be done, were left more
or less free, since the rubrics were concerned only with a high Mass where
many assistants took part. Thus we find throughout the later Middle Ages
a great variation in all those parts of the Mass-liturgy which were not
fixed as a heritage of the ancient Roman sacramentaries-variation not
only from country to country but from church to church, in fact, from
Mass book to Mass book. Amongst the Mass books from the latter half of
the Middle Ages which are still in existence-there are thousands of them
-there are seldom (to judge from descriptions at hand) two Mass books
that agree to such an extent that the later copy does not add a prayer text
or a rubric, or leave one out, or consciously alter it.

A special case, all through the Middle Ages, is the variation in the word
ing of many prayers, particularly the shorter ones. The shorter the formula,
the greater the diversity. The formula for the distribution of Communion,
the text accompanying the offering of host and chalice, or the Suscipiat
only with great trouble can one arrive at a fixed basic text. A phrase is
Mass ordo both in episcopal and abbey
churches. The Norman episcopal city of
Seez was not the home of these original
witnesses by mere accident. From Nor-

mandy, half a century later, when liturgi
cal writing was still scarce elsewhere,
came the work of John of Avranches, De

officiis ecclesiasticis.
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enlarged here or there, it is doubled, it is enhanced with emotional high
lights, or it is even changed to something else or left out entirely. This is
understandable, for such texts were mostly handed down, not in writing,
but by word of mouth, and were spoken by heart till such time as they
were again taken down, somewhere, somehow, in writing." In many Mass
books they were not to be found at all, or they were inserted only as an
appendix. They were on the very verge between official prayers and private
prayers. And so there was sometimes no hesitation in inserting absolutely
private prayers in the course of the Mass, as did a certain twelfth century
Bishop Gondulph of Rochester, who daily said a second Mass in the pres
ence of his monks, and after the Gospel, while the choir-boys sang the
offertory, he sat down and gave himself over entirely to his devotions, and
sighed and wept.88
The direction of all this lay as a matter of principle in the hands of the
metropolitan." But there was no stopping the continual procurement of
books (and consequently of ritual customs) from other church provinces,
if the books were not obtainable from one's own. Nor was there any special
aversion to a conscious difference of usage. Over and over during medieval
times the phrase of St. Gregory is reiterated: in una fide nil ofjicit Ecclesi£E
consuetudo diversa," sometimes word for word,.. sometimes only in sub
stance ...
It was the monasteries that first introduced a more rigid discipline. The
customs of the larger reformed abbeys, which were written down chiefly
"" A parallel from the present day might
help to establish this point. The verse Ado
ramus te, Christe, et benedicimus ti bi, quia
per crucem lllam redemisti numdum has
become a popular prayer among the people,
being frequently used at the Way of the
Cross. But little changes have crept in; in
my own South Tyrol, for instance, instead
of Christe they say "Lord Jesus Christ,"
and in the second part usually "by Thy holy
cross and Passion Thou hast redeemed us
and the whole world."
.. Berliere, L asc cse benedictine, 153 f.
"In this sense we must interpret many of
the decrees of synods of the 5th/7th centu
ries, some of which were included in medi
eval collections of canon law; see Franz,
Die 11! e ss e im deutschm ll.fittelalter, 149,
296. Cf. also the fifth Synod of Aries (554),
Canon 1 (Hardouin, III, 328 B).A similar
demand is made by Burchard of \V orms,
Decretum III, 66 (PL, CXL, 687): ut in
st it utiolles missarum sicut in metropolitana
ecclesia fizmt, ita .. . i11 omnibus comprovincialibus ecclesiis ... serventur. The
same basic notion is still enunciated at the
'

close of the Middle Ages by Gabriel Biel
(d. 1495), Callolzis expositio, lect.80. The
lectures contained in this work were deliv
ered at Tiibingen, and the author therefore
-following the argument already indicated
-submits the use of Mainz.
80 Gregory
the Great, Ep. I, 43 (PL,
LXXVII, 497). The far-reaching advice
which the same pope is supposed to have
given to St.Augustine in England, Ep. XI,
64, 3 (PL, LXXVII, 1187), agrees with
this trenchant axiom; choose, he said, the
best of the various customs that you get to
know on your trip through Gaul, and intro
duce them into England. This letter, how
ever, is not genuine, as S. Brechter, Die
Quellm zur Angclsachsenmission Gregors
d. Crossen (Munster, 1941), 13-111, proves
quite conclusively.
"" The Trier Liber officiorum ( 11th cent.;
in Franz, D ie Messe, 374); Anselm, Ad
Wa le ra H ni qucrelas, c. 1 (PL, CL VIII,
552 D) ; Bernhard von Waging (d. 1472; in
Franz, 571).
111 Fulbert of Chartres
(d. 1029), Ep. 8
(PL, CXLI, 192 D).
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since the eleventh century, contain in good measure prescriptions for
divine worship and, amongst these, exact and detailed regulations of the
Mass ordo. This is true, first of all, of the catalog of the customs of Cluny
as set down in the middle of the eleventh century by the monk Bernard,'"
and in a stricter arrangement around 1080 by the monk Udalrich.10 Therein
everything is carefully regulated that concerns the handling of the Eucha
rist, from the preparation of host-bread to the ablution after reception, for
which a series of new regulations are introduced...
The new branches of the Benedictines too, soon after their establish
ment, prescribed fixed liturgical arrangements for their churches. Amongst
these were also a peculiar regulation of the Mass ordo which was after
ward altered very little. A concomitant factor was-as in similar cases
the local tradition of the home diocese of the mother-house. Take the case
of the Cistercians whose rite was regulated in the Liber usuum shortly
after 1119 ," incorporating the usage of Chalon-sur-Saone. As regards sing
ing and architectural appointments, the Cistercian service is very simple,
a conscious contrast to Cluny. For an external portrayal of this special rite
-outside Castile"-which was given up in 1618, the most significant point
was this: almost nothing except the preface and canon was said at the
center of the altar; the Gloria and the greeting that followed were said on
the Epistle side, the Credo and the secret on the Gospel side.
The liturgical arrangement for the Carthusians was compiled in the
Statuta antiqua just shortly before 1259,... but it belongs substantially to
Bernardi Ordo Cluniacensis (Herrgott,
Vetus disciplitza monastica, 133-364).
10 Udalrici Consuetudines Clutziacenscs (PL,
CXLIX, 635-778). A further development
of these customs is extant in the Constitu
•

tiotzes Hirsaugienses of Abbot William of
Hirsau (d. 1091), in PL, CL, 927-1146.
But even before Cluny itself, these customs
were fixed in writing by other monasteries
affected by Cluny's reform ideas. Thus
especially the Consuetudines of Farfa (PL,
CL, 1193-1300; Albers, I, 1-206), written

down about 1040, but containing adapta
tions to local conditions.
For a survey of the inter-relationships
of the various Consuetudines, see P. Polk,
Der Liber ordinarius des Liitticher St.
Jacobsklosters, p. xiii-xxi; cf. also U. Ber
liere, L'ascese bhzedictilze (Paris, 1927),
24-36; E. Tomek, Studien zur Reform der
deutschen Kloster im 11. !h.; I. Die Friih
reform (Vienna, 1910), 173 ff.
•• A synopsis of the liturgical prescriptions
according to Udalrich and a partial com
mentary on them in Tomek, 184-232. A
general evaluation of the sources is found

in a pertinent chapter of G. de Valous, Le
Monachisme Clunesien, (Paris, 1935), I,
327-372.
"Critical text in Ph. Guignard, Les Monu
ments primitifs de Ia Regie Cistercimne
(Dijon, 1878); H. Sejalon, Nomasticon
Cisterciense seu antiquiores ordinis consue
tudines (Solesmes, 1892). I use a text
which is apparently only slightly different,
in Migne ( PL, CLXVI, 1421-1442).
R. Trilhc, "Citeaux (Liturgic de l'ordre
de)", DACL, III, 1787-1811; F. Schneider,
"Vov alten Messritus des Cistercienser
Ordens," Cistercienser-Chronik, XXXVII
(1925), 145-152, with 30 further articles
till XL (1928), 77-90 ; in the last there is
an index (88-90); there is a French edi
tion, slightly revised: L'ancimne messe
cistercienne (Tilburg, 1929). Cf. A. A.
King, Notes on the Catholic Liturgies,
62 ff.
"B. Kaul, "Auf den Spuren des alten Cis
tercienserritus in Spanien," Cist.-Chronik,
LIV (1947), 226-235; LV (1948), 218£.
.. In the chapter (I, 43) De officio sacer-
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the twelfth century." The Savoyard origin of the first Carthusians explains
the similarities to the rite of Lyons. The Mass ceremonial, in use even
today, is distinguished by its archaic character. In this rite the Mass still
concludes with the Ite missa est. The liturgy of the Premonstratensians
was also put in order by the twelfth century.'" But the ancient form of the
Liber ordinarius which was then compiled, unlike the corresponding books
of the Cistercians or the Dominicans, was altered in the course of years,
until in the seventeenth century the Missal of Pius V was finally adopted.
If the old orders, living on the basic principle of stabilitas loci, found it
necessary to secure uniformity in liturgical regulation, this was true in a
higher degree even with regard to the itinerant orders of the thirteenth
century. The Dominicans had their first Mass book determined even before
1244. This was fixed by the Ordinarium iuxta ritum sacri Ordinis Fratrum
Prtedicatorum,'" and was produced under the General, Humbert de Romans,
and enacted into law in 1256." As far as the rite of the Mass is concerned
-there was a special chapter on the missa p riv ata-this extremely careful
regulating had its repercussions far beyond the confines of the order itself.
Various monastic groups, like the Teutonic Knights, adopted the Domini
can rite. The Mass ceremonial of the Liber ordinarius of the Benedictine
abbey of St. James in Liege, which in its turn had an extensive influence,
was nothfng else than a slight modification of the Dominican.'" The same
is true of the ceremonial established by the Carmelites in the General
Chapter of 1312,'" a ceremonial still used by the Caked Carmelites. While
the Dominican rite in some details displays certain antique traits, as for
instance the shortness of the prayers at the foot of the altar, in others it
exhibits an energetic progress and development. Thus, for the first time,
the repetition at the gradual is underlined, the customary ablution rite
dotis, diaconi et subdiaconi: Martene, 1, 4,
XXV (I, 631-635).
"A. Degand, "Chartreux (Liturgie de),"
DACL, III (1913), 1045-1071.
'"Pl. F. Lefevre, L'Ordinaire de Premon
tre d'apres des mss. du 12. et du 13. siecle
(Louvain, 1941); M. van Waefelghem, Le
liber ordinarius d'apres un ms. du 13./U.
siecle (Louvain, 1913). Wherever there is
no question of text variants, I cite from the
latter book, since it is accompanied by a
thorough-going commentary giving indica
tions of later changes in the rite. I am also
indebted to a finished study, still in manu
script, by Dr. Hermann Joseph Lentze,
O.Prrem. (Witten), "Die Liturgie des Pra
monstratenserordens."
Cf. also B. Luykx, "Essai sur les
sources de l'Ordo missre Premontre,"
Analecta PrtEmonstratensia, XXII-XXIII

(1946-47), 35-90.

'"Newly edited by F. Guerrini (Rome,
1921). The prescriptions for conventual
Mass according to an English MS. of the
13th century, also in Legg, Tracts, 73-87,
with further remarks, pp. 87-96.
'7 M. H. Lavocat, "La liturgie dominicaine,"
Liturgia, ed. by Aigrain (Paris, 1935),
860-864; further bibliography cited there.
The liturgical arrangement before Hum
bert is thoroughly discussed by G. G.
Soelch, Hugo von S. Cher, O.P., und die
Anfiinge der Dominikanerliturgie (Cologne,
1938). Cf. also William R. Bonniwell, A
History of the Dominican Liturgy (N.Y.,
1944), 28-35; and esp. 118-129.
'"P. Yolk, Der Liber ordinarius des Lut
ticher St.! akobs-Klosters ( Miinster, 1923).
For geneological relationships see p. lxxii.
•• B. Zimmermann, Ordinaire de l'Ordre de
Notre Da.me du Mont Carmel par Sibert
de Beka (BibliCithCque lit!'rgique 13)
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makes its first appearance, and likewise the St. John Gospel at the end of
the Mass. The dramatic moments are visibly high-lighted-the extension
of the arms after the consecration, and the signing of the chalice at the
end of the canon.
Even more extensive in its effect on the history of the Mass-liturgy was
the conduct of the other mendicant order, the Franciscans. They too at
first took up the liturgical usage of the order's native place, but after
wards, prompted by the many diversities of the Mass-liturgy which they
met with in their early wanderings, they chose for themselves the Missale

secundum usum Romance curice. The papal curia, which already by that
time had grown into an organization of quite considerable range, had
formed for itself, out of the various designs of the contemporary city lit
urgy, especially along the lines of the old patriarchal basilicas, a special
type of Roman Mass book.'" This was done chiefly, it appears, under Inno
cent III. This type is characterized by a sanctoral calendar cataloging
many old popes, and by a Mass ordo that is really simple,"' as the unsettled
life of the papal court at that time indeed required. The new enlargement
by multifarious greetings and blessings and petitions, versicles and re
sponses, as we find them in the Mass books of Northern lands, especially
in the compass of the offertory and the communion, are omitted, and con
tinue to be omitted during the succeeding centuries. In fact in some places
there is a noticeable attempt at simplification... Here especially the change
from sacramentary to missal which we will investigate in a moment, had
been comparatively swift.
This missal the sons of St. Francis made their own, but without renounc
ing the right to make changes-the trend of the time."" But from this period
on, the Franciscan missal and the Missale secundum consuetudinem

Romance curice (also called Missale Romanum for short) are almost iden
tical." This missal type was carried all over the world by the wandering
mendicant Friars. It was soon the predominant type of Mass book in
(Paris, 1910); idem., "Carmes (Liturgic
de l'orde des)," DACL, II (1910), 21662175. Cf. King, op. cit., 75-85.
"'M. Andrieu, "Le missel de Ia Chapelle
papale a I a fin du XIIIe siecle," Miscel
lallea Ehrle, II (Rome, 1924), 348 -37 6;
Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 144-148..
According to this the ordinarium used in
the papal chapel service must have been
composed already under Innocent III. How
ever, there is question here of an arrange
ment quite different from the one Innocent
used as a basis in his work, De sacra altaris
mysterio, written before he was elected
Pope (1198). Batiffol, Le,ons, 6.
n Ordo et Ca11011 misste (Cod. Vat. Otto
bon. lat. 356; about 1290), ed. J. Brinktrine,

Eph. liturg., LI (1937), 198-209. Excerpts
from the same MS. also in Ebner, 347 f.
•• In the Mass ordo of Ordo Rom. XIV
(about 1311), which represents a revision
of that of Innocent III (see note SO supra),
the prayer said while spreading out the
corporal (In tuo conspectu}, still extant in
the Mass ordo about 1290, is no longer
found; n. 71 (PL, LXXVIII, 1186C).
03 Cf. A. van Dijk, "II carattere della cor
rczione liturgica di Fra Aimone da Faver
sham O.F.M.," Eph. liturg., LIX (1945),

177-223.
"' Other orders also followed the example
of the Franciscans; Ebner, 251, cites a

Missale fratrum ordinis s. Augustini sec.
consuet. Rom. curite (of the year 1314) and
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Christendom... And after the inauguration of printing it won public preva
lence in the whole Latin Church... It paved the way for the reform under
Pius V.
Also in other churches of the later Middle Ages were found special rites
clearly designed. This was true of solemn pontifical service in the cathe
drals; several ordines of such churches, especially in France, give us
further knowledge of them."" For a non-solemn Mass, however, there was
seldom if ever any written regulation, and in fact the tendency was toward
utter simplicity. Local tradition and living custom had to suffice. However,
certain centers were the exception, amongst them the church of Lyons,
which developed its own definite rite and has retained it, with some modi
fications and restrictions, to this very day.""
In England too, where since William the Conqueror liturgical life had
been determined to a great extent by that of Normandy, the rite of
Salisbury or Sarum was gradually developed as a distinct and, up to the
Reformation, an essentially conservative and fixed arrangement, both for
the entire service and more especially for the Mass."" It was the standard
not only in a great portion of the English Church but also here and there
on the Continent.
In general, however, the right to regulate and supervise the liturgy by
dioceses and ecclesiastical provinces appears to have produced very little.
a Missale fratrum servorum s. Marice sec.
consuet. Rom. curice (14th century).
""Ebner, in the index p. 479 under the Mis
sale ( M. sec. consuet. Rom. curice), cites 33
source-places for important manuscripts
amongst I talian libraries alone, and for the
Minorite Missals ( Missale fratrum mino
rum sec. consuet. Rom. curice}, ibid., 478,
18 other source-places. But the missals
themselves must be far more numerous
than these registered sources; see, e.g.,
Ebner, 22, Note 1.
.. Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 149. Sub
stantial additions in R. Menth, O.F.M.,
"Ein Missale Romanum von 1481," Fran
ziskan. Studien, XX (1933), 89-129; ac
cording to him during the period 1474-1570
more than 320 printings of the Missale Ro
manum appeared in various presses, chiefly
in Italy and France.
A new printing of it which appeared in
Milan in 1474, with collations of various
other later printings in R. Lippe, Missale
Romanum 1474, 2 vols. (HBS, 17, 33;
London, 1899, 1907).
"" See, e.g., in Martene the excerpts from
Ordinaries of Laon, Soissons, Bayeux,
Chalon-sur-Saone.

""B. Buenner, L'ancienne liturgie romaine.
Le rite Lyonnais( Lyon o.].. 1934). Cf. the
pertinent remarks of Th. Klauser, JL, XIV
( 1938). 455-458.
See Archdale King, "The Rite of
Lyons," Orate Fratres, XIII ( 1938-9) ,
450-454.
.. The Mass ordo of Sarum according to an
older (13th century) and a more recent
(14th century) version in Legg, Tracts
(HBS, 27). Further examples in Martene
and in W. Maskell, The ancient liturgy of
the Church of England, 3rd ed. (Oxford,
1882); the latter has parallel columns con
taining the arrangements of the Mass at
Hereford and York. A survey of the more
important peculiarities of the Sarum ordo
in Fortescue, The Mass, 202-205; see also
F. Thos. Bergh, "Sarum Rite," CE, XIII
(1912), 479-481.
There are two more recent editions of
Sarum Mass books; the latest is J. W.
Legg, The Sarum Missal edited from three
early manuscripts (0xford,l916). Regard
ing manuscripts of the Sarum Missal that
were brought to Spain before 1472 and
continued to have an influence there, see
Ferreres, p. xcii f., 72, Note c.
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In German territory it was rather the literary work of one liturgist that
produced big results in directing, coordinating, and simplifying the liturgy.
This work was the Micrologus written about 1085 by Bernold of Con
stance,.. a champion of the reform of Pope Gregory VII, who had traveled
much in Italy. His short explanation of the Mass, distinguished by its
calm clarity, contained a special chapter (c. 23) with the text of the Ordo
MisslE which he considered correct. While the psalmodic prayer of the
PrlEparatio MisslE and at the end the Song of the Three Young Men, with
the pe,rtinent prayers, form a single series with the other parts of the Mass
ordo, still, as regards adopting the prayers within the Mass that had long
been in circulation, a great amount of discretion and conservativeness is
exercised. For instance, both the prayers at the offering of host and chalice
are missing. Between A gnus Dei and communion only one prayer, Domine
Jesu Christe Pili, was adopted. Bernold expressly states (c. 12) that in
the canon nothing was allowed to be added, not even the names of saints.
Thus out of the great all}.ount of prayer material that had grown up, a
fixed core was lifted out, to become the basis, at least in Germany, for
further development.01 In Hungary about 1100, the bishops, by explicit
decree, prescribed the arrangement laid out in the Micrologus as the
obligatory norm...
A similar importance for France, if not a similarly extensive influence,
might be attached to the short and predominantly rubrical portrayal of
the Mass which Bishop John of Avranches, who died in 1079 as Arch
bishop of Rouen, offers in his explanation of the liturgy...

11. The Gothic Period
Someone has said, and rightly, that Gothic is in a special degree not only
an art style (Kunststil) but a period style (Zeitstil). Because up till now
the younger peoples of the North had studied zealously in the school of
the older order of things, propriety and proportion, as they appeared in
Romanesque, could become the expression of their life. But their growing
powers were beginning to spring the old grooves on all sides, seeking newer
designs. The individual and subjective, seeing and feeling on one's own
personal activity and personal capability-these came to the fore, and led
to a stressing of the concrete and realistic, and consequently to a multi
plicity of forms which could be kept together and coherent only by a
renewed desire for organization. This new spirit did not call a halt even
Bernold, Micrologus (PL, CLI, 9771022). Regarding the question of Bernold's
authorship, see Franz, 414. Cf. also
Schwertner in CE, II (1907), 512-513.
01 Cf. Franz, 415 f.
10 D. Kniewald, Eph. liturg., LIV (1940),
221.

00

It is significant that the MS. which con
tains the oldest sacramentary of Hungary
(12th/13th centuries) also offers the Mi
crologus; see C. Mehlberg, Eph. Liturg.,
XLI (1927), 67£.; Rad6, 31-36.
• John of Avranches, De off. eccl.
(PL,
CXL VII, 27-62).
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with regard to divine service1; the arrangement of the Mass felt its influ
ence in a most profound manner. Already there was talk of that multi
plicity of forms which had developed after the year 1000, but an effort was
also made to codify the new forms; we can see in this a parallel to an
attempt at mastering the heaped-up resources of knowledge by means of
the summas which have been ranged side by side with the daring archi
tecture of the Gothic cathedrals.
At least in the eleventh-century community, forces still held the balance
of power in ecclesiastical life and the life of divine worship. Beside the
cathedral chapter there was in every larger place, and often also in the
country, a collegiate chapter in which clerics under the leadership of a
provost or dean led a life in common, and above all conducted a community
service of worship. In contrast to them the clerics who were individually
in the service of the nobility remained absolutely in shadow, especially
since most of them lacked any higher education. For these capitular
churches, and for Roman church architecture in general, a characteristic
was the roomy choir with its stalls, no longer set in a half-circle around
the altar but arranged in several parallel rows between altar and people.
The daily conventual Mass, which was celebrated, as in the monasteries,
in the presence of the assembled clerical community, formed the crown
of choir prayer and the very climax of divine service. In the Mass regula
tions and in the rubrics of the liturgical books this community service is
almost the only one considered; there the celebrant appears nearly always
accompanied by deacon and subdeacon, even though private celebration
is not unknown. Above all, however, the entire setting of the liturgical
texts is still always predicated on the cooperation of a plurality of officials
and ministers. The priest needs only the sacramentary. Lectionary and
antiphonary continue to be separate books for the use of those who are to
read or sing. This situation continues to prevail till about the start of the
twelfth century.
But then a new arrangement of the liturgical books breaks into the pic
ture ; on the strength of this the priest can take over the roles of lector and
chanter and thus discharge the duties of his office independently of them.
The ties of the individual are thus loosed in the liturgy, just as in this same
period the organization of the canonries had slackened or even dissolved
with the trend towards personal prebends and separate residences. In the
thirteenth century the Missale Plenum displaces the sacramentary.' Pre
sages of this new arrangement were the many silent prayers which, as we
have seen, had begun to appear in the sacramentaries, at first (since the
ninth century) only here and there, but since the eleventh almost univer
sally. These prayers the priest did not have to perform with the community,
but softly by himself.
There are isolated instances, especially within the confines of monasCf. A. L. Mayer, "Die Liturgie und der
Geist der Gotik," JL, VI (1926), 68-97.

1

Ebner, 359-363; Baumstark, Missale Ro
ma11um, 132-143.

•
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ticism, where even at an earlier period the priest's Mass book was fitted
out with the lessons, so that the service of a lector could be dispensed with."
Such books were very likely intended for the convenience of wandering
monks, as may also be judged, in the case of the Missal of Bobbio, from
the smallness of the book. In the church of Milan too, the oldest sacra
mentaries almost all incorporate the readings.' Since the ninth century
there appeared at various places sacramentaries in which, appendix fash
ion, a number of Masses with readings are inserted, sometimes also with
the chant-texts. As a rule, in fact, the Masses of the commune and the
Missce diversce, along with the Votive Masses, including the Masses for the
Dead, were thus distinguished." Votive Masses and Masses for the Dead
were employed essentially in the interests of individual families and per
sons, and especially if they followed each other in rapid succession, were
held in the simplest form, often without the lector whose presence was,
as a rule, still presumed.
But cases occur at least as often, in which the song-texts are inserted
all through the sacramentary. Frequently all that was done was to indi
cate the first words on the margin-in an age that knew all the psalms by
heart this was more than sufficient." In other instances an antiphonary
was bound up in one volume with the sacramentary.7 Especially since the
eleventh century, Mass books which contain the song-texts but (outside
of the commune and the Votive Masses) not the readings, occur more
often.' There again the first thought must have been private celebration,"
in which John the Arch-chanter's'" notion prevailed, that these texts were
never to be left out. They had to be in the Mass books even when the
lessons were left out, because a lector always cooperated, reading the Epis• Here belong the Missal of Bobbio (7th
century) and, as the earliest example of a
Roman "Lection-Sacramentary," the pal
impsest text of Cod. 271 of Monte Cassino
(8th century) ed. A. Dold, Vom Sakra
mentar, Comes zmd Capitulare ::um Missale
(Te:rte wzd Arbeiten, 34; Beuron, 1943).
• Examples,
beginning with the 9th/10th
century: Ebner, 71, 73, 87, 91, 92, 93. Also
a sacramentary from the suffragan see of
Brescia, from the middle of the 9th cen
tury: Ebner, 22.

Later examples from other churches,
ibid., 362, Note 6.
• Two examples of the 9th century from
Verona: Ebner, 286 ff., 290 f.; one from
the 9th/10th century: ibid., 286. Further
examples from the same period in Lero
quais, I, p. xii, f. From a later period, see
Ebner, 192, 293 ff.; cf. 15 ff., 33 f., 47.
• Already found, written by a second, al
most contemporary hand, in the well-known

MS. of the Gregorianum, Cod. Ottobon.
313 (first half of the 9th century) ; these
marginal notations reprinted in Muratori,
II, 7 ff.
More recent examples
Ebner, 362, Note 3.

are

cited

by

7

Several examples from the 10th/13th
centuries mentioned in Ebner, 361, Note 3.
On the contrary, cases in which a lection
ary (i/Jid. Note 4) or a lectionary and an

antiphonary (Notes 5 and 6) are added are
less frequent.
Cf. also Baumstark, Missalc Romanum,
133.
Examples in Ebner, 47, 134, 141, 224;
Kiick, 3.

8

In the early Middle Ages the song texts
might be missing even in a missa cantata;
see infra, p. 209. All the more does this
hold for private Mass.

•

10

Supra, p. 65.
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tie and perhaps sometimes the Gospel also, if he did not have to hand
the evangeliary to the priest11 or if the priest did not have the pertinent
Gospel pericope in his own Mass book.11
Since the thirteenth century simple sacramentaries were very seldom
produced." The Missale Plenum or complete missal, which had at first
predominated only in monasteries," has become the rule. The cleric to read
the Epistle disappears from private Mass. If there are no deacon and sub
deacon, both readings are done by the ·priest himself, and are therefore
indispensable in the Mass book, just as the chant-texts, too, cannot be
omitted from it.

At high Mass the chant-texts are to be read by the celebrant (and the
assistants) ; this we find stipulated for the first time in 1140 in regard to
the introit, and the prayers the priest intones, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and
Agnus Dei.a This is expressly ordered for all the chant-texts for the first
time, about the middle of the thirteenth century,"' although a similar rule
for the readings is not yet prescribed.17 Here in this approach to the pri
vate Mass we find a sensitive loosening of the liturgical texture, corre
sponding in general to the centrifugal tendency of the Gothic period. The
priest makes himself, to a certain extent, independent of the singing choir.
What the latter is doing is no longer considered as a complementary
part of the community celebration. Thus the trend to secular song instead
of ecclesiastical can grow all the more powerful. But another factor may
have had some influence with regard to the priest himself. Right into the
twelfth century it had been customary for the celebrant to fill every pause
in his prayers at high Mass with apologire. Were people finally getting
tired of them? It was at any rate a step forward to admit that it would be
Amongst the Cistercians in the case of a
(conventual) Mass cum uno mi11istro and
the same thing held, no doubt, for a private
Mass-the missal was laid on the altar to
the right, the evangeliary to the left ; the
latter was then removed after the Gospel :
Liber usuum, c. 54 (PL, LXVI, 1429 A).
According to the Augsburg Missal of 1555
(Hoeynck, 372), the priest at the begin
ning of Mass kissed the evangeliary at the
left of the altar, the missal at the right.
12 Not a few of the sacramentaries since the
year 1000 contain the Gospels along with
the prayers, but omit the Epistles and the
chant texts. Amongst these are the so
called Vetus Mis sale Lateranense (11th/
12th century) in which the Epistles and
chant texts were added later; Ebner, 168.
Other examples, ibid., 13, 96 f., 174, 185,
280; cf. 39.
,. Amongst the latest examples we must list
the sacramentary of the papal chapel (c.
11

-

1290) mentioned in the last chapter, note
51 (cf. Ebner, 234 f.) and a 15th-century
sacramentary from SS. Apostoli in Rome
(Ebner, 146 f.). Another 15th-century sac
ramentary (Autun) is cited by Leroquais,
III, 84.

14 Examples since the lOth century in Baum

stark, 134 f. A newly recovered fragment,
probably done at Monte Cassino about 1000,
is edited by A. Dold, JL, X (1930), 40-55.
'"Ordo eccl. Lateran., ed. Fischer, 80, 82 f.,
85; officium= Introit.

"'Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 235,
237, 239, 244). This could not have been
the usual thing much earlier, since the Mass
regulations of the preceding years, other
wise rather full and exact, make no mention
of it.
11 But the Epistle is indicated in the Ordo
of the Lateran church (Fischer, 81, line

12).
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much more fitting if the priest would replace those endless self-accusations
with the biblical texts which were being sung by the choir.
The complete missal is therefore the product not indeed of the predomi
nance of the private l\fass (which had long been in use), but at least of
its general extension and its increased acceptance."
For the participation of the faithful, the Mass celebrated as a service
with or without sacred ministers, with its Latin chanting and its mystery
filled ceremonies, continued during the years to follow as the standard
form. The manner of explaining also remained the same, namely allegory,
as we saw in Amalar. The Mass is looked upon as a holy drama, a play
performed before the eyes of the participants. But meanwhile the graphic
ceremonial has been enriched. The signs of the Cross in the canon, most
of them of pre-Frankish origin, were multiplied till far into the eleventh
and twelfth centuries-at the Supplices and at the closing doxology. In
addition there were in many churches signings with the Cross, and corre
sponding blessing formulas at the offertory, after the presentation of the
gifts"; and the priest blessed himself a number of times, especially at the
Gospel. The Gothic principle of cumulation, the repetition of the same
detail, the heaping up of ornament, had its effect on the kissing of the
altar. Although up to the twelfth century, this was customary-in line
with tradition-only when first approaching the altar and again when leav
ing, since the end of the thirteenth century it was performed every time
the celebrant turned around at the altar."' The kiss at high Mass when
handing the celebrant any object, and the kiss of greeting for the celebrant
are also added at various places." The extension of the hands after the
consecration became, since the thirteenth century, a vivid imitation of the
outstretched arms of the Crucified. For a time, too, the ceremonial was
built up further; the priest at the anamnesis, on recalling the Resurrection
and Ascension of our Lord, was supposed to mimic these movements with
his hands."' Bowing the head at the end of the Memento of the dead, and
11

For a more detailed discussion cf. infra,
p. 212 ff.
In fra, Vol. II, Ch. 1, 4.
"'Infra, p. 317.

11

A Hungarian missal of the 13th century
demands a threefold kissing of the altar at
V cni smzctificator and Su ppli ces ; Rad6, 62.
"'Cf. the Ordo eccl. Lateran. (c. 1140), ed.
Fischer, 80-87 and in the Index under the
word os c u lum (p. 181) ; the numerous
places at which the kiss is expressly pre
scribed make it clear that this is not an old
tradition taken for granted. Cf. however
the trend manifested already about 1100 in
the Missal of St. Vincent; Fiala, 201 ff.
Innocent III, De s. alt. my s terio, VI, 6
(PL, CCXVII, 909 f.), has a special chap
ter "De diversis osculis qum da11tur in

missa"; he mentions, amongst other things,
seven ways in which the pope receives the
kiss.
21 According to Hugh of St. Cher, Tract.
super missam (ed. Soelch, 37), the priest
was to extender e [ma1zus] i11 nwdum cru cis
-parum er i gere in signum quod Christus
invictus leo resurrexit----erigere i11 signum
quod Christus Deus et homo as c end it. Simi
larly the Missal of Riga (about 1400; v.
Bruiningk, 85) and Hungarian Mass books
of the 15th century (Javor, 116). Cf.
Siilch, Hrt g o, 93 f. In like manner it was
customary among the Premonstratensians
for the priest at the Credo to wait till
the Et resurrexit before he rose from the
genuflection; see JL, IV ( 1924), 252.
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striking the breast while saying Nobis quoque in a loud voice-these actions
appear to have been introduced as a vivid presentation of our Lord's death
and the impression it made on the bystanders.""
And the dramatization of the readings•• took a new turn since Ivo of
Chartres (d. 1117) ; where there was no single ambo to determine the place
for the readings, older memories were recalled and so the Gospel was read
at the right side (reckoned from the viewpoint of the ancient position of
the episcopal throne) and the Epistle at the left. This led to the distinc
tion between the Gospel side (church or altar) and the Epistle side...
All these usages, making a bid for the curious and fascinated eyes of the
Christian people, obtained an allegorical significance. Less and less did
the spoken word project its own contents; one concentrated rather on the
alternation between the loud and the soft tones of prayer."" The meaning
of ceremonies was often a synthetic one, abstracting entirely from the
course of the sacred action, and giving a fixed significance to each repeated
ceremony just as a fixed significance was given to the visible appurte
nances. Ever since Amalar the priestly vesture had been treated allegori
cally,27 and in the years that followed this treatment was extended to the
church building.'"
In the same way, the ceremonies that were oft repeated acquired a fixed
meaning, with little thought given to their particular status here and now
in the liturgical action. Often enough, besides the picture which presents
Ceremonies of this sort of imitative sym
bolism were developed in great number, as
is wcl1 known. And they often turned into
something quite playful, as (for instance)
when the boy-abbot in the monastery schools
on the Feast of Holy Innocents (Dec. 28)
at Vespers, when the words deposuit potm
tcs de scde were sung, was summarily
shoved from his chair. The same dramatic
instinct was at work here which produced
the mystery plays.
Cl. de Vert, Explication simple litterale
et historique des cerem01zics (Paris, 17061708), wanted to use this imitative symbol
ism of the late Middle Ages as the main
principle for the explanation of the cere
momes.
"" Such attempts to create a symbolism that
would push the a1legory of existing cere
monies even further and produce new ores,
were at work quite early. St. Anselm, who
died 1109, in a letter, Ad Waleran;zi quere
las, ch. 3 (PL, CLVIII, 553 £.), chidu tho�e
priests for leaving the chalice uncovered
during Mass on the plea that Christ had
hung naked on the cross of suffering.
"Cf. supra, pp. 77 ff.

20

In greater detail infra, p. 414 ff.
.. Cf. the anonymous explanation of the
Mass in the Graz Cod. 730 (about 1300; in
Franz, 631) : Ea aufem quCE laici noscere
et quCE eis dici possunt, quCE ad missam per
tinent, in tribus comprehenduntur, videlicet
in gestibus-ut sunt VII oscula, V versio
nes, IV inclinationes, XXV cruces sive
bcncdictiones, locorummutatiol!cs, mammm
extensiones--in ·verborum prolationibus. . .

.

Perhaps it would be more correct to say
"symbolica1ly,'' since, to be exact, the ves
ture docs not of itself express or signify
anything and therefore it cannot rightly be
said to "say something else." But in reality
we are dealing here not with any original
symbolism (the sort of thing found, for in
stance, in the washing of hands), but only
with a secondary symbolism subsequently
connected with it-which is hardly to be
distinguished from allegory; cf. J. Braun,
Liturgisches H andlexikon (2nd ed., Regens
burg, 1924), 333 f.
28 ]. Sauer, Symbolik des Kirchmgebiiudes
(2nd ed., Freiburg, 1924). Sauer follows
especia1ly the meanings developed in Hono
rius Augustodunensis.
27
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itself, the number of repetitions offered a solution. Thus the triple silence
in the Mass proper-at the secrets, during the canon and after the Pater
noster-represents the three days our Lord rested in the tomb."' The five
fold turning of the priest toward the people,., refers to the five appearances
of our Lord after the Resurrection." Similarly the number of crosses made
over the oblata received by preference a numerological meaning. The
three crosses after the Te igitur typify the three times our Lord was
mocked before the high priests and Herod and Pilate, the five crosses in
the Unde et

memores

typify the five wounds, and so forth." The signs of

the Cross within the canon are, since the eleventh century, the main theme
for instructing the people about the l\1ass.33 A didactic poem of this period
outlines the minumum that each priest must know about the Mass; what
is the sacrifice, and what the altar and chalice, water and wine, and the
crosses signify.""
With few exceptions""-among them the straightforward and objective
exposition by the Parisian doctor, Jean Beleth (d. about 1165), deserves a
prominent place""-the explanation and interpretation of the Mass remains
strictly within the bounds initiated by Amalar. The :Mass is understood
as a dramatic presentation of an action in the divine economy, especially
of the suffering, death and resurrection of Christ, beginning with the
longings and sighs of the patriarchs and prophets and concluding with our
Saviour's ascension into heaven.
The newly developed and newly added ceremonies had also to be con
sidered in this allegorizing. Keeping the book at the altar and moving it
from Epistle side to Gospel side-this did not fit easily into the plans here
tofore in vogue. It led, as a consequence, not only to an architectonic
enlargement of the measurements of the altar, up to now rather modest,.,
""A rhy med explan::ttion of the Mass (12th
century) eel. by A. Leitzmann, 2 n d ed.

(Kleine Texfe, LIV), 19, I. 30.
The number, but without its meaning, al
rt>ady in Jean Belcth, Explicatio, c h. 37
(PL, CCII, 45).
ro. A preacher of the 13th century draws this
oft-repeated meaning out still further : the
so

the third turning around, at the Orale, is a
"secret" greeting and re fers to the appear
ance to Peter which is not known to us in
detail. Franz, 643 f.
82 Thus several interpreters, according to
the account by Albertus Magnus; cf. infra,

p. 113. Moreover it was precisely in the
field of number-symbolism that the most
widely diversified solutions were offered.
Durandus, IV, 36, 8, for example, gives
five different explanations for the three
crosses after the Te igitur.

•Jnfra, Vol. II, Ch. 2, 5.

"Ps-Hildebert, De s. eucharistia (PL,
LXXI, 1209).
30 Amongst these are Richard of \Vedding
hausen (12th century), who throughout his
explanation of the c anon carries out a sym
bolism built on the number three, but with
out any rememorative allegory (Franz,
418f.), and Odo of Cambrai (d. 1113),
who crea t es his exposition on the basis of
word meanings and theology (ibid., 426 f.).
"Jean Belcth, Exp/icatio dicoinorum ojji
ciorum, a l s o known as Hationale div. off.
(PL. CCII, 13-166).
37 Until the 11th century the altar tables
were rarely more than 3 or 4 feet square.
(But by the 15th it was not unusual to fmd
t hem 12 feet long.) At this time, too, the
altar began to be built up beyond the simple
mensa; not only temporary and occasional
reliquaries were placed over it, but perma
nent altar-pieces as well-the start of the
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but also to a revamping of the Mass-allegory. Even the first sure evidence
of the term "Gospel side"-in Ivo of Chartres-refers to it as the sinistra
pars ecclesiCE'" and the author is then faced with the riddle, why the Gospel

should be given the less honorable side; he solves it by explaining that this
signifies how when the Jews refused the faith, the apostles turned to the
Gentiles (Acts 13 :46).'"' Thus in the rememorative allegory of the Mass
the preaching to the Jews-in contrast to Amalar's plan-had to come
before the reading of the Gospel. The collects, too, since they preceded,
had to get a new interpretation. Ivo explains them as typical of how our
Lord taught His disciples, especially how He taught them to pray. The
Epistle then signifies the mission of the disciples."' The intervening chants
refer to the joyous response of those who were well disposed."
The same interpreter, taking a cue from older projects, sketches for the
first time a well-rounded explanation of the canon and its silence as a
fulfillment of Old Testament prefigurements. His is therefore a typological
allegory intermixed with rememorative elements. Like the high-priest on
the great day of Atonement, so the celebrant walks alone into the Holy
of Holies, carrying the memorial of the Blood of Christ, and on his breast
the names of the twelve patriarchs (the naming of the twelve Apostles>,
and with the Blood of the Saviour he sprinkles it. When he returns, the
scapegoat is chased into the wilderness in the lube haec perferri. Then,
instead of changing his garments, he changes his voice and speaks the
Pater noster aloud." This attempt at an explanation was carried on by
later interpreters and deepened theologically, ultimately to the better unimmense reredoses of a later date; Braun,
Der cltristliche Altar, II, 253 ff., 277 ff.
�foreover, cross and altar candles appear
on the table; Braun, Das cltristliche Altar
_qeriit, 466 ff.
,. Ivo of Chatres, De conven. Vet. et N ovi
Test (PL, CLXII, 550 A).
301/Jid.
This interpretation recurs constantly
down to the present; cf., e.g., Paul Bus
sard, The Sacrifice (St. Paul, 1939), 84.
A second meaning in Innocent III, D e s.
alt. mysterio, II, 35 (PL, CCXVII, 820):
hereby is represented the truth that Christ
came to call not the just but sinners to re
pentance (Matt. 9:13; cf. 25:33). Duran
dus, IV, 23, repeats both significations.
•• I vo of Chartres, op. cit.
A similar meaning of the Epistle, but for
other reasons, is already found in Remigius
of Auxerre, E:rpositio (PL, CI, 1250 A).
41 Loc. cit.
I vo's interpretation of the pre-Gospel
pieces reappears in Hildebert of Le Mans,

Versus de mysterio miss IE ( PL, CLXXI,
1178) and likewise in some other later
expositors. Still even near the end of the
12th century, Robertus Paululus, De cCEre
mmliis, II, 17 ( PL, CLXXVII, 421 f.)
interprets the Epistle as the preaching of
John the Baptist. Innocent III, De s. alt.
.m}•sterio, II, 29 f. ( PL, CCXVII, 816)
also gives the preference to this signifi
cation.
In addition, I vo also suggests a new
interpretation of the start of the Mass
sacrifice which is frequently repeated
later: the quiet prayers during the offer
tory refer to the prayer of our Lord on
Olivet; at the preface he interrupts them
and goes to his disciples to exhort them
to pray; op. cit. ( PL, CLXII, 553 f.).
dQp. cit. (PL, CLXII, 559B). In some
details the interpretation is not always in
taste. Cf. also Franz, 429-431.
Hildebert, in his verses, has made an ac
ceptable selection; op. cit. (PL, CLXXI,
1182£.).
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derstanding of the sacrificial character of the Mass."'
New images of Old Testament origin were introduced into the allegoriz
ing of the l\Iass by Honorius of Augustodunum (d. about 1125) ." In the
:Mass the exodus from Egypt, the revelation of the commandments, the con
quest of Amalec at the prayers of Moses pleading with arms outstretched,
the entrance into the Promised Land under the leadership of "Jesu"-all
these are re-enacted in a new manner. The bishop, accoutred in his sacred
garments as in the armor of war, is the general; the lector is the herald,
bells and chants are the fanfare of battle. Even the struggle between David
and Goliath is rehearsed in the Mass. Since Honorius adds other pictures,
includes audacious number-symbolism, and embraces also much of the
traditional allegory of Christ's Passion, the result is a bewildering wealth
of variegated meanings, to which one could scarcely apply the title of an
explanation. Sicard of Cremona (d. 1215) wanders along the same path
way, but adds to the confusion with a plethora of quotations.'"
In general, however, the work of the medieval Mass commentators is
wedded to the extension of the rememorative type of allegory. Rupert von
Deutz (d. 1135) expands it to include the sacerdotal vestments, in which
he perceives the person of Christ outlined; the humeral reminds one of
the concealment of Christ's divinity by His humanity; the alb, of His
purity; the stole, of His obedience unto death; the chasuble, of His rai
ment which is the Church."
A healthy reaction to this increased overloading of the interpretation
of the l\lass with so many diverse elements, and at the same time a high
point of rememorative allegory is found in the work composed by Inno
cent III, at that time still Cardinal Lothar, just before his election as
Pope ( 1198) ." Except for an abundantly practical number-symbolism, he
restricts himself almost entirely to the traditional meanings derived
from Christ's life and Passion, which he presents distinctly in simple
words. His work, therefore, became the basis for the Mass interpretations
of the later l\Iiddle Ages, which are often content to repeat the words of
the great Pope, either cutting them down or broadening them out.'"
The great compiler of medieval liturgical allegory, William Durandus
(d. 1296), acknowledges-in his Rationale divinorum officiorum which we
•• In this category is the work at one time
a ttri buted to Hugh of St. Victor, Speculum
de mysteriis T:rclcsilE (PL, CLXXVII,
335-380), which expounds the �1ass from
offertory on as a fulfillment of the Old
Testament types; the iube hG!c f'erferri in
his explanation realizes the sprinkling of
the H oly of Holies; ch. 7 (368fT.).
The interpretation of the canon pro
posed by I s aac of Stella (d. c. 1169) will
be treated later, Vol. II, Chap. 2, 15.

"Honorius Augustodunensis, Gemma ani
ma!

(PL, CLXXII, 541-738). Whether

the word Augustodunum refers to Autun
or to Augsburg is still in dispute; Franz,
420-425.

Sicard of Cremona. Mitrale seu de o fficiis
ecclesiosticis (PL, CCXIII, 13-434).
•• Rupert of D e u tz, De divinis o ffi c iis (PL,
CLXX, 11-332).
'7 Innocent I I I ,
De sacra altaris mysterio
(PL, CCXVII, 773-916).
•• Cf. Franz, 459, 565, 493, 509, 523, etc.
••
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must come back to time and again because of its opportune mention of the
rites then in use-that he took Innocent III as his guide for the explana
tion of the Mass."
In Innocent we find for the first time a determination of liturgical colors
for specified days,"" along with the respective significance thereof. His rules
are more or less those still in force today: white as the festive color (and
he tries to discover a reason for the white-even in the white of the clouds
on Ascension Day! ) , red for martyrs' days and Pentecost, black for days
of penance and for Masses for the Dead, green for days without a festal
character .... The sensuous interest in colors and the zeal in explaining their
significance were alike manifestations of the spirit of the Gothic period.
A new trend is manifest also in the understanding and meaning of the
various liturgical vestments. Innocent himself .. finds chiefly a moral mean
ing like that which Amalar offered; in particular, he is familiar with the
spiritual battle

(1. 64), although this is better developed in other writers ...

But Innocent also avails himself of a christological explanation somewhat
similar to Rupert von Deutz who saw relationships between the priestly
garments and the properties and attributes of Christ's person. But by the
middle of the thirteenth century this had turned to a form of rememorative
allegory, which here too perceived symbols of the Passion of Christ. ..
Development is also to be found in practical paramentics. The Gothic
chasuble is still broad and mantle-like, but the two ornamental stripes
falling down from the shoulder and joined as a line down the middle
became in time a forked cross and this in turn became (on the back of the
chasuble) a regular cross with horizontal cross-beam. This development
means that the allegorical presentation of the Crucified could be imaged
even in the external figuration,"" but it also led not only to a richer and
richer ornamentation but also, because of the need for a stiff surface, to
the later misshaping of the garment. Similar forces were at work in chang
ing the shape of the altar. The altar screens (polyptych retables or "wing••

Durandus, IV, 1, 2.

""About the same time the Liber ordinarius
of the Premonstratensians (Lefevre, 6, 1.
18) not only pays no attention to a rule
regarding colors, but even insists that
chasubles all be 11nius co/oris, a regula
tion which is missing in later sources. Cf.
Waefelghem, 28.
"'Innocent III, op. cit., I, 65 (PL, CCXVII,
799-802). Cf. Braun, Die liturgische Ge
wandrmg, 729-736. Cf. E. G. Atchley,
"Liturgical Colours," in V. Staley, Essays
011
Ceremonial (London, 1904), 89-176.
""Innocent III, op. cit., I, 11-64 (PL,
CCXVII, 781-799). In a Klosterneuburg
MS. of the 13th century, there is a poetic
elaboration of this section of Innocent; H.

Maschek, "Eine metrische Symbolik der
Sakralgewiinder aus dem 13. ]h.", Eph.
Liturg., XLVII (1933), 368-377.
58 Braun, Die liturgisclze Gcwandzmg, 705 f.
.. This meaning, along with the moral one,
is found in a Franciscan writer who is
otherwise generally very dependent on In
nocent, \Villiam of Melitona, Opusculum
super missam (ed. A. van Dijk), in Eph.
liturg., LIII (1939), 219-349; see 312-14.
William sees in the shoulder-cloth the
scornful blind-fold, in the alb the white robe
of ridicule, in the cincture, maniple and
stole the cords, and in the chasuble the pur
ple mantle. Similarly also Hugh of St. Cher,
Tractatus super missam (Sole h. 8-10).
""Braun, Die liturgisclze Gewandwrg, 20921 9 .
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altars") offer us the very best in Gothic from the viewpoint of artistic per
formance, but from the viewpoint of the liturgy they were definitely an
aberration.
The allegorical method of contemplating and explaining the liturgy had
to face a crisis in the thirteenth century, and it is really a matter of won
der that it was able to weather the storm and that the old method should
survive unscathed in the period to follow. In a century when medieval
Scholasticism reaced a peak, the very basis of all allegory was naturally
called into question. For allegory is founded entirely on a conception of
the world which is interested in the sensible and visible phenomena only
insofar as they are mirrors and symbols of an invisible, intangible higher
world. Even in the book of nature, attention was focused not on the forms
of individual things, not on the shapes of the "letters," but only on the
hidden meaning which, one thought, could be read therein. It is the spirit
within the writing, the spirit within the liturgy-especially in its space
visible appearance-that is sought, every effort being made to grub out
the thought that must lie hid there... Art in this period, whether concerned
with animals and plants, or the attributes of the saints, or geometrical
patterns, seeks principally to enlarge and explain this world of symbols.
This is nothing more, really, than the logical consequence of carrying
through Plato's theory of knowledge, with its sharp separation of the
world of sense and the world of ideas. But with the switch to Aristotle
and the new basis for a theory of knmv l e dge

-

Cog nitio incipit

a sensibus

-the world of sense, and the concrete phenomena of forms in divine wor
ship along with it, at once appears in a new light. It deserves to be studied
and appreciated for its own sake.
Albertus Magnus was the pathfinder who led the Scholastics along the
new way of explaining Holy Mass.'7 First of all, he presents an enlightened
and theologically grounded explanation of the course of that Mass that is
for the most part derived from the text of the l\Iass ordo. Besides he makes
repeated thrusts at the allegorical exposition, especially at the rememora
tive. He says it is mirabile to refer the silence of the l\Iass proper to events
in the story of our Lord's Passion-things in no way touched upon in the
text of the l\Iass."" In fact, in reference to the explanation that the kissing
of the altar at the Supplices signified Judas' traitorous kiss, and the signs
of the Cross that follow signify the bonds and ropes by which our Saviour
was led to Annas, he says scornfully: omnino profanum est et omnibus
fidclibus abominandum:• The different signification attached to the signs
"'E. Mftlc, Die kirchliche Ku11st des 13.
lahrhwzdcrts in Fra11krcich (German trans.,
L. Zuckermandel; Strassburg, 1907), 2434; P. Pourrat, Christian Spirituality, II
(trans. S.}. Jacques; N. Y., 1924), 109117: "The Svmbolistic Conception of the
Universe" (i� the 12th century).

Cf. also A

Dcmpf, Sacrum Imperium

(Munich, 1929), 229-268:
Symbolismus des 12. ]h."

"

D er dcutschc

Albertus Magnus, De sacrificw misscr
( 0 pera omnia ed. Borgnet, 38, 1-189). See
in this connection Franz, 466-473.
'7

.. Op. cit., III, 2, 5 (80).
.. Op. cit., III, 15,2 (130).
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of the Cross at the Quam oblationem he termed: deliramenta et hominum
illiteratorum."" But Albertus' objections made little headway. Allegory con
tinued to hold the field. Even St. Thomas' Summa Theologica contained
an interpretation of the Mass that made many concessions to allegory."'

One result of Scholastic thought must be acknowledged, the considera
tion given to the organization of the Mass into parts following one after
the other. Allegorical thought was concerned mostly with a series of pic
tures, and either took their order for granted or considered the division a
mere externat•• Now, however, intrinsic and theological viewpoints became
paramount. Albertus Magnus had distinguished three parts: introitus (up
to the collects inclusive), instructio (up to the Credo inclusive), and
oblatio, with appropriate subdivisions for the last. This division recurs in

the Expositio missfE of Nicholas Stoer, written about 1412."3 Another out
line derives from Alexander of Hales (d. 1245) ... It is found in a bettered
form in Bernard de Parentinis, O.P. (about 1340) .. and in Henry of Hesse
(d. 1397) '" ; Henry heads the sections: prfeparatio, instructio, oblatio,
canon, communio, gratiarum actio. Hugh of St. Cher, O.P. (d. 1263), like

so many medieval authors, takes the Augustinian interpretation of the
words of St. Paul, obsecrationes, orationes, postulationes, gratiarum actio
nes,07 and applies them to the Mass, thus distinguishing four parts, of

which the first embraces everything up the Sanctus, the second takes in the
canon, the third begins with the Pater noster and the fourth with the post
communion ...
In these new attempts at a division of the Mass, the segment before the
Epistle, as is remarked more than once, is (even today) instructive. But
the weakest point in the outline is the placing of the preface. Since the
Mass is viewed chiefly from the standpoint of the consecration and the
canon is reckoned as beginning with the Te igitur, the prayer of thanks,
which had such great importance in the ancient Church, no longer pre
!'ents
00

a

problem. Albertus Magnus, and also Alexander of Hales and his

Op. cit., III, 10,

2 (118).

The examples mentioned, and others
cited by Albert, are also found word for
word in Innocent III, Des. alt. mysterio,
III, 12; V, 5.
Thomas Aquinas, Summa theol., III, 83,
5. The section under consideration is not the

o.t

work of Thomas himself, as is well known.
"'Franz, 460.
It is significant that Honorius Augusto
dunensis-and similarly Sicard-gives a
seven-fold division, in which the fifth part
is the canon, the sixth the blessing of the
bishop (cf. infra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 3) and the
seventh the kiss of peace. Franz, 422, 450 f.
03Franz, 529. Also in the Compendium
doctrilllE catholicO! of Petrus Soto (1549) ;

see Ch. Moufang, Katholische Katechisme11
des 16. Jh. (Mainz, 1881), 352-362.
•• Franz, 640 f. Its value is to be found not
in the main divisions (illuminatio, immola
tio, rememoratio accepti beneficii-the last
meaning from the post-communion on), but
in the detailed subdivisions. Slightly altered
in William of Melitona, Opusc. super mis
sam (ed. van Dijk), in Eph. liturg., LIII
(1939), 317-349.
85 Franz, 505 f.
"" That is, Henry of Langenstein, author of
Secreta sacerdotum; Franz, 518.
67I Tim. 2:1; Augustine, Ep. 149, 16
(CSEL, XLIV, 362f.).
"'Hugh of St. Cher, Tract. super missam
(Solch, 11). The same division in Durandus, IV, 1, 50.
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school, considered the preface a part of the offertory, a sort of conclusion
to it. According to Beleth, the second of the four Augustinian portions
begins with the secreta; the preface is thus drawn closer to the canon, but
makes of it a very secondary member in the series.•• Others take a middle
course-like Hugh of St. Cher'"-by placing the preface in the first part
of the Mass without further ado, and thus it becomes accidentally one of
the preparatory acts for the consecration.
That is about all that Scholastic thought effected in the interpretation
of the Mass. As for the development of the Mass-liturgy, or for all that,
the development of an understanding of the Mass-liturgy, Scholasticism
left scarcely a trace-a rather surprising thing. The Rationale of Durandus
which is constructed entirely on the basis of allegory, continued to be the
liturgical handbook for the late Middle Ages and beyond." And the later
interpreters, whose number is not without weight, follow more or less along
the same paths:•
A further evolution was gradually effected. The vestments which the
priest wore to the altar had been interpreted as signifying Christ's Passion.
The next_ step was certain-to conceive of the Mass, not only from the
canon but from the beginning on, as a presentation of Christ's suffering.
An anonymous interpreter of the fifteenth century does just that."' Accord
ing to him, when the priest goes to the altar our Lord is taken away cap
tive, at the Confiteor he stands before Annas and Caiphas, etc. A more
pronounced extension of this type of consideration does not however come
to notice till the post-medieval Mass expositions!' A broadening-out of
"'Jean Beleth, Exp/icatio, ch. 43, ff. He
calls the preface a pralocutio qua est ad
milzisterium Pra'paratio (ch. 45; PL, 202,
53 B), thus like Amalar, De off. eccl., III,
21 (PL, CV, 1133 A), who had simply
rendered the name as praparatio.
"The same is true of Innocent III, De s.
alt. mysterio, II, 61 f. (PL, CCXVII, 835-

840).

" This is shown by the countless manu
scripts and even more by the fact that by
1500 there were already 43 printings of the
work
As works of greater importance, though
in part not printed, Franz lists and de
scribes, amongst others : the interpretations
of the Mass by Guido of Mont Rocher
(circa 1333; Franz, 490 ff.), Henry of
Hessen (circa 1 390; ibid .. 517 ff.), Bernard
of Waging ( 1462; ibid., 566 ff.), Balthasar
of Pforta,O.Cist. (circa 1494 ;ibid.,584ff.),
John Bechofen, Erem. S. Aug. (circa 1500;
ibid., 592 ff.).
The Expositio canon is missa' of Magister
Egeling Becker (circa 1450; ibid., 537 ff.),

••

which grew out of a series of lectures, did
not find a wide circulation until it was re
vised in 1488 by Gabriel Biel and reappeared
in print under his name (ibid., 550 ff.).
This extensive work is essentially a study
of the wording of the canon; sometimes the
treatment of the more important ideas is
built up into a theological tractate.
Nor was the number of smaller studies of
the Mass at the end of the Middle Ages in
considerable. How well-liked the discus
sions on this matter were is shown by the
example of a university instructor, prob
ably from Vienna, who used to spend his
vacation with the Benedictines at Mondsee
and repaid them for their hospitality by
lecturing on the Mass. Franz, 565 ff.
73 Surviving in
a Stuttgart MS.; Franz,
740 f.
74 Franz, 735 f.
Those who were affected bv the dn•otio
moderna towards the end of the 15th cen
tury sometimes engaged in a type of devo
tion for Mass based on the contemplation
of Christ's Passion but freed more or
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the allegory of Christ's Passion resulted also from the elevation of the
species at the consecration, a custom which grew, as we will see, from the
thirteenth century on. This ceremony naturally suggested the raising of
Christ on the Cross."
Besides, allegorical interpretation of the Mass again went awry in the
late medieval period. Elements of different types of explanation were
thrown together. The oft-changing explanation of the sign of the Cross
did not fit well into the course of the Mass. In the last analysis, all that
was needed was a little imagination to invent more arbitrary explanations
for the various liturgical details which were already explained quite arbi
trarily. So, besides the exclusive Passion interpretation there were other
plans-seeing exemplified in the Mass the forty opera of Christ's life;• or
his thirty-three years.'" With the eclectic methods then in vogue this could
lead only to further confusion.
That is precisely what happened, and since no one seemed able to man
age any other form of devotion or interpretation, attempts were again
made towards the end of the Middle Ages to bring order into the allego
rizing by trying to establish a clear and neat series built up on a time
basis. Of this sort are the explanations of Simon van Venlo '" and Franz
Titelmans (d. 1537)."'
Despite this vacillation, the fundamental theme of all Mass allegory was
the suffering, or at least the life and suffering of Jesus. Our Lord's com
mand, "Do this for a commemoration of me," was never lost sight of even
in the plain and simple devotion of these centuries; rather it had been ful
filled in a sort of figurative fashion. Significant in this respect is the picture
of St. Gregory's l\Iass, a theme repeatedly utilized by artists of the late
less from any consideration of the cere
monies; this devotion, however, was for
clerics and religious. Franz, 26-28.
•• Thus already explained by
Berthold of
Regensburg (d. 1272) in the first Latin
sermon on the Mass, printed in Franz, 744.
Likewise later interpreters like Ludolf of
Saxony (d. 1377), Vita/), N. Jcsu Christi,
II, 56, 8 (Augsburg, 1729, p. 558), and
John Bechofen, Quadruple:. missalis cxpo
sitio (Basel, 1500 ; no page numbering).
The latter relates the elevation of the sa
cred host to the Ecce ho111o, and the eleva
tion of the chalice to the raisi!lg of our Lord
on the Cross.
Moreover Radulphus Ardens (d. 1215),
Hom. 47 (PL, CLV, 1836), had already
explained the older elevation at the words
accepit panem as referring to Christ's
being raised on the Cross.
76 An interpretation of the Mass found in an
Andechs MS. of the 15th century, in Franz,

609 f. Here are represented the entrance
into the Virgin's womb, the flight into
Egypt, etc.
77 The Minorite Michael de Hungaria dis
tinguishes 33 acts in the Mass which he
refers to the 33 years of Christ's life. Franz,
675.
'8 M. Smits van \Vaesberghe, "Die misver
klaring van Meester Simon van Venlo,"
Ons gel'st/ijk Erf, XV (1941 ), 228-261;
285-327; XVI (1942), 85-129; 177-185;
see esp. XVI (1942), 116 ff.
•• Fr. Titelmannus, Mysteriorum missa' ex
positio (Lyons, 1558). Here are some new
suggestions that fit nicely into the full pic
ture: the priest's sitting silently during the
singing of the interposed chant. after the
Epistle is related to Christ's stay in the
wilderness; the praise of God in the preface
is related to the meal at Bethany, when the
whole house was filled with the fragrance
of the ointment.
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Middle Ages. While Gregory is at Mass our Lord appears to him above
the altar as a man of suffering, with the instruments of His Passion.80 On
the other hand, the notion of sacrifice as such, and of the sacrifice which
is here consummated and which the Church here co-offers-that stays
surprisingly in the background, even though the theologians hand on the
traditional doctrine."' The offertory procession is still the practice on many
occasions, but in the various explanations of the Mass there is hardly any
mention of the fact that the assembled people have a part in the oblation
or a t least participate in praising and honoring God. By the gifts which
the faithful present at the offertory "kaujjent ( sie) sich und frument sich
in die marter Christi und in das verdienen seines leidens, das da wirt
bedacht in der mess" -they purchase and make available to themselves
82

the sufferings of Christ and the merits of His Passion which is commemo
rated in the 1\Iass. The Mass is viewed almost exclusively as an action of
God. In the liturgical unfolding of the celebration of Mass, the action
of the Church, its prayer of thanks, and its gift-offerings are no longer
perceived as in former ages; only the work, the redeeming work of God.
The priest alone is active. The faithful, viewing what he is performing,
are like spectators looking on at a mystery-filled drama of our Lord's Way
of the Cross. It is no accident, then, that Calderon in his autos sacramen
tales should employ the traditional medieval allegory to present a drama
in which the whole economy of salvation, from Paradise to world's end, is
hinged to the Mass; and yet never a word, either at the offertory or at the
Communion, of the concelebration of the laity. The eucharistia has become
an epiphania, an advent of God who appears amongst men and dispenses
His graces. To gain a share in these graces, we are gathered before the
altar, in an attitude of wondering contemplation that bespeaks our long
ing to take part in the Mass as often as possible.
It is no wonder that the allegorical method which reigned supreme
through so many centuries should leave its traces on the Mass-liturgy
which has come down to us. The Middle Ages inserted certain rites to
make the sacred drama more potent. Amongst these, as we shall see, is the
ceremony of hiding the paten under the corporal at the offertory-to
signify our Lord's self-abasement and the hiding of His divinity in His
Passion; the bowing of the head at the end of the Memento of the Dead
to signify our Saviour's death; the lifting of the voice at Nobis quoque-to
'" R. Bauerreiss, "Gregoriusmesse," L ThK,
IV, 689 f.; Braun, Der christliche Altar,
II, 453-455.
81

How little and how seldom the idea of
sacrifice entered into the liturgical thought
of the 12th century is seen rather pointedly
in the reasons given for daily Mass in Ho
norius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 36 (PL,
CLXXII, 555) ; daily Mass is celebrated,
he says, so that (1) the laborers in the:

vineyard-that is, the priests only-might
be able to communicate ; (2) that neophytes
might be included in the Body of Christ
(by the Baptismal Communion; cf. A.
Landgraf, ZkTh, LXVI [1942]119-131);
and (3) that the memoria Passio11is might
remain alive amongst the faithful.
80 The explanation of the Mass in a Stutt
gart MS. of the 15th century; Franz, 705.
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signify the cry of the captain of the guard; the five crosses at the doxology
concluding the canon-to signify the five wounds; the anticipation of the
commingling-as symbol of the Resurrection-so that the greeting Pax

Domini might appear as the greeting of the risen Saviour; the lifting of
hands and eyes before the last blessing-after the model of our Lord before
the Ascension."'
This consideration of the 1\Iass as an epiphany, although brought to the
fore by the allegorizing pattern, received, at one point at least, a further
impetus and enforcement when, at the turn of the twelfth century, the
practice of elevating host and chalice after the consecration came into
being." All our bodily eyes can see of Christ in the Eucharist is the sacra
mental covering and wrapping beneath which His Body and Blood are
concealed, but medieval man was so eager .. to view even this, that various
devices were employed to render possible this perception of the Sacrament.'''
Out of the distant past, eucharistic thought had gradually taken a new
turn, so that from the time of Isidore and the controversies of the ninth
century it began little by little to look upon the Sacrament (omitting its
symbolism) almost entirely from the viewpoint of the Real Presence."'
This Presence and the mode of its achievement were the topics on which
theologians focused their attention more and more. Since Anselm of Laon
(d. 1117) and William of Champeaux (d. 1121) theological teaching had
become more clear and precise, namely that in the Sacrament not only
were the Body or the Blood of Christ present, but the whole Christ, lotus
Christus, was present."" Thus a formula was attained which blended well
with the popular eagerness, nursed by allegory, to look at the Eucharist.
The people had learnt that at Holy Mass the Blessed Sacrament was not
so much a thing, Christ's Body and Blood as sacrificial gift and sacrificial
meal, to be offered up prayerfully and received devoutly, but rather a

person, the person of the Lord, to be accompanied thoughtfully on His path
of redemption. Thus the contemplation of the Christ of history and His
earthly-ethical appearance (thoughts which had grown more and more
prominent in the popular consciousness since the time of St. Bernard)""
could mingle with the contemplation of the Eucharist, and strengthen inter
est therein...
A like trend was produced by the defense against heretical agitation
"'For further details see infra, Parts III
an d IV.
84 The records of the origin and develop
ment of the rite will be studied in Vol. II,
Chs. 2, 13.
""Cf. A. L. Mayer, "Die heilbringende
Schau in Sitte und Kult," Heilige Uber
lie/erwzg, lid. Hcrwegen zztm silbenzen
Alitsjubiliium (Munster, 1938), 234-262.
"'E. Dumoutet, Le desir de voir /'hostie
(Paris, 1926) ; P. Browe, Die Verehrung
der Euchm·istie im Mittelalter (Munich,

1933), 26 ff., 49 ff.; Mayer, op. cit., 255262.
87 Cf. H. de Lubac, Corpusm)•sticttm (Paris,
1944), especially the comprehensive medi
tation, "du symbole a Ia dialectique," pp.
255-284.
""Geiselmann, Die Abendmalzlslclzre, 80 ff.
•• Cf. the deductions regarding St. Bernard's
delineation of Christ in W. Kahles, Rad
bert zmd Bcmlzard ( Emsdetten, 1938).
90 Still the older forms of speech continued
to prevail. We still say festzmt Corporis
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during the same period. The heresy of Berengarius of Tours (d. 1088),
whose rationalistic explaining-away of. the Real Presence had been con
demned by various synods, was only a remote attack. The controversy
raised by him had hardly gone beyond theological or clerical circles. Here,

in any case, and especially in the monasteries, the greatest care was from
this time on devoted to the forms with which the Sacrament was sur

rounded; prescriptions about the choice and preparation of the materials,
the custom of keeping the fingers together which-after a special cleansing

-had touched the Sacrament, the detailed rules for the ablution of the

fingers and of the vessels after Communion."'

But in the wider ranks of the people a deep impact was first caused

after the rise of the neo-Manichean heresy of the twelfth century which
had been aroused over the wealth of a Church become a feudal institution.

The heresy had grown particularly conspicuous and rank as Albigensian
ism. Along with its almost complete denial of the hierarchy and of the

sacraments, it had rejected belief in the Eucharist... Here indeed was a
struggle for the souls of men! The very word for heretic in German,

Ketzer ( Cathari), which originated at the time, suggests this very point

edly. The new teaching, with its ideal of a poor church and the primitive

simplicity of its statements, was indeed alluring. It explained the Blessed
Sacrament outright as simply bread, purum panem ..; it regarded its own

blessing of bread as an equivalent substitute for the Eucharist.

On the Catholic side, however, even in the twelfth century, we begin to

hear accounts of eucharistic miracles."' In place of the species of bread,
our Lord was seen in His own human appearance. Even if these accounts

cannot withstand critical examination, still they are professions of faith

all the more emphatic because couched in the realistic language of the
people.... Here again is a clear expression of that longing to see what is con
cealed in the Sacrament. Even if the ordinary Christian acknowledges his
unworthiness to be favored by the visible appearance of the Redeemer,
he will at least want to see the outward veil beneath which He lies hid.

Christi and the new elevation hymn uses
the words Ave verum Corpus (infra, Vol.
II, Ch. 2, 13). On the other hand see the
formulas used to designate the Sacrament
before Communion, e.g., in the Rituale of
Bishop Henry I of Breslau
Ch. 3, 12).

(infra, Vol. II,

Another usage, very widespread in the
later Middle Ages, substituted simply
"God" for "Christ." Even Berthold of
Regensburg (d. 1272) had already pre
ferred the term Gottesleichnam (Go d ' s
body) ; cf. his sermons, ed. Pfeiffer, II,
87 ff.
01 Infra, Vol. II, Chap. I, 3; 2, 13; 3, 16.
.. G. G. Grant, S.J ., "The elevation of the

host a reaction to twelfth century heresy,"
Theological S tudies, I (1940), 228-250.
"'Radulphus Ardens (d. 12 15), Serm. in
dam. 8 post Tri11. (PL, CLV, 2011).
"'Grant, 247 f. Cf. P. Browe, Die eucha
ristischen Wunder des Mittela/ters ("Bres
lauer Studien zur hist. Theologie," N.F. 4;
Bresl au , 1938).
""Abbot Eckebert of Schonau (d. 1184),
Serm. 1 1, 15 (PL, CXCV, 93 f.) confronts
the Cathari with the story of St. Gregory's
Mass (cf. supra, p. 116). Alanus ab In
sulis (d. 120 3 ), CoHira luereticos, I, 62
(PL, CCX, 365) speaks about a great
number of eucharistic miracles which had
occurred propter in/irmitatem quo rundam .
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That was for him, at the same time a substitute for sacramental com
munion which was then seldom permitted him.
For such a view of the host the first opportunity was offered by an old
traditional rite, when at the words accepit panem the priest took the bread

in his hands, as once our Lord himself had done, and lifted it slightly.
Urged by the desire of the people, the priests emphasized and augmented
the rite. But since the interest of the people was centerd not only on the
outward act of oblation but on the presence of our Lord (which was not
yet at this moment actual), many bishops were greatly concerned lest the
people adore the bread, and so about 1210 a decree of the Bishop of Paris
introduced the regulation which determined everywhere that the priest
should elevate the Host only after the words of consecration, and so high
then that all might see and adore.
Thus the Mass acquired a new center, a new focal point, and the devo
tion of the people acquired an object which corresponded to their under
standing and to which they thenceforth clung tenaciously. To see the
celestial mystery-that is the climax of the Grail-legend in which, at this
same period, the religious longing of the Middle Ages found its poetic
expression."" And as in the Grail-legend many grace-filled results were
expected from seeing the mystery, so too at Mass.07 Esteem for this oppor
tunity to look upon the Host went to such lengths that it was placed side
by side with Holy Communion, and the question was asked, would sinners
commit a new mortal sin by looking at the sacred Host? ..
To look at the sacred Host at the elevation became for many in the later
00

Even in the oldest poetic version of the
Grail story, that of Chretien de Troyes
(circa 1168-1190), the Grail procession
formed a culmination, a climax. Here the
Grail appears as a mysterious, jewel-stud
ded vessel in which the Eucharist is brought
to the ailing King (v. 3220 ff.; cf. v. 6423).
In the brilliance that emanates from it the
light of the accompanying candles fades
away as do the stars before a bright moon.
Cf. K. Burdach, Der Gral ("Forschungen
zur Kirchen- und Geistesgeschichte," 14;
Stuttgart, 1938), 415 ff. See also A. E.
Waite, The Holy Grail, Its Legends and
Symbolism (London, 1933).
While in Chretien the miraculous, life
giving effects are still traced to the host
contained in the Grail, in the work at
tributed to Robert de Barron (about the
turn of the 12th century) and in that of
Wolfram von Eschenbach, these effects
are ascribed to the Grail itself, and are
produced by looking at it. Burdach, 456 f.,

475, 516.
But about Burdach's attempt to trace the

main elements of the Grail legend to the
Greek liturgy we must say what M. Lot
Borodine said about the more precise thesis
outlined by E. Anitschkof in three articles
in Romania, LVI (1930) to LIX (1933);
cf. the notice in JL, XIII (1935), 402 f.
"' It is in the first decade of the 13th cen
tury that mention is first made of the won
derful effects of gazing at the Eucharist;
see Dumoutet, Le desir de voir l'hostie, 18£.
There is a startling parallel here, but the
notion that the efficacy of the vision of the
Grail was transferred to the Eucharist is
rightly repudiated by Dumoutet, op. cit.,
27f.
08 Dumoutet, 18-25; Browe, Die Verehrung
der Eucharistie im Mittelalter, 59-61. The
question was answered by theologians in
the negative. Still those who were under
excommunication or interdict were some
times expressly forbidden even to look at
the Eucharist; it was to get around this
prohibition that now and then the persons
concerned made holes in the church walls.
Browe, 61 f.
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:Middle Ages the be-ali and end-all of Mass devotion. See the Body of
Christ at the consecration and be satisfied! In the cities people ran from
church to church, to see the elevated Host as often as possible,00 since rich
rewards could be expected from such a practice.")() People even started law
suits to ensure their getting a favorable view of the altar.'0' There are
examples of congregations where the majority of the faithful waited for
the sance-bell signalling the approach of the consecration before they
entered the church and then after the elevation they rushed out as quickly
as they had come in.102
Of course such abuses were discountenanced, but the underlying usage
itself gradually obtained ecclesiastical approval.", Great preachers knew
how best to inculcate the right attitude. Berthold of Regensburg in one of
his sermons on the l\Iass cried out: "At the elevation of the Sacrament the
priest seems to be saying three things to you: See the Son of God who, for
your sakes, shows His wounds to the Heavenly Father; see the Son of God
who, for your sakes, was thus lifted on the Cross; see the Son of God who
will come to judge the living and the dead."'"' For this reason some wanted
the elevation of the sacred Host at this spot to be not a mere momentary
lifting but an actual "showing" lasting some time, so that the congregation
could greet and worship the Body of the Lord in prayerful song. The cere
mony might even be repeated at other places in the :Mass-at the end of
the canon
or after the Agnus Dei '"'-and it was not to be omitted even
on Good Friday.'07 On the other hand, naturally, warnings about modera
1"'

tion had to be given, since some priests seemed to know no bounds.'os
""Browe, 6o-6R
100
A G raz MS. of the 1 5th century indi
cate s that on th at day, among- ot her thing s,
one will not l os e one's eyesight, will not
starve, will not meet a su dde n death; that

1\'ords will be
Franz, 10.1: d. 70.

heedless

f org i v e n,

etc.

the Holy Euclrarist in Great Britain (Lon
don, 1908), 100-102.
100

Thus the ancient elevation of host and
chalice grew into a s o rt of "showing," tied
in oft e n with the Pater 11ostcr; sec i11fra,
Vol. II, Chap. 3, 2.

100

Thus for a time the Dominicans; Browe,

It coulrl happen-as it dirl in Englanrl·-

63. This was but an augmentation of the
custom they still have at pre sent of hol di ng

that if the celebrant dirl not elevate the

the host over th e chalice from the A.f/llllS

'"' Dumoutet, 67 f.

host high e nough, the people 1\'ould cry
out: "Hold up, Sir

it

a

J ohn,

ho ld up. Heave

littl e high e r . " Fortescue, Tire Jtlass,

.141 f.

102

They rush out of the ch11t'ch

!Jci to the Com munion ; see i11 jra, Vol. II,
Chap. 3, 7.
The Oj!iciarirtm Clrrali•rrtrn of Autun,
printed in 1503, opposes such customs with

quasi

diabo

the injunction that the host is to he sho wn

lum vidissrnt, is the moan of the Franciscan

only once, because Christ was cruci fieri on l y

Michael de Hungaria, Srnnnnrs dominica
lcs ( Hagenau, 1498), Scrn1. 7 4; Dumoutet ,

once, but it adds: qrtamvis

69. A sim ilar complaint is registered by
\Ve stphal ian preacher; F ra n z . 18.

a

""

Theolog ians manifested a certain reserve
as early as the end of t h e 14th century ; the
p eopl e ' s interest l agged after the 16th. Du
mout et , 29 ff.

10'

Franz, 744. Cf. Bridgett, A

History of

sccwrdum ali

quos Irina fiat ostcnsio propter crucijixio11CIIl lin!lrwrrtm Jud(['orum dicc11lium, Cru

cifiqc; Dumoutet,

55.

'm

Browe, 64. The practice is re t ained to this
very presen t.

'"'Browe, 63 f. The re were even ecclesi 
siatics who took a st ipend for these longer
"showings"; Dumo utet , 70 f.
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However, it was not long before this "showing" was freed from its con
nection with the Mass, and, with the introduction of the monstrance, was
transferred to other occasions. From the beginning of the fourteenth cen
tury it became customary to carry the Blessed Sacrament, unconcealed,
in solemn procession through the streets on the feast of Corpus Christi, a
feast which had come to the fore since 1246 as a result of the new move
ment.10• Then, during the high l\Iass that followed, It was allowed to
remain on the altar; this was continued through the entire octave, and
sometimes the solemn exposition was extended through the whole period
of the choral office in this festival season."" During this same fourteenth
century it even became customary to leave the Blessed Sacrament exposed
on other feast-days of tlie year, especially on :Maundy Thursday, in con
nection with the Votive l\Iass of the Blessed Sacrament.m
l\Ia�s before the Blessecl Sacrament exposed, which then became custom
ary and which, after the Reformation, along with the rest of the exposition
cult-again as a protest against heresy-was given a new impetus, was
from then on the most striking expression of the fact that in the whole
course of the ::\lass-liturgy interest and understanding was still centered
mostly on the moment of consecration. There was still a desire that this
moment and the corresponding elevation of the Host might be stretched
out through the whole l\Iass.112 Roman legislation had always held aloof
from these efforts which had, in the years to follow, grown to great pro
portions particularly in the south; for such things Rome allowed very little
leeway.m
Towards the end of the l\Iiddle Ages there arose, out of the same zeal
for honoring the Blessed Sacrament, a rite which penetrated everywhere
'"" Browe, 98 f.
''''I bid. . 154 f.

properly only a decorative framework for
the accomplishment of the Sacrament was

"' Bm\\'(:, 141-154. In Klosterneuburg a
\\T e k ly snlcmn Voti,·e �lass in honor of
the Dks>ecl S acr a m e nt was instituted as
early a s I2��; Schabes, Aile /ituryischc
(;cl>riiltchc, 71.

alitcr isti, Cuius ad omatu111 patrcs franc

given rather unreserved utterance in the

metric al Pastorale nm·rllum of t he Bero
mtinster choirmaster, f{ndolf von Licbenegg
(d. I332): ft1issa sacramento scn·it spcci

In my own native parish, Taufers in the

constitucrunt, Pn['(ipuc Jacobus ct nasi/ius

Pustertal, during my youth it was still cus

<•cncr01zdi. Franz, 488. Cf. in a similar vein

tPmary every Thursday to celebrate this

here the choice nf Thursday makes it plain

Heinrich von Hcssen (d. J:l97); ibid., 518.
See Code x J ur. Can., c. 1274 and t he nu
merous sources not eel there. Cf. J. Kramp,
f!urharistia. Essa_1'S on J:wharistic Litur[!)'
and Devotion (t1·ans. \Vm. Busch; St. Paul,

that the reason for the custom was thank

1926), I11-157.

\"oti\'e �lass, the so-called "Piinstagamt,"
as a 111issa ca n ta ta with exposition. The
practice was discontinued in I 910. Vlhile

fulness for the institution of the Blessed
Sacrament, there arc to this day parishes

in the .Alpine countries where every day
there is celebrated either a Requiem or a
"Scycmuessc," that is, a German Sillg
mt·ssc before the Sacrament exposed.
m The notion that the whole liturgy was

113

Nicholas of

(usa

(circa

1400-1464),

when sent by l\icholas Vas papal lrgatc to
Northern Germany and the Netherlands,
I450-1452, took a very determined stand
against the practices of long expositions
and exposition 1fasscs (outside of Corpus
Christi). Browe. Die Verchruug, 170-I72.
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and changed the outward picture of the Mass-liturgy between consecration
and Communion, ornamenting and enlivening it in remarkable fashion
the genuflection before and after every touching of the Blessed Sacrament.
This was not known before the fourteenth century."' Thus at this very late
date there was transferred to the Blessed Sacrament a token of honor
which-like the use of lights and incense, and throne and baldachin--orig
inated in princely ceremonial and from thence had long ago been taken
over into the liturgy as an honor to persons."'
A clear parallel to the conception and presentation of the Mass-liturgy
as a dramatic play which appeals primarily to the eyes of the onlooker
was to be found in the efforts made to enrich also the audible side of the
liturgical action.
Gregorian Chant had already achieved a great height in the eighth
century, especially in Rome itself. Not a few Frankish and Anglo-Saxon
clerics, coming to Rome, had taken the trouble to procure from Rome
buoks and teachers of the ecclesiastical chant. It was an art-song rich in
melodies, demanding a schola properly trained, but-save for the accom
paniment of boy voices singing an octave higher-strictly built on the
principle of unison. But even in the last years of the Carolingian period
the first waves of ornamental enrichment had risen. At that, it affected
chiefly only the text.""
The long melismas or series of notes, often· built upon a single syllable,
seemed to have had little appeal to Germanic tastes. So new texts were
created in which each syllable corresponded to a note of the given melody.
This is the original form of the so-called tropes. They were sung as deco
rative covering by one part of the choir, while the rest of the singers sang
the foundation text to the same melody. In the tenth century they had
spread everywhere, on festive occasions accompanying first the Proper
parts of the Mass, later on also the Ordinary, from introit and Kyrie
right through to the end of the Mass, sometimes including also the Ite
missa est. At the same time, corresponding phrases were inserted in the
traditional melody along with the corresponding text, or-especially in
the introit-introductory phrases preceded the melody. A very special
case was the sequence which arose out of the many-toned melodies of the
alleluia. It then acquired an independent existence, was developed far and
wide during the �fiddle Ages, and produced thousands of poems. It is
noteworthy that Rome and Italy, which showed the greatest reserve
towards Gothic art, were also very reluctant to admit the sequences which
'"See

infra,

Vol. II, Chap. 2, 13.

"" A genuflection is still prescribed for the
clergy whenever they pass before the bishop;
Ca'remoniale episc., I, 18, 3. The relation
to the ancient "�<poc;xuYlJ<nc; is made clear in
Ordo Rom. VIJJ (8th century), n. 7, which
enjoins upon the candidate for episcopal

consecration a triple prostratio before the
pope.
"" Ursprung, Die kath. Kirchemnusik, 6775; Wagner, Einfiihrwrg, I, 248-299; Gus
tave Reese, Music in the Middle Ages (New
York, 1940), 185-193. The exact origin of
the tropes and sequences has not yet been
determined with sufficient clarity.
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were the very first metrical productions to be introduced into the Mass.
Since as a rule only new texts were under consideration, this enrichment
of the liturgy was generally of value only to clerics who understood Latin.
But new melodies too, were composed, especially after the year 1000,
melodies for those texts which were repeated at every Mass, the texts of
the Ordinary. Up to this time the chants of the Ordinary had the same
simple recitative character as the altar chants of the priest; in fact, they
were often only continuations of these117--or like the acclamations and
responses from which they differed only in length.1.1• They were little more
than elevated speech, relieved by certain cadences. Everyone could there
fore take part in them.

A corroboration of what has been said is found in the fact that only by
way of exception is the schola cantorum mentioned as carrying these mel
odies."" It is true that even in the Carolingian period they were not as a
rule sung by the people-excepting perhaps the Sanctus-but they were
at least at this time and, in general, also in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, reserved for the clerics in the sanctuary who formed the choir.""
The trained singers who sang the chants of the Proprium would naturally
take the lead here, and as the chants of the Ordinary grew more ornate,
gradually take over. This was the case with the Kyrie as early as the tenth
and eleventh centuries. The songs of the fore-Mass thus assumed a greater
importance than those of the Mass proper.= Richer melodies for the

In this class belongs the Gregorian Mass
numbered XVIII in the Kyriale, still used
at present on ferias in Advent and Lent
and, with changes, at Requiems.
1lB Actually not only the Kyrie, but also the
Sanctus, Benedictus and Agnus Dei have
an acclamatory quality at least in a wider
sense, and even the Gloria is composed in
good part of acclamatory materials.
110
This is the case, in part, in the Roman
Ordi11es, espeCially clear in that of St.
Amand (Duchesne, Christian Worship,
456, 458) and in the Roman city Ordo XI,
n. 18 (PL, LXXVIII, 1032 f.).
lJIO Wagner's opinion, expressed in Einfuhr
tmg, I, 61, that by the 11th/12th century
the choir displa.:ed not only the people but
also the clergy at singing, cannot be sus
tained, at least in this general form. True,
the authors do usually ascribe the singing
to the chorus, but as a rule this included
not only the schola caut omm but all the
clergy present in "choir." This is especially
plain in John of Avram;:hes, De off. eccl.
(PL, CXLVII, 38; cf. 36ff.): the kiss of
peace is given in utroque choro, and then
at once the chorus sings the Agnus Dei.
Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 2 (PL,
n•

CCXIII, 96 f.), in describing the singing
of the Kyrie, uses chorus and clerus as
synonymous.
But there is another terminology, to be
noticed in Honorius Augustod., Gemma
an., I, 6, 7, 16, 19, 23, etc. (PL, CLXXII,
545, etc.), where a distinction is made be
tween the chorus as a singing choir and the
clentS.

In our study of the individual chants of
the Ordinary we will have the occasion
to note that the clergy still undertook
them as late as the 12th and 13th cen
turies. Of a lay element in the choirs the
liturgists of this period as yet make no
mention.
121 This distinction, in which the considera
tions that led to the silence of the canon
continue to function, was consciously kept
in view for a long time. Even polyphony
was restricted at first to the texts of the
fore-Mass; Ursprung, Die Kath. Kirchen
musik, 121. Likewise Nicholas of Cusa, in
the course of the reform he undertook as
papal legate, wanted to restrict the use of
the organ to the Mass of the Catechumens;
ibid., 163 f. He made the :;arne demand as
bishop of Brixen; G. Bickell, Synodi Brixi-
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Sanctus and Agnus Dei were not created until somewhat later. The Gloria
and Credo retained a simple, psalmodic-recitative character even in the
new forms they now acquired.= Still the musical ornamentation of the
chants of the Ordinary had become so elaborate by the time of St. Bernard
(d. 1153) that, under the reform of church music begun with his coopera
tion, it was thought these forms would have to be banned from use in
churches of his order.= At that time the chants of the Ordinary were not
conceived as units. The oldest example of a chant Mass comprehending
all its parts as a unit is one originating about the end of the thirteenth
century, a Mass still frequently sung, the Missa de Angelis.m
Gradually chorus begins to mean something new. It turns into a choir
of singers separated from the clergy, often composed of laics, and inde
pendent even as regards its place in the church. First it rambled to the
rood-loft, the high reading- and singing-gallery often found in Gothic struc
tures in place of the sanctuary enclosure between the choir and the nave,
and elevated in its entire width. Later it finally wandered to the upper
gallery which was built at the back of the church.
Polyphony begins to take on some importance in Church music. The
first attempts at counterpoint, starting in the ninth century, affected only
the songs of the Proprium. These attempts resulted from the use of a sec
ond voice singing an accompaniment to the main melody at the interval
of a fourth or fifth. The text might be with a trope or without. And the
accompanying voice-vox organalis-might be an instrument."" In the
twelfth century it is the cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris that takes the
lead. On festive occasions the gradual or alleluia was sung not to the chant
melody alone, but a second or even a third or fourth voice was added here
and there in a free independent movement. And sometimes, where an over
elaborate melisma presented the opportunity, a special text, often even one
in the vernacular, was added to the proper one."" Of a similar sort, but of
course not so high a rank was the song art of the travelling singers who,
we are told, were wont to sing their verses at Mass super Sanctus et Agnus

Dei.= Such music seemed to suit the time which liked this type of light
11e1LSes see c. XV (Innsbruck, 1880), 34.
The same idea, in a new dress, is pro
rosed today by E. Drinkwelder, O.S.B., Die
Grundfunktiolt der Gesiinge im Amt: Heil
iger Dienst, II (Salzburg, 1948), 143-145.
= Ursprung, 57 f.
,.. Ibid., 93.
m Ibid., 58.
""Ibid., 116 ff.; cf. also Eisenhofer, I, 231233. Further notes on organum and dis
cant in G. Reese, Music in the Middle
Ages (N. Y., 1940 ) , 249-330.
""' The so-called "motets" ; see the tables in
Ursprung, 129f., with examples from MSS.
of the 13th/14th centuries. A late German

example is presented in a Klosterneuburg
MS. of 1551; here the Easter Mass Resur
rexi has a polyphonic setting with an upper
voice accompanying the Latin text with the
German Easter hymn, Christ ist erstanden;
Schabes, 150. See the discussion in Gustave
Reese, Music i1t the Middle Ages (New
York, 1940), 311 ff.
""The Synod of Trier (1227), can. 9
(Mansi, XXIII, 3 3). Other synods which
forbade the appearance of ioculatores, tru
tanni or goliardi in Browe, Die Pfticht
kommunion, 97.
There was even some consideration of
refusing players and ballad-singers Com-
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embellishment. But it was a dangerous road to take. So warning voices
were raised to safeguard the seriousness of the traditional ecclesiastical
chant and even to induce the ecclesiastical authority to take a definite
stand.""'
As a matter of fact the art of Church music did again confine itself to
stricter bounds during the last centuries of the Middle Ages. It was satis
fied-especially in Germany-to accompany the Gregorian Chant melodies
at holyday services, even (and later, especially) the music of the Ordinary,
with a form of falso bordone, as it was the practice to do-and is still done
today in many churches-in psalmody.= By the fourteenth century the
organ had been perfected enough to make its entrance everywhere in the
larger churches, provided no stricter principles stood in the way, and
could perform a like duty."., About this same time in France the first
example of l\1ass composition in our modern sense begins to appear
compositions in which all the parts of the Ordinary of the lI
\ ass, from
Kyrie to Agnus Dei are set to polyphony and are no longer bound down

to the Gregorian Chant, even though chant melodies are used as a canto
jermo or are interwoven with the harmony."' When, in 13 77, the papal
court returned with Pope Gregory XI from Avignon to Rome, the papal
singers brought the art of polyphony with them to Italy. Slowly the new
art spread to other countries. It did not get the same joyous reception
everywhere; thus Swiss monasteries were very reserved in their attitude,
and at St. Gall it was banned from divine service even as late at 1560.132
But all in all a new period had begun in the history of Church music and
in the history of the external embellishment of the liturgy."•
munion; ibid., 93 ff. Cf. W. Biiumker,
Zur Gcschichte der Tonkunst (Freiburg,
1881)' 106-122.
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In this connection an enactment of the
II Ec. Council of Lyons (1274) is often
cited (but hardly with right) ; amongst
other things it forbids publica parlamenta
(Mansi, XXIV, 99 A) ; a reference to
singing (quod . . . ars cant us melius do c ere
tur) is found in the Appendix, III, 1 (ibid.,
XXIV, 130 B). More emphatic is one of
the decretals of John XXII of 1324-5,
which does not condemn polyphony out
right but does expressly forbid that the
plainsong melodies be smothered triplis et
motetis vulgaribus; Corpus fur. Can.,
E.rtrav. comm. III, I (Friedberg, II, 1256).
Cf. Ursprung, 138f. This decretal and other
references to church music conveniently
available in O:rford History of Music, ed.
H. E. Wooldridge, (2nd ed., 1929), 1,290ff.
""'Ursprung, 141 f. For a study of faux
bourdon and English discant see Reese,
398 ff.

J.:JO

Ursprung, 163 f.

'"'- Ursprung, 147 f.; P. Wagner, Geschichte
der Messe, I (Kleine Handbiicher der
Musikgeschichte, XI, I; Leipzig, 1913).
A study of Machaut's Mass and the Messe
de Toumai in Reese, 356.
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\Vagner, Geschichte der Messe, 27, note.

How sweeping this change was is seen,
for instance, in the choice of the patrons of
music. In the high tide of the Chant it was
St. Gregory the Great ; at the start of the
polyphonic era it was John the Baptist (at
whose birth his father had been given back
his speech). But now the heavenly patron
age is switched to St. Cecilia, on account
of the words cantantibus organis in her
Office, although amongst the Irish her mu
sical association had long been cultivated.
All in all the development in the musical
world as well as in the entire later medieval
culture was from unity and simplicity to
plurality and multiplicity. B. Ebel, "Die
Kirchenmusik als sinnbildlicher Ausdruck
133
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During the years that followed, the chants of the Proprium, whose texts
were built up on the lyrical materials of the psalms and which had been
knowingly inserted into the "rest" period s of the service as an artistic ele
ment, retained the archaic simplicity of their ancient traditional Gregorian
melodies."' But the un assu ming acclam atory phrases, in which ori ginally
the people were able to frame their cries of prayer and praise, or in which
at any rate, represented by the clergy, they professedly resumed and con

tinued the altar chants of the priest-these were fitted out in the pomp
of polyphony."" Even if these latter texts (with the exception perhaps of
the Credo which arose out of the doctrinal struggle of the East, the recita
tion of which was in part at least quite prosaic ), because of the pithine�s
of the words, pro ved favorable to an artistic hand ling and were not ill
fitted for the musical development of their contents, still it was precisely
this artistic elevation above the ordinary plane that put them beyond the

reach of the people who were called upon to cooperate, and so to a cer tai n
extent the texts d eparted from their proper fu nction .
In view of the foreign language of the liturgy, the only possible pathway
was again the s tres sing of the Ordinarium, since there was no question, in
general, of creating new texts."" Throu gh the development of these various
choral }fasseO', a road was opened to getting away from the traditional
melodies. The texts were always the same, and their meaning could easily
be explaind even to people not knowing Latin; hence these texts lent sup
po r t to the propagation or �pread which came about through their new

musical setting. Their constant repetition made their performance rather
easy. And if the Sanctus and Benedictus especially filled in with their

sound the vacancy left in the canon, this was a compensation to the hear
ing of the congregation for whom the basic tone of the eucharistia was thus
once more rightfully re stored where it had been barred by the silence of
the canon and, fundamentally, by the insertion of the intercessory prayers.

12. The Close of the Middle Ages and the
Tridentine Reform
The designation of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as the "autumn
of the l\Iiddle Ages" (Huizinga) proved to be exceptionally apt in th e
history of the liturgy and not least in that of the l\Iass. There is indeed a
rich and manifold growth, as we have just seen exemplified in Church music.
dcr Gcmein�chaft dcr Heiligen im Wandel
dcr Zeitcn." Li!Hrg.

Lcbc11, V ( 1938), 223-

233, esp. 230 ff.
""The c.nly exception was the Rl'qltiem

which still incorporates both Ordinary and
Proper.
'"" \\'agner,

Einfiihr1111g, I, 61, arriv e s at

this judgment from a different viewpoint:

"This evolution of things brought about no
special gain."

An exception is to be found in the songs
at the consecration and, partly, in the new
Communion songs (infra, Vol. II, Chap. 2,
13 and 3, 14) .
1""
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New forms, new inferences are continually being developed. But the infer
ences are developed only from what is already at hand. There is no cutting
back to the living roots, no springing forth of new, healthy growths. Scho
lastic theology produced nothing for the liturgy of the l\Iass or for a better
understanding of it. So the forms appear over-ripe, the growth becomes
dry and withered.
But all this does not hold so true for the text of the l\Iass ordo. Even
though here too, especially outside Italy, the preparatory prayers, the ver
sicles and invocations of the prayers at the foot of the altar, the blessings
at the offertory, the hymnic greetings before the Communion have become
prevalent, still, since they are all the silent prayers of the priest, this is
all more or less in the background. However, within the ambit of the
Ordinary there were some things that fit more surely into the description
we have given-the musical expansion mentioned in the last chapter and
the increase in the forms by which the Sacrament is venerated.
Reverence for the Sacrament led to a change in policy regarding the
handling of the sacred Host by lay people. No lay hand was allowed to
touch it, even if that meant depriving a dying person of Viaticum. It was
a very special favor when Popes of the fourteenth century gave to princes

in certain instances the permission to touch the chalice on Communion
days with their bare hands.' In the late l\Iiddle Ages the corporal was often
shown honor that amounted to superstition.2 For the washing of the cor
poral special prayers were composed." In this same connection we might
note that the chapters on the pericula or dejectus which might occur in
the Mass grew larger and larger. The early medieval period had already
considered certain contingencies, like spilling the chalice or dropping a
particle, and had prescribed stern punishments for them.' Now pertinent
mistakes and defects are discussed and decided with reference to theology
and from the practical viewpoint of what to do so that due reverence will
be shown towards the Sacrament in every instance. Innocent III had con
sidered certain cases at some length • and St. Thomas devotes an Article
of his Summa to them.• But new pcricula were constantly being discovered
-even such as: what if the Lord should appear in specie carnis vel pueri !'
-and for each, corresponding instructions were given.•
1

Browe, "Die Sterbekommunion im Alter

tum und l\Iittelalter," ZkTh, LX (1936),
13.

2 Franz, 8 8 - 92 .
Breviarium of Linkiiping of the year
1493 (J. Freisen, 1\fmlllale Li11copcnse,

3

Paderborn, 1904, p. XIX).
'P. Browe, "Liturgische Delikte und ihre
Bestrafung irn �fittelalter." Tlzeologie 11.
(,"Iaube, XXVIII (1936), 53-64.
'·Innocent III, Des. alt. mysterio, IV, 11;
16; 24; 31 f. (PL, CCXVII, 863; 873;
�;77 f.). Cf. also the work attributed to Odo

of Paris, Pra:a pta SJ'Ilod., c. 22 ff. ( M ansi,
XXII, 681 f.).

• Thomas Aquinas, Summa thcol., III, 83, 6.
7

Franz, 474, note 1 ; Beck, 330.
Bernard de Parentinis drvotes to the

pcricula the third of three main sections
of his exposition of the Mass (ab. 1340);
Franz, 505 f. Cf. also ibid., 491, 605.
• A selection of the useful portion has been
inserted in our �Iissal as the chapter De
defectibus in cclebratione missarum occttr
rmtibus.
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Of course here it was often only a lack of proportion--too much of a
good thing! But considerable consequences were to be feared from the
one-sided discussions and the unenlightened and isolated popularizing of
another phase in the teaching of the Mass, the phase of the effects of the
Mass. That the Mass not only offers God due honor but also redounds to
the welfare of living and dead was already a conviction of Christian an
tiquity. But now this side of the sacrifice comes to the fore. In the declining
Middle Ages it becomes the m:2in theme of sermons on the Mass.• Formal
enumerations of the fruits of the Mass are compiled, especially of those
fruits which derive from a devout hearing of Holy Mass.'• Such enumera
tions first appear in the thirteenth century. People were satisfied then with
four or f1ve or six points, with the spiritual effects foremost." But soon it
became ten fruits, finally twelve. The editor of a German version of them
made the remark that "the formulas for the fruits of the Mass take on a
more gross appearance the nearer they stand to the end of the Middle
Ages.""' For each of the spiritual effects a Father of the Church is cited
in support-no matter how incredible the effect may sound." Although
contemporary theology did not approve such exaggerations, still they were
able to flourish unimpeded in the homiletic and devotional liturature of
the day. That meant the people were encouraged to zealous attendance at
Holy Mass, but also they were lulled into a false security, as though the
salvation of their souls could be assured by merely hearing Mass."
With this exaggerated description of the effects of the Mass, another
fact is intimately connected, the Votive Mass. Towards the end of the
Middle Ages t,here appear numerous new formularies.15 And they are aro.

Franz, 738 f.
A considerable portion in Franz, 36-72:

10

The "Fruits" of the Mass, is devoted to
this matter. Cf. also supra, p. 117.
11 Franz, 37 f. The heart of the matter is
found in the following assurances : One
returns from Mass quasi deificus, minor
peccato, confortatus contra diabolum, feli
cior quam prius.
12
Franz, 40.
,. Thus Augustine is saddled with the state
ment that during the time one hears Mass
one does not grow older; Franz, 51; cf. 57.
Other fruits are these: after hearing Mass
one's food tastes better; one will not die a
sudden death; the souls in Purgatory will
not have to suffer while one is hearing
Mass for them, etc. In a poetic rendering
which appeared about the 14th century, the
first of the fruits of the Mass is thus de
scribed : If one owned all that sun and moon
shone upon, and he gave it all to the poor,
and if he wandered over the face of the
earth, in heat and cold, in hunger and thirst,

that would not do his soul as much good as
the hearing of one Mass ; Franz, 48 f.
Similar

presentations

of

the

virtutes

missarmn circulated in England; see ex
amples in Simmons, The Lay Folks Mass

Book, 131 f.; 366-371.
As a rule the emphasis was laid on a
devout attendance in the state of grace. A
portion of these assurances was trans
ferred to the devout looking at the Host;
see supra, Chapter 11, note 100.
14 See the conclusion in Franz, 71 f. Also
ibid., 61-71, a theological discussion of each
of the medieval "fruits of the Mass."
16 To those already at hand are added for
mularies of Masses against various sick
nesses, against dangers to right and prop
erty, against attacks by an enemy, and
especially formularies in honor of tno!e
saints who were honored as patrons and
protectors in these various situations; see
the thorough treatment in Franz, 115-217;
numerous examples also in Ferreres, His
toria del Misal Rommw, 350-376.
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ranged in marked and defined series, the particular order of the Masses
being thought to obtain certain specified results. The start of this custom
of a series of Masses is traced to the Dialogues of St. Gregory the Great,
where we read-though without a particular significance being attached to
the numbers--that Mass was said for a deceased person in one case for
seven days in a row, in another for thirty.'" This example had successors
all through the medieval period.17 But it was not till the last few centuries
that any arrangement was decided upon and carefully planned out. Series
are stipulated for 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 30 Masses, even for 41, 44 or 45, for the
benefit of the dead and also for the wishes and intentions of the living.

For each Mass a specified formula ; independent of the day's Mass, is pre
scribed; sometimes, too, a specified number of candles and a specified
number of alms-gifts are stipulated.'" What was really questionable in this
practice of Mass series and Votive Masses was the assurance-recurring
time and again-of unfailing results. Such assurance could even be seen
in Mass books; Si quis positus in aliquo necessitatis articulo has triginta
missas celebraverit vel celebrare petierit, liberabitur sine mora.'"

It is hardly to be wondered at that the faithful seized upon an easy
means like this which coincided with their own mania for miracles. And
so there arose during the last centuries of the Middle Ages an unnatural
multiplication of Masses and, along with it, an unnatural increase in clergy
of whom a part, at least, derived their entire income from Masses either
through endowments (foundations or chantries) or by way of Mass sti
pends.'"' For the most part they celebrated Votive Masses or Masses for
10 Gregory the Great, Dial. IV, 55 (PL,
LXXVII, 416-421).

1

7 K. Eberle, Der Tricenarius des hl. Gre
gorius (Regensburg, 1890), 20-38.
18

Franz, 218-291; L. A. Veit, Volksfrom
mes Brauchtmn 1md Kirche im deutschen
Mittelalter (Freiburg, 1936), 26 ff.
Thus, for example, a septenary for each
day of the week included on the first day
a Mass de Trinitatc with three candles and
three alms; on the second de angelis with
nine candles and nine alms, etc.; Franz,
254, 255, 258 f., 265 ff. Other examples
oi the Gregorian !rentals and votive lists
in Bridgett, A History of the Holy Eu
charist in Great Britain, 131 ff.
'"Missal of St. Lambrecht of 1336: Kock,
34. Similar assurances in other Styrian
missals, ibid., 27; 36 f.; 41 f.; 74; 81; 83;
137; 13R; 139. Cf. Franz, 250, 262, 266,
270,278, etc. For Hungary, see Rad6, 171 f.
"'Towards the end of the Middle Ages
every town had countless "a1tarists" ("altar
thanes") who had no other duty except to

say Mass and the Office. Strassburg, for
instance, in 1521 had 120 Mass foundations;
L. Pfleger, K irchengeschichte der Stadt
Strassburg (Colmar o. ]., 1941), 172. Fur
ther details in F. Falk, "An der Wende des
15. Jh.," Hist.-pol. JJ/iitter, CXII (1893,
II), 545-559. In England Henry VIII sup
pressed 2,374 chantries just before his
death; Bridgett, History of the Eucharist,
136.
The rise of this spiritual proletariat
was a source as well as an effect of these
curious views. W. Neuss, Dus Problem
des Mittc/altcrs (Colmar o. ]., 1943) ,
26 f., shows that the increase of these city
clerics who were unemployed was associ
ated with the fact that in many of the
guilds only a specified number of crafts
men and laborers were given entry. This
gave the impulse to find some security
for the other young people of the town in
the clerical state, sometimes by means of
established foundations, but more often on
the chance of making something out of
the various Mass bequests.
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the Dead, since these the people wanted most."
This multiplicity of Masses had its effect on the rites and ceremonies.
Some of the Masses were celebrated with chant. But since in churches only
one l\Iass could be sung, a solution was worked out by which several such
�lasses could be celebrated in close succession. These were the so-called
"Boxed Masses" which followed each other in this way: one Mass was
sung to the offertory or to the Sanctus, then continued as a low Mass while
at another altar a second Mass was begun."' But the most pronounced
result of the multiplying of Masses was the increase in low Masses, since
most of them were for private requests and had no public character. This
trend to the private and the subjective, to an independence from the grand
order of things was also displayed in another abuse, namely, setting aside
the arrangement of the ecclesiastical year and confining oneself to Votive
�lasses either chosen at will or arranged according to the rules of the Mass
series."'
Even while these various conditions were setting in, Peter Cantor
(d. 119 7) was inveighing against the evil he saw coming; there would have
to be fewer churches, fewer altars, fewer and better priests."' Several later
German mystics spoke in a similar vein." John Gerson comes out publicly
again�t the nuisance. He says: Preachers who attach extravagant promises
to the l\fass are misleading the people into Judaism and promoting super
stition.'" In Germany too, voices were raised in like denunciation."" Nicholas
of Cusa gave the example of practical reform. As Bishop of Brixen, he
ordered in 1453 and 1455 that all Mass books in his diocese should be
"' The Provincial Council of Florence in
1517 imposed a penalty of two ducats upon
priests who out of avarice celebrated anni
versary Masses even on Sundays and feasts
in place of the 1I as s of the day (Mansi,

XXXV,

240).

"].

Greving, Jolw111z Ecks P/arrb11ch (Re
formationsgeschic:hte. Studien u. Texte,

4-5; 1fiinster, 1908), 81-83; ]. B. Goetz,
Das Pfarrlmch des Stephan May in Hil
f't•ltstrilz 7"oHz Jahre 1511 (same series, 4748: :.1 iinstt>r, 1928), 65, 95; cf. 24, 27; A.
(;iimhel, [)as Messnerf>fiicht/mch 11011 St.
f.nrCJz::; inN iinzbcrg im Jahre 1493 (Munich,
1928).
Berthold von Chicmscc, Keligpuchel
(Munich, 1935), Ch. 20, 9, mentions this
method of celebration as an "unbecoming
custom" which is to blame that many
think t hey can leave after the consecration.
The custom continued even down to
modern times, especially at funerals ; the
diocese of Brixen had to forbid it as late
as 1900; S:;·nodus Brixinensis (Brixen,

1900), 33 f.; and in some parishes in the
Salzburg diocese the practice lasted even
into the present century.
.. There were complaints that often only
the misslP favorabiliores, which were like
wise misstP obolaritP, were chosen; Franz,
149 ff. There is an account of priests who
never said any l.fass except that de beata
Virgine and whose action was guarded
against ecclesiastical authority even by
miracle; ibid., !52 f.
"'Petrus Cantor, Verb11m abbreviatwn, c.
28£. (PL, CCV, 102-107). A further de
mand, which is rather startling to us, was
that the offertory procession be reduced to
three or four times a year.
"' Franz, 298 f. Amongst other warnings is
this remark of Meister Eckhart: "Note
that neither blessedness nor perfection con
sist in saying or hearing a lot of Masses."
•

John Gerson, Opera (Antwerp,
521-523; Franz, 299 ff.

II,

.., Franz,

301-308; 312 f.

1706),
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assembled at certain centers, Starns, Wilten, Neustift and Innichen, and
corrected according to one stipulated unobjectionable examplar."" The use
of uncorrected books was sternly forbidden. Unfortunately men of such
energy were not to be found elsewhere. In general, the evil continued to
flourish. The holiest of the Church's possessions remained, it is true, the
center of genuine piety. But alas, the clouds and shadows surrounding this
center brought matters to such a pass that th� Institution of Jesus, that
well of life from which the Church had drawn for fifteen-hundred years,
became an object of scorn and ridicule and was repudiated as a horrible
idolatry by entire peoples.
The complaints raised by the Reformers, especially by Luther, were
aimed accurately and quite relentlessly against questionable points in
ecclesiastical praxis regarding the Mass; the fruits of the Mass, the
Votive Masses with their various values, the commerce in stipends... But
the complaints went far beyond that. Taking as his principle the Bible
alone, Luther denied the sacrificial character of the :Mass and thought in
this way to have reached the root of the trouble. The Eucharist was only
a "testament," a bequest and benefit handed us, and as such-this is
Luther's rash conclusion-in no wise a "bene-fit" or good work that we can
offer God in order to "merit" from Him something for ourselves or espe
cially for others. Therefore, the Mass cannot be read either for the living
or for the dead... All prayers in the Mass-liturgy in which there is any
mention of this, particularly of sacrifice-like the canon-are bad human
additions and must be dropped. A special work of Luther's deals with
"the abomination of the low Mass called the canon" (Von dem Greuel
der Stiilmesse so man Canon nennet, 1524). Very effective were the
charges made that Masses, especially Masses for the Poor Souls, were a
means of fleecing the people. The result was felt even in sections of
Europe which remained staunchly Catholic, so that as early as 1528 we
are told that in the church of Salzburg a hundred gratiani (priests who
lived on stipends) could formerly be maintained more easily than now
even a single one."
The reference to self-interest and superstition had made an impression.
And considering the low state of religious training, this adverse criticism
threatened to destroy in people's minds not only the excess foliage but the
very branch and root. The Mass was disregarded, despised. And nothing
was done about it. The Council of Trent did indeed accomplish one thing;
in its doctrinal definition the Council clearly distinguished between truth
G. Bickell, S)'llodi Brixillmses SG?C. XV
(Innsbruck, 1880), 37, 39 f., 53; Franz,
308.

28

211

Examples in Franz, 316-322.

M. Luther, Eyn serm on von dem newen
Tes tam en t. The passages in Franz, 314 f.
Cf. L. Fendt, Der lutherische Gottesdienst
30

des 16. !h. (Munich, 1923), 78-81; N. M.
Halmer, "Der literarische Kampf Luthers
und Melanchthons gegen das Opfer der hi.
Messe," Divus Thomas, XXI (1943), 6378.
"'Berthold von Chiemsee, Tewtsche Theo
logey (Munich, 1528), ch, 66, 6; Franz,
324.
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and error and declared the objective character of the Sacrifice of the Mass
as something more than a mere reminder of the Sacrifice of the Cross or
a mere Communion rite. Thus the foundations of Catholic liturgy were
secured. But a reform was also needed, a reform which would attack the
ecclesiastical praxis of the celebration of Mass and, not least, take cogni
zance of the Mass books which had in many ways become a jungle."
According to the law then in force, the diocesan and ecclesiastical prov
inces were called upon to undertake such a reform provided only they did
not touch the ancient traditional Roman core of the Mass book, particu
larly the canon. Thus the provincial synod of Trier in 1549 commanded
that in all the dioceses of the province the diocesan missal alone should be
standard, or if there was none, the Trier missal should... Something similar
was prescribed in Mainz, along with the demand that every diocese have
its missal checked and corrected by experts, so that some common arrange
ment might be reached in the whole province."' But neither here nor in any
other church province was a program, so carefully circumscribed, ever put
through. The demand for the reform of the Mass book itself was expressed
in the German Reichstag at Speyer in 1526, long before any synod even
thought of it. The demand could not be refused.
About the same time there was hue and cry for a unified missal in which
only the special diocesan saints' Masses would be added as a sort of appen
dix. The first such recommendation was made in Italy in 1546, and then
later, more strenuously, in Spain and Portugal." But the idea was not
shared everywhere. The proposals sent to the Council from France pre
ferred internal regulation within each country, and the attitude of Eng
land during the brief period of Mary Tudor was much the same." But
in the last analysis, as previous experiences had demonstrated, some sort
of initiative on the part of the Church as a whole was quite indispensable.
So the Council of Trent took up the matter. In 1546-1547, while consid
ering the use and misuse of Holy Scriptures, it had touched on the question
of the Mass book. And in 1562, in connection with the discussions regard
ing the doctrine of the Sacrifice of the Mass, the subject was finally taken
up. A special commission was to assemble the abusus missce. This task was
not difficult, since sore points had been constantly marked out not only
by the innovators but by the Council itself, by synods, in memorials and
reform programs. Saints' sequences and prefaces with legendary content,
prayers for peace, prayers in need, and various chants after the consecra32

Cf. H. Jedin, "Das Konzil von Trient und
die Reform des Romischen Messbuches,"
Liturgisches Leben, VI ( 1939), 30-66.
Most of what is said in this chapter is based
on this article of Jedin's or his other in
Eph. liturg. noted below.
aa Hartzheim, VI, 601.
"' Hartzheim, VI, 579.

J edin, loc.

cit., 34, 37 f.
This point is illustrated more clearly in
another article by the same author, "Das
Konzil von Trient und die Reform der litur
gischen Biicher," Eph.liturg., LIX (1945),
5-38; esp. 8, 11, 28, 37.
.. Jedin, in Liturg. Leben as above, 40.
86
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tion," new Mass formularies of questionable origin, especially the abuses
regarding Votive Masses, l\Iass series, and the setting aside of the order
for Sundays and the Church year in favor of privately chosen formularies
-these were all pointed out. Add to the list the great variety of ?vlass rites
which, as Cardinal Hosius charged, sometimes went so far that, to the sur
prise and bewilderment of the people, not even in the same Church did all
follow the same rite...
The commission did not neglect any of this and even added to its collec
tion,"" which was "the most comprehensive accumulation of reform ideas,"'"
a long list of minutire which, because they were theologically controver

tible, would have to be examined and tested. They included certain expres
sions like Hostia immaculata, calix salutaris at the offertory, the crosses
after the consecration, the prayers at the commingling which in Italian
Mass books began with Fiat commixtio, the offertory of ::\lasses for the
Dead. Likewise the custom of saying private l\Iasses in church while high
Mass was going on, and the practice of saying private ::\lasses without at
least two participants present were placed amongst the disputable points.
Without imposing a complete uniformity, the commission desired chiefly
for the secular clergy a certain consistency, at least for the beginning and
conclusion of Mass, where the greatest differences were to be found, and a
certain consistency in the rubrics, especially in external ceremonial.

It stands to reason that the Council, already assembled overly long,
could hardly discuss details of this sort, about which there could be many
opinions. The plan of the commission had to be drawn in a second, a third
and finally a fourth draught, each one shorter and more likely to obtain
general acceptance." The Decretum de observandis et evitandis in celebra
tione misstE, which was passed on September 17, 1562, in the twenty-second

session, as a supplement to the teaching and the canons regarding the Sac
rifice of the Mass, is concerned only with the most obvious abuses and evil
conditions which could be lined up under the notions of avarice, irrever
ence, and superstition. The bishops should be vigilant about stipends. Mass
should be celebrated only in consecrated places. Disturbing and irreverent
conduct and frivolous music must be banished. The capriciousness of
rl

Thus at Hilpoltstein about 1511 an anti
phon was daily sung after the consecration,

usually Gaude Dei Genitrix; Goetz, Das
Pfarrbuch des Stephan May, 28 f.
Customs of this sort existed in other coun
tries besides the north. As late as 1677 the
Congregation of Rites was asked by Seville
whether it was permissible to interrupt the
Mass after the elevation of the chalice or
just before the Pater no ster and to insert
prayers for various needs, the priest par
ticipating; Decreta a11thentica SRC, n.
1588, 9.

Jedin (Liturg. Lebens), 34-5.
The confusion grew all the more with the
start of the Reformation era, since many
priests took it upon themselves to start
their own reforms. In Austria many priests
even left out the canon. Ibid., 44.

38

39 COltcilium Tridentinum, ed. Soc. Goerres.,
VIII, 916-921.
••

Jedin (Liturg. Leben), 47.

"Con cilium Trid., VIII, 921-924; 926-928;
962-963. See Schroeder, 144-152 for the
pertinent chapters on the Eucharist.
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priests regarding rites and prayers at l'.fass, and the superstitious observ
ance of numbers for f1xed :\lasses would have to cease." There was no men
tion of the reform of the missal. By a decree in the twenty-fifth session
this was left-along with the reform of the breviary-to the pope.
Pius IV at once (apparently in 1564) set about carrying out this decree
by creating for this purpose a commission which his successor, Pius V,
enlarged." Unfortunately there are no detailed reports of what the commis
�:ion did. Only the product of their activity, Missalc Romanum ex decreta
ss.

Concilii Tridentini restitutum, Pii V. Pont. Max. iussu editum which

by a Bull of July 14, 1570, was made binding, with certain reservations,
on the whole Western Church, gives us some ideas, for by comparing this
composition with what was then in existence, and adding the few occa
sional remarks that have been handed down, we can learn something of
the work done and of the aims that directed it."
The task of reform was not therefore solved by a number of ordinances
and decisions by which the abuses were branded and the proper lines for
creating new missals pointed out. One of the proposals sent to the Council
had suggested that the regional differences in the Roman Mass and the
episcopal right to regulate them be left unrestricted. But the commission
took another course, by establishing the wished-for uniform missal. This
uniform missal was in truth a Roman Missal, for as its basis they chose
the Missale secundum consuetudinem RomanfX CurifX which already had
the greatest vogue. However, this choice could not have been taken for
granted, since not only was Pius V a Dominican, but members of the
Dominican order, which had its own well-integrated rite, had been in the
commission even before this Pope ascended the throne:•
As far as the calendar and the collects and Gospels of each Mass were
concerned, the new missal agreed very closely with the Breviarium Roma
num which the same commission had produced and published just two

years before-an agreement hardly to be found in previous books. For the
exact rules about the choice and arrangement of each Mass formula and
for the directions regarding the ritualistic aspect of the Mass, the Rubricm
Generales Missalis and the Ritus servandus in celebratione klissfX were

prefaced to the new :Mass book. These were taken almost bodily from the
Ordo MissfX of the papal master of ceremonies, John Burchard of Strass

burg, a work which appeared in 1502 and had meanwhile circulated widely.'"
" Only the Gregorian series for the dead
has finally been allowed to continue.
In our own dav a new series of 44
Masses (and the u � ual superstitious prom
ises) has turned up in Poland; it was
immediately condemned by Roman auth
orities; AAS, XXVI (1934), 233.
.. Jedin (Liturg. Leben), 52-54.

"Ibid., 54-66.

'"Ibid., 53.
Printed in Legg, Tracts, 124-174. An
other edition, prepared by F. Ravanat,

••

appeared as a supplement to Eph.

liturg.,

XXXVIII ( 1924).
Cf. K. Schrod, "Die Rubric;e generales
des Romischen Messbuchcs. Eine literar
historische Notiz," Der Katholik, LXIV

(1884), I, 314-316.
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By this means Votive Masses were restricted to proper limits.'1 Besides,
only a few of these Masses were retained, a small selection of formularies
where the danger of superstition was less likely, mostly those for each day
of the week, Sundays excepted. The fear that greed might induce abuses
prompted the dropping of the offertory procession which was still provided
for in Burchard's Ordo.'" One practical innovation was a Commune Sancto
rum in which not only a number of texts were included for introit, collect,
etc., but complete Mass formularies were provided.'"

Other viewpoints which guided the reform come to light in the study of
the festal calendar of the new missal. First of all, the Church year is freed
somewhat from the overburden of saints' feasts which in the later Middle
Ages had increased immensely. The new missal had, in round numbers,
150 days free of feasts, not counting octaves. This was achieved by retain
ing only those feasts which were kept in Rome itself up to the eleventh
century."" Of the countless feasts later introduced, especially under the
influence of the Franciscans, only a small number were preserved, and few
of these of saints outside Italy.51
The commission's ideal, therefore, was a return to the liturgy of the city
of Rome, and indeed, the liturgy of that city as it was in former times.
With this coincides the stern opposition the commission showed toward
the sequences which abounded in other :Mass books and amongst which
even apart from the four kept-there were genuine pearls which might
have heightened the splendor of many a solemnity. But they were a mod
ern growth and had never taken hold in Rome or Italy. Besides, their
unclassical rhythm might not have suited the humanist taste of the era ...
In many places there was the intention of putting through a real reform
in the sense of disengaging the basic "form" from all distorting accretion.
This can be seen from the fact that already in 1563, when the correction
of the missal was still being taken up by the Council, a Vatican manuscript
of the Gregorian Sacramentary was sent from Rome to Trent. This was not
a solitary instance. The commission, too, had investigated the ancient
sources. In the Bull of July 14, 1570,.. introducing the new missal, Pope
Pius V expressly attests that the scholars on the commission had discharged
their work diligenter collatis omnibus cum vetustis N ostrre Vaticanre Biblio
thecre aliisque undique conquisitis, emendatis atque incorruptis codicibus,
necnon veterum consultis ac probatorum auctorum scriptis, and that they
had thus brought the missal ad pristinam sanctorum Patrum normam ac
'"Rubr. gcu., IV, 3.
•• See supra, p.
129 ff.
•• A Commu11e Sanclorum is to be found
even in some of the earliest sacramentaries,
lectionaries and antiphonaries; cf. Righetti,
III, 99-101.
""E. Focke and H. Heinrichs, "Das Kalen
darium des Missale Pianum und seine Ten
denzen," Theol. Quartalschrift, CXX

(1939)' 383-400; 461-469.
"'Germany, for instance, was represented
only by St. Ursula (lac. cit., 466).
02
An attempt was made to re-introduce a
portion of these old sequences; see G. Mer
cati, "Un tentativo d'introdurre nuove se
quenze sotto Gregorio XIII," Rassegna
Gregoriana, VI (1907), 141-145.
"' Printed in every missal.
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ritum. The self-evident idea, that the development which had taken place
meanwhile, separating the present from the pristina sanctorum Patrum
norma should not be put aside as long as it did not disturb the ground-plan
but rather unfolded it-that idea was never once expressed...
No one need be surprised that this high aim should have been attained
only in a very limited way. Even if there had been further sources for
research, one could not expect a commission composed of a few men and
entrusted with a practical job, to anticipate in two years the liturgico
historical knowledge which would be attained only by the continued efforts
of many students during several centuries. So much in the Mass book and
in the Mass ordo remained unaltered and perhaps even unexamined-much
that during the Franco-German period had been overlaid inartistically
upon the austere form of the Mass of the city of Rome, or that had during
the Gothic period found a place in the Mass books secundum usum Roma
me

Curi(E."" The Mass book of this type, and therefore the traditional

practice

in Italy, remained the standard, in general, for the Ordo Miss(E.

But whatever could be done with the tools of the period, was done sub
stantially. In particular the humanistic period had an opportunity to leave
its own trace on the work."' The newer appraisement of the Church Fathers
was shown in the fact that, besides the memorial days of the four Latin
Fathers who were alone acknowledged in the Middle Ages, those of the
Greeks were also included. Here and there in the literary style the human
ist touch was added."' Besides the whole task of purifying the Mass book
of disturbing accessories was itself in line with the "love of humanism for
the clean, the unadulterated form.""" This work of purification was accom
plished with remarkable energy. The members of the commission were not
held back from doing away with added trimmings which the pious mind
considered untouchable, like the already traditional Marian insertions in
the Gloria in excelsis."" Finally, it was because of the humanist artistic
spirit that the Council did nothing to hinder the polyphonic Church music
"' Similar principles, aiming at a return to

.. Cf. A. L. Mayer, "Renaissance, Humanis

ancient models, were at work some decades
later in the reform of the Rituale Roma

mus und Liturgic," JL, XIV (1938), 123171.

num; see B. Lowenberg, "Die Erstausgabe
des Ritu ale Romanum von 1614," ZkTh,
LXVI (1942), 141-147, esp. 142.
Obviously the Commission did not want
to go as far as Radulph de Rivo (d. 1403),
J)c cmzonwn observ., ch. 22, f. (Mohlhcrg,

r;:;

II, 124-156) had sought. He deplored,
especially in the Office, the usc of the rite of
the papal court, which the Francisca n had
spread everywhere, preferring the older
rite of the Roman basilicas. In the Missal
the Mass order of Micrologus (see supra,
p. 103) appears as the ideal. C£. Baum
stark, Missale Romamtm, 148 f.

s

" Amongst these the careful i nser t ion of
eu11dem, eodem in the conclusions of ora
tions. There are sli ght differences, too, in
many prayers; the text of Burchard still
has in the Suscipe s. Trinitas: . . . memoriam facimlts; in the Suscipiat: ... ct totius
Ecclesice; in the Memento for the living :
ci,·cltmastantium; in the prayer for peace:
pacem meam do vobis, pacem reli11quo vobis
Cf. )cdin (Liturg. Leben), 58, note 87.
.. Mayer, 158.
••

Sec

i11{m, p. 359 f.
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which meanwhile had become strong and flourishing, and so left the road
open for the great masterpieces of Church music.60
To have gone farther and deeper, say in the direction of a restoration
of a stronger communion between priest and people, would have demanded
different spiritual conditions amongst the faithful. It was understandable
that a preference was felt for things which even in their traditional form
had a meaning and a solid foundation, and not for exorbitant and often
heretical pretensions of reformational polemics, particularly since their
supporters had refused to take part in the Council."' Clear limits were here
the thing that was essential. One exception was made in the case of the
chalice for the laity; the experiences were not favorable. For that reason
the dogmatic chapters of the Council did not confine themselves to putting
down errors. They tried to focus attention once more on the grand outlines
of the Christian sacrificial celebration, even to the point where they recom
mended that the faithful receive Communion each time they came to Mass,
a notion far removed from the practice of the day.

·

The greatest and most consequential innovation of the Mass book of
Pius V was the enactment, clearly expressed in the Bull of introduction,
that this book was to be, from then on, the standard in every church and
that no changes were to be made therein. Only churches which could
demonstrate a two-hundred years' custom for their own usage, were per
mitted to retain that usage. This was the case with the ancient orders
which since the eleventh century had produced their own variants of the
Romano-Frankish Mass-liturgy and which have kept them, for the most
part, till the present."" Many dioceses also took advantage of this stipula
tion, among them-besides Milan and the remnant of the �1ozarabic rite
-Trier, Cologne,.. Liege, Braga and Lyons, of which only the last two
have kept their own rite until now...
Such a broad and sweeping unification could never have been completely
accomplished before the day of the printing press. Even as things stood,
00

The compositions of the Fleming, Jacques
de Kerle, which were sung at the Rogations
during the last period of the Council, seem
to have been decisive; Ursprung, 182-186.
Palestrina's first works were also becoming known. Ursprung, 186, designates the
new vocal polyphony which blossomed at
this time as "a musical style closely related to the Tridentine liturgical reform."
81 Still some of the more pertinent questions were the occasion of debate in the
Council. Several bishops advised that those
who wanted to say the canon aloud be left
undisturbed; Concilium Trid., ed. Goerres,
VIII, 756, I. 27; 757, I. 52; 768, I. 25; 771,
I. 40. Many likewise were anxious that the
use of the vernacular be not condemned;

ibid.,

VIII, 757, I. 51; 758,1. 12; 766,1. 20;
768 , I. 25; 780, I. 3.
02
Supra, pp. 98 f.
63 See the writing, issued anonymously, Die
Liturgic der Er:::dio:::ese Koln (Cologne,
1868). A special Cologne Missal appeared
as late as 1756 (ibid., 105).
•• Cf.
J. Schmid, "Weitere Beitrage zur
Geschichte des romischen Breviers und
Missale," Th e ol. Quartalschrift ( 1885),
472 ff.
Details about the gradual change to the
Missal of Pius V in P. Gm!ranger, /nstitutions liturgiques (Le Mans, 1840), I, 445476.
Regarding the Braga rite see Archdale
A. King, Notes on the Catholic Liturgies,
153-207.
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there were bound to be many doubts and problems resulting from such
widely diverse conditions and local customs, not to speak of the difficulties
of making the change. To handle these doubts and problems, Pope Sixtus V,
by the Constitution "Immensa" of January 22, 1588, founded the Congre
gation of Rites. Its charge was to see to it that everywhere in the Latin
Church the prescribed manner of celebrating Mass and performing the
other functions of the liturgy were carefully followed. It had to settle
doubts, to give out dispensations and privileges, and, since there was always
a chance of introducing new feasts, it had to provide the proper formu
laries for them. On the other hand it was not in the ordinary power of the
Congregation to change the rubrics or alter the wording of prayers."" Thus
the Congregation of Rites was not to be an organ for liturgical evolution ...
In so far as such a devolopment might occur within the narrow limits left
for it, the Congregation was to act as a regulator, charged with the duty
of seeing that the status of things established by the l\Iissal of Pius V be
in no way altered or endangered. To regulate new questions in accordance
with existing ordinances, that was the task fulfilled by the decrees of the
Sacred Congregation of Rites which have appeared since 1588."' Almost
half of these have to do with the Mass-liturgy and its requisite concomi
tants."• Few of these decrees, however, provide any new regulations for the
rites of the �lass itself. The chief ones are the stipulation of certain rever
ences, the decree that the chalice be covered after the Communion just as
it was at the start of the Mass, the casuistic regulation of the order in
which various saints are to be mentioned in the oration A cunctis, and
who is the antistes to be named in the canon.

A greater number of the decisions dealt with the various circumstances
around the Mass ; the proper hour for celebrating it, consideration of
locale in choosing the formulary, the applicatio pro populo, bination,
removal of defects. Many decrees refer to special questions about high
Mass or pontifical Mass, or to peculiarities incident to services with cele
brants of various ranks, or to the reverence to be made when handing the
celebrant the sprinkler ( aspergillum), or when offering the Gospel book
to be kissed, or at the incensings or at the pax. Or they refer to the func
tion of the assistant priest and other assistants, or to the choir rules at a
conventual l\Iass, or to the limitations regarding the use of chant and
organ. Many are devoted to the various kinds of Votive Masses and to the
Requiem and how the conflicting wishes of those who set up the founda
tion or ordered the Masses might be reconciled with the arrangements of
65

See M. Gatterer, Annus liturgicus,

iutroductio11e

i11

disciplinam

cum

liturgicam,

(5th ed., Innsbruck, 1935), 45-55.
This is shown, for example, in the word
tuendis which is still often used in the offi
cial headings of the documents: Patres
68

sacris tuendis ritibus pr(l!positi.
81

The older collection, begun in 1807 by

A. Gardellini, had grown by 1887 to 5993
numbers. The new Collectio authmtica
published at Rome 1898-1900 contains but
4051, about a third of the older decrees
being dropped; Gatterer, 80-87. Since 1909
the decrees of the Congregation of Rites
also appear in the AAS.
.., See the systematically arranged work of
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the Church year. And finally, the changes in the Mass rite occasioned by
the course of the Church year. Very many of the decrees settle an open
abuse or decide an anxious question with the simple reply: serventur

rubricae.•
Some real changes since the sixteenth century in the rubrics and in the
text of the Missal of Pius V have resulted in certain instances from papal
orders. For instance, in the new edition of the missal under Clement VIII
( 1604), the biblical chant pieces, which in some printings had been arbi
trarily changed in favor of the new Vulgate, were restored to their original
state, and new regulations were made regarding the final blessing.'• In
another new edition of the Mass book under Urban VIII (1634), the word
ing of the rubrics was greatly improved and the revision of the hymns
already accomplished in the breviary was carried out also in the few hymns
of the missal." No new edition with any notable changes came out till that
of 1920 which contained the revisions based on the reform of Pope Pius X.'2
For the rest, excepting the increase in saints' feasts, very little was done
to affect the arrangement of the Mass. Pope Clement XIII prescribed the
Preface of the Holy Trinity for Sundays, and Pope Leo XIII ordered the
prayers said after low :\lass.
On the other hand, despite the force of general regulation, some rubrics,
under pressure of custom, have dropped out of practice-the use of the
Sanctus candle, for instance, and the rule that at the distribution of Com
munion each communicant should partake of the purificatio."
All in all, the changes thus made within the Mass-liturgy are very few
indeed. After fifteen hundred years of unbroken development in the rite of
the Roman l\Iass, after the rushing and the streaming from every height
and out of every valley, the l\Iissal of Pius V was indeed a powerful dam
holding back the waters or permitting them to How through only in firm,
well-built canals. At one blow all arbitrary meandering to one side or
another was cut off, all floods prevented, and a safe, regular and useful
P. Martinucci, Manuale decretorum SRC
(4th ed., Regensburg, 18 73).
.. Gattcrer, 84-86, holds, not without good
grounds, that even the decr e t a particularin,
even though they a n swer quC'stions of a
particular church, have a universally binc'.
ing force.
70

Slight changes regarding the vesture ·Jf
the Mass-server and the time of preaching;
see infra.
Further details enumerated in ]. O'Con
nell, "A sixteenth century 1\Iissal," Eph.
liturg., LXII (1948), 102-104. See also
the introductory Bull of July 7, 1604
which is printed in all the modern missala.

71

Cf. Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 152154.
Rt>garding the revision under Leo XIII
(1884), see Fortescue, The Mass , 209.

72 The changes are, in substance, found in a
special chapter added to the general rubrics,

Additioncs at variationcs in Rul>ricis Mis
salis; they are concerned especially with
the new regulations regarding the use of
ferial Masses in Lent.
78 Ritus serv., X, 6, 9.
Further examples in Kramp, "Messge
brauche der Glaubigen in der Neuzeit,"
StZ, II ( 1 926 ) , 212, Note 1. Cf. the thor
ough discussion in C. Callewacrt, De s.
liturgia zmh•crsim (3rd ed., Bruges, 1933),
139-146.
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flow assured. But the price paid was this, that the beautiful river valley
now lay barren and the forces of further evolution were often channeled
into the narrow bed of a very inadequate devotional life instead of gather
ing strength for new forms of liturgical expression.

13. The Mass in the Baroque Period, the
Enlightenment and the Restoration
Due to the reform of 1570, the divine worship of the Church became
refined and purified. Since the new Mass book was not only declared
binding everywhere, but also withdrawn from all regional initiative,' the
Roman l\Iass entered into a condition of rigidity and fixation, even though
this stiffening was not set down as necessarily permanent. To take the
place of a development of existing things, prominence was given to the
juristic and casuistic discussion of established norms. A special branch of
knowledge was developed for this purpose, the science of rubrics. In fact
someone has styled this period of liturgical history beginning with Pius V
as the epoch of inactivity or of rubrics! •
However, it is hard to say whether in the period to follow, this circum
stance was good fortune or bad. What would have happened to the Roman
liturgy if the various irenic tendencies had taken a path of development
closer to that trodden by Protestant worship? Or if the creative spirit of
the Baroque had been allowed to tamper with the rite of the Mass as fully
However, the notion that one could work
out new formularies for Masses needed in

1

a particular diocese or religious congrega

tion, without getting a special approbation,
continued for long. There are examples of
formularies newlv de vi sed or revised in the
17th century in B remond, Histoire /itt. du
sentiment relig., II, 410, 510. The oldest
formularies for tht: feasts of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus and the Heart of Mary
originated and spread in this private fash
ion; cf. N. Nilles, De rationibus fesfontm
ss. Cordis !esrt et purissimi Cordis }.faricz,
(5th ed., Innsbruck, 1885) II, 1-42.
2 Theodor Klauser, "A Brief History of the
Li turgy in the West," Orate Fratres,
XXIII (1948-9), 7-17, 61-67, 116-121,
154-160. His fourth epoch is styled "The
Period of Codified Liturgy and Rubrical
Rule" ( p. 154). Klauser further points out
the dangers that lurked in this view of the
rubrics (pp. 157-159) and the wisdom of
Pius XI's move in setting up ( Feb. 6, 1930)
a special historical department within the
Congregation of Rites.

3 Cf. G. Rietschel, Lehrbuch der Liturgik
( Berli n , 1900) I, 396-441; L. Fendt, Der
lutherische Gottesdienstdes 16.lh. (Munich,

1923); P. Graff, Geschichte der Auflosung
der altm gollesdienstlichen Formm in der
evangelischen Kit:"che Deutschlands, I, (2nd
ed., Giittingen, 1937). The attitude of the
Anglican High Church was hardly less con
servatiYe; after making the great change
in liturg ical tradition to the Book of Com
mo n Prayer, it stood pat and made few
other changes ; see the survey by H. Zettel,
"Das anglikanische 'Book of Common
Pra yer'," Liturg. Leben, III (1936), 177197.
The greatest distinction between the
Protestant and the Catholic tradition lay
in the sacrificial character of the Mass;
hence the canon was the part most af
fected. But e\'en a Catholic bishop, Fried
rich Nausea of Vienna, proposed a change
in the can on at the Council of Trent :
Concilium Trid., XII, 420 f.
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as did the Middle Ages, handling it according to its own conceptions of
sacrament, sacrifice and wlemnity?
In reality, the Baroque period was but little concerned with the litur
gical form of the celebration of l\Iass. The contrast between the Baroque
spirit and that of the traditional liturgy was so great that they were two
vastly different worlds.' The new life-spirit which would \yrap earth and
heaven in one whirling tempest-how different from the quiet dignity of
the old Roman orations. l\Iore than this: theological and religious thought,
caught up in the swirl of the Counter-Reformation, was as different from
the old Roman tradition as it is possible to be, granted the basis of the
same Catholic faith. No one who learns to know the intellectual situation
of the time will make it a matter of reproach that the period had found
no closer tie to the liturgy.
Through the controversy with the Reformers, the whole stress of thought
on the Eucharist was directed to and bound down to the Real Presence,
almost to the neglect of other aspects. Even for the scientific treatment of
the liturgy which now began, how much the defense of the eucharistic
mysteries stood in the foreground is seen in the fact that l\Iuratori, who
issued a careful edition of the older sacramentaries, devoted the greater
part of the introductory study to a discussion of this dogma as revealed
in the liturgical texts.' A detailed re-evaluation of the sacrificial character
of the Eucharist resulted from the efforts of a new blossoming of Scholastic
study. But these studies were likewise aroused by the Protestants' impugn
ing of the dogma and consequently more or less determined by it. Since
the greatest concern was Christ's oblation which is constantly realized
and re-realized without hurt to the singleness of the Christian sacrifice, and
since no interest was felt for the offering through the Church, of which the
prayers of the Roman Mass speak, these studies too merely skirted the
edge of the liturgy. Thus the spirit of the times forced into the background
any notion that the faithful had a part to play in the prayer of the priest
or that they should co-offer in closer union with him. For, since the Reform
ers had denied a special priesthood, it seemed necessary to stress not what
was common and connective between priest and people, but rather what
was distinctive and separative. This was certainly the case in the Society
of Jesus whose theologians were leaders in the intellectual movement of
this period; its members had no close contact with the liturgy and did
nothing towards a pastoral development of liturgical possibilities. True,
the Ignatian Exercises, with their definite theocentricity and their con
scious alliance to Christ, appeared to harmonize most favorably with litur
gical prayer and thought, but the circumstances of the time did not permit
this germ to bud forth-in fact, they acted quite the contrary.
But an important step toward realizing what the l\Iass had to offer was
'Cf. A. L. Mayer, "Liturgie und Barock,"
JL, XV (1941), 67-154.

L.A. Muratori, Litur.qia Romana vtlus
(Venice, 1748), I, 101-288.

•
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taken in the French Oratory of Cardinal Pierre de BeruBe (d. 1629). On
the basis of meditation on the Word made flesh and of His complete life
long dedication to the Father, worship was established from the start as
the center of piety.• Private prayer was deliberately allied to public lit
urgy.7 In fact participation in the oblation of Christ gradually became the
fundamental concept of piety in the school of Berulle, of Condren (d. 1641)
and of Olier (d. 1657)." Thus in regard to the Mass, the sacrifice of the
Church and with it the liturgical side of the sacrifice became more promi
nent." During this period, one of the best explanations of the Mass came
from the circle of the Oratory.'0 The invitation was given to the people to
draw closer to the priest's action." Similar attempts, be it said in passing,
were not absolutely lacking in Germany.,..
But efforts of this sort did not at the time gain a favorable reception.
Apparently fearing that an effort was being made to introduce the vernacu
lar into the Mass, Alexander VII had in 1661 condemned a translation of
the Roman Missal into French and had forbidden any further transla
tions under pain of excommunication." The strict idea which had already
obtained in the l\liddle Ages was thus increased." Rome took, and continued
Bremond, H istoire /itt. d11 sen t immt relig.,
III, 22 ff., 155 ff.
7 Ibid., 118, and note 2.
"Ibid., 359 ff., 491 ff.
• Lepin,
L'idee du sa crifice de la Messe,
485 f., 494-496.
10 P
. Lebrun, J�xplication littera l r , hist. et
do_qm. des prieres et des c e r hnon ies de Ia
Messe (Paris, 171 6-1726). The first vol
ume contains a detailed explanation of the
:\lass ; the other three are devoted to other
discussions. Lebrun even studies the ques
tion, how the Church and the faithful take
part in the sacrifice (I, 22-26, ed. 1860 ).
11 N. Letourneux, De Ia m eil l eure maniere
d"e11fe11dre Ia sa i1 1te Messe (Paris, 1680).
The so-called Montpelier Catechism, by the
Oratorian F. A. Pouget, brstructio11s ghrr
ralc s en form e de cateclzisme, contained
several thorough instructions on the Holy
�lass, but the book was put on the Index in
1721 for its Jansenist leanings.
Cf. E. M. Lange,"Vergessene Liturgiker
des 17. Jh.," JL, XI (1931), 156-163. See
also an account of the liturgical materials
in the work named above, JL, XIV (1938),
523-543.
"A. G. Volusius, Catechismus biblicus
( Mainz, 1660), devotes fully a third of the
book to an explanation of the sacrifice of
the :\lass and presents a careful instruction
on how to unite one's prayer at Mass with

•

the priest. Cf. J. Hofinger, Geschich te des
Katechismus in Osterreich von Canisius
bis

Zll1'

Gege11wart

(lnnsbruck,

1937),

167 f., 334.
A forerunner of these efforts to get the
people to join in the prayers and offering
of the priest was the Strassburg priest who
became papal master of ceremonies, John
Burchard, whose Mass order appeared
1502 (Legg, Tracts, 135).
"'H. Vehlen, O.S.B., "Geschichtliches zur
Ubersetzung des Mi s s a l e Ro m a nu m,"
Liturg.

Leben,

I I I (1936), 89-97.

The

undertaking in question, by Joseph de Voi
sin, was branded as vesania. The prohi
bition was eventually explained in many
different ways, and was not everywhere ac
cepted as binding.
Further studies in P. Bussard, The Ver
nacular Missal (Washington, 1937), 10-39.
Cf. also Ellard, Tire Mass of tire Future,
125-132.
"Even in the late Middle Ages translations
of the missal, with or without the canon, ap
peared. Vehlen, p. 89, mentions two manu
scripts and one printed translation from the
century before Trent. The little exposition
of the Mass published in 1480, Messen
siugm oder lesen, included the canon; later
editions left out just the words of conse
cration ; Franz, p. 632. Johannes Busch, the
reformer of northern German monasteries
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to take,'• the stand that the Latin Mass prayers were not to be given to
the faithful in any way, although nowhere was this formulated in a general
Church law. In harmony with such a misconception, was another funda
mental notion, that the faithful would reverence the liturgy of the Mass
more if the veil of mystery were kept around it.'" The old idea of the canon
as a sanctuary which only the priest could enter thus survived and was
in fact extended to the whole Mass. There was therefore little chance of
encouraging a closer participation in the priest's celebration,'7 and in any
case this approach was left to the devotion of each individual. All these
endeavors made hardly any impression on the general picture of the divine
service at this time.
On the other hand, it is the heritage of the Middle Ages, purified and
:efined by the Tridentine reform, which really determines the religious
picture of the Baroque period as well as the picture of its religious service.
The great abuses have all disappeared. But still the Mass remains a serv
ice in which only the priest and his assistants have an active role. The
faithful follow the divine action only from a distance. As in the late Middle
Ages, an effort is made to foster their devotion by bringing certain more
general features of the Mass closer to them-its worth, its fruits, its imag
ing of the Passion of Christ. The old themes are thus the standard.
But there are plain traces of a deepening effected by the theology of
Trent. The essence is more distinctly laid in the sacrifice and by preference
unfolded on the basis of the four aims of sacrifice. The fruits of the Mass
are spiritualized and the representation of our Lord's life and sufferings
is no longer culled from the individual ceremonies but connected with
the celebration only in their great phases.'" Allegorizing is not
yet dead," but in an age already nearing empiricism and scientific
(d. circa 1479), bemoans the fact that lay
people had missale cum canone
in leu
tonica ; he himself found, and burnt, copies
that nuns had; ibid., 632, note 3.
A French translation of the Paris Mis
sal is found as early as 1370; Batiffol,
Le,o11s (1927), p. xix. Various transla
tions of the Mass order also appeared
long before Voisin-in 1587, 1607, 1618,
1651; Bremond, IX, 176 f.
•

•

•

In a notice to a Chinese missionary, Sept.
15, 1759, it was made clear that the prayers
to be said in the vernacular by the people
at Mass were not to be those said by cele
brant or deacon or altar boy (servente) or
choir; Collectanea S. C. de Prop. Fide
(Rome, 1907), I, p. 267, n. 422; cf. X.
Biirkler, Die Sonn- und Festtagsfeier in
der katholischm Chi na mis sio n (Rome,
1942), 96, note 24.
16

1°

Cf. Bremond, IX, pp. 164 ff.

But it grew and grew, as a statement of
Claude Judde, S.J. (d. 1735) indicates; he
would not recommend the method, but he
timidly admits "the Church tolerates it; it
can now be made use of without scruple"
(Oeuvres Spirituelles, V, 397). See Lange,
JL, XI (1931), 162; also G. Chevrot,
Unsere hi. Messe (Einsiedeln, 1946), 25 f.

11

This description is certainly true of the
commentary which was most widespread
in Germany and German-speaking coun
tries, the work of the Capuchin Martin
von Cochem (d. 1712), Medulla missCE
germanica, which aimed at gathering all
the best and most useful material on the
Mass into one book.

18

'"A noteworthy continuation of the Amalar
ground-plan is seen in Bellarmine, Christi
antE doctrinll!' latior erplicatio ( 1598;
Kempten, 1711), 206-209; taken in relation
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study it has lost most of its strength. No longer does it satisfy the peo
ple. It can no longer so shackle the minds of the faithful that they are
able to follow the action in silence. Those who during the Counter
Reformation attempted to rebuild religious life had to look for other
ways and means to enable the faithful to participate in a devout man
ner. Of course, judging from what we have said, these ways and means
could only be stop-gap measures, filling in what the Middle Ages had
to offer, since there were too many obstacles in the way of a closer
approach to the priest's prayer.
Amongst these ways and means was the prayer book which, after the
advent of the printing press, had gained in importance at least for people
with some education. It is true there is at first only a slight inducement
to any participation in Holy Mass, since the prayer book originated chiefly
from the Book of Hours with its extra-eucharistic prayer material. In the
early stage it generally appears in the form of one of the traditional alle
gorical explanations of the Mass,"' but formulated prayers are also offered.21
Aside from the elevation of the species at the consecration, these prayers
for the most part"' follow the course of the Mass along very general lines,..
and even when the prayers are more or less faithful to the missal text, the
fundamental rule still holds that the canon must be excluded."
The masses, however, were not reached by the prayer book. A genuine
interest in souls, however, did hit upon a plan of overcoming the estrange
ment of those who attended Mass without really taking part in it-namely,
common prayers and singing. This method had often been chosen since the
beginning of the eigtheenth century, especially during the popular missions
with his theory on the Mass we find: The
Pater n oster represents our Lord's words
on the Cross ; the fraction is the piercing
by the lance ; the Communion is the burial;
etc.
Besides the prayerbooks, the allegorical
exposition played a role also in religious in
struction. In his catechetical missions in
the Passau diocese in the latter half of the
18th century, Father Karl Helbling, S.J.
was accustomed to explain the Mass from
the pulpit while another read the Mass at
the altar; he would relate the mysteries of
Christ's Passion to the ceremonies and
add an exhortation; B. Duhr, Geschichte
dcr Jcsuiten in den Liindcrn dcutscher
Zunge (Regensbrug, 1928), IV, 2, p. 243.
Of course, in some form or other the
method reached down to our own days.
"'Cf. Franz, 709 f., 719 f.
21 F. Falk, Die deu ts chen Mess-Ausleg
tmgcn von der Mitte des 15. !h. bis zum
Jahre 1525 (Cologne, 1889}. For the 16th

to the 18th centuries see A. Schrott, "Das
Gebetbuch in der Zeit der katholischen
Restauration," ZkTh, LXI (1937), 1-28;
211-257.
22 But there were always exceptions; Falk,
p. 34, describes a prayerbook with prayers
at the KJ:rie, collect, preface, canon, conse
cration, communion. Two other samples
ibid., pp. 11, 31.
"'Falk, 27, 32, 35 f.; also 34 f.
Peter Canisius, too, in his prayerbook.
Ruhte und katholisclze Form zu beten (2nd
ed., Augsburg, 1563) inserts for the devo
tion at Mass long prayers of preparation to
awaken faith, hope and love, and a prayer
at the elevation of the Host; then follow
prayers to Christ's Passion; Schrott, p.214.
Most prayerbooks contain, besides a devo
tion of this type, also an allegorical exposi
tion of the Mass; Schrott, pp. 237, 243,
248. But the tie with the priest's prayers
is apparently quite loose.
.. Schrott, 244, 248.
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of the Jesuits."" Thus they started, in certain instances even on the occa
sion of a common celebration, to have a low Mass but accompanied by
prayers said out loud. In the prayer texts employed in such cases, one can
not expect any closer approach to the liturgy than was to be found in the
prayer books. Quite often, it appears, the rosary was used,"" with or with
out additions.'"' Inadequate as such an attendance at ::\fass might seem to
us in the light of our own superior methods, it must be conceded that, in
common with the allegorizing of the Mass, it offered the contemplation
of the mysteries of Redemption, and offered it, moreover, in a way com
prehensible to the people, and with the advantages of congregational
participation.
There is somewhat more consideration of the cour�e of the liturgy in
the German Mass-songs which begin to gain in significance about this time.
In their beginning in the Middle Ages, these songs did not manifest any
close regard for the liturgy; a continued series of verses unfolded the
meaning of the Mass as a memorial of the Passion and as a sacrifice, and
interspersed appropriate petitions."' A short time later the custom appears
of singing a song at the Credo and at the sermon, and of inserting into the
sequence strophes in the German tongue."" The cultivation of German eccle
siastical song by the Reformers could not remain without its repercussions
on the Catholic side. Canisius continually spoke out warmly for German
church song.30 In the sixteenth century we again find not only the song at
There are reports of morning devotions
that started a half hour before Mass and
continued all during the Mass with German
prayers and songs; see Duhr, Geschichte
tier Jcsuiten in dm Liindem deutscher
Zunge, IV, I, pp. 70, 73.
"' The introduction of the rosary at Mass is
mentioned inter alia at popular missions;
F. Hattler, Missionsbildcr aus Tirol (lnns
bruck, 1899), 63, 66, 70. Similarly it was
regarded as one of the lasting- results of the
mission at Elberfeld in 1784 that at the
early Mass morning prayers, the rosary
and other German prayers were recited and
hymns sung; A. Schuller, "Die Elberfelder
Jesuitenmission und ihre Katechismusdra
men," Bo1111er Zeitschrift f. Theologie u.
Seclsorge ( 1927), 141. Cf. a report about
25

Rastatt in the year 1718; Duhr, IV, 2, p.
261. That the custom of saying the rosary
during Mass became quite general through
out German lands is evidenced by the fact
that at the end of the 18th century the
practice is everywhere combated by the
protagonists of the Enlightenment; see
infra, p. 153.
In some individual cases the private reci
tation of the rosary at Mass is indicated at

a much earlier period. Thus according to a
poem by the Danish secular priest Michael
which appeared in 1496, the members of
the confraternity of the rosary were to say
three rosaries each week "at the hours or
even at Mass"; W. Schmitz, Das Roscn
kmn::ql'bet im 15. tmd im A nfa nqe des 16.
!h. (Freiburg, 1903), 97; cf. 53 f.
:rr During the dn•otio nzatutina at the town
of Hadamar mentioned in Note 25 above,
the rosary was interrupted by the singing
of a verse from one of the mission hymns;
Duhr, IV, 1, p. 73.
""There are two traditional examples, one
from the year 1200 of 43 verses, the other
from the 12th century of 94 verses ; see
Franz, pp. 685-688. But it is not sure
whether these poems were church hymns.
Cf. also R. Stroppel, Liturgic wrd geistliche
D i ch twrg ::wischm1050 tmd 1300 (Frank
furt, 1927), 104 f.
"'See infra, p. 440; 460 f.; 472 f.
""Canisius appears to think of the German
hymn as intimately connected with the ser
mon. He encourages the faithful to sing;
on New Year's, 1562, he has the sermon
introduced with the singing of "Der Tag
der ist so freudenreich." B. Petri Cauisii
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the sermon but likewise (since the sequence had practically disappeared) a
song in the vernacular at the gradual.81 Besides these, there was also a song
at the offertory and at the communion,32 or one after the Sanctus33 or after
the consecration."' These do not appear to be anything but pre-Reformation
growths which at that time sprang up into stronger life and spread out
over a wider area.35
The Cantua} of Mainz ( 1605) contains a fixed plan for singing in German
in churches in which non-Latin song had long been customary. The Can
tua} first makes a reference which is very significant for the changes in
men's minds, namely, that many of the laity had a greater desire to sing
than to meditate on Christ's Passion, as they did of old, by praying from
their prayer books or on their rosaries; and because it often happens that
there are not enough singers for the chant, the Cantua} goes on to outline
a plan for the sung-Mass (Singampt ) . According to this arrangement,
German hymns could be inserted even at a Latin Mass, especially in place
of the chants of the Proper, namely, instead of the gradual, the offertory,
and likewise after the Agnus Dei and-"wann viet Communicanten seyn"
-also during the Communion. Besides, one could also insert a hymn in
honor of the Blessed Sacrament after the consecration. The Cantua} al
so gives directions for singing German hymns during a low Mass: The
singing should stop at the Gospel, at the elevation, and at the final bless
ing."" From then on, these directions are repeated in various places."
epistolce et acta, ed. Braunsberger, III,
650-652; cf. IV, 889 f.; V, 569. In his letter of Oct. 2, 1566 he mentions the German
hymn as causam piam et Ecclesice sa/utarem; ibid., V, 327.
31 According to the Breslau Synod of 1592
(Hartzheim, VIII, 395), wherever Latin
singing was not customary a song in the
vernacular was to be inserted at the gradual
and after the consecration.
""So Joh. Leisentritt, Geistliche Lieder und
Psa/me11 ( Bautzen, 1567), Introduction
(printed in W. Baumker, Das Katholische
d t• ttl s clre Kirclreulicd, I [Frciburg, 1886],
189).
""According to an injunction of the Wiirzburg Cathedral chapter of the year 1564,
for the parish of Ochsenfurt, the priest
directed to have the people sing in
German the Act of Faith, right af ter
the Patrem and before beginning the sermon; and to keep the people till the elevation he should have the Media 1•ita sung in
German right after the Sa11ctus; this, they
maintain, was customary in the Catholic
church. A. A m r h e i n , Re/ormationsgeschichtliche Mittei/wzge11 a u s dem Bistum
fViir=burg (Reformationsgeschichtl. Stuwas

dien u. Texte, 41-42; Munster, 1923), p.
154.
"'See supra, note 31.
'"It is striking that Luther, in his Formula
m issce et communio11is of the year 1523 (ed.
Lietzmann : Kleine Texte, 36 [Berlin, 1936],
p. 22) speaks of the possibility of inserting
songs in the vernacular in his Mass (still in
Latin) iuxta Gradualia, item iu.rta Sanctus
et Agnus Dei, either after the Latin chant
or in place of it.
As a matter of fact, even German synods
of the 15th century-among them the Sy
nod of Schwerin (1492) which is of ten
understood in a different way-were
struggling against the obviously repeated
attempt to introduce vernacular songs
into the High Mass; see \V. Baumker.
Zur Gesclriclrtr drr To11kzmst (Freiburg,
1881 ), 128 f.; J. Janssen, Geschichte des
drutschm Vollus
(20th ed., Freiburg,
1913), I, 289, 291 (with note 3), 298 .
96 Text reproduced in W. Biiumker, Das
katholische deutsche Kirchmlied (Frei
burg, 1886), I, 198-200.
87Ursprung,DieKatholischeKirchenmztsik,
225.
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If certain starts were thus given to a communal celebration of Mass that
reached down to the people, still in all these instances, as can be plainly
seen, there was little thought of following the course of the Mass except
within very modest limits. The liturgy of the Mass stands before the faith
ful in all its splendor, but it is a splendor whose greatness is self-contained
and whose arrangement is as immutable as it is puzzling; and in the midst
shines the Blessed Sacrament, a precious jewel for which this traditional
setting appeared just, right, and necessary.
Indeed, the Mass was actually treated as self-contained even where it
appeared in its festive form and where a Baroque culture could share with
it its own riches. The mighty Baroque sermon was extended before the
Mass whenever it did not-as it might rightfully have-lay claims to its
own hours. And when it did find its way into the Mass, it seemed to burst
beyond its limits, so that it seldom had any connection with the Gospel.
Since the Middle Ages the site of the pulpit had gradually been altered,
moved generally away from the altar and further into the nave. Like the
sermon, it grew independent. The Communion of the faithful took place
as a rule after the Mass, and not after the parochial Mass but rather
because of the law of fasting-after one of the early :Masses. As far as
frequency went, this was once more on the increase. But Communion was
an independent, self-contained exercise, looked upon not as a participation
in the sacrifice but simply as a reception of our Lord present continually
in the Sacrament.
What has been said holds true also for church music at this time. Here,
too, the Mass was treated as self-contained. Music spread its gorgeous
mantle over the whole Mass, so that the other details of the rite scarcely
had any significance. Encouraged by the moderate attitude of the Council
of Trent, it had developed into mighty proportions. The seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries are marked by a plethora of new musical forms.
Besides the organ, there were accompaniments by other instruments, grow
ing ever richer, more gorgeous. And often a single many-voiced choir was
not sufficient, but use was made of several choirs either answering each
other or even blending together. The history of music, therefore, makes
mention of a particular "splendid" style which was formed during this
period... The victorious temper of the post-Tridentine age, which once more
felt Lhe courage to absorb the entire wealth of the contemporary culture
into the Catholic cosmos-that temper found its triumphal voice in this
music.
It is significant that the princely courts, both great and small, were the
first places where this type of church music was cultivated and where it
88 U rsprung, 204 f.
At the consecration of the cathedral of
Salzburg, 1628, a festival Mass by Orazio
Benevoli (d. 1672) was sung, requiring

two eight-part choirs and corresponding
orchestras-in aU 53 voices or parts ; ibid.,

207.
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reached its splendor... Because of the religio-cultural situation it sometimes
happened that this church music, which had fallen more and more into the
hands of laymen, forgot that it was meant to subserve the liturgical action.
As a result of this, the music often fitted very poorly into the liturgical
setting. And since this latter was but little understood, and because esthetic
consideration began to hold sway, the liturgy was not only submerged
under this ever-growing art but actually suppressed, so that even at this
time there were festive occasions which might best be described as "church
concerts with liturgical accompaniment." .. Even the connection with a
text was taken very ill by music such as this. Texts which could be chosen
at random-as was permitted after the elevation-were transferred to
other places in the Mass," and the Proper especially was replaced by some
such songs."' On the other side, the celebrant often tried to continue with
the offertory even while the choir was still singing the Credo," or to restrict
the singing of the preface and Pater noster to the initial words so as to
leave the rest for the music and the organ." Thus singing, too, had freed
itself from the liturgical bonds and achieved independence.
The place taken by the choir corresponds to this new situation-not in
the choir from which it derives its name, but far away, on the boundary
between the world and the church, in the organ-loft.'"
The development in the field of music made it really possible to "hear"
the Mass. In fact on festival occasions the hearing. of polyphonic pieces-39 Ursprung,

220.
Right down to the present the court
churches and palace chapels were in the
forefront in the cultivation of church music,
e.g., at Vienna, Munich, Dresden.
.. Ursprung, 219.
" As far as Rome was concerned this at
tempt was frustrated in 1657 by Alexander
VII, who insisted on the use of approved
texts. Ursprung, 219; cf. F. Romita, Jus
.MusicCE LiturgicCE (Rome, 1947), 77-79.
The pertinent paragraphs are reproduced
in the White List of the Society of St.
Gregory of America (New York, 1947), 4.
'"Ursprung, 219.
.. Even before the reform of the missal St.
Francis Borgia had, on the occasion of the
first General Congregation of the Society
of Jesus, 1558, urged this procedure for
all High Masses in the Society. Monu
menta hist. S. 1., S. Franciscus Borgia
(Madrid, 1908), III, 346 f.; cf. 356.
But such a practice must have become
widespread in France even after the re
form of the missal, since Letourneux ex
pressly combats it; JL, XIV (1938), 537.
The Congregation of Rites replied in the

same tenor against similar attempts in
answers to Beneventum, Sept. 13, 1670,
to Besam;on, April 3, 1677, and to Genoa,
Dec. 17, 1695; Martinucci, Manuale deere
forum SRC, n. 631, 700, 709. Similar prac
tices of telescoping are not unheard of
even nowadays !
But even more revolutionary things were
to be met with. The Cologne Provincial
Synod of 1536 had to enjoin that the Epis
tle, symbol, preface or Pater were not to
be omitted or shortened on account of the
music; can. 12 ( Hartzheim, VI, 255). Like
wise a Synod at Trier (1549), can. 9
(Hartzheim, VI, 600).
"Lebrun, I, 337, who had encountered this
abuse during a trip through Germany,
1714; a condemnation at the Council of
Baste, 1431, shows how early this practice
had crept in.
'"This change appears to belong to the 17th
century; Ursprung, 219 f. For its previous
position, see ibid., 208-9; 215. Ursprung,
p. 220, correctly points out that the chants
of the Ordinary of the Mass were by rights
the congregation's but had been taken over
gradually by the clergy.
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which demanded no activity whatever on the part of the congregation
cast all other sensations into shadow. But in ecclesiastical Baroque the
eye, too, was satisfied. Looking at the Host at the consecration no longer
possessed the attraction and significance that it had towards the end of
the Middle Ages.'• The new age sought not the sight of the holy, but the
sight of the beautiful in art and universe. And so the church became a great
hall, its walls shimmering with marble and gold. The paintings on the ceil
ings, which grew right out of the plaster of the entablature, made the room
appear to fade away into heavenly glory. The presbyterium is hardly any
longer distinct from the nave, and along with the latter it mounts upwards,
by force of the cupola or dome, into a higher unity. At its base the glance
falls on the mighty structure of the high altar in which the design of the
Gothic altar-piece has been reconstructed architecturally. The prominent
thing in this structure is the altar-piece itself, perhaps also the exposition
throne for the Blessed Sacrament, and finally the tabernacle which has
become part and parcel of the plan. By contrast, what really makes the
altar an altar, the mensa, is not given the prominence it deserves. Its sig
nificance appears to have suffered, just as in Baroque polyphony the litur
gical action suffered." The interior of the church has become a great hall

filled with sensuous life. Even the galleries and boxes are there. And the
liturgy itself is conceived of as a play, to be looked at and listened to. But
it is no longer-as it was in the Middle Ages-the Mass itself with its

succession of ceremonies which bears this dramatic character. Only the
adoration of our Lord at the consecration retains its position as the domi
nating climax. Indeed, the adoration and glorification of the Sacrament,
which had been so outrageously attacked by the Reformers, now stands
so prominently in the foreground that one is almost bound to look upon
the Mass in general chiefly from this point of view. The catechism of J. l\1.
Kettler which appeared at Wiirzburg in 1734 treats the Mass as one of the
five ways in which to worship Christ in the Sacrament.'" It is no wonder,
then, that eucharistic devotion, especially the Forty Hours and the grand
processions, vied with the Mass in splendor and in the fervor of attendance,
and that in many countries it became the rule more and more to expose
the Blessed Sacrament during Mass as an enhancement of the celebration,

"'Dumoutet, 72-74; 102-104.
Mayer, "Liturgie und Barock," JL, XV
(1941), 142ff.; Braun, Der cltristliche
Altar, II, 288 f. See the description of
Baroque in H. Liitzeler, Die cltristli che
Kunst des Abe11dlmzdes (Bonn, 1932),
where its relation to liturgy is carefully
weighed ( 152 f., 160ff.).
A very good description of the Baroque
church is presented by Paul Claude!, Ways
and C rosswa ys (trans. Fr. ]. O'Connor;

••

London, 1 935), "On Art," p. 132.
'"]. Hofinger, Gescltichte des Katechismus

in Osterreiclt, 168. Martin von Cochem,
too, in his two chapters on devout at
tendance at Mass, deals mostly with the
consecration ; till the elevation, say your
daily prayers, after that worship the
divine Lamb (Medulla, 3rd ed., Cologne,
1724, p. 439). However he gives instruc
tions about paying attention to the Con
fiteor and the Sa nc tus (ibid., p. 433).
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especially on feast days.'" This type of piety achieved at this very time its
highest artistic manifestation and, at the same time, the proof of its power
in the autos sacramentales of Spanish poetry.'"
That the manner of celebrating Mass in the post-Tridentine era did not
correspond in every respect to the deep mystery and especially to the faith
fully guarded form of its Roman vesture could not even then remain hidden
from everyone. The advent of the Reformers had not only awakened a
theology of controversy but had also necessitated a closer and deeper study
of the writings of the Fathers and of the life of the ancient Church. Along
with the writings of the Fathers the old liturgical texts came to light-the
sacramentaries, the ordines-and with them a picture of a divine service
which, far and wide, had embraced the entire Christian people in the com
munity of celebration."' This picture easily became a pattern and model.
Knowledge became a spur to make some attempt--on one's own initiative
-in the direction which was deemed, or at least poetically painted, as the
ideal. There were few restraints in the way of this attempt, at least where
the relationship to the government of the Church Universal had become
slack either because of dogmatic differences as in the circles of Jansenism,
or because of canonical and legal disagreements as in Gallicanism, or finally
because of a novel view of Christendom which de-emphasized the super
natural in favor of the natural, as in the Enlightenment. So various
attempts were made at improvement, but even in the good and worthwhile
things that they contained they were burdened by this double difficulty,
that they worked on their own and that they were stimulated by quest-ion
able motives, so that they were from the outset bound inevitably to fail.
It was not a good omen when one of the first to take up the slogan that
simple people were not to be deprived of the consolation of lifting their
voices in union with the voice of the entire Church, was Pasquier Quesnel."'
The fact is attested especially by the ef
forts made to oppose it in the period of the
Enlightenment; see infra, p. 153.
"" In Germany the Corpus Christi play de
veloped to a high degree during the era of
the Baroque; see R. Hindringer, "Fron
leichnamsspiele," L ThK, IV (1932), 216;
A. Diirrer, Bo::ner Biirgi'rspiele (Leipzig,
1941), I, 107-239.
"' Of the liturgico-historical publications of
this period only the few need be mentioned
which are still of value in the study of the
Mass: the editions of the Roman Ordines
and of medieval explanations of the liturgy
by M. Hittorp (1568) ; the work of three
Benedictines of the Congregation of St.
Maur : the edition of a Gregorian Sacra
mentary, with a goodly supply of notes by
H. Menard (1642), the collection of the
Roman Ordines with a commentary by J.
••

Mabillon (1687 89) , and the texts assem
bled from numerous M S S. and accompanied
by a discussion in the important work of
E. Martene (after 1700) ; further the edi
tion of Roman and Gallican Sacramentaries
by L. A. Muratori (1748) and the collec
tion of ancient liturgical source-materials
-

in German libraries by Abbot M. Gerbert
(1779). Add the various drafts of an his
torical appraisal of the Roman Mass, espe
cially those by Cardinal ]. Bona (1671),
by Cl. de Vert (after 1707), by P. Lebrun
(after 171 6) and by the learned Pope
Benedict XIV (1748).
Further bibliography in Eisenhofer, I,
134-141.
.. In his Reflexions morales (1691; the
work appeared earlier but in a different
form) ; cf. the 86th of the propositions con
demned in 1713 (Denziger-Umberg, £11-
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Soon after his appearance the endeavor was made in France to have the
canon prayed aloud, but an episcopal prohibition was passed against this
for the first time in 1698." In a new printing of the Missal of Meaux in the
year 1709 there suddenly appeared in the canon and in some other places
a red-printed R just before the Amen; the people were thus expected to
respond to each prayer section, and this presupposed that the praying was
done aloud. A lengthy battle ensued regarding this inconspicuous but yet
not unimportant innovation." The ominous letter had to disappear. In the
year 17 36 a Missal of Troyes carried this notice regarding the praying of
the canon: submissa voce; it sought thus to retain the rubric in a mitigated
form. According to the same authority, the prayers before the distribution
of Communion, from the Confiteor to the Domine non sum dignus-which
had formerly been said in the Mass-were to be left out. And the priest
was no longer obliged to repeat softly to himself the chants and readings
which had formerly been performed aloud. There were also in this Mass
book as in the Paris Mass book of 1684, attempts along another path, to
substitute biblical texts for the non-biblical song texts. The former direc
tions had to be rescinded, in accordance with a governmental decree which
the then archbishop of Sens obtained in 1738."' But editions of the missal
which made changes in the texts of the Proprium continued to appear
and, following the example of Paris, were finally adopted in more than
fifty dioceses.'"
Later, but more pretentiously, the feeling of dissatisfaction with the tra
ditional forms of the divine service found expression elsewhere. In Germany
especially, where the Baroque had had its greatest development in eccle
siastical life, the reaction in that same ecclesiastical life-after this devel
opment had exhausted its strength- was the strongest. This occurred
during the Enlightenment. The desire was to get free from all excess of
emotions, free from all surfeit of forms; to get back again to "noble sim
plicity." As in contemporary art, where the model for this was sought in
antiquity and attained in classicism, so in ecclesiastical life the model was
perceived in the life of the ancient Church. And so a sort of Catholic clas
sicism was arrived at, a sudden enthusiasm for the liturgical forms of
primitive Christianity, forms which in many cases one believed could be
taken over bodily, despite the interval of a thousand years and more, even
though one was far removed from the spirit of that age."'
chiridion, n.1436): Eripere simp/ici populo
hoc solatium iungendi vocem suam voci
totius Ecclesia!, est usus contrarius praxi
apostolica! et intentioni Dei.
113 Prosper Gueranger, lustitutions liturgi
ques (Le Mans, 1841), II, 180 f.
"'Gueranger, op. cit., 181 ff.
The defense of silent prayer was taken up
by Lebrun (see note 10 above), who de
voted half of his fourth volume to the prob
lem; IV, 226-520. He thought he was able

to prove silent prayer was to be found even
in the earliest centuries of the Church.
.. Gueranger, op. cit., 188 ff.
.. Gut!ranger, op. cit., 365 ff.
The liberties taken with the Breviary were
even greater; see F. Cabrol, "Liturgies ne6gallicanes," Liturgia (Paris, 1935), 864870. The Holy See did not take any stand
whatever regarding these activities.
07 A. L. Mayer, "Liturgie, Aufklarung und
Klassizismus," JL, IX (1929), 67-127.
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One group of liturgists in the Enlightenment absolutely misjudged the
essence of the liturgy and wanted to make of divine service a human serv
ice designed for instruction and moral admonition."" Others desired only to
set aside disturbing non-essentials and to bring into prominence an outline
of the celebration of the Mass which would consolidate the congregation.
The whole community should assemble in the parish church; here one
Mass, and only one Mass should be celebrated. After the Gospel there was
to be a sermon, and after the priest's Communion the Communion of the
faithful. Instrumental music was not to be allowed, or at most only on
great feast-days. As much as possible the people themselves were to accom
pany the sacred ceremony with singing in the vernacular or even with
prayer, which, however, should correspond to that of the priest. The com
mon recitation of the rosary during Mass was censured. These demands are
repeated in the pastoral theology of the period with almost wearisome
uniformity ... They are demands in which one would hardly say an eccle
siastical spirit was wanting.80 Other wishes which often reappear are for
an increase in the frequency of Communion,81 for a decrease in altars,.. for
the turning of the altar towards the people,.. for greater restraint in the
exposition of the Blessed Sacrament."' The offertory procession,"" the kiss
of peace,.. and concelebration •• are also proposed as the objects of reform.
B. Thiel, Die Liturgik drr Aufkliirungs
zeit. Ihre Grundlagen wzd die Ziele ihrer
Vertreter (Breslau, 1926).
A very thorough and detailed survey is
presented in W. Trapp, Vorgeschichte und
Ursprung der liturgischen Bewegung (Re
ogensburg, 1940), 14-189.
""Trapp, 19-68. A leading part was played
by Canon Winter of Eichstatt; see A.
Vierbach, Die liturgischen Anschanungen
des V. A. Wi11ter (Munich, 1929).
011 See the proofs in Trapp, 85-189. Most of
these demands are found repeated by the
extremists amongst the Enlightened; ibid.,
21 ff.; Vierbach, 102-151.

For reforms that were actually put into
practice see Vierbach, 32-44. For a general
idea of pastoral work in this period see
E. Hegel, "Liturgic und Seelsorge in der
Zeit der Aufklarung," Theologie u. Glaube,
XXXV (1943), 103-107.
'"' The proper notion is conveyed in a re
form-writing which appeared in 1812,
which points to the need of giving the lit
urgy "full play" in religious life, since,
owing to the secularization which had oc
curred, so many external aids had been
withdrawn; Trapp, 117.
"'Trapp, 90, 157 f., 166 ff.

02 Trapp, 102, 134.
Like so many of the points already men
tioned, this part of the program was also
taken up at the Synod of Pistoia ( 1786);
the demand was made that in every church
there be but one altar. This proposition was
characterized as temeraria by Pius VI in
the Bull Auctorem fidei; similarly other
propositions requiring the use of the ver
nacular and the discontinuance of Mass
stipends and of private Masses (Denziger
Umberg, Enchiridion, n. 1528, 1530 ff.,
1566). Cf. R. Pilkington, "La liturgia net
Sinodo Ricciano di Pistoia," Eph. liturg.,
XLIII (1929), 310-424; the author points
out that not everything the synod did was
bad, and that some of its liturgical notions
contained "delle cose buone" (p. 410). The
same must be said of the more conservative
program developed in that same year, 1786,
at the Congress of Ems; see Mayer, "Litur
gic, Aufklarung und Klassizismus,'' 102 f.,
111 f.

88 Trapp, 122 f., 162 f., 219; cf. 25; also
Vierbach, 149.
"'Trapp, 90, 98, 103, 131, 136, 158.
.. Ibid., 126.
""Ibid., 122, 222.
., Ibid., 126 f., 165.
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In all of these desires for change, one point plainly recurs time and
again, and that is that the participation of the faithful had reached a cer
tain critical stage. The faithful ought not only to be present at l\lass but
ought to be able to follow along. Concern over this matter was practically
as old as the split between the vernacular and the liturgical language. The
solution adopted for many centuries, the allegorical interpretation, is no
longer considered; it is not even mentioned... The ornamentation of the
l\lass with rousing music is hardly a more practical remedy than the com
mon praying of the rosary, which appears to have become quite extensive
at the daily celebration of Mass.o• So new ways had to be sought. One sub
stitute would be the thorough instruction of the faithful.70 Prayer books
would have to be distributed in which the Mass prayers are offered in
faithful translation.77 For a similar reason, praying and singing in common
should be practiced. But ultimately one had to acknowledge that for a
closer coordination between the people and the liturgy the language was
the great stumbling-block. This was a time when Latin, which had already
for a long time ceased to be the means of communication between the cul
tured, no longer served as the language of learned literature. Therefore
the desire was expressed time after time for a more or less extensive use
of the vernacular, especially where the priest turns to the people. A refer
ence to I Cor. 14: 16 f. often recurs. Still no one was blind to the value of
Latin, any more than to the limits of the advantages which a language
change could produce.72 Indeed there were continual warnings against any
arbitrary procedure and a demand for deference to ecclesiastcal superiors.TJ
While other points in the program of the liturgists of the Enlightenment
left no traces in the devotional life of the subsequent period, their work
in one field was crowned with lasting success, namely, in the field of
German church-song. As we have already seen, it had been customary even
in the previous centuries under certain circumstances to accompany the
celebration of l\lass with singing in the vernacular. But now there was
inaugurated a certain systematic promotion of popular church singing,
which led eventually to the formation of the German Singmesse. German
"" But cf. note 19 above.

that must he investigated before any change

Cf. Trapp, 24f., 115, 134, 147f., 157, 178;
Vierbach, 75, 109.
70 Trapp, 90, 92, 106 f., 164.
77 Ibid., 92, 119 £., 146, 159£.

to the vernacular was feasible. Amongst
these difficulties he names the incoherence
that is to be found in many of the Scripture

••

This demand was fulfilled to some

ex

tent by the Constance hymn book of 1812:
Chl'istkntholischcs Ccsmrg- wrd Alldaclrts
buch; Trapp, 148. A complete translation
of the 1fass pra y e rs was offered in J. M.
Sailer, Vollstii:rdiges Lese- wrd Betbuch
(Munich, 1783), I, 1-69.
72 Trapp, 106, 119, 1 61. Sailer especially,
while emphasizing the seriousness of the
question, also points out the preliminaries

texts used; ibid., 214-216. Similarly, K.
Schwa rz e! ; ibid., 108.

73 The "episcopalism" of the era is shown

by the fact that usually only ordinariates
and syno ds seem to come to mind; see
Trapp, 106, 108 f., 130.

In t he years that followed, two others
especially sued for a German liturgy, F.
A. Staudenmaier (ibid., 248) and, with
particular zeal, J. B. Hirscher (218,

222 f., 225 f.).
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songs replaced not only the variable chants of the Proper but also those
of the Ordinary which up till now had continued current here and there in
their Latin text and with their ancient chant melodies even amongst the
people." The Paderborn Hymnal of 1726 contains German songs for the

Gloria, Sanctus, A gnus Dei; finally the Speyer Hymnal of 1770 contains
a Singmesse with German selections for all parts of the Ordinary.75 The
best known example from this period is the Singmesse "Bier liegt vor deiner

Majestat"

(Here before thy majesty lies), which appears with a first melody

in the Landshut Hymnal of 1777 and which, after acquiring a new set of
melodies by Michael Haydn (d. 1806) continues in use even today."
Just as the first attempts to introduce German singing into the Mass
liturgy dealt with a service in which the priest continued to sing his part
at the altar, so also in the eighteenth century no one had any misgivings
about combining the new Singmesse with a chanted Mass as well as with
a

low 1\Iass. That is plainly to be seen especially from the prefaces in the

hymnals.'" A circumstance which might have urged some such solution was
the situation in which country choirs found themselves at that time-a
situation even now not entirely overcome. The many-voiced church music
performed at the court churches and the large city churches had become
the fashion, a fashion which was followed even in the country, although
with inadequate resources. Therefore a simple song in the vernacular actu
ally appeared to deserve the preference, more· especially since the eccle
siastical prescriptions regarding the language of the accompanying singing
were not then so precise and the liturgical books generally left the ques
tion quite open." Thus a German high Mass came into common use and
7'

vV.Baumker,

Das katlwlische deutsche

Kirchcnlied (Freiburg, 1891), III, 13 ff.;

(1911), IV, 13.
That the singing of the Chant was still
alive amongst the people in the 18th cen
tury is seen by the fact that many pro
p onent s of tht: Enlightenment opposed it
as veh<'mcntly as they opposed the rosary;
Trapp, 178; cf. 59. The resistance of the
people in the diocese of Mainz to the
introduction of the German High Mass
rested largely on this fact that the Chant
would be ousted; see JL, VI (1926),
425. Gregorian chant did not disappear
from Mainz until 1837.
76 Ursprung, 225. A midway sample is found
in the Sinymcsse in the Lobklingcnde
llarfe published 1730 by the Jesuit mission
ry Anton Koniass (ibid., 225, 227).

;

' Ursprung, 259 f.
"" The hymnbook which appeared at St.
Blaise in 1773 under Abbot Gerber! ex
pressly proposed that the German songs be
substituted for the Latin ones which the

farmers hardly used. Similarly the Catholic
songbook of Ignaz Franz ( 1778) was in
tended as a replacement in villages and
small towns for the figured music com
monly employed. Trapp, 176 f.
In �fainz and Paderl•orn episrop:1l de
crees commanded the substitution of Ger
man songs for the Ch:1nt. Crsprnng, 257.
Further evidence in Trapp, 88, 136, 1 47,

156.

The Paderborn Hymnal of 1726 refers to
decree of the Roman Provincial Council
of 1725 under Benedict XIII onlering that
7'

a

at High Mass catechetical hymns be sung
in the vernacular right after the sermon ;
Ursprung, 225.
On the other hand, the singing of ver
nacular songs at Mass was forbidden-in
1639 in a reply to Rimini (Gardellini, n.
1129), and on l\I arch 22, 1862, in a reply
to Valencia (Decreta Authcntica ST<C,
n. 3II3). An admonition to get rid of the
custom scnsim sine Sl'I!Sll was addressed
to the bishop of St. I lya('inth in Canada
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as a result of a custom already in vogue it remained in use, especially in
North German dioceses, all through the nineteenth century and right down
to the present.7•
This type of service employed at sung Mass appears to have been car
ried over to the low Mass only secondarily. As a matter of fact the German

Singmesse-the term was now by preference applied to this latter case
gave somewhat the impression of a one-sided conversation, for not only
the orations but the readings (or at least the Epistle) and the preface and
Pater noster, none of them unimportant parts in the structure of the Mass,
do not receive any kind of expression. That there was no mention of any
of the changeable chants of the Proprium was again a carry-over from the
high Mass that was then current and is to a great extent still current.
But, this much must be conceded, that in the German Singmesse a form
of celebrating the Mass had been found which was both popular and dig
nified, a form moreover which was nowhere in contradiction to existing
legal prescriptions ; for with regard to the method of accompanying a
missa tecta with prayer and song the fullest liberty reigned, and still reigns.
It was a form by which the people could not only understand the action
of the priest but also to a certain extent actively follow. It was a form
in which, through singing in common, the community consciousness was
aroused, and indeed imbued with a certain degree of solemnity. No wonder
that in many dioceses the German Singmesse gradually won great popu
larity.110 That this did not occur more quickly was due in part to the violent
methods by which its introduction was effected in many places, in part
also to the weaknesses of content which the creations of the period of
Enlightenment so frequently displayed.81
The weaknesses and mistakes with which the Enlightenment proved to
be burdened, in other fields more plainly perhaps than in the liturgy,
turned out to be the reason why a reaction was bound to set in, a return
to the complete affirmation of dogma and the supernatural, to a respect for
the hierarchic structure of the Church and for tradition. A Catholic Res
toration was bound to come... The excessive enthusiasm for reform reached
an end. The older arrangements were once more honored, including the
arrangement of the celebration of Mass, just as a former generation had
on D e c. 10, 1870
(ibid. n. 3230). The
first decretum generale to forbid the
mingling of vernacular singing with the
Latin at High Mass did not appear till
May 22, 1894 (ibid., n. 3827). Since then
several particular decrees (ibid., 3880,
3994) and the Motu Proprio of Pius X
(ibid., n. 4121, 7) have confirmed this legis
lation.
79 Its toleration for Germany has been af
firmed by the Holy See by a letter of the
Cardinal Secretary of State dated Dec. 24,

1943.

In Lower Austria it appears to be a valid
substitute even for the parish Mass on Sun
days in many of the country churches, so
that the Latin service (except for the Re
quiem) is heard only on feasts.

80

"'Cf. Ursprung, 258 f.

•• A. L. Mayer, "Liturgie, Romantik und
Restauration," JL, V (1930), 77-141.
Mayer maintains that Romanticism, because
of the independence of its views, had little
or no connection with the liturgy ( 104 f. ) ;
still certain Romantic elements did enter
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found it, with all its excellencies and, to a great extent with all its defici
encies. No one wanted to listen to critical voices."" Even the healthy reform
aims of the older period-many of which were to be taken up, a century
later, by the highest authority in the Church-were looked upon with sus
picion because they had emanated from the epoch of the Enlightenment.
Still by teaching respect for the existing liturgy, this period of Catholic
Restoration did begin the necessary preparation for a healthier and more
blessed resumption of these former strivings at a later time. The beauty
of the Latin prayers, the dignity of the ceremonies, the harmony of the
whole conglomerate-all these were extolled. Enthusiasm developed once
more for Gregorian Chant and for all vocal art based on the chant after
the manner of Palestrina."•
It was in the field of church music that the Restoration set to work most
visibly to remodel the divine service. The works of the Baroque period
which had found in the liturgy only an occasion for unfolding a musical
splendor that was all too worldly and which often bore no relationship to
the seriousness of the liturgical text and the liturgical my�>tery-from these
one turned aside. An effort was made to bring the unabbreviated words of
the sacred songs into their rightful place. War was declared on the amal
gamation of songs in the vernacular with the Latin service, which now
frequently returned in its pure unadulterated form. The Crecilian move
ment made the relevant demands and principles common property of the
widest circles, and succeeded in introducing even in country churches
many-voiced Latin singing in place of the German Mass-songs...
But this movement had one drawback; the people at Mass were once
more-and this time more consciously than ever-reduced to the role of
spectators, and the attempt to reveal the Latin liturgy to the faithful was
turned aside partly as a matter of principle... The Mass-liturgy was, for
the leaders who espoused this tendency, a monument, finished and fixed
once and for all, a monument which in its mystery-filled objectivity not
only did not take the faithful into consideration but even shut off their
into the restoration, especially, e.g., the at
traction of the Middle Ages.
83 Cf. the views of M. v. Diepenbrock re
garding the opposition of Hirscher; Trapp,
270.

.. Ursprung, 280.
88

Ursprung, 277 ff.; 0. Rousseau, Histoire
du mouvement liturgique (Paris, 1945),
151-166.

In many places, however-as in the Pro
vincial Council of Cologne, 1860-Grego
rian Chant was prescribed except on feast
days.
For the decision of the Third Plenary
Council of Baltimore (1884) regarding

Chant, and for other early evidences of an
American "liturgical movement" see Wm.
Busch, "The Voice of a Plenary Council,"
Orate Fratres, XXI (1946-47), 452-458.
88 This was the stand taken by H. Bone in
the preface to his hymnal Cantate (Mainz,
1847) ; the temple of God, he maintained,
would lose none of its sublimity even if no
congregation ever assembled there for wor
ship, for the living principle is not the con
gregation but the sanctuary and the sacri
fice. The earlier attempts to introduce the
vernacular and a participation of the faith
ful he tags as "devotional communism" ;
these attempts, he felt, went too far. Trapp,

271-273.
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every approach. Therefore the liturgy is praised as a finished art-product,
as a wondrous work of the Holy Spirit, and it is almost forgotten that in
the service of this higher master, human hands had been at work through
the centuries, probing and fumbling and not always very happily, endeav
oring to make the eternally incomplete as fit for its purpose as they
possibly could."7
In such a treatment of the liturgy we recognize the expression of a time
grown tired, a time which is accustomed, with every technical skill, to
measure the tasks of intellectual culture, not by an independent j udgment
of things themselves but by comparison with certain finished patterns
which thus passed muster as an unalterable canon. This was the age which
started out in classicism, following the traces of classical antiquity, an age
which in matters ecclesiastical considered Gothic the ideal in architecture,
Raffaele and Perugino in painting, and Palestrina in music. It is an age
in which our churches began to be filled with imitations and in which the
liturgy of the Mass, by and large unquestionably wonderful, was crystal
lized in a framework that was utterly unworthy of it.
The intellectual backgrounds of this phase of evolution will be made
more plainly visible by a consideration of the parallel phenomena in the
French area. In Abbot Prosper Gueranger, founder of Solesmes ( 1833)
and renovator of the monastic ideal, there arose an implacable adversary
of the so-called neo-Gallican liturgies, or to speak more exactly, of the
arbitrary changes introduced into the Roman :Missal and Breviary. He
demanded an uncompromising return to the books of the pure Roman
liturgy,"" and was so successful in carrying this out all along the line that
in many dioceses even the Propers which were ancient and traditional were
swept by the board. By 1860 the Roman Missal and the Roman Breviary
without any additions had once more been reintroduced nearly everywhere...
Here, too, it is the spirit of the Catholic Restoration which stands behind
the movement. At the same time, however, the opposition to the previous
generation's deification of reason took on, in one strong group, the form of
traditionalism. This became the teaching that, in general, man can achieve
all higher knowledge, not through the labor of his own reason, but only
from tradition, and in the last analysis from an original revelation. Tradi87

See the survey in Trapp, 319-324. The
most striking thing is the effort to compare
the liturgy thus conceived (as a work fin
ished and complete) with other products of
spiritual culture. According to J. B. Hen
ninger (d. 1892) the Church possesses in
the prayers of the liturgical books a treas
ure "which would of itself suffice to prove
its divine origin" ( p. 320, note 244). Ac
cording to F. Hettinger (d. 1890) the con
tents of the liturgy, especially the missal,

are amongst "the most perfect possessions
of literature" (p. 323).
88 P. Gueranger, hzstitutions litzwgiques, 3
vols. (Le Mans & Paris, 1840-1851). The
second volume especially is devoted to this
struggle. Miscellaneous polemic papers
were assembled after his death (1875) in
a fourth volume of the 2nd edition (18781885).
80 F. Cabrol, "Gueranger," DACL, VI
(1875-1879); H. Leclercq, CE, VII (5859) ; Rousseau, 1-43.
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tion and authority, as opposed to every individual project and all private
initiative, thus acquired an unconscionably great importance. This attitude
was prominent already in the case of Joseph de Maistre. And young
Gueranger, too, paid homage to this spirit. He had picked it up in the circle
of Lamennais and in his work with him. After Lamennais' condemnation
Gueranger defmitely broke with him, but the unsparing fight against the
liturgical independence of the French bishops which he had opened up in
Lamennais' publication, he continued to the end in the same spirit in which
he had started it."" Gul>ranger therefore stood squarely for the persistence
of the existing Roman liturgy and

a

veneration for it that set aside any

critical consideration. In spite of his great work on the Church year he
did not favor an unrestricted elucidation of liturgical texts and practices
for the people; for the Christian multitude the liturgy should instead
remain wrapped under a veil of mystery."'

14. The Mass since Pius X
Notwithstanding the shadows that envelop even a figure like Dom
Prosper Gueranger, it was from him and from what he established that
the most momentous impulses proceeded for that intense rapprochement
of the liturgy to the people and for that far-reaching reorganization of
divine service which we witness today. Reverent and loving submersion
in actualities has at last proved to be a blessing, thanks to the wealth that
lies buried deep in the liturgy. It led to a knowledge of the ways and
means to bridge, at least in some scant manner, the thousand-year old cleft
between the Mass-liturgy and the people, without using allegory and also
without any fundamental changes.
First of all, the opus Dei as performed in the new centers of monasti
cism, dignified, replete with the spirit of adoration, became a drama in
the best sense of the word, drawing to itself the eyes of all. The products
of Beuronese art soon gave it a visible background. Gregorian Chant, too,
was refurbished. There were many differences to be found in the various
editions and even at Rome there was no obligatory norm regarding the use
and execution of the chant,' but at Solesmes it was made the object of
learned study, so that its true form in the flourishing period, as discovered
in the manuscripts, was once more re-established. These studies received
the highest recognition under Pius X, who had already in early life been
influenced by the Benedictine movement for the renewal of chant,• and
""E. Sevrin, Dam Gueranger et La Men
nais (Paris, 1933) ; see the review, with
further references, by A. Schniitgen, JL,
XIII (1935), 442-444. For similar and re
lated matters in Germany see Trapp, 268 ff.
01 Gueranger, Institutions, III, 210 ff.; cf.
II, 230, 245.

1 The Editio Medicea of the Roman Gradu
ate, printed 1614-1615, was first declared
authentic by Pius IX in 1868, and this only
in the form of a privilege for 30 years to
the publishing firm of Pustet (Regensburg)
which edited the work. Ursprung, 279, 286.
• Ursprung, 283, 286.
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who, as Pope, utilized the results of the labors of Solesmes as the basis of
his efforts for the restoration of chant and for the new authentic editions
of the chant books ( Editio Vaticana) ." The chants of the Ordinarium

miSSfe appeared in 1905, the complete Graduate by 1907. Already in the
very first year of his pontificate, on November 22, 1903, the Motu Proprio
on church music had appeared,' calling attention to the dignity of Greg
orian Chant, encouraging the participation of the people in its rendition,
but also developing the norms for a polyphony and a harmonized music
that is ready to serve in the sacred celebration.
Under Pius X, too, other endeavors, which in the nineteenth century
had resulted in a deeper search into the treasures of the Church's heritage,
began to bear fruit in the life of Christian worship. Not in vain had the
life of the ancient Church been lifted out of the darkness of the catacombs.
Not in vain had a more intense study of patristic literature been inaugu
rated. Not in vain had a revival of Scholasticism brought honor once more
to an uncurtailed affirmation of dogma and of the Sacrament. Since the
middle of the nineteenth century voices had been raised more and more
confidently to seek for a return of the practice of the ancient Church
regarding Communion, and to point to the natural conclusion of the
Mass in the Communion of the faithful." Thus the ground was somewhat
prepared for the decree On frequent and even daily Communion which
appeared in 1905," marking a milestone in liturgical history even more
important than the decrees of the same pope which were more directly
liturgical.
At first glance the decree seemed to have little relation to liturgical
affairs. It had indeed in its very first words (Sacra Tridentina synodus)
alluded to the wish of the Council of Trent that the faithful receive Com
munion at Mass not only spiritually but also sacramentally. But for the
rest, it had not gone into the connection between Mass and Communion
at all, but had restricted itself to setting forth and analyzing the value and
the conditions of freqeunt Communion. If you read through the religious
periodicals in the years following the publication of the decree, conning
the articles that urged frequent Communion, you will see that at first the
liturgical connection hardly played any role at all in their arguments. For
generations men had been accustomed to regard Communion as an exer
cise complete in itself, and everywhere, in town and country, in the convent
and in the parish church, Communion was distributed each day, perhaps,
but always before or after Mass. After a few years had passed, however,
A brief but satiifactory survey of the his
tory and results of this work in Leon A.
McNeill, "Sacred Music: Its Restoration,"
The American Eccl es i a s t i c a l Review,
LXXVIII (1928), 276-288, esp. 280 ff.;
cf. also Sablayrolles' article on Gregorian
Chant in Liturgia (Paris, 1935), 446 ff.
• Printed
in Decreta a uthentica SRC, n.

•

4121; in English in The American Ecclesi
astical Review, XXI (1904), 113 ff. and in
the White List of the Society of St. Gregory
(New York, 1947), 7-11.
• Trapp, 297-306.
• Acta S. Sedis, XXXVIII (1905-6), 400406. See The America" Ecclesiastical Re
view, XXXV (1906), 75-81.
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the realization began to grow that this Communion movement could last
only if Communion were fitted into some larger entity and became fully
integrated in the organization of Christian life-if it took its rightful and
natural place within the Mass.
Here it was, then, that the Communion movement came into contact
with the liturgical movement, a decade or so after the appearance of the
decree. And the latter kept making these facts plainer and more manifest:
the offering to God in the sacrifice is the proper preparation for Holy
Communion; the sacrificial meal belongs to the sacrifice, God invites us to
it; all the prayers of the Mass lead up to it; and this meal is at the same
time the meal of the Christian community. The Eucharist once more
appears in a new light. The ancient and more complete symbolism gradu
ally creeps back into Christian consciousness; the simple cult of adoration,
already shaken by the decree on Communion 7 loses its dominance.• After
another decade these realizations begin to have an effect on parochial life:
Communion once more stands in its natural liturgical relationship as a
conscious participation in the Holy Sacrifice. From the viewpoint of litur
gical history that was a very important step, and it was not the only one.
The liturgical movement, which, especially in its first beginnings was
almost entirely a movement promoting the Mass, had come closer to the
Mystery of the altar also from another angle. When the movement-a
closed movement embracing wider circles-suddenly came into being in
Belgium only to spread at once into Germany and other countries, it made
itself manifest, above all, by a new way of participating in the celebration
of Mass.• Growing out of the intellectual movement of the past decade, it
had still to overcome many obstacles. The first thing that demanded
solution, even if it was not formally expressed, was the question whether
the separation between people and celebrating priest, maintained for more
than a thousand years, was to be continued. It was certainly continued in
law by the prohibition to translate the Mass books. Efforts had been made
to shake this prohibition, but even as late as 1857 the prohibition to trans
late the Ordinary of the Mass was renewed by Pius IX, although, to be
sure, its enforcement was no longer seriously urged.10 However, it was not
openly and definitely rescinded until near the end of the century. In the
revision of the Index of Forbidden Books, issued under Leo XIII in 1897,
the prohibition was no longer mentioned.11 After that the spread of the
7 By the reference to the fact that the Euch
rist is intended to sanctify the faithful, 110n
autem Pnecipue, 1tt Domini honori ac vene
rationi consulatur; op. cit., p. 401.
• The transition is signalized somewhat by
the booklet of J. Kramp, S.J., Essays on
Eucharistic Liturgy and Devotion, trans.
Wm. Busch (St. Paul, 1926).
• Regarding the beginning see Rousseau,
217-229; Trapp, 362-367; A. Manser,

"Litu r gi sc h e Bewe g u n g," LThK, VI
(1934), 615-617.
See also vol. 6 of the Cours et Confer

enc es (Louvain, 1931), with the theme,
"Le mouvement liturgique dans les dif
f erents pays."
10 Vehlen (Liturg. Leben, 1936), 95 f. Cf.
182 f.
11 Vehlen, op. cit., p. 96.
For that reason Schott's missal did not
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Roman Missal in the vernacular took on greater and greater proportions.u
Ever-widening circles of the laity began to read the prayers of the Mass
along with the priest. And thus the separation between people and priest
was closed in at least one definite point: in their prayer the faithful
used the same words as the priest at the altar.
But now a new wish stirred, to do collectively and in common what
many were already doing by themselves individually, and with this wish
the liturgical movement brushed against the picture of divine worship
which had prevailed up till now. Thus arose the problem of the community
Mass-or as it is called in some places, the missa dialogata or missa reci
tata. The argument ran something like this: If reading along with the
priest was to be something more than reading from a textbook, as is cus
tomary at the opera or at the production of an oratorio, there must be,
in some measure at least, an external speaking along with the priest, espe
cially since the rubrics of the missal in several places seem to expect some
such response from the circumstantes." The first steps in this direction were
taken in academic circles, and then by societies of young students. It was
only later that parochial worship followed suit. At first there was no clear
norm." But in the German area the threatening disorder was held off in
some places by private projects."' And finally, in 192'9, a uniform text of
all the prayers to be read in common was agreed on for Germany and this
was used as a basis by most publishers.
Gradually the various principles on which the dialogue Mass is to be
based became clearer. It is a fact that the history of liturgy must take into
account, that at the beginning of the twentieth century the low Mass had
carry a translation of the canon till 1900,
and the words of consecration were missing
even in the 7th edition of 1901.
12

The most popular missal
tongue was the 1\f essbuch
by Anselm Schott, O.S.B.,
peared in 1884; in 1906, in

in the German
der hi. K ire he
which first ap
its lOth edition

it had reached 100,000 copies and by 1939,
in its 45th edition some 1,650,000 copies.
Predecessors were the translations of Ch.
Moufang (1851; 19th eel., 1905) and of
G. M. Pachtler, S.J. (1854; 9th eel., 1890);
d. Trapp, p. 363. But all these are surpassed
by the popular American missals of J. A.
Stedman, llfy Sunday Missal, of which 15
million copies sold in the years 1939-1945.
Another popular English missal is the
Leaflet Missal published in St. Paul, Minn.;
see Ellard, The Mass of the Future, 129.
13

Rit. serv., III, 9; IV, 2; VII, 7.

" This was really but another step in a long,
gradual process. For it was already cus-

tomary in many places for the youngsters
at the "Children's !lfass'' to pray aloud
either prayers of a private character or
even devotions nHn·e or less liturgical. As
early as 1883 V. Thalhofer had advocated
the people's answering the priest. In one
diocesan hymml, that of Kiiniggratz
( 1897), liturgical prayers were included
along with the songs; the people were to
say the Confitcor, an offertory prayer, etc.,

in German. Trapp, 293, 331; d. 163 ff.,
290 ff.
'"The earliest attempts included: R. Guar
clini, Gemeinschaft/iche Andacht ::ur Feier
der lzl. Messe (1920); J. Kramp, Missa
(1924). Greater success attended the work
put out by Pius Parsch, Klostenzeulmrge1·
Clzormcsse, and the version of the dialogue
Mass in the Kirchengebet issued by L.
\Volker which has reached five million. In
the U. S. the greatest success followed the
introduction of a version by the Sodality of
our Lady (The Queen's Work).
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gained such a great preponderance over the various forms of high Mass
that without further ado it was used as the groundwork for the develop
ment of the dialogue l\Iass. No one seemed to notice that in this sort of
Mass the alternation of functions between priest, lector, singing choir and
people had been leveled off to a uniform speaking by the priest alone, and
this more or less quiet. Now it was recognized that in essentials the high
::\lass had to set the norm, and that therefore at a missa recitata the people
would answer and pray along in those parts that had been taken over by
the choir, thus to some extent recovering these parts for themselves,
while the old chants of the schola, the readings, and the prayers spoken
aloud by the priest would be read aloud in the vernacular by a special
reader or leader.'" In Germany the development reached a certain definite
shape when in 1940 the whole problem of the liturgical movement, and
along with it the question of the dialogue 1\:Iass, was taken over by the
assembled episcopate17 and thus brought to some kind of clarification. In
many dioceses, therefore, directions for the celebration of the dialogue
Mass-which left no little room for variations-were published.

A most significant variant of the dialogue Mass grew out of the inclu
sion in it of elements proper to the German Singmesse.18 The so-called
Be tsi n g me sse-" Pray and sing" Mass-has very quickly gained recogni
tion since its first trial use at the Vienna Catholic Day in 1933, and since
it is at once liturgically inspired, popular, and solemn, not only has it
often rerlaced the simple Singmesse, but it is even being used with increas
ing frequency as the Sunday parish Mass.1"
A similar development was taking place about the same time in places
where French is spoken,"' and elsewhere it is still in process.
16

Cf. ]. Gulden, "Grundsatze unci Grund
formen der Gemeinschaftsmesse in der
Pfarrgemeinde," Volksliturgie tmd Seel
sorgc ( Co lm ar o. ]., 1942), 98-122. Cf.
G. L. D ie c km ann, O.S.B., in Orate Fro
Ires, XXIII, ( 19-18- 9 ) , 472 ff
.

Enco uragem e nt was given th e movement
towards using this dialogue �fass when the
Fulda episcopal conference of 1936 issued
d irec tio ns for a idin g youth ( Volblit. wrd
17

Seclsorge, 151); in Belgium the Provincial
Co unc il of Malines had urgPcl it in 1920
e spe cially for educational institutes and re

ligious societies (see Lefebvre, p. 189, a<;
be low ) ; in the U. S. inspiration came not
only from in divi du al bishops but from the

Sodality of our Lady and the Liturgical
Ellard, The Mass of the
Future, 202-210).

Conference (sec
18

10

Gulden, 122.
Thus in the diocese of S alzburg in 1937

it was pre scribed once a month as Sunday
parish :Mass in those parishes that had

more than one priest.

'"B. de Chavannes, "La messe dialoguee et
ses r e al i satio ns, " La vie spirituelle, LVIII
(1939), 307-317; see also Orate Frafl·es,
XII (1937-8), 225, 469, 517. G. Lefebvre ,
"La question de Ia messe dialoguee, " Cours
ct ConfcrencC"s, XI (Louvain , 1933), 153196. ( T hi s whole volume is devo t ed to the
topic of "Active partici pa tion of the faith
ful in wor,hip." ) The French form of the

dialogue �lass is an outgrowth of the popu
lar chant service, wi th a substit u tion of
rec i tation for singing; it does not usually
include any ve r n acular elements. A particu
larly festive form has been developed for
the circles of ] eunesse Ouvriere Catho
lique, including a symbolic decking of the
altar and presentation of offerings. For the

U. S. see G. Ellard, S.]., The Dialogue
Mass (New York, 1942).
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In all of these changes-some of them not unimportant-not one letter
of the Missale Romanum was touched, not a word, not a rubric"'; for in
no case was there any tampering with the priest's performance of the Mass
for which the norms of the missa tecta continued to serve always as unim
paired principles. All these changes had to do only with the participation
of the people, for which there were nowhere any exact regulations. There
fore no objections were raised by the highest authority in the Church,..
especially since the new forms match the fundamental instructions of the
popes with regard to the active participation of the faithful in the liturgy.""
And yet something very important was achieved. In this setting-even
though in a still imperfect form--our celebration of the Mass was assured,
at least to some extent, an advantage which the liturgy of the Eastern
Church appears to have retained all along by means of its accompanying
interchange of prayers between deacon and people."" The old distance
between altar and people was to a great extent broken down at the oppor
tune moment. From the dialogue Mass the faithful gain a living knowledge
of the actual course of the Mass and so they can follow the low Mass as
well as the solemn Mass with an entirely new understanding. To have been
deprived of such an understanding much longer would not have been toler
able even to the masses in this age of advanced education and enhanced
self-consciousness. But what is even more important, now that the faithful
answer the priest and concur in his prayers, sacrifice with him and com
municate with him, they become properly conscious for the first time of
their dignity as Christians and at the same time they achieve an awareness
The rubrics themselves take cognizance
of the presence of people attending Mass,
by regulating the use of the voice. The
cls ra voce parts of the missa recitata corre
spond to the regulations of the RubricO!
generales, XVI, 2.
22 The common response of the people was
given a reluctant approval by the Congre
gation of Rites, August 4, 1922; Decreta
authentica SRC, n. 4375. For a detailed
study of this decree see: J, Pauwels, "De
Fidelibus qui Celebranti Respondeant,"
Periodica, XI (1923), 154-157; I. M.
Hanssens, "Vetera et Nova deMissa Dia
logata," Periodica, XXV (1936), 57-89;
cf. also Eph. liturg., XLVII (1933), 181184; 390-393; and W.]. Lallou, "The Sta
tus of the 'Missa Recitata,'" The American
Ecclesiastical Review, CIV (1941), 455.
• Pius X, Motu proprio of Nov. 22, 1903:
The people assemble in God's house ad
eundem spiritum ex Primo eoque necessaria
fonte hauriendum, hoc est ex actuosa cum
sacrosanctis mysteriis publicis sollemni
busque EcclesiO! Precibus communicatione
21

(Deer. auth. SRC., n. 4121). The same
thought in Pius XI, Constitution "Divini
Cultus Sanctitatem" of Dec. 20, 1928
(AAS, XXI [1929], 35) and again, with
greater emphasis on concrete methods of
participation, in the encyclical of Pius XII,
"Mediator Dei" (AAS, XXXIX [1947],
521-595, esp. 554 ff., 560, 589 f.).
.. In view of the system in the Orient, where
the faithful do (and always did) have nu
merous opportunities to play an active part
in the liturgy, but where the texts used are
limited and the connection with the action
of the priest is, to say the least, ,reserved,
it may be questioned whether the ideal form
of participation is achieved when the people
say all the prayers along with the priest
whether by means of a lay leader reading
aloud or by silently following the prayers
in the missal. Or should the prayers for the
people be specially fitted out for them? On
the other hand, the use of such newly
created texts always involves a great deal
of bickering and is hardly ever free from
justified objection. Regarding the special
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that they are the Church, that they stand in corporate relationship to all
those whom God has graciously drawn to Himself in Christ ... If in this way
a start has been given to a broad and comprehensive cure of souls fed on
the very basic forces of the Church, it is not hard to estimate what weight
all this will have not only for the individual's confirmation in faith and
for his mode of life, but also for the stabilization of the Church at a time
when nearly all external props have fallen down.
The community or dialogue Mass achieves its goal by superimposing
its own form like a shell over the fixed, permanent structure of the missa
lecta or low Mass. The price it must pay is high, namely that the first
liturgus, the priest, is wholly in the background during the audible part
of the Mass, the greetings and summonings excepted. For this reason, the
Mass which is adorned with the altar songs of the priest-the missa can
tata-mu st and will take the first place. The questions about the proper
form of the celebration of Mass all come back to this, and chiefly to the
priest's celebration. The ideal which Pius V had in view, to give the Mass
a purity and clarity such as it possessed in the time of the Fathers (ad
pristinam sanctorum Patrum normam ac ritum) will always stand before
the Church. Not, indeed, as though ancient forms should be or could be
merely brought back-even the church architecture of the last century
does not simply revive the ancient basilica-but in the sense that in the
celebration of the Christian mysteries the inner wealth of the Church
comes to light as of old and the children of the Church constantly renew
their joy and gladness because of their possessions and their blessings.
The monumental greatness of the Roman Mass lies in its antiquity
which reaches back to the Church of the martyrs, and in its spread which,
with its Latin language, spans so many nations. Nowhere else is it so plain
that the Church is both apostolic and catholic. But this double advantage
of the Roman Mass also involves weaknesses. The Latin tongue has now
adays become more and more unfamiliar even to cultured people. Will
there ever be any relaxing in this matter in the setting of the Mass? As
a matter of fact, Latin is by no means the only liturgical language within
the Catholic Church, even abstracting from the diocesan rituals in which
the vernacular already occupies a large space. The Catholic Mass is cele
brated not only in the ancient languages of the Orient and of the Slavic
peoples, but also in several modern languages... Even within the Roman
Mass tendencies in this direction are to be found: in Glagolitic congregaform the people's prayer should have, see

J ungmann, Liturgical Worship, 122-124.

For a moderate discussion of the desire
for the vernacular in the readings, see E.
Dolderer, "Die Volkssprache in der Litur
gic," Th eol. Quartalschrijt, CXXVII

25

(1947), 89-146.

.. The Byzantine Mass, for instance is cele,

brated by the Roumanians, even Catholics,
in Roumanian. See the survey by W. de
Vries, "Die liturgischen Sprachen der ka
tholischen Kirche," StZ ( 1940-41), 111116; and the chapter "de linguis liturgicis"
in Raes, Introductio, 207-227; cf. also El
lard, The Mass of the Future, 146-158, and
a pertinent bibliography, 159-160; cf. 257.
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tions the Old Slavonic has been in use for centuries.27 When at the begin
ning of the seventeenth century the Chinese missions began to flourish,
the question was very seriously posed, whether the language of the lit
urgy should not be Chinese, for, unlike the early medieval mission to the
Germans, here a people was being dealt with who already had a literary
language of its own...
The Latin language is only one of the peculiarities of the Roman liturgy
that, due to its venerable age, has to some extent become a problem. As
we already saw in the exposition so far, each succeeding cultural epoch
has overlaid the original plan of the Mass-liturgy with its own layer. Not
always has this been a harmonious, progressive, organic growth. In our
explanation of the various parts of the Mass we shall have to point out
continually how in the process of development, displacements, intermix
tures, contractions occurred which sometimes left nothing more than a
remnant of the expression of the original idea. In other cases the basic idea
itself has become strange to us.
Thus in the present shape of the Roman Mass, forms and practices have
been retained which are no longer comprehensible to the ordinary onlooker
and for which an adequate explanation can sometimes be found only after
a tiresome search into history. And when this does not concern some incon
spicuous, subordinate rite, it is really very irritating ... Still this venerable
heritage, which took centuries to produce, should not be discarded lightly.
Even so, it is clear that at a time when one unified missal is appointed for
nearly all Christendom, it is no longer possible-as it was possible, per
haps, and self-evident in the era of manuscript missals-to make the
changes that one recognizes ought to be made, or to make them all at once.

A great deal of patient waiting is certainly needed.
And yet, because the Church is eternally young, it will not shrink back
from a task however big. When Pius X determinedly undertook the revi
sion of the psalter in the breviary, he remarked that he was thereby taking
., Supra, p.

81.

Benedict XV, on May 21, 1920, also ap
proved the use of Old Slavonic at Mass on
certain feasts in the many sanctuaries with
in Czecho-Slovakian territory; see Bibel
u. Liturgie, X (1935-6), 113 f.
28

The permission to use Chinese was actu
ally given in 1615 by Paul V, but it never
reached the petitioners. When, in 1631,
after the new missal was finished, the re
quest for permission was renewed, it was
no longer granted; Benedict XIV, De s.
sacrificio missce, II, 2, 13 (Schneider, 85) ;
A. Vaeth, Das Bild der Weltkirche (Han
nover, 1932), 96-98.

H. Chirat, in Etudes de liturgie pastorale
(Paris, 1944), 227, tells of Pius XI's ap
proval of a project to use the Roman lit
urgy, translated into Estonian, in Estonia.
211 Cf. P. Simon, Das Menschliche in der
Kirche (2nd ed., Freiburg, 1936), 52£.
What H. Mayer, Rc/igionspiMagogische
Reformbcwegung (Paderborn, 1922) , 141
wrote is not at all impertinent: At one time,
he remarked, liturgy was the interpreter of
religion, acting as a sort of sermon or cate
chism. Nowadays we are in the uncomfort
able position of having to interpret what
should be the interpreter, and of tuning up
what should have been able to give us life
and spirit.
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only the first step towards a correction and reform of breviary and missal."'
When at the same time he revamped the position of the Sunday Masses
and the weekdays in Lent, making them privileged, he was but following
a plan which Trent had followed, to emphasize the essentials and to repress
what is merely rank overgrowth."' The same line was traced in the years
after Pius X when, for the first time in nearly a thousand years, new pref
aces were composed for the Universal Church-arrangements of the prayer
of thanksgiving which once more brought into renewed prominence the
central themes of all eucharistias, the pierced heart of our Redeemer and
His eternal Kingship. Great changes, like the sanctioning of evening Masses
and the easing of the law regarding the eucharistic fast, are witnesses to
the courage to make bold reforms when they are required. In the last anal
ysis, the revival of elementary liturgical thinking, as it was ushered in,
in such a magnificent fashion, by the encyclical letter of Pope Pius XII,
Mediator Dei of November 20, 194 7, is the foundation-supporting but
also necessary-for any and every renovation in the matter of external
forms.
'"'In the Bull "Divino afflatu" of Nov. 1,
1911 (printed at the beginning of the missal
and of most copies of the breviary: nemo
non videt ... primum nos fecisse gradum
ad Romani Breviarii et Missalis emenda
tionem.
:u The
rubrical formulation of this and
other changes followed in the new edition
of the missal which appeared in 1920 under
Benedict XV.

Still shortly before efforts were made to
add other unessentials even to the Ordinary
of the Mass. Under Leo XIII, as the result
of a postulatum of many Frenchmen, it
was almost certain that the name of St.
Joseph would be added to the Confiteor,
Sttscipe s. Trinitas, Communicantes and
Libera 11os; see E. Springer in Pastor
Bonus, XXXIV (1921-22), 20£.

Part II

THE NATURE AND FORMS
OF THE MASS
1. Names of the Mass

T

HE NAMES BY WHICH THE EUCHARISTIC CELEBRATION HAS BEEN

designated at various times do not give us an idea of its essence.
They do not even suggest what that essence was thought to con
sist in. But they do show us certain aspects, whether purely on the sur
face or deeply intrinsic, by which the Mass was principally known to the

faithful. These names are like a shadowy outline which permits certain
characteristics of the essence to appear.
The earliest names we meet with are taken from outstanding details in
the rite. The Acts of the Apostles use£ the term "the breaking of (the)
bread," referring thereby to the act by which the presiding person, follow
ing the ancient custom and the example of our Lord Himself at the Last
Supper, opened the meal.' But perhaps the idea behind the "breaking of
bread" was not the material meal which was associated with the ceremony,
but rather the sacramental bread itself: "Is not the bread we break a
participation in Christ's body?''" This is all the more certain if-as seems
probable-the consecration of the bread was bound up with this rite
of breaking. St. Paul himself calls the celebration "the Lord's Supper,"
Kupw:xov oe'tnov (1 Cor. 11 :20) and thus places its character as a meal
all the more plainly in the foreground.
Since the turn of the first century the term "Eucharist" has been em
ployed, and thus is brought into prominence a spiritualizing word which
had been connected with the meal from the outset. Euxaptcrt!a is first of
all the prayer of thanks with which, after the manner of our Lord himself,
the sacred action was surrounded. The word was used by Catholic writers
as well as by the Gnostic groups from which the apocryphal histories of
the Apostles stemmed." In the Fathers of the second century this is the
word which suggests a precise phase of the celebration; it is a celebration
1 IO.&:at<; lip'tOv,
fractio panis: Acts 2 :42,
46; 20 :7. Cf. supra, pp. 9-11.
•t Cor. 10:16; c£. Acta lohannis, 110
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(Quasten, Mon., p. 341); Acta ThomCE,
27 (ibid., p. 343).
• Cf. e.g., Acta ThomCE, c. 27, 49, 158
(Quasten, 343-5).
c.
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in which the thanks of the redeemed rises up to God.' In the Didache" at
least by inference, and plainly in Justin the consecrated gifts themselves
are called Euxcq:tntiX.• And in this last meaning especially, the word is
adopted by Tertullian and Cyprian as part of the vocabulary of the Latin
Church; and has so remained till the present.
As we saw, the celebration of the Eucharist was very early designated
as an

offering or sacrifice. And the designation became a name then and

there. In the Latin area there appeared, in this sense, the words oblatio
and sacrificium, respectively from ojjerre and sa crificari-ag a in first of all
in the writings of the two Africans already mentioned. In Africa the word

sacrificium appears to have prevailed as the usual name. Cyprian" and
Augustine• use it regularly for the celebration of l\Iass. How strongly it
was impressed on the literary usage of the Middle Ages we can learn from
the fact that in the penitential books offenses against the eucharistic spe
cies are denominated as offenses against the

sacrificium.1"
oblatio prevailed. Thus

But in other sections of the Church the word

the pilgrim lady Aetheria, whenever she refers to the celebration of Mass
on her pilgrimage, regularly uses

oblatio and ofjerre.11 Until the sixth cen

tury

oblatio continued to be the usual name for the Mass.12 To describe
ojjerre (even without an object) continued in use even later13;
sacerdotem oportet ojjerre is what the bishop still says at ordination.
the action,

•

•

Cf. supra, pp. 20-22.

Did., 9, 5.

• Even Philo already calls the meal con
nected with the thanks-offering euxapca-rlcx:
Th. Schermann, "Euxapca'tlocundeuxocpca-re<v"
(Philologus, 1910), 391.
7 Dekkers, Tertullia1111S, 49, where it is at
once apparent that Tertullian had no fixed
term to designate the celebration; for Cyp
rian see Fortescue, The Mass, 44.
• Citations in Fortescue, 398.
• See the index, PL, XL VI, 579 ff.
10
Pcruitmtiale V allicellanmn I (8th cen
tury), n. 21: si quis non custodierit sacri
ficium; cf. n. 123-125 (H.]. Schmitz, Die
Bu ssb iicher und die Bussdiscip/in der
K irche [Mainz, 1883], 344 f.; cf. 38 6 f.,
425 £., etc.). The terminology seems to hark
back to Scottish penitentials: P crn iten tiale
Cwnmeani, c. 13, 5-23 (ibid., 641-643). As
Prof. W. Havers wrote me in reference to
R. Atkinson, The Passions and the Homi
lies from Leabhar Breac (Dublin, 1887),
6360, the word is also to be found in Old
Irish in the form sacarbaic.
In England the word was still in vogue
in the late Middle Ages; see the Sarum

Missal: (Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 667
A): calicem cum pateua et sacrijicio.
The word was also used in German; in
the rhymed explanation of the Mass (12th
century, edited by A. Leitzmann (Kleine
Texte, 54), 19, I. 22, we read of the little
elevation : the priest "daz sacrificium f.tf
heuet" (the priest lifts up the sacrificium).
11 .lEtherice Pe regri 11 a l io; see the index in
the edition of Geyer ( CSEL, XXXIX,
408).
12H. Kellner, "Wo und seit wann wurde
Missa stehende Bezeichnung fi.ir das Mess
opfer ?" ( Theol. Quartalschrift, 1901),
429-433, 439. Prof. Havcrs tells me that in
Middle Irish the word oifremt, from the
word offerendum, had become the common
term for Mass ; but a Celtic word with the
same meaning, idpart (the root means "to
offer up") was also employed. In modern
Celtic languages the only term used is one
equivalent to "offering": Irish, an t'aif
reann; 'vVelsh, yr offeren ; Cornish, an
offeren; Scots, an a ifrio nn ; see D. Att
water, The Christian Churches of the
East (Milwaukee, 1948), 30, footnote.
:uo Citations in Batiffol, Lefons, 174 ff.
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In the Greek Orient the corresponding word r.;:ocr<;:op:i was used only in
passing." A word of similar import, ivet�op:i was generally employed only
in the narrow sense of the :\lass proper, and to designate the formulary
used therein.'" On the other hand, the Syrians, both East and West, com
monly used the word Kurbono or Kurbana, "gift"

••

as the name for the

::\lass." The Armenians, too, use a word that means offering.••
We need not be surprised that, besides those names which go to the very
core of the matter, other words are to be met with which-in accordance
with a rule of sacral speech-designate the sacred action only with a cer
tain reserve, as though from a distance. Several denominations of this sort
are to be found.
Thus the West Syrians use, besides the word already referred to, another
which expresses only the reverential and awe-filled "approach" to God,
Korobho. It is generally used not for the whole l\Iass, but only for the
l\Iass proper-the anaphora-and for the variable anaphora formulas.'"
Elsewhere the l\Iass is called simply "the Holy," sacrum, just as we use
it in modern Latin. Thus in one portion of the Semitic language-group
various derivatives of the word kadosh, "holy," are employed. Amongst
the Abyssinians (Ethiopians) the Mass is called keddase,"' amongst the
Arabs, kuddas or takdis."' Amongst the Syrian Nestorians (and the
Catholic Chaldeans) the corresponding word kuddaslta, "the hallowing,"
is commonly used for the l\Iass formula.'"� Of a similar sort is the Greek

O:ytetO"iL6�, which, however, designates more precisely the sacred--or better,
the sanctifying-action. The word has become and has remained the usu:tl
name for the l\Iass amongst the Copts, obviously as a result of the influ
ence of Alexandria.""
Another name origi'nated by considering the personal source from which
the sacredness of the celebration springs-Christ our Lord. So the Mass
.. Synod of Laodicea, can. 58 (Mansi, II,
574).
'"So chiefly in the non-Byzantine rites, and
usually in the respective national tongue .
This narrower usc of cha:�op.2 is quite
appropriate, for while -.tpoa<;:�pet� means in
a gener al way "to bring along," :l:va:ifep�tv
means "to lay upon" (the altar); Bright
man, 569, 594 f.
Cf. A. B aumstark, "Anapho ra , " RAC,

I, 418-427.
_Cf: Uark 7:11: xop�<iv,

18

o ecr,;tv �wpov.

Stmtlarly the Coptic liturgy is sometimes
called korban.

Bri gh t man, 579; Hanssens, II, 22.
Brightman, 580: patarag.
10 Brightman, 579; but see the letter of
James of Edessa (d. 708) who pl aces the
two words kurobho and kurbono as equiva
lents; ibid, 490, line 25. The two names are
17

18

etymolog-ically connected, for kurbono
(kurl>olla) is derived from the same stem,
kerabh, "to approach "; that with which we
approach , a gift.
'"Brightman, 579.
B right man, 580; Attw ater, lac. cit.
""A. ]. Maclean, East Syrian daily offices
(London, 1894), 295.

21

"' Hanssens, II, 22.
In the Euclzologion of Sera pion ciyta:c;;.o.),�
is used for the praise contained in the
Sanctus (13, 10) and for the blessing of
baptismal water (19, tit.; Funk, II, 174,
180). In this word, therefore, two allied
notions are inherent, two different meanings
of the te rm "hallow": "to call holy," that is,
to worship God; and "to make holy," that
i s, to bless some creature. Which of these
notions applies in the case of the designa
tion of the Mass has yet to be investigated.
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is called dominicum, "the Lord's," a name which was current in North
Africa and Rome around the third and fourth centuries."' During the Dio
cletian persecution the martyrs of Abitina declare: sine dominico non
possumus ... Intermitti dominicum non potest."" This formation of a name
which calls the Mass the celebration of Christ is parallel to that which calls
Sunday the day of Christ (dominica, xupta:x�), and the Christian place of
worship the house of Christ, the house of the xupto<; (xupta:x6v =church).
Nor is the creation of either term far apart in time.
In other instances, the name for the Mass is derived from the fact that
it is a service which those who are invested with the fulness of the Church's
power perform for the believing congregation. That is, as we know, the
sense of the word A<:t"oupy[a:, liturgy,"" which in church terminology des
ignates primarily ecclesiastical functioning in general, then secondarily
divine worship, and, amongst the Greeks since the ninth century, simply
the Mass.27 Even outside the Greek-speaking area of the Byzantine rite
especially amongst the Slavic peoples and the Roumanians-the same
Greek word is in use as a name for the Mass.
There are other instances of a similar practice elsewhere. In German,
for example, the solemn Mass is called Amt and Hochamt (service and
high service, respectively), the latter corresponding to the Latin summum
officium of the decadent medieval period."" In the closing years of Chris
tian antiquity the common terms in Latin were actio, and the related agere.
In Ambrose the expression for "to celebrate Mass" was either agere or
offcrre."" This expression designates the "consummation" of the sacred

action."" This is brought out by the fact that later the word actio is taken
in the narrow sense of the sacrifice proper, the canon, which is designated
2'

Batiffol, Lc,ons, 171 f.

""Acta Saturnini, etc., c. 10 f. (Ruinart,
Acta Martyrum [Regensburg, 1859],
418 f.); cf. in Tertullian, De fuga, c. 14
PL, II, 141 A): do m i11 ica sollcmnia. The
Pauline term domi11ica C!l'Ha (1 Cor. 11 :20)
also belongs in this category.

""E. Raitz v. Frentz, "Der Weg des Wortes
'Liturgic' in der Gcschichte," Eph. liturg.,
LV (1941), 74-80; H. Strathmann-R.
Meyer, AEt-roupyew etc., Thcol. fVortcrbuch

::. N. T. . IV (1938), 221-238.
"'Eisenhofer, I, 5; Hansscns, II, 33-36.

•• ]. Greving, Joham� Ecks P/arr/mch, 79.
28F. ]. Dolger, Antikc und Christeutum, I
(1929)' 54-65.
In Gelasius I, Ep. 14, 6 (Thiel, 365) the
Mass is called actio sacra.
Dolger, Sol salutis, 295-299, derives the
word from the usage in ancient sacrificial
rites where the sacrificing minister, before

00

giving the fatal stroke, used to ask, agone r
But it seems difficult to admit an immediate
transfer of such a usage to Christian sacral
speech. Rather we are dealing here with an
emphatic agere, such as was in use in an
cient sacral language, along with /acere and
operari, to designate a sacral deed (even in
the general sense of "celebrating a feast");
see 0. Case!, "Actio in liturgischer Ver
wendung," JL, I (1921), 34-39; idem,
"Actio," RAC, I, 82 f. In any case we could
complement the word with an object in the
sense of the full expression missas agere, a
phrase which actually appears, e.g., in Vic
tor Vitensis, Historia persec. A/ric., II, 2,
13 (CSEL, VII, 25, 39); cf. Leonianum
(Muratori, I, 401; Feltoe, 101): a c tio
mysterii; Liber pont. (Duchesne, I, 239) :
actio sacrificii.
On the other hand the derivation from
gratias agere proposed in Batiffol, Le,ons,
170, is very unlikely.
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the canon actionis.81 The word agenda is also·used,"" so that the full expres
sion for "celebrating Mass" was agere agendam.
While in these designations the point of view is the activity of the spirit
ual officiants, Christian antiquity also recognized names which view the
celebration of Mass as an assembly of the Christian people-an assembly
that was centered on the mysteries of the Eucharist. A Latin appellation
of this kind was actually used for the Mass-the word collecta-but its
use was only passing... Since it was soon employed in the liturgy in another
sense, the word did not endure. But it was different with regard to a Greek
word having the same meaning, the word auvcz��� which from the fourth
century on, was for a long time the prevailing name .. until it was displaced
by the term A.et'!oupy(cz. However, it still lives in modern Latin as a sub
stitute for Eucharist: sacra synaxis."" A word of the same type was also
developed amongst the Syrians.""
That the celebration of the Eucharist which Augustine lauded as signum
unitatis should have taken its name from a coming together is something

we could very well understand. But it is puzzling indeed that, as a matter
of fact, it has been designated by a separating, a going apart. Such, how
ever, appears to be the case in regard to the word which both in Latin and
in the modern languages of the West has practically supplanted all other
names, the word missa, "Mass." For today there is no doubt at all as to
the original and basic meaning of the word: missa = missio = dimissio.
It meant, in late Latin, a dismissal, the breaking up or departure after
an audience or public gathering.17 Thus too in the language of the Chris
tian liturgy, it was used both to announce the closing of the assembly in
the lte missa est and to designate what preceded this close. In this latter
signification the word emerges around the end of the fourth century.
11

A special feast-day text of the Communi
cantes will therefore carry the heading, to
be inserted infra actionem. As we all know,
this heading now stands, very unsuitably,
even above the basic text of the Comm uni
cantes in the Missale Romanum.
02 Du Cange-Favre, Glossarium, I, 138.
03 In the Acts of the Abitina martyrs the
word appears time and again along with
the word dominicum, sometimes as an ex
tension of the latter, sometimes as its equiv
alent, e.g., c. 12 (Ruinart, 419), where, in
c�D?ection with the proconsul's question,
s, m collecta fuisti, the narrative remarks:
Quasi christia11us sine dominico esse possit.
Cf. Eisenhofer, II, 4 f.
.. Hanssens, II, 24-33 ; ibid., 24 f., citations
of a transient use of another word derived
from the same root and used in a similar
sense : auvarwri).
• The word appears to have been given cur-

rency first by the Humanists. In the Middle
Ages it was used only in the wider sense
of a worshipping assembly; Du Cange
Favre, VII, 688.
80 Brightman, 581 : cmushyo.
17 Avitus of Vienne, Ep. 1 (PL, LIX, 199) :
in ecclesiis palatiisque sive pr atoriis missa
fieri prommtiatur, cum populus ab observa
tione dimittitur. For textual criticism of the
passage see Diilger, Antike u. Christentum,
VI (1940), 87 f.
Cf.
for
the
following
Jungmann,
Gewordene Liturgie, 34-52 (on the his
tory of the meaning of missa) ; here will
be found an extensive bibliography and
the citation of sources. Among the latest
untenable meanings suggested we must
mention here the conjecture of C. M.
Kaufmann, Handbuch der altchristlichen
Epigraphik (Freiburg, 1917), 221, that
missa is to be educed f rom mesa (actually
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This closing did not consist simply in a mere prosaic announcement, as
we have it in the phrase lte missa est. It regularly comprehended (whether
at i\lass or at some other service) a definite ecclesiastico-religious act, a
dismissal in which the Church once more drew her children to herself with
motherly affection before sending them on their way with her blessing.
That is the way it was even in the early Church. Already in the church
order of Hippolytus the catechumens are sent away each time with a lay
ing-on of hands. And thus it continued for centuries both in the Mass and
outside. In a different form this arrangement has remained alive, even
today. Nor need that surprise us. For the arrangeme�t is found in the very
essence of the Church, which, as the holy Church, is for her members essen
tially a refuge of grace and blessing. Just as the word missa, when we first
encounter it as a name for the close of divine service, often implies the
blessing just mentioned,.. so also the word missa became a designation for
the concluding blessing, and then for the blessing in general.
In a more modern extension of the meaning, a custom grew up of call
ing every divine service as a unit a missa, because it included a blessing,
much as we today style every evening devotion briefly as a benediction.
This usage had already appeared about 400. Soon there was talk of a missa
nocturna, of missce vcspertince and matutince. The celebration of :Mass, too,

was such a missa. The usage took hold all the more easily because the same
posture of body-standing bowed-which was perceived when the priest
or bishop stretched out his hands in blessing was to be seen frequently also
at the high points in the various functions-at the priest's orations and
especially at the preface and in the canon of the l\Iass. In a sense the
found in inscriptions), and this in turn
from mc11sa, altar-table.
A rece nt explanation, without knowl
edge of the derivation I have proposed,
comes from F. Bomer, Alwenkult 1md
Ahl!cuglaubc im a/ten Rom (Leipzig,
1943), 1 2 8 ff., who makes the suggestion
t hat mittere i11[crias or sim p ly mit/ere
was a sacrificial term of the Roman cult
of the dead, with the original meaning; to
send the dead in the grave a gift; from
this we get missa patella as the designa
tion of the corresponding sacrificial plate.
On this Biimer builds the hypothesis that
the Christian missa must ha v e stemmed
from this mitlcrc of the cult of the dead
( 132, note 1). However, the connection with
the cult of the dead is hard to demon
strate. The Mass was never "sent" to the
dead Christ, still less to a dead martyr;
it was always an offering made to God,
commemorating the Risen Christ who
overcame death. The regular connection

of the Christian altar with the grave of a
martyr belongs to the beginning of the
Middle Ages, and in !{orne i t se l f is not
prior to the 7th/8th centuries, while missa
already appears even here as early as the
5th century, and precisely with our sig
nification. See infra.
38 See especially .lEtherice Peregrinatio, c.
24, 2, 6 (CSEL, XXXV I I I , 71 f.), et al.
In the oft-cited passage in Ambrose, Ep.,
20, 4 f. (PL, XVI, 1037) the word has this
meaning ; after Ambrose had dismissed the
catechumens following the fore-Mass, he
turned to explain the symbol to some can
didates for baptism ( compelel!les); then
the sudden invasion was announced to him :
Ego tame11 ma1rsi i11 mlllll'l"e, missam facere
ca?pi. Dum offero. .. By missa is here
,

.

meant the dismissal of the competelrles
(which was done by means of a blessing),
for they had to be sent out just as the other
catechumens were, before the traditio sym
boli; cf. infra, p. 480, note 33.
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priestly praying was always a sort of missa, for it always drew down God's
favor and blessing upon all who bowed down before Him in adoration; but
especially was this true where Christ's Body and Blood became present
through the word of the priest. So the name missa was gradually appro
priated to the Eucharist, not (for a long time) exclusively, but at least by
preference. Since the middle of the fifth century, examples are to be found
in the most widely separated parts of the Latin area-Italy, Gaul, North
Africa-examples in which missa is used univocally for the :Mass celebra
tion. The oldest extant example is in a decretal of Leo the Great in the
year 445, in which he inveighs against certain instances in which divine
service was held only once on Sundays, si unius tantum missCE more servato

sacrificium offerre non possint, nisi qui prima diei parte convenerint.••
At the outset, the word used in this narrower sense was employed mostly
in the plural, missCE, or with some addition, missarum sollemnia."' Only by
exception, however, was there any adjective appended like sanctCE missCE.'1
Even to day in the official language of the Church such adjectives are as
rule left out; it is simply fit missa or celebratur missa. It is as though
the word missa has in it so much splendor that it can well do without extra
ornament." At the time of origin and development it must have approached,
a

in content and mood, the Grreco-Coptic liytcxalL6�, for it is the celebration
in which the world is sanctified.

2.

Meaning of the Mass. The Mass
and the Church

If we put together such meanings as we derive from the names of the
Mass we glean nothing more than a very superficial sketch. The Mass is
celebration for which the Church assembles, a celebration which occu
pies the center of her charge and service, a celebration which is dedicated
a

to the Lord. It is a celebration which presents God with a thanksgiving,
an offering, indeed a sacrifice. And it is a celebration which reacts with
blessings upon those who gather for it. Other essential features have been
revealed to us by the course of history, for we have learnt the various
aspects which were given special prominence as time went by. But we must
"'Leo the Great, Ep. 9, 2 (PL, LIV, 627).
Further citations in Jungmann, op. cit., 40-

ized," and to the fact that a solemn Mass

42.
"' This last expression is employed as a rule

was then the usual type.
" Thus once in Cassiodorus,
ps. 25 (PL, LXX, 185 B).

frequent; see, e.g., i1z[ra, p. 196, note 7.
It answers to the consciousness that the
Mass had to be "celebrated" or "solemn-

"The other names of the Mass already de
scribed are used as a rule without any
qualifying additions, with the exception of
those used in the area of the Byzantine rite,
where the term is regularly "the divine
liturgy."

by Gregory the Great; see, for instance, the
Christmas lesson in the breviary. In the
early Middle Ages the expression is quite

Expos. in
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now inquire what the Church herself has said in her formal pronounce
ments, whether by direct teaching or in theological discussion, regarding
the meaning and the essence of this celebration.
It will not be out of place to present this question in a book which has
as its primary subject-matter the variety of forms that the Christian cele
bration possesses. For the discussion should serve not only to establish or
P.rove this variety but also to understand it in its development and growth
from its roots, from the very core of its nature. So it is necessary, first of
all, to have this essential core before our eyes to see what it is. Naturally
it is not our task to excerpt and to rewrite the pertinent treatise in dog
matic theology as an isolated and self-contained chapter or even one related
to the full-rounded theological structure or more particularly to the doc
trine of the Sacraments. We must rather realize the liturgical connotations
of the problem, and try to pose the questions and construct the answers
with an eye to religious life and ecclesiastical service.
Let us first orient ourselves with regard to the liturgical facts hitherto
established, making them the starting point for a broader excursion into
the field of theology. These facts show that we cannot make the notion of
sacrifice a basis absolutely and exclusively, otherwise we would leave no
room for many other important and essential features. We must start off
from one of the broader and more general ideas which find an application
in an examination of the essence of the Mass solemnity. Such a notion is
the one by which our Lord himself indicated the meaning of what He
instituted: "Do this for a commemoration of me." The Mass is a solemnity
dedicated to the memory of Christ; it is dominicum. And further, it is not
merely a remembrance of His person, but a recollection of His work
according to the word of the Apostle: "For as often as you shall eat this
bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord, until he
comes" (1 Cor. 11 :25).
The consideration of the Mass must therefore commence with the mys
tery of our Lord's Passion and death. This is what is continually being
made present and actual-in the institution of the Last Supper. However,
neither can this mystery be exhausted with one simple idea. In this mys
tery our Lord sealed with His blood His testimony to truth (John 1 8:37),
to the Kingdom of God which had come in His own person, and thus had
"borne witness to the great claim" (1 Tim. 6:13). With a heroic obedience
that was steadfast even to the death of the Cross (Philippians 2 :8), He
had in this mystery fulfilled the will of His Father against whom the first
Adam had set himself with defiant disobedience. With free resolve our
Lord had put himself into the hands of His enemies, silently, making no
use of His wondrous might, and had offered up His life as "a ransom for
many" (Mark 10:45). He had taken up .the warfare against the invisible
enemy who held mankind imprisoned in sin, and as one who is stronger
still, He had been victorious (Luke 11 : 22) : He had cast out the prince of
this world (John 12 :31). He took His place at the head of mankind, strid-
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ing forward through suffering and death, thus entering into His glory
(Luke 24:26). As high priest He has offered up in the Holy Spirit the per
fect sacrifice; with His own blood He has entered the sanctuary and set
a seal upon the new and eternal covenant (Heb. 9:11 ff.). He himself
became the Paschal Lamb, whose blood procured our ransom out of the
land of bondage, whose slaughter inaugurated our joyous Easter feast

(1 Cor. 5:7 ff.), the Lamb that was slain and yet lives, the Lamb for whose
wedding feast the bride has clothed herself (Apoc. 5:6 ff.; 19:7 ff.).
By all these notions, by all these pictures the attempt is made in the
writings of the New Testament to circumscribe and to illustrate the great
occurrence by means of which Jesus Christ effected the re-establishment
of mankind.
All that is characteristic of the redeeming death of Jesus is clearly con
tained in some way in the institution of the Last Supper. There, in a man
ner that is full of mystery, this suffering is made present, this suffering
that is at once testimony and obedience and atonement and struggle and
victory and stainless sacrifice. It is made present under the signs of bread
and wine, the elements of a simple meal, which are transformed by the
hallowing words into Jesus' Body and Blood, and thus changed, are enjoyed
by all who partake of them. But what is the more precise meaning of the
Presence that is consummated day after day in a hundred thousand places?
Does that meaning rest in the very Presence .as such?
When Christ on the Cross cried out His Consummatum est, few were the
men who noticed it, fewer still the men who perceived that this phrase
announced a turning-point for mankind, that this death opened into ever
lasting life gates through which, from that moment on, all the peoples of
earth would pass. Now, to meet the expectant longing of mankind, this
great event is arrested and, through Christ's institution, held fast for these
coming generations so that they might be conscious witnesses of that event
even in the latest centuries and amongst the remotest nations, and might
look up to it in holy rapture.
The :Middle Ages actually did turn to this side of the eucharistic mys
tery with special predilection. What takes place on the altar is above all
the memoria passionis. The suffering of Christ was seen represented in the
breaking of the bread, in its distribution to the faithful, in the partaking
of the Chalice whereby the Blood of the Lord is poured into the mouth
of the faithful.' From this obvious symbolism the step to an allegorical
interpretation of the whole rite was easily made; particularly after the
ninth century the whole l\Iass was explained as a comprehensive represen
tation of the Passion of Jesus. In the action of the assisting clerics, who
step back at the start of the preface, is seen the flight of the disciples. In
the celebrant's extended hands our Lord is seen agonizing on the Cross
1M. Lepin, L'idee du sacrifice de la Messe
d'aprcs les theologiens depuis l'origine

jusqu'a n os jours (Paris, 1926), 87-90,

112-129.
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with arms outstretched. In the commingling of the species is seen His glo
rious Resurrection. In fact, the whole life of Christ, the whole history of
Redemption is seen represented in the Mass. The sacred action at the altar
becomes a play, in which drama and reality are intermixed most mysteri
ously. How strong an impression this viewpoint made can perhaps be
gauged by the fact that even today we use the expression "to hear l\Iass," •
as if we were an audience.
We must perceive that even in these explanations of the medieval inter
preters, a primary essential trait of Christ's institution is given expression;
this institution is a memorial ceremony, a sacred action which recalls into
the midst of the congregation a redemptive work which occurred long ago,
a "mystery-action." 3
Another aspect of Christ's institution which was prominent from the
very outset and which in earlier times was made visible through its litur
gical form, was the fact that a holy meal was being held-a meal and a
memorial. The Eucharist is a memorial instituted by our Lord for a remem
brance of Himself. A table ii set; it is the Lord's table. For a long time
Christian speech avoided--or at least refrained from using-the term for
altar derived from pre-Christian religion and even today still employs the

'

simple name mensa, &y !a: ".,&7te�a:.
At this table the faithful community is gathered in holy society. Here
the Lord himself is given them as nourishment, His Body and His Blood
handed to them under the species of bread and wine, as a spiritual food,
a spiritual drink (cf. I Cor. 10:3 ff.).
2

The expression "to hear Mass" is already
found in the 13th century Lay. Folks Mass
Book (ed. Simmons), 6; cf. 4. The Ger
mans speak of "hearing Mass" : die Messe

hi:iren.
Dccrclrtm Gratiani, III, 1, 64 (Friedberg,
I, 13 12 ) : missas totas a u dire ; cf. ibid., 62
(1311), but here the MSS. disagree. Even
in Regino, De synod. causis, II, 5, 64 ( PL,
CXXXII, 285) one of the questions is
whether the shepherds come to church on
Sunday and hear Mass (missas audiant).
The Carolingian explanation of the Mass,
"Domiuus Vobiswm" (PL, CXXXVIII,
1167) considers the circumadstantes of the
priest's prayer to refer to those who have
come a d audiendam missam, and that he
then prays also for those qui oblationes
suas offerrmt.
An Albanian confrere informs me that
the Albanians speak about "seeing �!ass."
On the other hand the indeterminate ex
pression "to attend Mass," or at least the
concept corresponding to it, is much older;
cf. Tertullian, De or., c. 19 (CSEL, XX,

192) : de statimmm diebus nor1 pu t an t pte
rique sacrificiorum orationibus intervenicll
dum. Tertullian commends this intervenire
in which one can, even without communi
cating, bring the body of the Lord home ;
cf. Elfers, Die Kirchenordnung Hippolyts,
293.
3

Nothing is here said about the details of
the nature of the mysterium ; cf. the use of
the word "mysterium" in W. Goossens,
Les origines de l'Eucharistie, 246 f. It is
this locution, however, that is borrowed
by 0. Case!, JL, XI (1931), 271.

In older English usage the altar is often
called God's board, and this expression is
especially (though not exclusively) used

•

when reference is made to Holy Commun
ion; cf. Bridgett, A History of the Holy
E u charist in Great Bri t ain, 191. In the
Greek-speaking East at the present day the
usual expression for altar is hagia or hiera
tnipe:::a (the holy or sacred table); cf. Sala
ville, An Introduction to the Study of East
em L it urgics (London, 1938), 133.
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Thus the eucharistic institution does more than commemorate our
Saviour. In it the communion and society of the faithful with their Lord
is continually renewed. The meal is a sufficiently striking proof of that.
And we can therefore safely say that, aside from the external activity, the
meal is still in our own time the basic form of the eucharistic celebration.•
However, even in the biblical sources, this meal is distinguished as a sacri
ficial meal. The table of the Lord which is prepared in the church in
Corinth is contrasted to the tables of the demons, the tables at which the
meat offered up to the heathen gods is eaten.• Already in the primitive
Church it was recognized that in the celebration of the Eucharist a sacrifice
was offered up, and that therein was fulfilled the prophecy of Malachias
who foretold a clean oblation which would be offered up in all places.' The
thought of a sacrifice, of an oblation to God, taking place in the Eucharist,
occurs time after time in the works of the Fathers. That thought has defi
nitely figured in every text of the eucharistic celebration which is known
to us.
The Middle Ages, too, whose devotion to the celebration of the Mass
had drawn the remembrance of the Passion so much into the foreground,
did not on that account lose sight of the idea of oblation and sacrifice. In
fact the later medieval period did so much to emphasize the sacrificial
aspect and stressed in so many forms and fashions the value of the Mass
for gaining God's grace and favor for the living and the dead, that not
only did the Reformation find herein a subject for its immoderate indict
ment but even Church authorities, both before and after the storm, found
reasons for making certain corrections.
The Council of Trent, therefore, was careful to clarify this very phase
of the eucharistic mystery. The Council stressed the doctrine that the Mass
is not a mere meal nor only a memorial service recalling a sacrifice that
had taken place of yore, but is itself a sacrifice possessing its own power
of atonement and petition." Christ had offered this sacrif1ce at the Last
Supper and had given His Apostles and their successors the commission to
offer it. Indeed He himself makes the offering through their ministry.
Thus He left to His beloved spouse, the Church, a visible sacrifice.• The
Mass is therefore a sacrifice which is made by Christ and at the same time
by the recipients of His commission; it is the

sacrifice of the Church.

sacrifice of Christ

and the

In our liturgical study we may not treat the sacri

fice of the Church as a matter of secondary moment.
• R. Guar<.lini, Besinmmg t•or der Feier der
lzeiligen Messe (Mainz, 1939), II, 73 ff. Cf.
supra, p. 21, note 63.
"1 Cor. 10:14-22. C£. the discussion of the
passage in Goossens, 202-208.

'Didadze, 14, 2 f.
•

Sess. XXII, can. 1 (Denziger-Umberg,
948) : S. q. d. in missa 11011 offerri Deo

n.

vermn et proprium sacrificium aut quod
offerri non sit aliud quam nobis Christum
ad manducandmn dari, a . s . ; can. 3 (ibid.,
950): S. q. d.missCE sacrificium tan tum esse
/audis et gratiarum ac t ion is aut 1wdam
commemorationem sacrificii in cruce per
acti, non autem propitiatorium ... , a.s.
• Ibid., c. 1, 2 (Denziger-Umberg, n. 938,

940).
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In the theological controversies of the Reformation period and in sub
sequent theology, the sacrificial notion did indeed stand out as central, but
the Church's sacrifice played only a minor role. For the main concern was
over a much deeper presupposition, whether the Mass was a sacrifice at
all, and-opposing Calvin especially-whether believing that it was contra
dicted the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews regarding the one sacri
fice of Christ. Thus, above all else, the Mass had to be safeguarded as the
sacrifice of Christ.
But when apologetic interests receded and the question once more arose
as to what is the meaning and the purpose of the Mass in the organization
of ecclesiastical life, it was precisely this point, the sacrifice of the Church,
which came to the fore. The liturgies themselves are quite emphatic in the
matter. One has only to scan the text of the Roman Mass, or of any other
Mass-liturgy for that matter, to see that there is nothing plainer than the
thought that in the Mass the Church, the people of Christ, the congrega
tion here assembled, offers up the sacrifice to Almighty God. What is
happening at the altar is called, in one of the most venerable texts of our
liturgy, an oblatio servitutis nostrlE, sed et cunctlE jamililE tum. And, corre
sponding exactly to this, there are the phrases to be read right after the
words of consecration, at the very climax of the whole action: nos jamuli
tui, sed et plebs tua sancta ... oflerimus prlEclarlE maiestati tum-and the
gift mentioned is the hostia pura, the sacred Bread and the Chalice of
salvation. The same notion finds expression in a phrase incorporated into
the Mass some thousand years later, when the priest speaks of meum ac
vestrum sacrificium which should be acceptable to God. That the Mass is
also the sacrifice of Christ is, in the Roman l\lass ordo, only assumed, but
never directly expressed.
There is actually a definite contrast between this language of the liturgy
and the language we are used to nowadays in sermons, catechisms, and
other religious writings. \Ve prefer to insist on the fact that on our altars
Christ renews His Passion and death in an unbloody manner. We talk
about the renewal of the sacrifice of the Cross, about an oblation in which
Christ gives himself to His heavenly Father. But it is only in very general
terms that we mention the sacrifice of the Church,'" and for this reason
even our theological textbooks in discussing the ensuing problem as to
precisely where Christ consummates His sacrifice, refer without much
reflection to His presence in the sacred Host.
If, by way of contrast, we skim through the pertinent writings of the
10

This is true not only of German-language
catechisms, which are satisfied with a state
ment that "Jesus Christ offers himself in
holy Mass"; the New Baltimore is equally
vague ("Christ gives us His own body and
blood ... to be offered ....
q. 356) and
equally one-sided ("The Mass is the sacri,"

fice of the New Law in which Christ,
through the ministry of the priest, offers
Himself to God in an unbloody manner
under the appearances of bread and wine."
Q. 357) ; cf. G. Ellard," 'Mediator Dei' and
Catechism Revision," The American Ec
clesiastical Review, CXX (1949), 289-309.
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Fathers even casually, we are surprised to note that they use similar terms
in reference to Christ's oblation in the Eucharist and in reference to our
own. They emphasize with equal stress the fact that we (or the Church
or the priest) offer up the Passion of the Lord, indeed that we offer up
Christ himself." This is likewise true of the pre-Scholastic Middle Ages.
Seldom, it is true, do they use words of their own to express the traditional
teaching, but when they do they are especially clear in pointing out that
it is the priest at the altar, who, in place of Christ, offers up our Lord's
Body," that in so doing he is the coadiutor Redemptionis"' and vicarius
eius." And at the same time they declare that the Church offers up the
sacrifice through the ministry of the priest. .. Even the theologians of earlier
11 Irem�::us, Adv. ht1!r., IV, 17 f.; esp. IV,
18, 4 (a!. IV, 31, 3; Harvey, II, 203) :
hanc oblationem Ecclesia sola puram offert
fabricatori.

Cyprian, Ep., 63, 17 (CSEL, III, 714):
passio est enim Domini sacrificium quod
offerimus.

Athanasius, Ep. heart., 2, 9 (PG, XXVI,
1365): We offer up not a material lamb
but the true Lamb that was already offered,
our Lord Jesus Christ.
Ch ry s ost om, il£ Hebr. hom., 17, 3 (PG,
LXIII, 131) : our priest is he who offered
up the cleansing sacrifice; it is this same
sacrifice that we now offer up ... , not an
other.
Passio And1·et1! (5th century; A cta ap.
apocr., ed. Lipsius-Bonnet, II, 1, p. 1 3 f.) :
Omnipotenti Deo . .. immawlatum agnum
cotidie in a/tare crucis sa c rifico.

Augustine, Ep., 98, 9 ( CSEL, XXXIV,
531): Nanne semel oblatus est Christus i1�
seipso et tamen in sacramento non solum
per Otlllres pascht1! sollemnitates, sed omni
die populis immo latur ?
Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. myst., V, 10
(Quasten, Mon., 103) :When we are offer
ing up our prayers to God for the dead, we
do not plait a wreath but we offer up the
Christ slain for our sins.
According to The od ore t, In ps., 109
( PG, LXXX, 1773) "the Church offers
the mystery of the body a nd bl ood , " even
if Ch rist were n ot active at all.
12 Remigius of Auxerre (d. 908), In ep. ad
Hebr., 8 (PL, CXVII, 874 C; Lepin, 139):
Dum enim nos offerimus sacramenta cor
Poris eius, ipse offert.
Pseudo-Alcuin (9th/10th century, Con
(c ssio fidei, IV, 1 ( PL, Cl, 1087; Lepin,

139). quamvis corporeis oculis ibi ad at
tare Domini videam sacerdotem panem et
vinum offerentem, tamen intuitu fidei et
puro lumine cordis inspicio ilium summu.m
sacerdotem vemmque pontificem Dom
inum Jesum Christum offerentem seipsu.m.

Hugo of Amiens (d.1164), Contra ht1!r.,
II, 2 (PL, 192, 1276; Lepin, 140) : Qua

propter manu s illt1!, manus ad hoc sacralt1!,
quibus Christi corpus et sang uis in altari
sacra habet confici, manus utique sunt Chri
sti. . . . C onsecratus itaque sacerdos stat
vice Christi coram patre summa.

The idea that behind the activity of the
visible priest stands everywhere the ac
tivity of the High Priest Christ is also
strongly emphasized by Paschasius Rad
bertus, De corpore et sa n guine Domi1ri,
12, 2 (PL, XII, 1312).
'"Peter Comestor (d. 1178), Sermo 47
(PL, CXCVIII, 1837 C; Lepin, 140).
"Stephen of Bauge (d. 1136), De sacra
mento alt., c. 9 (PL, CLXXII, 1280;
Lepin, 140).
15 Lepin, 141.
Early Sch ol ast ic theologians incline to
wards the view that an excommunicated
priest or one publicly heretical can no longer
validly consecrate because he can no longer
speak the offerimus of the prayer in the
Canon in the name of the Church (Lepin,
141, note 3). Even Peter Lombard still
subscribes to this opinion (Lepin, 157).
Similarly, Cyprian h ad denied to priests
outside the pale of the Church the power
to consecrate ; C. Ruch, "La messe d'apres
les Peres," DThC, X, 939 f.
St. Thomas, Summa theol., III, q. 83, a n 
swers with a distinction: only the prayers
which are to be said in the name of the
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Scholasticism 18 and the great teachers of the flourishing schools of the thir
teenth century use the same language," without, however, going into any
deeper discussion of the topic. Only Duns Scotus lays any great emphasis
on the sacrifice of the Church. The Eucharist, he says, is accepted by God,
not because Christ is contained in it, but because He is offered up in it,
offered up by the Church.Ui The theologians of the declining Middle Ages
stress the activity of the Church with such one-sidedncss and partiality
that the sacerdotal function of Christ himself is to some extent obscured.'"
Even the Council of Trent itself pointed out, as we already remarked,
that it was our Lord's intention at the Last Supper to leave "to His beloved
Spouse, the Church, as human nature requires, a visible sacrifice."'" The
Church, therefore, was to have this sacrifice, and through it was to be able
to satisfy the desire of human nature to honor God by means of sacriftce.
For any theological view which would also do justice to liturgical reality,
this statement of fact is fundamental.
Our next question therefore follows along this direction. We want to
know how Christ's institution is to be understood as a sacrifice of the
Church, in what relation it stands to the life of the Church in all its ful
ness, and especially what principles of liturgical formation are taken for
granted in it."'
To be more precise, how is this sacrifice which the Church is supposed
Church lose their efficacy, not the consecra
tion, which is performed in Christ's name
and by virtue of the inamissible power of
ordination. Adrian VI (d. 1523), In IV
Sent., f. 28 (Lepin, 230) adheres to the
conviction that even the power to offer up
the sacrifice (which is not taken away by
the sinful state of the priest) is always ex
ercized in the name of the Church and for
this reason retains its efficacy ex parte
EcclesiCE committentis.
16
Lepin, 148 ff.
1
7 Lepin, 180, 210 f.
Albert the Great, De s. Euch., V, 3,
forms an exception: sol us Filius est
saccrdos hui11s hosliCE, says he.
8
1 Duns
Scotus, QuCEst. quodlibet, 20, 22
(Lepin, 231).
Scotus even contests the notion that
Christ here himself, immediate, offers up
the sacrifice, because of the wording of
the Epistle to the Hebrews and because
otherwise the Mass would be equal in
value to the Passion. Because it is the
Church that essentially makes the offer
ing, it is also needful that someone an
swer the priest in persona totius EcclesiCE;
Duns Scotus, In IV. sent, 13, 2 (Lepin,
238).
·

10

A. Gaudet, "La messe: III,'' DThC, X,
1082 f.
20 Sess. XXII, c. 1
(Denziger-Umberg, n.
938). See ibid.,: novum i11sfituit pascha se
ipsum ab EcclesiCE ... immola11dum (see
Schroeder, 144-5). This makes it plain
that the words of the Council about idem
offerens (c. 2) are not to be pressed to the
point of excluding the cooperation of the
Church, which really represents a subject
not at all independent of Christ. Besides, in
the same passage the words offere11di ratio
diversa also leave room for this extension
of the subject: Christ here offers along
with His Church.
"'In recent times the sacrifice of the Church
has been given theological emphasis by M.
de Ia Taille, S.J., Myslerium Fidei (Paris,
1921). Of the three sections of this work
the first deals with the Lord's sacrifice, De
sacrificio Dominica, the second with the
Church's, De sacrificio ecclcsiastico. Inso
far as the :\lass, contrasted with the Cross,
is a new sacrifice, it is so (according to
de Ia Taille) exclusively as the sacrifice of
the Church. The offering which Christ
made on the Cross she makes her very own
by performing it on His commission and
through His power (299). A detailed dis-
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to offer up-how is it brought about? By the fact that the Church joins in
the sacrifice of her Lord and Master, so that His oblation becomes her
oblation. Therefore, in the Mass the one sacrifice of Christ, the one obla
tion of Golgotha by which He redeemed the world, is in mysterious fashion
made present. Because of St. Paul's letter to the Hebrews, the oneness of
the sacrifice of Christ is a matter which cannot be assailed.""
But how is this presence of the sacrifice of Christ to be understood?
There must be something more here than just a representation of the obla
tion that took place once upon a time, something more than the memoria
passionis as we see it commonly exhibited by the separate presentation of
the Body and the Blood of Christ. On the altar a sacrifice truly takes place,
but it is a sacrifice which in many respects coincides with the sacrifice of
the Cross. For the Council of Trent says of it: "There is the same oblation,
and the same Person who now makes the oblation through the ministry of
the priests and who once had made an oblation of himself on the Cross.
Only the manner of offering is different." 23 It is here that the speculations
of theologians take their start; the result has been a variety of explana
tions which, since the sixteenth century, have continued to multiply.
The simplest solution seems to be one that was not proposed till our own
day. According to this explanation the memoria passionis is intensified
into an objective remembrance in the sense of a Mysteriengegenwart
a mystical presence. In the celebration of the Eucharist not only Christ
himself but His one-time act of redemption are made present under cloak
of the rite, "in the mystery." •• The past happening, Christ's Passion and
Resurrection, is re-enacted in time, not indeed in its historical course but
"in the Sacrament." So, from the very nature of the case, there is present
an oblation-the same oblation which once took place. This, however, is
a supposition which is not found in tradition in the precise form it here
takes, but is rather the result of reasoning from tradition,"

a

deduction

which must enlist the aid of certain hypotheses which are themselves quite
questionable:• According to this theory the one oblation of Christ achieves
cussion of de Ia Taille's theory of the Mass
in Lepin, 659-720, and in most theological
manuals.
""Hebr. 9:24; 10:18.
""c. 2 (Denziger-Umberg, n. 940).
21

The concept is presented by 0. Case! in
countless publications. Prominent are "Das
Mysteriengedachtnis der M e s s l i t u rgi e ,"
JL, VI (1926), 113-204, and his later ar
ticle, which sets out his position fully,
"Glaube, Gnosis und Mysterium," JL, XV
(1941), 155-305.
""G. Siihngen, Symbol Ulld Wirklichkeit
im Ku/tmysterium (2nd ed., Bonn, 1940),
132-135. A brief introduction to the study
of the mysterium is provided by P. Botz,

O.S.B., "The Mysterium," Orate Fratres,
XV (1940-41), 145-151. Of this theory,
aside from its detailed application, Th.
Klauser, "A Brief History of the Liturgy

in the West: I," Orate Fratres, XXIII
(1948-9), 15, has this to say: "The concep
tion of various liturgical acts as 'mystery
deeds' is clearly demonstrable in certain
ecclesiastical regions, particularly eastern
ones, and in the writings of some Fathers,
but it has never become a general and com
mon teaching of the Church."
"'Cf. ]. Pohle-M. Gierens, Lehrbuch der
Dogmatik, III, 9 (Paderborn, 1937), 361363.
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simply a new presence by means of the consecration. The disparity of the
actual oblation would thus be reduced to the barest possible minimum, so
small that it is hard to see how there could be any new ratio offerendi
or how the Eucharist could still be called our sacrifice, or how we would be
linked to Christ's oblation in any relationship except a very external one."'
The older explanations, on the contrary, generally sought to find the
new and "different" manner of offering, of which the Council speaks, in the
act of consecration itself. By means of the consecration, the Body immo
lated on the Cross and the Blood shed thereon are presented to the Father
once again at this point of time and space. In this re-presentation which
Christ fulfills through the priest-ministerio sacerdotum, says Trent-we
have the oblation in which, according to the testimony of Christian tradi
tion, the great high-priest offers himself at every Mass. This new offering
is necessarily also a sacrifice in its own right, but not one that has inde
pendent redemptive value, since it is nothing else than a sacramental ex
tension of the one and only redemptive sacrifice on Calvary which the
Epistle to the Hebrews had in view...
There appeared to be only one difficulty. This re-presentation is indeed
some sort of offering (offerre), but is not properly a sacrificial offering

( sacrificari), an immolation. Pre-Tridentine theology was not at all agi
tated over this distinction, the sacrificial character of the Mass being sup
plied by the oblatio which took place in it."" But the pressure of contro
versy seemed to demand a search for the precise sacrificial act within the
Mass. And especially in view of the sacrifices of the Old Testament, it
seemed necessary to acknowledge that a destruction of the gift was essen
tially required, so that, in the case of a living thing it had to be killed
(destruction theory), just as Christ himself consummated His redemptive
sacrifice by His death. The post-Tridentine Mass theories are concerned
for the most part with demonstrating this "destructive" sacrificial activity
in the Mass."" However, no agreement over the solution has ever been
reached."'
Some theologians wanted to substitute for this destruction a mere altera"'Cf. A. Stolz, O.S.B., Manuale theologifE
dogmaticf£ (Freiburg, 19 43), VI, 173-175.
""The above formulation is the result of
numerous discussions I have had with a
confrere of mine, P. Karl Rahner.
.. See the succinct presentation of state
ments for the chief periods in the history of
the theology of the Mass-sacrifice in the
comprehensive article "Messe" in DThC,
X ( 1928), 795-1403, the first three centu
ries; from the 4th to the 15th by A.
Gaudet, 1036 f; 1081-1083.
St. Thomas distinguishes the two concepts
oblatio and sacrificium when he says (Sum.
theol., II. n••, 85, 3 ad 3) : sacrificia proprie

dicuntur, q11ando circa res Deo oblatas ali
quid fit, but he places no special importance
on it; see Gaudet, Joe. cit., 1061 f., 1081.
80 See the survey in Lepin, 337-770; A.
Michel, "La Messe, V," DThC, X, 11431289; F. Renz, Die Geschichte des Mess
opfer-Begriffes, II (Freiburg, 1902).
"' The first generation of post-Tridentine
theologians tried to be content to find in
the Mass some kind of image of a sacrificial
destruction. They were satisfied to refer to
the commemoration of the Passion as rep
resented in Communion and, in a limited
way, even in the fraction (M. Cano), or
finally also in the consecration under sepa-
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tion of the gifts, which, added to the offering, would suffice for a sacrificial
act." Others finally thought they could ignore any special act of immola
tion that would require the destruction or alteration of the gift, and fol
lowing the lead of pre-Tridentine tradition they explained that the simple
presentation of the gifts was sufficient. Christ, they declared, is made
present under the species which by their separation are a sign of His
bloody sacrifice of old; thus He presents himself anew to the Father."
There could not, of course, be any thought of an oblation of Christ that
takes place here and now if this presentation were to consist simply in the
interior resignation, in Christ's sacrificial sentiment which is present in
this moment of time and space (because enclosed in the sacramental presrate species (Salmeron). But under the
pressure of controversy, an actual destruc
tion occurring here and now was looked
for: Bellarmine (d. 1621) sought it ulti
mately in Communion, which he likened to
the consumption of the sacrificial victim by
fire; Gregory of Valencia (d. 1603) in the
consecration, fraction and Communion to
gether.
Soon it was acknowledged more and more
that the destroying sacrificial act could
only be looked for in the double consecra
tion, which was the only thing requisite for
the completion of the eucharistic sacrifice.
Lessius (d. 1623) saw-as several others
had already seen before him (Lepin, 413)
-that the double consecration which pro
duces, vi verborum, the separation of body
and blood, was an act in itself suited to
achieve the actual death of the sacrificial
Lamb if the latter were still liable to death ;
it was therefore equivalent to a real sacri
ficial act (later designated nzacfatio virtu
a/is). Vasquez {d. 1604), whose theory
was supported in the last century by Per
rone, found that this double consecration
would not in itself acquire the status of an
independent sacrificial act, but in view of
the relative character of the Mass, revert
ing as it does to the sacrifice of the Cross
-for it is really a commemorative sacrifice
-the image of death, the representation of
the former slaying inherent in the double
consecration, the mactatio mystica, would
suffice; later adherents to this thesis added
that, even abstracting from the relativity,
the macfatio mystica would do, because
Christ appeared each time under the image
of death ( Bossuet, Billot).
Cardinal de Lugo (d. 1660) maintained
that an actually destructive change was in-

admissible as an homage to God, the master
of life and death; according to his theory,
the words of consecration placed Christ
before men's eyes in a status declivior, in
the condition of food, and this even by the
single consecration ; the double consecra
tion was required not for the sacrifice but
for the representation of Christ's Passion.
This theory of de Lugo was revived by
Cardinal Franzelin (d. 1886), and ].
Brinktrine, Das Opfer der Eucharistie
(Paderborn, 1938), has endeavored to ex
tend it by the notion that the humanity of
Christ, through this reduction to the state
of food, experiences a dedication or hal
lowing; see in this connection F. Mitzka,
ZkTh, LXIII (1939), 242-244.
St. Thomas is here cited as the authority
(see supra, note 29). Thus R. Tapper (d.
1559) refers to the fact that in the Mass
the glorified Christ assumes a sacramental
form of existence (DThC, X, 1107, 1109 f.,
1116). This theory has been taken up again
more recently by N. Bartmann, Lehrbuch
der Dogmatik (4th ed., Freiburg, 1921),
II, 369 f.
Akin to this is the theory of Suarez
(adopted to some extent by Scheeben), ac
cording to which the sacrificial transforma
tion is referred not to Christ directly but
to the eucharistic elements, the bread and
wine; see iwfra, note 38.

12

Thus especially, several German theolo
gians since the 19th century, above all
Moehler and Thalhofer. Lepin, who him
self adheres to this theory, cites in its favor
the representatives of the French Oratory
since Cardinal Berulle (d. 1629); Lepin,
462 ff., 543 ff. But see in opposition A.
Michel, "La messe," DThC, X, 1196-1208.
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ence) and enduring (because also retained permanently in heaven). For an
interior sacrificial sentiment, the will to sacrifice is not itself a sacrifice.
Sacrifice demands some sort of action which moreover must be expressed
in an external sign. Those who hold this opinion are therefore forced to
assume that Christ in heaven makes a sacrifice which fulfills these condi
tions, and which is made present in the consecration'"-an assumption
which cannot easily be confirmed."'
Christ does, however, make the presentation of His one-time sacrifice
before the face of God in an externally perceptible action, namely in the
consecration which He performs through His priests. The consecration not
only stems from Christ, in so far as the commission and powers are derived
from Him, but it is in its very performance His work in the first degree,
a work of His priestly office."" And it is a work which-unlike the other
sacraments, aimed in the first place at the sanctification of souls-is directed
immediately to the glorification of the Father. It is a presentation or offer
ing to the heavenly Father in the very here and now, in an act which
enshrines in itself the core of every sacrificial activity: dedication ...
This profound notion was developed espe
cially by Valentin Thalhofer ; see Lepin,
575 f. In his own statement of his stand
point Lepin believes it possible to admit a
heavenly sacrifice without any external act
(737-758; see 747).

31

"'F. A. Stentrup, Pr(E/ectiones dognzatic(E
de Verbo incanwto, II, 2 (Innsbruck, 1889),
278-347.

This notion of sacrifice, constructed as
it is exclusively on the concept of obla
tion, is plainly distinguished from the pre
Tridentine notion in this one essential
point, that the latter thought in this con
nection almost entirely of an offering by
the Church while the former speaks of the
oblatory activity of Christ and ascribes it
to the Christ present in the Eucharist.
From this conception a new mode of eu
charistic piety derived, directed towards
the life of Christ's soul in the Eucharist.
It is to be found exemplified amongst the
members of the French Oratory; some
citations in Lepin, 482 ff., 491 f., 546.
"'Cf. St. Thomas, Summa thcol., III, 83,
1 ad 3: Sacerdos gcrit imaginem Christi, in
Cllills persona ct !'irtutc !Jcrba pronrmtiat
ad consecrandum .... Et ita quodammodo
idrm est sacerdos et hostia. Thomas (and
with him apparently the Tridentinum, which
aliudes to his formulation) sees the sacer
dotal activity of Christ at work especially

in the effective consecrating act of the
priest.
According to one trend of theological
thought, we would have to postulate a phys
ical activity of Christ in each and every
consecration-not only knowing of each
one but willing it and, as instrwnentum
coniunctum divi�ritatis, producing it. How
ever, no new act is demanded for each con
secration; it is sufficient that there be a
continuation of the affirmation and deter
mination of all future oblations, made by
Christ during his life on earth in virtue of
His foreknowledge. Cf. R. Garrigou-La
grange, O.P., "An Christus non solum vir
tualiter sed actualiter offcrat missas qua:
quotidie celebrantur," A ngclicum, XIX
(1942), 105-118. Differently in W. Lam
pen, O.F.M., "De Christo non actualiter,
sed virtualiter offerente in Missa," An
tonianum, XVII (1942), 253-268.
New light on the question in G. Sohn
gen, Das sacramentale If'esen des M rssoP
fers (Essen, 1946), especially, pp. 25 ff.
87 Basically what is requisite for a sacrifice
over and above the oblation is nothing more
than an expression of dedication. While
with regard to a gift by which we wish to
honor a man, we do nothing more than hand
it to him : in regard to a gift to the invisible
God it is possible to make such an offering
only by removing it from our own posses-
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This dedication is consummated upon a thing which is still profane, still
the world, is in fact the world and human life in the intensest sense, since
men prolong their life through it; but it is altered and transformed into
the holiest thing between heaven and earth, into the sacrificial gift offered
up on Golgotha, an image of which is set forth in the species after the
transubstantiation ... In the "holy and venerable" hands of the Lord the
earthly gift has become a heavenly gift in the very act of giving... Thus
the oblation of Christ is again on our altars, and as an oblation which He
himself performs anew before our very eyes. But He does not perform it
in order to present us a drama, but in order to include us and His Church
sion and designating it as belonging to God

and "dedicated" to Him. The form this
designation will take is dependent on the
nature of the gift. The history of re
ligions brings to light oblation-gifts that
are merely set down in some holy place
and arc thus hallowed by reason of the
place, the "altar." Thus the Old Testa
ment had a sacrifice of this sort in the
bread of proposition. The dedication and
appropriation to God is best secured, how
ever, when the gift is entirely removed
from human usc-the incense burnt on the
charcoal, the wine-offering poured out, the
animal slaughtered, the flesh consumed by
fire. On the sacrifices as found in the his
tory of religions see W. Koch, "Opfer,"
L ThK, VII, 725-27.
88 That the bread and wine were also to be
included in the sacrificial act was long main
tained by renowned theologians : Suarez,
De missC2 sacrijicio disp., 75, I, 11 (Works
ed. Berton, XXI, 653); Bellarmine, Disp.
de colzfrov.. III, 3, 5 (De sacrif. missC2, I),
c. 27 (ed. Rome, 1838: III, 734); lastly

M. ]. Scheeben, The Mysteries of Chris
tianity (trans. C. Vollert, S.J.; St. Louis,
1947)' 507-511.
The corresponding ideas are found ex
pressed in many passages in the Fathers
since Iren:eus: The layman who presents
the bread and wine for the Eucharist is
considered a (co-) offerer· see supra p.
'
27.
'

That there should be a distinction be
tween the gift as it is alienated by men and
the gift as it is determined for God's serv
ice, that the point of expropriat
ion and ap
propriation should not exactly
coincide, is
�een even in pre-Christian sacrifices, for
mstance, the presentation of the smoke of
sacrifice which is common in ancient hea-
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thendom as well as in the Old Testament
(Gen. 8:21, et at.). The eucharistic sacri
fice, too, was so instituted by Christ that it
should start as bread and wine and not till
afterwards become the gift properly so
called.
The favorite argument, that the reference
of the sacrificial action exclusively to Christ

fits the wording of the Tridentinum (ea
dem hostia) better, really proves nothing;
for the conception explained above in no
way contradicts it, any more than the in
clusion of the sacrifice of the Church con
tradicts 'the words of the Council about
idem sacerdos. Since no problem regarding
these ideas had been proposed to the Coun
cil, there was no call for a more precise
statement.
Please notice, however, that in the above
demonstration we are not saying-as does
]os. Kramp, S.]., Die Opferanschauungen
der romischen Liturgie (2nd ed.; Regens
burg, 1924), 109 ff.; idem., The Liturgical

Sacrifice of tlze New Law, trans. L. F.
Miller (2nd ed.; St. Louis, 1927), 34-35that the core of the sacrificial action is the
fact that bread and wine are consecrated;
what we claim is that the core of the sacri
fice is to be found in the fact that, by the
consecration, Christ once more presents to
I lis Father the gift of the body and blood
He had already sacrificed to Him. But this
in no way hinders our perceiving in the
sacrifice actually instituted by Christ a
further symbolism in the consecration of
earthly gifts; for Christ did not institute
just any kind of sacrifice, but a determined
sacrifice rich in many relationships, the
sacrifice of His Passion as the sacrifice of
the Church. Cf. in a similar vein G. Sohn
gen, Das sakramentale Wesen des �M css
opfers (Essen, 1946).
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everywhere on earth and in every century in His pascha, His passage out
of this world to His Father. His sacrifice becomes each time the sacrifice

of the Church.'"
Our Lord offered up the sacrifice on the Cross not for its own sake but
that He might therein give His life as "a ransom for many" (Matt. 2 0 :2 8).
In this way He concluded for us that everlasting covenant with God which
was promised in the prophets (Is. 61:8; Jer. 33:20f.; Bar. 2: 35) that
covenant by which God receives mankind into His favor so that He no
longer remembers their misdeeds (Jer. 31:31-34; cf. 33:8), but rather
wishes them every good (Jer. 32 :40), in the hope that the destined heirs
obtain, forever, their promised inheritance (Heb. 9:15). But because it is
a covenant, a compact, obedience and fidelity are expected also on our
part. It was at the very time of its institution, at the Last Supper, that
Christ spoke of the covenant. He speaks of His body "which is to be given
up for you" (1 Cor. 11:24; Lk. 22:19). He designates His blood as "my
blood of the new Testament, which is to be shed for many" (Mark 14:24;
Matt. 26: 2 8), and points to the chalice as "the new testament in my blood"
(1 Cor. 11 :25; Lk. 22:20). As if to say, this institution has a special mean
ing within that testament, and in the commission to do this perpetually
as a memorial, something more is intended than merely a theoretical com
memoration in connection with the repetition of this transubstantiation.
Much more is accomplished than that. In it is created an opportunity for
all the faithful of all times to ratify" in conscious manner this covenant
which He had concluded in their name. At Baptism we are already taken
up into this covenant and its goods are portioned out to us, without our
having to do anything except receive them. In the Eucharist, Christ sets
before us the Passion by means of which He inaugurated this covenant;
now it is up to us to step forward with a willing "yes" to protest our adher
ence to the law of Christendom. His sacrifice should become our sacrifice,
the Church's sacrifice, so that it might be offered up in her hands "from the
rising of the sun to its going down" and the name of the Lord of hosts
"be made great amongst all the peoples" (Mal. 1 : 10 ff.) .
The Church received a sacrifice from Christ because it is in man's very
nature to honor God by sacrifice. More especially is this true where all
religion is not to be limited to the inwardness of the individual, that is to
say in a social union like the Church, in the divine service of the com
munity. Here the need to glorify God by outward gift, by the visible
emblem of an interior subjection or an internal giving of oneself to God
this need naturally arises of its own accord. The inner thought has to be
.., Anscar Vonier, O.S.B., A Key to the
Doctrine of the Eucharist (Westminster,
1948), "Man's Share in the Eucharistic
Sacrifice," 223-240.
"There can be no question of a ratification
in the fullest sense, since this "covenant" is

essentially a one-sided favor on God's part;
cf. ]. Behm, Theol. Worterbuch z. N. T.
(1935), II, 106-137; especially �tcxOiJxTJ,
132 ff. But for its effectiveness an accept
ance by each adult and a corresponding
performance are constantly demanded.
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the starting-point and the driving force of every sacrificial service if this
service is not to be turned to mere pharisaism, for sacrifice is and must
always remain only the symbol and sign of something else, an indication
of what the soul intends.'"
But why could not a simpler gift suffice to express this intention? ..
Because this intention, this inner sentiment towards God, is in Christi
anity a species all its own, at least as an ideal to which our striving is
constantly pointed. The Sermon on the Mount, the Gospels, all the books
of the New Testament speak of it. It is plainly put in St. Paul's Hoc sentite
in vobis quod et in Christo Jesu (Philippians 2:5) It means entering into
the thoughts of Jesus, rising to His mind and sentiment. In the life of our
Lord himself the peak and triumph of that sentiment was reached on the
Cross-a Cross which was erected as the wood of shame, and which our
Lord willingly embraced in order to give himself wholly to His Father and
at the same time to stretch out His arms over all the world and mercifully
bring it back to the grace of God. The great commandment on which the
Law depends and the Prophets, to love God with one's whole heart and
soul and strength, and one's neighbor as one's self, this commandment of
which He gave the living model, He also exemplified in death. That is the
height to which He beckons His disciples. That is the fulness, the maturity
of Christ to which they must grow.
So it is understandable-and yet remains a mystery !-that our Lord
should choose as the token of His followers' glorification of God the very
last and greatest thing that He himself had to give God the Father-His
body that was offered and His blood that was shed. But this sacrificial gift
is presented in such a way that each time it actually grows out of His
followers' own gift, out of the produce of their own clay and sweat, out of
a tiny piece of bread and a sip of wine by which they live. And it actually
grows out thus by their own doing, by the words of consecration which
someone from their midst is empowered to utter. So the Church is able
not only to join in some extrinsic fashion in Christ's oblation which is
made present in her midst, but she actually offers it as her own gift, as a
gift which, in its natural state, is expressive of her own life and leads that
life back to God, along with all that God's creative hand apportions to it
along the way. This gift in its supernatural state manifests and confesses
what the Church has become by God's grace and what she knows she is
"St. Augustine, De civitate Dei, 10, 5
(CSEL, XL, I, p. 452, 1. 18) : Sacrificium
ergo invisibilis sacrificii sacramentum, id
est sacrum signum est. Modern theologians
are unanimous in stressing the fact that
sacrifice is in genere signi; cf. E. Masure,
The Christian Sacrifice, trans. Dom. l
T r ethowan (New York, 1 943 ), 66-77 and
passim. Unfortunately few authors pay any

attention to the content of what is signified.
"' The idea that it is incumbent upon the
Church to offer not just any gift but pre
cisely the sacrifice of Christ still forms for
Protestant theology even today the greatest
obstacle in Catholic teaching concerning
the Mass-sacrifice; see, e.g., the report by
E. Stakemeier in Thcologie u. Seelsorge
(1944)' 91-99.
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called to be. Thus the Church is enabled truly to offer up her very self";
as St. Augustine says, she learns to sacrifice herself in His sacrifice.'" This
self-oblation of the Church is the precise object which the eucharistic mys
tery serves. Never is the Church so closely bound to her l\laster, never is
she so completely Christ's spouse as when, together with Him, she offers
God this sacrifice.
By the term "Church" is here meant-as everything we have said goes
to show-not only the Church Universal and the priest representing her
at the altar, but likewise the assembly of the faithful gathered around the
priest at each celebration of the Mass. That the faithful offer the sacrifice
was taken for gramed in the more ancient theological tradition. Plebs tua
explicitly stands in juxtaposition to servi tui in the Roman canon. Now,
as an understanding of the priesthood of the faithful'" reawakens, the
thought once more comes consciously to the fore. It is announced with
complete clarity in the great encyclicals of Pope Pius XII."
And now, looking at it more closely, how is this self-oblation of the
Church accomplished? The action which brings this about precisely is
again-the consecration. The same act which realizes the sacrifice of Christ
also realizes the sacrifice of the Church, but with this difference, that the
Church's sacrifice begins to take shape from the very start of the Mass
and then receives the divine seal and acceptance when at the consecration
Christ takes it in hand and, after richly ennobling it, offers it to His
heavenly Father as His own. For the priest who performs the consecration
in Christ's name and with Christ's power is always at the same time acting
on commission from the Church. This commission he received at his ordi"Cf. Scheeben, The M:;steries of Chris
tianity, 509-510.
'"Augustine, De civitate Dei, 10, 20 (CSEL,
XL, I, p. 481) : ... ipse offerens, ipse et
oblatio. Cuius rei sacr a m e n t u m q otidia
llll1n esse 1•oluit EcclesiiE sacrificium, quiE
cum ipsiu s capitis corpus sit, se ipsam per
ipsum discit offerrc.
Cf. ibid., 10, 16 (CSEL, XL, I, p. 475,

u



I. 23).
.. E. Niebecker, Das allgemeine Priester
tum der Gliiubigen ( Paderborn, 1936) ; R.
Grosche, "Das allgemeine Priestertum,"
Liturgisches Lebm, IV (1937), 1-33; Paul
F. Palmer, S.J ., "The Lay Priesthood:
Real or Metaphorical," Theological St dies,
VIII (1947), 574-613, esp. 610 ff.
Niebecker equates "priest" with ''a man
who offers sacrifice"; 74 ff. Here we could
insert many passages from Christian tra
dition where the offering of the Mass is
predicated of the faithful. For the early
Scholastic period see F. Holbi:ick, Der

u

cuclzaristische und dcr m:;stische Leib
Ch risti in ihren Beziehungen zue inmzder
nach der Lehre der Fruhscholastik (Rome,
1941), 225-229. As late as 1453 Nicholas
of Cusa founded his demand that people at
tend Mass while still fasting- on this con
cept, quia . . . simul cum ipso saccrdote
hostiam offerzmt; Franz, Die Mes e im
deutschen Mittp/alter, 6 3. But by the time
Luther came into prominence such ideas
were no longer current and had then to be
revived.
See also Sebastian Tromp, S.J., "Quo
sensu in sacrificio miss:e offerat Ecclesia,
offerant fideles," Periodica, XXX (1941),
266; Godfrey Diekmann, O.S.B., "With
Christ in the Mass," Christ's Sacrifice
and Ours (National Liturgical Week,
1947; Boston, 1948), 42-48, esp. 44 ff.
""Mystici Corporis," AAS, XXXV (1943),
232 f., and with even greater emphasis in
"Mediator Dei," AAS, XXXIX (1947),
554-556.
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nation, for it was the Church that appointed him and ordained him as a
priest of Christ. And he receives this commission for this precise situation
by his office or at least by the fact that, in his celebration of the Eucharist,
he fits himself into the Church's pattern and thus places himself at the
head of the faithful who, as a portion of the Church Universal, have here
and now gathered round him." As their representative he stands at the
altar. He consecrates the bread and the chalice to present Golgotha's sacri
fice to almighty God as their own. And since all through the course of the
:Mass he acts and speaks not simply in his own name but on commission
from the Church, this authorization does not cease at the moment of tran
substantiation merely because Christ's commission is superimposed, for it
is the Church that calls on him to accept this second commission so that
she, as the Bride of Christ, might once more enter into His sacrifice.'•
This sacrifice is present on the altar under the form of gifts which are
emblems of our life-support and are at the same time manifestations of
unity, of the combining of many into one. The ancient Church was vitally
conscious of this symbolism of the eucharist species to which even St. Paul
had already alluded'"': "As this broken bread was scattered upon the
mountain tops and then, being harvested, became one," as the wine has
flowed out of many grapes into this chalice, so the faithful should, through
this sacrament, become one in Christ.'''
Another thing. This oblation was instituted with the express determina
tion that the participants be fed with it: "Take and eat." The sacrificial
meal is not somethlng plainly included in the notion of sacrifice. There
were sacrifices in the Old Testament which were entirely consumed in the
fire, with nothing remaining for the offerers to eat-the sin-offerings, for
instance; the offerers were not worthy to enter into so close a community
with God. But the sacrifice of the New Covenant is essentially constituted
as a meal, so that the offerers might gather around the sacrificial table,
the table of the Lord, to eat. They are in communion with Christ who had
undergone His sufferings and is now exalted; they become anew one body
with Him.
This element of the symbolism of the species, which is emphasized in
'"Or who have asked him for this celebra
tion, e.g., by a stipend. In the extreme case
of a private Mass the priest himself, with
or without the server, represents the col
lective Church. The relationship of the
priest to the Church U ni versa! is further
eluci�ated by G. de Broglie, "Du role de
,
I Eghse dans le sacrifice eucharistique,"
Nouz•elle Revue theo/ogique, LXX (1948),
449-460.
"The priest's representing Christ and his
representing the Church are not parallel ;
they are disposed one behind th e other.
This destroys the contention of J. B. Urn-

berg, ZkTh, XL VII (1923), 287, that the
admission of the Church as offerms contra
dicts the words of consecration, Hoc est

corpus meum.
""I Cor. 10:17.
"Did. 9, 4; Co 11 st. Apost., VII, 25, 3
(Funk, I, 410 f.); Cyprian, Ep., 69, 5
(CSEL, III, 754); cf. Ep. , 63, 13 (ibid.,
712); Aug u st i n e , Sermo 227 (PL,
XXXVIII, 1100) ; 229 (1103), et a!. Re
garding the continuance of this knowledge
during the early Middle Ages, see F. Hoi
bock, Der eucharistische tmd der mystische
Leib Christi, 192 f.
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the words of consecration-this element above all must be taken in earnest.
Every sacrament serves to develop in us the image of Christ according to
a specified pattern which the sacramental sign indicates:• Here the pattern
is plainly shown in the double formation of the Eucharist ; we are to be
drawn into the sacrifice of our Lord on the Cross. We are to take part in
His dying, and through His dying are to merit a share in His life... What
we here find anchored fast in the deepest center of the Mass-sacrifice is
nothing else than that ideal of moral conduct to which the teaching of
Christ in the Gospel soars; the challenge to an imitation of Him that does
not shrink at sight of the Cross: a following after Him that is ready to
lose its life in order to win it .. : the challenge to follow Him even, if need
be, in His agony of suffering and His path of death, which are here in
this mystery so manifestly set before us.
If the Church's gift of homage to God is thus changed by the priest's
words into the immolated Body and the spilled Blood of our Lord, and
if the Church, firm and unafraid, then offers it to God, she thereby stamps
her "yes" upon the chalice which her Master has drunk and upon the bap
tism which He experienced. And by that same oblation which she bears
in her hands, she is dedicated and sealed for the same road that He trav
eled on His entrance into glory (Luke 24:26). The sacrifice of Christ is
renewed sacramentally not only in His Church but upon the Church,.. and
is renewed daily because it is daily demanded of her (Luke 9:23). The
Mass-sacrifice is not only a presentation of the redemptive Passion and,
with it, of the whole collection of Christian doctrine on salvation. It is also
an epitome of Christian life and conduct. The height on which Christ lived
and died comes before our gaze each time as an ideal, admonishing and
alluring, as a towering peak which we can only reach by tremendous try" In comparison with the treatment ac
corded the causality in the sacraments,
Scholasticism was chary in its dealing
with the symbolism of the sacramental
salutary effects and even (to take in a
detail) of the Christ-formative efficacy of
sacramental grace. This failure has been
rectified in the work of G. Sohngen, S:rm
bol und IVirklichl<cit im Kultm)•stcrimn
(first pub!. 1937; 2nd ed. Bonn, 1940),

csp. 43-109; see also the same author's
Dcr
IFcscnsaufball
des
Mysteriums
(Bonn, 1938).
""Cf. Karl Rahner, "Eucharistic und Lei
den," Zeitschrift f. As::;ese u11d Mystik, XI
(1936). 224-234.
""'Matt. 10:38 f.; 16:24 f., and parallels.
65 It is
however, quite another question
wheth r ( with Sohngen, Symbol und Wirk
/ichkcit, 152-157) we are to see exclusively
::1 this tl:c sacrificial character of the Mass;

�

see the criticism by F.
LXVI (1942), 60.

Lakner,

ZkTh,

It was in the course of explaining how his
notions differ from Casel's that Sohngen
arrived at his thesis. He altered Casel's
idea to this extent, claiming that the spirit
ual reality of the sacramental action is pres
ent not i11 se but only in the recipient of the
sacrament. Transferring this to the sacri
fice of the Mass, Sohngen opposes Casel's
concept that the sacrifice of Christ was to
be considered as pre-existent to the sacri
fice of the Church in the mystcrium.
Sohngen's theory is this: The sacrifice of
Christ on the Cross is "sacramentally
present when Christ consummates His sac
rifice as
(139).

the

sacrifice of

the

Church"

In any and every case Sohngen has
given a fecund turn to the theology of the
mystery.
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ing, along the ascent of Christian asceticism."' All this puts Communion
in a new light. Communion, too, is stamped with the Cross and the death
of the Lord.
At the consecration, the Church as a society affirms the oblation of
Christ and makes it her very own, but the individual Christian might feel
satisfied to follow from afar, more of an onlooker than an actor in the
sacred drama. In Communion, however, it is the individual participant who
really wants to co-celebrate the Mass-it is his word that counts. Every
one must be seized with the impulse to be swallowed up in the mystery of
Christ's Passion. Thus and only thus can the partakers hope to meet Him
who had already entered into His glory; thus and only thus can they be
embraced by Him and hallowed by the fire of His godhead.
Just as the participation of the Church in Christ's oblation at the con
secration is a sacramental proceding, so too the completed incorporation
of the individual in Communion is a sacramental proceeding. The recipi
ents of the Eucharist become participants in the oblation ex opere operato."
But it is somewhat different with sacrifice as such. Since this is a moral
activity, a free and humble homage before God, a genuine and essential
consummation of the sacrifice cannot be produced in the mere reception
of a divine operation, as is the case with the sacraments in which God sanc
tifies man. Therefore the sacrifice, in so far as it is the oblation of the
Church, is not completely concluded with an opus operatum; the opus
operantis must join in, and not merely as an addition to the completed
work, but as a requisite belonging to the very structure at least as an inte
grating part... True, Mass is not simply man's good work-as Luther
pretended to explain Catholic teaching on the subject-but neither is it
simply the result of God's activity, as, for instance, Baptism is. The Church
is not drawn into Christ's Passion under compulsion, but enters into it
freely, consciously, deliberately. That is the Mass.
In a higher measure and in another way than in the sacraments, there
fore, there is required beside the passive moment also an active one. Were
Mass only the mysterium of Christ's Passion or only a memorial meal,
then-with the addition perhaps of a consentient anamnesis to cast a
glance at the redeeming sufferings-the account of the Last Supper, with
the consecrating words over bread and wine, and the reception of the Sacra.. To this thought ample expression was
given by Gregory the Great, Dial., IV, 59
( PL, LXXVII, 428) : Sed necesse est, cum
hcec [the sacrifice which represents the Pas
sion of Christ] ag imu s , nosmetipsos Deo
i11 cordis contritione mactemus, quia qui
Passiouis dominicce mysteria celebramus,
debemus imitari quod colimus. Tun c ergo
vere Pro nobis hostia erit Deo, cum nos
ipsos hostiam fecerimus.
""Cf. ]. Butler, "Die Mysterienthese der

Laacher Schute im Zusammenhang scho
lastischer Theologie," ZkTh, LIX (1935),

555.

68

We are not answering here the question,
what minimum is demanded to bring about
the sacrifice. For this question cf. J. B.
Umberg, "Die wesentlichen Messopfer
worte," ZkTh, L (1926), 73-88. As we
know, neither sense organs nor members
(partes integrantes) are required in order
to have a "man."
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ment would suffice. Mass, however, is also and primarily an immolation
to God, an expression of the self-offering of the Church. The Church does
not wait for the redemptive grace that pours down on her anew; having
long ago obtained the favor of her Lord, she takes the initiative, she sets
out on her own to offer God her gift, a gift which, at the height of her
ascent, is changed for her into the oblation of Christ.
We therefore find that it is a common phenomenon in the history of the
Mass-liturgies that some action of the Church precedes the consecration,
a movement toward God which gains its essential utterance in the great
prayer of thanksgiving but which is also expressed in many customs that,
even during the preparation of the elements, suggest the 7:po<;-yepm, the
presentation, the oblatio, the gift, just as they continue to express the same
thoughts after the transubstantiation. According to its essence, therefore,
Mass-liturgy is accomplished in three steps-not very sharply defmed: the
submissive and laudatory approach to God, the sacramental performance
of Christ's sacrifice, and the reception of the sanctified gift.
The institution of Christ thus once more implies that the Church realizes
this active moment of the sacrificial proceeding not only in her official
representative who stands at the altar but also in the participating congre
tion. The "we" in the priest's prayers and the spatial assemblage of the
participants around the officiating priest already tend in this direction. It
follows that an interior immolation is required of the participants, at least
to the extent of readiness to obey the law of God in its seriously obligatory
commandments, unless this participation is to be nothing more than an
outward appearance.''" A participation that is right and justified in its
essentials should, of course, involve the desire to tread again the pathway
of the Master and to make progress on it. To such an interior attitude,
however, corresponds an exterior expression which exhibits a connection
with the essentially significant sacrificial proceedings by means of tokens
or words that have the presence of the participants as their starting point.
All the liturgies have developed for this a wealth of expressive elements,
but of these only a portion have stayed in living practice. The ideal con
dition would be if the sacred activity conducted by the priest would evolve
from the ordered activity of the congregation and all its members, just as
it does evolve from their will.
Since the l\Iass is a sacrifice of the Church, it normally presumes a
larger or smaller assembly of the people. The different types of this assem
bly gave rise, in the course of history, to a principle of formation; it will
be our task in the next few chapters to study the development of this prin
ciple more closely. In its most complete development we have the assembly
The Sunday precept is concerned imme
diately only with the external ac t in the
sense of a conscious attendance, the limits
of which are detailed by the moralists ; see
••

]. ]. Guiniven, The Precept of Hearing

Mass (Washington, 1942), 79-86; 103107; cf. 108-109. However, the purpose of
the precept is, of course, to secure the inner
participation, a coordination of mind and
heart in the action at the altar.
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of all the people in the place; in early times this occurred mostly under
the leadership of the bishop, while later on the priest, especially the pastor,
was appointed for this. The bishop's Mass and the priest's Mass, therefore,
form two of the basic tyes of the Mass. But the assembly can also shrink

to just a few persons, and finally-as an irreducible limit-to the single
pers on of the celebrating priest, who, indeed, can also offer up the Mass
in his own name. However, we find the Church constantly trying to avoid
this extreme case, to such an extent in fact that in none of the rites, either
East or West, did any form of Mass develop in which at least the etxernal
outlines of community participation were left out. The forms of private
Mass are always only diluted forms of public celebration.

3. From the Episcopal Collective Service to the
Missa Solemnis
The primitive and original form of Mass celebration is that in which the
bishop surrounded by his clergy offers up the sacrifice in the presence of
the congregation. N ea rl y all the accounts of the Mass which we have from
the end of the first century until well into the fourth presuppose this
arrangement. This sort of thing was to be expected from the fact that
Christianity was then predominantly an urban religion. Ignatius of Antioch

is quite pointed in his reference to this common service: "Take care, then,
to partake of one Eucharist; for one is the Flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and one the cup to unite us with His Blood, and one altar, just as there is
one bishop assisted by the presbytery and the deacons, my fellow serv
ants."' The Roman ordines, too, give the same picture in regard to papal
services." In fact in Rome, as also in other localities,' there is a further
development insofar as the principle of a roving assembly-place makes it

possible even in a large city to retain, at least in its fundamental outlines,
the system of g ath e r ing the whole community together. Since the Roman
ordines became for centuries the norm for regulating the episcopal services
in almost the whole West, this arrangement remained in vogue elsewhere.'
Ignati us of Antioch, Ad Phi/ad., 4 (ed.
Kleis t ; W estminster, I946; p. 86).
Cf. Ad Smwn., 8, I f. (ib id., 93); Ad
Ephcs., 20, 2 -(ibid., 67-8).

1

The full assembly of the congregation, in
cluding the clergy under the leadership of
the bishop, is p r e s u p posed in J u s ti n, A pol.,

I, 65; 67; Didascalia, II, 57; Hippolytus,
Tmd. Ap. (Dix, 6; 40 ff.); Can o nes Hip
Polyti, c. 3; Const. Ap., II, 57; ibid., VIII,
5
( cf. esp. VIII, 11, 7 ff., IS, 11) ; Pseudo
DJ_onysius, De eccl. hierarch., II I, 2; Nar
sat, H omit., I7 (Connolly, 4).

�-

Some accounts in Martene, I, 3, 8, 2 (I,
32 9 f.).
• Sup ra, pp. 67-69.
3 Su p ra, p. 61.
• Cf., e.g., Theodulf of Orleans (d. 82I),
Capitulare, I, c. 45 (PL, CV, 208).
The outlines are still maintained in the
Decretum Gratian i, III, I, 59 (Friedberg,
I, p. I3IO f.). At the second Synod of
Seville (6I9) the dominant position of the
episcopal service was secured by forbidding
the presbyters eo [ episcopo] prfi!sente sacra
melt fum corporis et sanguinis Christi co11-
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Thus the ideal form for uniting the whole community of the episcopal see
in one service and promoting the complete self-oblation of the community
remained alive for long in the consciousness of the occidental Church. In
the Orient this is still the case even today.
The position taken by the clerics, particularly the priests, in this com
mon service is expressed in the principle of concelebration." This principle
implies, for all the participants, a proper share in the community service,
but not necessarily a co-consecration on the part of the priests present."
For priests as well as for the rest of the faithful-to whom even late medi
eval sources quite unabashedly ascribe a celebrare missam, a concelebra
tion '-the essential thing in this participation was to answer the chief
ficere (can. 7; Mansi, X, 559). Cf. de
Puniet, Das romische Pontifikale, I, 235 f.
A similar injupction was already to be
found in Martin of Braga, Capitula, c. 56
(PL, LXXXIV, 582): Forasticis presby
teris pra?sente episcopo vel presbytero civi
tatis offerre non liceat.
P. de Puniet, "Concelebration liturgique,"
DACL, Ill (1914), 2470-2488; A. For
tescue, "Concelebration," CE, IV, 190.
• The proofs are marshalled in J. M. Hans
sens, "De concelebratione eucharistica,"

•

Periodica,XVI (1927), 143*-154*; 181*210*; XVII (1928), 93*-127*; XXI
(1932), 193*-219*.
On the basis of Hanssen's distinction be
tween C011celebratio C a?l" em onialis and con
celebratio sac1·amentalis (that is, with the
words of consecration said in common),
H. v. Meurers, "Die eucharistische Kon
zelebration," Pastor Bonus, LIII (1942),
65-77; 97-105, presents a summary view
of the historical development and the legal
status of the rites. According to this article,
sacramental concelebration was still to be
found at Rome in an addition (8th century)
to Ordo Rom. I, n. 48 (PL, LXXVIII,
958 f.) : on five great feasts of the year
each of the Cardinal priests who surround
the a! tar of the pope carries three hosts on
a corporal and, together with the pope,
speaks over these the entire Canon includ
ing the words of consecration. Cf. the same
custom in the Ordo of St. Amand (Du
chesne, Christia11 Worship, 460), where,
however, the pope alone says the Canon
aloud; and, as early as the 6th century,
a remark, not very clear, in the Liber
pontificalis (Duchesne, I, 139; see also
Duchesne, 175, note 2). But even in Rome
the custom no longer obtained after the

13th century. Prior to this it is cited still
by Innocent Ill, De s. alt. mysterio, IV,
25 (PL, CCXVII , 875 f.).
Aside from this practice in the city of
Rome, sacramental concelebration came
into use between the 8th and the 12th cen
turies on the occasion of the ordination of
priests and the consecration of bishops, the
bishop and the newly ordained (resp. con
secrated) participa.ting; for a time, too, it
was in use at the consecration of abbots.
Since then concelebration at ordination and
consecration has continued as a fast rule
within the limits of the Roman rite. In the
Orient (ceremonial) concelebration was
customary and common from time imme
morial, but it is only in the Uniate groups
that the joint pronouncing of the words of
consecration was added, apparently not till
the start of the 18th century and then under
the influence of Rome, which recognized no
other type than the sacramental concele
bration in use at the administration of
Orders. In fact, as we gather from Bene
dict XIV, De s. sacrificio missa?, III, 16
(Schneider, 437-444), the co-consecration
by all celebrating was considered a neces
sary requirement, and the concelebrants
were permitted to take a stipend therefor
(ibid.). It is only within the Byzantine rite
that this sort of thing has become custom
ary even outside the Uniate groups, the
words of consecration being spoken on cer
tain occasions by all together, in addition
to the usual praying (softly) of the other
prayers ; cf. de Puniet, "Concelebration,"
2479 f.
7 Gregory of Tours, De gloria confessorum,
c. 65 (PL, LXXI, 875 C): [mulier] cele

brans quotidie missarum sol/emnia et offe
rens oblatio11es pro memoria viri sui.
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celebrant, to join him in prayer at certain stated times, and to receive with
him the Holy Sacrament. Still the dignity of the service demanded that
suitable recognition be given each hierarchic rank." The presbyters took
their place in the presbyterium along with the other clerics; they wore the
liturgical garment proper to them-in early medieval Rome this was the
planeta.• At the papal stational Masses they also assisted in receiving the
gift-offerings, in breaking the species and distributing Holy Communion.
Naturally this assistance was subject to variations in degree. In the Ori
ental rites the incensings are distributed among the concelebrantS.10 Quite
early we meet the custom of dividing the various orations-outside the
canon-among the participating priests or bishops.u There is mention, too,
Of a woman whose son had been waked
from the dead by St. Gertrude of Nivelles
(d. 659), the biographer says, i11 crastinum
missam celebravit in houore virginis Chri
sti Gertrudis; Acta SS. Mart., II, 596.
Of Alcuin, who was only a deacon, his
Vita says (n. 26; PL, C, 104C): Cele
brabat om11i die missarum sollemnia.
A Paris document of 1112 relates : The
faithful of a new chapel of ease went on six
feast days missarum sollemnia ibi (in the
mother-church) celebraturi et offerendas
ex more oblaturi; quoted in Schreiber,
U11tersuchungen ::u.m Sprachgebrauch des
mittelalterlichen Oblationswesens, 30 f.
Further examples in F. de Berlendis, De
oblatio11ibus (Venice, 1743), 256.
Patently what is here thought of is a
participation along with the making of an
offering.
Cf. also Hanssens, loc. cit., XVI

(1927), 143*.
•

Similar rules on how to honor a bishop
present at Mass are still in force; see C(J!re
moniale episc., I, 30; II, 9.
Amongst the earliest regulations of this
sort committed to writing are those of the
Ordinarium 0 .P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 245 f.) ,
where place is given to the bishop even
more than at present: he is invited to
say the Confiteor and to give the final bene
diction; he blesses the water to be mixed,
and the incense; he receives the Gospel
book to kiss, is the first to be incensed and
the first to receive the pax.
80rdo Rom. I, n. 4f. (PL, LXXVIII,
639 f.). Cf. supra, p. 68 ff. In the ponti
fical service of the church of Lyons, when
there is concelebration-which is not in
frequent even today, although only on
Maundy Thursday are the words of con-

secration spoken in common-there are,
besides seven acolytes and an equal num
ber of deacons and subdeacons, also six
priests, vested in chasubles. They stand
and sit next to the episcopal throne. For
merly they also received Communion from
his hand. Buenner 261, 269 f., 283 f.;
Archdale A. King, "The Rite of Lyons,"
Orate Fratres, XV (1940-41), 66; de
Moleon, 47, 73. A description of a pres
ent-day service for Maundy Thursday at
Lyons in La Maison-Dieu, n. 8 (1946),
171 f. De Moleon, 11, 28, relates a similar
service at Vienne.
According to medieval sources, there
were assistant priests, vested in chasuble,
at pontifical functions in other churches,
too : at Chalon there were seven, at Sois
sons and Sens, twelve; Martene , 1, 3, 8, 2
(I, 331); cf. ibid., XIX, XXI, XXX (I,
604, 609, 647). Twelve priests are required
by Bonizo of Sutri (d. c. 1095), De vita
ch•·istia11a, II, 51 (ed. Perels; Berlin,
1930, p. 58).
10 Hanssens, "De concelebratione," Perio
dica, VII (1928), 104*.
11
The Canones Hippolyti, c. 3 (Riedel,
202) lay down the following injunctions
regarding the blessing of oil which could
be conjoined to the eucharistic prayer: "If
there is oil there, let him likewise pray over
it; if several are present, let him distribute
the various sections; it is however one
power."
At the crowning of the pope, according
to Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 27, 30 (PL,
XLVIII, 1135 f.), three cardinals each
said an oration right after the prayers at
the foot of the altar; then after the
Gloria the pope himself recited the oration
of the day. Cf. ibid., n. 45 (1145 C). A
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of pronouncing certain texts, even the preface, together," so that it was
but a slight step to the joint pronouncing of the words of consecration as
in the present-day rite of ordination."
However, in the Western Church the genuine remnants of ancient Chris
tian concelebration are not to be found in the ordination 1\Iass, but rather
in the Mass on Holy Thursday with its priests' Communion," and in the
regulation for the last day of Holy Week that all private Masses are to
be omitted and that the assembled clergy are to participate-informally
-with the rest of the faithful in the one public celebration. Another trace
of it is the Ordo ad synodum of the Roman Pontifical which presupposes
that the bishop alone goes up to the altar and that the assembled clergy
receive Communion at his hands. A similar prescript holds for the cardi
nals gathered for the papal election.'• For the first thousand years, such a
method was taken for granted in all cases where a number of priests were
assembled and where they individually had no other religious duties-an
similar program was followed at the cor
onation of the Emperor; ibid., n. 105
(1239 f.).
In the Byzantine liturgy the various
orations are today recited softly by the
chief celebrant while the deacon is still
announcing the corresponding ektenes, but
the concluding doxological ekphoneses
which are said aloud are allotted to the
various concelebrants. Hanssens, brstitu
tiolles, III, 536.
"'At Orleans toward the end of the Middle
Ages six canons sang the Maundy Thurs
day Mass along with the bishop, excepting
only the words of consecration; de Moleon,
196. A similar practice obtained at Vienne ;
ibid., 17. At Chartres as late as the 18th
century, on this same day six archdeacons
concelebrated with the bishop, singing the
preface and Pater noster along with him,
and with him turning to the people to say
Dominus vobiscum ; J. Grancolas, Com
mentarius historicus in Romanum Brevia
rium (Venice, 1734), 304.
Even today at the beginning of the cere
monies of the consecration of a bishop,
while the consecrator addresses the ex
amination questions to the candidate, the
co-consecrators pronounce the same lines
in a semi-audible tone; Pontificale Rom.,
De cons. electi in episcopum. A similar
practice already in the 12th century;
Andrieu, Le Pontifical Romain, I, 142.
"' In our present-day rite of concelebration
at the ordination Mass, the most striking

thing is the fact that the newly ordained
disregard the architectonics of the Mass,
saying all the prayers right through with
the bishop, even those otherwise said quiet
ly. Here is an indication that this joint
utterance had a different basis than the
concelebration otherwise attested in the
history of liturgy, for the latter patently
sought only a proper arrangement and dis
position of all the participants according to
hierarchical rank. In the case of ordination
the fundamental idea obviously was to put
the order just awarded to practical proof,
in the same way that the foregoing ordina
tions were put into practice. The respective
rubric, without the prescription of kneeling,
is found in the Roman Pontifical since the
13th century; Andrieu, II, 349; cf. III,
370 f. The desire for a more select form
has been uttered more than once; see v.
Meurers, 67 ; L. Beauduin, "La concelebra
tion," La Maison-Dieu, n. 7 (1946), 7-26,
esp. 20 f.
"The p o n t ific a l fu n c t i o n of Maundy
Thursday preserves still another example
of primeval concelebration : at the blessing
of the oil twelve priests-as representative
of all the city clergy-appear in para
mentis and, as an old Ordo of Rouen ( PL,
LXXVIII, 32 9 A) puts it, simul cum pon
tifice verbis et manibus coHficirmt, a word
which Amalar had used of the co-consecra
tion at Mass, De eccl. off., I, 12 (PL, CV,
1016 C).
1°

Cf.

v.

Meurers, 100.
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arrangement which is still today normal in the Orient.'" When St. Paulinus
of Nola (d. 431) on his deathbed was visited by two bishops, he begged
ut una cum sanctis episcopis oblato sacrificio animam suam Domino com

mcndaret." For a long time the custom obtained in the monasteries, espe
cially on feast days, for the whole community, including the priests, to
gather together not only for the conventual Mass but for a general Com
munion." Amongst the Carthusians this is still the rule on Christmas,
Easter and Pentecost.'" St. Francis of Assisi spoke in very general terms
when he expressed the wish "that the brethren in their foundations cele
brate only one l\fass a day, as is the custom in Holy Church. And if there
are several priests at home, for the love of God let one be satisfied to assist
at the celebration of the other.""'
For the rest this arrangement was maintained longest in the case of
the sacred ministers at high Mass." What had previously been taken for
granted was prescribed at least for them on certain occasions, and the
arrangement was thus kept up for a long time during the later Middle
Ages. In the eleventh century the rule is cited more than once that one or
even two of the particles into which the Host was broken should serve
for the Communion of deacon and subdeacon."" Subsequently, Communion
each time for deacon and subdeacon was stipulated only at the Mass of
the bishop23 and of the abbot," or for high Mass on Sundays and holy
days," or for the first day of the weekly duty of the respective sacred
ministers,"" or finally in monasteries for the days when Communion was
18

For examples from the present-day ori
ental colonies in Rome see v. Meurers, 66,
note 5.
Illustrations from earlier times in Mar
tene, I, 3, 8, 2 (I, 330).
''Acta SS., Jun., V., 171.
"The monastic Breviarium eccl. o rdinis
of the 8th century (Silva-Tarouca, 196,
I ; 11), in describing the entry at the
f�astday Mass at which all communicated,
named in the first place prcsbyteri, qui
missas publicas ips o die non celebrant

[ur].

Fo r the Benedictine monasteries of the
early Middle Ages see Berliere, L'ascese
bhu'dictine, 156 f.

Amongst the Cistercians there were four
great feasts in the year at which the whole
�onvent was present at the services, includ
mg the priests, and Communion was obliga
tory for all, as is plain from the L iber
usuum, c. 66 (PL, CLXVI, 1437). Cf. for
this v. Meueres, 104, note 78.
Also amongst the Dominicans the Or
dinarium of 1256 seems to take for
gra nted that on Communion days the

priests as a rule received along with the
rest, since it notes that no one may stay
away from Communion n isi celebret mis
sam ipsa die (Guerrini, 248).
19 v.

Meurers, 102 f.

'" Cf. P. Robinson, The Writings of St.
Francis of Assisi ( Phila., 1906), 115. This
injunction appears to have been inspired
by a high regard for community life and
also lest frequent celebration might dimin
ish the reverence due to the mystery. Cf.
v. Meurers, 104 f.
21

Browe, Die hiiufige
te lal ter, 45-51.

Kommtmion

im Mit

"" See infra, Vol. II, Chap. 3, 4, note 43.
211

O rdo eccl. Lateran (Fischer, 85 f.).

" This is reported by Bernard Ayglerius
(d. 1282), Abbot of Monte Cassino; E.
�fartene, C ommentarius in Regulam S.
Benedicti (PL, LXVI, 580 A).
20 Thus at Cluny; Udalrici Consuet. Cltm.,
I, 9 (PL, CXLIX, 653). Further evidence
from the 12th to the 14th centuries in
Browe, 47 f.
.. Thus according to the regulations in the
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prescribed for all... Only in isolated instances did the later Middle Ages
continue the usage of Communion for both sacred ministers at every Mass
(outside of Mass for the Dead)."" The Council of Trent contented itself
with making a warm recommendation to this effect...
The direct descendant of the bishops' collective service is the pontifical
service, especially in its most elaborate form, the papal Mass,30 although it
is true that in these cases the participation of the people has become a mat
ter of fact rather than of principle. Even the solemn high Mass of a simple
priest, which one might well have expected would be explained as an elab
orated growth of the presbyter Mass," proves rather to be a late simplifi
cation of the pontifical service. For that reason the difference between a
pontifical Mass and the sacerdotal high Mass in the Roman liturgy is today
comparatively slight." This fact is closely connected with the circumstances
under which the Roman liturgy was taken over by the Frankish Church,
for at that time the only directions in the ordines for the external solemni
zation of the service were the rubrics for a pontifical rite. In consequence,
not only were these used in cathedrals, but they had to serve as the basis
elsewhere, too. The first Roman ordo itself offered a handy pretext for
this very thing, for one Roman addition .. not only suggested that the
bishops qui civitatibus prtEsident should perform everything like the pope,
and that the bishop who replaced the pope at the Roman stational service
had to make just a few changes,.. but it remarked that this latter direction
held good also for a presbyter quando in statione jacit missam (aside from
Augustinian monastery at Dontinghcm;
Browe, 49.
11 Browe, 48 f.
Amongst the Augustinians at Seckau,
Communion was enjoined upon the levites
for Sundays and feasts even as late as 1240,
but in the reformed statutes of 1267 it was
prescribed only once a month; L. Leonhard,
"Stand der Disziplin . .. im Stifte Seckau,"
Studien u. Mitt. aus dem Ben.- und Cist.
Orden, XIII (1892), 6, 9.
• Thus Odo Rigaldus in 1256 in the reform
statutes for St. Stephen in Caen (ed. Bon
nin, 262). Amongst the Castilian Cister
cians the practice still held in 1437 when it
was repealed by Eugene IV as plerumque
damnosum; Browe, 48 f.
Sess. XXIII, De reform., c. 13: sciant
que [diaconi et subdiaconi] maxime decere,
si saltem diebus domi nicis et sollem nibus,
quum altari ministraverint, sacram com
munionem perceperint. Cf. Concilium Tri
dentimmt, ed. Goe rres., IX, 482, 1. 17; 527,
1. 34; 533, 1. 2; 559, 1. 4; 627, 1. 8.
This recommendation was taken over into
the CCErem o n iale episc., II, 31, 5. A like
111

norm appears now and then in some of the
16th century reform statutes, those of St.
Charles Borromeo, for instance; Browe,
50 f. The communion of deacon and sub
deacon as a practice still alive in the Vati
can basilica is attested by ] Catalani,
CCEremoltiale episcoporum, I (Paris, 1860;
first publ. 1747), 195.
.

On this last item see ]. Brinktrine, Die
feierliche Pa ps tmesse und die Zeremonim
bei Sel ig- und Heiligsprechungen (Frei
burg, 1925) ; A. Hudal, Missa papalis
(Rome, 1925).
11 Thus, e.g., Brinktrine, Die heilige Messe,
43 f., note.
80 Even plainer is the distinction in the
Byzantine liturgy, where in an episcopal
rite, especially in the fore-Mass, there is an
extensive allotment of the functions amongst
the concelebrants and repeated blessing
with Trikirion and Dikirion. Something
like this is true also in the West-Syrian
rite . Hanssens, lnstitutiones, III, 535-543.
80 Ordo Rom. I, n. 22 (PL, LXXVIII,
948 f.).
.. He was not allowed to occupy the cathe80
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the rule that he might not intone the Gloria except on Easter) .:Ja It did not
require any bold exegesis to turn this slight suggestion into a definite direc
tion for every case when a priest had to conduct a solemn service in larger
surroundings like those to be found (in the centuries to follow) not only
in monasteries but also in numerous other capitular churches.
In any case this was the principle that was presently followed. Ample
proof is to be found in the arrangement for Mass ·as outlined in an eighth
century Breviarium ecclesiastici ordinis adapted to the circumstances of
a Frankish Scots monastery; compare this with the prescriptions in the
Capitulare ecclesiastici ordinis, which goes back to the Roman arch-cantor
John and describes a papal stational l\lass."" Aside from the papal court
which is not prominent in the Capitulare either-and the rite of sustentatio
which is proper for the pope,... nearly everything of ritual splendor has been
transferred to the monastic sacerdos: he is surrounded by priests ( sacer
dotes), deacons, subdeacons, and clerics; the seven candles'" and the censer
are carried before him; he steps up to the altar amid the same greetings
as the pope; like the pope he employs the Pax vobis; during the whole
fore-l\Iass he remains at his place retro altare and washes his hands before
the offertory...
The same sort of solemn Mass is encountered in Frankish sources of the
ninth and tenth centuries. Most of the time it is distinguished as a bishop's
:\lass, but sometimes the presbyter appears explicitly as the celebrant...
Then, too, the new Mass arrangement which is noticed about" the year 1000
in the documents of the Seez group" is drawn up first of all for the bishop's
Mass, but is soon allotted to the priest also."
·
The outlines of the present-day form of the missa solemnis become dis
tinct and clear after the tenth or eleventh century. Whereas before-and
dra; the oration he said at the right side of
the altar; at the fraction he remained at the
altar and helped along and then put the
ferme11tum of the pope in his chalice.
""Cf. also the Ordo of St. Amand ( Du
chesne, Clzristia11 Worship, 464).
"'In parallel columns in the edition of Silva
Tarouca, 196-200.
"Supm, p. 68 ff.
""
But there is an addition: (aut septe m ) aut
duo. Silva-Tarouca, 196, 1. 14.
39 This washing of hands was at the time no
peculiarity of the papal or episcopal rite.

The Gloria. too, is intoned by the sacerdos,
although Christmas is substituted for Eas
ter (cf. i11jra, p. 356, note 43). Still the

Breviarium

contains certain divergencies
from the papal rite, as the result of the en
croachment of Gallic traditions, like the
Dominus vobiscum before the Gospel, the
carrying of the offertory-gifts from the

sacristy, the plea for prayer on the part
of the celebrant (Orate).
.. This is the case in the description of
Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL, C I,
1248 ff.), but details about the ritual are
missing. Amalar's explanations of the Mass
regularly refer to the bishop, but the E.r
positio "Missa pro Muftis"' (ed. Hanssens:
Eph. liturg., 1930, 31, line 27). in its first
mention of the celebrant, does say episcopus
auf Presbyter. In Rabanus Maurus, De
i11st. cleric., I, 33 (PL. CVII, 322-326) the

priest as well as the bishop is included in
the desi g nation sacerdos; cf. ibid., I, 3-5
(301 C).

"Supra, p p. 74-75.
'"This is plain in the Mass-ordo of St . Vin
cent (Fiala, 187, 196 ff.), in Cod. Chigi
and in Gregoriemniinster: Martene, 1, 4,
XII; XVI (I, 568 ff., 595 f., 599) : sacer
dos, presbyt£'r. In the Missa l of Liege the
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sometimes also later-there is mention of a number of deacons and sub
deacons, .. now there appear only one deacon and one subdeacon to accom
pany the priest as he proceeds to the altar and to perform their duties
there. Amongst the first indisputable testimonies of this arrangement is
the writing of John of Avranches which dates about 1065. It still includes
for the priest certain details from the episcopal rite which today are no
longer retained," but it definitely states that the bishop's cathedra is to
be more prominent." The conventual Mass at Cluny at the same time also
displays the same type of Mass with deacon and subdeacon...
In general the rite of high Mass has not changed much since the elev
enth century, if we except the peculiar usages of certain regions and certain
monasteries. In the twelfth century there appear, in addition to the other
reverences, numerous kissings when handing over or receiving things
kisses which are still prescribed!' About this time likewise occurs the rule
that the celebrant (and his assistants with him) were to read softly the
texts sung by others.'" The careful description of the priestly high l\Iass
which is presented in the 1256 Ordinarium of the Dominicans•• reveals in
all essentials the present-day arrangement, and also the same differences
celebrant is episcopus aut presbyter; ibid.,
XV (I, 582).
The rubrics regulating the ritual are
quite scanty in the common basic text .
.. The Synod of "Limoges (I 031) still en
joins (Mansi, XIX, 545 B) : Abbots and
other priests are not to have more than
three deacons on feast-days, while bishops
are allowed to have five or seven.
The documents of the Seez group still
mention a plurality of deacons in different
ways.
The assertions in the Sacramentary of
Ratoldus (d. 986; PL, LXXVII f, 239245) are discrepant. Isolated stands Re
migius of Auxerre (d. 908), who in his
Ex positio (PL, CI, 1247 f., 1250, 1271)
speaks only of deacon and subdeacon.
"John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 32 ff.) : When the priest reaches
the altar after the Co11jiteor, he kisses dea
con and subdeacon. The deacon thereupon
kisses the altar at both the narrow sides,
hands the priest the Gospel-book to be
kissed; then the priest kisses the altar. Sev
eral taper-bearers are among the assisting
group, on feast-days seven. When the sub
deacon begins the Epistle, the priest sits
down, but iu.rta a/tare. The subdeacon
hands bread and wine to the deacon after
the Gospel; the water is brought by a
cantor. The incensing follows. Then the

subdeacon takes the paten, but turns it over
to an acolyte. At the Communion deacvn
and subdeacon receive a portion of the
large host.
'"Ibid. , (PL, CXLVII, 33 A): Sessio epi
scopi ... ceteris celsior debet fieri. See the
remarks on this matter by H. Menard,
(PL, LXXVIII, 331 f.
"'Udalrici Consuet. Clun.,
CXLIX, 716 ff.).

II, 30

(PL,

Cf. also the Mass arrangement of Cod.
Chigi, Martene, 1, 4, XII (I, 569 f.), in
which the description of the entry bears a
striking resemblance to that of John of
Avranches and at the same time plainly
marks a transition to the type we are accus
tomed to: Deinde cum c/erici inceperint
Gloria post /ntroitum, procedat, antece
dente eum diacono et ante ew11 subdiacono
cum libro evangelii et ante subdiaconum
acolytho cum th:ymiamate, ante quem duo
alii acolythi pracedant cum candelabris et
/uminaribus, et sic ordinate e.rea1zt secre
tario. One variation from John of Avran
ches is to be noticed ; instead of the two
taper-bearers John has only one cerofera
ri u s who follows the censer-bearer.
•• Supra, p. 107 f.
41 Supra
p. 106.
48 Guerrini, 233-246.
Cf. also the off-shoots of this Or
dinarium cited on p. 100.
,
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from the arrangement of the pontifical service as it was finally fixed in the
Ceremoniale episcoporum of 1600. The solemn vesting program is dropped,
two to four candles are found sufficient, and they stand on the altar."' The
priest no longer employs the phrase Pax vobis but only Dominus vobiscum,
he says the oration, and likewise the Gloria and the Credo, at the altar,
and washes his hands only after the incensing. The most impressive dis
tinction, which for years had marked the pontifical service in northern
countries, was the solemn pontifical blessing after the canon, which endured
all through the Middle Ages and which the priest never dared to assume.lit
Likewise the presbyter as sistens, substitute for the older college of priests,"
who was still clearly in the foreground in the twelfth century,.. has now
by universal law been reserved to the pontifical rite."'
l\Iany peculiarities of the medieval high l\lass and pontifical Mass which
were of a more technical sort have since disappeared,.. or have survived
""At quite an early period the number of
candles began to be adjusted according to
the rank of the feast; cf. Eisenhofer, I,
286 f.
"For details see infra, Vol. II, Chap. 3, 3.
The pontifical blessing is not mentioned in
the O rdin a riu m O.P. but it is specially
cited in the derivative Liber ordinarius of
Li.:·ge as a main distinction. Yolk, 97.
'''Supra., p. 201. But even today it is customary in the churches of the archdiocese
of Vienna to signalize specially solemn occasions by having two other clerics, dressed
in tunicles, at the altar, although they perform no functions; such a service is humorously styled a "five-team high Mass."
"' Ordo. eccl. Lateran (Fischer, 80 -87) .
A transitional form is seen in the arrangcment of the lOth century Ordo Rom.
f'!, n. 1 ff. (PL. LXXVIII, 989 ff.) ; here
there are two priests who take over, in part,
the sustmtatio, as the assisting deacons do
otherwise, hut later one of them serves at
the book (n. 4).
Even later some French cathedrals had,
hesides the seven deacons and seven subdeacons, not one but six or more priests;
cf. supra, note 9.
"'Cod. fur. Can., c. 812. The presence of an
assistant priest is an honor reserved to
bishops and other prelates who have the
use of pontificals. Some religious orders
claim the privilege for their higher superiors on the ground of long-standing usage.
For the simple priest the presence of an
?ssistant priest is now permitted only by
mdult. True, there are two nebulous references to an assistant priest in the Missal

rubrics ( Rit. sen•., VII, 11; VIII, 8), but
by universal law the only exception is the
case of a newly-ordained priest; at his first
Mass such an assistant in cope is "toler
ated" (Deer. autlt. SRC, n. 3564), not so
much as an honor, but as an aid.
.. Thus it was the deacon's duty, stre5sed
more than once, to fold back the celebrant's
ample chasuble, especially when he turned
around to the people: deorsum eam in a n te
riori parte trahendo; Ordo eccl. Lateral!
(Fischer, 83; cf. 81 f.). Cf. Ordinarium
O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 236, 239 f., 244);
Libcr ordi11arius of Liege (Yolk, 93, 1.17) ;
Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 47 (PL, LXXVIII,
1151), et al. There is evidence for the practice among the Premonstratensians since
the 12th century (Waefelghem, 47, 67, 96);
a vestige of it is still to be found in the re
peated kissing of the chasuble (ibid., in the
notes; also other examples). Cf. also Ordi
1rm·ium C a rt u siense (Chartreuse, 1932),
c. 29, 13; 32, 13.
During the Canon the deacon was to have
a fan (f/al>el/um) handy, tempore musca
rum, to safeguard priest and offerings;
Ordinari rmt O.P. (Guerrini, 240) ; Liber
ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 93 f.). In
Udalrici Consuetudines Clrmiacenses, II,
30 (PL, CXLIX, 719) this task is en
trusted to two acolytes. In the Orient,
where the liturgical fan (rltipidion or hex
apterigon) is still much in use, but now
primarily with symbolic meaning, the same
original purpose is attested in the Apostolic
Constitutions, VIII, 12, 3 (Quasten, Mon.,
212, with note). Further details in Braun,
Das cltristliclte Altargcriit, 642-660.
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only in monastic rites.'"
The greatest change in solemn high Mass since the Middle Ages is in
regard to its frequency. For centuries the high Mass was the prevailing
form of public worship in those churches which held the leadership in litur
gical life-and these were, besides the cathedrals, the monastic churches
and the capitular churches, that is, the churches of collegiate chapters
which were organized on a monastic pattern."7 In all these churches the
daily conventual l\Iass sung after Terce, with deacon and subdeacon, was
part of the fixed order of the day... From this time on,59 it formed the climax
of the liturgical office."" Indeed, at Cluny and in its orbit already since the
eleventh century, a second conventual l\Iass had been said each day, a

missa matutinalis in addition to the missa maior. And at this second Mass
there were a deacon and subdeacon. But it was distinguished from the
other by a slight diminishing of solemnity"'; the altar was incensed at the
offertory but not at the beginning of Mass, the interposed chants were
shortened, and the Credo was regularly dropped. On days that had no speThe Libe r ordinarius of Liege places
upon the sacristan the job of providing the
flabellum for the private Masses of the
brethren during the insect season, and
during the intense cold providing for a
pan of coals ( carbones in patcllo; Volk,
49, 1.23). The latter provision is also in
cluded in the Ordina rium Cartusicnse, c.
29, 7.
""Such is the practice of having the two
acolytes stand on either side of the deacon
and subdeacon whenever these are standing
behind the celebrant, so that the group is
arranged in modum cr ucis ; Ordinarium
O.P. (Guerrini, 235). The custom is still
in force in the present Dominican rite; it
is frequently attested in the Middle Ages;
cf. Arens, 19.
The custom of deacon and subdeacon
turning with the celebrant to greet the
people is witnessed among others by Cod.
Chigi: Marthu, 1, 4, XII (1, 570 D),
and in the Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer,
83, 1. 30) ; it is still practiced in Benedic
tine monasteries.
"Cf. supra, p. 103 f.
08 P. Sawicki, DeMissa convcntuali in C api
trtlis et apud Religiosos (Cracow, 1938).
The expression missa in conve11fll or missa
convmtualis since the 12th century. Be
sides these, other designations were used,
like missa ca 11 onica, missa capitularis; Sa
wicki, 7, note 6.
Carolingian authors called it also missa

legitima, missa generalis;

Bona, Rerum
liturg., I, 13, 1 ( 175 f.)
.. In the earlier monasteries, wherein the
canonical hours developed to the form they
latterly possess, daily Mass was still, as we
know, strange. The mention of Mass in St.
Benedict, Regula, c. 35 and 38, presupposes
that the monks assembled for it only on
Sundays and feasts. The same is seen in the
Regula Magistri, c. 45 (PL, LXXXVIII,
1007 f.) and in Fructuosus of Braga (d. c.
665), Regula, II, c. 13 (PL, LXXXVII,
1120£.). Reg. St. Columban (d. 615) his
Vita tells us that he read Mass only on
Sundays; I, 26; III, 16 (PL, LXXXVIII,
740 and 765).
00 Only the Carthusians present an excep
tion. In their first stage (they were founded
in 1084) the conventual :Mass took place
only on Sundays and feasts; Bona, I, 18, 3
(256) ; P. Goussanville in the notes to
Peter of Blois, Ep., 86 (PL, CCVII, 266).
Besides, both amongst the Carthusians and
in part amongst the Cistercians, there was
no subdeacon; see i11jra, p. 209.
61 There was, in addition, a scaling of the
solemnity in the rites of the High Mass on
Sundays: at the introit the semi-verse was
repeated even before the Gloria Pa tr i; the
Glori a in excelsis was inserted; there was
but one collect; gradual and Alleluia were
chanted by two soloists; all received the
kiss of peace. Udnlriri Co11s1tct. Chm., I,

8 (PL, CXLIX, 653).
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cial feast the formulary of the Mass for the Dead was chosen,"' since this
second Mass was for the benefit of the souls of deceased benefactors for
whom Cluny had developed an extended solicitude.
A similar arrangement became customary amongst the Premonstraten
sians,"" and was soon adopted elsewhere."' In France at the time of Hono
rius III there appeared a tendency to be satisfied with the daily service
for the dead, especiaily since it had some advantage as regards time, and
so the Mass which was due ratione diei vel jesti was omitted. This was the
occasion of a decree issued by this pope in 1217, in which the fulfiiiment
of one obligation as weii as the other was required."" From this decree many
canonists drew the conclusion that ail collegiate chapters and even mon
asteries were bound to the double conventual Mass, so that the frequency
of solemn Mass was, where possible, stiii further increased ... In an effort
to stem the sweii of Masses for the Dead, and to promote as much as pos
sible a correspondence between Office and Mass, the Missal of Pius V took
this legislation as the basis for its regulations for cathedrals and collegiate
churches regarding the double Mass, of which in the cases given one was
to be

de feria,

the other

de jestot

and also for the rules regarding the sub

stitution of Votive Masses and Masses for the Dead ... In general the double
conventual Mass has in modern times been restricted to days of a double
liturgical character (in the sense just indicated). And more often it has

Op. cit., I, 6;
II, 30 (718).

82

9 (PL, CXLIX, 651; 653);

29-32. Only in the more
urgent harvesting time were they content
with just one conventual Mass (29).
Amongst the reductions of solemnity that
signalized the early Mass for the Dead was
the attendance of only one acolyte; ibid.,

.., Waefelghem,

98-101.
"'Jolm of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 32 B).
Amongst the Cistercians, too, there was
a Mass pro defunctis (to correspond to
the Office for the Dead) every day, even
on Sundays and feasts, with just a few
exceptions; it was said at a special altar,
apparently without the whole community
being present; Liber usuum, c. 51 ( PL,
CLXVI, 1420); c f. R. Trilhe, "Citeaux,"
D ACL III, 1795.
,

Decretales Gregor., III, 41, 11 (Friedberg, II, 642 f.).
••

Sawicki, 34 ff.
Sawicki shows that in reality the ec
clesiastical obligation to a conventual Mass
for religious with choir did not exist till

00

Pius X; this was the last stage in the de
velopment of the principle that Mass was

part of the obligation of choir (64 f.; cf.
68 ff.). But the Church has been reluctant
all along to impose a new obligation regarding a conventual Mass for the Deaci
(45 f.) Even in the Middle Ages the
praxis remained quite diversified. At
Klosterneuberg there was always a Low
Mass for the Dead, but it was said at a
special altar only during the singing of
High Mass ; besides there was always an
early Mass after Prime (mostly de
Beata) ; Schabes, 59 f.; 64.
On the contrary, at the Benedictine
monastery of St. James in Liege there
was as a rule only one conventual Mass;
it was only from time to time that a missa
matutinalis was said, and this was some
times dedicated to the dead; Volk, 53 and
the index under missa matutinalis.
"'This basic principle already in Bernold,
Micrologus, c. 58 (PL, CLI, 1019 B), and
in Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., IV,
117 (PL, CLXXII, 736).
68 Roman Missal, Rubr. gl'n., III ff. Later
the canonists interpreted the law to mean
that the second Mass was to be applied to
the dead but the formula was not specified;
this solution received the sanction of law
under Benedict XIV. Sawicki, 52-55; 58.
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been reduced in solemnity so that, outside of Sundays and Feast-days, it
is no longer a missa solemnis but a missa c a n t a t a 00-this latter probably
the form of the monastic Sunday l\Iass in the beginning.
The real high ::\lass has again become rarer, the result of various con
curring forces. In the cities the collegiate chapters, whose first occupation
was solemn divine service, have long since been dissolved. In cathedrals
and to some extent also in the surviving monastic establishments, other
activities have loomed larger. The independent life of clerical communi
ties, a cloistered and Godward life as it flourished in the later Middle Ages,
is rarely possible since the secularization of the past few hundred years.
Its outward expression in the daily high Mass has therefore disappeared
with the disappearance of that life.
There is another point to notice. This Mass was no longer the collective
act of worship of a congregation like the old Roman stational l\Iass from
which it derived. As a rule it took place at a choir altar, situated in a
chapter choir or sanctuary that had gradually gotten t'arther away from
the nave and had become almost an independent clerical church, and so
even from this viewpoint the :Mass was truncated and withered-looking.
But more than this, in monastic churches the people had been absolutely
excluded since the early l\Iiddle Ages. Missre publicre were generally not
allowed, so that the monastery would not unnecessarily mix into the burly
burly of the world, and the people, on the other hand, would not be drawn
away from their parish churches:• The very architecture of the older
monastic churches is proof of this-as a rule an immense choir and a very
�mall nave."
In modern times, the interests of the care of souls once more became
a focal point in worship and therefore the congregation once more came to
the fore. In fact the new orders in the sixteenth century showed a decided
opposition to solemn services of the late medieval type, since the liturgical
duties left hardly any time for other pastoral tasks which were then grow
ing so urgent.�• The materialistic and prosaic intellectuality which had
.. Sawicki, 86.
Amongst the Capuchins the conventual
Mass is generally a missa lecta; ibid., 71 ;
see note 72 below. As far as church law is
concerned, nothing more is demanded even
of other orders with choral obligation;
Sawicki, 86.
70 Public :Mass in monasteries was forbid
den more than once under St. Gregory the
Great; see Ep., II, 41; VI, 46; etc.; Roman
Synod of 601 (PL, LXXVII, 1312). The
first Lateran Council (1123) also forbade
monks missas publicas ca1r ta re ; can. 17
(�[ansi, XXI, 285) ; cf. Bona, I, 13, 3
(178 ff.).
On the other hand, the 8th century

ord., in its disposition of
services distinguishes monasteries ubi pop
u l u s [read -o] vel fe.minis licitum est in
troire from those ubi non ingrediu11t11r
frminCE (Silva-Tarouca, 198, 1. 10). At
the Smrct11s it directs the clergy c11m omni
populo to bow and sing (ibid., 198 f.).
71 As high as four-fifths of the space was
occupied by the monastic community; G.
Dehio, Geschiclrte der dcHisclrm K 11nst
(3rd ed.; Berlin, 1923), I, 72 f.
�· The several groups of Discalced Augus
tinians that made an appearance in the 16th
century have one regulation in their Con
stitutions that is peculiar but yet common
to all the groups : they are never to sing
Brc<·iarium eccl.
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become more and more widespread since the eighteenth century, and the
increasing independence of the masses had dampened that joy in princely
splendor with which the high Mass encompasses the celebrant as the suc
cessor of a pope who had become something of a secular ruler and had
been surrounded with the pomp of secular courtS.73 The high l\Iass has been
retained only for great feast days when, enriched with musical values that
spring from a cultural level very close to us, it continues to function as
the expression of highest festive joy and as the self-assertion of a Church
happy in its possession."

4. From the Presbyter Mass to the
Missa Cantata
Besides the episcopal collective service, even Christian antiquity found
another type of Mass necessary, since in the territory of each individual
bishop there were many churches with their own clergy.' This was the Mass
of the presbyter,• which we must look upon as a second original basic type
high Mass. M. Heimbucher, Die Ordm
u11d Kongregationen (2nd ed.; Paderborn,
1907), II, 188.
The Society of Jesus, too, not only had
no choral Office but also no high Mass,
since for the latter the contemporary ar
rangements usually presupposed the pres
ence of the community to take care of the
singing. Constilutiones S. J. (finished in
essentials by 1550), VI 3, 4; see lnsti111111111 S. J. (Florence, 1893), II, 99 f.:
11011 utcntur N ostri choro ad horos can ani
cas <·cl missas et alia ofjicia decantanda.
In the years that followed some excep
tions were allowed in the matter of sing
ing Mass; ibid, II, 527, 533, 539.
The Capuchins retained the choral Office
but at the same time refused to have a
(sung) conventual Mass, substituting a
Low i\fass; in addition private Mass was
permitted the brethren (in this early stage
of the reform) but only on feast-days.
C «'remoniale Romano-Seraphicum ad usum
O.F.lll.Cap. (Rome, 1944), 327 ff.
73 This seems to be true not only in Ger
many but in other countries too
The Communion of the w ole ongrega
hon had in most instances already disap
peared.

7�

h

�

According to Eusebius, Hist. eccl., VI,
43, there were at Rome even in the time of
Pope Cornelius (d. 253) 46 presbyters (be-

1

sides 7 deacons and 7 subdeacons, as well
as 42 acolytes and 52 other minor clerics),
and accoPding to Optatus, Contra Pannm.,
II, 4 (CSEL, XXVI, 39) even during the
period of the Diocletian persecution there
were more than 40 basilicas. Among these
there were in the 5th/6th centuries the 25
titular churches where regular congrega
tional services were conducted ; see Du
chesne, Liber pont., I, 164 f. Since the 5th
century there appear on synodal records the
signatures of Roman presbyters with men
tion of their titular churches. Cf. Mabillon,
In ordinem Rom., c. 3 (PL, LXXVIII,
858 f.); Batiffol, Le(ons, 34. Even the fig
ures furnished by Eusebius, lac. cit., re
garding the number of poor in the Roman
Christian community who received support
-1500-shows that a division of services
(for worship) was already a self-evident
necessity.
Cf. for details V. Monachino, La cura
pastorale a Milano Cartagine e Roma nel
Si!Colo IV (Rome, 1947), 279-406.
• There is, however, but little express evi
dence that in the early era the presbyters
actually conducted the eucharistic services :
Cyprian, Ep., 5, 2; cf. 15, 1 (CSEL, III,
479; 514); Athanasius, Apol. c. Ariooos,
c. 85 (PG, XXV, 400 C).
Cf. however, Ignatius, Ad Smyrn., 8, 1
(ed. Kleist, 93) : "Let that celebration of
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for the celebration of Mass, a type which survives in the missa cantata,
the simple sung Mass. Although this second basic type must even then
have been much more frequent than the grand stational service, there are
practically no accounts of it extant. Perhaps precisely because of its fre
quent recurrence and because of its greater simplicity, there was no special
call to put its description in writing. We can, however, reconstruct it in
general outline. We grasp its essential form when we realize that at such
a service, besides the congregation, only the presbyter and a second cleric
were present as a rule.
The second cleric was generally a deacon. Chrysostom speaks on one occa
sion of wealthy Christians who possess entire villages but who do not build
any churches; he demands that they erect churches and provide for a priest
and a deacon so that divine service might be conducted and Sunday Mass
might be celebrated.• In the Orient the deacon as a general rule stands next
to the priest even today. This was also the case to some extent in the West
well into the Middle Ages. Cyprian presupposes that the presbyters who
sought out and visited the imprisoned Christians in order to celebrate the
Eucharist with them, were each time accompanied by a deacon.• In the
correspondence of St. Gregory the Great mention is often made of the need
to ordain presbyters and deacons for orphaned churches which had no
bishop.•
However, in the Roman liturgy a cleric of a lesser rank took the place
of the deacon at a very early period." This was all the easier since the
deacon's proper functions were but little in demand even at a bishop's
Mass, for his duty as prayer-leader for the people was never much devel
oped and the various invitations to prayer and to the kiss of peace were
proclaimed by the celebrant himself. In the city of Rome there was an
additional reason, for the number of deacons was limited, as it was in other
towns too, to the biblical number of seven (Acts 6 :3). Thus it appears
the Eucharist be considered valid which is
held under the bishop or anyone to whom
he has committed it."
Chrysostom, In A cta ap.
(PG, LX, 147 f.).

•

hom.,

18, 4 f.

Amongst the Syrians the indispensability
of the deacon is declared by Ischojabh I
(d. 596), Canones ad Jacobum, c. 3 (Hans
sens, II, 465).

• Cyprian, Ep., 5, 2 (CSEL, III, 479); cf.

Ep., 34, 1 (ibid., 568). See also the question
which Ambrose, De off., I, 41 (PL, XVI,
84) puts in the mouth of St. Lawrence
speaking to Pope St. Sixtus II ; irrespec
tive of its intrinsic historicity, it. is indica
tive of the relationship of deacon to priest
or bishop: Quo sacerdos sancte, sine dia,

cono properasr The bishop, too, might
celebrate with a smaller group; cf. infra,
p. 214.
• Gregory the Great, Ep., I, 15; 78 ; II, 43;
IV, 41, etc.
Even Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio
( PL, Cl, 1247 D) makes the axiom of
St. Isidore (De eccl. off. II, 8, 3: PL,
LXXXIII, 789) his own: presbyter sine
diacono nomen habet, officium non habet.
• Such
a cleric could indeed be present
along with a deacon. Thus the inscriptions
found at Grottaferrata witness to the pres
ence in that country congregation of a
presbyter, a deacon, a lector (who was also
an exorcist) and an exorcist; see ]. P.
Kirsch, Rom. Quartalschrift, XXX (1922),
99; Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 43, note 1.
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that at the titular churches in olden times a lector• usually served at the
altar, and later usually an acolyte." He went with the priest to the altar.
He took over at least one of the readings. The priest probably, even in
earlier times, retained the Gospel for himself, no doubt in order to indicate
its higher dignity.' The assistant helped at the offertory procession of
the faithful and at the arranging of the gift-offerings, at the breaking of
the bread and at the distribution of Communion. The larger outlines of the
liturgical function remained the same. The text of the sacramentary was
used in its entirety. But, because a special choir was demanded only for
pontifical services, the chants of the schola dropped out, that is, besides
the introit (which, from the situation itself, was unnecessary), also the
offertory and communion.'" Thus the more ancient arrangement survived,
somewhat in general like the arrangement nowadays on Holy Saturday.
If it was necessary because of a lack of other assistance, the cleric sang
the psalmody between the lessons, to which the congregation responded ;
that is to say, he took over the duties of the psalmista.11 The responses to
the altar chants of the priest were, of course, the right of the congregation,
and likewise the chants of the Ordinary-of which, till the sixth century,
only the Sanctus existed.
Some such Mass celebration must have fitted most naturally into the
circumstances of the early medieval monasteries. As long as the individual
monks were not as a rule ordained, it was 'the type that was taken for
granted. But even the conservative branches of the Benedictine order in
Grave inscriptions of lectors in the 4th and
5th centuries with mention of the titular
church to which they were attached (among
them the churches of Eusebius, Fasciola,
Pudentiana, Velabrum) in E. Diehl, L atein
ische a/tchrist/iche Inschr iftm II (Kleine
Texte, 26-28; Bonn, 1913), 8 f. In the
country the services of the lector continued
longer; see Synod of Vaison (529), can. 1
(Mansi, VIII, 726). Cf. W. Croce, "Die
niederen W eihen und ihre hierarchische
Wertung," ZkTh (1948), 269 f., 282.

•



,

"In contradistinction to the deacons, sub
deacons, notaries and defensors, and (on
the other hand) like the lectors, the aco
lytes were assigned to a certain titular
church ; in fact in the time of St. Gregory
they became real "assistant clergy" ; B.
Fischer, "Der niedere Klerus bei Gregor
dem Grossen," ZkTh (1938), 64. Cf. Diehl,
p. 10 f.: Acolytes of Vestina, Clemens,
Capua.
•

In the Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne,

Christia" Worsh ip 477) it is said that at
,

the first Mass which the newly-ordained
priest celebrates in his titular church (with
the privilege of having his seat next to the
altar and of intoning the Gloria) the Gospel
is read by the paranimfus presbyter.
10
Thus also Mabillon, In ordinem Rom.,
c. 4 (PL, LXXVIII, 866) ; Eisenhofer,
II, 9.
For Masses for the Dead no chants
were provided even in the 9th century;
see infra, p. 219, note 48.
That they could be missing in other in
stances too is indicated by the 11th century
order for the sick in the Pontifical of N ar
bonne: Martene, 1, 7, XIII (1, 892) ; it
does contain the fore-Mass and the Com
munion section, but without the chants.
11
There is at least a recollection of this in
John of Avranches, De off. ecc/. (PL,
CXLVII, 32 C): of the two acolytes who
are presumed for the High Mass it says:
umts qui cantet Graduate et deferat cande
labrum, alter qui Alleluia e t ferat thuribu
lum. Similarly in Rouen as late as 1651

(PL, CXLVII, 73 D).
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the eleventh century had a conventual Mass in which the basic type of the
presbyter Mass can be recognized. The liturgy of the Carthusians, for
example, does not even today have a subdeacon as a special functionary;
only the deacon assists the priest. For the singing of the Epistle a monk
especially appointed steps out of the choir." A similar usage occurred, and
occurs even nowadays, amongst the Cistercians, at least for the feria! rite
of the conventual Mass13 and perhaps elsewhere too."
This same manner of celebrating Mass was the only one possible in
country churches and in churches on large estates. But that :i\Iass was actu
ally performed in this way, and especially that a cleric served at it-of
these things the traces in the older sources are not very clear ; there are
traces, however. The ninth century Admonitio synodalis,. orders: Omnis
presbyter clericum habeat vel scolarem, qui epistolam vel lectionem legat
et ei ad missam respondeat, et cum quo psalmos cantet.'" Plainly what is
meant here in the first place is the parochial service, a Mass celebrated
with chant. The word respondeat seems to suppose that even in parish
churches the people no longer themselves gave the answers in a loud voice.
Besides, of course, no such responses were needed as yet at the prayers at
the foot of the altar, although they were probably at the Orate jratres."
There is express mention of divine service in parochiis ruralibus in a Mainz
synod of 1310 which censures the abuse of priests celebrating sine ministri

suffragio because of lack of assistants, propter defectum clericorum. Against
this custom, the synod legislates that even in rural places the priest should
not celebrate without the cooperation of some responsible persons who
12 A. Degand, "Chartreux (Liturgic des)",
DACL, III, 1047.
13 See the chapter "Die Konventmesse cum
unico ministro" in Schneider (Cist. Chr.
[ 1927]), 298-303 ; cf. Liber usuum, c. 53
(PL, CLXVI, 1423 C): the subdeacon
after the Epistle eat i11 chorum can tare cum
ali is, si nee esse fuerit. Cf. Schneider (Cist.
Chr. [1926]), 316. Something similar is
also found in the Ordinarium O.P. of 1256,
where both ministri are expected to help
the choir maxime in parvis conventibus
(Guerrini, 237). This was also the rule
amongst the Benedictines of the Bursfeld
Union; Schneider, lac. cit.
In the Cistercian rite on feast-days a
special subminister (in addition to deacon
and subdeacon) served at the altar for
certain duties, coming up to the altar as
occasion demanded; R. Trilhe, "Citeaux,"
DACL, III, 1792.
"Cf. John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 33£.), where there is a similar
direction: subdiaconus vera, excepto tem
pore ministralionis sum, in choro maneal.

In this instance, however, the ministrations
of the subdeacon are more in demand.
15 Also called Homilia Leonis, with refer
ence to Leo IV (d. 855). On its diffusion
see P. Browe, ZkTh, LVI (1932), 389,
note 60; cf. H. Leclercq, DACL, VI, 5765 79.
18
PL, CXXXII, 456 B; cf. 96, 1376 C.
A similarly worded injunction is as
cribed to the Council of Nantes (9th
century) : Mansi, XVIII, 173 f.
17 The requirement of the Adnwnitio indi
cates at the same time how during the
Middle Ages recruits were trained for the
clerical state. Express mention is made of
this at the Council of Vaison ( 529), can. 1
(Mansi, VIII, 726 f.) which requires the
parish priest to keep and instruct i111riores
lectores. See also Anton De Waal, "Litur
gical Chant in Early Christian Rome," The
American Ecclesiastical Review, LXVI
(1922), 465 ff., esp. 468-471. For a later
period cf. R. Stachnik, Die Bildzmg des
Klerus im Frankenreiche
(Paderborn,
1926), esp. 56 f.
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could read and sing.18 Here, in case of necessity, the assistance of a capable
layman is declared sufficient, but even the present-day missal considers it
quite normal that, at a Mass celebration without sacred ministers, aliquis
lector superpelliceo indutus should read the Epistle.'"
So the missa cantata, which in most dioceses today is the predominant
form of parish service, is seen to be the unbroken continuation of the pres
byter Mass of Christian antiquity.
It, too, has been subjected to the trend of borrowing as much as pos
sible from the episcopal service. For one thing, since the sacramentaries
intended for the episcopal service were generally also standard for the titu
lar churches, the opening rite of Kyrie and oration before the readings
must have become customary in the presbyter Mass even in Christian
antiquity. Soon, too, at a very early period the antiphonal chants were
included,"" but this can only mean that the texts were spoken by the priest,
since any musical performance-if the priest himself did not undertake
itn-was in most instances impossible"" and even today is still in most
instances impossible."" And also during these centuries of the Middle Ages
the presbyter Mass must have shared in the whole development of the
Mass-liturgy: the inclusion of the Gloria, Credo, Agnus Dei, the silent
prayers, the incensing, and finally the pax-usages. It could really not be
otherwise, because Church law demanded that all churches conform, in the
18

Mansi, XXV, 312.
A similar decree at the Synod of Cologne
held that same year, can. 17 (Mansi, XXV,
23) : use may be made only of litterati qui
in defectu respo11dentis ad a/tare cum ca
misiis lineis assistallt.
10
Rit. serv., VI, 8.
Several synods at the end of the 16th
century that still made more or less strin
gent demands for the use of a cleric as
server even at private Mass are cited by
R. Saponaro, "Estne munus in missa pri
vata ministrandi, clericorum proprium ?"
Periodica, XXVIII (1939), esp. 380 f.
20
Supm, p. 105.
"" In many places the practice must have
developed of the priest himself singing
these pieces at the altar. P. Wagner, Ein
fiihnmg, I, 194, note 1, speaks of "numer
ous manuscripts" which contained, beside
the sacramentary text with the priestly
orations, also these chants with their melo
dies nofed. As a matter of fact, examples of
this sort from the 11th to the 13th century
have been catalogued, e.g., by Ebner, 134,
268, 270, 278 ; Kock, 3. References to ex
tra-Italian sources in Ebner, 361 f. An ex
ample where only the Wedding Mass has
the neums, ibid., 48.

22

Toward the end of the Middle Ages a
method of simplifying matters had gained
ground, namely the introduction of votive
Masses even on Sundays, their melodies
growing familiar by constant recurrence.
The Synod of Mainz, 1549 (c. 61 ; Hartz
heim, VI, 579) did not want to cross those
qui peculiaria singularum dominicarum
officia propter ca11tormn, paucitatem ob
sen•are non va/entes, officia, de Trinitate
et de Spiritu Smrcto, aut, quod decentissi
mum erat, de Do.mini resurrectione.diebus
dominicis ser1.·averint. Cf. Franz, 151.
For the same reason, many churches to
day, both in the country and in the city,
resort to week-day Requiem Masses, day
in and day out, since the tunes are simple
and there is further no worry about
Gloria or Credo.
"" Since recent decrees of the Congregation
of Rites expressly demand that all the pre
scribed texts be sung at a missa cantata,
recourse has been had of late to substitutes
in place of the lengthy planesong melodies,
either a Psalmodic formula or some sort
of recitation. Cf. F.A. Brunner, C a cilia,
LXXV (1947-8), 106 and LXXVI (19489), 72.
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institutiones missarum,

to the pattern of the cathedral or the metropolitan

church."'
Even the more solemn ceremonies of these latter were copied by the
smaller churches; especially in the later Middle Ages the services in the
larger parishes were very similar to those in the chapter churches. The
common choir prayer of the clergy was combined with the repeated cele

bration of public Mass.• Of these a daily summum officium was distin
guished, a Mass like the missa maior of the chapters, marking the climax
of the morning service and capable of many varying degrees, reaching a
high-point in a solemn Mass with deacon and subdeacon and an introduc
tory procession of the clergy carrying relics of the saints... Taking over
polyphonic music in city and country churches was the last step in this
development.

5. From Domestic Eucharist to Private Mass
Even though in the early days of the Church it was a fundamental prin
ciple that the Eucharist was to be celebrated only for the sake of the
faithful and not as a personal devotion of one endowed with the powers
24

Supra, p. 98.

"" The parochial clergy were also expected
to conduct the canonical hours publicly;
this was insisted upon, e.g., by the Synod of
Trier (1238), can. 30 (Hartzheim, III,
560) : h1 parochialibus ecclesiis pulsentur
[e t canleutur] horcE ca•wuicll!. (The brack
eted words are uncertain.)
A prescript issued at Rouen in 1245 en
acted quod qui/ibet sacerdos in parochia
sua seu capellanus in capella sua dicat
matutinas de nocte et omnes horas horis
competeutibus, vid. Pri.mam mane, post
Tertiam missam, et post Sextam et No
nam, et pulset horis debitis ad qua.mlibet
horam. A. Roskov{my, Coelibatus et
Breviarium (Budapest, 1861), V, 62.
The parish priest who was alone could
not sing the hours himself at the proper
time, but he had to see to it that his
"scholars" did; Decretales Gregor. Ill,
41, 1 (Friedberg, II, 635).
A gesture in the same direction was al
ready to be found in an early capitulary
(801) : The parish priests are to train
their scholarii to be able to perform in
their stead the hours of Terce, Sext, None
and Vespers when necessary (MGH, Ch.
I, 238). Likewise in a letter of Alcuin to

Arno in 799 ( MG H, Ep. Carol. 9 Aevi, II,
278) and in Regino, De synod. causis, I,
208 (PL, CXXXII, 229). Further traces,
some of them older, in H. Leclercq, "Gal
licane (Liturgie) : XIV. Paroisses ru
rales," DACL, VI, 561 f.; cf. among
others the Synod of Tarragona (516),
can. 7 (Mansi, VIII, 542 D). Even in the
18th century Matins, Lauds and Vespers
were often considered part of tbe Sunday
parochial services ; see E. Hegel, "Liturgie
und Seelsorge in der Zeit der Aufkla
rung," Theologie u. Glaube (1943), 105.
""Greving, Johann Ecks Pfarrbuch, 78 ff.;
Goetz, Das Pfarrbuch des Stephan May,
27 (where other references are given).
By sum mum officium (Greving, 79;
Goetz, 27) is meant only the main service
of the day. Cf. also summa missa in Liber
ordinarius of Essen (Arens, 1 ff., 136).
Even today, as I am given to understand,
the chief Sunday service is still called
summa in Lithuania. If the word "High
Mass" (German: Hoclzamt) is taken as
more or less the equivalent, this would
explain why in ordinary parlance the
word is used to refer not to a solemn
Mass but to an ordinary sung Mass, a
missa cantata without deacon or subdea
con.
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of priesthood, still it was not seldom the case in this era when "they broke
bread in this house or that" (Acts 2: 20), that only a small domestic group
gathered around the holy table. This domestic celebration of the Eucharist
in the primitive Church was the forerunner of its later celebration in more
or less private circles, and finally also of the private Mass. Aside from the
texts of the Didaclte which have always been taken in this sense,' other
unmistakable evidences of this usage are to be traced, all of them also of
the second century. In the various apocryphal histories of the Apostles
we find, along with many vulgar and heretical additions, indubitable testi
monies regarding the ecclesiastical customs in this matter, an array of
examples where the legends picture the Apostles as "breaking bread" before
small group, of "giving thanks" over bread and wine in the presence of

a

only a few participants.' Tertullian includes in his account of the era of
persecution the celebration of the dominica sollemnia at which only three
persons were present: In Cyprian, too, there is mention not only of a
morning Mass in the presence of the congregation, but also of an evening
Eucharist for a small circle! Basil speaks of priests who, because of a

fault, are permitted to perform their priestly office only in private homes."
Gregory of Nazianzen cites the eucharistic celebration in his sister's home.•
However, in the Orient in the fourth century, the Synod of Laodicea issued
a general prohibition against such celebrations of the Eucharist.7 In other
'Supra, p. 13, Note 28.
The passages in question in
Mon., 339-345.
2

Quasten,

Tertullian, De fuga, c. 14 (PL, II, 142A).
Further reports about Mass in the era of
persecution, when the Christians celebrated
the mysteries qua/iter poterant et ubi pot
ermzt, as Victor of Vita put it, Historia
{'crsec. A/ric., I, 18 (CSEL, VII, 9), are
gathered in Martene, 1, 3, 5 (I, 299 ff.).

•

'Cyprian, Ep., 63, 16 (CSEL, III, 714):
cum Ca?ltamltS ad COitvivium llOSirum p/e
bcm convocare llOil possumus, ut sacra
mcnti veritatcm /raternitate omni pr(l!sente
cc/cbremus. For an interpretation of the
passage see Zimmermann, Die Abendmesse,
58-62; E. Dekkers, "L'Eglise ancienne
a-t-elle connu Ia �1csse de soir ?" ( Miscel
lanea 1lohlberg, I, 231-257), 246-249. To
this celebration of Mass with a small group
must be referred the remark of St. Cyprian,
Ep., 57, 3 (CSEL, III, 652), about the
daily Mass: sacerdotes, qui sacrificia Dei
cotidie celebramus.

Of his testimony regarding the celebra
tion of Mass in the prisoners' cells men
tion was already made, supra, 208. Cf.
Augustine, Brczoiculum coil., Ill, 17, 23

(PL, XLIII, 644). Here also we must in
sert the Mass of Lucian of Antioch (d.
312) who, while lying in prison, spoke the
wonted prayers with the au�6oA.a ri).;
le po u P'l' lao; on his breast ; see Philostor
gius, Vita, ed. Bidez, c. 14 (GCS, Philos
torgius, 196; cf. ibid., 25).
"Basil, Ep., 199 (PG, XXXII, 716£.).

• Gregory of Nazianzen, Or., 8 (al. 11), 18

(PG, XXXV, 809). On the other hand
what Gregory relates regarding his ailing
father was hardly a real eucharistic cele
bration; Or., 18, 29 (PG, XXXV, 1020 f.;
cf. ibid., 983-986).

1

Can. 58 (Mansi, II, 574):

"O"'t o6

�ei iv

'<Ot<; OtX.Ot<; 'lrp017ij>Op:h; ')'(>Ecr0a:t 'lr:zpd: i'lrtcrx.6'lrWY
lj ?tpea6u-repwv. A similar proscription was

issued by the synod of Seleucia-Ktesiphon
(410), can. 13 (0. Braun, Das B�tch der
Sj•11hados [Stuttgart, 1900], 21): The sac
rifice is not to be performed in houses.
Baumstark, Vomgeschichtlichell Werden,
8, connects this prohibition with the ces
sation of the persecutions first in Rome
and then in Persian territory.
Nestorius, too, while patriarch of Con
stantinople ( 428-431) had reprimanded
one of his priests for celebrating Mass in
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places it is simply required that for this the bishop's permission be asked;
this was the case in the Byzantine area,' where in the ninth/tenth centuries
every family in ea�y circumstances had its house chapel, which was used
especially for memorial 1\Iasses for the Dead."

At an earlier date in North Africa the second Synod of Carthage (about

390) was content to demand an episcopal permission." This fits in with
what Augu�tine has to tell about one of his priests who was once called to
the country estate of a former Roman officer, Hesperius. Here the slaves
and cattle were suffering from demoniacal molestations, but the priest
offered up the sacrifice of Christ's Body, and the molestations ceased.u
In Rome, too, the house l\Iass was not unusual. Here in many places
since the beginning of the third century there were domestic oratories dedi
cated to the memory of certain martyrs." It might have been in one such
oratory that St. Ambrose, at the invitation of a prominent Roman lady,
once offered up the sacrifice." It is told of l\Ielania the Younger that she
had l\Iass said daily by her chaplain Gerontius, at her cloister-like home
on the precipice of the l\lount of Olives, "as was the custom of the Church
of Rome."" Paulinus of Xola, as we saw above, offered up the holy sacri
fice with the visiting bishops in his own sick-room." Gregory the Great
admonishes the Bishop of Syracuse to allow Mass to be celebrated in the

house of a certain Venantius.'"
In Frankish territory and later on generally throughout the northern
lands, where the manorial estates of the nobles were scattered wide over
the country, the house chapels, with their Masses celebrated by the house
chaplain or manor priest ( Burgpfaffe), became permanent institutions.
But it was not easy to legislate against the abuses, which could hardly be
a home, but recci\·ed the reply from his
clergy that it was here a common practice
( Hardouin, I, 1322).
'Trullanum (692), can. 31 (11ansi,

956)

XI,

0

is testified in an enactment of Em
peror Leo the Philosopher (886-911) who
simply declares domestic Masses are al
lowed ( PG, CVII, 432).
Cf. Hardouin, II, 16-19.
'"Can. 9 Olansi, III, 695).
11 Augustine, De civ. Dei, 22, 8 (CSEL, 40,
II, p. 602). As the context makes plain,
there was as yet no church in the place.
12 ]
. P. Kirsch, "I sanctuari dome st i ci eli
martiri," Rcndiconti della Accademia Ro
mana di Archeologia ( 1924), II, 27-43; cf.
JL, V (1925), 246.
• This

H. Grisar, Gcschichte Roms zmd der Piipste
( Freiburg, 1901), 168-170.
"'Paulinus, Vita Ambrosii, c.IO (PL, XIV,
20) : cum trans Tiberim apud clarissimam
quamdam invitatus sa crificium offerret.
" In
R. Raabe, Petrus der lbcrer. Eia
Charakterbild :;ur Kil·clzrn- zmd Sitten
geschiclztc des 5. !h. (Leipzig, 1895), 36.
From this we must distinguish the Eucha
ristic service which Melania caused to be
celebrated for her whole convent com
munity every Friday and Sunday and on
feasts; Vita of St. 11elania, c. 48 (M. Card.
Rampolla, Smzta Melazzia giuniore [Rome,
1905] 27, 68).
"Supra, p. 198 f.
10
Gregory the Great, Ep. VI, 43 f. (PL,
LXXVII, 831 f.).
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avoided under the circumstances.17 At first, stress was laid on the obliga
tion of attending the bishop's church or the parish church on all higher
feasts," but later on this was reduced to just the feast of Easter.'" The
Carolingian reform sought to reaffirm the canon of Laodicea forbidding
all divine service in the home, but eventually had to tolerate a practice
less strict.20 A capitulary of Haito of Basel ( 807-827) permitted Mass to
be said in the homes of the sick." But finally, after much hesitation and
change of policy in medieval legislation, the Council of Trent forbade Mass
in private dwellings."'
From these Masses said in private homes, on an estate or at a graveside
where at least a group of people, however small, attends the service, we
must carefully distinguish the private Mass strictly so called. This we
understand as a Mass celebrated for its own sake, with no thought of
anyone participating, a Mass where only the prescribed server is in at
tendance, or even where no one is present, as was once the case in the
so-called Missa solitaria. These are the Masses--contrasted to the conven
tual Mass and the parochial Mass-which are most generally referred to
in medieval do�uments as missCE privatCE or speciales or peculiares.23
" Archbp. Agobard of Lyons (d. 840), De
privil. et iure sacerd., c. 11 (PL, CIV,
138) complained that there was hardly
a moneyed man who did not have a palace
chaplain whom he then employed some
times as a table-waiter, sometimes as a
stablegroom.
'"Synod of Agde (506), can. 21 (Mansi,
VIII, 328).
'"IV Synod of Orleans (541), can. 3
(Mansi, IX, 113 f.).
Further indications of the gradual but
continued decrease in the demand are out
lined in Browe, Die Pflichtkom.munion im
,\I ittelater, 48.
The Missal of Bobbio (Muratori, II,
916) contains a special formulary: missa
in domo cuiuslibet.
20

Evidence supplied in Browe, Die Pflicht

l<ommunion, 47 f. The reform Synod of
Pavia (850) desired only that the priests
in question be approved by the bishop, and
even lauded regular domestic worship;
can. 18 (Mansi, XIV, 936 f.).

"N. 14; MGH, Ch. I, 364.

In England this permission was still re
tained in law collections around the year
1000, e.g., in that of King Edgar (967),
can. 30 (Hardouin, VI, 662 B), but other
wise it was soon restricted to bishops and

abbots. Still even as late as the 16th cen
tury there are individual instances of a
general permission for Mass in the sick
room; P. Browe, "Die Sterbekommunion
im Altertum und Mittelalter," ZkTh
(1930), 26-30. Cf. ibid., 27, for references
to liturgical books (like the older Gelasian,
III, 69) which contain a special Mass
super infirmum in domo. There is such a
formulary in the Sacramentary of Moissac,
11th century; Martene, I, 7, XI (I, 879 f.);
this contains texts also for the proper
chants and for the readings, as well as a
special Hanc igitur: H. i. oblationem, Do
mine, famuli tui ill. in hac domo consi
stentis.
22

Sess. XXII, Decretum de observ. et evit.

in celebr. missa'.
The result of further evolution in the law
is to be found today in canons 1188-1196
of the official Cod. fur. Canon.; service is
much restricted in private chapels, but is
accorded in semi-public oratories and pub
lic chapels.
03

G. Schreiber, "Mittefalterliche Segnun
gen und Abgaben," Zeitschrift d. Savign}•
Stiftung, kan. Abt. (1943), 243.
Regarding the various concepts of missa
Privata to be discovered later in the con
troversies with the Reformers, cf. Bene-
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Without doubt there is no intrinsic contradiction in such a performance
of the Christian sacrifice. Apart from any consideration of parallels out
side revealed religion, the very first sacrifice cited in Holy Writ is one
which two individuals, Abel and Cain, offered up, each by himself. Fur
ther, in the Ievitical cult the possibility was not excluded that at a sacrifice
requested by someone absent, the priestly officiant alone should be pres
ent." Both cases are conceivable also in the New Covenant, all the more
when the consciousness grew that in the Eucharist all the sacrifices of
former times find their fulfillment and consummation,'"' even those which
the individual was wont to offer up or to have offered up. In other words,
the sacrifice of the New Testament was not only a Eucharist of the
redeemed community, but an oblation which one could present as a prayer
or as an expiation in certain difficulties."" In this sense the Council of Trent
defined the propitiatory character of the Mass sacrifice." Since a public
celebration at which the congregation assembled was at first provided only
on Sundays and the infrequent feast-days, it was quite easy to assume
that a bishop or priest might, on one of the other days, offer up the sacri
fice in his own name, urged on by personal gratitude and petition. He could
then say Mass at his own home in much the same way as he would say it
elsewhere when asked to do so.
Evidences of such Masses survive from at least the sixth century. Greg
ory the Great says that Cassius, Bishop of Narni, was accustomed to offer
God the holy sacrifice every day... John the Almoner (d. 620) reprimands
the people who were less zealous, saying that he could just as well have
offered Mass at home for himself as in the public Church...
Personal devotion must likewise have induced the individual priest
monks to say private Masses in their monasteries. Although St. Benedict
himself showed no inclination to countenance having a number of priests
in his convents,30 St. Gregory the Great already appears to favor the ordidiet XIV, De s. sacrificio missCE, III, 22,
7 (Schneider, 257 £.).
But Eisenhofer's notion, II, 10, that the
essence of private Mass consists in the
absence of levites and singers and in the
fact that the prayers are not spoken in a
singing tone, is to be discounted, for these
are merely secondary features which re
sult from its private character. Cf. W. H.
Freestone, The Sacrament Reserved(Lon
don, 1917), 24-31.
"'Here we must cite the sacrifice which
Judas Maccabreus had offered in Jerusa
lem for the slain, 2 Mace., 12:43.
.. Cf. the appeal to Mal. 1 :11 in the
Didache, 14, 3.
""Cf. the growing prominence of the desig
nations oblatio, sacrificium, etc.; suPra, p.

170. The link between certain Votive
Masses and various sacrifices of the Old
Law was already exploited by Amalar,
De eccl. off. Ill, 19 (PL, CV, 1127). Cf.
Franz, Die Messe, 117 f.
"'Sess. XXII, c. 2; can. 3 (Schroder, 146,
149).
'"Gregory the Great, Dial., IV, 56 (PL,
LXXVII, 421).
In Ev. II, hom. 37, 9 (PL, LXXVI,
1281 A) Gregory remarks that shortly
before his death Cassius had celebrated
Mass in his house-chapel (in episcopii ora
torio) ; the previous references must there
fore have likewise concerned this oratory.
.. Leontius, Vita, c. 41 (PL, LXXIII,
375 f.).
10 St.
Benedict, Regula, c. 60.
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nation of monks, and the Roman Synod of 610 under Boniface IV, which
approved the ordaining of monks, seems to have marked the turning-point."
From that time on, the number of priests in monasteries begins to grow.""
Even if this did not itself give the first impetus to the desire for personal
celebration, the latter did soon follow more or less frequently... An indica
tion of this is the increase in the number of altars in the monasteries; at
first they are erected, one apiece in all the oratories of the monastery,"'
later on they are all brought together in the main church as side-altars...
In eighth-century accounts of the lives of various holy monks mention is
made time after time of their celebrating Mass almost daily,.. and in the
ninth century this is already accepted as a permanent rule."
The personal devotion of the celebrant was not, however, whether in the
monasteries or elsewhere, the only source of this increase in private Mass,
nor was it even the strongest source. Stronger by far was the desire of the
faithful for Votive Masses; that is to say, for Masses which took care of
their earnest concerns (vota), not the least important of which was regard
for the dead ... The domestic celebration of the Eucharist had also in great
measure served such interests. And as these Masses which were devoted
to special interests were detached from the domestic congregation and were
transferred to the oratories connected with the church or monastery, the
occasions when the priest stood at the altar alone were multiplied. Thus
from this angle too, impetus was given the private Mass.
A great importance attached even in ancient times to the Mass for the
Dead. As early as 170 there is evidence from the apocryphal Acts of St. John
that in Asia Minor a eucharistic memorial for the dead was conducted on
the third day after burial""; this took place at the grave. The anniversary
"' Mansi, X, 504 f. Also in Decretum Gra
tiani, II, 16, q. 1, c. 25 (Friedberg, I, 767).
aa A larger number of priest-monks must
be presupposed for the missions in Eng
land and Germany; statistical data in
.Berliere, L asc ese benedictine, 40.
38 In the legendary life of the Irish St.
Brendan (d. circa 576) it is recounted
that he and his companions had often read
Mass on week-days; C. Plummer, Vitce
Sanctorum Hibernice, (Oxford, 1901), I,
133.
"'Bede, Hist . gent. Angl., IV, 14 (PL,
XCV, 195), relates that after an epidemic
had subsided, Mass was said in thanks
giving in all the oratories of the monas
tery. Further references in Bona, I, 14, 1
(191).
• Benedict of Aniane gave four altars to
the church of the Saviour which he had
built in 782. The monastery church of
Centula, which was finished in 798, has
'

eleven altars. In the plans drawn up in
820 for the reconstruction of the monas
tery church at St. Gall seventeen altars
were projected. Braun, Der christ lich e
Altar, I, 372, 389.
'"'Berliere, L'ascese benedictine, 40, with
references to Boniface, Ceolfrid and Win
nebald.
87

Abbot Angilbert of Centula (d. 814)
laid down the injunction that, besides the
two conventual Masses, there should be
said daily at the various altars at least
30 other Masses; Hariulfus, Chron. Cent.,
II, 7 (PL, CLXXIV, 1250).
80

The expression missa votiva is already
found in the Bobbio Missal (Muratori, II,
911-914) but it seems to be taken in a
much narrower sense than here.
Acta Johannis, c. 85 f. ( A cta ap. apocr.,
ed. Lipsius-Bonnet, II, 1, p. 193). Cf.
Dolger, I chtll)•s, II, 555-569.

80
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commemoration is no more recent.'" In the fourth century the commemo
ration on the seventh day and on the thirtieth day became known; else
where it is the ninth day and the fortieth day that are observed. All of
these fixed days for the memorial of the dead, along with the ritual solem
nization of the day of burial," derive from pre-Christian tradition,"' with
the celebration of the Eucharist taking the place of ancient sacrifice for
the dead and sometimes perhaps of the
It was precisely this

refrigerium

refrigerium

too...

or memorial meal, eaten at the grave

side of a deceased person, probably without reference to any particular
day, and attested in the third/fourth century even for the burial sites of
the Apostles Peter and Paul, that could be replaced by l\Iass when the
Church began to take an adverse stand because of abuses that crept in
Mass in the sense of Votive Masses at the graves of Apostles and martyrs,"
and intercessory Masses for the Dead at the graves of relations.
About the turn of the sixth century it was not unusual for a priest to
read l\Iass for a dead person on a series of days one after the other, with
no one participating. This can be deduced from a story of St. Gregory the
Great about the priest John, who wanted to give his attendant at the public
baths two offering breads, whereupon the latter made himself known as a
soul doing penance and asked the priest rather to offer up the sacrifice for
him, which the priest John therefore did daily for a whole week."' Towards
the end of the seventh century there developed various prayer confrater
nities pledged to offer suffrages from church to church and monastery to
monastery, and especially a number of l\Iasses for the Dead. At the Synod
of Attigny (762) the attending bishops and abbots bound themselves to
say, among other things, a hundred l\Iasses for each of the group who
would die!6 A cooperative agreement entered into in 800 between St. Gall
and Reichenau stipulated,

inter alia,

•• The congregation at Smyrna makes men
tion in 155-156 of its purpose to hold an
annual memorial service for Polycarp;
Martyrium Polycarpi, 18, 3.
Tcrtullian, De coro11a mil., c. 3 (CSEL,
LXX, 158): oblationes pro dc/ullcfis, pro
nataliciis Ol!lllta die jaci111us. Cf. De mono
gamia, c. 10.

any time arrangement also
VI, 22, 2 (Funk, I, 376).
"Cyprian, Ep., I, 2 (CSEL, III, 466 f.).
0 E. Freistedt, Altchristliche TofCII,IJC
diichtnisla.'/1? zmd ihre !Jc::ichzmg ::um Je n
scitsglaubcn wzd Totcnkultus der Antike
(LQF, XXIV; 1fi.inster, [1928].
"' A series of studies regarding rcfr igeri
um (memorial meal for the dead) and re
lated concepts is enumerated and expound
ed in JL, VIII (1928), 347-353. Cf. also
Botte, Le canol� 68 f. and J. Quasten,
Without

Didascalia,

that for each deceased monk every
"Vetus superstitio," H arvard Theol. Re
view, XXXIII ( 1940), 253-266. Other
data regarding funerary banquets in C.
Zammit, "I triclini funebri nelle catacombe
di Malta," Rivista di Archeologia Chris
tiana, XVII ( 1940), 293-297.
"In this sense]. P. Kirsch, "Die memoria
apostolorum an der Appischen Strasse zu
Rom und die liturgische Feier des 29.
J uni," JL, III ( 1923), 33-50, esp. 49 f.
'"Gregory the Great, Dial., IV, 55 ·(PL,
LXXVII, 417). Also ibid. (PL, LXXVII
421), the case of the Masses for the de
ceased monk Justus on 30 consecutive days.
In this latter instance there could possibly
have been some sort of distribution of the
Masses amongst the brethren, but this was
not to be thought of in the other case.
'"A. Ebner, Die klosterlichen Gebets
bruderullgen (Regensburg, 1890), 52.
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priest was to say three Masses on three successive days after the report of
the death was received, and also another Mass on the thirtieth day ; at the
beginning of each month, after the Office for the dead of the convent, each
priest was again to read a Mass; and finally every year on November 14
a general commemoration of the dead was to be held, again with three

Masses by each priest." From this time on, private Masses for the Dead
is an established arrangement, especially in monasteries.••
Votive Masses for other purposes and in favor of individual persons or
groups were also initiated in Christian antiquity. About 370 a Roman
writer tells of repeated eucharistic celebrations for peregrini et incolr:e.'"
Augustine pities the ladies and maidens who had fallen into the hands of
barbarians because they do not have the eucharistic sacrifice and, in con
sequence, they themselves can neither take part in the public celebration
nor have 1\Iass said for them.00 The Leonianum contains a great number
of formularies which obviously have in view the private petitions either of
the priest himself or of other offerers: among others are those marked post
"MGH, Libri confraternitatum, ed, Piper,
140. Also in Gerbert, Vetus liturgia Ale
manllica, I, 368 f. Regarding the fraternity
at Reichenau see the studies by K. Beyerle
in the memorial "Die Kultur der Abtei
Reichenau" (Munich, 1925), 291-304;
1107-1217.
.. Amalar, De eccl. off., IV, 42 (PL, CV,
1239 D) speaks of places where Mass for
the Dead takes place daily. But only later
did such a daily Mass for the Dead become
partially public; see supra, p. 205.
As far as ritual was concerned, the Mass
for the Dead was at that time not as differ
entiated from other Masses as is the case
nowadays, even aside from the color of
the Yestments; see Amalar. De eccl. off.,
liT, 44 (PL, CV, 1161): Missa pro mor
tuis in hoc differt a consueta missa, quod
sillt' Gloria et Alleluia et pacis oscula
cele/Jratrtr. In pre-Frankish times it was
distinguished above all by the insertion of
the Memento of the Dead--otherwise ab
sent-and a suitable Hanc igitur. Still
there were special orations for the dead
even in the Leonianum (Muratori, I, 451454) and in the older Gelasianum, III, 92105 (ibid., 752-763).
There is an indication of the smallness
of the attendance at these more ancient
Masses for the Dead-just the circle of
mourners-in the fact that in the six oldest
Mass-antiphonaries (8th-9th centuries)

published by Hesbert, the chants are want
ing. These chants, beginning wi th Requiem
crtenram, appear first in the antiphonary
published by the St. Maur monks (PL,
LXXVIII, 722-724). Proper lessons are
found, for the Epistle in the Co m es of
Alcuin (ed. Wilmart; Eph. Liturg., 1937,
163 f.), for the Gospel in the index of
pericopes for the palace chapel of Charle
magne (Beissel, Entstehung der Peri
kopm, 141 ) , and also in the Gospel-capitu
lary for the city of Rome, 645 (Klauser, p.
45 f.).
An index to the increasing number of
Masses for the Dead in the later 1Iiddle
Ages is the burgeoning stock of special
formularies created for this type of Mass;
there is an enumeration of such in B.
Opfermann, "Notizen zur Missa defun
ctorum in der zweiten Hiilfte des Mittel
alters," Liturg. Zeitschrift, IV (1931-2),
167-172.
•• Ambrosiaster, Comment. in Tim., 3, 12 f.
(PL, XVII, 471): Omni enim hebdomada
offermdum est, etiam si 11011 co t idie pere
grinis, inca/is tame11 vel bis in lrebdomada.
According to Batiffol, Le,ans, p. XXI, who
discusses this somewhat obscure text, the
reference is obviously to private Mass.
.., Augustine, Ep., 111,8 (CSEL, XXXIV,
655): 11ec isla possunt vel /erre oblatio
llem ad a/tare Dei vel inz•euire ibi sacerdo
tem per quem offerant Deo.
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infirmitatem"' and several against the menace of evil tongues." The Votive
Masses in the older Gelasianum are fully developed; they form the main
contents of the third of the three books of which the sacramentary is com
posed... They have reference to private concerns like a journey, unjust

threats, sickness, various afflictions, wedding, childlessness, birthday, anni
versary of ordination, growth in charity, and we might add the Masses for
the Dead; and likewise public concerns like mortality, plague, drought,
good weather, war and peace, the welfare of the king, and such. The low
state of medicine and hygiene and in general the small knowledge of nat
ural remedies, as well as the widespread uncertainty of legal rights in �he
early medieval states, to some extent explain the large number of external
petitions in these Votive Masses and the strong appeal they had for the
people.
Of Gallic Mass books, the Missal of Bobbio is especially rich in Votive
Masses, here fitted out with readings."'
The high tide for Votive Masses is the Carolingian period. Alcuin him
self had not only prepared from older sources an important assortment of
Votive Masses for his supplement to the Gregorian Sacramentary,.. but
he had compiled a special collection which has come down to us as a tiber
sacramentorum.I!IJ Here for the first time we find Masses expressly assigned
to certain days of the week, three formularies for each day. Of these, the
first is concerned with a particular theme from the Christian economy of
salvation appropriated to each day of the week"7; this section more or less
approaches the Proper Masses of the Church year. The second group re
gards, as a rule, t�e greater ascetical needs; the formula for Thursday, to
instance one case, is headed pro tentatione cogitationum. The third group
"'Muratori, I, 335 f., 339.
.. Muratori, I, 350 f., 442; cf. supra, p.

62.
Also the older Ge l asianum, III, 67 (ibid.,
I, 734; Wilson, 279 f.) contains a Mass
contra obloquentes. Regarding the Votive
Masses in the Leonianum, cf. Franz, 119 ff.
08 II I,
24-106 (Wilson, 245-314).
Some of the MSS. of the later Gelasi
anum also cont ain a collection of Votive
Masses that accord to a great extent with
those mentioned ; see the survey in de
Puniet, Le sacramentaire Romain de Gel
lone, 272*-307*; 314*-333*, and his com
mentary, ibid., 95 ff. ( =Eph. liturg., LI

[1937], 128-135; 278-305; LII [1938],
9-27; resp. LI [1937]. 270 ff.). Also G.
Manz, Bin St . Galler Sacramentarfrag
ment (LQF, XXXI; Munster [1939]),
10-39.
"' See the analysis in Franz, 126 f.
.. Muratori, II, 187 ff.; cf. Franz. 132 f.

"' PL, Cl, 445-466.
Cf. Franz, 136-139, wherei n the Alcuinian
origin is still questioned. But see G. Ellard,
"Alcuin and some favored Votive Masses,"
Theol. Studies, I (1940), 37-61.
07 Sunday: De Trinitate; (Monday: Pro
peccatis); Tuesday: Ad postulandum an
gelica suffragia; Wednesday : De s. Sapi
entia; Thursday: De C aritate; Friday : De
s. Cruce; Saturday, De s. Maria.
Regarding later adjustments and addi
tions for the week-days see Franz, 139145; Eisenhofer, II, 15-17.
A group of six Masse's which are pat
ently intended for the several days of the
week were a part of the original Sacra
mentary of St. Gregory the Great; see
Mohlberg-Baumstark, 69-71; cf. C. Mohl
berg, "II messale glagolitico di Kiew,"
Atti della pont. Accademia romana di
archaeologia. Me morie II ( Rome, 1928),

222 f., 311-315 .
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called the Missa s. Augustini, is written in a tone of penitence and plea for
pardon... A considerable part of them was composed by Aleuin himself.'"
from this time on, the Mass books contain a superabundance of Votive
Masses. In the Sacramentary of Fulda there are more than a hundred.""
In many cases the very topic theme or subject of the prayers shows that
the celebrant alone was busy with the sacrifice. Typical in this regard is
the formula of a missa quam sacerdos pro semetipso debet canere"; Masses
of this sort appear already in the Missal of Bobbio82 around 700 and after
that with ever-increasing regularity in the Mass books of the Gallo
Carolingian area,.. sometimes in several variant forms ... These formularies
concentrate exclusively on the celebrant's own salvation and therefore all
prayers--orations, preface and Hanc igitur-are written in the singular.""
But Masses for the concerns of others also begin to be contrived in such
a fashion that the presence of the faithful would be at most incidental.
This must have been the case when, in some monasteries, a missa quotidi
ana pro rege became usual .. or when synods of the tenth and eleventh cen
turies bound priests, on short notice, to ten or thirty Masses for king and
kingdom."'
The ninth century is the time in which the celebration of Mass takes
on an increase. Many celebrate two or three times a day,.. and the report
is circulated-as an encouragement and comfort-that Pope Leo III occa.. Cf. the seven missll! generales in the Sac
ramentary of St. Thierry (lOth century);
Martene, 1, 4, X (1, 552-562).
.. On the basis of his analysis of the sources,
Ellard, op.cit., 53, designates the following
as "Masses that show no borrowings" be
cause for them Alcuin appears to have been
indebted to no extant sources : De gratia
S. Spiritus, Pro tentatione cogitationum ,
De Sapientia, Missa cotidiana sanctorum,
Pro inimicis, Pro salute, S. Maria in Sab
bato. The majority of the others are taken,
in whole or in part, from Mozarabic Mass
books.
.. Richter-Schonfelder, 202-329.
11 Thus in an appendix (written before 850)
to the Cod. 348 of St. Gall : Mohlberg, Das
/riinkische Sacramentarium Gelasianum,
249-252 ( cf. ibid., pp. LIV f., XCIX).
In the older Gelasianum, too, a formu
lary of this sort was inserted about 830
after III, 37 (Wilson, 254) ; see A. Wil
mart, Revue Bened., L ( 1938), 324-328.
11 Muratori, II, 905-907.
""Text of the St. Gall Mass mentioned,
with further sources and variants in Manz,
Bin St. Galler Sacramentarfragment, 3237; cf. 58.
For further ties with the general his-

tory o'f liturgy, see Baumstark,
geschichtlichen Werden, 116.

Vom

"'The Sacramentary of Fulda (Richter
Schonfelder, 248-257) contains not one but
eleven formularies of a Mass for the cele
brating priest (missa sacerdotis propria).
.. The formulas in the present Missale Ro
manum, Pro seipso sacerdote-No. 20
among the Orationes diversa! in the appen
dix-derive from a formulary of this type.
It must be remarked that the singular is
not altogether unheard of even in Masses
of more ancient origin and public in char
acter. Thus the formularies In natali epis
coporum in the Leonianum (Muratori, I,
425 ff.) contain several phrases in the sin
gular, but they are carefully adapted to the
temper of a community celebration; e.g.,
Hanc igitur oblationem quam tibi offero
ego tuus famulus et sacerdos pro eo quod
me ...tribuisti sacerdotalem subire famu
latum . .. Qua[m] oblatio,ldm] totius
mecum gratulantis Ecclesill! tu Deus . . .
.. Alcuinian appendix: Muratori, II, 188.
Cf. Biehl, Das liturgische Gebet fur Kaiser
und Reich , 78, 150.
"' Biehl, 78.
•

Cf. supra, p. 218.
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sionally offered the sacrifice seven and nine times in a day.•• Daily celebra
tion by each individual priest seems to have become at this time if not
(by far) the general rule, at least the prevailing one. On Sundays and
feasts it is said for the congregation, just as even today the applicatio pro

populo is demanded of the pastor on these days. On weekdays it seems to
have been, by and large, a Votive Mass for his own intention or that of
others, even though the formulary chosen is one specified for the day ,•• as
later on this was actually demanded." This meant a momentous augment
in the frequency of celebration. The appropriation of the sacrifice to the
diverse concerns of the faithful had really aroused the desire of the faith
ful and so led to a multiplication of the celebration. This is made manifest
in the fact that everywhere that a number of priests were together-not
only in monasteries, that is, but also in cathedral churches and in the larger
centers-altars started to increase in number. In the whole of Christian
antiquity every church had possessed but one altar. In North Africa this
continued so till the fall of Christianity in the seventh century," and in
the Orient, at least in churches of the Byzantine rite, it is still the rule.7'
At Rome about the sixth century, oratories in honor of the Apostles and
•• Walafrid Strabo, De exord, et increm.,

c. 21 (PL, CXIV, 943); Honorius Augus
tod., Gemma an., I, 114 (PL, CLXXII,
582).
70 At
least for the circumstances of the
city of Rome in the first millenary it can
be said that public Mass, with the use of
the corresponding formularies, was cus
tomary only on the days outlined in the
Proprium de tempore and also, as a rule,
on the days indicated in the Proprium
sanclortwl but then only at the respective
shrines. All other days were therefore free
for Votive Masses. That votive formularies
and freely-chosen saints' formularies were
preponderantly used for private Masses
also in the northern lands can be gathered
from the fact that at first the lessons and
later even the chant texts were added to

the formularies; see supm, p. 105. This
preponderance continued all through the
Middle Ages; cf. Franz, 149-154. And it
was still the case in the sixteenth century.
St. Ignatius, for instance, marked down
what Mass he chose on 64 days in the year
1544; of these 41 were votive formularies,
and only 23 were the Masses for the day;
Jedin, Liturg. Leben, 1939, 64, quoting the
saints' spiritual diary: Constitllfiones S.J.,
(Rome, 1934), I, 86-130. Even for Sun
days a special Vetive Mass, usually that
of the Trinity, was prescribed in the weekly

series of formularies-and was often used;
cf. supra, p. 211, note 22; Fran::, 149-151.
Not till the Missal of Pius V was the Sun
day left open. The only controversy raged
for a time around Masses for the Dead
whether it was right to say them on Sun
days, as many did; ranged in opposition
were, among others, the Arch-chanter
John (Silva-Tarouca, 205); Theodulf of
Orleans, Capitulare, I, c. 45, (PL, CV,
208); the Consuetudines of Farfa (Albers,
I, 202).
Synod of Wiirzburg
(Hartzheim, IV, 25 f.).

71

(1298),

can.

3

The Synod of Seligenstadt (1002), can.
10 (ibid., Ill, 56) had merely warned
against a superstitious preference for cer
tain Votive Masses (Trinity, Michael),
suggesting that the Mass de eadem die be
used instead, and he added: vel pro salute
�·iz•orum vel pro defunctis. Cf. Franz, 150
f.
r'

Braun, Der christliche Altar, I, 373.

Braun, I, 383-385
. . This single altar is
appointed for public service. For the non
public celebration of the liturgy on week
days there are often extra oratories or

7''

chapels (1t:cxpExxA1Jal:z<), more or less loose
ly connected with the main church. See
Bona, I, 14, 3 (196); Salaville, Eastern
Liturgics, 114.
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martyrs, along with the altars pertaining to them-hitherto scattered all
over

the city-were erected inside the churches. But we come across this

increase of altars on a larger scale in Gaul, where Bishop Palladius of
Saintes about 590 had thirteen altars constructed in one church." Similar
instances are not uncommon after that.
From the ninth century on, side altars are part of the structure of every
larger church.7" A contributing factor was the worship of saints and their
relics; it was thought that this could be done best in connection with a
special altar. Another factor was the desire on the part of both faithful
and priest for Votive Masses for which the path was now free and which
could take place inside one's own church. Finally a third element entered
in, this one a limitation; it was the practice to celebrate but once each day
at any one altar and more especially it was forbidden that a priest should
use an altar which had been used by the bishop previously on the same
day.76
About the era of the Ottos, however, the dark side of this all too fre
quent celebration began to be remarked. Episcopal and synodal decrees
gradually permitted only a triple celebration on any one day. Others even
forbade bination outside the case of necessity,77 as did Alexander II in
10657" and Innocent III even more positively in 12067"; since then it has
continued as the general norm. As a consequence the number of altars

in churches newly built since then, shrinks back to more reasonable pro
portion.80
But in the thirteenth century a new increase in private Masses sets ill,
this time not through the plural celebration of the same priest but rather
as the result of the growth of the clergy in larger cities,81 an element that
contributed in no small way to the ecclesiastical crisis of the sixteenth
Gregory the Great, Ep.,
LXXVII, 834).
75 Braun, I, 368-373.
Cf. supra, note 35.
70 Braun, I, 373-377.

"

VI, 49 (PL,

In this re gulation the operativ e factor
was apparently an a ver sion to any multi
plication that ill befitted the greatness of
the mystery, and particularly the basic
axiom that in any one church the Sunday
celebration of the Eucharist should take
place but once only. This principle was
then transferred to eve ry altar (which
originally had its own special cha pel) .
77 K. Holbiick, Die Bination. Rechtsge
schichtliclte Unte1·such1mg (Rome, 1 94 1 ).
Eisenhofer, II, 23.

D ecr etum Gratiani, III, 1, 53 (Fried
berg, I, 1308 ) .
70 Decretales Greg. III, 41. 3 (Friedberg ,
••

II, 636) ; Cf. Holbiick, 30.

60 Braun, I, 377 f.
Supra, p. 130. Admonitions to celebrate
daily also begin to make their appearance,
intended to assure at the same time the
worthy disposition of the priest. The writ
ing ascri bed to St. B onaventure, De pra�
paratione ad nr issa m -which does not how
ever appear in MSS prior to 1375 (Franz,
462) -has this to say about the priest who
without reason fails to celebrate (the
words are frequently quoted even today) :
quantum in ipso est, prit•at Trinitatem laude
et gloria, angelos la�titia, peccatores venia
• . .
(c. 5; Opp., ed. Peltier, XII [Paris,
1868], 281). In this connection we might
also mention Matthew of Cracow (d.141 0),
Dialogus inter Rationem et Conscientiam,
and the work of the younger Henry of
Hessen (d. 1427), Exhortatio de celebra
tione missa�. Cf. Franz, 515-517.
11
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century. This increase was naturally accompanied by a new increase in
the number of altars. Churches with thirty-five to forty-five altars were no
rarity. The church of St.Mary at Danzig and the cathedral at Magdeburg
each had forty-eight of them around 1 soo.··
Meanwhile church architecture had been successfully endeavoring to fit
the side-altars into the building properly, worthily. In France the Roman
esque period had already created the circle of chapels surrounding the choir
of the church, and in the Gothic period this was taken up also in other
countries. In other cases Gothic produced a number of altar niches in the
aisle of the nave by making use of the buttresses as part of the inner struc
ture; this solution corresponds to the double row of chapels opening onto
either side of the nave, which Baroque architecture employed... But that
was hardly enough to supply the demand for side-altars which in the
late Middle Ages served as church symbols of the guilds and the richer
patrician families. In the age of the ecclesiastical reform, when limita
tions were again set on private Masses and a greater part of the formu
laries developed for this purpose were reduced to shrunken existence
amongst the orationes diversm, St.Charles Borromeo ordered the removal
of all altars which had been built near the organ loft or next to the pulpit,
in front of the columns and pillars,"' and many other churches in the course
of time followed his example.
In this swaying back and forth one can trace the problem that the pri
vate Mass gives rise to. In its favor is the acknowledgment that the holy
sacrifice is an offering of impetration and propitiation, and in this sense
has a special value for the anxieties and desires of individuals; as the ·well
known formula puts it, it is offered for the living and the dead ... On the
other hand, however, society also has its high worth.The ideal of a single
Eucharistia embracing all, once uttered by Ignatius the Martyr, should not
be needlessly disowned or enfeebled. We saw how in the monasteries of
the early Middle Ages and, in part, even much later the stipulation of wor
ship in common and, on Communion day, of common Communion even for
.. Braun, I, 378-382.
•

Braun, I, 378, 380.

"'

Braun, I, 383.

The formula occurs in Isidore, De eccl.
off., I, 15 (PL, LXXXIII, 752) : the third
one of the Mass prayers he distinguishes
(in the antique Spanish sacramentaries,
Post nomina) is said pro offerentibus sive
Pro defunctis fidelibus. The same formu
lation pro offerentibus et defwzctis, reap
pears-this time in reference to the Mass
in the introductory words, "Missa pro mul
tis" which is the title usually given to an
expositio dependent upon Amalar, ed.
Hanssens (Eph. liturg. [1930]), 31.
In the 9th century Ioca [that is, a game

•

of cross-questions] cpiscopi ad sacerdotes
(printed in Franz, 343) the first question,
Pro quid e.s presb·yter ordinatusf is an
swered .. . hostiam offerre Deo omnipo
tenti pro salute vivorum ac requie de
functormn. Cf. also the second question
and answer.
In the Romano-German Pontifical writ
ten c. 950 the bishop hands the newly-or
dained priest a chalice and paten with the
words, A ccipite potestatem offerre sacri
ficium Deo missamque celebrare tam pro
t:h-is quam pro defunctis in nomine
Domini (Hittorp, 95). These words,
which occur here for the first time, are
still part of the ordination rite, as we all
know.
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the priests-we saw how this stipulation was safeguarded. For a long time
private Mass was not generally required, but only tolerated within certain
limits ...
Thus a distinct form for the private Mass was evolved only slowly and
gradually. In the first period, comprising the eighth and ninth centuries,
there was a tendency to force the private character of the celebration even
to extremes. At this time the so-called missa solitaria, without any server,
was formed. The exclusive singular in the prayers of several Mass formu
las bears this out.87 If the ground-plan of the Roman Mass and particu

larly of the canon had not been regarded by tradition as beyond the reach
of change, we would, in the ninth century, surely have experienced in the
Roman liturgy what actually almost happened to the Gallic liturgy (which
has no fixed canon) .. ; that is, the entire wording would have been rewritten
in the "I" manner.
Luckily this result did not really occur. On the contrary, in the ninth
century there is some new legislation aimed directly at stopping priests
from celebrating alone."" For how can a priest say Dominus vobiscum or
Sursum corda when no one else is there?"" Others refer to Oremus or Orate

80 The restrictions were quite various. At
Cluny in the 11th century the priests were
allowed to celebrate daily, even without
special permission, either before Prime or
in the interval before and after Terce and
also after None. By way of exception it
was also permitted after the Gospel of the
conventual Mass. Udalrici Consuet. Clun.,
II, 30 (PL, CXLIX, 724f.). Similarly
also Be rna rdi Ordo Clun. I, 71 (Herrgott,
263).
Among the Cistercians private Masses

were allowed during the time devoted to
reading and also after the offertory of the
c o n v e n t u a l M a s s . Trilhe, "Citeaux,"
DACL, III, 1795; Schneider (Cist.-Chr.
[1927])' 338-342.
Amongst the Sylvestrines the priests
were permitted to leave the conventual
Mass inccpta Epistola, unless they were
needed for the singing. P. Weissenberger,
"Die iiltesten Statuta monastica der Sil
vestriner" (Rom. Quartalschrift [1939])'
73.
Elsewhere they were more conservative.
Amongst the Carthusians it was still an ex
traordinary privilege even in the 12th cen
tury for anyone to say Mass daily; Peter
de Blois (d. c. 1204), Ep. 86 (PL, CCVII,
264). On the basis of medieval sources it
is related of Klosterneuburg that "who
ever wanted to celebrate private Mass

could do so in summer before Terce, in
winter after Sext or after the Gospel of
the conventual Mass. But to do so the
priest had to get permission from the dean."
Schabes, 65.
The Synod of Ravenna (1317), rubr. 1�
Of ansi, XXV, 611 f.) disapproved of pri
vate Masses during a High Mass (cum
missa celebratur in nota), and desired the
presence of all clerics in choir. Similarly
the Synod of Trier (1549), can. 9 (Hartz
heim, VI, 600) and the Synod of Reims
( 1583), c. XI, 14 (Hardouin, X, 1 284)
" Supra, p. 221 f.
(Mura
88 See, e.g., the Missal of Bobbio
tori, II, 905 f.); Missale mixtum (PL,
LXXXV, 987 ff.). Still in the latter in
stance the responses of an assistant are
stipulated for the prayers of the Ordinary,
and in the other instance they are presup
posed.
80Theodulf of Orleans (d. 821), Capitula
re, I, c. 7 (PL, CV, 194): Sacerdos mis
Esse
sam solus nequaquam celebret
c11im debcnt qui ei circumstent, quos ille
salutet, a quibus et respondeatur.
Similarly in the canonical collection of
Archbishop Rotger of Trier (927), ed. by
M. Blasen, c. 10 (Pastor bonus, 1941),
67 f.
00 Synod of Mainz (813), can. 43 (Mansi,
XIV, 74).
.

•

.
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pro me or to the mention of circumadstantes-all of which would be
meaningless if no one but the priest were present."' More than once the
demand is made that, besides the priest, at least two persons must be pres

ent since he does say: Dominus vobiscum... More precisely, mention is
made of ministri,... of cooperatores"' who should be on hand. But the empha
sis is not on the function of serving. Walafried Strabo calls it a legitima
missa if, besides the priest, there are present respondens, ojjerens atque
communicans."" The minimum required in the case is therefore not so much
that someone cooperates at the altar in the capacity of a serving deacon,
but rather that someone is present as a co-celebrant,"" so that the social,
plural character which is so distinctly revealed in the liturgy we actually
have, and which in some way or other issues from the very essence of the
New Testament sacrifice, might be safeguarded. This is the direction taken
in all the attempts to vindicate the position assumed; that the Dominus
vobiscum might be able to be understood as a greeting of all Christendom,
with whom the priest knows himself to be conjoined, and so on."'
91 The
passages are assembled by ]. M.
Hanssens, "Fungiturne minister missre pri
vatre diaconi et subdiaconi vicibus ?" E ph.
liturg., XLVIII(1934),406-412, esp. 410f.

"''Thus a decree accredited to Pope Soter
in the Decretum Gratiani, III, 1, 61 (Fried
berg, I, 1311) : nul/us presbyterorum mis
sarum solle mni a celebrare pr�sumat, nisi
d u obus pr {l'sentibus respondentibus ipse
tertius habeatur. The prescription is first
found in Burchard of Worms, De cretum,
III, 74 (PL, CXL, 689) and from then on
is repeated by the canonists ; see the pas
sages in Hanssens, 411, note 2. The gist
of the injunction is reproduced by Bernold
of Constance, Micrologus, c. 2 (PL, CLI,
979), by the Synod of Regensburg, 1512
(Hartzheim, VI, 94) and again by the
Tridentine commission for the abusus mis
s� ( supm, p. 133 f.).

A

penitential

written

under

Bishop

Thorlak of Iceland (d. 1193) mentions
amongst the prerequisites for the celebra
tion of Mass the presence of two viri
ieiuni; H. ]. Schmitz, Die Bussbiicher
1md das kanonische Buss verfahrm
(Dusseldorf, 1898), 712 f.
03 Synod of Paris (829). c. 48
(Mansi,
XIV, 567) : the practice of many priests
of celebrating Mass sine minis tris had slip
ped in part im ii!Cltria, partim a ·varitia .

.. Thus an otherwise unknown Council of
Nantes cited by Regina, De synod. causis,
I, 191 ( PL, CXXXII, .225). After a sharp

condemnation of an abuse found especially
in monastic establishments, it demands:
Pnn•ideant autem pr�lati ut presby teri in
crrnobiis cooperatores habeant in celebra 
tione missarum.
Walafrid Strabo, De e:rord. et i n crem . ,
c. 22 (PL, CXIV, 951).

06

This ideal is still clung to tenaciously in
William of Hirsau (d. 1091). Canst. I,
86 (PL, CL, 1017): if the brother serving
at Mass does not want to communicate,
someone else can then ibi offerre (and
afterwards communicate).
Even in later times there is mention
amongst the Cistercians of the Communion
of the participants at a private Mass, for
the General Chapter of 1134 grants permis
sion for the Mass servers and others be
sides to receive on Communion days;]. .M.
Canivez, Statwta c ap. gen. 0. Cist. (Lou
vain, 1933-4), I, 23; 33 (cited by Browe,
Die hiiufige K01mmmion, 47). Outside of
the general Communion days it was cus
tomary to receive at private Masses; see
Schneider ( Cist . - C hr. [1928]), 8-10.
""Cf. Hanssens,
(1934), 407 ff.

Eph.

liturg.,

XLVIII

"'Odo of Cambrai (d. 1113), E:rpositio,
x. 2 (PL, CLX, 1057); Stephen of Bauge
(d. 1136), De sacramento alt., c. 13 (PL,
CLXXII, 1289).
In the Summa of St. Thomas, III, 83, 5,
ad 12, the decree of Pseudo-Soter is also
explained in this way; cf. Hanssens, 412.
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Since the thirteenth century, however, there are extant other statutes in
which one cleric"' is demanded also for private Mass: nullus sacerdos cele
brare missam prcesumat sine clerico respondente,'" a demand which was
no longer made in the l\lissal of Pius V""' but which was repeated in many
diocesan decrees in the sixteenth century.'•' The Liege statutes of 1286
regulate this cleric's clothing: qui clericus habeat tunicam lineam vel
supcrpelliceum vel cappam rotundam et calceatus incedat.'o'
The requirement of having a cleric present could only be considered an
ideal, especially after the sacerdotal recruits were derived chiefly from the
Tridentine seminaries, and it was an ideal that even earlier could not be
everywhere realized even for public l\Iass.'•• The monasteries could most
easily make some corresponding provision. At Cluny in the eleventh cen
tury a lay-brother ( conversus) was summoned to serve any priest-monk
who wanted to celebrate.'•' But there is mention also of the puer, which
probably refers to the young oblates."16 If a cleric was at hand, he was
allowed to exercise the duties of his order, that is, read the Epistle'.. if he
""Almost the same thing was already
sought by the Synod of York (1195), can.
1 (Hardouin, VI, 1930) when it demanded
a mi11istcr littcratus.
""Synod of Trier (1227), can. 8 (Mansi,
XXIV, 200).
Further evidences cited in R. Saponaro,
"Estne munus in missa privata ministran
di c ler i c o r u m p r o p r i u m?" Periadica,
XXVIII (1939), 369-384.
100 Ritus serv., II, 1 ; De defectibus, X, 1.
101 Saponaro, 379-381. The synod of Aix
( 1585) even demanded written permission
from the bishop for any necessary excep
tion; i bid ., 381.
102V, 1 3 (:tiiansi, XXIV, 896).
The Missal of Pius V originally had no
such prescription in the pertinent rubrics
( Ritus serv., II, 1) ; but in the revision
under Clement VIII (1604) to the words
ministro cum missali . . . Pra!cedmte were
added superpel/icr111n iHduto.
103
Cf. supra, p. 210 f.
,.. Udalrici C ans ue t. Clun., II, 30 (PL,
CXLIX, 724).
Also in the C onsutludincs of Farfa,
which represent Cluniac usage in 1040, the
conversus appears as Mass server (Al
bers, I, 161 f.).
In a monastic missal from Norcia two
14th century references to ministrants have
been inserted: I sti servirmt ad missam
quilibet in septima•ra sua; a C precedes the
name each time; Ebner, 201, note 2.

Consuetudines of Farfa (Albers, 1, 163;
see the following footnote).
In the late medieval Mass-ordo of the
monastery of Bee, the priest turns after
the Communion and with the greeting from
Apoc. 7:12 he addresses himself ad mini
strum puerum; Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI (1,
675A).
106
In· some isolated instances there was a
certain vacillation. But even here the proto
type of the public presbyter Mass remained
the standard (supra, p. 208).
In the canonical collection of Bishop

100

Riitger of Trier (927), ed Blasen, c. 10
(Pastor bonus [1941], 67 f.) with refer
ence to the prohibition to celebrate alone,

the point is stressed that no layman may
read the Epistle, but only the subdeacon;
is this restriction to the subdeacon a later
aduition? In the Consuetudines of Farfa
(Albers, 1, 163) it is taken for granted
that the reading is done by a "boy" who
certainly was no deacon: Puer qui legit
Epistolam, ipse portal et calicem si ·valet
et bene scit facerc. Cf. Libcr ustutm 0.
Cist., c. 54 (PL, CLXVI, 1429 A).
In the O rd i 110rium 0. P. of 1256 (Guer
rini, 249), with reference to the servitor at
private Mass, who could not have received
any major orders, we read simply: meli
usque est ut Epistolam relinquat sacerdoti
dicendam. The practice of the server's say
ing it must therefore have existed still in
the 13th century.
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was in orders, and prepare the chalice and purify it after Communion.'"'
Amongst the Cistercians the priest was supposed to have two Mass-servers,
a cleric to serve him and answer the prayers, and a laic to present the water
and light the candles.' ..
Whereas in most monastic constitutions there is only passing reference
to serving, in the Dominican Ordinarium of 1256 the servitor at a private
Mass is given greater attention.'.. The pertinent rubrics are still found
naturally somewhat developed-compiled in a special chapter of the
Dominican Missal.110
In the Ordinarium of 1256 these rules for the server belonged to a spe
cial chapter which also contains more detailed directions for the priest at
private Mass.111 Of these a noteworthy one is the rule that the sequence,
otherwise so frequent, should be dropped at private Mass. Other regula
tions for the priest, insofar as they did not regard the special Dominican
usages, were already extant, scattered in older statutes. Thus it was almost
a general custom that the priest vested at his respective side-altar.112 Nor
was the warning that he was to speak only in a medium loud voice any
thing new. To it corresponds, in the prescriptions of Cluny, the obviously
necessary direction that the priest should read the song portions in dire101

Thus still in the Liber ordinarius of
Liege (Yolk, 100), in agreement with
the Ordinarium O.P. (Guerrini, 249).
Cf. also Liber usuum 0. Cist., c. 54
(PL, CLXYI, 1428 f.).
Liber usuum, c. 59 ( PL, CLXYI,
1433 C). Thus also the very late Rituale
Cisterciense (Pa r i s , 1689), 91. Cf.
Schneider (Cist.-Chr. [1927]), 374 f.

100

Guerrini, 249 f. Among other things the
Mass server had to spread the altar cloths
and refold them at the end of Mass, had to
transfer the book and the candle at the
proper time, and help with the preparation
of the chalice. For the rest he was to keep
his eyes open and always be ready to wait
on the priest or answer his prayers; there
fore parum autem vel n i h i l stet prostratus
in tota missa. This last was a reference to
the bowed posture then customary at the
orations and during the Canon. In this re
gard the Consuetudines of Farfa (Albers,
I, 162) had enjoined: Con versus ad pri
mam collectas [probably to read: ad pri 
mam Collectam] et secreta[s] sit adclinis,
ad canonem genua flectat vel stans oret.
The Liber ordinarius o f Liege (Yolk,
100 ff). expands the suggestions of the
Ordinari um O.P. in several points: at the
start it prescribes a hand-washing for the
100

server; it has him receive the pax from the
priest and pass it on (even though the
heading is: De priva tis miss is). At the
conventual Mass a signal of the bell is
mentioned: Alter acolythus ante tempus
elevationis paucis ictibus campanulam put
set (ibid., 94, 1. 29). The rubric about
passing on the pax is also found in the
Mass-Ordinary of John Burchard (1502);
Legg, Tracts, 162. On the other hand there
is no mention of a bell signal to be given by
the ministrant either in Burchard or, ap
parently, in any other medieval ceremonial
for private Mass.
Franz, 710 f, refers to two 15th century
manuscript guides to serving.
Missa le iu:rta ritum O.P. (1889), 24:
De servitoribus missantm privatarum.

110

111

Guerrini, 249-251: De missis privatis.
To be exact, this chapter does not derive
from the Ordinary itself but rather from
the Missale minorum altarium which is
linked with it, just as the directions for the
High Mass belong to the Missale conven
tuale; Guerrini, p. VII. The same chapter,
from a MS of the 14-15th centuries in
Ki:ick, 93 f.
112 Udalrici Consuet. Clun., II, 30 (PL,
CXLIX, 724): On the way ta the altar
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ctum but that he certainly should not sing them."• Thus out of the private
Mass grew the read Mass-the low Mass.

That the Mass is only read and not sung has at last become in the
Roman liturgy the most prominent particular, in fact, the only actual dif
ference to distinguish the rite of the private Mass from that of the public
Mass, if we except the vernacular prayers which have recently been added
to the conclusion. Wherever in the oriental rites, as a consequence of union,
the private Mass has become usual, the differences are essentially greater."'
With us the private Mass has, in the last analysis, almost completely
doffed its private character, gaining public recognition and in fact becoming
simply the Mass. Not only do rubricists nowadays consider it the basis of
any presentment of the external actions of the Mass, but even the Roman
Missal itself, departing from a custom in vogue till late in the Middle
Ages,",; presents the rite of the missa lecta as the basic form, describing
the special ceremonies of the solemn high Mass as a sort of appendix and
devoting only a short notice to the peculiarities of the simple sung Mass.11"
This strange phenomenon is on a par with the fact that at the beginning
of the modern period the older solemn forms suddenly begin to lose some
of the stateliness and the simplified forms partly replace them.11' Besides
a low interest in liturgy which this seems to show, another factor
behind this is the unfamiliarity of the faithful in regard to the Latin, the
strangeness of which was felt with growing keenness and the loud use of
which, in prayers and readings, except insofar as it added to the splendor
of the proceedings, was less and less appreciated. Thus it became increas
ingly easy to discontinue the singing at the altar. The read Mass became
the ground form. And if it was found undesirable to follow the Mass in
quiet devotion or if, at a larger gathering, it was thought agreeable to
the priest holds in his right hand the
chalice, on which are the paten and the host
(which had been placed thereon with a
little ladle), in his left the cruets filled
with wine and water, the server carries
the chasuble and Mass book. Similarly
Bernardi Ordo Clun. I, 72 (Herrgott,

263).

Amongst the Cistercians the custom of
putting on the vestments in the sacristy
even for private Masses was first intro
duced in 1609 "for greater reverence."
Trilhe, "Citeaux," DACL, III, 1793 f.
113 Vdalrici Consuet. Clun. II, 30 (PL,
CXLIX, 724 C) ; also William of Hirsau,
Canst., I, 86 (PL, CL, 1016 D).
Something similar is recounted at the
present time with regard to some Russian
priests who, after their return to the unity
of the Catholic Church, took up the prac
t!.:e of private Mass, but felt constrained t o

sing the portions chant�d in their rite at
least softly.
consist chiefly in certain short
11' They
cuts, different according to the different
rites. The Ukrainians leave out the incen
sations; the Little and the GPeat Entry
are merely indicated, the latter by the
priest's turning around at the altar with
chalice in hand; etc. The Italo-Greeks
shorten the introductory section and the
litanies. The Melchites agailt have other
abbreviations. Pl. de Meester, "Grecques
(Liturgies)," DACL, VI, 1641-1643.

The Christian
Attwater,
Donald
Churches of the East (Milwaukee, 1948),

30-31, points out that in few of the rites
is the "low" Mass systematized.

,,. Supra, p. 103 f.

110

Ritus serv., VI, 8.

m Supra, p. 206.
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emphasize the social side of the celebration, the solution was more fre
quently in common prayer or song in the vernacular, accompanying the
low Mass. And finally, in our own century, a form of community Mass,
the dialogue Mass, was devised, built up on the missa tecta but recapturing
in great part some of the simple beauty of the missa cantata and combining
therewith the advantage of the vernacular.""
To this development another circumstance contributed no little, namely
the fact that less and less stress was laid on the demand that the faithful
take part on Sunday in a public celebration. The obligation had already
been broken down somewhat during the later Middle Ages and was finally
set aside entirely. Thus the low Mass, whether with singing in the vernacu
lar or without, could be the Sunday Mass even in parish churches and it
could thus easily attain that position of authority at the high altar which
it had surely not enjoyed in previous years.
The rubrical convergence of the two forms of celebration to the point
where the only distinction lay in the singing or speaking of the text was
therefore only the consequence of a legal assimilation. However, this rubri
cal convergence was not the result only of the fact that the private Mass
retained as much as possible of the high Mass, but also that the latter gave
up many of its privileges. Already in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
the priest at a high Mass began to read from the Mass book the texts
which were handled by others, just as he did at a private Mass."" Other
privileges, while continuing as rubrics,"" are practically abandoned. Scarcely
ever does one see a cleric in attendance to read the Epistle, or the special
server who tends the book and, if a cleric, brings the chalice to the altar,
and after Communion covers it and carries it back. At most there is a
second server who shares the duties of the first.
The problem of the server is today identical for both sung Mass and
private Mass.121 Whereas in the early Middle Ages a cleric was ordered for
the former but not for the private Mass,"' we see that later a cleric was
m
uo

Supra, p. 162 £.
Supra, p. 106 f.

uo

Gatterer, Praxis celebrandi, 97 £., 260264; A. Fortescue, The Ceremonies of the
Roman Rite Des crib ed (7th ed., rev. J.
O'Connell; London, 1943), 126-133.

m

The duties of the server are touched
upon very scantily in the rubrics of the
Roman Missal (unlike the Dominican).
For that reason, aside from the responses
and the essential assistance with the book
and the cruets, they vary from place to
place. Thus a signal of the bell, prescribed
for the Sanctus and the Consecration, is
also inserted at other times : in Germany
and Austria and parts of the U. S. at the
offertory and the Communion (Domine

non sum dignus}, in France and elsewhere
at the Little Elevation ( omnis honor at
gloria) , in Central America at the Pax
Domini, etc. In some places (France and
Alsace, for instance) the server mounts to
the priest's side at the offertory and re
ceives and folds the chalice veil, and after
Communion he hands it to him again when
he covers the chalice. The transfer of the
book is usually the server's duty, despite.
Rit. Serv., V, 1 f. (According to O rdin ari
um C artusiense (1932), c. 26, 12, the priest
himself carries the book even at high
Mass.) The Missal presupposes that the
server extinguishes the candles before the
priest leaves the altar (Rit. serv., XII, 6),
but this is not the usage in most places.
122

Supra, 210 ; 226.
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demanded for both and finally in either case a layman was permitted.123
The practical solution, in fact, follows what was doubtless the tradition
of former clerical schools in monasteries and chapters, and chooses young
boys whose innocence can, in a measure, substitute for the clerical char
acter.'"' Still that spiritual character cannot be entirely lacking if, in addi
tion to the technical training, there is a spiritual commitment and, under
favorable circumstances, even formal enrollment, as is actually being done
in many places nowadays under orders of the bishop.'"'
The fact that the boundaries between private Mass and public Mass
have gradually disappeared is connected also with the fact that in the last
few centuries daily celebration by every priest has been taken more and
more for granted."6 On the one hand, this daily celebration by the priest
Supra, p. 210 £.; 226 f.
Although the prime activity of the server
is to be present and make the responses
substituting, therefore, for the people-and
although this duty can be entrusted to lay
people and, in case of need, can even be
fulfilled by women (cf. Cod. fur. Can.,
c. 813, 2), still, viewing the server's work
in its fullness as "serving," it must be con
sidered a clerical function, in the last
analysis the function of the deacon with
whom, in fact, he even has his title in com
mon ( otaY.o>o;; =minister, server) . Remin
iscent of this l tter office is the oft-repeated
designation of the server's vesture, as
found in medieval inventories-clothing of
various hues ; dalmaticce puerorwn, they
are called, or twzicce, a/bee puerorum;
Braun, Die li t rgis h e Gewandung, 60 f.
Hanssens and Saponaro, in the problem
they posed for themselves (supra, foot
notes 91 and 99) , both have only the first
activity in view, and therefore come to
quite a different conclusion-although this
answer was necessary in order to demolish
certain objections to the "community"
Mass.
""However, objections continued to pile
up against this solution of the problem. In
his edition of the works of St. Gregory the
�reat, P. de Goussanville (d. 1683) called
It an abuse which might possibly be ex
cused on the ground of custom
(PL,
LXXVII, 1336 D) . Martene
, 1, 3, 9, 10
344) is equally severe in his declara
tion. Bremond, Histoire littcraire
VI ' 220
re : ate that Claude Martin,
who �as prio
of M:armoutier from 1690
on wanted to
banish children
as well as
arried men
1"'

a

u

c

\I,

s

;

�

from the sanctuary. Even in the 18th and
19th centuries voices were raised against
the use of altar boys; Trapp, 165, note 923;
295 f. along with note 97.
For our own day see, e.g., A. Mayer
Pfannholz, "Das Laientum im werdenden
Ki r c h e n bi l d" (Theo logi e u. Glaube
[1941]) , 91.
,.. Cf. F. K. Debray, Dienst am Altar.
Werkbuch fur Mi ni s tr a nte n s ee l s o rge
(Freiburg, 1942) , 153-159. A formula for
the "Consecration of the Altar Boy," ap
proved for the diocese of Limburg, is re
viewed in Th. Mathyssek, Leitfaden der
Pastoral (4th ed.; Limburg, 1940) , 299.
If there is no formal "consecration" there
should at least be a systematized method
of enrollment; see the helpful suggestions
in G. Johnson, "The Priest and His Sanctu
ary Boys," American Ecclesiastical Re
·view, LXXXVI (1932) 7-28.

,'

It is worthy of note that in Rome even
in the 8th-9th centuries the young clerics
were ordained first as acolytes (they had
the privilege of carrying the little bag with
the Eucharist) ; this ordination was per
formed by the pope or a bishop. Before
that they just received a blessing at the
hand of the archdeacon; Ordo Rom. IX,
n. 1 (PL, LXXVIII, 1003) : accipient
primam benedictionem ab archidiacono.

See M. ]. Metzger, Zwei karolingische
Pon tifikalie n vom Oberrhei n (Freiburg,
1914) , 68 f. But cf. M. Andrieu, "Les
ordres mineurs dans !'ancien rit Romain"
( Revu e des Sciences religieuses [1925]) ,
36 f.
120
In the early Middle Ages the Synods
of Pavia (850) , can. 2 (Mansi, XIV, 930)
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himself has become, along with the breviary, part and parcel of his spirit
ual life. The ground for this is the consideration that personal celebration,
even from the viewpoint of one's own religious life, has greater value than
participation in another's Mass.127 On the other hand, this personal desire
of the priest coincides with the good of the cure of souls. The people are
thus offered opportunities to attend Holy Mass every day in churches and
chapels, and in large churches, especially on Sundays, also at various hours.
At the altar not only the

jesta fori

but also the

festa chori,

the individual

saints' feasts, are celebrated. Thus the personal and public factors go hand
in hand, leading in many cases to a regular semi-public celebration of the
Mass.
There is still another inttuence at work, one that was efficacious already
in Christian antiquity and which continually gives rise to the private Mass
properly so called. There should be some way of satisfying the demands
of the faithful who request the priest to offer the sacrifice for their special
wants and who tender him the offering for this in the form of a stipend.
That these offerings form, for a large number of the clergy, an important
part of their income, especially at a time when richly endowed founda
tions are a thing of the past, cannot be denied. But that there is also peril
here is equally beyond doubt. Church legislation, as the result of sad experi
ences which it has had in the course of history, seeks to counter it. Of
and of Compostella (1056), can. 1 (Mansi,
XIX, 855) desired that bishops, resp. bish
ops and priests, celebrate daily. But the
praxis in the later Middle Ages, in Spain
and elsewhere, was far different from to
day's. Although the common esteem for
Votive Masses drew many priests who had
no other means of support and who liter
ally lived from the altar, to celebrate daily,
there were many others who seldom said
).lass. For that reason a minimum had to
he enjoined. Toledo synods from 1324 to
147 3 set down the requirement at four
times a year at least (Mansi, XXV, 734;
XXXII, 392); and a Ravenna synod
( 1314) demanded at least one celebration
"- year (ibid., XV, 546 c). A Synod of
nourges, 1336, demanded that priests with
the cure of souls celebrate once or twice
a month (can. 3; Mansi, XXV, 1060).
Elsewhere a weekly celebration was pre
scribed; see the examples from the 13th
to the 16th centuries in Browe, Die hiiufige
Kommunion, 57, 67, 68; cf. 74.
Even as late as the 18th century it is said
that many pastors in the Moselle region
were not accustomed to celebrate daily ;

unless there was a special occasion many
of them would celebrate only once or twice
a week ex devotione. The increase which
subsequently took place is traced in great
part to the influence of P. Martin von
Cochem; A Schuller, "Ein Moselpfarrer"
(Pa s tor bonus [1928]), 190.
"' Theological discussions usually have
had in view a different question, namely,
whether it is better to celebrate daily than
not to celebrate; see the pertinent chapter
in Benedict XIV, De s. sacrificio missce,
III, 2 (Schneider, 304-313), and the au
thors there mentioned.
In regard to the question remarked above,
reference should be made (in favor of cele
brating oneself) to the so-called fructus
specialissimus which, as theological opin
ion has it, is the celebrant's very own. Even
more important is the fact that, by his more
intense sharing in the Mass, the priest as a
rule finds it easier to celebrate Mass with
devotion. Still we must not overlook the
fact that on the other side are the great
values of unity and charity which, supposi
tis supponendis, a community celebration
not only represents but actually cultivates,
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course the legitimacy of celebration on this title is not at all questionable.""
In fact, although the votive formularies do not-and rightly-play the
same role as of yore, still the Votive Mass, or the sacrifice which is appro
priated to a person or a family for their special intention, exhibits that
title of private Mass which gives it most obviously the right and power to
be, especially since it is anchored in the tradition of the Church since earli
est times. But the personal factor which binds the offerer with such a cele
bration ought to be restrengthened as much as possible. The faithful who
request a Mass must be conscious of the fact that they ought to participate
as co-celebrants at such a Mass if at any. And besides care must be taken
that such a votive celebration does nothing to hinder the development of
public worship which must always be our first concern.

6. Forms of Popular Participation
The picture of divine worship in Christian antiquity, with the faithful
crowded around the altar, offering up the sacrifice together with the priest
and joining in the prayers and singing, turn and turn about-that picture
is familiar to everyone nowadays. In fact the present arrangement of the
Mass can be understandably explained at many points only by reference
to that primitive picture.
From what has been said above, much can be seen of the many vicissi
tudes that popular participation at Mass underwent-its ebb and flow
insofar as it has been impressed on various periods of liturgical history.
Numerous particulars will be called to our attention later in our study of
the various parts of the Mass-liturgy. Here we will endeavor to put together
in a short sketch the most important factors, complement them with evi
dence of a more general nature, and, out of the see-saw of history, let cer

tain supratemporal viewpoints come to the fore.
Christian antiquity therefore made a choice
of the second solution, and even today it is
preferred on those occasions-like large
assemblies of the clergy-where individual
celebration could not take place in worthy
fashion. Cf. supra, p. 196 f. It has always
been considered fitting and proper that the
individual priest should exercise his power
of Orders at the altar from time to time,
even abstracting from the requirements of
others. This viewpoint certainly played a
part in producing an increase in private
Masses in the early medieval monastic
establishments. It must likewise have had
a part in the legislation mentioned in the

last footnote, legislation preserved in can.
805 of the Code. The rotation of the cele
bration of the conventual Mass in monas
teries and other conventicles is also prob
ably due to this notion. The same view
point was without doubt at work in the
regulation of Byzantine monasteries where
it is ordered that if more than five fathers
are living in an establishment, the liturgy
is held twice a week, where more than
ten, three times, and where more than
twenty, daily. K. Lubeck, Die christlichl'H
Kirchen des Orients (Kempten, 1911),
189.
120 Cor. Iur. Can. c. 824-844.
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One fundamental condition for the formation of important types of
general participation in the l\Iass celebration was that the assembled faith
ful should form a community tied together by the same faith and the same
love. In the centuries of Christian antiquity that was to a great extent the
case. Only at the fore-Mass was an outer circle of guests or candidates to
the society admitted, but in the consciousness of the congregation these
people were clearly distinguished from the narrower circle of fully author
ized members. We thus encounter forms which were composed for their
dismissal at the end of the Mass of the Catechumens. Far into the Middle
Ages these rites for dismissing the catechumens were used for the children
during Lent in the weeks of preparation for Baptism.' Even to the very
threshold of modern times those who, as public sinners, were no longer
worthy to take part in the worship of the community were expelled on Ash
Wednesday." The excommunicated, too, were very strictly excluded all
through the Middle Ages. But aside from these very unusual cases the
Middle Ages had no recognized outsiders. Just as in church building the
old-time atrium and the parts in between became simply the open portion
of the church, and the doorway was like an invitation to the whole town
to come into the holy place, so all forms of banishment and dismissal fell
into disuse. All the townspeople were Christians and all Christians were
children of the house.
It was precisely the obviousness of the open doors to the Church, stand
ing unlocked to all, that hindered a return to a more ancient severity when,
at the start of modern times, circumstances grew so fundamentally differ
ent. For decades larger portions of the people wavered between the old
Church and New Learning. In the hope of winning them back it was neces
sary not to turn them away at the door. And the suggestion that was
brought up at the Council of Trent, to ban public sinners (prostitutes,
concubinaries, usurers et al.) from the Church or at least to order them
out after the Gospel,' was recognized as impracticable. Thus for our own
time a situation has arisen which would have been incomprehensible to
Christian antiquity, even aside from the laws of the disciplina arcani-a
situation where at our divine service every sharp boundary between Church
and world is broken down, so that Jew and heathen can press right up to
the steps of the altar and can stand in the very midst of the faithful at
the most sacred moment. Such a situation is possible and tolerable so long
as the faithful are only onlookers and listeners at a sacred drama, and it
will be substantially and actually overcome whenever and insofar as they
take up a more active role.
' Durandus, VI, 56, 11, still speaks of this
dismissal. In several churches the prac
tices of the catechumenate were retained
even much later; Eisenhofer, II, 255.

• J ungmann,
Die lateillischen Bussriten,
67 f.
• Concilium
Tridentimmr, ed.
Goerres,
VIII, 921, I. 27; 923, I. 14; 928, I. 1; 929,
I. 53; etc.
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One of the first forms of expression by which a closed society reveals
itself is a fixed order of coming and going; everyone gets there on time and
no one leaves until the meeting is adjourned. A noteworthy severity with
regard to late-comers was displayed in the fifth century Syrian Testamen
tum Domini. The deacons were directed to keep the doors locked when the
sacrifice was being offered. If some of the faithful came late and knocked

at the door they were not to be admitted; but for these tardy brethren a
special prayer was included, that God might give them greater zeal and
Jove.' At the end of the meeting we find in all the liturgies a formal dis

missal. It happened of course that some individuals, even communicants,
rlid not wait for this." Little by little a special order became necessary for
those who did not communicate, who already, towards the end of the
ancient period, formed the greater proportion by far.
As we will see more in detail later, it was the practice in the city of Rome
as well as in Gaul to let them depart before the distribution of Communion
and this departure of many was not only countenanced but was even taken
into account in the setting up of the liturgy; at Rome the announcements
for the following week were made at this point," and in Gaul those who
were going to leave were given a solemn blessing right after the Pater
noster! The faithful were thus implicitly admonished to stay at least until
then. For already in the sixth century many were under the impression
that they had fulfilled their obligation if they heard the readings.• There
fore Ccesarius of Aries makes clear to his audience that the minimum
required to fulfill one's Christian duty is to be present at the consecratio
Corporis et Sanguinis, the oralio dominica and the benedictio.•
In the Carolingian reform, too, following the lead of tradition, the bless
ing is considered the conclusion prior to which no one was allowed to leave;
but now it is the blessing of the newly introduced Roman liturgy that is
meant, which is given in some form or other at the end of l\Iass.'0 The prev'Testamentum Domini, I, 36 (Rahmani,
89 f.) : Propter frat rem qui sero venit,
supplicemus, ut Dominus ei diligentiam ct
laborem concedat, rcla.ret ab ipso om1ze
ligamen mzmdi huius, tribuafque ei ·volun
faiCJn dilcctimzis, caritatcm et spem.
6 Infra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 17.
• hzfra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 8.
7 Infra, Vol. II,
Ch. 3, 3.
·c�sarius, Serm. 73,2 (Morin, 294; PL,

XXXIX, 2276 f.) : Cum enim maxima
Pars populi, imo, quod peius, pcene omnes
rccitatis lectionibus exeunt de ecclesia etti

:

dicturus est sacerdos: Sursum corda aut
quomodo sursmn habere corda respondere
Possunt, quando deorsum ... descendu11t?
The same complaint rings out again in
the 13th century; Franz, 17
f.

An analogous misconception is remarked
by Walafrid Strabo, De exord.et increm.,
c. 22 (PL, CXIV, 948 B), although here
it regards a participation in }.!ass dictated
by devotion only: scepe in illis tra11seuntcr
offenmt missis, ad quas persistere IIOllllzf,
that is, they leave after the offertory pro
cession.
Another abuse, significant of a third
popular misunderstanding of the Mass,
was the practic e of t h e later Middle Ages
of rushing to church only for the eleva
tion; sec supra, p. 120.
• C;esarius, loc. cit.; also De Vita, c. 2

(PL, LXVII, 1010 C), which tells how
he often had the doors of the church
locked after the Gospel.
10
llz/ra, III, 6, 4.
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alent rareness of the reception of Holy Communion had perhaps forced
such a change of attitude. Therefore, Amalar, taking up a question often
asked by the vulgus indoctum, at what parts of the Mass must one be defi
nitely present, answers: from the offertory to the Ite missa est,"- for here
the sacrifice is being offered. Later moral theology also included the fore
l\Iass, whose independence was perceived less and less." But Church legis
lation, whether during the Middle Ages or later, did not make any special
declaration regarding these precise limits."
In the liturgical action the participation of the people was manifested
especially by the fact that they did not merely listen to the prayers of the
priest in silence but ratified them by their acclamations. The custom of
using such acclamations was inherited by the Church from the Synagogue;
the very style and language in part betrays this: Et cum spiritu tuo, Amen.
That the people in Christian antiquity actually spoke these answers is
obvious from the occasional remarks of the Fathers. Even Justin testified
to it." Jerome mentioned one time that the Amen in the Roman basilicas
reverberated like a heavenly thunder.'• Augustine in his sermons and writ
ings often made reference to the responses of the people.'"
The only question is, how long during the Middle Ages did the practice
continue. Cresarius of Aries still takes it for granted.17 It is also otherwise
ascertained for the Gallican liturgy of the sixth and seventh centuries.lB
Even in tht> early medieval liturgy of the city of Rome, which had become
quite pretentious as the result of the added schola and the presence of a
numerous clergy, there was still a constant mention of the responses by the
people.'"
11

Amalar, De eccl.

off., III, 36 (PL, CV,

1156). The same answer is given by Ra
banus Maurus, De i11sl. cleric., c. 33, ad
ditio (PL, CVII, 326).
12
It is worth noting that moralists nowa
days do not consider the Last Gospel as
pertaining ad i11tcgritatem m isstl' ; all else,
from the prayers at the foot of the altar
to the priest's blessing, does. H. Noldin
A. Schmitt, Summa thea/. mar., II (20th
ed. ; I nnsbruck, 1930), 245 ; Aertnys
Damen, Theol. Moral., I (1 4th ed.; Turin,
1944), 422: Ita co11stat ex communi SCIIS!l
et collsuetudine toli!IS E ccle si a!. This atti
tude reflects the circumstances of the 16th
century when the Last Gospel was not yet
linked fast to the Mass; see i11/ra, Vol. II,
Ch. 4, 5. Moralists of the 17th century
sometimes even included this in the Mass
obligation; see J. de Lugo, De eu charis tia,
22, 1 (Disput. sclwl. et mar., ed. Fournais,
IV, 349).
"Cod. fur. Can., c. 1248.

The Decretum Gratia1ti III, 1, 63 ff.

( Friedberg, I, 1311 f.) contains little more
than the general injunction imposed by
synods of the 6th century, that one must
hear the entire Mass.
"Supra, p. 22 f.
,. Jerome, In Gal. Comment., 1, 2 (PL,
XXV) : ad similitudi11em coclcstis tonitrui
A mm re b oat.
'"Roetzer, 99, 11 5; 117ff.; 124; 131;
236 f. Some of this we shall see later.
Other evidences from the Fathers will
come to our attention in the places noted.
17 Supra, p. 235, note 8.
1B Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkes, 8 f. Cf.
especially the data mentioned below, p.
365, with regard to Et cum spirit!l tuo.
19 Clearest of all in the Mass-Ord o of John
the Arch-chanter who in every instance
where an answer is expected inserts a
phrase like respondent omnes, re spon de�> 
tib!ls omnibus (Silvia-Tarouca, 197-201).
The Ordo of St. Amand makes a similar
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The Carolingian reform appears to have insisted on this with a certain
dog gedness. In Charlemagne's Admonitio generalis of 789 there is a decree
regarding the people' part."" Amalar advises those who do not understand
the Latin Gospel lesson, at least to pronounce the Gloria tibi Domine with
the rest." Other Carolingian authors talk about these responses as some
thing taken for granted.""
In his penitential lists, Burchard of Worms (d. 1025) mentions the
neglect to respond as an example of unbecoming behavior in church.• And
even later the responses are referred to as at least the ideal requirement."
After that, however, the practice falls into such oblivion that in our own
century the right of the people to make these responses has had actually
to be proved.•
remark for the Deo gratias after the an
nouncements: r e s p o n d e t o m n is clerus
(Duchesne, Christian Worship, 473). The
fact that the Ordo Romanus I makes no
mention of the people is hardly to be taken
as an absolute contradiction of what is
said here; see Nicki, II f. The manuscript
sacramentaries seldom give any indication
as to who makes the responses (usually
the sign R. is used) ; an exception is the
Gregorianum in Cod. Pad. 47 (9th cen
tury) , which is in substance a 7th century
text, and which time and again prefaces
he answer with Respondrt populus; Mohl
berg-Baumstark, n. 874, 889 f., 893. Simi
lar rubrics occur frequently in later books,
but they are probably not to be taken
literally, as corresponding to reality.
""c. 70 ( MGH, Cap., I, 59) : The people
should sing Gloria Patri and Sanctus. Cf.
Rudolf of Bourges (d. 866), Capitulare,
c. 10 (PL. CXIX, 708).
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 18 (PL, CV,
1125f.) . For the dialogue before the
Preface, cf. ibid., III, 19 (PL, CV, 1128 A,
:!1

1131f.).

"'The Expositio 'Prim 11m in ordine' re
marks in passing that the response to the
Dominus vobiscum before the Preface and
likewise to the Pax Domini of the priest
is made by et cler�ts et plebs ( PL,
CXXXVIII, 1175B, 1185B). Rabanus
Maurus, De inst. cleric., I, 33 (PL, CVII,
323) informs the priest about the oration:
Populum sal11tans pacis responsum ab illo
accipiat ... Amen hebrtl!um est, quod ad
omnrn sacerdotis orationem seu bcnedic
tionem respondet po pulus fidelium.

Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio

(PL,

CI, 1252 f.), also expressly mentions the
counter-greeting and Amen of the people
and their response in the dialogue before
the Preface.
"'Burchard of Worms, PCPnitentiale Eccl.
Gmn., n. 145 (Schmitz, II, 441; PL, CXL,
970 C) : Fecisti quod q u idam facere solent
. . cum eos Presbyter salutat et hortatur
ad orationem, illi autem ad fabulas SilOS
revertuntur, non ad respansionem nee ad
orationem?
.. Bernold, Micrologus, c. 2, 7 (PL, CLI,
•

979; 981 f.). Radulph de Rivo (d. 1403) ,
also desiderates the ancient traditional
A men of all those present (o.mnes ad
stalltes) as a signum confirmatonis.
Even in the Ordo misstl! o£ Burchard
of Strassburg (1502), which has in view
chiefly the Low Mass, the answer of the
interessmtes is sought along with the Mass
server, even in the prayers at the foot of
the altar and at the Suscipiat; Legg,
Tracts, 135 ff.; 15 2. In Italy it seems the
people at that time actually made these
responses; see the references in Ellard,
The Mass of the Fu tu re, 103.
The Missal of Pius V does not have any
unequivocal direction regarding the re
sponses; cf. Kramp, "Messgebrauche der
Glaubigen in der Neuzeit," (StZ [1926],
II), 209, footnote 2.
""A. Barin, "Circa missam quam dialoga
tam appellant," Eph. liturg., XXXV
(1921 ), 299-313, had defended the view
that at a missa tecta the duty of respond
ing had been turned over by the Church
to the server exclusively; that therefore
the congregation's joining in was a pre
sumption which violated can. 818 (cave-
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Besides these short acclamations, the people's share in the Mass since
earliest times also included a certain ever-increasing number of hymnic
texts. The most venerable of them is the Sanctus along with the Bene

dictus, which also remained the people's song the longest. Of a similarly
venerable age was the refrain in the responsorial chants, namely, in the
Roman liturgy, the chants between the readings .. ; but these, with their
ever-varying texts, were at an early period turned over to the schola in
their entirety. Similar in character to the refrain was the Kyrie eleison in
the introductory litany which came substantially later. After that the

Agnus Dei was added. The two larger chants, the Gloria and the Credo
(which appeared quite early in the northern countries), were perhaps
intended principally for the clergy assembled around the altar. The indi
vidual fortunes of all these songs will occupy our attention in connection
with the detailed explanation to come. Taken together-aside from the
refrains of the interposed chants-they form the chants of the so-called
Ordinary of the Mass which, along with the ancient acclamation, were
taken over from the people by the choir of clerics and finally by the church
choirs.""
Besides the words by which the participation of the people in the cele
bration was made manifest, we have to add also some activity, doing some
thing. The "Partaking," simply, the )(.Otvwv(et, which consists in receiving
the Sacrament, we see gradually disappearing, its early bloom shrivelled,
shrunk into well-defined and all too few occasions. This receptive partici
pation stands in contrast to the contributive, the upsurging motion of the
offertory procession which grew increasingly strong near the end of the
ancient period and remained a living practice for over a thousand years.

As an introduction either to the :Mass proper or to the reception of Com
munion, we have the kiss of peace, already known to the primitive Church
and still remaining at the present in a residue of stylized forms. We will
also come across traces of a transient handwashing by the people.""
atque [sacerdos] ne alias ca?renwnias at
preces proprio arbitrio adiungat"). The
articles of Hanssens and Saponaro noted
above pp. 226 and 227 were written to
controvert this opinion.
""In other

liturgies

responsorial

chants

were also used particularly at the Com

munion. In connection with the directions
for Communion we read in the Ca11olleS

Basilii, c. 97 (Riedel, 275) the express
charge: The congregation should answer
lustily after all the psalms.
27 \Vhereas
in the transfer of the chants
from the people to the choir of clergy
scarcely a trace of the chant has remained
with the people, in the subsequent trans
fer from the clerical choir to the church

choir the direction was retained that the
clerics should recite the chants of the
Ordinary in a half-audible voice while they
were being sung. This prescription was re
called as late as July 22, 1892, by a decree
of the Congregation of Rites, Decreta

auth. SRC, n. 3786. Cf. Ca?remolliale
episc., II, 8, 36; 39; 52. Essentially the
same thing is already to be found in Ordo
Rom. XIV, n. 61 ( PL, LXXVIII, 1175 f.),
in the regulations for the cardinal who is
assisting at the Mass of his chaplain: he is
supposed to recite the chants and the in
troit (while they are being sung) with his
assistants, si11e canlu, sine nota.
"'!11/ra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 13.
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Most especially, however, the inner participation of the faithful at the
holy action has to be exhibited in a suitable bodily posture. The principal
posture (aside from the early period with its meal celebration) has always
been a posture of standing. Before the higher Being whom he wishes to
honor, a person stands erect, particularly when he realizes his obligation
of service. Just as the priest at the altar stands before God in reverential
readiness, so also the faithful; they are the circumstantes. In line with this,
it was an understood norm in olden times that the people followed the
motions of the bishop or the priest when he said the prayers and, in gen
eral, in all the rest of his deportment, so that like him they stood with
hands uplifted and facing east."" Standing was the ordinary posture of
prayer even among ancient peoples,"" in fact, standing with uplifted hands31
and with eyes fixed in the direction of the rising sun. This posture of prayer
was continued by the Christians, both people and liturgi together, with
only this variant: they saw in the orient sun which they faced, an image
of the Risen Christ."' Only when the celebrant pronounced a blessing over
the congregation, to whom he turned standing erect, was there any change
""That the faithful also raised their arms
while praying is manifest from the fre
quent depiction of the orantes in the cata
combs. Literary evidences from the 3rd to
the 5th century are assembled in Quasten,
Mon . 174, note 4, in the commentary on
Ambrose, De sacr., VI, 4, 17. It is pre
cisely this passage from Ambrose that
shows that the lifting of the hands (follow
.

ing 1 Tim. 2 :8) was observed by the faith
ful especially at worship. Cf. also Chryso
stom, In Phil. hom., 3, 4 (PG, LXII, 204).
In Switzerland it was still customary in
1500 for the faithful at High Mass to pray
with arms outstretched from the Con
secration to the Communion.
In the Orient, in the Egyptian liturgies,
the bodily posture of the worshipers, espe
cially at service, was carefully regulated
by continuous directions from the deacon.
Right after the Dignum et iustwn est the
deacon ordered them to stretch out their
arms Ile�&cr<rre, Brightman, 125; contra
�rightman, 601, this seems to be addressed,
hke the following, to all the faithful), at
a later spot to stand up (0!
Y.a:O�IJ.evat
�v&cr"n)-ce, ibid., 131, 174, 231), and finally,
JUst before the Sancttts, to turn to the east
�E!c; &va:'toA&c; (3A.t<jla:n, ibid., 131, 174,
31).

. For the orientation at prayer the most
Important evidence in Quasten, Mon., 35 ;
184 (in the notes to Didascalia, II, 57 and

Const. Apost., II, 57, 14) and the basic
researches in Di:ilger, Sol salutis, 136 ff.
Apparently the turning to the East was
expected, no matter what the position of
the church building. But we may suppose
that this orientation at prayer had some
thing to do with the subsequent change in
the method of construction, having the
apse to the East instead of the front of
the building (which was the more ancient
fashion), so that when the liturgus prayed
the faithful did not have to turn their
back to him and the altar.

80 F. Heiler, Das Gebet (4th ed.; Munich,
1921), 100. In ancient Jewish usage the

word "to stand" also meant "to pray."
With this we might link the conjecture
that statio (in the sense of the primitive
Christian stational fast) originally meant
prayer, place of prayer. Schiimmer, Die
altchristliche Fastenpraxis, 136 ff.
"'Heiler, 101 f.

Dolger, Sol salutis, 1-258. Already in
the 2nd century it was customary to in
dicate the orientation by a cross on the
wall in the proper place (cf. Matt. 24 :30);
the proofs in E. Peterson, "La croce e Ia
preghiera verso oriente," Eph. liturg.,
XLIX (1945), 52-68; cf. idem., "Die
geschichtliche l'!edeutung der jiidischen
Gebetsrichtung," Theol. Zeitschrift, III
(1947), 1-15.
82
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in the bearing of the congregation; now it differed from his in accordance
with the shouted command, Humiliate capita vestra Deo•-they stood
with heads bowed.
But later in the Middle Ages the bodily posture of the faithful grew
more and more unlike that of the priest. The bow of the head, as at the
blessing, gradually became a sign of the congregation's humility in the
sight of God, and was used during the orations and especially during
the canon." On the other hand, kneeling was still generally limited during
the first millenary to days without festive character and even here it was
limited to the fore-Mass. First, kneeling was proclaimed by the deacon's
Flectamus genua for the people's meditative prayer which introduced the
orations. Then, for the people, kneeling was transferred to the respective
orations themselves," and on non-festive days the bowed but standing pos
ture, hitherto in vogue during the canon and other orations, was also soon
changed to kneeling."" Already by 813 the Synod of Tours represents this
p.ttitude as the fundamental characteristic posture of the faithful (always,
of course, excepting the days when, in honor of Christ's Resurrection, one
prayed standing)."' On Sundays and feast-days (taking this latter word in
its widest sense) the standing position was retained. It was not till the
eucharistic movement of the thirteenth century that any inroad was made
here, namely, by kneeling at the consecration. The Ordo misste of John
Burchard which appeared in 1502 still directed the participants at a Mass
celebrated with singing to use the standing posture as a general rule; the
only variations were kneeling at the Confiteor in the prayers at the foot
of the altar, and at the consecration ..; there was no longer any mention of
bowing.
.. This bow at the blessing also in other
liturgies; cf. infra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 3 and

4, 1.
"'For this and what follows see infra, p.
370 f. and Vol. II, Ch. 2, 5.
.. Ordo Rom. antiquus (Hittorp, 66).
.. Kneeling during the Canon is prescribed
for the priests around the altar in the
Ordo of St. Amand, at the start of the 9th
century (Duchesne, Christian Worship,
461) ; and later for the choir in the Ordo
eccl Lateran. (Fischer, 29). As the idea
of how long the Canon lasted changed, the
duration of the kneeling also changed.
Kneeling (or the prostratio) was pre
scribed during the Pater noster as early as
the 9th century; see infra, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 2.
By the 13th centurywe begin to see a grow
ing tendency to stretch out the kneeling
(resp. prostratio) as long as the Blessed
Sacrament was on the altar ; see the Ordo
Rom. XIII which comes from the time of

Gregory X (d.l276),n.19 (PL, LXXVIII,
1116).
An unusual extension of the kncelina is
mentioned by Fr. Titelmans (d. 1537) in
his explanation of High Mass, Mysterii
misste e:rpositio (Lyons, 1558), 18, where
he supposes that the faithful fall on their
knees as soon as the priest approaches the
altar, wherein he sees represented the
shepherds adoring the divine Infant.

7

87Can. 37 (Mansi, XIV, 89).
88 Legg,
Tracts, 134. A genuflection is
here prescribed also at the Et incarnatus
est; ibid 135.
Similarly the Low German "Laienregel
des 15. Jh" (Fifteenth century Rule for
Laymen), c. 6 (R. Langenberg, Que/len
und Forschzmgen sur Geschichte der
deutschen Mystik [Bonn, 1902]. 86-88),
which prescribes it also for the collects and
the last blessing, but leaves it free during
the Canon.
.,
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Sitting, as a posture for the faithful, was hardly thought of seriously in
the churches of the Middle Ages, since there was no provision made for
seats ... Only for the choir of clerics in capitular and monastic churches
were choir stalls erected and for this narrower circle of participants new
choir rules were devised."' Established on the same basis as that which held
for the faithful, these rules became constantly more detailed and began to
include sitting, just as the bishop and presbyter had been doing previously
in accordance with the oldest Roman ordines." The choir sat at the Epistle
and, provided the whole group did not sing, also during the following
chants." But it was not till near the end of the Middle Ages that any
localities began to consider the possibility of the people's sitting down.'"
But now in many countries it is regularly taken into account in the erec89

There is a record here and there of sitting
on the floor, but it appears not to have been
customary; cf. Dekkers, Tertu/lianus, 77.
It was different, however, in those coun
tries where it is still customary to sit on
the floor. In the place-plan outlined in
the Syrian Didascalia, II, 57 ( Quasten,
Mon., 3 5 f.), there is constant reference
to sitting for each of the groups of the
faithful till the time for prayer.
Even today in African and Asiatic mis
sion lands squatting seems to be the basic
posture for the faithful; cf. Kramp,
"1fessgebrauche der Glaubigen in den
ausserdcutschen Landern" ( StZ, [1927 ],
II), 365 f.
••

An example of exact rules for choir at
Mass and Office is presented about 1285
in the Liber ordinarius of St. ] ames' mon
astery in Liege (Volk, 102-109; regard
ing the conventual Mass, 102 f.). The rules
now in force for choir assistance at Mass,
rules frequently modified and detailed by
local custom, are collected in the Roman
Missal, Rrrbr. gen., XVII, 5; C rEremoniale
episc. I I 8, 69; 11, 5; 7; for details see
P. 1Iartinucci, Mmwale sacrarum crEre
moniarum, (3rd ed.; Regensburg, 1911),
I, 9-88; ]. O'Connell, The Celebration of
Mass (Milwaukee, 1940), III 64-74.
,
,

u

Supra, p.

68

f.

"Libcr ordinarius of Liege (Volk,

cf.

105).

102

f.;

In the Liber ordinarius standing remains
the primary posture; bowing is prescribed
only for the collects, the Sanctus, the
Pater noster, the first Agnus Dei and the

post-communion, and also, with capuche
thrown back, at the blessing. Kneeling is
done only at the Consecration (and at
homo factus est in the Credo). But tem
pore prostrationum everyone knelt from
the Sanctus to the Agnus Dei, that is,
during the time when previously bowing
was prescribed.
Similarly detailed choir regulations are
contained. in the essentially older Liber
usuum 0. Cist., II, 56 (PL, CLXVI 14301432). From this work the Liber ordi
narius has taken, for instance, the direction
that at certain times the brethren are to
stand facing the altar, whereas otherwise
they stand chorus contra chormn; also the
mention of certain places at which they
are to bow, like at the adoramus te in the
Gloria.
.. German preachers in the 15th century
directed the people to sit during the
Epistle, gradual and the sermon; Franz,
21 f.
The Low German "Rule for Lavmen"
which was produced in 1473 (Lang� nberg
[above, note 38], 87) expected the people
to sit at the Epistle and during the offer
tory.
The Ordo miss�£ of John Burchard
(Legg, Tracts, 134 f.) also has in mind
the provision of seats for the faithful; in
this case they are to sit at the Kyrie and
Gloria (after the celebrant has finished
reciting them and the choir is still sing
ing), at the Epistle and the interposed
chants, at the Credo (as before), after the
offertory chant till the Preface, and after
the Communion till the post-communion.
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tion of churches, especially when, as a consequence of the Reformers'
agitation, the sermon began to take on greater importance."
The

benches

or

pews

used

in

church

also

make

provision

for

kneeling. This ties in with the ever-increasing importance of low Mass and
the rules set down for it. It would seem that in the later Middle Ages the
rules for posture at low Mass and at Masses conducted with less solemnity
were basically the rules which held outside of feast-days and festal sea
sons.'" That means, as a rule, kneeling at the orations and during the canon,
to which must be added kneeling during the Confiteor at the beginning.'"
Standing was expressly required only during the Gospel." To retain these
regulations regarding kneeling and standing and at the same time to avoid
a frequent and, in last analysis, disturbing change of posture during the
short space of a low Mass, some simpler rule had to be devised for low
l\lass, namely, that aside from the Gospel one would kneel all the way
through.'" This rule, however, was never very strictly insisted on.••
"Cf. infra, p. 45 9 f.
In many countries outside Germany, es
pecially those influenced by French, Eng
lish and Spanish culture, sitting at the
offertory is taken as much for granted as
standing at the Gospel. In several places
(e.g. the U.S.) people usually stay seated
till the start of the Canon or even (as in
the diocese of Namur and many parts of
Spain) till the Consecration; Kramp,
":\!essgebrauche der Glaubigen in den
ausserdeutschen Landern" (StZ [1927],
II), 355 f.
The Carthusians arc accustomed to sit
in choir even during the singing of the
offertory chant; Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 31, 6.
'"Even at the less solemn missa matuti
nalis different choir rules obtained than at
the conventual Mass; thus in the 12th cen
tury among the canons of St. Victor in
Paris : E. Martene, De ant. Eccl. ritibus,
App. (III, 791 f.).
"The Lay Folks Mass Book (ed. Sim
mons, 6 ff.), which was compiled with the
13th century Anglo-Norman conditions in
view, orders the participants to kneel (and
then in each case to stand, since sitting is
not provided for) at the Confiteor, at the
collects and Epistle, at the secreta, during
the Canon, at the pax and the priest's
Communion, and at the post-communion;
see the editor's commentary, 191, 307.
Analogous but less detailed directions are
found in the Vernon MS. (c. 1375); ibid.,
128 ff., especially 143 ff.

For the bishop who assists at the Mass
of a priest, the Pontifical of Durandus has
the rule: kneel at the collects, from the
secreta to the communion of the chalice,
and again at the post-communion (during
the prayers at the foot of the a! tar the
bishop stands next to the priest); Andrieu,
III, 643-647 . Similarly the Ordo Rom. XV,
n. 35 (PL, LXXVIII, 1291).
01
Cf. the details infra, p. 447 f.
48 Thus already in the Mass-Ordo of John
Burchard (Legg, Tracts, 134). This regu
lation has gone into our present Missal,
Rubr. gen. XVII, 2.
•• German preachers in the 15th century
usually stress only the kneeling at the
Consecration; Franz, 21 f. At the Council
of Trent a Portuguese complained that in
Italy the faithful stood up right after the
elevation of the chalice ; they ought to stay
kneeling as long as Christ's body was on
the altar, as is customary elsewhere;
Jedin (Liturg. Leben, 1939), 35; cf. supra,
note 36. Still in Brazil the men (not the
women, who occupy the pews) usually re
main standing all during the Mass except
at the Consecration.
Kneeling met with certain difficulties:
especially the aristocrats found it hard,
because they would get their clothes dirty
and because their long turned-up shoes got
in the way; Franz, 31.
In the U. S. kneeling is the characteris
tic posture not only at Low Mass but also
at High (except for standing at the Gos
pel and sitting at certain other times). But
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The forms of external participation, however, fulfill their meaning and
purpose only when they are props and stays for an interior concurrence
on the part of the faithful. The different forms of bodily demeanor are
indeed an index to the distinction between prayer and reading, and even
in prayer they bring the important thing to the fore. The acclamations
help to accentuate this fact.00 If the faithful of the earlier Middle Ages
took part in the offertory procession, sang the Sanctus and the Agnus Dei,
received the Sacrament or at least the pax, it is obvious that the grand
lineaments of the sacred ceremony must have to some degree continually
entered their consciousness. They could not, it is true, follow the wording
of prayers and lessons when the language was different from their own,
and this was a disadvantage, but it was by no means an absolute hindrance
to devout participation. That the faithful were to pray silently by them
selves during the sacrifice was also insisted on from early times."'
The natural pattern was, of course, for this inward devotion to adjust
itself to the actual course of the liturgical function insofar as this was
attainable, and to accompany the priest at least at a distance. This ideal
had evidently inspired those who, in the Carolingian reform and even later
in the l\Iiddle Ages, strove for the observance of the olden forms of out
ward participation. The prayer book of Charles the Bald presents prayer
texts of offering at the offertory, of intercession when the priest asks for
prayer for himself, and of preparation for Communion .. ; they are texts
which square thoroughly with those of the priest. An English prayer book
from the thirteenth century"' also sets great store on the liturgical collabo
ration of whoever used it... Joining with the prayers of the priest occurs in
many places, often, it may be, quite extrinsically."" Just on the threshold
it is worthy of note that Father J. O'Con
nell, at the request of many American
bishops, included in his ceremonial rules
for the laity that differ in little from the
ordinary choir rules, and hence insist on
a standing posture as basic; ]. O'Connell,
The Celebrati011 of Mass, I. appendix.
""At the same time it cannot be denied that
the juncture of the closing Per omnia SU!
cula stEculorum with the start of the new
act is hardly conducive to a clear under
standing of the structure of holy Mass. The
r.roble� will be met later on again.
Cypnan, De dom. or., c. 4 (CSEL, 3,
269); Const. Ap., II, 57, 21 (Quasten,

Mo11., 186).

"' See
1, 4;

the pertinent sections in Vol. II, ch.
and Ch. 3; 9.

"'Simmons, The Lay Folks Mass Book,

1-60.

"' Regarding the bodily posture, see supya,

note 46. Gestures at prayer included a sign
of the cross at the Gospel and, in many
places, kissing the book at the end of the
Gospel, along with another cross. Mention
is made of praying with uplifted hands at
the elevation (and also, ad libitum, during
the secret prayers) ; the offertory proces
sion was considered optional.
""Prayers akin to the priest's prayers and
similiar considerations are suggested at
the Confiteor, Gloria, Gospel, Credo, Sanc
tus, both mementos, the elevation, Pater
noster (answer: Sed Iibera nos a malo
the only response mentioned), A gnus Dei.
In several places, however, like the collects
and the Epistle, the secreta, the first
memento, the Consecration, the only sug
gestion made is that the participant say
the Pater noster, to which in some in
stances the Creed is added and in one case
the Ave.
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of modern times Burchard of Strassburg, in a similar vein, makes a rather
comprehensive remark regarding the faithful's participation: Even if people
do not understand the priest's words or the Latin tongue, they should not
say any other prayers but should pay attention to what the priest is saying
and doing and should in spirit offer up, supplicate and plead along with him
except during the time when the Sacrament is adored, and at that place in
the canon where he (at the Memento) prays softly by himself; then one
could likewise freely pray for oneself and for all those whom one wishes
to commend to God... It is this same Burchard who wanted to inaugurate
once more the responses by the interessentes.rn
In the period of humanism such extravagant proposals might possibly
have been suggested for educated groups. But for the broad masses of the
faithful the simplest premises for such plans were entirely lacking, par
ticularly the ability to learn the priest's prayers or even the Ordinary of
the Mass."" Following the prayers of the priest was, and continued to be,
beyond the reach of the average Catholic,611 and so the external forms of
particiation were also long ago lost. The great stress of popular liturgical
leadership has therefore gone in other directions since the ninth century,
as we saw. It was enough to point out to the faithful what they could fol

low with their eyes and to explain the details of these sensible images as
representations of Christ's redemptive Passion, extracting as far as pos
sible every last meaning out of our Lord's institution. Allegory dominates
the scene till well into modern times."' A long intellectual preparation was
""Legg, Tracts, 135.
"'Supra, p. 237, note 24.
"" Near the end of the Middle Ages the
secrecy of the Canon was kept less
and less rigorously, not observed as abso
lutely as either before or afterwards; cf.
supra, p. 143, n. 14; however, in the long
run it continued unabated; Franz, 631 ff.
"" The aporia inherent in this problem is
aptly illustrated by an example which Sim
mons presents in his commentary in The
Lay Folks Mass Book, 158. In these notes
Simmons reprints an anecdote illustrative
of manners in the 16th century-a sup
posed conversation, written down in 1527,
between the Lady Mary
(afterwards
Queen of England) and her almoner or
chaplain. The lady remarks on the chap
lain's advice that "we ought nat to pray
at masse, but rather onely to here and
harken"; but then, she asks, why does the
priest say: "Pray for me"? What I told
you, the chaplain replies, is applicable espe-

cially up to this admonition of the priest's.
But the lady retorts: "I can nat se what
we shall do at masse, if we pray nat."
Chaplain: "Ye shall thynke to the mystery
of the masse and shall herken the words
that the preest say [and those who do not
understand] shall behold, and shall here,
and thynke, and by that they shall under
stande."
"" In the Mediator Dei of Pope Pius XII
the Holy Father develops at length the
idea that in holy Mass the people offer to
gether with the priest, and bases his teach
ing on that of the great theologians and
above all on the Mass prayers themselves.
The pertinent sections (paragraphs 80- 1 1 1,
on "Participation of the Faithful in the
Eucharistic Sacrifice") are a wonderful
step to a fuller appreciation of the part
the faithful must play, in heart and body,
in offering the sacrifice. Cf. G. Ellard, "At
Mass with My Encyclical," O ra te Fratres,
XXII (1947-8), 241-246.
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required, and many intermediate steps had to be taken before it b ecame
possible once more to establish a closer spiritual bond with the praying
and sacrificing at the altar, and thus to go back again to more ancient
forms of expression. It was only after chant and the Singmesse and the
spread among the laity of the use of the missal paved the road, that an
opening was gradually made for a fuller participation in the celebration
and offering of the Holy Sacrifice.

7. The Time of the Celebration of Mass
As we turn to inquire about the time arrangements made for the cele
bration of l\Iass we must be careful to keep our eyes mainly on its public
celebration, especially ih the centuries in which there was a clear distinc
tion between private Mass and public Mass.
The day for the co mmunity celebration of the Eucharist was Sunday,
even in the primitive Church. On a Sunday, Paul was with his congrega
tion at Troas where he at night "broke bread." 1 Sunday is unequivocally
designated in the Didache• and in Ju stin .•
What was till then more or less a matter of course, was at the beginning
of the fourth century formulated as a sanctioned command at the Council
of Elvira: Si quis in civitate positus tres dominicas ad ecclesiam non
accesserit, pauco tempore abstineat[ur], ut correptus esse videatur.' After
that, the precept of Sunday Mass was often repeated, both in the East•
1

Acts 20 :7; possibly it was the night of
the Sabbath, not of the Sunday; see E.
Jacquicr, Les Actes des Apotres (2nd ed.;
Paris, 1926), 589.
Cf. 1 Cor. 16:2.
• Supra, p. 18, note 54.
1 Supra, p. 23.
The pertinent data in Hippolytus' Tra
ditio Ap. (Dix, 3; 43) is not quite certi
fied.
In the Syrian Didascalia, II, 59-61) Funk,
170-176) the faithful are emphatically ad
monished to appear for Sunday service, for
the word of salvation and for the divine
nourishment, and not to curtail the body
of Christ in its members (II, 59, 2 ff.).
Explicit, too, is the so-called Doctrina
Apostolorum, which derives from the 3rd4th century. According to Monachino, "La
cura pastorale a Milano, Cartagine e
Roma," 54-57, the people of Milan in St.
Ambrose's time were content with the one
episcopal service on Sunday, but by that
time spatial limitations restricted attend-

ance to only a portion of the Milanese
Christians. A similar opinion for Carthage
(ibid., 186-191) rests on even stronger
considerations ; c£. ZkTh, LXX ( 1948),
377.

'Cf. ]. ]. Guiniven, C.Ss.R., The Precept
of Hearing Mass (Catholic University
Canon Law Studies, Washington, (1942)
No. 158), 1 7-22, who argues that this
legislation of Elvira is vague and incon
clusive.
•

The canon of Elvira recurs at the Synod
of Sardica (Sofia, 343), can. 11 (Mansi,

III, 19) and at the Trullanum (692), can.
80 (Mansi, XI, 977); as a Communion
obligation it also occurs in the West; see
W. Thomas, Der Sonntag (Gottingen,
1929), 110. Limited to attendance at the
parish Mass the same punitive sanction re
appears as late as 1624 at the Synod of
Bordeaux, III, 3 (Hardouin, XI, 66B; cf.
ibid., 1331), which legislates regarding
those missing three Sundays in a row.
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and in the West.• From the decrees of the Synod of Agde

(506)

7

it was

copied into the general law of the Church.' Still in the carrying out of the
obligation, especially in country places, there were many difficulties
that had to be contended with all through the Middle Ages.•
Besides Sundays, other days began to be reckoned as days of public
worship on which one counted on the attendance of the congregation or
even demanded it; these were the feast days, including the martyr feasts
of the respective church, and also the days after a great festival, especially
Easter week, and the days of preparation for such festivals, especially
Lent. During Lent daily attendance at divine service was considered of
obligation for many centuries from Carolingian times on, and was so
enjoined in the penitential books.•• Besides it was the custom since the
fourth century in nearly all Christendom on the stational days, Wednesday
and Friday, to conclude the fast in the afternoon with a prayer-meeting.
Except in Egypt and probably also in Rome, this was nearly everywhere
joined to the celebration of l\Iass.11 In Rome the same rule was followed,
at any rate during the ember weeks, the :Mass formulas for which have
been preserved till our own day. And even in Rome it became customary
after the outset of the :\liddle Ages, to celebrate l\lass publicly at least on
Wednesdays each week, as we are bound to conclude from the Scripture
lessons appointed for this purpose.1" Each Ember week ended in the night
between Saturday and Sunday with a long vigil, and the Mass of this vigil
counted for the Sunday. However, about the seventh century a special Mass
was formulated for this Sunday and the vigil Mass was moved back to
Saturday morning so that Saturday too, at least in Ember week, received
a

distinction like that of Wednesday and Friday.
In the Orient, ever since the fourth century, Saturday had gradually

been invested with the privilege of public Mass week after week, but for
entirely different reasons.

As a defensive parry against l\Ianichean doc

trine. Saturday, the day when creation had ended, was in time looked upon
as "Sunday's brother" 13 and was therefore fitted out in like manner with
divine service."
• Franz, 11.

7

Can. 47 (Mansi, VIII, 332); cf. Guini
ven, 23-25.
8 Decretum Gratiani III, 1, 64 (Friedberg,
I, 1312).
• Franz, 11-15.
10 Theodulf, Capitulare, I, c. 39 (PL, CV,
204) ; Burchard of Worms, Decretum
X I X, c. 5 (PL, CXL, 962 C). Likewise
in the somewhat later S1tmnra de i11diciis
om11inm peccatorum; H. ] . Schmitz, Die
Bussbiicher und das kanonische Bussver
fahren (Dusseldorf, 1898), 492 f. Decre
tum G•·atiani Ill, 1, 50 (Friedborg, I,
1307).

Die altchristliche Fasten
11 Schi.immer,
praxis, 117. In Africa, at least in Tertul
lian's time, the celebration of the Eucha
rist appears to have taken pla ce on these
days early in the morning; ibid., 120; Dek
kers, Tertullia11us, 109 ff., 1 4 0 f.
"i11jra, pp.

400-402.

" Gregory of Nyssa, Adv. eos qui castiga
tiolles rEg1·e ferzmt (PG, XL VI, 309 B).

"Canst. Ap., II, 59, 3; V, 20, 19 (Funk, I,
171 f., 301 along with the pertinent notes).
Cf. Bludau, Die Pi/gerreise der Atheria,
102 f.
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A daily celebration of Mass with the character of a public service must,
however, have remained unknown to the ancient Church until well in the
fourth century. More comprehensive expressions are to be understood
either of a private celebration'" or even merely of Communion at home.
But in the time of St. Augustine a daily Mass to which all the faithful
could come must have been very widespread, at least in Africa.'" When it
became the prevailing rule to transfer Votive Masses to the public church,
the sharp distinction between public and private celebration began to dis
appear in the churches of the West and there arose some transitional
forms. The faithful were now able to attend Mass in church daily."
Still, public Mass on Sundays and feast days continued to retain its
special prerogatives. All through the :\'Iiddle Ages it had its appointed
hour. And since the Church was free and (after renouncing the evening
meal) no longer bound to choose an early morning hour, a time was set
for common worship that appeared to be fitting for such a momentous task.
On Sundays and feast days it was the third hour," which was designated
at Rome'• about 530,"" as well as in Gaul,"' and this hour it is which con
sistenly recurs in the writings of both the liturgists" and the canon
ists.23 Since the Middle Ages it was regularly preceded by Terce, not only
16

For Cyprian, Ep., 57, 3, see supra, p. ? ? ?,
note 4. Cf. Schiimmer, Die altchristliche
Fastenpr a xis, 117 f.
16

Daily Mass is mentioned in Augustine,
Ep., 54, 2, 2; 228, 6; In Joh. tract., 26, 15;
!Je civ. Dei, X, 20, etc. Cf. Roetzer, 97 f.;
:\Ionachino, "La cura pastorale a Milano,
Cartagine e Roma," 191-193.

Cf. Chrysostom, In Eph. hom., 3, 4
(PG, LXII, 29).
This altered situation also necessitated
a change in the arrangement of the church
building and the altar, particularly the set

17

ting up of a special week-day altar to ac
commodate the smaller week-day congre
gation; see Gottesdienst (ed. R. Schwarz;
Wiirzburg, 1937), 72.
,. The "third hour" did not, of course, co
incide precisely with our "nine o'clock,"
for the older reckoning was based on an
apportionment of daylight into twelve
parts from sunup to sundown ; in winter
these portions started later, were neces
sarily shorter; in summer they began
earlier and were lengthened out. For that
reason the Synod of Cambria (1586), III,
10 (Hardouin, IX, 2157) stipulated: in
summer at 8 o'clock, in winter at 9. See
H. Grotefend, Zeitreclmung des deutsc h en
Mittel al t e rs , (Hanover, 1891), I, 183 ff.;
cf. also G. Bilfmger, Die mittelalterlichen

Horen und die modernen Stunden ( Stutt
gart, 1892), 1 ff.

Liber pont. (Duchesne, I, 129): Pope
Telesphorus, it relates, ordered that no one
presume to celebrate a n te hora! tertia!

19

cursum. The statement is, of course, un
authentic, but it indicates the attitude of
the early sixth century.
"" The choice of the third hour was already
anticipated in Hippolytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix,
63), where this hour is commended to the
faithful as the hour the bread of propo
sition (shewbread) was offered up (to
which some of the sources add: "as a
type of the body and blood of Christ").
21

Synod of Orleans ( 538), can. 14 (Mansi,

16) : De missarum celebritate in Pra!
cipuis duntaxat sollemnitatibus id obser
vari debet ut hora tertia missarum ce/e
bratio in De i nomine inchoetur.
22

Among others: Amalar, De e cc l. off., III,

42 (PL, CV, 1160); Walafrid Strabo, D!!
exord. et increm., c. 23 (PL, CXIV, 951);
Bernold,
1019).

Micrologus,

c.

58

(PL,

CLI,

""Regina of Priim, De s}•nod. causis, I,
inqu. 29 (PL, CXXXII, 188); Burchard,
Decretum, III, 63 (PL, CXL, 686); De
cretum Gra tian i, III, 1, 48 (Friedberg, I,
1307).
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in monastery and chapter churches but also as far as possible even in par
ish churches," and Sext usually followed.'" Therefore, in the still extant
directions for ringing the church bells"" a special peal-rung two or even
three times-was provided.27 The arrangement developed for Sundays and
feasts was shifted also to week days when daily conventual Mass became
common in monastery and chapter churches."" But it must also have been
adopted at quite an early period as the order of worship in parish churches.'"
"Mass time" was an unambiguous time-designation all through the Middle
Ages and even after, and it meant the third hour of the day.30
Already in Ambrose there is evidence of an evening celebration of Mass,
but only on fast days."' In the Carolingian era a Mass at the ninth hour
on fast days was as much a matter-of-course as the Mass at the third hour
on other days." This remained the custom in the centuries to follow, espe
cially for Lent.88 On other days that were midway between strict fasting
days and feasts properly so called, the dies projesti, a middle course was
taken from the eleventh century on, with Mass at the sixth hour." It was not
till near the end of the Middle Ages that any tendency was shown to push
24 Cf. supra, pp. 211-212.
'"John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 38 D): Diebus omnibus excepto
ieiunii tempore Sexta missam sequatur.
20 Eisenhofer, I, 3 95 f.
Durandus, I, 4, 9-15.
A thoroughly detailed and exactly graded
program for ringing the bells is contained
in the Missale R o ma mtm printed at
Venice in 1501 (reprinted in Legg, Tracts,
175-178).

27 According to Durandus, I, 4, 12, at

Terce a first stroke of the bell was given
ad invocandum, a second ad congregan
dum, and a third ad inchoandum.
20 A notable early attestation is found in
Bede (d. 735), Hist. gent. Angl., IV, 22
(PL, XCV, 206 f): The bonds of a pris
oner were very often ( stEpissime} loosened
a tertia .. . hora because, as the story later
reveals, his brother who was priest and
abbot offered the sacrifice for him.
20 According to Regino of Priim, De syno d.
causis, I, inq. 33 (PL, CXXXII, 188)
the parish priest should be examined si
tempore statuto, id est circa horam ter
tiam diei, missam celebret, et post htEc
usque ad medium diem ieirmet, ut h ospiti
bus atque peregre venientibus, si necesse
fuerit, po ssit missam cantare. The context
shows that this refers to more than just
Sundays and feasts.
10 St. Ignatius of Loyola, in his Book of
Exercises, still regularly employs the ex-

pression ad horam misstE as an indication
of the time for meditation (Exercitia spiri180, etc.). Notice that the Directorium for
the Exercises, published in 1599, substi
tutes pa ulo ante pmndium (c. 3, 7; ibid.,
348).
31 Ambrose,
In ps. 118 serm., 8, 48 (PL,
tualia [Regensburg, 1911], 151; 155; 173;
XV, 131 4). Cf. Paulinus of Nola, Carmen
XXIII, v. III ff. (PL, LXI, 610 C).
F. Zimmermann, Di e Abendmesse in Gc
schichte und Gegenwart (Vienna, 1914),
74 f., 82 f.
" W alafrid Strabo, De exord. et increm.
c. 23 (PL, CXIV, 951).
The source material from the Gallic
synods of the 6th century in ]. Mabillon,
De liturg ia gallicana, I, 6 (PL, LXXII,
142 f.) ; repeated in Zimmermann, 114 f.
83 Zimmermann, 117-132.
The missa quadragcsimalis or Lenten
Mass was probably celebrated at 5 o'clock
in the 6th century ; see the reference to
vespertin4 in III Council of Orleans
(558), can. 32 (MGH, Cone . , I 82): sac
rificia vero matutina missaru m sive ves

pertina. But by the opening of the 9th
century the time had been advanced; see
P. Browe in Theologische Qu artalschrift,
CII (1921), 43.
u First occurrence in Bernold, Micrologus,
c.
58 (PL, CLI, 1019). Zimmermann,
119 f. Further attestations up to the 13th
century, ibid., 120-132.
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these later hours ahead by saying Mass as usual right after Sext or None,
but anticipating these hours before noon ... Taking a cue from this, John
Burchard, in his Or do misste ( 1502), expanded the existing tradition and
thus developed the more exact regulations that were then taken over into
the Rubricte generales of our Mass book. Its most important stipulation
is that the missa Conventualis et solemnis on Sundays and feasts (semi
duplex and upward) ought to take place dicta in choro hora tertia, on
simple feasts and feria! days dicta Sexta, and on days of penance post

Nonam""; that is, the Mass on feast days could, like the meals, continue
to be attached to its usual hour of the day: it always takes place at the
"third hour."3'
However, this holding to an appointed time for public worship has quite
generally lost its importance since the later Middle Ages. That fact is con
nected with what we have already seen regarding the gradual breakdown
of the distinction between public and private Mass... For a long time no
particular hour was stipulated for private Mass,.. and therefore no connec
tion with a canonical hour."' True, the faithful, in accordance with ancient
law, were not so free to attend the misste peculiares on Sundays and
holy days as to be drawn away from public Mass"; in fact, the faithful
were obliged to fulfill their Sunday obligations not just in any public
but precisely in their own parish church." But with the

church
30

Thus in the middle of the 14th century
according to P. Boeri; see E. Martene,
Regula s. Benedicti commentata, c. 48 (PL,
LXVI, 710 d).
'" Rubr. gen. XV, 2.
At what time of day the hours were to
be recited is not specified. Gottschalk Hol
len (d. after 1481), however, in a sermon
for the consecration of a church, repeats
the old rule : third, sixth and ninth hours;
but he emphasizes the fact that this holds
only de missis popularibus et conventuali
bus in quibus fit concursus populi (cited
by R. Cruel, Geschichte der deutschen
Predigt im Mittelalter [Detmold, 1879],
210).
Zimmermann, 177 f., makes it appear
probable that even in the 16th century the
old-time regulations were still observed in
many localities.
81

Thus, to cite an instance that seems to
correspond, in lngolstadt in the time of
Johann Eck (d. 1543) the daily summum
officium took place in summer at 8.00, in
winter at 9 :00; Greving, 84.
38

Supra, p. 229.

""See the accounts in Martene, 1,
(I, 297f.).

3,

4,

10

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 42 (PL, CV,
1160), feels obligated to defend the freer
treatment of the hours for private Mass ;
at that rate there must have been a certain
easing of the rules; cf. Eisenhofer, II, 25.
'" Not till the 13th century
(first in the
Statutes of the church of Rouen) is there
any general regulation that Matins, Lauds
and Prime are to be said before Mass;
Zimmermann, 1 71. The same injunction is
also found in German synods of the 13th
century (Hartzheim, III, 646; 662; cf. IV,
25). Also in the Liber ordinarius of Liege
(Volk, 100 f.).
In Burchard's Ordo Misscc (Legg,
Tracts, 126), Prime is no longer de
manded absolutely; in our Roman Missal
(Ritus serv., I, 1; cf. De defect., X, 1)
only Matins and Lauds are enjoined.
There is no longer any distinction here
between public Mass and private.
"Theodulf of Orleans, Capitulare, I, c. 45
(PL, CV, 2 08); Decretum Gratiani III, 1,
52 (Friedberg, I, 1308).
42 Numerous
decisions of this sort from
9th to 12th century in Browe, Die Pflicht
kommunion, 49-51. Later ordinances, in
in part with threats of excommunication,
in Martcne, 1, 3, 9, 4 f. (1, 337-340).
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coming of the Mendicants this law was slowly relaxed even though synod
after synod took a firm stand in opposition." In the fifteenth century it had
become in many places a right sanctioned by usage that the Sunday duty
could be fulfilled in any church of one's choosing" and, in consequence, at
any Mass of one's choosing'" and this right soon obtained papal approba
tion, beginning in 1517 with a decree of Leo X.'"
Thus on Sundays we continue to have, at the customary hour, a service
which we usually style the main service, but besides this, service has long
since been conducted also at other hours, particularly in cities. Of these
the early hours with their Communion Mass, at which there is a homily,
are from the pastoral viewpoint as important as the main service, though
this latter is perhaps richer at least musically." Even if the social aspect
-the idea of community-is thus somewhat obscured, there is some com
pensation in the fact that so many of the faithful are offered the oppor
tunity to take part in Sunday Mass, a viewpoint which was not entirely
absent even in Christian antiquity.'" And likewise service on weekdays
has not for a long time been conducted along the pattern of a monastic
community that is independent and self-contained and can therefore fol
lowthe old rhythm of the Office hours, but the determining factor has been
rather the people's work day.
The decree of the Council of Nantes
(1Iansi, XVIIIa, 166-167), obliging the
parish priest to inquire at the start of
Sunday Mass whether anyone was pres
ent who belonged to another parish, and
asking any such to leave unless they were
on a journey or had due permission, is still
re pe ate d in the 13th century where it has
become part of the Corpus /uris Canonici:
Decretales Greg. III, 92, 2 (Friedberg,
II, 554).
"Franz, 15-17. Among the synods cited
h ere the first is that of Prague, 1349, the
last that of Hildesheim, 1539. The Council
of Aries (1260) had already strictly pro
hibited religious to receive lay people into
their churches and chapels on Sundays;
can. 15; Mansi, XXIII, 1010. And the
Council of Budapest, 1279, was even more
severe, inflicting various penalties; can.
33 ; Mansi, XXIV, 285-6. See Guiniven,
The Precept of Hearing Mass., 30-34.
"Thus attests St. Antoninus (d. 1459) ,
Summa theol., II, 9, 10 (Verona [1740] :
II, 1001).
.. Nicholas of Cusa, when Bishop of Brixen,
had admonished parish priests to instruct
the people quod non sufficit audire peculi
ares missas. Franz, 16, note 4.

.. Benedict XIV, De synodo dirrcesana,
VII, 64 (= De s. sacrificio missfE; ed.
Schneider, 320 f.).
Still the Council of Trent advised the
bishops to admonish their people ut fre
quenter ad suas parochias, saltern diebus
dominicis et maioribus festis, accedant;
Sess. XXII, De observ. et vit. in celebr.

missfE.
The present legislation no longer makes
mention of this; Cod. Iur. Can., c. 1249.
" An even less favorable criticism of the
Sunday's service in towns and cities is
to be found in Parsch, Volksliturgie, 188.
.. Leo the Great, Ep., 9, 2 (PL, LIV, 627):
Necesse est autem, ut qufEdam pars populi
sua devotione privetur, si unius tantum
missfE more servato sacrificium offerre
non possint, nisi qui prima diei parte cmt
venerint. This decision, which was sent
to Alexandria, seems to presuppose a sec
ond, later Mass; however, it is not con
cerned primarily with tthe ordinary Sun
day Mass, but rather with the unusual case
of a gathering at a certain church where,
because of a memorial service for a mar
tyr, people from all over town have as
sembled; cf. Monachino, "La cura pas
torale a Milano, Cartagine e Roma,'•354 f.
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Considerations of a similar sort under the conditions of World War II
prompted the extensive approbation of evening Masses, and this exclu
sively as public Masses, celebrated in the interests of the faithful but
without being confined to Sundays and holydays.'" This is no unqualified
innovation, even apart from the primitive Church,"' and even when we have
only divine service of a festal nature in view. For far into the medieval

period the services for Easter and Pentecost and for the Ember Sundays

were conducted on the eve or vigil at a late evening hour; even in modern
times an analogous custom regarding the Christmas midnight Mass, which
had its origin in Venice, became quite widespread.51
Besides the public Masses on Sundays and holydays with the corre
sponding assemblage-at least successively--of all the members of the
congregation, attendance at weekday Mass also has been on the increase.
In the early Church the only ones who attended weekday Mass were as a
rule those for whose benefit the sacrifice was being offered. The celebration
of Mass on the stational days must, no doubt, have gathered a larger crowd
of the faithful. In North Africa where daily celebration was customary
earliest of all, Augustine gives us to understand that this was very neces
sary for the faithful in days of peril, that they might be able to continue
steadfast."2 However, this is no evidence of a daily Mass attendance by a
wider circle."'
'"These induits were granted to the mili
tary ordinariates of Germany as well as
the United States, etc. Since then various
other induits for public evening Mass have
been vouchsafed. See the discussion of the
recent Roman grants in G. Ellard, "How
Near is Evening Mass?" American Ec
clesiastical Review, CXXII (1950), 331-

340.
"' Cf. in this connection E. Dekkers,
"L'Eglise ancicnne a-t-elle connu Ia Messe
du Soir?" Miscellanea Mohlberg (1948),
I, 231-257; according to this article the
evening Mass of the Corinthians was more
or less an exception. The author multiplies
proofs that in the very earliest Christian
age Mass was normally celebrated ante
lucem, while in the patristic period even
�;eek-day Mass was said sub vesperam diei.
_
Ztmmermann,
146-157; 190-198.
It was this book, published in 1914, that
�ave the first impetus to this whole ques
tion of a post-noon Mass. In it he describes,
201-244, "the modern movement for eve
ning Mass," but his own historical discus
sion of the question was the first great im
pulse this movement received. The more
extended concession of evening Mass in

our times began with induits granted to
certain countries pressed by persecution
(Mexico, 1927; Russia, 1929) and with
the permission to celebrate Mass continu
ally for three days and nights at Lourdes in
1935; see Ellard, The Mass of the Future,

331 ff.
A new problem has been pressing for
authoritative discussion: the question,
whether it is not more appropriate to ful
fill one's Sunday obligation at a Saturday
night Mass instead of a Sunday-night Mass.
The Church has already begun the Sun
day observance with First Vespers; the
method follows the ancient model of the
vigil service. And the Sunday evening
Mass would involve an impoverishment
of divine service, since evening service
over and above the Mass could hardly be
developed.
.. Augustine, Ep., 228, 6 (CSEL, LVII,
489) : those of the faithful especi111ly had
become recreant quibus cotidianum mini
sterium dominci corporis defuit. Cf. supra,
p. 213, note 4.
03 Augustine, in his Confessions, V, 9
(CSEL, XXXIII, 104, 1. 6) remarks of
his mother, St. Monica, that on no day had
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It was not till the late Carolingian era, in the writings of Regina of
Priim, that there are any traces of the faithful attending daily Mass."'
Daily attendance at Mass in the castle chapel was part of the order of the
day amongst the Norman nobility of twelfth-century England"'; elsewhere
too, the knights appear to have followed a similar practice."' The people
were encouraged in sermons to attend Mass daily, even in the days before
the widespread desire to see our Lord which went to such excesses during
the late Middle Ages.•• As a matter of fact daily attendance at Mass
was a prevalent practice amongst all ranks of the people in the later Middle
Ages.08

8. Accommodations of Space
One of the wonderful manifestations of the inner strength, power, and
extent of Christian worship is the fact that it is so spiritualized that it
seems to be almost indifferent to conditions of space and yet it has pro
duced, in every century, masterpieces of architecture and the other struc
tural arts such as no other of man's ideas has been able to produce. We
cannot here go into very great detail in showing, as we have done with
other questions, how the construction of buildings and other spatial acces
sories has developed as an outer frame surrounding the celebration of
Mass. All we can do is sketch a general outline and lay bare certain under
lying trends that are closely connected with the celebration, pointing out
especially the genetic line of these tendencies.

she missed the oblatio ad a/tare.
Regarding pre-Carolingian Gaul there
are some interesting remarks in Henry
Beck, "A Note on the Frequency of Mass
in Sixth-Century France," American Ec
clesiastical Review, CXX (1949) , 480485; little is said, however, about the at
tendance of the people.
"'Supra, note 29. It must be remarked that
even in the eleventh century the daily con
ventual Mass in the monasteries was a rule,
but not an absolute one; c£. p. 204, note 60.
"' See the proofs in Simmons, The Lay
Folks Mass Book, p. 38 f.
.. In the Grail poem of Chrestien de Troyes
(v. 6450 ff.). Parcival receives from a her
mit the advice to go to church every morn
ing. If Mass is said, he should remain till
the priest has said everything and sung
everything. Cf. the Grail legend, Perceval
le Gallois, ed. Potvin (Mons. 1866), p.
26 1. Time and again Mass appears as part
of the daily order for the knights in Wolf-

ram von Eschenbach, Parzival (ed. Lach
mann; 6th ed.), III,169,17ff.; IV,196,
12 ff; XV, 776, 25.
"' Berthold of Regensburg, Predigten, ed.
Pfeiffer, I, 458-460 ("at least once a day,''
4581. 7) ; 503; see Franz, 33 f.
A sermon ascribed to St. Ambrose (PL,
XVII, 656 B) contains this admonition:
Moneo etiam, ut qui iuxta ecclesiam est
et occurrere potest, quotidie audiat missam.

It is not clear whether this counsel was
meant for the whole year or only for the
Lenten season. This sermon must have
been written some time about the end of
the 8th or the start of the 9th century since
in it a regular confession at the beginning
of Quadragesima (n. 1) and Communion
during Lent at least on Sundays (n. 6) is
presupposed; both these had gone out of
use entirely during the 9th century.
08 L. A. Veit, Volksfrommes Brauchtum
und

Kirche

im

deutschen

(Freiburg, 1936), 172.
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One of the most revolutionary innovations which Christianity produced
was the departure from a cultus of place-worship connected with certain
localities-holy mountains, mystic groves, even the sacred Temple in Jeru
salem. Worship can take place wherever a holy people are gathered before
God, for this people is the true Temple of the Lord (2 Cor. 6:16; 1 Cor.

3 :16). Therefore in every place, from the rising of the sun to its going
down, the new sacrifice is offered up (Mal. 1:11). The true sanctuary is
to be found neither in Garizim nor in Jerusalem, but in every place where
true adorers worship God in spirit and in truth (John 4:21 ff.).
If, therefore, in the first centuries of Christianity there is but little men
tion of the place for divine worship and even that little is only incidental,
the reason is to be sought in something more than just the circumstances
of the persecutions. People assembled for their Sunday celebration wher
ever some member of the congregation could manage to set up the room
for its performance. But the Eucharist was also celebrated in the burial
places of the dead and even in the prisons of those held captive.' This basic
freedom and mobility of divine service has been retained all through the
succeeding centuries right down to the present. Today, too, whenever it is
necessary, that sacrifice can be offered under the open sky or in any suit
able place, and no other barricade against the profane world is
"
exacted excepting the altarstone on which the sacred species can rest; and
even this requirement is in our days set aside with the permission to use
instead an antimensium like that traditional in the Eastern Church.' But
two things continue to be indispensable for service: a resting place for the
sacred species and a place for the assembling of the people. And thus, as
soon as circumstances allowed Christianity to unfold and develop with
less restraint, the history of church architecture and church art, already
in embryo before Constantine's time, began its marvellous course.
It is significant that in the Romance languages the prevalent word used
to designate the church building is the one which signifies an assembly,

ecclesia, while in other languages, on the contrary, the word which is pri
marily intended for the church building, xu ptcxx6v, "church," has been
transferred to the assembly. As a matter of fact the building is nothing
else than the material surrounding of the living temple of God, a substan
tial shell which has formed and will continue to form even though human
foolishness or the forces of nature may have destroyed it.• For that reason
it seems in its design to mirror the idea and structure of the living temple.
1

Supra, pp. 208, 217.
Cf. also Eusebius, Hist. eccl., VII, 22, 4.
� Permission was granted to chaplains dur
mg World War II.

• Cf. H. Sedlmayr, Architektur als abbil

dende Kunst ({}sterr. Akad. d . Wiss.
Phil.-hist. Kl., Sitzungsbericht, 225, 3 ;
Vienna [1948], 4-13.
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Just as the Church of God is built up of people and clergy, so too the pres
bytery or choir, in whose vertex stands the cathedra of the bishop, is sepa
rated from the nave of the church. Just as the ecclesiastical assembly, fol
lowing ancient custom, was wont to pray facing East, toward the Orient
from on high,' so too the ecclesiastical building is turned into a "ship"
(nave=navis) voyaging towards the East,• and the orientation of the church
is in fact carried out in such a way (first in the East and later also in the
West) that the apse is to the East, and so the direction which the praying
congregation faces coincides with the lie of the building.
Finally, the consecration of the living temple is, in a way, carried over
to the material structure•; church and altar are consecrated and them
selves become holy. There is something to be learnt from the fact that in
this consecration ceremony-the old Gallican rite, revitalized with Roman
traditions and still retained in today's Pontificate R o manu m-<:hurch and
altar are "baptized" and "confirmed" almost like human beings; they are
sprinkled on all sides with holy water and are anointed with holy oil';
only after that is the first Eucharist celebrated.
The heart of the church, the focal point at which all lines converge, is
the place of the sacrifice, the altar.' We nowadays take such a thing for
granted, but actually a certain development lies back of this. In the church
of Christian antiquity the personal element in the assembled congregation
was so much to the fore that it was the seat of the bishop or rather the
bishop himself who was the central figure; he is the liturgus who offers up
the Eucharist to God. The material side of the gifts is, if anything, hidden
rather than emphasized." The table on which they lie is looked upon merely
as a technical aid. It is, you might say, not an altar at all, in the sense of
pre-Christian religions where the gift is hallowed and dedicated to God
only when it touches the altar; our Gift is intrinsically holy, dedicated to
God by its very nature and in the last analysis does not really require an
altar. All the references we possess from the third and fourth centuries
agree in their account of the altar; they regard the altar not as a part of
the permanent structure of the church but only as a simple wooden table
which is carried into position by the deacons as occasion dictates.'" But the
new appreciation for the material gift by which the sacrifice of the New
Testament burgeons out of and beyond this earthly space and hallows it,
and the deeper rooting of the Church in this world of time, were the
Cf. supra, p. 301.
For this cf. H. Rahner, "Antenna crucis,
III," ZkTh, LXVI ( 1942), 196-227, espe
cially 201.
• R. Grosche, "Versuch einer Theologie
des Kirchbaus," Betendes �Verk, ed. R.
Schwarz (Wiirzburg, 1938), 113-121.
7 Duchesne, Christian Worship, 406 ff.;
410-412.
•

•

J. Braun, Der christliche Altar in se in er
geschichtlichcn Elltwickllt11g
(2 vols.;

8

Munich, 1924); Geoffrey Webb, The Li
turgical Altar (2nd ed.; Westminster,
1949).
• Supra., p. 24 ff.
10 Eisenhofer, I, 344 f.
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cause, or at least the occasion, for the altar's assuming a more fixed form.
Often in the fourth century-and regularly thereafter-it is made of stone.
But it remained a plain simple table. Even today its name in the Orient

11

is still � ily[a 't"y&"lte�aTo this table the liturgus came at the beginning of the Mass proper, the
sacrificial offering. On which side should he take his place-facing the
people or facing away? History indicates that both practices were in use
from the very start, at least in the vicinity of Rome. Even today they are
both countenanced in the Missale Romanum.12 One way, the priest stands
turned towards the altar facing in the same direction as the people ; this

is at present the general rule both East and West, and appears to have
always been the rule in the East. The other way, he stands on the side

opposite, facing the people, and this is the position presupposed in some
of the older Roman churches. However, this latter position appears to have
been chosen only where there was some special reason for it." The rule
which grew ever more important, that at prayer all should look to the East
-and naturally this included the celebrant first of all-Ied even in the
early l\Iiddle Ages to the priest's assuming a place almost without excep
tion'' like the one he assumes today, on the side of the altar nearest the
people, for he is the leader of the people in their prayer and at their head
offers up to God their prayer and sacrifice.LS
11

Salaville, Eastern Liturgies,

133.

This

term is used even beyond the Greek-speak
ing areas ; Brightman, 569.
12

Ritus serv., V, 3.

Braun, I, 412 f., suggests three reasons:
( 1 ) If the a! tar was linked to a martyr's
grave ( cmzfessio), the side facing the peo
ple had to be open to give them access to
the grave. (2) If in (•piscopal churches the
cathedra stood in the apse (as it does in
all the Roman stational churches), it was
most convenient (although not imperative)

13

that the side nearest the apse be chosen for
celebrating. (3) Especially if the apse was
built on the western side of the church,
this method of celebrating had to be
adopted, for the law that prayer be said
facing East demanded such a solution.

Cf. for Augustine's time, Roetzer, 89.
"An exception which literally confirms
the rule is to be found in the altar in the
west choir of Rhenish churches and others ;
so that even here the priest might stand
properly oriented he had to take the side
towards the nave. Braun, I, 415; cf. 387 ff.;

G. Malherbe, "L'orientation des autels dans
les eglises a double chreur," Les Questions

/iturgiques et paroissiales, XXI

278-280.

(1936),

"' Sec the plans by R. Schwarz, Vom Bau
der Kirche (Wiirzburg, 1937), esp. 56 f.
Orientation at prayer and the symbolism it
entails has lost much of its meaning for us.
But the basic principle that at prayer all
including even the celebrant-should take
a God-ward stance, could easily be at work
here too, in establishing the celebrant's po
sition at the altar. If Mass were only a
service of instruction or a Communion cele
bration, the other position, facing the peo
ple, would be more natural. But it is dif
ferent if the Mass is an immolation and
homage to God. If today the altar �·crsrtS
popu/um is frequently chosen, this is the
result of other considerations that come
into play-considerations which are rated
as of paramount importance particularly
as a reaction to earlier conditions. It serves
to narrow down the distance between priest
and congregation and to highlight the in
structive items contained in the prayer and
the rite. In certain circumstances-like the
services for young people-these reasons
appear to be well-founded.
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The same basic relationship is the reason for the position which the altar
occupies in the space of the church. It is a striking fact that in the history
of Christian church architecture the axial type appears in various locali
ties, but that even here the altar is hardly ever placed in the center; both
in oriental churches (with cupola and shaped like a Greek cross) and in the
circular churches of the West (a style frequently used during the Baroque
period), the altar stands in a niche or apse which was added to the circular
structure, as a rule toward the East." But during ancient times an effort
was always made to set up the altar in such a way that it seemed to belong
both to the nave and to the choir, being placed at the intersection of the
two or even brought out a little into the nave itself.17
Then in the early Middle Ages a new movement set in, which gradually
moved the altar into the background in the rear of the choir." This is but
the architectonic expression of an intellectual movement which stressed
more and more the sacredness and aloofness of the mystery and restricted
immediate access to it to the clergy.'" In the Orient the altar stands free
and open in the sanctuary but, by means of the ikonostasis, it is withdrawn
from the people's gaze."" In the West, the altar itself was moved closer to
the rear wall of the sanctuary and at the same time the sanctuary or choir
in Romanesque architecture was vastly increased in size; in monastic and
capitular churches it became a formal clerical chapel, specially designed
for the clerical services which continually became more richly developed."
Here too, the railing which marked the limits of the choir often turned into
a dividing wall, although intended to separate the clergy, rather than the
altar, from the people."' Therefore, a second main altar (often called the
"rood altar") was sometimes built in the church in front of this (choir)
screen, to serve the people." But when the chapters began to disappear the
screen likewise disappeared, first from the leading churches and then soon
everywhere. Baroque architecture restored the unity of place without,
however, making any changes regarding the placement qf the altar.
••

Braun, I, 390-393.
There are authenticated instances in
many places in the ancient Church where
the plan of building involved an altar in the
center of the nave. For the old churches
of Tyre, Zebed and Menas, Vide K. Liesen
berg, Der Einfluss der Liturgie auf die
fruchchristliche Basilika (Diss.; Freiburg
i. Br., 1928), 39f.
This plan of construction was used quite
generally in North Africa; J. Sauer, "Der
Kirchenbau Nordafrikas in den Tagen des
hi. Augustinus" (Aurelius Augustinus,
ed. Grabmann and Mausbach; Cologne
[1930]; 243-300), 286 f.
The same holds true of ancient Christian
11

architecture in Greece ; see the review of
a pertinent discussion by G. A. Sotiriu in
JL, XI (1931), 290.
18

In Syria, for example, this development
had already been completed by the time
of the Islamic invasion ; Liesenberg, 64.
19

Cf. supra, p: 82 f.

"'Supra, p. 40. Cf. also Salaville, Easl
ern Liturgies, 105-111.
21

Cf. supra, p. 103 f., 205 f.

"' Braun, II, 665 f.
23

Braun, I, 401-406.
Regarding the history of side altars we
have already given a brief resume, supra,
p. 222 ff.
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The altar, too, saw a great development from the simple table of olden
times to the elaborate forms of recent centuries; but a clear idea of the
purpose of the altar was not always kept in view. As the place where the
sacred mystery was celebrated, it was fitting that the altar should receive
every mark of respect possible. Even in the pre-Constantine era people
were conscious of this."' The altar was decked and decorated like a table ;
precious cloths were spread over it. Chrysostom had to give a warning
about an excess of zeal in this matter that left other tasks undone."" The
frontals

( antependia) of our day which now cover usually the front of

the altar only, are the last vestiges of this sort of reverence. The next move
was to add railings and steps. The altar of the church in Tyre which was
dedicated in 314 was surrounded by an artistically wrought railing ... The
elevated position of the altar, standing as it did in a sanctuary which was
raised somewhat above the level of the church, already lent special signifi
cance to the altar, but-in the Western Church-special steps were con
structed in front of the altar itself, though this did not become a general
rule till the eleventh century and after.'"' But the most prominent of the
marks of distinction given the altar was the special shelter or canopy which
surmounted it either by way of a baldachin or testa or by way of a fixed
civory ( ciborium).'}Jj This covering over the altar served to emphasize the
special character of the table.
The closer the altar was put to the rear wall, the more necessary it
became that this wall itself should be connected with it in significance and
importance. The wall of the apse had long been specially ornamented. Pref
erably they were decorations that expressed those matters which formed
the core and kernel of Christian consciousness, very much as the thanks
giving prayer of the Mass did by means of words-the glorified Cross, the
Lamb triumphant, the Good Shepherd, or finally Christ enthroned and
surrounded by the saints or by the Apostles or by the ancients of the
Apocalypse... Later the representation of the Crucified was more often sub
stituted for these others. Even in places where-as was not seldom the case
in the Gothic period-a decorative wall-painting was introduced over the
altar, the choice dictated by old tradition fell by preference on a crucifixion
group either as the only representation or at least as the principal one...
But about the eleventh century quite other rules were formed as the
�esult of the introduction of a decorative structure ornamented with paint
mgs, built either on the altar-table itself or immediately behind it, the
"'Origen, In Jesu Nave hom.,

10, 3

(PG,

'"Chrysostom, In Matth. hom.,

50, 4

(PG,

XII, 881).

LVIII, 5 09).

.. Eusebius, Hist. eccl., X, 4 (PG, XX,
865 f.).
27

Braun, II, 178 ff.

""Peter Anson, Churches: Their Pla1� and
Furnishings (Milwaukee, 1948), 100-103.
20 C. M. Kaufmann, Handbuch der christ
lichen Archaologie (3rd ed.; Paderborn,

1922), 422-430 .

., Braun, II, 533. Examples (several of
them from churches in Cologne and south
ern Tyrol), ibid., 532 f. More often this
concerns side altars.
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so-called retable. In the choice of subjects for these pictures the widest
variety prevailed; all of Christian iconography was brought into play."'
Strikingly enough, it is seldom the mystery of Redemption depicted in any
shape or form. Where the crucifix did appear it was generally a quite real
istic representation, with a host of strange figures around it." Completely
forgotten was the essential notion that a picture over the altar is not a
pictorial record of the past but primarily an instrument for professing our
Catholic faith and acknowledging our Christian hope. Most often the pic
ture was one of the saint in whose honor the church was dedicai�d and
whose relics-according to ancient principle-were buried there. Kext to
this, figures of other saints were frequently placed. Here is the key to the
understanding of the iconographic phenomenon alluded to. It is explained,
in the last analysis, by the connection which the altar had during the early
Middle Ages with the grave of the martyr to which the devotion of Chris
tian people had turned quite early with great zeal. The tension and strain
which was naturally bound to develop between the shrines of the martyrs
and the churches destined for congregational worship"" was thus finally
eased when the relics of martyrs (in a broad sense) were brought into the
congregational churches and the latter then became martyr-shrines in their
own right." By the sixth/seventh century these relics were dismembered
and inclosed in the altar itself, just as is prescribed for every altar today."
The high honor paid to the relics led to another step in the ninth cen
tury, namely, that something was permitted on the altar which was not
required for the performance of the Eucharist-a thing unthinkable pre
viously, and still avoided in the East. For at this time an exception was
made in favor of reliquaries or relic-shrines."" Again, as a result, the altar
was built up, just as had happened in the case of the saints' pictures. The
way was opened to the development of the massive structures we have
come to know, the Gothic polyptych altars and the Baroque architectural
masses, in which the mensa or table often seems to sink into the insignifi
cance of a mere appendage."' But there was some compensation to be found
01

Br aun, II, 445 ff.

3!l

Braun, II, 456.

33

This is made plain in a docum ent of the
Egyptian Church stemming from the end
of Christian antiquity, the Canones Basilii,
c. 33 (Riedel, 250): "When uncultured
people venture to deny the Catholic Church
and its law at the very graves of the mar
tyrs, and no longer desire to remain under
its power, the Catholic Church cuts them
off as heretics. J i.lst as the sun does not
need the lamplight, so the Catholic Church
[ = the Church as a congregation] does
not need the corpses of martyrs . . . The

name of Christ is enough for the honor
of the Church, because the Church is the
Bride of Christ which he bought at the
price of his sacred blood." The sermon
written down after 431 by the Egyptian
monk Schenute appears to regard the
same kind of conditions; this is referred
to in Braun, I, 652, 654 f.
"'Braun, I, 525-661, esp. 656 ff.

86 Cod. fur. Can., c. 1198 § 4.
38

Eisenhofer, I, 370.
It was only in width that the meas
urements of the altar increased, since a
distinction was made between Epistle and
31

Gospel side. Cf. supra, p. 109.
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for the splitting of the idea of the altar which was thus introduced, when
in the eleventh century the crucifix was brought to the altar,.. a prescrip
tion of law still m aintained in our own day. 311
3'

Braun, Das christliche Altargeriit, 469 ff.

'"

1\fissale Romanum, Rubr. gen., XX.
The pre s en t -day legislation does not dis

tinguish whether or not there is on the wall

behind the altar or on the altar-structure
itself

some

adequate

re presentation

of

Ch rist, so that, for example, on the Sacred
Heart altar we will see

duplication.

a

rather unpretty

Regarding other altar furnishings we will
hear more in connection with the pertinent
practices. For the rest, cf. the books by
Braun already referred to and the more
cursory presentation in Eis en hofer, I, 342376. For present-day legislation regardi ng
church, altar and furnishings, see Msgr.
H. E. C ollins, The Church Edifice and Its
Appoillfmcllls ( 2nd
m ins ter, 1946).

ed., reprinted, West

Part III
THE MASS CEREMONIES IN DETAIL
I. The Opening

or

Entrance Rite

1. Fore-Mass and Opening

T

as a

HE EUCHARISTIC CELEBRATION COULD HAVE

Unit

STARTED WITH THE

preparation of the sacrificial offerings and the prayer of thanks

giving. But at the very outset it had become an inviolable rule to
have an introductory section composed of readings. First of all an atmo
sphere of faith had to be created before the great mystery of faith was
performed. This introductory section is called the fore-Mass in contradis
tinction to the Mass proper or the sacrifice-Mass.1
As we shall see more in detail later, the fore-Mass--or, more precisely,
the older portion thereof which began with the lessons-was originally an
independent liturgical entity. The consciousness of a certain independence
of this older fore-Mass remained alive for a long time. For it other regu
lations held than for the eucharistic service in the narrow sense. Sometimes
the fore-Mass was conducted in one church, the Mass proper in another;
1

The terms "Mass of the catechumens"
and "Mass of the faithful" are also used
to designate these parts respectively, but
these expressions did not come into use
till the 11th century. Florus, De actione
missarum, n. 92 (PL, CXIX, 72), in the
9th century, still uses both expressions,
missa catechumenorum and missa fidclium,
in their original sense of dismissal of cat
echumens and faithful. After �e Gospel,
we read, clamante diacono iidem catechu
meni mittcbantur, i.e. dimittebantur foras.
Missa ergo catechu.menorum fiebat ante
actionem sacramentorum, missa fidelium
fit post confectionem et participationem.
It must be noted in passing that the
implications of the phrase "Mass of the
catechumens" do not coincide exactly
with those of "fore-Mass," for the cate
chumens were not allowed to stay till
the very start of the Mass-sacrifice. The

readings were followed by common pray
ers for the various wants of the Church
and its several classes of members. The
last part of this was the prayer of the
faithful, but before its start the catechu
mens were told to withdraw if they had
not already done so. Compare the vacil
lation in the limits between pre-anaphora
and anaphora in Oriental liturgies, due
to the same causes; Hanssens, Institll
tiones, II (1930) , 2 f. Indeed at Rome,
from about the sixth century it became
the custom to send the catechumens away
even before the Gospel, because the Gos
pel was considered as much a matter of
the disciplina arcani as the Our Father
and the symbol; Ordo Rom. VII, n. 3
(PL, LXXVIII, 996 B). Cf. P. Borella,
"La missa o dimissio catechumenorum",
Eph. liturg. (1939), 67-72.
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this was the custom in Jerusalem at the turn of the fourth century," and
also in North Africa.' There is, for example, an account of the monastery
of St. Sabbas (Mar Saba) in the vale of Cedron, where monks of different
nationality, Georgians, Syrians and Latins, lived together; they first per
formed the introductory service of readings and prayers in separate orato
ries and in their own vernacular, and then assembled for the sacrifice at
which Greek was used.' Even today the independence of the fore-Mass
is intimated in our pontifical service, for here during the fore-Mass the
service hinges not around the altar, but around the cathedra of the bishop.
In olden times the fore-Mass began abruptly with the lessons or read
ings. This was certainly the case in the Orient,' and must also have been
true in the West until far into the fifth century. St. Augustine gives us an
account of the beginning of the Mass on a certain Easter day which was
signalized by an unusual event. Before service began, a sick man who had
been praying in the cancelli of St. Stephen was suddenly cured. There was
a great deal of excitement amongst the people already assembled, loud
cries of thanks and joy filled the house of God. Augustine, who was in the
sacristy, ready to make his entrance into the church, was informed. But
what is of real interest to us is that when the tumult had gradually died
down, the bishop greeted the people ( salutavi populum) and then without
further ado began the reading of the lessons.• At that time, therefore-the
£tory comes from the year 426-the fore-Mass began with the readings
without any preliminaries. Even in the present-day Roman liturgy there
is still one instance of an abbreviated fore-Mass starting with the readings,
namely on Good Friday, although it is true no sacrifice-Mass follows, but
only the reverencing of the cross and a Communion service; worship on
this day begins with a lesson from Osee, after which there are two other
readings, followed by the great intercessory prayers.
Acthcricr Pcregrinatio, c. 25 ( CSEL,
XXXIX, 74 f.), et al.; cf. Hanssens,
I nstitutioncs, II, 4 f.

2

Augustine, Serm., 32 5
1449).

•

(PL.

XXXVIII,

' Typikon of St. Sabbas ( Hanssens, II,
6 f.) ; text compiled in the 12th century
(Latins
cl>q>arrot ), so that even then
=

similar conditions must have prevailed.
Two older narratives regarding a similar
separation and re-union between Greeks
and Armenians ; v. Hanssens, II, 5 f.
About 600 we hear about other monas
teries where the Scripture reading, the
very heart of the fore-mass, was gen
erally skipped because the monks were
already otherwise occupied with Holy
Writ; Hanssens, II, 7 f. There is an
other reminiscence of the older plan to

be found, namely, the fact that Isidore
of Seville, De eccl. off., I, 15 (PL,
LXXXIII, 752) begins his enumeration
of the Mass prayers only after the
Gospel. And in the Roman liturgy one
instance of a Mass without a fore-mass
still existed in the 7th-8th century, the
exceptional case of Mass on Maundy
Thursday: see Breviarium eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca, 209) ; cf. Gelasianum,
/, 38; 40 (Wilson, 63; 72) ; Dix, The
shape of the liturgy, 439-442.
• Canst. Ap., VIII, 5, 11 (Funk, I, 477).
Likewise in the somewhat more recent
Canones Basilii, c. 97 (Riedel, 273), but
here with the notation, "while they [the
faithful] are coming in they should read
over the Psalms."
• Augustine, De civ. Dei, 22, 8
(CSEL,
XL, 2, p. 610 f.).
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Further details regarding the course of this more ancient fore-Mass
in all liturgies included, as a rule, the following items. The individual read
ings were generally followed by a song of some sort, usually derived from
one of the lyrical passages of Scripture. The last reading was a portion of
the Gospels. And finally the series of readings concluded with a prayer.
This fore-Mass was therefore nothing else than a Bible lesson, in which
the words of Holy Writ were followed by some sort of scriptural echo and
in which the last section was always a prayer.
The part preceding the lessons is the result of a less ancient development
which ran more or less parallel in the various ecclesiastical provinces, but
without following any common ground plan. However, some sort of com
-

mon basic idea was everywhere at work. This was the notion that the
lessons should have a preliminary, an introduction. But the introduction
did not come into full being at a stroke; rather it is here precisely that
many different stages can be distinguished in the growing structure. There
is one archway after the other, one ante-room after the other, each tacked
on as the zeal and reverence of successive centuries dictated. The oriental
liturgies have generally evolved a preliminary whose proportions far exceed
those of our Roman liturgy. For not only do they interpose at the start,
before the re11.dings, some type of entrance ceremonial, bu t they preface
this with a formal hour of canonical office, and in fact the Byzantine Mass
even ushers this latter in with the proskomide during which the sacrificial
gifts are prepared and pre-hallowed at a special offertory table-the
prothesis-with a whirl of ceremonies and prayers that are in turn won
derfully rich and extensive.
The one peculiarity that the oriental fore-Masses have in common is the
preparatory prayer hour which is ahfays incorporated in it; in the East

Syrian it is a var iant of Vespers, in the other liturgies a creation corre
sponding to our Lauds.' This is the prayer ceremony which Aetheria, in
Jerusalem about 390, came to recognize as the first morning service on
Sundays. After the bishop had entered the Church of the Resurrection, a
priest, a deacon, and another cleric, each in turn, intoned a psalm, to each
verse of which the people responded with a refrain; the psal m was fol

lowed in each case by an oration.• This plan of prayer is most plainly evi
dent today in the Byzantine Mass.
This forms the heart of the so-called

Eva:p�tc;, or Opening. Here we find,

one right after the other, three antiphonal songs composed mostly from
the psalms (the three "antiphons"), to each of which is attached an oration
by the priest along with the deacon's ektene. It is not till after this prayer
act that (in the Byzantine Mass) the so-called Little Entrance follows.
The clergy participating in the liturgy form a procession, marching from
the sanctuary through a side door of the ikonostasis or picture-wall into
' Baumstark, Die M esse im M orgcnla11d,
78-86.

•

Actlu·ritE Percgrinatio,

XXXIX, 73).

c.

24, 9. (CSEL,
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the nave of the church, and back again through the center door into the
sanctuary. This is the entrance with the Gospel-book, to be distinguished
from a later procession, the Great Entrance, with the sacrificial offerings.
The introit of the Roman Mass corresponds to this first entrance, for in
an earlier stage of development the clergy used to make their entry into
the house of God in procession." Even in the liturgical formation of
this entrance the analogy to the Roman type cannot be mistaken. For this
Little Entrance is accompanied by a special chant (e!aoctx6v =introitus),
which is usually followed, depending on the festival, by some other hymns

(troparia) and finally by the trisagion, the same that the Roman liturgy
also has on Good Friday. Both at the entrance and at the trisagion the
priest softly recites a lengthy prayer; the lessons begin after that.
Turning now to the Roman entrance rite, the thing that strikes us about
the whole ceremonial, from the prayers at the foot of the altar to the col
lect, is its lack of coherence; we do not get the impression of something
unified. For that reason interpreters of the Mass scarcely ever treat it
under one title. Each individual portion, prayers at the foot of the altar,
Kyrie, Gloria, collects-each has its own individual explanation without
much connection with the others. And precisely for that reason we must
try to consider the whole section as a unit, in order to gain the right back
ground for the various component parts.
Usually the collect is the part selected as a hub for the several connect
ing lines. But hardly anything could show more clearly than this how much
in the dark we are regarding the whole subject. Some have suggested that
the oration belongs by right to the reading service; originally its place was
after the first reading and not till later was it shifted, owing perhaps to
the influence of the introit psalm.'• Others explain that the oration was
originally a part of a special assembling ceremony which preceded the
Mass. The reference here is to the old Roman custom of gathering at a
different church; after all had convened, ready to start the procession to
the church where Mass was to be celebrated, an oration was said over the
assembled congregation. After this practice was abandoned, the oration
was transferred to the church of the :Mass, and placed after the proces
sional litany which still survives in the Kyrie.n
Such opinions rest on the assumption that otherwise there is no reason
for the oration being where it is. Is that really so?
With good cause other commentators maintain that the Kyrie, at least in
its original form as a litany, required a priestly oration as its conclusion,
just as the oriental ektene shows today ... ; putting it another way, the
•

Hanssens, III, 104 f.
P. Alfonso, L'Eucologia romana antica
(Subiaco,
1931),
132-137;
similarly
Eisenhofer, II, 97.
" C.f. P. Parsch, The Liturgy of the

'0

Mass, trans. F. C. Eckhoff
1936), 112.

(St. Louis,

"Fortescue, The Mass, 252.
Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 79, raises
some objections against the originality of
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oration in the Roman Mass has the character of a conclusion, and must
therefore represent in this connection a stopping point after the litany
already mentioned."'
As a matter of fact there can hardly be any doubt that the oration and
the Kyrie belong together. This becomes all the clearer when we take cog

nizance of liturgical prayer outside of Mass. For the prayers of the congre
gation, the litany type, with its petitions intoned by a deacon and with its
Kyrie eleison as the response of the people, has been the characteristic
form since the fourth century. But the ancient Church was conscious of
the fact that the litany demanded a concluding prayer by the priest." This
manner of concluding with prayer lEtheria, the pilgrim lady, remarked in
the congregation of Jerusalem, especially amongst the monks, and for this
reason a priest or deacon was always present at their common prayer to
recite the oration at the end.'" In particular, the litany at Vespers was con
cluded by the bishop with an oration.'" In our own Office, too, each hour
even now closes with the oration.
To be sure the Gloria, which is so often interposed between Kyrie and

oration, and seemingly to no purpose, seems to put this whole matter of a
connection between the two once more in serious doubt. For a grasp of the
basic plan, however, this can really have very little significance, because
originally the Gloria was inserted only by way of exception, and even later
only on those feasts on which the Kyrie appeared to invite a more joyous
supplement. Besides, it is not unheard of that some further popular prayers
or even hymns were added to the litany and, in general, to all the alter
nating prayers of the congregation. In the preces of the breviary the Kyrie
is followed by a long series of prayers and psalm verses and on some days
even by a formal hymn (namely, the Sanctus Deus), and only after that
this arrangement, but they do not seem

introitum

The question regarding
the structural la s g o ern ing the enarxis
is wholly independent of that other ques

litaniCE agwztur a clero, ut generalis
oralio prCEveniat specialem sacerdotis.
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This close conn ect ion between the
prayer of the cong-rl'gation and the ora
tion se,·ms to quash the suggestion put
fnrth by Dix, Tlz,• Shape of tlzc Litrtryy,
452--158. who would trace the introduction
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is there a conclusion with the oration. Something of the kind can have
happened in the case of the Gloria. Moreover, the Gloria does not interfere
with the Kyrie's concluding in an oration, for it too seems to demand
such a conclusion. The story is told that when Leo III and Charlemagne
met in the year 799, the pope intoned the Gloria which was taken up by
the entire clergy, whereupon the pope recited a prayer.17 We are forced,
therefore, to conclude that Kyrie, Gloria, and oration are part of a unified
plan which is patterned on an ascending scale, the oration forming the high
point. But how does it happen that the Mass is opened with such a schema
of prayer? This question leads to still another: What about the prayers
that precede, that is, the prayers at the foot of the altar, and the introit?
First the introit. Our introit, as everyone knows, is an entrance song, a
processional, and to appreciate its meaning and form we must transport
ourselves to one of the larger basilicas of Rome for the spl�ndid and solemn
ceremonial of a papal Mass, with its numerous clergy and its specially
trained choral group.1• Here we are confronted for the first time by a picture
that we shall meet again in two other places in the Roman Mass: an exter
nal event which is sufficiently important to warrant some external expres
sion. The people participating do not say a prayer, but the choral group.
who are ready precisely for this occasion, sing a psalm, an entrance psalm,
exactly as they afterwards sing the offertory psalm and the communion
psalm. This external event is concluded with a prayer, as is proper in an
assembly gathered for worship. As the secreta is said after the offertory,
and the post communio after the communion, so here the collect (but in
this instance with the people's Kyrie and Gloria intervening). In other
words, the act or prayer is introduced by a procession into the basilica.
This

procession

ought

not

only

to

be

enhanced

by

the

chanting,

but it ought also to be distinguished as a movement to prayer,
as an approach to God's majesty, as is done when the assembled congre
gation shouts out the petitions and the priest takes these up, and brings
the proceeding to a conclusion with an oration. As a matter of fact, Amalai
in the ninth century actually connected the introit and the oration in this
manner.'" Rupert of Deutz, too, includes all the proceedings up to the
collects under one heading as initium quod dicitur Introitus,"" and we have
found the same thing even in Albertus l\Iagnus and other commentators of
the period."'
What is left to explain now is the group of prayers at the foot of the
altar, a thing of much later date. But this is a very secondary structure
Hardouin, IV, 935 D.
Su pra, pp. 68-70
Cf. Parsch-Eckhoff, The Liturgy of the
Mass, 83.
19 Amalar, De off. eccl., III, 5 (PL, CV,
17
18

1108): Officium quod vacatur Introitus
habet initium a prima antiphona, quae

dicitur

Introitus,

et

finitur in

oratione

quae dicitur a sacerdote ante lectionem.
Cf. also the declaration of Rabanus
Maurus quoted in Note 14 above.
00 Rupert of Deutz, De div.
off., I, 31
(PL, CLXX, 28 B).
21
Supra, p. 114.
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added to the already completed fabric as a further embellishment. It thus
happens that the entire complex of prayers and rites antecedent to the
readings, in particular the prayers following the introit, are all governed

by the entrance procession. We can therefore rightly speak of an entrance
or opening rite.
A confirmation of this reconstruction is to be found in parallel phe
nomena of the Roman liturgy. Take the Ordo of St. Amand, which-repro
duces the customs of the Roman church after 800. In it are presented the
practices usual at a collecta, that is, at a penitential procession of the Roman
community under the leadership of the pope, with which it was customary
to introduce the stational services on certain days. These collecta took place
in the following manner. The people gathered at a conveniently located
church, generally St. Adrian's at the Forum, and from there marched to
the church at which Mass was to be celebrated. The procedure was this:
The pope and his attendant deacons, vested in dark planetce, waited in the
sacristy (which was usually near what we call the rear of the church).
When it was time to start, the schola intoned the antiphona ad introitum.
While the psalm was being sung, the pope and his deacons proceeded
through the church up to the altar. As the pope passed the schola he gave
a signal to skip to the end of the psalm and sing the Gloria Patri. Arriving
at the altar, he bowed low in silent prayer. Then he kissed the altar, the
deacons following his example. After the antiphon had been repeated in
the usual fashion, the pope spoke the greeting, Dominus vobiscum and,
after the Flectamus genua of the deacon, recited an oration. Then everyo!le
left the church and set out in the pentitential procession... Here we have the
Roman rite of opening a service clearly separate and carried out for its own
sake. The only thing missing from the comparable portion of the fore-Mass
is the Kyrie before the oration.
But it is significant that the scribe felt called upon to make a special
note regarding the missing part: "When the antiphon at the close of the
introit has been sung to the end, the schola does not sing the Kyrie.""" The
Kyrie therefore normally belongs to this rite. The reason it is left out here
is obvious; it is intoned at the very beginning of the penitential procession.
This procession is likewise the reason for the insertion of Flectamus genua.
Almost the same procedure is repeated at every church visited on the way,
and lastly at the stational church itself."
"Duchesne, Christian Worship, 473-4;
cf. 480. This same plan, somewhat abbre
viated, also in the appendix to Ordo Hom.

I, n. 23 f. (PL LXXVIII, 949).

Cf. Hierzegger, "Collecta und Statio,"
ZkTh (1936) , 528 £., 533 f.
23 Duchesne, 474, 480.
"Duchesne, 474; c£. Ordo Rom. I, n.
23 f. The only difference is that at the

churches visited on the way the schola
does not sing an introit-psalm but instead
finishes the litany which was begun
shortly before. In the church of the sta
tional service the litany is again brought
to a finish, but thereupon the introit is
sung, to be followed, as at the first
church, by an oration without any inter
vening Kyrie.
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One could therefore, in a way, talk about a rite of visiting churches. The
present-day Pontificate Romanum presumes this arrangement in all essen
tials when a visiting prelate is to be received ceremoniously in a church.
Accompanied by singing he marches into the church and kneels down to
pray before the main altar. While the versicle in honor of the patron of the
church is chanted, he kisses the altar at the middle and then recites the
pertinent oration at the Epistle side.!!S Here, too, the entry into the church,
the visiting of a church, has been given a liturgical form. In the case of the
Mass-liturgy, the visiting of the church has been transformed into an
entrance or opening ceremonial.""
Although we have used the procedures of the collecta to explain the fore
Mass, we must yet take issue with a certain common misconception of the
relationship between the two. Some interpreters have been too prone to
draw a connection between the litany chant accompanying the procession
on its way and into the stational church, and the Kyrie of the Mass, as if
the latter was derived from the former. In like manner-something we
have already touched on-the oration of the Mass, often called the col
te c ta , is often derived from the oration recited at the church where the
collecta took place. Both notions are untenable. The collecta as a gather

ing of the Roman community was not a stable and constituent part of the
stational service, but only the prelude of a penitential procession which
took place before the stational service on certain days-in olden times not
very frequent-especially in Lent and the ember-tides, but never on Sun
days or feasts.27 The Kyrie could not therefore have intruded into the
Sunday or feast-day service in this wise. As for calling the first oration
collecta, we shall see further on that the term had a very different origin,

and really means a gathering together, by the priest, of the preceding peti
tions of the people.
In this sense the term collecta is quite appropriate for this first oration
of the Mass, for it seems to blend together all that has gone before. The
congregational praying and singing and even the entry with its accompany
ing chant serves only to draw us nearer to God to honor Him in the holy
sacrifice. Since the lessons are meant to be introduced before the beginning
of the sacrifice, it would appear only proper to indicate the meaning of this
common approach by means of a preliminary solemn prayer in much the
same way as the Roman congregation did when it assembled at some
•• Pontificate Rom., p. III, Ordo ad recip
irlldum procc ssiona/itrr pra:latum. Sim

i larl y

the other plans for reception
tained in the Pontifical.
26

con

At the basis of all this lies what I have

elsewhere
plan,

called

namely

the

liturgical

ground

the series: reading, singing,

prayer of the

congregation

and prayer of

the priest ; there is only this difference,
the external activity of the rec eption is
substituted

for

the

reading;

Jungmann,
Liturgical
York, 1941), 65-81.

cf. J. A.
(New

Worship

R. Hierzegger, "Collecta und S tatio ,"
ZkTh, LX (1936), 511-554.
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church for the start of a penitential procession, or when it stopped in at
a church on the way. "We come to pray," is the basic motto of this first
part of the Mass.""
Nowadays, however, this notion is no longer so apparent. The rite of
entry has to a great extent lost its meaning, owing in the main to the fate
which the entry has suffered in the course of centuries. Up till about 1000
it continued to be a fully-developed ceremonial, and so it was easy to sur

vey the liturgical transformation which it was undergoing. I\ot only in
the Roman stational service .. but even in the Frankish Church, the entrance
of the clergy had been a ceremony of capital importance, and in the descrip
tions and the allegorical explanations of Carolingian interpreters of the
liturgy it assumed a formidable amount of space."' But in the years that

followed a change set in. John Beleth (d. about 1165), in explaining the
introit, had to make the remark that the bishop on feast days sometimes
vested outside the choir." In harmony with this, Durandus too felt com
pelled to note that the bishop-in whose regard, to be sure, every effort
must have been made to retain the more solemn formalities-might take
up the paramenta either longe ab altari or juxta altare ... All the more
quickly, then, would the vesting of the priest be transferred to the sanc
tuary or its environs.•
This change is easily explained by the medieval evolution of choir prayer
and the development of the fixed regulation that the conventual service,
which for centuries simply meant the Mass, should each day immediately
follow Terce or the other corresponding hour, for which the clergy were
already assembled." An entrance procession was therefore superfluous. Often
the celebrant and his assistants were already clothed in the Mass vestments,
as, for instance, when in monastic churches of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries all priest members of the choir wore alb, maniple, and stole."
28

A similar schema was in recent years
worked out for pedagogical purposes, to
facilitate understanding the beginning of
the Mass. The pertinent five-step plan
was first devised by Dr. Pius Parsch in
1924 (as he was good enough to tell me),
and was then circulated by means of wall
charts and leaflets; see P. Parsch, Kurze
Messcrkliirung (Kiosterneuburg, 1930),

33; (2nd ed., 1935), 52. The schema then
rec urs in its essentials in Schott's
Mess
buch der hi. Kirche (37th ed., 1934),
26*, with the first step divided:
We come
-We beg. Cf. Parsch-Eckhoff, The Lit
urgy of the Mass,
43; Parsch, Study
Mass, trans. Wm. Busch (College
Vtlle, 1941) 19
("We offer our prayer");
,
R. Ba ndas, The Mass and the Liturgical

t�e

Year (St. Paul, 1936), 19 ("We speak
to God").
29 For the entry in extra-Roman churches
of Christian antiquity see several refer
ences in Bona, II, 2, 1 ( 553 f.).
30 Thus,
e.g., in Amalar, De eccl. off.,
III, 5 (PL, CV, 1108-1113): De introitu
episcopi ad missam. Cf. supra, p. 89.
31 John
Beleth, Explicatio, c. 35 (PL,
CCII, 44 B).
33 Pontificale of Durandus (Andrieu, III,
635).
33

But the case is not often attested; vide,
however, the Missal of Evreux-Jumicges:
Martene, 1. 4, XXVIII (I, 642 D);
here we have a Mass in which a deacon
assists (644 E).
•• Supra, pp. 204, 247.
36 Infra, pp. 280, 284.
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Usually, it is true, the vesting in the Mass vestments or-when choir dress
and Mass dress were once more distinguished-the putting on of the pa ra 
menta was transferred to the sacristy.

But in Romanesque structures the sacristy was not built near the
entrance of the church but somewhere close to the choir. In these cases the
entry called for in the ancient Mass regulations could be reinaugurated.
Sometimes, in fact, it was consciously revived and given a greater develop
ment by marching the long way through the nave of the church"' (as was
done in the late l\liddle Ages on great feast days) ,37 or at least a procession
down the aisle on Sundays in the course of blessing with holy water, as was
customary all through the l\Iiddle Ages and still is in some residual form ...
The liturgical reform of the sixteenth century permitted only the bishop
to vest at the altar and this both as a privilege and as a prescription, per
haps because the various formalities which had developed meanwhile gave
it the character of a dramatic introduction to the pontifical service:• The
natural consequence of all this evolution was a change in the role o( the
introit; the introit would have to be sung, but not as an accompaniment
to the few steps which as a rule were all that had to be taken to reach the
altar. Instead of a processional, the introit became an introductory chant
which in Rome already in the fourteenth century was not begun till the
priest reached the altar steps."'
30

According

to the ancient rite of the

Cistercians, the procession of the clergy
first went to the south transept, where
all remained bowed w hi l e the choir in
toned the Gloria Patri of the introit.
Schneider ( Cist.-Clzr. [ 1926], 252 f.

A similar entrance procession is still
to be seen on festive occasions, sometimes
starting from outside t he church,

some

times starting from the sacristy but pro
ceeding down the aisles and up the center.

Such

occasions as a

instance.
37

First

Mass,

for

I n the parochial services of the 16th

century a procession was always included
as part of a special solemnity; at the
start of the celebration all the assembled

clergy

marched

solemnly

through

the

church and on occasion carried the relics
which were displayed on the altar. See

Greving, J olimm F.cl�s Pfarrbuch, 85.
Eisenhofer, I, 478 f.

••

This procession is still to be seen (or

was a few years ago) in Lithuania;
Kramp, ".Messgebrauche der Glaubigen
in den aussenleutschen Landern," ( StZ
[1927], II), 359 .

But
Durandus,
in
his
Pontifical
(Andrieu, III, 635, I. II), pays no atten

30

tion to the place of vesting, and in either
case has the bishop stride to the altar
procrssiollalitrr rt sollrmllilcr. Cf. Ccere

molliale episc., II, 8, 23 ff.
•• Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 14;

27 ( PL,
LXXVIII, 1129 B; 1135 ll).
The rubric of the present-day \' atican
Gradual apparently takes the stand that
the introit should again assume its right
ful place as the entrance song of the
Mass, for it expressly orders that the
introit be intoned as the celebrant ap
proaches the altar: "\Nhen the priest
starts towards the altar, the cantors
begin the introit." There are liturgists
who insist that the Vatican Gradual in
troduced no change, that the introit is
to be intoned only after the priest arrives
at the foot of the altar. But actually the
wording adopted is different from that in
the older rubrics, substituting accedente
sacerdote ad a/tare for the other reading,
cum . . . pervenrrit ante i11jimum gradum
altaris (the rubric based on the Cere
monial of Bishops). The plait� and oh-
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The decline of the entrance ceremony entailed some other transforma
tions at which we ought to look briefly. The lights which had previously
been carried in procession and then placed next to the altar" were now
more frequently set on the altar from the very start."' Since Carolingian
times there was no longer any hesitancy about putting on the altar things
other than those required for the sacramental celebration'"; so in the new
circumstances it was taken for granted that when no procession was held
the candles should stand on the altar even before Mass and should stay
there.

Their

previous

significance

as

an

honor

to

the

celebrant

-in the first instance a bishop"-was lost (so long as the other attendants
at the more solemn feasts were not, in their turn, accompanied by candles).
In place of honoring the celebrant was thus substituted a very becoming
honor to the mystery that was consummated on the altar. A similar change
took place with regard to the censer. It is not used so much as formerly,
on the way to the altar or in the procession to read the Gospel:" but at the
altar itself which is incensed.
Finally the psalm ludica, which about the year 1000 was introduced into
pontifical services as a part of the entrance procession, was definitely trans
ferred to the foot of the altar, after a very diversified career; sometimes
its few short verses had been said on the way to the altar, sometimes during
the vesting, sometimes at the altar-and often not at all.

2. Prteparatio ad Missam
That the soul must be prepared for the celebration of the Eucharist is
one of those self-explaining requirements which were already insisted upon
in the primitive Church.' This requirement applies not only to the priest
vious direction of

the rubric is:

Start

the introit as soon as the celebrant ap
pears in th e sanctuary.
"Supra, pp. 68 and 201. Regarding this
and also regarding the changing position
of the candles ( torch es) in the sanctuary
the Carolin gian interpreters have pre
sented very thorough discussions; e.g.
Amalar, De eccl. off ., III, 7 (PL, CV,
1114 f.); R emig iu s of Auxerre, Ex
Positio ( PL, CI, 1248; 1250).
"' The first literary notice of this ar

rangement is not to be f ound till Innocent
III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 21 (PL,
811). But various pictorial
Illustrations since the second half of the
11th century di splay candles on the altar.
On the other hand the older system of
placing th em next to the altar did not
Jis�pjwar en tirely until the 17th century

�CXVII,

B raun , Das christliche A ltargeriit, 492498. See also Edm. B ishop, "Of Six
Candles on the Altar: an enquiry," The
Downside Review, VI [XXV] (1906),
189 ff.
Peter Anson, Churches, Their Plan and
Furnishing (Milwaukee, 1948), mentions
the Cathedral of C hartres as still having

its six can dl es on the steps of the high
altar, not upon it; 113, note 21.
"Supra, p. 258.
•• Supra, p. 68.

'"Ace. to the Pontifical of Durandus
( An drieu, III, 635) the censer is also
carried when the bishop has vested next
to the altar, but in this case no incense
need be placed in it. No immediate sig
nificance is therefore attached to it
any more.
1 Supra, p. 18.
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but to whole Christian people. Nevertheless, within the liturgy itself spe
cial forms for this preparation were in general fashioned only for the priest,
just as special service garments were prescribed for him alone. Only in the
Sunday services of the congregation was any special rite of preparation
created for the people, a rite involving the cleansing of the soul. This is
the sprinkling with holy water at the Asperges or Vidi A quam, two chants,
one-with the beginning of Psalm 50-implying contrition and penance,
the other-with the beginning of Psalm 117-suggesting the springs of
grace gushing forth from the Easter mystery.2
Special prayer for the priest, to prepare himself for the holy action even
before he puts on the liturgical garments, is outlined also in the oriental
churches at quite an early period.' But most of the time this prayer is
inserted into the rite of the Mass itself as a prayer upon entering the sanc
tuary. In the West there is no evidence of any preparatory prayer before
going to the altar, other than the canonical hours, until in the ninth cen
tury different types of so-called "accession" prayers make their appearance.
These first appeared in the form of apologies,' then in the form of psalm
ody-the kind that has continued in use till now. The latter is the case in
the Sacramentary of Amiens, which also offers us the first vesting prayers
and the first instance of texts for the priest to say quietly during Mass.•
The preparation has a core of psalmody, namely Psalm 50, with versicles
and three orations. This plan of preparatory prayer was not followed very
extensively.• In its place there appeared about the year 1000, in the Mass
ordo of the Seez group, a well-planned office of preparation which, with
numerous changes, continues to reappear all through the Middle Ages and
still stands in our own missal, though in a slightly developed form.
In its original shape this preparation consisted of three psalms: Ps. 83
(Quam dilecta) in which the pilgrim expresses his longing for the distant
sanctuary; Ps. 84 (Benedixisti), the Advent psalm, which praises God's
grace and begs His continued protection; and, to round out the number
Eisenhofer, I, 478-480.
Cf. Cuthbert Goeb, O.S.B., "The As
perges", Orate Fratres, II (1927-8), 338342.
Attempts to introduce a more profound,
sacramental purification from sin will
engage us in connection with the Confiteor
and especially in connection with the
prayers which once were attached to the
sermon.
• Records since the lOth century in Hans
sens, III, 1-7.
• Sacramentary of St. Thierry (2nd half
of the 9th century; see Leroquais, I,
21): Martene, 1, 4, IX (1, 541-545):
14 penitential prayers, some of them very
extended, designated as orationes ante
missam; to them are added intercessory

•

prayers. Cf. also the Sacramentary of
St. Denis (11th century), ibid., V (1,

518).
Two intercessory prayers intended as
preparation, in the Sacramentary of
Ratoldus (lOth century): PL, LXXVIII,
239.
• Supra, p. 77.
• It recurs again in the Missal of Troyes:
Martene, 1, 4, VI (I, 528), and greatly
expanded (the seven penitential psalms
replacing Ps. 50) in the M is sa Illyrica:
ibid., I V (I, 490- 492 ) . In both cases it
is followed by the preparatory prayers
of the Seez group which we are about
to mention. Cf. also the Sacramentary
of Lyons (11th century) : Leroquais, I,

126.
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three, another psalm in the psalter, Ps. 85 (lnclina), which merely invokes
God's help in a general way.' Of the versicles that immediately follow, two
(which emphasize the motif once more) are taken from Psalm 84 (Deus

tu conversus; Ostende nobis), while others beg the forgiveness of sin
(Ps. 142:2: N e intres; Ps. 78:9b: Propitius esto) or beg God's mercy
(Ps. 43:26: Exsurge; Ps. 32:22: Fiat misericordia; Ps. 101:2: Domine
exaudi). The conclusion consists of the oration Aures ture pietatis, with its
petition for the help of the Holy Spirit to render one's service worthy. It
is still used as the first oration after the versicles, but the original singular
(precibus meis-merear) has been altered to the plural.
This office of preparation quickly underwent various augmentations.
One addition that gained general acceptance was Psalm 115 (Credidi),
which mentions taking up the chalice of sacrifice.• Other psalms which were
subjoined appear only sporadically,• as also did the penitential Psalm 129
(De profundis) which, together with Psalm 115, was chosen in Italy about
the turn of the twelfth century.'" It found its way into the Mass ordo of
the papal chapel by 1290" and from there was taken over, in conjunction
with Psalm 115, into our Roman Missal. Penitential psalms are not seldom
found in the frame of this preparation.... In the same document of the papal
chapel13 we find the rest of the details of the prayer-complex belonging to
it, just as they are in the missal today: the antiphon again reminding us of
penance, N e reminiscaris, then after the Kyrie and Pater noster" the still
missing versicles of similar penitential spirit. There is also the increase
'Sacramentary of Seez: PL, LXXVIII,
245, and related sources (see supra,
pp. 92 ff.
• Missa Illyrica: Martene, I, 4, IV
(I,
492 D ; here with many other accretions);
cf. ibid., XVI (I, 594 D). Bernold,
Micrologus, c. 1; 23 (PL CLI, 979;
992); Sacramentary of Modena (Mura
tori, I, 86) and most of the later sources.
'Among them Ps. 116 (Laudate) often
appears, either alone (thus, after the
12-13th century, in Styrian Mass books
[Kock, 95; 100], and regularly in Hun
garian ones [ Rad6, 23 ; 40, etc.]) or
together with the last octonary of Ps. 118
(Appropi,zquet; thus more than once
outside Italy: Kock, 97 ; Beck,
260
elverton, 5). The octonary mention
ed
Is also found in other relationsh
ips in
Spanish books of the IS-16th
century:
Ferreres, 54 ; 67; and
already in the
.
tssal of Liege (11th century)
: Mar
ne, 1, 4. XV (I, 5 82 E).
nnocent III, De s. alt. mysteri
o., I,
4
(PL, CCXVII, 791)
Sicard of
ona, Mitrale, II, 8
CCXIII,

;

!'

1;1
!;

/
�)�

·

CPL,

In the 13th century the psalms in use
today, with appropriate orations, are
mentioned in Pseudo-Bonaventure, De
pr (/!paratione ad missa.m, c. 12 (Bona
venture, opp., ed. Peltier, XII: Paris,
1868), 286; Durandus, IV, 2, 1.
11 Brinktrine (Eph. liturg, [1937]), 199.
See also Hoeynck, 367f.; Beck, 260; Yel
verton, 5.
" The seven penitential psalms are found
in the M is sa ll/·yrica: Martcne, 1, 4, IV
(I, 490 E); cf . Sacramentary of Lyons:
Leroquais, I, 126. Likewise even at the
close of the Middle Ages in: Missal of
Seville (1535) : Martene, 1, 4, 1, 8 (1,
34 8 C) ; Mass-Ordo of Regensburg:
Beck, 258.
"'Brinktrine, op. cit., 199f.
Apparently also in a Minorite Missal
of the 13th century; Ebner, 313.
"The transition to the versicles with
K yrie and Pater noster is remarked in
Bernold, Micrologus, c. 1; 23 (PL, CLI,
979 :992) ; in the Missal of St. Vincent
at Volturno, about 1100 (Fiala, 197; cf.
Codex Chigi: Martene, I, 568 E); in a
Seckau Missal of 1 170 (Kock, 95), in
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of the orations to seven, which all take a very positive turn ;
the first six, like the original one, begging the grace of the Holy Spirit,'"
and the seventh, the old Advent oration Conscientias nostras,'" in a similar
vein asking for a cleansing of the conscience so that it be ready for the
coming of the Lord.
This series of prayers shows in outline the general plan followed for
a liturgical act according to liturgical laws for common prayer. In fact the
later Middle Ages sometimes actually transformed it into a formal canoni
cal hour." From the very beginning these prayers were thought of as suited
for common recitation,'" and even according to present-day rules, at a
pontifical Mass the two assisting canons must answer the bishop when he
says the "accession" prayer while his sandals are being put on.'"
the Sacramentary of Modena written
before 1174, which also contains an anti
phon which, however, reads: Sanctifica
nos, Domine (Muratori, I, 86).
In certain Hungarian Mass books since
the 12th century the Kyrie has been built
up into a peculiar kind of litany (no
names of saints but only groups : omnes
s. pa t riarchte , etc.) : Rad6, 23; 40 ; 76;
96; 18; 123; 155. But for the rest,
abstracting from the versicles, these Mass
books are most closely akin to the Seez
group; e.g. both groups have simply
the two prayers�ften even combined
as the conclusion: Fac me, qute so (see
infra, p. 286) and Aures tttaS.
'"The prevalent attention to the Holy
Ghost is shown also in the Seckau Mis
sal where the antiphon Veni, Sancte
Spiritus follows the psalms; likewise in
the late medieval Ordo of Gregorien
miinster: Martene, 1, 4, XXXII (I,
653 D), where besides the Veni, Creator
heads the psalms. The isolated antiphon
is also found ibid., XXVIII (1, 642 D);
Ferreres, LXXXIV.
The Veni, Creator, with versicle and
the oration Deus, cui omne cor patet
(without a psalm) as a rule formed the
preparation in the usage of Sarum: Legg,
Tracts, 210; 255; Legg, The Sarum
Missal, 216; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
664) ; it was recited while vesting.
Cf. also infra, p. 297, note 29.
10 Sources
in Mohlberg-Manz, n. 1359;
cf. also Brinktrine, Die hl. M esse, 46.
11 Beginning with Deu s in adiutorium and
the hymn Veni, Creator, then the psalms,
little chapter (Rom. 5 :5), responsory,

preces and several orations ; Augsburg
Mass-Ordo of 1493: Hoeynck, 367 f.
Similarly in a Hungarian missal of the
14th century; Rad6, 71. Expanded (e.g.,
with Appropinquet; see note 4 above),
in the Missal of Seckau about 1330;
Kock, 97£. and in the Regensburg Mass
Ordo, Beck, 259-261. In curtailed form
also in Sweden: Yelverton, 5-7. Hoeynck
rightly remarks: "These prayers read
like an Off i cium de Spiritu Sancto
(41).
'

"

Mas s - Ordo of Seez: Martene, 1, 4,
XIII (I, 574 E) : cum circu.mstantibus.
Similarly the parallels: XII, XIV f.
(1, 568 D, 580 B, 582 E); the Missa
Illyrica has the clerics praying alone
while the bishop vests: ibid., IV (1, 492
C). The Sacramentary of Modena ( Mur
atori, I, 86) also gives a special direction:
cantet per se ( epis copus vel presbyter)
et per circumstantes p sa lm. istos cum
litaniis et antiphona. Cf. Ebner, 321.
u

Further references in Lebrun, Explica
tion, I, 32; according to him the litany
here included was still sung before High
Mass in many places even in 1700.
'" Ca!remoniale cpisc., II, 8, 7. The same
prescription in the Pontifical of Durandus
(Andrieu, III, 632f.): the bishop prays
the psalms cum clericis suis. Likewise in
a Neapolitan missal of the 15th century
(Ebner, 115): the bishop cum capellanis
suis. The Roman Pontifical of the 13th
century still mentions the prayers, begin
ning with Ps. 83, recited by the bishop
while yesting (Andrieu, II, 371, 471,
478 et al.).
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Whereas originally this much re-written accession office took the place
of the earlier apologies, eventually a very lengthy formula of this latter
type was added to the accession, the prayer designated as oralio s. Ambro
sii, Summe sacerdos, sections of which are now distributed through the
seven days of the week. It is an apologia in a wide sense, for the grim
tones of dismal self-accusation have faded into a confident voice of humble
petition. It did not, in fact, or:iginate during the years when the apologies
were rampant, but only in the eleventh century."" Like the other prayers and
considerations which later Mass books, particularly our present Roman
Missal, assigned to the priest," it was not considered obligatory." But the
foregoing accession prayers, on the other hand, are always presented in
the source books since the eleventh century as part of the liturgy in much
the same way as the vesting prayers which are attached to them, and the
prayers that follow at the foot of the altar, from which, in point of fact,
they are often not very clearly separated. The degree of obligation was
more definitely fixed by the law of custom."" The Missal of Pius V sets
them down as obligatory pro temporis opportunitate. On the other hand,
it insists on the general admonition, that the priest before going to the
altar devote himself to prayer for some time, orationi aliquantulum vacet."
"'F. Cabrol, "Apologies", DACL, I, 2599;
Wilmart, Auteurs spirituels,
101-125,
where a critical text is offered and John
of Fecamp (d. 1079) is suggested as
author. However it must be noted that
the prayer is already found by the middle
of the 11th century in the Sacramentary
of St. Denis, where it stands at the be
ginning of Mass: Martene, 1, 4, V (I,
522 E) ; see the dating in Leroquais, I,
142. The prayer was soon widely dif
fused. It is to be found in the Freising
Sacramentary of the lith century : Eb
ner, 272; in a mid-Italian sacramentary
of the out-going 11th century; ibid., 300;
cf. 51; since the 12th century also in
Spain: Ferreres, p. LIX, LXXII, CX,
78£. ; see also the references in Bona,
I, 12, 4 (148£.).
Pseudo-Bonaventure (op. cit. note 10
above) advises the priest to append this
prayer to the five psalms, etc. It appears
to have reached the Roman Missal via
the Mass-Ordo of Burchard of Strass
burg (Legg. Tracts, 126ff.) , who makes
the prayer optional.
"The Ordo missa? of Regensburg (c.
1500) was a veritable anthology of the
preparatory prayers and devotions of the
later Middle Ages: Beck, 257-261. The
Ordo qua/iter sacerdos se pra?paret here

contains, after the 15 gradus beata? vir
ginis (that is, three times five psalms,
with certain supplements) and the 7 peni
tential psalms, an introduction to interior
recollection, a prayer de passione Domini,
several other prayers, and besides this
the accession office described above in
note 17.
The Missal of Vich (1496) starts the
preparatory prayers of the priest with an
excerpt from the writings of St. Gregory
the Great (Dial. IV, 58) beginning H a?c
singulariter victima ( Ferreres, p. CI V).
The prayer presented in the Roman
Missal with the heading
Oralio s.
Thoma? Aqui��atis is found with variants
in the preparatory prayers of Linkoping
(Yelverton. 9 f.); Omnipotens et miseri
cors Deus, ecce accedo. The other prayers
that follow did not enter the missal until
the new revised edition of Clement VIII
(1604) and other succeeding editions.
02

C f supra, note 20.
.

23

The Tractatus Misnensis de horis can
onicis (c. 1450) ed. Schiinfelder (Bres
lau, 1902), 102, acknowledges an obliga
tion only ubi hoc est consuetudo vel
statutum provinciale vel sy11oda/e.

"Rit. serv., I, 1; cf. Cod. Iur. Cat�o,
810.

c.
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The Tridentine missal is not thinking here of vocal prayer, that seems
clear. This is explained by the fact that the movement for meditative
prayer, which had developed in the circles of the devotio moderna, had
been gaining ground year by year since the end of the fifteenth century ...
In this instance it was a matter of going to the altar with mind alert and
with a consciousness of the grandeur of the mystery. It was a matter of
drawing near to the sacrifice of the New Covenant, to worship in spirit and
in truth. Here, then, the fact had to be acknowledged that a contemplative
tarrying in the world of the supernatural was more important by far than
any further multiplication of vocal prayer. It was understood, of course,
that the day's Matins and Lauds had been said ; this rule continued in
force."" Rightly did morning meditation before Mass become a set part
in the order of the day of every priest.27

3.

Putting on the Liturgical Vestments

Besides the inner preparation there is also an outer one. Before going
to the altar the priest must vest himself in the liturgical garments. The
natural feeling that we ought to put on better clothing for the celebration
of divine worship' was something the faithful had learnt long ago. A similar
sentiment of reverence had led, even before the end of Christian antiquity,
to a special liturgical vesture for the celebrating priest.' At first it was
merely more costly, more precious than the ordinary holiday clothing of
the townspeople.' It was not till city fashion ordained a new shorter cos
tume that liturgical dress began to be distinguished from ordinary dress,
for our liturgical vesture is nothing else than a stylized form of the holiday

attire of the old imperial days of Rome.
In the alb, held together by a cincture, we have a survival of the ancient
tunic. To this is joined the amice (humerale, shawl or shoulder covering),
the neckcloth or scarf of old, which went by various names. As an outer
garment there is the chasuble, the Mass garment proper, which by its very
name (casula, "little house") is reminiscent of an older shape that com20

P. Pourrat, Christian Spirituality, III,
(trans. W. H. Mitchell; New York,
1927). 4-22.
""Rit.

Serv., I, 1, Cf.

supra, p. 248 f.

21

Regarding some special forms of as
cetical preparation which were customary
in former centuries for the hebdomadarius
in certain collegiate churches (complete
retirement in the house, fasting, reading
of the story of the Passion) see Lebrun,
I, 30£. Cf. de Mol&m, 173 F.; Binterim,
IV, 3, p. 273 f.
1

Thus Christians acted even in the days

of Clement of Alexandria, P(/!d., III, 11
(PG, VIII, 657).
• For a more detailed study of what fol
lows vide J. Braun, Die liturgische Ge
wandung (Freiburg, 1907). Cf. also a
series of articles by Dom Raymund
James, O.S.B., "The Dress of the Lit
urgy," Orate Fratres, X (1935-6), 28 to
12, and XI (1937-8), 545.
'Even in 530 the Liber po11tijicali s (Du
chesne, I, 154) ascribes to Pope Stephen
a prohibition to wear vestes sacraf(l! out
side church; the author is plainly thinking
in terms of his own generation.
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pletely shielded the body. This shape suggests clearly its origin in the old
Roman pcenula, which almost entirely replaced the Roman toga in the late
imperial period.' It was not till the thirteenth century that the ample folds
of the ancient bell-shaped casula were reduced so that less material-now
in various colors-had to be used, and the vestment finally attained its
present shape by cutting down the sides. What might first have been
induced by the Gothic temper, since the oval outlines suited the style of
the period, was eventually pushed to an extreme in the interests of Baroque,
which seemed to prefer using heavy, stiff brocades.
The original character of the garment was thus lost, but in the last few
years efforts have been made to return to the older shape. As signs of honor
and distinction the priest wears two other vestments, both the color of the
chasuble, namely, the maniple and the stole. The origin of the stole is not
clearly known, but in the maniple we can recognize the fashionable hand
kerchief of Roman times, called mappa or mappula, which was carried in
the hand-hence the later name manipulus-Dr fastened to the arm.
Since Carolingian times the act of vesting in the liturgical garments
gradually became a liturgical act fitted out with prayer. It is usually, but
not always, preceded by a washing of the hands." This too is accompanied
by a short prayer, either by the verse Lavabo inter innocentes manus meas
(Ps. 25: 6) ,• to which in the earlier sources the verse Asperges me (Ps. 50 :9)
is sometimes joined,' or by the oration Largire, which often recurs after the
eleventh century,• or, as often happened later, by both verse and prayer.•
The formula which we at present connect with the handwashing, Da
Domine virtutem manibus meis ad abstergendam omnem maculam does

not appear in this connection until later. Where it does appear earlier, it
usually concludes with Per and as an addition to the oration Largire, it
accompanies the drying of the fingers.'" The preparation of the outer man
' The same garment, styled here a planeta,
is already mentioned in the first Roman
Ordo; see supra, p. 68.

• In some instances the washing of the
hands is placed ahead of the accession
psalms; so in the Missa Illyrica : Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV (I, 492) ; in Styrian
missals: Ki:ick, 95; 100; and also in
Italy : Ebner, 321.
' The Mass-Ordo of Amiens, ed. Lero
quais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 439.

' E.g. Martene, 1, 4,

53 4

E;

537

E).

VI

ff.

(I,

528 E;

First in the Mass-Ordo of the Seez
:
Largire sensibus nostris, omni
Potens Pat e r , ut sicut e.rterius abluuntur
inquinamenta manuum, sic a te mundent u r
interius pollutiones mentiu,m et crescat in
•

group

nobis sanctarum augmentum virtutum.
Per . . . (PL, LXXVIII, 245).
• Styrian missals, for example; in some
of these Ps. 25 is said from its very
start; Ki:ick, 95, 96, 98. Also in Hungary:
Rad6, 23, 41, et al.
Seckau missals of the 15th century have
interpolated a Kyrie, Pater noster and
versicle between psalm and oration;
Ki:ick, 99, 105 ; further additions in the
Regensburg Ordo of circa 1500: Beck,
261.
10
Missal of St. Vincent (circa 1100) :
Fiala, 196; cf. Martene, 1, 4, XII (1,
568 B). Also the Ordo of Gregorien
miinster (14-lSth century), ibid., XXIII
(I, 654 A); Augsburg missal of 1555:
Hoeynck, 369; Hungarian missals: Rad6,
23, 41 et al.
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was apparently a very serious concern. In the tenth century and after,
there is frequent mention of the comb which the priest uses to arrange his
hair," a reference no doubt to the medieval mode of longish hair-cuts."
In medieval sources we find the washing of the hands is preceded, as in
present-day pontifical rites, by the ritual putting off of the outer clothing
(accompanied by proper prayers) 13 and in the older period also by the put
ting on of special footwear." At private Mass it was the custom in many
medieval.churches to prepare the paten and chalice with the offerings right
after washing the hands, and to mix the water and wine to the accompani
ment of the usual words."" After this, followed the vesting.
Vesting did not always occur in the precise order now followed. The
amice, for instance, was not put on till after the alb, as would be natural
The formula is used since the 11th
century also for putting on the maniple;
see infra.
11

Sacramentary of Ratoldus (d. 986; PL,
LXXXVIII, 241 a) : ministretur ei aqua
ad manus et pecten ad caput.
Later on, the comb is always mentioned
before the washing: Honorius Augustod.,
Gemma an., I, 199 (PL, CLXXII, 604):
deinde pectit crines capitis. Similarly the
rhymed German interpretation of the
Mass
(12th century), ed. Leitzmann
(Kleine Texte, 54), 16, 1. 26 f. Two
Seckau missals of the 12th and 14th
centuries even contain a special prayer
ad pectinem: May God remove all that
is superfluous and send down the seven
fold gift of the Holy Spirit; Ki:ick, 95,
98. Witnesses of the 15th century, ibid.,
103, 104; also in the Hungarian Sacra
mentary of Boldau (c. 1195): Rad6, 41.
See also the illustrations in Ch. Rohault
de Fleury, La messe, VIII (Paris, 1889),
167-173.
The Libcr orditwrius of Liege, in
agreement with its Dominican model,
says about the sacristy : Soletlf etia.m ibi
haberi pectines et forcipes; Volk, 49, 1.
31.
Cf. Durandus, Rationale, IV, 3, 1-3.
According to the Pontifical of Durandus
(Andrieu, III, 633; cf. 631) the deacon
or the court chaplain handles the comb
while the bishop is vesting, and a towel
is placed around the latter's neck in the
process.
12 According to Simon of Venlo it was
also c ustomary to wash one's hands,

mouth and face in the sacristy ; see the
extracts from his interpretation of the
Mass in Smits van Waesberghe (Ons
geestelijk Erf, 1941), 292.
13 Examples from the 12th to 15th cen
turies in Ki:ick, 95-104; Rad6, 23, 41;
Martene, 1, 4, XXXI f. (I, 049, 654);
Augsburg Missal of 1555: Hoeynck, 369,
et al. ] ust what was taken off is not
usually specified further (vestes). In all
the cases referred to the prayer is almost
always the same : Exue me Domine vete
rem hominem cum actibus suis, et indue
me novum hominem, qui secundum Deum
creatus est in iustitia et sanctitate veri
tatis. (The prayer is still used at religious
investiture ceremonies.)
At an earlier time the phrase from the
Psalm was used : C onscinde Domine
saccum meum et circumda me lcetitia
salutari ( Ps. 29: 12) ; M issa /llyrica:
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 492 C).
" Thus
in
Carolingian
sources,
e.g.
Amalar, De eccl. off., II, 25 (PL, CV,
110), where the sandalia of bishop, priest,
deacon and subdeacon are all distinct;
cf. Braun, Die liturgische Gewandung,
390 f.
A prayer ad calceandum for priests is
seldom mentioned, but it does appear al
ready since the turn of the 11th century:
Fiala, 196; Martene, 1, 4, XII (I, 568);
here it is the same as that now com
manded for the bishop (Calcea me). A
different formula in Ebner, 332.
,. Martene, 1, 4, 1 (1, 351, 352); ibid.,
1, 4, XXVI, XXXVI (I, 635, 671);
Ordinary of Coutances : Legg, Tracts,
55.
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;

this usage is still retained in the liturgies of
with a scarf or neck-cloth
Milan and Lyons.17 Nor was the manner of putting it on always the same
as today's. One practice, which makes its appearance in northern countries
about the turn of the ninth century,'" was to place the amice over the head
like a hood and to leave it thus till the other paramenta had been donned.
For an explanation of the origin of this mode of wearing the amice'" it

might be good to note that the first liturgists who speak of it are the same
ones who mention the comb,20 the work of which would be nullified when
putting on the alb and chasuble unless some means were employed to pre
vent disarranging the hair. This manner of wearing the amice was univer
sally followed in the thirteenth century and so the orders that stem from
this time, Franciscans, Dominicans, Trinitarians and Servites, have con
tinued it to the present, while for the rest it disappeared about the same
time that the style of hair-cut changed.21 There were some differences about
when the amice thus worn should be pushed back off the head; some
removed it right after putting on the chasuble; in the French churches it
was customary to keep it on the head till the secreta or even till the start
of the canon."" It is to be noticed, moreover, that the prayer we say at pres
ent while putting on the amice, still designates it as a helmet: Impone,

Domine, capiti meo galeam salutis.
The maniple, too, was not in olden times put on as we do it now, right
after girdling the alb. It was not taken up till all the other vestments had
been donned. And it had to be thus as long as it was customary to carry
it in the hand-that is, up till the eleventh/twelfth century. As soon as the
fashion set in of fastening it to the arm, the practice changed and finally
'8

The original purpose of the amice is
still recalled in the rite of ordination to

subdeaconship, in the bishop's phrase
about castigatio vocis, i.e., discipline in
speech. The phrase stems from Amalar,
De eccl. off., II, 17 (PL, CV, 1094).
It is really unnecessary to follow 0.
Case!, "Castigatio vocis," JL, VII (1927),

139-141, who seeks the explanation in

pre-Christian sacral usage where at the
sacrifice every disturbing noise had to be
restrained.
" Proofs in Braun, 28. Cf. also the suc
cession according to the Ordo Rom. I,
n. 6; ibid. 86.
'" Braun, 29-32.
19 Braun, 31 f., lists a series of explana
tions, but acknowledges himself that they
are all unsatisfactory.

"' Hono rius and the rhymed German in
terpretation (supra, note 11). According
to the latter the humeral is for the priest
"the shelter of the Holy Ghost," and he

lays it upon his head that his eyes and
ears might not see or hear anything im
proper (Leitzmann, 16 £.).
:n

It is striking that this mode of putting
on the garment first disappears about the
15th century, and in Italy at that; Braun,

30. Italy was the cradle of the Renais
sance and consequently of the return to
the ancient Roman style of short hair.
This does not exclude the possibility
that the primary position of the amice
(it was put on first according to the most
ancient Frankish sources, in contrast to
the older Roman Ordines) had its source
also in the old Germanic hair style.
22

In some churches, like Paris, Auxerre,
Rochelle, this was done only in the colder
season of the year ; the practice continued
even down to the 18th century; Braun,
31. Thus the. amice served not onlv as a
neckcloth and a protection for th-e hair
but also as a winter hood.
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shifted to our present use... Only the bishop continues the older manner
but with this variation, which became quite general since the thirteenth
century, that he takes the maniple only after the Confiteor."'
There was a great simplification in the ritual of vesting, at least in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, when-as was the practice in various Bene
dictine monasteries-all the monks on feast days wore albs and maniples
during the choir prayer that preceded the Mass... Doubtless the priests in
this case regularly wore also a stole since it had been made obligatory by
ninth and tenth century legislation to wear the stole at all times, both
at home and while traveling."'
The prayers which, since Carolingian times, have been said while vest
ing are extremely diverse. It is hardly an exaggeration to say, as someone
actually did,

Quot missalia tot sensus.fn There

is even a trend to forego any

special texts."' The diversity of these vesting prayers is in part connected
with their half-private nature, but perhaps the most important reason for
it is the symbolic interpretation of the vestments, which was based upon
various details and continued to produce numerous new formulas in accord
ance with the changes of thought.
Actually, of course, there is a certain symbolism inherent in the litur
gical vestments. The fact that the priest wears garments that are not only
better but really quite special, distinct from the garments of ordinary civil
life, enhanced where possible by the preciousness of the material and by
decoration-all this can have but one meaning: that the priest in a sense
leaves this earth and enters another world, the shimmer of which is mir
rored in his vesture. But medieval interpreters were not content with such
a general explanation ; they had to find in each piece of clothing a particu
lar relation to that other world. In one period they directed their attention

Braun, 543-548 .
.. Braun, 546 f. The practice will be
explained infra, p. 289
•• Braun, 522 f.
In German cathedrals of the lOth cen
tury, the capitulars appeared before Terce
23

.

humeralibus et albis, apud quosdam autem
casu/is induti. Ordo Rom. VI, n. 1 (PL.

LXXVIII, 989 ) .
Braun, 581 f.; 583.
As a matter of fact, in the preparation
for both private and conventual Mass
the Customs of Cluny make mention only
of putting on the chasuble; Udalrici
C onsuet. Clun. II, 30 ( PL, CXLVII,
715 D, 724 B); it is different, however,
in William of Hirsau (d. 1091), Canst.,
I, 86 ( PL, CL, 1015 f.).
Cf. also the monastic Mass-Ordo of
Rauen (perhaps 13th century) : Martene,
01

1, 4, XXXVII (1, 676): the priest readies
himself for Mass simply by putting on
maniple, stole (and chasuble) at the
altar.
21 Braun, 706.
In the Missal of St. Lawrence at
Liege (1st half of 11th century):
Martene, I, 4, XV (1, 583), there are
four formulas ad zonam.
28 Late medieval Mass-books from Nor
mandy and England have the priest say
ing the entrance prayers ( Veni Creator
and Ps. 42) even while he is vesting;
thus in Bayeux and Sarum : Martene,
1, 4, XXIV, XXXV (1, 626, 664). Cf.
also the Alphabetum sacerdotum: Legg,
Tracts, 35 f.
At an earlier period, however, Sarum
had vesting prayers just as other places
did; Legg, Tracts, 3.
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principally to the moral and ethical order to which the priest must con
form; in a second period they kept in view the person of Christ whose
place the priest takes; and in the third, Christ's Passion which is com
memorated in the celebration.""
The concepts in the prayers for vesting are created for the most part out
of the explanations of the first period, since they nearly all arose in that
period. In our summary view of all these vesting prayers, we will confine
our attention mainly to the typical formulas which attained a certain wide
distribution or which led eventually to the texts we use today. We cannot
consider the many peculiar and idiosyncratic coinages of individual manu
scripts.80 And wherever possible we will try to present the original text and
the original ascriptions.'' For the rest, a summary list of available sources
will have to suffice.
In its function as a shoulder cloth which is fastened around the waist
with bands,.. the amice is simply adjusted to the spiritual world and inspires
the eleventh century prayer: Humeros meos Sancti Spiritus gratia tege,
Domine, renesque meos vitiis omnibus expulsis pr<Ecinge ad sacrificandum
tibi viventi et regnanti in stEcula stEculorum ...
Taking the later way of wearing it, the amice suggests a shadow that
falls across the head and so it becomes a pertinent image of faith: Obum
bra, Domine, caput meum umbraculo sanct<E fidei et expelle a me nubila
ignoranti<E ...
Supra, 88, 110 ff.
Such are to be found in the Sacramen
tary of Ratoldus (lOth c.; PL, LXXVIII,
240 f.) : Over each vestment the bishop
says lube domine benedicere and then
a blessing composed in hexameters. The
vesting formulas of the more ancient
Missal of Fecamp (13th-14th century)
are quite distinctive, especially in their
brevity: Martene, 1, 4, XXVI (I, 635 f.) .
"For example, formulas that were once
allotted to the chasuble were later trans
ferred to the stole or even to the alb.
Conscinde, the formula mentioned above
as being recited while taking off the outer
garments, was often used since the 11th
century as an accompaniment to the don
ning of the amice; see Martene, 1, 4,
yr. XV (I, 529 D, 583 A) ; likewise
Jn the Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk,
101) . Cf. Braun, 712. It was also shifted
to the alb: Sacramentary of St. Denis :
Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 528).
Cf. also the remarks made about the
fate of the formula Da Domine virtutem,
noted on p. 277.
"'

30

" Kissing certain individual vestments be
fore putting them on is noticed for the
first time in an Admont missal of the
15th century, here in reference to amice,
alb, stole and chasuble; Kock, 102.
'' Missa lllyrica: Martene, 1. 4, IV (I,
492 D) . Ibid., XV (I, 583). Kock, 102;
cf. 99, 103, 105.
In Hungarian missals it is combined
with the following formula Obumbra;
in fact the Boldau Sacramentary (circa
1195) states: Dum humerale imponit
dicat: Obumbra . . . Dum involvit
hu merale die at: Hu.meros . . .; Rad6,
41; cf. 24, 60 f., et a l . ; Javor, 112.
In Sweden it is amplified: Caput meum
et humeros meos . . . Yelverton, 10.
Further sources in Braun, 711, Note 4.
The basic ideas recur in the older
Mass-Ordo of Gregorienmiinster, put up
in biblical style: Sub velamenta alarum
tuarum, Domine, tua me cooperi pietate
. .. (cf. Ps. 16: 8) : Martene, 1. 4, XVI

(1, 595).
,. Sacramentary of Seez : Martene, 1. 4,
XIII (I, 575); ibid., XII, XXXI (I,
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The martial significance is found expressed already in the ninth century,
where the amice wrapped around the head is conceived of as a helmet.
Pone, Domine, galeam salutis in capite meo ad expugnandas diabolicas

fraudes . .. The formula as we have it today seems to have been touched up
by some humanists before it was inserted in the present Roman Missal.
Looking at the material of which it was usually made, white linen, which
suggests righteousness and nobility, a document of the ninth century com
bines the amice with the alb and dedicates to both a prayer which later
on was appropriated to the alb alone: Indue me, Domine vestimento salutis
et indumento justitire circumda me semper."'
The contrast between the white garment and the soiled condition of our
sinfulness is emphasized in a prayer that appears quite frequently: Omni
potens sempiterne Deus, te suppliciter exoro, ut fraude omnium fuscato
rum exutus, alba veste indutus te sequi merear ad regna, ubi vera sunt
gaudia.31 The motif here touched upon, the cleansing blood of the Lamb
(Apoc. 7: 14) is brought out more clearly in the formula of the Pontifical
of Cambrai: Dealba me, Domine, et a delicto meo munda me, ut cum his,
qui stolas suas dealbaverunt in sanguine Agni, gaudiis perfruar creli. Per.•
This formula, rounded out somewhat, is our present-day prayer. But we
also encounter the image of the spiritual warrior, accoutred in the armor
of faith, in such prayers as: Circumda me, Domine, fidei armis, ut ab ini
quitatum sagittis erutus valeam requitatem et iustitiam custodire,"" or
Indue me vestimento salutis et circumda me lorica fortitudinis ...
568, 649) ; a di ffer ent conclusion) in the
Mass-Ordo of Regensburg: Beck, 262.
The initial words are probably reminis
cent of Ps. 139: 8 b.
Cf. Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
I, 35 (PL, CCXVII, 787): sacerdos
caput sttum obnubit.
••

Sacramentary of Moissac
tury): Martene, 1, 4, VIII

(11th cen

(1, 538).

Ibid., III, XXVII f. ,XXXIV, XXXVI
(I, 480, 639, 642, 661, 671) ; ibid., 1, 4,
1 (1, 351). The expression galea salutis
follows I Thes s. 5: 8 and Eph. 6 :17:
hope for salvation is a prote cting helmet.
In the Sacramentary of St. Gatien
(9-10th century) the formula has the
a ddit ion : et o mniu m inimicorum meorum
persequentium me sCEvitiam superandam;
Martene, I, 4, VII (I, 535). So also in
later texts: ibid., II (I, 477); ibid., 1, 4,
1 (1, 350).

Other alterations: ibid., X XVI (I,
635); ibid., 1, 4, 1 (I, 353); Ki:ick, 95, 99.
Further sou rces in Braun, 712, Note
5; cf. 29, note 2.

Mass-Ordo of Amiens, ed. Leroqu ais
(Eph. liturg., 1927), 439.
For the alb alone, Martime, 1, 4, II,
VI ff., X XVI ff. (I, 477, 529 A, 535,
538, 635, 639, 642); Ki:ick, 95.
Often also with several am p lifi cations
(tunica ICEtitiCE, etc.), e.g. the Sacramen
tary of Modena: Muratori, I, 87.
31 Missa Illyrica:
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
30

492).

Ibid., XV (I, 583).
Even in the later M iddle Ages : Ki:ick,
99, 102, 103, 105; Rad6, 24 et al.; Javor,
112.
38 Martene,
1, 4, 1 (I, 353). Further
sources: Braun, 713, note 1.
39 Missal
of Liege (1st half of 11th
century ): Martene, I, 4, XV (1, 583).
Ibid., IV (I, 492); I, 4, 1 (1, 350);
Volk, 101.
Used for the amice: Martene, 1, 4, V
(1, 518).
.. Sacramentary of
Seez and related
sources: Martene, 1, 4, XIII, XII, XV
f., X XXI (I, 575 A, 568, 595, 649 f.);
ibid., 1, 4, 1 (I, 352); Fiala, 196.
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For the cincture, the Bible had already furnished a ready symbolism."
But this symbolism was brought out more plainly and illustrated from
various angles in the prayers that accompany the act of vesting.
Domine, accinge in me custodiam mentis mere, ne ipsa mens inftetur spiritu
elationis," in which the cincture's holding the garment together calls to
mind the image of swollen pride. From another viewpoint the alb which
enfolds everything represents the virtue of love which is to be held fast
by the cincture: Prrecinge me, Domine, zona iustitire et constringe in me
dilectionem Dei et proximi." Or there is the thought of the loins girt about
by the cincture and the prayer comes to one's lips that temptation might
be conquered: Prrecinge, Domine, lumbos mentis mere et circumcide vitia
cordis et corporis mei," or in another formula which sounds Carolingian
and whose original wording is probably retained in the Sacramentary of
:\1oissac (eleventh century): Prrecinge, Domine, cingulo fidei lumbos mei
corporis et comprime et extingue in eis humorem libidinis, ut iugiter maneat
in eis tenor totius castitatis."" While another setting of this formula-for
which there are early sources-has been kept in our missal for the bishop,

the one used by the priest has been somewhat simplified.
Remembering that the maniple once served a very practical purpose as
a handkerchief or napkin, a formula was composed at latest in the eleventh
century which was also spoken while drying the hands, but which we now
use while washing them: Da, Domine, virtutem manibus meis ad abster
gendam omnem maculam immundam, ut sine pollutione mentis et corporis
Used

With the isolated reading : constringe

XXXII

in me virtutem caritatis et pudicitice it is

for the amice: Martene, 1, 4,
(I, 654 ) . Likewise, with the
variant galea instead of lorica: Kock,
101, 102; cf. 97.
"In some instances just Bible phrases
are employed; thus Ps . 17: 33 an d (with
addit ions ) Ps. 4-l : 4, in two formulas of
the Liege Missal: Marte ne, 1, 4. XV
(I, 583) ; the first also ib id. , 1, 4, 1
(I, 350), and also 1, 4, V (I, 519), but
in this latter case used for the maniple;
the second psalm phrase is used in a
Seckau missal of the 15th cen tury ; Kock,
99.
Sacramentary of
Seez and re lated
sources: Martene, 1, 4, XIII, XII, XV,
XXXI (I, 575, 568, 583, 650) ; Fiala,
196. Further passages in Braun, 71-l,

already in the older Mass-Ordo of Greg
orienmiinster: Martene, 1, 4, XVI (I,

595) .
.. Sacramentary of Tours (9th-10th cen 
tury) : Mart e ne , I, 4, 1 (I, 350 B). With
tiny variations (among others the begin
ning Circumcinge), ibid., IV f., XV,
XXXVI (I, 492, 518, 583, 672); Sacra
mentary of Modena: M urato ri, I, 87.
Hungarian Mass-books sin ce the 12th
century: Rad6, 24, 41, 71 et al.; Javor,

112.

u

note 6.
"

In a Seckau missal about 1170: Kock,
95 ; and freq uen t ly in more recent Styrian
Mass books: ibid., 9 7, 100 ff. (al so with
the start Circumcinge: ibid., 10 2 f., 105) ;
Regensburg Mass-Ordo : Beck, 262.

••

Further sources: Braun, 714, note 1.
Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 538).
In the remaining texts the words et

"<1irtute castitatis are regularly inserted
after cin g ulo fidei; thus in the Mass-Ordo
of Amien s ed. Leroq uai s (Eph. liturg.,
,
1927), 440.
M arten e, 1, 4, 1 (I, 350 £., 35 2, 353) ;
also II f., VI ff. (I, 477, 480, 529, 535),
et a!.; see also Braun, 7 1 4, note 5.
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valeam tibi servire."' Its actual significance as an ornamental kerchief

which was required for one to be fully dressed up, survived in the con
sciousness of later ages to this extent, that monastic groups followed the
custom already mentioned, of wearing albs and maniples on feast days
while the choir sang psalms." To such a use for choir prayer and psalmody'"
corresponded the text which the priest also used while vesting in maniple:
Da mihi, Domine, sensum rectum et vocem puram, ut implere possim lau
dem tuam.'" As a badge of honor with which one was "invested" and which
one wore even at work, this is the concept in the prayer: Investitione ..
istius mappulre subnixe deprecor, Domine, ut sic operer in temporali con
versatione, quatenus exemplo priorum patrum in futuro merear perenniter
gaudere."' Finally, the formula we use today (somewhat altered) refers to

the modern name of the vestment and makes a cross-reference to Psalm
125:6: Merear, precor, Domine, manipulum portare mente ftebili cum

patientia, ut cum exsultatio ne illud dejerendo cum iustis portionem acci.. Missa lllyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV {I,
493).
Without e x ception in all eight of the
Styrian vesting programs of the 12th-15th
century in Klic k, 96-105. See further in
Braun, 715, note 3.
In several places we have a more recent
and more precise wording: Da, Domine,
manipulum in manibus meis ad exter
gendas cordis et corporis mei sordes, ut
sine pollutione tibi Domino ministrare
me r ear ; Martene, 1, 4, III, XXVIII
(1, 480 £., 639). Further sources in
Braun, 715, Note 2.
Variants in Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII
{1, 643) ; Muratori, I, 87.
" Rupert of Deutz, De off. div., II, 23
(PL CLXX, 54). Cf. Braun, 522 f.
41 The connection here is made plainer
when we read that at Cluny even in 1700
they had six choir boys who wore albs
and maniples at the high Mass on Sun
days and feasts; de M ol eon, 150. At that
time, too, the choir boys at Lyons wore
the maniple on their left arm when on
Holy Saturday they sang the prophecies;
ibid., 63.

" Sacramentary of Seez: Martene, 1, 4,
XIII (1, 575).
Ibid., XII, XV, XXXII {I, 568, 583,
654) ; 1, 4, 1 {I, 352) ; Fiala, 196;
Legg, The Sarum Missal, 216, note 1;
a missal from Fonte Avellana (13-14th
century) : PL, CLI, 932 B.

Braun, 715, note 6, names some other
MSS.; he did not, however, notice the
connection with singing.
Somewhat altered: Mart ene, 1, 4, XVI,
XXXVI (1, 595, 672).
Attention should be paid to the musical
connotation of the word sensus; cf. infra,
p. 409, note 36.
10 The word is handed down in corrupt
form: Investione (lllyr.), In vestione
( Hittorp),
and Invectione
(the re
mainder).
"'Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV {I,
493).
Ibid., 1 , 4, 1 (1, 353); Liber ordinarius
of Liege (Yolk, 101).
See also Braun, 716, note 1.
The same prayer is spoken by the
bishop at the ordination to subdiaconate in
Ordo Rom. an ti quu s {circa 950) : Hit
torp, 91.
In the same sense of duties assumed
we have the scriptural phrase opus
man uu.m (Ps. 89: 17) in the Missal of
Beauvais: Martene, 1, 4, 1 (I, 350).
The maniple is also looked upon as a
token of the higher orders which impose
the obligation of special virtue ; thus in
the formula M anipulum innocentice which
puts in a late appearance in Styria
(Kock, 103) and in Hungary (Javor,
112; Rad6, 24, 71, 76 et al.; at first, in
the 13th century, Stolam innocentice:
Rad6, 41).
Cf. al s o Braun, 715 and note 8.
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piam... The tearful bundle of earthly care should become the sheaf of a
j ubilant heritage.
Although the stole had already become, even in the Carolingian period,
only a narrow band which was hung around the neck,.. the name it bore
awakened the memory of a garment of the same name which plays so sig
nificant a role in the picturesque language of Scripture."' The prayer which
the bishop says today, and also, slightly changed, the priest, appears as

early as the ninth century: Redde mihi, Domine, obsecro, stolam immor
talitatis, quam perdidi in prrevaricatione primi parentis, et quia cum hoc
ornamento accessi, quamvis indignus, ad tuum sanctum ministerium, prre
sta ut cum eo lretari merear in perpetuum."" The same garment which alone
has value in God's sight is the thought behind another prayer which is of
the same age but was not used so frequently: Stola iustitire circumda,
Domine, cervicem meam et ab omni corruptione peccati purifica mentem
meam... But there is also another concept that comes to the fore, the stole
as a yoke around the neck. In the declining Middle Ages the words of our
Lord in Matthew 11 :30 are added to the formula mentioned."' The yoke
of the Lord, and its opposite, is thought of exclusively in a third formula:
Dirumpe, Domine, vincula peccatorum meorum, ut iugo ture servitutis
innexus valeam tibi cum timore et reverentia famulari."" Here, too, the

texts of our Lord from St. Matthew have been added, and that at a very
early time ...
This scriptural text is today spoken while putting on the chasuble,
since

this

garment

with

its

bell-shape

Sacramentary of Moissac (11th cen
tury): Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 538);
shortened in the Missal of Narbonne:
ibid., 1, 4, 1 (I, 351).
Somewhat altered: ibid., 1, 4, II, VI
(1, 477, 529).
Further passages in Braun, 715, Note 5.
In some few late medieval Mass books
the scriptural phrase, Ps. 125: 6 (which
is at the bottom of the prayer) is used
by itself: Martene, 1, 4, 1 (I, 351 D) ;
also 1, 4, XXVI, X X XIV (1, 635, 661).
"' Braun, 586 f.
"'Ecclus. 6: 32; 15 : 5; Luke 15: 22;
Apoc. 6: 11, etc.
.. Mass-O rdo of Amiens, ed.
Leroquais
12

.<Eph. liturg., 1927), 440. Later sources
tn Martene, 1, 4, 1 (I, 351, 353) ; also
1, 4, II, VI, VIII, XXVII f. (I, 477,
29, 538, 639, 643).
Sacramentary of St. Gatien: Martene,
1, 4, VII (1, 535). (In mutilated form
also in the Mass-Ordo of Amiens, ed.
Leroquais, 440).

�

hardly

suggested

comfort.

Numerous sources: among others, Mar
tene, 1, 4, III, IV, VI, XII etc. (I, 481,
492, 529, 568, etc.) ; Rad6, 24, 41, etc.
67 Styrian Mass books of the 15th cen
tury: Kock, 100, 102, 103 f.; Pressburg
Missal D (15th century): Javor, 112;
Mass-Ordo of Regensburg: Beck, 262 ;
Missal of Upsala (1484): Yelverton, 11.
.. M issa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
493).
Ibid., XV (I, 583); Kock, 99; Rad6,
41.
Cf. also the formula of a Hungarian
missal of 1384: Stolam innocentice pone
. ..Rad6, 118 .
The formula dependent upon this,
Dirum/'1!, Domine, omnes laqueos satance
et confir.IIUJto in me hereditatis tu[ce]
funicul[um], appears in one St. Gall
MS. for the maniple (Braun, 7 15) and
in an Admont MS. (14-15th century) for
the cincture (Kock, 102, note 1).
110 Sacramentary of St. Denis (11th cen
tury): Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 519).
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The formulary to which we are making reference is amongst the oldest:
Domine, qui dixisti: iugum meum ...prcesta ut sic illud deportare in
perpetuum valeam, qualiter tuam gratiam consequi merear."' The chasuble,
like Christian love, covers everything, and encloses everything fast like a
fortress, so it leads to the following words: Indue me, Domine, ornamento
caritatis et pacis, ut undique munitus virtutibus passim resistere vitiis et
hostibus mentis et corporis."' A number of other texts begin with the words
Indue me, but they are not at all alike, differing in their concept of the
g�rment, some presenting an explanation similar to that already consid
e�ed,.. others conceiving it as a lorica (fidei or iustitice) .. or as a vestis
nuptialis,... still others insert sacerdotalis iustitia,.. and the corresponding
petition follows.""
The sacerdotalis iustitia forms the basic motif of another vesting for
mula we have to mention, Fac me, quceso. In later times this was connected
with the chasuble but it comes from an earlier era in which the prayers
were not said in connection with individual vestments but the whole vest
ing ceremony was accompanied with a prayer"' and that of the apologia""Sacramcntary of St . Gatien (9-10th
century): Martene, 1, 4, VII (I, 535);
Mass-Ordo of Amiens, ed. Leroquais, 440.
Cf. Martene, 1, 4, II £., VI, VIII
(I, 477, 481, 529, 538); also, 1, 4, 1
(I, 351) ; Braun, 718, note 6.
The phrase from Matt. 11 : 30 which
we saw used for the stole was in some
instances also employed for a formula
for the amice, as in the Sacramcntary
of Tours (9-10th century): Martene,
1, 4, 1 (I, 350).
01 Sacramentary of
Secz, Martcne, 1, 4,
XIII (I, 575). Often the word humili
tatis or humilitar.s et castitatis is set
before or after the word caritatis, thus
stressing, instead of the symbolism of
love, the notion of rmdique munitus :
ibid., XII, XV, XXXI f. (I, 568, 583,
650, 654) ; Fiala, 196; Braun, 718, note 2.
Also, in a more drastically revised form,
Martene, 1, 4, XXVII f. (I, 639, 643).
" The phrase indumenta iustitice et lce
titce fi nds a place also in a formula
(beginning
Creator
totius
creaturce)
which appears in the Missal of Liege:
Martene, 1, 4, XV (I, 583) and in
Seckau : Kock, 99.
03 Martene , 1, 4, 1
(I, 350, 351); Mura
tori, I, 87. The e x pression lorica fidei
founded on I Thess. 5: 8.

"'Martene, i, 4, XXVI, XXXIV (I, 636,
662).
., Ibid., 1, 4, IV f.

1, 4, 1

(I, 493, 519); also

(I, 350).

.. The formula of the older Mass-Ordo
of Gregorienmiinster: Martene, 1, 4,
XVI (I, 595) : was rather widespread,
taking on, however, a number of variant
forms: Indue me, Domine, ornamento
caritatis et concede mihi protectionem
contra hostem insidiatorem, ut valeam
puro corde laudarc nomen tuum gloriosum
in scecula sceculorum. Cf. the Mass
Ordo of Bee: ibid., XXXVI (I, 672 C);
Hungarian Mass books: Rad6, 24, 41;
Javor, 113. Used for the alb in some
German Mass books : Beck, 262; Kock,
97, 100.
A Sacramentary of Fonte Avellana
(before 1325) offers: . . . saccrdotali
iustitia, ut induci .m.erear ill tabernacula
sempiterna; PL, CLI, 884 D.
Hungarian missals of the 13-14th cen
tury also have a formula which ties in
with the cross or crucifix on the chasuble :
fac me . . . concupiscentiis crucifigi;
Rad6, 118, 123, 155.
"' Cf. even in the late Middle Ages the
rite of Sarum, supra, note 28.
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type. This formula itself must be reckoned as belonging to this type ... The
formula, which is part of the supplement of Alcuin,.. is designated for the
Mass ordo of the Seez group of the eleventh century•• together with its
derivatives. Here it usually forms the conclusion of the accession psalm
ody.71 Even if this whole psalmody did not in some way accompany the
vesting, still at least the formula we are talking about was so connected
from time past." Sometimes it even carries a corresponding title.... In the
later Middle Ages it sometimes became the prevalent text when assuming
the chasuble."
For putting on the biretta, which was not worn till after the twelfth
century, and was not used for going to the altar till much later,'"' no text
was specially composed.
As we survey this series of vesting prayers as they are now and as they
lie before us in the sources of the Middle Ages, it is plain that there was
generally no intention of making these prayers tie in with the opening of
the Mass nor, in the main, any effort to conceive a well-ordered plan
of thought. The earliest unification of thought was achieved by follow.. E.g., in the Pontifical of Halinardus:
Martene, 1, 4, XIV (I, 580 B): Fac me,
qua?so, onm i potens Deus, ita i us t i tia
indui, ut in sa u ctoru m tuorum m erear
exa/tatione lrEtari, quatemts emundatus
ab omnibus sordibus peccatorum, con
sortium adipiscar tibi p /acen tium sacer
do t um, meque tua misericordia a vitiis
o mn ibu s cxuat, quem reatus propria?
conscienlirE gra·vat. Per. In the Sacra
mentary of St. Denis (11th century),
Martene, V (1, 519 A) it is found with
a variant which might well be the origi
nal: ita iustitirE indui armis (the chasuble
as armor).
The Mass-Ordo of Amiens, ed. Lero
quais (Eph. litu rg 1927), 440, contains
a formula of this kind which has some
of the elements of the apologia?: Rogo te,
with the direction: ad tunicam; it usually
appears among the apologia?; see infra,
p. 298, note 3.
10 Muratori, II,
191. Here the formula
serves as the collect of a missa specialis
sacerdotis. This could have
been its
original function
::Supra, p. 94, n te 11.
Supra, p. 273, note 14.
Thus, e.g., in the Pontifi
cal of Hal
�ardus, "':here the formula which the
Ishop recited cu.tn se
ad missam p ara t
represents the
only prayer expressly in
tended as a
vesting prayer.

In later years this vesting, with its
accompanying vesting prayers, sometimes
precedes the psalmody and the oration
Fac me qltrEso ; so Martene, 1, 4, XII
(I, 568). At other times it is interposed
between the psalmody and the oration
Fac me qurEso; so ibid., IV, XV (I,
492 ff., 583); Kock, 95 £., 96 £., 100 f.
Sometimes, too, it follows the prayer :
thus Martene, 1, 4, XVI (I, 594 f.) ;
Kiick, 97 ff. ; Hoeynck, 369.
"'Missal of Troyes (c. 1050): Martene,
1, 4, VI (I, 530): after the psalms the
celebrant says this formula, ind u en s
casu/am. The Sacramentary of St. Denis
(supra, note 20) : Ad casu/am.

.,

�

�2

�

Later the direction reads: Cum ornatus

fuerit; Ebner, 306; cf. Muratori, I, 87;
Franz, 751.

"Thus in seven of the eight vesting
forms from Styrian missals in Kock,
96-106 ;
the
Regensburg
Mass-Ordo :
Beck, 262. As an alia for the chasuble
also in the Missal of Upsala: Yelverton,
11.
In one case marked Ad a/bam: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXXII (1, 654).
""Braun, 510-514. Cf. Lebrun, Explica
tion, I, 84. As we have seen, su p ra
p. 278 f., the amice served as a head cov
ering during the walk to the altar.

,
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ing St. Paul's description,"" and conceiving the priest putting on the
paramenta as one donning the armor of God and readying himself for
the spiritual combat.77 In these prayers, therefore-unlike the prayers at
the accession or those at the foot of the altar, with which they share both
their derivation and their original obligation 78-there is not to be found
any planned progression in the priest's preparation." The individual gar
ments are not explained on the basis of any conscious essential function
which is theirs when worn, but it is rather only some ascetical thought,
some handy reference to a scriptural text around which the prayer is com
posed. Thus the external act is raised, easily and without trouble, to the
spiritual sphere. For that reason the individual forms are not spread abroad
as a rule in a single unit but they are chosen on their own particular merit
as taste dictates."" Some Mass books since the eleventh century seek to give
the prayers a certain rounding off by concluding not only some but all the
prayers where possible with Per Christum Dominum N ostrum.n
Putting on the vestments, even after the prayers were enjoined, was not
always connected with the other preparations of the priest. Although
in some instances it precedes the accession prayers which are then included
in the liturgy proper as parts of equal worth,.. at other times it is trans78 I Thess. 5: 8; Eph. 6: 14-17.

In the Oriental liturgies, especially the
Byzantine, the vesting prayers are re
stricted almost entirely to scriptural
phrases which are used to wonderful ad
vantage; e.g., the Byzantine uses for the
idea of girdling, Ps. 17: 33 and Ps. 44:
4 f.; in addition Is. 61: 10; Ex. 15: 6 f.;
Ps. 118: 73; Ps. 132: 2. Brightman, 355.
77 Among the several interpreters, Honor
ius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 199 ( PL,
CLXXII, 604 B), mentions this symbol
ism but did not expand on it; it was
carried out more thoroughly by John Bel
eth, Explicatio, c. 32 (PL, CCII, 43).
Cf. Braun, 705 £.
78 Burchard of Strassburg is the first to
leave these prayers optional; one could
replace them by the Miserere or some
other psalm; Legg, Tracts, 132.
Our Roman Missal, Ritus serv., I, 2,
does not make any such reservation.
Still most rubricists who discuss the
priest's conduct going to the altar and
returning, ascribe only a directive char
acter to this direction; thus M. Gatterer,
Annus liturgicus cum
discipl inam liturgicam

introductione

in

(5th ed.; Inns
bruck, 1935), 78. But see J. O'Connell,
The Celebration of Mass (Milwaukee,
1941), I, 22.

79 The
division and gradual mounting
which Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 50 f.,
attempts to show in our vesting prayers
the first prayer rather negative, the
chasuble prayer even stylistically the
climax-is something that has been super
imposed. But it is true that, by properly
choosing from various traditional for
mulas, such a design has been achieved.
80

Exceptions see supra, p. 281, note 30.
Even in the group of the Seez Mass-Ordo
(supra, p. 92) the vesting prayers of
the Sacramentary of Seez, which prove
to be the original, are found only in the
Missal of St. Vincent, in the Cod. Chigi
and (mixed with others) also in great
part in the Missal of Liege.
81 Martene, 1, 4, 1
(I, 352); also 1, 4,
VI, XXXIV (I, 528 f., 661); K6ck,
99 99£., 105 f. Likewise the Spanish
Missale mixtum (PL, LXXXV, 523 f.),
where a selection of the formulas we are
considering recurs.
The Missal of Evreux-Jumieges (1415th century) has each formula excepting
the last end with in nomine Patris et
Filii et Spiritus Sancti: Martene, 1, 4,
XXVIII (I, 642 f.).

.. Cod. Chigi (11th century)
1, 4, XII (I, 568).

:

Martene,
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ferred to the altar, and sometimes even the donning of the last vestments
is joined to the very beginning of Mass." A survival of this practice is pos
sibly to be found in the custom which is to be noticed since the thirteenth
century and is still followed today,"' the custom of handing the bishop his
maniple only after the Confiteor.""
According to the Missal of Westminster'" the priest had first to vest with
e
th stole, then prepare the chalice and say the prayer for the mingling of
the water ; only after that did he don the chasuble. In French churches it
was customary towards the end of the Middle Ages and thereafter, to recite
the psalm Iudica and the other prayers that went with it during the vest
ing, se revestiendo.01 This arrangement is given more in detail in the Missal
of the monastery of Bee (probably thirteenth century) ; after girding him
self with the cincture, the priest says Psalm 42 and the conjoined prayer
Aujer, then he puts on the maniple, stole, and chasuble... In other places

the maniple and stole were put on before saying the psalm,.. which was
recited while holding the chasuble lying on the altar ... Sometimes, too, the
Confiteor was said without the chasuble."' In this way the preparatory and

semi-private character of these prayers was more plainly emphasized. In
fact, the psalm Iudica, as we shall see, was at that time said as a rule on
" This happened especially in private
Masses; cf. supra, p. 228. In the 1 1th
and 12th centuries this means, for monas
tic churches, only the stole and the
chasuble, which had still to be donned;
Udalrici Consuet. C lun . II, 30 (PL,
CXLIX, 724); cf. supra, p. 279. Later
this refers to the vestments taken col
lectively: Liber ordinarius of Liege
( Volk, 101). Examples from the end of
the Middle Ages in Legg, Tracts, 34 f.,
55 f. Burchard of Strassburg (ibid., 130
f.) also takes the vesting at the altar
into account.
"'CCl!remoniale episc . , I, 10, 2.
"'Cf. mpra, p. 280; Braun, 546-548. The
origin and provenience of the custom has
not been explained hitherto. Even the at
tempt at an explanation in Brinktrine,
Die hl. Messe, 59, is untenable; he would
�ake into account the prostratio mentioned
In John the Arch-chanter (7th century),
where the maniple would certainly prove
_
a hmdrance,
but the time element must
throw this proof aside, since
neither the
Prostratio, nor even kneeling at the
Confiteor was in use after the early Mid
dle Ages.

8814th century;
487 ff.

ed.

Legg

(HBS,

5),

01 Missal of Tours (1533): Martene, 1,
4, 2, 4 (1, 361 C) ; Alphabetum sacer
dotum: Legg,

Tracts, 35.

Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI (1, 672) ; sim
ilarly in the Mass-Ordo of Rouen:
ibid., XXXVII (1, 676).

88

.. Missal of Chalons (I 543) : ibid., 1, 4,
1 (1, 352); Missal of Orleans (1504):
de Moleon, 200.
Ordinarium of Coutances (1557) : Legg,
Tracts, 56. The same rubric (without
naming the psalm) is presupposed in the
13th and 14th centuries: Martene, I, 4,
XXVI, XXXIV (1, 636 A, 662 A).
Even as late as 1620 St. Vincent de
Paul was witness to this manner of
starting the Mass; Bremond, H istoire
litteraire du sentiment rdigieux, III,
248.

00

"' This was presupposed in every case
for private Mass in William of Hirsau,
Const., I, 86 (PL, CL, 1016) : after the
Confiteor the priest takes the stole in
order to pronounce the lndulgentiam; only
then does he put on the chasuble.
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the way to the altar ... True, in almost all these arrangements the reference
is to private Masses. But amongst the Carthusians in the thirteenth cen
tury it was the custom for the priest to put on the chasuble at the altar also
in conventual Masses except on the very highest feast days ... Even at a
later time it was the practice in Orleans to say the psalm Judica in the
sacristy, vested in alb and stole, and this before high Mass."' So it is not
improbable that the same line of thought suggested that at the pontifical
Mass the last of the vestments, the maniple-at that time it was really the
last of the decorative garments to be donned-should not be handed to
the bishop until after the psalm ludica-as the bishop of Minde strikingly
testifies with regard to France, the homeland of this special order of vest
ing""-or after the

Confiteor,

as it became customary in Rome later on.""

4. The Prayers at the Foot of the Altar
as a Unit
When we investigate the beginnings of the prayers at the foot of the
altar, we find the seed in the pre-Frankish era not in any definite prayer
but rather in the actions which correspond to the two parts of our present
day prayers, the progress towards the altar, all planned in definite forms,
and the silent reverence of the celebrant as he bows in front of the altar.'
In the solemn services of the Roman basilicas the approach to the altar
was turned into a procession of the clergy, during which the singers chanted
the introit. In the churches of the Frankish Kingdom, according to a law
.. De

Moleon, 167, 427, relates about
Sens and Reims that at that time (1718)
even the Confiteor was said in the sac
risty at a high Mass.
00 Statuta antiqua: Martene
, 1, 4, XXV
(1, 6 31 B). The psalm Iudica was not
said by the Carthusians.
See also the case of Evreux-Jumieges:
supra, p. 269, note 33.
"'De Moleon, 186; the completion of the
statement, en aube et en etole, in the
Index, p. 535.
06 Durandus, Ratio11ale, IV, 7, 4: pontifici
facturo confessionem the maniple is put
on. In agreement is Durandus's Pontifical
(Andrieu,
III, 634): cum confessio
coram a/tari fit.
00 Not une q uivocal even in the Ordo Rom.
XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1159 B).
'Supra, p. 70. Even though in the sta
tional se rvice of the 7th-8th century-

just as in the present-day pontifical Mass
-the fore-Mass centers not on the altar
but on the throne where the pope remains
during almost its whole length, still in
Ordo Rom. I, n. 8 the altar is de fi nitely
indicated as the terminus of his march;
as so on as he enters the sanctuary he
inclinat caput ad a/tare, the silent prayer
that follows is performed ante a/tare,
and finally the salutatory kiss is given:
osculatur evangelia et altare.
The German expression "Stufengebet"
(like the English "prayers at the foot
of the altar") is postulated on conditions
which obtained only after the year 1000,
bec ause before the 11th century there
were, as a rule, no steps up to the altar,
no platform even; only the san ctuary as
a unit was raised above the level of the
nave. Braun, Der christliche Altar, II,
176-179.
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of procedure which was then in force, the clergy themselves, or at least the
celebrant, would have to say some prayers even in such circumstances. And
from the first, apologice were considered above all as suited to this spot."
Already in the ninth century such prayers had been inserted here,• and
until the eleventh century the space they thus occupied at the beginning
of Mass grew and grew immensely.'
But even before the end of the tenth century a new arrangement made
its appearance, an arrangement which was retained in the Mass books of
the Seez group and which in the time to come was adhered to more or less.
The pertinent rubric reads as follows:
Postquam ecclesiam intrat episcopus [ . . . ], osculetur diaconos et presby
teros duos. Et incipiat per se "Introibo ad altare Dei," cum psalmo "Iudica
me Deus." Cum ve11erit ad altare dicat has orationes: "Aufer a nobis . . . ,"
"Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, qui me peccatorem ..." Deinde, cum evangelium osculatus fuerit, dicat: "Pax Christi quam . . . " •

"

On the way to the altar, therefore, Psalm 42 was spoken in common,
and upon arrival at the altar two orations were added in conclusion, one
A prayer upon entering the sanctuary,
derived from the Greek liturgy of St.
James (Brightman, 33), is also found
in 11th century Mass programs : Mar
tt�ne, 1, 4, IVff. (1, 494£., 519 C, 530 B):
Domine Deus omnipotens, qui es magnus.
In nearly all oriental liturgies apologill!
are found at the beginning of the Mass.
The priest usually recites them quietly
to himself during the external prepara
tions or the introductory incensations.
• Mass-Ordo
of Amiens, ed. Leroquais
(Eph. liturg., 1927), 440£.: A ntequam
accedat ad altare dieat: Indignum me
... Tunc accedat ad a/tare dieens: Ante
conspectum ... Deus qui de indignis.
Similarly in the lOth century the Sac
ramentary of Ratoldus : PL, LXXVIII,
241£. This corresponds to the rubric of
Ordo Rom. VI, n. 3 (PL, LXXVIII,
990) : inclinans se Deum pro peccatis
suis deprecetur.
The Sacramentary of St. Thierry (lOth
century): Martene, I, 4, X (I, 548),
has for the first prayer, dum accedit, the
P�ayer which now is found at the begin
nmg of the Breviary (with variants) :
Aperi, Domine Deus, os meum.
' In some cases even at the end of the
Middle Ages there are apologill! (besides
�he Confiteor) at the start of Mass; thus
m the Missal of Westminster (c. 1380),
ed. Legg (H B S, 5), 489; in some
•

Mass-arrangements
from
Normandy :
Martene 1, 4, XXVII, XXXVI£ (I, 640,
672, 676).
In Spain even printed missals of the
15th and 16th centuries prescribed apolo
gill! to be said ad introitu.m altaris or
ad introitum missll!; Ferreres, 78f.; cf.
67, 72.
• This is the form of the text as handed
down in the lOth century Pontifical of
Halinardus: Martene, 1, 4, XIV (I,
581£.). From this text, in which the
only secondary insertion (four apologill!)
is that after episcopus (indicated by the
brackets), the text of the parallel docu
ments (vide supra, p. 92) must have
been derived; of these Seez and Verdun
Stablo display only small additions, but
the others rather considerable ones. An
other point that shows this text to be the
original one is the fact that in its rubrics
the basic data from Ordo Rom. I, n. 8
still peers through plainly while in the
other texts it has been almost obliterated :
dat pacem uni episcopo de hebdomadariis
et archipresbytero (two priests are sub
stituted for them) et diaconibus omnibus
•
.
. Et surgens pontifex (after quiet
prayer) osculatur evangelia et a/tare. . . •
• The opinion put forth by
Brinktrine,
Die hl. Messe, 55, and similarly by sev
eral others, that this psalm served since
the 9th century as a private preparation
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of which is our Aufer a nobis. In the witnesses to this particular arrange
ment of the entry there are found in addition various apologire, forerunners
of our Confiteor, included in a variety of ways and in an assortment of
forms. They are either added at the beginning or inserted somewhere in
the middle or subjoined at the end. This arrangement quickly took the lead
over other plans of a similar kind.'
By the middle of the eleventh century another step was taken in Nor
mandy, at a time when this land was in the forefront of liturgical reform.
From these apologire a formal Confiteor, along with the response begging
forgiveness, was composed and introduced between the psalm and the ora
tion.• This new plan seems to have spread by way of the Cluniac reform
into Italy" and even into Germany.'• It prevailed, however, only to this
extent that a formal Confiteor in some setting or other, along with the
corresponding response and the succeeding oration Aufer a nobis, became
a part of the established design of every Mass ordo since the twelfth cen
tury.11 On the other hand the psalm Iudica did not gain an entrance into
countless Mass arrangements all through the later Middle Ages and after.
It will be enough to refer to the monastic liturgies of the Carthusians, the
Caked Carmelites and the Dominicans; from all of these the psalm is
missing even at present, since, in accordance with the fluctJ.Iations of usage,
it was not inserted when their Mass arrangements were established during
the thirteenth century. Even at the first general chapter of the Society of
Jesus, held in 1558, when a unified rite was to be established within the
and thence was taken over into the Mass,
first of all into private Mass, I do not
find sustained in any of the sources.
7

The Sacramentary of St. Denis (11th
century) : Martene 1, 4, V (1, 519f.),
assigns the following as preparation : upon
entering the church the priest recites an
apologia and immediately Aufer a nobis,
then several psalm verses (85 : 11 ; 53 :8 ;
49 :14) and Ps. 42: 1-4, and again
several apologiO!.
•

Mass- O rdo of Cod. Chigi: Martene,
1, 4, XI I (1, 569). Since the section
under consideration shows, in many other
points a certain dependence upon John of
Avranches, who was writing about 1065
(see supra, p. 102 f), and since in the
present instance there is only a summary
report, which is, however, in agreement
with the other (a mutual confession right
after coming to the altar), it seems cer
tain .that the insertion of the Confiteor
evidenced in the Cod. Chigi must be
traced to the cycle of the Norman bishop,

despite the Italian origin of the MS.
(Bona, I, 12, 4 147f. and App. II, 955).
• Cod. Chigi, from the monasterium S.
Vincentii O.S.B. (see the previous note).
The same rubrics, but in shortened form,
recur in a later MS. from Naples
(Archivio di Stato, Cod. IV) : Ebner,
311£.
The same arrangement of the prayers
also in two mid-Italian monastic Mass
books at the end of the 11th century
(Bibl. Riccard., 299 and 300) : Ebner,
297, 300.
10 Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c.
23 ( PL, CLI, 992).
11 The only exception which I could as
certain is to be found in a missal of Toul
dated c. 1400 : Martene, 1, 4, XXXI
(1, 650), where the apologia Ante co,_
spectum precedes the Aufer a nobis. Still
this Mass-arrangement represents sub
stantially nothing more than a late re
vision of that of the Seez group, with
the interpolation of several more modern
elements.
·
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order, it was decided that the psalm be left out.u The Missal of Pius V,
following the example of most of the Italian Mass books, and particularly
the Missal of the Roman curia where it had long had a permanent place,
made it a general prescript.
There can be no doubt about the appropriateness of Psalm 42 ; if any
prayer was to be chosen to be said on the way to the altar, this was cer
tainly apt. The fourth verse actually made reference to the very act which
was occurring: Introibo ad altare Dei, ad Deum qui lcetificat iuventutem
meam. For one special occasion, the entrance of the newly baptized into
the church, this verse must have been incorporated in the Milan liturgy
even in the time of St. Ambrose." When it came to inserting the text in
the Mass, at first it was only this single verse, j ust as for the incensing the
psalm text is confined to a single verse, Dirigatur, Domine, oratio mea

.

.

.,

and at the washing of the hands to the words Lavabo .. But to secure a
.

certain richness, the other verses were added whenever their use here made
some sense; in this case the whole psalm was included. But the dominant
tone is given by this one verse which from the very start was selected as
the antiphon: I shall go in to the altar of God, to the God who was the joy
of my youth." This approach unto God, which the psalmist longed for, has
become fully possible in a proper sense only in the New Covenant; for
we gain entrance to God only through Christ "who gives us all confidence,
bids us come forward, emboldened by our faith in Him" (Eph. 3: 12; cf.
Rom. 5:2). The altar of the New Covenant is the place where this meet
ing with God can be best accomplished this side of heaven. How strikingly
pertinent it is, that the Syrians call the Mass simply Kurobho, that is,
"approach."
But not only is the approach accomplished here, but the situation too
in which the psalmist finds himself in his longing for God assumes the
nature of a type. When we desire to draw near God, the way is always
blocked somehow by the homo iniquus. We therefore cry out to Him who
is our strength that He may illumine us with His light and sustain us with
His faithfulness and guide us in montem sanctum, that height upon
which the sacrifice of Golgotha will be renewed.The psalmist closes with
12 Decret. Congr. gen. I,
n. 93 (lnstitutum
S. 1., Florence, 1893, II, 176).

�Ambrose, De Myst., VIII, 43 (Quasten,

on., 131); De Sacr ., IV' 2 7 (ibid.
156).
"The Heb rew text is translated:
I will
go up to the
altar of God the God of
my triumphant joy.
But o �r problem is
rather : W
hat is the meaning of the
Vulgate wording, and what is the original
conception of
the verse in liturgical
usag e? Ambrose, who cites the verse for
'

,

the procession of the neophytes into the
Church, understands the iuventutem as
referring not to biological youth (which
is now made joyful) but to the youthful
new lif e of grace which is granted in
baptism: abluta plebs . . . renovata in
aqui/0! iuventute (De myst., VIII, 43).
Deposuisti peccatorum senectutem, sump
sisti gratiO! iuventutem (De sacr., IV,
2, 7). Cf. also ]. Pinsk, Liturg. Leben,
II (1935), 185-187.
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shouts of joy and jubilation that anticipate the eucharistia, the prayer of
thanksgiving.
The rule established in the tenth-century rubric already referred to con
tinued in force throughout the Middle Ages: Psalm 42 was said on the way
to the altar in the same way as the canticle Benedicite was recited on the
way back to the sacristy (as we still do today). In fact, until the Missal
of Pius V, this was expressly stated in the rubrics in many cases."' Very
seldom was there any clear transfer of the psalm to the altar steps.'" Often
this transfer occurred because the chasuble was put on at the altar." as
was the custom especially at private Mass. In other cases the rubric was
left indefinite. This diversity of practice corresponded to the variety in
spatial arrangements. Often the distance from sacristy to altar was very
short. In order not to prevent the psalm's being said with proper care and
to lend it greater importance, it was not begun until the steps were reached.
This must have been the origin of the arrangement now found in the Missal
of Pius V.'"
Thus in Italian Mass books since the
11th century (Ebner, 297, 300, 332): Dum
ingreditur ad a/tare, or (ibid., 345) : Dum
procedunt de secreta rio . Similarly in other
cases: ibid., 296 , 313, 340, 354. Still in the
Missale Romanum of 1474, ed. Lippe
(HBS, 17), 198, but no longer in the
editions of 1530 or 1540: Lippe (HBS,
22), 98.

11

Also in France: Leroquais, I, 13 1, 163,
211, etc.
The Regensburg Mass-Ordo (Beck,
262) : Transeundo ad a/tare. The Augs
burg Mass-Ordo of 1555 (Hoeynck,
370) : in the sacristy or dum itur, with
the added remark that the ministra ntes et
qui intersunt should alternate with the
priest verse for verse. Similarly a Camal
dolese missal from the 13th century (Eb
ner, 354) notes: In inceptione processionis
dicitur psalmus ... quem ministri cum eo
alternando ·v enia nt ante a/tare. However

in regard to the remark in a mid-Italian
Mass-Ordo of the 11-12th century (Eb
ner, 336): Q uan do iHgreditur ad a/tare,
sub silentio dicat sacerdos, it must be
observed (contra Batiffol, Le(OIIS, 13)
that this rubric is immediately followed
by an apology to which the sub silmtio
directly refers.
'" Missal of St. Lambrecht (1336; Kock,
107) : inclinatus ante a/tare dicat: ln
troibo. A missal of the Hungarian Her-

mits of St. Paul (15th century; Sawicki,
146): cui gradus altaris.
There is one isolated instance from this
era of groping and trying in which the
psalm is said only after the altar has been
kissed: Missal of Troyes (c. 1050),
Martene, 1, 4, VI (I, 530 D).
17 The older Missal of Fecamp
(13-14th
c.): Martene, 1, 4, XXVI (I, 636 A):
Stans ante a/tare in du a t se diems . . .
Postea incipiat antiphonam: lntroibo. The
Ordinarium of Coutances (Legg, Tracts,
50) which is dependent on the older
Fecamp Missal. The priest recites Ps. 42
while holding with both hands the cha
suble still lying on the alter.
Missal of Evreux-Jumieges: Martene,
1, 4, XXVIII (I, 643).
,. Italian Mass-arrangements of the 1113th Century: accedat ad a/tare et dicat:
Ebner, 321, 327; cf. 306.
Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, CLI,
992) : Paratus autem venit ad a/tare
die ens.

Even Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
II, 13 ( PL, CXVII, 806), who observes
that Ps. 42 precedes the Confiteor, does
not exclude the possibility that the psalm
be said already on the way. The same re
mark in Durandus, IV, 7, 1.
The Alphabetum sacerdotum (after
1495) observes expressly that the priest
can say the psalm in front of the altar
or even while vesting: Legg, Tracts, 35 f.
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As early as the eleventh century the characteristic or thematic antiphon
was introduced before the start of the psalm. In our present-day manner
of handling it, however, the verse is treated not precisely as an antiphon
but as a versicle, so that the second half, Ad Deum qui lcetificat serves
as a response. This treatment will be best understood in some situation
where a middle way was sought between using the psalm and leaving it out
entirely and being satisfied with the one verse which set the tone. With
this single verse other versicles could then be joined.'" This middle way
was taken in the Benedictine Liber ordinarius of Liege, which in this
matter followed the rite of Liege used at that time. The prayers at the
foot of the altar began with three verses, Introibo, Confitemini, Dignare;
in each case the respo nse was supplied by the second half of the verse ; the
Confiteor followed.'"' A similar thing is done in the contemporary Roman
Masses in those instances in which Psalm 42 is left out"'; the confession
of faults is preceded by two verses, Introibo and Adiutorium nostrum.
When these verses were joined to the psalm their treatment as versicles
was naturally transferred too"; however this transfer was not by any
Such versicles were in use even inde
pendently of the psalm in question. In the
.Missa ll/yrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 494),
the bishop, on leaving the sacristy, re
cites Ps. 85: 11 (De due); 58: 8 ( Volun
tarie sacrificabo) ; when entering the
church, Ps. 5: 8 f. (lntroibo in domum;
Domine deduc); 118: 37 (Averte).
Cf. the French books (11th century);
ibid., V f. (I, 519 D, 530 B); further,
the
Hungarian
books
of
the
12th
century: Javor, 113; Rad6, 24, 42, 123.
'"'Yolk, 89. Likewise in a 15th century
MS. at Tongern; de Corswarem, 110; cf.
112.

••

The Klosterneuburg :Mass-Ordo of the
15th century ( Schwabes, 61) exhibits the
three verses: Oste11de nobis , Et in troibo ,
C onfitemini; a Seckau missal of the 15th
century (Kock, 109), Ostende and ln
troibo; a Lyons monastic missal of 1531
(Martene, 1, 4, XXXIII [I, 658]) : Et
introibo, Pone Domine, and Confitemini.
Similarl y ibid., XXXIV (I, 662), where
the secon d versicle is missing.
"' The reason why the Missal of Pius V
omits Psalm 42 during Passiontide and at
Requiem Masses is to be discovered with Lebrun, I, 99 - in the feeling that
the words Quare t ristis es anima mea are
singularly incongruous on such
days of
sorrow. Cf. also Kassing, Liturgische
f' orl esu ngen, 224-228. Perhaps the fact

that on Passion Sunday the psalm occurs
as the Introit of the Mass gave occasion
for setting precisely this date as the first
for omitting it from the prayers at the
foot of the altar.
Even in the 16th century the psalm,
with the conclusion Req1tiem tEfenwm, is
presupposed by Paris de Grassis (d. 1528),
De CtEremoniis, II, 39 (see Lebrun, I, 99,
note a). In the Directorium of Ciconio
lanus which appeared in 1539 (Legg,
Tra c ts, 204) the remark is made that the
psalm is to conclude with Gloria Patri
even at Masses for the Dead.
12 The versicle form of the verse lntroibo
appears as an introduction to the psalm
in the Mass-Ordo of the papal chapel
about 1290, ed. Brinktrine (Eph . liturg.,
1937), 200: the prayers at the foot of the
altar start with lntroibo and Adiutorium;
Psalm 42 follows; then this rubric: Et
repetatur antiphona lntroibo (an expres
sion similar to that used in the present
day missal); this rubric is the residue of
a more ancient arrangement; the next
versicle, Confitcmini, leads into the Con
fiteor. Similarly Ordo Ro.m. XIV, n. 71
(PL, LXXVIII, 1185 A).
Probably the same treatment of the
verse as a versicle is intended in the
Seckau Missal, about 1170: Kock, 106. In
late medieval Mass schemes the appear
ance of lntroibo as a versicle before Ps.
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means a universal practice...
In our present-day Mass the very first words, even before the Introibo,
are the words of blessing which accompany the sign of the Cross, words
which form a Trinitarian gateway to the whole Mass-In nomine Patris
et Filii et Spiritus Sancti. Amen. As used here t'Ae formula, taken from our
Lord's command to preach and baptize, can be traced here and there in the
fourteenth century but not any earlier."' It had been used as a blessing
frequently in the early Middle Ages,"" and even appears in the Mass itself
quite a bit earlier as the characteristic blessing formula."" That it should
appear at the beginning of Mass as a blessing text-just as it has more
recently appeared at the beginning of our other prayers-is probably to
be explained by the fact that the sign of "blessing," the "signum" crucis
is connected with it21; we begin the holy action in the power that comes
from the triune God through the Cross of Christ."' At the same time, in the
use of this formula here, we can perceive a bridge between the two great
sacraments of Baptism and Eucharist.
42 is quite frequent; see Legg, Tracts, 3,
134, 181, 204; Ki:ick, 107 f.; Yelverton, 11.

turies: Fiala, 197; Muratori,
Ebner, 33.1

.. See e.g., the English Mass books of the
declining Middle Ages in Maskell, 8 f ;
here the verse, undivided, is used as an
antiphon.

Among the earliest witnesses to a link
ing of the trinitarian phrase with the
formulas of Confirmation and absolution
is St. Thomas, Summa theol., III, 72, 4;
84, 3 ad 3.

"Cistercian Missal (apparently since the
14th century); Schneider
(Cist.-Chr.,
1926), 253. The priest says the words im
mediately after kissing the altar, before
he begins the prayers at the foot of the
altar.
Admont Missal of the 14-15th century:
Ki:ick, 111 ; here, however, Lk. 1: 28 and
the Salve Regina with its oration precede.
Late medieval examples in Martene, 1,
4, XXXIII, XXXVII (I, 658, 676).

In other cases the trinitarian formula is
found in some other spot; e.g. in the
Ordinarium of Coutances (1557) at the
beginning of the vesting prayers and after
Ps. 42 (which is followed in this instance
by the donning of the chasuble) ; Legg,
Tracts, 55 f. More often it stands at the
start of the Introit, where today we have
simply a sign of the Cross; see infra,
p. 332.
.. Eisenhofer, I. 278.
""At the head of a formula for the bless
ing of incense in the Missa /llyrica; Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV I, 494 C), and in related
Mass-Ordines of the 11th and 12th cen-

I, 88; cf.

The sign of the Cross at the start of
Mass also in Ordo R om. I, n. 8 ( PL,
LXXVIII, 941 C) ; also in the Apostolic
Constitutions, VIII, 12, 4 (Quasten, Mon.,
212 f.), where the bishop at the beginning
of the eucharistic prayer signs the
'tp61tatov 'I"OU a'taupou on his brow.
27

.. In the same sense the Regensburg
Mass-Ordo notes an opening sign of
the Cross in connection with the words
Sancti Spiritus assit nobis gratia; Beck,
263. The same in Spanish Mass books of
the late Middle Ages together with the
trinitarian formula or some other; Fer
reres, 66, 67, 71, 76; also in the M issale
mixtum (PL, LXXXV, 525 B). The
phrase quoted seems to be the beginning
of an ancient hymn; cf. the text in
Yelverton, 5.
Elsewhere there is substituted here the
versicle Adiutorium nost ru m (which also
has an introductory function) ; Pontifical
of Durandus (Andrieu, III, 643) ; cf.
Augsburg Mass-Ordo of the 15th cen
tury: Franz, 751.
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Late medieval Mass arrangements often made of this petition for God's
blessing a special act of prayer during which the priest knelt at the altar. ..
It was frequently the custom to kneel down first for a few moments'
prayer."" The psalm Iudica was sometimes given a special conclusion, a
prayer being said to reaffirm its meaning." In the Norman-English ambit,
where such a conclusion was almost universally in use, the Kyrie and Pater

noster were said." A further development of the custom involved going up
A/phabetum sacerdotum (Legg, Tracts,
35) : V eni Creator with versicle and ora
tion (cf. supra, p. 278, n ote 15 and p. 280,
note 28, the Veni Creator during the
vesting in the rite of Sarum). A Styrian
missal of the 15th century (Kock, 112) :
Veni S. Spiritus, reple with the versicle
and oration, and the ad ded sentence,
Sancti Spiritus assit nobis gratia. Simi
larly in Hungary: Javor, 113 ; Rad6, 24,
96, 123; here the elements a re already
found in the Sacramentary o f Boldau c.
1195 (Rad6, 42): at the start Adsit nobis,
before kissing the altar Veni S. Spiritus
and oration.

20

An opening Veni S. Spiritus also in the
Mass-Ordo of t he Cistercians; Schneider
(Cist. Chr. 1926), 253; c£. 222.
According

to the

Regensburg

Mass

Ordo (c. 1500) the priest should say Ps.
42 on the way to the altar, then kneeling
before the altar he should recite antipho
nam et orationem de B. Virgine vel de S.
Spiritu; Beck, 263. Similarly missals of
the Hungarian Hermits of St. Paul;
Sawicki, 146 f., with note 27. Cf. the
Admont Missal, supra, note 24. Augsburg
in 1555 had b oth the Salve Regina and
the Veni S. Spiritus, each with oration;
Hoeynck, 370.
The Missal of Evreux-Jumieges ( 1415th century) directs that the priest, even
before vesting, kneel before the altar and
pray first to the Holy Ghost, then to the
Blessed V irgin then to all the saints;
Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I, 642).
"' In the ancient Carthusian rite the p ries t
was to say a Pater noster kneeling before
the altar· Martene 1 4 XXV (I 631 A)
'
later an Ave was a ed : Leg
, Tracts
99; this is still the present-day custom :
Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 32, 3.
lri Holland it was a common practice
to pray silently for a few moments or to
say the Pater three times : Smits van
,

'

dd

�

·

:

Waesberghe ( Ons geestelijk Erf, 1941),
292 f. Or prayers relating to the Euchar
ist were suggested; Legg, Tracts, 130,
204.
In Germany many recited the psalm
!udica kneeling at the altar; Franz, 574.
At the Synod of Brixe n (1318), c. 4,
tres genuflexiones ante a/tare were ap
pointed for this occasion, to be accom
panied by prayer; likewise missa finita;
J. Baur, "Die Brixner Synode von 1318"
(in the Festschrift zur Feier des zwci
hundert jiihrigen Bestandes des H aus-,
Hof-, und Staatsarchivs [Vienna, 1949]).
The Spanish M issale mixtum ( PL,
LXXXV, 525 B; cf. 523 A) instructs the
priest to say first of all an Ave Maria;
similarly other Spanish Mass b ooks :
Ferreres, 76.
In France the saying of a Pater at
the start had become such an ingrained
practice that St. Vincent de Paul in 1620
still witnessed the practice; Bremond,
Histoire litteraire du sentiment religieux,
III, 248.
31 Sacramentary of Brescia (11th century;
Ebner, 16 ) : Omnipotens sempiterne Deus,
misericordiam.
Legg, Tracts, 36, 56, 219; Maskell, 10
ff.; Simmons, 90; Martene, 1, 4, XXIV,
XXVI ff., XXXV ff. (1, 626, 636, 639,
643, 664, 672, 676). Outside the region
32

mentioned, in which the Sarum Ordinary
of the 13th century (Legg, 219) is t he
earliest witness, I have met the same
arrangement only in late sources : in the
Rcgensburg Ordo (Beck, 262) and in t wo
printed missals o f Chalons and Tou rs
(Martene, 1, 4, 1 [1, 352]; 1, 4, 2, 4
[I, 36 1 ] ) . An exception to this is a p
parently to be found in two books of the
end of the 11th c e ntury , the Pontifical of
the Bibliotec a Casanatense (Ebner, 327)
a nd (but in this case without Pater nos
ter) t he Missal of St. Vincent-on-Val
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to the steps of the altar at the conclusion of the P ater noster
and continuing the prayer with Confitemini and Confiteor.•

(Et ne nos),

5. Confiteor
The

Confiteor,

along with its attendant prayers, forms the second por

tion of the prayers at the foot of the altar. Its beginnings are to be found
in the silent worship to which the pope gave himself when, in the course
of the stational services of Rome, he came to the altar.' But for this quiet
prayer words were soon inserted when the Roman Mass reached Frankish
territory. The tendency is manifested, for instance in the change of the
seventh-century Roman rubric,

prostrato omni corpore in terra • ;

the

Frankish revision of the eighth century makes the addition: fundens ora
tionem pro se vel pro peccata [ I] populi." Thus the theme of the apologies
is sounded.'
The prayer in which lowly man humbles himself before the great God
is restricted to the expression particularly of man's incapacity and man's
unworthiness. Already in the late Carolingian period, prayer of this sort
had accompanied the walk to the altar; here at the altar steps it found
its proper setting. A formula which highlights the main motifs of the later
turno (Fiala, 198); but the Beneventan
script of both documents forces us to
conclude that they are of Norman prov
enance. This arrangement is also con
tained in a Sacramentary of Fonte Avel
lana which must be dated before 1325
(PL, CLI, 884 d).
88 Maskell,
12, 14; Legg, The Use of
Sarum, I, 64.
In the use of Bee the entrance psalm
was given an even greater air of inde
pendence; here the Pater was followed
at once by the oration Aufer; similarly
other Norman arrangements fitted in a
series of versicles and the oration: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXVII, XXXVI f. (I, 639,
672, 676). Other orations, too, were either
substituted or adjoined; see Maskell, 12.
In late texts the Pater noster was some
times supplemented with an Ave: Mar
tene, I, 4, XXXV (I, 664 C); B ona, II,
2, 6 (567); Beck, 262.
1 Supra, p. 70.
'While Ordo Rom. I, n. 8 (PL, LXX
VIII, 942) merely says that the pope
prays on the oratorium which is laid
down before him, the Capitulare eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca, 196) says more definite-

ly : accedit ad a/tare et prostrato omni
corpore in terra facit orationem. Since
the wording in the Breviarium eccl. ord.
(ibid.) agrees with this, we may rightly
trace this method of prayer (which sur
vives even now in the last days of Holy
Week) to the Roman Arch-chanter John
( Archicantor Johannes).
On the other hand, Frankish tradition
of the 9th century recognized in this place
only one type of bodily attitude-prayer
while standing bowed: Amalar, De eccl.
off., III, 5 (PL, CV, 1111 C): inclinatus
stat. See infra, p. 303.
•

Breviarium

eccl.

ord.

(Silva-Tarouca,

196).
Even intercession for the people often
finds a voice in the apologitZ, for example
in the formula: Rogo te, altissi.me Deus
Sabbaoth, Pater sancte, ut me tunica
castitatis digneris accingere . . . ut pro
peccatis meis possim intercedere et ad
stantibus populis peccatorum veniam pro
mereri ac pacificas singulorum hostias
immolare ... Mass-Ordo of A,al ie ns , ed.
Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927, 440; and

later frequently.
'Cf. about this supra, p. 78 f.
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formula, is prescribed in the Sacramentary of Amiens with the

rubric:
Tulle accedat ad a/tare dice11s:
Ante conspectum divinCE maiestatis lutE, Domine, his sanctis luis confiteor
tibi Deo meo et crcatm·i meo, mea culpa, quia pecca!•i in superbia, in odio i't
invidia, in cupiditate et avaritia, in fornicatione et i11munditia, i11 ebrietate
et crapula, in mendacio et periurio et in omnibus vitiis, quCE ex his prodermt.
Quid plura? Visu, auditu, olfactu, gustu, et tactu et omni11o in cogitatio11e
et locrtfione et actimze perditus sum; quapropter qui iustificas impios, iusti
fica me et resuscita me de morte ad vitam, Domini' Deus meus.•

However, this is still a prayer which an individual recites. In the

Confiteor the prayer

becomes a dialogue spoken by several. The celebrant
acknowledges his sinfulness not only before God and heaven but also before
his brethren around him and begs their mediation, which is offered him
at once in the form of a response to his confession. The distinctive tran
sition" to this new form was completed within the Mass in the first third
of the eleventh century,' and soon it was imitated quite generally. It con
sisted in making one's confession of faults in the same manner as was
customary since the ninth century at daily Prime and Compline"-a mutual
confession of daily faults made two-by-two. This method was now intro
duced at the beginning of Mass," at first (usually) the priest and deacon
alone confessing to each other,'o later (more generally) the priest and a
Leroquais, loc. cit., 440.
One single instance from the 9th-10th
century is represented by the Confiteor of
the Sacramentary of St. Gatien, Martene,
1, 4, VII (I, 536) ; in its long list of sins,
covering half of a folio column, it still re
flects the stylistic form of those Confiteor
texts which were intended for sacra
mental confession.
7 The definite form which eventually pre
vailed is to be detected for the first time
in Cod. Chigi (See supra, p. 292). But
already about 1030 another attempt of a
similar sort is presupposed in the Missa
Illyrica, Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 495 A),
built on the design of the much-altered
entry plan of the Seez group (supra, p.
291). While still on the way to the altar,
in front of the steps leading to the choir,
the bishop recites not apo/ogicc of some
sort or another (as in the Pontifical
of Halinardus), but a confession or
acknowledgment in the narrower sense
(Proferens confessionem). True, there is
no mention of a response by the clergy
(a thing taken for granted at that time),
nor of their corresponding confession, but
t ere follows the absolving reply of the
bzshop, bzdulgentiam (see infra), and

•

•

�

then, after several intervening orations
and Ps. 42, the ingress into the sanctuary.
8 Ordo
qua/iter (Albers, III, 29). Cf.
Jungmann, Die lateinischen Bussriten,

282.
For this reason the Ordinarium O.P. of
1256 (Guerrini, 250) lays down the rule:
Whoever celebrates right after Prime
should not say the Confiteor during
Prime. Amongst the Premonstratensians,
according to the Liber ordinarius of the
12th century (Lefevre, 15; Wacfelghem.
100), the C onfitcor of the priest at the
early Mass coincided with that of Prime.
10
This was also given outward expression.
At the conventual Mass in Cluny the
priest recited his acknowledgment of sin.
before the altar , at the Gospel side, ill
clinis contra diacomtnz similiter inclinem;
Udalrici Consuet. Clwz. II, 30 ( PL, CX
LIX, 716 A). The two therefore stood
to either side of the altar, facing each
other. The same rubric amongst the Car
thusians (cf. the illustration in Atchley,
A History of the Use of Incense, 236-7)
and in 1380 in the Missal of Westminster,
ed. Legg (HBS, V), 489; cf. the com
mentary (HBS, XII), 1503. In the West
minster case the priest at the same time
•
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number of those in attendance.u
The surprising thing is that not only the Misereatur (a companion piece
to the Confiteor which even the layman was permitted to say as the inter
cessory response to the confession of faults) but also the Indulgentiam
(or, as often, beginning with the second word Absolutionem) was included
in this shift from the very start, for the latter was at this time, and con
tinued to be for several centuries, the regular expression of the priests'
12

sacramental absolution."' This was, however, nothing else than a feature
of the period. It was right around the year 1000 that (as divers witnesses
tell us) the custom came into vogue. Shortly before, it had become a gen
eral practice to have the abo:olution follow immediately upon the sacramen
tal confession. The same pattern was therefore followed in the monasteries
where it had long been customary to go to confession to one's spiritual
father weekly or even oftener"; the sacramental absolution was appended
to the Misereatur."'
The Confiteor had thus undergone some development before it was
ushered into the Mass prayers at the foot of the altar. From the ninth cen
tury on, a number of versions are extant which were intended for use in
sacramental confession."
The situation we have here outlined helps to explain how it is that the
prayer not only makes acknowledgment before God and his priest, but ends
with a petition begging the latter to give counsel and judgment and also
to act as an intercessor before God." Intercession of the Church, or more
particularly of the priest, was, for the first millenary, the form in which
the sacramental power of penance was exercised. This petition for inter
cessory prayer could well be retained in the confession of lay people and
makes his confe s sion to his minister and
to the people: stalls iuxta sinistrum cornu
rltaris ministro suo circumstantique pop
rtlo islam generale.m facial confessionem.

On the contrary, in the rite of Sarum the
priest has the deacon at his right, the
subdeacon at his left, and both answer
him; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 664 C).
11
But the case of the Tours Missal ( 1533)
is an extreme; here the Miscrcatur-form
ula of the priest begins with the words
Fratres ct sorores, Martene 1, 4, 2, 4

(I, 361).
"Jungmann, Die latcinischen Bussriten,
207 f., 282 f.
13 Ibid., 200, 217 ff., 251 f.
"Ibid., 285.
1" Ibid., 283 ff.
10
Ibid., 180, 182, 207 ff.
The most ancient examples contain an
often endless catalogue of sins, intended
primarily as a confessional guide. Thus

the Confiteor in the Pontifical of Poitiers
(last third of the 9th century) : ]. Mori
nus, Commentar iu s historicus de disc. in
admin. sarr. poenitentice (Antwerp, 1682),
app. 55 f. Similarly in a Tours Sacramen
tary of much the same age: Martene, 1,
6, III (I, 775-779), and somewhat shorter
in the Ordo Ro.m. antiquus of the lOth
century ( Hittorp, 26 f.). More briefly
worded forms of this type have also sur
vived in the vernacular (Slavic and Old
High German) since the 9th century. In
part they still survive in the "Open Con
fession" or culpa; see infra, p. 492.
17 Sacramentary of Tours
(7 79 B) : ut
pro eisdem pcccatis meis intercessor
existas.

The confessional order of Regino of
Priim, De synod. causis, I, 300 (PL,
CXXXII, 252 A) : ut intercedas pro me
ct pro peccatis meis ad Dominum et crea
torem nostrum.
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it was also retained in the confession which the celebrating priest made to
his assistants.'" Another standard element in the early Confiteor formula
was the mention of the saints, and, in the more ancient texts, an additional
mention of the altar was also made.'" This points to the fact that the for
mula was used with some eagerness whenever the monastic custom then
in vogue was followed, of making the rounds from altar to altar, praying
at each one.""

The oldest Confiteor formulas which were inserted into the Mass were
satisfied to follow the fundamental lines just indicated."' About 1080 the
following version was used at Cluny: Confiteor Deo et omnibus sanctis eius
et vobis, pater, quia peccavi in cogitatione, locutione et opere, mea culpa.
Precor vos, orate pro me.22 A thing to notice here is something that holds
also for later formulas of the Confiteor: the acknowledgment in the first
part is made first of all to God and the Church in heaven, while the inter
cession in the second part is asked at once of the Church on earth. It is
well to remark that even in the eleventh century lengthier formulas had
already put in an appearance...
As time went on a general augmentation may be noted. At the Gen
eral Chapter of the Cistercians in 1184 it was decreed that the Mother of
God should be named before all the other saints: Confiteor Deo et beatfE
MarifE et omnibus sanctis."' The pious devotion of a St. Bernard is patently

at work here... The later Middle Ages continued to add further names to
'" An exception is found in the rite of the
Carmelites where, till the 14th century
the complementary section, Ideo precor,
was missing: Zimmermann, "Carmes,''
DACL, II, 2172. This section is also
wanting in Spanish books even in the
16th century; examples in Ferreres, 65-68.
'" Ps.-Aicuin, De psalmorum usu (PL,
CI, 498): Confiteor ... coram hoc altari

larly the Carthusians: Ordinarium Cart.
(1932)' c. 25, 13.
The formulation, mea culpa, mea max
ima culpa is evidenced for the first time
in Thomas :l. Becket (d. 1 170) ; A. Wit
mart, Recherches de Theol. Ancienne et
mediev. (1935) VII, 351.

""Cf. L. Gougaud, Devotions et pratiques
ascetiques du moyen age (Paris, 1925),
57-59.

quia ego miser peccavi nimis in lege Dei
mei, cogitatione, sermone et opere, pollu
tione mentis et corporis et in omnibus
malis quibus humana fragilitas contami
nari potest. Proptcrea precor vos ut oretis
pro me misero peccatore. The intercessory
formula is correspondingly augmented.
24 Schneider ( Cist.-Chr., 1926), 255.
"" With this compare the way Christian
antiquity drew attention to the heavenly
powers, e.g. 1 Tim. 5: 21: I adjure thee
in the sight of God and of Jesus Christ,
and the angels he has chosen." Further
reference in Jungmann, Die Stellung
Christi im liturgischm G,b11t, 239, note
29.

SUIICIO.

21

A large number of examples in Bona,
f. (565-570).
22 Udalrici Consuet. Clun. II, 30 PL, CX
LIX, 716).

II 2, 5
,

Similarly Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23
(PL, CLI, 992): Confiteor Deo omnipo
lenti, istis sanctis et om�1ibus
sanctis et
ibi, frater, quia peccavi in cogitati
ne,
m locutione, in
opere, in pollutione mentis

�

�

et corporis. Ideo precor te, ora pro me.
A formula of this short type is used

even at present by the Dominicans
: Mis
(1889), 17. Simi-

late iwxto ritum O.P.

•rn Cod. Chigi: Martene, 1, 4, XII (I,
569) : Confiteor Deo omnipotenti et istis
et omnibus sanctis eius et �·obis fratres,

"
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the list" usually, however, only in the second part of the Conftteor so that
they appear as intercessors .... This penitential prayer was in danger of
becoming a very externalized devotion. The Third Council of Ravenna
(1314) decreed that aside from Mary, only Michael, John the Baptist and
the Apostles Peter and Paul were to be named."" These are names calcu
lated to recall to mind the sin-free glory and holiness of the triumphant
Church.
Elsewhere there was often a long listing and detailing of faults .. that
often turned into an acknowledgment of sins in specie just as was general
and usual at choir Office in many localities. The interpreters of the liturgy
voice a disapproval of this, alleging rightly that there is question here
The anti-Arian movement had long
since caused Christ to be considered as
included (according to his godhead) in
the mention of God. Few are the attempts
to formulate a Confitcor text along the
earlier lines. One example is that offered
by the Pontifical of Poitiers (note 16
above): C onfit c o r tibi, Domine, Pater
coc/i et terra', tibiquc bcnignissime Jcsu
una cum Spi rit u Sancto, coram sanctis
angelis ... Cf. the trinitarian phrasing
in a sacramentary of Fonte Avellana
(ante 1325: confiteor Deo omnipotenti
Parti et Filio et Spiritui Sancto et om
nibus angc lis ... (PL, CLI, 885 A).
26 The Augsburg
Mass commentary en
titled "Messe singcn oder lesen" (To
sing or read Mass; 15th century) instructs
the priest to name at least the patrons of
the church and of the altar, and then to
add those he wants, towards whom he has
devotion. Franz, 751, note 4.
27 Thus the exposition of the Mass men
tioned in the last note. Also the Mass
Ordo of Regensburg (Beck, 263), which
in the first part names only Mary and
"all the saints," but in the second names
the Apostles together and then 20 other
saints from Stephen to Ursula. Similar,
but a little more extensive, is the Styrian
Missal of Haus (Klick, 112).
On the contrary, the Missal of the
Barberini MS 1861 (14th century; cf.
Ebner, 140) makes mention of individual
saints mainly in the first part; Bona, II,
2, 5 (567). The theological basis for this
confession before the saints is presented
in Matt. 19: 28; 1 Cor.6: 3.
•• Mansi,
XXV, 547.
Michael, who scarcely ever appears in

texts from northern countries, is named
in a Fonte Avellana missal of the 13-14th
century ( PL, CLI, 932 C) and in the
Ordo Rom. XIV (14th century), n. 71
( PL, LXXVIII, 1185) ; in both these
instances the symmetrical arrangement of
the names in both segments, which be
came general later on, also emerges.
The Congregation of Sacred Rites had
occasion more than once to curb the ar
bitrary insertion of names; Decreta auth.
SRC, n. 1332, 5; 2142. However, some
religious have the privilege of including
the name of their holy Founder, e.
g., the
Franciscans insert St. Francis.
21 This may perhaps have been due to the
influence of Confiteor formulas which
were used as a help in sacramental con
fession; cf. note 16 above. From the late
medieval Mass-Ordo of the Breviarium of
Rauen: Martene, I, 4, XXXVII (I, 677),
we get this sample: . .. quia ego miser
peccator pecca·vi 1zimis contra legem Dei
mei cogitatione, delectatione. pollutione,
consensu, tactu, risu, tisu, t•erbo et opere,
in transgressione ordinis mei et,omissione
servitii mei, participando cum excommuni
catis et in cunctis aliis vitiis meis malis,
mea cu lpa . An analogous form is already
found in the Hungarian Sacramentary of
Boldau (c. 1195): Rad6, 42. Spanish
formulas, too, usually list a series of sins,
even with the acknowledgment me grav
iter peccasse: Ferreres, 65 ff. Such form
ulas as these were probably developed
from the same sort of thinking that gave
rise to the early Scholastic problem,
whether it was permissible, for the sake
of greater self-humiliation, to confess
sins that one had not committed. Cf. H.
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not of secret confession but of public ... An intensification of the utterance
of sorrow is manifested when the subject is described at the beginning:
Ego peccator or Ego miser et injelix or Ego reus sacerdos confiteor, and
other similar phrases."'
As to the external rite, we find from the very outset that the

Confiteor

was recited with body bowed profoundly... But kneeling too must have
been rather widespread... Striking the breast at the words

mea culpa

is

mentioned quite early." This gesture, copied from the Bible story (Luke
18:

13) was so familiar to St. Augustine's audience and so intimately con

nected with the acknowledgment of sin that the saint had to caution them
against beating their breasts every time the word
According to an old tradition the

Confiteor

confiteor was

called out...

of the priest was answered

by the deacon or by one of the assistants'" with the prayer Misereatur
which corresponded to the final plea of the Confiteor." The formulation of
the

Misereatur

was just as multiform as that of the

Confiteor.

The ground

text which by and large remained in the :Mass is to be seen probably in a
version which is found in various places in the ninth/tenth century: Mise
reatur tui omnipotens Deus et dimittat tibi omnia peccata tua, liberet te
ab omni [opere] malo, conservet te in omni [opere] bono et perducat te
[per intercessionem omnium sanctorum] ad gloriam sempiternam ... How\V e iswe iler, "Die Busslehre Simons von
Tournai" (ZkTh, 1932), 209.
""Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II,
13 (PL, CCXVII, 806); Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitrale, III, 2 (PL, CCXIII,
95 A); Durandus, IV, 7, 2.
Even

John

Beleth,

Explicatio,

c.

33

( PL CCII, 43) observed that here it was
allowed to confess sins only genera/iter
and not mctrsuram excedere.
Examples in Ferreres, 66 ff.
Eyu r.·us ct conscius multorum malor11111 meorum: Kiick, 108 · cf. 111; Beck,
•
263.

'1

Ego reus et indignus: Rad6, 42, 61.
Ego reus et indignus sa cerd o s : Rad6,
76; Legg, Tracts, 36, 56.

�' Cf.

s u p ra , note 2. The express remark
1s found in the Ordo. eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 80, 1, 16), in the Liber ordi
narius of Liege (Yolk, 89, 1. 22).

The rhymed German Mass-explanation
of the 12th century says: He kneels before
God's table and confesses his sins; Leitz
mann (Kleine Texte, 54), 18, 1. 1.

33

The Mass-Ordo of Bee: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXVI (I, 672): ante a/tare prostratus.
Apparently also in the Styrian Missal

of Haus: Kiick, 112 f.; in the Regens
burg Mass-Ordo: Beck, 263 f.; in the
Augsburg Missal of 1555: Hoeynck, 371.
In all the cases mentioned the rubric
seems to be intended for a Mass without
levites.
14 Stephen of Bauge (d. 1136), De s acr.
altaris, 1. 12 ( PL, CLXXII, 1283 B) ;
Innocent III, De s. alt. mJ.•sterio, II, 13
(PL, CCX V II, 806); Durandus, IV,
7, 3.
.. Augustine, Serm., 67,1 (PL, XXXVIII,
433). Cf. Roetzer, 245-247.
.. Cf. su p ra , p. 299. See also the ex
ample on p. 301 which imply a confession
made now to one (/rater, pater), now to
several (fratres).
37 It is worthy of note that the oldest
formulas which in the first part name
"all the saints," confine the petition for
prayer in the second part to the brethren
present (te, vos). See supra, p. 301.
•• Sacramentary of Reims : PL, LXXVIII,
442 A. The bracketed expressions are
frequently missing in other texts.
Cf. the interpolated rule of Chrode
gang: PL, LXXXIX, 1067; Ritual of
Durham, ed. Lindeliif ( Surtees Society,
140). 170.
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ever it is only proper to record that the older Mass books mention this
Misereatur of the assistants or of the deacon or of the Mass server as infre
quently as they do the Confiteor that follows. The fact that these two
formulas had to follow, was taken as much for granted as the fact that the
texts would be almost identical with the priest's ... Besides it was hardly
necessary to write the formulas down,.. for not only every cleric but every
properly instructed Christian had to know them by heart in some form or
other, almost as he did the Lord's Prayer." Still it appears that often the
priest used for his Misereatur a much more solemn form in which a special
phrase was prefixed like Precibus et meritis sanctte Dei Genitricis et Vir
ginis Marite et omnium Sanctorum suorum,.. frequently adding a whole
list of names, as in the Confiteor .. ; or a phrase like Per gratiam Sancti
Spiritus Paracliti .. or Per auxilium et signum sanctte crucis'" or Per san
ctam misericordiam D. N. J. c.•• or Per amaram passionem D. N. J. C."
or Per sparsiones sanguinis D. N.J. C.'"; or he might use a phrase which
changed with the Church year'"; or several of these phrases together-an
Similar also the later Bernold, Micra
lagus, c. 23 (PL, CLI, 992), in the con
clusion with variants that are otherwise
quite common: et pcrducat nos pariter
Jesus Christus Filius Dei vivi in vitam
ll'ternam.
.. Yet even in the 11th century John of
A vranches, De afl. eccl. ( PL, CXL VII,
32 D) says explicitly: canfessiane invicem
facta, and William of Hirsau, Canst., I,
86 (PL, CL, 1016) : respondente sibi
C anversa versum Misereatur ac statim
adiungente canfessianem. Cf. also Udal
rici Co11suet. Clun. II, 32 (PL, CXLIX,
725) : The deacon stands opposite the
priest ut confesso confiteatur.
The distinction customarily made today
(the priest: vobis fratres, vas fratres; the
server : tibi pater, te pater) is remarked
in the Liber ordinarius of Liege (Yolk,
101).
'"Therefore in some early instances no
definite wording is given even for the
priest: Martene, 1, 4, IV (1, 495 A) ;
cf. XV (1, 585 B) ; Kock, 106, 107.
"Cf. Jungmann, Die lateinischm Buss
riten, 283.
St. Vincent Ferrer wanted the people
to know the Pater, Ave, Confitear and
the Creed by heart; G. Schniirer, Kirche
und Kultur im Mittelalter, (Paderborn,
1929) III, 232.
In most of the Romance countries this

would probably mean the Latin Canfiteor;
in German countries, the vernacular for
mula of the "Open Confession" (culpa)
had to be substituted for the faithful.

'"Cad. Chigi:
569).

Martene,

'"Ordo Rom. XIV,
1185).

n.

71

1, 4,

XII (1,

(PL, LXXVIII,

" Missal of St. Pol de Leon: Martene,
1, 4 XXXIV (I, 662 B); Hungarian
Mass books of the 15th century: Rad6,
24, 123; Javor, 113.
'" Missal of St. Pol de Leon: Martene,
1, 4, XXXIV (I, 662 B); Alphabetum
sacerdotum. Legg, Tracts, 36.

•• Breviaru.m of Rouen : Martene, 1, 4,

XXXVII (1, 677) ; joined with it are
several of the formulas already mentioned,
including ten Saints' names. Similarly the
Alphabetum sacerdatum, Legg, Tracts, 36.

A Hungarian missal of the 13th century
has: Per virtute,m D. N. J. C. et; Rad6,
61.
" Regensburg

Mass-Orda :

Beck,

263.

Missal of Valencia (1417): Ferreres,
71; for the Mass-server a simple Misere
atur is mentioned.

••

'"Ordinarium of Coutances (1557): Per
Legg,
sanctam
lncarnatianem,
etc.;
Tracts, 56 f. Here again the server is
given just a simple Misereatur.
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opportunity for giving the celebrant's devotion ample play."" Even though
these additions to the intercessory prayer were very meaningful and sug
gestive of the whole economy of salvation, they were after all--excepting
the first of them--embellishments proposed by the Gothic spirit and were
in consequence not accepted everywhere,"' nor were they admitted into the
Missal of Pius V. Sufficient that the prayer expressed the wish and hope
that God would forgive the faults confessed.
In content the wish expressed in the Misereatur differs in nothing except
emphasis from the wish expressed in the priest's lndulgentiam. The for
mula, which had gone through no little development long before being taken
into the Mass," and had even been shortened in various ways,.. appears in
the Mass in the eleventh century in this simple version: lndulgentiam
et remissionem omnium peccatorum nostrorum tribuat nobis omnipotens et
misericors Dominus." It was only in a few individual instances that it
received an augmentation as did its companion piece Misereatur.""
As already hinted, the lndulgentiam had become since the year 1000 a
favorite form for absolution in the sacrament of penance-a deprecative
or, more properly, optative form. In what sense was it now incorporated
into the :\lass, in the prayers at the foot of the altar? For the sacrament
certain conditions appear to be missing. Contrition might be present, pro
vided the Confiteor is said with proper intention, for if we stand before
God as sinners and if we see the glance of all heaven directed towards us,
we become sufficiently aware of the heinousness of sin and turn away from
it. That is perhaps the motive for contrition which is closest to us and
therefore also most effectual, even if it is not the highest. But the confes
sion was not at all extensive enough since it was essentially very general.
Besides the lndulgentiam was spoken only by the priest over the assist
ants, and not in reverse even when these latter were priests, a surprising
thing since it was primarily the celebrant who required the purifying action
"" Thus expressly in the Ordinarium of
Coutances, loc. ci t.
" Such additions are missing, for in
stance, in most of the examples cited from
Styrian Mass books, Ki::ick, 107 ff.
•• The formula is an outgrowth of solemn
absolution formulas of the lOth century,
which were usually composed of three
members and presented in the optative,
and which comprised the previous prayers
of reconciliation (which had the form of
orations), so that they themselves eventu
ally became the conveyors of the sac
ramental absolution. See Jungmann, Die
lateinischcn Bussriten, 212 ff. 251 ff.
,
""The earliest text within the Mass, in
the Missa lll:yrica, Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,

495),

is still quite comprehensive.
The text in the Cod. Chigi: Martene,

1, 4,

XII

(1, 569

D), which is a bit

later, reads as follows: Indulgentiam et
absolutioncm et remissionem omnium pec
catorum nostrorum et sPatium ver£E poeni
tenti£E per intercession em omnium sanc
toru.m suorum tribuat nobis onwipotens,
pius et misericors Dominus.

In Spain the following wording often
appears: Absolutionem et remissionem
omnium peccatorum nostrorum et spatium
et fructus dignos poenite n ti£E et emeuda
tionem vita? et cor pocnitens per g rat i am
Spiritus Sa.ncti tribuat nobis omnipotcns
et misericors Dominus. Ferreres, 65 ff.
M Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, CLI,
992). Similarly a setting from Limoges:
Leroquais, I, 155.
.. St. Lambrecht Missal (1336): Ki::ick,
107.
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of the sacrament... However, we must remember that the development we
are considering belongs to a period which had not yet experienced the clari
fication of its penance theories through Scholasticism. This was the high
tide of sacramental general absolutions regarding which, nevertheless, even
then the fact was emphasized that the general acknowledgment which was
connected with them did not suffice for grave sins."' But there was a con
stant effort to despoil the Confiteor formula of its general character by
inserting specific references, and doubtless it was not seldom that a personal
confession was-by abuse-combined with it. But if the priest does include
himself (tribuat nobis), he was surely aware that the formula could have,
in his regard, only the value of a petition, which did not however rob it in
any way of a more extensive power with regard to others...
It is certain that efforts were made to emphasize the formula by means
of ceremonial. According to the use of Cluny the priest at a private Mass,
while answering the lay-brother with the Misereatur, put on the stole ..
which up to then he had carried in his hand, and then recited the lndul
gentiam.•• In other places a special versicle was inserted between Misere
atur and Indulgentiam,"' or the Indulgentiam was introduced by the word
Oremus."" The sign of the Cross which accompanied the formula here as
elsewhere, and which itself developed out of the laying on of hands by
means of which penance and reconciliation were once administered, has

survived until the present.
•• For the priest, especially in monasteries,
a sacramental confession before each Mass
was customary in the later Middle Ages.
Even in the 11th century there is mention
of this at Cluny, but with the restrictive
clause, si opus habet; Udalrici Co11suet.
Clun II, 12 (PL, CXLIX, 706 f.); sim

ilarly in a Klosterneuburg source of the
13th century: Schabes, 58: in a missal of
Auxerre: Martene, 1, 4, 1 (I, 351 B).
In the Dominican order this confession
before each Mass was enjoined by various
General Chapters down to the 16th cen
tury; Solch, Hugo z•on St. Cher, 52 f. The
Alphabetum sacerdotum
(after 1495)
starts its references to the Mass with
a modus confitendi; Legg, Tracts, 33. Cf.
also the missal printed in Venice in 1493:
ibid., 114.
"' Jungmann, Die lateinischen Bussriten,
277 ff., 285 ff.
•• This was a use of the sacramental form
outside its own proper sphere analogous
to the practice much in vogue in the
early Middle Ages of giving absolution
to the dead, a practice from which is de-

rived the name still preserved for the cor
responding rite, ahsolutio ad tumbam, ab
solutio in exsequiis. Op cit., 288 f.
•• According to the confessional guide of
Arezzo of that same 11th century, the
remission of sins was granted per stolam.
Op. cit., 193. Further passages can be
found in the same work cited in the

Index su b verba "stola."
Bernardi Ordo Clztn. I, 72 (Herrgott,
264); William of Hirsau, Canst., I, 86
(PL, CL, 1016).
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But the witnesses to this practice are of

a later period: Mass-Ordo of Regensburg
(Beck, 264) : Christe audi nos, Salvator
mrtndi adiuz•a nos.
Hungarian Mass books of the 15th
century, (Javor, 113; Rad6, 24, 123) :
Ps. 120: 7.
Ordi11arium of the Carthusians, c. 1500
(Legg, Tracts, 99): Adiutorium nostrum
. .
Styrian missals of the 14th or 15th cen
tury: Kock, 111, 112.
Klosterneuburg
(15th
century) :
Schabes, 61.
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The original conception of this absolution as a sacramental formula will
serve to explain the fact that a penance was not infrequently imposed just
as we will find was done at the "Open Confession" which took place after
the sermon..... The faithful, too, were sometimes drawn into this penitential
act. In many churches of Normandy the priest turned towards the people
while he spoke the Indulgentiam."" The nuns at Fontevrauld used to say a
Confiteor of their own after the priest said his; the introit was not started
until after the Indulgentiam... According to South-German Mass books of
the late Middle Ages, the priest kissed the altar and then turned to the
people and pronounced an absolution, using a second formula"' of the type
which was then otherwise employed when administering sacramental
forgiveness.""
Of these various formations which are in essence-if not in actual time
-pre-Scholastic, only the absolution formula Indulgentiam has survived.
The Church's penitential practice had followed the lead of Scholastic the" Thus the Pontifical of Durandus in
regulating the case when a bishop attends
the Mass of a priest: At the prayers at
the foot of the altar the bishop stands
next to the priest. After the confession
of sins and the absolutio, the priest recites
a few intermediate verses and then says,
Judicium pro peccatis meis. Then the
rubric continues: Et pontifex iniungit illi
Pater noster ·vel Ave Maria vel aliud, et
sacerdos idipsum vel aliud pontifici. An
drieu, III, 643.
Quite similar is the arrangement in the
monastic Missal of Lyons printed in

1531 ; here in the same spot the celebrant
begins the following dialogue: Poeniten 
tiam pro peccatis meis. Pater noster. Deo
watias. Et vobis: Ave Maria. R.: Deo
gratias. Only after this penance has been
said does the priest kiss the altar.
Martene, 1, 4, XXXIII (I, 658 D). The
same dialogue, with unessential variations,
in the Missal of Vich (1496): Ferreres,
67, and in the later rite of Lyons : Bona,

II, 2, 6 (570). Similiarly three missals
of the 14th century from Gerona, but
here the imposition of the penance is
]lrovided only for the celebrant: Fer
reres, p. XXXII, XXXV, 68.
No doubt the same meaning must be
attached to the rubrics of the Carthusian
Ordinarium of circa 1500, according to
which the Confiteor and Misereatur are
followed by a Pater and Ave, to be said
bowed, and then there follows the abso
lution formula (marked with the heading:

absolr:tio post confessionem prh•atam).
Legg, Tracts, 99 f.; cf. Statuta autiqua,

I, 43: Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 631 D).
Later on the sacramental confession was
anticipated before Mass. The present-day
Ordinarium Cartusiense (1932), c. 25, 12,
stiii mentions a signum pro confessionibus
before the procession to the altar. But it
also retains the Pater and Ave referred
to above (c. 25, 14).
The same Pater and Az1e are found in
the old Cistercian rite, but here only after
the lndulgentiam and the versicle Adiu
torium nostrum which is combined with
it; Schneider (Cist.-Chr., 1926), 254 (and
see the rubric, ibid., 255, according to
which the "confcssio" can be completed
later, during the Gloria). Cf. Franz,
587 ; de Corswarem, 111.
""Thus in Bayeux: Martene, 1, 4, 2, 5
(I, 363 B). Ordinarium of Coutances :
Legg, Tracts, 57.
Similarly the Bishop of Le Mans as
late as 1700: de Mo!Con, 221.
Cf. the custom of Bee: Martcne, 1, 4,
XXXVI (I, 672 E).
66 According to the Ordinarium of 1115:
de Moleon, 109 f.
00 Mass-Ordo of Gregorienmiinster (14th
or 15th century) : �fartene, 1, 4, XXXII
(I, 655 B). Augsburg Ritus of the 15th
century: Franz, 75.2. Missal of Chur of
1589: Gerbert, J'ctus /iturgia Alcmannica,
I, 295.
87 Cf. Jungmann, Die lateillischm Buss
riten, 231 ff.
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ory and had begun to limit the use of sacramental powers to very definite
conditions... As a result; sacramental absolution was neither considered
here nor given, and so the pentitential act which began with the Confiteor,
even in spite of the formula mentioned, continued to have only that mean
ing which the confession of faults had in the period of monastic lay con
fession when this formula was not in use. Of course even the confession
of faults had long ago assumed a merely formal character; nevertheless it
remains an humble acknowledgment of our sinfulness and a worthy expres
sion of our contriteness, and with these the intercession of the Church will
continue to be connected as it has been since the beginning...
Besides what we have already described, and even aside from the ora
tion Aujer a nobis which from the start had formed the conclusion and
before which the Confiteor rite was consciously inserted-besides this, I
say, the liturgical mind of the Middle Ages had added a further frame
work. A versicle or two was introduced before the Confiteor, and it made
-

no difference whether the psalm Iudica preceded or not. From a time, per
haps, when it was still customary to make a concrete confession of faults,
comes the use of the verse (Psalm 140:3); Pone, Domine, custodiam ori

meo .

.

:o Since the thirteenth century there was an almost general use,

chiefly outside Italy, of the verse Confitemini Domino quoniam bonus
(Ps. 117:1), the original meaning (an invitation to praise God) being
twisted into a summons to make a confession of faults to God because He
is merciful.71 In Italy the verse ( Ps. 123:8), Adiutorium nostrum in nomine

Domini had already been used in this same spot in the eleventh century."
In the Roman liturgy this last verse was used to introduce not only all
blessings73 but also other liturgical acts, particularly also the Confiteor in
the Office. The admission which it implies, that in matters of salvation we
are helpless without that help from above which-as the accompanying
•• Ibid., 287 ff. Conclusive was the judg
ment of St. Thomas Aquinas, De forma

absolutio11is, c. 2: Huiusmodi abso/utiones

[at Prime, compline and holy Mass] non
sunt sacramentales, sed stmf qua?dam
orationes quibus dicuntur venialia peccata
dimitti. There is possibly a connection
between this decision of St. Thomas and
the regulation in the Dominican rite which
directs the priest reciting the formula,
Absolutionem et remissionem, not to make

the sign of the Cross: Signum crucis ne
faciat; Missale iuxta ritum O.P. (1889),
17.
89 C.
Callewaert, Sac ris erudiri, 191 f.,
speaks in a similar sense of a sacramental
that works ex opere op erantis Ecclesice.
70 Sacramentary of Modena (before 1174) :
Muratori, I, 88; Rite of Lyons: Bona,

II, 2, 6

( 569) ; Buenner, 223, note 1.
Besides these it appears only in the Mass
Ordo of the Carthusians, which is de
pendent on Lyons, and there it appears
even today.
71 Ordinarium
O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini,
235.
Mass-Ordo of the papal chapel ( c ir c a
1290), ed. Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937),
200.

72 A monastic sacramentary of the out
going 11th century: Ebner, 297; cf. ibid.,
327, 332; Fiala, 198.
Otherwise it is not frequent at this
spot. Later in the Ordo Rom. XIV, n.
60 (PL, LXXVIII, 1173 C). Outside
Italy apparently only since the 15th cen
tury; e.g., in Augsburg: Franz, 751.
78 Rituale Rom., VIII, 1, 7.
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sign of the Cross indicates-is disclosed in the Cross of Christ, here fulfills
the function of an epiklesis to introduce the act of penance." It is there
fore very understandable that in several localities it became customary
and still is today-to pronounce the same little phrase when leaving the
sacristy ...

A number of versicles was also inserted after the act of penance as a
sort of transition to the old oration Aufer a nobis. These versicles, which
appear quite early, serve a purpose similar to the preces before the oration
in the Office; the similarity is emphasized by the bowed position the priest
assumes while saying them. Even though these are prayers of a semi
private nature, alternate prayer between priest and deacon (or at most the
closer assistants)-for the brethren in the choir are busy with singing the
introit and the Kyrie-still the structural rules for liturgical prayer are
carefully observed. The versicles that appear here are seldom newly com
posed from Holy Writ."' Generally they are taken from the verses used
"Cf.Callewaert, Sacris erudiri, 38 f.
Elsewhere this verse had been put to
a different use, at first sight rather sur
prising, in connection with this same
penitential act of the Mass. According
to William of Hirsau, Const., I, 86 (PL,
CL, 1016) the priest should put on the
stole, "indulgentiam" cum illo versu
"adiutorium nostrum, etc." adiungens. As
a matter of fact, monastic ordinaries of
the years immediately following do actu
ally display this single versicle before
the oration Aufer a nobis: Seckau Missal
of 1170 (Kiick, 106); Ordinariu.m O.P.
of 1256
(Guerrini, 235); cf.
Liege
Liber ordinariu� (Volk, 89).
The verse is here probably a reflex
of the absolution, an acknowledgment of
the newly-established and confirmed cov
enant with God, with whose help the
work can be begun and the Holy of
Holies entered.
Beginning with the 13th century the
Adiutorium nostmm in this place is usu
ally combined with Sit nomen Domini
benedictum; thus in the Westminster Mis
sal written between 1362 and 1386, ed.
Legg (HBS, V), 490, and in the Eng
lish and Norman Mass-ordinaries of the
following years; it is from this area that
the practice must have developed: Maskell,
20; Martt�ne, 1, 4, XXXV ff. (I, 664,
672 E, 677 C). Since the turn of the
Middle Ages also outside the area named :
ibid., XXXIII (I, 658 D); 1, 4, 2, 4

(I, 360 f.); Legg, Tracts, 36 f.; Fer
reres, p. XXXII, LXXIX. Also in the
Spanish Cistercian Missal of
1762:
Schneider ( Cist.-Chr., 1926), 254, and in
the present-day Missale Ambrosianum
(1902), 165 f.
In the monastery

1, 4, XXXVI

of

Bee:

Martene,

(1, 672 E), the priest

would stand turned to the people and add
to all this: In nomine Patris .. . ; it had
thus grown into a blessing.Similarly the
monastic Mass-Ordo of Rouen: ibid.,
XXXVII (1, 677 CD).
In several late and post-medieval Mass
books this set of versicles is placed just
before the Introit, again therefore with
epicletic meaning: Legg, Tracts, 37, 58;
Maskell, 27; Martene, 1, 4, XXVII f.,
XXXIII f. (I, 640 B, 643 E, 658 E,
662 D); also 1, 4, 3 (1, 364 A).
,. Thus already in
pontifical rite of
burg; Leroquais,
serifs, I, 103; II,

the 15th century in the
Trier and of Strass
Les pontificaux manu

165.

·

In some churches the servers offer the
priest the holy water for a blessing as he
pronounces these words.
In some places (e.g. in Tyrol) the
servers use the formula for asking a
blessing: Benedicite! and receive the an
swer: Deus [sc. benedicat].
70 As
was the. case in the Sacramentary
of Modena (Muratori, I, 88) where
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earlier at the close of the accession prayers. Thus we find here in Italian
Mass books of the end of the twelfth century a portion of the versicle
which two centuries before had belonged to the oldest accession arrange
ments and had then disappeared." Amongst these are also the versicles we
still use: Deus tu conversus and Ostcnde, with which the basic theme of
Psalm 84, and therefore of the accession prayers in toto, is reviewed in a
brief but striking way. It is the same theme which is sounded in Psalm 42:
We can gain joy and new life from the well-springs of God; He wants to
manifest to us His protection and His saving power. The series of verses
in the missal used in the papal chapels about 1290 is confined exclusively
to the verses mentioned." But in other places this same group is merely
the foundation to which other verses are added." Then after the general
petition Domine exaudi, which otherwise almost always and even in an
earlier period follows the series of versicles,so and after the greeting Domi
nus vobiscum, which is not omitted even for this small group of people,

the oration Aufer a nobis is said. This is the oldest element in the prayers
at the foot of the altar, and even after these prayers had been more fully
developed, continued to serve as the closing oration."' Its glance is turned
verses were chosen all directed towards
penance: Ps. 55: 9 (Deus vitam meam)
and Ps. 31: 5 f. (Delictum meum, etc.)
" Supra, p. 272 f.
In the purest state in Cod. S. 1, 19 of
the Biblioteca Angelica (Ebner, 322),
with Ps. 84: 7, 8 (Deus tu com·ersus,
Ostcnde), Ps. 142: 2 (Ne illfrcs), Ps.
78: 9 b (Propitius). C£. Ebner, 354.

In Italian Mass books the versicles
appear which today follow the Confiteor
at Prime and Compline: Com·erle nos,
Dig11arc Domine, Miserere 11ostri, Fiat
misaicordia . Ebner, 327, 332, 345.
•• Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 200.

are added Dominus vobiswm and E.r
audiat nos omnipotms et misericors Domi
nus just as at the end of the Litany of
All Saints.
Just as in the 11th century the Pon
tifical of Halinardus and other Mass
Ordines of the Seez group (supra, p.
291 f.) had added to the Aufer a nobis a
second oration which later disappeared,
so also many later Mass books supple
mented the Aufer with one or more ora

Likewise Ebner, 313.
'"Thus in the Sarum Ordinary of the
13th century (Legg, Tracts, 219; cf.
ibid., 3 f.; Legg, The Sarum Missal,

tions. Often these were taken from the
accession prayers (Conscientill', Adsit;
both orations, e.g., in Ebner, 341; cf.
supra, p. 275). Norman books of the late
Middle Ages borrowed from the recession
prayers (Ure igne, ActioHes; see Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXVII f.; cf. XXXVII
[I, 639 E, 643 D, 676 C)).

217) ; here Ps. 84: 7 f. is followed by
Ps. 131: 9 (Sacerdotcs); 18: 13 £. (Ab
occultis) ; 113 b: 1 (N 011 nobis), the in

But most frequently the penitential
oration Exaudi Domine supp/icum preces
(from the Gregoriamtm: Lietzmann, n.

.

vocation Sancia Dei Gcnitri.r, and finally
Ps. 79: 20 (DomineDcusvirtutum). Sim
ilarly most of the later English Mass
books. The versicles Ab occultis and
Sacerdotes are also frequent elsewhere.
""Thus alreadv in the Ordo Rom. antiquus
(circa 950) : H ittorp, 28, 53.
"' The stamp of conclusiveness is brought
out especially in the Mass-Ordo of the
papal chapel, ed. Brinktrine, 200, where

201, 3) was thus used. It is found in the
Missal of St. Vincent, added to Aufer:
Fiala, 198 ; cf. Cod. Chigi: Martene, 1,
4, XII (I, 570 A). But it is especially
constant in the German area (e.g. Kock,
108, 109, 110, 113; Hoeynck, 371); also
in Hungary: Rad6, 42, where later a
third oration, Prll'sla is added (this same
oration, Pra'sla, also in Tongern; de
Corswarem, 111); Rad6, 96, 123; Javor,
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backward, back toward the sins we must leave behind, and also forward,
toward the sanctuary, the holy of holies"" that we must enter. The oration
derives from ancient Roman tradition. It was used at the beginning of the
Easter celebration .. and later was also said when entering a shrine from
which the relics were taken for the consecration of a Church." Now it is
used while mounting the steps to the altar, and since the later Middle
Ages it is said in a low tone, a practice which spread from England .. and
which seems apparently to have been stimulated by the silence of the
canon and the reasons which suggested the latter.""

6.

Greetings. Kissing the Altar

In the solemn functions of the seventh century, the first thing that
occurred when the pope reached the altar was a series of greetings-kisses,
according to ancient custom. There was a greeting for the co-liturgists and
also for the two objects most intimately connected with the liturgy, objects
which represented Christ, the Gospel book and the altar.1 Of these only the
kissing of the altar has been retained in the universal Mass rite. The greet
ing of the co-liturgists is also to be found at present in solemn papal
Masses; three cardinal priests greet the pope with the kiss of peace when
he comes to the altar." In France a similar practice is to be noted in many
113; Sawicki, 147; cf. Rad6 24. In
Augsburg it once even took the place of
Au fer: Bona, II, 2, 6 (569); likewise in
Klosterneuburg: Schabes, 61. In Gregor
ienmunster the abbot said it kneeling
(14-15th century): Martene, 1, 4, XXXII
(I, 655 A).
This formula is obviously meant when
Henry of Hesse (d. 1397), in his Secr e ta
sacerdotum mentions with disapproval the
saying of the collect pro pec ca tis a f tcr
th e C onfiteor: Franz, 521.
"" The biblical term sane fa sanctorum was
already employed by Jerome, In Ezech.,
c. 44 (PL XXV, 436 D) for Christian
service.
"'In th e Leonianum (Muratori, I, 430)
on Maundy Thursday; cf. the formulre
that precede and follow. In the older
Gclasianum I, 17 (Wilson, 15) at the
beginning of Lent. In the Gri'gorianum
of Padua (Mohlberg-Baumstark, n. 155)
on the Thursday of the first week of
Lent.
" Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n. 194) : ora
io quando levantur reliquilP. It was used
111 a like function in the Pontifical of

�

Donauesching: Metzger, n. 101; and in
the Sacramentary of Drogo , Bishop of
Metz: Duchesne, Christian Worship, 487.
'"'Sarum Ordinary (13th and 14th cen
turies): Legg, Tracts, 4, 220; likewise in
later Sarum texts. On the continent it
was not customary till much later; the
custom was probably carriecl to Rome by
Burchard of Strassburg; see ibid., 137;

d. 37, 181.
"' How far the parallel went can be
gauged from a custom found in many
French churches and in vogue at Rouen
even in the 18th century; here the priest
turned to his assistants and said Orate pro
me, fratres before he ascended to the altar
saying Aufer a nobis. Lebrun, I, 123; de

Moleon, 427.
1

Supra, p. 70.

Brinktrine, Die feierliche Paps tm esse,
7; 11. For the late Middle Ages cf.
Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 71 (PL, LXXVIII,
1185 D). Not restricted to the papal Mass
in the Mass-Ordo of the papal chapel, ed.
Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 201: dat
pacem diacono. Cf. Ebner, 313.
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churches all through the Middle Ages.• Here it was done later on-very
significantly-right after the Confiteor.' In the English use of Sarum this
was the spot selected for the kiss of greeting for deacon and subdeacon at
every high Mass, even at the Mass of a priest.• The priest pronounced the
phrase which we will meet again elsewhere at the kiss of peace before
Communion : Habete osculum pacis ...
The kissing of the Gospel book was kept in general practice a longer
time, and it still takes place in a pontifical service; when the bishop reaches
the altar, he kisses the book which the subdeacon presents to him, opened
at the beginning of the day's Gospel.• Usually the Gospel book was on the
altar; so the kissing of the altar followed that of the book, seldom the
other way round.' Sometimes, in fact, the kissing of the book counted for
both." Since the tenth century a more or less regular accompanying prayer
was: Pax Christi quam nobis per evangelium suum tradidit, confirmet et
conservet corda nostra et corpora in vitam reternam.•
Since the twelfth century a new object of these greetings was added, the
crucifix, now generally standing on the altar.1" It too is given a reverential
kiss.11 But towards the end of the Middle Ages the kiss is gradually transSacramentary of Ratoldus (lOth cen
tury): PL LXXVIII, 242 A; Mass - O rdo
of the Seez group: supra, p. 92 f.
'John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 32 D): the priest salutes deacon
and subdeacon.
Similarly the Ordinarium of Bayeux :
Martene, 1, 4, XXIV (1, 626 D); cf.
XXI (1, 609 D).
Durandus, IV, 9, 3 f.
• All the witnesses of the Sarum rite,
e.g., Legg, Tracts, 4, 219 f. Normandy
is obviously the place of provenience.
• CIEremoniale episc., II, 8, 33; I, 10, 2.
Also in Cod. Chigi (11th century):
Martene, 1, 4, XII (1, 570 A) : the sub
deacon in the same way hands the bishop
the book, after having held it towards him
all during the Confiteor. Cf. Ebner, 311.
• Both forms of the practice are wit
nessed to chiefly in the 11th and 12th cen
turies: Udalrici Consuet. Cluu. II, 30
(PL, CXLIX, 716 A); Ebner, 328, 345
(cf. also 322); Martene, 1, 4, IV f.
(I, 496, 520, 530); Ki:ick, 110 f.
From a later period there are : Ordo
Ro.m XIV, n. 71 (PL LXXVIII, 1185
D); Missal of St. Lambrecht (1336):
Ki:ick, 107 (n. 395).
• Sacramentary of Ratoldus
(lOth cen
tury): PL, LXXVIII, 242 C; here the
book lies open on the altar, yet a kiss
•

of the book precedes ( 241 D) .
Missal of Liege: Martene, 1, 4, XV
(1, 586 A): Deinde osculans evangelium
super a/tare d icat. The same amalgama
tion is probably to be supposed in the
rest of the books representing the Seez
group in which no mention is made of
the altar; see supra, p. 291. Cf. also
Ebner, 332.
• Other formulas appear only by way of
exception; e.g., Ave sanctum Evangelium,
salus et reparatio animarum nostrarum:
Missal of Troyes (15th century): Lero
quais, III, 46. Cf. Sacramentary of St.
Denis (11th century): Martene, 1, 4, V
(1, 523 B).
1° Cf. supra, p. 258. Till far into the 16th
century the crucifix was but loosely con
nected with its stand, so that it could be
easily lifted out. Thus, by placing it on a
proper shaft, it was also used as a pro
cessional cross. Braun, Das christliche
Altargeriit, 478-483.
11
Among the earliest examples we have
the Seckau Missal (c. 1170): Ki:ick,
107 (n. 479) and a Sacramentary of
the 12th century from Verona (kiss of
the Gospel not mentioned): Ebner, 306.
Along with the kiss of the altar and of
the Gospel, also Ki:ick, 109, 109 f; cf.
111 f., 113; Martene, 1, 4, XXXII (I,

655).
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ferred from the sculptured crucifix on the altar to the miniature image
found in the Missal at the beginning of the canon or elsewhere," so that
sometimes the veneration of this image counts also for the veneration of
the Gospel bookt.3 or even of the altar." A typical sample of the Gothic
mind is displayed in two fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Mass books of
Seckau which stipulate that the same honor (with words of the accom
panying prayer) be shown to the images of Mary and John that are con
nected with the figure of the Cross.'"'
The prayer text selected to accompany the veneration of the Cross
evolved many rich forms. Mostly it is derived from the existing treasure
of prayers used in the veneration of the Cross,'" like the text from the Good
Friday liturgy, Tuam crucem adoramus, Domine11 or the verse Adoramus
te, Christe.liJ With this a versicle is usually connected (Per signum crucis;
Augsburg Mass-Ordo in the 15th-16th
century: With the words Pax Christi the
priest first kisses the Gospel of the day,
at his left, then, with Tuam crucem, the
picture of the Crucified in the Mass
book. Hoeynck, 372; cf. Franz, 752.
Cf. the Regensburg Mass-Ordo: Beck,
264 f.; Missal of Chur (1589) : Gerbert,
'2

Vetus liturgia Alemannica, 296.
'3

Martene,

(1,

1,

4,

XXVI,

637 A, 658 E, 662

XXXIII f.

D).

"Missal of Toul (14th or 15th c.): Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXXI (I, 650), where the
only rubric pertaining to this matter
reads: Postea osculatur pedes imagini
Crucifixi in canone. Cf. ibid., XXVIII,
XXXVI (1, 643 E, 673 A); Legg, Tracts,
58.
Sometimes, too, a kiss of the paten
(with a cross on it) substitutes in like
fashion for all the other reverences;
Alphabetum sacerdotum: Legg, Tracts,
37; Missal of Tours: Martene, 1, 4, 2, 5

(1,

374 A).

Elsewhere, the rite was again split in
two, a kiss being appointed both for
the Crucifixus (the illustration of the
Crucified at the start of the Canon-an
elaboration of the T of Te igitur) and
for the .Maiesta.s Domini (an illustration
of Christ in glory, found at the start of
the Preface-an elaboration of the initial
letters of Vere Dignum, hence usually
marked by the sign VD). So the Missal
of Vich ( 1547; here along with a kiss
of the altar) : Ferreres, 66, with a doubled
accompanying ph rase: Ado ramus te and

De sede maiestatis benedicat nos dextera
Dei Patris. Cf. Mass-Ordo of Rouen:

Martene, 1, 4, XXXVII (1, 677 C).
Regarding the pertinent representations
in the medieval Mass books, see Ebner,
438-441; 444-446 and in the index,
"Kreuzigung", "Maiestas." Not seldom
are there traces still to be seen of the
celebrant's kisses; see Ebner, 166, 449.
'"Kiick, 109, 110, with the acompanying
phrases Ave .Maria and Sancte Johannes
optime, absolve. . . . The reference is
probably to sculptural images of Mary
and John which were often since the 13th
century associated with the altar cross;
Braun, Da s christliche Altargeriit, 485 f.
The development moves a step further
in the Missal of Haus (15th century)
whe re the kiss of the crucifix is followed
by Salve Regina, ver sicle and oration;
Kiick, 113.
18 Newly-composed prayers are but seldom
emp lo ye d ; thus one distich (Ebner, 306)
begins : 0 crux mihi certa salus.
" Kiick, 110, 112. Further see note 12
above.

For honoring the Maiestas Domini (see
note 14 above) the wording is sometimes
altered: .Maiestatem tuam adoramus:
Breviarium of Rouen: Martene, 1, 4

XXXCII (1, 677 C).
Very frequent; e.g. Kiick, 109, 113;
Martene, 1, 4, XXVI, XXVIII, XXXIII
f., XXXVI (I 637 A, 643 D, 658 E,
662 D, 67 3 A).
At Vienne the Adoramus te was sung
at a high Mass: ibid., XXX (I, 648 C).

18
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Qui passus es; Omnis terra), and an oration, e.g., Respice quresumus.
However, these ceremonies of greeting were quite secondary and entailed
the danger of disturbing the principal lines of the liturgy and so they dis
appeared from many of the late medieval Mass arrangements for ordinary
Masses'" and finally vanished altogether from the Missal of Pius V. The
only thing remaining is the kissing of the altar, the only thing that was
there from the start-a fine example of a return to original forms.
In the first Roman Ordo the reverential kiss of the altar on arrival at
the beginning of Mass is the only such kiss of the altar during the Mass
mentioned expressly.20 The priest today, after mounting the steps, kisses
the altar, just as he does often during the course of the Mass, in accord
ance with present-day practice; but this first kiss has a very special mean
ing. It is, as we have already indicated, the salutation of the place where
the holy mystery will be consummated.
This ceremony is borrowed from ancient culture." In antiquity it was a
natural practice to honor the temple by kissing the threshold. But it was
also customary to greet the images of the gods by means of a kiss or to
throw them a kiss from a distance, as the pagan Crecilius, mentioned by
l\:linucius Felix, did when he noticed the statue of Serapis while passing
by."' In like manner, the ancient altar was greeted with a kiss. And it seems
that the family table, as a place enshrined by a religious dedication, was
often similarly honored at the start of the meal."' It was therefore to be
expected that the custom of greeting holy places with a kiss should be con
tinued in Christendom, with only a change of object. And since the practice
taken over into Christianity was at bottom a civic custom, though indeed
a civic custom in a religious milieu, there was no conflict with the attitude
then prevailing against admitting religious practices derived from heathen
worship. As early as the end of the fourth century the saluting of the altar
with a kiss makes its appearance as a popular practice."' The salutation
'" The Liber ordinarius of Liege (c.
1285) mentions for high Mass only
the "kiss of the text" (Yolk, 89, 1. 25),
for private Mass only the kiss of the
altar (101, 1. 17), and both times with
out an indication of an accompanying
phrase.
However, another kiss is certainly meant
when, after collecting the gift-offerings,
the pontiff finally approaches the altar
and, as the rubric puts it, salutat altare
(n. 15). This second kiss of the altar
is expressly noticed, e.g. in the Pontifical
of Laon (13th c.): Leroquais, Les Pon
tificaux, I, 167.
21
See the study "Der Altarkuss" in F. J.
Dolger, Antike 11. Christentum, 2 (1930),
190-221.
20

22

Minucius Felix, Octaz:iu s, 2, 4 (CSEL,

II, 4, 1. 22).

.. Dolger, 215 £., 217 ff. Cf. idem.,
A n t ike u. Christentu.m, 6 (1940), 160.
Kissing the table at the start and finish
of a meal is still a practice in the
Capuchin order. In Lithuania the bride
kisses the table (and the bread and the
crucifix) when departing from her par
<'ntal home ( Kl. Razminas, 1948).
24 Dolger, 201 ff.
Medieval witnesses to
the same use in L. Gougaud, Devotions
ct pratiques ascetiques du moyen uge
(Paris, 1925), 56 f.
Traces of a corresponding popular cus
tom can be found even at a later time.
In Brittany, for instance, the newly
baptized infant was made to touch the
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must have been in use in the ecclesiastical liturgy at about the same time.
A confirmation of this inference is to be found in the fact that the saluta
tion of the altar at the start of Mass is a custom also in the West Syrian,""
the Armenian"' and the Byzantine liturgies."'
The kiss is intended first of all simply for the altar, the mensa Domini.
But subsequently the meaning of the kiss was enlarged by the idea that
the altar built of stone represented Christ Himself, the cornerstone, the
spiritual rock. Thus the kiss could include Him, too. With the growth of
the cult of martyrs, it gradually became a rule from the beginning of the
�fiddle Ages on, that even public churches serving for the assembly of the
faithful should have their martyr's grave, and finally that every altar must
enclose a "sepulcher" or little reliquary."" Thus the kissing of the altar is
transformed into the kissing of the martyr and, through him, of the whole
Church triumphant. Innocent III therefore explains the bishop's kissing
of the altar as representing Christ saluting his spouse:"'
In the prayer said nowadays while kissing the altar, the memory of the
martyrs is combined with a longing for purification from sin reminiscent
of the prayers at the foot of the altar: Oramus te, Domine. This formula
appears for the first time in the eleventh century, and with the rubric, dum

osculatur altare.'0 The formula is a private and personal prayer of the
priest ( peccata mea) to accompany the kiss; for that reason it is without
the conclusion Per Christum D. N., with which the Aufer a nobis ends.
Other texts also occur, touching on the forgiveness of sin,n and in some

particular instances a formal oration is found .. or an apology is connected
altar; something similar was done with
the coffin before burial. P. Doncceur,
J<.etours en ch re tie n te (Paris, 1933), 43,
179.
From the region of Strem in the Bur
genland (Hungary) comes the following
account of a kindred custom: After con
f cssion the penitent prays his penance
at the altar steps; having finished he
mounts to the altar and kisses the center
altar card in three places (J. Gi:indi:icz,
1934).
"' Brightman, 69, 1. 19.
"'Ibid.,
423, 1. 21.
" Ib id .,

354, 1. 38.

,, C£. supra, p. 257 f.
The kissing of the grave which was
customary in very ancient times ( Di:ilger,
�09 ff.) can no longer have had any
I�fluence here, because the span of time
SI ce the altar was regularly associated
�
With a martyr's tomb was much too long.
20 Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 15
(PL, CCXVII, 807).

"'Ebner, 297. Similarly Martene, 1, 4, V
(I, 520 B).
In the Missa lllyrica (c. 1030): ibid.,
IV (I, 508 B), at the kissing of the
altar before the Offertory (see note 20
above), still in the singular: Oro te,
Dom i11 e .
A. Reiffenstuel, Jus caHonicum, III,
40, n. 40 (Venice, 1717; III, 589), men
tions some older missals according to
which the prayer was omitted when the
altar contained no relics.
"'The
formula
Precibus et
meritis:
Ki:ick, 107, 113, just as, in older witnesses,
at the kissing of the altar at the end of
Mass.
The benediction A c>inculis peccatormn
(beside Oramus) in the Mass-Ordo of
the papal chapel, circa 1290, ed. Brink
trine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 201.
32 Thus in Regensburg: Dcscendat, q. D.
SpiritztS; Beck, 264; also in the Sacra
mentary of Boldau (c. 1195) : Rad6, 42.
A fonnula much like an oration also
at Augsburg: Hoeynck, 372.
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with the kiss ... The kiss of salutation also survives at the beginning of other
functions but without any �ccompanying text and, in consequence, its
original significance is more easily recognizable; thus it is found before
the blessing of candles on Candlemas day, before the blessing of palms
on Palm Sunday, and before service on Good Friday. Even at the begin
ning of Mass it is found without any accompanying words in some sources
of the declining Middle Ages."
As late as 1240 the altar kiss in the Mass was customary at Rome only
on coming in for Mass and on departing, and at one place-not specified
-in the canon." A century later, and it had become the prevailing prac
tice to kiss the altar in every instance mentioned in the present-day
missal .. ; it was done every time the priest turned around at the altar in
salutation, and at the beginning of the canon and at the Supplices."'

It is not surprising that modern interpreters of the Mass who went into
the matter of the kissing of the altar at so many different parts of the
Mass were rather uncertain how to explain it, and even found the constant
repetition somewhat ample, perhaps excessive ... According to one interpre
tation, the kiss is referred above all to the saints, with whom the priest
83

Ebner, 345. Ibid., 339 the same formula,
Omnipotens s. Deus qui me peccatorem
(see p. 291 above) is used which accom
panied the first kissing of the altar in the
Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
469 B), in the Cod. Chigi: ibid., XII (I,
570 C) and in the Sacramentary of
Boldau (Rad6, 42), where a whole col
lection of relevant accompanying formulas
are found (n. 14-19; 22).
.. So in England: among others Maskell,
22 f. ; in Sweden: Yelverton, 12; the
Missal of Vich (1547) : Ferreres, 66.
Cf. in Italy: Ebner, 328.
The ancient Cistercian rite had the kiss
ing of the altar, without any accompany
ing phrase, even before the prayers at
the foot of the altar, as soon as the
altar was reached: Schneider ( Cist. Chr.,
1926), 253. Similarly also in the Missal
of Troyes: Martene, 1, 4, VI (I, 530
D). Cf. ibid., XXVII (I, 640 A).
""Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, III,
11 ( PL, CCXVII, 850 C).
The Liber usuum 0. Cist., c. 59 (PL,
CLXVI, 1434 D) also makes express
mention of only three occasions for kiss
ing the altar.
11 Durandus,
IV, 39, 5 f. Pretty much
the same in a Minorite missal of the
13th century, where the kissing of the
altar each time is so emphasized that it

must have been something very novel;
Ebner, 313 ff.
It is at first only the kissing of the
altar before the Orate fratres and before
the kiss of peace that is added in the
Missal of St. Vincent (c. 1100) : Fiala,
206, 213; and in the Sacramentary of
Modena (ante 1174) : Muratori, I, 92 f.;
likewise in a sacramentary of the 12th
century from Camaldoli: Ebner, 296 f.
On the contrary the Ordo Cluniacens.is
of the monk Bernhard (c. 1068) mentions
the kissing of .the altar before the Orate
fratres, at the start of the Canon and at
the Supplic e s te rogamus (I, 72; Herr
gott, 264 f.).
"' Durandus, IV, 39, 7 mentions also the
custom observed by many of tracing a
cross on the altar with three fingers, thus
hallowing it through cross and Trinity
before kissing it. This complicatior. of the
rite was also set aside in the Missal of
Pius V, in fact distinctly outlawed by an
injunction that is still found in the rubrics
(Ritus serv., IV, 1): non producitur
signu.m crucis ... super id quod osculan
dum est.
88 Thus by ]. B. Liift, Liturgik
( Mainz,
1847), II, 542. Opposed is Gihr, 4 10, note

1.
In the Dominican rite even today there
are only two occasions whn1 the altar is
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confirms his communion before he begins the sacrifice and also whenever
he salutes the Church on earth... According to another, the priest first
receives the kiss of peace from the altar and from Christ in order to pass
it on to the rest.•• Still another interpretation envisions the kiss simply as
a symbolic renewal of the bond and union with Christ." All these things
may be true as an extension of the meaning. But primarily the kiss, espe
cially at the beginning and the end of Mass, is a proper reverence and
honor to the sacredness of the altar, and the same may be said even about
the kiss that precedes the greeting of the people.

7. The Incensing of the Altar
At a solemn service the kissing of the altar is followed by the incensing.
From the fact that in our present-day rite this action is restricted to the
festive form of the Mass,' it is plain that incensation is above all a means
of heightening the solemnity. Like the flowers and candles, like the beauty
of the vestments and the sound of the organ, the clouds of incense ris
ing to the ceiling and filling the whole church with their sweet smell are
intended to aid the senses in grasping the greatness of the feast. In ancient
times frankincense in its many forms, as the East supplies them, was highly
esteemed. In civil life, in better homes, its perfume was in demand. It was
used profusely at burials. But above all it played a large part in heathen
cult. For Christians, this last circumstance-added to the general objec
tion to any and every materialization of divine service-served rather to
exclude incensation from divine worship.•
But after the disappearance of paganism it did find its way from pro
fane use into the Christian liturgy. About the year 390 incense was carried
kissed, at the beginning and at the end
of Mass: Missale iuxta ritum O.P.
(1889). 17; 22.
'" Thus Kassing, Liturgische Vorlesungen,
239 ff., 272. Similarly Gihr, 370, 410.
40 Lebrun, Explicatio
n, I, 167.
"Eiscnhofer, I, 260, 262; II, 96. Cf.
Parsch, The Liturgy of the Mass (trans.
Eckhoff; St. Louis, 1936), 74-76.
1 The restriction just to the missa sollem
nis was not an absolute rule even in
post-medieval times, as is shown by many
decrees of the Sacred Congregation of
Rites issued even in the 18th century,
.
whe rem
this restriction is first estab
l shed; see the compilation of P. Mar
ttnucci, Manuale decretorum SRC, p. 130
( n. 633-637). From an earlier period see,

�

e.g., Ordo Rom. ){IV, n. 61
(PL,
XXVIII, 1174 f.).
Even today there is still some leeway,
since most dioceses have induits from
the Holy See permitting the use of in
cense on greater feasts even at a simple
sung Mass; see Ph. Hartmann-]. Kley,
Repertorium Rituum (14th ed.; Fader
born, 1940) , 459.
Amongst the Capuchins the use of
incense at their conventual Mass, which
is a low Mass, is an old tradition which
the Sacred Congregation of Rites, on
Dec. 7, 1888, confirmed for solemn occa
sions; Decreta auth. SRC, n. 3697, 2.

2 E. G. Atchley, A History of the use
of Incense (Alcuin Club Collections, 13;
London, 1909), 1-96.
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in at the Sunday service in Jerusalem, so that the Church of the Resurrec
tion was completely filled with its perfume.• And the baptistery of the
Lateran possessed a thymiamaterium of pure gold, the gift of the Emperor
Constantine.' In the procession at the papal services described in the first
Roman Ordo seven torch-bearers and a subdeacon with the thymiamate
rium preceded the pope," a survival from the Roman court ceremonial."
If incense was thus used quite early in religious assembly it was because
its special quality lent itself to religious symbolism. The psalmist used the
smoke of incense billowing upwards as an image of prayer rising to God
(Ps. 140: 2), and in the Apocalypse the golden bowls of incense represented
the prayers of the saints.7 Thus incense could easily express the religious
sentiments of the Christian community-the lifting of the heart in prayer,
the elevation of the soul to God; and just'as easily was it capable of itself
becoming a sacred object, a bearer of divine blessing, after the benediction
of the Church was pronounced over it. This definitely religious significa
tion and a corresponding intensification of the use of incense, as it had
already developed quite some time in the Orient, is met with in the Roman
liturgy for the first time in the Frankish area.• Amalar mentions the change
from Roman practice in the use of incense at the offertory.•
By the ninth century, incense was definitely used at the start of Mass.
After the celebrant had made his confession of faults and saluted those
around him, in many churches a cleric came to the altar and offered incense
( incensum ponens) .10 The Sacramentary of Amiens presents two prayers
for the pertinent benedictio incensi,11 of which the second at least had
3

Actlrerite Peregrinatio, c. 24, 10 (CSEL,
XXXIX, 73).
' St. Ambrose (d. 397) seems to have
been the first to mention the practice of
incensing the Christian altar: Exp. E7•ang.
Lucte, i, 28 (PL XV, 1545). In Pseudo
Dionysius (circa 500) it is fully devel
oped.
'Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 174.
Hanging thuribles were common in
churches all through the early Middle
Ages (see Atchley, Ordo Romanus Primus
[London, 1905], 17-18).
• O rdo
Rom. I, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII,

941 ).

R�garding the nature and shape of
censers then and later see Braun, Die
christliche Altarge,·iit, 598-632. A thurible
found in the ruins of a basilica at Salona
which was destroyed in 624 (ibid., 608;
table 127) was held on three chains that
came together-the same basic form as
today's.
• Supra, p. 68.
7 Apoc. 5: 8.

Cf. the explanation of the second gift
of the Magi (Matt. 2: 11) which is
already in patristic exegesis.
• Cf. supra, p. 77.
• Amalar, De eccl. off., Praef. altera (PL,

CV, 992). At the beginning of Mass he
expressly mentions the carrying of the
thuribulum; III. 5 ( PL, CV, 1109 f.).
Similarly Amalar's Expositio of 813-814,
ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1927), 170;
173, according to which three censers
could be used, one for incensing the
altar, one for the men, and one for the
women.
10
Ordo Rom. VI (lOth c.), n. 3 (PL,
LXXVIII, 990 D).
Yet even down to modern times there
were churches where the incense was car
ried in procession to the altar, but the
altar was not incensed. Numerous ex
amples for one usage or the other, along
with many variations and degrees, from
the 9th to the 19th century in Atchley,
A History of the Use of Incense, 214-231.
11 Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 441.
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its origin in the East-an inkling as to the provenience of the custom."
A formal incensation of the altar is mentioned as early as the eleventh
century."'
The incensation at the beginning of the fore-Mass is even now less richly
developed than the incensation at the beginning of the Mass proper ; in the
::\fiddle Ages, too, it was only in exceptional cases that it was further
expanded. The incense was blessed, of course, just as is done elsewhere,"

and various formulas for this appear," including the one we use now
adays.'" But, just as at present, no special prayer was connected with the
incensation.'7
The external action is also mostly very simple. Besides the incensation
of the altar there is mention in the later Middle Ages also of the incensa
tion at this place of the celebrant by the deacon." The post-Tridentine
::\Iissal carried through the more detailed regulation in this matter by put
ting in an incensation of the altar cross and the relics as the first items."
"Domine Deus omnipotens, sicut suscc
pisti mwzera A bel . . . ; cf. the Greek
liturgy of St. James, likewise at the be
ginning of Mass: Brightman, 32. In the
:-;yrian homeland of this liturgy an in
censing at the beginning of Mass is
testified to by Pseudo-Dionysius, De eccl.
lzicrarchia, III, 2 (Quasten, Mon., 294).
Cf. also Hanssens, III, 72, 80.
"John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 38 B). In Italy first in that
Pontifical of the 11th-12th century which
we have already (supra, p. 297, note 32)
recognized as a carrier of Norman tradi
tion: Ebner, 328.
See also ibid., 312, 313, 347.
Innocent III, De s. alt mysterio, II, 14
(PL, CCXVII, 806 £.).
"Even in the Cod. Chigi the incensation
is mentioned without any such blessing:
Martene, 1, 4, XII (I, 570 D).
'" Sacramcntary of Amiens
(note 11
above). The continuation of the second
formula mentioned shows very pointedly
the double meaning ;;ttached even then to
the incense : suscipere digneris incensum
istud in odorem suavitatis-in remission em
Pcccatorum meorum et populi lui. The
phrasing is turned to good account in the
Missa lllyrica: Martene, 1, 4, I V (I,
494 C).
Other formulas used here accent only
the latreutic value ; so a formula which

is allied to the one now in use at the
Offertory: !lzccnsum istud dignctur Dom
inus benediccre et in odorem suaz,jtatis
accipere; Missal of Tau! (14th or 15th
cent.); ibid., XXXI (I, 650 D); cf. XV
(I, 585 A).
Cf. also the formulas in the Sacra
mentary of Boldau (c. 1195) : Rad6, 42.
"'In Norman-English territories it can be
ascertained since the 13th century: Ab
ilia sanctificeris in cuius honore crc
maris, in nomine Patris ... ; Martene,
1, 4, XXVI; cf. XXXV, XXXVII (I,
637 B, 665 B, 677 D).
17 So expressly Durandus, IV, 8, 2.
According to ] ohn of Avranchcs, De
off. eccl. (PL, CXLVII, 38 C) the
celebrant performs the incensation while
reciting the Gloria-a solution akin to
that employed nowadays at the Magnificat
in Vespers.
Yet, by way of exception, Ps. 140 :2
(Dirigatur) is mentioned; Sacramentary
of Amiens: Leroquais (Eph.liturg., 1927),
441; Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III 2
(PL, CCXIII, 96 B) ; Breviarium of
Rauen: Martene I, 4, XXVII (I, 677 D).
Even the Missal of Pius V originally
contained Ps. 140 : 2-4 here; J. O'Connell,
"A Sixteenth Century Missal" (Eph.
l i turg , 1948) 104.
18 Missal of Sarum: Martene, 1, 4 XXXV
.

(I, 665 B).

••

Rit. serv., IV, 4-7.
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We will have occasion later"" to pay greater attention to the transition
to the incensing of persons, since it is really from this that the incensing
of objects gets its meaning. In the incensing of the altar, the meaning that
stood in the foreground was the purification and protection that the incense
impliedn; this became, in turn, a sign of honor. From here the next step
was obvious; it could be carried over generally to all sacred objects--and
to the most sacred of all, the Blessed Sacrament, where it does today
actually find its favorite use.
Thus the incensation at the start of the Mass is manifestly a true open
ing rite which is repeated at the beginning of the Mass proper; the locale
of the sacred action and the liturgus himself are removed from this sin
tainted world in a special manner and transported into an atmosphere of
sanctity. In the last analysis a biblical example could have had some influ
ence. It was a law in Old Testament worship (Lev. 16: 12) that the service
of the high priest must not begin without incense. Since Carolingian times
it became a favorite interest to discover parallels in the Old Testament
and to put them into actual use; this might have had an effect here too...

8. The Introit Chant
After the priest has venerated the altar by means of a kiss and, in given
cases, by incensation, he turns to read from the missal the text of the
introit which the choir had intoned for the procession of the clergy. This
is the practice nowadays. In our modern churches, where the sacristy is
built quite close to the sanctuary it is impossible to have a real procession
even on feast days unless in some way a circuitous route is deliberately
introduced. There could hardly have been any thought of a formal proces
sion in the ruder buildings of primitive Christianity, or even in the
modest confines of the average basilica. But when, on the contrary, we view
today the colossal ecclesiastical structures which have arisen since the
fourth century at prominent points of the Eternal City, and when we notice
that the secretarium in which the ministers made ready for divine service
was at that time situated mostly near the entrance of the basilica, that is,
at the end opposite the apse,' and when we take into consideration the
numerous clergy who, according to the oldest ordines, took part in papal
20 Infra, p. 451 f.
"'Durandus, IV, 10, 5.
Also according to the first of the bless
ings in the Sacrameutary of Amiens
mentioned on a previous page ( 319) , the
incense was to serve as a munimentum
tutelaque defensionis against the fiend.
82 The
Old Testament concept came to
the fore with special clarity in such a

setting as that mentioned by Durandus,

IV, 8, 1, when in imitation of the activity
of the legalis sacerdos, the incense was
put in and blessed even before the
words Deus tu conversus were said, there
fore before the ascent to the altar.
1

Beissel, Bilder, 255, 302.
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worship, it becomes quite clear that the procession of the clergy from
entrance to altar was an act of great importance and significance.
Such a procession could hardly have been tolerable if it had been con
ducted in absolute silence. And since there was no organ and instruments

were generally proscribed in the ancient Church, it was left entirely to the

singing to give musical color to this entrance procession. We will
probably get the best notion of the temper of this chant by thinking of
the one genuine introit which is still current in our present-day liturgy,
namely the Ecce sacerdos to the sound of which the bishop makes his
entrance into the gayly decorated church on important occasions! Even
in the Roman liturgy of later antiquity this entrance chant, the introitus
-at a later period also called officium•-was already arranged as an art
chant performed by a special group of singers,' just like the songs for the
collecting of the offerings and for Communion, and like these-and like
the orations and readings-the introit varied according to the festivity.
The texts for these songs were taken essentially from the psalter. By the
time that our processional chants were composed, the older hymn creations
-from which we derived the Gloria in excelsis Deo-had lost the prestige
they had once possessed and were reduced to very sparse remnants. The new
hymnody, composed on the principles of meter and strophe, which was
introduced about the time of St. Ambrose, was not admitted to the Roman
Mass for over five hundred years. At Rome a strict rule was observed in
the face of the wild and crafty song-propaganda of Manichean and Gnostic
groups: We use only the songs dictated by the Spirit of God Himself."
These chants were performed antiphonally, that is, the psalm was sung
by two choruses, alternating verse by verse.• Already in an early period in
ecclesiastical singing, antiphony involved the introduction of a prefatory
verse which announced the melody of the following verse, the psalm. This
prefatory verse, which we today style an antiphon, appears to have been
introduced as the result of a musical exigency; in order to assure a proper
intonation it seems to have been the practice in ancient times to play a
short prelude on an instrument. But since musical instruments were for
bidden in Christian worship as heathenish, the function had to be taken
•

Pontificale Rom., p. III, ordo ad re
processionaliter pralatum.
1 Siilch, Hugo von St. Cher, 55 f. The
!itle is already found in the lOth century
In Pseudo-Aicuin, De div. off. (PL, CI,
�244 C). At the end of the Middle Ages
�t was generally used in Normandy and
In England; see Maskell, 28 f.
Regarding the origin of the designation,
cf. H. Leclercq, "Introit,"
DACL, VII,
1213; suggests the influence of the Moz
arabic liturgy where
the Mass formularies
�ere given the heading: Ad missa,m offi

cipiendum

num.

' See supra, pp. 68 ff.
• ]. Kroll, "Hymnen," in E. Hennecke,
Neutestamentl. Apokryphen, 596 f.
• ml'PWYIJ = counter-melody. Ancient Greek
antiphony consisted in singing in octaves,
two choirs (men-women or/and chil
dren) singing the same melody either
alternately or together, thus producing a
primitive two-part song. In ecclesiastical
antiphony the only essential was inter
change, i.e. alternate singing between two
choral groups. See A. Gastoue, Les Origi
nes du chant romain (Paris, 1907), 50.
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over by the human voice. This would lead to a creation such as we have in
the antiphon: The first place in which antiphonal song was employed was
Antioch where it rode on the swell of a young Catholic movement. When
about 350 the leaders of the Catholic monks, Flavian and Diodoros (later
bishops), began to gather the people around them and to argue openly
against an overmighty Arianism then at its height, they introduced this
method of singing at their prayer-meetings in the shrines of the martyrs.
From this start antiphonal singing spread everywhere, being carried abroad
by the monks, who possessed not only the means of cultivating chant, but
also the necessary knowledge of the psalms. The city cathedrals followed,
in which special singing groups were formed, the schola cantorum.
According to a narrative that has often been repeated, antiphony was
introduced into Rome by Pope Celestine I (d. 432), and introduced pre
cisely as a song for the introit. Of him the Liber pontificalis recounts:
Constituit ut psalmi David CL ante sacrificium psalli antephanatim ex
omnibus, quod ante non fiebat, nisi tantum epistula beati Pauli recitabatur
et sanctum evangelium.• Unfortunately the account cannot be relied on as
an historical report.• However, it does give us this much information, that
at the time this section of the book was written, prior to the middle of the
sixth century, the introit chant composed of psalm texts 10 had long been
in use.11 In the first description of the papal Mass, a description going back
to the seventh century, we come across the introit as a chant of the schola.
When the pope stands in the secretarium ready to make his entry, he
beckons to the proper cleric, the quartus scholrE, making a sign ut psallant;
the latter in turn passes the signal on to the director of the schola, which
stands ready by the passageway to the altar, in two double rows to left
and right (corresponding to the two half-choruses), the boys on the inside,
7

H.

2293
•

Leclercq,
f.

"Antienne,"

DACL,

I,

is neither to be excluded nor on the other
hand to be considered as absolute proof.

Duchesne, Liber pont., I,

For one must remember that it has always

230.

• Batiffol, Le(ons, 105, note 1, points out

-even in more modern times-been hard
to express these festal concepts by means

apocryphal letter of
Jerome.

older antiphons as Gaudeanms omnes i11

that

10

the

data

is

dependent
Pope

upon

the

Damasus to

A preliminary older form of the Introit

chant which, like the lngrcssa of the
Milanese and the corresponding chants of
other

liturgies,

did

not

as

yet

include

the psalm, has been presumed also for
Rome by G. Morin, Les veritables origines
drt

chant gregorie11

( Maredsous,

1890),

54. That the non-psalmodic texts which
are still preserved today can be adduced
for this older pian-as is done by C.
Callewaert,
"Introitus"
(Eph.
liturg.,
1938), 487, and by Righetti, III, 165 f.-

of psalm verses. The reference is to such
Domino and Sah·e sancta parens (the be
ginning of hymn by the 5th century poet
C<elius Sedulius).
Regarding the mention of the "150
Psalms" see the various attempts at ex
planation

in

H.

Leclercq,

"Introit",

DACL, VII, 1214 f.
11

That all the people originally took part

in this is only a later element even in
the historical writing of this period; the
words m:tephanatim ex omnibus are miss
ing in the older recensions of the text
(Duchesne, I, 89).
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the men on the outside. At once the leader begins the antiphon. The psalm
ody is continued until the clergy have passed the rows of singers and
reached the altar. After the pope has saluted his assistants with the kiss
of peace, he gives a signal to start the Gloria (Patri). At the Sicut erat
the deacons rise, two by two, to kiss the altar. The pope meanwhile remains
kneeling in prayer usque ad repetitionem versus, meaning obviously the
antiphon.,. The antiphon was therefore repeated at the end of the psalm.
Whether it was also repeated after each single verse of the psalm, cannot

be determined so far as the city of Rome itself is concerned."" In fact the
phrase cited above seems to prove the contrary, for it does not say: usque
ad ultimam repetitionem versus. But this may well be one of the altera
tions which were made in the Roman chant when it reached Frankish do
mains, apparently as the result of Gallican traditions.
The oldest manuscripts of the Roman Mass-chant books, the antiphona
ries, surviving from about the year 800, contain only the song-text without
the neums; these books do not indicate any explicit shortening of the
psalm." This reduction seems to have occurred with varying rapidity in
different places. In some places as late as 1000 mention is still made of the
12

Ordo Rom.

941 f.).

I, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII,

The same picture in the Capitulare
ccclcsiastici ordinis (Silva-Tarouca) : the
pope tarries in prayer usque dum clerici
anlif>honam ad introitum cum ps a lm o et
Gloria et rep etito verso dixcrint.
13 Still P. Wagner, among others, inclines
to this view: Ei11{iihrung, I. 66; cf. also
26 f., 144-147; idem, "Antiphon," LThK,
I ( 1930), 503. Wagner considers the repe
tition of the antiphon after each verse as
the general practice of ancient Christian
antiphony. However he has in mind in
the main the Frankish sources since the
9th century which also contain the nota
tion of the melody. In the chanting of
the Office, indeed, this constant repetition
of the antiphon after each psalm verse
was occasionally practiced. It is true,
moreover, that also for the Mass chant
even in the 8th century, there is evidence
-in a later passage of the Capitulare just
referred to above (Silva-Tarouca, 205,
I. 4-9)--of a similar handlina of the
antiphon as a refrain. Here is �he direc
tion : In cases where the antiphon is
taken from the psalm, the first verse
should be sung after the antiphon, then
the antiphon repeated, after that the
.
Glo rta
Patri, then the antiphon again,

then the Sicut erat, then the antiphon,
then another verse of the psalm (alia
verso de ipso psalmo) and the antiphon
once more. Obviously we have here, with
in the Capitu/are, the disclosure of a dif
ferent source from that which expressly
outlined the Roman arrangement of a
papal Mass. The procedure of some mon
astic Mass must have been inserted here
(Silva-Tarouca, 204, 1. 41; 205, 1. 41),
an arrangement which need not have
been of Roman origin at all, for the
text of the Capitulare as handed down
has also included Gallic material (cf.
the interpolation p. 206, 1. 21 and the
observation p. 219; see also Baumstark,
JL, V [1925], 158) . For the rest, the
text in question, after mentioning the
Gloria in excelsis Dco for Sundays and
feasts, itself continues: on other days
antcph o na tantum ad introitum psalmo ct
Gloria, subscquente Kyrie eleism� (205,

1. 14 f.). It is once more the Roman
source that is being cited which here, as
always, presumes the chanting of a psalm
and not of a psalm verse.
"Hesbert's edition shows that merely the
beginning of the psalm was marked. And
there is no limitation to certain verses, as
occurs at the Offertory, for instance, on
Easter Sunday. Hesbert, n. 80.
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nod or gesture to signal for the closing of the psalmody with Gloria Patri,15
or the second (or a second) verse of the psalm is expressly indicated.1" In
other places the psalm was curtailed to the first verse apparently as early
as the eighth century.11 In this abbreviation of the text we have the result,
no doubt, partly of a development of the musical forms which had gone
on apace, musical forms which we find in the tenth century fully written
out, the same melodies that have been once more restored to us in the

Editio Vaticana of the Roman Graduate. Sung thus in solemn fashion, the
antiphon itself and its repetition took up no little time in performance.
But a more important factor in producing this reduction of the psalm
was the fact that in the more modest circumstances of extra-Roman epis
copal and capitular churches there was hardly any room for a lengthy
procession like that in the papal liturgy. Moreover a regular formal proces
sion of this sort was not taken into consideration in the planning of new
churches 18 and the distance to the altar was shortened to only a fraction
of its former length. True, the time at the altar was stretched out by the
expansion of the prayers at the foot of the altar and by the introduction of
the incensation, so that the shortening of the introit was somewhat counter
balanced. But in any case the introit was no longer the song accompanying
a grand procession. Reduced to its essential elements, it became an inde
pendent preludial chant, opening up the celebration of Mass. There was
even some doubt about the right moment to start it, whether it should be
sung in good part before the celebrant and the assistants appeared," or
begin only when the clergy have arrived at the foot of the altar, as the later

ordines usually demanded."' The hope that the introit would once more
"'Ordo Rom. VI, n. 4 (PL, LXXVIII,
990) : cum Gloria innuente episcopo can
tabitur.
Cf. Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio
(PL, CI, 1247 D): ad nutum diaconi.
18
Thus in a lOth century Mass book from
lower Italy; see Dold, Die Zurcher und
Peterlinger Messbuchfragmente aus der
Zeit
der
Jahrtausendwende
(Beuron,
1934), p. lxiii.
17 Cf. supra the direction interpolated in
the Capitulare eccl. ord. (note 13 above).
Certainly at Rome by the time of Ordo
Rom. X (11th century?) the Introit
psalm was already reduced to its present
state, one verse only (PL, LXXVIII,
1010).
11
Cf. supra, p. 269 f.
10
Since the 11th century the rubric is
often met which directs the priest to go
to the altar when the choir begins the
Gloria Patri. John of Avranches, De off.
eccl. (PL, CXLVII, 32 B, C); Mass-

Ordo of the Cod. Chigi: Martene, 1, 4,
XII (I, 569 B). From the 13th-14th
century: ibid., XIX (1, 605 A, 615 B ).
Also in the Ordinarium O.P. of 1256
(Guerrini, 235). The Liber ordinarius of
Liege limits the direction to misscz
maiores (Volk, 89, 1. 9). The custom
was also kept by the Cistercains : see
supra, p. 270, note 36). At Lyons and

Vienne this Gloria Patri was sung in a
higher register; de Moleon, 29: 52.
Some few Mass schell\es direct the
priest to start out when the Introit verse
is begun; thus a Camaldolese sacramen
tary of the 13th century; Ebner, 354;
cf. the Rituale of Soissons: Martene,
1, 4, XXII (I, 610). Similarly also, in
the 8th century, the Breviariu.m eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca, 196, 1. 9), where there
is question, however, of more than one
verse.
"'Thus partially already in the 11th cen
tury.
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assume its original character as a processional chant seems to have dictated
the rubric in the 1907 Editio V aticana of the songs of the Mass; here the
regulation is clear, that the introit is to be intoned accedente sacerdote ad
altare.
Of the original antiphonal character of the chant-the sort of thing
which grew so important in the psalmody of the Office--only a very slight
res idue is still to be found in the introit. One survival is the sandwiching
of the psalm verse between the antiphon and its repetition. Surviving, too,
is a recollection of the double chorus": soloists and choir divide the two
halves of the psalm verse between them, and the two verses of the doxol
ogy."" And the liturgical books still employ the sign "Ps." for the beginning
of the psalm verse, not the "V." which indicates the part assigned to the
soloist in the responsorial chants.
Besides this curtailment of the introit, we have to consider also the very
remarkable fact that other trends led to more than one enlargement-to
an enlargement and an enlivening. For one thing, the Carolingian reform
had sought to have the Gloria Patri sung by the people,"' in line with the
original character of this doxology." A hundred years later the prescription
was still enjoined." Soon after the Roman liturgy had found its way to the
Frankish area we come upon another extension of the introit through the
practice, already touched upon, of repeating the antiphon after each verse
of the psalm,"" as was customary also in the psalmody of the Orient under
certain conditions ... Alongside this there is the puzzling creation of a versus
ad repetendum which is actually found in some of the oldest manuscript
antiphonaries. In these books not only are the antiphon and psalm noted
Already in the Missa Illyrica: Martene,
1, 4, IV (I, 496-499) the celebrant is
furnished with a series of apologies that
he should recite while the choir is singing
the versus ad lntroitum, as well as the
Kyrie and the Gloria, in fact after he
has kissed the altar (496 B), therefore
after he has reached the altar.
" That the introit is sung by two choirs
is still mentioned by Honorius Augustod.,

Gemma an., I, 6 (PL, CLXXII, 545 C)
and by Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III,
2 ( PL, CCXIII, 94 A).
'Graduale Vaticanum (1908), Ritus serv.
In cantu missG?.
In another way the same rubrics recall
the erstwhile intonation
of the antiphon
by the Pr ior scholG? (cf. supra,
pp. 68, 70),
for they direct that
the first words (up to
the asterisk
) be sung by one or several
oloists, then taken
up by the full choir.
Admonitio generalis o£ Charlemagne
(789), n. 70 (MGH,
Cap., I, 59).

�

�

"Cf. Jungmann, Die Stel/ung Christi im
liturgischen Gebet, 173.
This tradition has been preserved in the
Coptic liturgy: Brightman, 146, 1. 2-126;
John, Marquess of Bute, The Coptic
Morning Service (London, 1908), 52.

Capitula (858), c.
16 (Hardouin, V, 451). Cf. Nicki, Der
Anteil des Volkes an der Messliturgie,
15 f.

'"'Herard of Tours,

A modest residue resulting from this
arrangement is revealed in the direction
of the Expositio 'Missa pro Multis'; here
we read: innuente episcopo sive diacono

Gloria a cuncto clero decantatur. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1930), XXXII, 1. 4.
26 Supra, p. 323.
Sacramentary of Ratoldus (lOth cen
tury; PL LXXVIII, 242 A) : the psalm
should be intoned cum /ntroitu recipro
cante. Wagner, I, 66, takes the word in the
sense indicated in the text.
27 Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 116 f.
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down for the introit-and likewise for the communion-but there is an
additional verse of the psalm under the superscription ad repet.28 Both of
these phenomena perhaps belong to the same general plan, as we shall see
in more detail in a later chapter.'"
About the twelfth century two other ways of enriching the introit
received further attention. They are both mentioned by Beleth (d. 1165) ...
The first method of amplification, followed on feast days, consisted in
repeating the antiphon in whole or in part, even before the Gloria Patri,
so that it was sung three times altogether. This was customary in many
places north of the Alps, though not general.31 The practice was followed
from the eleventh century on,"" and is still in use amongst the Premonstra••

E.g., in the Antiphonary of Compicgne

( Hesbert, n. 5), in the Rorate Mass on
the Wednesday of the Advent ember
week: After the antiphon, Psalm. Coeli
cnarrant. Ad repet. In sole posuit. Of the
five oldest antiphonaries printed in Hes
bert, that of Rheinau and that of Corbie
do not have any verse ad repetendum,
that of Mont-Blandin has them only on
a few greater feasts (n. 73, 80, 87 etc.).
The other two seldom agree on the
choice of the verse. There cannot there
fore be any question of a Roman tradi
tion or traditional material. Further MSS.
in Wagner, I, 66, note 4.
Regarding the nature of the versus ad
repetendum not much is very clear right
now. A. Dohmes, "Der Psalmengesang
des Volkes in der eucharistischen Opfer
feier der christlichen Friihzeit", (Liturg.
Leben, 1938), 149-151, following E. T.
Moneta Caglio, " 'Capitulum' e 'Com
pletorium'," Ambrosius, IX (1933), 191209 (with Milan mainly in view), con
i ectures tha t this was originally a sub
stitute granted the people when the con
stant repetition of the antiphon after each
verse (here presumed also) was trans
ferred from people to choir (schola) ;
after the schola had repeated its artistic
antiphon, the people would add their
simpler verse. This explanation does not,
however, take into account the very early
(8-9th century) appearance of the 'l!ersus
ad repetendum as noticed above, nor the
probability that it is this type of verse
which is meant by the expression alio
verso de ipso psalmo in the Capitulare
eccl. ord. (8th century; note 13 above).
As a matter of fact, this Capit11lare it-

self, in its corresponding and exact
presentation of the Communion chant,
opens the way to a different explanation.
Cf. also the Breviarium ecc. ord. (Silva
Tarouca, 196), which expressly mentions
a versus ad repetendum in the very last
place-a thing hardly synonymous with
the expression repetito versu which par
allels it in the Capitulare. The same ex
pression in the Ordo of St. Amand
(Duchesne, Christian Worship, 458) will
have to be judged differently.
20 Infra, Vol. II, Chap. 3, 14.
30 John
Beieth, Explicatio, c. 35 (PL,
CCII, 44): [Introitus] diebus profestis
bis cani solet, in sollemnitatibus vero ter.
Quandoque intermiscentur tropi.
Cf. also Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale,
III, 2 ( PL, CCXIII, 94) ; Durandus,
IV, 5, 3; 6.
31 Siilch, Hugo 'I!On St. Cher, 56-60.
Martene, 1, 4, XX, XXIV, XXIX,
XXXV (1, 607 C, 626 C, 646 B, 665 C);
de Moh!on, 165, 394, 428.
The practice seems to have been quite
general in England at the close of the
Middle Ages; Maskell, 28 f. Two ex
amples from Spanish Mass books of the
16th century in Ferreres, p. XXVI, CVII.
In German cathedrals the custom ob
tained down to the 19th century; see
R. Stapper, Katholische Liturgik, (5th
ed.; Munster, 1931), 124.
32

Udalrici

Consuet.

Clun.

I,

8

(PL,

CXLIX, 653): In dominicis diebus ad
maiorem missam Introitus post versum
dimidi11s solet recitari, post Gloria Patri
tofus. The repetition here mentioned of
only half the antiphon also occurs amongst
the Premonstratensians, and is referred to
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tensians'" and the Carmelites." The system was called triumphare psalmis
or triplicare. The other method consisted in enlarging the text of the introit
by means of tropes."" In regard to the introit the favorite device was the
introduction of a preliminary phrase."
The Missal of Pius V eliminated all these tropes as parasitic. But in
our time the tendency has been manifested more than once to restore the
introit to a fuller form, at least on festive occasions, by substituting the
original full psalm in place of its vestigial single verse. Thus at the coro
nation Mass of Pope Pius XI in 1922 the entire Introitus psalm was sung.•7
In an earlier stage of the introit chant the psalm must have been the
more important by far. This can be traced quite plainly in the Mass formu
laries for feast days. A psalm was picked which, taken as a unit (in the
sense of the allegorizing psalm-exegesis of the period), could best fit the
occasion. The only psalm verse left in our present-day introit-as a rule
the first verse, or, if the first verse served as antiphon, the one immediately
following-often shows absolutely no connection with the motif for the day,
whereas the idea is actually conveyed by the continuation of the psalm. Take
theW ednesday in the Advent Ember week or the fourth Sunday of Advent;
the psalm verse beginning CtEli enarrant gloriam Dei conveys no particu
lar impression of Advent. But the psalm from which this verse is derived
contains those phrases so often cited in this season with reference to
Christ's coming like the orient sun: Ipse tamquam sponsus procedens de

thalamo suo (Ps. 18 :6). In the third Mass of Christmas the introit verse
is one that has certainly only a very general meaning: Cantate Domino

canticum novum; but it is the beginning of Psalm 97 which serves as a
Christmas psalm because of the words:
suum

N otum fecit Dominus salutare

and Viderunt omnes fines terrtE salutare Dei nostri (vv. 2f.). In the

introit for Epiphany we find the verse: Deus, iudicium tuum regi da, from
Psalm 71, but a fuller meaning is extracted from what follows, wherein the
reges Tharsis and the others appear. On the Feast of Holy Bishops we read
the introit verse: Memento, Domine, David (Ps.

131); it is not till further

in the psalm we find the connection with the theme of the day: Sacerdotes
hy H ugh of St. Cher (d. 1263), who
designat es it as imperfccte chanting;
S6lch, Hugo, 57; 59.
"" W aef el hem , 361.
g
"
Saleh, 58.
.. Blume, Tropcn des 1\!issa/e, II (An a

lecta Hymnica, 49), 17-164. Cf. supr a, p.
123.
30

E.g., on Chr istmas : Laudemus o m n es
Domi111111r, Qui -uirg in is per utcrrtm Par
zorrs in mrmdum �·enerat, Mwtdum regens
quem fecerat: Purr 1r atus . . . . Blume,
P. 26. The corresponding Easter trope:
Quem qucrritis in S<'Prrlchro (Blume, p. 9)

became the starting-point for the develop
men t of the medieval drama; see Karl
Young, The Drama of the Jl! cdicwl
Church ( O x ford, 1933).
87

JL, V (1925), 366. Cf. A. Winninghoff,
O.S.B., Choralmessbuch fiit· die Somr
und F cie rtag e (Dusseldorf, 1938), wh ere

in several extra verses are regularly
included at the introit.
In the same spirit the participants at a
Community Mass are expected to recite
the whole introit psalm; see, e.g., P.
Parsch, Volksliturgie ( Klosterneuburg,

1940)' 35 £., 352.
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tui induantur iustitiam (v. 9 ; cf. v. 16). In other cases this characteristic
verse is at least given prominence by being selected as the antiphon, but
of this more later.
Besides the initial verse of the psalm, the concluding verse has also been
retained, namely the Gloria Patri. This verse, known as the Little Doxol
ogy, has accompanied antiphonal psalm chant as the regular ending of
every psalm, joining it in its cradle at Antioch and staying with it in its
travels over the world, although not everywhere accepted at once. The
opposition to Antiochene Arianism had aided in its introduction. The
Arians used as their battle-cry and watch-word the unexceptionable but
ambiguous formula, Gloria Patri per Filium in Spiritu Sancto, seeing in
it the expression of the belief they maintained, of the Son's subordination
to the Father. In the Catholic camp the leaders, the very ones who intro
duced and propagated the new antiphonal chant, set up an opposing for
mula which had long been traditional amongst the Syrians, Gloria Patri

et Filio et Spiritui Sancto,"' a formula derived from the baptismal formula
(Matt. 28, 19) which gave unequivocal expression to the essential equality
of the three divine Persons. In this way every psalm spoken by the new
people of God ended with a shout of praise in honor of the triune God.
The succeeding verse is, in its present form, proper to the West, although
equivalent phrases are to be found quite early also in the Orient, espe
cially in Egypt... At the Synod of Vaison (529), which is the first to men
tion it, it is directed against the heretics who denied the eternity of the
Son,•• and therefore likewise against the Arians. The erat in principio was
the thing that was to be stressed, especially in relation to the Son (and to
the Holy Ghost). According to the wording this additional phrase declares
that we ascribe to the triune God that glorification which has been God's
from the beginning and will ever be."
Why is the Gloria Patri omitted during Passiontide? As early as Duran
dus the reason given was: sorrow and grief." That would be the reason why
the phrase is similarly omitted at Requiem Masses. But this is not really
the reason. Actually we have here the working of the old "law of retain
ing the ancient in seasons of high liturgical worth," in other words, we have
the residue of an older system. This means, Rome accepted the antiphonal
chant without the Gloria Patri; later the verse was added at other times
"']ungmann, Die Stellu1�g

Christi, 151-

177, esp. 160 f., 172 ff.
.. Ibid., 161, note 41.
'"Can. 5 (Mansi, VIII, 727).
" Sicut erat sc. gloria. This is especially
true if we construe the Gloria Patri in
the indicative (a construction that is
thoroughly possible) : Glory is to the
Father, etc.; c£.Jungmann, Die Stellung

Christi, 165 f. But the second clause can
still be understood in this way even if the
first is taken as subjunctive: Glory be to
the Father.... as it (glory) was....;
cf.Eisenhofer, I, 171. A question however
arises whether this should be read:
As it was . . . is now and ever shall be
..
or so may it be now and forever.
" Durandus, VI, 60, 4.
.
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of the year, but not during this season." The same principle is at work
only with greater efficacy-at the high point of the Easter service, the Holy
Saturday Mass (which used to be sung in the night before Easter) ; here
the introit chant, along with the other antiphonal chants, offertory and
communion, is entirely absent. And on Good Friday, the entire opening
rite, including Kyrie and oration, was not accepted.
From the viewpoint of music the antiphon is the most important part
of the introit.And even as to contents the opportunity was here presented
to accentuate the tone or temper with which the celebration was to begin.
Thus the antiphon established the tone in a double sense, the musical
note, the psychological mood. This latter was done often by selecting for
the antiphon a psalm verse that seemed to fit the celebration.Thus for the
Christmas midnight Mass Psalm 2 is sung at the introit, and verse 7 is
chosen as the antiphon: Dominus dixit ad me, Filius meus es tu. Or in the
introit of a Confessor non pontijex, Psalm 91, with the stress on verse 13 as
antiphon: Justus ut palma florebit. An introit of this sort was called in the
Middle Ages regularis, while others, where the antiphon was not derived
from the psalm, were styled irregulares. .. It is understandable that feast
days and festal seasons did much to break through this schema of the
Introitus regularis in order to give free vent to the expression of the mys
tery of the day. For the most part texts from the Scripture were used.
Thus the introit antiphon for the third Christmas Mass proclaims, with
the Prophet Isaias, the good news of the Nativity: Puer natus est nobis
et Filius datus est nobis. And the antiphon for Whitsunday plays upon
the Pentecostal miracle with words from the Book of Wisdom: Spiritus
Domini replevit orbem terrarum. A remarkable fact is this, that the text
of the antiphon is frequently derived from the Epistle of the day: Gaudete
in Domino; Cum sanctificatus fuero; V iri Galilcei; De ventre matris mere;
Nunc scio vere." However, here and there the Bible is sidestepped entirely.
On certain saints' days there is a simple invitation to partake of the joy
of the feast: Gaudeamus omnes in Domino, diem festum celebrantes ... ,
a text which probably comes from St. Gregory the Great, who is said to
have written it for the dedication of St. Agatha's in 592 ... One of the Masses
"A. Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 32;
idem., "Das Gesetz der Erhaltung des
Alten in liturgisch hochwertiger Zeit,"
JL, VII (1927), 1-23.
"Durandus, IV, 5, 5. This irregularity
is increased whenever the "verse" is not
taken from the psalms, as happens on
the Feast of Our Lady of Sorrows.
"' In some other instances the pertinent
Epistle subsequently went out of use, so
that the correspondence is no longer per-

ceptible; see the references in C. Calle
waert, "Introitus" (Eph. liturg., 1938),
487.
.. G. Verbeke, "S. Gregoire et Ia messe
de s. Agathe," Eph. /iturg., LII (1938),
67-76.
Cf. also Wagner Einfiihring, I, 68,
note 2; P. Pietschmann, JL, XII (1934),
108.
Further comments on the choice of In
troit antiphons in Card. Schuster. The
Sacramentary, I, 80-81.
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of the Blessed Virgin begins with the happy greeting of the poet Sedulius:
Salve, sancta parens.
Thus, by means as simple as they are masterly, the antiphon of the
introit set the tone that should dominate the liturgical assembly. In some
examples it is hard to mistake the fact that the text selected had in view
both the procession itself and the image of a higher reality from the day's
celebration which the procession typified." Thus on Epiphany we read:
Ecce advenit dominator dominus, and on the Wednesday of Pentecost
week: Deus dum egredereris. And in Easter week, the crowd of newly bap
tized who have entered the Church are greeted on Saturday with: Eduxit
populum suum in exultatione, alleluia, et electos suos in lreti_tia, and on
Monday: Introduxit vos Dominus in terram fluentem lac et mel, and on
Wednesday: Venite benedicti Patris mei.
But on the other hand there are days-like the Sundays after Pentecost
-for which there is no special theme to which the introit antiphon might
lead. Then the chant master takes up his psalter and chooses one of the
psalms that in some way expresses the relationship of the Christian com
munity to God: trust, praise, petition. It is to be noted that the psalter is
gone through straight, starting with Psalm 12 on the first Sunday after
Pentecost and moving on, Sunday for Sunday, till Psalm 118 is reached
on the seventeenth Sunday.'" Let us remark here at once that the same rule
for the Sundays after Pentecost holds for the other antiphonal chants,
offertory and communion, and likewise for the alleluia-verse, but not for
the gradual. But it is noteworthy that the choice for the various formu
laries does not generally fall on the same psalms for any two chants of
the day.'" The following outline shows us all this in greater detail.
The arrangement, as far as the succession of the psalms is concerned, i!i
the same today as it was a thousand years ago."' This table makes one
thing clear. The succession of the psalms in each row and the divergence
between the rows shows that there was no concerted attempt to hold in
each case to one specified theme for all four of the chants. Instead, the
Book of Psalms was conned from cover to cover, a bit chosen here, a
bit chosen there, whatever appeared to suit the fancy of the praying
congregation.
" E. Flicoteaux, "L'introit de Ia Messe,
II": Cours ct Cou ferences, VI (Louvain,
1928), 38 ff.
The Introit antiphons that follow show
an entirely different plan of arrangement,
being taken from other sources and dis
posed in part with reference to the pre
Advent cursus; cf. Jungmann, Gewordene
Liturgie, 281 ; Hesbert, Antiphouale, p.

••

LXXV.

•• Only
on the 1st, 7th, 8th and 23rd
Sundays do two chants coincide on psalms
5, 46, 47 and 129 respectively.
"'Cf. the survey regarding MSS. of the

8th ami 9th centuries in Hesbert, toe. cit.
Still here the Communion of the 3rd
Sunday after Pentecost is taken from
Ps. 16 (instead of Luke), thus fitting into
the series.
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INTROIT
FROM Ps.

ALLELUIA-VERSE
FROM Ps.

1

12

5

5

9

2

17

7

6

12

(Luke)

SuNDAY

OFFERTORY
FROM Ps.

Co:-.rMUNION
FROM Ps.

3

24

7

9

4

26

9

12

5

26

20

15

26

6

27

30

16

26

7

46

46

(Dan.)

30

8

47

47

17

9

53

58

18

33
(John)

10

54
67

64

24

11

80

29

12

69

87

13

73

89

(Exod.)
30

17

50
(Prov.)
103

14

83

94

33

(Wis.)
(Matt.)

15

85

94

39

(John)

16

85

97

39

70

17

118

101

(Dan.)
(Exod.)

75

18
19

(Ecclus.)
(Salus)

101
104

20

(Dan.)

107

21

(Esth.)

113

22
23

129

113

(Jer.)

129

137
136
(Job)
(Esth.)
129

95
118
118
118

(16)
(Mark)

Although in its origin at least, the introit is essentially a part of the
solemn high Mass, it soon found its way also into every Mass, even the
private low :Mass. This last transition can be seen in full detail in a docu
ment of the seventh/eighth century. The Capitulare ecclesiastici ordinis,
already mentioned, an eighth-century Anglo-Frankish document based on
the writing of the Roman archcantor John, is in general quite jejune and
sober. But in the very midst of its exposition it seems to consider it quite
important that the introit should be made a general practice. Twice the
author pauses to stress the rule: Every priest at every Mass, in the monas
tery, in the country, even on weekdays, and even when he celebrates alone,
must say the introit with the psalm (-verse) and Gloria Patri. That is the
arrangement of the sedes sancti Petri. Whoever knowingly omits it non
recto ordine ofJert, sed barbarico.61 In the later l\liddle Ages the rule that
the priest had to read the introit at every Mass was transferred also to the
solemn Mass in which the choir had already sung it.""
':Silva-Tarouca, 204 f., 206 f. He is a
httle less emphatic in making the same
demand regarding the Communion chant
(ibid., 207).

"This rule was already proposed (for the
priest and his staff) in the Dominican
Mass schema of 1256 (Guerrini, 235);
likewise in a Minorite missal of the
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Holy Saturday, as we noted, has nevertheless remained without an introit,
and also without an offertory or communion. The procession of the clergy
from the baptistery is accompanied on this occasion by the singing of the
litany. Several of the ancient manuscript antiphonaries have a rubric for
this day and also for the vigil of Pentecost: Ad introitum letania... There
are also other instances of the Kyrie-litany substituting for the introit. In
the Roman Ordo of St. Amand, when a church is visited on the way during
the procession of the litania maior, the church is entered to the accompani
ment of the singing of the litany, which had been started while approach
ing the church, and at the end the pope says an oration."'
The introit is the first text amongst the variable parts of the Mass, and
the first text in general touching the congregation. The first words of the
introit therefore often serve as a designation of the formulary or even of
the respective day. We speak of LCEtare Sunday, or of the Rorate Mass
and the Requiem. The introductory character of the introit is emphasized
in our present-day rubrics by the fact that the priest, when he starts to
read the introit from the missal, blesses himself with the sign of the Cross,""
just as he does at the beginning of the prayers at the foot of the altar. But,
in contrast to the latter, there is no accompanying formula. This is the
present Roman practice although it was often different in the Mass ordi

naries of the late Middle Ages. Sometimes In nomine Patris . . ... was
used, sometimes the pair of versicles Adiutorium nostrum and Sit nomen
Domini,•• sometimes both together, .. or finally some other words were

employed."" Another indication of the merely private character of all that
precedes the introit is given in some later medieval ordinaries where the
preparation of the chalice was inserted before the introit as a final prepa
ration for Mass...
13th century (Ebner, 312). But the Statu fa
antiqua of the Carthusians, which belong
to the same period, still say : dicit vel
auscultat introitum; Martene, 1, 4, XXV
(1, 631 D).
03

Hesbert, n. 79; 105.

Duchesne, Christian Wot·ship, 474; on
the other hand at the stational church the
introit (antiphona) is sung after the
litany (but no Kyrie follows the introit) :
ibid., 475.

••

.. One of the earliest to testify to this
practice is the Carthusian Statuta an
tiqua (13th century) : Marlene, 1, 4,
XXV (1, 631 D): signat se.
.. Thus at Salisbury (Sarum; 14th cen
tury) : Frere, The use of Sarum, I, 65,
f.-Missale iuxta ritum O.P. (1889), 17.
.., Examples, supra, p. 309, note 74 near

the end.

•• Missal of Evreux-Jumieges: Martene,

XXVIII (1, 643 E). Alphabetum sacer
dotum: Legg, Tracts, 37.
•• According to Bernard of Waging (1462)
many in Germany prefixed Domine labia
mea or Deus in adiutorium to the introit;
Franz, 574 f. The Augsburg Missal of
1555 contains Adiutorium nostrum and
Domille labia mea; Hoeynck, 372. Only
the latter formula in the Augsburg Mass
Ordo of the 15th century; Franz, 752.
Sometimes there was combined with this
the invocation: Spiritus Sancti assit nobis
gratia; Beck, 265; Kock, 113. The Deus
in adiutorium alone begins the introit in
the ritual of the Hungarian Hermits of
St. Paul; Sawicki, 148.
"" Ancient
Cistercian
rite :
Schneider
( Cist.-Chron., 1926), 282 ff.
Hungarian Mass books: Javor, 114,
Sawicki, 147 f.
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The introit is read by the priest at the Epistle side of the altar. Just
as the bishop during the fore-Mass takes his place at his cathedra, so one
who does not use a cathedra should take his place at the right side of the
altar, according to an old rule that goes back to the old Roman stational
arrangements.01 Here he should stay till the choir finishes singing the introit,
and even for everything which he himself sings or says right up to the
Epistle... The exception, which came in only gradually, was the practice of
transferring Kyrie, Gloria and Dominus vobiscum to the center of the
altar.""

9. Kyrie Eleison
We have already seen in the Kyrie eleison a prayer of the people to
which the priest's oration is related. Thus considered, there is in this cry
for mercy little that is fundamentally puzzling. But looked at more closely
the tiny phrase gives grounds for a whole series of questions: Why this
repeated cry, and why precisely a ninefold repetition? What is the deriva
tion of this simple cry, so indeterminate in contents? Why in Greek? And
who was originally the petitioner?
The Greek form takes us back to the earliest years of the Church. Not
that the Kyrie is a vestige of that period in the Roman liturgy when the
members of the Church in Rome themselves used Greek for the most part,
and the language of worship was Greek, as it was till about the middle of
the third century. No, the Kyrie was not taken into Rome from the Grtek
liturgy till much later. In the Orient, too, the non-Greek liturgies-the
Coptic, the Ethiopian, and the West Syrian-have either borrowed or
retained the Kyrie eleison untranslated. The Kyrie did not get to Rome
earlier than the fifth century. And when it was taken over, it was as part
of the litany which is traceable in the Orient since the fourth century and
"' Ordo Rom. I, n. 22 (PL, LXXVIII,
948 B), regarding the bishop who replaces

the pope at the station: Secundum namque

quod non sedet in sede post a/tare, tertia
non dicit orationem post a/tare, sed in
dextro latere altaris.
02

The rule that the celebrant should step

�o the side, ad dexteram altaris, after kiss
Ing the altar is already found in Amalar,

De eccl. off., III, 5 (PL, CV, 1113 A).
Cf. Pseudo-Aicuin, De div. off. (PL, CI,
1245 B); John of Avranches, De off. eccl.

(PL, CXLVII, 33 A).
According to Ivo of Chartres, De
Vl?t. et novi sacrif. (PL, CLXII,
49_ f.), the priest stands at the right side
h1le th introit is being sung, and at
�
he Glorta and the oration because
the
ie
t
Pr s represents Christ wh o, according

�onvm.
:

to Matt. 15: 24, was to look out only for
Israel, typified by the right side.
The Carthusian Statuta antiqua: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXV (1, 631 D): Introit,
Gloria, Do.minus vobiscum-all on the
right (the Kyrie was not as yet said
by the priest); Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 26, 1.
In the later Middle Ages the rule is
formulated as follows : The priest is to
perform on the right side of the altar
everything up to the Epistle (except the
intoning of the Gloria), and everything
after the Communion; Missal of Sarum:
Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 666 E); Cos
tumarium of Sarum (end of the 14th
century): Frere, The use of Sarum, I,
68.

.. Cf. Solch, Hugo, 60-63.
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which has continued in use even today in the liturgies of the Orient as the
so-called ektenes.
However, the beginnings of the Kyrie eleison reach much farther back
than that. The petition eleison taken by itself, with or without vocative,
must surely have been very familiar to the early Christians, even from
pre-Christian traditions.1 As late as the fifth century a preacher in Alexan
dria felt compelled to denounce the habit many Christians had kept of
bowing to the rising sun and crying out el.eT)crov i;�lic;." Even the formal
Y.upte €Hl')crav, directed to the divinity, is traced to heathen times,' and the

repetition of the cry a given number of times was also not unknown to
antiquity.' But no need to appeal to pagan custom; Holy Scripture offered
examples in plenty of the cry of €Ael')crov directed to God, or, in the Gospels,
to Jesus, especially in the book that served as the Church's first prayer
book, the Book of Psalms." The Septuagint presented phrases like: el.el')cr6v
�s xuptz (Ps. 6:3, et al.), x.upte D.. elJcr6v �� (Ps. 40:5, 11). True, none of

these have the precise form of our Kyrie eleison, but the divergence was
not so great it could not have been bridged by someone in prayer.
The proper history of our petition within Christian worship begins for
us about the fourth century.• The Gallic pilgrim lady JEtheria tells us,
about 390, how at Jerusalem at the end of Vespers one of the deacons read
a list of petitions and "as he spoke each of the names, a crowd of boys

stood there and answered him each time, Kyrie eleison, as we say, Lord
have mercy (miserere Domine); their cry is without end.'" Corresponding
to the mode of pronunciation already then in vogue, JEtheria gives us the
transcription eleison instead of the eleeson we might have expected. At
the other hours the bishop himself prays these petitions 8 ; this appears to
have been the more ancient practice."
From Antioch at about the same time there comes to us the very word
ing of such petitions which the deacon spoke when, for instance, after the
Gospel of the Mass the catechumens were dismissed. And the explicit
rubric is appended: "At each of these petitions which the deacon pro
nounces, the people should say, xuptE D..el')crov, especially the children.'""
1 Dolger, Sol salutis, 60-103.
2

Christliche

Ibid., 61-63.

Epictetus, Dissertationes, II, 7; Dolger,
75-77; cf. 80 f.

3

•

Dolger, 70 ff., 80 f.

•

See the general survey in Dolger, 83-86.

Also in Adrian Fortescue,
eleison," CE, VIII: 714-716.

"Kyrie

•

Opfcrfcier

(Munich,

1937),

38, that by its use of the fateful title of
Kyrios which was claimed for the C:esar

sun cult, the Kyrie eleison had been a
"Christian song of defiance" before it
was incorporated in the liturgy.
7 Aethcri�
peregrinatio, c. 24 (CSEL,
XXXIX, 72).
8 Ibid., 71.
• Cf.
0. Heiming, JL, XIV ( 193 8) ,

Bishop, Liturgica historica, 116-136;
Eisenhofer, I, 195-201; II, 87-89; Baum
stark, Liturgie comparee, 77 f., 80-86.

420.

It is therefore hardly possible to justify
the specious observation of E. Fiedler,

200). The same arrangement of alter
nating prayer is presumed for the dismis-

1°

Cons!. Ap., VIII, 6, 9 (Quasten, Mon.,
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The list of petitions varies from case to case. As a rule there are prayers
for the whole Church, for the clergy, for the people and the ruler, for those
on a journey and for the sick, for the benefactors of the Church and for
the poor, and for peace. This type of prayer, which was called a litania,
was soon transplanted to the West, perhaps by pilgrims to Jerusalem, and
soon came into use everywhere, either in translation or in some free revi
sion. The petition xup�a D.elJcrov is sometimes retained without alteration,
sometimes translated,11 sometimes expanded 12 or otherwise changed to forms
like those which still survive in the older part of our Litany of the Saints:
"'
Libera nos, Domine: Te rogamus, audi nos.
The place where this litany was inserted was sometimes the same one
it generally had in the East, namely, at the prayer that followed the les
sons. But in the Milanese liturgy-although now restricted to the Sundays
of Lent-it is still to be found at the beginning of Mass between the
Jngrcssa (introit) and the oration, and therefore exactly where our Roman
Kyrie is. In the l\Iilanese version the response is made in Latin: Domine
miserere, but at the end Ky r ie eleison is repeated three times in succes
sion." Such a litany in a similar part of the Mass must have been proper
sal of the other groups and during the
Prayer of the Faithful (VIII, 6-10) and
likewise at the close of Vespers (VIII,
35, 2); cf. the reconstruction from
Chrysostom in Brightman, 471 f., 477 f.
" The translation is also found among
the convert Germanic tribes. Thus there is
this evidence about the Vandals of North
Africa: God is praised also in the lan
guage of the barbarians and his mercy
sought: even Romans prayed the "Fr6ja
arm<·s": Domine miscrere. This is found
in the Collatio Pseudo-Augustit1i cum

l'ascclltio Ariana (PL, XXXIII, 1162);
cf. H. v. Schubert, Geschichte der christ
lichen Kirche im Friihmittelalter (Tiibin
gen, 1921), 24.
Notice that in this as in all other trans
literated Greek words (Paraclitus, Agios,
i mas), the spelling supposes the pronunci
ation of the time when the words were

J,orrowed.
As an answer of the people the Kyrie
rleismr is still used in Spain; Ferotin,
Lc tiber ordimon, 114 f.
'-' See the examples in Duchesne, Chris
.
han
1Vorship 198-201.

Duchesne, l65 f., and following him
Alfonso, Oralio fidelium (Finalpia,
1928), 36-38, express the opinion that a
_
hta
ny formed with words such as these
as responses must have been indigenous
13

P.

to Rome, independently of any oriental
pattern. For the possibility of such a thing
reference is made to litany-type prayers
in pre-Christian Rome, especially to the
prayer which Licinius ordered his sol
diers to say on the day of his battle with
Maximinus; see Lactantius, De mort pers.,
46, 6 (CSEL, XXVII, 226): Summe
deus, te rogamus, sancte deus, te ro
gamus ..., summe, sancte deus, preces
nostras cxa11di, brachia nostra ad te
tcndimus, exaudi, sancte, stmwze deus!
Many of the acclamations that are pre
served in the Acta synodorttm habitarum
Rom(l! arc also in the same tradition. At
a Roman synod of the year 499 the fol
lowing ejaculations among others were
put down in writing (MGH, Auct. ant.,
XII, 403): Ut fiat, 1·ogamus, (dictum
decies): ut scandala amputentur, rogamus
(dictum no;;·ies); ut ambitus extinguatur,
rogamus (dictum duodecies). Cf. also
Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 85 f.
On the other hand, the view that at

Rome the Kyrie was almost never used
as a response to the acclamations can
hardly be reconciled with what we learn
from Gregory the Great, especially with
the way he speaks about the Greek prac
tices (see infra, note 30).
"Missale Ambrosianum (1902), 77-81;
likewise thus in the older sourc� of th�
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also to the Roman liturgy in the fifth century and after. That some form
of Kyrie-prayer was customary in Rome by the start of the sixth century
is unmistakably clear from Canon 3 of the Synod of Vaison (529), which
purposed to incorporate this practice in Matins, Mass and Vespers, and
appealed to the usage of the Apostolic See where the Kyrie eleison was
often repeated.'" But from the remarks of St. Gregory the Great'" it is
clear that even in his time there were two ways of performing the prayer;
one a simple repetition of the cry Kyrie, the other, combining a further
text with the Kyrie. This second way must be the litany, in which the
Kyrie forms the response. However, in the sacramentaries which otherwise
permit us to gather a picture of the Mass as it was in the sixth century,
no text is presented. The Gregorianum does remark innocently, that the
Mass begins with the introit, deinde Kyrie eleison.11 But we need not be
amazed, for the celebrant did not intone the litany, and the sacramentary
was intended only for his use. There are good reasons for suspecting that
the old Roman Kyrie litany survives in the so-called Deprecatio Gelasii.11
For there are various signs to suggest that this prayer had its origin in
Rome and that the Pope Gelasius (492-496) named in the title was the
redactor. Of this pope the Liber Pontificalis recounts that he composed
sacramentorum pnefationes et orationes cauto sermone."' It might seem
improbable that the Roman liturgy should have had the Ky rie litany at
a time when the General Prayer for the Church, which is so akin to the
litany in content and form, was still said after the readings. But it is quite
likely that the introduction of this Kyrie- litany coincided with the cor
rection or revision of the General Prayer for the Church., and with the
amplification of the intercessory prayers of the canon, which occurred
about this time, so that it would have been only one part of a thorough
going reform of the Mass-liturgy undertaken by Pope Gelasius.111 Following
is the text of this Deprecatio Ge�asii:
-

-

DEPRECATIO QUAM PAPA GELASIUS PRO UNIVERSAL! ECCLESIA CONSTI
TUIT CANENDAM ESSE.

Dicamus omnes: Domine exaudi et miserere."'
Patrem Unigeniti et Dei Filium Genitoris ingeniti et Sanctum Deum
Spiritum fidelib11s animis invocamus- Kyrie eleison.
Milan liturgy: A. Ratti-M. Magistretti,
Missale Ambrosianum, duplex (1913), 121
f.; Dolger, 90 f.
'" Can. 3 ( Mansi, VIII, 725).
10

Infra, p. 338 f.

17 Lietzmann, n. 1.
10 B. Cape ll e, "Le K yrie de Ia messe et
le pape Gelase," Revue Bened., XLVI
(1934), 126-144.
The results are confirmed and exploited
by c. Cal le waert, "Les etapes de l'histoire

du Kyrie," Revue d'hist. eccl., XXXVIII
(1942), 20-45.
10 Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 255.
"'Cf. infra, p. 483 f.
21 V.
L. Kennedy, The Saints of the
Canon of the Mass (Rome, 1938), 33- 36;
cf. C. Mohlberg, Theol. Revue, XXXVII
(1938), 487-489. The same idea was ex
pressed about this time by B. Capelle,
"Le pape Gelase et Ia messe romaine,"
Revue d'hist. eccl., XXXV (1939), 22-34.
"" In place of this word we ought probably
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I. Pro immaculata Dei vivi ecclesia, per tatum orbem constituta divintE
bonitatis opulentiam deprecamur- Kyrie eleison.
II. Pro sanctis Dei magni sacerdotibus et ministris sacri altaris cunctisque
Deum verum colentibus populis Christum Dominum supplicamus-Kyrie
eleison.
III. Pro universis recte tractantibus verbum veritatis multiformem Verbi Dei
sapientiam peculiariter obsecramus- Kyrie eleison.
IV. Pro his qui se mente et corpo,·e propter ccelorum regna castificant, et
spiritalium Iabore desudant, largitorem spiritalium munerum obsecramus
- Kyrie eleison.
V. Pro religiosis principibus omnique militia eorum, qui iustitiam et rectum
iudicium diligunt, Domini potentiam obsecramus- Kyrie eleison.
VI. Pro iocunditate serenitatis et opportunitate pluvice atque aurarum vitalium
blandimentis ac diversorum temporum prospero cursu rectorem mundi
Dominum deprecamur-Kyrie eleison.
VII. Pro his quos prima christiani nominis initiavit agnitio, quos iam deside
rium gratice ccelestis accendit, omnipotentis Dei misericordiam obsecramus.

-����

VII I. Pro his quos humantE infirmitatis fragilitas, et quos nequitice spiritalis
i11vidia, vel varius sceculi error involvit, Redemptoris nostri misericordiam
imploramus- Kyrie eleison.
IX. Pro his, quos peregrinationis necessitas, aut iniquce potestatis oppressio
vel hostilitatis vexat cerumna, Salvatorem Dominum supplicamus-Kyrie
eleison.
X. Pro iudaica falsitate ...aut hceretica pravitate deceptis vel gentilium
superstitione perfusi.r veritatis Dominum deprecamur-Kyrie eleison.
XI. Pro operariis pietatis et his, qui necessitatibus laborantum fratenw cari
tate subveniunt, misericordiarum Dominum deprecamur-Kyrie eleison.
XII. Pro omnibus intrantibus in hcec sanctce domus Domini atria, qui religioso
corde et supplici devotione convenerunt, Dominum glorice deprecamur
Kyrie eleison.
XIII. Pro emundatione animarum corporumque nostrorum, et omnium venia
peccatorum clemmtissimum Dominum supplicamus -Kyrie eleison.
XIV. Pro refrigerio fidelium animarum, prcecipue sanctorum Domini sacer
dotum, qui huic ecclesice prcefuerunt catholicce, Dominum spirituum et
Ultiversce carnis iudicem deprecamus-Kyrie eleison.
XV. Mortificatam vitiis carnem et viventem fide animam- prcesta, Domine,
Prcesta.
XVI. Cas tum timorem et veram dilectionem- prcesta, Domine, prcesta.
XVII. Gratum vitce ordinem et probabilem exitum- prcesta, Domine, prcesta.
XVIII. Angel1t1n pacis et solacia sanctorum- prcesta, Domine, prcesta.
Nosmetipsos et omnia nostra, quce orta quce aucta per Dominum ipso
auctore suscipimus, ipso custode retinemus, ipsiusque misericordice et
arbitrio providentice commendam us-Domine, miserere.""

This litany or one like it, with the Kyrie attached, must have become
quite pop ular in Rome and its environs. Inserting it into the Mass was
onl� one of its uses. In the Rule of St. Benedict the litania or the suppli
catto litanice id est Kyrie eleison"' was part of
the ending of every hour,
to follow one of the MSS. by inserting
yrie eleison, that is, the deacon thereby
Ives the congregation its cue.
Critical
text
after
Capelle,
"Le

K_
�

Kyrie . . .," 136-138. There is also a
printed text in Migne, PL, CI, 560 f.
"'S. Benedicti Regula, c. 9; cf. c. 12 f.,

17.
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introducing the Pater noster (here used as an oration). In Lauds and
Vespers, where there is a more detailed mention of litania, the reference
is apparently to a fuller text, like that in the Deprecatio, while in the other
hours only the repeated Kyrie eleison seems to have been considered."" In
the older Gelasianum the litany is mentioned in the rite of the major ordi
nations ; after the candidates have been summoned and the invitation to
make objection has been issued, the rubric follows: Et post modicum inter
vallum mox incipiant omnes Kyrie eleison cum litania.'" From Gregory of
Tours (d. 594) we get an account of a penitential procession which Pope
Gregory the Great had ordered shortly after his election in the year 590,
while pestilence raged in Rome. Seven processions were to assemble at
seven Roman basilicas and, with a group of priests in each, were to start
for St. Mary Major's in order to beg God's mercy by a litania septijormis.
The one who told the story to our Frankish historian was himself an eye
witness of the event, and testified how the crowds marched praying through
the city: veniebant utrique chori psallentium ad ecclesiam clamantes per
plateas urbis Kyrie eleison.21 It is plain that this Kyrie eleison was not the
entire text, that it was the answer of the throng of people to the invoca
tions spoken by the groups of priests."" This manner of saying the litany

was retained later and (within limits) even today for the Rogation pro
cession which itself obtained the name of litania.'"
The litany at the beginning of Mass had at any rate undergone a change
at the time of Gregory the Great, perhaps partly through his work. In a
letter to Bishop John of Syracuse, Gregory took pains to deny that he had
been introducing Greek practices into Rome. In this connection he refers
also to the Kyrie."" Gregory stresses the differences from the Greek manner,
""In this sense Callewaert, "Les etapes,''
29-32.
•• I, 20
( W il son, 22).
27 G regory of Tours, Hist. Fra11corwn, X,
1 (PL, LXXI, 529 B).
25 Utriqtll! chori = the double choir com
posed of priests and people. Cf. Batiffol,
Le(ons, 106-108.
Septiformis is the term applied to the
litany because each of the inYocations
was repeated seven times; B atiffol, 110 f.
A litania septena is also m e nt ion e d for
Holy Saturday in later sources, like the
Grcgorianum of Menard (PL, LXXVIII,
88 C). According to Ordo Rom. I, app.,
n. 10 (PL, LXXVIII, 964), it was first
recited as a septena, then as a quina, lastly
as a terna; cf. the Ordo of St. Amand
(Duchesne, Christian Worship, 475) and
the Antiphonary of Corbie ( Hesbert, n.
79 b) ; similar data for the litania maior
in the Ordo Rom. XI, n. 57 (PL,

LXXVIII, 1048). Even in the IS-16th
century there is witness to the li tania
septcna in the Franciscan Missal in Mar
tene, 1, 1, 18, XIX (I, 216 B) and even
in the beginning of the 18th in de Moleon,
223 f., 430.
According to present-day rubrics, too,
there is a doubling of the invocations on
Holy Saturday-each invocation and its
response sung first by the chanters, then
repeated in full. And for all outdoor pro
cessions this is also the accepted method
of performing the litany, although it is
technicall y almost impossible to expect
the people to repeat the longer texts.
29 For the history of the litany (litania),
see R. Hierzegger, " Collecta und Statio,"
ZkTh, LX (1936), 511-554.
Gregory the Great, Ep., IX, 12 (PL,
LXXVII, 956) : Kyrie eleison autem nos
neque diximus neque dicimus sicut a
Gra:cis dicitur, quia in Gra:cis omnes
30
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which must have been very familiar to him from his stay in Byzantium.
The differences are chiefly these: Amongst the Greeks all answer Kyrie

eleison together, both clergy and people, whereas in Rome the clergy sing
and then the people respond. Moreover the Greeks have only the invoca
tion Kyrie eleison whereas in Rome the Christe eleison is also used, being
said as often as the Kyrie. Finally Gregory remarks that on ordinary days
they leave out whatever is usually said besides the Kyrie eleison and
Christe eleison, in order to linger longer on these two invocations.
What was omitted on ordinary days can only have been the invocations
of the litany. On solemn services, therefore, they were still in use, but the
manner of rendering included a pre-intonation of the Kyrie or Christe;
the chanters or the schola included the Kyrie and Christe in the invocation,
and they were then repeated by the people." In line with this was the
practice which lasted far into the Middle Ages-as late as the twelfth cen
tury-of omitting the Kyrie at Mass on days when the collecta with its
protracted litany preceded the statio.32 The same thing happened at the
major ordinations, since the litany followed."" Even at present the litany
(with its Kyrie) which is said on Holy Saturday counts for the Kyrie of
the Mass." In all these instances there is a survival of the original form
of the Kyrie as part of a larger, more complete form of prayer.""

A short invocation of this type, using only a word or two to express our
beggary, implied, by its very brevity, a tendency to independence and to
iteration. This tendency would be all the more pronounced if the Kyrie
eleison had been known already in pre-Christian antiquity as an independ
ent formula, as a cry repeated many times over, as an acclamation. Actusimu/ dicunt, apud nos autem a clericis
dicitur et a populo respondetur, et totidem
vicibus etiam Christe eleison dicitur, quod
aprtd Gra!cos nullo modo d icitur. I 11 coti
dimris autem missis aliqua, qua! dici
solrnt, tac emu s, tantummodo Kyrie eleison
et Chr iste eleison dicimus, ut in his depre
cationis vocibus paulo diutius occupemur.
" Callewaert, "Les etapes," 36, under
stands a clericis in this wise, that the

schola took up melodically the invocation
which had been delivered by the deacon
or lector, e.g. (n. I) : divina! bonitatis
opu/cntiam deprecamur; the Kyrie cry
would be merely spoken by the people as
a response; this partition must have been
determinative for Gelasius in designing
the text; see ibid., 27. But with Gregory
the Kyrie was said by the clerics.
32 Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne, 475);
Ordo for Ash Wednesday (9th century)
appen ded to Ordo Rom. I, n. 25 ( PL,
LXXVIII, 950 A) ; and even as late as

the twelfth century the rule is still out
lined in full form in Ordo Rom. XI
(c. 1140), n. 35 (PL, LXXVIII, 1039):

Quando efficitur Collecta, ad missam non
cantatur K)'rie, quia reg iona riu s dixit in
litania. Cf. ibid., n. 34, 63 ( 1038 C, 1050
A).
""Ordo Rom. VIII,
1001 ).

n.

3 (PL, LXXVIII,

" In the same sense we read in the oldest
Antiphonary MSS.: ad introi t u m letania;
then follows: Gloria in excelsis Deo.
Hesbert, n. 79.
""From what has been said it follows
that the litany under consideration, an
older form of our present-day litany of
All Saints, could not have represented
the litany from which our Kyrie derived.
But the close intrinsic kinship that existed
between it and the Deprecatio Gelasii
which we have had in view would have
been sufficient to establish such a rule.
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ally the Kyrie eleison, freed from any ties with other prayer-forms and
repeated over and over again, is found i� the liturgical prayer of the Orient
as an ancient traditional usage. And time-honored numbers play a part
here: a twelvefold Kyrie eleison at the opening of every hour in the Byzan
tine liturgy, a fortyfold Kyrie at the close of every little hour.• The fervent
ektene ( ex-rev�.; !xecr!�:t) after the Gospel in a Byzantine Mass has a three
fold Kyrie eleison after each invocation."' The threefold Kyrie also appears
elsewhere, especially near the end of the ektene," and also independent of
such a litany. Aurelian of Aries (d. 550) had his monks begin and end the
psalmody at every hour of the Office with a Kyrie said three times... The
Lauds of the Milanese liturgy still contains a threefold Kyrie and, near
the end, a twelvefold Kyrie."' Likewise our present-day litanies still have
a threefold Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison, Kyrie eleison at the beginning
and at the end." A parallel to this independence and iteration of a response
is to be seen in the history of the alleluia, which served first of all as a
refrain which the people sang as they joined in at each verse of the respon
sorial psalm-chants. It soon turned into a cry of jubilee which could be
repeated as long and as loud as you please." The Roman Breviary also has
a threefold alleluia on occasion after occasion, and before Pius X it had
a ninefold alleluia on the Dominica in albis.
We come upon this independent Kyrie in the first Roman Ordo, even
though the service described is a festive one. According to this arrange
ment, the petition-a song now-is repeated until the pope, after saluting
the altar and going to his cathedra, turns to the east and gives a signal.'"
But not long afterwards-in fact, still in the eighth century-a specified
arrangement for this signal is found, as we learn from other ordines, which
give us further details about the Kyrie- chant. The schola sings Kyrie
eleison, which is repeated three times-that is, most likely, till the number
three has been reached. (Custom had thus consecrated the number three.)
Then the pope gave a signal for the Christe eleison, which was repeated
••

See the list in Dolger, 64, note 2.

87 Brightman, 373 f.
80 So in the Greek liturgy of St. James :
Brightman, 38; 48.
80

Aurelian of Aries, Regula ad monachos
LXVIII, 393 B).

(PL,
•o

S. Baumer, Geschichte des Breviers
(Freiburg, 1895), 619. The Milanese
Mass, too, has a threefold Kyrie not
only after the Gloria but after the Gosoel
and at the close.

" The norm is even plainer in medieval
texts of the litany ; see the beginning of
the litany with a triple Kyrie eleison in

Cod. Ottobon. 313: H. A. Wilson, The
Gelasian Sacramentary (HBS, XLIX),
pp. XXXI-XXXIV, and even much later,
e.g., the 13th century Ordinarium of
Lyons, with a triple Kyrie and a triple
Christe at the start: E. Martene, Trac
tatus
de
a11tiqua
ecclesiCE
disciplina
(Lyons, 1706), 520, 524.
.. F. Cabral, DACL, I, 1229-1246, espe
cially 1234.
'"Ordo Rom. I, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
942) : Schola vero, finita antiphona, in
ponit Kyrie eleison. Prior vero schollE
custodit ad pontificem, ut ei am1uat, si
vult mutare numcrum litaniCE.
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three times in like manner; then another signal for the triple repetition of
the Kyrie, and so the end of the chant."
This arrangement based on threes corresponds to a primitive sacral
usage, found even in pre-Christian worship, frequent, too, in ancient
Rome." As was to be expected, the number received a new significance
once it reached Gallic territory where the struggle against Arianism still
rumbled and boomed occasionally. Here it took a trinitarian turn. We meet
it in Amalar,'" and the same meaning is impressed on us in all our prayer
books and Mass interpretations and Mass devotions, right up to the pres
ent: God the Father is invoked three times, God the Son three times, and
God the Holy Ghost three times." There is the appearance of truth in the
fact that the second group uses the word Christus. But in reality the Kyrie
groups, too, are directed to Christ. That is the Pauline and primitive Chris
tian usage, where xupto.; is generally applied to Christ. And it corresponds
to the whole tradition in which the Kyrie eleison itself arose. True, in some
instances in the early period the connection with the Godhead is clear.
At other times the meaning of xupto.; is undetermined, and it might well
be, considering its use as a simple invocation. But in most cases, especially
within the Eastern diaconal litanies, where the :x.upt€ D.eYJaov is indigenous,
the whole construction of the various invocations of the deacon makes it
more or less clear that the xupt€ has reference to Christ.'" The same is true
in the Western litanies; in the oldest versions all the invocations from
beginning to Agnus Dei, are addressed exclusively to Christ; the invoca
tions of the saints are later insertions:•
"Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne, Chris
tian Worship, 258) : annuit pontifex ut
dicatu r Kyrie eleison. Et dicit schola et
repetunt regionarii.... Dum repetierunt
tertia, iterum annuit pontifex ut dicatur
Christe eleison. . . . Et dum compleverint
novem vicibus, annuit ut finiatur. Some
what different in the Capitulare eccl. ord.,
which speaks of two choirs, standing op
posite the altar and bowed towards the
East, each singing the Kyrie nine times
very slowly : . . . et sic incurvati contra
a/tare ad orientem adorant dicentes Kyrie
elcison p ro lixe unusquisque chorus per
novem vicibus. (Silva-Tarouca, 205; cf.
196 f.).
"'Dolger, Sol Salutis, 95-103.
There is hardly any need to follow Dix,
The Shape of the Liturgy, 461 £., in
.
tracmg
the plan of the ninefold Kyrie
to Milanese practice, especially since this
practice at the time is quite obscured.
Rather we might recall the south-Gallic
parallels remarked in note -39 above.

'"Amalar, De off. eccl., III, 6 (PL, CV,
1113 f.).
It is rather surprising that the Expositiu
of Amalar (of Trier?), which has been
traced back to the sea-voyage of 813 -814,
distinguishes only between Kyrie eleison
and Christe eleison, the former directed
to the forma Dei, the latter to the forma
servi; Gerbert, Monumenta, II, 150. Cf.
the Expositio 'Missa pro multis', ed. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 33.
"In some few of the Kyrie-tropes which
developed since the 9th century (see
infra), the entire piece is still often ad
dressed
to Christ; Blume-Bannister,
Tropen des Missale, I (Analecta hy.mnica,
47), p. 45 £., 101, 102, 103 f., etc.
'"Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi im
liturgischen Gebel, 191 f.
'"The invocation of the three divine Per
sons and of the Holy Trinity after the
Christe audi nos at the start of the litany
does not appear in the oldest texts that
have smvived. In an English MS. of the
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This ninefold invocation of Christos, the Kyrios, serves even at present
as a kind of prelude leading very suitably to the priest's oration-an ora
tion which gathers up the prayer of the Church and brings it, through
Christ, to the throne of God.""
Although we find that in Gregory the Great the arrangement for the
Kyrie is still: a clericis dicitur et a populo respondetur, in the first Roman
Ordo, the schola appears as the only performer. It is the job of the schola
to sing the Ky ri e-or perhaps more correctly, to intone it and sing the
first part. There is no express statement that no one else participates in
the singing, but the directions are all given to the schola; it is the prior

schol(E who has to watch out for the pope's signal to conclude the singing. 51
8th century the litany begins Christi! audi
nos, then follow invocations of the saints
and lastly Agn us Dei; A. B. Kuypers,
The Book of Cerne (Cambridge, 1902),
211 f. In the Sacramentary of Gellone
written circa 780 the litany on Holy
Saturday took the following form: On
the way to the baptismal font, Kyrie
eleis011," upon arrival, Christe audi nos
several times ; then the invocations of
the saints, plus Propitius esto, etc., Agnus
Dei, Christe audi n o s-the same series as
today ; close with a triple Kyrie. Martene,
1. 1, 18, VI (I, 184).
In the Ordo of St. Amand the litany
that is intoned before the stational church
is given as follows: K�;rie eleison (3
times), Christe audi nos, invocations of
the saints, then Propitius esto, etc., in
cluding the invocation that plainly ad
dresses Christ, Per crucem tuam, at the
end 3 times Agnus Dei, Christe audi nos
and again a triple Kyrie. Duchesne, Chris
tian �V orship, 475.
The litany of the Stowe Missal (9th
century), which reverts to a Gr<eco
Roman model at the end of the 7th cen
tury (Bishop, Liturgica historica, 1 42 ff.),
begins: Christe audi nos (3 times), Kyrie
cleison, and the saints' invocations follow;
Warner,
The Stowe Missal
(HBS,
XXXII ), 3.
Further examples of a similar sort
from the 9th-10th century: H. A. Wilson,
The Gregorian Sacramentary (HBS, 49),
pp. XXXI-XXXIV; Gerbert, Monumenta
vet. lit. A/am., II, 7 f.; H. Menard in
the notes to the Gregorianum (PL,
LXXVIII, 386 ff., 485, 530 ff.) ; J. Mabil
lon, Analecta (PL, CXXXVIII, 885);

Beck, Kirchliche Studien, 383-387.
It was during the high tide of the Mid
dle Ages that the textual pattern express
ing the Trinity, Kyrie eleis011, Christe
eleison, Kyrie eleison, was formed as we
now have it at the beginning of the litany
as well as at the Preces in the office (or
as a substitute for these) ; at this period,
too, are inserted the explicit invocations
of the three Persons and the Trinity :
Pater de coelis, etc. It is curious that
this insertion is still wanting in today's
litany for the dying, Rituale Rom., V,
7, 3.
Suarez, De oratione, I, 9, 12 f. ( Opp.,
ed. Berton, 14, 34), faces the objection
that this separate invocation of the three
divine Persons compromises the unity of
the divine nature; he justifies it only in
the sense that thus is ackowledged a
belief in the difference of the Persons and
in their true godhead. Similarly ]. Mal
donat, De ca?remoniis, II, 12 (in F. A.
Zaccaria, Bibliotheca rit., II, 2 [Rome,
1781], 79), stresses the view that these
invocations are not properly addressed
to the Son and to the Holy Ghost, sed ad
Deum per enumerata.s personas.
""Cf. supra, p. 264. f.
The precise meaning of this invocation
of Christ who gathers us and heals us,
who desires to teach us and even feed us,
is handled excellently in an article by

J. Gulden,

"Kyrie eleison": Parochia
(ed. by K. Borgmann, Colmar o. ].,
1943), 155 f.
61
Ordo Ro.m. I, 9
(PL, LXXVIII,
942): Schola vero finita antiphona im
pollit Kyrie eleison. Prior vero scho[CE
custodit ad po11tijicem, ut ei annual, si
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Ordo

of St. Amand confirms this description and adds the

detail, that the repetition of the song intoned by the
the

regionarii,
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schola

is the duty of

that is, of the subdeacons who were organized in Rome

according to regions.52 The people no longer participate, at least in these
grander pontifical services. Of course the possibility is not excluded that,
in simpler surroundings and under other conditions, the

Kyrie still remained

the people's song. This was surely true in the lands of the North,.. where

Kyrioleis
'·Leise"

was used as a refrain in folk-songs for many centuries, and the

(Fr. lais) represented a special class of spiritual folk-songs.

But at the beginning of Mass, the clergy forming the choir took over
the singing of the

Kyrie,

at least in the larger churches where the clergy

were numerous-and it is about such churches that most of the accounts
are written." We need not necessarily think that the intonation and first
singing was done by a

schola cantorum;

in fact, as a part of the clergy, it

was not very carefully distinguished from the rest. Instead the singers,
it seems, were divided into two semi-choruses, and thus the tradition that
the

Kyrie

was an antiphonal chant was retained. At first the nine invoca

tions of one chorus were, as we have seen, repeated by the other; later the
two choirs divided the nine invocations between them."" It was but a step
to have the first of each of the three sung by one choir and then repeated
twice by the other choir, a mode of rendition many propose at the present...
But even in the twelfth century it was customary for the choirs simply to
alternate, exactly as the priest and the Mass-server alternate while saying
the prayer."7
'lmlt mutare numerum litanice. Cf. Ordo
Rom. II, 5.

"Duchesne,
Christian
Worship,
Dicit schola et repetunt regiooorii.

458:

Cf. Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkes,

17.

There is mention of two choirs also in
the Capitulare eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca,
205) ; d. note 44 above.
"Cf. the decree of Bishop Herard of
Tours, Capitula (558), circa 16 (Har
douin, V, 451) : Gloria Patri ac Sanctus
atque credulitas et Kyrie eleison a
CUllctis re·uerenter canatur, The peculiar
sequence in the enumeration awakens the
doubt whether it is the Kyrie at the be
ginning of Mass that is being mentioned;
cf. the data in Nicki, 17-19.
In processions and the like we continue
to find the Kyri� sung by the people even
later, and also at Mass itself, namely
after the sermon, in connection with the
ancient Prayer of the Faithful· see on
this Honorius Augustod. (12th �entury),

Gemma an., I, 19 (PL, CLXXII, 550 C);
Durandus, IV, 25, 14.
"'Cf. supra, p. 124, note 120. See Sicard
of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 2 (PL, CCXIII,
96 C; 97 B), for the clerus and chorus
as performers of the Kyrie-chants.
Innocent III, De s. alt. nvysterio, II,
19 (PL, CCXVII, 809 C), who speaks
of the chorus; likewise Durandus, IV,
12, 1.
Even Berthold of Regensburg (d. 1272)
still proposes the older usage, though not
very enthusiastically (Pfeiffer, I, 496) :
The laity ought to sing this; it would be
all the more correct.
"'Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 80, 1. 31):
Deinde Kyrie eleison per distinctiones,
sicut mos est, inter se dividunt.
.. M. Daras, "Le Kyrie eleison" ( C our11
et Conferences, VI [Louvain, 1928]. 6779), 78.
67 Liber
usuum 0. Cist., II, 62 (PL,
CLXVI, 1435 f.) : only the last Kyrie is
sung by both choruses together. (The
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The plain litany-quality of the old Kyrie chants is still recognizable in
the Gregorian melody assigned to it in the Requiem Mass where the same
simple tune recurs eight times and only in the ninth is there any embellish
ment."" But the process of enhancing the musical form of the Kyrie made
quick progress, right from the time its performance was given over to the
schola, as we have seen indicated in the first Roman Ordo. When Gregorian
chant flourished anew, in the tenth and succeeding centuries, many of the
elaborate Kyrie melodies of the Roman Kyriale were composed."' The titles
which they bear give us a hint of another remarkable and colorful develop
ment in the evolution of the simple Kyrie text, the so-called trope. Amalar
already suggests a forerunner of this type of troping, for he has the singers
chant a fuller text (he is, indeed, merely paraphrasing the contents of their
song): Kyrie eleiwn, Domine Pater, miserere; Christe eleison, miserere
qui nos redemisti sanguine tuo; Kyrie eleison, Domine, Spiritus Sancte,
miserere ... But from this time on, from the ninth to the sixteenth century,
a full literature of Kyrie tropes is developed. Every church possessed a
dozen or so, some purely local, others spread far and wide. The collection
in the Analecta hymnica covers 158 complete numbers.... Every one of the
nine invocations was amplified into a full verse line in such a way that the
notes of the melismas were distributed over the complete text. In render
ing this chant one choir would often take up the trope while the other sang
the original Kyrie with its melismas, till both came together on the word
eleison. It is from the first lines of these tropes that we derive the labels
which many of the melodies of the Kyriale bear: Lux et origo; Kyrie Deus
sempiterne; Cunctipotens genitor Deus; Cum iubilo; Alme pater; Orbis
factor; Pater cuncta. As an example let us look at the trope of the first
Gregorian Mass; its rhythm follows the melody simply, although several
others employ definite verse forms like the hexameter.

1.
a.

b.

c.
Qui so/us pates

Lu:r et origo

In cuius nutu

lucis, summe Deus,

constant cuncta, clemens

misereri, nobis

eleison; Kyrie eleiSon.

eleison; Kyrie eleison.

eleison; Kyrie eleison.

Roman Graduate prescribes something like
this, too.)
58 According to Durandus, IV, 12, 4, th e
ninth Kyrie in so me churches had the
form: Kyrie eleison imas ( �t6pw f).bjaov

ll\La� ).

"Cf. Ursprung, Die Kath. Kirchenmusik,
57.

00 Am alar, De off. eccl., III, 6 (PL, CV,

1113 f.).
Blume-Bannister, Tropen des Missale, I
(Analecta hymnica, 47), p. 43-216.

81

Cf. Blume, "Poesie des Hochamtes im
Mittelalter, Die Kyrie-tropen," Stimmen

aus Maria-Laach, 71 (1906, II), 18-38.
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2.
a.
0 mundi redemptor
salus et humana
rex pie, Christe,
eleison; Christe eleison.

b.

c.

Per crucem redemptis
a morte perenni,
spes nostra, Christe,
eleison; Christe eleison.

Qui es verbum Patris,
verbum caro factum,
lux vera, Christe,
eleison; Christe eleison.

3.
b.

a.
Adonai, Domine,
Deus, iuste iudex,
eleison; Kyrie eleison.

c.

Qui machinam gubernas
rerum, alme Pater,
eleison; Kyrie eleison.

Quem solum taus et honor
decet, nunc et semper
eleison; Kyrie eleison."

It is clear that such artistic productions could be performed only by a
skilled choir. For some of the tropes even many-voiced melodies appear
in the thirteenth century."" The tropes themselves were not included in
the Missal of Pius V, thanks to the stricter tastes of his century. The
monumental Kyrie was thus freed of overgrowth. But at the same time
polyphonic music set to work to give this ninefold plea of mankind to the
Kyrios a full musical expression.
Originally the celebrating priest took no part in the Kyrie. For that
reason it is not mentioned in most Mass Ordinaries, not even in those that
contain all the texts of the prayers at the foot of the altar, or of the offer
tory. This held true for all Masses celebrated with singing, right down to
the late Middle Ages. It was not till the thirteenth century, when the gen
eral principle was formulated that the priest had to read the variable texts
from the missal, that a like prescription was made in regard to the Kyrie;
the celebrant says the Kyrie together with his assistant (or assistants)."'
But this novelty did not take everywhere at once. The 1290 Mass Ordo of
the papal chapels, although it stipulates that the priest should read the
introit cum ministris suis, says nothing of the sort for the Kyrie .. ; but a
few centuries later the papal chapels also followed the general custom...
For private Mass, on the other hand, even the eighth-century Arch
cantor's writings included the Kyrie eleison, along with the introit, in the
prayers for the priest; he is to say it nine times, bowing low all the while.11
There is no explicit mention here-nor for some time later ..-of any par.. Blume, 69 f. In a sec ond text, em
phatically stressing the Trinitarian out
look, ibid., 70 f.
03 Blume- Bann i s te r, p. 92
(on 111. 28);
160 (on n. 99).
"'Ordinariu.m

O.P.

of

1256

(Guerrini,

235) ; Liber ordinarius of Liege (Yolk,
89, 1.30).
The same direction in other Mass
CJ_ rdines of the late Middle Ages: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XIX, XXIII f., XXXVII (1,
605 B, 616 B, 626 E, 681 B).

Brinktrine (Eph. Liturg., 1937), 201.
Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 71 (PL, LXXVIII,
1186 A) : cf. ibid., n. 61; 68 (1175 B,
1183 B).
111 Capitulare eeel. ord. (Silva-Tarouca,
205, 1. 11) : Si autem singulus fuerit
sacerdos, .novem tantum vicibus inclinatus
adorando dicit Kyrie eleison, et postea
erigit se. Cf. ibid., 207.
18 The rhymed commentary of the 12th
century remarks only this about the
p ries t : "Ein Kiriel'er donne singet": then
115

ea
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ticipation by the server. Even at solemn service, where the assistants are
mentioned as taking part, it seems that the nine invocations were said by
all together, since there is no indication of any apportionment.• If later
on the alternation of the nine between priest and those around him became
common, the cause is to be traced to the example of the sung Kyrie with
its double choir. There is record, however, of another manner of distribut
ing the invocations, the priest taking the first three Kyries, the serving
cleric the three Christes, and the priest the last three Kyries."0
The priest used often to say the Kyrie, as he does the introit, on the
Epistle side of the altar." This is still the practice of the Carthusians, the
Carmelites and the Dominicans, and we also do the same at a solemn high
Mass. It has been suggested that the change to the center was influenced
by the wish to stress the prayer-quality of the Kyrie; the priest therefore
stands facing the image of his crucified Lord, to whom he directs his
appeal."'"

10.

Gloria in excelsis

The Gloria, like the Kyrie, was not created originally for the liturgy of
the Mass. It is an heirloom from the treasure of ancient Church hymns,
a precious remnant of a literature now almost buried but once certainly
very rich, a literature of songs for divine service written in the early Church
in imitation of the biblical lyrics, especially the psalms. These lyrics were
called psalmi idiotici, psalms by private persons in contrast to those of
Holy Scripture.' They are, for the most part, rude creations, and like the
biblical psalms and canticles are not constructed on rhythmic and metri
cal principles. In their literary expression, too, they hold pretty close to
he sings a kyriel. Leitzmann (Kleine
Texte, 54), 18, 1. 8.
•• See the passages cited above, note 66.
Cf. also, e.g., the Furtmeyr Missal of
1481 (facsimile of fol. 33 in U rsprung,
Die kath. Kirchcnmusik, frontispiece),
where between introit and Gloria of a
festal Mass the Kyrie is inserted nine
times without any further remark.
70 O rdinariu m of Coutances ( 1557) : Legg,
Tracts, 58.
The original relationship of chanters
and people, and therefore the basic char
acter of the Kyrie as a people's prayer is
best achieved in the method of distribution
mentioned above, p. 341, where the new
text invariably falls to the lot of the
choir, that is, of the "intoners."
71 Lebrun, Explication, I, 144.

Cf. supra, p. 333.
12 P. J. B. de Herdt, sacrtE liturgite praxis
(2nd ed., Louvain, 1852), II, 84. Cf. also
infra, p. 370, note 53, regarding the hand
ling of the conclusion of the oration.
1 J. Kroll, Die christliche Hymnodik bis
zu Klemens von Alexandrcia (Brauns
berger Vorlesungsverzeichnis, 1921 and
1921-2); idem., "Hymn" in E. Hennecke,
N eutestamentl. Apokr:yphen, 296-601.
Eisenhofer, I, 207-210.
The expression psalmi idiot ici is used
by the Council of Laodicea (4th century)
in contrast to the biblical chants; can. 59
(Mansi, II, 574). See Batiffol, History of
the Roman Breviary (trans. A. Baylay;
London, 1912), 6-8. Cf. also A. Fortescue,
"Gloria in Excelsis Deo", CE, VI: 583585.
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their biblical models, and yet in them the religious inspiration of those
centuries live on perceptibly. The line begun in the New Testament with
the Magnificat and Zachary's song of praise and the canticle of aged Simeon,
is continued in these works. Few, however, have remained in use to the
present, among them the (f>t:7J.; 1Ac.tp6v, already mentioned by Basil, which
is still used in the Byzantine liturgy, the Te decet laus, which is in use in
the monastic liturgy, and the Te Deum and the Gloria which survive in our
Roman liturgy. This last, often called the Greater Doxology,• was already
so highly esteemed even in the ancient Church that it outlived the fate that
overtook so many songs which perished as the result of an adverse attitude
towards church hymns created merely humano studio."
In the textual tradition of the Gloria three principal versions can be dis
tinguished•: ( 1) The Syrian version from the Nestorian liturgy•; (2) the
Greek version from the Apostolic Constitutions"; and (3) the Greek ver
sion from the Byzantine liturgy, which is found already in the Codex
Alexandrinus of the New Testament' and which coincides in all essentials
with our Western version. Since we can presume that we are acquainted
with the last of these, we shall start by comparing the two forms men
tioned first.
Apost. Const. VII, 47

Syrian Version
Glory to God in the highest
and on earth peace
and a good hope to meiL
We worship thee,
we glorify thee,
we exalt thee,
Being who art from eternity,
hidden and incomprehensible Nature,
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
King of kings, and Lord of lords,
who dwellest in the excellent light,
\Vhom no son of man hath seen, nor can
see,
'To distinguish it from the little dox
ology, the Gloria Patri.
'Cf. IV Council of Toledo ( 633), can.
13 (Mansi, X, 622 f.).
For the whole study cf. Cl. Blume,
" Der E
ngelhymnus Gloria in excelsis
Deo. Sein Ursprung und seine Entwick
lung,"
Stimmen
Maria-Laach,
aus
�XXIII ( 1907), 43-62; J. Brinktrine,
Zur Entstehung und Erklarung des
Gloria in excelsis Deo," Rom. Quartal
:chrift, XXXV (1927), 303-315.
A. Baumstark, Die Textiiberliefemng

d6�a lfv u<jlla-ro!� 6eij>
xa! £11:! riJ� e!pi)VI),
b av6pW'lt0!� euaox{a.
a!vo utJ,b

Ge,

UIJ.VO UIJ.!V

l!o�oAO'!'OUIJ.ev

C1!

'ltpOC1ltUVOUtJ,b

C11

Ge,

•

•

•

•

des Hymnus angelicus: Hundert Jahre
Markus-und-Weber-Verlag (Bonn, 1909),

83-87.
• A. ]. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Of
fices (London, 1894), 170-171.
• Const. Ap., VII, 47 (Funk, I, 454 f.).
7 Text and variants in Funk, I, 455, note.
In Athanasius, De virginitate, c. 20,
our hymn is cited as a morning prayer
unfortunately, however, only the begin
ning is quoted; see Blume, 59, note 2.
Cf. ibid., 55 regarding a questionable cita
tion in Chrysostom.
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who alone art holy,
(and) alone mighty,
mortal.

(and)

alone

im

We confess thee through the Mediator
of our blessings,

1lta 'tOO !J.ejcXAOU ap:,(t!piw<;,
ae 't"OV 6v't"Gt 6e6v,
ciyevv1J't"Ov, iiva, ci7tp6at't"ov, �ovov,
1lt<X 't""l)v �jcXA"IJV aou 1l6�av,
xupte �aat).eO t"ltoupavte,
6ee 1tchep "ltGtV't"oxpchop.

Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the world
and the Son of the Highest.
0 Lamb of the living God,
who takest away the sins of the world,
have mercy on us.
Thou who sittest at the right hand of
thy Father,

xupte 0 6e6<;, 0 "ltct't""l)p 'tOO Xpta't"OO

receive our request.
For thou art our God,
and thou art our Lord,
and thou art our King,
and thou art our Saviour,
and thou art the forgiver of our sins.

1tp6a1le�at 't""l) v 1ll!"l)atv i)�wv,

'toO ci�w�ou ci�voO
8<; a'1pet 't""l) v <X�ctp't"(ctv 'tOO x6a�ou,

b xa6i)�evo<; E"ltl 't"WY Xepou�(�,
Cl't"t au �6vo<; ayto<;,
au �6vo<; xupto<;,
b 6eo<; xal "ltct't""l)p 'I1Jao0 Xpta't"o08
'to 0 6eo0 'ltcXcr"IJ<; reY1J't""ij<; q>uaew<;
't"Ou �atAaw<; -l)�wv,

The eyes of all men hang on thee,
Jesus Christ.
Glory to God thy Father
and to thee and to the Holy Ghost,
for ever, Amen.

Aside, perhaps, from the great wealth of attributes predicated of God
and Christ, the feature that strikes us in these two versions as different
from the form familiar to us, is that the praise is directed to God through
Christ, the great high-priest. This is typical of the prayer language of the
first centuries. True, the version contained in the Apostolic Constitutions
can hardly be original in its entirety. Throughout the hymn the prayer is
addressed through Christ to the Father, and near the end the line of thought
seems somewhat strained. All this is rather the work of the redactor,• who
appears to have obtruded the notion of mediatorship almost to excess. But
the appearance of the formula also in the East Syrian liturgy, where the
mediation-formula is no longer found in the orations,'" proves that even
this turn of expression is ancient tradition. The Syrian version probably
gives us the basic form of the hymn, not indeed, in its amplifications, but
at least in its general structure.
But let us confine our discussion to the western version of our venerable
hymn. The oldest witness for the Latin text is the manuscript Antiphonary
Thus according to Cod. Vat. 2089; see
Funk, 456, apparatus. Cf. C. H. Turner,

•

Journal of theol. studies, XVI (1915), 56.

• Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi 13 f.
10 Ibid., 65, 67; cf. 144 ff.
,
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of Bangor, which originated about 690.11 It forms a connecting link with
the Greek tradition, as we can see by comparing it with the nearly dupli
cate text of the Codex Alexandrinus.
Cod. Alexandrinus

Bangor
Ad Vesperum et ad Matutinam.

·rtJ->0� ew0t>6�

1. Gloria in excelsis Deo, et in terra pax

1. �6�a s> u<Jila-rot� E>e!j), xal h-l yijc;

hominibus bona! voluntatis.

e1pYJ>�, E> chOpw'ltot� euaoxla.

2. Laudamus

:?. A!>OUtJ.E> ae, e6)..oyolitJ.eY ae,

oramus te;
ficamus te.

1rpOa>r.U>OUtJ.iY ae, ao�OAO'j'OUtJ.EY ae.

3. Euxapta'tOUtJ.E> aot ac<X 't"ljv (J£'j'aAY)Y aou
a6�av,

Kupte, �aatMu E'ltoupd:vte,
'lta-ri)p, 'ltall't"oxpd:"t"wp.

E>e�

4. Kupte, ule tJ.ovoyevij, '11Jaou Xptad,
xal C!ytov TivelitJ.a.

5. Kupte, 0 E>eoc;, 0

atJ.YO� 't"OU 0eou, 0

ulo� 't"Ou 'lt<l't"po�. o a'lpwv 'til:� <XtJ.ap't"(a�
'tOU x6atJ.O U, EAcfY)aOY -/jtJ.<i<;.

6. '0 a!pwv 'til:� d:tJ.ap't"(a� 't"Ou x6atJ.ou,
!),cf'llaov -/jtJ.a<;, 'ltp6aae�at 't"ljv ae1Jatv
-/jtJ.iiiY, 0 xaO�tuYO<; EY ae�ti 't"OU
'lta..:p6�. e)..iY)aov iltJ.<i�.

7. "O..:t au e! tJ-6vo� C!yto�, au e! tJ-6vo�
xupto�. '11Jaouc; Xpta-ro�. elc; a6�av 9eou
'lt<l't"p6c;. '�i)v.

te; benedicimus te; ad
glorificamus te; magni

3. Gratias agimus tibi propter magnam
misericordiam tuam, Domine, rex C<l!
lestis, Deus pater, omnipotens.
4. Domine, Fili unigenite, Jesu Christe,
Sancte Spiritus Dei. Et omnes dici
mus Amen.
5. Domine, Fili Dei Patris, agne Dei,
qui tollis peccatum mundi, miserere
nobis.

6. Suscipe. orationem nostram; qui sedes
ad dexteram
nobis.

Dei

Patris,

miserere

7. Quoniam tu solus sanctus, tu solus
Dominus,
tu solus
gloriosus cum
Spiritu Sancto in gloria Dei Patris.
Amen.

In the structure of the Gloria three sections are plainly discernible ;
( 1) the song of the angels on the night of the Nativity; (2) the praise of
God; and (3) the invoking of Christ.
First there is the song of the angels as recorded by St. Luke ( 2 : 14). The
use of a biblical phrase as the theme at the start of a poem is also found
elsewhere in ancient Christian hymns. For instance, the evening hymn
which compares with the Gloria, a morning hymn, opens with an analogous
.
F E. Warren, The antiphonary of Ban
g or (HGS, IV; facsimile and transcrip
.
tion; HBS, X: Text and commentary;
London, 1892-1895), fol. 33, p. 31; and

11

commentary, pp. 75-80.
·
The whole version of the present-day
text is first found in the Psaltery of
Abbot Wolfcoz of St. Gall (9th cen-

tury) ; see Blume, 49; references re
garding other MSS. and variants, ibid.,
47-51. A certain independence is displayed
in the ancient Milanese text (DACL,
IV, 1534 f.) and in that of the Anti
phonarium mozarabicum of Leon; see
G. Prado, "Una nueva recension del himne
'Gloria in excelsis' ", Eph. liturg. XLVI

(1932), 481-486.
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word of praise utilizing the first verse of Psalm 112: Laudate pueri Domi
num, laudate nomen Domini.a The same verse is used as the opening of

the Te Deum in the version found in the Antiphonary of Bangor."' And in
particular this song of the angels was used as an introduction to prayer."
In all the versions the second section is a praise of God. This consists
in a simple accumulation of phrases expressing our activity, and of names
for the godhead. In the oldest witnesses of the version we are concerned
with, this portion has obtained a certain exclusiveness and independence
by making the address to all three divine Persons." The same thing is
noticed even earlier in the Syrian version. In the effort to call God by all
His grand names it was but a step to rise to the mystery of the Trinity,
which had been made known by revelation. There is an exact parallel to
be seen in the Te Deum where the praise of God also ends in address to the
Trinity: Patrem immensCE maiestatis, venerandum tuum verum et unicum
Filium, Sanctum quoque Paraclitum Spiritum.

And just as in the Te Deum, the next section in our present text, clearly
distinct from what precedes, is a christological portion; Domine, Fili uni
genite. God and Christ-that is not an arbitrary addition nor an unfinished
enumeration of the three divine Persons (as some commentators seem to
imagine when they make excuses for the fact that the Holy Ghost is men
tioned only at the very end, and then only in passing). No, God and Christ
are the pillars of the Christian order of the universe: God, the beginning
and the end of all things, towards whom all religious seeking is bent and
all prayer eventually is turned; but in the Christian order also Christ,
the way, the road on which all our God-seeking must be directed. There
fore in St. Paul's letters we find this duality of God and Christ not only
in the introductory salutation, but time and time again throughout the
writing. And if at times St. Paul rounds out the duality and completes it
in the Trinity, this is done not so much to acknowledge the three divine
Persons themselves, as rather to mark more distinctly the structure of the
Christian order of salvation, in which our ascent to God is vouchsafed
through Christ in the Holy Spirit. To this notion the construction of the
Gloria in its present version corresponds in a very extraordinary way,
although the musical compositions of the hymn seldom if ever take note
of it. We might add that the two main parts of the hymn are in a way
allied to the two members of the introductory biblical motto: To God,
glory-we join our voices to the angelic choirs in praising God; to men,
12

Canst. Ap., VII, 48 (Funk, I, 456).

13

Warren, 10.

"Cf. Baumstark, Vam geschichtlichen
Werden der Liturgie, 20, with note 27
(reference to the martyrdom of Cyprian
and of ] usta) .

"' The same trinitarian termination also
in the old Milanese text and in the
Mozarabic.
The additional et Sancte Spiritus also
in a missal of 1519 from Aquileia de
scribed by W. Weth, ZkTh, XXXVI

(1912). 418.
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peace-we turn to Him in whom the peace of heaven was brought to earth,
begging Him to fulfill His work in us.
And now let us get down to details.
The oriental liturgies employ the song of the angels as a triple phrase:
ey u�taTot<; 8e{il Y.ett E'ltt yij.; e1p�YT), EY dv6pC:mot<; euoox[o;. This is
the form adopted by Luther and the King James Bible: den Menschen ein

A6�et

Wohlgejallen-on earth peace, good will towards men. But from the view
pomt of textual criticism the form euoox[o; in Luke (2: 14) is considered
untenable; the reading must be eu ooxla.;. This betokens a double phrase
in the original text, just as our version has it. But there is another thing

to notice. Our ordinary rendering, "Peace on earth to men of good will,"
does not quite give us the original sense. Eu oox[o; is not the good will of
men but the good will of God, God's pleasure, God's favor and grace. The
O:v6p�J�ot dooxla<; are therefore men of God's grace and selection, men
to whom the news of God's kingdom has been proclaimed.'" According to
the wording of the text, therefore, there is a limitation in this message
of peace: hominibus bome voluntatis-to those whom God has chosen. But

since all men are invited into the kingdom, the only thing clearly enun
ciated here is that "the children of His kingdom" partake of this peace
not because of a turn of fortune's wheel, but because of God's free, merci
ful decree (cf. Eph. 1 :5). The entrance of the Redeemer among the race

of men spelt out two things, the glory of God and "peace" for men. Christ's
coming to earth really meant the start of Redemption.17 In this sense it
is possible that the angels' song contained not a wish but the expression
of a fact, not an optative but a declarative: Glory is given to God and
peace to men! It is the same thing that our Lord spoke of at the Last
Supper in His great sacerdotal prayer, the only difference being the degree
of development: "I have exalted thy glory on earth, by achieving the task
which thou gavest me to do.",. But precisely because the glorification of
God and the salvation of mankind was not "achieved" in its fullness till
the sacrifice of Christ's Passion, and even then its fruits had still to ripen,
and to continue to ripen till the end of time, it is correct to view the angelic
song as proclaiming not the work that had already been completed, but
the plan and purpose that was yet to be done, step by step: May God be
given glory in the highest and may men in His grace find peace! Gloria
sit in excelsis Deo. And if this was true of the song when the angels sang
it, it is truer still when we on earth repeat it. Every day that the Church
lives, every time the Church gathers her children in prayer, and particu
larly when she assembles them for the Eucharist, a new light flashes across

�·Father
hig h

Knox's version: "Glory to God

heaven, and peace on earth to
� en that are God'� friends."
J. Jeremias, "Av0p<.�'lto< eu�oxlcz�: Zeit
s chn_ft f. d. neutest. Wissenschaft,
XX
VIII (1929), 13-20.
In

18

John 17:
Kindred

4.

are the shouts of joy at
Christ's entry into Jerusalem, especially
Luke 19: 38: "Peace on earth, and
glory in heaven above." Cf. Brinktrine,

Zur Entstehung,

304.
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the world and the Church beholds, with mingled

j oy

and longing, the

approach of the Kingdom of God, the advent, in spite of every obstacle,
of the consummation of the great plan: that glory will come to God, and to
men of God's choice, peace and salvation.
In the eastern liturgies which do not use the Greater Doxology at Mass,
the opening scriptural words at least are often used, either at the start of
the celebration," or at the preparation of the offerings,"' or at the kiss of
peace,"' or before Communion.""
The praises of God, which now follow are plain and clear. We simply
list them, inadequate as they are: We praise thee, we bless thee, we glorify
thee."' The parallels in both of the older versions evidence the fact that the
accent is not on the precise and distinctive meaning of each word but on
the common basic concept of acclaiming and extolling the greatness of
God. If we then construe the next clause, gratias agimus, in the same
fashion, the pendent phrase, propter magnam gloriam tuam, is not so sur
prising. Still it seems better to take the words at their fullest meaning,
for we can really thank God "for His great glory." In the new order of the
world, built on grace and love, in which God has given us all things along
with His Son (Rom. 8 :32), God's kingdom has almost become our king
dom, and the revelation of His glory has become for us an overflowing
grace and the beginning of our glory." Still this point of grace must not
be overstressed. The magnificent thing about the hymn, and the thing that
at the same time makes it so liberal, is the fact that it does not pay God
tribute in exact ratio to man's indebtedness, nor does it thank Him only
in acknowledgement of benefits received. Love does not recognize any
scrupulous distinction; with the pardonable pride of children of God, we
direct our glance wholly to God's glory, God's grandeur. We are happy to
be allowed to praise His glory."" For that reason a song such as this has
such wonderful power to free men from any egoistic narrowness and to
bring them all together on a higher plane.
The list of God's names which comes next also serves to praise God.
These titles follow each other in a distinct gradation""; Lord, King of
10 N esto rian Mass: Brightman, 248, 1.
19; 252, 1. 11; likewise in the Byzan
tine, ibid., 361, 1. 33.
""Liturgy of St. James: Brightman, 4 5 ,
1. 3.
"'Ethiopian liturgy: Brightman, 227, 1. 17.
""Canst. Ap., VIII, 13, 13 (Brightman,
24, 1. 25).
23 This expression already in the Mar
tyriu.m Polycarpi, 14, 3: ae a!vw, af: e�AO")'W,
ae llo�&:�w. Further parallels in Brinktrine,
Zur
Entstehung,
305-310.
Regarding
echoes of the acclamations with which
the Roman Senate greeted the emperor,

cf. Blume, 56. He is right in saying that
words like laudamtts, benedicimus, ador
amus, etc., in this hymn should rather be
regarded as re flec t ions of the biblical
imperatives (laudate, etc.).
"Cf. Did. 10, 4 (supra, p. 12) : "Above
all, we give thee thanks because thou
art mighty." On the other hand, see the
wording of the Bangor text, supra, p. 349.
.. For a closer theological study see Gihr,

443-445.
This is especially true if we consider
the first Deus after Domine as purely
secondary (see the parallel texts supra,

26
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heaven, God, Father, Almighty. The designation, Deus, Pater omnipotens,
which is also found in the Apostles' Creed, shows again the venerable age
of the hymn.
Immediately after this list of God's titles there comes an address to
Christ, written in much the same style. It introduces the christological
section. The transition is so imperceptible that it goes almost unheeded
and we are scarcely aware that something new has started. This can be
explained, from the viewpoint of the history of the text, by comparing it
with the older versions where an address to the Trinity closed this first
section, just as it does in the Te Deum; the mention of God the Father
was therefore followed by that of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, and at
once a new turn of thought set in with an apostrophe to Christ. There is
really no doubt about where this section starts. On the other hand, there
is no reason for considering this as the beginning of a new theme. Our
grateful glance toward God's glory moves naturally on toward Christ,
in whom that glory was revealed to us. In this christological section we
can distinguish the following framework: ( 1) the laudatory salutation;
(2) the litany-like invocations; (3) the triple predication, Tu Solus; and

( 4) the trinitarian conclusion.
First of all there is a list of names, all of them ancient. They are the
same as those found in the oriental creed, in the profession of belief in
Christ: Lord, only-begotten Son, Jesus Christ."' At the top of the list is the
word "Lord," with the connotation of the Pauline xuptoc;;, which is made
clear near the end of the hymn in Tu solus Dominus. The term "only
begotten Son" also had been highly esteemed in the ancient Church as
a special name for Christ."" In the Euchologion of Serapion the word
o tJ.ovor<:vf,c;; was often used all by itself as a usual title for Christ."" There
is a second group of three names, and once again the Kyrios-term Domine
comes first, in our present-day text amplified to Domine Deus, to indicate,

no doubt, the essential equality of Father and Son. In the earlier versions
this was followed by Filius Patris, now transferred to third place obvi
ously because of its special importance. It is a name which appears to say
nothing and yet says everything, and it definitely acknowledges our human
inability to comprehend the mystery, for Christ is naught else than the
radiance of His Father's splendor (Reb. 1 :3). Then follows the term A gnus
Dei, the sacrificial Lamb come from God, a title which refers to Christ's
redemptive work. It is no accident that the title "Lamb of God," which
recalls our Lord's great mercy, was connected from time immemorial with
p. 349), inserted only to differentiate the
Word Domine
(which usually means
Christ) in the manner of the Old Testa
ment Lord God=Yahweh Elohim.
27 But with an inversion; c£.
in the Credo
of the Mass: Et in unum Do.minum Je su
m

Christum, Fili11m Dei unigmtum.
o IJ.o•oleviJ.; uloc; 'tau Oeou the son of God

28

who, unlike us, "stems from Him. in a
singular way."
20 I,

1;

49 ff.).

II,

1,

3;

etc.

(Quasten, M 011.,
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the cry for mercy in our litanies. Here, too, the term "Lamb of God" is
followed by a short litany, likewise composed of three members."" But in
this case there is a mixture of hymnic predication and pleading. Taking
up the words of the Baptist, we remind our Lord of that voluntary abase
ment to which He, as Lamb of God, subjected Himself; we remind Him
of that atoning Passion by which He "took away" the sins of the world;
remind Him also of His triumph as He sits, exalted, "at the right hand of
the Father,'"" and there, as Lamb of God, hears the bridal songs of the
elect. Thus it is that the same cry breaks forth which was heard in the

Kyrie: "Have mercy on us, receive our prayer." •• In order to avoid mis
understanding as much as possible, the Church hesitates to call upon the
Savior-through whom she offers her prayer, and of whom it is said that
He lives always to make intercession for us-to intercede for us, although
there is no theological difficulty to doing so. It seems to suit our reverence
and our joy in acknowledging His greatness merely to beg His mercy, for
we do not want it to appear even for a moment that He cannot help us
through His own power. Still the phrase suscipe deprecationem nostram
does in some way imply Christ's mediatorship, that office of His which
was accented so in older forms of the Gloria: Let us lay our pleadings in
Thy hands, and carry them up before Thy Father's throne!
By means of a spanning Quoniam,.. the litany once more turns into a
word of praise: "For Thou alone art the Holy One, Thou alone art the
Lord, thou alone the Most High." In the period when our hymn originated,
such expressions very vividly outlined the sharp antithesis between our
Catholic worship and heathen worship with its many loosely-given attri
butes of divinity," its many xuptot, and its emperor-worship." Above and
beyond all these creations of human fancy stands Jesus Christ, radiant
and grand, the sole and only Lord. Our own day has great appreciation of
this sublime contrast... Taking this as a background there is no need to
30

S ee Brinktrine, Zur Entstehung, 312 f.

31

Regarding the text as it appears in the

fourth century
Blume, 59 f.

and

the

variants,

see

The text of an old M ilanese Anti
phonary which was brought to light by
G. Morin here contains an expanded
form: . . . miserere nobis, subveni nobis,
dirige 110s, conserva nos, munda nos,
pacifi ca nos, Iibera nos ab inim icis, a
tentationibus, ab ha?reticis, ab Arianis,
a schismaticis, a barbaris; quia tu solus
.. . . H. Leclerc q , "Doxologies", DACL,
IV, 1534 f.
32

88Cf. the �"tt at the start of oriental
doxologies.
"The predicate "holy", dlrto�, sanctus,
was ori gina l ly current among the Semites

as an attribute of the gods; in later
paganism the use s pre ad elsewhere; F.
Cumont, Die orientalischm Religionen
( 3rd ed. ; Leipzig, 1931),
Peterson,
135 f.

E!.; Oe6.;,

1 10

f., 266; E.

( Gotti ngen,

1926),

Cf. A. Deissmann, Licht vom Osten
4th ed.; Tiibingen, 1923), 287-324; K.

36

Priimm, Der christliche Glaube u nd die
a/theidnische Weft ( Leipzig, 1935), I,
214-225.
Even though today the polytheistic back
ground is lacking, it is not therefore
necessary to follow L. A. Winterswyl-F.
Mes serschmid, Die Gemeindegesange der
hi. Messe (Wiirzburg, 1940), 15, who
diminish the ancient Christian emphasis of
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reflect that the epithets mentioned can also attach to any of the three
divine Persons, for if we refer them to Christ, they must also by that very
fact be claimed for the triune God.
Next follows, as the final chord of this great hymn, a mighty act of
homage to the Trinity; the name of Christ blossoms out into a naming
of the three; "Jesus Christ-with the Holy Ghost-in the glory of God
the Father." Again there is no question here of a mere roll-call of the
div ine Persons. The image of the God-man remains--of Him to whom we
have raised our pleading, of Him who is exalted and glorified, who lives
on eternally in that glory which He had with the Father before the world
began (John 17:5).
The hymn started with the praise of God. It ends with the praise of Christ,
in whom God's glory is disclosed to us. This praise of Christ employs
terms which we also meet elsewhere in the ancient Christian liturgy. When
the priest before Communion showed the blessed Body of Christ he cried
out Ta &ytiX tot� O:ytot�, and the people answered EY� &yto�, eT� xupto�,

'IY)O"OU� X ptcrt 6� e!� o6�1XY 6eou 'lt1Xtp6�.37 Here the same acclamation is
enlarged, and modified to a form of address: "Thou alone art the Holy,
Thou alone the Lord," and in our Latin rendering another clause is added
to the text, a clause from Psalm 82 : 19, tu solus altissimus, which was like
wise understood as referring to Christ ...
this text; they suggest a translation "alone
thou art holy," etc. Cf. also the theological
explanation in Gihr, 448, note 32.
This "thou alone art holy" is justified
even when we think of the saints of the
Church, for their holiness is only a par
ticipation in God's.
" Brightman, 341.
This formula, still used at present in
the Byzantine Mass, is already certified
in Didymus the Blind (d. 398), De Trin.,
II, 7, 8 (PG, XXXIX, 589 B); likewise
in the mystagogic Catecheses of Cyril,
V, 19 (Quasten, Motz., 107). See fur
ther passages in U. Holsmeister, ZkTh,
�XXVIII (1914), 128; Peterson, op.
nt., 132; 137. Peterson seeks to prove
that the e!�
Ciyto�. e!� Y.upto� is a shout
th at greets the appearance
of Christ
somewhat as the
secular acclamations
accompanied the
appearance of an em
peror or an
official or the like (140).
Th e presen t formula he
would translate
"only holy, only Lord is Jesus Christ"
(134), in other words, the e!<; would
· · ·

be taken as in pre-Christian acclamations
wherein any god was designated as
e!� 8eo<; in an "elative sense," not in a
"conceptual" sense ( cf. 151), so that the
god in question was honored for the
nonce as "only" or alone, with no thought
given to the fact that besides him there
were not a few other gods. But as Peter
son himself proves, in Christian texts a
transit to a profession formula under
stood in a "conceptual sense," so here the
thought must be interpreted in this
fashion: Only one is holy, Jesus Christ
(and we are all unworthy; 151, 302 f.).
Then the acclamation is extended to in
clude the parallel statement of one Kyrios
in 1 Cor. 8: 6, and tied in with the cry
of worship in Phil. 2: 11: " ... Jesus
Christ as the Lord, dwelling in the glory
of God the Father."
as
Cf. U. Holzmeister, ZkTh, XXXVIII

(1914), 128.
The Arians wanted to proclaim only
the Father as altissimus; see Contra Vari

madum,

I, 53 (PL, LXII, 387).
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In the Latin Church the Gloria was not at first intended for the Mass.
Its position rhust have been somewhat similar to that now occupied by
the Te Deum."" It was a song of thanksgiving, a festival song. And in this
role it was sometimes included in the Mass at Rome on occasions espe
cially festive. The account written in the Liber Pontificalis in 530 reports
Pope Telesphorus (d. 136) as ordering for the nighttime Christmas Mass
ut ... in ingresso sacrificio misstE hymnus diceretur angelicus•o; this shows
that by the beginning of the sixth century the Gloria had long had a place
in the Mass at Rome. Another account from the same source (more trust
worthy, because closer in time to the matter reported) relates that Pope
Symmachus (d. 514) had permitted the Gloria to be used on Sundays and
the feasts of martyrs, but only at the l\Iasses of bishops." The rubric in
the Sacramentarium Gregorianum matches this; after the Kyrie it decrees:
Item dicitur Gloria in excelsis Deo, si episcopus juerit, tantummodo die
dominico sive diebus jestis, a presbyteris autem minime dicitur, nisi solo
in Pascha." According to the Ordo of St. Amand, the priest was allowed
to intone it during Easter night, and also on the day of his ordination if
he was installed in his titular church and there celebrated his first Mass.'"
Even as late as the eleventh century the carping question was asked, why
cannot a priest use the Gloria at least on Christmas night, when it cer
tainly is in place." But by the end of the same century the distinction
" See supra, p. 265. Gregory of Tours,
De gloria martyrum, I, 63 (PL, LXXI,
762). Further references in Martene,
1, 4, 3, 6 (I, 367).
Cf. also the heading in the Antiphonary
of Bangor: Ad V esperum et ad Matu
tinam. As in the Te Deum, the christo
logical section of the Gloria in this
antiphonary is followed by a series of
versicles; Blume, 54 f.; Warren (HBS,
X), 31; cf. 78 f.
"'Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 56; cf. I, 129
f. Since the assignment to Telesphorus
is pure fiction, it is enough to admit, with
older commentators, that Telesphorus
meant only the text of Luke 2: 14, since
the entire hymn seemingly came to the
West only with Hilary.
" Ibid., I, 263. In commenting on the pre
rogative of the bishop to intone the
Angelic Hymn, Brinktrine, Diehl. Messe,
71, points out that a special relationship
was seen between angels and bishops;
Apoc. 2, 1 ff.; Leo the Great, Se rm.,
26, 1 (PL, LIV, 213 A).

"Lietzmann, 1 ; cf. Ordo Rom. I, n. 9
(in the version in Stapper, 20 f.) and

the later supplement Ordo Rom. I, n. 25
(PL, LXXVIII, 949 f.).
See also the decree of Stephen III
(d. 772) for the suburbicarian bishops:
Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 478.
'"Duchesne, Christian Worship, 471, 477.
" Berno
of Reichenau, De qub
i usdam
rebus ad miss a officum pertinentibus,
c. 2 (PL, CXLII, 1058 ff.).
It might be that in the north the re
striction of the Gloria was to some
extent first induced by the stricter rubrics
of the Gregorianum. For the 8th cen
tury Capitulare eccl. ord. (and with it
the Breviarium) observe that the Gloria
falls out during Lent (Silva-Tarouca,
206, 1. 39). Amalar, De eccl. off., I, 1;
III, 40, 44 (PL, C V, 995 f., 1159 B,
1161 B) makes the same remark about
Lent, Advent and Masses for the Dead.
The Gloria was therefore part of the
normal course of a priest's Mass.
A certain popularity for the Gloria is
apparent in the fact that MSS. of the
start of the 9th century contain an Old
High German translation; E. v. Stein
meyer, Die kleineren althochdeut schen
Sprachdenkmiiler

(Berlin,

1916),

34 f.
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between bishop and priest seems to have fallen out,'" and the present-day
rule became universal'": The Gloria is said in all Masses of a festive
character."
Unlike the Kyrie, the Gloria was from the very outset a song, but it was
the song of the congregation, not of a special choir. But it was soon trans
ferred to the clergy gathered in the sanctuary. In contrast to the Kyrie,
the Gloria had the unique distinction of being intoned by the pope him
self. He stood at his cathedra, facing east; after the Kyrie was finished,
he turned to the people and intoned the first words,•• just as is done now
adays.•• The priest, when he intoned the Gloria, stayed originally in the
place he took after kissing the altar, namely at the Epistle side,.. as the
Carthusians still do. It was not till the twelfth century that the intonation
was transferred to the center of the altar,"' and then finally the Gloria was
said through to the end at the same spot... Two things perhaps brought this
about, first, symbolism,.. and second, the desire to underline the impor
tance of the hymn. On feasts of our Lord in the later Middle Ages the
.., Udalrici Consuet. Clun. I, 8 (PL,
CXLIX, 653); Bernold of Constance,
Micrologus, c. 2 (PL, CXLIX, 979).
.. See the careful regulation contained
about 1100 in the Missal of St. Vincent
of Volturno (Fiala, 200), somewhat ex
panded in the Pontifical of Durandus :
Martene, 1, 4, XXIII (I, 621 f.);
Andrieu, III, 649-651.
"To this category belong the entire Pen
tecost after Easter and also votive Masses
of our Blessed Lady on Saturday. The
votive Masses of the angels also got the
Gloria, because it is the song of the
angels. Regarding the suppression of the
Gloria during Advent cf. Jungmann,
Gewordene Liturgie, 273 f.
.. Ordo Rom. I, n. 9 ( PL, LXXVIII,
942) : dirigens se pontifex contra populu.m
incipit Gloria in excelsis Deo. Ordo of
John the Arch-chanter (Silva-Tarouca,
197). Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne,
hristian Worship, 458).
That the celebrant should himself pray
t? e continuation of the
hymn or rather
smg it along with those around him was
not expressly prescribed, but
it was under
stood and taken
for granted.
�round the year 1000, when the apol
ogies were most
popular, it was cus
tomary for the celebrant
to recite one
of these during the Gloria, since the latter

�

had already become so elaborate that
there was no longer any thought of his
taking a part in singing it. Martene,
1, 4, IV ; VI, XIII (I, 499, 530, 576).
Ordinarium of Laon
(13-14th cen
tury): Martene, 1, 4, XX (1, 607 D).
Cf. Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 8 (Pl.,
cv. 1115).

00

51

Speculum de myst.

Eccl.,

c.

7

(PL,

CLXXVII, 358).
But then the Gloria was still said to
the very end at the Epistle side of the
altar. Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guer
rini, 236) ; Liber ordinarius of Liege
(Volk, 90); Missal of Sarum: Martene,
1, 4, XXXV (1, 666 B, E); the older
Rite of Lyons (Buenner, 244).
The Ordinarium O.P. also prescribes
that the priest, while intoning, to lift his
hands which had been resting on the altar
and to bring them together at the word
Deo. The Liber ordinarius of Liege
(Volk, 90) is even more detailed: ele
vando et parum extendendo.
•• Apparently only since the late Middle
Ages. Solch, 62 f.
Hugh of St. Cher presents as
for intoning the Gloria in the
.medio altaris) the fact that the
appeared at Bethlehem stood
e orum Solch, 60 f.
58

.

the reason
center (in
angel who
in medio
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Gloria was given extra significance also by a special ceremonial in which
one of the singers invited the celebrant to intone the hymn."'
The fact that the bishop when intoning the Gloria formerly turned to
the people,.. just as he does at the Dominus vobiscum or Pax vobis, is an
indication that originally the entire congregation was called upon to sing
this hymn."" The musical setting corresponded to this disposition of the
hymn. As Wagner emphasizes, the oldest melodies that are noted down
have "the character of a syllabic recitation; it was more like a declama
tion performed with voice uplifted than a song," "7 obviously because the
hymn was to be sung not by a group of trained singers but by the congre
gation. Even Radulph de Rivo (d.1403) still refers to the simplicity of the
Gloria (and of the Sanctus) when he writes: "in Graduali beati Gregorii
Romce paucce sunt notre.".,. However, the oldest sources are absolutely
silent about any real participation of the faithful. This is understandable,
considering the limited use of the Gloria only at pontifical services where
only an ever-changing segment of the people could gather and where there
was always a preference for a more festive and a more artisiic accompani
ment, so that the singing of the people was hardly favored. But when use
of the Gloria spread beyond the limits of pontifical Mass, we do learn
through Sicard of Cremona-of the actual singing by the people... In smaller
surroundings and especially in the Romance countries, this did most likely
become the custom. But the accounts that survive, deal for the most part
with the cathedral and monastery churches and here the performers of the
Gloria are almost without exception the chorus, that is, the clerics assem
bled at the service."" They either sang the Gloria straight through, or alter"Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 43,
1. 13).
Martene, 1, 4, XX-XXII (I, 607, 609,
610). An especially solemn form is found
in Blume-Bannister, Tropen des Missal e,
220: Two chanters approach the bishop
with the words: Sacerdos Dei excelsi,
veni ante sanctum et sacrum a/tare et
in laude regis regum vocem tuam emitte,
supplices te rogamus; eia, die domne
(tunc dicat pontifex): Gloria in excelsis
Deo. Similarly in other M S S . since the
tenth century.
06 Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 8 (PL, CV,
1115 B) seems to oppose this turning
towards the people. At any rate, it is no
longer found in later sources.
.. Leitner, Der gottesdienstliche Volks
gesang, 192.
"7 Wagner, Einfiihrung in die gregorian
ischen Melodien, I, 87.
The connection can be seen in the fact
that the oldest Gloria melody (in Mass

XV of the Vatican Kyriale) is the Pater
noster melody of the Mozarabic liturgy
(Missale mixtum: PL, LXXXV, 559).
Ursprung, Die kath. Kirchenmusik, 28.
••

Radulph de Rivo, De can. observ., prop.
23 ( Mohlberg, II, 135). The elaboration
of the melodies he attributes to secular
singers (ibid.)

••

Sicard of Cremona (d. 1215), Mitrale,
III, 2 (PL, CCXIII, 97 B): The priest
intones the hymn, quam populus concinen
do recipit iletabundus. But cf. also
Am alar's Expositio of 813-814 (Gerbert,
Monumenta, II, 150), where, commenting
on the fact that on the first Christmas
fi rst one angel and then the e ntire heaven
ly h ost appeared, he makes this observa
tion regarding the Gloria: Sicque modo
unus episcopus inchoat et omnis ecclesia
resonat laudem Deo.

""Ordo Ro.m. II, 6 (PL, LXXVIII, 971):
Deinde vero totus respondet chorus.
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nately in two semi-choruses, as in the Kyrie.n At Rome in 1140 the Gloria
is expressly mentioned as the special concern of the schola cantorum,.. but
that is an understandable exception in this, the oldest place where Church
music was fostered.
But at this time and even quite a bit earlier there are traces of a greater
musical development of the Gloria. The melodies increase in number... And
since the ninth century there appear the farced Glorias or Gloria-tropes
which we have come to recognize as the bases for a melodic amplification
of these tropes. Clement Blume edited 51 independent texts, not counting
those not written in metrical or rhythmical forms."' The reform under
Pius V banned the tropes, but gave free rein to the musical composition
which the Gloria seems to invite.

11. The Collect. The Inclusion of the
Congregation Assembled
Keeping in mind the original plan of the Roman Mass, we perceive that
the oration is the first place-and, until the so-called secreta, the only place
-in which the celebrating priest himself steps before the assembly to
speak. All the other things are singing and reading which-aside from the
intonation of the Gloria-are carried on by others, or they are prayers
inserted later on which the priest says quietly to himself. Here is a clue
to the fact that we have reached the first climax in the course of the Mass.
The ceremony of entry reaches a peak in the oration of the priest, in the
See also Expositio 'Missa pro multis',
ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 33.
Similarly the later commentators; cf.
Durandus, IV, 13, 1.

" This latter arrangement apparently in
the O rdo ec cl . Lateran. (Fischer, 80) :
Conventus . . . per distinctiones exultanter

decantet.
""Ordo

Rom.

1033 A).

XI, 18

(PL, LXXVIII,

63

The elaboration affected even the priest's
intonation. The Missal of St. Vincent
(circa 1100) contains 13 Gloria intona
tions; Fiala, 188.

••

Blume-Bannister,

Tropen des Missale,

PP. 217-299. In these tropes the Gloria is

diYided into a variety of smal! sections
(as high as 20), with the tropings in
serted between the sections. These were
written mostly in a given verse form,
of ten hexameters or distichs, in such a
Way that in each opening a (double-)
verse appeared. Frequently there is but

little connection with the basic text. This
is especially the case when the trope is
fitted to a §pecial festival. A favorite was
the trope used on our Lady's feasts, pop
ular al! over the West : . . . Fiiius Patris,
primogenit u s Marili! virginis .... Suscipe
deprecationem nos tram, ad Marili! g/ori
am.... Quoniam tu solus sanctus, Mariam
s anc tificans , Tu solus Do.minus, J,fariam
gubernans, Tu solus altissimus, Mariam
coronans. . .. Legg, Tracts, 139; Eisen
hofer, II, 95. The special popularity of
this £arcing for our Lady's feasts ac
counts for the rubric in the Missal of 1570
expressly banning this trope: Sic dicitur
Gloria in ex ce lsis , etiam in missis bealli!
Marili!, quando dicendu.m est. (This rub
ric was still found in the Ordinary of
the Mass in the Missal of Leo XIII, but
has apparently been dropped since.) At
the Council of Trent there was mention
of this trope among the abusus miss a:
Concilium Tridmtinum, ed. Gorres, VIII,
917.
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same way that the presentation of the offerings and the reception of Com
munion come to a fitting conclusion with an oration. Consequently in the
oration the very essence of liturgical prayer is expressed with especial clar
ity. "Oration" is the name by which the priestly prayer is most often called
in. the Roman liturgy, even in the oldest Roman Ordines. It is a prayer
which has, to a certain extent, the character of a public discourse (Oralio) ;
it is as spokesman for the people, that the priest speaks it, and for that
reason the people themselves are first summoned to pray. In the same sense
the term collecla is used at present as a designation for the prayer,' par
ticularly (as we shall use it in the following discussion) for the first of
the three orations of the Mass which here concerns us, the oration which
at Rome was distinguished from the oralio sup er oblala and the oralio ad

complendum by being called the oralio prima.• The term collecta or col
leclio was native to the Gallican liturgy.• When the interpreters of the
Romano-Frankish liturgy employ the word in the meaning of oration,• this
As a sample of the Gloria tropes let the
following non-metrical one serve; it is
found in many MSS. since the lOth cen
tury, and is distinguished not only by its
brevity but by the role its last verse has
played (Blume, 282 f.).
Gloria in excelsis Deo et in terra pax
hominibus bonar voluntatis.
1. Laus tua, Deus, resonet coram te rex ;
Laudamus te.
2. Qui venisti propter nos, rex angel
orum, Deus,
Benedicimus te.
3. In sede maiestatis tu<e
Adoramus te.
4. Veneranda Trinitas,
Glorificamus te.
5. Gloriosus es, rex Israel, in throno
Patris tui,
Gratias agimus tibi.. . Filius Patris.
6. Domine Deus, Redemptor Israel,
Qui tollis . ..deprecationem nostram.
7. Deus fortis et immortalis,
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, mise
rere nobis.
8. C.elestium, terrestrium et infernorum
rex,
Quoniam tu solus sanctus . . . altis
si.mus.
9. Regnum tuum solidum permanebit in
<eternum,
Jesu Christe, cum Sancto Spiritu in
gloria Patris.
The final verse, Regnum tuum, is found
re-troped in many troparies, the long

melismatic neum on the word per ( manebit)
being broken up into a prosula, for which,
in its turn, a variety of texts are at hand
(26 numbers; Blume, 282-299).
1 In the Missale Romanum of Pius V
only in the Ritus serv., XI, 1 ; in our
present � issal also a number of times
in the Additones et Variationes, especially
c. VI.
• Ordo Rom. Ill, n. 9 ( PL, LXXVIII,
979); cf. Ordo Rom. II, n. 6 (PL,
LXXVIII, 971) ; and also Ordo Rom. I
(ed. Stapper), n. 9 (p. 21, 1. 2) ; cf.
Batiffol, Le,ons, 120.
• B.
Capelle, "Collecta", Revue Bened.,
XLII (1930), 197-204.
See, e.g., the superscription in the
Missale Gothicum, Muratori, II, 517 ff.
The ancient Roman liturgy recognized the
word collecta as the designation for an
assembly, especially for the assembly that
preceded the penitential processions in
the stational services; see R. Hierzegger,
"Collecta und Statio," ZkTh, LX (1936),
511-554. But the word did not serve as a
term for the priestly oration. The Gregor
ianum of Hadrian (Lietzmann, n. 27)
does have the heading Oralio collecta for
the first oration on Candlemas, but a
reference to Lietzmann's apparatus shows
that the preferred reading would be
oralio ad collectam; see ibid., n. 35; 172;
cf. Hierzegger, 517-521.
• Amalar, De eccl. off., IV, 7 (PL, CV,

1183) ; Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio
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linguistic usage derives manifestly from Gallican tradition. Despite some
vacillation in the use of the words in the Roman sources at hand, the
knowledge of the only meaning of the word which is here in question was
kept intact, especially in Walafrid Strabo who says: Collectas dicimus,
quia necessarias earum petitiones compendiosa brevitate colligimus i. e.
concludimus."
The oration is, as a matter of fact, the prayer in which the priest "col
lects" the preceding prayers of the people and presents them to God. This
fact explains certain peculiarities in its make-up and in the way it is intro
duced. Before the priest begins the oration, he summons the congregation
to prayer: Oremus, Let us pray. And before he gives this summons, he
turns around to them with a Dominus vobiscum. Older commentators
usually cling to a consideration only of the content of this greeting, stress
ing the fitness of the wish that the Lord might be near and God's favor
accompany their praying, as he, the priest, offers up to God the prayer of
all." But the form of the salutation, this direct address to the people, is
not explored. For why does the priest just here turn to greet the people?
It will not be easy to answer this if we examine only our present concept
of divine worship. Such a consideration will not explain why the one saying
the prayer should first of all greet the congregation, much less why he
should repeat the greeting several times in the course of the prayer-meeting.
Yet he does just that. The Dominus vobiscum recurs every time the con
gregation receives an invitation or a special announcement: the summons
to join in prayer at the oratio and the gratiarum actio, or the announce
ment of the close with the Ite missa est or Benedicamus Domino! It is
omitted only when there is question of continuing an activity already
started." Obviously the formula which introduces the reading of the Gospel,
(PL, CI, 1249); Bernold, Micrologus,
c. 3 (PL, CLI, 979).
• Walafrid Strabo,
De exord. et incr·em.,
c. 22 (PL, CXIV, 945 D); somewhat less
sure in Bernold, Micrologus, c. 3 (PL,
CLI, 979

D).

A discussion of the oration as a resume

in Jungmann, Liturgical Worship, 131-132.

Gihr, 456, finds another reason for the
greeting in this, that the priest in the
oration performs his office as mediator,
and so, after kissing the altar and thus

6

binding himself to the Church celestial,
he must turn in greeting to show his

relationship with the Church militant on
earth.
7 T here
is therefore not reason enough
for Brinktrine, Die hl. M esse, 277, note 1
( cf. 86, note 1), to take the latter
Dominus vobiscum as the conclusion of
the post-communion, or to give the same

explanation for the greeting after the
oration in the hours of the Office. The
Benedicamus Domino which marks the
close of the hours corresponds exactly,
even in form, to the Oremus.
Naturally this Dominus vobiscu.m, even
without any formula of address following,
could be used as a salutation of the people
at the beginning of a solemnity or even
serve as a dismissal. Thus it is witnessed
by Optatus of Mileve, Contra Parmrtl.,
VII, 6 (CSEL, XXVI, 179); Augustine,
De civ. Dei, 22, 8 (CSEL, XL, 2; p. 611,
1. 7); Chrysostom (in Brightman, 476,
note 1). C£. Dolger, Antike und Christen
tum (1930), II, 204.; 216. In our own
Mass, however, the salutation is never
used in this wise.
• For
this latter reason the salutation is
omitted not only before the Oremus of a
commemoration that may follow but also
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sequentia sancti evangelii, is intended as an announcement and is there
fore preceded by the same greeting.• Another gesture is to be noticed in
this connection. Aside from the beginning of the preface, when the priest
already stands at the gates of the Holy of Holies, and aside from the
Gospel, the priest always kisses the altar before he turns to the people

with his greeting.'0 In the medieval high Mass the deacon always turned
around with the priest."

The Dominus vobiscum thus has a clear relation to the action that fol
lows; it serves to focus our attention. We might render its monition some
what prosaically by the use of the vocative: Brethren in Christ, we are
going to pray. Devout Christians, listen to today's Gospel." The Dominus

vobiscum is then, in the first instance, an address to the people and,
without overstressing its content (which of course is more than merely
an address), it serves to arouse the attention and to denote, each time, an
important moment in the course of the liturgy."' Besides, the use of a greet
ing form enables the congregation to return the greeting, and so, through
before the Oremus that precedes the Pater
noster. On the other hand, it was not
omitted just because the Oremus of the
first oration of the Mass was followed by
a F/ecta.mus genua-the rule that is fol
lowed at present (e.g. on Ember Wed
nesday and Ember Saturday). Ordo Rom.
I, n. 24 f. (PL, LXXVIII, 949); Hier
zegger, op. cit., 544.
• In the Greek liturgy of St. James the
corresponding formula, which is likewise
introduced with a E!pi)v'l) "Jtii<nv, has also
the form of an invitation 'Op6ol &xo6aloll1£ll
TOU arlou e6ane).(ou (Brightman, 38, 18);
in the liturgy of St. Mark the sequence
of greeting and invitation is reversed
(Brightman, 119, 8).
10 Regarding this kissing of the altar see
supra, p. 316 f.; cf. also Di:ilger, Antike
und Christentum, ( 1930, II, 216, who pon
ders a possible original connection between
Dominus vobiscum and this altar-kiss, but
then rejects it. Because of the late origin
of the altar-kiss this connection is actu
ally out of the question.
In the ritual of the late Middle Ages
the greeting was sometimes joined with
a sign of the Cross over oneself. Ordinar
ium of Coutances (Legg, Tracts, 58 f.) :
vertens se ad populum et signans seipsum.
Similarly in the later Rite of Sarum :
Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 666 C, 671 A,

B).

11

Missal of
St.
Vincent-on-V olturno
(Fiala, 200, 202) ; Ordo Eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 83, 1. 30).
Martcne, 1, 4, XXIV; XXXV (I,
626 f., 666 D).
In the monastic rite the practice is still
observed today.
"'As a matter of fact some such phrase
as this latter is often used to introduce
the Gospel in the vernacular.
"'To this extent the explanation given
by Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL,
105, 1129 C; cf. 1128 C) is pertinent:
Haec salutatio introitum demonstrat ad
aliud officium. The same thought is ex
panded by Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale,
III, 5 (PL, CCXIII, 114 A).

The rule for the Dominus vobiscum at
Mass can be formulated more exactly
as follows: It introduces the sacerdotal
prayer in each of four main sections: at
the opening, at the reading service, at the
thanksgiving and in the Communion sec
tion. Besides these, it also ushers in both
of the proclamations of the deacon, namely
the reading of the Gospel and the dis
missal. But it is, of course, a matter of
only secondary development that it also
precedes the oration at the end of the
prayers at the foot of the altar, and that
it precedes the last Gospel, for both of
these are texts audible only to the assis
tants around the altar.
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this religious setting of reciprocal salutation, the feeling of God's nearness
is intensified.
Both the greeting and the reply are ancient, their origins hid in pre
Christian times. In the Book of Ruth ( 2 :4) Booz greets his reapers with
Dominus vobiscum. The salutation was thus a part of everyday life. It
is met with several times in Holy Scripture." The reply of the reapers to
Booz's greeting was: Benedicat tibi Dominus. We employ in its place a
phrase which means almost the same thing: Et cum spiritu tuo, a formula
which betrays its Hebrew origin and has many parallels in St. Paul." We
render its full meaning by saying simply, "And with you too.",.
Since the greeting is Old Testament, the Dominus originally meant
merely God: God be with you. But there is no difficulty about referring
the indeterminate Dominus to Christ, and this is more consonant with
Christian worship. Take it in the sense of Christ's own promise (the word
ing is reminiscent anyway): "Ecce ego vobiscum sum" (Matt. 28: 20), or
that other assurance whose conditions are certainly fulfilled in the litur
gical gathering: "Where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there
in the midst of them" (Matt. 18: 20). Actually this is the sense in which
the Dominus vobiscum is usually interpreted in modern times." But it
14

Luke 1: 28 ; cf. Judg. 6: 12; 2 Chron.
15: 2; 2 Thess. 3: 16.
(Vulg.) : Dominus (!.
tuo; cf. Philem. 25;
also Phil. 4:23.

"'2 Tim. 4: 22

Chr.) cum
Gal. 6: 18;

u

spirit

,. This is a Semitism: Sp r tus tuus =
your person = you.
Still it is to be remarked that even
Chrysostom, In II. Tim. hom., 10, 3
(PG, LXII, 659 f.). had already referred
"thy spirit" to the indwelling Holy Spirit.
In fact, in his first Whitsun sermon, n. 4
( PG, L, 458 f.) he sees in the word
"spirit" in this counter-greeting an allu
sion to the fact that the bishop performs
the sacrifice in the power of the Holy
Spirit. That is the reason the
vobiscum was even at an early age re
stricte d to those endowed with major
orders, bishops, priests and deacons, and
not given to subdeacons who were num
bcreci among the higher orders only since
the 13th century; cf. Eisenhofer, I, 188 f.

ii

226). He is followed by many later com
mentators; see, e.g., Gihr, 456, note 14.
It is quite probable that this was the
very reason for the introduction, as early
as the 13th century, of the cuscom of
kissing the altar each time the people were
greeted. At any rate it was about this
time that the analagous kiss of the altar,
the one preceding the kiss of peace, was
taken in this sense, so much, in fact, that
often it was not the altar but the sacred
Host that received the kiss, so that the
peace was drawn from Christ in all
reality.
The reference to Christ is employed in
different way in the recent edition of
the
tuale
(IX, 5, 5) where the
vobiscum is omitted between
the Panem de coelo and the oration that
precede the eucharistic benediction. (This
had already been ordered by a decree of
the Sacred Congregation of Rites, June
16, 1663; Gardellini, Decreta, n. 2223, 7) ;
the reason that seems to have prevailed
was this, that the desire that God might
be with his people finds its expression in
the eucharistic blessing itself; so Gatterer,
Praxis celebrandi, 164. However, this
principle was not carried through in all
instances; cf.
IV, 4, 24-26.
a

Ri
Dominus Dominus

Ga vanti explains the altar-kiss that
Precedes in this sense: oscu la fur a/tare
11

�ac�n!os

sa/utaturus popu/um quasi qui
a Christo per al tare ut
significato, ut eandem det populo.

cnprat pacem

�tJ>ra

avanti-Merati, Thesaurus, II, 5, 1

(I,

Ro.m.

Rituale Rom.
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would be practically the same thing to say, more exactly, that the liturgy
leaves the word Dominus indefinite ; in the greeting the wish is made that
"the Lord" may be with the congregation, but we know implicitly that the
Lord God does come to us in Christ who is our Emmanuel.
This christological sense is more plainly expressed in the salutation Pax

vobis, the greeting of the Risen Lord to his Apostles, used by the bishop
before the collect. In the Orient, outside Egypt, this formula has taken the
place of the Dominus vobiscum since the fourth century.'" There is early
testimony regarding its use in North Africa.'" In Spain in the sixth century
it challenged the position of Dominus vobiscum, and was forbidden by the
second Synod of Braga (563) even as the greeting of a bishop."" However,
it became firmly established in the West, but under certain conditions;
the bishop was to use Pax vobis only as his first greeting of the people,"'
and only on days when the Gloria had been sung,"" a rule which is still
binding."' After the song of peace sung by the angels, the salute of peace
is tendered to the people by those who, as successors of the Apostles, are
in a special way entrusted with this greeting."
The greeting is spoken by the bishop in the same way as the priest; at
the center of the altar"" he turns toward the people and stretches out his
hands. This gesture, which in its basic form implies great vivacity and a
natural pleasure in bodily expression,"" deepens once more the utterance
For the christological concept in olden
times compare Canst. Ap., VII, 46, 15
(Funk, I, 454). On the other hand
Augustine takes the Dominus here usually
for God; see Rotzer, 236. Likewise Peter
Damian, Opusc. 'Dominus vobiscum', c. 3
(PL, CXLV, 234 B). Cf. also Remigius
of Auxerre, Expositio ( PL, CI, 1248

' " Hanssens,

£.).

III,

194-209. Its form is
usually E!pi)>T) "lt<i<m. The first Roman
Ordo introduces the collect with the form
Pax vobis ( PL, 78, 942), the second
has the form Pax vobiscum (ibid., 971).
In the use of the greeting in the course
of the Mass there were rather large dif
ferences between the various rites.
'" Optatus of Mileve (c. 370), Contra
Parmen., III, 10 (CSEL, XXVI, 95);
cf. also Augustine, De civ. Dei, 22, 8,
22 (PL, XLI, 770).
20 Can. 3 (Mansi, IX, 777); Eisenhofer,
I, 188.
"'Ordo Rom. I, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
942) ; Amalar, De eccl. off. pr:ef. alt.;
III, 9 ( PL, CV, 992; 1115 f.) ; cf.
Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio ( PL,
CI, 1249). Amalar, lac. cit., observes ,_hat
the form at Rome was Pax vobis, not

Pax vobiscum. The latter form is actu
ally found in the non-Roman Ordo Rom.
II, n. 6 (PL, LXXVIII, 971).
"" Leo VII (d. 939), Ep. ad Gallas et
Germanos (PL, CXXXII, 1086); Dur
andus, IV, 14, 7.

'"Ctrremoniale Episc., II, 8, 39; II, 13, 8;
II, 18, 25.
"' Matt. 10: 12 f.; Luke 10: 5.
""Apart from the pontifical high Mass.
Here the bishop remains at his throne,
to which he returns after the incensing
of the altar.
In the Middle Ages the salutation of
the priest was frequently spoken at the
Epistle side; see supra, p. 333. Even in
the present Dominican rite the priest
stays at the Epistle side where he has
already said the Gloria from start to
finish.
""The starting-point of this gesture was
not originally the folded hands, which
arise only from the Germanic sacral cul
ture. The motion of both hands naturally
expresses an intense gravitation towards
the one or ones greeted, but the natural
movement has been regulated by the
rules of the schools of oratory, which die-
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of a desire to be united with the congregation and to draw them together
into the prayer which is about to begin. This can be recognized even in the
form we have today.
In the response the congregation for its part also confirms this com
munity of desire, this will to be united. Do we have here only an acclama
tion in a wider sense?

27

We will surely have to picture these responses in

ancient times as acclamations somewhat stormy and unregulated. And it
is certain, too, that for centuries the entire people considered this shout,
this call as their very own ... We can best understand the Et cum spiritu

tuo as a popular consensus in the work of the priest, not that the congre
gation here gives the priest authority or power to act in its stead, but that
the congregation once more acknowledges him as the speaker under whose
leadership the united group will approach almighty God. Thus in the greet
ing and its response we have the same double note that reappears at the
end of the oration; the Dominus vobiscum seems to anticipate the per

Christum of the close of the oration, and the Et cum spiritu tuo is a fore
runner of the people's agreement expressed in the Amen. How sadly we
must admit that, just when we try to recall this simple salutation to its
original vitality, we realize how difficult it is for us moderns to make this
formality our own in all its former import, even in such surroundings as
tated a certain artistry, and again by the
rubrics of worship, which dictated a cer
tain modesty and reserve. Still the rub
rical mechanics as found in the Missal
of Pius V (Rit. serv., V, 1) were not
settled till the later Middle Ages; see the
Mass-Ordo of Burchard: Legg, Tracts,
141; cf. ibid., 100. A preliminary step is
formed by the Ordi1zarium O.P. of 1256
(Guerrini, 236).
Regarding the kiss of the altar that
precedes, cf. supra, 316 f.,361, f.
"'Acclamations in the strict sense were,
in later ancient times, the shouts of a
crowd which disclosed the will of the
people: veneration when a ruler or his

vicar appeared,assent to propositions and
resolu tions, congratulation, demand and
desire. One such is still retained in the
consecration of a bishop: Ad .multos
annos. F. Cabrol, "Acclamations,"
DACL,

I, 240-265. These shouts often acquired
legal significance;
cf. E. Peterson,
E!�
(Gottingen,1926). 141 ff.
Even in the spacious churches of the
th century.Cf.Chrysostom, Ins. Pentec.
omil., 1, 4 (PG, L, 458), who here re
marks that his listeners
had shouted out,

�6�,

h

in common,

when their bishop

Flavian

had ascended his cathedra and greeted
them, crying "And with thy spirit." Cf.
f11 Matth. hom., 32 (al. 33), 6 (PG,
LVII, 384 ; Brightman, 477,note 6).
For the Gallican liturgy there is the
evidence of the Expositio (ed. Quasten,
11) : the priest gives the salutation,
ut ...ab omnibus bencdicatur dicentibus:
Et cum spiritu tuo. That the salute of
the priest should be answered not only
by the clerici et Deo dicati but by all
was also enjoined by several Gallic synods:
Orelans (511; Mansi, VIII, 361 f.) ;
Braga (563), c. 3 (Mansi, IX, 777).
Even Bernold, Micrologus, c. 2 (PL,
CLI, 979), still recalls the canon of
Orleans when referring to the first greet
ing, and Durandus, IV, 14, 4 f., also
indicates that the answer is given by
"choir and people." However in these
instances we have probably an indication
of the ideal rather than of reality. The
most recent remarks of all, those of
Sicard of Cremona, MitraJe, III, 4, 5
( PL, CCXIII, 107 D, 114 B), might pos
sibly go back to a living practice.
Cf.also supra, p. 236 f.
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the "dialogue" Mass presents, when the outer form is present fully and
beyond quibble.'"
In its chief function as an address, the greeting, as we said, introduces
the summons to prayer. This summons in the Roman Mass consists in one
single word, Oremus. In the oriental liturgies the formula, spoken here
mostly by the deacon, is much less concise. Thus in the Byzantine Mass
you have: "Let us ask the Lord"

( 't'OU :x.up(ou oeYJOwtJ.ev),

"Let us ask the

Lord again and again in peace" ("E·n :x.al �ort €v e� p�VTl oro u :x.up[o u oe'lj0W[J.2'1) ,"'
and then the deacon begins the litany. In Egypt the cry is sometimes quite
simple: "Pray"

(Ilpoaeu!;aaOd. or "Stand for prayer" ('E�! 7tpoaeux:i;v
aorci6YJn ) ," but sometimes the object of the prayer is mentioned: "Pray for
the emperor," "Pray for the bishop""; in fact sometimes the object is cited
in detailed formulas, particularly at the prayer of the faithful after the
Gospel, and in the intercessory prayers which are inserted in the canon.""
In the West this invitation to prayer was especially amplified in the
Gallican liturgy. The formula, called a

prr:ejatio,

precedes various prayers

and series of prayers, both within the Mass and without; its form is some
times reminiscent of a little homily."' A remarkable thing in regard to the
invitation to prayer in the oriental liturgies is this, that the summonses
already quoted are usually followed by the prayer of the people put in
words. In the Alexandrine liturgy the people respond to the simple sum
mons with a triple xupte t!A€YJaoY, or at least with a single one,35 and even
the more detailed summonses of the deacon are thus answered, and mean
while the priest begins the oration.'" In the Byzantine Mass a fully devel
oped litany is invariably joined to the deacon's invitation to prayer. The
deacon says the invocations and in the meantime, according to present
practice, the priest softly speaks the oration (mostly a very extensive one),
and only the closing doxology is said out loud. The answer of the people
in this instance too is mostly :dpe E'l.eYJaOY. But sometimes another reply
""C f. in this sense the observations of
F. Messerschmid, Liturgie und Gemeinde
(Wiirzburg, 1939), 22 f., but also the
practical reflections of A. Beil, Einheit in

dcr Liebe (Colmar, 1941), 12-14; 16 f.
'"Byzantine liturgy: Brightman, 359 f.,

362, 364, etc.
In the Greek liturgy of St. James the
formulas are even more varied; Bright
man, 38 ff.
"' Brightman, 113, 115, 117.
'"Brightman, 114 f.
33

Brightman, 119 ff., 159 ff., 165 ff.

"'Missale Gothicum: Muratori, II, 520 ff.
"'Brightman, 113 ff., 117, 119 f.

'"Ibid., 119 f. Corresponding formulas are

still

in

use in the

present-day

Coptic

liturgy, and in the Greek language, an
indication of their great antiquity; ibid.,
155, 158 ff., 165 ff. A litany in which the
priest takes the lead, ibid., 175. In the
Ethiopian liturgy, too, there is a litany at
the beginning of the fore-1-fass, in which
the people respond to each phrase with
"Amen, Kyrie eleison, Lord, have mercy
on us"; ibid. 206 ff. A sacerdotal prayer
of several sections, said a fter the read
ings, shows an order the reverse of that in
the Roman liturgy: first the call "Stand
up to pray," answered by the people with
"Lord, have mercy on us"; only then
does the priest greet the people and re
ceive their greeting in return; ibid. 223 ff.,
227. This arrangement is probably due to
the insistence that the people receive th·�
salutation standin)!.
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is substituted; thus after the offertory procession the final invocations of
the litany are answered with llllpct::rY.ou xuptE-37 There is something very
appealing when, in the greater litanies, these petitions resound in the
humble but solemn promise: "Mindful of the.all-holy ... Mother of God
and virgin, Mary ...we will to put ourselves and each other and our whole
life in the keeping of Christ our God," and the people cry out in answer

�ol Y.Uf:t<:,"" certainly a worthy chorus for the prayer of the Church of God.
The Roman liturgy has always been more restrained than the liturgies
of the Orient in all that concerns the participation of the people.And yet
even here we do fmd in certain instances an extra effort to enlist the coop
eration of the people. At the orationes sollemnes of Good Friday-amongst
the oldest in the liturgy-the Oremus is expanded into a longer phrase,
like: Oremus, dilectissimi nobis, pro Ecclesia sancta Dei
And at the
.

.

.

.

conferring of maj or orders the Leonianum contains invitations to the people
to pray which are similarly amplified: Oremus, dilectissimi, Deum Patrem
omuipotcntem, ut super Jzos jamulos suos, quos ad presbyterii munus elegit,
crelestia dona multiplicet, quibus quod eius dignatioue suscipiunt eius
exsequautur auxilio. Per .. . '" The later sacramentaries match this."'
.

At the orationes sollemnes of Good Friday the invitation is followed by
the deacon's imperative, Flectamus genua, that is, with the order to kneel
down for silent prayer till the deacon himself-later, the subdeacon-gives
the further signal, Levate, stand up again.The same command is heard on
Ember days and on some other occasions, preceded by a simple Oremus.
Here we are face to face with a custom which possessed a much greater
importance in the ancient Church, both West" and East, than it does in
our own time. It occurs in the Coptic Mass, where the deacon, using the
original Greek form, j oins his command to the priest's invitation: KAt\ILliJ.E'I
42
":'1: r6vo:":'o:- O:vY�":(•lfl€V ; this is done, for instance, all through Lent after
30

Brightman, 381.

Burchard

••

Muratori, I, 42-l

•• Gclasianum I, 20: 22 (\Vilson, 22 f.,
26), ct al.; Greyoria111111t

3, 1; 4,

1).

of

\Vorms,

Decretum

1!, 70

( PL, CXL, 638). In our own rite oi
adult baptism this Pater preceding the

"' Brightman, 363 etc.

(Lietzmann,

n.

oration is still

circumscribed

with

Ora,

circle, flate genua and Lc�·a; Rituale
I< om., II, 4, 16; 18; etc. Cf. Nicki, 35 f.
On the other hand, the substitute for

"In C.csarius of Aries the custom is
found in full swing. Indeed he bemoans
the fact that many pav no attention and
that he observes the m standing �·clut
co/umnas when the deacon has issued his
command; Nicki, Dcr Anteil des /'"olkes,
33-36. Later a Pater noster introduced
by Kyrie e/cison, is insert : d for this
Prayer of the congn:gation; thus within
�he General Prayer of the Church (see
tnfra) : Regino qj Priim. De svnod.
causis, I, J<;() 1 !'!
(.'\'\.\!!. 22-{ f.);
.

.

the genuflection at the beginning of the

hours-a 11! iscrcrc-mcntionetl by Peter
of Cluny, F.p., I, 28 (PL, LXXXIX,
153 C) docs not belong to this compound.

The whole question of the people's
silent prayer is discussed in Jungmann,
l.itur.t!ica/ Worship, 108 ff.
'"Brightman, 159. The call is rqwated
three times. The corresponding sacerdotal
prayer is no longer extant. \\' e are deal
ing, therefore, with a fragmentary vestige.

II ansscns, II I, 233 f.
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the Gospel. The practice was not limited in olden times to the Romano
Alexandrian ambit. In the Apostolic Constitutions (end of the fourth cen
tury), which were compiled within the compass of Antioch, the ordinary
Mass--apparently, therefore, without restrictions to special occasions
contains the direction for five different calls to prayer ( eu �aa6e) right after
the readings, addressed respectively to the catechumens, the energumens,
the candidates for Baptism, the penitents and the faithful. The context
plainly shows that the command meant, Kneel down for prayer ...'
The question naturally comes up, why this command, which appears
here in the ordinary Mass ordo, should in the Roman Mass be restricted
to certain extraordinary occasions. The most important source for this
restriction is mentioned in Canon 20 of the Council of Nicea ( 32 S), which
ordered that kneeling be omitted during Eastertide and on Sundays." This
arrangement for Easter and Sundays very quickly spread to the feasts
(which were already on the increase) and even to saints' days"; the only
days left were the dies quotidiani,.. and finally only the days which had
definite penitential character, and even these were further reduced to the
merest remnant, with the loss of the entire Lenten season and all days
which did not have two proper orations before the Epistle." And even on
the days that remained, kneeling was restricted to the prayer before the
real start of the Mass. For even the celebration of the Eucharist, which
took place for a long time only on Sundays and feast days, seemed to bear
an Easter character.

"Oaot "ltta-rol x:Alvw!J.•v r6vu, an d the second:
'EyetpwiJ.eOa. Const. Ap., VIII, 10, 2; 22

the oration of the day, even when it is
the only one, should be introduced during
Lent with Flectamus genua: Ordo Rom.
I, n. 24 f. 9th century supplement ; ( PL,
LXXVI I I, 949); Bernold, Mic1·ologus,
c. 5 0 (PL, CLI, 1014 B) : Ad omn es
horas quadragesimales genua flectimus.
Item ad missam, etiamsi salutatio pra:
cedat orati01zem. Cf. Durandus, VI, 28,
8 ff.; Martene, 4, 17 (III, 162 A B );

( Quasten, Mon., 206, 209).
The people kneeling in this same place
also in Testamentum Domini, I, 35
(Quasten, Mon., 240). Cf. also the data
from Chrysostom in Brightman, 471 ff.
.. Mansi, II, 677.

50.

" When the deacon, a£ter detailing the
contents of the prayer, announces the
bishop's prayer, his proclamation in one
instance reads as follows: "Stand up,
bow down before God through Christ
and receive the benediction"; Const Ap.,
VIII, 9, 6 (Quasten, Mon., 205). For the
faithful the first cry reads expressly:

The canon is repeated in Decretum
Gratiani II I, 3, 10 (Friedberg, I, 1355) .
'"Walafrid Strabo, De exord. et increm.,
c. 25 (PL, CXIV, 953 A); the prayers
are said without kneeling in dominicis et
festis maioribus et Quiuquagesima.
•• Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne, Chris
tian Worship, 475).
01

Various older ordines still insist that

Martene, De ant. monach. rit., 3, 9, 12
(IV, 316); Missal of Tortosa (1524):
Ferreres, 249; cf. ibid., p. LXXXVII.
The same procedure still in the Dominican
liturgy: Missale iuxta ritum O.P. (1889),

The course sketched by Bernold above
shows that the Dominus vobiscum which
appeared to be demanded for the oration
of the day was not generally considered
compatible with the Fleclamus genua, and
that even then there was a trend to
omit the genuflection after the greeting.
Radulph de Rivo (d. 1403), De can.
observantia, prop. 23 (Mohlberg, II, 136
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The only problem was to establish just when precisely the Mass really
began. A rule of the high Middle Ages fixed this start at the Gloria.'" Thus
the orations which preceded the Gloria, that is, those which preceded the
proper collect, and only those, remained under the law regarding kneeling.'"
Or to put it more exactly, only these were subject to the diminished rules of

Flectamus genua; for in addition kneeling was prescribed for those assisting
in choir, and continues to be so prescribed, at all the orations during Advent,
Lent, the Embertides, most of the vigils and the Mass for the Dead.""
Thus a new thing had appeared, or rather, a substitution: kneeling not

before the oration but during the oration. This change concurred with the
gradual contraction of the pause which the Flectamus genua implied. The

Ordo Romanus antiquus (about 950) offers a transitional aspect; in the
introduction to the orationes sollemnes of Good Friday it includes the
ancient prescription after the Flectamus genua, namely, Et orat diutissime
(whereupon the Levate would have followed), but in the text of the ora
tions it indicates a different order: Oremus.Flectamus genua. Omnipotens

tEterne Deus ...Levate.Per eumdem

.

.

.Thus the pause during which

the congregation was to pray was filled by the priest's oration."'
f.), still holds for it but observes that
the Franciscans omit these genuflexiones,
quia in capella Papll! non fiunt. As a
matter of fact they were no longer found
in the 12th century at the Lateran:
Ordo eccl. Laterm>. (Fischer, 28 f.).
•• Cf.
Ordo Rom. XI, n. 63
(PL,

LXXVIII, 1050) : On the Ember Satur
day after Pentecost: Finito hymno trium
puerorum pontifex incipit missam: Gloria
in cx c elsis Dco. This corresponds to the
arrangement in the Mass on Holy Satur
day (and analogously on Maundy Thurs
day) at the present time : organ and bells
once more resound with the beginning of
the Gloria.
•• This method
of reckoning was naturally
somewhat arbitrary. In the eastern litur
gies the rule for kneeling during prayer
was regulated by a different system,

namt'ly, the start of the sacrifice itself.

Moses bar Kepha (d. 903) expressly ex
c udes this kneeling down during
the sac
nfice (the kurobho) because, he explains,
kneeling recalls the fall while the kurobho
appertains to the
resurrection; R. H. Con
\V. Cod rington, Two Commen
anes on the Jacobite Liturgy (London,
913 43. In the East Syrian Mass, ac
cordmg to the homilies of Narsai (d.

�

nol�Y-H.

�

�,

after 503), there was an analogous basis
for the rule that genuflection might be
permitted up· to the epiklesis but not there
after; Connolly, The Liturgical H amities
of Narsai, 23, 127. Thus the East Syrian
rule about kneeling is almost directly op
posite that which developed in the Roman
Mass as the result of eucharistic cult.
""Missale Rom., Rubr. gen., XVII, 5.
Hittorp, De off. eccl., 66; cf. 49 b.
This Levate just before the Per eundem
also in the Liber ordinarius of the Pre

61

monstratensians (12th century; Waefel
ghem, 220, with note 2, where however
the first sentence says too much); the
practice has here been retained down to
the present (Lentze; cf. p. 100 supra,
note 44).
Whereas here the rule dictates standing
up during the concluding formula, the
very opposite is outlined in a directive
of Berthold of Regensburg, who tells
the people to fall on their knees when
they hear the name of Jesus in the Per
Dam. n. J.C.; Franz, 652.
The bowing of the head at the name
of Jesus was ordered by the II Council
of Lyons (1274), c. 25 (Mansi, XXIV,
98).
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It is self-evident that the Nicene rule for Easter and Sundays was
intended to eliminate not the prayer before the priest's oration, but only
kneeling during that prayer. This is evident in the oriental liturgies, in
which the litanies of the deacon are still customary, unchanged, even on
Easter and on Sundays... We must therefore come to the conclusion that
the elimination of the Flectamus genua after our Oremus did not purport
to eliminate the pause for prayer which this command ordinarily signal
ized, but that at least a moment's quiet meditation was still retained.
But just as the pause after the Flectamus genua disappeared, leaving
only a simple hurried genuflection, so the same fate was bound to over
take the pause after Oremus when no Flectamus intervened, and even more
quickly. After all, the elimination of the pause could be tolerated here
more easily, since in the Kyrie and the Gloria which preceded the Oremus
the opportunity for prayer was offered, for, although the people did not
perform these, yet the clergy assisting in choir did, even in later times. A
small vestige of the olden Oremus pause is still to be seen in a little notice
of Durandus, who records with some emphasis that the priest spoke the

Oremus before the collect and the post-communion at the middle of the
altar and only then went to the right side of the altar to finish the ora
tion." The pause will be seen in full strength and remarkable extent at
the secreta.
The effort to draw the congregation into the prayer of the priest also
found another mode of expression. Carolingian sources of the tenth cen
tury contain the prescription that at the Oremus of the priest the people
were to bow and were to remain in this position ( acclinis) until the end
of the oration."' In the Gallican liturgy the practice had already been sev62

The same thing is shown in the parallels
in our Office : even on Sundays the ora
tion is preceded by the preces. Only on
feasts of higher rank (considerably on
the increase in recent times) are these
preces left out.
Durandus, IV, 14, 5; IV, 57, 2. The
closing formula Per Dominum nostmm
Jesmn Chris tum was also said at the
center; ibid., I V, 57, 2. This latter ar
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rangement is still found in the Ordo Rom.
XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1169 B),
in Gabriel Biel, Canon is expositio, lect.
89, and in the Ordinarium of Coutances

( 1557) :

Legg, 58. Thus it would seem

that the aim was to haYe the priest's ora
tion recited at the center of the altar as
much as possible, the only difficulty being
the technical one of reading from the
Mass book. Cf. the matching treatment
of the Kyrie, p. 344 above. On the con
trary the rule of the later Middle Ages,

stipulating that everything up to the read
ings and everything after the Communion
takes place at the Epistle side was prob
ably founded on the notion that thus the
sacrificial part of the Mass might be
differentiated and made prominent. Cf.
supra, p. 345, note 62.

•• Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL,
CV, 1249 C): Deinde dicit: Oremus,
invitans secum populum, ut simul orent.
Quapropter acclinis debet esse populus
us que quo sacerdos incipiat dicere : Per
omnia s. s.
This posture held also for that part of
the year in

which

kneeling

was inad

missible. Regina of Priim, De synod.
causis, I, 380 (PL, 132, 265): Ut pres
byteri plebi bus anmmtient, quod in Quad
ragesima et in ieiunio quattuor temporum
tantu.mmodo ad M issamm sollemnia an
nuntiante Diacono genua flectere debeant.

In dominicis

e

contra diebus vel ceteris
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eral centuries old... And in the choir rules of many monastic groups the
custom was retained for some time,.. and is, in fact, still retained but with
this modification, that the bow is stipulated only for the first oration, not
for the commemorations that follow."' But elsewhere this rather uncom
fortable posture was soon changed either to the usual upright stance-this
mostly for festival worship--or to an out-and-out kneeling-this on days
of penance... In other words, the old regulation of the Flectamus genua
before the oration has been replaced more and more-at least since the
twelfth century-by kneeling during the oration.""
While the priest says the oration, he stands with hands upraised. Until
far into the Middle Ages weight was attached to the rule that he stand
facing east,"" and originally the faithful, too, stood facing east and with
arms lifted up.61 Although this orientation lost much of its importance, and
the posture of the faithful underwent many changes,"" the priest still
remains standing and his hands are still upraised. For after all, this stand
ing posture has a double purport so far as the priest is concerned, since he
is the one who leads the congregation in prayer, since he is the liturgus ...
fcstis a Vespere usque in Vesperam n01�
flectant genua, sed stantes incurvati orent.
The same prescription also in Burchard
of Worms, Decretum XIII, 3 (PL, CXL,

885).

Cistercian rite of the later Middle
Ages: Schneider (Cist.-Chr., 1926), 315;
c f . Liber usuum, II, 53 (PL, CLXVI,
1423 B).
68

"" This bowed bearing during the priestly
oration is urged, for example, by Cresar
ius of Aries, Serm. 76 f. (Morin, 303,
305; PL, XXXIX, 2284 f.); the same
demand especially for the Canon: Serm.
73 (.Morin, 294; PL, XXXIX, 2277).
The bow during the oration which Cresar
ius presumes is still united here with the
genuflection before the oration in those
cases in which the deacons bid it. This
arrangement i.s found also in other Chris
tian sources. In the first instance this bow

•• Ordo

during prayer was perhaps customary
when the orations were really blessings
spoken over someone-hence the terms
bencdictiones or missCE by which they
were often called; cf. Jungmann, Die
lateinischm Bussriten, 27-31, especially
30, note 101; idem., Gewordene Liturgie,
48 f. However the begging character of
the orations (sltpp/iccs te rogamus) might
also have led to the assumption of this
posture.

.. Cf. supra, p. 241, note 42.
., Similarly already in the rules of the
Canons of St. Victor (12th century):
Martene, App. (III, 791 f.).

Supra, p. 239.

eccl. Lateran., ed. Fischer, 29,
1. 5 ff. The Pontifical of Durandus pre
scribes for a bishop attending the Mass
of a priest : Dum collectCE et postcom
muniones dicuntur, debet accumbere sup.::r
faldistorium ... et iunctis manibus devote
accumbens manere. Andrieu, II I, 644;
Martene, 1, 4, XXIII (I, 619 A).
"'Ordo Rom. I, n. 8 f. (with the additions
of the later recension: PL, LXXVIII,
942). The same posture at the oration is
still demanded in the Pontifical of Dur
andus for a bishop standing at his throne:
Andrieu, III, 639, 1. 2; Martene, 1, 4,
XXIII (1, 616 E).
••

Supra, p. 239.

62

Supra, p. 240 f.

"" Kneeling, which since the early Middle
Ages made such headway as the preferred
posture at prayer, was not thought of for
the priest's praying except in certain
isolated instances like the prayers at the
foot of the altar (c f. supra, p. 297) and
the intercessory prayers which were in
serted (infra, vol. II, ch. 3, 3). There
is a report from the Japanese mission
of the 16th century relating how one of
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The raising of the arms heavenward is a fitting accompaniment to the
prayer that rises to Him who dwells in heaven.
But even this raising of the hands could undergo some alteration, corre
sponding to the expression of the prayer; sensitive men of antiquity saw how
this pose could imply reverential appeal or even passionate demand. Hence
even at an early date we hear the admonition, to lift both hands and glance
only moderately and modestly." At the same time the apologists perceive in
this posture an image of the Crucified.. in whose name the Christian appears
before God, a thought which recurs again in the commentators of the
Middle Ages, who make much of it particularly as regards the posture dur
ing the canon of the Mass."" In the Roman Mass both during the orations
and during the canon this moderate and somewhat stylized raising and
stretching out of the hands has become a prescription of law for the priest...,
However, the priest assumes this posture only in those prayers which have
been his since olden times and which he says as speaker for the congrega
tion (the orations, the preface, the canon and the Pater noster), but not
in those prayers which are only the expression of personal piety and which
were given him only later, especially as a contribution from the Frankish
Church. For these latter prayers the attitude is one derived from Germanic
tradition: praying with hands folded ... Thus in the posture of the priest
the various strata of prayers, the distinctions between the ancient deposits
and the later ones, are made visible to the eye even today.

12. The Collect: Form and Content
The nucleus of that collection of Roman orations which we meet for the
first time in the sacramentaries must have been formed in the period from
the third to the sixth centuries, that is to say, from the time that the
the fathers sometimes said Mass on his
knees; see JL, VII (1927), 380, follow
ing L. Fries, Die Geschichte Japans
(Leipzig, 1926).
Since Leo XIII, kneeling has come into
use for the prayers at the end of Mass.
On the other hand, the genuflection at
the Veni Sancte Spiritus and at Et i ncar
natus est at the high Mass on certain
feasts, as is now customary-the prescrip
tion is already to be seen in the Liber
ordimzrius of Liege, ed. Yolk, 105, 1. 1)
-is rather to be regarded as a dramatic
element suggested by the festive per
formance of the hymn and the solemnity
of the profession.
64 Tertullian, De or., c. 17 (CSEL, XX,
190); Cyprian, De dom. or., c. 66 (CSEL,

III, 269 f.). Cf. Dekkers,

Tertullianus,

82-87.

.. Minucius Felix, Octavius, c. 29, 8
(CSEL, II, 43); Tertullian, De or., c. 14;
29 (CSEL, XX, 189; 200). Cf. Eisen
hofer, I, 266 f.
""See infra, Vol. II, Ch. 2, 14.
.., The rule in force at present is first
found in its essentials in the Ordinarium
O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 236): manuum
elevatio sic fieri debet ut altitudinem
hu.m.erormn sacerdotis non exce da t, ex
tensio vera tanta sit ut retr o stantibus
manus appa reant e·videnter. Cf: Ordo

Rom. XIV,

n.

C).
88

Supra, p. 78.

53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1160
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Roman Church completed the transfer from Greek to Latin.' The formula
tion of the prayer material was for long left to the liturgus, to extemporize
freely perhaps, as he did in his admonitions to the people in the homily,
or to recite a text previously fixed and written down by himself or by
another. St. Augustine bears witness to both methods of composition. In
his booklet on The First Catechetical Instruction (De catechizandis
rudibus) he remarks as an aside that candidates for admission to the cate
chumenate, if they are well educated or come from schools of rhetoric,
ought to be warned not to mock when some bishops or ministers of the
Church either fall into barbarisms and solecisms while calling upon almighty
God or do not understand or nonsensically separate the words which they
are pronouncing; not (he adds) that such faults should not be corrected,
so that the people may plainly understand what they are saying "Amen"
to, but that at an ecclesiastical benedictio the bona dictio is not the impor
tant thing it is in the forum." But from the territory of the same Augustine
we have conciliar resolutions proposing that at divine service only texts
which have been approved should be used." Still even in Rome as late as
the sixth century some orations show clearly that they were composed for
a certain special occasion.'
Even for this freely formed prayer, however, a certain style was definitely
adopted even from the very beginning of the Latin liturgy. Its external out
lines were already conditioned by the laconic spirit of the Roman and his
preference for conciseness and clarity. This did not exclude lengthy prayer
formulas. The extended ordination prefaces of the Roman Pontifical (like
those for the consecration of bishops and the ordination of priests and
deacons) are in substance a part of the most ancient Roman sacramenta
des. The Mass-liturgy, too, contains besides the three terse orations which
begin with Oremus also the rather protracted prayer of thanks introduced
with Gratias agamus.• But when compared with the prayer language of
Pope Cornelius (d. 253) was the first to
get a Latin inscription on his grave.
Baumstark is inclined to date the orationes
sollemnes of Good Friday back to about
his period. A. Baumstark, "Liturgischer
Nachhall der Verfolgungszeit" (Beitriige
:::ur Geschichte des c hri stlichen Altertu.ms
und der byzantischen Literatur, Festgabe
A. Ehrhard dargebracht [Bonn, 1922],
53-72), 64-71; idem., Liturgie comparee,
84.

1

• Augustine, De cat. rud., c. 9, 13 (PL,
XL, 320) ; cf. ]. P. Christopher, St.
Augustine: The First Catechetical ln
structign (Ancien Christian Writers, 2 ;
t
Westminster, 1946), 33-34.
1

Synod of Hippo (393}, can. 21 (Mansi,
III, 922) : quicumque sibi preces aliunde

describit non eis utatur, nisi prius eas cum
instructioribus fratribus contulerit. A little
later the synod of Mileve, can. 12 (Mansi,
IV, 330) speaks of the authorization by
a council.
' Thus that oration in the Leonianum
(Muratori, I, 371) in which God is
thanked for having granted us, "freed
from the furious foes, to receive the
paschal sacrament with peaceful mind",
takes us back to the year 538 when
the long siege of Vitiges was raised just
before Easter; Duchesne, Christian Wor
ship, 13 7 ; F. Cabrol, "Uonien (Sac
ramentaire)", DACL, VIII (1929), 2552 f.
•

Cf. the essay to classify the prayer ma
terials of the Roman liturgy in P. Al
fonso, L'Eucologia romana antica. Line-
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oriental or even of Gallic liturgies, the Roman character is still distinctly
recognizable even in these longer prayer-formulas. Take just the opening
address; in the oriental and Gallic liturgies there is usually an accumula
tion of divine titles and predicates, arranged in solemn groups of positives
and negatives,• whereas in the Roman there is seldom more than a single,
simple term. But it was in the oration that this Roman mode found its
perfect outlet. In its few phrases liturgical prayer was reduced to the most
succinct formula, and yet within that small compass there was room for
the most dignified development and the greatest variety.
These orations have the character of petitio.ns. This is not something self
evident, fundamentally, for according to Origen the normal course of every
properly adjusted prayer-and surely this holds most especially for public
prayer-should begin by praising God through Christ in the Holy Ghost;
should then pass on to thanksgiving and an acknowledgment of our weak
ness; and only after that would it be fitting to make petitions, and these,
petitions "for great and heavenly things"; and lastly it should close with
the doxology repeated over again.' But the Roman oration is restricted
almost wholly to the petition. The other elements are heard only in the
address and in the closing formula. Since the very core of the Mass is
entirely circumscribed by the prayer of thanksgiving, it seemed to be
enough if the close of the three liturgical complexes which are appended
to this core should be confined to petition. This is what actually happened
in the orations. They consist of a single main clause or at most of a double
clause in which the petition is formulated more plainly in a second phrase
connected with the first by et."
Coming now to details, we have to distinguish two types of Roman ora
tions." The simple type contains basically nothing except the barest ingre
dients of the petition, as when a child asks its father: Pater, da mihi
pancm, Father, give me bread. Thus there is nothing more than the address
and the designation of what we want God to do for us. The expression can
be either imperative or subjunctive, and the word order can be varied
(schematized: Panem da mihi, pater; Da mihi, pater, panem). This is
simple, direct praying, without ornaments or extras. This type is preserved
amcnti stilistici e storici (Subiaco, 1931).
• Thus the beginning of the bishop's ora
tion which concludes the Prayer of the
Faithful in the Apostolic Constitutions,
VIII, 11, 2 (Quasten, Mon., 209) reads

as follows : K6pte 1raY"tO><.pchop, u<jlta-re, b l!v
b<ji"I)AOt<; X<X't"OtXWY,
ocyte , h cl:ylotc;
chcx'ltcxu6,uve, &vcxpx�. tJ.6vcxpxe- Cf. the chap
ter "Sprache und Volksart" in Baum
stark, Vom geschichtlichen Werden der
Liturgie (Freiburg, 1923), 78-88, and the
study of the "Genius of the Roman Rite"
in Bishop, Liturgica historica, 1-19 (cf.

supra, p.

76, note 10).
33 (PG, XI, 557 £.).

•

Origen, De

8

E.g. Exaudi, Domine, qluesu1m'-f,

or., c.

nostras et interveniente bcato N.
placatus intende.

preces
•

•

•

• H. Rheinfelder, "Zum Stil der latein
ischen Orationen," JL, XI, (1931), 20-34.
A type-classification founded on the
initial words is attempted by P. Salmon.
"Lcs protocoles des oraisons du Missel
Romain,"

140-147.

Eph.

Liturg.,

XLV

(1931),
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in substance even when there is an additional clause (ut . . ) to describe
the object petitioned. But there is a second type, the amplified type, in
which the address to God is enlarged by a phrase praising Him, the so-called
relative predication'0; Deus, qui ...This is a definitely literary device,
the work of rhetorical art, the sort of oratorical craft one would expect
on the occasion of a solemn assembly of the faithful.
The striking thing is that this second type generally does not appear in
the secret or post-communion but only in the collect.In the secret and the
post-communion, the type commonly used is the simple type, since the
object of the petition is already made abundantly clear in the presentation
of the offerings and in the reception of Communion. The appearance of
this amplified type in the collect is not governed by any strict rule, but
we can say that this relative predication is generally found only on days
of special solemnity, namely, days of commemoration.11 It is especially
frequent on feast days; in fact, for modern saints' feasts it is a fixed part
of the collects, as already indicated in the schema of the Commune Sancto
rum: Deus, qui nos beati N. Conjessoris tui solemnitate lcetificas, concede
.
Relative predication is not the only method of incorporating the thought
suggested by the feast into the petition, but it is certainly the handiest.
.

.

.

This relative clause, which emphasizes the concepts of praise and thanks
giving, thus plays within the priest's oration a part comparable to that
which the Gloria plays in the preceding prayer of the people.Putting it
another way, the Gloria, which on festive occasions follows the Kyrie,
resounds again in this relative clause.
In these and similar ways the festal thoughts have been able to slip into
the narrow space of the orations. But by so doing it was almost impossible
to avoid burdening, and even overburdening, the traditional schemas. It
is, for instance, only right, and indicative of a feeling for the hierar
chy of the Christian economy of salvation that the saint of the day be
inserted by asking God's help intercedente beato N. But it is more than
the schema can bear when chunks of the saint's biography are introduced
into that pliant form, or lengthy theological reflections are projected into
it.'" Still we must never lose sight of the fact that we are dealing with litur10 E. Norden, "Agnostos Theos," Unter
suchungen zur Formgeschichte religioser

Rede (Leipzig, 1913), 168-176.
Rheinfelder, op. cit., 25 f., with good
grounds sees in this use of relative predi
cation in Christian cult an effect of the
ancient sacral language so well known to
the neo-converts
11

•

Thus, e.g., it appears in Lent only on
three Sundays and
on the two special
Week-days, Wednesday and Friday, of
the fourth week-a week significant be
cause of the baptismal scrutinies; outside

of these only on the first Thursday, which

was not provided with a Mass until
much later. But then this relative pred
ication appears in nearly all the orations
of Holy Week from Wednesday on, thus,
e.g., after ten of the twelve prophecies
on Holy Saturday; further on all the days
of Easter week from Sunday to Friday,
and on all the Sundays from Low Sun
day to Pentecost inclusive.
12 Thus, for the former, the collect of
St. Jane Frances de Chantal, and for
the latter the oration on the feast of our
Lady of Sorrows.
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gical, communal prayer which always has a tendency to pass from the
simple prayer of inspired feeling to the more rational manner of a profes
sion of faith and the utterance of many thoughts. The classical form of the
oration, with its beautiful balance between praying and thinking-this we
will always be able to admire in the collects of the Sundays after Pentecost.
Before we turn to the study of the theology and contents of these col
lects, we must take one further glance at their literary design. The striking
feature of the old Roman orations has always been their majestic flow,
their rhythm. It is evident that there is here a survival of the rhetorical
art of dying antiquity; undoubtedly the earliest writers of these collects
had studied in the schools of classical rhetoric. What is the secret of this
rhythm? The attempt has been made to show that the ancient orations
are still guided primarily by the quantitative meters of the classical era.
The orations are composed, as a rule, of several members, all more or less
of the same length, and these metrical elements are so repeated (not indeed
with the regularity of a verse but with a certain freedom) that the opening
phrase and the close are brought close together."'
It could well be that these metrical laws of classical poetry did have an
influence, unsought perhaps, on the elevated prose of the period of the
Empire's decline, but in our case the proof is not easy. But the chief factor
in achieving this agreeable harmony in the Roman orations was the cursus,
the rules for which were followed in Latin artistic prose from the fourth/
fifth century on." By cur sus is meant the rhythm of the cadences produced
by arranging the accents in the last syllables of a literary period or clause
according to certain fixed rules. In the sermons of St. Peter Chrysologus
and in the sermons and letters of Pope Leo the Great the rules of the
cursus are observed with meticulous care, with such care in fact, that the
absence of the cursus has been used as a clue to the spuriousness of some
of the pieces ascribed to the latter." We have already discovered on other
grounds that the orations of these earliest levels of our liturgy are compo
sitions of the era of Pope Leo the Great and may even be the work of his
hands.
There are three chief forms of cadences in the Roman
cursus planus:

_!_

cursus velox :

_!_

I
_

_

!.!.!....

13 ]. Cochez, "La structure rhythmique
des oraisons," Cours et Conferences, VI
(Louvain, 1928), 138-150. Cf. M.L., an
English Benedictine, "The Collects of the
Roman Office," American Ecclesiastical
Rev., XXXVII, 537; XXXVIII, 379;
XLI, 397.
" H. Leclercq, "Cursus," DACL, III,

cursus:

(esse consortes)
_

.!_

_

(meritis adiuvemur)

3193-3205; Eisenhofer, I, 204.

16 F. di Capua, Il ritmo prosaico nelle

lettere dei papi, 2 vols. (Rome, 19371939); idem., "De clausulis a S. Leone M.
adhibitis" in the C. Silva-Tarouca edition
of the Letters of Pope Leo ( Textus et
documenta, ser. theol., XV; Rome, 1934),

pp. xxiii-xxxii.
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(semper obtineat)

In the collect of the 13th Sunday after Pentecost these three cadences
are found, in a row, in the three members of the text:

Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, da nobis fidei, spei et caritatis
augmentum,
et ut mereamur assequi quod promittis,
fac nos amare quod prfEcipis.
It is remarkable indeed that, for all the care expended on the style of
our orations, the Roman liturgy never once overstepped the line dividing
prose from verse.'" We can detect here something of that seriousness that
seizes man when he is face-to-face with the majesty of God. There is no
object better calculated to inspire poetry and to glorify art than the reve
lation of God's grandeur and goodness, and the greatest orations of men
are replete with just that burden. But when human speech turns directly
to God, any possible play of verse dies on the lips of the petitioner who is
conscious of what he is doing. This explains, too, why music, which through
the centuries has used its treasures to their utmost on the development of
every part of the liturgy, especially the prayer of the people, has yet called
a halt at the prayer of the priest. The performance of the priest's text has
never gone beyond a more or less solemn recitative, the forms of speech
song."
Speech-song or accentus is the method of performance most suited to
liturgical prayer said aloud. It avoids two extremes ; on the one hand that
passionate speech whose modulation, directed entirely by emotion and
mood, seems alien to a prayer which was not formulated by the speaker,
and which at any rate gives the personal and individual element too much
play; on the other hand the monotony of the severe tonus rectus, unbroken
10

The same is true, moreover, of the
sacerdotal prayer of nearly all liturgies.
One exception to be found is that in the
Gallican liturgy; in the first of the so
called Mone Masses which are traced
back to the poet bishop Venantius For
tunatus (d. c. 600), several of the
prayers are written in hexameters ( PL,
CXXXVIII, 876-879). For the Orient
see the references to prayers in metrical
form in the Syrian liturgies, in Baum
stark, Liturgie comparee, 76.
17 Speech-song had already been a practice
in the culture of antiquity ; see the liter
ary references in 0. Case), Das Gedacht
nis des H errn in der altchristlichen
Liturgie (Ecclesia Orans, 2; Freiburg,
1918), 14, note 1.

Cf. Wagner, Einfuhrung, III, 19 ff.
Efforts to do more, to exaggerate the
dramatic elements in the prayers, were
suppressed by the Church as occasion de
manded. An example in point is found in
can. 12 of the synod of Cloveshoe in
England (747) which ordered: ut pres
byteri sa!cularium poetarum modo in
ecclesia non garriunt, ne tragico sono
sacrorum verborum compositionem ac dis
tinctionem corrumpant vel confundant, sed
simplicem sanctamque melodiam secundum
morem Ecclesia! sectentur; qui vera id
non est idoneus assequi, pronuntiantis
modo simpliciter legendo dicat atque reci
tet, quidquid instantis temporis ratio poscit
(Mansi, XII, 399). Similar advice also
in Walafrid Strabo, De exord. et increm.,
c. 12 (PL, CXIV, 932 f.).
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by any cadence whatever, which does not suit at least the more festive
prayer assemblies." But speech-song does not ever rise to the proper art
forms of Gregorian Chant. Hence it happened that even after the chant
melodies had long been written down (first in neums and later in full nota
tion), no such means was used for the melodies of the priest's prayers.'"
For these it was sufficient to use the simpler notation of the so-called posi

turre or pausationes, which indicated for public readers the type of cadence
and from which our modern system of sentence punctuation derives."" The
orations and readings in the Roman Missal still contain vestiges of the
signs, and they still serve their original function of directing the eyes to
the cadence. Thus the drop of a minor third at the end of the first member
of the oration (the relative clause) is indicated by a colon (metrum), the
drop of a half-tone before the last ut-clause by a semicolon (flexa), e.g.:

Deus, qui ... ltEtificas:
concede propitius; ut ..."'
Since the collect is a prayer which is supposed to represent within the
limits of the introduction to divine service our approach to God, and since,
�ave for an occasional solemnity, no special theme is proposed for it, its
content is necessarily very general. It is, in fact, even more general than
the nature of a priestly collectio demands, even though this collectio as
such could incorporate only what is general and transsubjective. The
Church approaches God in all that indigence and need that must be a part
of her in this earthly pilgrimage. Many formulas do not mention any speci
fied object, but merely ask to be heard-for all the desires in the hearts
of the assembled petitioners. Or perhaps one or the other constant and ever
recurring desire is mentioned: Help of divine power, overthrow of error
and overcoming of danger, inclination to good, forgiveness of sin, attain
ment of salvation. At the same time, however, these prayers often mirror
18

For like reasons speech-song (declama

tion) is also suggested for the leader in
the German community Mass; see F.
Messerschmid, Liturgie und G emei nde
( W iirzburg, 1939), 90-93; thus (he says)
the sacred word is withdrawn from the
whim and fancy of the speaker (91).
See also Jungmann, Liturgical Worship,

131.

ation; the punctus versus

(;

or.), for the

close of the sentence ; and in the lessons
the punctus interrogativus ( ?) for the
question. Wagner, Einfiihrung, II, 87 f.,
94.
"' See the authentic methods in the
Ky ri ale, typical edition, Rome, 1905; also
in the Graduale Romanum, Rome, 1908
(Toni co.mmunes missa?); d. D. Jahner,
Cantus ecclesiastici iuxta edit. Vaticanum

19 Cf.
Wagner, Einf iihrun g, II, 82 ff.,
87 f.
20 The system which was gradually estab

ad ttsu.m clericorum (Regensburg,

lished in the course of the Middle Ages
comprised four signs : the punctus cir
cumflexus, also called flexa,
for a
simple drop of the voice (a half tone)
at a breath-pause; the punctus elevatus
also
called
metru11t,
for
a
longer
pause, but where there was a continu-

Since the 16th century these symbols
were no longer used consistently and
accurately in the Mass books, having
been adopted in ordinary literature for
grammatical and rhetorical purposes even
in merely quiet reading; see Wagner, II,
91 , who proposes a reform on this point.

1926)

or John C. Selner, Chant at the Altar.
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the powers that stand opposed to each other in the spiritual combat, espe
cially in the form of pairs of contrasting ideas, a literary device which

matched the notorious fondness for antithetical phrasing: Corporal and
spiritual, thinking and doing, burden of one's own effort and the heavenly
intercession of the saints, abstaining from nourishment and fasting from sin,

freedom from oppression and devotion to good works, profession and imi
tation, faith and reality, earthly life and eternal blessedness. Very often
we meet that profound and comprehensive antithesis of external action,
temporal service, faithful devotion on the one hand, and internal achieve

ment, eternal welfare, and lasting reality on the other," somewhat as it
is expressed for example in the collect of the twenty-second Sunday after
Pentecost: ut quod fideliter petimus-efficaciter consequamur: what we
ask with faith, we may some day obtain in reality.

Above all, however, the collect makes visible to us the grand outlines of
that spiritual universe in which our prayer lives and moves and is; it arises
in the communion of holy Church and ascends through Christ to God on
high. The oration turns to God in an address which, by its very brevity,
appears to disclaim all ability to make comprehensible the nature of the
unfathomable: Deus, Domine, Omnipotens Deus, or at inost, Omnipotens

scmpiterne Deus. Even on saints' feasts, and where some special patron
age might put us in mind of a particular helper, the oration is still directed
to God Himself, begging Him, through the intercession of this saint-pre
supposing therefore, that he is invoked in the personal prayers of the
faithful-to grant us protection and aid. Even the direct address to Christ
within the Mass was not permitted in the ancient Church. At the Council

of Hippo (393), an explicit decree was written precisely on this point,
apparently directed against certain new trends: Ut nemo in precibus vel
Patrem pro Filio, vel Filium pro Patre nominet. Et cum altari assistitur,
semper ad Patrem dirigatur oratio." In the Roman liturgy, which never
wavered in its profession of the divinity of Christ, this law, that within the
l\Iass the prayers were to be addressed to God the Father," was kept with"'See in this connection 0. Case!, "Bei
triige zur ri:imischen Oration," JL, XI

(1931),

35-45.

Especially
the
term
c/Jectus is, according to Case!, to be ren
dered not by effect (result) but by efficacy
(realization).
Cf. further W. Kahle, "Vom Stil litur
gischen Betcns." Liturg. Z eitschrift, V
(1932/1933). 161-172; P. Schorlemmer,
Die Ko/lektengebete (Giitersloh, 1 928),
especially pp. 29-37; B. Capelle, "Pour
mieux comprendre les oraisons du Missel,"
Cours et Conferences, V (Louvain, 1926),

135-145.
"'Can. 21 (Mansi, III,

922) = can. 23 of
the III Council of Carthage (397; ibid.,

884 ) . Cf. Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi,
150; 1 98
.. In the Roman orations, indeed, no
direct address to the Father as such is to
be found, but only to God in the sense
of a basic relationship of man to his
creator; in other words, a trinitarian re
flection is wanting. But the Filium tuum
of the concluding formula opens up the
question of the Trinity also for the
address, and the only answer must be
that "God" refers to the Father. Cf. the
theological
discussion
in
Bellarmine,
Disput. de controv., III, 3, 6 (De sacrif.
missce, II), c. 16 (ed. Rome, 1838: III,
785 f.). Regarding the biblical data see
.
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out exception right down to the year 1000. Till that time not even one
collect-nor, for that matter, one secret or one post-communion--can be
found to have infringed this rule."" It was not till about the end of the
millenary, when the native Roman liturgy gave way before the Gallicized
form which returned from the north, that any forms of address to Christ
Himself appear, as they had previously appeared in the Orient and as they
had developed in the Gallic liturgy."' In private prayer, in the prayer of the
K. Rahner, "'Gott' als erste trinitarische
Person im Neuen Testament," ZkTh,
LXVI (1942), 71-88.
""Dom Gaspar Lefebvre, O.S.B., Catholic
Liturgy, Its Fundamental Principles (St.
Louis, 1937), 30, says: "In the Roman
Missal are found only twenty-seven
prayers addressed to the Son, and these
are almost all later than the thirteenth
century."
Pursuing the trinitarian concept even
further, especially in view of the prayers
addressed to Christ, even medieval inter
preters take up the question, why no
oration is directed to the Holy Ghost.
Hugh of St. Cher, Tract. de missa
(Solch, 15) replies: Quia Spiritus Sanctus
est donum et a dono non petitur donum,
sed a largitore doni. This is repeated by
Durandus, IV, 15, 11. Although specu
latively the answer is hardly compelling,
it is kerygmatically correct; in other
words, the theoretical possibility of pray
ers addressed to the Holy Ghost should
not be exploited for fear that the basic
lines of the order of salvation-leading
to God through Christ-might vanish in
the consciousness of the petitioner. This is
particularly true in regard to the sacrifice
which Christ offers to the Father; on
this Cardinal Bona, Rer. lit., II, 5, 5
(628) lays great stress. But it also holds
true generally for all liturgical prayer;
cf. supra, p. 80. Besides, the presentation
of a distinction in the divine essence
should not be encouraged. As a matter
of fact orations addressed to the Holy
Ghost have gained importance in none of
the liturgies save the Armenian; see
Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi, 195,
note 27.
.. This change was made in the spirit of
the Gallic liturgical tradition with its
strong anti-Arian bias, wherein, in conse
quence of the struggle against the Arians

who disputed the essential unity of the
Son with the Father, the ambiguous Per
Christum was restricted, and the address
to Christ freely exchanged with that to
God and thus permitted to appear on a
par with it. But even on Frankish soil
this change within the Roman liturgy did
not go unchallenged; e.g. in the 9th
century collection of Canons ed. by Ben
edict the Levite, III, 418 (PL, XCVII,
850 f.; cf. also the Capitulare often con
nected with St. Boniface, in Mansi, XII,
App. II, 109), the Canon of Hippo re
appears; likewise, about the turn of the
11th century in Bernold, Micrologus,
c. 5 ( PL, CLI, 980.
Our Missale Romanum, amongst the
formularies of Sundays and ferias which
otherwise spring from ancient tradition,
today exhibits seven collects and two
post-communion formulas in which the
Per ending certified in the oldest MSS. is
replaced by the Qui v iv is which pre
supposes an address to Christ. The fillip
inducing the change was probably the
mention in these collects of a "coming"
of God : in concrete fashion this would
be understood of the Christmas coming of
Christ. The same is true of two olden
orations of the Mass of the Dead; they
were provided with the ending because
the expressions redemptor, redemptio tUG
were thought to refer only to Christ.
For new Mass formularies orations
were composed which are directed to
Christ. But it is significant that they
adhere to the tradition of an indifferent
address, Deus qui (e.g. on Corpus Christi,
or, in modern times, on the feast of St.
Gabriel Possenti), instead of Domin e
Jesu Christe. C£. Jungmann, Die Stellung
Christi, 103 ff.
In the case of the oration pro rege the
Congregation of Rites, by the decree of
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people, in hymns, and in fact wherever prayer could be more free and not
cramped by the need to keep the divine order of the world in full view,
prayer to Christ had always been customary; it is attested even in the
days of the Apostles... But in the oration, which is the official prayer of the
priest, it has always been exceptional.
And still it is evident that Christ also must be mentioned in the official
prayer of the Christian community. As a matter of fact His name does
appear, and has appeared for ages, in the closing formula. And it appears
there in such a way that a much deeper insight is granted into the whole
structure of the Christian economy than would be vouchsafed by a prayer
addressed simply to Christ even though this latter seems at first glance to
be eminently suitable to a Christian assembly."" The Roman oration sug
gests pointedly: We offer up our prayer through our Lord Jesus Christ,
Thy Son. This method of prayer or variations of it, already seen in the
writings of the New Testament,.. prevails in the whole Christian service
till the fourth century."" The expression "through Christ" appears espe
cially as a member of the doxology which usually concludes the prayer: we
offer our praise to God through Jesus Christ, or (as sources in the second/
third century put it) through our high-priest Jesus Christ... The Roman
manner, however, which avoids the doxology except at the end of the canon,
builds up the thought of Christ's mediatorship in a different way, which
it has retained to the present. Note especially that the per Christum does
not mean a mere adiuratio as some older authors thought, as though we
begged a hearing "by Christ," for His sake, in virtue of His merits ... Nor
March 3, 1761, restored the ancient end
ing Per D. n. J. C., appealing, as it did
so, to the authority of antiquissima S.
Gregorii Magni sacramentaria. Martinucci,
Manuale decretorum SRC, n. 423.
27 A. Klawek, Das Gebet zu Jesus. Seine
Berechtigung und Obung nach den Schrif
ten des N. T. (Neutest. Abh., VI, 5;
Munster, 1921). Regarding his attempt to
trace the Christ-payers of the apocryphal
Acts of the Apostles back to the worship
of the primitive Church (111 f.), cf.
Jungmann, 14 7 ff.
28 Cf. in the latter sense the criticism by
Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen Werden,
90-93.
'" Rom. I : 8; 16: 27; 2 Cor. 1 : 20; Heb.
12: 15; 1 Pet. 2:5; 4: 11; Jude 25.
10 Jungmann, op. cit., 118-151.
11
Ib id. , 126 ff.
Another development circumscribes the
at mosphere of prayer still more by adding
"in the Holy Ghost" or "in the holy

Church". Ibid., 130 ff.
32 Thus, e.g., Suarez, De oratione, I, 10,
10-18 (Opp., ed. Berton, 14, 39-41). That
the mediatorship of Christ per modum
advocati should be taken into account in
prayer he considers admissible, even in
the form of begging for His intercession,
but he considers it less suitable for public
prayer because we should avoid even the
appearance of seeming to pray to Christ
tamquam ad puru.m hominem. For this
reason he prefers to take per Christum to
refer to the mediatorship per modum
merentis. But it is clear that this latter is
not the original conception of the for
mula; numerous texts of the first cen
turies show this (see the preceding
remarks); and besides most of the litur
gies left the per Christum drop precisely
when the Arians obstinately misinter
preted the subordination of the God-man
Jesus Christ (which the formula patently
attests) as the subordination of the Logos.
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does it signify that the gifts we ask be handed us through Christ... It must
be understood rather as a progressive movement, a mounting upwards.
For we declare that we offer up our petitions to God through the media
tion of Christ, who (as St. Paul says) "lives on still to make intercession
on our behalf" (Hebr. 7 :25). This kind of prayer is familiar to the Roman
:Mass, and therefore the concluding formula of the oration must actually
be taken in this sense, so that the completed form would read something
like: hoc rogamus per Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum. Corroboration
is seen clearly in the phrase in the canon: Te igitur ... per Jesum Christum
... supplices rogamus ac petimus, and from allied phrases in other con
secratory prayers. We bring our prayer before God "through our eternal
high-priest," as the expression is sometimes expanded in medieval Latin
texts."
This approach to someone "through" the intervention of someone else
was familiar to men in olden times not only in the relationship of attorney
or proctor, who represented his client at a legal suit or in a petition for a
favor, but perhaps even more in the current version of the greeting in a
letter, which at that time could reach its destination only by mes
senger: "through the bearer I greet you." 35 Just as here a friend is kept in
view, so in our case it is God, but in both instances the direct approach
is to him who stands in his presence and who speaks to him in our name.
It is important to notice that two attributes are attached to the name of
Jesus in our formula, two attributes which bring out this connection to
both parties: Dominus noster and Filius tuus. He is our Master; we belong
to Him since He has bought us with His blood. And He is God's Son,
related by the closest ties and one with Him in the unity of the divine
essence.
Such words would, of course, be quite strange and alien to vital prayer
unless in our consciousness there was actually the immovable background
that made such prayer a matter of course, perhaps not under all circum
stances but at least during the solemn prayer of the Church. But such was
really the case in the world in which a conclusion to prayer such as this
was used for the first time. When this type of conclusion was incorporated
into the daily prayer of the Church, this background must have been thor
oughly established in the soul of the faithful community-! mean the
thought that the earthly Church had its Head in heaven, Jesus Christ, the
33

This point is sharply highlighted by

P. Bonhomme, O.P., "Par ] esus-Christ
Notre Seigneur," Co u rs et Conftfrences,

VI (Louvain, 1928), 119-137.
"Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi, 184 f.:
per sacerdotem CEternum Filium tuum. C£.
ibid 90: per Jesmn Christum Filium tuum
Dominum nostrum, 'l!erum pontificem et
solum sine peccati macula sacerdotem.
.,

36 Thus at least in the Greek ambit, where
indeed the otd: Xpt<Tt"O ii appears for the first
time ; cf., e.g., in a letter of intro
duction from Oxyrhynchos : Receive our
brother Heracles well, ot' o� ae xed 'I"OU<;

a6v aot ot&noc; d:oeA�ou.; €yw xed o! auv i11-o!
otpoaczyopeuo�v. H. Leclercq, "Lettres chre
tiennes," DACL, VIII, 2785 (n. 13); cf.
ibid.,

2781 (n. 3), 2787 (n. 22).
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Lord, who in His glorified body returned to the Father as the first-born
of many brethren, as King of His holy people, which is bound to Him in
the Holy Ghost."" It was out of this consciousness that the Roman media
tor-formula got its further amplification-a second phrase which is this
time an irremovable relative clause referring to Christ: who with Thee
liveth and reigneth in the unity of the Holy Ghost,"' God,.. world without
end...
Here the glory of the Church triumphant shines forth resplendent, to bal
ance the Church terrestrial assembled and made visible in the community
at prayer. And this is the third notion with which the spiritual world of
liturgical prayer is rounded out in the oration. It is the Church that prays:

Ecclesia tua, populus tuus, familia tua, famuli tui, fideles tui-these are
the terms by which the oration designates the petitioners and the recipi
ents of God's gifts. In every instance the prayer is worded in the plural,
"we": qutEsumus, rogamus, deprecamur. However, the Church is included
here not only conceptually, but actually. In liturgical prayer there is•• Inversely this formula, once more given
a vital interpretation, can and should make
us more aware of this whole series of
concepts. Regarding the religious bearing
and import of such praying, cf. the chap
ter "Through Christ our Lord" in K.
Adam, Christ our B1·other. See also Jung
mann, Liturgical Worship, 137 ff.
87 In unitate Spiritus Sancti =at one with
the Holy Ghost, in the unity which the
Spirit founds; cf. Eph. 4: 3. The unity
is to be considered in the concrete as the
Communion of Saints, particularly (in the
present instance) the triumphant Church
in whose midst the glorified Christ lives
and reigns; cf. Jungmann, Gewordene
Liturgie, 199 ff.

Outside the Roman Mass there is to be
found an expression of Christ's reigning
cum (Patre et) Spiritu Sancto, but this
is, of course, an entirely different con
ception.
38 The word Deus was not originally part
of the Roman closing formula; cf. the
formula Conversi in St. Augustine, Serm.
100 (PL, XXXVIII, 605, note 2); 362
(PL, XXXIX , 1634). The spot where it
was to be inserted was not plainly fixed
till late in the Middle Ages.
The confession of Christ's divinity
which the word Deus expresses is already
contained in the words Filium tuum. Re
garding its superfluousness, especially in

vernacular translation, see the next note.
The expression Per omnia. sG!cula sG!cu
lorum, elq, -rouq, o:!wvo:<; -rwv o:!wvwv, is a her
itage from the service of the primitive
Church (cf. Apoc. 1: 6 ; 5: 13; 7: 12;
etc.; Iremeus, Adv. haer., I, 1, 5 [al.,
I, 3, 1; Harvey, I, 25]) to be> found in
all the liturgies. It is merely an intensified
expression for e!<; -rouq, o:16Jvo:<; (Hebr. 13:
8) and this in turn an intensified expres
39

sion for e!.; -rlw <Xlwvo: ( Hebr. 5 : 6 ; 7:
24; etc.) : forever, till eternity. This
intensified form was already in use in
the synagogue service: min ha'olam we'ad
ha'olam, from era to era. The rabbis
gave this explanation: at first the formula
was simply: into eternity ('ad ha'olam),
but in opposition to those who doubted
the resurrection and maintained there was
but one era, the formula was amplified
(Tosephta, Berachoth, 7, 21); sec H.
Sasse in Kittel, Theol. Worterbuch, I
(1933), 197 ff., 207.
In the context of this closing formula
the per omnia SG!cula SG!culontm is re
ferred to the life and reign of Christ;
cf. Apoc. I : 18: fui mortuus et ecce
sum vivens in sG!cula SG!culorum.
The English expression "world without
end" must be taken to mean "through all
eternity" and must not be referred simply
to the preceding word "God" which did
not belong to the primitive text.
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there must be-in fullest reality a communion in which all those partici
pate who join with the priest as he performs the service, all those who are
represented expressly by the greeting and its answer and by the compre
hensive Oremus. Even in a small group of faithful, with the priest standing
at the altar at their head, not only is there present a number of Christians,
but the Church itself is there in its hierarchic structure-God's people of
the New Covenant in the order and arrangement given them by Christ.
Short and summary though the Roman orations might be, in every one
of them the new creation is marked out with monumental lines, and it
seems to encompass us most forcefully when the priest, at the head of his
congregation, looking up to Christ, approaches God with his pleading
prayer.
In the Amen the people are once agairi called upon to confirm the prayer
of their speaker."' The word remains untranslated in all the liturgies. Justin
renders it by yevot-to; so be it," and that is obviously the meaning it has
here, for it expresses the assent of the people to the priest's praying and
pleading. For this purpose it is not the only expression used, but it is by
far the most prevalent."
"' Regarding their actually saying Amen
see supra, p. 236.
The A men actually spoken by the
people after their prayers is evidenced in
Augustine, De catech. rud., c. 9, 13
(supra, p. 373) ; Ep., 217, 26 (CSEL,
LVII, 4 22) ; De dono persev., 23, 63
( PL, XLV, 1031). That it was particu
larly expected at this place even in the
8th century is shown in MSS. of the
Arch-chanter (Silva-Tarouca, 197, 1. 8,
with note 6; 198, 1. 28) . Later data, see
supra, p. 237, note 22 ff.
"Justin, Apol., I, 65; likewise already in
the Septuagint. To this correspond the
customary translations in Italian ( co si
sia) and in French (ainsi soit-il). In its
original use the Hebrew 'amen 111eans
"certainly, truly"; it is the acknowledg
ment of a statement that is certain and
sure; cf. H. Schiller in Kittel, Theol.
Worterbuch, I (1939), 339-342; cf. I,
233. Even in the synagogue the Amen
was used as an acclamation by the people
after the doxology; thus the people pro
fessed their assent to the praise of God
spoken by the leader (Schiller, loc. cit.).
It was similarly employed in the primitive
Church: 1 Cor. 14: 16; Apoc. 5: 14. This
primitive use is still to be found in the
Egyptian liturgy when the people con-

tinually interrupt the account of the in
stitution with an A men after each phrase;
Brightman, 132 f., 176 f., 232.
Regarding the liturgical use of the
Amen there are comprehensive studies
like F. Cabral, "Amen," DACL, I, 15541573, especially 1556 ff.; ]. Cecchetti,
L'Amen nella Bibbia e n ella Liturgia
(Reprint from Bolle t tin o ceciliano, v. 37;
Vatican City, 1942), 14-37; H. Thurston,
"Amen," CE, I, 407-409.
"In Egyptian liturgies we find the Amen
of the people at the close of prayer or
even in the course of it, either amplified
with a Kyrie eleison: thus in the opening
litany of the Ethiopian fore-Mass where
the response of the people each time is:
Amen, Kyrie eleison, Lord, have mercy
on us. (Brightman, 206 ; cf. 233, 1. 34:
Amen, grant us!) ; or it is replaced by a
simple Kyrie (B., 223, 1. 34) or by a
triple Kyrie (B., 117, 1. 33) or by a
translation (B. 179, 1. 7). The last form
is that found originally in the anamnesis
of the West-Syrian Mass (B., 53, 1. 17 i
88, 1. 7) and (along with a Kyrie) in
the intercessory prayer of the same lit
urgy: Raes, lntroductio, 90. In the Occi
dent two similar instances are noted by
A. Dold, "Die Worte miserere nobis als
Orationsschluss ?" JL, IX ( 1929), 138 i
Irish and Glagolitic texts are cited.
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The present-day Mass usually has several collects. It was not always
thus. The Roman Mass for a thousand years had only one oration. Amalar
took the occasion of his visit to Rome in 830 to ask the clerics of St. Peter's
about this, and he sets down the results of his inquiry with some emphasis
in a special preface to his work." Even in cases (he says) where in the
sacramentaries two Mass formularies are stipulated for one and the same
day, because a feast coincides with a Sunday or two feasts fall due the
same day, they told him that they have only one oration: unam tantum.
And Amalar tries to assure his readers that this will suffice even where
special reasons intervene; if someone wants to pray for the forgiveness of
sin, there is opportunity during the offering of gifts; if someone seeks to
enlist the cooperation of the angels, the opportunity is found at the end
of the preface; if he wishes to plead for peace, the plea is found in the
canon ( pacificare

digneris), etc. But for cases where the same priest wants

to fulfill two offices, he suggests the possibility of saying a Mass for each
one in particular, that is, several Masses on one day. This possibility was
often taken advantage of at the time, until for very good reasons it was
finally prohibited." There was another solution which many made use of,
namely, to append the fore-Mass of one celebration to the fore-Mass of
another, and only then to continue with the Mass proper

(missa bijaciata,
trijaciata), but since this latter would then contain the corresponding
number of formulas for the secreta and the post-communion the arrange
ment was rejected as a monstruosa mixtura.46 However one other way
remained open: the missa sicca.'" The text of one Mass was tacked on to

resp.

the other in this fashion: after the (post-) communion the priest removed
the chasuble and then, standing at the Epistle side of the altar, he read the
second Mass formulary, starting with the introit, but skipping from the
offertory-verse to the communion-verse; and thus coming to a conclusion.
Everyone was aware that this was but a nudum missre officium, and for
that reason it was plainly separated from the real celebration. It was a
commemorative rite, a devotion which later on acquired an independent
Amalar, De eccl.
CV, 987 f.).

13

off.,

Prref. altera

(PL,

The peculiarity that is found in the
older Gelasianu.m and partly also in the
Leonianum, namely, two orations regu
larly before the secret, will be discussed
later (infra, p. 484). This is hardly evi
dence for a practice of having two ora
_
tio
ns regularly following each other at
Mass, certainly not at Rome.
"
Supra, p. 22l.
.. Th11s in 1198 by Bishop Odo of Paris;

Pinsk (see note following), 101; Franz,

84 ff .
.. ]. Pinsk,

" D ie
Missa sicca," JL, IV
(1923), 90-118. The term missa sicca was
derived originally from a rite which was
customary at the Communion of the sick;
even here in the sick-room the Mass
formulary was read, skipping however
from the fore-Mass (this might even
reach to the Sanctus) to the Pater noster,
and then giving Communion in the usual
way, but only under the form of bread
(hence the sicca) ; Pinsk, 98 £.
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existence, being used on various occasions particularly as an extra-eucha
ristic service till, after the Council of Trent, it was replaced by the Bene
diction service."
However, besides such a commemoration which comprised all the proper
texts, the other type already discovered (and disapproved) by Amalar
continued in use. Here for the commemoration of the extra Office or of
some other special exigency only the respective orations (collect, secret,
and post-communion) were appended." Traces of a tendency to use this
expedient are found in the Frankish area quite early. Still the effort was
made to work out a scheme whereby both themes would be incorporated
in one formula. A hundred years before Amalar, the older Gelasianum con
tains a formulary in which the orations (and the Hanc igitur formula)
express a double purpose, the remembrance of a holy martyr and a service
for the dead.'" But the Gregorianum of Hadrian, in the second Christmas
Mass, displays the other expedient, a second oration added for the second
theme (St. Anastasia) .00 By the ninth century the second oration appears
as an independent formula in many other liturgical texts.51 Still, as late as
the turn of the eleventh century we hear a voice raised to re-establish the
old rule that at each Mass, just as there is one introit and one Gospel, there
should be but one oration-and at the same time it lauds those who, when
adding extra orations, but seldom overstep the number seven:• It is quite
47

Pinsk, 101 ff., 117.
The classic example of a "dry Mass"
is the one still to be found in the Blessing
of Palms on Palm-Sunday. Even the
rubric to be found here, not to turn to
the people at Dominus vobiscum, belongs
to this rite.
''Inversely in the Byzantine liturgy a
commemorative rite has been devised in
which it is the readings or at least the
Epistle that is added to the reading of the
day. Max von Sachsen, Prcelectiones de
liturgiis orientalibus, II (Freiburg, 1913 ),
226.
•• III,
95 (Wilson, 303 f.). The first
oration reads: Beati martyris tui (i/lius),
Domi11e, qucesumus, intercessione nos pro
leg!' ct an imam /a.muli tui (illius) sacer
dotis sanctorum tuorum iunge consortiis.
00 Lietzmann, n. 7.
Amalar, too, had this case of precedence
in view (lac. cit., 989 C).
For extra-eucharistic functions like the
conferring of orders or the introduction
of Penance and of penitential reconcili
ation even the older Gela.sianum had two
or more orations following each other
(I, 20 ; 99; I, IS ; 38) and this, at least

in part, from genuine Roman tradition;
cf. also the formulary for the ordinations
in the Le01�ianum (Muratori, I, 422-425)
and in the Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n.
2-4).
., Thus the Mass for penitents in the Pon
tifical of Poitiers (last third of the 9th
century) in J. Morinus, Commentarius
historicus de disciplina in adm. sacr.
poenitentice (Antwerp, 1682), App., p.
59 f.
.. Bernold, Micrologus, c. 4 (PL, CLI,
980). At Cluny in the 11th century the
rule held that not more than ten orations
were to be spoken at the missa maior;
Udalrici Consuet. Clun. I, 7 (PL, CXLIX,
652); cf. ibid., I, 6; 9 (651, 653). The
progressive multiplication of orations can
be gauged, e.g., by what happened in
the penitential liturgy. Thus in the order
of reconciliation on Maundy Thursday the
three orations of older sources (8th cen
tury) have grown to sixteen in the
Romano-German pontifical of the lOth
century (Hittorp, 53-SS); cf. Jungmann,
Die lateinischen Bussriten, 76, 78£., 96,
187 f.
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s i le to see in this trend towards a multiplication of orations the same
po s b
e at work that produced the long, wordy prayers of the Gallic
influenc
. ..
liturgies.
As time went on the stress was entirely on this rule, that the number
seven should not be exceeded," and that the last should not be an oration

pro dejunctis ... Besides there was a new regulation, emphasizing that the

number of orations should be uneven-seven or five or three or one ... This
rule regarding the odd number of orations is still maintained in the pres
ent missal for days of lesser rite"'; manifold are the prescriptions for filling
out the orations to the number three. And still the rule is often broken, e.g.,

by the addition of the oratio imperata of the bishop. The numbers five and
seven also play a role, but only to this extent that on lesser days these
numbers may be taken into account""-an example of the rubrical con
tinuance of a rule whose basis has long ago disappeared.
l\Ioreover we will have to point out another development in this growth

of orations. The collect (and with it, the secret and the post-communion)
has acquired a second function along with the original one. Since the dis"'Especially the Irish monks, it seems,
were accustomed to such multiplications.
At the Council of Macon (627) we find
a trace of an earnest opposition to the
practice ai m ed especially at this group : A
monk Agrestinus had made the charge,
Columbanum . . . sacra missarum solle.mnia
multiplicatione orationum vel collectarum
ce/cbrare. However the charge was re
jected and the opinion of the defender
endorsed: Multiplicationem vero orati
onu;n in sacris officiis credo omnibus pro
/icere ecclesiis, quia dum plus Dominus
l]lla?ritur, plus invenitur . Mansi, X, 588 f.
•• John
Beleth, Explicatio, c. 37; 57 ( PL,
CCII, 45 f., 51 D).
There is a notable development to be
remarked in the series of seven orations
in the so-called "gulden mess," a votive
1Iass which appeared since the 13th cen
tury ; here an invariable antiphon was
added each time to each of the orations.
Franz, 282-286.
"' Bclet h, ibid.
Beleth adds the enigmatic reason:
l]ttonia.m finis ad suum debet retorqueri
P r incipium. This same reason recurs
Wor d for word in Innocent III, De s. alt.
1nysterio, II, 27 (PL, CCXVII, 815), in
Durandus, IV, 15, 16, and even in Gavanti
Merati, Thesaurus, I, 7, 6 (I 89) in their
?ommentary on the rubric which is still
In force at present, Missale Romanum,

Rubr. gen., VII, 6 (here with the turn
that if the first collect is for the living
the last must likewise return to the
living).
.. Bernold, Micrologus, c. 4 (PL, CLI,
980). These numbers are then given vari
ous interpretations in accordance with
the medieval number symbolism; see
Eisenhofer, II, 97. Seven must be taken
as the maximum because it was not ex
ceeded in the petitions of the Lord's
Prayer.
As the basis for the unevenness of
the number there has been some juggling
since Beleth, Erplicatio, c. 37 ( PL,
CCII, 46 A), and even before him, of a
verse from Virgil's Eclogs, VIII, 75:
Nttmero Deus impari gaude t. This is but
an expression of the high regard which
even antiquity had for odd numbers
which, as Pliny (28, 23) puts it, are
ad omnia vehementiores; see E. Riess,
"Auberglaube",
Pauly-Wissowa,
Rcal
Encyclopiidie d. class. Altertumswiss., I
(1894), 49 f.
A moral turn is given the concept by
Durandus, IV, 15, 15: the uneven num
ber is to be favored because it means
indivisibility and unity : Deus enim di·z:isi
onem et discordiam detestatur.
"7 Missale Rom., Rubr. gm., IX.
08 Ibid., IX, 12; Additiones et variationes,
VI, 6.
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appearance of the Prayer of the Faithful and the curtailment of the Kyrie
litany, these orations have become the most obvious place to put into
words the special wants of the Church and the needs of the time. To be
sure, this was almost entirely the part of the priest and not of the people,
so that in very modern times a new substitute was devised, namely the
prayers said with the people after Mass. The liturgical practice of older
religious orders still gives some indication of the effort to make the oration
of the day more prominent and to let the other added orations recede into
the shadows; the demeanor in choir manifests the distinction, for it is
only during the first oration that the clergy are bowed, showing that this
is the priestly prayer they make their own."" A similar point is made by a
regulation we occasionally meet with, according to which the celebrant
says only the first oration out loud, the other being recited secrete,"' tacite"';
this method has been reviv_ed by some in the conduct of the "dialogue"
Mass. The present rubric that the first oration end with its own concluding
formula is apparently derived from the same line of thinking."
Today the Epistle follows right after the orations. At a high Mass this
is read by the subdeacon; at a less solemn Mass it is the priest himself who
reads it, and he does so at once, without changing his position. As a result,
especially in the latter case, we do not get the impression that something
new is starting, and that here we have a clear line of separation cutting
off the introductory or opening rite from the readings. In the Middle Ages
the consciousness of this transition was still alive. This consciousness
betrayed itself, for instance, in an abuse which the Roman Council of 743
had to denounce, namely, that many bishops and priests conducted only
the procession and said the oration and left the rest of the Mass to another.•
Many divisions of the Mass in Scholastic times take cognizance of this
separation."' In greater pontifical functions, too, this spot was singled out
for the development of those acclamations which, because of their deriva
tion, are called laudes gallicanm. They are still customary at this very place
Cf. supra, p. 371.
"" Pontifical of the Roman Curia circa
1200 (Andrieu, Le Pontifical Romain,
II, 374); O rdo Ro.m. XIV, n. 15; 30; 45;
53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1129 C, 1136 A, 1142
B, 1160 D).
01 Pontifical of Durandus : Andrieu, III,
639.
Bishop Ermengaud of Urge! (d. 1035),
in founding a daily Mass for his soul's
rest, expressly ordered that in it the
oration Deus qui inter apostolicos should
be spoken, like the other prayers of the
Mass, excelsa vocej Acta SS, Nov. II,
1, p. 86 B.
••

This prescription is found already in
William of Hirsau (d. 1091), Canst., I,
86 (PL, CL, 1016 D). Later in the Missal
of Sarum: Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
666 C) . But in other medieval Mass ar
rangements we occasionally find that all
the orations are concluded under a single
62

closing formula; thus, e.g., Martene, 1,
4, XXXII (1, 655 C).
63 Can. 14 (Mansi, XII, 365) .
"'Supra, p. 114.
On the contrary, the Missale Upsa lense
of 1513, for example, has the section
marked Lectiones begin with the collect.
Yelverton, The Mass in Sweden, 13.
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even today, above all at the coronation of the pope."" In France until mod
ern times they were a constituent part of the pontifical Mass."" After the
oration, two (or elsewhere six) knights67 stood forth, or, in their place, an
equal number of clerics; they began: Christus vincit, Christus regnat,

Christus imperat. The choir repeated. Then the song became a declaration
of fealty and homage: Summo Pontifici et universali Pap!X vita! and then
it became a plea to Christ, Exaudi Christe, and to a series of saints, Sancte
Petre .. , and after each of the invocations the choir responded: Tu illum
adiuva. The cry of allegiance to the pope is followed by similar acclama
.

tions in honor of the emperor or king, of his wife, of the bishop, of the
army, and in each instance the plea Exaudi Christe is inserted along with
a series of selected saints. If the bishop who was named was present, the
whole assembly arose, and the special singers who were chanting the accla
mations mounted the steps of his throne, kissed his hand and received his
blessing ... The Laudes closed with a repetition of Christus vincit; a doxo
logical ending, calling upon Christ, the victor over all enemies, was often
connected with this close, or sometimes a Kyrie eleison. In the course of
time the acclamations were much altered, place and situation motivating
the adaptations.""
""C. ]. Perl, "Die Kri:inungsmesse des
Papstes ... am 12. III. 1939," Liturg.
Leben, VI (1939), 13.
C£. Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 16; 31 ; 45
(PL, LXXVIII, 1129 £., 1136, 1142).
,. Martene, 1. 4, 3, 13 (1, 369-371). Fur
ther texts from Aries and Reims are
printed: PL, CXXXVIII, 889 f., 901 f.;
U. Chevalier, Sacramentaire et Martyr
ologe de l'abbaye de S. Remy (Biblio
theque liturgique, 7; Paris, 1900), 1 32 f.
In the 9th century the practice also
existed in most German cathedrals: Bona,
II, 5, 8 (636). For Rome cf. O rdo Rom.
XI, n. 47 (PL, LXXVIII, 1044); Ordo
Rom. XII, n. 2 (1064 f.).
The acclamations are usually subjoined
to the collects, but an exception is found
in the Pontifical of Durandus, where the
Laudes follow right after the Kyrie;
Andrieu, III, 648 f. The same thing is
attested by Bonizo of Sutri (d. c. 1095),

De vita christiana, II, 51
Berlin, 1930; 59).

(ed.

Perels,

For the history of the acclamations, see
H. Leclercq, "Laudes gallicanre," DACL,
VIII, 1898-1910 (here also a series oi
texts); ]. Beckmann, "Laudes Hincmari,"
LThK, VI (1934), 410; ]. Chr. Natter-

mann, "Die Laudes ausserhalb und inner
halb der hi. Messe," Theologie u. Glaube,
XX XIII (1941), 147-153; Biehl, Das
liturgische Gebet fur Kaiser und Reich ,
102-111; 157-160; Eichmann, D ie Kaiser
kronung, I, 96-101.
A comprehensive study is offered in
]. M. Hanssens, "De laudibus carolinis,"
Periodica, XXX (1941), 280-302; XXXI
(1942), 31-53. A critical discussion in
E. H. Kantorowicz, Loudes Regiae. A
study in liturgical acclamations and medi
eval ruler worship (Berkeley, 1946).
"7 Vienne:
milites; Lyons, equites; see
Martene, toe. cit. (369 C). These are the
noble representatives of the people. At
the coronation of the emperor scriniarii
notarii appear in this capacity; Eichmann,
96 f.
88 Soissons,
Reims; Martene, loc. cit.
(370 C, 371 B).
18 Since, in accordance with their origin,
the Laudes are intended first of all for
the ruler, the acclamations for the bishop
are not often attested. See, however,
besides the examples offered by Martene,
in Ebner, 153, note 2; Pontifical of
Durandus: Andrieu, III, 649. Also the
witness of Bonizo of Sutri, loc. cit, be
longs here.
,
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It is quite obvious that here in the pontifical liturgy a special finale has
been added to the introductory rite, and this with apparent good reason.
But this pledge of allegiance to the bishop who has just entered his cathe
dral could not fittingly take place until after the bishop himself, by means
of the oration, had made his own homage and pledge of loyalty to almighty
God."' This custom is a continuation of a custom stemming from ancient
times, of acclaiming the ruler when he ascended his throne or also when
he was solemnly received. In the form of prayers now prevalent we have
the Christian adaptation of the ancient acclaim."
70

But we also find the Landes (as suits

their character) at the end of Mass, just
before the Ite, missa est; thus, in a
specially ancient form, at Vienne: de
Moleon, 18. Probably also the Laudes
known as the "Litany of Beauvais" (c.
1005) are to be placed in the same spot,
for they conclude: Multos annos. Amen.
Ite missa est. Deo gratias. St. Baluzius,
Miscella11ea (Paris, 167 9 ) , II, 145.
Kindred acclamations ("Long years

I")

are to be found in the pontifical Mass of
the Byzantine liturgy of the Ukrainians,
both at the beginning of Mass, namely

after the Little Entrance before the start
of the readings, and at the departure;
M. Hornykevitsch, Die gottliche Liturgie
(2nd ed.; Klosterneuburg, 1935), 47, note
98. On the other hand the Byzantine lit
urgy of Constantinople offers the bishop
the acclamation Er.; "ltOAAd: e"t"l) oecr"ltO'tCZ at
three different places in the Fore-Mass;
Hanssens, lnstitutiones, III, 536 f.; but
see PI. de Meester, DACL, VI, 1636;

1639; 1640.
71

The
102 f.

transition is discussed by

Biehl,

II.

The Service of Readings

1. Origin and Plan of the Service of Readings

T

HE SERVICE OF READINGS FORMS THE SECOND SECTION OF THE MASS

liturgy. The reading of Holy Scripture represents the proper con

tent of the fore-Mass in much the same way as the Sacrament
forms the heart of the Mass proper ; they are both precious treasures
which the Church safeguards for mankind.' Just as our Lord himself first
taught, and only after this foundation was laid did He erect His kingdom,
so

now too the word of God should first fill our soul before the mystery

of the New Covenant is realized amongst us anew. Since the service of
readings was at one time an independent entity, it was able to exist even
without the continuation in the Mass proper. But since, like every Bible
Jesson, it demanded some sort of conclusion, we must inquire whether even
in the present liturgy its plan stretches out beyond the readings, or at least
helps to mould some of the forms now found in the ::\fass proper. At least
the second alternative is plainly verified. And in the oriental liturgies the
first is quite apparent; the readings are followed by prayer as is the
custom otherwise and the last of the prayers is the Prayer of the Faithful.
The same picture is presented in the most important sources of ancient
Christian liturgy.
So it is an a priori probability (and the detailed facts will bring this
out) that in the Roman Mass too the Oremus which follows the readings
and the oration which really belongs to it (the so-called secret), if viewed
formally, are still part of the reading rite, even if the material shape of the
oration and the interval between it and the Oremus are concerned with the
preparation of the offerings and thus belongs to the opening of the 1\'lass
proper. So it is with all the greater right that we speak of a service of
readings or of lessons.
The beginnings of this service go back, as we have already seen,' to the
practice in the synagogue, with whose arrangement the Apostles and the
Christians of the primitive Church had been acquainted as they grew up.
We must, therefore, next turn our attention to the synagogue service.

The very nature of the religion of the Old Testament, as a religion of
revelation, implied a heavy leaning on the reading of the sacred Books.
This reading took place not in the Temple at Jerusalem but in the many
1 Cf. lmitatio Christi, IV, 11: Quod corpus
Christi ct Sacra Scriptum maxime sint

animce fideli necessaria.
'Supra, p. 11.
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synagogues which were built everywhere after the Exile. Here, on appointed
days, above all on the Sabbath, the community was assembled. The reading
was disposed in such a way that two passages were read at each meeting,
one passage from the "Law" and the other from the "Prophets." • The lec
tion from the "Law" (Torah) was first. It was continued from one meeting
to the next as a lectio continua, so that the whole was finished during a stipu
lated period and the series started all over again. A fixed cycle, with a
certain number of definitely outlined passages ( paras ho th) arranged for
each Sabbath, is not traced until the time of the Talmud.' The reading of
the Law in the Palestinian synagogues was also signalized by the fact that
it was not done by one reader but was distributed amongst several, usually
at least seven, each of whom read a number of verses. Of the remaining
Books, the "Prophets" ( N ebiim), a passage was usually chosen at will.
This formed the conclusion of the service and was therefore called haph
tarah, "conclusion." Added to the readings was a homily. According to the
New Testament accounts• this followed the prophetic reading, but the cus
tomary arrangement appears to have been to insert the homily after the
first reading, which was the more important one.
The assembly was opened with the shema, a kind of profession of faith
made up of passages from Holy Writ." Every assembly also had a congre
gational prayer, spoken by one of the members of the group appointed by
the ruler of the synagogue; it was introduced with the words "Praise the
Lord." 7 However, just how it was done in the time of the Apostles and
just where it was inserted, is not clear, since exact and detailed accounts
are wanting. Still the groundwork for the Shemoneh Esreh," which was
developed after the destruction of Jerusalem, can be traced back prior to
this.• The assembly was concluded with the blessing of a priest, if there
was one present, or else with some corresponding prayer.
•

E. Schiirer, Geschichte des judischen
Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi ( 4th ed.;
Leipzig, 1907), II, 497-544; Strack-Biller
beck, IV, 153-1881 Hanssens, II, 422 £.

' I. Elbogen, Der jiidischc Gottesdimst in
seit1er geschichtlichen Entwicklung (2nd
ed.; Frankfurt, 1924), 159-162; Strack
Billerbeck, IV, 154-156. The Palestinians
availed themselves of a three-year cycle
with 154 sections (or even more, up to
175), the Babylonian tradition on the con
trary had a one-year cycle with 54 para
shoth. There is also q uestion of a three
and-a-half year cycle with 175 parashoth.
•

L uk e 4: 16-20; Acts 12: 15 f.

•

Deut. 6: 4-9; 11: 13-21; Num. 15:

37-41.

Schiirer, II, 515; 529; Strack -Billerbeck,
IV, 189-249.
1 Shemoneh 'esreh ="Eighteen" (praye r).
The text, with emphasis on the portion
which is traceable to the first century, in
Schiirer, II, 539 ff.; cf. Strack-Billerbeck,
IV, 211-220.
• As the basis of the prayer Schiirer, Il,
542, note 156, reckons the prayer which
in the Hebrew text is appended to Ecclus.
51: 12 (in A. Eberharter, Das Buch Jesus
Sirach [Bonn, 1925] it is intercalated as
verse 51: 121 to 12'"'). It is a praise of
God as protector of Israel; the wording is
reminiscent of the great Halle! psalm
135, especially because of the recurring
refrain "For His goodness remains for
ever," which is obviously spoken by the
people.
7
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The elements of this arrangement can be found quite unmistakably in
the service of the Christian congregations at an early date.'" According
to J ustin the readings on Sundays were followed by a homily (spoken by
the one presiding) and by the common prayer of the congregation11-two
elements which continue to be constituent parts of the fore-Mass. The chants
or songs which are generally connected with the readings in the Christian

liturgies must also go back to some common primitive Christian source.
The psalmodic form of the songs carries us back to the synagogue. The
Apostolic Constitutions of the fourth century12 makes mention of a singer's
psalming the hymns of David after the first of the two readings, and of
the people's responding to it. But even two hundred years or so before this,
Tertullian makes a cursory reference to the psalmody which follows the
readings. Writing as a Montanist, he gives an account of a prophetess who

inter dominica sollemnia regularly fell into ecstasy, prout scripturce legun
tur aut psalmi canuntur aut allocutiones projeruntur aut petitiones dele
gantur13; the allusion to allocutiones makes it more or less plain that the
narrative deals with an occurrence during a public assembly for reading
-obviously the fore-Mass.
The arrangement here to be seen, therefore, is the same as that which,
in the oldest sources both East and West, prevailed also in the extra
eucharistic service of the Church," the same that is still in use in the Roman
Breviary as the second part of every canonical hour. The series is this:
reading, responsorial singing of the assembled congregation, prayer." The
only thing added to this plan, as occasion demanded, was the homily.

2. The Choice of Readings
Regarding the number and the selection of the readings a great variety
has prevailed and still prevails amongst the Christian liturgies. The only
agreement is the rule that there should be at least two lessons, of which
the last in all cases is to be taken from the Gospels. And the lessons have all
been biblical; aside from the primitive era when the various community
letters were read, the lessons were gradually restricted to readings from the
Scriptures, although there was some variation here and there.' That besides
Lines of relationship are pointed out
by Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 47-50.
Regarding the reading of Scripture in
the primitive Church see the general dis
cussion in Nielen, The Earliest Christian
Liturgy 241-250.
"Justin Apol., I, 67.
"C
18 onst. Ap., II, 57, 6 (Quasten, Mon.,
2; Funk, I, 161).
"Tertullian, De an., c.
9 (CSEL, XX,
310).
10

:

"In

broad outline also in Hippolytus,
Trad. Ap.; first the catechumens re·
ceive instruction, then prayer follows
( Dix, 29). The same arrangement in
the assembly of the faithful (60 f.).
16 Cf. supra, p. 268, note 26.
1 The fluctuation concerned in the main
the inclusion of the acts of the martyrs.
Reading of the story of the sufferings of
the martyrs at the divine service is
attested at the earliest in the Acts of
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the Old Testament lessons there should be readings from the New Testa
ment-and these even by preference-was to be taken for granted, and
was, in fact, explicitly urged in the regulations of St. Paul." For the rest
the various arrangements can be best understood if we contemplate the
in their first beginnings, already indicated in the previous chapter, the
arrangement of lessons in the synagogue. But we will be amazed to see how
strongly Christian principles of choice gradually took over.
The connection with the service of the synagogue is especially recog
nizable in the order of the lessons in the Syrian liturgies. In the Antiochene
Church of the fourth century one lesson was taken from the Law and one
from the Prophets, as once they were in the synagogue, and then followed
readings from the letters of the Apostles (or, on occasion, from the Acts of
the Apostles) and from the Gospels.' Even today as a rule two Old Testa
ment readings introduce the reading service of the East Syrian Mass;
readings from St. Paul's Epistles and from the Gospels follow.• In the West
Syrian Jacobite liturgy there are vestiges of the ancient arrangement. The
fore-Mass in most cases contains six readings altogether, three from the Old
Testament. Of these, the first two are from the Law and the Prophets
(in the narrower sense), as usual, and a reading from the Sapiential books
is added." Other liturgies have retained at least one Old Testament lection,

�

Apollonius which belong to the second
century (n. 47; Bibliothek der Kirchen
vater, XIV, p. 327 f.). Such a practice
was legally sanctioned· expressly for the
Mass by the III Council of Carthage
(397), can. 36 (Mansi, III, 924): Liceat
etiam legi jlassiones .martyrum quorum an
tliversarii dies eorum celebrantur. This is
matched by St. Augustine's witness to ac
tual practice: Roetzer, 62 f., 107 f.

For

the

area

of

the

Gallic

liturgy

there are found accounts of reading the
acts of martyrs at Mass even in the

c enturies that followed. For Gaul see the
Expositio ant. liturgice gallicance (ed.
Q uasten, 13 f.) and the Lectionary of
Luxeuil (ed. P. Salmon, Le lectiounaire
de Luxeuii [Rome, 1944 ] , 27 ff., 181 f.);
also Gregory of Tours, De gloria mart.,
I 86 (PL, LXXI, 781) and De mirac. s.
Martini, II, 29; 49 (PL, LXXI 954;
963) must be so understood. On the feast
day of the Martyrs of Lyons ( J une 2)
it was the custom at Vienne even circa
1700 to read the pertinent Passio from
Eusebius (Hist. eccl. V, 1) between
Gradual and Alleluia : de Mol eon, 34.
For Milan there is the letter of the
Regensburg clerics Paul and Gebhart

of the year 1024 (in]. Mabillon, Museum
Italicum [Paris, 1724], 2, p. 97): gestis
sanctorum quce Missarum celebrationibus
apud vos interponi soleut, non indigemus.
See also Martene, 1, 4, 4, 2 (I, 372 f.).
•

1 Thess.

5:

27 ; Col. 4: 16.

Cons!. Ap., VIII, 5, 11 (Quasten, Mon.,
198). Cf. for this Baumstark, Nicht
evangelische syri.rche Perikopenordnungen
des ersten Jahrtausends (LF III; Mun
ster, 1921), 17. The sequence: Law
Prophets- Gospel, receives a deeper sig
nificance in
Maximus Confessor; it
reflects the progression: Flesh- Sense
Reason; or again: Shadow- Image
Presence of t he reality. H. U. v. Bal
thasar, Die 'Gnostischen Centurien' des
Maximus Confessor (Freiburg, 1941),
64.
•

Baumstark, Vom geschichtlichen Wer
den, 15; idem., Nichtevangelische syrische
Perikope11ordmmgen, 16-19. O nly during
Eastertide and on feastdays is the first
reading taken from Isaias, the second
from the Acts of the Apostles; cf.
Brightman, 256, 1. 2-5.

•

The three New Testament lessons are
taken from the Acts of the A postles or

•
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besides the two from the New. Thus the Armenian liturgy,• which in this
continues the older usage of Byzantium! And in the West the ancient
Gallican liturgy,• along with its sister-forms, the Mozarabic" and the older
Milanese,'" which follow this order outside the Easter time. During the
Easter time the Acts of the Apostles replace the Old Testament, a rule
which we find similarly in the East Syrian liturgy.11
It is not surprising that during this festive season of the Church year,
when the mystery of our Redemption stands out so plainly, there should
be a tendency to restrict the readings from the Old Testament in favor of
those from the New. The connection with the eucharistic celebration must
have tended in the same direction insofar as there was any consciousness
of the Easter character of that celebration.12 Thus in the Egyptian liturgies
we find a fourfold lesson, probably in the beginning an attempt to com
promise with readings from both Testaments," but now (in both the Coptic
and the Ethiopian liturgies) actually taken from the New Testament only:
the Epistle of St. Paul, the Catholic Epistles, the Acts and the Gospels."
The Byzantine liturgy, too, since about the seventh century, has only two
lessons at Mass, both from the New Testament, the "Apostle" and the
Gospel."
The Roman liturgy underwent the same evolution to a degree at least.
Here, too, the Mass must once have had three lessons regularly,'" as it still
the Catholic Epistles, from the letters
of St. Paul and from the Gospels.
Brightman,
77-70;
Baumstark,
Vom
gcschicht/ichen Werden, 16; idem., Nicht
C7Jangelische syrische Perikopenordnun
gen, 78 ff., 175 ff.
' Brightman, 425.
1 Chrysostom attests more than once a
prophetic, an apostolic and a Gospel lec
tion; see the passages in Brightman, 531,
note 5; cf. Rahlfs (below, note 15),
124 f. The prophetic reading is also
mentioned in the life of St. Theodore
Sykeota (d. 613), n. 16,: Acta SS, Apr.,
III, 37.
• Evidence from the sources in Baum
stark, Vom geschichtlichen Werden, 141,
note 13; H. Leclercq, "Gallicane (Lit
urgie)", DACL, VI, 542 f.
• G. Morin, Liber Comicus (Maredsous,

1892); Missa/e mixtu.m (PL, LXXXV,
109 ff.).
10
It is still attested in the letter (already
mentioned) of the Regensburg clerics
(note 1 above), in Mabillon, I, 2, 97;
cf. Leclercq, loc. cit., 543 note 1. The
present-day Milanese liturgy has gen
erally only two lections.

11 Cf. supra, note 4. Cf. also in the Roman
Breviary the exclusive choice of New
Testament readings (Acts, Apocalypse,
Catholic Epistles) during the Paschal
season.
11 Cf. supra, p. 239 f. the influence on the
posture of the body.
18 Cf. the numerous homilies of Origen
on the Old Testament books.
14 Brightman, 152-155; 212-219.
"' H. Rahlfs, Die alttestammtlichen Lek
tionen der griechischen Kirche: Nach
richten der K. Gesellschaft der Wis
senschaften zu Giittingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse
1915, 123-125 (=Mitteilungen des Septu
aginta- U nternehmens, I [Berlin, 19091915], 217-219). The Greek liturgy of
St. James and the Greek liturgy of St.
Mark, too, in their oldest traditional form,
had only these two lessons; Brightman,
36 ff., 118 f.
16 A fragmentary Mass book from lower
Italy recently printed has, besides other
pre-Gregorian vestiges, also three lessons
as a rule; A. Dold, Die Zurcher und
Peterlinger Messbuchfragmente aus der
Zeit des ersten Jahrtausends im Bari
Schrifttyp (Texte und Arbeiten, I, 25;
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has on certain of the older liturgical days," and the usual arrangement
must have included-in part at least--one reading from the Old Testa
ment and two from the New.1• But later the Old Testament reading dis
appeared from the permanent plan of the Mass-liturgy. For on all Sundays
the first of the two lessons is always taken from one of the Letters of the
Apostles-an "Epistle," therefore, in the strict sense-and all through
Paschaltide it is either from the Letters or from the Acts of the Apostles.
Outside this season the pre-Gospel reading at the ferial Masses is, as a
rule, from the Old Testament, but for feast days, especially for the feasts
of saints, no definite rule can be set down.
But it is plain that wherever the Old Testament appears in the readings
of the fore-Mass, it is not for its own sake, nor simply to have some spirit
ual text for reading, but it is chosen for its prophetic worth and its value
as an illustration of the New Testament. This is unmistakable in the
prophecies of Holy Saturday; here, with gaze fixed on Baptism, the Old
Testament illustrations proclaim the new creation, the new people of God,
the triumph over death, the new life and the renovating power of God's
spirit. It is equally apparent in the Old Testament readings which here and
Beuron, 1934). Of the 20 formularies par
tially preserved, nine indisputably have
the

order

of

lessons:

Old

Testament,

St. Paul, Gospel. Two formularies have
only two readings (Old Testament and
Gospel) ; for the rest no verdict is
possible (Dold, p. xxx). Regarding the
Comes of Murbach, see infra, note 18.
Regarding the probability that the Grad
ual originally had its setting after the
first lesson of three see infra.
Batiffol, Lerons, 129, maintained that
the ancient Roman liturgy, too, had three
lessons only by way of exception. But a
different view is held by Kunze, Die
gottesdienstliche Schriftlesung, 141, who
places the omission of the third lesson
in the 6th century.

17

Ember-Wednesday, Wednesday of the
4th week of Lent, Wednesday and Friday
of Holy Week. The longer series of read
ings on the Saturdays of Ember-week,
on the other hand, is the remains of an
ancient vigil service. The ancient tradi
tion had on these days 12 lessons, like
those still customary on Holy Saturday.
The formularies on these days are there
fore regularly given the following head
ings in the liturgical books of the earlier
Middle Ages:
Sabbato in duodecim
lectionibus,

18

This arrangement is retained in the
Zurich and Peterling fragments (Dold,

lac. cit. ). Also in the Comes of Wiirz
burg
( ed. Morin: Revue Bened., Z1
[1910], 46 ff.; cf. the observations of the
editor, p. 72) and similarly in the Comes
of Murbach ( ed. Morin: Revue Bened.,
30 [1913], 35), in the latter case with
the rubric : Si venerit vigilia vel Natale
Domini in dominica leg. apostolum, si
autem in alia die, legis p r o p hetam tantum.
According to Radulph de Rivo (d.
1403), De canonum observ., prop. 23
( Mohlberg, II, 139), it was still custom
ary in some places at that time to have
three readings at the three Christmas
Masses and at the Mass of Christmas
Eve; in many �hurches of Italy the
Gradual and Alleluia were so apportioned
as intermediary chants that the Gradual
followed the first lesson, the Alleluia the
second. This is also the case in the
present-day Dominican liturgy which has
three lessons on the days mentioned and
in all four instances the first is a reading
from Isaias. Cf. also de Moleon, 110;
Waefelghem, 152 f., 155.
The African Mass, too,-from what we
can learn from Augustine--had three
lessons on some days, other times onlY
two. Roetzer, 100.
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there appear on feast days, as when on Epiphany the Prophet Isaias vie,..-s
the peoples streaming into the new Kingdom of God, or on feasts of the
Blessed Virgin the Son of Sirach praises the divine Wisdom which has built
itself a house on earth.'" Nor is it much different in regard to the Old Testa
ment readings in the ferial formularies for Lent. They illustrate certain
relationships in the New Testament economy of salvation or in the eccle
siastical discipline of the Lenten season: forty days of prayer and penance,
the call to repentance, Baptism and its effects, the Law of God; or they
present little sidelights to the story of the Gospel or to the life of the sta
tional saint; or they suggest some other association with the peculiarities
of the stational church.""
But we would misunderstand the position of even the New Testament
texts and accounts in their liturgical associations if we were to take them
solely as primitive accounts of the time of their origin, as mere witnesses
of things past, from which we gain no other edification than we might gain
from the rest of the testimonials of Christian living. For the words of the
Apostles and the accounts of the Evangelists are given a new meaning by
being proclaimed anew by the Church to this assembly of Christian men.
They must be regarded entirely in the perspective of the present, for
they are themselves bearers of the grace-laden message which God gives
'"The best illustration of the Old Testa
ment lesson in this connection is offered
by the grand treasure of homilies delivered
by the Fathers on almost all the books
of the Old Testament. It is only in virtue
of a basic New Testament viewpoint that
Origen, for example, could explain in
homily not only the prophets but also all
five books of the Pentateuch as well as
extensive portions of Josue and Judges.
He was helped in this, as were most of
the other homilists of the ancient Church,
by the use of allegorism as a means of
explanation and interpretation.
In our liturgical reading of the Old
Testament, where the explanation is
Wanting, formal allegorism plays a part
only to the extent that common material
from the Fathers is involved, as in the
reference of the four beings in Ezechiel

(1: 10-14) to the four Evangelists, or
the more obvious parallels in the one
divine economy.

"'H. Grisar, Das Missale Romanum im
Lichte romischer Stadtgeschichte (Frei
burg, 1925) .
Hints

to

the

understanding

of

the

choice of pericopes in general, partly re
trenching Grisar's opinions, in the cnap
ter "De keuze van Epistel en Evangelic"
in Callewaert, Sacris erudiri, 347-378.
Callewaert refers, e.g., to the opening and
closing words of the pericopes which
often contain the main ideas intended

(357 ff.).
It seems to have been a peculiarity of
the Roman plan which preceded the one
which holds at present to have sought as
much as possible for some rapport be
tween Epistle and Gospel. In the Masses
of Lent this community of theme is still
visible in many instances. On Tuesday
of the first week of Lent, however, such
a connection will be found only if the
pericope of the first reading, from Isaias

55: 6-11 (fixed as it is now even in
645) is extended to 56: 7, that is, to
include the verse cited in the Gospel.
Patently the reading had reached this
far at an earlier time and when it was
revised and shortened this harmony was
no longer so highly prized. B. Capelle,
"Note sur le lectionnaire romain de Ia
messe avant s. Gregoire," Revue d'hist.

eccl., XXXIV, (1938), 556-559.
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to men through His Church. The word of God in Holy Writ sounds with
renewed vigor, waking in the congregation the conscious�ess of the founda
tion on which it is built, the spiritual world in which it lives and the home
to which its path is directed. It has a message for this very hour, to arouse
the congregation to find a Christian solution for the problems which face
each of us today."'
It is well known that in the service of the ancient Church the various
books of Holy Scripture were read straight through, in the manner of a

lectio continua. The most manifest voucher for this is found in the volumi
nous commentaries to whole books of both New and Old Testament which
various Fathers have left us--commentaries which are nothing else than
the homilies which they delivered at the end of the reading at worship.
In fact the relationship to this reading is quite often very obvious."'
This continuous reading of the Scriptures was broken into, as might
have been expected, first of all by the greater feast days."' For such days
a pertinent pericope was selected. For the feasts of martyrs, too, this was
done, as Augustine already testifies."' It was but natural that the passages
in question should be used again each year. Still this practice could not
have been very extensive even by the end of the fourth century. For the
Aquitanian pilgrim lady seemed never to weary of pointing out, as a pecu
iiarity of divine service at Jerusalem, that the lessons and the psalms and
antiphons here used on Epiphany or on the days of Holy Week and Easter
week were always aptce diei."' But to the Gallic Church of the fifth century
belong the first unmistakable evidences of a system of pericopes."" On the
other hand the festal seasons, even at an early period were already given
special consideration by selecting certain more relevant books of the Bible
for the reading. Thus at Antioch in the fourth century the Mosaic books
were read during the weeks before Easter. Elsewhere during Holy Week
first Job and then Jonas were read, in reference to Christ's suffering and
Resurrection.., After Easter the reading of the Acts of the Apostles is
affirmed quite early in more than one region."" So for the Scripture readings
of the fore-Mass an arrangement was established much like that which
still holds good today in the scriptura occurrens of our Roman Breviary.
Regarding the application of Scrip ture
to the present, both in general and in the
liturgy, c f. A. Stonner, Bibelleswzg mit
der
katlwlischen
lug end
( Paderborn,
1933), 191 ff.; A. Mill er, "Schriftsinn
und liturgischer Sinn," Bened. M onats
schrift, XVI (1934), 407-413. Cf. also
Parsch, Volksliturgie, 261, and my re
marks i'n ]. Kramp, Briefe der Kirche
(:Mun ster , 1940), pp. XX ff.
21

22
118

For Augustine see Roetzer, 109.
St. B eissel , Entsti'hung der Perikopen

riimischen Messbuches (Freiburg,
1907), 41 £.; G. Godu, "Epitre," D ACL,
V, 247 f.
For Augustine, see Roetzer, 103-108,
for Leo the Great, see Baumstark, Mis
sale Romanu.m, 26 f.

des

••

Roetzer, 102 f.

••

Aetheri(J! Peregrinatio,

c.

29; 31; etc.

""G. Godu, "Epitre," DACL, V, 249.
27

Beissel, Entstehung dl'r Perikopen, 7.

211

Ibid., 8. Cf. supra, p. 394; Roetzer, 103.
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In the Orient the continuous reading of certain books has remained the
normal form in the Nestorian and the Jacobite liturgies, and even in mod
ern times it is scarcely ever interrupted... In the Byzantine liturgy for the
most part the readings, at least for the Gospels, have continued in so-called
serials, just as we have them in the scriptura occurrens of our breviary;
only selected passages of the respective book are read but the readings are
so arranged that the selections follow the course of the text. Thus after
Pentecost, Matthew is started and continued for seventeen Sundays (with
some few pericopes now displaced from their proper order) ; then sixteen
Sundays follow with readings from St. Luke. This division of the Gospels
explains the regular use of expressions like Kuptoo:x� T:pw-r"l) -rou Moo:-rOcdou,

'l.Ut"t:XY.� hocx&-r"IJ -rou Aouxcc, etc."" There are also shorter series of read
ings from Mark and John.
Vestiges of such a progressive reading of the Scriptures are also to be
found in our Roman liturgy.:n The Gospels of the last weeks before Easter,
for instance, are taken from St. John and the same is true of the Sundays
after Easter. True, the pericopes follow the biblical order only in part, but
still the original intent peers through." One other point, noteworthy enough,
must be stressed, the fact that at least the title of this continuous type of
reading has been retained, for every Gospel is announced with sequentia
sancti e vangelii-the continuation of the reading of the Gospel.
More evident and incontestable are the tr.aces in the Epistles... The
Epistles of the Sundays after Pentecost still form a series of pericopes in
which the Letters of St. Paul are covered with almost no disturbance of the
order of the Scripture canon. Because of the many saints' days which have
replaced the weekdays, and which have either special readings or readings
taken from the Commune Sanctorum, we fail today to recognize such a
plan. Actually there are documentary evidences to enable us to trace this
plan back to the height of the l\Iiddle Ages where it is found to have an
even more remarkable extent. The so-called Wiirzburg Comes, the oldest
of the documents in question, offers (in addition to the Epistle for speci11ed occasions during the Church year and those for votive Masses) forty
two further readings not stipulated for any precise liturgical function.
These forty-two pericopes are taken from the Letters of St. Paul, starting
with Romans 5:6-11 and continuing in the order of the accepted canon
"B au mstar k, Nichtevangelische
Perikopc110rdnungen, 1i3 f.

s:yrische

season is an ancient tradition also in the
Orient; d. Baumstark, Litu1·gie com

30 N. Nilles, Kalcndarium manuale utri
usque Ecclesir£
( 2n d ed.; Innsbruck,
1897), II, 442 ff. The pericopes are com
prehensively treated in Beissel, 12. Cf.
Salaville, Eastern Liturgies, 190-192.

paree, 133. In the Byzantine liturgy even

31

Callewaert, Sacris erudiri, 375 f.

"' The reading of the Gospel according to
St. John during the Easter-to-Pentecost

today the Johannine prologue is read with
great solemnity on Easterday, then the
lections continue from St. John; Beissel,
11-15.
••

G. Godu, DACL, V, 245-344; W. H.
Frere, Studies in Early Roman Liturgy,
Ill. The Roman Epistle-Lectionary (A1cuin Club Collections, 32; Oxford, 1935).
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down to Hebrews 13: 17-21. The collected Sunday Epistles of that period,
insofar as they follow the canonical arrangement, are contained in this
group. Of the rest of the pericopes in this Wiirzburg index, some are found
in various reading lists, either as Sunday Epistles, or partly as Epistles
appointed for Wednesdays. By a comprehensive investigation" of the per
tinent lists of lessons, Father Alban Dold, O.S.B., was able to reconstruct
the arrangement of the Epistles for the time after Pentecost, as it prob
ably appeared in the start of the fifth century ...
SUNDAY EPISTLE

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

WEDNESDAY EPISTLE

Apoc. 4:1-10
I John 4:8-21
I John 3:13-18
I Pet. 5:6-11
I Pet. 3:8-15
Rom. 5:6(8)-11
Rom. 5:18-21
Rom. 6:3-11

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Rom. 6:19-23---�
Rom. 8:12-17---�
I Cor. 12:2-11---•
II Cor. 3:4-9---...
II Cor. 5:1-11--.......:�

Rom. 8:1-6
I Cor. 10:6-13
I Cor. 15:39-46
II Cor. 4:5-10
II Cor. 6: 14-7:1

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Gal. 3:16-22
Gal. 5:16-24
Gal. 5:25-6:10
Eph. 3: 13-21
Eph. 4:1-6
Eph. 4:23-28
Eph. 5:15-21
Eph. 6:10-17
Phil. 1:6-11
Phil. 3:17-21
Col. 1:9-14

Col. 1:12-18
Col. 2:8-13
Col. 3:5-11
Col. 3:12-17
I Thess. 2:9-13
II Thess. 2:15-3:5
II Thess. 3:6-16
I Tim. 1:5-11
I Tim. 2:1-7
I Tim. 6:7-14
II Tim. 1:8-13

That the reading begins with the Catholic Epistles is in accordance with
an older arrangement of the canon, in which the Catholic Epistles were
placed first immediately after the Acts of the Apostles.•
"'A. Dold, "Das Donaueschinger Comes
fragment B II 7, ein neuer Textzeuge
fiir die altiiberlieferte liturgische Feier
der Stationsfasttage Mittwoch und Frei
tag. Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
der Sonn-und Stationsfasttagsperikopen
in der Zeit von Pfingsten his zum Advent,"
JL, VI (1926), 16-53.
• Loc. cit., 37.

Zahn, Geschichte des Neutesta
mentlichen Kanons, II (Erlangen, 1890),
381 f. "Neither have they (the Catholic
38Th.

Epistles] the same place in the series of
the NT books as given in the ancient
MSS. versions and catalogues. In most
they come between the Acts and the
Pauline Epistles. This is the case with
the Canon of the Council of Laodicea,
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The obvious system of having the weekday readings continue the Sun
day ones is followed on only five Wednesdays. The other Wednesdays form
an independent series using the material left over from the Sunday series."
It is to be noted that the readings from Romans which, in the table above,
break off at Romans 8: 17, are actually continued in our present-day Roman
arrangement on the second to the fourth Sundays after Epiphany ... In the
course of the Middle Ages other systems for the Epistles were constructed,
incorporating Wednesdays and sometimes even Fridays; but these lists
never had other than local importance.""
We also possess a clear idea of the early medieval Roman arrangement
for the Gospel.'" This, too, agrees fairly well with the arrangement followed
today insofar as the same liturgical days come into question. Here, too,
weekdays were taken into account, in this case not only \Vednesday but
Friday, and, as often as not, Saturday also. This involves us iri the religious
life of the ancient Church, in which the "stational days" as well as the
Sundays were taken into account. To the fasting which was an old tradi
tion on these days, was added a prayer-meeting with readings, and gradu
ally-first on Wednesdays, as many evidences indicate-also a eucharistic
service." The system of readings which was developed for these services
continued to be used throughout the Middle Ages in various places, par
ticularly (it seems) in monastic churches." Some of the references are as
late a,s the sixteenth century." What is not a little surprising is that this
Codices B and A, in the lists of Cyril
of ] erusalem, Athanasius, Leontius, the
'Sixty Books,' Cassiodous, John of Damas
cus, etc." Hasting's Dictionary of the
Bible (Edinburgh-N.Y., 1904), I, 360.
"That exactly 24 Sundays after Pente
cost are fitted out with lessons cannot be
taken to mean that the time when this
plan was outlined there were just 24
Sundays after Pentecost, for there was as
yet no Advent.
"Rom. 12: 6-16; 12: 16-21; 13: 8 10.
It is noteworthy that these peri copes are
found also in the Epistle list of the Codex
Fuld ensis the well-known Vulgate text
which stems from the 6th century and
from the church of Capua; the first two
passages are among the pericopes marked
P ost epifania (in Godu, DACL, V, 298,
n. 16, 22), the third at the start of Lent
(lengthened to include up to 14: 4; Godu,
n. 33).
In the Comes of Alcuin the same three
pericopes are somewhat differently appor
tioned; in addition, Rom. 12: 1-6 is ap
pointed for the first Sunday after Epi
phany; Godu, lpc. cit., 302, n. 15.
-

,

A. Wilmart, "Le lectionnaire d'Aicuin"
(Eph. liturg., 1937), 137, note 5.
'"Th. Klauser, Das romische Capitulare
Evangeliorum, I (LQF, XXVIII; Mun
ster, 1935 ); St. Beissel, Entstehung der
P erikopen (Freiburg, 1907); G. Godu,
"Evangiles," DACL, V, 852-923; W. H.
Frere, Studies in Early Ro.man Liturgy,
II. The Roman Gospel-Lectionary (Al
cuirf Club Collections, 30; Oxford, 1934).
""Duchesne, Christian Worship, 233. The
preferential treatment accorded Wednes
days appears to have emerged from Inno
cent I, Ep. 25, 4 (PL, XX, 555 f.); cf.
also Hierzegger, "Collccta und Statio",
520, 533 ff.
We can therefore conclude that the
assignment of only a Gospel reading to
Fridays indicates that on this day there
was simply a service of reading.
"'In the Rule of St. Benedict, c. 41, the
observance of the stational days named
as fast-days is accentuated.
"Dold, "Das Donaueschinger Comes
fragment," 21 f, 40; cf. Beissel, 166.
With the Premonstratensians this ar
rangement was not supplanted till the
39
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system of pericopes, although extended to two or three days a week,
nowhere gives any signs of any continued series of lessons," not to men
tion a lectio continua. The pericope is chosen very freely, with no regard
for previous or succeeding passages. For feast days, those of our Lord and
of the saints, the thought of the feast naturally dictated the choice of both
Epistle and Gospel. The same thing was true to a rather wide extent also
for festive seasons. We have already cited the Sundays after Easter." The
choice for Advent was plainly decided by the catch word: the coming of
our Lord, the approach of his Kingdom. The Gospels for Sundays after
Epiphany.e are similarly selected on the basis of a catch-word (especially
if we take into account some older Gospel references which no longer
obtain) : this is the revelation of the wisdom and miraculous might of the
God-man who had appeared on earth." In the period from Septuagesima
to Easter the theme for both Epistle and Gospel is founded on the prospect
of the grand festival and on concern for a proper preparation of the congre
gation and-to a certain extent-of the candidates for Baptism and the
penitents... Above all, however, it is the Roman stational churches with
their martyr graves and local reminiscences that offer the key iq many
cases to an understanding of the choice of a pericope.'" Least satisfactory
is the search for a motive in the choice of the Gospels for the Sundays after
Pentecost."" In some instances the proximity of the feast of a great saint
Missal of 1622; Th. Szomor, Das Pra
monstratenser Mis sale im Vergleich zum
romischen (unpublished dissertation, Inns
bruck, 1936), 4 f., 22.
" The only thing that does occur is that
on a few occasions the reading is con
cluded, without a break, on a following
day; thus the reading of Luke 16: 19-31
on the 2nd Sunday after Pentecost con
cludes on the next Friday with Luke 17:
1-10, the reading of Luke 16: 1-9 on the
lOth Sunday after Pentecost concludes
on the following Wednesday with Luke
16: 10-15, the reading of Matt. 13: 24-30
on the Wednesday after the 19th Sunday
after Pentecost is continued on the follow
ing Friday with Matt. 13: 3 1 3 5. Dold,
42-53.
-

'"'Supra, p. 399.
The Epistles, as was pointed out, follow
a definite course of continued reading;

Epiphany (third to sixth) are arranged
according to their order in the Gospel
according
lacunre.
••

to

St.

Matthew,

but

with

Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 136 re

fers to the relationships to the Oriental
plan for the Epistles on the Sundays of
Lent, particularly to the operation of a
reading of Genesis which was once the
rule and is so even at present in the
Orient and in the Roman Breviary.
., H. Grisar, Das Missale im Lichte
romischcr
Stadtgeschichte
(Freiburg,
1925), throws much light especially on
this portion of the Church year.
60 Beissel,
195 f. It has been remarked
that

all

the

pericopes

are

taken

from

the Synoptics.
In some instances we might suppose

••

that the Epistle, fixed (as we have seen)
according to a plan of continuous read

see above, p. 401.

ings, affected the choice of the Gospel;
thus on the 7th Sunday after Pentecost
(the mention of good and bad fruit). But
the whole series of Epistles is shifted by
one Sunday in the oldest MSS. or dif-

"]. A. Jungmann, "Die Nachfeier von
Epiphanie im Missale Romanum," ZkTh ,
LXVI (1942), 39-46, especially 41 ff.
The Gospels of the Sundays after
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honored in the Roman Church appears to have influenced the choice."' The
other passages, we must conclude, are in substance a group of synoptic
passages which were not considered in the lists previously made up, but
which seemed to have special value for religious instruction...
When the stational days lost their importance and saints' days (with
their own readings) began to appear in ever-increasing numbers, the week
day pericopes in the old Roman lesson-system lost their significance. So
by the dawn of modern times they were almost entirely forgotten. But
about this very time the Council of Trent heard the plea for an expansion
of the system of readings, and the suggestion was made that for each week
three unused Pauline and Gospel passages be selected for ferial Masses,
to be inserted in the formulary of the preceding Sunday .., The plan, how
ever, never came up for consideration and so nothing was done."'

3. The Liturgical Setting of the Lessons
The reverence which the Church pays to the written word of God in no
way blinds the Church to her task of breaking the bread of God's word
to the people. Her consciousness of this duty is revealed in the very fact
that some passages are chosen rather than others, and that given passages
are used to illustrate certain Church days and feasts. There are even
instances in which a passage is put together by omitting some intervening
portions of the text,' a practice which was widespread in the ancient Galferently assorted, so that it did not origi
nally fit into the same Gospels as we
now have; cf. the table in Godu, DACL,
V, 338 ff.
01
A. Vogel, S.]., "Der Einfluss von
Heiligenfesten auf die Perikopenwahl
an den Sonntagen nach Pfingsten," ZkTh,
LXIX (1947), 100-118. According to
this, the pericope of the great catch of
fish (Luke 5: 1-11 ; 4th Sunday) was
induced by the feast of the Princes of
the Apostles, as Beissel already thought;
the pericope of the wise steward (Luke
16: 1-9; 8th Sunday) and the Ephphetha
pericope (Mark 7: 31-37; 11th Sunday)
by the feast of St. Lawrence, and at least
the pericope of the healing of the lame
man (Matt. 9: 1-8; 18th Sunday) by the
feast of the sainted physicians Cosmas
and Damian.
02
Beissel, 196.
.. Jedin, "Das Konzil von Trient und die

Reform

des

Riimischen

Messbuches"

(Liturg. Leben, 1939), 55 f.; cf. 34 f.

The principle of repeating the Sunday
Mass with new lessons was followed even
anciently on the Thursday in Pentecost
week.
In most recent times R. Guardini,
"Die mystagogische Predigt"
( Vol k s
liturgie u. Seelsorge,· Colmar o. J.
[1942] ), 1 59 calls the extension and
development of the pericope-system a
"very pressing desideratum." He suggests
a two or three-year system that might
serve along with the present one.
••

,

Thus on the Wednesday of Passion
week the Epistle reading is derived from
Lev. 19: 1-2, 11-19, 25. This is often the
case in regard to Old Testament read
ings, as can be seen easily in the new
edition of the Roman Missal where the
exact citation is noted in each instance.
1
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lican liturgy and led to the custom of centonization• and to the harmoniza
tion of the Gospel accounts."
From the Church the various pericopes have received their setting. First
of all, a title telling the origin of the passage: Lectio libri . .. , Lectio
epistolrx ... ; or announcing whether the passage is the beginning, Initium,
or a continuation, Sequentia: of a certain passage. Then there is an intro
ductory word, either the word of address, Fratres (in St. Paul's congre
gational letters), Carissime (in his pastoral letters), Carissimi (in the
Catholic Epistles), or a phrase suggesting the prophetic character of the
reading: Hrxc dicit Dominus, or a reference to the time of the story, In
diebus illis, In illo tempore, (dixit Jesus ...)."Sometimes there is a closing
2 Cento ="patchwork," a text made up of
pieces of various provenience. Centoniza
tion was extensively used in the Lection
ary of Luxeuil (ed. Salmon [Rome,
1944]; dated circa 700): On the feast
of the Cathedra Petri, for example, John
21: 15-19 is added to Matt. 16: 13-19
(Salmon, 67 f.); on the Natale episco
pomm the Epistle from 1 Pet. 1: 3-20
concludes with 5: 1-4 (Salmon, 202 f.).
Still greater use is made of it in an old
lectionary ed. by A. Dold, Das iilteste
Liturgiebuch der Lateinischen Kirche.
Ein altgallikanischcs Lektionar des 5.-6.
J h. ( Texte ·und Arbeiten, 26-28; Beuron,
1936). Here for the feast of the dedica
tion of a church an account of the purify
ing of the Temple is pieced together from
13 passages in the four evangelists , "an
original mosaic that is effectively unified".
Cf. also in the Bobbio Missal the lesson
that is cited as from Colossians: Mura
tori, II, 914; it is labeled by the editor
as a farrago ex ScripturtE verbis con
texta.
A kindred instance is also to be found
in the Roman liturgy: the Epistle Ecce
sacerdos magnus in the Commune Confes
sorum Pontificum is devised from at least
ten texts freely tied together but all
taken from the one section of Ecclus.
44:16--45 :20. Cf. also the troping of
biblical lessons in the Middle Ages; see
regarding this Wagner, Einfiihrung, I,
286.
• A harmonized text from all four evan
gelists for the lesson on Maundy Thurs
day and for the Passion on Good Friday
is presented in the "oldest" lectionary
mentioned above (Dold, pp. LXIII f.,

CV, 45, 47 ff.). As is known, St. Augus
tine attempted for his church a harmon
ized lesson of the Passion like that foupd
in the Gallic liturgies, but the project ran
aground (Sermo 232, 1; PL, XXXVIII,

1108).

'In this connection note that the Canticle
of Canticles, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Ec
clesiasticus and the Book of Wisdom are
all uniformly introduced as /cctio libri
SapientitE.
• Sequmtia =continuation. In the
Moz
arabic liturgy the Epistle lections are also
announced thus: Sequentia epistoltE Pauli
apostoli ad Romanos. As a matter of fact
there are to be found here, e.g., after
Epiphany, the remains of a continuous
reading of the Pauline letters ( PL,
LXXXV, 241 ff.).
Some medieval interpreters have pro
posed a different explanation: Sequentia
sancti evangelii secundum MatthtEum =
the following reading of the Gospel is
taken from (the Gospel) according to
Matthew, etc.; see William of Melitona,
Opusc. super missam, ed. van Dijk (Eph.
liturg., 1939), 325.
Inadmissible is the explanation offered
by Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe, 104, note 2,
who seeks to link Sequentia with cb.oAou&lcr
• The
ancient Gallican lectionary cited
in note 2 above also makes use of other
freer phrases, e.g., Quae postquam gesta
sunt (Dold , 6). The word Dominus is
joined to the name of Jesus: In tempore
ilia ait Dominus Jesus (Dold, 55 et al.).
In the present-day Roman liturgy, too,
there is often found a supplementing of
the subject, the .addition of a clarifying
word; thus in Luke 2: 33 on the Sunday
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formula corresponding to this introduction, but in the Mass this has not
become the rule as it did, for example, in our Matins.' Only at the closing
of the reading of the prophecies is there always a regular concluding for
mula, dicit Dominus omnipotens. In some of the readings from St. Paul
there is also a tacked-on phrase, the words reminiscent of the very theme
of all Pauline concepts: in Christo Jesu Domino nostro.•
The setting of the holy texts in the oriental liturgies is much the same";
it has been especiallly developed in the Coptic.10
Besides this immediate setting, the readings also generally have an intro
duction designed to arouse the attention of the audience. The people are
addressed, just as they are before the priestly oration, with the saluta
tion Dominus vobiscum, to which the people respond. In the Roman Mass
this salutation is in use only before the Gospel, whose higher worth is
also emphasized by the extra richness of the liturgical framework. In the
Milanese liturgy the same greeting precedes the Epistle also,11 and in the
within the Christmas octave; or in Jer.
18: 18 on Passion Saturday where instead
of contra J eremiam is substituted contra
iustum. C£. further Callewaert, Sacris
e rudiri, 355.
Tu autem Domine miserere nobis; cf.
Eisenhofer, II, 513.

1

•

Thus in the first two Christmas Masses
(Tit. 2: 15; 3: 7). Other times the words
which actually end the piece, in Christo
Jesu, are extended by the addition of
Domino nostro, as on the 3rd Sunday of
Advent.
Hanssens, III, 178-180; Droosten, "Pro
ems of liturgical lections and gospel,"
Journal of
Theological
Studies,
VI
(1906), 99 ff.

•

Already Chrysostom is witness to vari
ous introductory (and concluding) formu
l;e of this type in the liturgical readings;
Brightman, 531, note 5. According to
Chrysostom, In Hebr. hom., 8, 4 (PG,

LXIII, 75), the lector should not only
announce what book is being read from
but even state the motive behind what is
being related (T-I)v a1't1av 'tWY yeypCZ(.L�l11Wv).
10

The first lesson, from the Pauline
Epistles, is ushered in with the Apostle's
own solemn self-introduction in Rom.
1: 1, and has various closing formula;
e.g., "May grace be with you and peace,
Amen, so may it be," whereupon a prayer
follows for a right understanding of the
Apostle's teaching. The second lesson,

from
the
Catholic
Epistles, begins:
"Katholikon. Our father (James): Be
loved," and closes with the warning of
the Apostle John regarding the world and
its transitoriness (1 John 2: 15, 17). The
third lesson, from the Acts of the Apos
tles, opens with "The deeds of our fathers,
the Apostles; may their holy blessing be
with us," and closes with the benediction
composed from Acts 12: 24. "But the
word of the L ord should grow and spread
wide and become mighty and be firmly
established in the Church of God. Amen."
Finally the Gospel, preceded by various
invocations addressed to the people, is
concluded by the reader with the words,
"Glory to our God for eternity. Amen".
Brightman, 152-156.
Cf. the formulas in the Ethiopian lit
urgy which are in part identical with
these and therefore indicative of their
great antiquity, ibid., 212-222. Here the
Pauline lection concludes with an ex
panded version of St. Paul's own words,
"Whoever does not love our Lord Jesus
Christ, let him be anathema" (I Cor.
16 :22). At the Gospel a special closing
statement is formulated, taken from the
evangelist in question ; thus for Mark
there is "Whoever has ears to hear, let
him hear!" (Mark 4:9, 23; 7: 16).

11 Missale A.mbrosianum
(1902) ,
167.
After the greeting there is the soft
spoken lube Domine benedicere and the
blessing formula: Apostolica lectio (with
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Mozarabic Mass it is found before each of the three readings" and the
people answer Amen at the close of each." Similarly in the Orient the cor
responding salutation, E1p�vlJ 'lt<icrtv, whenever it is used before the read
ings, precedes (in part) the pre-Gospel lesson." In some instances the
admonition of the deacon, warning the congregation to pay attention, is
also placed here before the first reading, although it is far more generally
placed just ahead of the Gospel, and then in a more extended phrase."
Moreover, in the Byzantine orbit a song (conceived, it seems, as a pre
amble) is premised to each of the readings, in accordance with a general
rule that had penetrated through the whole Byzantine liturgy where even
in the Office the

'lt

('Ox d 11-Evo v precedes the readings'" in the same way that,

in other liturgies (according to ancient tradition), a responsory follows
them.17 In the non-Greek liturgies in Syrian and Egyptian areas a prepara
tory prayer (begging for a fruitful attendance to the word of God) serves
a similar purpose before each of the lessons.1" These prayers are later creathe

Old Testament

reading

Prophetica

lcctio) sit nobis salutis eruditio.
u Missale
mixtum (PL, LXXXV, 109
ff.). After the greeting preceding the
second lesson another song is inserted
(psallendo), whereupon the deacon calls
for quiet: Silentium facile.
,. Ibid.
"Thus in the Greek liturgy of St. James
(Brightman, 35), with repetition before
the Gospel (38) ; likewise in the Greek
liturgy of St. Mark (Br., 118 f.).
16 Greek liturgy of St. Mark (Brightman,
118): Ilp6axw�ev, Notice the parallel to
the Oremus which in the Roman Mass
is likewise preceded by the greeting. In
the Byzantine liturgy the Tip6axw�•v pre
cedes the Pauline lection without the
greeting (Brightman, 370 f.).

In the interpretation of the Syrian lit
urgy written by Pseudo-George of Arbela
(9th century), Explicatio off. eccl., IV,

4 ff., the deacon, before the first lesson,
cries

out:

"Sit

down

and

be

quiet!",

before each of the other lessons, "Be
quiet!" Hanssens, Ill, 173, 181, 221. A
similar command before the Epistle in
the rite of the (Catholic) Chaldeans;
Hanssens, III, 179.
There is also evidence here and there
in the West of an admonition to be quiet;
G. Godu, "Epitres," DACL, V, 255. The
warning command was also customary
at Rome before each of the four Gospels
when these were solemnly introduced to

the catechumens at the scrutinies: State
cum silentio audientes inte•zte! Gelasianum
I, 34 (Wilson, 51).
At the Duomo in Milan the custom is
stiii preserved of having a deacon and
two custodi call out to the people at the
start of the Gospel at high Mass: Parcite
fabulis, silentium habete, habete silentium!
G. Luzzatti, "La s. Messa Ambrosiana,"
Ambrosius, VIII (I 932), 294; c£. JL,
XII (1932), 247 f. See also Archdale A.
King, Notes on the Catholic Litw·gies
(London, 1930), 233.
This is in agreement with the custom
witnessed to by the Ordo of Beroldus
(12th century; ed. Magistretti, Milan,
1894, 51).

0
1 In the Byzantine Mass the .,.poxel�vov

before the Pauline reading (Brightman,
371) ; in the Armenian Mass a chant
before each of the two pre-Gospel read
ings (Brightman, 425 f.). Hanssens, III,
169 ff., 174 ff.

17 The "ltpoxel�evov before the reading of the
Apostle is first mentioned at Byzantium
in the interpretation of the liturgy by the
Patriarch Germanus (PG, XCVIII, 412
A). Cf. however the ancient Armenian
lectionary in

F. C.

Conybeare,

Rituale

Armenorum (Oxford, 1905), 517 £. For
the whole question see 0. Heiming, JL,
XI (1931), 298 f.

18 East Syrian liturgy (Brightman, 225

ff.), West Syrian (78 £.),Ethiopian (212
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of the Roman liturgy, but

this latter prefaces only the Gospel and deals only with the worthiness of
the one who is reading."" The blessing of the reader, which in the Roman
Mass appears only before the Gospel, in some cases stands at the very start
of all the lections." Note, too, that sometimes, after the reader has com
pleted his task, he is greeted with the complimentary words, Pax tibi.""'
In the summons to the people to be attentive, there is revealed a wish
that the faithful might really understand the readings. But the big obstacle
to this is the fact that the liturgical language retained from ancient times
has become incomprehensible to the people. Sometimes, however, we find
that in such cases an actual shift was made to the current-vernacular; thus
amongst the Maronites and other groups of Syrians a switch was made
from the Syrian, which the people no longer understood, to Arabic."" Even
in the Roman liturgy (which at a papal Mass has at least a symbolic
bilingualism in the readings)," a similar change was made, but only in the
territory where the Croatian language is spoken. In these places use is
made of the "Schiavetto," a collection of Sunday and feast-day Epistles
and Gospels translated into "Slavic," that is, modern Croatian. From this
book the lessons are produced, whether the Mass is sung in Old Slavic or
in Latin:c Amongst the Copts every lesson is read first in Coptic and then
in Arabic. This has its parallel in our own Roman Mass, when, after the

ff.) ; only in part and with displacement
in the Coptic (152 ff.).
1° Cf. Hanssens, III, 177 f., 184 f., 191 f.
"' The Byzantine Mass also contains a
corresponding prayer before the Gospel
(Brightman, 371 f.), and it reappears in
the Greek liturgy of St. James.
21
In the East Syrian Mass the priest
pronounces a blessing over the reader of
the first two lessons and over the deacon
who is to read the Apostle (Brightman,
255, 1. 30 ; 257, 1. 4) ; the Gospel he reads
himself. On the contrary a similar bless
ing is not given except before the Gospel
in the Greek liturgy of St. Mark (ibid.,
118 f.); cf. the West Syrian liturgy of
St. James (ibid., 79). Other liturgies do
not have any formal blessing of the
reader.
22 With these words the pope saluted the
deacon after the Gospel, according to
Ordo Rom. I, n. 11 (PL, LXXVIII,
943 A); c£. Ordo of Johannes Archi
cantor (Silva-Tarouca, 197). According
to. Augustine, Ep., 43, 8, 21 (CSEL,
XXXIV, 2, p. 102 f.) it was customary
among the Donatists for the reader to be

greeted a fter the Epistle with Pax tecu.m.
Roetzer, 99.
In the Byzantine liturgy too the priest
greets the reader after the Epistle:
E1pi)v1) aot -r«jl &vcrytvwaxov-rt, and after the
Gospel: E!pi)vl) aot -r«jl eucryyel..t�o>Livw.
Brightman, 371 ff.
23 Cf.
D.
Attwater,
The
Christian
Churches of the East (Milwaukee, 1948),
160, 174, 206.

Regarding MSS. of oriental pericopes
in two languages, in which (consequently)
this transition to the vernacular can be
traced, see Kunze, Die gottesdienst/iche
Schriftlesung, 79-83.
"Cf.

infra, p. 444, note 12.

""C. Segvic, "Le origini del rito slavo
latino in Dalmazia e Croazia," Epli.
liturg., LIV (1940), 38-65, especially 41.
Thus in the Schiavetto the principle which
has been followed in the South-Slavic
area since the introduction of Christian
ity, the principle (which Segvic tries to
establish) of the vernacular within the
(Roman) liturgy, has once more become
operative for the readings.
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reading of the Latin Gospel, there follows a reading (of Epistle and Gos
pel) in the vernacular, but with this difference, that the reading in the
vernacular is viewed by the general law of the Church only as an intro
duction to (or a substitution for) the sermon and is left devoid of any
liturgical framing.'"
Examples of a bilingual reading of the Scriptures are known also from
more ancient times. But in these instances the basis is usually to be found
in the bilingual character of the congregation. Thus we learn from our
Aquitanian pilgrim lady that the readings in Jerusalem at the end of the
fourth century were in Greek, but that they were also presented in
Syrian.21 Similar arrangements are likewise mentioned in other historical
sources."' It would, indeed, seem that these methods go back to traditions
from Apostolic times, to surroundings in which, for the texts in question,
no authentic translations into the vernaculars were as yet available for
use."" We have already made reference to the solution of the problem of a
congregation of mixed language, where the service of readings was con
ducted in groups separated according to language...
It is here. in the matter of the lessons that we can see most plainly the
great rift that exists-a rift growing wider with the centuries-between
the holy text in its traditional sacred language and the natural objective
of being understood by the audience. From time to time some sort of deci
sion was inevitable. Sometimes the solution is made in favor of understand
ing the text; this is done especially where the reading at divine services
(by means of a planned catechesis or a sermon) is the only form of relig.. Custom, however, and perhaps diocesan
regulation do dictate certain procedures
regarding the introduction and the con
clusion (e.g. the sign of the Cross at
the start of the Gospel and the closing
words "Thus far the words of today's
holy Gospel"). Some of these p ract ic es
are very old. Gerbert , Vetus Liturgia
Alemannica, l, 125 £., offers a number
of instances and mentions a collection of
Epist les and Gospels in German made in
1210, patently for public use. Formulas
like those used at present were used in
the 13th century; cf. A. Linsenmayer,
Geschichte der Predigt in D e utschland
(Munich, 1886), 138.
"'Aetherice Peregrinatio,
XXXIX, 99).

c.

47 (CSEL,

.. Here belong s the account from Eusebi
us, De mart. Palcest., I, 1 (a longer recen
sion ed. by B. Violet, TU, XIV, 4, p. 4;
110; cf. A. Bigelmair, Bibliothek der
Kirchenvater, 9, p. 275 and in the intro-

duction); the ma r tyr Procopius (d. 303)
had done the C h urch a service in several
ways : as lector (reader) and by his trans
lation from the Greek into Aramaic.
The office of translator of lessons and
homilies is mentioned in Ep iphanius , Ex
positio fid., c. 21 (PG, XLI, 825). Also
in the Euchologium of Serapion of Thmuis

there is a prayer udp -:wv
<XYCZ")'YWa'tWY
xczl EPIJ.lJYWv (XI, 4; Quas ten, Mon., 57 f.)
•• Cf. P. G a chter, "Die Dolmetscher der
. . •

Apostel," ZkTh, LX (1936), 161-187.
According to Gachter it seems p robabl e
that the remark of Papias about the
aramaic Gospel of St. Matthew (in Eu
sebius, Hist. eccl., III, 39, 15), that at
first each one rendered it as best he could,
is to be understood of just such a trans

lation at the public assembly for worship
(186). Thus the ancient practice of the
synagogue regarding the Hebrew Bible
was continued in the Christian community

(171 ff.).

80

Supra, p. 262.
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ious instruction, as in many oriental countries."' In other places, where
there were other opportunities for religious teaching, reverence for tradi
tion was too strong to permit such a change. The liturgical lesson then
became merely a symbolic presentation of God's word. But even then,
whenever a new tide of liturgical thought set in, the reading felt the brunt
of the forces that sought a more intelligible form of divine service and
desired the use in the lesson of a language which the congregation could
understand.
Still the liturgical reading cannot long remain on the level of a prosaic
presentation that looks only to the congregation's practical understanding
of the text. The performance must be stylized, much in the same way as
we have found in the case of the priestly oration... The reader must never
inject his own sentiments into the sacred text, but must always present it
with strict objectivity, with holy reverence, as on a platter of gold. He
must recite the text. This can be done by avoiding every change of pitch
-the tonus rectus. As a matter of fact the Roman tonus ferialis has no
modulation whatsoever, outside the questions. But in addition there have
been, since time immemorial, many forms of elevated performance with
certain cadences, little melodic figures which are indicated by punctuation
marks... They serve especially to signalize the Gospel above the other read
ings. Augustine makes mention of a sollemniter Iegere for the reading of
the Passion on Good Friday." The Epistles, too, were fitted out more richly
than the prophetic lessons." In the ninth century we hear of a festive tone
for the lessons which was used at Rome for the reading of St. Paul's Epis
tles on Sundays... However, the readings in the fore-Mass were consciously
kept free of melodic overgrowth. Compared with the Office lessons on feast
days, the readings at Mass even now display a great severity, which is,
however, well suited to the dignity of the sacrifice.
Early in the Church's history a special reader was appointed for the
performance of the readings-always someone other than the leader of the
divine service, as we see already in Justin... There is a certain amount of
drama in this ; the word which comes from God is spoken by a different
31 Note in this connection that in the most
extended compass, that of the Byzantine
rite, the whole liturgy is, in the main,
understood by the people at least to some
extent.
"' Supra, p. 377.
38 Cf. supra, p. 378.
"Augustine,
Ser.m.
218,
1
(PL,

XXXVIII, 1084).
88

According to Hugh of St. Cher, Tract.
missam (ed. Solch, 17) the Old
Testament lessons resound in gravem ac
centum, those of the New Testament
on the contrary in accentum acutum.
super

Cf. Statutes of the Carthusians of the
year 1368 ( ed. Le Messen, p. 271 ; cited
}L, 1924, 96).
'"Ordo Rom. IX, n. 8; 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
1 008 AB): in sensu lectionis sicut epis
tolae Pauli diebus Dominicorum. C£.

}ungmann, "Der Begriff 'sensus' in friih
mittelalterlichen Rubriken," Eph. liturg.,
XLV ( 1931), 124-127. For sensus with
the same meaning see also Duchesne,
Liber pont., I, 415, 1, 3 (cf. ZkTh, 1942,
8, note 90) and a sacramentary of the
12th century in Ebner, 194.
.., Supra, p. 23.
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person than the word which rises from the Church to God. Even if Justin
does not actually present the office of lector, that office does certainly
appear in the second century as a special position ; the lector is the oldest
of the lesser degrees of ordination... It is clear that the lector has to have,
or to receive, a certain amount of education. But this was not the only
thing kept in view in choosing him. It is a remarkable fact that since the
fourth century in the West-especially in Rome-boys appear preponder
antly as lectors. In many places these youthful lectors live under ecclesi
astical tutelage in special communities, which thus become the foremost
seed-beds for promotion to the higher degrees of spiritual office." Childish
innocence was considered best suited to lift the word of God from the
sacred Book and to offer it, unadulterated, to the congregation."' But at
the same time an effort was made to lay greater stress on the Gospel read
ing by turning it over to someone in higher orders." While in the Orient
the position of the lector was not disturbed by this shift," in the West the
reading of the Epistle in the Roman stational services of the seventh/
eighth century had become the work of the subdeacon," and so it has
remained at high Mass even now. On the other hand, the service of a lector
or of some other cleric to read the Epistle continued to be put to use for
hundreds of years at the celebration of the pastor in his parish." Even in
private Mass the reading of the Epistle by a M�ss-server is mentioned a
number of times as late as the thirteenth century.'" And even now in the
Roman Mass the desirable thing at a missa cantata is to have the Epistle
sung not by the celebrant but by aliquis lector superpellicio indutus.•
38

F. Wieland, D i e genetische Entwicklung

der sag. Ordines minores (Rome,

67-114;

1897),

Eisenhofer, II, 369 f.; J. Quasten,

"Lektor," LThK, VI,

479

f.

•• For Rome see ]. :M. Lungkofler, "Die
Vorstufen zu den hiiheren Weihen nach
dem Liber Pontificalis," ZkTh, LXVI

( 1942) , 1-19,

•• E.
der

especially

12.

Peterson, "Das j ugendliche Alter
Lectoren," Eph.
/iturg., XL VIII

ticular charge. Handing the book to the
subdeacon at his ordination was not a
general custom till the 13th century; cf.
de Puniet, Das romische Pontifikale, I,

174.

"Cf. supra, p. 208. In Spain as late as
1068, in can. 6 of the Synod of Gerona
(Mansi, XIX, 10 71) there is question
of lectors who belong to the clergy but
yet are permitted to wed.

(1934), 437-442.

.. Supra, p. 22 7, note 106.

"-See i1�fra, p. 443.

••

., Besides the <iY<Z)'vtoa"tl)� the u11:o�c&xoYo�
is the only degree in the Greek Church
corresponding to the minor orders. Read

According to a decree of the Congrega
tion of Rites dated April 23, 1875, the
priest himself should simply read the
Epistle, not sing it, in the absence of a
lector; Decreta auth. SRC, n. 3350.

ing has continued to be his duty. If no

civczryWa"t"f)� is present in a congregation,
the reading of the Epistle becomes the
honorary office of a layman.
"Ordo Rom. I, n. 10. Further evidences

in Godu, "Epitres," 251 f. Still Amalar,
De eccl. off., II, 11 (PL, CV, 1086) is
puzzled over this matter, since in the ordi
nation the subdeacon was given no par-

Missale Rom., Rit. scrv., VI, 8.

But in Germany custom appears to
sanction the practice of chanting it ; so
Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe, 91.
A lector is also mentioned for the
first reading on Good Friday and for the
prophecies on the vigils of Easter and
Whitsunday. In the Liber ordinarius of
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When the reader performed his duty, this was made visible in the older
Roman liturgy by the way he wore his official garb. He is now definitely
"in service" and should not seem to be hindered by his garments. This
vesture was-as with all clerics-the bell-shaped planeta or casula. But
the deacon and subdeacon wore this tucked up in front, so that their hands
were free, and the subdeacon's formed a sort of envelope or pocket so that
he could pick things up and carry them around not with bare hands but
holding them through the garment." So when the deacon got ready to read
the Gospel he arranged the planeta in such a way that it lay tightly folded
over his left shoulder and fell across his breast at an angle. Thus he kept
it all through hi� service till after the Communion. But the subdeacon or
other cleric, when getting prepared for the reading, took the planeta off.48
Thus the gradation of office was kept somewhat in a recognizable form.
This practice, which appears about the ninth century, is still retained in
broad outline at high Masses which take place during Lent or on other
days of similar dignity; the deacon and subdeacon make use of the planeta
(since replaced by dalmatic and tunicle), but the deacon, before the read
ing, substitutes the stola latior, and the subdeacon takes off his outer vest
ment before he reads the Epistle.'"
For the presentation of the sacred text the reader also chooses a special
place. To be better understood he will turn to the listeners, perhaps-if
possible-take an elevated place, as Esdras did,.. and as the Roman Pon
tifical actually prescribes for the lector."' As early as the third and fourth
centuries there is mention of an elevated place where the reading-desk stood
or where the lector stood even without a desk."' Later this was turned into
Liege (Volk, 82, 1. 25 ) the lessons on
Ember Saturday were also assigned to
a lector.
Further, it is permitted at present for
cleric in minor orders to substitute for
the subdeacon at a high Mass when the

a

latter is not available; he may be vested
Par a tus absque manipulo; decree dated
July 5, 1698; Decreta auth. SRC, n. 2002.
The question of such a substitution was
likewise raised in the Middle Ages, but
answered in the negative because reading
the Epistle was the exercise of a power
which a cleric in minor orders did not
possess. The priest himself, in this case,
should read the Epistle. Bernold, Microlo
gus, c. 8 ( PL, CLI, 982) ; Beleth, Expli
catio, c. 38 (PL, CCII, 46 A):
47

Braun, Die liturgische Gewandung, 166169; Callewaert, Sa cris emdiri, 233-239.

••

Braun. 166.

Cf. Ordo Rom. V, n. 3 (PL, LXXVIII,
985); Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 15 (PL,
CV, 1122 f.); Ordo Rom. I, n. 51 (PL,
L X XVIII, 960).
•• Missale Rom., Rubr. gen., XIX, 6; cf.
Braun, 149 f.
The "broad stole" (stola latior) is
really a stylized folded chasuble-a limp
chasuble that was folded O\'er the shoulder
and pinned there;

eventually the

folds

were sewed in and the cloth cut down to
its present nondescript shape.
60 Nehem. 8: 4.
61

Pontificate Rom., De ord. lectoris: Dum

legitis, in alto loco ecclesia' stetis, ut ab

omnibus audiamini et vidcamini.

Cyprian, Epist. 38, 2 ( CSEL, III, 580
f.); 3 9, 4 (583 f.): pulpitu.m; Council of

0'

Laodicea, can. 15 (Mansi, II, 567); Canst.
Ap., II, 57, 5 ( Quasten, Mon., 182).
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an ambo .. or pulpit, a podium fitted out with a balustrade and lectern, set
up at some convenient spot between sanctuary and nave, and either stand
ing free or else built into the choir railing or into the side-railings of the
enclosure, which, in many basilicas, surrounded the space for the schola
cantorum. The ambo also served-as we will see later in greater detail

for the singer in the responsorial chant. Frequently the preaching was done
from here. In the Orient the deacon ascended-and still ascends--the
ambo to lead the prayer of the people in the ektene, but it was especially
intended for the reader who presented the Sacred Scriptures. This is indi
cated, inter alia, by the names it has: lectrinum, lectionarium,.. analogium.
Frequently it was very richly adorned with mosaics, sculpture and the
like.""
But now the Roman Mass contains hardly a trace of an arrangement
which seemed so well suited to making the reading as understandable as
possible. As far as the people are concerned, the readings have, during the
past thousand years, become a mere symbol. The subdeacon who reads the
Epistle stands at his accustomed place, facing the altar'" and therefore with
his back to the people. The deacon who sings the Gospel, should indeed
turn contra altare versus populum," but the latter direction, versus popu
lum, seems to be countermanded by the first, contra altare... So, for a prac
tical suggestion as to the position to be taken by deacon, the rubric from

the pontifical Mass is usually given, since it is plainer: the deacon turns
in that direction which corresponds to the north side of an oriented church ...
the verb

•• Gavanti is right when he declares: verba

dwz6al>etv, to mount or climb up. It first

rubricu . . . vidmtur pugnare invicem.
He therefore settles for a direction half
way between altar and people; Gavanti
Merati, II, 6, 5 (I, 242). As a matter of
fact the same expression, contra a/tare,
is used shortly before in the rubrics of
the Mass book, as we noticed already
(VI, 4), and here it is used to describe
the stance of the subdeacon at the Epistle,
with face directed towards the altar. The
expression is used unequivocally in this
sense by Paris de Grassis (d. 1528)
when he gives the rule: In a non-oriented
church the deacon should stand ·at the
Gospel non collateraliter to the altar, but
facie ad facie.m altaris, id est contra ipsum
a/tare (PL, LXXVIII, 934).
10 Curemoniale episc., II, 8, 44: The sub
deacon should hold the book vertens renes
non quidem altari, sed versus ipsam par

.. The

word

is derived from

appears at the Council of Laodicea,
can. IS (Mansi, II, 567).
A. M. Schneider, "Ambo," RAC, I,
363-365.
.. The word "lectern."
.. H. Leclercq, "Ambon," DACL, I, 13301347. Cf. Caryl Coleman, "Ambo," CE,
I: 381-2.
.. Missa/e Rom., Ritus serv., VI, 4: contra
a/tare. According to the Mass-Ordo 'In
dutus planeta' (Legg, Tracts, 184) which
appeared in Mass books after 1507, the
subdeacon reads the Epistle in front of
the steps contra medium altaris. This lat
ter expression is already in the Liber
usuum 0. Cist. (12th century), c. 53 (PL,
CLXVI, 1423 B), and after that in the
Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 90). But
thll Missal of St. Vincent-on-Volturno
(circa 1100) directs: versus contra a/tare
(Fiala, 200). Cf. also Durandus, IV, 16,
5.
"' Missa/e Rom., Ritus serv., VI, 5.

tem (i.e., towards the "Gospel side"; this
phraseology was not used till near the
end of the Middle Ages)
qttu pro
aquilone figuratur.
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Or recourse is had simply to local custom, which is actually diversified....
On the contrary there are no differences of opinion regarding the further
rule, that the Epistle is read on the south side of the sanctuary, the Gospel
on the north-a rule which the priest himself must observe at the altar
even at the simplest private Mass. In addition, a more detailed regulation
regarding the Gospel is this, that he does not face straight ahead but
towards the corner of the altar,111 that is, in an oriented church he turns
just a bit to the north. This is almost the same rule as that for the deacon
at solemn Mass. From the standpoint of the ordinary participant, this
means that the Epistle is said at the right side, the Gospel at the left.
Further it means that at every Mass the book has to be carried over from
one side to the other. The difference in the locale of the readings and the
accompanying conduct of the Mass-server are some of the peculiarities of
the external Mass rite which make the strongest impression. "Epistle side"
and "Gospel side" are phrases that even poorly instructed Catholics are
acquainted with. It is therefore very much in place to go into greater detail
regarding this regulation.
The north side as the place for the Gospel is specifically mentioned for
the first time in the commentary of Remigius of Auxerre (d. c. 908) .. ; the
north, he says, is the region of the devil whom the word of God must con
tend with. And Ivo of Chartres (d. c. 1117) continues the line of thought,•
remarking that the Gospel is proclaimed against p-aganism, which is repre
sented by the northern part of the world, and in which the coldness of
unbelief had so long prevailed. And Ivo does not mean merely the direction
of the body which the reader assumes iri the ambo, but the actual position
on the north side of the sanctuary, for he speaks of the passage of the levite
or of the priest "to the left side of the church" in order to read the Gospel."'
And that too has a meaning, for it represents the transfer of preaching
from the Jews to the Gentiles... The suspicion is forced upon one that these
are but later attempts to explain by allegory a practice which was long in
"'W. Lurz, Ritus und Rubriken der hl.
M esse (2nd ed.; Wiirzburg, 1941), 454,
note 58: The exact stance-whether di
agonally towards the altar or towards the
people, or parallel to the altar steps-is
determined by the custom of the particu
lar church. According to M. Gatterer,
Praxis celebrandi, 248, note o, the deacon
should stand sicut sacerdos in missa priv
ata, therefore diagonal to the altar; on
the other hand Ph. Hartmann-}. Kley,
Repertorium rituum (14th ed.; Pader
born, 1940), 502, direct the deacon to
stand turned somewhat towards the peo
ple. And ]. O'Connell, The Celebration
of Mass (Milwaukee, 1940), III, 100-101,

takes the third position, insisting that the
deacon takes his place facing directly
"north,'' that is, towards the left-hand
side of the church.
Missale Rom., Ritus serv., VI, 1.
Substantially the same direction in the
Mass-Ordo of Burchard: Legg, Tracts,
146; cf. ibid., 145, note 6.
.. Remigius, Expositio (PL, CI, 1250 £.).

111

Cf. John of Avranches, De off. eccl.
(PL, CXLVII, 35 A).

.. Ivo of Chartres, De conven. vet. et rwvi
sacrif. (PL, CLXII, 550).
"'Ibid.
.. Cf. supra, p. 110.
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use and no longer understood, a practice which did not concern north and
south at all, but had an entirely different viewpoint.
An inkling of this is to be found in the author of the Micrologus,.. a
work almost contemporaneous with Ivo. The author writes that it is almost
a general custom that th� deacon reading the Gospel turn toward the north.

But he takes exception to this, not only because the north side is the side
for the women, and it is therefore unbecoming that the deacon turn that
way, but also because it is plainly contra Romanum ordinem, according
to which the deacon stands on the ambo turned to the south, that is, the
side of the men. He explains the variant practice, which had already
become fixed and rooted, as a conscious imitation of the movement and
position of the priest who, when saying Mass without a deacon, does really
have to say the Gospel at the north side of the altar in order to leave the
other side free for the sacrificial activity, and who thus could give the
appearance of actually turning towards the north. But this explanation,
suggesting the private Mass as the origin of the practice, although it has
been repeated in our own day,"7 is presented only for lack of something
better.
Just what is to be said about this "Roman order" which Bernold had
in view? He is thinking, one might say, of Mabillon's second Roman Ordo,
but this order he could not have known since it was not compiled till the
tenth century and in Franco-German territory... The real Roman arrange
ment was not as precise as Bernold supposes. We can reconstruct it as it
actually was, better perhaps from archeological evidences than from liter
ary sources ...
The spot from which the deacon at a solemn function could read the
Gospel most conveniently and fittingly had to be chosen in such a way that
on the one hand the reader had the people before him, and on the other he
did not turn his back on the bishop and the clergy surrounding him. In the
basilicas of the dying ancient period, where the cathedra of the bishop
"'Bernold, Micrologus, c. 9 (PL, CLI,
982 f.) : De evangelio in qua parte sit
legendum.
Similarly somewhat later Honorius Au
gustod., Ge.mma an., I, 22 (PL, CLXXII,
551).
01 M. Daras, "La position du diacre durant
l'evangile," Les questions liturgiques et
paroissiales ( 1930), XV, 57 ff. Similarly
Brinktrine, Die hi. M esse, 106 £ .
.. Ordo Rom. II, n. 8 ( PL, LXXVIII,
972) : Ipse vera diaconus stat versus ad
meridiem, ad quam partem viri solent
coHfluere.
The position looking towards the south
is already appointed for the deacon in

Amalar's Expositio o£ 813-14, ed. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1927), 164 f. ( = Ger
bert, M onumenta, I, 154 £.);this direction
means Ecclesiam ferventem animo in
amore Dei. Likewise in the Expositio
'Missa pro multis', ed. Hanssens (Eph.
liturg., 1930), 36, and in the Eclogce
(PL, CV, 1322 £.). It is also admitted in
the Missal of St. Vincent (c. 1100;
Fiala, 201) : versus ad septe.mtrionem sive
meridiem. The same direction is still men
tioned in Durandus, IV, 24, 21.
69 Cf.
the anonymous study "Pourquoi
ces differents endroits pour Ia lecture de
l'epitre et de J'evangile ?" Les Questions
liturgiques, IV (1914), 314-320.
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stood in the apse, he would therefore have to stand to the side, in the for
ward part of the choir, to the right of the presiding bishop (for all the
ranks of honor were reckoned with the cathedra of the bishop as the point
of departure) :o He would thus face either north or south depending on the
position of the apse and the cathedra, whether to the west, as they were
in the older Roman structures, or to the east, as later became customary.
As a matter of fact we find the ambo is arranged in many places in accord
ance with these notions." In the latter case, where the apse is towards the
east, the deacon who wanted to talk to the people, turned toward the
south. This position is evinced both by the placement of ambos72 and by
literary documents73; this is the position which Bernold wanted observed
(Fig. I). In the Roman churches of the older type, which had the apse
toward the west, the deacon would, under the same circumstances, assume
a position facing north, and many Roman basilicas actually indicate this
layout (Fig. 2)."

Cf. Ordo Rom. I, n. 4 ( PL, LXXVIII,

self notes in his pontifical that there are

639) : the clergy should take their place

great feast-days quibus pontifex sedet
Post altare (Andrieu, III, 648; d. 641).
Paris de Grassis (d. 1528) offers an addi
tional explanation of the matter when he
points out that the Gospel side is to the
right if viewed from the altar itself, not
from the viewpoint of the celebrant, Nam
et crucis et crucifixi super ipso altari
stantis dcxtra ad praedictum cornu evan
gelii vergit ( PL, LXXVIII, 934 B). The
C£Eremoniale Episcoporum again calls the
Epistle side the left (II, 8, 40); cf.
supra, note 59. The Missale Romanum
mentions only a cornu epistollE and a
cornu evangelii.

7°

in the semicircle of the presbyterium in
such wise ut quando pontifex sederit ad

eos respiciens episcopos ad dextcram sui,
presbyteros vero ad sinistram coHtueatur.
In those early churches in the Occident
which faced west the men and women
were also seated in the nave to right
and left of the cathedra: the women were
assigned the north side. This continued
to be their side also in the oriented
churches; Beissel, Bilder, 56 f. For mean
while the point of view that had become
established was the orientation at prayer :
as before the men were to be at the right,
the women at the left; H. Selhorst,
Die Platzordnung im Gliiubigenraum der
altchristlichen Kirche, Diss. (Munster,

1931), 33.
Only later, when the rear wall was built
out and the cathedra was moved from
the vertex of the apse to the side, did the
arrangement in the sanctuary (opposite
that in the nave) become unintelligible.
From the viewpoint of the entrance (or,
what is the same, from the viewpoint of
prayer-orientation), the Gospel is said at
the "left" side-a terminology that con
tinued to be used throughout the Middle
Ages (e.g. in the Missal of Westiminster,
circa 1380; see Supra, p. 299, note 10),
and allegorical interpretations were em
ployed to explain this fact (supra, p. 110;
Durandus, IV, 23). Still Durandus him-

71 In the
Roman Ordines both the one
design and the other are considered. For

instance there is an ancient recension of
Ordo Rom. I which presupposes a basilica
facing west (ed. Stapper) and a later
recension in which the oriented structure
is basic (ed. Mabillon) ; see the instruc
tion at the Gloria (Ordo Rom. I, n. 9).
The cathedral of Torcello; F. X. Kraus,
Geschichte der christlichen Kunst (Frei
burg, 1896), I, 334 ; cathedral of Grado :
DACL, I, 2657.
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'3

Supra, p. 414, note 68.

"Examples of churches facing west in
which the ambo was set according to this
sense : St. Peter : Duchesne, Liber pont.,
I, 192-193; S. Maria Maggiore: H.
Grisar, Geschichte Roms und der Piipste
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It is this latter position, set free of its natural foundation, that contin
ued to be the fixed norm in the conception of the medieval liturgists and
still survives in the rubrics of the CfEremoniale episcoporum. But in the
transfer to the oriented churches two possibilities remained open. The dea
con could place himself to the left of the cathedra (still standing at the
center of the apse) and thus speak from the south side of the church, facing
the nave and the north (Fig. 3); again there are actual examples... But it
was hardly possible to tolerate for long the reading of the Gospel at the
left of the cathedra and with face towards the women's side of the church.
So the second possibility came to mind; the deacon could stand to the
right and still face northwards, too-as we are accustomed to seeing it
done (Fig. 4).
This last solution is basically in complete correspondence with the intel
lectual and cultural condition of the Middle Ages. It seemed more impor
tant to hold on to the symbolism of the northward direction (since this had
a message for the symbol-hungry eyes of the people of that era) than to
turn to the people (since the contents of the Latin lesson were not grasped
by them anyway). This arrangement then became a norm for the priest
in reading the Gospel at the altar. Thus, besides this symbolical northward
( Freiburg, 1901 , I, 344; S. Clemente
(Gospel ambo with Easter candle): Th.
Gsell Fels, Rom (6th ed.; Leipzig, 1906),
364; cf. Les Questions liturg., (1914),
IV, 319, Fig. 9.
.. S. Maria in Cosmedin: R. Stapper,
Katholische Liturgik (5th ed.; Munster,
1931), p. 48-49; cf. Les Questions liturg.,
(1914), IV, 319, fig. 10; S. Lorenzo
fuori 1e mura: Gsell Fels, Rom, 783 £.

See also Ch. Rohault de Fleury, La
messe· (Paris, 1883), III, p. 39, where,
in consequence of the position of the
Easter candle, this position of the Gospel
ambo "sur Ia face opposee'' is indicated
also in the cathedrals of Salerno and
Beneventum, Lebrun, Explication, I, 201,
refers to the minster of Aachen (ambo
of the year 1011).
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direction both at solemn and simple Masses another rule remained in force,
that the Gospel should be read at the right side (reckoning from the view
point of the bishop's cathedra). The opposite side was then the Epistle
side, but this only at a comparatively late date. Even in the late eleventh
century, at the private monastic Masses at Hirsau, if the priest read the
Epistle himself, he did so at the "Gospel side" of the altar,'" while, on the
other hand, according to a Monte Cassino ordinarium of about 1100, the
Gospel is still read on the "Epistle side.".,., Beleth in 1160 objects that
the priest generally reads the Gospel at the altar instead of at a special
lectern."" It appears that up to that time the norm mostly followed was a
very practical one, to keep the right side of the altar-our Epistle side
free for the gift-offerings at least from the offertory on."'"
Interest in a gradation amongst the readings was early at work in the
choice of readers, as we have seen. But in localizing the reading the process
was slower. Even in the early Middle Ages there was, as a rule, but one
ambo, which served for all the lessons. Amalar is the first to mention an
excellentior locus at which the Gospel was read.80 The Ordo Romanus II,

which originated in the north in the tenth century, directs the subdeacon
76

William of Hirsau, Const. I, 86

(PL,

CL, 1016 D): lecturus epistolam librum
ponit ad sinistram ibique reliqua dicit
usque ad communionem. "Gospel side"

therefore means here only the position of
the book (probably a complete missal) at
the left of the priest, just as now during
the sacrificial portion of the Mass. Sim
ilarly also Bernardi Ordo Clun. (circa
1068), I, 72 (Herrgott, 264), where

nevertheless we read: lecturus epistola.m
ad sinistram transit.
77 Lebrun,
I, 205 f.
78 John
Beleth, Explicatio, c. 37 (PL,
CCII, 45 C).
'"Thus even circa 1100 the Missal of
St. Vincent orders at the Offertory :
diaconus ... ornet a/tare in dextro latere;
Fiala, 203.
110 Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 18 (PL, CV,
1126 C).
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who reads the Epistle to mount the ambo, non tamen in superiorem gra
dum, quem solum solet ascendere qui evangelium lecturus est,"' a rule

which is often repeated later on." At the same time we hear of a specially
built desk for the reading of the Gospel; it had the form of an eagle with
wings outspread...
In the church architecture of the later Middle Ages the ambo is no longer
considered, or, to be more precise, it is moved away from the cancelli far
ther into the nave of the church where it becomes a pulpit. Obviously the
smaller churches did not possess an ambo even in earlier times. Ivo of
Chartres apparently has this case in mind." The Gospel thus retained the
place it got either by tradition or by symbolic interpretation-a place on
the level of the choir (sanctuary), on the north side. The subdeacon became
the bearer of the Gospel book, replacing the lectern or desk-a new honor
for the Gospel. But the Epistle later obtained its place on the opposite
side, with the subdeacon reading toward the altar,"" and himself holding
the book."' Thus the "Epistle side" of the altar was evolved. Ivo of Char
tres seems to stipulate some such thing," although in many other places,
even at a much later date, there is still no fixed rule."" In an intervening
period, when. the division of readings to right and left was recognized and
still at the same time the need was felt for an ambo, two ambos were some
times constructed,.. one more ornamental on the Gospel side, the other
more modest on the Epistle side... In our modern buildings we sometimes
Ordo Rom. II, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
971); cf. EcloglE (PL, CV, 1321 C).
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On the contrary

Ordo Rom. XI

(a plan

for the city of Rome, but originating only
circa 1140), n. 40 (PL, LXXVIII, 1040),
s ays without further distinction : sub
diaconus leg it epistolam in ambone.

Martene, 1, 4, 4, 3 (I, 373 f.) presents
examples from his own time o f French
churches that followed the one plan as
well as some that followed the other.
82

Durandus, IV, 16, 2.

""Duramlus, IV, 24, 20. He makes refer
ence to Ps. 1 7 : 11 : et volavit super pennas
ventorum.

Regarding medieval pulpits in the form
of an eagle see Eisenhofer, I, 383 f.
.. Supra,

p. 413.

,.. It

is possible that love for symbolism
helped to tip the scales, once the reason
for turning to the people had lost its
force. According to Durandus, IV, 15, 5.
the subdeacon looks towards the altar,
which signifies Christ, quia lohannis prae

dicatio se et alios dirigebat in Christ1�m.

is precisely in this portion o f the Mass,
that the allegorical signifi
cance (preaching of the prophets, of
John) is of ancient tradition and quite
unanimous; cf. supra, p. 89; p. 110, note
It

the Epistle,

41.

For this reason the p riest, while reading
the Epistle, is even at present directed
to place his hands on the book or to hold
the book, whereas he reads the Gospel
with hands folded, like the deacon whose
hands are free. Missale Rom., Rit. serv.,
86

VI, 1, 2; 5.

"Supra, p.

413.

Cf. the expression contra medium altaris
for the reading of the Epistle, note 58

88

above.
"" The study of H. Leclercq, "Ambon,"
DACL, I, 1330-1347, which covers the

period up to the 9th century, maintains
that in this time there is nowhere any
evidence of two ambos (1339).
80 Thus in
S. Clemente which was rebuilt
in 1100 but kept the form that it had had
at the time. In S.

Lorenzo the Gospel
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see this plan followed, since the regulations in force at the present time"'
leave room for such an arrangement.

4. The Epistle
The first of the two readings of the Roman Mass is called simply "the
Epistle" although it is not always taken from the Letters of the
Apostles. This usage, which the Missale Romanum retains,' existed even
in the twelfth century." The reading was also called "lectio," correspond
ing to the designation by which the title of the book being read is intro
duced: lectio Isai£E prophet£E, lectio epistolf£.
Since enough was already
said previously about the selection of the Epistle, the choice of a reader
and his position in the sanctuary, it is only necessary to state that in our
Roman liturgy it seems that the principle of the highest simplicity has been
.

.

.

followed in the framing of the Epistle itself at high Mass. Consequently
there is no address to the people and no reply on their part, no blessing of
the reader (as is customary otherwise even in the Office before the longer
readings at Matins') and no prayer by the reader for purification, no sol
emn escort to the ambo (in recent times only the accompaniment of an
acolyte has been allowed'). Even the melody to which it is sung is kept
much simpler than at the Gospel."
ambo dates from the 8th century; Gsell
Fels, op. cit., 784.
"' C !Xre.moniale episc., I, 12, 18.
'Missale Rom., Rit. serv., VI.
'John Beleth, Explicatio, c. 38 (PL,

it does the subdeacon kiss his hand
(Fischer, 81). Later the bishop read the
Epistle at the same time that the sub
deacon did.

CCII, 46 B). The Epistle can be taken
from all books of the Scriptures except
the Psalms and the Gospels.

That the ceremony was continued ties
in very well with the rather commonly
accepted allegorical interpretation of the
Epistle as the preaching of the prophets

Mass, after the reading of the Epistle,
bring the book to the celebrant, and kiss

fulfillment of the Old Covenant through
Christ who is represented by the priest;

' All the more surprising then is the prac
tice of having the subdeacon at high

his hand and receive his blessing. Thus
already in Durandus, IV, 17. According
to the Missal of St. Vincent (circa IlOO)
he gives the book to the thurifer and
simply receives the priest's blessing with
head bowed (Fiala, 200). It seems, there

fore, that the older element is not the
return of the book but the reverence and
the blessing. Cf. for this also Martene,
I, 4, 4, 5 (I, 374). Still the original sig
nificance may perhaps be seen in the Ordo
of the Lateran church (middle of the
12th century) ; according to this the sub
deacon offers the bishop the Epistle
lcgendam; only after the latter has read

Qr the Baptist : by means of a symbolic
ceremony it was possible to suggest the

cf. Durandus, loc. cit.

In some isolated instances this blessing
of the subdeacon 1s found fitted out with

a petition and a formula or benediction :
Ordinarit�m o£ Bayeux (13th c.): Mar
tene, I, 4, XXIV (I, 627 B).
'Cf. Innocent III, De s. aft mysterio, II,
29 (PL, CCXVII, 816 C). In the Ordi
narium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 236)
this is done only on Sundays and feasts.
'It is therefore all the more striking that
since the 11th century tropes were com
posed for some of the Epistles, but not
for the Gospels. These tropes expanded
the text either by means of Latin phras�
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This sobriety was evidently intentional, in order to let the Gospel stand
out more strongly. Putting it more exactly, it was retained when the richer
fitting-out of the Gospel was begun. In general an older manner in the fit
ting-out of the lection still survives in the Epistle. Here, too, the role of
the lector is still acknowledged at least in part-which agrees with what
we have said. To sit during the Epistle was also one of those olden reading
practices.• On the other hand, this sobriety is not quite so pronounced as
at the readings which bear the stamp of greatest antiquity-those of Good
Friday and Holy Saturday. About these the rubric still remarks that they
are read sine titulo and the answer Deo gratias is omitted at the end-two
elaborations which have nevertheless been accorded the Epistle.
The Deo gratias at the end is not necessarily proper to the Epistle only.
It is repeated at the end of the last Gospel, just as it follows at the lessons
of the Office, and also at the Ite missa est. In truth only in the last case
does the response bear the marks of primitiveness, since it is made by the
choir and not by the servers.'
It is without doubt sensible and very becoming for one to thank God
after being permitted to receive His word. But it is questionable whether
the Deo gratias is here intended as a spoken thanks. Primarily its function
seems to be quite different. In this Deo gratias we have a formal shout
which was much used outside of divine service especially in the North
African Church, e.g. as an acclamation in the sense of approval, and as a
greeting of Christians on meeting each other.• The Deo gratias seems to
have come from North Africa into the Arabian liturgy, where it is used
along with Amen as a response after the reading." We find also that it was
or, later, by means of French farcings.
Blume, Tropen des Missale, II (Analecta
hymnica, 49), p. 165-207, especially 167
f.; idem., "Epitre farcie," LThK, III, 734.
• At one time it was customary at high
Mass for the celebrant to sit during the
Epistle, even if only a simple priest, along
with the deacon, as is still the practice in
the Carthusian and Dominican rites and
as I myself saw it done at Lyons in
1929. This custom is attested also in the
Udalrici Consuetudines Clun. (circa 1080),
II, 30 (PL, CXLIX, 716); in the Missal
of St. Vincent: Fiala, 200; in the old
Cistercian rite: Schneider, ( Cist.-Chron.,
1926), 315 f.; in the Liber ordinarius of
Liege : Volk, 90; and in Durandus,
IV, 18. Sitting also became customary
for the faithful (supra, p. 241), and in
many lands, especially those following
English and French practices, it has con-

tinued customary; Kramp, "Messgebrau
che der Glaubigen in den ausserdeutschen
Landern" (StZ, 1927, II), 355.
For the papal and episcopal Mass see
Ordo Rom. I, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII, 942);
cf. Ordo Rom. II, n. 6 (PL, LXXVIII,
971). At a pontifical Mass the bishop sits
even today and reads the Epistle the
while: Cceremoniale episc., II, 8, 39; 41.
7 On the contrary in the Office the whole
choir answers the readings with Deo
gratias. Thus the Deo gratias at the
Epistle, which is apparently not mentioned
in medieval Ordines or Mass books, be
comes a secondary development, derived
from the Office.
• F. Cabrol, "Deo gratias," DACL, IV,
649-652; cf. the examples from inscrip
tions which are there cited by H. Le
clercq, ibid., 652-659.
• Ibid., 650.
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a part of the Roman liturgy at an early period. At the stational service in
the eighth century when the deacon made the announcement of the next
station, right after the Communion of the Pope, the people answered,

Deo gratias.'" The sense in which the formula is here used is plain. The
only purpose is to express the fact that the hearers have understood the
announcement. It is the same situation as that predicated in the rule of
St. Benedict where the gate-keeper is told to answer Deo gratias whenever
anyone knocks at the monastery doors.11 Surely he is not shouting his grati
tude for any benefit received; he is merely indicating that he has heard
the summons. But he does use a formula which goes down deep into Chris
tian concepts, a formula which has become so much a part of everyday
life that it can serve as a simple signal. It is in this sense that we must
understand the Deo gratias which is said after the Ite missa est and on
other occasions in the Roman liturgy," especially after the Epistle and the
lessons. We can trace here the prevailing tone that dominates the Roman
liturgy, the strong, religiously accented consciousness of the community,
the realization that after the proclamation made to all, after the presenta
tion of God's word, no doubt should be left about its reception. The procla
mation has been heard, the reading has been received, and the reply that
resounds from the people is one which the Christian should use in every
challenging situation in life: Deo gratias, Thanks be to God.

5. The Intervenient Chants
It is in the very nature of things that the grace-laden message which God
proclaims to men would awaken an echo of song. In the chant which is
linked with the readings we have the most ancient song of the Christian
liturgy, and in particular of the Roman liturgy. In contrast to the more
modern strata of the Mass chants: introit, offertory and communion, which
were antiphonal in design and so demanded a special singing group for
performance, the gradual and alleluia still show plainly the traits of the
older responsorial method which dominated the field till at least the fourth
century. For this type of music only one trained singer was required, with
the people all answering together. Only this solo singer had any continu
ous text to reproduce; the people answered by repeating after each passage
the unchanging verse, the refrain or responsum.' This is a very simple pro
cedure, but for a vital participation of the people a procedure suitable in
the highest measure, since neither any special preparation nor a written
10

Ordo of St. Amand: Duchesne, Chris
tian Worship, 462; cf. Breviarium eccl.
ord.: Silva-Tarouca, 200.
11 Rule of St. Benedict, c. 66.
12 Cf. the enumeration in Eisenhofer, I,
192 f.
1

The Greeks had various designations for

this: chponAe�-rtoY, cb.poa-r!x_toY, �"'czxoi),
the singing itself they called

��!J.YtoY;

u'!roljicil.)..etY, �"'czxo�etY,

dere. Leitner, 207 £.

succinere,

respon

In Spain it was called subpsalmare;
Ferotin, Le Liber mozarabicus sacramm
torum, p. XLI f.
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text were necessary for the people. This responding of the people was
customary both in the singing of the races of the ancient Orient and in the
divine service of the Old Covenant: But in the pre-Christian and primitive
Christian eras there was in the texts scarcely any distinction between song
and prayer, nor was there any definite singing tune for use only in the
performance of the psalms, since certain recitatives and even formal mel
odies were customary also for the other books of the Bible.• But responsory
itself was to some extent inherent in the very text of the psalms. It was
a legacy which the synagogue inherited from the services in the Temple.'
And thence it passed to the primitive Church where it is found in full
practice.
According to the arrangement of the agape outlined by Hippolytus of
Rome, the faithful were to say "alleluia" when the psalms were read at the
beginning of ·the agape." The reference is to the alleluia psalms in which
the biblical text already contains the entry, "alleluia," either at the begin
ning or at the end, as an indication that the word was to be inserted as
a response after every verse.• St. Athanasius on one occasion mentioned
the deacon's reciting a psalm before the entire people, while the people
responded repeatedly: Quoniam in reternum misericordia eius,• just as we
find it sketched in Psalm 135.
Since the third century, contemporaneous with the vanishing of the
vogue of privately composed hymns,• the use of the Scriptural psalms
became more pronounced. And the opposition to these hymns probably led
to a greater stressing of the musical character of the psalms.• In the fourth
century there is explicit evidence of the use of psalm chant in the reading
Leitner, Der gottesdienst/iche Volksge
sang im jiidischen 1md christlichen Alter
tum, 26-93; Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottes
dienst, 494 ff. Cf. also Nielen, The Earli
est Christian Liturgy, 281-289.
• Elbogen, 503 ff. The accent marks of the
Masoretic texts contained (as we know)
indications also of the method of produc
tion. Much information regarding can
tillation signs (ta'amin) may be obtained
from Solomon Rosowsky, "The Music
of the Pentateuch," Proceedi-ngs of the
Music Association, XLVIII (1934), 38.
• Elbogen,
494 f. The fundamental ele
ments of Hebrew cantillation are thor
oughly discussed in Abraham Z. Idelsohn,
Jewish Music (New York, 1929).
• Hippolytus of Rome, Trad. Ap. (Dix,
51 f.; Hennecke, 581); cf. supra, p. 13,
note 29.
Cf. Tertullian, De or., c. 27; see for
this Dekkers, 35.
• In
this way the Halle! was prayed at
2

the synagogue service; see Elbogen, 496:
The leader began with "halleluja," the
congregation repeated it, and after each
half-verse chimed in again with "hal
leluja," in all (as the ancient sources
report) 123 times.
In much the same way the alleluia is
used as a refrain after a rather lengthy
series of verses in the Stowe Missal.
A discussion of the relation of the
alleluia to the liturgy of the synagogue
in P. Wagner, Einfiihrung, I, 31.
• Athanasius, De fuga, c. 24 ( PG, XXV,
676 A).
• Cf. supra, p. 346 .
• During the first two hundred years of
the Christian era the Psalter appears to
have served the Church only as a prayer
book, not as a songbook, just like the
other books of the Bible. B. Fischer, Die
Psalmenfrommigkeit der Miirtyrenkirche
(Freiburg, 1949), 3, 10, referring to R.
Knopf.
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service of the fore-Mass, and its performance followed the method of
responsorial song already in vogue.'0 In this process the alleluia gained
considerable importance. It is, at any rate, a phenomenon worth remark
ing, that nearly all the liturgies both East and West still display the alle
luia in the Mass in some form or other.11 And usually the alleluia follows
the second-last reading, either immediately" or (as in the Roman liturgy
too) mediately, so that it looks like a prelude to the Gospel"'; but some
times it does not appear till after the last lesson."
In the sermons of St. Augustine we are introduced to the fully developed
form of the responsorial psalming as it was done between the lessons. He
speaks of a psalm "which we heard sung and to which we responded.""'
Augustine himself was wont to select the psalm. Even lengthier psalms
were sung right through without curtailment.'" The refrain seems always
to have consisted of an entire verse of the respective psalm. It could be
taken either from the beginning of the psalm or from the context. The first
alternative we see exemplified in Psalm 29, where the response is: Exaltabo
te Domine quoniam suscepisti me nee iucundasti inimicos meos super me.17
Due to their constant recurrence these refrains were quite familiar to the
people. Like Augustine, another preacher, St. Chrysostom, takes occasion
time and time again to refer to these refrains as a starting point for a
deeper study of the contents of the psalms." St. Leo the Great, too, makes
reference to this community singing of the psalms with the people.••
1° C onst.
Ap., II, 57, 6 ( Quasten, Mon.,
182): When the reader has finished
two readings, another shall psalm the

Psalms of David, xa:l o :l..a:o<; -,;cl: <b.po::r-,;l:x:ta:

u?ro\jla:AAa-,;w.

11

The only exceptions are the Ethiopic
and the Gallican liturgies. Still even in
the Ethiopian there is a trace; see Hans
sens, III, 187. In the Gallican the c an
ticum trium pueromm, which is itself
arranged in responsorial fashion, seems
to have taken over the role of the alleluia
chant.
12 West Syrian liturgy
(Brightman, 36;
79), Greek liturgy of St. Mark (ibid.,
118), Byzantine ( 371) and Armenian
liturgies ( 426) ; the Milanese liturgy
(present-day missal; Daniel, Codex lit
urg., I, 60).
13 Coptic liturgy (Brightman, 156), East
Syrian liturgy (ibid., 258 f.).
•• Mozarabic liturgy
(PL, LXXXV, 536).
As A. Lesley notes (ibid., note), it was
decreed by the IV Council of Toledo
( 633), can. 12 that the alleluia be sung

not before the Gospel but after it; cf.
Isidore, De eccl. off., I, 13, 4 (PL,
LXXXIII, 751), who took part in the
proposal and who presents the follow
ing reason : Thus it could be suggested
that our life after the revelation of the
Gospel must be one praise of God.
Obviously, then, even here a different
plan had previously been followed.
.. Augustine, Enarr, in ps. 119, 1 (PL,
XXXVII, 1596). Further texts in Wag
ner, Einfiihrung, I, 81 f. and likewise in
Roetzer, 101 f.
16 Augustine, Enarr. in ps. 138, 1 (PL,
XXVII, 1784).
17 Wagner, I, 82. The text named, along
with the following verse (as the remain
der of the psalm) today forms the grad
ual for the Wednesday in Passion week.
18 Chrysostom, In ps. 117 expos., 1 (PG,
LV, 328) ; in ps. 144, 1 (464) ; Leitner,
208 f.
10 Leo the Great, Serm., 3, 1 (PL, LIV,
145) : Davidicum psalmum .. . consona
vo ce cantavimus.
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It is really remarkable that now only a few remnants remain of this
responsorial singing which was once so flourishing. Quite early it invaded
the domain of art... In the Oriental

Church

the

refrain was first

expanded into a �trophe, the heirmos, then further verses were intercalated
for the repetition of the refrain, and these groups of strophes, called a
"canon," entwine around the psalm or canticle of the singer like an ivy
vine. These canons were performed by a choir, or by two choirs.21 The next
step in the evolution was to drop most of the psalm at a solemn Office,
retaining a few verses which were hymnically interwoven in the manner
indicated. Finally in the canticles the basic text disappeared entirely and
all that was left was an elaborate store of hymn poetry, redolent of the
biblical songs upon which they had been founded.""
Between the readings of the fore-Mass, however, the development did
not reach these lengths even in the Eastern liturgies. The basic form did not
disappear entirely. True, only a fragment of the psalm remains, a few
verses that vary with the church year. But this remnant is linked with the
alleluia which appears in some sort of repetition, so that the responsorial
character is still plainly recognizable. Amongst the East Syrians a triple
alleluia follows after every three verses .. ; amongst the Copts, a triple alle
luia after two verses, and a single alleluia after another verse"'; amongst
the West Syrians, a double alleluia precedes, and a single alleluia follows
the one verse of the psalm."" Similarly in the Byzantine liturgy the variant
verse is enclosed between an alleluia at the beginning and one at the end.""
On Holy Saturday a whole psalm is sung, with alleluia inserted as a
response after each verse.�"' But less extended chants which are found within
the compass of the lessons display few of the responsorial features'"; they
are, in fact, mere preludes to the later readings rather than echoes of those
that went before. Even the alleluia, paralleling this, seems to have been
110

In folk song responsorial singing was
retained and the alleluia, like the Kyrie
eleison, continued to be used as a refrain
in both spiritual and secular songs ; see
the references in Leitner, 205, Note 6.
"' This line of progress is described in
greater detail by 0. Heiming, Syrische
'Eniane und griechische Kanones (LQF,
26; Munster, 1932). Among the psalms
which were thus intercalated with new
compositions, a special role was played by
Ps. 113 ff. and Ps. 148 ff., allelulia-psalms
which were from the start suited to the
responsorial performance (Heiming, 42).
Andrew of Crete (d. 740) is accounted
the first great composer of these canon
poems.
22 Cf.
the study in Baumstark, Liturgie
comparee, 26 ff.

23 Brightman, 258 f.
"'Brightman, 156.
.. Brightman, 79.
C£. the Armenian liturgy
Hanssens, III, 188 f.).
20

(ibid., 426;

Brightman, 371.

27

Baumstark, Die M esse im M orgenland,
92. Cf. Max von Sachsen, Praelectiones
de liturgiis orientalibus (Freiburg, 1913),
II, 239 f.
The allelulia as a response to each verse
of a complete psalm is also preserved in
the Byzantine burial service, P. Matz·
erath, Die Totenfeiern der byzantinischen
Kirche (Paderborn, 193 9 ) , 10; 101 f.;
1 05 f.
Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgenland,
92 f.
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conceived predominantly as a preparation for the Gospel,'" if it is possible
to judge in the midst of such a variety and irregularity in the forms of the
chants as well as the prayers.
In the Roman liturgy, too, this curtailment of responsorial song has been
allowed a free hand, and not one single chant has retained the original type
unimpaired. Aside from the ferial formularies, in which only one responso
rial chant follows the Epistle,30 as is also the case after the several lessons
of the vigil Masses on Ember Saturdays-aside from these instances the
full form of the Sunday and feast-day formularies includes two songs, the
gradual and the alleluia (resp. Tract), and in addition the more recently
composed sequences also belong in this grouping. There are various indi
cations that tend to show that the gradual originally followed the first of
the three readings (which disappeared very early) .81 That is manifested
even at present on the few days that have three readings; one of the chants
follows the first reading, one the second.•• Similarly in the Milan liturgy
the psalmellus follows the first of the three readings, and the alleluia chant
follows the second... In fact, even in the Roman liturgy a fragment of a
Mass book has recently come to light which regularly has the gradual
follow the first of its three lections, and the alleluia the second."
When the first reading disappeared, it was hard to sacrifice either the
gradual or the alleluia, probably because both had become by that time
the sixth century-jewels of the Roman Mass; perhaps, too, because by
that time the alleluia was more and more considered an Easter piece ..
.. Hanssens, III, 187-191.
rule is followed, among others,
30 This
in the Commune formulary In vigiliis
aposto/on�m; likewise in the feria! Masses
of Advent (see the rubric after the first
Sunday of Advent). In Lent there is an
exception insofar as the tract Dom ine
secwrdum comes into question (see
below, p. 431, note 66). It is therefore
inconsequent if votive Masses, even those
which are matched by a violet color, are
decked out with gradual and allelulia or
tract. Still such inconsequences are found
quite early; see, e.g., the Antiphonary of
Sen! is (9th century) : Hcsbert, n. 154,
compared with n. 121 (vigils of Apostles).

11011

The appearance of a single chant in
feria! Masses bears a relationship to the
fact that here (aside from Ember week
and such) three lessons were not usual.
Cf. the outline of lessons as apportioned
to various week-days, above, p. 400.
•• C£. supra, p. 395.
32 There
is only an apparent exception
in the Wedncsdavs of the 1st and 4th

weeks of Lent, insofar as a tract, in
addition to the second gradual, follows
the second reading; cf. below, p. 431,
note 66. On Good Friday the first lesson
is followed nowadays by a tract only, but
it was different in the most sacred anti
phonaries; Hesbert, n. 78.
33 The psalmcllrts is a double verse that
changes with the Church year, much like
our
gradual;
Missale
A m brosianum
(1902), p. 167 etc. The Gospel, too, is
followed by a chant, the antiphona po st
er•angclium, but (as the name implies) it
has no responsorial character.
•• A. Dold, Die Zurcher und Peterlinger
Mcssbuchfragmnrte (see above, p. 395,
note 16), p. XXX.
According to Durandus, IV, 19, 2 the
gradual was at that time sung before the
Epistle in many churches.
36 This was the arrangement, at any rate,
in the closely related liturgy of North
Africa. Here the alleluia was in use only
in the Easter-to-Pentecost season and on
Sundays; Isidore, De eccl. off., I, 13, 2
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admirably suited to the eucharistic celebration especially on Sundays and
feast days. And then it was no longer regarded simply as an echo of the
Epistle but a presentiment of the joyous Gospel message, as the later in
terpreters regularly explain it."
All the more, then, must the texts of the two chants be shortened, and
all the more thoroughly in proportion to the melodic elaboration which by
this time they had gained. If in the Orient it was poetics that proved to be
the enemy of the ancient responsorial technique, in the Western world
it was musical art. Already in St. Augustine's time the singers displayed
the tendency more and more to enhance the chant with richer melodies...
The external beauty of God's house had been enhanced, the service increased
in splendor; it was but natural that the music should follow suit. The
formation of the elaborate melismas must have been accomplished in the
solo singing of the psalmist long before a similar development could be
inaugurated in the schola cantorum." This hypothesis is confirmed by the
fact that even later melodies of the responsorial songs, compared with
those of the antiphonal songs of the schola, show an unevenly greater
embellishment. This can be seen to best advantage only since the Graduate

Romanum has been republished with the fuller ancient melodies. The rich
ness of the solo chant must have had a reaction also in the responsum of
the people. Gradually this response slipped away from the congregation
and into the ranks of the singers, that is, the schola. With this new develop
ment another fact was closely related, namely that even the most ancient
books containing the texts for the Roman chants between the readings
with a few exceptions that were fast disappearing-indicate for both grad-

(PL, LXXXIII, 750). In the church of
St. Augustine it was heard, in the main,
only during the Easter season; Roetzer,
234 f. Vigilantius wanted the same thing
in Gaul; Jerome, Con tra Vigilantium,
c. 1 (PL, XXIII, 339).
This latter restriction to Eastertide
had its sponsors also within the territory
of the Roman liturgy at the time of
Gregory the Great, who was reproached
quia Alleluja dici ad missa extra pmte
costes tempora fecistis. For his own praxis
the pope invokes the old tradition stem
ming from the church of Jerusalem. Greg
ory the Great, Ep. IX, 12 (PL, LXXVII,
956). Perhaps it was Gregory who had
ordered the omission of the Alleluia after
Septuagesima, a reform that did not seem
radical enough to his correspondent; cf.
below, note 67. A different explanation
of the spare accounts which have been
preserved is sought by ]. Froger, "L'Alle-

luja dans )'usage romain," Eph. liturg.,
LXII (19-48), 6-48.
A certain connection between the Alle
luia and Easter is even a pre -Christian
tradition, for the allelulia belonged espe
cially to the paschal Hallel.
•• See the results of this interpretation in
Durandus, IV, 20.
37 Augustine, C onfessiones, IX, 6 f.; X,
'33 (CSEL, XXXIII, 208; 263 f.); Cas
sian, De coenob. inst., II, 2 (CSEL,

XVII, 18).

Wagner, Einfiihrttng, I, 33-40. Wagner
believes he is able to date the introduction
of the rich melismatic style into the
responsorial Mass chants about the period
between 450 and 550 (83 f.). But since
the explanation of the Gallican liturgY
ascribed to St. Germanus belongs at
earliest to the 7th century, it seems better
to stretch out this period to the time of

38

Gregory the Great.
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ual and alleluia only a single verse instead of the full psalm."" This is what
we are accustomed to at present, and so the responsorial design of these
songs is scarcely ever noticed.
Still this abbreviation of the texts did not make such progress in other
parts of our liturgy. In these places it came to a halt. Thus in the invita
tory in Matins we have an example of the original form of responsorial
singing. In order to render the design of the songs we are considering more
plainly visible we might do well to outline and compare the forms of
responsorial song still preserved in our liturgy.
1. Invitatory

2. Responsory at

3. Responsory

the Little Hours

at Matins

Response intoned
Response of the choir
Verse 1 of the Psalm
Response of the choir
Verse 2 of the Psalm
Response of the choir

Response intoned
Response of the choir
Verse
Response of the choir

Response of the choir
Verse
Response of the choir

Gloria Patri
Response of the choir

Gloria Patri
Response of the choir

(Gloria Patri
Response of the choir)

4.

Alleluia Chant

Response intoned
Response of the choir
Verse
Response of the choir

5. Gradual
Response of the choir
(Response of the choir)
Verse

In the gradual almost nothing of the original responsory character is
retained, though the older sources did keep the names responsorium or

responsorium graduate.•• Still the second half of the text is designated as
versus (f.). This verse takes the place of the once complete psalm sung
by the precentor. Even now all of it except the final cadence is performed
(according to rule) by one or two soloists. But the preceding portion of
the text which corresponds to the older response of the people is now begun
by the soloist(s) and continued by the choir. This method of performance,
of which there are evidences even at an earlier period," is a substitute for
the more ancient plan according to which the responsum was first pre
intoned by the precentor and then repeated by all." The further repetition
39

It can now be easily studied in the
editions of the six oldest MSS. (8th and
8-9 centuries), which appear in parallel
columns in R. ]. Hesbert, Autiphonale
.llissarwn sextuplex (Brussels, 1935).

Cf. supra, p. 64.
Expositio 'Primrtm

••

CXXXVIII,

in ordine' (PL,
1174): Et dictum respon-

sorium, quod

11110

cessante hoc ipsum alter

respondeat.
"Ordo of the Lateran church (middle of
the 12th century) : Fischer, 81, 1. 19 .
"'Wagner, Einfiihrullg, I, 87 f. This rep
etition is clearly attested in Amalar's ex
position of 813-14, ed. Hanssens (Eph.
liturg., 1927), 162 = Gerhert, Momtmenta,
II, 151 (see supra, p. 89, note 73); in
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of the responsum after the verse was still customary in the thirteenth cen
tury, and in many places even later." As a rule" it was at first omitted only
in those instances in which another chant, the alleluia or a tract, followed,"
but in most churches it soon disappeared entirely. In order to avoid an
unsatisfactory ending•• it then became the practice to have the entire choir
join in during the closing cadence of the verse," as usually happens today.
But in the new edition of the Graduate Romanum (1908), the original
plan was also permitted, that namely of repeating the.responsum after the
verse.
In Holy Week two graduals are retained which even today show sev
eral verses instead of the usual one." The repetition of the response after
the individual verses which was still customary in the Carolingian period'"
and even later"" has disappeared, it is true, so that the chants are no longer
to be distinguished from the tractus; indeed they have actually taken this
title from the latter form. In Easter Week also a lengthy section of the
Easter psalm Confitemini, with a constant repetition of the refrain, Hrec
the Expositio 'Missa pro multis,' ed.
Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 34; in the
Eclog(f! (PL, CV, 1321); in the Ordo
Rom. II (lOth century), n. 7 (PL,
LXXVIII, 971 B) ; and also in the late
medieval Ordillarium of Chalon: Martene,
1, 4, XXIX (I, 646 CD).
43 Wagner,

ally much richer than the responsories of
the Office.
"Every repetition is suppressed in the
Ordiooriu.m O.P. of 1256
(Guerrini,
145).
.. Thus, e.g., in the 1312 Ordinal of the
Carmelites (Zimmerman, 71).

87 f.

Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 96
(PL, CLXXII, 575 C); Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitrale, III, 3 (PL, CCXIII, 106
A); Ordinal of Exeter (1337), ed. Dal
ton (HBS, 37), 295. Also, according to
the A/phabctum saccrdotum (in printed
missals between 1495 and 1530), the
response Beata gens, in the Pentecost
Mass which is presented as a paradigm,
is repeated after the verse; Legg, Tracts,
38.
The repetition after the verse was done
on a higher tone: Amalar, De eccl. off.,
III, 11 (PL, CV, 1120); Sicard, Mitrale,
III, 3 (PL, CCXIII, lOS £.).
On the other hand in Ordo Rom. V
(lOth century), n. 7 ( PL, LXXVIII,
987 C), the repetition is left to the dis
cretion of the bishop, who gives the choir
master a sign if he wants the repetition.
Durandus, IV, 19, 9, then makes the
general statement that at Mass, differently
from the Office, the repetition is not cus
tomary. This ties in naturally with the
fact that the gradual had become music-

C£. Ursprung, Die Kirchenmusik, 57.
In the Mass for the feast of John the
Baptist the omission of the repetition
brought with it an unnatural and in
felicitous break in the text. For the verse
reads as follows : M isit Dominus manum
suam ct tetigit os meum et dixit mihi;
this naturally demands the repetition of
the response: Priusquam. (If need be we
could take the Alleluia-verse as a con
tinuation of the phrase: Tu puer . . .)

46

"Wagner, 88 £. Thus in the 13th century
at Bayeux, but here in the same way the
response after the verse was begun by
the chanters and continued by the choir
to the finish. U. Chevalier, Ordinaire et
Coutumier de l' cglise catltCdrale de Bay
cux ( Bibliotheque liturgique, 8; Paris,
1902), 27.

On \Vednesday: Domi11e exaudi orati
Oilem meam, with five verses; on Good
Friday: Domine audivi, with four verses.

••

••

Wagner, 89 f.

""Robert Paululus (d. circa 1184), De
C(f!rc.moniis, III, 17 (PL, CLXXVII,
449 A).
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dies quam fecit Dominus, exsultemus et lcetemur in ea, long survived.111
But as time went on the verses of the psalm were distributed throughout

the week. Just as here in the Easter octave a store of antique responsorial
song is to be found, so (to cite another example) in the second Christmas
Mass, too. The head-piece of the gradual, Benedictus qui venit in nomine
Domini, Deus Dominus et illuxit nobis, was the song which the Christian
people in the fourth century repeated tirelessly during the Christmas pro
cession from Bethlehem to Jerusalem.""
If in the gradual only a rudiment of the ancient responsorial singing has
been retained, in the alleluia, as it is presented now, the original design
still peeps through. The singer chants alleluia,"" just a he usually intones
the refrain. The congregation repeats it. The singer begins the psalm, that
is, he sings the verse which replaces the psalm. The choir again repeats
the alleluia." In Eastertide, from Low Sunday to Whitsunday, where a
double alleluia is inserted in place of the gradual and alleluia, a second
verse follows and then the alleluia once more."'
The present-day manner of executing the alleluia really corresponds in
substance to this description: the first alleluia is sung by one or two solo
ists and then, with the jubilus added, is repeated by the choir ; the verse
again is the soloist's; and in the repetition after the verse the choir joins
in once more at least with the jubilus.""
"Antiphonal of Mont Blandin (8-9th cen
tury): Hesbert, n. 80, with verse 1, 2, 3,
4, 16, 22, 26. Cf. Ordo Rom. XI, n. 47
(PL, LXXVIII, 1044 B): Duo cantores
in pulpito cantant Graduate: H (EC dies
quam fecit Dominus.
schola respondet.

Primicerius

cum

There is evidence also for the feast of
the Cathedra of St. Peter of a responsum
with three verses: PL, LXXVIII, 655 A.
"Aetheri(E Peregrinatio, 25, 6; cf. 31, 2
(CSEL, XXX, 75; 83 f.); Baumstark,
Liturgie comparee, 166 f.
""Hallelu-yah =Praise Yahweh.
.. For this conception cf. A. Eizenhofer,
"Der Allelujagesang vor dem Evangel
ium," Eph. liturg., XLV (1931), 374-382.
According to the explanation which pre
dominated till then, only the word "alle
luia" with its jubilus was at first used at
Mass, and only later on was a verse
added as a support; Eisenhofer, II, 108 f.
This opinion runs counter to the fact,
already established, of the common ac
ceptance, even at ]lome (see above,
p. 422) o f the alleluia in responsorial
psalmody; for the essentially responsorial
character of the allclulia see H. Eng-

herding, "Alleluia," RAC, I, 293-299,
especially 295.
It is true that in the MSS. the alleluia
verse is not presented uniformly, that
therefore in its present state it is of later
date. But that is not the same as saying
that even previously the allelulia at Mass
was not connected with a verse.
"" That this is not the case also in Easter
week is explained by the fact that the
psalm Confitemini had an even stronger
and more original Easter character than
the alleluia. The reflections in Gihr, 501,
therefore, miss the main point.
It must be remarked that the double
alleluia of Eastertide is, musically and
textually, really two separate alleluias
juxtaposed.
.. Thus according to the rubric in the
Graduate Romanum (ed. Vaticana, 1908),
De rit. serv. in cantu Miss(E, IV: Si
Alleluja, alleluja cum versu sunt dicenda,
primmn Alleluja cantatur ab uno vel a
duobus usque ad signum*. Choms autem
reptetit Alleluja et subiungit neuma, seu
iubilum, protrahens syllabam a. Cantores
versutn concinunt, qui ut supra occurente
asterisco a toto choro terminatur. Finito
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The tendency to drop the repetitions, particularly the repetition after
the verse, was also manifested in the alleluia:' but, excepting the days of
lesser solemnity,"" the tendency was overcome. The nearness of the joyous
message of the Gospel probably helped to produce this result.••
In the jubilus of the alleluia Gregorian chant achieved its highest expres
sion, and, no doubt, in the ages before people were spoiled by the charms
of harmony, the untiring reiteration of the melismatic melodies with their
endless rise and fall must have been a wonderful experience for the devout
congregation.••
In penitential periods the tractus takes the place of the alleluia. Its one
big peculiarity today is the fact that it consists of a lengthy series of psalm
verse, each marked with the designation Jl ( ersus). The tract for Palm
Sunday, for instance, embraces the greater part of Psalm 21, that of the
first Sunday of Lent the complete Psalm 90. The Carolingian liturgist
thought the chief distinction between tract and gradual was the lack of
a response (refrain) after the verses in the former, where it was still cus
tomary in the latter.61 Musically the distinctive mark is the scantier store
of melody ... This in fact may possibly be the derivation of the name:
tractus= elp1J.6�, a typical melody, which recurs according to fixed rules
in the course of the piece... Medieval interpreters sought the derivation in
the "drawn-out" method of singing, a style appointed for penitence and
<'ersu

c a n tor vel cantores repctunt Al/e/uja

ct choru s addit solum neuma. This dis
tribution to choir and soloists ( pueri) is

already to be found in the Ordi11arium of
Bayeux of the 13th century ; Chevalier
(note 47 above), 27.
'' Ordo Rom. V, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
987 C).
'" Both repetitions are omitted in paschal
Masses of a feria! character (Rogations,
vigil of Pentecost and partly Pentecost
Ember days). In this case there is the
same design as is now found in the
gradual.
Only the repetition after the verse has
disappeared on Holy Saturday. It is only
this last phenomenon that is explained in
\Vagner, I, 95. This is really only a sort
of toning-down of the festal jubilee in
accordance with the type of celebration;
cf. Ordo Rom. I, n. 26 (PL, LXXVIII,
950 A) : in quotidia11is d iebu s it is alright
to be satisfied with the first Alleluia.
Spanish missals of the later Middle
Ages had only one alleluia outside the
paschal season, and only the verse fol
lowed; Ferreres, 106.

""Cf. Durandus, IV, 20, 7: Per hoc vera
quod Alleluja cum pneuma repetitur, laus
et gaudittm ineffabile pa t ria! significatur.
80 Even in the ancient Church the alleluia
was sung with rich melismas. Pertinent
remarks of St. Augustine (who speaks
of wordless jubilation) in Roctzer, 233235. Further particulars in Wagner, I,
36 ff. Regarding the singing of the Alle
luia among oriental Christians, see Wag
ner, 92. From his own experience Wagner
confirms the teport of older authors that
the Copts often sing just alleluia for a
quarter of an hour.

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 12 (PL,
CV, 1121): Hoc differt inter Responsor
ium, cui ch oru s respondet, et Tractum,
cui nemo ....
81

Many of the tracts belong to the second
or to the eighth (ecclesiastical) mode, and
the preference is for the same melodies.
The same musical melodies are repeated
from verse to verse and from tract to
tract. Wagner, I, 99 f.
82

83

Wagner, I, 99.
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grief .. ; but this was hardly the original notion of these chants, for amongst
them are found several that begin with Jubilate, Laudate Dominum.
Wagner has good grounds for his opinion that in the tract we have simply
graduals-perhaps we ought to say responsorial chants--of the fourth/
fifth century, chants which, in their melodic design and partly in the range
of their text, stem from the more ancient period of Roman solo-psalmody
and so reflect the condition of the chants before the art of the singer had
succeeded in embellishing it and thus led to the shortening of the psalm ...
This traditionally simpler manner was later used more and more exclu
sively for fast-day Masses,"' in which we generally find the older forms
retained, especially in the last days of Lent."' Later the tract was given
a certain animation by being divided amongst the whole choir in alternate
fashion, as is the rule now...
It was really an important moment in the liturgy when, at the Roman
stational service of the seventh century, right after the Epistle the singers
Durandus, IV, 21, 1.
Later the name was usually derived
from the fact that the tract was sung
straight through, "in one strain" (trac
tim), without interruption by a refrain;
cf., e.g., Gihr, 493.
"'Wagner, lac. cit. Cf. idem, Geschichte
dcr Messe (Leipzig, 1913), I, 4, with the
hint that in the medieval tract melodies
are probably concealed the remains of
synagogue song.
•• Wagner,
Einfiihmng, I, 100 £.
11ore in detail we refer to the Sundays
from Scptuagesima on, a few incidental
feasts, as well as Ember and Holy Weeks.
It is only here that the oldest chant books
indicate the tract; see the survey in
Hesbcrt, p. 244.
The tract Domine non secundum pec
cata, which we use every Monday, Wed
nesday and Friday in Lent, is a more
recent composition. It was introduced in
Frankish territory, and not before the
8th century. Its origin is due to the then
prevailing penitential discipline which
exacted from public penitents special peni
tential works on the three feria! legitima!
all through Quadragesima. Jungmann, Die
latcinischen Bussritcn, 70 f.
01
Since these are regularly the chants
which stand in the second place, especially
on the Sundays in the pre-Easter fasting
season, there is an explanation for the
loss of the responsum. This latter would
have had to stay in the alleluia, but
this too was excluded during this season.

••

About 400 the alleluia was still com
patible with sorrowful solemnities, like
the burial of Fabiola, even at Rome;
Jerome, Ep., 77, 12 (CSEL, LV, 48, 1.
12). But a few decades later Sozomen,
Hist. eccl., VII, 19 (PG, LXVII, 1476),
was under the impression that the alleluia
was originally sung at Rome only on
Easterday. What is behind his report,
which is at any rate quite questionable
(cf. Cabrol, DACL, I, 1236), might pos
sibly be the fact that the alleluia was
removed from Quadragesima. This was
already a fixed rule in Spain and in
Africa at the time of St. Isidore, De eccl.
off., I, 13, 3 (PL, LXXXIII, 750 f.),
and perhaps also in Rome. Gregory the
Great seems to have banned the alleluia
further, from Septuagesima; Callewaert,
Sacris erudiri 650, 652 f. On the part of
the Greeks the omission of the alleluia
during the Lenten season was for the
first time made a matter of complaint
and ·accusation by Leo of Achrida in
1053; A. Michel, Humbert uud Kcrul
/arios II ( Paderborn, 1930), 94, note ; 124.
Graduale
Romanmn
( ed. Vaticana,
1908), De rit. serv. in cantu Missa!, IV:

68

cuius z•ersiculi alternatim ca11tantur a
duabus sibi im·iccm rcspondentibus clzori
partibus,

aut

a

cantoribus

et

umvcrso

choro.

Reporting from Roucn, de Moleon,
361, tells of an older manner of per
formance.
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ascended the ambo, first the one who intoned the responsorium and after
him the one who did the alleluia. For these songs were not like those of
the schola, intended merely to fill out a pause, nor were they, like the
latter broken off at the signal of the celebrant. They were independent,
self-sufficient members inserted between the readings like a moment of
pious meditation, like a lyrical rejoicing after the word of God had reached
the ears of men.•• The name of the singer like that of the reader of the
Epistle had to be made known to the pope at the beginning of the service.70
Previous to Gregory the Great these chants were done by deacons,71 but
St. Gregory forbade this" since he wanted to avert the possibility of a
beautiful voice counting in the promotion to diaconate. So the duty fell
to the subdeacon's lot." When the singer mounted the ambo, he was not
allowed to stand at the top-at least this was true later, in the territory
of the Romano-Frankish liturgy. This platform was reserved to the Gospel.
Instead, like the reader of the Epistle, he had to be satisfied with one of
the steps (gradus) of the stairway." Hence the chant took the name "gra
duale." •• And his vesture, too, was that of the reader of the Epistle-that
.. The time occupied by these chants seems
to have meant nothing even in the 11th
century; this is gathered from the
lengthy prayers that the celebrant was
expected to recite during these intervening
chants. Those in the Missa lllyrica and
In the Mass-Ordo of Cod. Chigi would
take at least a quarter of an hour even
for a hurried recital; Martene, 1, 4, IV;
XII (1, 499-504; 570-574).
70 Ordo Rom. I, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
940). Apparently two different singers are
here meant; see Stapper in his edition of
the Ordo Rom. I (Stapper, 17). The
duality is patent in the Ordo of St.
Amand (Duchesne, Christian Worship,
456) and in the Ordo Rom. Ill (11th
century), n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII, 979).
71 This
Office is emphasized more than
once in the grave inscriptions, e.g., in that
of the archdeacon Deusdedit (5th cen
tury) :
Hic levitarum primus in ordine vivens
Davitici cantor carminis iste fuit.
(Duchesne, Christian Worship, 170).
12 At
the Roman Synod of 595 (PL,
LXXVII, 1335).
73 This seems to be at least suggested in
Ordo Rom. I, n. 7 ( PL, LXXVIII,
940). Later on every grade of orders was
waived; see below, note 81.
"Expositio 'Primum in ordine' (circa
800; PL, CXXXVIII, 1174 C); Ordo

Rom. II, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII, 971 B);
Expositio 'Missa pro .multis', ed. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 34 f.
Amalar's interpretation of 813-14, ed.
Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1927), 184, does
indeed refer to this rule, but also allows
a second step.
•• The name and the corresponding prac
tice were certainly to be found in the
Frankish kingdom towards the end of the
8th century. Antiphonary MSS. of this
period, as found in Hesbert, regularly use
the superscription Grad. or Resp. Grad.
But even at Rome, where the older
ordines simply use the term Responsorium
for this song, in the Gregorianum of
Hadrian the designation handed down
is uniformly this one, in· some form or
other: (sequitur) gradate, gradalis, grad
a/em; Lietzmann, n. 1.
A suspicion that the term might be
traced back to Frankish transcribers is
strengthened by an explicit remark of
Amalar's, De ord. antiph., pro!. (PL,
CV, 1245 B), that he had ascertained at
Rome quod dicimus gradate, illi vacant
cantatorium. However this is said about
the book.
Gastoue suggests another derivation
for the word graduate (gradate), recall
ing that the adjective gradalis meant
"well-ordered, composed with care," and
that this adjective was

applied to the
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is, he first took off the planeta.'"
For the text of the chant the singers of the responsorial songs looked to
a special book which is called, in the Roman Ordines, simply cantatorium.
This he carried along to the desk. Amongst the six oldest manuscripts
which give us the Mass chants, only one is devoted entirely to the solo
songs."' All the others combine these in one book with the antiphonal chants
of the schola; this shows that by the ninth century the singer had become
simply a member of the ensemble,'" and the latter, in turn, had long since
taken over the response and therefore needed to have the text in view.
Nor was the singer separated from the choir in space, particularly when
the ambo gradually disappeared from the plan of the church. About the
same time the soloist was replaced by two or three singers711; soon even four
were mentioned."' In other places the boy singers appeared as performers
of the solo chants, apparently as a continuation of the arrangement fol
lowed in the Gallic liturgies81-an arrangement which must have been car-

responsorium; A. Gastoue, L'art gregor
im, 174.
In English the gradual is sometimes
referred to as "grail."
70 Amalar,
De eccl. off., III, 15 (PL,
CV, 1122 f); cf. also the references
given Supra, p. 411, note 48.
77 The
Gradual of Monza (8th century) ;
see the ed. in Hesbert.
Whereas in Rome and Italy at this
time the cantatorium is still a separate
book, in the Frankish kingdom it is
united with the Mass antiphonary. Amalar,
De ord. antiph., pro!. (PL, CV, 1245 B).
The cantatorium is 'also referred to
under the term tabultX, as Wagner,
Einfiihrung, I, 85, note 5, opined and
]. Smits van Waesberghe proves, for
the tabultX which Amalar, De eccl. off.,
III, 16 (PL, CV, 1123), says the singers
held in their hands, were probably the
cantatorium, bound (as usual) in ivory;
see JL, XII (1934), 423; 457; JL, XIII
(1935), 453; cf. also de Mol eon, 54; 284.
78 In the Roman stational services this
situation seems to have been brought
about already in the 8th century, as
seems clear from the papal notification
referred to in Ordo Rom. I, n. 7 (PL,
LXXVIII, 940 C) : talis de schola canta
bit. (In Stapper's ed. the de schola is
missing; 18).
78 Rab anus Maurus, De inst. cleric., II,
51 (PL, CVII, 363). According to

Ordo Rom. XI, n. 20 (PL, LXXVIII,
1033), on festive occasions two cantores
mount the ambo and together sing gradual
and Alleluia. According to the Ordinarium
of Laon (c. 1300), the gradual was sung
by two subdeacons, the Alleluia by two
deacons; Martene, I, 4, XX (I, 607 D).
"'John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXLVII, 38 B).
For great feasts: Ordinarium O.P.
(Guerrini, 145); Liber ordinarius of
Liege ( Volk, 47, 1. 17).
"' In the Erpositio ant. liturgitX gallicantX
( ed. Quasten, 12; 14), mention is made
of parvuli who sing the Kyrie and also
the responsory after the lessons.
About the same time singing boys also
appear in the Orient in the role of pre
centors; see Testamentum Domini, I, 26;
II, 11 (Rahmani, 55; 135). Cf. ]. Quas
ten, Musik und Gesang in den Kutten der
heidnischen Antike und christlichen Friih
zeit (LQF, XXV; Miinster, 1930), 137 f.
Singing boys are found in Rome at a
very early time, but only for antiphonal
chant within the schola cantorum; Wag
ner, I, 23; 29; 216 ff. In the Roman
liturgy boys as performers of the gradual
are expressly mentioned for the first time
by Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 3
(PL, CCXIII, 106 A). However they
are already presupposed in Ordo Rom. V
(lOth century), n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
987 B) ; here there is a prescription that
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ried over into the Roman liturgy only after encountering great opposition."'
The text of these chants is derived, as a rule, from the psalms and can
ticles; after all, this matches their origin as psalmodic chants. But where
two songs follow each other, they are totally independent and the choice
of one in no way inruences the choice of the others."' The tracts follow the
rule strictly and are taken, without exception, from the psalms. For the
gradual and the alleluia chant, texts not taken from the psalter are very
infrequent in the pre-Carolingian Roman liturgy. They do appear now and
then on feast days, when the remarkable art which was able to adapt the
psalm verses to the occasion did not seem able to achieve its aim... On
Sundays no effort was made to draw a particular connection between the
chants and the readings; the effort would probably have been fruitless
anyhow."" But on feasts there is a certain agreement between them. Thus
on the feast of St. Stephen, after the account of the hearing before the
High Council, the gradual continues with Psalm 118:23: sederunt prin
cipes et adversum me loquebantur. And on Epiphany the closing sentence
of the lesson is simply taken up and amplified: Omnes de Saba venient.
the singers, if they are clerics, should,
after the alleluia, kiss the knee of the
bishop seated at his throne; si vera extra
gradum fuerint, pedibus eius pervolvantur.
82
Here we might cite the order of the
canons of Theodore of Canterbury (II,
1, 10) : Laicus non debet in Ecclesia
recitare lectionem nee Alleluja dicere, sed
psalmos tantwn et rcsponsoria sine Alle
l uja (H. J. Schmitz, Die Bussbiicher
1md die Bussdiscip/in der Kirche [Mainz,
1883], 539; Finsterwalder, 313, cf. 243;
268; 283), that is, a layman may not be
a precentor, at least for the sacred
alleluia. The explanation given by Leitner,
193, is unsatisfactory.
A similar prohibition had already is
sued from the Council of Laodicea
(4th century), without any such restric
tion; only the x<XYov£xol <)>cl:h"£ are allowed
to sing psalms (can. 15); cf. Leitner,
184. But there was a way out; the boys
could be joined to the ranks of the clergy
as lectors; cf. supra, p. 410. For the
performance of the responsorial psalms
was, in early times, scarcely distinguished
from a reading. For both a lector was
required. Thus Augustine, referring to
boys whom God had inspired to sing a
psalm (which he, Augustine, had not fore
seen): Serm. 352, 1 (PL, XXXIX, 1550
A) : speaks of them in the same way as

cordi etiam puerili imperavit, as he speaks
of pueri who, in gradu lectorum, read the
Holy Writ: De cons. evang., 9, 15 ( PL,
XXXIV, 1049). See also Quasten, Musik
und Gesang, 138 ff.
83

On the other hand in the gradual itself
the response and the verse or verses are
taken from the same psalm.

.. Here we must mention among the texts
still used today: gradual and alleluia-verse
on the feast of St. John the Evangelist
(John 21: 23, 19; 21: 24) and on the
Epiphany (Is. 60: 6, 1; Matt. 2: 2); the
gradual on the feast of John the Baptist
(Jer. 1: 5, 9) and on the Commemoration
of St. Paul (Gal. 2: 8 f.) ; the alleluia
verse on Easter Sunday (1 Cor. 5: 7) ;
Hesbert, n. 14, 18, 80, 119, 123.
85

While the Mass songbook counted the
Sundays right through from Pentecost to
Advent, the pericope lists (which differed
among themselves) usually started a new
Sunday series after the feast of the
Apostles Peter and Paul, a list indepen
dent of the Easter group. So the chants
after the 29th of June combined with
different lessons from year to year
much as in the present breviary from
August on the lessons of the 2nd and 3rd
nocturns fall in with different lessons
of the Scriptu ra occurens.
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Indeed there is even an instance where the chant is an actual continuation
of the reading, namely on Ember Saturday when the lesson from Daniel
concludes with the canticle...
For the alleluia verse in the Sunday formularies there was from the very
start no fast connection with certain psalms. But Amalar does advise
choosing those verses which would most appropriately lead to the repeti
tion of the alleluia, those (in other words) which gave expression to the
joy of the Church or the praise of God.87 The antiphonaries often contained
a list of suitable alleluia verses to be chosen at will... It is therefore evi
dent that later on, after the various churches had settled on a certain alle
luia verse for each formula there should be very little uniformity on this
matter amongst the Mass books... And this also explains why the present
Missale Romanum should contain amongst these verses such a great num
ber of non-psalmodic and even non-Biblical texts, for the connection with
the original psalm-chanting had meanwhile been loosened even more.
In medieval liturgical practice the alleluia obviously received greater
attention than the gradual. The gradual was allegorically interpreted only
as a re-echoing of the penitential preaching of John the Baptist and at
best as a transition from the Old Testament to the New, and therefore,
despite its content and its musical form, it was often accounted penitential
in character."' But the alleluia was the first of the Mass chants to be treated
with troping.01 The alleluia verses which were performed by a soloist were
the very first texts of the Mass to be set to multi-voiced compositions.""
But in general, the stress was put not on the verse but on the alleluia
&1 Add the parallel case with regard to
the prophecies on Holy Saturday.

As Hesbert, p. XLII remarks, in such
cases the reader also performed the chant
which followed at once in his Bible text
and was here often accompanied by notes
or corresponding signs as well as by a
rubric (Hie mutes sonum or the like) ;
cf. Pateographie musicale, XIV (1931-4),
272 ; see also the Antiphonary of Senlis
in Hesbert, n. 46 a.
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 13 ( PL, CV,
1122).

87

Hesbert, n. 199; cf. the editor's intro
duction, p. CXIX f. The list of Com
piegne contains 78 numbers.

88

89

See the samples in Hesbert, Antiphonate
missamm sextuplex, n. 199 and p. CXIX
f.
"' Cf. Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
II, 31 (PL, CCXVII, 817): the gradual
signifies pocnitentitE la.mentum; therefore
it is more correct to sing it not festivis

aut modulationis vocibus but q u asi can
tum gravem et asperum.
Durandus, Rationale, IV, 19, 1: per
Graduate conversio de JudtEis, per versum
conversio de Gentilibus, per Alleluia utri
usque in fide [tEtitia, per sequenti am
canticum victorlE figuratur. Cf. ibid., IV,
19, 4; IV, 20.
"'Blume, Tropen des Missale, II (Ana
lecta hymnica, 49), p. 211 : the alleluiatic
verse on the contrary, with its closing
Alleluia, is the proper medium for the
growth of the tropes. The oldest tropes
to the Alleluia-verse reach back to the
9th century (214). Ibid., p. 215-287, the
edition of the text of the "Tropi ad
Responsorium graduate et ad versmn

Allelujaticum".

02

In the Winchester Troper (11th cen
tury), ed. Frere ( HBS, VIII), of the
100 or so multi-voiced compositions, 54
are for alleluia-verses, besides about a
dozen for sequences; cf. Ursprung, Die
kath. Kirchenmusik, 119-121.
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itself. On its final vowel tune was piled upon tune, florid melodies called
jubili or, to follow medieval precedent, sequentire ...

Singers found it no easy task to memorize these long intricate tonal
figures. But since about the middle of the ninth century certain texts begin
to make an appearance in Normandy and then in St. Gall-texts intended
to support the melodies90 and at the same time (and perhaps even pri
marily) to render the melodies more agreeable to the musical sensibilities
of the northern peoples to whom up to now the melismatic chant was
strange. Soon this new art was also extended to newer and more protracted
melodies... It is the same routine that was later repeated in the tropes, but
with this difference that in the latter case brief texts already in existence
were expanded."" Notker Balbulus, a monk of St. Gall (d. 912), set to work
to supply texts on the principle of one note to a syllable. This text was
then itself called sequentia. They were written in a free rhythmic style,
a kind of elevated prose, and were therefore also called "proses," a term
which is still used in French for church hymns. But since each of the musi
cal phrases or strophes of the complete melody was repeated with a differ
ent text, the result was a series of paired strophes which were then usually
performed by alternate choirs. However, the first and last strophes-the
introduction and the conclusion-were not usually paired."'
After the year 1000 a new type of sequence began to develop, a type
founded on rhythmical principles and, in general, composed of even verses
03 Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 16 (PL, CV,
1125). Even earlier in the Antiphonary of
Mont-Biandin (c. 800), in the list of
alleluia-verses the note is added to sev
eral : cum sequentia. Hesbert, n. 199 a;
cf. ibid., p. CXIX f.
Cf. also in the Ordo Rom II, n. 7
(PL, LXXVIII, 971, note d): sequitur

jubilatio quam sequentia.m vocant.
••

A. Manser, "Sequenz," LThK, IX
(1937), 482-485; here a good bibliography.
Wagner, I, 248-276.
On the other hand even in the 12th
century the Speculum de myst. Eccl. (PL,
CLXXVII, 359 C) maintains: quCEdam
ecclesiCE mystice pnemnati::ant sequen
tiam sine �·erbis. C£. Blume-Bannister,
Tropen, I, p. 12 f.

.. According to Wagner, I, 253 ff. these
richer melodies must have been brought
over by oriental monks from the
Byzantine music treasury. But Ct. Blume
and H. Bannister, Liturgische Prosen
erster Epoche (Analecta hymnica, 53;
Leipzig, 1911) pp. XXI-XXVIII, differ
with him, referring to the fact that the
,

traditional sequence melodies-the oldest
traceable to the 9th century-fit in per
fectly with the Gregorian melodies of the
final syllable of the alleluia and in fact
build up upon it (XXVI f.). In this
continuation they prefer to see rather
the independent "improvisations" of the
sequence-poets (ibid.). A preliminary step
to the sequence proper they find in the
t'ersus ad sequentias of French MSS,
which are based only on part of the
Alleluia jubilus. In a similar vein also
Ursprung, Die kath. Kirchemnusik, 67 ff.
Cf. also Anselm Hughes, A 11glo-French
Seque!CE (1934), passim, and Jacques
Handschen, "The Two Winchester Trop
ers," Journal of Theological Studies, 37
(1936), 35.
A new and comprehensive study of the
whole question in W. v. d. Steinen, "Die
Anfange der Sequenzedichtung," Zeitschr.
f. schweiz. Kirchengeschichte, XL (1946),
190-212, with continuations to XLI
(1947). 122-162.
00 Supra, p. 344 f.
""Cf. the examples in Wagner, I, 256 ff.
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and strophes; they also make use of rhyme. This is the flourishing period
in the composition of sequences, the most famous writer of which was
Adam of St. Victor (d. about 1192). Some 5000 sequences have been col
lected from the manuscripts""; they form an important branch of literature
in the Middle Ages.
In northern countries the Mass books of the later Middle Ages contain
a sequence for almost every feast day, or even (you might say) for every
::\lass formula that uses the alleluia. A Cologne missal of 1487 has 7 3 of
them, the Augsburg missal of 1555 has 98 . .. But elsewhere, above all in
Rome, their reception was very cool,"" or at least (in line with their origin)
they were not used at low �lass.'"' In the reform of the l\Iass books under
Pius V, out of all the luxuriant crop only four were retained-the same,
approximately, as those which are encountered earlier here and there in
Italian Mass books.'"' The Italian tradition and the humanist attitude were
probably both at work in bringing this result about."'"
Of the sequences kept,"" the Easter sequence, V ictimCE paschali, belongs
to a traditional form halfway between the older and the newer type. Its
author is the Burgundian Wipo (d. after 1048), court-chaplain of Em
peror Conrad II. This sequence, which, for all its freshness and the happy,
genuinely paschal play of its thoughts, still gives us the impression of a
somewhat clumsy poem, is in its original form actually very strictly
fashioned; there are an introduction, and four verse-pairs matched line
for line and syllable for syllable.'..,
""In the A11alccta Jiymnica :Medii Aevi

to omit the sequence at private Masses

c!l by Cl. Blume and G. M. Dreves, the
portion given over to "Scquenlia! incdit!E"

likewise at private daily Masses for the

within the octave of Corpus Christi, and

co mprises vols. 8, 9, 10, 34, 37, 39, 40, 42,

Dead.

Other sequences are contained in
vols. 7, 53, 54, 55; cf. also v. 47, 49.
A selection is presented in G. M.
Dreves-CI. Blume, Ein Jahrtauscnd latein
ischcr ll ynmcndichtwzg (Leipzig, 1909).

'"' See in the index in Ebner.

44.

00

figur es according to Eisenhofer,
II, 113. En gl ish Mass books often con
The

Cf. also Wagner, I, 276.
Some

few

other

sequences

are

pre

served in the propers of various orders
and of some French dioceses; thus, e.g.,
the

sequence

Lcrtabzmdus

exultet

on

tain a rubric to the effect that the se

Christmas and Epiphany in the present
day Dominican rite.

quences that follow are to be sung above

'"" Cf. su p ra , p. 136.

all

'"' Data regarding the literary history in

in

Advent

and

at

greater

saints'

f c asts outside the period from Septuage
sima to Easter. ]. \V. Legg, The Sarum
,1/issa/ (London, 1916), 461-496; cf. F er

Eisenhofer, I, 112-114.
An edifying exposition in Gihr, Die
Scquen::cn drs ronzisclzcn M cssbuches dog

reres, 109.
100
Cf. Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
II, 33 (PL, CCXVII, 820 A); Wagner,
I, 275 f.

ma tisch und as::c tisch erkliirt

'"' Thus among the Dominicans and the
Carme lites; Manser, 484.
It is in this same sense that the Missal
of Benedict XV (1925) permits the priest

strophe was left out; in strophe 4a the
suos was replaced by 'lias, but the Vati
can edition of the Graduate Romanum has
once more restored the suos.

Freiburg,

(2nd ed.;

1900).

",;Wagner, I, 268.
In the reform under Pius V the 5th
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I.

Victimcr pas c hali /audes
Immolent Clrristiani.

2.

Agnus rcdemit aves,
Christus imwcens Patri
I"CCOIICifia·vit

2a.

dux vitcr mortuus
rC.<]Irat vivus.

p ccca to ,·c s .
3. Die uobis, Maria,

3a.

quid vidisti in 1'ia?
4.

Sepu/chrum Ch rist i viveutis
et gl oria m �·idi
1·esurgentis.

5. Credendrmr est

magis

Mars et vita ducllo

cmrf/ixcre mimndo,

4a.

A n.q c lic o s te ste s,
srtdarium et vcstes.
Surrexit Christus, spes

mea,

/'r([!ccdit su os in
Ga/il([!allt.

soli

Sa. Scimus Clrristrmt surrcxisse

is

Mari([! ·veraci
quam Jud([!orum

tu nobis, victor

turb([! fallaci.

rex, miscrcrc.

a m o rtu

vc rc,

It might be well to note the structure of the latter part of the sequence:
a question by the congregation, the answer of the biblical person, a com
mon paen of praise from both. This is really a formal type, often employed
especially in oriental church poetry.""' From the fact that in the first half
of the sequence, unlike the second, there is no rhyme but only assonance,
it has been argued with some probability that the first part of the hymn
must have been in existence already before Wipo.'07
The Pentecost sequence, Veni, Sancte Spiritus, which was formerly
ascribed to

a

number of different authors, is the work of Stephen Langton,

Archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1228).'"" Here the sequence, although built
on the alleluia-jubilus, has become an independent hymn. Still the text is
tied up with the second alleluia verse, Veni, Sancte S piritus"19 and so
becomes an earnest prayer, a cry for that vivifying power from above
which overcomes all the weakness of nature. Thus it came to be an expres
sion of medieval devotion to the Holy Ghost, which had revealed itself
in the dedication of so many hospitals and hospital churches to the Holy
Ghost.
In the Lauda Sian, the sublime didactic poem on the Holy Eucharist
which St. Thomas Aquinas composed in 1263, the spirit of Scholasticism
created within the liturgy a memorial which bears witness at once to the
penetrating search for knowledge and the deep devotion of those genera
tions.
The Stabat Mater was long assigned to Jacopone da Todi (d. 1306),
'"0
107

Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 113 f.
Arens,
A.
"\Vipos
Oster-Sequenz,"

Thco l og ie u. Glaubc, XVIII (1926), 149154.
10

8 G.
Morin, Rec•uc BhrCd., XXX (1913),
121; Wilmart, Auteurs spirituels, 37-45.
See also Card. Pitra, Spici/cgium solcs
u!Cirse (Paris, 1855), III, 130.

Stephen Langton is wc11-known as a
theologian and as the originator of the
present system of dividing the Scriptures
into chapters.
100

This itself is
stead in older
Spi ritu s Domini
found; Hesbert,

of later origin. In its
antiphonarics the verse
or H ([!C die s was to be
n.

106.
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but appears to be the work of an even more ancient Franciscan; of late
St. Bonaventure has been designated as author."• At first it was accepted
in Mass books only exceptionally,= and for long it was used only in Books
of Hours and prayer books. Not till 172 7, when Pope Benedict XIII
extended the feast of Our Lady of Sorrows to the whole Church, was it
admitted into the Roman Missal. And it actually exhibits a character that
is not properly liturgical, an accent that is emotionally lyrical rather than
hymnic, and in its immersion in the sufferings of Christ-reminiscent of
St. Francis's mysticism-it shows traces of individual piety, of Franciscan
devotion to the Passion and our Lady hardly consonant with the objective
spirit of common prayer.
Almost the same is true, at least in part, of the Dies irce
an appearance at the end of the twelfth century.= But the
its basis in the liturgy, since it grew out of a rhymed trope
responsory Libera me, Domine.u• Besides, various portions

which put in
Dies irce has
added to the
of the hymn

have been borrowed from older liturgical songs.11'
The possibility of giving the alleluia a musical elaboration was the tiny
crevice in the structure of the Mass liturgy which the medieval mind was
able to widen to such an extent that there was space for its own liturgical
language and its own liturgical creations. The sequence, along with the
alleluia, bec�me the first crown and climax in the Mass. Here it was that
polyphony found its first outlet.= At the sequence the organ seems to have
been used as an accompaniment from the start.u• Later we hear of a sol
emn pealing of bells to accompany the sequence.m Dramatic art, too, found
110

A. Manser, "Stabat mater," LThK, IX

( 1937 ), 759 f.; cf. M. Grabmann,Z ei tschr
f. As::ese u. Mystik, 19 ZkTh, LXVIII
(1944), 27.
.

-

"' However see Ebner, 168: a later
entry in a Minorite missal of the 13th
century.
"" M. Inguanez, "II Dies irre in un codice
del secolo XII," Rivista liturgica, XVIII
(1931), 277-288, called attention to a
text- partially variant- of this time;
Brinktrine, Die hl. M esse, 102. As a con
sequence the ascription to Thomas of
Celano (d. circa 1255) can no longer be
maintained.
ua
The 9th responsory in the Office for
the dead, also used for the Absolutio ad
tumbam.
Cf. the occurrence in a Burial rite of
a Franciscan missal of the 13th century:
Ebner, 120.
'" Eisenhofer, II, 114, after Cl. Blume,
"Dies irre," Ciicilienvereinsorgan, XLIX,
(1914), 55 ff.

110 See supra, p. 125.
116

Wagner I, 264 f.

Liber ordinarius of the
James monastery (Yolk, 53,
117

Liege

St.

1. 13).

In many parts of Germany it is cus
tomary to ring a bell at the Gospel. It is
as good as proven that here we have a
case of transfer ; the sequence being omit
ted, the bell was rung at the Gospel
instead. A transitional stage is seen in de
Mol eon, 245, 365, 426; according to these
accounts, it was the custom in French
churches about 1700 to ring a bell "during
the gradual," "shortly before the Gospel
and during it," "during the prosa"; the
reporter thought that this was done to
usher in the Mass of the Faithful. It
is remarkable that an English source
about 1529 mentions the ringing of a large
bell at the Gospel; see Maskell, 63. Also
a Trier Synod of 1549, can. 9, speaks of
a signal of the bell at the Gospel; Mansi,
XXXII, 1447.
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an opening here for its first efforts. As is well known, the older type of
sequence, with its double-strophe that seemed to invite the use of dialogue
(as we still have it in the Victima: paschali), was the most important
starting-point for the religious play. The dramatic development properly
so-called did not, it is true, intrude here, just before the Gospel, where the
link with the liturgical action was too pronounced, but it is found usually
at the beginning of Mass where on Easter the dialogue-trope, Quem qua:
ritis in sepulchro, o Christicola:, introduced the introit Resurrexi.'lB
But the verse-pairs with the repetition of the melody did give rise to
the possibility of a popular amendment and elaboration at this very spot.
There is proof that in the Victima: paschali the step so important for the
development of a German vernacular hymnody was actually taken; ver
nacular verses were written in imitation of the Latin, and were then sung
by the whole congregation right after each strophe of the Latin.11" This is
the origin of the ancient Christ ist erstanden, a German Easter hymn
traced back to the twelfth century, whose melody gives a clear indication
of the connection between German hymn and Latin sequence.120
The ancient Pentecost songs, Nun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist and
Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott stand in the same relation to the Whit
sun sequence, Veni, Sancte Spiritus; likewise the vulgaris prosa known as
Christ fuer gen Himmel is linked with the sequence for Ascension, Summi
triumphum.w The syllabic character which distinguished the sequences
from the more ancient melismatic chants, along with the accentual versi
fication (as distinguished from the quantitative), was from the start a
popular element that made such a transformation easier. But when these
songs became distinct and independent of the sequences they could no
longer keep their place within the liturgy of the Mass. Performance by
alternate voices--either precentor versus choir, or two choirs-has con
tinued, even till now, as the rule for the sequences."'"
110

K. Young, The Drama of the Medieval
Ch14rch (Oxford, 1933), I, 201-222.

Ursprung, 77; cf. 79.
no
W. Baumker, Das kathplische deutsche
Kirchenlied (Freiburg, 1883), II, 12,
quotes a school plan of Crailsheim , 1480:
Item circa alia festa Res!4rrectionis, As
censionis et Corporis Christi habentur
plures canciones convenientes cum sequen
tiis; videlicet in sequentias Victime pas
chali laudes': 'Crist ist erstanden,' cir ca
quoslibet duos versus, etc., regulariter fit.
Vel aliud: 'Surrexit Christus hodie, alle
luja,
alleluja, humano pro so/amine,
alleluja', vulgus: Erstanden ist der heilig
Christ, Alleluja, Der aller Welt ein
Troster ist, Alleluja, usw.
For lngolstadt about 1530 Dr. Eck
attests this usage: Sub Alleluja solet ali•

quando cani: 'Christ ist erstanden'. Grev
ing, Johaun Ecks Pfarrbuch, 152, note c.
Baumker, op. cit., (1886) I, 199, also
cites the Mainz Cantua! of 1605 and
1627, where German verses within the
sequence of great feasts are presupposed.

120 See the comparison presented by Ur

sprung, 72, cf. 101. Also printed in P.
Gennrich, Der Gemeindegesang in der
a/ten und mittelalterlichm Kirche (Welt
des Gesangbuches, 2; Leipzig o. J.), 27.
Other older forms of the song in
Baumker, I, 502-510.

m Baumker, II, 12.
Cf. also W. Baumker, Zur Geschichle
der Tonkunst (Freiburg, 188 1 ) , 132 f.

111 Graduale Romanum (ed. Vat., 1908),
De rit. serv. in cantu Misstl!, IV.
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In the period of Baroque it was especially the sequence Lauda Sion that
received a ceremonial embellishment. At the high Mass celebrated before
the Blessed Sacrament exposed, the celebrant near the end of the sequence,
before the words Ecce panis angelorum, took the monstrance from the
throne and turned with it to face the people; or he himself intoned the
words just mentioned.123
The fact that here the swift course of the Mass seemed to reach a point
of rest, a breathing spot before the triumphal entry of the divine word in
the Gospel, was early manifested in the possibility of making various inser
tions here. In contrast to a more ancient arrangement, which placed the
ordinations (without any fore-Mass) immediately before the start of the
Mass proper,,_.. it was customary at Rome as early as 600 to insert the con
ferring of the major Orders before the Gospel, or more precisely, between
gradual and alleluia, resp. tract.""' This has remained the rule even today,
at least for ordination to priesthood and episcopacy. Like the consecration
of abbots and virgins and the crowning of kings, these are introduced
before the alleluia or, as the case may be, before the last verse of the
sequence or the tract.=
In the later Middle Ages it became customary at a high Mass to start
the preparation of the offerings during these interposed chants before the
Gospel.,.., This custom was then taken over here and there into the less
123

The latter was the case at the Corpus
Christi high Mass as celebrated at Klos
terneuburg in the 18th century; Schabes,
171.
For the Premonstratensians of Brabant
a provincial chapter of 1620 decreed :
Each time, when the conventual Mass
de Venerabili was celebrated, Ecce pa�is
should be sung after the Alleluia, et sub
istis omnibus (viz., also at the Tantum
ergo and Genitori before and after the
service) venerabile sacramentum a cele
brante exhibeatur, acolythi tCEdas accensas
teneant, cymba/a pulsent et thuribularius
thurificet. ]. E. Steynen, Capitula pro
vincialia CircariCE BrabantiCE (Supple
met to the Analecta Pro:m., 17-18 [194142], 4).
Countless other examples since the
14th century in Browe, Die Verehrung
der Eucharistie im Mittclalter, 150-153.
12' Hippolytus,
Trad. Ap. (Dix, 6).
= Ordo
Rom. VIII, n. 3, 4, 8 (PL,
LXXVIII, 1001-1004); cf. de Puniet,
Das romische Pontifikale, I, 131 f. Since
the lOth century the other orders which
were previously conferred outside Mass
or •after Communion were often inserted

here, until later the Gallican fashion of
conferring the orders at various places in
the fore-Mass finally won the day; ibid.,
132.
""'Pontificale Rom., De ordinibus con
ferendis.
127 Thus already in the Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 81) : The subdeacon washes his
hands and then puts wine into the chalice
and the requisite hosts on the paten. Cf.
Ordinarium O.P. (Guerrini, 237); Ordo
Rom. XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1161
B).
We learn that in French episcopal
churches of the late Middle Ages this
preparation took place on a side altar
and that the deacon spoke the accompany
ing words (Deus qui humanCE substantiCE
or De /atere) at the commingling of the
water. Frequently the chalice and paten
were then carried to the altar during the
Credo; Martene, 1, 4, 4, 10 (I, 375 f.).
Further examples, ibid., 1, 4, XXIV,
XXIX, XXXVII (1, 627 D, 646 D, 677

D).

Cf. also the Mass-plan Indutus planeta
(in Mass books since 1507), in Legg,
Tracts, 184.
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solemn Mass.128 At the same time we hear occasionally that during these
chants and preparations the celebrant was to say certain apologi(£ quietly to
himself, or at least that he could do so; in fact some Mass books of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries offer a large store of them in this place.120
It is hard to say whether this is the expression of an exaggerated sin
consciousness or of a remarkable horror vacui which could not tolerate
a pause not filled with vocal prayer. Both practices disappeared in the
course of time.

6. The Gospel
It is a strict rule which holds true in all liturgies, that the last of the
readings should consist of a passage from the Gospels,' but this is not some
thing self-explanatory. If the order of the biblical canon or the time sequence
of the events were the norm, the Acts of the Apostles would, at least on
occasion, come last. But obviously there had to be some order of prece
dence, and there was never any doubt that the Gospels hold the highest
rank; they contain the "good tidings," the fulfillment of all the past, and
the point from which all future ages radiate. And just as in a procession
of the clergy the highest in rank comes last, so too in the series of readings.•
How highly the Gospels were regarded is seen in the care and the wealth
that was expended on the manuscripts containing them. The Gospels were
long written in stately uncials even after these had otherwise gone out
of use. Not a few manuscripts were prepared in gold or silver script upon
a purple ground, or they were richly decorated with miniatures. What
Christian antiquity had begun in this regard, was even surpassed in the
Carolingian era. Not seldom was the binding of the evangeliary covered
with ivory and pure gold or silver." The Gospel book alone was permitted
'"" See the rite in the Regensburg Missal
of ISOO (Beck, 265).
Elsewhere the priest should here merely
see whether chalice and paten are ready
for the sacrificial offerings; thus in two
Mass-plans in Legg, Tracts, 39, 58.

... Ebner, 297, 337.

,_

Cf. supra, note 69.
See also the account from the life of
St. Thomas of Canterbury (d. 1170), who
used to say St. Anselm's penitential pray
ers during the chants of the fore-Mass;
:Martene, I, 4, 4, 9 (I, 375).
' Only in the enumeration of the lessons
in Justin, Apol., I, 67, are the "memoirs
of the apostles" ( = Gospels) named first,
and then the prophets; but no argument
can be built on the order here outlined.

The oldest attestations for the Gospel as
the last lesson will be found in Th. Zahn,
Geschichte des N eutcstamentl. Kanons,

II ( Erlangen, I890), 380, note 2.
2 Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio ( PL,
CI, 1250 A) : the Epistle precedes, just
as the Lord sent his apostles before him
(Luke I0: I). Later expositors unani
mously see in this precedence of the
Epistle a representation of the activity

De eccl.
III, 11 (PL, CV, 1118); Durandus,
IV, 16, 2 ff.; Eisenhofer, II, 103.
3 St.
Beissel, Geschichte der Evangelien
biicher in der e rsten Hiilfte des Mittel
alters (Freiburg, 1906); H. Leclercq,
of the Forerunner; thus Amalar,

off.,

"Evangeliaire," DACL, V, 775-845; F.
Cabral, Books of the L atin Liturgy (Lon
don, 1933), 144-147.
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on the altar which otherwise bore only the Blessed Sacrament, a concep
tion which survives in the Greek Church down to the very present.•
In the liturgy itself the effort was made from earliest times to enhance
and stress the evangelium as much as possible. It was to be read not by
a lector but by a deacon or a priest." On feast days perhaps the bishop him
self read the Gospel"; in Jerusalem this was the case every Sunday.' In
the West the delivery of the Gospel was the deacon's duty from earliest
times," for he was the first cleric amongst all those assisting. On Christmas
night it became the privilege of the Roman emperor to stand forth in full
regalia to deliver the Gospel: Exiit edictum a Ca;sare Augusto."
In the latter part of the ancient Christian period the question was agi
tated, whether the Gospel was not too sacred to be heard by the profane
ears of the catechumens. The Roman baptismal rite as revised in the sixth
century'" at all events puts the sharing of the Gospel on a par with the
sharing of the confession of faith and the Our Father which were always
regarded as restricted by the disciplina arcani. And as a matter of fact the
catechumens-as a rule children who were suQjected to the forms of adult
baptism-were dismissed before the Gospel at the Scrutiny-Masses. Simi
lar endeavors must have made themselves felt in Gaul even earlier, for the
Council of Orange in 441 had occasion to insist that the catechumens were
Leclercq, 778.
Thus according to the Ap. Const., II,
57, 7 (Quasten, Mon., 182). The deacon
is mentioned by Jerome, Ep., 147 , 6 (PL,
•

•

XXII, 1200).

According to Sozomen, Hist. eccl., VII,
19 (PG, LXVII, 1477 A), the Gospel
was reserved in his time in many places
to the priest, in Alexandria to the arch
deacon, elsewhere to the deacon.
• Sozomen, loc. cit. In the Byzantine-Slavic
rite even at present the celebrant (and
therefore, on occasion, the bishop) on
Easter Sunday himself reads the Gospel
(John 1: 1-17), and does so in this man
ner : each sentence is repeated by each of
the priests and deacons present, and at
the finish the bells are rung. A. v.
Maltzew, Fasten- und Blumen-Triodion
(Berlin, 1899), 723-725.
7 Aethcria? Peregrinatio, c. 24, 10
(CSEL,

XXXIX, 73 f.). In the Syrian liturgies
and in the Ethiopian it is still the prac
tice at present for the celebrant always
to read the Gospel ; Baumstark, Die
Messe im Morgenland, 93.
"Ordo Rom. I, n. 11 (PL, LXXVIII,
942 f.) . Jerome, too, speaks of the deacon
as reader of the Gospel, Ep., 147, 6

(CSEL, LVI, 322). The deacon also
reads the Gospel in the Byzantine and
the Armenian liturgies; in the Coptic
liturgy the deacon has several readings;
Baumstark, 93 f.
• In the Roman ordines this right is as
signed to the emperor only for the per
tinent lesson at Matins; Ordo Rom.
XIV, n. 67 (PL, LXXVIII, 1182); Ordo
Rom. XV, n. 9 (1278). But the right was
also exercised at Mass, e.g., by Charles IV
and by Sigismund; see Biehl, Das litur
gische Gebel fiir Kaiser und Reich, 100 f.
Frederick III did the same at Rome in
1468; see the account in Browe, JL, X II
(1934), 166. The rite included the cere
monial in which the emperor drew his
sword and brandished it three times as a
sign that he upheld the Gospel. In virtue
of his; consecration as ruler the emperor
was granted the spiritual honors of a
canon. By many, in fact, he was consid
ered a deacon or at least a cleric. Biehl,
100 f., 121 ff.; Eichmann, D ie Kaiser
kronung, I, 282 f.
'" Ordo Rom. VII, n. 5 (PL, LXXVIII,
997) ; Sacramentarium Gelasianum I, 34
(Wilson, 50-53) ; P. de Puniet, "Cate
chumenat," DACL, II, 2605 ff.
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also to·hear the Gospel.u This latter attitude paralleled the counsel of our
Lord: Preach the Gospel to the whole of creation (Mark 16: 15), and was
always the standard in the Church as long as the catechumenate continued
to be a vital institution for the instruction of candidates for Baptism. The
word of the Gospel should resound throughout the world-this idea some
times found (and finds) a special symbolical expression in the practice
of reciting the Gospel-pericope on festive occasions in several languages."
The deportment of the deacon, too, as he walked to the place where the
Gospel was to be read, was built up gradually into a formal procession.
The beginnings of such a ceremonial are already to be seen in the first
Roman Ordo" ; the deacon kisses the feet of the pope, who pronounces
over him the words: Dominus sit in corde tuo et in labiis tuis." Then he
goes to the altar where the Gospel book has been lying since the beginning
of the service (having been pla<:ed there ceremoniously by a deacon, accom
panied by an acolyte).'" He kisses it and picks it up.'" As he betakes him
self to the ambo, he is accompanied by two acolytes with torches, and by
two subdeacons, one of whom carries a thymiamaterium.
Can. 18 (Mansi, VI, 439). The same
prescription is repeated by later councils.
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 36 (PL, CV,
1156 B), calls the dismissal before the
Gospel consuetudo nostra, but finds it un
reasonable. Cf. P. Borella , "La 'missa' o
'dimissio catechumenorum'," Eph. liturg.,
LUI (1939), 60-110, especially 63 ff.

u

"'In the Byzantine-Slavic rite of the
Catholic Ukrainians it is still the custom
to sing the Gospel on Easter Sunday in
several languages, including the modern
one of the locality in which the church
is built. Usually the various languages
follow verse for verse or section for
section ; see note 6 above.
In the solemn papal Mass not only
the Gospel but the Epistle also is read in
both Latin and Greek; Brinktrine, Die
feierliche Papstmesse, 14-16. There is
evidence for the practice since the early
Middle Ages: Liber pont., Vita of Bene
dict III (d. 858; Duchesne, II, 147) ;
Ordo Rom. XI, n. 20; 47 (PL, LXXVII,
1033, 1044), etc. The custom held also for
Easter and Pentecost and for the Ember
Saturdays; see Kunze, Die gottesdienst
liche Schriftlesung, 105 f.
Similar customs were still in existence
at St. Denis about 1700; Martene, 1, 3, 2,
10 (I, 281 D). Further accounts, ibid.

1, 3, 2, 7 (2 80 f.). At the coronation
of Alexander V at the Council of Pisa
( 1409) both readings were done in Latin,
Greek and Hebrew; Martene, /oc. cit.
"Ordo Rom. I, n. 5; 11 (PL, LXXVIII,
942 f.).

"In this short form also in Sicard of
Cremona, Mitr a le, III, 4 (PL, CCXIII,
106).
This was obviously done to show that
the sacred message comes from Christ.
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 18 ( PL, CV,
112 5 ) and later interpreters; with special
exactness Hugh of St. Cher (ed. Solch,

10

18).

'"In the Middle Ages it was the rule
(to a great extent) to place the Gospel
book on the altar at the beginning of
Mass. However, according to the Cis
tercian and Carmelite rites, it was laid
on the reading desk at once; Solch, 66.
When, in the present-day high Mass,
the deacon lays the Gospel book on the
altar after the Epistle, it is doubtless a
reminiscence of the ancient symbolic rit
ual. The older, fuller ceremony was prob
ably omitted from the Missal of Pius V
(Rit. serv., VI, 5) because the Gospel is
contained in the missal, and the latter is
on the altar from the start. Solch, 67.
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In the Gallican liturgy of this period we come upon somewhat the same
picture as that at Rome, but heightened a little. The well-known commen
tary on this ancient liturgy-a work of the seventh century-sees in the
solemn entry of the evangelium (which is accompanied by the chanting
of the Trisagion and at which seven torches are carried) a representation
of Christ's triumphal coming.17 We can also include as parallel the Little
Entry of the oriental liturgies, although this is placed at the very begin
ning of the reading service.'" Its center, too, is the Gospel book-if not
exclusively, at least predominantly.'" A procession which apparently cen
ters on the Gospel book is also found in the Coptic liturgy. The procession
is formed immediately before the reading of the Gospel; lights are carried
in front of the book, and the altar is circled.""
As seems plain from what has been said, the carrying of tapers before
the Gospel tallies with an ancient Christian practice that must have been
common to all the liturgies. In fact St. Jerome testifies that it was custo
mary in all the churches of the Orient to light lights when the Gospel was
to be read, and this on the brightest day; in this way an air of joy could
be lent to the gathering."' More precisely, however, the practice was pal
pably an honor paid to the holy book. The Roman Notitia dignitatum .. of
the fifth century, amongst the official insignia of the various dignitaries
of the Roman State which are there illustrated, shows for the prcefectus
prcetorio a picture in which a book stands opened on a covered table
between two burning candles-a book whose cover bears a likeness of the
Expositio ant. lit. gallica1UI! (ed. Quas
ten, 14 f.) : Egreditur processio sancti
evangelii velut potentia Christi trium
phantis de m o rte, cu.m pr(J!dictis har
moniis et cum septem candelabris luminis,
qu(J! sunt septem dona Spiritus Sancti
. . . ascendens in tribunal analogii velut
Christus sede.m regni patern i, ut inde
intonet dona vit(J! clamantibus clericis:
Gloria tibi Domine, in specie angelorum
qui nascente Domino: Gloria i�t excelsis
Deo, pastoribus apparentibus ceci�tenmt.
The seven torches (after Apoc. 1: 12,
20) still found in Ordo Rom VI (Ger
many, lOth century), n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
991). On the contrary only at the entry
for the start of services in Ordo Rom. I,
n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII, 941).
'" Cf. supra, p. 263.
10
See above all the rite in the Byzantine
liturgy (Brightman, 367). Here, too
apparently about the same time as in
Gaul-the reference to the entrance of
the Son of God into the world; Hanssens,
III, 105.

17

For the other rites of the Orient, cf.
the indications in Baumstark, D ie M esse
im M 01·genland, 82. B. sees the proto
type of the IJ.t:�<pa eYaoaoc; in the procession
from the church of the Resurrection to
that of the Holy Cross after the fore
Mass of Sunday morning's service, as
described in the peregrinatio Aetheri(J!,
c. 24 (CSEL, XXXIX, 74). The ex
planation does not seem to be whotly
warranted, for the procession here men
tioned took place after the Gospel and
had an entirely different function (cf.
supra, 261 f.).
Renaudot, Liturgiarum orient. collectio,
I (1747), 189* f. Cf. for the Ethiopian
liturgy, Brightman, 220, 1.5.

70

"'Jerome, Contra Vigilantium,
XXIII, 346).

c.

7 (PL,

.. Regarding this remarkable document
cf. H. Leclercq, "Notitia dignitatum,"
DACL, XII, 1711-1715; cf. Batiffol,
Le,ons, 81, note 3.
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emperor on a ground of gold; it is the tiber mandatorum which contains
the powers granted to this official by the emperor."" We can also recall the
custom of carrying lights and incense before the bishop at a solemn entry
--one of the honors which, since the time of Constantine, was transferred
from the higher civil officials to church dignitaries." It is but a step to
explain the carrying of lights and incense before the Gospel book on the
basis of the personal honor paid to the bishop; in the Gospel book, which
contains Christ's word, Christ Himself is honored and His entry solem
nized."" This custom is on a level with the practice of erecting a throne at
synods and placing the Gospel book thereon to show that Christ is pre
siding,"" or with that other practice, followed as late as the tenth and
twelfth century, of carrying the Gospel book in the Palm Sunday proces
sion to take the place of Christ."'
In the later Middle Ages the processional character of this act was
emphasized in many places by having a cross-bearer precede the group.""
The cushion for the book was probably also carried in the procession."" This
stately escort of the Gospel book at a high Mass is sometimes reflected
in the action of private Mass, when the priest himself transfers the Mass
book for the Gospel.30 At Le Mans it was even the custom for the priest to
""N otitia dignitatum, ed. 0. Seeck ( Ber
lin, 1876), p. 8; 107; cf. E. Bi:icking,
()ber die Notitia dignitatum
(Bonn,
1834}, 96 f., 101.
" Supra, p. 68 f.
"" Cf. Remigus of Auxerre, Expositio
(PL, CI, 1248 A), who says of the
Gospel-book in the procession at the be
ginning of Mass : the Gospel of Christ is
surrounded by a grand retinue tamquam
persona pra potentis .
.. Thus, e.g., at the Council of Ephesus
( 431) ; Cyril of Alexandria, A pol. ad
Imperatorem, (PG, LXXVI, 472 B).
Eisenhofer, I, 506.
It is not necessary, therefore, to follow
Atchley, 184 £., in considering the use of
lights and incense at the Gospel procession
as originally intended to honor the bishop.
20 Durandus, IV, 24, 16; Frere, The use of
Samm, I, 73.
The custom existed among the Premon
stratensians and even today is preserved
by the Dominicans and in many French
churches; Si:ilch, Hugh, 69 f.
20 Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 41
(PL, CCXVII, 823 B) ; Durandus, IV,
24, 1. Also at a later period; de Mol eon,
55; 229.
:n

In this procession the Middle Ages
found ample opportunities for allegorical
interpretation : The deacon must proclaim
the Crucified. The cushion reminds him
of the reward. The two candles recall the
fact that he must have a knowledge of
both Testaments, or they refer to Enoch
and Elias who will precede Christ's
second coming, etc. Durandus, IV, 24,
12-16; cf. A. van Dijk( Eph. liturg.,
1939), 324, with the references to older
expositors. That the deacon carried the
book supported on his left arm was also
a matter of moment, because the preach
ing of Christ in the Gospel passed from
the Jews to the Gentiles (indicated by
the left) ; Si:ilch, 67 f.
A/phabetum sacerdotum (IS-16th cen
tury) : Legg, Tracts, 39; Ordinariu.m of
Coutances (1557), ibid, 58.
Even in the present Missale Rom.,
Ritus seru., VI, I, the priest at a private
Mass is given to understand that he him
self carries the book to the other side:
ipsemet sen minister. C. M. Merati (d.
1744) was the first to think it more fitting
that the server transfer the book, and he
has him carry it over closed, pollice
sinistro int er folia interiecto; Gavanti30
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carry the Gospel book to the altar at a high Mass, and only then to turn
it over to the deacon."
That Christ Himself is honored in the Gospel book82 is also revealed in
the acclamations that are uttered. Here we have another of those dramatic
elements which the Roman Mass gradually acquired in the countries of
the North. The deacon greets the people and receives their greeting irt
return."" Then he announces the pericope and the cry is heard: Gloria tibi,
Domine."' After the lection the Mass-server answers: Laus tibi, Christe."
And in one Italian church of the twelfth century use is made of the shout
of homage with which the crowds greeted our Lord: Benedictus qui venit
in nomine Domini. .. In some isolated instances the deacon himself, at the
end of the reading, is saluted by the celebrant with a Pax tibi."
Merati, Thesaurus, II, 5, 5 (I, 233).
Practical considerations have here won
out over the esteem for symbolism. Cf.
however the stressing of the ancient ru
bric by ]. •M. Hansscns, "Cuius est in
Missa privata transfcrre Missale ?" Eph.
liturg., XLVIII (1934), 328-330.
31 As a practice still circa in de Moh!on,
221.
32 Cf. Augustine, In Joh. tract., 30, 1
(PL, XXXV, 1632): Nos itaque sic
audiamus evangelium quasi pri'Esentem
Dominum. Similarly already Ignatius of
Antioch, Ad Phil., 5, 1 : The Gospel is
his refuge, "like the flesh of Jesus."
Ordo
33 Thus first in the Carolingian
Rom. II, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII, 972).
"'From the Gallican Mass of the 7th
century; see above, note 17. With the
wording Gloria Deo omnipotenti already
in Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc., VIII,
4(PL, LXXI, 451 D).
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 18 (PL, CV,
1125 f.) is the first to attest its presence
in the Roman Mass and he wishes that
everyone should join in saying it, even if
he cannot understand the words of the
Gospel.
Cf. in the later part of Ordo Rom I,
n. 27 ( PL, LXXVIII, 950 C) ; also In
nocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 46
(PL, CCXVII, 826), who apportions it
to the people.
According to the Ordinarium of Cou
tances (1557) the priest adds to the
response given by the clerics ( Glo ria
tibi Domine) the words: Qui natus es de
Virgine or Qui apparuisti hodie, etc.;
Legg, Tracts, 59.

The phrase may ultimately spring from
the Orient. In the Greek liturgy of St.
James (Brightman, 38), the people cry
out before the Gospel: .6.6�a crot xu pte.
In the Coptic liturgy (Br. 156) the
choir does this. The Greek form in the
Coptic Mass may possibly reach back to
the 7th century. Similarly in the Ar
menian liturgy (Br., 426) where the
words "God speaks" are added.
"" That it is the Mass-server and not
the choir that answers ties in with its
recent (late Middle Age) origin. Still
the Armenian liturgy repeats the ac
clamation which the clerics spoke before
the Gospel: "Glory be to thee, 0 Lord,
our God!" (Brightman, 426).
38 Sicard, Mitrale, III, 4 (PL, CCXIII,
112 A) ; the same circa 1300 in Tours:
Martene, 1, 4, 5, 6 (I, 379 C). The same
exclamation is used by the Jacobites after
the announcement of the Gospel; Bright
man, 79.
According to John Beleth, Explicatio,
c. 39 (PL, CCII, 48 D), all should cry
after the Gospel: Amen, or Deo Gratias.
A rule for nuns of about 1115 has the
choir answer Amen; de Moh!on, 110.
Other later authoi'S attest the practice :
cf. van Dijk, 326. It probably stems from
the Rule of St. Benedict (c. 11) accord
ing to which all should answer Amen
when the abbot has finished the reading
of the Gospel. Cf. the Mozarabic liturgy
(supra, p. 406).
This Amen was said with hands up
lifted, according to Durandus, IV, 24,
30; 34.
3' Supra, p. 407. The practice still ap-
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If, in these cries, the clergy answer the message of joy rather than the
people, still the faithful also take a part in showing honor to the Gospel,
at least by their bodily posture. From ancient times it has been customary
to listen to the Gospel standing... The practice prevails generally in the
Orient, too,.. and is provable there as far back as the fourth century.'"
In the West also there is early and manifold evidence of standing at the
Gospel." The medieval interpreters place a great deal of weight on the
usage and describe it in minute detail. When the deacon's greeting sounds,
all stand up and turn to him. Thereupon all the people face east, till the
words of our Lord begin." Meanwhile the canes that are used to support
oneself'" are put aside and the people either stand erect (like servants
before their Lord)" or else slightly bowed."' The men are to remove every
head covering, even the princely crown.•• Mention is made, too, of setting
pears in Mass books of the 11-12th cen
tury: Ebner, 300, 337. But it is no longer
understood even in Ordo Ro.m. Ill
(11th century; Germany), n. 10 (PL,
LXXVIII, 980). In the Missa Illyrica all
the clerics cry out to the deacon: Pax
tibi; Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 505 B).
Today it is prescribed as the one ex
ception to the kneeling position at private
Mass; M issale Rom., Rubr. gen., XVII,
2.

18

••

Hanssens, III, 214.

.. Const. A p., II, 57, 8 (Quasten, Mon.,
182); Sozomen, Hist eccl., VII, 19 (PG,
LXVII, 1477 A). Cf. the reading of the
law by Esdras: 2 Esdr. 8: 5.
Liber pont. (Duchesne, I, 218): Hie
[Anastasius I] constituit, ut quotiescum
que evangelia sancta recitantur, sacer
dotes non sedermt, sed curvi starent. This
order, which belongs to the oldest por
tion of the book (dated circa 530 accord
ing to the generally accepted norm), is
found again in an expanded form
(sacerdotes et ceteri omnes) in the pseudo
Isidorean Decretals (PL, CXXX, 691),
whence it crept into various later can
onical collections; for this last see
Browe, Eph. liturg., L (1936), 402.
41

'"Amalar, De eccl. off., Ill, 18 (PL,
CV, 1125 C); Ordo Rom. II, n. 8 (PL,
LXXVIII, 972).
.. These sticks, later in the form of
crutches, usually took the place of pews;
Si:ilch, Hugh of St. Cher, 74. Canes of

this sort are still used for the same pur
pose by Abyssinian monks.
"Amalar, loc. cit.
Further illustrations below, note 45 f.,
and in van Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939),
325; Durandus, IV, 24, 23-25.
"' Thus according to the ancient canon;
see note 41 above. John Beleth, Expli
catio, c. 39 (PL. CCII, 49 B): erecti
. . . aut capite inclinato. This regulation
is still found in the 13th century; see
van Dijk, 323: erecto corpore . . . et
capite aliquantulum inclinato. The fold
ing of the hands (the practice in Spain)
was probably inspired by the same reasons
which fostered the bowing of the head;
see the evidence from a lectionary of
the year 1073 in Ferotin, Le Liber moz
arabicus sacramentorum, p. 904; cf. Fer
reres, 112.
'"Ordo Rom. II (lOth century), n. 8
(PL, LXXVIII, 972): Sed et baculi
omnium deponuntur de manibus, et in
ipsa hora neque corona neque aliud operi
mentum super capita eorum habetur. Cf.
EclogtE (PL, CV, 1322).
Similarly most of the later interpreters,
e.g. Hildebert of Le Mans (d. 1133)
in his poetic exposition of the Mass:
Plebs baculos ponit, stat retegitque caput
(PL, CXI, 1178). Women, however,
were to keep their heads covered, propter
pomum vetitum. In case of necessity the
mother should lay a handkerchief on the
head of a girl: John Beleth, Explicatio,
c. 39 (PL, CII, 49).
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aside one's weapons and outer mantle or cloak," as well as gloves.'" Else
where the knights laid their hand on the hilt of their sword, or they drew
the sword and held it extended all during the reading'"---expressions, both,
of a willingness to fight for the word of God.
When the Gospel ended it was customary in the Roman stational serv
ices for a subdeacon to take the book (not with bare hands, however, but
holding it super planetam),"" and to bring it around to the attending clergy
to be kissed"' before it was returned again to its casket, sealed and brought
back to its place of safekeeping ...
In countries of the North the people were, for a time, permitted to share
in this veneration of the Gospel book... Later the right was limited to

personis inunctis."' And from there on it was usually handed only to clerics
"Durandus, lac. cit.; mentions arnw and
chlamys.
'"Albert the Great, De sacrijicio missce,
II, c. 7, 7 ( Opp., ed. Borgnet, 38, 56).
•• Thus above all among the religious or
ders of knights; Bona, II, 7, 3 (669).
This is attested as still the practice of
these military orders by ]. M. Cavalieri
(d. 1757), Commentaria in authentica
SRC decreta, V (Augsburg, 1764), 31.
See also note 9 above.
Some student fraternities have taken
over the usage of drawing their weapons
at the Gospel. A custom having a similar
aim is that of waving banners, as is
done by certain Catholic organizations.
00 Ordo Rom. I, n. 11
( PL, LXXVIII,
943). The subdeacon, like other clerics
of the 8th century, wore a bell-shaped
chasuble which he therefore rolled up.
In like manner the acolyte covered his
hands when he picked up the book before
the entrance procession and carried it
to the altar. Ordo Rom. I, n. 5 (PL,
LXXVIII, 940); Beissel, Bilder, 304 f.,
313.
cu
In Ordo Rom. I, n. 11 (PL, LXXVIII,
943) it seems at first only a small group
were concerned, at least if Batiffol's ex
planation of the phrase per ordine:m
graduum pertains here; Le(ons, 82.
This kiss of the Gospel book by the
bishop and the assembled clergy is at
tested as an ancient tradition by Jonas
of Orleans (d. 843), De cultu imag., II,
prcef. (PL, CVI, 342 f.).
The book is honored by a kiss from
the pontiff upon entering the church, and

by a kiss from the deacon before he
ascends the ambo (supra, p. 445). Ordo
Rom. II, n. 5; 8 (PL, LXXVIII, 950 C,
971 C), which mentions the same rever
ences, also names the bishop as the first
to kiss the book after the Gospel ; n. 8
(972 B).
In the Byzantine liturgy the celebrant
kisses the Gospel-book at the finish of the
Little Entrance; Brightman, 368, 1. 19 f.
•• Ordo Rom. I, n. 11 (PL, LXXVIII,
943).
.. Expositio 'Missa pro multis', ed. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 36; Ordo Rom.
II, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII, 972 B). Ac
cording to William of Hirsau (d. 1091),
Canst., I, 86 (PL, CL, 1017), the priest
at a private Mass kissed the book after
the reading, then handed it to the Mass
server et aliis communicare volentibus to
be kissed. Also according to the Lay
Folks Mass Book of the 13th century
(Simmons, p. 18), the faithful still kiss
the book. Later there is no mention of
it any more.
In the Coptic liturgy it is also cus
tomary for those present to kiss the book
after the reading of the Gospel, the priest
kissing the open book, the faithful kissing
the silken covering; Renaudot, Litu rgi
arum orient. collectio, I, 190. Notice the
similarity to the practice at Bayeux, note
56 below.
"'Thus according to a decision of Hon
orius III, March 8, 1221 (A. Potthast,
Regesta pont. Rom., I [Berlin, 1874],
p. 573); cf. ]. M. Cavalieri, Commentaria,
V, 31.
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to be kissed,"" and the celebrant used to do so with the book opened, j ust
as it is customary nowadays, while the rest of the choir did so with the
book closed."' Gradually, however, since the thirteenth century, the custom
of having the clergy kiss the book disappeared,"7 although it was still to be
found in some places as late as the eighteenth century ... According to pres
ent-day practice even the deacon no longer kisses the book,"" but only the
celebrating priesteo or (but only in his stead) an attending higher prelate,81
even at a private Mass. And while doing so the priest says: Per evangelica
dicta deleantur nostra delicta. Similar formulas have attended the kissing
of the Gospel since around the year lOOo.•• And traces of the original meanEven according to present usage a
Gospel book (not the same as that kissed
by the celebrating bishop) can be handed
to a maximus princeps for a kiss, likewise
to a high prelate. C (Eremoniale episc., I,
29, 9. For the rest, however, the prohibi
tion to hand the book to lay people has
been repeatedly stressed in decrees;
Gavanti-Merati, II, 6, 2 (I, 237 f.).
Thus in John of Avranches,
eccl. (PL, CXLVII, 35 B).
06

De off.

.. Hugh of St. Cher, Tract. ( Siilch, 21).
At Bayeux the book was handed to all
the priests open, to other clerics closed ;
Martene, 1, 4, XXIV (I, 628 C). Similar
customs also existed elsewhere; see Le
brun, Explication, I, 204, note b.
In this case the open book was under
stood in the light of Luke 8: 10: "To you
it is granted to understand the secret
of God's kingdom; the rest must learn
of it by parables." Durandus, IV, 24, 32.
57 Durandus, IV, 24, 32, cites it only in
the following form: Postea in quibusda.m
ecclesiis tiber clausus illis qui sunt in
choro ostenditur. However it did endure
for a long time in many places in France:
Martene, 1, 4, XX, XXIV; cf. XXIX
(1, 608 A, 628 B, 646 E).
In England we see the practice, but in
a later part of the Mass, at the Offertory
when the clergy are incensed and then
each is given the book to kiss; Missal
of Sarum: Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (1,

667).

.. According to Martene, 1, 4, 5, 6 (1,
379 D), it was at that time customary at
Vienne and Tours to hand each one the
open book with the words: H (EC est lex
divina. Likewise Lebrun reports the cus
tom at Paris: After the thurifer has

incensed each individual, the subdeacon
presents the Gospel book to be kissed with
the words: H (EC sunt verba sancta, where
upon the other answers: Credo et con
fiteor; Lebrun, Explication, I, 203 f.
Similarly amongst the Premonstratensians
in the Ordinarius of 1739; Waefelghem,
56, note 2.
The subdeacon often kissed the book
as soon as the reading was finished :
Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 4 (PL,
CCXII, 112 B); Durandus, IV, 24, 30.
In the rite of the Dominicans and of
the Carthusians he kisses it after the
priest; Solch, Hugh, 75.
In some places the deacon also kissed
the book before starting to read : thus
in the Missa lllyrica: Martene ,1, 4, IV
(I, 505 B), in the Missal of St. Vincent
(Fiala, 201), likewise in Sicard, lo c. cit.
(110 B). According to a mid-Italian sac
ramentary of the 11th century he kissed
not only the book but the altar, saying
Munda cor and Domine lab ia .mea; Ebner,
340. The same formulas, without the kiss
ing of the altar, also at St. Vincent:
Fiala, 201.
eo The possible exceptions, note 54 above.
••

"' Missale Rom., Rit. serv., VI, 2; 5. The
same direction in the Ordo Miss(E of
John Burchard; Legg, Tracts, 147.

Specially frequent is the formula which
appears about 1030 in the Missa Illyrica,
mostly with slight variations: Per istos
sanctos scrmones evangelii Domini nostri
Jesu Christi indulgeat no bis Dominus
universa pee cata nostra: Martene, 1, 4,
IV (I, 505 B). Likewise in a mid-Italian
62

book about the same time: Ebner, 300
(quando
salutant
omnes evangelium,
dicat unusquisque
) ; likewise later:
•

•

.
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ing of reverent and grateful greeting are to be seen in a formula from
that early period: Ave verba sancti evangelii quce totum mundum reple
stis ..; or in the words found in a more recent arrangement of the private
Mass: Deo gratias, credo et confiteor."'
In contrast to this sharp retrenchment of the kissing of the book, the
use of incense-again in the northern countries-has been on the increase.
Originally the censer was merely carried in the procession of the book
to the ambo; no special incensing took place. Then later it was to be car
ried up the ambo with the deacon,"' if there was room. In fact a second
thuribulum was probably employed ... Now the fragrant smoke emanating
from the censer and swirling around the Gospel book gains a special value;
everyone wants to be touched by it, to be blessed by the blessing of this
consecrated incense, and therefore after the reading the censer is carried
through the crowd. This usage is, significantly, mentioned first by the same
witness who testifies to the ceremony of handing the book to the people to
be kissed."7 The practice was curtailed and only the celebrant was incensed,
but even then this incensation retained its special meaning (already menibid., 322, 355; Fiala, 202. Cf. Martene
1, 4, XIII, XVI (1, 576 D, 596 f.).
In a somewhat exuberant fashion the
Alphabetmn sacerdotu.m
(after 1495;
Legg, Tracts, 40) directs the priest to
make a sign of the Cross over the book
while saying: Deo gratias. Per evangelica

dicta dcleantur delicta. A men. H rEC sunt
verba sancta. Credo et con fiteor. The
formula in use at present I find only one
other place, in the Pontifical of Noyon
(end of the 15th century); V. Leroquais,
Les pontificaux (Paris, 1937), I, 170.
63

Missal

of

St.

Denis

(11th

century;

d. Leroquais, I, 142) : Martene, 1, 4, V

(I, 523 B) ; here at the same time the
formula already referred to (note 62),
Per istos. Some mid-Italian Mass books
of the 11th century use here the formula
that is also used at the start of Mass:
Pax Christi quam (see pp. 291, 312,
supra); Ebner, 298, 300.

ducing the Gospel, cries out: "We believe
and confess." (Brightman, 80, 1. 6).
66 Amalar, De eccl. off., c. 18 (PL, CV,
1126 B); Expositio 'Missa pro multis',
ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 35.
.. Ordo Rom. II, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII,
971).
67 Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
972): thuribula per altaria portantur et

postea ad nares hominum feruntur et per
manum fumus ad os trahitur. Cf. supra,
p.

449.

In

part

more

precise

in

the

Ordo Rom. V which likewise belongs to
the lOth century, n. 7 ( PL, LXXVIII,
987) : Acolythorum autem gestantium in
censoria unus pergat ad a/tare incensionem
exhibere circa illud, necnon et episcopo ac
presb·yteris atque diaconibus cunctoque
clero, a/ius vero pcrgat ad populum.
The connection between incensing and
kissing the book is plain in the Missa
lll:yrica, which also has a prayer for each:

Missal of St. Pol de Leon 15th century;
cf. Leroquais, III, 230 f.) : Martene, 1, 4,
XXXIV (I, 662 E). Here, however,
there is a further formula, our Per
evangelica dicta, which is otherwise hard
to find in medieval Mass books.

Tunc allato incenso simulque evangelio
ad salutandu.m dicant singuli: Per istos
sanctos sermones . . . [see note 62 above]
Quando incensum offe rtur dicant singuli:
Dirigatur oralio mea sicut incensum in
consp ectu tuo, Domine; Martene, 1, 4,
IV (I, 505 B) . The same connection still

The first-named formula should be
compared with that used in the Jacobite
Mass, in which the deacon, after intro-

existed in the time of Lebrun in some
of the churches of France ; see note 58
above.

••
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tioned) ,"" different from others,.. until it, too, was gradually lost:• The
incensing of the book before the start of the reading is mentioned since
the eleventh century.71 This has been retained and was, in fact, at one time
even duplicated after the reading-another instance of the new (and yet
basically ancient) concept of honoring the Gospel." It is only in the Mass
for the Dead that the kissing of book and hand is omitted, and so also
this incensing."'
The desire to grasp the sacred word of God and to secure its blessing
(a desire that proved transiently effective in the case of the incensing),
also found a lasting expression in another symbol-the sign of the Cross.
In the ninth century for the first time do we come across this practice of
the faithful signing a cross on their foreheads after the deacon greets
them:• Then we hear of another custom, the deacon and all those present
imprinting the cross on forehead and breast after the words Sequentia
sancti evangelii." About the eleventh century mention is made of forehead,
VI (lOth century), n. 7
(PL, LXXVIII, 992 A): episcopus ...
accepto adore incensi.

"" Ordo Rom.

William

of

Melitona,

Opusc.

super

missam
(ed. van Dijk, 326): Lecto
evangelio tiber et thuribulum ad epis
copum defertur ... et ipse thus adolet.
A middle stage is seen in the Ordo eccl.
Lateran. (Fischer, 81) : After the read

ing, the deacon is presented with incensum
odorandum, likewise then the bishop and
the assisting priest. (Similarly the Missal
of St. Vincent: Fiala, 201.) In fact here
the deacon is offered this incensum also
at the very beginning of the reading.
Also in the Liber ordinarius of the

Liege monastery of St. James (Yolk,
91) we read much the same thing at the
beginning of the Gospel: thuriferarius
debet diaconum interim incensare et ad
finem nangelii similiter faciat, whereas
the celebrant is not incensed.
.. This special meaning is expressed, to
some extent, in the prayer which the
celebrant says while putting in the in
cense: Odore coelestis inspirationis SUIE
accendat Dominus et imp/eat corda nostra
ad audienda et implenda evangelii sui
prll!cepta. Qui vivit. This is to be found
in Mass books since the 11th century,
e.g., in the Missal of Troyes (circa
1050) : Martene, 1, 4, VI (I, 531 A); in
a mid-Italian missal of the 11th century:
Ebner, 297 (later examples, ibid., 332,

337, 345); also, with the addition of a
second formula of blessing, in the Missa
/llyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 504 f.).
Durandus, IV, 24, 34, is aware only of
the incensing of the bishop after the
Gospel, and sees in it an invitation to
prayer.
10

71 John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
147, 35 A); Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale,
III, 4 (PL, CCXIII, 110 B). Other in
terpreters know nothing of it, not even
Durandus.

According to the Sarum Ordinary (c.
1320) it is not the book but the altar that
is incensed; Legg, Tracts, 4.
"Cf. supra, p. 445 f.
73

According to the present-day Missale

Romanum. At the time of Durandus (IV,

24,

33) the basic principle regarding
Masses for the Dead was formulated:
omnis solemnitas subtrahitur, but it was
applied only in part to the kiss, not as yet
to the incensing.
Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 18 (PL, CV,
1 1 25 D); Eclogll! (PL, CV, 1 322 A).
Also, according to Remigius of Auxerre
(d. circa 908 ) , Expositio (PL, Cl, 1251
A) , the people make the sign of the
Cross on their foreheads, the deacon on
both forehead and breast.
••

""Ordo Rom. II, n. 8

972).

(PL, LXXVIII,

There is mention only of the deacon
in the Missal of St. Vincent (Fiala, 201)
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mouth and breast,'" and sin�e that time also of the signing of the book.'"
At the end of the Gospel it was the custom for all those present to sign
themselves with the cross once more.'" The original idea of this signing of
oneself is probably indicated in the scriptural text frequently cited in this
connection, the quotation about the wicked enemy who is anxious to take
the seed of the word of God away from the hearts of the hearers .... This, in
any case, makes the sign of the Cross at the close intelligible,80 since it is
practically as ancient as the other at the beginning. This opening act, which
alone has continued to exist, indeed has grown somewhat, was at first
explained in a similar sense.Rl And it is a "blessing" of oneself,.. that is true.
But another explanation takes over by degrees; an ever-increasing stress
and in Bernold, Micrologus, c. 9 (PL,
LI, 983); likewise in Hugh of St.Cher,
Tract. super Missam (ed. Solch, 20),
where besides the crossing of the book
comes first. The same ritual in the Librr
ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 91). Ac
cording to the Regensburg Missal of
1500 (Beck, 265 f.), the priest at a non
solemn Mass stands at the center of the
altar and crosses his breast and lips with
the words: lube Domine benedicere.
Dominus sit in corde t meo i1� labiis t
meis, ut .. ., and thereupon he signs the
altar, adding the words: t P ax mecum.
Et cum spiritu meo. Then he starts the
reading of the Gospel with Dominus
z•obiscum, and once more signs the book,
his forehead and breast ; likewise at the
end he signs the book.
78

William of Hirsau, Canst., I, 86 (PL,
CL, 1017); cf. as a preliminary step
Bernardi Ordo C/un., I, 72 (Herrgott,

264).

Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 23
(PL, CLXXII, 551); John Beleth, Ex
p/icatio, c. 39 (PL, CCII, 4803) ; Inno
cent III, De-s. alt. mysterio, II, 43 ( PL,
CCXVII, 824); Ordinarium O.P. (Guer
rini, 238) ; Durandus, IV, 24, 28.
The threefold sign of the Cross is at
tested for the first time, in general, by
these authors of the 11th and 12th cen
turies.
77

John Beleth, loc. cit.

Alexander of Hales, Summa de sacrif.
misste, and following him William of
Melitona (in van Dijk, Eph. liturg., 1939,
325). That the faithful, too, should sign

themselves with the Cross these inter
preters declare is only the opinion of
quidam (van Dijk, 325). As a matter
of fact among the Saxon Franciscans
of the 15th century it was still thought
sufficient that the deacon should make a
single sign of the Cross, and this upon
himself; ibid., note 149.
78 Remigius of
Auxerre, Expositio ( PL,
CI, 1251 C) ; Ordo Rom. II, n. 8 (PL,
LXXVIII, 972 B); John Beleth, Ex
plicatio, c. 39 (PL, CCII, 48 D). Further
witnesses from the 12-13th century in
van Dijk, 326.

This last sign of the Cross was cus
tomary among the Dominicans from the
outset and is still prescribed; Solch, Hugh,
74; at present it is the large Latin Cross
that is prescribed both here at the end
anfi also after the triple Cross at the
beginning; Missale iuxta ritum O.P.
(1889), 26.
.,. Luke 8: 12.
80

The quotation is connected with this
closing sign in Remigius, lac. cit., Beleth,
loc. cit.
Further illustrations in van Dijk, 326.

81

Amalar, De eccl.
CV, 1125 f.).

off., III,

18

(PL,

82 The
Sacramentary of St. Denis (11th
century) presents a special prayer for this
sign of the Cross with the rubric:
Quando se signant; the prayer is as fol
lows: Crucis vivificce signa muni, Dom
ine, omnes sensus meos ad audienda verba
sancti evange/ii corde credenda et opere
complenda; Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 523 A).
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is placed on the readiness to acknowledge God's word with courage"" in
the sense of St. Paul's assertion: I am not ashamed of this Gospel." Prob
ably it was in this sense that the signing of the forehead grew into a triple
signing of forehead, lips and breast, and in addition, the signing of the
book. The meaning is this: For the word which Christ brought and which
is set down in this book we are willing to stand up with a mind that is
open; we are ready to confess it with our mouth; and above all we are
determined to safeguard it faithfully in our hearts.85
Pursuing this conception of a blessing with which we ought to prepare
for the Gospel, Amalar remarks that the deacon who is about to scatter
the seed of the Gospel stands in need of a major benedictio."" The simple
word of blessing which, according to the first Roman Ordo, the pope pro
nounces over the deacon,... is soon broadened out into formulas that repro
duce"" or resemble the one we use today, for example, Dominus sit in corde
tuo et in labiis luis ut nunties competenter evangelium pacis,"" or it is
replaced or supplemented by other blessing formulas, for instance: Bene
dictio Dei Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti descendat super te et aperiat
Cltristus os tuum ad pronuntiandum digne idoneeque sanctum evangelium
suum,"' or: Corroboret Dominus sensum et labia tua, ut recte pronunties
nobis eloquia divina,"' or by a biblical phrase Deus misereatur vestri et
benedicat,.. or: Spiritus Domini super te, evangelizare pauperibus."" Then
too, the deacon formally begs for the blessing with lube, domne, benedi
cere."' Since the eleventh century there appears, either before or after the
""Amalar, foe. cit. (1126 A); Beleth, foe.
cit. ( P L, CCII, 48 A); Durandus, IV,
24, 27.
•• Rom. 1: 16.
.. This i nterpret ation in its essentials
already in Beleth, Zoe. cit. Regarding the
history of the sign of the Cross in gen
eral, and the various ways of making it,
see Eisenhofer, I, 273-281.
The \Vest Syrians have a custom that
gives apt expression to the desire to
cling to the Gospel; the faithful are wont
to murmur the closing word of each
phrase along with the reader ; thus ac
cording to several accounts from Jerusa
lem, e.g. Chr. P an f oeder, Das Personliche
in der Liturgie (Mainz, 1925), 129.
•• Amalar , De eccl. off., III, 18 ( P L, CV,
1125 D).
"' Supra, p. 444.
88 Mid-Italian missal of the 11th century:
Ebner, 300.
Missa /llyrica: Mart ene, 1, 4, IV (I,
505 A). From then on frequent every
where, e.g. Sarum Ordinary (14th c.):
88

Legg, Tr acts , 4; Hungarian Mas5 books
since the 12th century: Rad6, 42; Javor,
114. Also still in the Ordinarium Cart.
(1932), c. 26, 14 .
90

Missal of Troyes (c. 1050): Martene,
1, 4, VI (1, 531 A) ; cf. ibid., IV, V,
XV f. (I, 505 A, 523 A, 589 E, 596 E).
Almost duplicated in mid -Italian Mass
books of the 11th century: Ebner, 297,
300, 337.
•• Mass- O rdo of Amiens
(9th century),
ed. Lero quais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 441;
Martene, 1, 4, VIII, XXV (I, 539 A,
631 D); Ebner, 325.

Udalrici Consuet.
CXLIX, 716).

92

Clun.

II, 30

(PL,

""Missal from Bobbio (10-llth century):
Ebner, 81.
"'Mid-Italian Mass books of the lith
century: Ebner, 300, cf. 355; Ordo Rom.
XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII, 1161). Al
ready in the 7th century the reader
begged a blessing at the table-prayers of
Roman monasteries by using this formula:
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celebrant pronounces the blessing, another prayer by which the deacon pre
pares himself, our Munda cor meum."' But it was far from common even
as late as the sixteenth century, and in the Dominican use is lacking even
today. Elsewhere the deacon recites the psalm verse: Domine, labia mea
aperies et as meum annuntiabit laudem tuam...
In a non-solemn Mass the priest, before starting to read the Gospel,
was satisfied with a little petition, Dominus sit in ore meo07 or with Psalm
SO: 17"" or with one of the formulas already mentioned (revised with reflex
ives): Corroboret Dominus sensum meum et labia mea ut recte pronunciem

verba sancti evangelii. Per Christum,.. or with the sentence used in the
present-day Dominican rite: Dominus sit in corde mea et in labiis meis
ad pronuntiandum sanctum evangelium pacis.""' In the Ordo Missre of
John Burchard (1502) the Munda cor meum, with the petition for the
blessing and the blessing, both unchanged, were taken over into the private
Mass just as we have them today.'01
Thus the same thought of a proper preparation is disclosed: Pure must
be the heart and chaste the lips of him who is to set forth the word of God,
as

the Lord Himself had declared in His message to Isaias when the seraph

had touched the seer's lips with the glowing coal'02; lips that were to pro
nounce the word of God; and the heart, too, because this pronouncement
was not to be a mere mechanical movement but an intellectual and intelli
gent speech, because the messenger of the glad tidings (and this holds also
for one who only reads the message to the assembly) must first take the
lesson to heart before he conveys it to the congregation.
Ordo of Johannes Archicantor, De con

<'ic·io (Silva-Tarouca, 213 f.).

lube = dignare = "deign"; it is a
courteous formula which implies that
great lords do not themselves act but
charge servants with the task. The dam
liltS here used is also customary in other
cases to distinguish earthly masters from
the heavenly Domi11us.
05 Ebner,
300, 314, 340, 342; Ordo Rom.
X IV, n. 53 ( PL, LXXVIII, 1161).
"'Ps. 50: 17; Ordo Rom. VI (lOth cen
tury), n. 6 (PL, LXXVIII, 991).
Also Esth. 14: 12 f. (in Old Latin
phrasing: Conforta me rex . . . ) is often
found in monastic texts: Fiala, 201 ;
Ebner, 355; De Corswarem, 121; cf. Mis
sal of Hereford
(1502): Da mihi,
Domine, sermonem rectum . . . Maskell,

66.
•• Liber ordinarius of Liege (Yolk, 101).
08

Lyons Mass book of the 13th century :
326.
""Lyons Missal of 1 531 : Martene, 1, 4,
Ebner,

XXXIII (I,

659

A).

00 M
issale iuxta ritum O.P. (1889), 18.
Similarly already a Hungarian missal of
the 13th century : Rad6, 61.
1

101

Legg,

Tracts, 146.

In the Mass-plan

'lndutus plancta' (since 1507) it is left
to the option of the priest to pray either
Sit Dominus

in cor meum or Munda

cor meum: Legg, Tracts, 184.

Older Mass-ordos direct the priest
to kiss the altar while saying the pertinent
prayer at private Masses: Liber ordi
narius of Liege
(Yolk, 101, 1. 27).
Cf. Sarum Ordinary of the 14th century:
Legg, Tracts, 4.
102

Is. 6: 6 f.
A similar prayer for purity, based on

this passage from Isaias, is found at the
beginning of the liturgy of St. James
(Brightman, 32, 1. 4). But here the
glowing coals are referred to the two
natures in Christ, to his humanity aglow
with the divinity; this interpretation is
quite frequent in the exegesis of the
Fathers since Origen.
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7. The Homily
The sermon, which (together with its embellishments) is delivered in
the vernacular after the Gospel,' is currently regarded as an interpolation
in the course of the liturgy rather than as a step forward in its progress.

As a matter of fact, however, it belongs to the earliest constituent parts,
indeed to the pre-Christian elements of the liturgy. The Sabbath Bible
reading in the synagogue, which according to rigid custom had to be fol
lowed by a clarifying explanation, was for our Lord the main opportunity
for preaching the word of God to receptive hearers and to proclaim His
kingdom.' At Antioch in Pisidia Paul and Barnabas, in similar circum
stances, were ordered by the rulers of the synagogue to direct "a word of
encouragement" to the assembly.•
It stands to reason, therefore, that in Christian worship the homily
was similarly joined at the very start to the reading of the Scriptures.•
Indeed, the homily appears almost as an indispensable part of public
worship,• which took place, of course, only on Sundays. The Bishop who
presided over the community-worship would himself address the congre
gation after the reading. This was a particular duty of his. Still the priests
also were allowed to preach; thus we have the numerous homilies of an
Origen,• or those of Hippolytus of Rome or later those of Jerome, andAccording to Durandus, IV, 26, 1, the
sermon took place only after the S).'m
bo/um, which served as a subject for ex
position. This is still the custom in some
places , like the diocese of Trier.

1

According to the Ordo of the Lateran
church (Fischer, 78), the sermon (on the
worthy reception of Communion) took
place here on Easter Sunday post accep
tam oblationem; cf. Sicard of Cremona,
Mitrale, III, 5 (PL, CCXIII, 116 B).
The Low German "Rule for Lay Peo
ple" (15th century; R. Langenbe'rg, Quel
Ien und Forschungen zur Geschichte der
deutschen Mystik [Bonn, 1902], 87) also
assumes that the preaching is done at
this spot; similarly the Pontifical of
Noyon (15th century; V. Leroquais, Les
pont:_ficaux [Paris, 1937], I, 170). In
France and England the sermon in the
later Middle Ages was usually inserted
after the Orate fratres; in France this
practice continued till the 18th century;
Simmons, The Lay Folks Mass Book,
317 ff., especially 318, note 2. The explicit
prescription in the Missale Romanum,
Ritus serv., VI , 6, according to which the

sermon follows the Gospel, was first in
serted in 1604 by Clement VIII.
2 Luke 4:
16 ff.; Mark 1: 21, and par
allels.
•

Acts 13: 15.

Justin, A pol., I, 67; d. lren<f:us as in
Eusebius, Hist. eccl., V, 20, 6.

•

Towards the end of the Middle Ages,
therefore at a time when the sermon was
becoming more and more separated from
the Mass, emphasis was frequently laid
on the obligation of the faithful to attend
Mass and the sermon on Sundays. J.
Ernst, Die Verlesung der Messperikopen
in der Volkssprache (Separate print from
Theol.-prakt. Monatsschrif t, 1899; Pas
sau, 1899), 14-16.

•

• Origen had incurred the displeasure of
his bishop by preaching outside his dio
cese, even though with the permission of
the bishop of the place. About 230 he had
himself ordained priest but again, because
of his self-mutilation, this was contrary
to the canons. 0. Bardenhewer, Geschichte
der altkirchlichen Literatur (2nd ed.;
Freiburg, 1914), II, 108 f.
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from Antioch-those of Chrysostom. In the fourth century it was the gen
eral custom in the East, when several priests were present at the divine
service, that each one would preach after the reading; and finally, as

a

rule the bishop himself:
In other places, the presbyters were not allowed to preach at public
gatherings, whereas for the work of catechizing no grade of Orders was
required at all. Thus, after the fall of Arius, preaching was forbidden to
priests in Alexandria ; likewise in North Africa, where the prohibition was
not cancelled till the time of St. Augustine who himself was permitted to
8

preach when only a priest. A similar practice obtained for a long time in
Rome and in Italy. In fact under Pope Celestine" a letter of disapproval
was sent out from Rome to the bishops of Provence where a contrary cus
tom was in vogue. Sozomen made it known that in his day, as he thought,
no preaching whatsoever was done in Rome.'• As a matter of fact there
is no provision for preaching in the ancient Roman Ordines, which (of
course) record p rimarily only the divine service for the maj or stations."
Still the homiletic works of a Leo the Great and of a Gregory the Great
prove that this was not altogether a period of absolute silence.12 From the
beginning of the Middle Ages, at any rate, there was in general a strong
return to the preaching of the word of God."'
'Canst. Ap., II, 57, 9 (Quasten, Mon.,
182 f.) ; ibid., VIII, 5, 12 mentions only

the preaching of the bishop.

Likewise the pilgrim lady Aetheria re
ports regarding Jerusalem that as many
of the priests as wanted to preached, but
after them came the bishop; AethericE
Peregrinatio, c. 25, 1 (CSEL, XXXIX,
74); cf. ibid., c. 43, 2 (93). St. John
Chrysostom, too, while a priest at An
tioch, frequently refers to the fact that
after his sermon other addresses would
follow, occasionally that of the bishop.
Similarly Jerome, in the homilies which
he delivered at Bethlehem. See the
passages in A. Bludau, Die Pilgerreise
der Atheria (Paderborn, 1927), 63 f.
Baumstark, Die M esse im M orgellland,
98, recognizes in this succession of sev
eral speakers an echo of the charis
matic preaching of the primitive period.
Socrates,
Hist.
eccl., V, 22 (PG,
LXVII, 640); Sozomen, Hist. eccl., VII,
19 (PG, LXVII, 1476 f.).
• Celestine I, Ep., 21, n. 2 (PL, L, 528530).
8

10

Op. cit. (PG, LXVII, 1476).
The first Roman descriptions of the
Mass which also mention the sermon are :
Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 50, 1. 32;
78; 1. 22; 82, 1. 9) ; Ordo Rom XI (n.
20; PL, LXXVIII, 1033 C) of the
12th century and Ordo Rom. XIV (c. 53;
PL, LXXVIII, 1162 A, C) of the 14th.
A number of sermons by Innocent III
have been handed down. In numerous
passages in Ordo Rom. XV (circa 1400)
the sermon after the Gospel of the papal
service is alluded to (PL, LXXVIII,
1274 ff.).
11

In Germany in the lOth century, in
Ordo Rom. VI, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
992 A), which had its origin there, the
sermon is presumed in the plan of the
episcopal service. The Lombard, Bonizo
of Sutri (d. c. 1095), De vita christiana,
II, 51 (ed. Perels, 59), also testifies to
the same arrangement.
12
Cf. also Batiffol, Le(ons, 137.
13 In some oriental communities the ser
mon has long since gone out of use. In
the texts of the Coptic Mass, however,
the place of the sermon after the Gos-
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But if in Christian antiquity the preaching to the assembled congre
gation was chiefly restricted to the bishop, there resulted from this the
clear and indubitable expression of his teaching authority. Furthermore
such a restriction was quite necessary because of the none too high ability
of the priests. But the restriction was carried through without consider
able harm in the well-established provinces of North Africa and middle
Italy, where every little town had its own bishopric. In Gaul the case was
quite different. There the Council of Vaison (529), at the urgent request
of St. Cresarius," expressly gave the priests in the city and in the country
the right to preach"'; and in case the priest was hindered by sickness, the
deacons were to read from the homilies of the Fathers. In fact the ancient
commentary on the Gallican Mass has the homily follow the Gospel in the
ordinary course of the service; there, apparently, the mere reading of the

homilite sanctorum was practically on a par with the real sermon." In
regard to this latter it was the duty of the preacher (stressed by the author
of the Expositio) above all to find, by his own efforts, the proper medium
between the language of the people and the pretensions of the more highly
educated. And even when the homilies of the Fathers were read, they had
to be rendered more or less freely in the language of the people. The
Carolingian Reform-Synods of 813 expressly demanded the translation of
the homilies in rusticam Romanam linguam aut Theotiscam quo facilius

cuncti possint intelligere quce dicuntur." The requirements of the clergy
were supplied by various collections of homilies, such as were prepared
for reading at monastic choir prayer (as, for example, those of Paul
Warnefried), or others that offered an explanation of the Epistle and
Gospels intended directly for the laymen's service.'" In this modest form
the homily must have been used quite regularly in the following centuries
even in the country-at least in Germany-in such a way, at any rate,
that it shared the Sunday pulpit along with the repetition of the elemen
tary Christian truths taken from the Symbol and the Our Father.'" The
crest of the Middle Ages, and the appearance of the mendicant Orders,
pel is still marked; Brightman, 158, 1. 5.
Regarding the sermon among the West
Syrians, see Baumstark, Die M esse im
Morgenland, 98.
Among the Greeks the sermon was
still zealously practiced during Byzantine
times ; see A. Ehrhard in K. Krum
bacher, Geschichte der by:::antinischen
Literatur (2nd ed.; Munich, 1897), 160 f.
"C£. Vita Ca-sarii, I, 54 (MGH, Scrip
tares rer. M erov., III, 478 f.).
15 C.
2 (Mansi, VIII, 727) : p/acuit ut
non solum in civitatibus sed etiam in
omnibus parochiis verbum faciendi dare
mus presbyteris potestatem.

'" Expositio ant. lit. gallicana- ( ed. Quas
ten, 15 f.) ; cf. Duchesne, 197.
can. 17 (Mansi, XIV, 85);
17 Tours,
similarly Reims , can. 15 (Mansi, XIV,
78). Cf. H. v. Schubert, Geschichte der
christlichen K irche im Friihmittelalter
(Tiibingen, 1 921 ) , 654. Here also the ref
erence to remnants preserved in the Old
French and Old Slovcnian languages.
'"A. Manser, "Homiliar," LThK, V, 128
f. ; E. Hasp, "II sermonario di Alana di
Faria" (Eplt. /iturg., 1936), 375 £.;
Kunze, Die gottesdimstliche Schriftlesung,
147-159.
•• H. v. Schubert, 652-654.
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brought a new blossoming, if not of the homily, then surely of the sermon
in general.
Although it would be an exaggeration to say that all church preaching
should be limited to the framework of the Mass or perhaps even the
homily,"' still there was from olden times a definite and restrictive pattern
for the spiritual talk that followed on the reading, a pattern exacted by the
circumstances in which it appeared. The talk was to be about the word of
God that had been read from the Sacred Scriptures, it was not to stifle it
but to apply it to the present day. Therefore the talk is basically a homily
-the application of the Scripture just read.n To this day, in the ordination
of the Lector, his office is still designated as: legere ei qui prCEdicat." This
neither is nor was the spot to unfold the entire preaching of the Church.
The homily was the living word of the Church taken up into the liturgy
as proof of the higher world in which it lives and into which it enters
after being renewed by the sacred mysteries:•
Hence also the trend to make visible the hierarchical structure of the
Church in the person of the homilist. Hence, too, the guarding as much as
possible of the liturgical structure even in its outward appearance. As a rule
the Bishop talks from his cathedra," and, as an expression of his author
ity, he is seated,"" or else standing on the steps that lead to the cathedra."'
'" Cf. the extensive and detailed explana
tion of the "liturgical sermonette" in
Parsch, Volksliturgie, 423-441; accord
ing to Parsch not only Christian instruc
tion (catechetics) but also evening ser
mons lie outside the compass of the Mass.
"Not necessarily only the Gospel. What
Augustine, for instance, as a rule ex
plains in his homilies is "a text of Scrip
ture, usually taken from one of the three
lessons"; Roetzer., 109.
""The Pontificale Romanum selects this
wording in preference to the other: Iegere
ra qua? pra?dicat. This last reading,
which appears to presume preaching on
the part of the lector himself, is indeed
to be found in the Roman Pontifical of
the 12th century and in that of the 13th
(Andrieu, I, 125; II, 330), but the earli
est evidence of the formula in Cod. 14
of Vcndome (first half of the 11th cen
tury; see Andrieu, Les ordines Romani,
I, 351 f.) gives us the reading: Iegere ei
qui Pra?dicat; see de Puniet, Das Rom
ische Po11tifikale, I, 283. Only this latter
reading is taken into account. True,
de Punict, I, 139, does raise a doubt,
referring to Isidore, De off. eccl., II, 11,

where there is mention of lectores qui
verbum Dei praedicant, but it is to be
noted that pra?dicare at that time meant
not only "preaching" but also "solemn
reading"; see IV Synod of Toledo (633),
can. 17 (Mansi, X, 624). Similarly even
Ordo Rom. Ill, n. 8 (PL, LXXVIII,
972 A): pra?dicante eo [sc. diacono]
c·vange/ium.
"" That the sermon in the liturgy is not
an instruction but an initiation, an intro
duction into the mysteriu.m, is stressed by
]. Hartog, The Sacrifice of the Church
(Barrn, 1939), 23 f., 26 ff.
•• Eisenhofer, I, 382 f.; Di::ilger, Antike
1md Christentum, I ( 1929), 61.
""Thus, e.g., Augustine (Roetzer, 111 f.).
This corresponds to the archeological
findings; H. Leclercq, "Chaire episco
pate," DACL, III, 19-75. Following the
custom in the synagogue, our Lord him
self spoke while seated (Luke 4: 20).
Regarding the symbolism of this sitting,
see Th. Klauser, Die Cathedra im Totm
kult (LF, IX; Miinster, 1927), 11; 179
ff.
""Augustine, De civ. Dei, 22, 8 ( CSEL,
XL, 2, p. 611, 1. 18; Roetzer, 112).
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A preacher like Chrysostom of course mounts the ambo for the conveni
ence of his audience.n According to a rule of the Egyptian Church, the
bishop-but not the priest-holds the Gospel book in his hand...
The revival of the sermon during the height of the Middle Ages involved
a separation from the liturgy, and also a departure from its homiletic char
acter. It leaves the confines of the Mass in the form of a mission sermon
of the new Orders... Even the stand of the preacher is moved into
the body of the church, though it takes with it the old name: in French,
for example, it takes the name of the cathedra (chaire; cf. the German
Predigtstuhl), and in German the name is derived from the ambo as an
extension of the chancel ( Kanzel), but the English word "pulpit" is a
mere descriptive term (from Lt. pulpitum, a platform or scaffold) ... Its
site on the Gospel side still shows its connection with the reading of the
Gospel.81 On the other hand, the very high pulpit towering over the heads
of the listeners is apparently the result of the impassioned oratorical form
of the sermon, a condition that also contributed to the fact that now the
preacher generally speaks standing...
Although the teacher was seated, the audience (according to the prevail
ing custom of the ancient Church) was obliged to hear the lecture while
standing. Augustine felt that such a rule was quite a strain during long
delivery"' and therefore he praised the custom followed in other places, in
quibusdam ecclesiis transmarinis, where the people were seated."' Cresarius
of Aries permitted the more feeble people to sit during the sermon or the
readings, though they probably used the floor for this ... Only the clerics
were provided quite generally with seats in those early days.'" The faithful
helped themselves with canes on which to lean."' Only in modern times in

I, 383.
Canones Basilii, c. 97 (Riedel, 273).
20 Honorius of Augustodunum and Sic
ard of Cremona (d. 1215), however, men
27

Eisenhofer,

28

tion the sermon in the course of the
Mass. Eisenhofer, II, 120.
80 G. Gietmann, "Pulpit," CE, XII : 563-5.
81 However
there is no prescription to
this effect.
82 It might be remarked in this connec
tion that nowadays the "meditations"
which are preached at a retreat-suited
to the tone of a simple o�.t')..lcx ("conver
sation")-are often given while seated.
The C<Eremoniale episcoporum, II, 8,
48, even today presumes that the bishop
preaches while seated, whether from the
throne (if it is turned to the people)
or from the faldstool which is set on the
suppedancum of the altar. Likewise the

priest, too, might preach, sitting at the
Gospel-side of the altar; see Gavanti
Merati, Thesaurus, II, 6, 6 (I, 247 f.).
But we must remark that pacing up and
down while preaching is often determined
and affected by the antics customary in
profane speaking.
Augustine, De catech. rud., I,
(PL, XL, 325).

33

13, 19

"In the earliest times seats in church
are often mentioned; see H. Achelis, Das

Christentum in den ersten drei Jahr
hunderten (Leipzig, 1912), II, 61, note 4.

.. C:esarius

of Aries,
Serm., 78,
1
(Morin, 309; PL, XXXI X, 2319). Cf.
supra, p. 240.
86 Ordo Ro.m. I, n. 4
939). Cf. supra, p. 70.
81

Supra, p. 448.

(PL, LXXVIII,
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our countries did the laity obtain pews, perhaps copying the Protestant
churches ...
As a simple homily, the address of the celebrant could follow upon the
reading of the Gospel without any further intermediary or any special
prayer-introduction. The preacher addressed the people at the beginning
and end of his sermon with the usual greeting .. and began his delivery.
Toward the end of the Middle Ages, however, it was the practice for the
preacher to begin with an Ave Maria while everybody knelt.'0 The custom
is possibly traceable to the mendicant preachers. It is prescribed in the
C£Eremoniale episcoporumn and seems to have been in use for a long time
within the Mass."' Alongside of the Ave, however, the Veni, Sancte Spiritus
or the Lord's Prayer was also permitted."
Together with the prayer-introduction in this or that form, there was
often also a special song to introduce the sermon, taken over from the inde
pendent sermon and adapted here to the sermon that followed the readings
at Mass. The patterns that thus arise remind us of the preparatory prayers
or songs which precede the readings in the oriental liturgies." And contrari
wise, the independent Sunday parochial sermon at times had a very rich
prayer ending, the basis of which was borrowed for its connection with
the Mass or more precisely (as we shall see), taken from the old "Prayer
of the Faithful."

8. The Credo
On Sundays and on certain feast days the last lesson (or the homily,
as the case may be) is followed by the Credo as a sort of re-enforced echo.
Although it is but a supplement on these days, still it gets such a perform
ance at solemn service that both in duration and in musical splendor it
••

Eisenhofer, I, 379 f.; cf. H. Bergner,

"Ausstattung, kirchliche," Religion in
Gesclzichte und Gegmwart (1909), I,
811-813.
Illustrations
from
Chrysostom,
see
Brightman, 470, 476 f. Notice there, 470,
I. 37, the doxological ending which was
a fixed rule in the ancient Christian
sermon as in prayer.
Compare the custom in German-speak
ing lands, of starting and ending the
sermon with "Gelobt sei Jesus Christus"
(Praised by Jesus Christ). Or the prac
tice of making the sign of the Cross
with the Trinitarian formula before and
a f tcr the talk.

••

Ordo Rom. XV (c. 1400),
LXXVIII, 1295 A).

•o

n.

43

(PL,

., I, 22, 3.
"'In France the Ave was inserted after
the exordium of the sermon; ]. Mabillon
in the note to Ordo Rom. XV, n. 43 (PL,
LXXVIII, 1295). ]. M. Cavalieri, Com
mrntaria, V (1764), 32, still stresses the
obligation of this prayer.
" Thus Jerome Dungersheym in a writing
of his which appeared ab. 1514, De arte
pra'dicandi; see R. Cruel, Geschichte der
deutschen Predigt im Mittelalter (Det
mold, 1879), 232.
.. Supra, p. 406 £.
In the later Middle Ages a song (Ruf
or Leis) was sung at the end of the
sermon. Regarding German hymns before
and after the sermon, see W. Baumker,
Zur Gcschiclzte der Tonkunst (Freiburg,
1881)' 133.
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often surpasses all the other portions of the Mass. It is precisely in this role
of the Credo at the high Mass that a contrast is marked out-despite its
import, the Credo offers the great masters of music only a simple and
rather unpoetic verbal text. In addition, this text is stylized as the profes
sion of an individual (Credo, Confiteor ), exactly like other professions of
faith. All the more reason to ask, why this formula of profession of faith
secured the singular honor of being used at the celebration of Mass.
Our symbol was not composed just for the Mass. It first appears in the
acts of the Council of Chalcedon (451) as the profession of "the 150 holy
fathers who were assembled in Constantinople." 1 As time passed the sym
bol was taken as a compilation summing up the belief proclaimed at the
preceding councils of Nicea (325) and Constantinople (381); this is borne
out by the current name of Nicene or Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed.
Not that its wording was immediately formulated by these councils. The
symbol drawn up at Nicea: which concludes with the words Et in Spiritum
S an ct um-only an anathema follows-does not coincide exactly with our
Credo even in the foregoing parts. In the acts of the Council of Con
stantinople no symbol whatever was handed down and in the interval till
Chalcedon there is never a reference to any such profession of faith drawn
up there.• The only matter ascribed to the synod at Constantinople is the
expansion of the statement regarding the Holy Ghost!
In the Niceno-Constantinopolitan symbol we have the draft o f a pro
fession which, of all the various forms in use in the episcopal cities of the
East, gained the widest acceptance, particularly after the approval accorded
it at the Council of Chalcedon: We can track this draft even a little dis
tance back into the fourth century. We discover it, almost complete, about
374 in Epiphanius," and, in a slightly simpler form, about 350 in Cyril of
1

Mansi,

VI,

957

and

again

VII,

1 12

(only two linguistic variants). A different

text is offered in the critical edition of
E. Schwartz, Acta conciliorum oecmn.,

II, I, 2 (Berlin, 1933), 128, where,
among others, the phrases q;w� <lx. 91>'"'6�.
x.o:! 'lto:66v'l:o:, x.o:-:d: 'rd:<; '!'f'O:fot<; and the d:y(o:v
before the word Church-all these a re
missing. According to Schwartz it was
the insertion of these phrases and words

that produced the new formulation of the
symbol undertaken by Chalcedon; the
older text he thinks can be traced to
the Council of Constantinople; sec E.
Schwartz,
"Das
Nic<enum
und
das
Constantinopolitanum auf dcr Synode von
Chalkedon," Zeitschrift f. d. neutes t.
Wissellsclzaft, XXV (1926), 38-88. Op
posed to both these hypotheses is ].
Lebon, " Les anciens symboles dans Ia
definition de Chalcedoine," Re<•ue d'hist.

(1936), 809-876. Cf. also
B. Capelle, "Lc Credo," Cours et Con
ferellas, VI (Lou vain, 1928), 171-184.
2 Denzinger-Umberg, n. 54.
cccl., XXXII

3 Leb on, 847 ff. T he only name ever used
for the creed was "the confession of
Nicea," but in various church provinces
this creed was enlarged by various addi

tions

(Lebon, 837 ff.). One such ex
panded version was proposed to the
Council of 451 by the representatives o f

the

imperial

court

as

the

confession

150 holy Fathers" ( 855 ff.).
• Lebon, 860, 870.
0 A. Hahn, B ib liothe k der Symbole (3rd.
"of the

ed.,
Breslau,
1897) ;
H.
Lietzmann,
S:ymbole dcr allen Kirclte
(4th ed.;
Kleine Texte, 17-18; Berlin, 1935).
• Epiphanius, A1zcoratus,
mann, Symbole, 19 f.).

c.

118

(Lietz
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Jerusalem, who explained it to his candidates for Baptism.' We may there
fore see in this basic text of the Niceno-Constantinopolitanum the ancient
baptismal symbol of Jerusalem." Our Mass Credo thus had originally the
same purpose which our Roman "Apostles' Creed" had, the same purpose
which it still serves at present, namely, as a profession of faith before Bap
tism.That is the reason why even in its original form the Mass Creed, like
the Apostles', is set in the singular: Credo.
In the two texts mentioned we clearly have the typical instances of the
basic form of the profession of faith in West and East. And these in turn
give us an inkling of the common design underlying both. In both cases
the content of our belief falls into three sections, comprising our belief in
God the Creator, in Christ our Lord, and in the goods of salvation. And
what is more to the point in a baptismal profession, these three sections
are linked with the naming of the three divine Persons. Further, in both
of these main forms the second section is enlarged through the inclusion of
a more detailed profession of Christ. A peculiarity of the oriental type is
that its structure was influenced not only by the command to baptize
(Matt. 28: 19) but also by a second scripture text, Eph. 4:4, which empha
sizes the praise of unity: "one body and one spirit ... one Lord, one faith,
one baptism, one God and Father of all." This is the apparent clue to the
stressing of oneness in this symbol: Credo in unum Deum

Dominum

.

.

.

.. in unum

. in unam sanctam catholicam et apostolicam Ecclesiam ...

Confiteor unum baptisma.• With a certain pride the contrast is drawn
between the division caused by error and the oneness of God and the one
ness of his revelation in Christ, Church and Sacrament.
The design of the Credo will probably be rendered clearer in the follow
ing abstract, in which the texts of the older drafts are also indicated:
CREDO IN UNUM DEUM, PATREM OMNIPOTENTEM, FACTOREM CCELI ET TF.RRJE,
VISIBILIUM OMNIUM ET INVISIBILIUM.
ET IN UNUM DOMINUM }ESUM CHRISTUM, FILIUM DEI UNIGENITUM
et EX PATRE NATUM ANTE OMNIA SJECULA,

Deum de Deo, lu m en de lmnine, Deum verum de Deo vero,
genitmn non factum,
consubstantialem Patri,
PER QUEM OMNIA FACTA SUNT.
Qui propter nos homines et propter nostram salufem descendit de ca'lis et
incarnalus est de Spiritu Sancto ex Maria virgin e et HOMO FACTUS EST.
CRUCIFIXUS et iam pro nobis sub Pontio Pilato, passus et sepultus est.

VII

wanting in the wording of our symbol,
but it is found in its antecedent, the

8 F. Kattenbusch, Das Apolostische Sym
bol (Leipzig, 1894), I, 233-244.

symbol of Jerusalem: e!� �v .Xycov "l<Veu�<cz
(Lietzmann, Symbole, 19) as well as in
the recension which is used in the Syrian
liturgy (Hanssens, III, 298).

Cyril of Jerusalem, Cateheses,
XVIII (Lietzmann, Symbole, 19).

•

• The Pauline expression "one Spirit" is
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Et

RESURREXIT TERTIA DIE

secundum Scripturas,

ET ASCENDIT IN C<ELUm,

SEDET AD DEXTERAM PATRIS
ET ITERUM VENTURUS EST CUM GLORIA JUDICARE VIVOS ET MORTUOS, CUIUS
REGNI
NON ERIT FINIS.

ET

S PIRITUM S ANCTUM, dominum et vivificantem,
qui ex Patrc Filioque procedit, qui cum Patre et Fi/io sim1tl adoratur
et conglorificatur,

IN

QUI LOCUTUS EST PER PROPHETAS.

E T UNAM SANCTAM CATHOLICAM et apostolicam ECCLESIAM.
Confiteor UNUM BAPTISMA IN REMISSIONEM PECCATORUM.
Et expecto RESURRECTIONEM mortuorum ET VITAM venturi sceculi. Amen.'0

The character of this symbol is distinguished by one trait-its theologi
cal clarity. While in our Apostles' Creed the faith is asserted simply and
forthrightly, in this by contrast we have a theological and polemical pro
fession aimed at giving orthodoxy a clear exposition.11 Still, after comparing
this with other oriental forms of the symbol, we come to recognize the fact
that but a few of the phrases are the result of the struggles of the fourth
century. In the christological section these are the words Deum verum de

Deo vero, genitum non factum, consubstantialem Patri, words with which
the Council of Nicea had countered the heresy of Arius."' All the other
statements circumscribing the divinity of Christ are found in the baptismal
confessions, and even where they are wanting in that of Jerusalem, they
are contained in the more ancient one of Eusebius of Cresarea (d. 340),
who for his part was never suspected of having gone too far in any oppo
sition to the Arians." But in contrast to this, all the older baptismal pro
fessions contained only one assertion regarding the Holy Ghost: Qui
locutus est per prophetas. Everything else was occasioned by the struggle
against the Macedonians who drew the conclusions inherent in the Arian
doctrine of the Logos and denied also the divinity of the Holy Ghost. Still
the more complete profession regarding the Holy Ghost in its present-day
wording appeared (as we can see above), in the symbol of St. Epiphanius
even before the solemn condemnation of this heresy which took place at
the Council of Constantinople (381) ."
Even aside from these additions which were first incorporated in oppo
sition to heresy,'" there still remains in this Mass Credo, compared with
10

The text as found in Epiphanius is
printed in small capitals; the parts already
attested by Cyril of Jerusalem are in
italics.
No account is taken of those additions
in Epiphanius or Cyril which have not
sur�ived in the received version.
11
Capelle, Le Credo, 173.
12 Denzinger-Umberg, n. 54.
13 Lietzmann,
Symbole, 18; in Eusebius
also the phrase : Deum de Deo.

" Macedonius was already condemned in

360 at a synod in Constantinople.
'"The form which is basic to all oriental
symbols is reconstructed by H. Lietz
mann as follows: "I believe in one God,
the Father, the Almighty, the Creator of
everything visible and invisible. And in
one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten
Son of God, who was born from the
Father before all eons, through whom all
was made, who for our salvation's sake
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the extreme terseness of our Apostles' Creed, a notable wealth of statement
which serves not so much to oppose heresy as rather to unfold the contents
of our faith. In the very first assertion about "God the Creator of heaven
and earth," the creation is described by a second double phrase "of all
things visible and invisible."
But in this basic text one point is given special prominence, the divinity
of Christ. In its kerygma of Christ, our Apostles' Creed also goes into
detail regarding the mystery of the person of our Lord whom it introduces
as the only-begotten Son of God; He was born of the Virgin Mary, con
ceived by the Holy Ghost. But these assertions refer immediately to His
human nature, even if its wonderful origin suggests His godhead. The ori
ental Credo, however, adverts at once expressly to the eternal divinity of
the Logos: "Born of the Father before all ages, God of God, light of light,
through whom all things were made." Only the last phrase is taken word
for word from St. John (1 :3), but in the rest we can detect the tone of his
language.1" The additions which the Nicene Creed here embodies, express
ing with inexorable lucidity the uncreated divinity of Christ and His essen
tial unity with the Father, dovetail easily with the rest even stylistically,
despite the unavoidable abstractness of the ideas. They round out the pro
fession of faith into a tiny hymn.
The additional assertions which describe the entrance of the Logos into
the world and His assumption of a human nature from the Virgin wind
up the picture of the mysterious person of the Redeemer. One significant
feature is the prominence given here to the work of salvation: "for us men
and for our salvation came down down from heaven." Rightly does this
article become the center and turning point of the whole creed. In His
mercy God wanted it that way, and so the inconceivable became a reality.
We therefore fall upon our knees at the words Et incarnatus est, in awe
of the mystery." Some of the grandest creations of ecclesiastical music have
became man, suffered and rose again on
the third day and ascended into the
heavens and will come again in majesty
to judge the living and the dead. And
in the Holy Ghost." H. Lietzmann,
"Apostolikum," Die Religion in Geschichte
zmd Gegenwart (2nd ed.,) (1927), I,
445.
For the expression q>Gl� h q>w't'6� cf.
Justin, Dial., c. 61 (PG, VI, 616 A).
17 This genuflection is mentioned as being
done by many, in Radulph de Rivo
(d. 1403), De cmwmtm observ., prop. 23
( Mohlberg, II, 141 f.), but it is opposed
by him as a novelty. However it is al
ready mentioned in Durandus, IV, 25, 10.
Reference to it also occurs in the Statutes
of the Carthusians: Martene, 1, 4, XXV
1°

(I, 632 C); with them, however, even
today, the celebrant himself here only
kisses the altar: Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
26, 18.
A decision of Peter of Cluny (d. 1156)
calls the genuflection at the singing o £
the words et homo factus est a custom
which Iongo iam 11su is observed almost
everywhere (PL, CLXXXIX, 1027). As
a matter of fact it is assumed in the
Liber usuum G. Cist., c. 56 (PL, CLXVI,
1431). The Premonstratensians, too, fol
lowed the practice already towards the
end of the 12th century (Lefevre, 21).
In this case the genuflection was later
lengthened out up to the words et sePHltus
est, as is still done at present (Waefel
ghem, 121, note 0). This use of a genuc.
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here made the devout offering of their greatest endeavor, in the effort to
help us conceive the meaning of that tremendous descent of the Son of God
from heaven to bring peace to earth.
After the mystery of the person of the God-man is thus sketched out,
the Credo turns to His work, which is again clearly designated in
two steps: first the lowly path of pain and the cross and the grave (with
a stressing of

pro nobis), then the victorious surge of His Resurrection

"according to the Scriptures," which even in the Old Testament had
announced the concluding triumph of the Messias," His return to the glory
of His Father, His judgment, and His kingdom without end, as these were
already foretold in the message of the angel.'"
The third section of the symbol surveys the fruit which has become ours
as a result of the work of redemption. In various texts of the ancient
Church the first thing mentioned in this connection is the Holy Ghost, who
is poured out over the believing congregation."" This concept is likewise to
be supposed in the basic form of our symbol. That He had already spoken
through the prophHs"' was the start of His activity. Its completion is the
bestowal of the new life, as is added in the later supplement to the older
text of the symbol."" This supplement also takes into account His divinity;
He is the Lord."" He proceeds from the Father and from the Son." Rightflection therefore obviously originated as
early as the 11th century.
,. The expression secundum Scripturas,
as well as the words that follow, qui
loculus est per pro phctas, corresponds to
the era of the Apologists of the 2-3rd
century who were very much concerned
to show the agreement between the acts
of our Saviour and the prophecies of the
Old Testament. Cf. ]. Creyghton, Credo
(Hertogenbosch, 1941), 25-27.
'" Luke 1 : 33.
20 Jungmann, Gewordenc Liturgic, 178 f.
21 This characterization of the Holy Ghost
recurs frequently even in the 2nd century,
especially in Iren<I!US, e.g. Epid., c. 42;
]. Brinktrine, "Beitrage zur Entstehung
und Geschichte des Credo," Eph. liturg.,
XLII (1928), 48-58.
22 The expression �wo"lt0t6�
goes back to
John 6: 63; 1 Cor. 15: 45; 2 Cor. 3: 6.
It is found early in Egypt ( Brinktrine,
"Beitrage," 52 f.) and also in Syria.
Here is the wording at the bottom of
the newly-discovered Catecheses of Theo
dore of Mopsuestia (d. 428): Kcz! elc; i1v
"ltY!UiJ.<Z Gfytov, 't"b Elt 't"OU "lt<Z'I"p�c; tx"ltopeu61J.!YOY,
-xveuiJ.cz �o"ltot6v (the Church follows) ;

A. Riicker, Ritus baptismi et miss�r quem
descripsit Theodorus ep. M opsuestenus
(Miinster, 1933), 43 f.
""The Greek word xuptov which corres
ponds to the Latin Domimtm seems to be
meant as an adjective, like the preceding
�wo"ltot6v. It would then· mean something
like "divine". Brinktrine, "Beitrage," 51,
explains the insertion of the words as
resting on the formula E!� aytoc;, e!; xuptoc;.
But c£. the phrase in the Athanasianum:
Domi11us Pater, dominus Filius, dominus
Spil·itus Sanctus.
"'The Filioque, which corresponds to a
theological confession already discussed
in Augustine, was incorporated into the
symbol in Spanish territories in the 5th
or 6th century. Still there were Latin
versions which did not contain this addi
tion, and they were widely circulated.
Even Leo III (d. 816) disapproved (for
disciplinary reasons) its insertion. The
Greeks opposed it since Photius (869),
claiming it to be heretical. Since the
11th century, however, it had a firm
place in the Latin text of the Credo.
E. Krebs, "Filioque," LThK, III, 1039 f.
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fully is He given in the doxology the same adoration and the same honor
as the other two."" The series of predications seems to have been dictated
mainly by certain formal considerations, as the Greek text indicates more
clearly.""
After the mention of the Holy Ghost there follows in nearly all the
creeds-and here, too-the mention of the Church which is inspired and
vitalized by His activity. It is one, as God is one, and as Christ is one. This
one Church, to which we pledge ourselves, is holy, because it is filled by the
Holy Ghost"'; it is catholic, because it stands open to all peoples"'; it is
apostolic, because it rests on the foundation of the Apostles ... The Church
transfers its own life to its children by means of the sacraments. Baptism,
mentioned in the creed, stands for all the others which are based on it.
In fact Confirmation and the Eucharist are linked with it. Its wonderful
efficacy in taking away sin was mentioned by our Lord Himself amongst
the basic elements of the glad tidings."" A prospect of our final transforma
tion to the likeness of the Risen One in the resurrection from the dead and
in the life of eons to come-with this the creed concludes. The outpour
ing of the Spirit, holy Church, sacrament, glorious resurrection-that
is the way by which the new creation and the new creature reach their
perfection.
This symbol was in use at Constantinople as a baptismal creed formula.
Here on Good Friday it was also pronounced at public worship while the
bishop catechized the candidates for Baptism.81• The same historian who
According to W. M. Peitz, Das von:
phesinische
Symbol der Papstkanzlei
(Rome, 1939), 46-50, a formula of the
confession of the Roman Church which
is preserved in the Liber diurnus (PL,
CV, 57 f.) must have contained the
Filioque even before 400 (57 A).
It might be noted that Greek Catholics
need not insert the phrase in their tradi
tional liturgical symbol.
20

The
above
which
of the

auvao�<Zt;6;uvov obviously goes back
all to a form of the doxology
gained ground since the middle
4th century: ( Christus) �J.eO' ou

C!OI i) M�<Z C!UV arllfl "JtVe61J.<Z"t"t, by which the
older a,• oL. ev arl•� "JtVe61J.<Z"t"t was sup
planted. It was directed against the her
esy of the Arians and the Macedonians.
Jungmann, Die Stc/lung Christi, 158 f.,

162 ff.
.. First

three

adjectives,
-ro &-ytov, -rb
x6ptov, -ro t;wootot6v, then the fuller state
ments. Brinktrine, Die hl. M esse, 113.

27

This connection is visibly intimated in
the older form of the Roman symbol :

K<Zl e!.; "ltV!UIJ.<Z Ot)'tOV, a-yl<ZV l!xl'.A"IJC!l<ZV. Lietz
mann, Symbole, 10. "Holy" is here the
only qualifying word for Church, a word
for which there is also other very early
evidence.
""F. Kattenbusch, Das Apolostische Sym
bol (Leipzig, 1900), II, 922 ff.
20 This
attribute of the Church is first
found in Egypt at the start of the 4th
century, apparently confined in the begin

ning to congregations founded by the
Apostles. Brinktrine, "Beitrage," 56.
80 Luke 24 :
47 ; cf. Acts 2: 38; 10 : 43;
13 : 38; 26 : 18.
Thus still today in the Byzantine litur

31

gy. At Rome too, from the time of the
Byzantine ascendancy on, the Niceno
Constantinopolitanum was for a long time
used at the Easter baptismal rites, and
provision was made for its being re
cited in both Latin and Greek. Duchesne,
Christian Worship, 301.
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mentions this .. also records that Timotheus, the Patriarch of this city (511517), a man whose thinking was tainted with Monophysitism, was the first
to order the symbol recited at every Mass. He did this in order to put
his Catholic predecessors to shame and to emphasize his own zeal for the
truth... This example was soon aped everywhere in the Orient. Thus the
symbol attained a place in every Mass in all the oriental liturgies." Usually
it was the Niceno-Constantinopolitan that was thus taken up,"" but not
without a number of rather significant variants."" However, it is not placed
right after the Gospel,37 but only after the Prayer of the Faithful and the
Great Entry, either before or after the kiss of peace-a location that makes
it less a conclusion to the fore-1\Iass than rather a foundation and start
for the sacrifice.38 Since the symbol was restricted by the disciplina arcani,
it is not by chance that the dismissal of the catechumens (the formula for
whi.ch has retained its ancient place in most rites of the East) had to
precede...
The symbol is, as a rule, spoken by the people-thus in the Egyptian
liturgies and mostly also in the Byzantine."' Or it is spoken by a repre
sentative of the people." But it is never said by the priest," and it is never
sung." In most of the oriental liturgies-but not in all"-the communion
32

Theodorus Lector, Hist. eccl. Fragm.,

II, 32 (PG, L XXXVI , 201).
38

The account that, a generation earlier,
Petrus Fullo
(476-488),
Monophysite
Patriarch of Antioch, had gi\'en such
an order, is also found in the same
historian's book (II, 48; PG, LXXXVI,
209), but appears to be a later inter
polation and without historical value;
Capelle, Le Credo, 174 f. Still it must
be observed that Pseudo-Dionysius, De
eccl. hierarchia, III, 3, 7 (Quasten, Mon.,
305 f.), talks about the use of the symbol
at Mass; it must therefore have been
current in Syria at latest about 515.
••

Hanssens,

III,

293-308.

""One exception is the East Syrian liturgy
which uses an ancient Syrian baptismal
symbol, the same as that attested by
Theodore of Mopsuestia (cf. note 22
above). Also in the Ethiopian Mass a
special symbol is used in part. Hanssens,
III, 295 f.
88

Hanssens, III, 297-299.

87 Outside

the later Armenian liturgy,
which is influenced by the Roman; Hans
sens, III, 303.
18

The same place was occupied, it seems
by the so-called Mystagogia, a symbol-

like outline of the teachings of faith with
special emphasis on the Easter mystery.
It is handed down in a somewhat dif
ferent version in Egyptian and Syrian
sources, among them the Testamentum
Domini (I, 28), and was to be said on
the highest feast-days after the departure
of the catechumens ante oblationem, ante
sanctam li tu rg i am. Text with parallels in
Quasten, Monument., 242-249.
88

In the Byzantine Mass the symbol was

preceded in addition by a. special warning:
T<l:� 6upcz�, 't'd:� Oupcz�! Brightman, 383.
•• Brightman, 162, 226, 383.
41 Some
of the editions of the Byzantine
liturgy assign the symbol to the lector.

Thus also it is said bv a lector in the
Byzantine-Sia\'ic litur
of the uniat
Ukrainians. At the court of the Byzantine
Patriarchs the Great Logothet was the
chief of the laity permitted to recite
the symbol during the liturgy. K. Lubeck,

gy

Die

Christlichen

K irehen

des

Orients

(Kempten, 1911), 65.
.. Outside the Syrian liturgies. Hanssens,
III, 294.
'" Baumstark, Die M esse im M orgenland,
174.
•• Except,
that is, in the Byzantine and
the Jacobite liturgies. Hanssens, III, 297 f.
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of all the faithful is given expression by means of the plural form: we
believe, we profess. It is also usually heralded by a call from the deacon.
In the same century in which the Niceno-Constantinopolitanum was for
the first time admitted into the Mass in the Orient, it appears also in a
similar employ in Spain, a portion of whose coastline was under Byzantine
domination. When in 589 King Reccared and his Visigoths renounced
Arianism, they made their profession of faith in this creed and it was then
ordered said by all the people at every Mass right before the Pater noster
so that, before the Body and Blood of the Lord were received, the hearts
of all might be purified by faith." Thus the symbol here shares in the func
tion of the Pater noster as a prayer of preparation for Communion; this
was the position it also held, in passing, in the Byzantine Mass,.. and still
holds today in the rite of Communion for the sick.
Two centuries later the creed also makes an appearance in France, just
about the time that a reaction was setting in against the last offshoot of
christological error, the Adoptionism of the Spanish bishops Elipandus and
Felix who had been condemned at various synods since 792. It must have
been about this time that Charlemagne introduced the symbol in his palace
chapel at Aachen." Various indications point to the theory that the cus
tom came to the Irish from the Spaniards, and was by them carried to the
Anglo-Saxons and so, through Alcuin, the custom reached Aachen.'" In
Aachen the symbol was sung after the Gospel. Charlemagne obtained the
consent of Pope Leo III to his innovation, perhaps with the subsequent
restriction to leave out the Filioque. But the custom took long to spread.
Of the Carolingian sources of the ninth century a few mention it, others
appear to know nothing about it.'" Not till the next century did it become
general in the North. When the emperor Henry II came to Rome in 1014
he was surprised that at Rome the Credo was lacking in the Mass. The
Roman clerics explained to him that the Roman Church had never been
..,C. 2 (Mansi, IX, 993).
This place also in the present Moz
arabic Mass of the Missale mixtum (PL,
LXXXV, 556 £.). The priest here sings:
Fidem quam corde credimus, ore autem
dicamus, and lifts the Body of the Lord
aloft so that it can be seen by all the
people. Then the choir begins: Credimus
in unum Deum. The text shows several
variants from ours.
••

The pertinent decree of Emperor Justin

II (d. 578) is transmitted to us by John
of Biclaro, Chron. (P L LXXII, 863 B);
,

cf. Jungmann, Gewordene Liturgie, 153,
note 64.
"Capelle, Le Credo, 178 f. But a new
translation was used, one which probably

stems from Paulinus of Aquileia. I t is
more careful than that in the Missale
mixtum; B. Capelle, "L'origine anti
adoptianiste de notre texte du symbole de
Ia messe," Recherches de theol. anciemze
et medievale ( 1929), I, 7-20. Regarding
textual variants see Fiala, 221.
'"B. Capelle, "Aicuin et l'histoire du
symbole de Ia messe," Recherches de theol.
ancienne et medievale ( 1934), VI, 249-

260. Remaining doubts indicated by Th.
Klauser, J L XIV (1938), 453 f.
,

The illustrations in Capelle, Le Credo,
180 £. What Walafrid Strabo, De exord.
et increm., c. 22 ( PL, CXIV, 947), says
about the spread of the Credo is, to say
the least, inexact; Capelle, 178.

••
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disturbed by error and therefore had no reason to profess the Credo so
often. However the pope, Benedict VIII, gave in to the emperor's impor
tunings... Still an instruction must have issued from Rome, restricting the
Credo to Sundays and to those feasts of which mention is made in the sym
bol."' As such the feasts of our Lord from Christmas to Pentecost are
named, those of the Blessed Virgin, of the Apostles,•• of All Saints and the
Dedication of a Church." The principle of selection, namely, quorum in
symbolo fit mentio," recurs regularly in the liturgical commentators of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries."" Gradually, however, other regulations
were adopted till, with Burchard of Strassburg, the present-day rule came
into being, according to which only the feasts of martyrs, virgins and con
fessors are without a Credo... Of the confessors, the Doctors of the Church
-whose number, before Pius V, was restricted to the "Four great Doctors"
(Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine and Gregory the Great)-took a place next
to the Apostles as outstanding heralds of the faith to whom a Credo was
due. And even the feast days of the other saints had the creed when they
were celebrated with special solemnity. The Credo was thus conceived
simply as a means of enhancing the festivity."7
Our Credo was therefore originally a profession of faith at Baptism; one
vestige of this, in the draft of the creed as we know it, is the singular in the
formula: credo. Just as before Baptism, so here, too, it is the individual
""As an immediate witness we have
Abbot Berno of Reichenau, De quibusdam
rebus ad missa? officium spcctantibus,
c. 2 (PL, CXLII, 1060 f.): The pope
ordered u t ad publicam missam il/ud de
cantarent. Many have thought that the
Credo must have belonged to the Mass
much earlier; among them Mabillon;
more recently F. Probst, Die abend
liindische M es se (Munster, 1896), 129;
Wagner, Ei11fiilmmg, I, 103; cf. also
Fortescue, The Mass, 288. But this is a
misunderstanding; Capelle, Le Credo, 180
and note 25. Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 972), cannot be considered as
evidence since this Ordo is not Roman.
However, the Credo does seem to have
been in use at Beneventum in the 8th
century. From here it went to Aachen;
this is the opinion of R. J. Hesbert,
"L'Antiphonale missarum de !'ancien rit
beneventain," Eph. liturg., LII ( 1938),
36-40.
"' Bernold, Micrologus, c. 46 (PL, CLI,
1011 f.), and contemporaneously in the
Missal of St. Thierry (11th century);
Capelle, 181 f.

Because of the apostolica
Durandus, IV, 25, 13.

62

Ecclesia;

""All Saints' was accounted a feast of
dedication and therefore of the church;
Durandus, l oc. cit.

A very extensive list is presented in
the Missal of St. Vincent (Fiala, 202).
6'

John

Belcth,

Explicatio,

c.

40

(PL,

CCII, 49).
In some details the interpretations were
at variance, thus in regard to the Evan
gelists. Some wanted to allow John the
Baptist a Credo because he was "more
than a prophet" ( c£. : qui loculus est per
prop/zetas). For the angels the words
cr eatorem coeli were made to do, for
Mary Magdalen the fact that she was
apostola apostolorunz; Durandus, IV, 25,
13. Cf. also Radulph de Rivo, De can.
observ., prop. 23 (Mohlberg, II, 141).
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.. Capelle, Le Credo, 183.
Thus today three titles are taken into
account as reason for the Credo, namely
mysterium, doctrina, solemnitas. Gihr,
529-533. For details see Gavanti-Merati,
Thesaurus, I, 11 (I, 111-118).
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who professes his faith. But it is also a profession influenced by the war
against the christological heresies. Because of these its statements were
augmented, and it was set up as a barrier against them even in the cele
bration of Mass, first of all in those lands which had become the battle
ground. By the subsequent restriction to certain days-days which show
a certain internal relation to the contents of the symbol-a middle way
was found between the early almost belligerent affirmation of the right
belief and the calm inwardness of prayer to almighty God-a solution
which in a certain sense bespeaks the peace which the Roman Church has
continued to maintain, ever vigilant for the purity of faith, yet never
permitting the movement of prayer and worship to be disturbed by loud
protests against heresy. Thus the creed, the profession of faith, is simply
the conclusion of the reading service, the joyous "yes" of the faithful to the
message they have received. Even when viewed in its systematic set
ting, the creed is an organic extension of the line begun in the readings.
Just as the sermon is joined to the lessons on certain occasions to further
the teaching of God's word through His Church, so on appointed days the
catechetic and theological formulation of that teaching is likewise annexed.
And so the profession of faith forms a solemn entrance-gate to the Mass
of the Faithful.
The Credo was introduced into the Mass as the avowal of the whole
believing congregation. Necessarily, then, it ought to be spoken by the
whole congregation. In the East this was as a general rule always main
tained, and at the start also in Spain. In France, too, the same idea was
kept in mind-the priest intoned the creed.. while standing at the center of
the altar'"; and the people carried it through to the end. Bishop Herard of
Tours, in 858, lists the credulitas along with Sanctus and Kyrie as texts to

be sung devoutly by all."' More unequivocal is a decree of Bishop Walter
of Orleans, of the year 871."' The Mass commentators of the period also
ascribe the Credo to the people,.. and even at a much later time it con.. This intonation takes the place of the
invitation which is elsewhere customary;
see note 45 above. The accompanying
gesture, spreading, lifting and folding the
hands, is exacted (as for the Gloria) in
the Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini,

238). Cf. Du r a nd us, IV, 25, 4, who also
mentions the sign of the Cross at the
close.
••

While,

according

to the

Roman rite,

the Credo is recited by the priest in its
entirety at the center of the altar, in
the Dominican rite the priest returns to
the Gospel side after intoning the creed
and continues it there. But the Et in
carnatus est, like the start, is said at the

center; Missale iuxta ritum O.P. ( 1889),
18. This movement seems to be a late
medieval custom, since the Dominican

Missal

of

the

13th

century

in

Legg,

Tracts, 77, and the Ordinarium O.P. of

1256 (Guerrini, 238) do not contain it.
See supra, p. 343, note 53.
"'Ut Gloria Patri et Filio et Spirit u i
Sanclo et Credo in u num Deum apud
omnrs in missa decantetur. Martene, 1, 4,
60

10 (I, 383 A).
Amalar, F.xpositio of 813-14, ed. Hans
sens (Eph. lit u rg ., 1927), 163 ( = G erber t,
Monumenta, II, 152): Postquam Christus
loculus es t populo suo fas est ut d11lcius
et
intentius
profiteatllr
credulitatem
5,

6"
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tinued in many places to be entrusted to them...
When one considers how much trouble must have been taken during the
era of the Carolingian reform to teach the people to recite the simple
Apostles' Creed in the vernacular, it is easy to imagine what results were
achieved with the much longer-and still Latin !-Credo in the Mass. A
practicable way out-a solution which agrees with that followed some
times in the Orient-was to have the faithful recite the symbol they knew.
This seems to have been tried in northern France during the twelfth cen
tury,.. but whether or not the vernacular was used is not certain ... At any
rate the attempt was not very widespread at that time, though nowadays
the practice is again being introduced in many places in the dialogue Mass.
The difficulty of having the people perform the Credo was all the greater
when--contrary to the practice usual in the Orient-the words were to be
sung."" True, Credo-songs played a conspicuous role in vernacular sing
ing,"" but right now we are concerned with the Latin text of the symbol.
.suam.... Sicquc com·cnit populum post
evangelium, quia Christi verba audivit,
intentionem credulitatis .sutZ prtZclaro ore
proferre. The same in EclogtZ (PL, CV,
1323); cf. also Expositio 'Missa pro
multi.s', ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930),
36.
01

Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 82, 1. 14) :
Ab universis .sc. clero et populo com
muniter decantetur.

In France it is still occasionally sung
by all the people, a special melody being
used in this case.
"' Ivo of Chartres, De conven. vet. et novi
sacrif. ( PL, CLXII, 550 B) : Post evan
gelium profitetur Ecclesia fidem .suam
cantando symbolum Apostolicum. Still the
term Apostolicum is not unambiguous. In
the Missa lllyrica it stands for our Mass
creed; Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 505 D) ;
cf. Ebner, 80, note. But it is striking that
the Apostle's Creed is actually marked
with neum signs in certain MSS. (St.
Gall, Rheinau, Winchester); it is there
fore intended for singing, but the words
are in Greek, with Latin letters; Wagner,
I, 102, note 5. It therefore belongs obvi
ously in the series of Greek Mass chants
which were mentioned supra, p. 91, note
79.
00

As is often done in the Orient; see
Raes, lntroductio, 215, 218.
00

This cannot be concluded from the

oc-

casional use of the word caulart!, but it
does seem inherent in Amalar's dulciu.s
(cf. note 62 above), and more especially
in the phrase of Walafrid Strabo (De
exord., c. 22; see note 49 above) who is
patently trying to explain an existing
practice by the hypothesis that the Greeks
had brought our symbol in cantilentZ
dulcedinem.
.., For Germany Berthold of Regensburg
(d. 1272) mentions with praise the prac
tice he found in several places where the
people joined the Credo in unum by sing
ing a German song which he cites as
follows: Ich gloube an den Vater, ich
gloube an den Sun miner frouwen sant
Marien, und an den Heiligen Geist.
Kyrieleys. Berthold von Regensburg, Pre 
digten, ed. Pfeiffer, I, 498.
The
pre-Reformation
hymn,
"Wir
glauben all' an einem Gott", must have
had the same purpose. W. Baumker,
Das kath. det,tsche Kirchenlied, I (Frei
burg, 1886), 683-688. Here we must also
mention the report that the people sang
Kyrie eleison while the clergy said the
Credo; Honorius Augustod., Ge:mma an.,
I, 19 (PL, CLXXII, 550); Sicard of
Cremona, Mitrale, III, 4 (PL, CCXIII,

113); Durandus, IV, 25, 14. This prob
ably refers to Credo-songs which used
Kyrie eleison as a refrain-in other
words, simply leis, as they were called.
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It is not surprising to find that even in the tenth century the performance
of the Credo was turned over to the clergy who formed the choir at high
Mass. This transfer was especially easy since the Credo was at that time
apparently considered a substitute for the sermon... But the choir was then
retained even independently of this...
Even so the chant at first remained in the simplest forms of a syllabic
recitation. In addition, in many churches objection was raised to perform
ing the Credo in two choruses, since everyone had to profess the entire
creed.'" In contrast to the other chants of the Ordinary the manuscripts
and even the early printed copies seldom contain more than a single
tune, the ancient recitative." The Gregorian melodies remained generally
plain; the melodies included in the present Graduate V aticanum show this
clearly. How different, once the Credo was set to polyphony. Often it
became the show-piece amongst the chants of the Ordinary. In fact, because
of its broad presentation and because of the musical unfolding of its inex
haustible contents, it has attained such an importance in the full course
of the Mass that it leaves the eucharistic prayer (which, in its design, is
much akin to it) quite in shadow. For the sacerdotal eucharistic prayer
has much the same aim: to survey, in the form of a thanksgiving, the
achievements of the divine plan of salvation which we grasp by faith. So
true is this that words like prcedicatio, contestatio and even e�o�J.oA6yl')at.;
appear as names for this prayer," names which could only be applied to a
profession of faith; just as, contrariwise, the profession of faith itself is
sometimes designated an eux1Xpta-r!IX." And so true is this, that the older
formulations of the eucharistic prayer are distinguished in little from a
profession of faith." Because the text of the prayer of thanksgiving is kept
plain and simple in the Roman Mass, the Credo has taken on an even
'"Ordo Rom. VI, n. 7 (PL, LXXVIII,
992) : Sin autem episcopus praedicare
noluerit, alta voce incipiat canere: 'Credo
in wwm Deum,' et ita omnis chorus in
cipiens 'Patrem omnipotentem' ad finem
usque perducat.
Honorius Augustod., Gemma an.,
19 (PL, CLXXII, 550 C): clerus.

••

For Rome: Ordo Rom. XI

I,

(City of

Rome, circa 1140), n. 20 (PL, LXXVIII,
1033) : basilicarii = clergy of the par
ticular basilica; Innocent III, De s. alt.
mysterio, II, 52 ( PL, CCXVII, 830: at
the papal high Mass the subdiacones, who
are distinguished
from the
cantores

( = schola).
70

De Moleon, 167. At Sens, for similar

reasons, the organ was excluded (ibid.) .
This is expressly ordered in 1583 by the

Synod of Bordeaux ( Hardouin, X, 1340

D).
The same is reported of other churches
in Lebrun, Explication, I, 217 f.
71

Wagner, I, 105.
"'Cf. infra.
"Pseudo-Dionysius, De eccl. hierarchia,
III, 3, 7 (Quasten, Mon., 305 f.).
" On the intrinsic relationship between
the creed and the eucharistic prayer, F.
Probst, Liturgie der drei ersten christ
lichen Jahrhunderte (Tiibingen, 1870), 47

f., 208 f., was the first to remark (giving
examples from Novatian, De Trinitate,
c. 8) ; see also Kattenbusch, Das Apostol
ische Symbol, II, 347-353. Further refer
ences in Dekkers, Tertullianus, 1 94, note
5. Most impressively is this relationship
seen in the Eucharistia of Hippolytus of
Rome; see supra, p. 28 f.
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greater importance. In the reawakening of all those concepts of our faith
which center on Christ's life-work, in that reawakening with which every
celebration of the Eucharist must begin, that reawakening which is the
prime purpose of the whole reading service, that reawakening to which the
anamnesis after the consecration recurs in a short and hurried word-in
that reawakening the Credo has become a main element.
On the other hand, in tracing this tremendous growth or the Credo we
encounter-very early, at that-the phenomena that manifest fatigue, the
attempts to counterbalance the musical expansion by cutting down the
text!" It is an abuse that is to be found frequently enough even today
where small choirs try to emulate bigger and more capable groups; in fact,
it is an abuse that is almost unavoidable when small choruses pretend to
do a many-voiced Credo that is beyond their power. But it is a practice
that the Congregation of Sacred Rites has repeatedly condemned." In any
case the plain recitation of the creed by the whole congregation, as is done
in the dialogue Mass, is far more in harmony with the original design of
the Credo and with its place in the plan of the Mass-liturgy, far more in
harmony than such and similar residua of a musical culture that is past.

9. The Dismissals
With the Credo, which we have for the moment surveyed, we have
strictly speaking gone out of the sphere of the Mass of the Catechumens;
for the symbol is a hallowed formula, matter only for the faithful. How
ever, it got its place at a time when there was no longer a question of the

disciplina arcani, and one merely felt its close, intimate connection with
the Gospel. But now, as we return to that early period during which there
still existed a sharp boundary between the l\Iass of the Catechumens and
the Mass of the Faithful, we must direct our attention to those forms
which were attached to that boundary-line, and of which several remnants
still exist.
It was always self-evident and (thanks be to God) still is for the most
part even today, that a Christian instruction, a catechesis and a common
reading from the Bible are concluded with a prayer. Therefore prayer had
also to follow the readings and the instructions of the fore-Mass. And all
the less could people forego a special prayer when the fore-Mass was felt
to be an independent entity. Actually the prayer of the entire congregation
at this spot we find already attested in the oldest accounts. The prayer
that was supposed to be said here, however, coincided with the dismissal

Wag ner, Ei11jiihrung, I, 105, tells of
one late medieval MS. of St. Gall (Cod.
546) in which scYe ral Credo melodies
close with et homo factus est. Amen,

""

while another skips from et homo factus

est to Confiteor

unum

baptisma.

'"The decrees in Eisenhofer,
Especially SRC 3827 ad II.

II,

126.
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of those whose presence at the further course of the holy sacrifice did not
seem permissible. For the instructional service did not form a part of the
introduction into the Christian world of faith for the catechumens alone:
heretics as well as pagans were admitted as guests in the hope that many
would in

this

way find the path

to the faith.'

After

the

instruc

tional service, however, they had to leave the congregation. The celebra
tion of the Eucharist was the exclusive privilege of the children of the
house. This conception was not a result of the disciplina arcani, which first
came into existence in the third century and was in full force for only a
comparatively short time•; rather it was the simple expression of a sound
Christian feeling, that at least the most sacred possession of the Church
ought not be presented to the eyes and ears of all. This conception did not
lose ground till the beginning of modern times, as a result of the conditions
of a divided Christendom.•
Then the question arose, whether these participants of the fore-Mass
who were not of the same class as the rest, should be given a part in the
community prayer, or whether they were to be dismissed beforehand. When
the catechumens had their usual instruction this had to be concluded with
a prayer, according to a third-century law. But a prayer said together with
the faithful-that was to be avoided.' Their common prayer would be
looked upon as a strange, coarse and debasing admixture in the prayer of
the Church-an idea which somehow continued effectual even later on."
Nevertheless several solutions were possible. These participants could be
let go after the readings without prayer or any further ado, or they could
be permitted to say a certain prayer right at the beginning of the series of
community prayers that followed, or they qmld be allowed to stay at least
till that part of the prayer of the Church • where, according to an estab1

This reason explicit in the Council of

Valence

620) ;

(524),

can.

1

(Mansi,

c£. also p. 443 supra.

VIII,

The most

famous example is Augustine, who lis
tened to St. Ambrose while he was still
only an inquirer.
2 ].
P. Kirsch, "Arkandisziplin," LThK,
I,

652

f.;

0.

Perler,

RAC, I (1943),
•

"Arkandisziplin,"

667-676.

last petitions of the deacon are they also
invited

to

rise

and,

presumably,

to

answer with Kupte i)..h;aov ; Chrysostom,
In II Cor. hom., 2, 5 (PG, LXI, 399-404).
\Vhen, on the contrary, prayer was said
for the hepyouiJ.EVot, this latter invitation
was

omitted ;

for

it

was

not

fitting

(o!l 6EIJ.t<;), that they should pray with the

De incompr.
Dei nat. hom., 3, 7 (PG, XLVIII, 727).

assembly of the brethren.

Cf. supra, p. 234.
The same reasons are behind the antag

In a similar vein Hippolytus of Rome

onistic reactions of rectors of churches

stresses the fact that the kiss which fol

towards photographers at solemn church
functions.

lows the prayer should not be exchanged

'Hippolytus of Rome, Trad. Ap.

yet pure." (Dix, 29)

29).
•

(Dix,

with catechumens, "for their kiss is not
•

See the arrangement in the liturgy which

Some few

liturgical monuments

Chrysostom explains : even when prayer

permitted

is

Prayer of the church ;

said

for

the

catechumens,

only

the

faithful are invited, for the catechumens
themselves are still .f)..)..6-tptot; only at the

show

that the presence of the catechumens was
during

all

of

the

General

see the ecclesi

astical Canones of Sahidic transmission,
c. 64 f. (Brightman, 462, 1. 6; cf. 461,
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lished procedure, the faithful would pray for them and their own act of
prayer could then be inserted here.
The first solution, a rather cold one, seems to have been employed in
early times.'
In the prime of the catechumenate at Antioch," the second solution was
taken as a basis. It was so arranged that when the readings and sermon
were over, the people were summoned to pray for those who had to leave,
that is, to add their

l<.upte e),bJaov to the series of supplications which the

deacon pronounced for them and during which these persons lay stretched
on the floor. Then they were summoned to rise and bow for the blessing
which the bishop in solemn prayer bestowed on them. Only then were they
asked to leave. During St. Chrysostom's time an independent prayer-act
of this sort was devoted to the catechumens, the energumens• and the pub
lic penitentS.10 The Apostolic Constitutions (belonging to the same area)
inserted before the public penitents, as a particular class, the candidates
for Baptism who were undergoing their last preparation ( �W't"t�6[J.evot ).11
Each one of these groups, when it had received the blessing of the celebrant,
in the manner previously stated, was summoned by a call from the deacon
1. 22), the Canones Basilii, c. 97 (Riedel,
273 f.) and also the present East Syrian
liturgy (Brightman, 267). The old Gal
lican Mass might also belong to this
class ; see note 24 below. The simple
presence of a repeated warning before
the start of the Eucharistic prayer (cf.
Canst. Ap., VIII, 12, 2) would naturally
be no proof that catechumens were actu
ally allowed to remain till this moment.
7 This is the explanation given by Baum
stark, Die Messe im Morgen/and, 104, for
]ustin's silence.
• For Egypt compare the Euchologion of
Serapion, n. 3 f. (Quasten, Mon., 51 f.),
where the prayer for the catechumens is
preceded only by a prayer closing the
homily.
• Cf. Canst. Ap., VIII, 7, 2 (Funk, I,
480 f.; Quasten, Mon., 202) : iYe p-yo61J.CVO I
U"ltO "ltY!UIJ.<i"l"(o)Y axcz6<ip-r(o)Y, possessed in the
widest sense, obviously including speci
fied sicknesses which were thought to be
due to Satan's special influence; cf. the
paraphrase in Chrysostom, De incompr.
Dei nat hom., 4, 4 (PG, XLVIII, 733);
he called them aczCIJ.OYWY"tCZ<; xcz( IJ.<;tYlcz 'tjj
'lto\18� xcz-rrx.o�J.iwuc;. Regarding the judg
ment of epilepsy in Christian antiquity
and the exclusion of epileptics and pos
sessed from oblation and Communion,

see the studies of F. ]. Dolger, Antike
und Christentum, IV (1934), 95-137.

10 Brightman, 471 f., 477 f.
u Canst. Ap., VIII, 6-9 (Funk, I, 478-488;
Quasten, Mon., 199-206). Here the first
thing is the call to each group for (silent)
prayer: Eu� cza6e ol xGITI);v:o61J.!YOt, but the
xupte eA.!T)aoy is here said by the faithful
for them. After the oration of benediction
by the bishop, the invitation is given
each time: Ilpo.!A6ne ol XCZ"nJXOU!J.CVOt etc.
Besides the four classes named, and pre
ceding them, the same document also men
tions the axpOWIJ.!YOI· The first call of the
deacon reads as follows: Mi] -rcc; -rciiv
ax pow�J..!Y(o)Y, IJ.lJ -rtc; -rciiv a"lt(crt(o)Y (VIII, 6, 2;
cf. 12, 2). The czxpoW!J.CVOI receive no
special act of prayer. They are the non
obligatory audience whose pre,sence was
merely tolerated. But that the term had
a particular meaning-this despite the re
mark of Funk, I, 478 f.-can be gathered
from the fact that in the organization
of the classes of penitents in the Orient
the second stage of the full ecclesi
astical penitence (i.e. that after the
'1tp6axAczuacc;) in the promotion passed to
the degree of the ax p� c. E. Schwartz,
Katechumenatsklassen
und
Bussstufen
(Strassburg, 1911), 37 ff.
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to leave: (llpoff-6en o! )(.OC't"I)'XO U(J.EVOt, , A7toAuea6e o! ev (J.E'I:OCVO[q:. After all
these had been dismissed the doors were closed" and the formal Prayer
of the Faithful in the narrower sense followed.
However, in the majority of the liturgies with which we are familiar,
the third solution was chosen, namely the insertion of a procedure like the
above in the place where prayers were usually said for these respective
groups." Moreover, outside the Syrian ambit," only catechumens and peni
tents were taken into consideration already at an earlier period," and in
many provinces of the church, even of the East,'" and almost commonly in
the West, only the catechumens came under consideration, since as a rule
public penitents (who after all were baptized) were permitted to remain
during the sacrifice." True, they were only allowed to remain there as mute
spectators, and not till at the end of Mass was a blessing (at least for a
time) devoted to them.
The rite of this dismissal was of a form similar to the one at Antioch,
although it did not always possess such solemn pageantry as there. It was
essential that a blessing with prayer be imparted to the group concerned;
this was often done by the celebrant's laying his hands on each one indi
vidually.,. With this was conjoined the deacon's cry for dismissal: Go,
Brightman, 3 1 6, 1. 7; 478; 1. 6; 531, 1.3.
Cf. Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgen
land, 106 f.
"For Syria there is evidence in Chrysos
tom (p. 476 supra), as well as in Pseud<>
Dionysius, De eccl. hierarchia, III, 3,
§ 6 f. (Quasten, Mon., 301 ff.) and later
in Jacob of Edessa (see note 18 below),
of a dismissal of catechumens, ener
gumens and penitents.
"' Thus in Asia Minor, according to a
decree of the Council of Laodicea (4th
century) ; Brightman, 518.
10
Only a dismissal of catechumens is
attested by the Euchologion of Serapion,
n. 3 f. ( Quasten, Mon., 51 f.) and in
the Pilgrimage of Aetheria, c. 24 ff.
(CSEL, XXXIX, 71 ff.).
" H. Koch, "Die Biisserentlassung in der
alten abendlandischen Kirche," Theol.
Quartalschr., LXXXII ( 1900), 481-534 ;
] ungmann, Die lateinischen Bussriten, 7 f.
There is one exception to take into
account, namely can. 29 of Epaon (517;
Mansi, VIII, 562), according to which
penitents were to leave with the cate
chumens.
It is possible, too, that the prayer for
penitents which the Spanish Missale
mixtum (PL, LXXXV, 307 A) indicates
12
13

before the Offertory at the feria! Masses
of Lent might be the remnant of such
a dismissal of penitents; cf. Borella
(see note 22 below), 85, 89. Regarding
the formula transmitted by St. Gregory
the Great: Si quis non communicat, det
locum, which most (e.g. Batiffol, Borella)
interpret as prime evidence for the
exclusion of penitents at the start of the
sacrifice even at Rome, cf. below, Vol.
II, Chap. 3, 8.

18 Cf.

Council of Laodicea, can. 19
(Brightman, 518, 1. 34): After prayer
has been offered for them, the catechu
mens go to the celebrant u'!Co xe!P«·
Jacob of Edessa depicts the .same rite,
but notes that about that time, 703, it was
already a thing of the past (in Bright
man, 490): "[After the prayer over the
catechumens] the deacon calls loudly:
'Go, catechumens,' that is, they should
present themselves under the hands of
the bishop or presbyter, receive the
laying-on of hands and depart." The
same procedure here for the energumens
and penitents. Because of this regular
laying-on of hands, which under no
circumstance could take place within the
Mass, it is said in the Orient of a certain
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catechumens! In this consisted the missa catechumenorum."
With the disappearance of the catechumenate the corresponding dis
missals had naturally to be omitted or at least contracted. In the Byzantine
Mass alone not only is the cry of dismissal retained-and this is a four
fold phrase! "'-but even the prayer for the catechumens (as a second
prayer after the Gospel) is still continued today. In the West and particu
larly in the sphere of the Roman liturgy, as we shall see more in detail,
even the prayer of the congregation in this place has been sharply cur
tailed. In Rome it had completely disappeared, even in an early period,
perhaps at a time when there were still catechumens. So the prayer for
them, too, was dropped in the ordinary service.21
Elsewhere corresponding forms survived somewhat longer.22 As a matter
of fact a formal dismissal of the catechumens right after the reading serv
ice, in which the celebrating bishop had a share, is reported in Milan, Gaul,
Spain and North Africa... The Expositio of the Gallican liturgy (a work
of the seventh century) still makes particular mention of a prayer for the
people, and of one for the catechumens after the readings and the sermon.
Both prayers were performed by "Levites" and priests; that is, in form
of a litany-like alternating prayer and a collect following. The deacon's
voice directed the catechumens and finally called upon them to go." The
of p enitents that they are sub
manus impositione; cf. Jungmann, Die
lateinische Bussriten, 308 and in the index
s.v. "Handauflegung."
19 F o r the expression see Jungmann, Ge
wordme Liturgie, 38; cf. sup ra, p. 261,
note 1.
group
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Before the Credo the call of the deacon
resounds once more : -rei� OUp<X�, -rei� 8Up<X� I
Brightman, 383, 1. -.3. Ot h e r liturgies also
have a call of dismissal. In the Armenian
liturgy the penitents are also named. See
the survey in Hanssens, III, 265 f.
21 That at the beginning of the prayer
which fol lows the readings a prayer was
spoken for the catechumens, is clear from
the testimony of Feli x II ( 483-492), Ep.,
7, al. 13 (PL, LVIII, 925 C; Thiel,
263) who decrees as a penance for cer
tain clerics who had done wrong by re
baptizing : nee orationi non .modo fidelium
sed ne catechumenorum ( quidem) omni
modis interesse. T his oralio catechumen
arum t here f ore must at that time have

been arranged within the fra mewo rk of
the Mass somewhat di fferently than in
today's Good Friday prayers.
22 P.
Borella, "La
missa' o 'dimissio
catechumenorum' neUe liturgie occiden
tali," Eph. liturg., LIII (1939), 60-110.
23 BoreUa, 63-67.
24 E xpos i t io ant. lit. gal lica n CE (ed. Quas
ten, 16 f.) : Caticuminum ergo diaconus
ideo calmat iuxta antiquum EcclesiCE
ritum ut tam JudCEi quam h CEretic i vel
pagani instructi . . . audirent consilium
Veteris et Novi Testamenti, postea depre
carent pro illis levitCE, diceret sacerdos
collectam post precem, exirent postea
/oris. An o stiarius then had the duty of
seeing ne quis retardaretur in templo.
The author makes it clear that in his
day the rite was little more tha n a
memory.
The doubt that hinders some from rec
ognizing here a second prayer besides the
preced ing pro populo (Borella, 88 f.) is
not right at aU. In the Orient, too, as
seen above, pp. 475, 477, there was a pre
vious prayer of the Church which was
definitely not the "Prayer of the Faith
ful" in the narrowest sense.
'
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Upper-Italian churches had a similar rite for dismissing the catechumens
with prayer. It was employed with certain individual acts of preparation
for Baptism. That it was also used at the end of Mass we know to be true
only about Milan, where the twelfth-century documents still prescribe
the rite for the Sundays in Lent.""
Even in the various acts of preparation for Baptism, Rome did not have
any such solemn dismissal. The scrutinies which the candidates for Bap
tism had to undergo during the course of Lent did indeed contain exor
cisms, layings-on of hands, and priestly blessings. But even (for instance)
after the solemn sharing of Gospel, symbol and Our Father, in the great
scrutinium of the aurium apertio, the conclusion did not contain any fur
ther blessing, but simply the cry of the deacon: Catechumeni recedant.
Si quis catechumenus est recedat. Omnes catechumeni exeant foras.""' This
manner of dismissal was used in cathedrals along with the complete rite
of the scrutinies until the very end of the Middle Ages27; within the Mass
on the days during Lent it occurred at first before the Gospel .. then, from
the great scrutinium on, after it, but only on the few occasions which were
kept for this." For it seems that according to Roman regulations the cate
chumens, as a closed group, did not appear regularly at the usual divine
service even in more ancient times. Formulas similar to the previously
mentioned Roman ones were also used in other churches in requesting
withdrawal.30
A somewhat enlarged cry for dismissal was customary on solemn occa
sions in various parts of Italy. It was used not only on Hol y Saturday
before the consecration of the baptismal water, but also (at least in Milan,
it would seem) within the Mass, namely, when the bishop confided the

Credo to the candidates for Baptism, after the Gospel on the evening before
Palm Sunday." In this case it is meant for the sacred text of the symbol
which came under the disciplina arcani. The six-fold cry of the deacon,
which was solemnly sung like our Ite missa est32 and the individual phrases
of which were repeated by a second deacon or a subdeacon, was as follows:
"' Borella, 90 ff.; cf. 71. The candidates
for Baptism receive the following call
for silent prayer: Orate competcntcs,
ccrvicem flcctitc! Then they were to
stand upright and again bow for the
blessing. Finally the deacon cries out:
f'roceda11t compctcntes! and acolytes re
peat the call. M. Magistretti, Manuale
Ambrosianum (Milan, 1904), II, 123 f.
""Ordo Rom. VII, n. 6; (PL, LXXXVIII,
998 f. ) and the parallels.
"'Eisenhofer, II, 255; see the examples
in Martene, 1, 1, 12 (1, 89 ff.).
28
Cf. p. 443, supra.
09 The
Roman basic text of the older

Sacrammtarium Gclasiamtm (6th cen
tury) presupposes only three scrutinies,
on the 3rd, 4th and 5th Sundays of Lent;

the Frankish recension reckons seven.
The great scrutiny was still held at Bam
berg as late as 1631. Eisenhofer, II,
250-255.
80 Borella, 96 f.
Isidore, Etymol., VI, 19 (PL, LXX XII ,
252) reports the formula: Si quis cate
chumemts rcmansit, exeat foras. It was
used before the beginning of the sacrifice.
31 Borella,
104.
82 Editions of the traditional melodies are
noted in Borella, 107, note 166.
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Si quis catechumenus est, procedat!
Si quis ha?reticus est, procedat!
Si quis J uda?us est, procedat!
Si quis paga11us est, procedat!
Si quis Ariantts est, procedat!
Cuius cttra 11011 est, procedat !33

Considering the wide circulation of this last formula, from Milan and
Aquileia to Beneventum
was, if not the point of
formula must have gone
ments make no mention

and Bari, it is not difficult to conclude that Rome
origin, at least a point of intersection. Still the
out of use here quite early, because Roman docu
of it.

10. The General Prayer of the Church
Just as the readings of the fore-Mass were everywhere the most excel
lent form of the reading service, so the prayer which followed upon it
apart from the eucharistia-was from ancient times regarded as the most
excellent prayer, the prayer, simply, of the Church. Its importance became
clear already in the earliest accounts. After the sermon by the bishop
(here is the description of Sunday service as given by Justin) "we
all stand up and recite prayers."' These prayers of the assembled brethren
are the first in which the neophyte takes part. In them prayer is said "for
ourselves, for the neophyte, and for all others everywhere." • Prayer "after
the delivery of the homily" is a common term in the third and fourth cen
tury in Egypt.' Later on we meet the prayer after the readings in all the
liturgies of the East. In the West it is plainly indicated by Hippolytus';
besides, Cyprian clearly refers to it when he speaks of the Communis
oratio.• In Augustine's time a large number of sermons ended with the
Borella, 98 ff. First published by ]. M.
Tommasi; see Tommasi-Vezzosi, Opp.,
VII, 9 ff.

33

When at Milan and elsewhere on the
occasion mentioned this formula was used
to dismiss those catechumens who were
not yet compete11tes, these latter had to
have a special dismissal within the Mass
itself, after the t radit io symboli. This was
done after a prayer of benediction, the
formula being a repeated and somewhat
varied Competentes secedant. Borella,
103 f.
Ibid., 103; 105 f. are found vastly en
larged variants of the formula of dis
missal given above, among them one
from Aquileia of nine members which

were spoken by

priest and deacon to

gether; each time there followed a re
sponse from the choir which affirmed:

Nee qui.; Arianus est, etc.
Justin, Apol. I, 67.
Ibid., 65.
3 Euchologion of Serapion, n. 2. Further
citations in Quasten, Mon., 50, note 2.
'Supra, p. 393, note 14.
• Cyprian, De dam. or., c. 8 (CSEL, III,
271). Cf. Kennedy, The Saints of the
Canon, 13. Further information from
Cyprian in Fortescue, The Mass, 45.
1

•

The expression communis oralio for the
prayer under consideration is certain in
Augustine, Ep., 55,
18, 34
(CSEL,
XXXIV, 209; cf. Roetzer, 115).
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formula: Conversi ad Dominum," that is to say, common prayer followed
upon the sermon, and during it, as was always customary, the congregation
turned towards the East! In the beginning this prayer was antiphonally
recited by celebrant and congregation, a practice that remained in the
Roman liturgy and partly in the Egyptian. The bishop led, by first invit
ing to prayer; then recited his own portion and the congregation answered."
Then as time went on, the deacon, who at first only announced short direc
tions, began to take a more prominent place in most liturgies." By the
end of the fourth century he took over the invitation to prayer, the announc
ing of the �pedal intentions which combined into a litany (ektene•• or
synapte,)" and to which the congregation answered with the Kyrie eleison
or some other similar invocation ; only then did the celebrant start to
pray.u
In the Roman liturgy, in which the older and simpler form was pre
served, this general prayer is still in use once a year, on Good Friday. Even
in the eighth century this practice was still customary also at least on the
Wednesday of Holy Week." It is a well-grounded hypothesis that in these
Good Friday prayers, whose echo goes back to the first century," we have
•

See the passages in Di:ilger, Sol salutis,

331, note 4 f.
Further illustrations from Augustine
for the prayer at this part of the Mass
in Roetzer, 113-115.
7 Dolger,
331-333. Standing turned to
wards the sun is also accentuated in the
Apostolic Constitutions, II, 57, 14 (Quas
ten, Mon., 184 along with the notes). In
so doing the hands were raised and
stretched out in the attitude of prayer;
Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgenland,
100.
• Baumstark,
100 f. Here you will find
many details regarding the development
which we can only briefly hint at in the
following sketch.
• In Rome and
Egypt: Flectamus genua.
Levate, insofar as these calls come under
consideration; d. supra, p. 367 f. This
gradually increasing prominence given to
the deacon is evidenced, so Baumstark
thinks, loc. cit., in the AetheriO! Pere
grinatio, c. 24, where the deacon appears
as leader in prayer only at Vespers, but
not yet at Mass.
lJl From ix-.evlj� = "extended, stretched out,"
with the undertone : intent, earnest.
11
auv&:1t"t"l) =joined, united.
"Cf. supra, p. 366 f.
•• Ordo
Rom. I, n. 28 ( PL, LXXVIII,
950). The orationes sollemnes, as they

are here called, are at any rate on this
day also separated from the Mass which
follows some hours later, just as on
Good Friday they are disjoined from the
following rite by a pause; the fore-Mass
is therefore treated as an independent
unit.
"Clement I, Ad Corinth., c. 59-61: "We
beseech thee, 0 Lord, be our helper and
provide for us; save those of us who
are in tribulation ; take pity on the op
pressed, raise up those that have fallen,
reveal thyself to those who beg, heal the
sick, lead those of thy people who have
gone astray once more into the right
path. Feed the hungry, deliver those in
prison, bring health to the sick, and com
fort to the faint-hearted. Let all peoples
recognize
that
thou
art
the
only
God and that Jesus Christ is thy servant
and that we are thy people and the sheep
of thy pasture.... Yea, Lord, make thy
face to shine upon us for our well-being
and our peace, so that we may be pro
tected by thy strong hand and guarded
against every sin by thy mighty arm, and
save us from those who hate us ground
lessly. Give unity and peace to us and to
all who dwell on earth, as thou didst give
them to our fathers when they called
upon thee devoutly with faith and sin
cerity. Let us be obedient to thy all-
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the general prayer of the Roman Church in the exact wording in
which it was performed after the readings and the homily in the Roman
congregation at their regular services since the third century.16 The peti
tions that are here offered in nine parts: for the church, for the pope, for
the assembled clergy, for the ruler, for the catechumens, for all who are
in straits and in danger, for the heretics and schismatics, for the Jews and
for the heathens, show up, except for the last two mentioned, and for occa
sional different groupings, in the general church prayer of other liturgies.
Still in the eastern liturgies, and especially in the litanies introduced by
the deacon, which correspond to the invitations to prayer in the Roman
Good F_'riday prayers,

numerous other petitions

are mentioned,

and

here they are answered by a supplication of the people. Peace on earth,
prosperity in the field, the country or the city or the monastery, the sick,
the poor, widows and orphans, travelers, benefactors of the poor and of
the Church, eternal rest for the dead, forgiveness for sinners, an untroubled
life, a Christian death-these are the intentions recommended to prayer.
In the Egyptian liturgies the proper rising of the Nile and beneficial rains
are not forgotten. The respective prayers of the celebrant are mostly kept
dominant and powerful name and to our
rulers and princes on earth. . . . Grant
them, 0 Lord, health, concord, peace and
stability, that they may exercise unhin
dered the authority with which thou hast
entrusted them . . . so that they may
piously exercise in peace and meekness
the authority which thou hast granted
them, and may participate in thy grace.
... Who alone hast power to give these
and more good things, thee we praise
through the high priest and protector
of our souls, Jesus Christ, through whom
be glory and majesty to thee now and
from generation to generation, forever
and ever. Amen."
It might be noted that the identification
of the Good Friday prayers with the
ancient general prayer, proposed by Msgr.
Duchesne, Christian Worship 172-173,
was disputed by E. Bishop, "Kyrie elei
son," Dow11side Review, XVIII (1899),
294-303, but Bishop's view is hardly sus
tained.
"'For the great antiquity of the Good
Friday orations preserved today and al
ready extant in the oldest sacramentaries,
Baumstark, Missale Romanum, 20 £., re
fers to the naming of confessores after
the series of clerics : the prayer belongs
to the period of persecution, when those

who suffered for the faith were given
the honors and rights of clerics; cf.Hip
polytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 18 f.).
From the 5th century we have the
evidence of the lndiculus, which is trans
mitted to us as an appendix to a letter
of Celestine I on the Pelagian heresy,
and which is traced back to Prosper of
Aquitaine (M. Cappuyns, Revue Bened.,
1929, 156-170). Here, in c. 11 (PL, L,
535; Denziger-Umberg, Enchiridion, n.
139) which contains the famous sentence:
ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi,
to bolster an argument for the necessity of
grace, reference is made to the prayer of
the Church ( obsecrationes sacerdotales),
which was handed down from the Apos
tles and is in use throughout the world :
the bishops pray therein tota secum Ec
clesia
congemiscente
for
unbelievers,
idolaters, Jews, heretics, schismatics, peni
tents, catechumens. Echoes of the tradi
tional text are not recognizable in this
reference, as in the mention of the prayer
for the Jews: ablato cordis velamine.
Felix II (483-492) likewise testifies to
the existence of such a prayer (supra,
p. 478, note 21); here, however, the
oralio catechumenorum must have stood
right at the beginning.
Cf. Kennedy, 29-32.
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on more general terms. They follow the pattern of invocations spoken by
deacon and people, but bunch several of them together and thus give the
course of the prayer its divisions. Usually three such parts are noticed. In
Egypt the ending of the general prayer said after the dismissal of the
catechumens, "the Prayer of the Faithful"-the only portion that has
survived-still retains the name of "the three," cd 'tpet<;; in it prayer is
offered for the peace of the Church, for the bishop and clergy, for the entire
Church and for the worshippers present.'" Opposed to this, the Byzantine
liturgy distinguishes only a first and a second prayer of the faithful, the
contents of which very early underwent quite a process of change."
In the other eastern liturgies, the retrogressive evolution ended up with
only one such prayer form, made up of the diaconal litany and the cele
brant's prayer," similar in structure to the type handed down from older
times, though with richer developments.'" Finally, the East also has the
one instance to prove that almost the last trace of the former general
prayer of the Church has disappeared."
This is also the case in our Roman Mass as we know it since the sixth
century. After the Gospel or the Credo, it is true, the priest addresses him
self to the congregation with the usual greeting, and adds the invitation
to pray: Oremus. But he himself then reads out of the missal the text of
the offertory which the choir immediately begins. Nor is any form of
prayer anywhere indicated for the congregation."' In the oldest sacramen
taries and ordos, which hand down this isolated invocation, no other prayer
follows except the oratio super oblata, our �ecreta. There is nothing to keep
us from recognizing in the secret the corresponding prayer of the priest.
For the oratio super oblata was at that time spoken, as we shall see, in a
loud voice just like the other orations. Likewise it is patterned as a prayer
'"Brightman, 121 f., 160 £., 223 ff.
"Three prayers" of the faithful were ap
pointed by the Synod of Laodicea, can. 19,
of which the first was spoken lltd: auu'rij�,
the second and third lltd: 'lt"poa<p<•»�aew�. that
is, in the second and third, but not in the
first, the deacon was to "call out" to the
people the individual prayers in the man
ner of the ektenes. Brightman, 519 f.
The North-African liturgy of Augus
tine also appoints the prayer in three
members: for the unbelievers, for the
catechumens, for the faithful; Roetzer,
113-115.
17 Brightman, 316 f., 375 f. The prayers
of the celebrant in the 9th century have
both times as object the worthy service
at the altar; the related short synapte of
the deacon, on the other hand, prays in

a general way for "protection, help, mercy
and shelter." One is forced to con
clude that in the homogeneous eux-IJ 'tlj<;
'lt"poaxo�J.tolj�. which follows (Brightman,
319 f., 380 f.), in reality eux-1) 'JttO"'tWY j'
is to be found, all the more since the
litany expressly enters as a continuation of

what precedes : 'JtA"I)pwaWIJ.!Y 't-l)v llb}atv -IJ�J.<iiY.
Greek liturgy of St. James (Bright
man, 38-40) and Armenian liturgy (ibid.,

18

428-430).
19

Liturgy of the West Syrian Jacobites
(Brightman, 80 f.); cf. Baumstark, Die

M esse im M orgenland, 107.
""Canst. Ap. VIII, 10 f.
21

The silent prayers of the Offertory do
not come into consideration as an ex
planation of the isolated Oremus, since
they are all much more recent.
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said in the name of the congregation, just as the other orations are, and
therefore it requires, no less than these, an introductory invitation to pray
and a greeting. Both these elements are present at the offertory, only sepa
rated from the oration by a pause. But even the pause involves nothing
surprising. It is a time for the prayer by the people, though not announced
by a Ftectamus genua, since in the stricter compass of the sacrifice a bend
ing of the knee, according to ancient modes, is not to be thought of." That
is the explanation for the lone Oremus.
The only thing standing in the way of our recognizing in this formula
the ancient concluding oration of the faithful is that in content the prayer
is simply and indubitably an oratio super oblata. But this need not
surprise us. For even in the Byzantine liturgy we noted the same process
of change, indeed in two instances at least, namely, in the "first" and the
"second" prayer of the faithful. But while here prior to the dismissal of
the catechumens a first section of the general prayer of the Church remained
unshortened, viz., the fervent ektene with the corresponding prayer of
the priest, nothing corresponding to it was kept in the Roman liturgy. This
almost complete disregard of the Roman Mass for the general prayer of
the Church ties in with the fact in its place some substitution was or
would be made: in the intercessory prayers that meanwhile found entrance
within the canon, and also in the Kyrie litany which begins to emerge at
the start of the Mass simultaneously with the disappearance of the prayer
of the Church."' Probably the general prayer of the Church no longer had
-

(if it ever had) the same extent in connection with the sacrifice which it
showed when it was the conclusion of an independent prayer service. And
therefore very probably the offertory procession was inserted a long time
ago in the pause after the last Oremus,"' and correspondingly also the con
tent of the oration was newly devised. What preceded was at last natu
rally dropped...
Nevertheless there are traces still to be found of the foregoing prayer
of the Church. With a certain regularity the Gelasian Sacramentary-and
partly also the Leonine-has an addition to the present-day pattern of
one oration (our collect) preceding the oratio super oblata (our secret);
instead we find not one but two, both having the same form and both of
a similar general character. Several conjectures have been made about this
twofold prayer.'" We will be nearest to the truth if we assume that the sec22 See supra, p. 368.
"'See supra, p. 336 ff.
"'The consciousness of this still survives
in Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 5
(PL, CCXIII, 114 B): While among
the Greeks prayer follows at this spot,
amongst us the oblatio of the people pre
cedes (prCEcedit).
The intervention of a different rite in
a
prayer-pause is repeated elsewhere,

e.g., in the ordination liturgy in regard
to the laying-on of hands.
"" In some instances the Oremus was omit
ted; it is missing in the Wolfenbiittel
MS. of Ordo Rom. I (Stapper, 22) and
in Ordo Rom. Ill, n. 10 (PL, LXXVIII,

980).

.. According to Baumstark, Das Gesetz
der Erhaltung des A lten (JL, 1927), 6 f.,
and Missale Romanum, 29, these two
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ond oration was to be said after the Gospel, and if we see in it a parallel
with the oratio super sindonem, which follows the Gospel in the Milanese
Mass."' Even in the earlier Roman liturgy we occasionally find examples
of an oratio post evangelium,"' innovations such as could arise at a time
which no longer coupled the secret with the Oremus, but which had a living
realization that a real closing prayer should follow the readings. Still such
an intermediary oration did not survive. The secret in the Roman Missal
remained the only formula in which, in place of the former general prayer
of the Church between readings and sacrifice, the priest takes up the prayer
according to the style and language of the orations. And when in it the
preces populi are often explicitly mentioned alongside of the oblationes

which are presented to God, we can see here the traces of the prayer of the
faithful which formed a lower level over which was laid the thought of
the offertory.
Besides all this we still have to dwell on a special evolution of the
old prayer of the faithful, a development in the territory of the early
Gallican liturgy, within the frame of the Roman Mass, though not in the
Roman Missal. Gallican traditions here proved very tenacious.
In the year 517 a council of Lyons mentions the oratio plebis ... What
this was we learn more precisely when the exposition of the Gallican Mass
in the seventh century speaks of preces after the homily which the Levites
orations correspond to the two pre-Gospel
readings. Similarly P. Alfonso, L'Euch
ologia romana antica (Subiaco, 1931),
131, 135. But notice that the instances
which come to mind of two orations
preceding the two pre-Gospel readings
in the present-day Missale Romanum,
among them those on the Ember Wednes
days, do not represent the original ar
rangement and plan; Hierzegger, "Col
lecta und Statio" (ZkTh, 1936), 520 f.
27

Thus, among others, Wilson, The Gel
asian Sacramentary (1894), p. LXXIV,
note 1 ; A. Wilmart in his new edition
of E. Bishop, Le genie de Rit Romain
(Paris, 1920).
In the Milanese liturgy each Mass has,
besides the orations corresponding to our
collect, secret and post-communion, a
proper oration super sindonem; it is pre
ceded, as is the oralio super oblata
( = secret) by the Dominus vobiscum.
The designation super sindonem is derived
from the moment in which it is said; cf.
the "prayer of the chalice-cover" in the
West-Syrian anaphoras, which Jacob of
Edessa considers as developing from the

third member of the prayer of the faith
ful; Hanssens, III, 332 f. Regarding the
function of the oralio super sindonem
there is little clarity; see Borella (Eph.
liturg., 1939), 94, who rejects the opinion
that it is in reality the closing prayer of
the dismissal of the catechumens, and
rightly believes it is a development from
the oralio fidelium.
A different view is taken by V. L. Ken
nedy : "The two collects of the Gelasian,"
Miscellanea M ohlberg ( 1948), I, 183-188.
""In the Mass book fragments from lower
Italy edited by A. Dold (see supra, p. 395,
note 16) the Mass formularies regularly
have, between Gospel and Offertory, an
oralio post evangelium; see Dold, p. XXX
f. It is obviously of secondary develop
ment; cf. the remarks on this in ZkTh,
LIX (1935), 320.
Within the Ordo MisstE in a mid
Italian sacramentary of the 11th century
there is an oralio post evangelium, but its
contents have taken over the thoughts
regarding the oblation and remind one of
the apologitE; Ebner, 298.
20 Can. 6 (Mansi, VIII, 370).
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solemnly recited for the people and in which the priests made intercession
for the sins of the people.80 There is reference here apparently to a single
litany spoken by the deacon or deacons with a collect following post pre
cem. Under this name, the contemporary Gothic Missal also actually con
tained a corresponding formula for the priest for Christmas and Easter
services." Likewise examples of the litany of the people are preserved in
certain texts in which the Gallican material has been fitted to the Roman:
in the Irish Stowe Missal," where each of the petitions is followed, after
the Gallican manner, by the people's response, Oremus te, Domine, exaudi
et miserere or prresta, Domine, prresta,33 and in the Freiburg Pontifical of
the ninth century, .. where the schema of the litany of All Saints forms the
groundwork.
When in the eighth century the Frankish Church turned to using the
Roman liturgy and found in the newly received forms no palpable traces
of the erstwhile general prayer of the Church, there must have been some
repercussions also here in Frankish territory in regard to this prayer. For
what now appear are either remnants of an old tradition or even products
obviously created in an untimely attempt to achieve new forms.
It was a matter of preserving old relics in those various cases in which,
after the readings and the sermon, we find the people repeating the Kyrie
eleison. But the meaning of this isolated Kyrie eleison, still found today
in the Milanese liturgy," was unclear already in the height of the Middle
Ages. The people repeated the cry of Kyrie, not only after the clergy had
recited the symbol but even during its recitation, and it was explained as
signifying among other things a praise of God for the faith received... Then
here and there the Kyrie turned into a Leis, the German hymn which i�
30

Expositio (ed. Quasten, 16): Preces
vero psallere levitas pro populo ab origine
libri Mosiaci duxit exordium ut . . .
levita pro populo deprecentur et sacer
dotes prostrati ante Dominum pro pec
catis populi intercedant. There follows the
prayer act for the catechumens; see supra,

p. 478 f.
"Muratori, II, 520.
The intercessions are emphasized to
some extent only in the Christmas for
mula. Notice that in the Gallican Mass
the reading of the names still follows,
along with a pertinent co/lectio post
nomina, in which most often prayers are
said expressly for the living and for the
dead. For the Gallican formulas from the
Leofric Missal, see note 39 below.
82Warner (HBS, 32), 6 f. That the litany
here stands before the Gospel is naturally
something secondary. A parallel case is to
be seen in the Abyssinian Mass where the

initial portion of the general prayer of
the Church today likewise precedes the
Gospel; Brightman, 216, 1. 31; cf. 210 f.
and resp. 150 f.
33 Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkcs, 12 f.
•• Metzger, Zwei karolingishe Pontifikalien
vom Oberrhein, p. 68*-70*. The introduc
tory rubric says: tempore ieiunii aut in
aliis statutis diebus recitantur quando
missa celebratur. Within the Mass at thi�
time the only spot that could be con
sidered is after the readings.
30 Missale Ambrosiamtm
(1902), p. 1 67 :
After the reading of the Gospel there
follows Dominus <iobiscum and three
times Kyrie eleison. Thus already in the
oldest sources of the Milan liturgy.
.. Durandus, IV, 25, 14.
Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 19
(PL, CLXXII, 550 C), interprets as
a promise to observe the teaching of the
Gospel the Kyrie eleison which the people
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to be found in many places since the twelfth century at the close of the
sermon.37 But alongside of all this, new forms sprang up, the basic pattern
of which is seen in Regino of Priim (d.

915). On Sundays and feast days

after the sermon the priest is to recommend to the faithful a general prayer
for various needs: for the rulers, for the heads of the churches, for peace,
against plagues, for the sick, and for the departed. The people were to
recite quietly an Our Father each time, while the priest recited the corre
sponding Latin oration ... The votive Masses of the Gelasian Sacramentary
offered the priest a sufficient supply of such orations. Other orations sur
vived from the Gallican liturgy, as the Leofric Missal indicates...

In many French-speaking dioceses the tradition of Regino has been pre
served to this day with remarkable purity in the so-called prieres du prone.
Their wording, while keeping to the basic structure, varies in different
places. A form very widespread today has the following outline .. : After
sing at the same time that the clergy say
the Credo; cf. supra, p. 472, note 67.
The fact that this Kyrie accompanies the
creed (s}•mbolo cmztato ante et dum canta
tur) is also attested by Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitrale, III, 4 (PL, CCXIII, 113

D).

Cf. A. Linsenmayer, Geschichte der
Predigt i1t Deutschland (Munich, 1886),
142 f.

37

Regino of Priim, De syno. causis, c.
190 (PL, CXXXII, 224 f.): . . . in
<]llilms singillatim precibus plebs orati
ollem Do m in icam sub silentio dicat, sacer
dos vero oratio11es ad hoc pertiilcntes per
silzgulas admonitiones sollcmnitcr explcat.
Post lure sacra celebretur obla tio. Regina's
careful wording hardly confirms the theory
maintained by H. v. Schubert, Kirchen
geschichte des Friih.mittelalters (Tiibin
gen, 1 9 21), 654, that the entire inter
cessory prayer was said in German.
Regino obviously has in mind a plan
similar to the Roman arrangement for
Good Friday. Certainly the silent V at e r
tmser corresponds to the pause (then still
customary) after the Flectamus ge ll lz a
(see supra, p. 369 £.). The oration that
followed would be in Latin. But one
can not maintain this for the pre
ceding admonitio; see the conditions in
the French and English tradition, note 43
f. below.
••

39F. E. Warren, The Leofric Missal ( O x 
ford,

1883), 207

f. In this Mass book

(9-10th century), from either Lotharingia
or the Rhine, there is, outside a Mass
formulary and without any special desig
nation (being thrown in among various
formularies), a remarkable group of four
orations of which the third, by its closing
formula, betrays the Gallican origin which
would otherwise be recognized from the
vocabulary and its temper. The titles of
the individual formulas indicate the con
tents only imperfectly: Oralio pro famil
iariis (a prayer for benefactors, relatives,
for those recommended to our prayers,
vel qui 11obis eleemosinarum suarum red
itus erogaverunt), Oratio pro omni populo
catholico (for the king and his family,
for believers and unbelievers), Oratio
generalis pro omni populo (for all princes
and leaders, for the clergy and the mon
asteries, for married people and children,
for sinners, for the poor and oppressed,
for all our departed quorum nomina f11
scis), Oratio in agenda mortuorum (for
the deceased quorum et quarum nomina
commendata sunt nobis, with several fur
ther specifications).
w According
to the text in G. Lefebvre,
O.S.B., Missel-Vespera/romain (Lophem
lcz-Bruges, 1923), 77-79. Here, to cor
respond to actual use, there is reference
to the text of the "prone" between Gos
pel and Credo in the Ordo Missce (p.

100).
The word "prone" is translated in many
modern Latin texts as pronaos, ante
chamber, but this is incorrect. The word
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an introductory reference to the Sunday and feast-day offering, there is
mention first of a list of prayer intentions: for Church and clergy, for
secular rulers, for benefactors, for the soldiers of the parish, for the sick
and for sinners. Here follows a Pater and Ave recited in common, or-what
must have been the original-Psalm 122, a silent Pater noster and, after
the corresponding versicles, the Latin oration." Then follows a second invi
tation to prayer, this time for the departed. Psalm 129 is recited, the
Requiem teternam, and again the corresponding oration... Then follow the

announcements for the coming week.
A formula prescribed for a church in Paris shortly before 1300 shows
exactly the same design.•• A similar order was probably in use in northern
France as early as the eleventh century, because it is already found, though
somewhat more developed, in England after the Norman conquest," where-

derives from pra?conium; cf. A. Gastoue,
Les Questions liturgiques et paroissiales,

12 (1927), 243. The "Announcements"
continue to play a great role in the
prone; cf. the chapter "Du prosne" in
G. Grimaud, La liturgic sacree (Paris,
1678), II, ·52-58; de Moleon, 418 f.
" The oration for the 22nd Sunday
after Pentecost (Deus noster refugium)
is used.
"'Deus venia? largitor. In both cases only
the invitation to prayer is in the ver
nacular, as this already seems to be
assumed in Regino of Priim.
The same arrangement is found as a
formula pronai singulis Dominicis legenda
in the Rituale Parisiense (Paris, 1839),

433-441, but with a greater extension of
the invitation and of the intentions of the
first part.
At the present time, when the liturgical
movement in France has grown apace,
attention has been drawn to this vener
able piece of liturgical tradition; cf., e.g.,
Etudes de Pastorale liturgique (Paris,
1944), 279 (G. Chev,rot); Pastoral
liturgical Congress of St. Flour : La
Maison-Dieu, IV (1945), 39 f. (A. M.
Roguet and H. Ch. Chery).
48 The prayer for the living is introduced
by a formula of 18 members, each begin
ning : Nous prierons Dieu pour; there
upon follows Ps. 122, with Kyrie, Pater,
versicles and threefold oration. After a
later invitation in the vernacular there
follows a prayer for the dead, Pater

and Ps. 129 (obviously a secon
dary re-arrangement) with versicle and
two orations. A. Gastoue, "Les prieres
du prone a Paris au 14• siecle," Les

noster,

Questions

liturgiques

et

paroissiales

(1927), XII, 240-249.
" Manuscript evidence apparently starts
only in 1405; see the four texts (bidding
prayer, n. II-V) which are reprinted in
Simmons, The Lay Folks Mass Book,
64-80. They start with the Latin formula :
Deprecemur Deum Patrem omnipotentem
Pro pace (or pro statu) et stabilitate
sancta? matris Ecclesia? ( et pro pace
terra?). Then in three of the four pieces

(the fourth, p. 74, shows a condensed,
secondary form) there follows a three
fold prayer-act : the Engl!ish exhortation
to pray closes each time with the in
vitation, a Pater and an Ave (in the sec
ond member in two instances : five
Aves.). At the end of the first member,
for spiritual and secular authorities, for
benefactors of the Church, etc. (re
markable is the naming of those who
build roads and bridges, as well as preg
nant women), Ps. 66, and after the Kyrie,
Pater noster and several versicles, three
orations. At the end of the second mem
ber, begging for the intercession of the
Mother of God (and in part other inten
tions), a Marian hymn and after several
versicles a Marian oration. At the end
of the third member, again for the dead,
Ps. 129, and after Kyrie, Pater noster
and versicle the oration Fidelium.
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as a British text of the "bidding prayer" just prior to the conquest shows
a different form."
On German soil, on the contrary, no such well-adorned form was able to
unfold. Of course one can still see a trace of the forms of the older tradi
tions in a German formula of the twelfth century in which a long drawn
out invitation to prayer is divided into two parts: for the living and for
the dead, and closes both times with the command to raise a "cry." •• But
for the rest the practice we find from this time on," is that the priest men
tions a fairly long list of prayer intention after the sermon, which usually
begin with the temporal and spiritual rulers, but outside of that follows
no strict order. Selection, grouping and wording are much interchanged.
Even in the same diocese differing practices occur.'" The participation of
the laity was limited to a high degree and tended gradually to disappear
entirely. Maybe in the beginning there was a Kyrie eleison by the parish
after each part. Nevertheless we meet such a chant usually at the end of
the entire list.'" But this too faded out."' Towards the end of the Middle
Ages we note the practice of inviting the faithful to recite an Ave,"' or a
Pater and Ave after each part.152 Later a single Pater and Ave was recited
"'Ibid. 62 f. The Old English text has
four sections, each section closes simply
with the exhortation to say the "Our
Father." Worthy of note is the emphasis
put on the mention of godfather and god
mother. In the fourth section, for the
dead, the naming of names is presupposed.
The Bede-rolls in English churches
contained the list of petitions and the
names of those for whom prayer was
asked. Details on giving out the bidding
prayers in English cathedrals and parish
churches in D. Rock, The Church of Our
Fathers, i, chap. 7 (in the edition cited,
vol. 2, p. 292); also A. Gasquet, Parish
Life in Medieval England, 222 ff.
'"Linsenmayer, Geschichte der Predigt,
143, 145, 146. The term Ruf probably
refers to songs in the vernacular which
developed out of the Kyrie-eleison; see
supra, p. 342 f.and also 472, note 67.
" Honorius Augustod. Speculu.m Eccle
si�E (PL, CLXXII, 827-830), produces
13 members, of which each closes with
an Amen that was probably spoken by
the leader. The "Homiliary of the Bishop
of Prague" ed. by F. Hecht (Prague,
1863), p. 17, presents a much shorter
series which is not so clearly divided.
The text in both instances is Latin.
'"Cf. the examples from Regensburg
mentioned in note 52 below. A more care-

ful study would note distinction in type
and typical form-elements. One recur
rent introduction is, e.
g., this one from
the Regensburg Obsequiale of 1570 (Beck,
354) : ".. . help me diligently to invoke
and pray God the almighty."
Honorius Augustod., Speculum Eccl.
(PL, CLXXII, 830): After the preacher
has announced the intentions for prayer,
he exhorts the faithful: Nunc, carissimi,
corda vestra et manus ad Deu.m levate, ut
pro his omnibus dignetur vos clementer
exaudire .... Eia nunc preces vestras alta
voce ferte ad coelum et cantate in laude
Dei: Kyrie eleison.
••

"' In the homiliary mentioned in note 47
above, the list of intentions is introduced
with a formula much like the close of
that of Honorius: Modo, fratres, cum

timore Dei levate corda et manus et
invocate . .. But no mention is made of
any formula by which the people could
answer. Hecht, 17
.

According to one MS. from St. Flor
ian about 1480, the petitions were an
nounced in 21 sections, each followed by
an Ave. K. Eder, Das Land ob der Enns
vor der Glaubenspaltung (Linz, 1933),
249 f.

01

.. In the "Announcement" from Branden
burg, of 1380, ed. by A. Schi:infelder
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at the end,"' or once more all noticeable prayer activity of the faithful
drops out."'.
In these circumstances it was indeed a step forward when St. Peter
Canisius in 1556-57 wrapped the long list of the current prayer intentions
into one single all-embracing and theologically excellent prayer, and began
to spread this around. He found sympathy almost everywhere for this
idea... His composition prevails to this day as the "general prayer" of the
German dioceses ; more than this, it has in many places taken the spot in
the divine service which belonged to the ancient general prayer: after the
sermon, where Sunday after Sunday it is said by the entire congregation
in chorus,.. and in places, in fact, it has for a long time been said within
the Mass itself."'

11. Further Adjuncts to the Sermon
Alongside the General Prayer of the Church, other texts in the course of
time were also adjoined to the end of the sermon, but no particular order
of succession was ever made standard for them. Some of these have come
and gone like the wind, others have at least left a permanent mark. The
chief of these additions are the announcements, the formulas for popular
catechesis, and the culpa or Ofjene Schuld ("open confession").'

(Liturg. Zeitschrift, 1929), 58-62, the
Pater and Ave are expected in six places
in the 14-sectional prayers.
Likewise in the "Announcement for
Sundays in Parish Churches," written
about 1500 at Regensburg (Beck, 274 ff.)
a Pater and Ave are appointed in six of
the sections : for spiritual and secular
authority, for all believers, especially the
sick and oppressed, for each one's wants,
for all deceased priests, for all deceased
faithful, for deceased members.
The Regensburg Obsequia/e of 1570
(Beck, 354) has a shorter formula of
petition, chiefly prayer for the peace of
Christendom and for spiritual and secular
authority, and only twice are Pater and
Ave recited.
Practices of this sort have not gone
out of use entirely. The announcements
in many churches begin or end with a
recommendation of the souls of the sick
and dead of the parish to the prayers of
the congregation.
'"Thus, after a long list of intentions,
according to the Baste parish priest ] ohn
Ulrich
Surgant,
Manuale
curatorum

predicandi prebens modum (Strassburg,
1508), fol. 78-79.
"' Thus in the plan which R. Cruel,
Geschichte der deutschen Predigt im Mit
telalter (Detmold, 1879), 224 f., presents
as the usual phraseology.
60 P.
F. Saft, "Das 'Allgemeine Gebet'
des h. Petrus Kanisius im Wandel der
Zeiten," Zeitschrift f. Aszese 11. Mystik,
XIII (1938), 215-223, with a presentation
of five different recensions. The original
form, published by Canisius in 1560, was
stilf in use in the diocese of Brixen in
1900.
.. Thus, e.g., in my own parish of Taufer
in Pustertal. From such public use it
spread also to private use at night prayer.
"7 An important attempt to reconstruct the
general prayer of the Church along the
lines of the Litany, taking into account
variations for various feasts and seasons
and various needs, is found in the plans
projected by ]. Giilden, "Fiirbittgebete":
Parochia, ed. by K. Borgmann, 387-408.
' R. Cruel, Geschichte der deutschen Pre
digt im Mittelalter, 221 ff. The develop
ment was in the direction of order and
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First of all, the end of the sermon was always considered a good spot
though not the only one-to make the announcements to the people, tell
ing them of the future plans for worship or of other matters of interest to
the congregation. Pope Leo the Great (to cite one example) at the end
of his Embertide sermon always reminded his hearers of the fast days
during the coming Ember week and invited them to attend the vigil on
the eve of the next Sunday.' The practice during the late Middle Ages was
much the same, detailed explanation being given of the sanctoral calendar
for the week following.• Indeed the custom is still maintained to a great
extent at the present.'
Secondly, this spot right after the homily, or perhaps even in its place,
was usually selected for a modest form of popular catechesis, in accordance
with the decrees of Charlemagne. The heart of this catechetical instruction
consisted of the Our Father and the Apostles' Creed." These formulas had
to be explained or at least recited with the people.• Often in the course of
the Middle Ages the prescription was inculcated anew.' Later, from the
design, so that the many different for
mulre and prayer activities were gradually
reduced to this list (and this order) :
Announcements, creed, culpa (with grant
ing of indulgence), recommendations for
prayer, Our Father and Hail Mary.
Cruel, 222-225; Linsenmayer, 140 f. Al
ready by the 12th century the creed and
culpa had been reduced to a single for
mula. For a different order see note 9
below.
Leo the Great, Scrm., 12, 13 (PL, LIV,
172 f.), et al.

2

Augustine, at the end of his sermon
(Sermo 3) announces the anniversary of
the consecration of the old bishop which
would occur the following day and in
vites all to the basilica of Faustus
(Roetzer, 112 f.; further examples here).

Cf. Cruel, 227-230, regarding a custom
very extended in the 15th century : the
village priest would free himself from
the duty of preaching a real sermon by
making a little announcement about the
feast of the saint, filling it out with
examples from. the legends.
'Cf. F. Schubert, "Die 'Verkiindigung',"
Theologie u. Glaube, XXIV (1932), 736750, who bemoans the present-day style
of announcements, curt as a telegram,
and suggests a return to an earlier sacral
type especially for the announcements re
garding feasts and festal seasons.
The directions appeared in various capit
ularies and in episcopal synodal writings ;
see also Synod of Frankfurt (794), c.
33 (MGH, Cp. I, 77).

•

P. Gobi. Geschichte der Katechese im

Cf. in the later Gelasianum (Mohl
berg, n. 1460 f.) the formula of the
denuntiatio natalicii unius martyris.

Abendlande vom Verfalle des Katechu
menats bis ::wn Ende des J.fittelaltcrs

In an earlier period these announce
ments took place at Rome just before the
Communion of the faithful, therefore
before the non-communicants had de
parted; sec below, Vol. II, Ch. 3, 8.

•

See two formulas from Regensburg in
Beck, 274, 353. One from Brandenburg
(1380) in A. Schonfelder, "Die 'Ver
kiindigung' im mittelalterilchen Gottes
dienst," Liturg. Zeitschrift, 1 (1929),
58-62.

•

(Kempten, 1880), 78

£., 82-84.

Such an explanation is connected with
the Our Father, but not with the symbol
in Honorius Augustod., Speculum Ecc!.
(PL, CLXXII, 819-824); likewise in the
contemporaneous homiliary of the Bishop
of Prague (Hecht, 60 f.).

•

Gobi, 82-97.

K. Schrems, Die religiose Volks- 1111d
lugendunterweisung
in
der
Dio::esc
Regensburg vom Ausgang des 15. Jh. bis
gege" Ende des 18. Jh. (Munich, 1929),
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thirteenth century on, the Ave Maria and the Ten Commandments were
added to the materials for catechism," besides the seven sacraments, and
at least several times a year other lists or enumerations, as built up in the
systematic instruction of the later Middle Ages," and finally "Acts of Faith,
Hope and Charity" 10 with other allied formulas.
Insofar as prayer-texts were concerned, the saying of these formulas
was on the borderline between an impressive repetition and real praying.
General prayer and popular catechesis were therefore often intermixed and
combined. Here, too, French tradition has maintained a fixed arrangement
with clear limits right down to the present.u
Sometime after the year 1000 another act of purification put in an
appearance, connected loosely either with the Prayer of the Church or with
the catechetical texts. This act, which was to precede all further prayer
and the start of the sacrifice itself, was called the "Open Confession"

(Ofjene Schuld).

It is an expanded

Confiteor

said in the vernacular. The

German texts for this are amongst the most ancient monuments of the
German language.,_. At first (since the ninth century) they served patently
24 ff., et al. (see the Index). Examples
from Silesia (13-15th century) in J,
Klapper, "Religiose Volkskunde im ge
samtschlesischen Raum," Volk und Volk
stum, I (Munich, 1936), 75, note 2.
8

Thus, e.g., in the formulary of Pastor
Surgant, Manuale, fol. 79-83. Surgant had
in view the prescriptions of the Synod of
Baste, 1503; Gi:ibl, 95 f.

•

The Regensburg "Announcement" fol
lows up the prayer intentions already
mentioned (p. 489, note 62) with Our
Father, Hail Mary and creed; then, with
in the framework of the culpa, as possible
objects of sin, there follows the enumera
tion of the Ten Commandments, the nine
ways of sharing the sins of others, the
eight beautitudes, the seven gifts of the
Holy Ghost, the seven sacraments, the
seven deadly sins, the six works of
mercy,
the
five
senses,
the
four
sins "crying to heaven for vengeance,"
the six sins against the Holy Ghost. The
same schema in the Brandenburg "An
nouncement" of 1380, ed. by Schi:infelder
(Liturg. Z eitschrift, 1929), 61 f. Other
examples in ]. Geffcken, Der Bild�:r
catechismus des 15. Jh. und die cateche
tischen Hauptstiicke in dil'ser Zeit bis auf
Luther (Leipzig, 1855), 21 f.

1°

For private prayer there are formulas
of the theological virtues already in the
Manale catholicormn of St. Peter Canisius
( 1587) ; see A. Schrott, "Das Gebetbuch"
(ZkTh, 1937), 215.
By the 17th and 18th centuries they
already play a great part in catechisms;
]. Hofinger, Geschichfi! d�:s Katechismus
in Osterreich von Canisius bis zur Gegen
wart (Innsbruck, 1937), 195 f, with note;
232 f.
Benedict XIII and Benedict XIV
granted indulgences for their use; F.
Beringer, Die Abliisse, (14th ed., Fader
born, 1915), I, 167 f. In the bull "Etsi
tamen" (Feb. 7, 1742) Benedict XIV
prescribed them-the acts of the three
theological virtues, plus an act of contri
tion intra missarum sollemnia.
u Twice a year the prieres du prone are
replaced by the reading of a prescribed
section of Christian doctrine.
According to the Rituale Parisiense of
1839 (supra, p. 488, note 42), the reading
of this epitome of doctrine should follow
the prone.
12 The more ancient texts,
traceable to
the lOth century, marked "Beichten"
(Confessions) in E. v. Steinmeyer, Die
kleineren althochdeutsch�:n Sprachdmk
miiler (Berlin, 1916), 309-364.
-
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for the sacramental confession of individuals."' But just as the profession
of faith in its original singular form was transferred from the baptismal
rite into public worship, so now the formula of acknowledging our sin was
transferred from the sacrament of Penance. In this instance, however, the
complete sacramental rite was originally united with the formula, at least
in a limited way, even at Holy Mass. For after the tenth century it became
customary to include all the faithful congregated in church in the rite of
the reconciliation of penitents on Holy Thursday. And soon this grew into
the practice of granting a similar benefit to the faithful also on other days.
Already by the middle of the eleventh century it was the custom in Rhenish
churches for the preacher after every sermon" to make the faithful raise
their hands and confess their faults. Then they pronounced over them the
then customary formula of sacramental absolution, a variant of our lndul
gentiam"-to which the Misereatur was soon prefixed.1"

Of course it was well-known even then that this type of general absolu
tion, without a special individual confession, was not in itself enough for
mortal sins; in fact this was inculcated very emphatically.17 But the prac
tice was so highly treasured that it continued for long even after the sacra
mental character was denied it (in the period of Scholasticism) ,lfj and it
was no longer performed with sacramental intent.1" It is even practiced
today to some extent,"' but usually only at the end of the Sunday sermon
preached outside Mass.
But it is also retained in the solemn pontifical Mass, in the course of
which our rite was already taken for granted as a fixed constituent as early
13 Jungmann,
Die lateinischen Bussriten,
180.

"A German collection of sermons from
the 12th century is satisfied with Com
munion days: si sit festivitas quod ad
corpus Domini aliqui accedere velint. Lin
senmayer, 144.

18 Jungmann, Die lateinischen Bussriten,
275-295 (General absolutions), especially
279 ff.

0
1 In the examples of Steinmeyer, 345-

349, it is possible to visualize the follow
ing reconstruction: act of faith (creed),
followed by a confession of guilt, both in
the vernacular. Then Misereatur and In
dulgentiam. Then, again in the vernacu
lar, a series of intentions for prayer. Cf.
Steinmeyer, 357-361; Also the Confiteor
and the allocutio which follows (a freely
worded form of absolution) in the homil
iary of the Bishop of Prague (Hecht,

60).

17 Honorius Augustod.,

Speculum Eccl.
(RL, CLXXII; 826 f.; cf. 829 B).
lB In
the Regensburg "Announcement"
(supra, 489, note 52), at the end of the
culpa the preacher grants the absolution
(Misereatur and lndulgentia.m), then he
imposes a penance, to be said during Mass,
five Paters and seven Aves. Beck, 277281. Similarly at lngolstadt; see Greving,
Johann Ecks Pfarrbuch, 214 f. Pastor
Surgant (LXXXV) indicates the same
order, but remarks that other preachers
(whose practice he opposes) give out the
penance before the Misereatur.
19 Misereatur and lndulgentiam are desig
nated as mere blessings in Ph. Hartmann,
Repertorium rituum (11th ed., Paderborn,
1908), 402.
20 In
the Diocese of Brixen even today
the Offene Schuld after the Sunday ser
mon as well as in the introduction to ser
vice for the dead, is always concluded
with Misereatur and lndulgentiam. The
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as the twelfth century,21 and is still, in a way, taken for granted even today.
At present it is merely a substitute for the sacramental absolution after
the announcement of the indulgences,"' and the formula of blessing is
superadded to that of absolution...
What we have here in substance is an attempt-only halfway successful
-to find for the faithful here at the start of the sacrifice a counterpart
to that preparation and purification which was provided for the celebrant
and his assistants at the beginning of the fore-Mass in the

Confiteor

and

the prayers accompanying it. Thus an idea which had once been realized
in the primitive Church .. once more strove to take tangible shape.
opinion of some Protestant historians that
this form of absolution-which they sur
mise is a substitute for private confession
-reaches back to the time of Charle
magne, cannot be sustained; Jungmann,
D i e Lateinischen Bussriten, 291, note 198.
21

Even in Rome itself; see the Ordo eccl.
Lateran. (Fischer, 82): After the hom
ily confessio a diacono fit populo. Et
episcopus dicit: M isereatur vestri . Cf.
Ordo Rom. XI, n. 20 (PL, LXXVIII,
1033 C) : benedicit.
••

In the late Middle Ages there was un
doubtedly at this spot an announcement of
the granting of an indulgence to all those
present at the sermon; this was a wide
spread custom even for the ordinary serv
ice; see Linsenmayer, 148 f.
23

Cll'rema�ziale episc., II, 30: after the
homily the deacon sings the Confiteor; the
preacher (see II, 8, 50 and II, 8, 80, the
presbyter assistens) announces the indul
gence of 40 days; the bishop pronounces
the absolution, turning to the people:
Precibus et meritis B. M. semper vir·
ginis ... misereatur vestri .
. then the
lndulgentiam; finally, with mitre on his
.

head, the blessing: Et ben edic t io Dei om
nipotentis
.

.

.

•

The same rite already in the Pontifical
of Durandus (Andrieu, 639); but the
addition of the blessing was here still left
to the discretion of the bishop (si vel it).
Similarly, with even more exact rubrics,
in the Pontifical of Castellani (1520) :
Martene, 1, 4, 5, 8 (I, 381); cf. also
Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 53; 72
(PL,
LXXVIII, 1294 D).
In the Ccerem. episc., I, 25, 2, when the
rite is first described, the lndulgentiam is
omitted, thus emphasizing the character
of blessing. According to Ccerem. episc.,
II, 8, 80, it. is also permissible to unite
this rite, now simply described as the
granting of an indulgence, with the bless
ing at the

end of

Mass,

the

solution

most frequently employed nowadays.

of

The change of the original character
a general absolution has a parallel in

the case of the dying, the general absolu
tion being replaced by the granting of
a papal blessing to which is attached a
plenary indulgence; cf. J ungmann, Die
lateinischen Bussriten, 294 £.

"'Supra, p. 51.
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Part IV
THE MASS CEREMONIES IN DETAIL
THE SACRIFICE
I.

The Offertory

1. The Offertory Procession of the Faithful

W

HEN THE LESSONS HAVE BEEN CONCLUDED WITH THE PRAYER

of those assembled, and when all who are not fully competent
members of the congregation have departed, it is possible to

proceed to the main event in the celebration, the renewal of Christ's insti
tution. The Master had inaugurated the eucharistic mystery under the
tokens of bread and wine-bread, such as was to be found on the table of
the Last Supper, and the cup which stood before Him, these He took and
changed into the heavenly gift. Bread and wine must therefore be ready
at hand when the celebration of the :Mass is to begin.
This readying of bread and wine need not, of course, be a ritual action.
It might be taken care of, some way or other, by anyone before the be
ginning of the ceremonies. In the most ancient accounts, in fact, we find
no traces of a special stressing of this preparatory activity. As long as the
Eucharist was joined to the fraternal meal there was scarcely any occa
sion for such special stress, because the gifts were already on the table.
Even in Justin's description the matter is recounted simply and imperson
ally: bread is brought in, and wine and water. No particular formalities
are observed, no symbolism introduced into the movement. This ties in
with the strict aloofness which the nascent Church in the first two cen
turies showed towards material matters, preferring to emphasize, in
opposition to pagan and Jewish sacrificial customs, the spiritual character
of Christian cult.' Passing over the earthly bread and wine, the Church's
attention focused on the spiritual, not to say heavenly, gift which proceeds
from her Eucharistia, and on the thanksgiving which pours out heaven
ward from the hearts of men-a worship which is indeed "in spirit and

in truth."
But near the end of the second century we begin to see a trend away
from this severe attitude. To oppose the repudiation of matter, which was

a doctrine of the growing Hellenistic Gnosis, it was necessary to stress the
value of the earthly creation, even in divine worship. The peril then no

'See Vol. I, p. 26 f.
1
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longer lay in the materialism of heathen sacrificial practices, but in the
spiritualism of a doctrine that hovered just on the borderline of Chris
tianity.
So the Eucharist also appeared in a new light. The heavenly gift had an
earthly origin; it was from the "firstlings of creation" that it proceeded.
In Irenreus, as we saw, this point was emphasized for the first time. The
approach towards God, this movement in which the Lord's body and blood
was offered up, begins to include the presentation of material gifts which
were thus drawn into the liturgical activity. In Tertullian we see the
faithful bringing their gifts, and their action is described as an offerre
directed to God." Similarly, in Hippolytus of Rome not only are the bread
and wine (brought in by the deacons before the eucharistia of the bishop)
called oblatio," but the consecrated gifts are designated oblatio sanctce
Ecclesice.' In another place, describing the liturgy of Baptism, we see that
the faithful-at least the newly baptized-"offer up" their gifts for the
Eucharist.•
By the time we reach Cyprian it has already become a general rule that
the faithful should present gifts at the eucharistic solemnity. This is evi
dent from Cyprian's scolding a rich woman for her lack of charity: domini
cum celebrare te credis ... quce in dominicum sine sacrificio venis, quce
•

Tertullian, De exhort. cast., c. 11 (CSEL
LXX, 146 f.) : [he is addressing a man
who had married a second time, in refer
ence to his first wife] ...p1·o qua oblati
OIICS amzuas rcddis. Stabis erg o ad Domi
num cum tot uxoribus, quat i11 oratione
commemores? Et offeres Pro duabus, et
commcndabis illas duas per sacerdotem . . .
et asce1zdet sacrificium tuu m Iibera fronte?
Cf. for this Elfers, Die K irchcnordmmg
Hippol'!,ols, 294 f.
3 Dix, 6: illi [sc. episcopo] vera offera 11 t
diaco11es oblationem. The word offerant
does not here mean an oblation to almighty
God.
' Dix, 9. Cf. supra, I, 29.
a

Also in a prayer at the consecration of
bishop, there is a plea that the newly

consecrated may 'ltpo�q;epetv aQt 'ta
'tlJ� <Zyia:-; aou 'ExxJ..l)cr(a:-; (Dix, 5).
• These should "bring along no other
sel but that for the Eucharist; for
fitting for each then to bring his

owpa:

ves
it is
gift
('ltpo��opc%)."
Hippolytus, Trad. Ap.(Dix,
32; cf. Hennecke, Neutestamcntl. A pok ry
phen, 579: " ... for it is fitting for what
has been worthily accomplished then to
offer up." \Ve are dealing here with a text
to be derived from divergent oriental trans-

lations). Besides, the terms oblatio and of
ferre or their oriental equivalents are often
used in the "Apostolic Tradition" in a
wider sense. The agape as a unit is called
oblatio. Likewise within the plan of the
agape the blessing of the cup by the in
dividuals is designated as offerre (Dix, 46:
calicem s inyuli offcrant), and also the
blessing of the bread at the beginning by
the presiding cleric seems to be identified
with an offerre (Dix, 48: all should re
ceive the bcllcdictio from his hands; cf.
Dix, 46: qui offer! should remember the
host). Obviously the word is used here to
signify that these objects are hallowed by
the prayer of benediction and so in a way
dedicated to God. It is possible, too, that in
addition an offering was actually put into
words, as in the following case: When the
first-fruits are brought to the bishop (again
the word offc rre, 'ltpo�eveyxelv) is used to
express the idea ; incidentally there is no
connection here with the celebration of the
Eucharist), the latter should offer them up
(offerre) and for this purpose a formula
is submitted: Gratias tibi agimus, Deus,
et offerimus tibi primitias fructmmt ...
( Dix, 53 f. ; also preserved in Greek:
'ltpo,<fepoiLev). But this offerre also has ref-

OFFERTORY PROCESSION OF THE FAITHFUL

3

Apparently, then, the
individual worshiper was bound not only to contribute to the community
poor box ( corban) but also to make an offering for the altar, and from

partem de sacrificio quod pauper obtulit sumis.•

Cyprian's words it is quite clear that this offering was nothing more nor
less than the bread and wine of the sacrifice.
The evolution must have been such that the offerings which had always
been made for the needs of the Church and the poor were gradually drawn
more closely into the liturgical pattern. The tie-in with the eucharistic
celebration was all the easier since it had been customary to think of
every gift to the Church and the poor as a gift to God, or even to designate
it as an offering, an oblation.' Thus, such gifts of Christian charity were

j oined to

the offering of the Eucharist.• It was, then, but a step to connect

the offering made by the faithful with the ritual preparation of the gifts
for the eucharistic sacrifice-a step which would be taken naturally in
an age which was liturgically alive.• Thus we find in almost all the liturgies
erence to the blessing of the fruit, as the
continuation of the text shows: Benedicun
tur quidem fructus, id est • • • (the enu
meration follows; Dix, 54). Furthermore
the fact that these firstlings are brought to
the bishop already implies a certain hallow
ing of the gifts, just as in the offering of
bread and wine before the eucharistic pray
er, so that even this off erre acquires a re
ligious coloring.
Cf. ]. Coppens, Les prieres de l'offertoire
(Cours et Confer e n c e s, VI; Louvain,
1928), 189-192; but the author does not
pursue the connection between blessing and
oblatio.
Cyprian, De opere et e lee m os. , c. 15
( CSEL, III, 384). The same idea later in
C:esarius of Aries, St?rm. 13 (Morin, 63;
PL, XXXIX, 2238). A detailed evaluation
of the many references to the oblation in
C:esarius is presented in a work (still in
manuscript) on C:esarius as a liturgico
historical source, written by Dr. Karl Berg
(Salzburg); I was able to look into and
utilize this work.
6

The actual offertory procession is at
tested by the beginning of the 4th century
by the synods of Elvira and Nicea; see
i11/ra, p. 20, note 108.
Phil. 4:18. Cf. E. Peterson, Apos tel und
Zeuge Christi (Freiburg, 1940), 38 f.: The
Church gets support not in the form of
taxes but in the form of a gift to God, "a
s acrifice that breathes out fragrance."
In Hermas, Pastor, Simul. V, 3, 8, an

7

alms combined with fasting is called a
6ualcx and a l..e:t-roupyicx pleasing to God.
The word operari (opus, operatio), which
in the language of pagan worship was used
in the sense of sacris operari = sacrificari,
and from which comes the German word
opfern, "to offer (up)" (the word must
have been borrowed already at the begin
ning of the period of Roman missionizing,
some time in the sixth century, as the
sound-shaft indicates), was employed in the
Latin of the Christians since Tertullian's
time for the Christian work of mercy; cf.
the title of Cyprian's tract cited in the
previous note. However, offerre (oblatio)
-whence the Old English offrian > of
fer-was also used in the same sense. Both
expressions are found together in Tertul
lian, De idolol., c. 22 (CSEL, XX, 55).
But it must be admitted that with regard
to operari the basic meaning of opus bonum
had a distinct influence; H. Janssens, Kul
tur und Spraclte. Zur Gesclticltte der a/ten
Kirclte im Spiegel der Spracltentwicklung
von Tertullian bis Cyprian (Nijmegen,
1938), 217-224; cf. 104-110.
• Iren:eus, Adv. ltt1!r., IV, 31, 5 (Harvey,
II, 209); cf. Tertullian, De or., c. 28
(CSEL, XX, 198 £.); Ad uxor., II, 8
(CSEL, LXX, 124).
From a later period, Augustine, Enchiri
dion, c. 110 (PL, XL, 283): For the dead
sacrificia sive altaris sive quarumcumque
eleemosynarum were offered up.
• G. P. Wetter, Altchristliclte Liturgien, II.
Das christliche Opfer (Forschungen zur
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since the fourth century an offering (in some form or other) of gifts di
rected towards the Eucharist. As a passing custom it was practically uni
versal in the Church. In the Orient, it is true, only fragmentary vestiges
have survived.'0 There the connection with the gift-offering at l\iass was
not very close. At any rate this holds true of the Antiochene-Byzantine
area.
The offerings could be made, for instance, before the beginning of
the service, being placed in a side-room specially designated for this purReligion u. Literatur des A. und N. T.,
N. F., 17; Gi:ittingen, 1922), turns the
whole process of development topsy-turvy.
Without further proof Wetter considers
the offering of natural gifts made to God
directly-his material is gathered in the
main from the offertory prayers of early
medieval texts-as a remnant from the cus
toms of the primitive Church, where the
faithful brought contributions for the agape
connected with the Eucharist. From this
offering, which (according to him) was
conceived as a sacrifice in the full sense of
the word, the idea of an offering was taken
over into the Eucharist. Cf. the critical ex
amination of the question by ]. Coppens,
"L' offrande des fideles dans Ia liturgic
eucharistique ancienne," Cours et Confer
ences, VI (Louvain, 1927), 99-123, along
with the same author's continuation of the
study, "Les prieres de l'offertoire et le
rite de l'offrande," Cours et Confir
ences, VI ( Louvain, 1927), 185-196; A.
Arnold, Der Ursprung des christlichen
Abendmahles, 84-100, who describes Wet
ter's wild methods thoroughly (p. 95 ff.);
still his reliance on Wetter's results within
the limitation presented, p. 100, is not suf
ficiently well founded.
10 So far there has been no comprehensive
investigation of the offering of gifts by the
faithful in the Orient. An enumeration of
the sources to be considered in Hanssens,
III, 279-282, who is himself inclined to
think that in the Orient there was no offer
tory procession of the faithful, at least in
the narrower sense of a presentation of
bread and wine at the start of each in
dividual celebration. E. Bishop, in his ad
dendum to Connelly, The Liturgical Homi
lies of Narsai 116 f., is less negative in his
judgment.-In Egypt an offering of gifts
by the people, related in some way to the
Eucharist, must have persisted for a long
,

time. The eucharistic prayer of Serapion
includes a plea for the offerers (Quasten,
Mon., 64). In the 6th century the term
euxczpta-ri)ptov here meant an offering (of
the people) for the dead; see E. Peter
son, "Die alexandrinische Liturgic bei
Kosmas Indikopleustes," Eph. liturg., 46
(1932), 66-74.-There is evidence that
among the Copts the practice of the faith
ful bringing bread and wine for the Eucha
rist to church continued into modern times ;
]. Bute, The Coptic Morning Service
(London, 1908), 133; Cl. Kopp, Glaube
und Sakramente der koptischen Kirche
(Orientalia christiana, 75; Rome, 1932),
120.
As regards Syria, the Testamentum Do
mini in the 5th century furnishes evidence
of offerings by the faithful; a special room
was set aside for them (I, 19; see the fol
lowing note); candidates for Baptism were
not to bring anything along pra!ler unum
panem ad eucharistiam (II, 8; Rahmani,
127); the bread of the catechumens was
not to be accepted (I, 23; Rahmani, 37).
Cf. further Jacob of Batna (]ames of
Sarugh, d. 521), Poem on the Mass for the
Dead (BKV, 6 [1919], 305-315); he
speaks about bread and wine which the
faithful carry in procession to the altar.
Theodoret, Hist. eccl., V, 17 (PG,
LXXXII, 1236 CD) tells of the offertory
procession of the Emperor Theodosius,
who for this purpose entered the sanctuary;·
true, this took place in Milan, but it pre
supposes a similar custom in Constantino
ple (w<;7tEp e1w0et). S i m i l a r l y Gr e g o r y
of Nazianzus, Or., 43, 5 2 (PG, XXXVI,
564 A), tells of an offering of gifts by the
Emperor Valens (but see the critical re
marks of Bishop, op. cit , 116, and also the
defense by Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy,
123, note 3). Cf. also the Trullan Synod
(692), c. 69 (Mansi, XI, 973).
.
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pose.11 Thence the things necessary for the Eucharist were transferred to
the altar at the beginning of the sacrifice. The ceremonial accompanying
this transfer, first seen in the work of pseudo-Dionysius," expanded gradu
ally into the Great Entrance which takes the p lace of our offertory and
is a climax in the Byzantine liturgy. Preceded by torches and incense,
the deacon and priest carry the host and the chalice, reverently covered,

from the prothesis 13 through the nave of the church and back into the
:;anctuary. Meanwhile, in the procession the King of all, surrounded by
hosts of angels unseen, is greeted and honored in song." Similar forms of
a ceremonial transfer of the sacrificial gifts are to be found in other
liturgies of this cycle, or at least they can be reconstructed from the ves

tiges that remain."'
In the Gallo-Frankish Church the same had been in use for a long time
in a fully-developed form." Obviously, with an elaborate form such as
this, an offering on the part of the people within the Mass itself was en
tirely out of the question. But this does not mean that they made no offer
ing at all. By no means.
For it is precisely from the Gallic Church of this period that we have

clear evidence of the part the peop le took in this, among other things a
directive of the National Council of Macon (585), in which the offering
of the faithful-consisting of bread and wine-is re-emphasized, with

Thus the direction in the Testamentum
Domini, I, 19 (Rahmani, 23; Quasten,
M 011., 237) : Diac011icon sit a dextera in
grcssus qui a dexteris est, ut eucharistire
sive oblationes qure offerzwtur possint cerni.
This diaconicon corresponds to one of the
two 'lta:cr-ro�6pta: mentioned in the Apos
tolic Constitutions, II, 57 ( Quasten, 181),
although here the rooms have already been
transferred to the vicinity of the sanctuary.
12 Ps.-Dionysius,
Eccl. hierarch., III, 2
(Quasten, Mon., 294).
13 The Prothesis, that is, the place for the
preparation of the oblation gifts, is at pres
ent generally found next to the sanctuary
or else is a table actually in the sanctuary,
to the north of the altar. Brightman, 586.
" The Patriarch Eutychius (d. 565), De
Pasch., c. 8 ( PG, LXXXVI, 2400 f .),
had already expressed doubts about this
proleptic veneration of bread and wine;
others after him did the same. Hanssens,
I II, 286-289. It is possible to suggest that
this veneration was originally directed to
Christ as represented by the consecrated
priest ; but the sources give no hint of such
a thing. A different explanation in Dix,
The Shape of the Liturgy, 284 f.
,. Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgenland,
11

I 12; Hanssens, HI, 272-277; 285-293.
In the Syrian area the thought that Christ
thus makes His entry in order to suffer or
to be offered up ('ltpo�pxe-ra:t a�yta:a6f,vat)
puts in an early appearance; Hanssens, III,
291 f.
Only in Egypt was there question here
rather of a procession around the altar;
this took place at the start of the fore-Mass
and therefore did not necessarily involve
a special place distinct from the altar for
the preparation of the gifts; cf. Hanssens,
III, 31-33.
16
The oldest account comes from Gregory
of Tours, De gloria mart., c. 86 (PL,
LXXI, 781 f.). The offertory procession is
next mentioned in the Expositio of the
ancient Gallican Mass (ed. Quasten, 17 f.).
It is also found in the pseudo-Roman Mass
of the 8th century, see C api tulare eccl. ord.
and its monastic parallels (Silva-Tarouca,
206) : After the reading the offerings are
carried by the priest and the deacon in
turret-shaped vessels (called turres) and
in the chalice from the sacrarium to the
altar. Here the offerings are called obla
tiones, whereas the sources mentioned pre
viously speak proleptically of the body of
the Lord. During the transfer to the altar
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special reference to the fact that the usage was traditional.17 The faithful
made their offering before the beginning of the service in the place set
aside for this purpose.'" Similar arrangements must be presupposed in the
Orient, too, wherever there is mention of offerings by the people.'•
In the ancient ::\Iilanese'" and Roman liturgies, and probably also in the
Xorth African, the offering of the faithful was very closely bound up with
the eucharistic sacrifice. From the last of these, the Korth African liturgy,
we get our oldest accounts of the offering of the faithful, and the customs
connected with it are quite fully expounded, especially in St. Augustine."'
In Africa it was possible to bring one's offerings to the altar day after day,
as l\lonica was wont to do."" The priest himself received what was offered
by the people, and in turn he offered these things to God."" Thus the offer
ing and the oblation of the gifts was built into the very structure of the
l\Iass. This is also certified by the report of the singing of psalms which
was introduced at this time ante oblationem as well as at the communion.""
How the offertory was conducted at the papal stational service in
seventh century Rome, we know in fullest detail."" Here the gifts were not
the so-called so11us was sung. For an expla
nation of the data, in part previously mis
understood, see Nicki, Der A11teil des
Volkes, 37-42.
"Can. 4 (Mansi, IX, 951): . .. Propterea
dccernimus ut om11ibus dominicis diebus
altaris oblatio ab onmibus viris et mulieri
lms offcratur, tam pa11is quam vini.-Cf.
Ca:sarius of Aries, Serm. 13 (Morin, 63;
PL, XXXIX, 2238) : Oblatiolles qu<e in
altario colzsecrelllur offerle. Erubescere
debet homo id01zeus, si de aliena oblatione
conzmwzicaverit.
111 Nicki, 36 ff. For this Nicki cites a story
in Gregory of Tours, De gloria confess.,
c. 65 (PL, LXXI, 875 C) : For a whole
year a widow had l\Iass said daily for her
deceased husband and each time offered for
this purpose a sixth of the best wine; how
ever, the subdeacon who accepted the gifts
cheated her, substituting cheap wine and
keeping the good for himself, until one day
the lady unexpectedly communicated and
so discovered the fraud. It would hardly
have been possible to perpetrate such a de
ception except in the sacrarium, a room
apart, from which the oblation would be
carried to the altar.
,. For Syria cf. supra, note 11. The side
room which was designated for the recep
tion of the offerings of the faithful has be
come general throughout the Orient since
the second half of the 6th century; Baum-

stark, Die Messe im Morgenland, I 09 f.
Ambrose, In ps. 118, pro!. 2 (CSEL,
LXII, 4); cf. i1zfra, p. 20, note 112.
21 Clear evidence of the gifts of the faithful
on the altar is given by Optatus of 1Iileve,
Co11tra Parmen., VI, 1 (CSEL, XXVI,
142) : The Donatists overturned altars in
quibus et vola populi et membra Christi
porta/a sun!. Victor of Vita, Hist. pers.
Afric., II, 51 (CSEL, VII, 44), tells of
one individual instance of this.
"'Augustine, Confessio1zes, 5, 9 (CSEL,
XXXIII, 104) ; cf. Ep., 111, 8: The ladies
and virgins who had fallen into the hands
of the barbarians could no longer ferre
oblatiollem ad a/tare Dei vel invenire ibi
s a c e r d o t em, per quem offeralll Deo
(CSEL, XXXIV, 655). The first phrase
must refer to the offertory procession
(ferre oblationem) at a public celebration,
the second to a votive :\1ass requested pri
vately; cf. supra, I, 219 f.
(PL,
23 Augustine, E11arr. in ps., 129, 7
XXXVII, 1701).-Cf. also Roetzer, 116.
20

"'See infra, p. 26.
""Ordo Rom. I, n. 13-15 (PL, LXXVIII,
943 f.). Cf. the later revision of this text
in O r d o R om. III, n. 12-14 (PL,
LXXVIII, 980 f.). A dissertation study
ing this text and its bearing on modern
practice, G. ]. Booth, Tlze Offertory Pro
cession in the Ordo Romanus Primus
(Washington, 1948), contributes little of
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brought by the people to the altar, but were collected by the celebrant and
his retinue. After the Gospel the pope and his assistants first approached
t he nobility and received from them, according to their rank, their offer
ings of bread, while the archdeacon who followed accepted the wine (which
was presented in special flasks or cruets"' and poured it into a large chalice
which was held by a subdeacon who, in turn, emptied this into a still

larger vessel ( scyphus). In the same manner the pope handed the breads
to a subdeacon accompanying him, who laid them in a large cloth (per
haps a linen sack) held by two acolytes. One of the bishops, assisted by
a deacon, then took over and continued to collect the offerings. :Meanwhile,

the pope left the men's side, and moved to the confessio where on feast
days he received the offerings of the higher court officials; then he pro
ceeded to the women's side to receive the gifts of the ladies of the nobility.
It was then the duty of the archdeacon to prepare the bread offerings on

the altar, with the help of subdeacons who handed him the breads which
had been collected. He laid out as much as seemed to be needed for the
Communion of the people. After this was done the pope himself took up
the bread gifts of the assisting clergy and laid on the altar his own offer
ing, which consisted of two breads'"' which the

subdiaconus oblationarius.,.

had brought along. For the chalice, only the offering presented by the
pope himself and his group was used, or perhaps a little was taken out of
the large vessel containing the wine offered by the people, and this was
poured into the

calix sanctus.""

After the water, offered by the singing

boys, was commingled with the wine, the chalice was placed on the altar,
to the right of the bread offered by the pope.

The general outlines of this oblation rite are still to be discerned some
five hundred years later.""
Of the many gifts which were thus gathered, we can readily understand
that only a small portion could be used for the altar. What was done with
the rest? Where, first of all, was it kept during the service? Amongst the
gold and silver objects which the Lateran basilica acquired from Con\"alue, but reprints the pertinent passages.
-�ote that there is no documentary evi
dence of an "offertory procession" at
Rome. See V. L. Kennedy, "The Offertory
Rite," (Orate Fratres, 12 [1937-8], 193198), 198.
"'Drawing of amu/(1! i n Beissel, Bilder,

317 f. These are special little flasks, orna
mented with religious pictures, made for
this particular purpose.
27 Regarding the number two, cf. Amalar,
De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL, CV, 1130 D):
zmam
[oblationem] pro se et alteram pro
diacmw.
28 Regarding
this office, see Eichmann,
Die Kaiserkronung, II, 246.

29

In pouring the wine from the larger ves

sel into the sacred chalice a special colander
or strainer was used. Thus, inter alia, the
Ordo of St. Amand (Duchesne, 460); a
more detailed description in Ordo Rom.
VI, n. 8

(PL, LXXVIII, 992 ) . -This

colatoriwn-also called colum, sia ("strain
er") or cochlear (from its ladle shape)
is mentioned in general as long as the prac
tice of the people offering wine continued.
Further details regarding the liturgical
strainer in Braun, Das christliche Altar
geriit, 448-454. Illustration of a colator i um
in Beissel, 318.
30 Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 82)
As
soon as the offertory chant is started the

:
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stantine, the Liber pontificalis lists altaria septem ex argento purissimo."
There was but one altar in any one church, as we know full well. These,
then, must have been tables to hold the offertory gifts. The fact that they
were seven coincides with the fact that there were seven deacons who were
called upon "to bestow their care upon tables" as once the deacons did
in Jerusalem."" On these tables, which were set up somewhere in the fore
part of the basilica,"" the gifts of bread and wine were laid as an oblation
to God. " Then, in so far as the needs of the clergy did not require them,
they were set aside primarily for the poor, whose care was amongst the
chief duties of the deacons.""
bishop goes ad accipiendam oblationem in
consueto loco, mansionario ante eum prO!
cedente. No further details are given re
garding this acceptance of the offering,
but immediately afterwards the paten pre
pared cum hostia is handed to the bishop
at the altar.-However, the rite must have
disappeared within the next few decades,
for no mention is made of it in the com
mentary of Innocent III. True, offerings
are mentioned for Christmas in Ordo
Rom. XIV and XV, but they no longer
disturb the course of the papal Mass; cf.
infra, note 35.
31 Duchesne, Liber po11t., I, 172.
32 Acts 6: 2.-In accordance with this num
ber seven for the deacons-which was also
retained in other episcopal cities- Rome
was divided into seven regions for the care
of the poor. If further assistance was re
quired, it was ready at hand in the insti
tution of subdeacons.
.. Th.
Kl a u s e r, "Die konstantinischen
Altare in der Lateranbasilika," Rom.
Quartalschrift, 43 (1935), 179-186, gives
it as his opinion that there is a connection
between this and the origin of the transepts
in the Constantinian basilicas. Room had
to be made for setting up each table. Cf., on
the other hand, J. P. Kirsch, "Das Quer
schiff in den stadtromischen christlichen
Basiliken des Altertums," Pisciculi, F. J.
Dolger d a rge b o t e n (Munster, 1939),
148-156.
"' This harmonizes with the fact that the
formulas of the oralio super oblata in the
Sacramentarium Leonianum, as well as in
our own missal, for that matter, repeatedly
mention a plurality of altars on which the
offerings of the people are laid: tua, Do
mi>ze, muneribus altaria ctmtulanws (Mu
ratori, I, 324). On the other hand, in the

formulas of the p o s t-c o m m u ni o n the
mensa is referred to exclusively in the
singular. Klauser, 185 f.
36 Here again we see the close connection
between the notion of alms and the offer
ing; cf. supra, p. 2. - With the dis
appearance, resp. the transformation, of
the offerings in the Middle Ages this mean
ing seems to have vanished; the thought
of the poor recedes completely into the
shade; cf. Schreiber, Gemeinschaften des
Mittelalters, 468 b (register). From the
Ordo ecclesiO! Lateraneusis (Fischer, 141,
1. 2) we learn that in the twelfth century
at the start of the night office on the titular
feast June 24) a liberal drink ( defertur
pottiS honorifice et sufficienter) was to be
served de oblatimze altaris maioris to the
assisting clergy, to be handed to them by
those qui oblatio11em altaris custodiunt
(ibid., 140, 1. 3). Now the offerings were
connected with a particular place, a par
ticular altar, and a distinction was made
between those which were to go sub altari
and those which were to go desuper
(Fischer, 52, 95 f.); the distribution to the
clergy was made according to this dis
tinction.-Even a late Ordo like that of
Petrus Amelii (d. 1403) = Ordo Rom.
XV. , n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII, 1278 D) con
tains this regulation for the papal servioe:
quidquid offertur sive ad mamts papO! vel
pedes vel super a/tare, capellanorum com
mensalium est, excepto pane et vino, quod
acolythorum est, et quidquid vmit per
totam missam super a/tare. Cf. Ordo Rom.
XIV, n. 70 f. (PL, LXXVIII, 1184, 1187).
Therefore, besides the gifts which the pope
receives in person, there are those gifts
which may be laid down anywhere in the
church during the further course of the
Mass-the Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer,
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In other churches of the West,36 and more especially in the Roman liturgy
after it was transplanted to Frankish countries, the oblation 37 was meta
morphosed into an offertory procession of the faithful. After the Credo a
line was formed, which wended its way to the altar. First came the men,
then the women; the priests and deacons joined in after them, with the
archdeacon bringing up the rear. Frankish interpreters compared the pro
cession to the parade of the multitude that went out to meet and acclaim
our Lord on Palm Sunday.""
Here, too, bread and wine form the offertory gift of the faithful... The
English Synod of Cealychythe (Chelsea, 7 8 7) stresses the prescription
that the offering should be bread, not cake.'" As a rule the bread was carried
to the altar in a little white cloth;" but mention is made also of woven
baskets." The celebrant and his assistants went down to meet the offerers
at the spot dictated by custom." We learn that the gifts were placed on a
large paten carried by an acolyte." But even when they were offered up at
the altar they were no longer set down on the altar itself, but post altare.••
For even when they still consisted of bread and wine, they were no longer
intended for consecration.'" The reception of Communion had sunk to such
95 f.) also mentions offerings made during
Rogation processions; to all appearances
such offerings were laid principally on the
mensa of a side altar. All these offerings
apparently fell under the designation ad
pedes; d. Acts 4: 35, 37; 5: 2; Durandus,
IV, 30, 38. The offerings of bread and
wine, which had lost their importance, fell
to the lot of the acolytes.
38 For Aquileia d. infra, p. 10.
37 Here it was insisted
on from the start;
see Synod of Mainz (813) , can. 44 (Mansi,
XIV, 74) .
""Amalar, Expositio of 813-814 (Gerbert,
Mouumenta, II, 152 f.) ; E.rpositio "Missa
pro multis," ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg.,
1930) , 36 f.; De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL,
CV, 1128 B, 129D) . This analogy to Palm
Sunday recurs in later commentators, for
example Honorius Augustod., Gemma an.,
I, 26 (PL, CLXXII, 553) , and Sicard of
Cremona, Mitrale, III, 5 (PL, CCXIII,
114 B, 116 A) .
38 Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL, CV,
1129D) .
40 Can. 10 (Mansi, XII, 942) .
"Expositio "Missa pro muftis," ed. Hans
sens (Eph. liturg., 1930) , 38; EclogO? (PL,
CV, 1324) ; Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 973) : cum fmzonibus candidis.
Similarly in the monasteries: Udalrici
Consuetud. Clzm., III, 12 (PL, CIL,

756 A) .
"Christian of Stablo, In Ma tt h . (after
865), c. 35 (PL, CVI, 1393A).
'"According to Herard of Tours, Capitula
(from the year 858) , c. 82 ( Hardouin, V,
455), laics were not permitted to enter
the sanctuary and the offerings therefore
had to be received foris septa. Similarly
the collection of capitularies of Benedictus
Levita (dated about 850) , I, 371 (PL,
XCVII, 750); and so also, at an earlier
date, the II Synod of Braga (563) , can.
13 (Mansi, IX, 778) .-0n the other hand,
Theodulf of Orleans (d. 821) , Capitulcwe,
I, c. 6 (PL, CV, 193 f.) , excludes only
women from the sanctuary. For this praxis
there is also later evidence: :\fartene, 1, 4,
6, 7 (I, 387 f.) ; cf. 1, 3, 9, 8-10 (I, 341344) .-At present wherever the offertory
procession is customary, no distinction, so
far as I know, is made for women.
"Ordo Rom. VI, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
992 C) : patena. This patena was appar
ently a large plate. Such plates were still
in use in France up to very recent times;
Corblet, II, 229.
•• H.egino of Priim, De synod. causis, I,
62 (PL, CXXXII, 204) .
They were turned over to the custos
ecclcsiO? [the sexton] ad obser�mzdum; so
Ordo Rom. VI, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
993 A) . Cf. supra, note 35.-A portion of
••
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a minimum that the bread offered by the faithful was superfluous. Be
sides, usually only unleavened bread was used for the altar, and this was
generally procured in some other way; " in the years to follow, special regu
lations were made regarding its preparation.'" Nevertheless, the offertory
procession survived for quite some time, or rather, to put it more cor
rectly, an outgrowth and development of it now put in an appearance
almost everywhere.
Granting the principle that, besides the Eucharist, material gifts also
could be presented to God, it was not long before the offerings consisted
of objects other than bread and wine.'" From the era of Constantine we
have the mosaic from the floor of the large double church excavated at
Aquileia; here is the representation of an offertory procession in which
men and women are bringing not only bread and wine, but also grapes,
flowers, and a bird."" For that reason, it became necessary from early times
tC) make regulations specifying in what manner these offerings could be
made. A synod of Hippo in 393 says categorically: "At the Sacrament of
the Body and Blood of Christ nothing is to be offered except bread and
wine mixed with water."., About the same time the Apostolic Canons
stipulate: "When a bishop or priest, contrary to the institutions of the
Lord about the sacrifice at the altar, offers up something else: honey or
milk, or, in place of [the right kind], wine turned to vinegar, or fowl, or
any type of beast or vegetable, in opposition to the mandate, he should
be deposed. Aside from ears of wheat and grapes in season and oil for the
lamps and incense, nothing should be brought to the altar at the time of the
sacrifice. All other fruits should (as firstlings) be sent to the bishop or
the priests at their home and not to the altar; it is clear that the bishop
and priests distribute these too among the deacons and the other clergy."••
These ordinances were repeated and expanded also in the West during
the ensuing centuries."" Amongst the objects meriting the honor of being
the bread was blessed and distributed after
the service; see the pertinent visitation
questions in Regino, I, inquis. 61 (PL,
CXXXII, 190 A): Side oblationibus, qua!
a populo offenmtur, die dominico et in
diebus festis exp/eta missa eu/ogias p/ebi

t r ib uat -More details regarding the eulo
gi<e, infra, p. 452 .
"Ordo Rom. VI , n. 9 ( P L, LXXVIII,
992 f.), still makes reference to bread
offered by the faithful (cf. the argument
for washing the hands, which follows), but
on the altar is placed only what is needed
from the offerings of the clerics and from
the oblata? a nullo immolala? (ibid.).
'" In the charters we find the obligation of
supplying the annona missalis for the house
of God. Examples since the 13th century
.

in K. J. :Merk, Abris::; ei11cr liturgiegc
schichtlichen Darstcllwzg des M es:::-Stipcn
diums (Stuttgart, 1928), 12, note 23.
" See supra 2 f.
""See the account in JL, 2 (1922), 156f;
illustration in Righetti, llfalluale, II, 29.
"'Can. 23 (�fansi, III, 922); an excep
tion continues to be made for milk and
honey at the Easter Baptism 1fass ( cf.
supra, I, I 5) and for the primilia? of grapes
and grain.-The distinction which Augus
tine, Ep. 149, 16 (CSEL, 44, 362) makes
appears to correspond to this: vo·ve1ztur
autcm om11ia, qua! offcrzmtur Dco, maxime
sancti altaris oblatio.
•• Cano1zcs
Apostolorum, 2
4
Const.
-

=

Ap., VIII, 47,2-4 (Funk, I, 564).
63 They are still found in Regino of Priim,
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allowed to be brought to the altar, there appear, in addition to the oil for
the lamps," especially wax and candles... Even at the present time, during
the :Mass of ordination, the newly ordained bring the bishop a lighted
candle, which is presented to him.
Kext we hear that in many churches pretiosa ecclesire utensilia destined
for the church were laid on the altar at the offertory procession on great
feasts."" Even the transfer of immovable property was often executed by
handing over a deed or voucher at the offertory."7 From the eleventh cen
tury on, the offering of money began to come to the fore... Peter Damian
tells, as something still out of the ordinary, that two prominent ladies
offered goldpieces at his l\Iass."" But more and more the offering of bread
and wine was made by the clerics alone,60 and in monastic churches by
De syn od. causis, I, 63-65 (PL, CXXXII,
204), and therefore they cannot be looked

was a leading factor in the production of
a change in the offertory gifts. Cf. also

upon here as simply an expression of con
temporary praxis, as Netzer, 226, considers

the section on candles and wax as
offerings in E. Wohlhaupter, Die Ker::e
im Recht (Forschungen zum deutschen
Recht, IV, 1 [Weimar, 1940] ), 29-35.
The offering of bread and a candle was so
much a part of English parochial practice
that it was revived in the time of Queen
Mary; see Gasquet, Parish Life in Me
d ieval E11ylalld, 158.
""John Beleth, Explicatio, c. 41 (PL,
CCII, 50 D). According to a decree of the
Congregation of Rites published on Jan.
26, 1658, it is still permitted to take up
oblationes intortitiorum et calicis at the
offertory: D ecreta auth., SRC, n. 1052.
67 Martene, 1, 4, 6, 2 (1, 385 C).-One
Christmas, after presenting a precious
chalice at the midnight Mass, Emperor
Henry II made a further gift at the high
Mass when, during the offertory, he laid on

them.
"' At Rome even the oil which was con
secrated on Maundy Thursday was taken
from the offerings; Sacramentariwn Gre
!/Urialllmz, ed. Lietzmann, n. 77, 4: levan
fur de a m p ul /is quce offerun t p op u li.
''' Ca!sarius of Aries, Sern1. 13 (Morin, 1 3;
PL, XXXIX, 2238), makes mention of
wax and oil, but without stressing the
point that they were conveyed to the
altar.-On an Exultet roll from Gaeta
there is a miniature which goes back to a
much earlier design that illustrated the
Exultet text in the earlier Gelasianum; it
presents an offertory procession in which
one of the front figures hands a small bottle
of wine to the deacon who carries the
chalice, while the other figure offers the
bishop two rings of wax, apparently for
the Easter candle; Th. Klauser, "Eine
riitselhafte Exultetillustration aus Gaeta,"
Co r o lla L. Curtius :;um 60. Geb urtstag
darycbracht (Stuttgart, 1 937), 168- 1 76
(with illustration; also in L. A. Winter
swyl, Gestaltswandel der Ca ritas [Frei
burg, 1939], 1 2-13). Klauser refers to an
Exultet text in a Florence missal (lOth c.)
which includes a petition for the offerer:
cereum, D om in e, qu od ti b i offer t fam u lus
tzms ille; Ebner, 27.-A loaf and a candle
also appear as the customary offering in
the twelfth century in the legend of the
buried miner who was saved from death
by the weekly Mass at which his wife made
an offt"ring; Franz, Die Messe im deut
schen Mittelalter, 8 f. The legend, in turn,
,

the altar a gift certificate for the property
of Erwitte; Vita of Bishop Meinwerk of
Paderborn (d. 1036), n. 1 82 (MGH,
Scriptures, XI, 1 49). - Regarding this
practice of making gifts by laying them on
the altar, and the forms observed in so
doing, see Bona, II, 8, 8 (703-706).
""�1erk, Abris::, 92 f.; ib id., 1 1 , note 22, a
charter from Vendome dated 1046-49, in
which someone transfers his own private
church and along with it llli11111WY1ml e t ia m
offerende medietatem.
In Spain money
offerings played a part already in the 7th
century; see i11 / ra, p. 16.
'"'Petrus Damiani, Ep., V, 13
(PL,
CXLIV, 359 D): by::anteos obtulenmt.
"" Thus Ivo of Chartres, De c o1 1v e n (PL,
CLXII, 550 C) : hostiam [later identified
-

.
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the monks.81 Only in unusual circumstances was the presentation of the
bread and wine by lay people continued, as, for instance, at the corona
tion of Kings;• or at the consecration of virgins,"" perhaps also on certain
great feasts "' and, in some instances, at the burial services for the
as bread and wine for the consecration]
accipit a ministris et diversi generis obla
tiollem a populis.-The M ass-ordo of Seez
(PL, LXXVIII, 248 A) generally men
tions only the oblationes offermtium pres
byterorum et diaco1wrum.
81 Gradually this was restricted to a pro
cession with the hosts. With a gold or sil
ver spoon the sacristan lifted the hosts one
by one from a large plate and handed them
to each monk, who received them in a little
cloth. A second sacristan poured wine into
each one's cup. Priest-monks were per
mitted to pour the wine themselves into the
large altar chalice. Whatever was not
needed for the consecration was set aside
as eulogia and distributed later in the re
fectory. William of Hirsau, Const., I, 84;
II, 30 (PL, CL, 1011, 1014 f., 1083 f.),
and the analogous ordinances in other
monasteries; see St. Hilpisch, "Der Opfer
gang in den Benediktinerkliistern des Mit
telalters," Studien rt. Mitteilungen :;. Ge
schichte des Be n e d i k t i n e r o r d e n s, 59
(1941-2), 86-95, esp. 91 f.-In many Fran
ciscan convents similar practices existed as
late as the 18th century. In St. Vaast near
Arras at the conventual Mass each day
bread on a paten and wine in a chalice
were offered by the superior in the name
of the community. After the Oremrts he
was greeted by the celebrant with a Pax
tecum, reverende Pater as he approached
the altar with these offerings, kissed the
maniple which was held out to him, and
placed the bread on the altar paten and
poured the wine into the altar chalice.
Elsewhere, as at Cluny, only the communi
cants, each in turn, placed a host on the
priest's paten; Hilpisch, 94 f. Cf. also de
Moleon, 149, 239; Lebrun, Explication, I,
252 f.
62
Cod. Ratoldi (lOth cent.; PL, LXXVIII,
260 C).-E. S. Dewick, The coronation
book of Charles V of France (HBS, 16;
London, 1899), 43: debet offerre panem
wrum, vinum in rtrceo argenteo, tresdecim
bisantos aureos.-W. Maskell, Mommrenta
ritualia ecclesice AnglicamB, III, (London,

1847), 42: The king offers bread and wine,
and then marcam auri (a late Middle Age
direction).-According to the 12th century
Ordo for the coronation of the emperor
(Ordo C) the emperor offers at the throne
of the pope panem simul et cereos et aurum,
singillatim vero imperator vinmn, impera
trix aquam, de quibus debet ea die fieri
sacrificium; Eichmann, Die Kaiserkrolllmg
im Abend/and, l, 178; cf. 215. According
to Ordo D which was in use since the
13th century and goes back to Innocent
III, the emperor offers only aurum quan
tum sibi placucrit; Eichmann, I, 264; cf.
285; II, 273 f. This last arrangement is
also prescribed in the Pontificale Romanum
I, De bened. et cor. regis.
So in England even around 1500: Each
of the virgins had her hands covered with
a cloth. In the right she carried a paten
with a host and in the left a cruet with
wine for the altar. She slipped the host
onto the paten which the deacon held, the
cruet she handed to the bishop, whose hand
she kissed. The wine was put into a chalice
and administered after the Communion. W.
Maskell, Mo111mrenta, II (London, 1846),
326 f.-The same rite was used for the
dedication of oblate boys, in the customs
of the Piedmontese monastery of Frut
tuaria (11th c.): Albers, Consuetudines,
IV, 154. The precedents for this usage are
already in St. Benedict's Rule, ch. 59.
The Pontificate Romanum I, De bened. et
consecr. virginmn, recognizes only the
offering of a burning candle.
"' Regarding the offering of bread and
wine at a papal Mass, cf. supra, note 30.

63

According to the Ordinarium of Nantes of
the year 1263 luminarii were offered at the
first Mass on Christmas, bread at the
second and money at the third; E. Mar
tene, Tractatus de antiqua ecc/esice disci
plina (Lyons, 1706), 90. Durandus, Ra
tionale, IV, 30, 40, mentions an offering
of bread by the people on Christmas.
There is a comparatively late reference to
an unrestricted offering of bread and wine
in the cession of a church to the monastery
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dead."'' So, since the twelfth century, in explaining the offertory, the enu
meration of offerings usually begins with gold: Some offer gold, like the
Wise ::\len from the East, others silver, like the widow in the Temple,
still others de alia substantia; only after that are bread and wine men
tioned .. as gifts of the clerics, who have always formed the last in the
ranks of offerers. In later writings, there is no mention at all of bread
and wine in this connection. Only at an episcopal consecration does the
Roman liturgy still contain a vestige of this practice: the newly conse
crated bishop presents two altar breads, two small casks of wine, and
two candles."7 And at a papal Mass, on the occasion of a solemn canoniza
tion, an offering is made of two breads, two barrels of wine and water, five
of St. Denis in the year 1180 ; the former
owner hands over, amongst others, ollmia
ad a/tare pertineutia cum offerenda panis
ct vini, lini, cmwpi et candele; Merk,
Abrisz, 13, note 27; cf. 87, note 11. A con
temporary record from Tours mentions
fan is, vinum, denarius, candela as the usual
offertory materials.
05 In Champagne even as late as the first
half of the 19th century it was still a cus
tom at a burial service for the next of kin
to offer up a loaf on a serviette, and wine
in a special flagon, along with a candle;
by 1860-70 instead of wine only an empty
canister and money were presented. The
rest of the ladies offered bread and candle,
the men money. This information comes
from the youthful memories of A. Loisy,
as recorded in Wetter, Altchristliche
Liturgien, II (supra, note 9) 77 f.-The
same custom is reported in the beginning
of the 18th century in Orleans: de Moleon,
215 f.; there is also the example of a parish
where on All Souls Day SO to 60 ladies
took part in his offertory procession;
ibid.; c£. also 239, 408, 409, 410.-De Mo
leon, 173, 187, 427, also describes another
procession, still current at that time in cer
tain cathedrals, where the canons at a
solemn service for the dead formed a
proeession with paten and chalice. Corblet,
I, 225, witnesses to the custom, still in
vogue in Normandy in his day (1885) ,
where the respective family at a service
for the dead presented a flask of wine and
a loaf of bread which were then offered up
by two altar boys at the offertory. -Re
garding the offering of bread or meal which
in present-day Bavarian parishes is de
posited on the altar-rail before a funeral
Mass, and also regarding the custom of

alms bread, cf. V. Thalhofer-L. Eisenhofer,
1! mzdbuch der katholischen Liturgik, II
(Freiburg, 1912), 121, note 3. I have been
told about a Regensburg country parish
where a tin cup is placed on the tumba
and formerly a loaf of bread was set beside
it ( L. Schlosser, 1931) . Another account
comes to me from Kcessen in the Lower
Inn valley; here it is still the custom at
solemn funeral services to set up a pan of
meal and three tin pitchers which are
filled after the Mass with gifts for the
priest (P. Werner) .-The rapport with
the Mass is less close in other accounts of
an offering of bread for the poor after a
funeral service; such practices were cus
tomary even in our own century in places
like my native South Tyrol.
""Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 27
(PL, CLXXII, 553); cf. Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitrale, III, 5 (PL, CCXIII, 115) ;
Durandus, IV, 30, 34. Another enumera
tion of the Mass offerings usual in the
12th century reads: Panis, vinum, dena
rius et candela; Martene, 1, 4, 6, 6 (1,
387A) .
67 Pontificale Rom., De consecr. ep.; simi
larly at the Blessing of an Abbot. Like
wise in the Roman Pontifical of the 13th
century and (also at the consecration of
cardinal priests and deacons) in that of the
12th century; Andrieu, II, 349, 364 f.; I,
137, 151 f.-Even at present at the cathe
dral of Lyons the first two priests on each
side of the choir bring bread and wine to
the altar on the ferias of Lent; ]. Baudot,
Le Missel Romain (Paris, 1912) , 101.
Cf. de Moleon, 246. As late as 1700 the
canons of Angers still conducted an offer
tory procession; ibid., 89.
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candles, and three cages containing pigeons, turtle-doves, and other birds ...
Shortly after this it was pointed out that clerics do not generally have
an obligation to make an offering.•• Other means had long since been
devised of procuring the elements of bread and wine, while in the offertory
procession the chief concern was a domestic one, to obtain support for the
clergy. This offering served, as they said, ut inde sibi victum habeant sacer
dotes." And since money gradually superseded almost all other gifts, and
since many objects were already excluded from the offertory proper be
cause of the holiness of the place, there was soon no distinction at all, in
intent and disposition, between free-will offerings and those made accord
ing to strict ecclesiastical prescription. And inversely, the latter offerings
were all the more consciously drawn into the offertory procession and
all the more plainly considered as gifts made to God. Even the presenta
tion of the tithes was designated as an ojjerre." Under the concept
of oblation were listed all the products of rural industry and all objects
of ecclesiastical and domestic use ; and in regard to all of these, in so far
as it was practicable, an effort was made to integrate them, in some way,
with the offertory procession."
Besides, one of the features of the older Gallican rite recurs again
offering up all sorts of things for the altar before the services. Because of
the richness of such gifts, it so happened that-especially when the
churches were privately owned-the landlord would lay hands on the
offerings and even demand the majority for himself, claiming that he was
already taking care of the church and its priests. As early as 572 the Synod
of Braga had ordained that no bishop was to consecrate a church which
]. Brinktrine, Die feierliche Papstmesse,
54-56. The first evidence of this offertory
procession at a canonization is in 1391 ;
see Th. Klauser, "Die Liturgie der Heilig
sprechung," Heilige Cberlieferwzg (Mun
ster, 1938), 212-233; esp. 223 ff. The al
legorical intent in the choice of the gifts
is explained in H. Chirat, "Psomia
diaphora," M ClaHges E. Podechard (Lyons,
1945), 121-126.
.. Ordo Rom. VI (lOth c.), n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 993 A; Hittorp, 8) : quos non
tam patrmn instituta iubenl quam proprium
arbitrium immolare suadet. John Beleth,
Exp/icatio, c. 41 (PL, CCII, 59): Clerici
e11im llOil offerzmt nisi in exequiis mor
88

tuorum et in nova celebratione sacerdotis.
Nam illhzmzallmn videretur, si ii offerre
lcllerelzlur, qui ex oblatiollibus vivunt
a/iorum.-Durandus, IV, 30, 36, appends
to the exceptions: et in q u ib u sdam prce
cipuis sollemllilatibus, and extends the ex
emption to nzo11achi.
70 John
Beleth, Explicalio, c. 17 (PL,

CCII, 30). In the same sense Durandus,
IV, 30, 9, distinguishes between donum
and sacrificium; he says : donum dicitur
quicquid auro vel argenta vel qualibet alia
specie offertur, while sacrijicium is what
serves for the consecration.
71 G. Schreiber,
Unt ersuch u nge n zum
S Prachgebrauch des mittclalterlichen Ob
lationswesens (Worishofen, 1913), 19£.
Schreiber tells about a spiritualizing that
set in regarding the discharge of tithes.
72 At a First Mass in the diocese of Eich
stiitt during the 15th century it was cus
tomary for all the people to take part in
an offertory procession in which they pre
sented not only money and natural prod
ucts but also all sorts of household goods
like cooking utensils and bedding as an
endowment for the new priest; J. B. Glitz,
Die Primizianten des Bistums Eichstiitt
aus den Jahre11 1493-1557 (Reformations
geschichtliche Studien und Texte, 63;
Munster, 1934), 18.-In certain parishes
in the lower Alpine region of Bavaria it
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some landlord had built in order to snatch half the oblations."" The struggle
against these and similar claims went on for centuries." It even affected
the altar oblation proper, which was now grounded on a much wider basis
and whose ecclesiastical disposition, in its more ancient modest range,
had hardly been imperiled."
In the interval during which the ancient offering of bread and wine was
being displaced by the other objects at the offertory procession-the ninth
and the tenth centuries-the effort was made to establish a strict distinc
tion between the former offering and the latter. Only bread and wine are
to be offered up according to the traditional form at the offertory of the
Mass, while candles and the rest are to be presented before Mass or bewas customary on specified feast days,
right down to modern times, to make offer
ings of flax and sheaves of wheat in
church, while other products were brought
to the churchyard. In one parish on Mar
tinmas (Nov. 11) every farmer "offered"
a goose, later (till 1903) a hen ; the ani
mals were kept in a cage near the ceme
tery during the church services and after
wards were auctioned off for the benefit
of the parish treasury. G. Ruckert, "Alte
kirchliche Opfergebrauche im westlichen
bayerischen Voralpenland," Vol k u n d
Volkstum, I (1936), 263-269.-We hear
of similar practices at present among Slo
venes of Carinthia. In the Gail valley at
a wedding service natural products are
offered, like the wine which is blessed and
handed to the married couple. At St. Jacob
in Neuhaus there is a special room next
to the sacristy where on Sundays the
offertory gifts which are presented before
�lass are kept; after services they are auc
tioned off by the church treasurer. Few
are the Sundays on which nothing-lambs,
shoats or fowl-is forthcoming. In some
churches where these customs prevail the
offerer walks around the altar to symbo
lize that his gift is made to God. (From
a notation by a former pupil of mine,
chaplain Christian Srienc.).
73 Can. 6 (Mansi, IX, 840); cf. III Synod
of Toledo (589), c. 19 (ibid., 998).
" ] onas of Orleans (d. 843), De in s t.
laicali, II, 19 (PL, CVI, 204 f.); Synod
of lngelheim (948), can. 8 (Mansi, XVIII,
421); Decretum Gratiani, III, 1, 10
(Friedberg, I, 1296).-In the course of a
transfer of churches to monasteries and
bishops, as we ascertain from source docu-

ments (deeds and charters) since the 9th
century, the rights ceded often included
the oblationes, offerenti(l! or offerend(l!
(the last especially is a regular designa
tion for altar offerings; see Schreiber,
Untersuchungen, 24 ff.; cf. French "of
frande"), frequently with the stipulation
that a specified number of the clergymen
who went with the transfer must be re
tained. Examples in :Merk, Abris:::, 48 ff.;
G. Schreiber, "Mittelalterliche Segnungen
und Abgaben" (Zeitschrift d. Savig ny
Stiftung, 63 [1943], 191-299), 245 f., 280 f.,
283, 289 note. (
Schreiber, Ge mein
schaften des Mittclalters, 247 f., etc.; see
ibid., 467 f., Index s.v. "Oblationen").
Exact settlements between the canonesses
and the priest-canons who worked in the
church are continued, e.g., in the Liber
ordinarius of the capitular church of Essen
(14th c.), ed. by F. Arens (Paderborn,
1908). 126-128; cf. 200-204.
.,. In the Const. Ap., VIII, 31 (Funk, I,
532 f.) there is a clue to how the "Bless
ing" left over at the mysteries
{-tel:�
=

1t€ptaaeuouaa� EY 'toi; IJ.Ucr'ttl<.Oi� eul-oy(a�)
was to be distributed among the ranks of
the clergy. Manifestly bread and wine are
meant. Further instances from the Orient
in Funk, loc. cit.-Gregory the Great,
Dial., IV, 55 (PL, LXXVII, 417 B), tells
about a priest to whom someone wanted
to give duas ob/ationem coronas, which are
thereafter labeled pa11is sanctus. Cf. also
supra, p. 8, note 34.-The allotment to
bishop, clergy, church buildings and the
poor-frequently mentioned since the 5th
century-refers to the distribution of the
church revenues as a whole, and not di
rectly to the a!tar offerings.
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fore the Gospel!" As a matter of fact, the ensuing years witness a great
deal of hesitancy regarding the proper place for this remodeled offertory
procession. In Bavarian country parishes an offertory procession before
the Gospel has survived right down to the present.77 An offertory procession
at the Kyrie eleison was also a common practice which continued 78 for a
long time." In Spain it was customary, even in earlier times, to offer money
at the Communion procession,80 a custom which also existed elsewhere or
was formed anew."' And again there was repeated occasion for sharp pro
hibitions against simoniacal dealings."' Later, in Spain, we meet with an
offertory procession inserted between the priest's offering of bread and
wine and the washing of his hands. This is done in the Mozarabic liturgy,..
and even in the Roman liturgy this addition is admitted to a certain
76 Hincmar of Reims, Capitula, I, c. 16
(PL, CXXV, 777 f.). Similarly Regino of
Priim, De s�ynod. causis, i1zquis. 72 f. (PL,
CXXXII, 190 C).
77

Thalhofer-Eisenhofer, H a n d b u c h der
lwtholischen Liturgik, II, 121, note 3.
Besides this offertory procession right
after the collects, there is generally a
second one at funeral services, after the
Gospel. At both money is offered.-This

dual procession at services for the dead
also in Ingolstadt in the 16th century;
Greving, Johann Ecks Pfarrbuch, 83,
113 f., 118, note 1. The same custom also
obtained at that time in Biberach; Schrei
ber Untersuchungen, 15, note 1, following
A. Schiller (Freiburg Diocesan Archives,
1887).
" So according to a commentary in a 15th
century Stuttgart MS.; Franz, Die l.fesse,
704 f.
7'' It was still mentioned in 1909 as a con
temporary custom at a wedding Mass; L.
von Hormann, Tiroler Volksleben (Stutt
gart, 1909), 371. But I myself have had
no acquaintance with the practice.
60 Isidore of Seville, Ep. ad Leudefredum,
n. 12 (P L LXXXIII, 896).-Synod of
Merida (666), can. 14 (Mansi, XI, 83):
communicationis tempore a fidelibus pecu
niam noz1imus poni. Cf. the remarks of
A. Lesley regarding the Missale mixtum
(PL, LXXXV, 537 f.).
61 E.
G. about 1400 in Rome: Ordo
Rom. XV, n. 85 (PL, LXXVIII, 1332 C).
In the memoranda of the Mainz parish
priest Florentius Die! (1491-1518), ed. by
F. Falk, (Erlauterzmgen :m Janssens Ge
schichte des deutschen Volkes, IV, 3
.

[Freiburg, 1904], 15, 46), it is opposed
as an abuse: The faithful ought not to lay
the money on the Communion cloth.
82 Synod of Trullo (692), can. 23 (Mansi,
XI, 953); synod of Worcester (1240),
can. 29 (Mansi, XXIII, 536) : parochianos
szws, cum communicant, offerre compel
lzmt, propter quod simul communicant et
offerunt, per quod vena/is videtur
hostia
pretiosa. Further examples in
Browe, Die hiiufige Kommunion im Mit
telalter, 136 f.-What led to this practice
was the desire, quite understandable, to
lessen the disturbance caused by the re
peated comings and goings, by combining
the offertory and Communion processions.
-There is a possible connection between
the fact that even in modern times the
traditional offertory processions are con
ducted after the Communion, and the
ordinance of Joseph II, of June 24, 1785,
which sought to do away with the com
motion caused by the offertory procession
during :Mass. This ordinance placed the
procession before Mass, and enjoined only
money and no burning candles; K.k.
Verordmmgen welche uber Gegenstiinde
in Mate1·iis publico-ecclesiasticis 1784 u.
1785 silld erlassen worden (Augsburg,
1786), 22.-Regarding the custom in Vor
arlberg, see L. Jochum, "Religioses und
kirchliches Brauchtum in Vorarlberg,"
Montfort, 1
(Bregenz, 1946), 263 ff.,
especially 271.
83 Missale mixtum
(PL, LXXXV, 537).
According to the rubric for the first Sun
day of Advent, the incensing of the altar
and the Adiuvate me fratres also come be
fore the procession.
.

.
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extent." The author of the Micrologus denounces this arrangement as in
verted... As a rule, the offertory, even in its new dress, assumes its old
place after the Oremus, while the offertorium is being sung, its gladsome
tone spurring one on to joyful giving."" It is presupposed as taking place in
this spot in the Mass ordo of Burchard of Strassburg, printed in 1502," and
here, too, it is to be found wherever the old custom still survives.88
Burchard's ordo, which always notes the rubrics with great exactness,
also describes the rite for the priest in these circumstances. After he has
read the offertory from the missal, he goes to the Epistle side, takes the
maniple from his arm and extends it to each of the offerers to be kissed,
at the same time blessing them with a special formula.'"' The same rite is
presupposed in Spanish Mass books of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies ... In Spain the rite is an ancient tradition," and here, too, it has
survived to this day, with the exception of the blessing which had to be
sacrificed in 1881 as the result of a decree of the Congregation of Sacred
Rites ... The main outlines of the rite are also to be found elsewhere up to
••

For France see the numerous instances
from the 11th to the 18th centuries in
Lebrun, I, 254 f.-For England see the
instruction regarding Mass in the Vernon
MS. (about 1375), in Simmons, The Lay
Folks Mass Book, 142.-The rubric in
the 1547 Missal of Vich also seems to as
sert the same; Ferreres, 121.

""Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 10

Centuplum accipias et vitam (Etenzam pos
sideas. Also in Franz, Die Messe, 614,
note 1. - According to two Mass books
from the neighborhood of 1fonte Cassino
(ll-12th cent.), after the priest has taken
up the oblatimzes silzgulorum, he recites
the words: Suscipe s. Trinitas hanc obla
tionem, quam tibi offert famulus tuus, et
pr(Esta Itt in conspectum tuum tibi p/ace11s

(PL, CLI, 983 C).
Alexander of Hales, Summa theol., p.
IV, 10, 5, 2, and following him William
of Melitona, Opusculum super missam, ed.
van Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939), 327.

ascendat; Ebner, 309, 340; cf. 346. The
same formula, and probably for the same
purpose, found already in the first half of

"'Legg, Tracts, 149.
For Spain see Ferreres, 121 f.-B. Ga
vanti, too, thinks it appropriate that the
offertory procession which is sometimes
performed at present should be inserted
here; Gavanti-Merati, II, 7, 5 (I, 260)
As a matter of fact, however, the proces
sion which is still in vogue in country
churches often begins a bit later, and then,
if there are many offerers, it frequently
lasts during the whole Mass, with just
a short break at the consecration.

VI (I, 508 D, 532 C), and at the other
end still occurs in the Missal of St. Lam
brecht (Kiick, 120), written in 1336.
The blessing: Acceptabilis sit mmzipotcnti

80

529 A): The priest says to each: Centu
p/um accipias et vitam (1!/ernam possideas
in regno Dei. Amen.
"Decision of Dec. 30, 1881; Decreta auth.

go)

88

.

Legg, Tracts, 149: dicto offertorio, si
sint volentes offerre, celebrans accedit ad
cornu episto/(1!, ubi stans detecto capite,
latere suo sinistro altari verso, depm1it
manipu/um de brachia sinistro, et ac
cipiens illud in manum de.t·tram porrigit
summitatem eius singulis offerentibus oscu
landum dicens singulis: Acceptabile sit
sacrificium tuum omnipotenti Deo, vel:

the 11th century in the Missa 1//yrica and
the missal of Troyes: Martene, 1, 4, IV;

/Jeo oblatio tua, appears also in the Missa
Illyrica, but is said by the bishop when he
receives the oblata for the Eucharist, and
similarly by the deacon; Martene, 1, 4, IV

(I, 508); cf. Mass ordo of Seez
LXXVIII, 248 A).
"" Ferreres, 120 f.
Cf. Missale mixtum

01

(PL,

(PL,

LXXXV,

SRC, n. 3535, 1. Still the blessing has
not d i s a pp e a r e d entirely; see Kramp,
"Messgebrauche der Gliiubigcn in den
ausserdeutschen Landern" (StZ, 1927, II),
362.-Either the maniple or the stole or
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very recent times."' In many places, instead of the maniple or the stole,"'
the offerer (after handing over his gift)"" kissed the hand of the celebrant,..
or, in other places, the corporal"' or even an extended paten."'' Sometimes
the offerer accompanied his gift with a word of blessing."" According to a
:\lass ordo of the fifteenth century the priest was finally to bless the peo(before 1881) a particle of the True
Cross was presented to be kissed. In the
diocese of Urge! the blessing was worded:
Oblatio tu a accepta sit D eo. After renewed
representations the kissing of the stole was
permitted also at a funeral Mass: ] une 15,
1883; D ecreta auth. SRC, n. 3579. Fer
reres, 121 f.-Cf. G. Martinez de An
toiiana, Manual de lit u rg ia sagrada, I (5th
ed., Madrid, 1938), 496 f.; here is a rubric
hook that takes the offertory procession
into consideration.
'" In Vorarlberg the priest stood at the
epistle side during the offertory proces
sion. However, only a vestige was left of
the older practice of presenting the maniple
to be kissed: as each gift was offered the
priest merely waved his maniple and pro
nounced a blessing, e.g., Pax tecum ;
] ochum (see supra, note 82), 272.-In
St. Gall nearby a synod of 1690 deter
mined that only the men should kiss the
maniple, while it was laid on the heads of
the women. K. Steiger, JL, 2 (1922), 176.
Cf. the note following.
•• Ferreres, 121 f. Each of the canonesses
at the capitular church in Essen, upon
handing the oblation to the priest (who
came to the choir with a whole retinue of
assistants according to a fixed order), kiss
his stole; Arens, The Liber ordi1wrius, 18,
200 f.-According to the parish book of
Biberach, about 1530, ed. by A. Schilling,
Freiburger
Dio:;esanarchiv,
1887,
the
priest presented the stole to the nobles to
be kissed, but merely placed it on the
heads of others; Schreiber, Untcrsuchzm
f/Cil, !5 note 1.
""The references are to offerings made
ad a/tare, ad librum, ad stolam, ad

manum;

1ferk, A/Jris:;, 33 f.; cf. 34, note 4, an
Ohendorf Mass foundation of 1474: "the
offering is thus placed on the altar or
given and laid in his [the chaplain's] hand
or book."-John Beleth, Explicatio, c. 41
(PL, CCII, 50 D), objects to the priest's
holding a pyxis or something of the sort
in his hand, on the ground that it could

easily give the impression of avaricious
ness.-Durandus, IV, 30, 38, pretends to
know that except at Masses for the dead
the pope always received ad manum only
the oblation of bread, while all else was
laid ad pedes; cf. supra, note 35. So, too,
the oblations which were offered ad ma
num e pis copi were accepted by the sub
deacon because the bishop was not sup
posed to busy himself w:th his own hands
in worldly matters.
00 Durandus,
IV, 30, 35.
"' According to a report from Liibeck
dated about 1350: P. Browe, Hist. Ja hr
buch, 49 ( 1929), 481.
"' The custom was forbidden by Pius V;
likewise in Milan it was prohibited by the
provincial synod of 1574. At Rauen, how
ever, it was continued at least for great
feasts; de Moleon, 366. In Belgium kiss
ing the paten, at Masses for the dead, con
tinued to be practiced even to the present;
Kramp. op. cit., 358.-C. M. Merati pro
poses a crucifix or some other image in
place of the paten; Gavanti-Merati, II, 7,
5, XXI (I, 263).-In Upper Silesia it is
(or was) the custom to kiss the foot of a
large crucifix while marching around the
a! tar (which was generally part of the
offertory procession); A. Stasch, S.].,
1947.
.. In the Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV
(I, 508 B) the offerer says the words: Tibi
Domino creatori meo offero hostiam pro

remissione omnium peccatorum

meorum

et cu nctor um fideliu m hwrum vi7•orum ac

defzmctor um. Two other formulas which
voice a special intention, ibid. It stands to
reason that phrases such as these would be
expected generally only from the clergy. In
the Mass ordo of Seez (PL, LXXVII,
248 A) it is actually designated only for
the priest and deacon; similarly in later
MSS. in Martene, 1, 4, XVI (I, 598) and
in Ebner, Quellen, 346. Alw in the missal
of Troyes (about 1050), where a second
formula follows: Hanc oblatio1zem, cle

mentissime Pater, defero ad manus sacer-
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pie with the words: Centuplum accipiatis et vitam a;ternam possideatis,
in nomine Patris ...""'
A very festive rite of offertory procession is still in use at the solemn
papal Mass which is celebrated on the occasion of a canonization. The
offerers step up to the pope's throne in three groups, each led by a cardi
nal. In each group two noblemen precede the cardinal and two other
people follow-the four gift-bearers. The gifts borne by the nobles, two
heavy candles, two breads, two cruets of wine and water, are handed to
the Holy Father by the respective cardinal; in doing so he kisses the pope's
hand and stole, and his Holiness in turn blesses the gifts and turns them
over to his master of ceremonies. The other gifts (candles, cages with
birds) are handed over by the bearers to the cardinal procurator; the
latter holds them out to the pope for his blessing.'0'
However, the general attitude of the later Roman liturgy towards the
offertory procession, the attitude of reserve and even avoidance, has led to
the very singular result that the celebrant as a rule takes no notice of
the procession even when it still occurs.'0' This conduct is to be found even
earlier in the declining years of the Middle Ages.""' In such cases the
people brought their gifts and laid them in a plate or box standing near
the altar. In other instances two places were set apart-perhaps for two
different purposes-one on the Gospel side, the other on the Epistle; the
faithful presented part of their gift at the first location, circled the altar
(where this was possible), and then made their second offering at the
second place."''
Since the third century, then, it very quickly became a fixed rule that
the faithful should offer their gifts at a common eucharistic celebration,
but because of the close connection with the performance of the sacred
mystery it was from the very start recognized as a right restricted to those
who were full members of the Church, just like the reception of the Sac
rament. In the Syrian Didascalia there is a long discussion outlining the
duty of the bishops and deacons to watch out from whom they accept a
dotis tui, ut offerat eam tibi Deo Patri
omnipotmti pro cunctis peccatis meis et
pro totius populi delictis. Amm. Martene,
1, 4, VI (I, 532 C).-The Sacramentary
of Fonte Avellana (PL, CLI, 886), which
could not have been written much before
1325, still introduces the first formula with
the rubric: Quando quis offert oblationem
Presbytero dicat.
100 Pontifical
of Noyons: V. Leroquais,
Les Pontificaux, I (Paris, 1937), 170.
101 Brinktrine,
Die feierliche Papstmesse,
55 f. Cf. supra, p. 13-A similarly solemn
cortege accompanied the king of France
when he made his offering on coronation
day; see Corblet, I, 223.

1 2 But even as cautious a rubricist as B.
0
Gavanti thinks that the present rubrics do

not require so narrow an interpretation;

where it is the custom the priest could
present his hand to be kissed (except at
Masses for the dead) ; therefore he could
at least pause. But Gavanti de bars the
practice sometimes seen at First l\f asses
where the nco-priest was wont circuire
ecc/esiam ad oblationem. Gav a nti- l\Ie rat i,
II, 7, 5 q. (I, 260 f.).
103 This was understood, of course, when
the procession started at the beginning of
Mass; see supra, p. 15.
104 Thus often in Alpine countries; see,
e.g., the account in the Korrespondcl!::blatt
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gift;

1

05

the gifts of all who openly lived in sin were to be refused, whether

they were the unchaste or thiefs or usurers or even Roman officials who
had stained their hands with blood. Similar regulations recur more than
once in the ensuing years in both the East and the West."'" At the begin
ning of the sixth century the Statuta Ecclesire antiqua, which stem from
the neighborhood of Aries, insist that nothing is to be accepted from dis
senting brethren, whether in sacrario or in gazophylacio."" Penitents, too,
were deprived of this right,""' and it was not restored to them until their
reconciliation.'.. Similarly, the gifts of those Christians who lived at
enmity were refused.110 As late as the fifteenth century a preacher,
Gottschalk Hollen, made principles of this sort his own.=
On the other hand, the congregation was expected to make an offering
every Sunday,= and the wish for even a daily oblation found utter
ance.113 In monasteries, after the reform of Benedict of Aniane (d. 821),
a daily offering was actually incorporated into the order of service.'" But
fiir dell katholischen Klems, 54 (Vienna,

1935)' 73.

105

Didascalia, IV, 5-8 (Funk, I, 222-228).
To be sure, the chief argument proposed
for prompting such action is that the
widows supported by the donations could
pray for obdurate sinners. But at the same
time the gifts were also, at least in theory,
linked with the altar; cf. IV, 7, 1, 3; IV,
5, 1, and the heading over the last of
these passages in the parallel Greek text
of the Apostolic Const.: "With what care
the Sunday contributions are to be re
ceived" (Funo, 222).
106 See a whole series of references in
Funk, 224, note on IV, 6, 1; Bona, II, 8,
5 (693 f.); Corblet, I, 218 f.
107 Can. 93, al. 49 (PL, LVI, 834) : Obla
tiolzes discordantium fratrum neque in
sacrario neque in gazophylacio recipian
tur. Those gifts which were destined for
the altar were deposited in the sacrarium.
'""Council of Nicea (325), can. 11 (Mansi,
II, 673); Felix III, Ep. 7, al. 13 (PL,
LVIII, 926 A; Thiel, 263).-The pos
sessed (in a wide sense) were also ex
cluded: Council of Elvira, can. 29 (Mansi,
II, 10). Cf. Dolger, A11tike u. Christen tum,
4 (1933), 110- 137 .
109 Cf.
in the Spanish Liber ordim11n
(Ferotin, 98) the prayer at the reconcilia
tion: ut liceat deinceps sacrificia laudum
per manus sacerdotum tuorum sincera
mente offerre et ad cibum nll'llScE tucr cll'
lcstis accedere.
"0XI Synod of Toledo (675), can. 4

(Mansi, XI, 139). On the other hand,
Gregory the Great, Ep. VI, 43 (PL,
LXXVII, 831 B), mentions his admoni
tion to a bishop that he should not accept
a gift from an opponent of his merely on
account of a dispute. = Franz, 22.
112 Theodulf of Orleans, Capitulare, I, c. 24
(PL, CV, 198): Concurrendum est [on
Sunday] etiam cum oblationibus ad mis
sarum sollemnia. - Benedictus Levita,
Capitularium collectio (9th c.), I, 371
(PL, XCVII, 750): Et hoc populo nun
tietur, quod per omnes dies dominicos
oblationes Deo offerant et ut ipsa oblatio
foris septa altaris recipiatur. Cf. ibid., II,
170 (PL, XCVII, 768). As a matter of
fact, in the 8th and 9th centuries even neo
converts were expected to participate in
the offertory procession; see Pirminius,
Scarapsus, c. 30 (G. Jecker, Die Heimat
des hl. Firman [Munster, 1927] 69); ].
M. Heer, Bin karolingischer Missioltska
techismus (Freiburg, 1911), 81, 94.
m Benedictus Levita, Capitularium Col
lectio, II, 170 (PL, XCVII, 768). In such
cases the regulations had in mind princi
pally the offerings of those for whose in
tention the Mass was being celebrated; cf.
infra, p. 22 f. The German Queen Ma
thilda (d. 968) had such an offertory pro
cession every day: quotidie sacerdoti ad
M issam prcrsentare oblatio11em pa11is et
vini; Vita, c. 19 (MGH, SS, IV, 296).
'"Capitula monachorum ad Augiam di
recta (Albers, Consuetudines, III, 105; cf.
p. XX) : sunt equidem cottidie sex Pet:,
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the Sunday offering was an ancient custom, and is still kept up here and
there even at the present.115
After the change from natural goods to money had set in, and the
obvious symbolism of the offering of bread and wine had given way be
fore more practical economic considerations, the Sunday oblation seems
to have lost favor. In fact it could be pointed out that the necessary in
come of the Church was assured for the most part by fixed possessions
and by taxes which were definitely prescribed. Still, it did seem right that
the symbolic activity of the offertory procession should be kept up, at
least within modest limits. The Roman reform synod of 1059 deplored
the neglect of the oblations (understood here in a somewhat wider sense)
and threatened the refusal of Communion."" In 1078 Pope Gregory VII
reaffirmed the old obligation: ut omnis Christianus procuret ad missarum
sollemnia aliquid Deo ofjerre,"'7 pointing to Exodus 23:15 and ancient
brevem deputati fratres sacram offerentes
oblationem. Further evidence for the zeal
with which the oblation was made in these
circles is found in the rules for recluses of
Grimlaich, Reg. (9th c.), c. 16 (PL, CIII,
594 B) : The cell of the anchorite should
be so designed that the priest can receive
the oblation through the window. Under
the influence of Cluny a custom grew up,
lasting into the 12th and 13th centuries,
that at the early Mass on feria! days all
should make an offering, and at the prin
cipal Mass each half of the choir alter
nately; of those who made the offering at
the principal Mass a certain number were

allowed to go to Communion. On feast
days the superior alone made the offer
ing. Consuetudines monasteriorum Germ.,
n. 33; 43 (Albers, V, 28; 47); William
of Hirsau, Co11st., II, 30 (PL, CL, 1083);
cf. Hilpisch, "Der Opfergang" (Studien
u. Mitteilungen, 1941-42), 88 ff. More de
tailed regulations determining when one,
when two, or when half of the brethren or
all (as on All Souls) should make the
offering, found in the Co11suetudines of
Farfa (11th c.) : Albers, I, see register, p.
LVI. At Masses for the dead it was every
where customary for all the monks to take
part in the offertory procession, probably
to intensify the power of the intercession;
Hilpisch, 90; 93. At a private 1\Iass, ac
cording to William of Hirsau, Const., I,
86 ( PL, CL, 1017), the server or some
one else, si iste JIO>t vult communicare,
should make the offering. In all these cases
it is commonly the offering of hosts and

wine that is meant; cf. supra, note 61.
'"'Through my own occasional inquiries
I have found that the Sunday offertory
procession, in which the whole congrega
tion takes part, is still customary along
the northern borders of the Alps, espe
cially in many parishes of Vorarlberg and
Upper Bavaria, but also in the vicinity of
Schneidemiihl. The proceeds belong to the
church. In certain country parishes in the
neighborhood of Freising (and likewise, I
am told, in both the German and the
Polish parts of Upper Silesia) an offertory
procession is also customary on weekdays;
one of the members of the family for
which the Mass is being celebrated starts
the procession, the others follow, in the
order and degree of relationship.-! have
also heard of such processions being held
on Sundays about twice a month in the
rural parishes of the diocese of Zips in
Slovakia, but here they are for a special
purpose or under the auspices of a par
ticular society (the Rosary confraternity)
whose members march around the altar
with burning candles.-Kramp, op. cit.,
361, gives accounts of Sunday offertory
processions in Spanish dioceses ; in some
places there the practice has undergone a
certain change, in that only the village or
city officials take part each Sunday. A
similar custom of having the superiors
represent the community was to be found
here and there in monasteries and convents
even in modern times; Hilpisch, 93 f.
11"
Can. 6 (Mansi, XIX, 908 f.).
117 Can. 12 (Mansi, XX, 510). Schreiber,
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tradition as his endorsement.118 But no special day was mentioned. Actually,
since the eleventh century it had become more and more customary to hold
the offertory procession on certain specified feast days, and even to re
gard it as obligatory on such days. The number of these days fluctuated at
first.u• In the later Middle Ages they were usually the greater feasts,
Christmas, Easter and Pentecost, to which was added All Saints m or the
Assumption, or the feast of the dedication of the church, or the church's
patronal feast. In the many source documents in which arrangements are
made for the proper carrying out of the offering, frequent reference is
therefore made to the offering of the quattuor or quinque jestivitates, of
the four-time offering or simply the

quattuor ojjertoria.=

Even in the

course of the Catholic Reform during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies an effort was made to retain these offertory processions or to revive
them.= But they seem to have disappeared more completely, even, than
the old Sunday offerings.= Why these efforts at restoration miscarried
is not easy to understand; the main reason, perhaps, lay in the opposition
to feast day offertory processions which had become entangled in the
financial overgrowths of the late l\Iiddle Ages, an opposition which, after
the Council of Trent, outweighed the desire to restore the ancient sym
bolical rite."'
Gemeinschaften des M ittelalters, 306-322,
offers a commentary on this legislation.
118
This rule found also in the Corpus
Juris Ca11onici, Decretum Gratiani, Ill, 1,
69
(Friedburg, I, 1312 f.)-Durandus,
IV, 30, 32 f., stresses the obligation with
great emphasis, citing many Old Testa
ment passages.-As many later synods
pointed out in more detail, the obligation
embraced all those who had reached the
mzni discretionis or who had completed
their 14th year or who had received their
First Communion; Merk, Abrisz, 6, note 14.
110
Examples since the 11th century with
three to seven feast days, in Merk, Abris.:;,
18 ff.-/bid., 14 (with note 28), a state
ment of Bishop Manasses of Troyes, of the
year 1185, which takes for granted that
the Sunday oblations are still held in
many churches.
""'The obligation is already restricted to
these four days in John Beleth (d. about
1165), Explicatio, c. 17 (PL, CCII, 30).
""Schreiber, U1ztersuchwzgm, 7; 12 f.;
38; Merk, Abris.:;, 18-21. A larger num
ber of feast days is still mentioned in
1364 in an enactment of the bishop of
Ermland, in Merk, 104 f.
=Synod of Arras (1570), Statuta PrrEdec.
9 (Hartzheim, VIII, 255 f.). The synod

makes a reference to the wording of those
secret prayers which commend to God the
oblatiolles populi. Cf., inter alia, also the
synod of Cologne, 1549 (Hartzheim, VI,
557), and even Constance, 1609 ( ibid.,
VIII, 912 f.).
= E. Martene, around 1700, still knows
of offertory processions being held on cer
tain days in French churches here and
there, but they were, in part at least, re
stricted either to communicants or to the
clergy; Martene, 1, 4, 6, 9 (I, 388 f.).
Cf. Corblet, I, 222-225.-A well-known
instance of the offertory procession is that
which still survives at the cathedral of
Milan, in a manner stately if somewhat
formal : two men and two women from
the Scuolo di Sant' Ambrogio, dressed in
special attire, march to the entrance of
the choir, holding in their right hand
wafers or hosts, in their left a caster of
wine; the celebrant accepts both. Righetti,
Manua/e, III, 253. Similarly in the 12th
century, but then the men went up to the
altar; M. Magistretti, Beroldus (Milan,
1894), 52.
= Cf. Jedin, "Das Konzil von Trient und
die Reform des romischen Meszbuches"
(Liturg. Zeitschrift, 1939), 59.-ln the
Age of Enlightenment, too, the only things
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But in addition to the prescribed processions of the great feast days,
the l\Iiddle Ages introduced numerous free-will oblations on those occa
sions when certain specific groups gathered at the l\Iass: at funeral l\Iasses
and the succeeding memorial Masses for the dead, at weddings, at the
departure of pilgrims, and the anniversary feasts of guilds and fraterni
ties.'$ It is precisely on such occasions that the offertory procession is
often retained in country places right down to the present.""' Of even
greater import were the oblations at Votive Masses which an individual
or a family ordered to be celebrated for special intentions: for the sick,
for friends, for a good harvest, in honor of a saint, in manifold dangers.=
Generally the persons concerned made an offering, as the secreta and the
special Hanc igitur formulas in many cases indicate. Besides, the faith
ful who might be present could always bring their oblation to the altar
and thus join more closely in the sacrifice. In this way arose the oblationes

cotidianrE fidelium of which medieval documents make mention.l.28
But then it was here precisely that the close connection between par
ticipation and presentation broke down-between a sharing in the sacrithat seemed to be noticed in the offertory
procession were the abuses; see Vier
bach, 228-233; cf. supra, note 82.
'"'At the beginning of the 16th century,
for example, it was the custom in lngol
stadt for the members of the Hatmakers'
Guild, along with their wives and servants,
to form an offertory procession on the
feast of St. Barbara, their patron. At
academic services it was the duty of the
rector of the university to see that all the
prominent members of the university, the
doctors, licentiates, masters and noble
students, took part in the offertory proces
sion; if they were absent he had to impose
a fine of two groats. Greving, Johann Ecks
Pfarrbuch, 115 ff., 168.
in the dominion of Joseph II,
120 Even
who forbade processions precisely of this
type (in the ordinance cited supra, note
82). Unfortunately there is no survey of
present-day usages. Some instances are
found in ]. Kramp, "Meszgebrauche der
Glaubigen in der Neuzeit" (StZ, 1926,
II), 216; 219; idem., "Meszgebriiuche der
Glaubigen in den auszerdeutschen Liin
dern" (ib id . , 1927, II), 357 g.; 261f. The
offertory procession at services for the
dead seems to be customary wherever
German is the native tongue; it also exists
in Holland, Belgium and Spain.-At wed
dings it 3till survives in the eastern por
tion of Germany, especially in upper

Silesia; R. Adamsky, in Seelsorger, 6
(Vienna, 1929-30), 381. Li k e w i s e in
Vorarlberg, where the whole bridal party
marches around the altar; Jochum (see
supra, note 82), 266. It is also found
among the Carinthian Slovenes, where the
groomsman takes the lead (according to
Srienc; see supra, note 72). In some
places, as in my own native parish of Tau
fers in South Tyrol, it is a traditional cus
tom to celebrate the feasts of the various
trades unions with an offertory proces
sion; the head of the union leads the pro
cession; the offering represents the annual
contribution to the church. -Elsewhere,
too, the designation of a particular person
to head the procession appears to be part
of the offertory procession rite; cf. L. A.
Veit., Volksfrommes Brauchtum und
Kirche im deutschen Mittelalter (Frei
burg, 1936), 96, where we read the fol
lowing regarding a present-day custom :
"In Swabia at the Herd-Mass which is
celebrated before the cattle are driven out
to pasture, the whole congregation parades
around the altar with the herd's boy in
the lead."
127 Examples
from the 14th century in
Merk, 28 f., with notes 55, 56; 108.-For
modern times see the account regarding
Freising, supra, note 115.
128 Merk,
22 f. According to Schreiber,
Gemeinschaftcn des Mitt elaltcrs, 30 7, they
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f1ce and the offering of gifts during that sacrifice. Just as had long been
the case in regard to foundations whereby, through the gift of a larger
sum, the repeated celebration of l\Iass was guaranteed for a period of
time,"'" so now, even for individual l\Iasses, the custom grew of quietly
handing the priest a gift beforehand,"0 without thereby prejudicing the
right of other offerers. The latter could still, as ever, take part at the
regular offertory procession or even, for their part, secure a special share
in the l\Iass by their own private gifts.131 At the same time, however, the
Mass stipend properly so-called makes its appearance-an honorarium
paid in advance to obligate the priest to celebrate exclusively for the in
tention of the donor."" For this negotiation the ordinary term employed
was comparatio missre, missam comparare.= But the system of stipends
was not adopted wholeheartedly at once, for as long as the notions were
not made clear and precise enough, scrupulous hesitation and opposition
were not wanting."'"
were also called oblationes peculiares to
distinguish them from the oblationes com
mwzes of Sundays and feasts.
120 Examples
of large Mass-foundations
since the 11th century in Merk, 37 ff.
Further discussion in Bridgett, 123-140.
Early examples of the establishment of
Mass-foundations in E. Bishop, Liturgica
Historica (Oxford, 1918), 368.
laO This is the occ ulte offerre, the denarius
secreta/is. Examples from the 14th cen
tury in Merk, 35 f. The same procedure is
presupposed even earlier in two documents
of 1176 and 1268 which treat of gifts pro
missis which are donated in the church
vel extra; Merk 40 f.; notes 15, 16.
m These latter represent the recommenda
tiones missll' which make an appearance
since the 12th century; to these recom
mendationes was frequently coupled an
obligation for the priest to make mention
of the name in the Meme11/o or to insert a
special oration. Merk, 45 f., 74, 88 f.
132 It would be difficult to set an exact
date for the first appearance of the Mass
stipend. If a money gift is the essential in
the notion of a stipend, then that essential
can be discovered already in such cases as
that mentioned by St. Augustine (s11pra,
note 22), cases that must have been dupli
cated long before. Further, there is the
account found in Epiphanius, Adv. hll'r.,
XXX, 6 (PG, XLI, 413), where some
one gives the bishop who had just bap
tized him a sum of money with the re
quest:

1tp6�¥'Pe �1tep

l{.Lou. -

However,

the Mass stipend grew enormously in
importance near the end of the Middle
Ages, when the number of priests in
creased, and with them the number of pri
vate Masses; cf. supra, I, 223 ff. Thus it
became possible more and more for an in
dividual to secure the celebration of Mass
for his own intention by handing the priest
a present.-So far no one has written a
satisfactory history of the development of
the Mass stipend system. As an introduc
tion see Merk, Abrisz, especially his sum
mary, p. 91 ff. This book, which is so valu
able for the documentary materials it sup
plies, is not always trustworthy in its
historical exposition or its conclusions. A
wealth of material is also gathered in Fr.
de Berlendis, De oblationibus ad altare
(Venice, 1743).
133 Evidence since the 13th century in
Merk; see the index under comparatio.
But the word comparare in the Latin of
the period had also the meaning "to buy."
-The technical word in German at the
time was "Messe vruemen" (that is,
/rumen or fromm en ) , which signifies
nothing more than to engage or order ;
the word does not seem to have been given
the meaning "to acquire an advantage or
gain" (Merk, 96); cf. Grimm, Deutsches
Worterbuch, IV, 1 (1878), 246 f.; ]. B.
Schoepf, Tirolisches Idiotikon (lnnsbruck,
1866), 157.
,.. At Wiirzburg in 1342 a Magister Kon
rad Heger, who had impugned the "Messe
jr11men" as simoniacal, was forced to
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At the Council of Trent, where one of the chief concerns was the re
moval of abuses regarding ecclesiastical monetary matters, this question
of stipends came to the fore. But in the end the Council did nothing more
than issue a general admonition to the bishops,'35 and this in turn was
amplified by subsequent canonical legislation. In this later amplification
the rift between gift and oblation was obviously made even wider, for
according to more recent decisions it is no longer forbidden to accept a
stipend from non-Catholics, even from heathens who can in no wise be
come offerers of the oblation of the Church."'" Of course this does not
prevent at least the stipend of the faithful-viewed in the light of ecclesi
astical tradition-from continuing to be the gift to God which, like the
bread and wine, is directed immediately to the sacrifice of the New
Covenant. The priest accepts it with the obligation (ratione rei detenttE)
of consummating the sacrifice for the benefit of the donor, and with the
right to use for his own support whatever money is not required for the
expense of celebration.= The faithful, however, were always to be aware
of the priesthood that is theirs through baptism and confirmation, and
were therefore to regard their offering of the stipend as only the start of
their participation in the sacrifice, much as the Christians of an earlier era
did when they not only brought their gifts to the altar but also continued
to follow the celebration and partook of the Body of the Lord as a re
turn gift.=
The ancient offering of the faithful survives also in another meta
morphosis, the offertory collection.= There is no reason why this should
q uod actus "messefrumen" seu
misse comparatio ex sui natura es t obla
tio ... item quod ... non est "messekau
/cH" seu misse emptio, and so was allowed.
The text in Merk, 98-100.-0thers op
posed Mass stipends without calling their
lawfulness into question; thus Heinrich
von Pflummern of lliberach (d. 1531) ;
L. A. Veit, Volksfrommes Brauchtum
wzd Kirclze (Freiburg, 1936), 211. The
Society of Jesus originally accepted no
Mass stipends; Co11stitutiones S.J., VI, 2,
7 (Institutum S.J., II [Florence, 1893],
96) .-The Franciscans were even stricter;
from the start they did not permit even
oblatiol!es manuales; Salimbene, Chronik
C\fGH, SS, 32, p. 422; 425).
""'Colle. Trid., sessio XXII, decretum de
observandis : in particular the bishops
�vere to severely forbid importwws atque
zll z berales eleemosynarum exactiones poti
us quam postulatimzes.
uo Roman
decisions in this sense since
1848, in Hanssens, Institutiones, II, 64 f.
Hanssen5 considers that from the 16th
swear

century on there came into being a new
concept of the Mass stipend, by virtue of
which the donor of the stipend is no
longer necessarily a missa? oblator .-Still
it seems to me we are doing justice to the
facts if, with M. de la Taille, Tlze Mystery
of the Faith, II (trans!., Archpriest Jos.
Carroll; London & New York, 1950),
292 f., we view these decisions as treating
certain borderline cases where the Mass
stipend in its true concept as a contractual
engagement is not under consideration at
all, but simply an alms which is accepted
and in view of which a promise is made
to offer the sacrifice for the intentions ex
pressed.
137M. de la Taille, The Mystery of Faith
and HumaH Opinion (London, 1934), 811 97; 221-223. Other discussions of sti
pends can be found in the works of the
canonists; e.g. Ch. F. Keller, Mass Sti
pends (Catholic University dissertation 27,
Washington, 1925).
138 Cf. supra, 2 f. and note 17 f.
""'In Germany the so-called Klinge/beutel
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not be permitted to serve a more than merely utilitarian purpose, no reason
why it should not be given a deeper spirit and a more vivid form than it
ordinarily presents-a spirit, by harking back to the living roots of this
contribution which is primarily intended as a gift to God and which is
destined for the earthly recipient only through and over the altar ; a form,
by confining the collection to the time of the offertory and clothing the
activity with dignified and appropriate ceremonial.uo Even though this is
a collection and not an offertory procession, the basic idea of a genuine
oblation is not excluded any more than it was at the rite in vogue in the
stational services of the city of Rome .

2. The Offertory Chant
The entrance of the clergy at the start of Mass was made to the accom
paniment of the introit sung by the

schola cantorum.

It was then but a

natural application of the same principle that suggested that the "pro
cession" of the people at the offertory and communion-both interrup
tions during the audible part of the Mass-should be enlivened and en
riched by psalmodic song.
That this was the meaning and purpose of the offertory chant was well
understood all during the Middle Ages. The chanting was called by the
same name that was given to the presentation of the oblation gifts:

ofjertorium,' ofjerenda! Even in the Middle Ages the commentators stressed
or offertory basket is passed around only
on certain occasions to receive the volun
tary money contributions of the faithful,
but in North America (the United States
and Canada particularly) the collection is
part and parcel of every Sunday and feast
day Mass, since the needs of the church
are provided for almost exclusively in this
fashion.-Regarding the criticisms leveled
against the use of the collection basket in
the era of the Enlightenment, see Vier
bach, 232 f.
"0 One Paris pastor has the servers take
up a collection on tweh·e collection plates
which they then hold in their hands on
either side of the altar during the recita
tion of the secreta. G. Chevrot, "Restau
ration de Ia Grand' messe dans une pa
roisse de Paris," Etudes de Pastorale litur
!Jique (Lex orandi, I; Paris, 1944), 269292, esp. 286 f. A discussion by Jos P.
Donovan, C.1L, of a similar ceremony in
one of the U. S. churches, in Homiletic g.
Pastoral Review, 47 (1946), 221-222. A
private response of the SRC outlawing
two other such American innovations is
printed in G. . J. Booth, The Offertory Rite

i1t the Ordo Romanus Primus (Washing
ton, 1948), 48.
1 The
name offertorium for the chant
appears regularly even in the earliest �� SS.
of the "Mass chant books, so that it goes
back at least to the 17th century; see
Hesbert, Alltiplwllale missarum se.rtu
ple.r. The full title, aJltiplzolla ad offer
torium, is less frequent; cf. \Vagner,
Einfuhrung, I, 107, 121; III, 418. In the
first place the word offcrtorium desig
nated the rite of offcrre, that is, the pre
sentation of the offertory gifts by people
and clergy; thus in the description of the
course of the Mass in the Sacraii!CI!tarium
Gregorimwm (Lietzmann, n. I) and in the
Ordo Ro m allus I, n. 16 (PL, LXXVIII,
944) ; cf. the paraphrase in the �Iaundy
Thursday rite in the older Gelasianum, I,
39 (Wilson, 67) : Post h(l'c offcrt plebs.
Transferred to the chant, the term appears
first in Isidore of Seville, De {'[Cl. off., I, 14
(PL, LXXXIII, 751) : De offcrtoriis.
2 Thus
in the �IS redacted by G. M.
Tommasi (Tommasi-Vezzosi, V, 3 ff.);
see also Amalar, De cccl. off., III, 19 (PL,
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this connection: the chant (they said in substance) should signify the
jubilance of heart with which the faithful proffer their gifts, for (as they
quoted) "God loves the cheerful giver." •
When all the gifts had been presented, a signal was given the singers
to conclude their chanting.' And whenever the oratio super oblata was not
immediately pronounced aloud-as had been customary in the early
l\Iiddle Ages-complete quiet set in, a conscious silence which fore
shadowed the beginning of the priestly activity of oblation," although only
preparatory actions immediately followed-actions like washing the hands,
incensing, silent prayer. This silence was also made the object of special
commentary and explanation.• Not till the turn of the medieval epoch,
when an understanding of this silence vanished, and when in addition-as
the result of the disappearance of even the feast-day procession-the
chant was reduced to the antiphon as we have it at present, only then did
the masters of polyphony turn their attention on greater feasts to this
song-in contrast to introit and communion-and by their art they
lengthened and extended it to cover the other rites which are at present
comprehended under the term offertory; thus the offertory song became a
connecting link with the preface.
The earliest accounts of an offertory chant come from North Africa. It
seems to have been introduced there in the time of St. Augustine, first at
Carthage, later at Hippo through Augustine's own efforts. In a review
of his own literary activity the saint mentions that he wrote a work, now
lost, taking issue with a certain Hilarius who had opposed the practice,
then recently introduced, of singing psalms during the offering of the gifts
and at the communion.7 At Rome, too, the practice must have gained an
entry very early, perhaps about the same time.• Nevertheless, on Holy
Saturday the offertory chant is missing, as are the other chants of the

schola, for this Mass retains the features of a more ancient usage. HowCV, 1126 D); Remigius of Auxerre, Er
Positio (PL, CI, 1251 D) Pontificate of
Poitiers: Martene, 4, 22, 5 (III, 300 C).

-The expression appears principally in
the French area and then as a designa
tion of the offertory procession ; cf.
Schreiber, U11tersuchzmge1z, 21 ff. It sur
vi\'es in the French word " o ffrande, "
offering, offertory procession.
3 II Cor. 9: 7.-Innocent III, De s. alt.
mysterio, II, 53 (PL, CCXVII, 831);
Durandus, IV, 27, 5. - Cf . s11pra, p. 17.
Ordo Rom. I, n. 15 (PL, LXXVIII,
944); cf. Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 973), where the signal is given
before the Orate.
• It is si gn ifi cant that in William of Meli
tona, Opusculum, ed. van Dijk (Eph,

•

liturg., 1939), 327, the offertory proces

sion and the offertory chant, being purely
preparatory, are still attached to the first
part of the 1fass; see s11pra, I, 114.
• Innocent
III, op. cit., II, 54 ( P L ,
CCXVII, 831): De silentio post offerto
rium.-Cf. supra, I, 108 ff.
7 Au gu s tine, Retractatimzes, II, 37 (CSEL,
36, 144): ut hy11llli ad a/tare dicerentur
de psalmorum libra sive ante oblationem,
sive cum distribueretur populo, quod fuis
set oblatum.

But ] . Drinktrine, "De origine offertorii
in missa Romana," Eplz. liturg., 40 (1926),

8

15-20; idem., Die hl. Messe, 125 f., thinks

differently. However, the grounds alleged
by I3rinktrine for a late origin of the
Roman offertorium ( 8th <; . ) , especially the
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ever, to all appearances Rome had but a modest store of offertory chants
even in the sixth century, as we can gauge from the Milanese Mass, which
has preserved its antique form to the present, and in which the offertory
chants give every indication of having been borrowed from Rome. In the
Roman Mass itself, however, this modest store was later richly augmented
by Gregory the Great and his successors."
At first the offertory chant probably had the same antiphonal design as
the chant at the introit: the schola, divided into two choirs, sang a psalm
alternately, with an antiphon as prelude.'• The psalm varied from celebra
tion to celebration, taking into account, as far as possible, the church
year with its festivals and seasons.

It is a striking fact that at a very early period the antiphonal perform
ance of the offertory was abandoned and a responsorial style substituted
for it. Even the ancient substructure of Roman offertories preserved at
Milan, as mentioned above, had this responsorial design. Among these, for
instance, is the offertory which the present Roman Missal assigns to the
eleventh Sunday after Pentecost (also used on Ash Wednesday); in the
oldest sources it has the following form:

Exaltabo te, Domine, quoniam suscepisti me, nee delectasti inimicos meos
super me. [Refrain:] Domine clamavi ad te et sanasti me.
V. Domine abstraxisti ab inferis animam meam, salvasti me a descenden
tibus in lacum. [Refrain]: Domine clamavi ad te et sanasti me.
V. Ego autem dixi in mea abundantia: non movebor in lEiernum. Domine
in voluntale tua PrlEslitisti decori meo virtutem. [Refrain:] Domine,
clamavi [ad te et sanasti me] .11
Here, just as in the chants interpolated before the Gospel, a refrain is
repeated several times.,.. In line with this, the verse (as found in the oldest
manuscripts with neums) is treated as a solo and consequently provided
recurrence of the same text in various
formularies, rather support an earlier in
troduction.

"0. Heiming, "V o r g r e g o r i a n i s c h-ro
mische Offertorien in der mailandischen
Liturgie,"
159.

Liturg. Leben, 5 (1938), 152-

10

The designation that occasionally ap
pears in the sources, antiphona ad offer
torium (see note 1 above), points to this.

11

Antiphonary of Compiegne (Hesbert, n.

37 b; cf. n. 183).-The words in brackets
are filled out in conformity with Heim
ing, 156. To justify this expansion we
point to the fact that only the second half
of the first verse is repeated at the encl.
The Milanese liturgy employs this offer
tory chant, using the verse and the refrain
on one Sunday, the second verse and the

refrain on another Sunday ; the refrain in
each case is set to the same melody. Heim
ing, 156.-The responsorial character of
the offertories is marked with special
clarity in the MS of Compiegne: Hesbert,
n. 3 ff.
12 In the offertories, even in the oldest texts,
there is still another notable repetition that
appears: within the text itself individual
words or phrases are sung twice, three
times or more, and they are sometimes so
written even in MSS without neums. Thus
in the antiphonary of Senlis the fourth
verse of the 21st Sunday after Pentecost
begins: Quoniam, quoniam, quo nia m non
revertetur; Hesbert, n. 196 a. There is no
explanation for this exceptional usage.
The Vatican Graduale has retained the
texts thus shaped as long as they are tra
ditional. Wagner, I, 109-111.
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with the greatest melodic richness."' A few of the manuscripts devoted to
the solo chants therefore contain the verse of the offertory while merely
indicating the texts that pertain to the choir, namely, the initial section
and the refrain." Apparently the Gloria Patri was not appended to these
verses.
And now we may well ask how this remarkable development came
about. It is almost certain that the main consideration was to give the
offertory chant a certain lengthiness, in view (obviously) of the people's
procession. True, this extra length could also have been achieved by hav
ing the psalm sung antiphonally right down to the end, and then repeat
ing the antiphon which stands at the start. Perhaps the responsorial form
was chosen to make it easier for the singers to take part in the offertory
procession." Besides, the main point in singing at all was not so much to
render the text of a complete psalm, but rather to achieve a festive mood,
which could be done more readily by musical means. This resulted, there
fore, in a shortening of the psalm, along with a corresponding compensa
tion both by the enrichment of the melody of the verse sung as a solo, and
by the repetition of the antiphon or a part thereof, after the manner of a
refrain. This refrain could, of course, have been turned over to the people,
but by this time there was obviously little interest in such participation
of the people in responsorial chanting, at least in the greater stational
services. We already noted in the history of the intervenient chants how
early the art of the special singers preponderated even in responsorial
song:• So the refrain at the offertory was from the very start reserved
to the singing choir.
It is in this responsorial form that the offertory chant regularly appears
in the choral books of the early Middle Ages. The number of psalm verses
fluctuates between one and four.17• That is patently more than in the other
Mass chants. The extension must be explained, as already indicated, by
the length of the offertory procession." Whereas at the introit only a single
group, the clergy, wended through the church, and whereas the reception
of Communion, for which the communion chant was intended, had be
come since the close of the ancient era nearly everywhere a rare and
slight affair, the whole congregation continued to take part in the offertory
procession Sunday after Sunday till at least the year 1000. Not till the
eleventh century was there any noticeable drop in the regularity of this
procession; after that it was gradually limited to the greater festivals.
And, as a matter of fact, it is in the eleventh century that the offertory
verses begin to disappear from many manuscripts. By the following cen
tury this omission has become a general rule, although exceptions are to
"\Vagner, I, 108. "Ibid.
'"Thus \Vagner, I, 108. However, for the
procedure in this offertory rite cf. supra,
I, 71-72. 10 Supra, I, 425 f.
17 For
particulars see Wagner, I, 111.

15 For this connection see, about 1080,
Udalrici Cmzsuet. Clun., I, 6 (PL, CIL,
652) : the Pra?celltor should intone one
verse or all of them, as he sees fit, ma.rime

propter offerentes.
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be found till the very end of the Middle Ages.'" The portion which had
originally been the antiphon was considered sufficient. In the Missal of
Pius V only the Mass for the Dead retained a verse, and with it a refrain:
H ostias et preces and Quam olim Abrahce; this fits in once again with the
fact that it was precisely at the Requiem that the offertory procession
continued in use. On the other hand, the :Milanese ::\lass has retained the
offertory verse even to the present, and similarly the Mozarabic Mass.""
As already pointed out, the offertory was always performed by a choral
group."' And because their singing prevented the choristers from personally
taking part in the offertory procession, their place was taken by one of
the members; at Rome it was the archiparaphonista whose duty it was
to offer the water." Since in the churches of the later Middle Ages the
singing choir usually represented a part of the clerical choir, it was really
only a nominal difference when sometimes the clerus"" was mentioned and
sometimes the chorus."" A reminiscence of the fact that the offertory was
a chant sung by the choir survived in some of the Mass ordos of the
Middle Ages where the texts were appointed to be recited at the high
Mass, not only by the celebrant alone, but by the deacon and subdeacon
along with him."'
As for the texts of the offertory, they are taken as a rule from Holy
Scripture; for the most part, in fact, from the Psalms, as the psalmodic
origin of the chant would naturally imply. One would expect that the
texts chosen would be expressive of the idea of oblation and so suggest
the meaning of the offertory procession. But actually this is only the ex
ceptional case: examples of this sort are found in the offertory of the
Dedication of a Church: Domine Deus, in simplicitate cordis mei lcetus

obtuli universa; on Epiphany: Reges Tharsis et insulce munera ojjerent;
on Pentecost: . .

.

tibi ojjerent reges munera; on Corpus Christi: Sacer

dotes Domini incensum et panes ojjerunt Deo. The offertory of the Mass
for the Dead also belongs to this class; notice the verse: Hostias et preces

tibi Domine laudis ojjerimus."" But most of the texts have a very general
character or dwell on the theme of the feast being celebrated. This is true
\Vagner, I, 112.-Jbid., 112, note 2, cit
ing two MSS from the 15-16th centuries
which still have offertory verses for the
'0

Christmas �[ass; cf. supra, p. 22. The
Sarum missal of the last years of the Mid
dle Ages still presents two verses for the
offertory in several Masses, but according
to an adjoining rubric only one verse was
then used on week-days in Advent and
after Septuagesima; Ferreres, 118.-Even
Durandus, IV, 27, 4, for his part, has this
to say of the verses: hodie p/erisque locis
omittwztur.
wHere the chant is called sacrificiwn:
Missale mi.rtum (PL, LXXXV, 536 A).

21
22

Supra, p. 28.
Ordo Rom. I, n. 14

(PL, LXXVIII,

944); Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL,
CV, 1131 C); Ps.-Alcuin, De div. off.
(PL, CI, 1246 A).
2"1 Rabanus �[aurus, De inst. cler., I, 33
(PL, CVII, 322).
"'Ordo Rom. VI, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
992 C) ; Durandus, IV, 27, 3.
25 Liber ordinarius of Liege: Volk, 92 ;
�[ass-ordo of York (ab. 1425): Simmons,
98; so also in the present rite of the Do
minicans: Missalc O.P. (1889), 27; see
also the apparatus in Volk, lac. cit.
"'Because of the language it uses to de-
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also of the verses which once were appended here; they regularly be
longed to the same psalm or the same scriptural text as the initial verse.
As a matter of fact, a reference to what was happening at the offertory
procession was superfluous so long as the practice itself was alive. The
chief purpose then was not, as it is in our present-day Mass chants,
to explain what was already plain enough in itself; the chief thing was to
give it a religious dedication.

3. The Matter for the Sacrifice
The vicissitudes which befell the offertory procession were dependent,
to a large extent, on the requirements regarding the condition of the
elements for the sacrifice. There can be little doubt that the bread used
by Christ our Lord at the Last Supper was the unleavened bread pre
scribed for the paschal meal, a bread made of fine wheat flour. But the
very way the accounts read readily indicates that no importance was
attached to the particular paschal practice of using unleavened bread;
scribe the state of the souls departed, this
offertory has been the object of much dis
cussion; see the survey of the main solu
tions in Gihr, S42 f. New attempts are to
be found also in Eph. liturg., SO (1936),
140-147; in the Theol. prakt. Quartal
schrift, 91 (1938), 33S-337.-0ne thing
is sure, namely, that ideas of the hereafter
are depicted here which have not had the
benefit of thorough theological clarifica
tion and which, in particular, fail to dis
tinguish plainly between hell and purga
tory. Things are said about the deliver
ance of the departed that could easily be
understood to refer to deliverance from
hell. To come to details, critics point out,
with disapproval, that the offertory pre
sents the ancient and yet Christian picture
of the passage of the soul through the
skyey realm where the good and the bad
angels battle for it; ]. Stiglmayr, "Das
Offertorium in der Requiemmesse und
der 'Seelendurchgang,'" Der Katholik, 93
(1913), I, 248-2SS. That St. Michael
plays a role in this struggle is an inference
from biblical data. St. Michael frequently
appears in Coptic sepulchre art; he weighs
the merits of the dead, and is also the
one who leads them to light ( cf. signi/er
sanctus Michael repnesentet eas in lucem

san clam). A Coptic grave inscription of
the year 409 prays for rest for the soul of

312 'tOU liy{ou X.Cil
deceased person
9W.-o:ywyou &px_o:yyeAou M 'X"f.A.
-Cf. also, from the article by H. Leclercq,
"Anges," DACL, I, 2080-2161, the section
on "Les Anges psychagogues" and "Les
Anges psychopompes," esp. col. 2137 ff.
Our offertory originated in Gallic territory.
Various elements of the text appear here
in the 8th to IOth centuries; see R. Po
devijn, "Het Offertorium der Doodenmis,"
Tijdschrift voor Liturgic, 2 (1920), 338349; 3 (L921), 249-2S2; reviewed in JL ,
2 (1922), 147. Cf. the additional bibli
ographical references in JL , IS (1941),
364.-For the phrase de profundo lacu,
etc., cf. H. Rahner, "Antenna crucis," II
(ZkTh, 1942), 98, plus note 77; 113, note
17S. Franz, Die Messe, 222, draws upon
medieval representations of purgatory as
a means of clarification.-Among the mat
ters proposed as abusus mi ss(l? at the
Council of Trent, our offertory was one
of the things pointed out as requiring al
teration: Concilium Tridenti num , ed.
Goerres, VIII, 917. A detailed interpreta
tion of this offertory, reconciling the word
ing with Catholic dogma, in Eisenhofer, II,
138 f. A study of the whole matter, suma
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what our Lord took into his hands is simply called <ip'toc;, a word which
could designate not only the unleavened bread used at the paschal feast
but also the leavened kind which was otherwise in use among Jews as well
as pagans.1 The latter kind was therefore from earliest times considered
at least licit for the Eucharist. Thus it was all the less difficult for the
faithful to be able to make an offering of the bread for the altar; they
just took bread from their domestic supply and brought it for divine
service: Both literary accounts and pictorial illustrations show us that
the shape of the eucharistic bread did not differ from the shape of bread
used for domestic purposes.' The only distinction, if distinction it was,
consisted in this, that the finest and best formed loaves were selected, as
was only natural. In two mosaics at Ravenna, in which the eucharistic altar
is shown, the bread appears in the form of a chaplet or crown, that is,
twisted like a braid and then wound into a circlet about four inches across.'
This is the corona referred to by St. Gregory the Great;
marizing all the above, is found in B. M.
Serpelli, L'offertorio della Messa dei de
funti (Rome, 1946); see the review in
Eph. liturg., 61 (1947), 245-252.
1 Gossens, Les origines, 117. - Present
usage requires bread made of wheaten
flour, and therefore flour ground from rye,
oats, barley or maize-though these are
all classified as grain (frmnen tum)-is in
valid. R. Butin, "The Bread of the Bible,"
The Ecclesiastical Review, 59 (1918),
113-125, concludes that nothing definite
can be deduced from the scriptural nar
ratives of the Last Supper, for although
&p-ro�
was generally used in classical
Greek for wheaten bread, it is probably
here only a translation of the Hebrew
lehem (or rather the Aramaic lahma),
which referred to any kind of bread. An
uninterrupted tradition, however, has al
ways favored wheaten bread.
2 Cf.
the accounts supra, p. 2 ff. Am
brose, De sacramentis, IV, 4 (Quasten,
Mon., 158), is quite unmistakable when
he puts these words upon his hearer's lips:
meus panis est usitatus, that is, the bread
I have received in Communion is the bread
I am accustomed to use every day.-It is
recounted of the Egyptian monk and
Monophysite bishop, Peter the Iberian (d.
487), that for the Eucharist he had a
bakery produce loaves that were beautiful
and white and fit for the sacrifice, and very
small in circumference; these he let harden
-they were therefore leavened bread
and thus he used them from time to time

•

being an out-

as he celebrated the holy sacrifice. Dolger,
Antike u. Christentum, 1 (1929), 33 f.;
further references, ibid., 34 ff.-The story
in John the Deacon, Vita s. Gregorii, II,
41 (PL, LXXV, 103), about the lady who
recognized in the particle given her at
Communion the same bread she had her
self baked and brought along, and who
thereupon laughed and received a repri
mand for so doing, is probably only a
legend of the 9th century, as the formula
for distribution shows (see infra).
In the West the XVI Synod of Toledo
(693) demanded that the host-bread be
prepared specially; can. 6 (Mansi, XII,
73 f.).
• Dolger, Ant ike u. Christentum, 1 (1929),
1-46: "Heathen and C h r i s t i a n bread
stamp with r e l i g i ous symbols," esp.
33 ff. R. M. Wooley, The Bread of the
Eucharist (Aicuin Club Tracts, 10; Lon
don, 1913).

' San Vitale: illustration in Braun, Der
christliche Altar, I, plate 6; Sant' Apol
linare in Classe: illustration in Dolger,
Antike u. Christentum, 1 (1929), plate 10.
Sz1pra, p. 15, note 75.-The Lib er pon
tificalis (under Zephyrinus: Duchesne, I,
139), mentions the corona consecrata that
is distributed for Communion. In the Ordo
of St. Am and (9th c.), too, the host is
once referred to as cormza; Duchesne,
Christian Worship, 461.-The host-breads
on the ivory tablet in Frankfort are also in
the form of a crown; illustration, DACL,

•
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standing product of the baker's skill, it is known to us since the third
century.• Or sometimes the center hole of the crown was filled in, and so
the bread had the form of a disk.' Perhaps the form most frequently used
was a round loaf divided into four parts by a cross-notch ( panis quadratus,

panis decussatus)

; • its form easily lent itself to a Christian explanation,

and so was even considered indispensable,' although the shape had been
developed merely for a very practical reason--easier breaking-and for
precisely this reason had been in common use even in pre-Christian cul
ture.'• Along with this there was a practice, already known in ancient
times, of stamping the bread with a symbol or inscription. A breadstamp
from the fourth or fifth century shows a superimposed XP symbol;

11

how

ever, there is no proof that a bread so inscribed was intended precisely
for the Eucharist. Still, in the years that followed, many of the Oriental
rites formed the practice of using just such stamps or irons, although
their use for leavened bread (which was less firm) was not a matter of
course.'2 In most of these instances the stamp consisted of a repetition of
the Cross in various patterns. In the eucharistic stamp of the Byzantine
rite the somewhat larger round bread is impressed with a square which
is divided into four fields by the Cross, and on these are distributed the

symbols of the inscription: 'I (YJaOu<;) X (pta-ro<;) ytx�.
In the West, various ordinances appeared from the ninth century on, all
demanding the exclusive use of unleavened bread for the Eucharist."' A
growing solicitude for the Blessed Sacrament and a desire to employ only
III,

2476-77;

Braun,

Das

christliche

Altargeriit, plate 6.
• Dolger, 37, note 152.
7

Thus one of the two loaves in the repre
sentation of the altar at Sant' Apollinare;
a cross is depicted in the center. Cf. supra,
note 4.
8

A. de Waal, "Hostie," in Kraus, Real
encyclopii.die, I (Freiburg, 1882), 672. The
shape and size were about like those of
a hot -cross bun.

•

Cf. Gregory the Great, Dial., I, 11 (PL,
LXXVII, 212).
39-43. In one ancient repre
10 Dolger,

sentation of the Last Supper is seen a loaf
divided into three sections by three ray
like gashes starting at the center (panis
trifidus), the type which Paulinus of Nola
describes as usual in his neighborhood, and
which he interprets in terms of the Trin
ity; Dolger, Antike u. Christmtum, 1
(1929)' 44 f. ; 6 (1940)' 67.
11
Dolger, Antike u. Christentum, 1 (1929),
17-20, with plate 9.-Similarly a bread
stamp of the 6th century from Carthage,
which bears, in addition, the inscription:

Hie est flos campi et lilium; H. Leclercq,
DACL, V, 1367.
10
Dolger, 21-29, along with the illustra
tions on plate 3-8.-The host-breads of
the Orientals, excepting perhaps the East
Syrians, are somewhat larger than our
own large hosts and, because of the yeast,
thicker, about the thickness of a finger
(except in the Byzantine rite); Hanssens,
II, 174-178. Thus they can always be
broken.
13 Alcuin, Ep. 69 (alias 90; PL, C, 289) :
pan is, qui corpus Christi consecratur,
absque fermento ullius alterius infectionis
debet esse mwzdissimus. However, the
point directly insisted on here is that there
be no admixture (fermentum) of salt.
Rabanus Maurus, De inst. cler., I, 31 (PL,
CVII, 318 D): panem infermentatum.
The oft-cited quotation from Venerable
Bede is not relevant; for this and other
supposed references see ]. R. Geiselmann,
Die Abendmahlslehre an der l¥ende der
christlichen Spii t an t ik e, 21-36. Neverthe
less Geiselmann grants that the use of un
leavened bread was recognized towards
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the best and whitest bread," along with various scriptural considerationsu
-all favored this development.'" Still, the new custom did not come into
exclusive vogue until the middle of the eleventh century." Particularly in
Rome it was not universally accepted till after the general infiltration of
various usages from the North. In the Orient there were few objections
to this usage during olden times.18 Not till the discussions that led to the
schism of 1054 did it become one of the chief objections against the
Latins.'" At the Council of Florence (1439), however, it was definitely
established that the Sacrament could be confected in azymo sive fermen

tato pane.00

Therefore, as we well know, the various groups of Orientals

who are united with Rome continue to use the type of bread traditional
among them.
Reverence for the Blessed Sacrament, however, soon took a new turn
both in the East and in the West, namely, in the effort to remove the
bread destined for the altar farther and farther from the sphere of the
merely profane. In the Orient the making of the breads was committed
the end of the 8th century. A. Michel,
By::ant. Zeitschri/t, 36 (1936), 119f.,
assigns a substantially greater antiquity
for unleavened bread in the West.
"Cf. XVI Synod of Toledo
(693),
can. 6 (Mansi, XII, 73 f.); cf. also
note 2, supra, the example of Peter the
Iberian.
,. Contributing factors included, besides
the consideration of our Lord's own ex
ample at the Last Supper, the interpretation
of leaven as an ignoble admixture (esp.
I Cor. 5 : 7 f.). In addition, the early Mid
dle Ages grew increasingly conscious of
the importance of Old Testament prescrip
tions (Lev. 2 : 4, 11; 6 : 16 f., etc.; cf. also
Mal. 1: 11).
'"F. Cabrol, "Azymes," DACL, I, 32543260.-The opinion put forward by J.
Mabillon, Dissertatio de palle euclwristico
(Paris, 1674; = PL, CXLIII, 1219-1278),
in his answer to the Jesuit ]. Sirmond,
Disquisitio de
azymo
(Paris, 1651),
namely, that in the West it was always
the practice to use only unleavened bread,
is no longer tenable.
17 ].
Geiselmann, Die Abendmahlslehre,
38 ff.-The three little breads twisted into
the form of a crown which are seen lying
before the celebrant on the ivory tablet in
the Frankfort municipal library (9-10th
century; cf. supra, note 5), obviously rep
resent leavened bread.
"A. Michel, Humbert und Kerullarius, II

(Paderborn,
1930), 112 ff., especially
117 f., 122.-The Armenians used un
leavened bread as early as the 6th cen
tury, and both dissidents and Catholics
have continued to adhere to the practice.
However, the Council of Trullo (692),
which occupied itself repeatedly with the
peculiarities of the Armenians, makes no
mention of this; Hanssens, II, 156f.
Among the Syrians, too, unleavened bread
appears to have received the preference
already in the 5th century; this practice is
strictly followed by the Maronites at pres
ent; it has certainly been the custom since
the plenary synod of 1736, but whether as
an uninterrupted tradition from olden
times is uncertain. For the rest, however,
leavened bread became the rule in the
Orient; Hanssens, II, 134 ff. For a thor
ough discussion of all the prescriptions and
controversies in the oriental rites, see ibid.,
II, 121-217. For the East Syrians (Chat
deans), see D. de Vries, Sakramenten
theologie bei den Nestorianern ( Orien
talia Christ. anan. 133; Rome, 1947),
193 ff.
The

10

�up.a are properly Ciljiuxa and
imply a denial of Christ's soul; they are
a relapse into the Old Testament; Christ
Himself used only leavened bread. There
fore a Eucharist with unleavened bread
is invalid. Geiselmann, 42 ff. Later the
criticism again became less severe.
"'Den..:inger-Umberg, n. 693.
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as a rule only to clerics; in any case-according to present practice
women are excluded. The baking is done in a church building to the
accompaniment of prayer, and as far as possible on the day of the cele
bration itself."' Among the East Syrians there is a special rite, divided into
two parts: the preparation of the dough, and the baking, both encircled
with many prayers and psalms; this rite is considered a portion of the
1\Iass-liturgy."" Among the Abyssinians each church has for the same pur
pose a little side building called beth-lechem ("House of Bread"), from
which three freshly-baked breads are borne to the altar in solemn pro
cession at the beginning of service.,..
In the West, too, the making of bread was for a time given a liturgical
form, particularly within the ambit of the Cluniac reform movement.
According to the customs of the monastery of Hirsau in the Black Forest
(eleventh century), the wheat had to be selected kernel for kernel; the
mill on which it was to be ground had to be cleaned, then hung about with
curtains; the monk who supervised the milling had to don alb and humeral.
The same vesture was worn by the four monks to whom the baking of the
hosts was confided; at least three of these monks were to be in deacon's
orders or even higher rank. While working they were to keep strict silence,
so that their breath might not touch the bread."' According to the in
structions in other monasteries, on the other hand, the monks were to
combine their work with the singing of psalms according to a precise
plan."" It might be added that such a solemn act did not take place every
day, but only a few times in the year."" Recalling the instructions regard
ing the Old Testament bread of proposition," the desire was expressed
that even outside the monasteries only the priest should prepare and
bake the host; .. in France this order was in many instances faithfully
21

Hanssens, II, 206-217.
I bid. , II, 208 f.; Brightman, 247-249.
23 Hanssens, II, 210 f. For the Mass itself
only one of the three breads is selected.
.. Bernardus, Ordo Clun., I, 53 (Herrgott,
Vetus disciplina monastica, 249) ; William
of Hirsau, Const., II, 32 (PL, CL,
1086 f.). Cf. Udalricus, Consuet. Clun.,
III, 13 (PL, CIL, 757 f.), and the de
scription of the Evesham customs in Brid
gett, History of the Holy Eucharist in
Great Britai1z, 76-77.
26 Consuetudines
of Fruttuaria (11th c.;
Albers, Consuetudines, IV, 138); Lan
franc (d. 1089), Decreta pro O.S.B., c. 6
(PL, CL, 488 f.). Further references in
Corb1et, I, 176 f.
"'William of Hirsau, Canst., II, 32 (PL,
CL, 1087 A) : there was no regulation
quat vicibus in anna; cf. Bernardus, Ordo
Clun., I, 53 (Herrgott, 249) : especially
20

before Christmas and Easter.
"" I Par. 9 : 32.
28 Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 6 (PL,
CCXIII, 119 A). Even the accompanying
melodia psalmorum is mentioned as a gen
eral regulation; Humbert of Silva Candida,
Adv. Grtecorum calumnias, n. 21 (PL,
CXLIII, 946; C. Will, Acta et scripta de
controversiis ecclesite grtecte et latinre
s. XI [Leipzig, 1861], 104).-Already in
the canons of Theodore of Canterbury, II,
7, 4 (Finsterwalder, 322), it is expressly
stated that according to Roman practice
it was rlifferent with the Greeks-the host
bread was not allowed to be prepared by
women. In Theodulf of Orleans (d\ 821),
Capitulare, I, c. 5 (PL, CV, 193), the
preparation is reserved to priests or at
least clerics: Panes, quos Deo in sacrifici
um offertis, aut a vobis aut a vestris pueris
coram vobis nitide ac studiose fiant.
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followed even as late as the eighteenth century... Elsewhere, at an earlier
period, it was thought sufficient if there was some guarantee that the
pertinent ecclesiastical prescriptions were fully carried out by the per
sons entrusted with the operation.30 As a result, the preparation of the
hosts was done mostly in the houses of religious, more especially in con
vents of women.
The drift away from selecting the bread destined for the altar just from
the gifts of the faithful, and towards providing for it carefully in some
other way is to be noticed occasionally even at an early period." But with
the substitution of unleavened bread the exclusion of the faithful became
a matter of course. At first the thin disks of the unleavened wheat bread
were made in a larger size and were brought thus to the altar where they
w�re broken up for the Communion of the people... But since this Com
munion came under consideration almost only on the greatest feast days,
it soon became the practice, even in the twelfth century, to shape the

priest's host in the more modest size it has today, in modum denarii...

This form was then retained even on Communion days, and in order to
avoid breaking up the species the custom grew of preparing the "par
ticles",. for the Communion of the faithful ahead of time. And since the
thin cakes from which the hosts were cut had to be baked in a metal form,
the altar-bread irons,.. it was not hard to impress at least the large hosts
with some sort of decorative stamp. At first this was simply the traditional
Cross ; soon this became the figure of the Crucified or some other image
of Christ,"" and since there was never any general regulation in this re20

Eisenhofer, II, 132; Corblet, I, 177 f.

10 Ibid.
Cf. supra, note 14. Venantius Fortunatus
recounts how the holy queen Radegundis
(d. 587) baked host-bread every year dur
ing Lent and distributed it to the churches:
Vita, n. 16 (MGH, Scriptores Merov., II,
369 f.).-Further data in Merk, Abrisz, 3,
note 7.
32 Humbert of Silva Candida (d. 1061),
Adv. Grrecorum calllmllias, n. 33 (PL,
CXLIII, 952 B) : tenues oblatas ex simi/a
Prreparatas integras et sanas sacris altari
bus nos quoque superponimus, et ex ipsis
post consecrationem fractis cum populo
commUiticamus. Cf. ibid., n. 32 (951 B).
This explains Udalricus, Consuet. Clun.,
III, 12 (PL, CIL, 755D), where he tells
us how even on Sundays when quite a few
went to Communion, only five hostire
were placed on the altar. Even as late as
1140 it was customary at the Lateran
basilica to consecrate integra? oblatre,
which were then broken; Ordo eccl.
Lateran. (Fischer, 48, 11. 2, 21 ).

81

.. Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 35;
66 (PL, CLXXII, 555; 564).-Ernul£
of Rochester (d. 1124), Ep. ad Lamber
tum (d'Achery, Spicilegium, 2nd ed. III,
471): in forma nummi.-Cf. F. de Berlan
dis, De oblationibus ad a/tare (Venice,
1743)' 22 f.
.. Similar designations were, of course, .as
ancient as Christianity itself; see E. Peter
son, !'Mtp!,, Hostienpartikel und Opfe
ranteil," Eph. liturg., 61 (1947), 3-12;
Chr. Mohrmann, Vigilia? christiana?, 1
(1947)' 247 f.
""First mentioned in the Miracula s.
Wandregisili (9th c.), n. 53; J. Braun,
"Hostieneisen," LThK, V, 157. Also in
Bishop Idlefons (c. 845), Revelatio (PL,
CVI, 889). The Latin term for this mold
is ferrum or /erramentum; the older Eng
lish term was "bult" or "singing-iron"
(the latter a name never satisfactorily ex
plained).
30 Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 35
(PL, CLXXII, 555): imago Domini cum
litteris.
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gard, many other representations made their appearance in later years,
not to mention various inscriptions and legends which are found quite
early.37
The term we now employ for the wafers destined for the Eucharist is
the proleptic expression "hosts.""" The word hostia was originally used
only for a living thing, the sacrificial victim that was "slaughtered"

( hostio

=

jerio, I strike, I kill). It could therefore be understood in the

first instance only of Christ, who had become for us a hostia (cj. Eph. 5 :2),
a sacrificial Lamb. More ancient is the use of the word oblata for the bread
offered up."" In other liturgies, too, we find for the still unconsecrated
elements a similar use of names which signify the offering, the sacrifice."'
The exact parallel to the transfer of meaning which we have in the word
"host" is found in the Byzantine liturgy where the piece of bread selected
in the proskomide and destined for the consecration is called "Lamb.""
In regard to the second element, the wine, there are also a number of
questions that had to find their solution in the course of history. But only
in small part do they concern the constitution of the wine itself. In the
Orient, red wine was preferred, and occasionally this was also the case in
the West since thus any accidental confusion with the water was more
surely avoided." But there was at no time any regulation that was uniCf. Ildefons, Revelatio (PL, CVI, 883 f.,
888 f.).-These marks include the IHC or
the Alpha-Omega, and the like.
88 Instances of hostia in this sense since
the 13th century in Du Cange-Favre, IV,
243 f. Examples from the 11th century on,
in Ebner, 296, 298, 300, etc. Further ref
erences in Eisenhofer, II, 130. Perhaps we
ought to cite in this connection Amalar,
De eccl. off., Prrefatio altera (PL, CV,
990 B): sacerdos componit hostiam in al
:r.

tari.-On the other hand, cf. the more an
cient meaning of the word in our canon
of the Mass, where it embraces also the
body and blood of Christ : hostiam puram,
hostiam sanctam, hostiam immaculatam.
"" See e.g., supra, note 32. But even in Ordo
Rom. I, n. 13-15 (PL, LXXVIII, 943 f.),
the words oblatio and oblata are already
used. Cf. also XVI Synod of Toledo (693),
can. 6 (Mansi, XII, 74 A): not large
loaves of bread, sed modica tantum oblata
are to be brought to the altar.-The me
dieval English terms, used down to the
Reformation, were derived from these:
"oblete," from Latin oblata; and "ohley"
("oble" or "uble"), from the French
oublie and the low Latin oblea.
"'Brightman, 571 f.

"-Brightman, 571: &!J.>6.;.
The Copts,
too, call the host "Lamb," Arabic a/hamal.
The designation appears in the Egyptian
area in the Canones Basilii, c. 98 (Riedel,
27 5 f.), where the paschal lamb is intro
duced as a figure of the stainlessness of
the offertory bread.-Among the Syrians
the host is called "the first-born"; Bright
man, 571 f. Because of the marks stamped
on the bread, the host was also named
"seal"; thus among the Greeks (a�payl<;)
and the West Syrians. The consecrated
host is called by the Syrians "(glow
i n g c o a l."
T h e s a m e exp r e s sio n
(Civ6pa�)
in the region of Antioch as
early as the fourth century; ]. E. Eschen
bach, Die Auffassung der Stelle Is. 6: 6,
7 bei den K irchenvatern u11d ihre Verwen
dung in der Liturgie (Wiirzburger theol.
Preisaufgabe: Wiirzburg, 1927), esp. 34 ff.
-The d e s i g n a t i o n IJ.apyapl"OJ<;, marga
rita, "pearl" is also used in the same sense
by Syrians and Greeks, and in the Byzan
tine liturgy, especially for the consecrated
particles distributed to the faithful; Bright
man, 585, s.v. "Pearl." The designation is
traceable to early Christian tradition;
Dekkers, Tertullianus, 46, note 3.
.. A Paris synodal decree (ab. 1210) found
·
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versally obligatory. When, later on, the use of the purificator became
general, that is, since the sixteenth century, white wine has been com
monly preferred because it leaves fewer traces in the linen."
In some few districts of the Orient where wine is hard to get-especially
among the Copts and Abyssinians-a substitute was and is created by
softening dried grapes (raisins, that is) in water and then pressing them
out; this process is permitted even among Catholics, with the proviso that
at least the start of fermentation is awaited."
Much more profound were the discussions regarding the mixture of
the wine. According to ancient rule some water must be mingled with the
wine. This was not, indeed, a native Palestinian custom, but a Greek
practice which was observed in Palestine in Christ's time." As early as
the second century this admixture for the Eucharist is expressly men
tioned... Later, under pressure of Gnostic circles that rejected all wine
drinking, there was a trend here and there to replace the wine entirely by
water." In one of his detailed writings Cyprian repudiated such a proces
dure which was practiced by some ignorant people, declaring it contrary
to the institution of Jesus.'" On the other hand, it was he who emphasized
the symbolic sense of the commingling. Just as the wine receives the water

among the Prrecepta synodalia of Bishop
Odo, n, 28 (Mansi, XXII, 682E); Synod
of Clermont (1268), c. 6 (ibid., XXIII,
1190E). Cf. also Corblet, I, 200 f.
William de Waddington is quoted as saying
"E le vin vermail ou blanc" ; see Robert of
Brunne's Handlyng Synne, F.]. Furnivall,
ed. (EETS, OS, 119 [1901], 7301.-There
can be no doubt that tradition has always
required a grape wine (vinum de vite).
"' So the I Provincial Synod of Milan
(1565), II, 5 (Hardouin, X, 650£.); the
synods of Ameria (1595) and Majorca
(1639), in Corblet, I, 200.
.. Hanssens, II, 217 f.-The Council of
Winchester, 1076, under Lanfranc, took the
precaution to legislate lest through ignor
ance priests should attempt to celebrate
either with water alone, or with beer as
a substitute for wine: Quod sacrificium de
cerevisia, vel sola aqua non fiat; sed so
lum modo aqua vino mixto (Mansi, XX,
459).
"Strack-Billerbeck, IV, 613 f.; cf. 61£.,
72; G. Beer, Pesachim ( Giessen, 1912),
71 f., 106.-The dilution of wine with
water is specially noted at the Passover
supper, so there is no doubt that our Lord
actually used a mixed chalice. Origen
alone seems to deny this, for symbolic

reasons; Hom. in Jerem., 12, 2 ( PG, XIII,
380-381).-Although the Gospels do not
expressly mention this mixing of water
and wine, the oriental anaphoras in their
account of the institution as a rule do;
see infra.
'"Justin, Apol., I, 65; 67 (supra, I, 22£);
Iren<eus, Adv. har., V, 1; 2 (Harvey, II,
316; 319 f); Inscription of Abercius
(Quasten, Mon., 24): xe;:cza� 5toouacz IJ.E"t'

&.,-rou.
" The material is gathered in A. Harnack,
Brad 1md Wasser (TU, 7, 2, [Leipzig,
1891], p. 115-144).-Among the heretical
sects using only water were the E bionites
mentioned by Iren<eus (see note 49 be
low) and the Aquarii mentioned by Au
gustine ) PL, XLII, 42). A eucharist with
water appears in the apocryphal Acts of
the Apostles (2nd cent.), and still sur
vives in certain monkish circles in the 5th
century (Theodoret, Hrereticarum fabu
larum camp., I, 20). For an answer to
Harnack's thesis that in the early Church
water and wine were both considered as
equally licit, see C. Ruch, "Messe," II, 6:
DThC, X, 947-955.
.. Cyprian, Ep., 63, ad C;ecilium (CSEL,
3, 701-717).
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in itself, so has Christ taken to Himself us and our sins. Therefore, the
mixing of the water with the wine symbolizes the intimate union of the
faithful with Him to whom they have bound themselves in faith; and
this union is so firm that nothing can sever it, just as the water can no
longer be separated from the wine. From this, Cyprian concludes: "When
someone offers only wine, then the blood of Christ begins to exist without
us; but when it is only water, then the people begin to exist without
Christ."'• These words were often repeated and extended all through the
:\fiddle ages.50 Along with this symbolism, another made an early appear
ance-the reference to the blood and water which flowed from Christ's
side on Calvary." But in the foreground was always the symbolism of
Christ's union with His Church. This was intensified by the statement in
the Apocalypse ( 17:15), that in the water the peoples are represented."2
The jubilant nations, who are represented by the singers, offer it up. As
a picture of the people who still need expiation, it is blessed, while the
wine as a rule is not."' In the course of the Middle Ages the little ceremony
was made the basis for theological reflections: the commingling of the
water shows pointedly that in the Mass not only is Christ offered up, but
the Church too; still this can be done only by the priest who is not sepa
rated from the Church." Precisely because of this symbolism, wherein
he perceived the handiwork of God being belittled by human admixture,
Luther declared the commingling of the water unfitting inasmuch as it
was indicative of our oneness with Christ... Therefore the Council of Trent
explicitly defended the practice and threatened its rejection with an
anathema.66
In the Orient, too, there were some stubborn battles over the droplet of
wata-. Behind the reference to the blood and water from Christ's side,
•• Ib id. , n.
13 (CSEL, 3, 711). A symbo
lism tending in this direction is already
hinted at in Irena:us, Adv. ha:r., V,
3 (Harvey, II, 316) : The Ebionites, who
do not believe in Christ's divinity, "reject
the mixture of the heavenly wine and
prefer to be only earthly water, by not
admitting God into the admixture with
themselves."-Cf. also Clement of Alex
andria, Pa:d., II, 2 (PG, VIII, 409£.).
"" See the references in F. Holbock, Der
cu c haristis che tmd dcr mystische Leib
Christi, 200 f.
"'John 19 : 35. This last connection is
found already in Ambrose, De sacr., V,
I, 4 (Quasten, Mon., 164). Ambrose
makes an additional reference to the water
which came from the rock that was Christ
(I Cor. 10. 4). Both concepts also in
Eusebius Gallicanus (5th c.), Hom., 16
(PL, LXVII, 1055 A; ascribed to Ca:sa-

rius, but cf. ed. Morin, 925 : Magnitudo ) .
-Only the symbolism of blood and water
is stressed in the Carolingian examination
questions, I o ca episcopi, in Franz, 343,
note I ; further references in Holbock,
201 f.
According to various early scholastic
authors the water which flowed along
with the blood from Christ's side also re
fers to the people whom Christ had re
deemed; Hoibock, 202.- Cf. also the
Council of Trent, sess. XXII, c. 7.

••

53

For exceptions, see infra, p.

•• Lepin, L ' idee du

65 ff.
sacrifice de la messe,

96 f., 142 f.
M. Luther, Formula missa: et commulli
onis, n. 16 (Kleine Texte, 36, p. 15).

65

'"Collcilium Tridentinum, sess. XXII, c.
7 (Denzinger-Umberg, n. 945); can. 9
(n. 956).
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which was also the usual conception here, the Orientals found a theological
symbolism that took a somewhat different turn. l\iatching the acuteness
of the christological strife in the Orient, the wine and water were made
to represent the divine and human natures in Christ. The Armenians, whose
ranks were penetrated by a radical Monophysitism (which taught that
after the Incarnation there could be question of only one nature in Christ,
namely, the divine), eliminated the admixture of water as early as the
sixth century, at any rate surely before 632.

In spite of some waver

ings, they held to their position, even though, in their repeated efforts to
unite with Byzantium and with Rome, this point always formed a
block."'
The exclusion of leaven, too, was given a similar theological signification
by the Armenians. "The Chalcedonian error of the two natures" and the
practice of "tainting [the Sacrament] by the fermenting of the bread and
by [the admixture of] water" are occasionally mentioned in Armenian
sources in one and the same breath... Because of this theological back
ground the Catholic Armenians have taken up the use of water with the
wine.
In the Roman liturgy of today the water that is added is only a small
amount in comparison with the wine, but in the liturgies of the Orient it
forms, and has formed, a goodly portion of the contents of the chalice...
Amongst the Syrian Jacobites it has been the practice from olden times
to add an equal quantity of water to the wine,.. and this practice corre
sponds to what was customary in the surroundings of the nascent Church."'
But in the Occident, too, there is the instance of the synod of Tribur (895),
which required that the chalice contain two-thirds wine and one-third
water,•• and even in the thirteenth century it was considered sufficient to
insist that more wine be taken than water."" But after that there is a
definite shrinking of the minimum required by the symbolism, and at the
"Hanssens, II, 250-271. Even as late as
the 14th century, this l\lonophysite argu
ment is much in evidence among the Ar
menians; Hanssens, II, 261. The Arme
nian use of undiluted wine was formally
condemned at the Trullanum (692), can.
32 (Mansi, XI, 956 f.). The dissident Ar
menians are the only group of ancient
Christians who do not use the "mixed
chalice" ; Catholics, of course, follow the
Roman usage.
'"' So

the

Armenian

historian

Stephen

Asoghik (ab. 1025), who thus describes
the principal object of an Armenian synod
of the year 726; Hanssens, II, 163.
'·•

Hanssens, II, 242-250.

00 I bid., 244, 248.-This regulation, which
already appears in a West-Syrian source

in 538, is repeated in a N estorian ruling
about 900; the latter, however, declares
that even up to three-fourths water is still
permissible ; ibid., 248 f.
"' Cf. Strack-Billerbeck, IV, 58; 614. With
Sharon wine it was the rule to take one
third wine and two-thirds water.
••can. 19 (Mansi, XVIII, 142). A similar
rule was in force at Rouen even in 1700;
de Moleon, 366.
6J Durandus, IV, 30, 21. Still even William
of Melitona (d. 1260), Opusc. super mis
sam, ed. van Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939),
328, following his somewhat earlier Fran
ciscan model, demands that the water be
added only ill modica qualllitatc, because
(he says) we are as nothing in comparison
with Christ.
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!'arne time the spoon appears, to make it easier to avoid exceeding the
minimum...

4. Laying the Offerings on the Altar.
The Accompanying Prayers
When the offerings of bread and wine are ready as required, there is
still the problem of fitting them into a richly developed liturgy, there is
still the question of how and by whom they are to be deposited on the
altar, how they are to be disposed there, and particularly whether and
how, in these moments before the ancient traditional Eucharistia, they are
to be drawn by word and gesture into the sacrificial action.
The older Roman liturgy provided only for the well-regulated external
activity,' and for the single prayer, the oralio super oblata, which, how
ever, was said in the name of the whole assembly in a loud voice. When
transferred to Frankish territory the external action was soon modified in
several ways (principally by being coupled with the offertory procession,
which itself was altered through the years), and was enriched by other
preparatory acts, like the incensation and the washing of the hands. In
addition, each step of the activity was joined by a significant word, spoken
by the liturgus not aloud, but only softly to himself. Even the prayer
itself acquired further addition. This showed the same half-private char
acter and tried especially to connect individual desires with the offering.
Moreover, all this liturgical growth in the Frankish realm was not regu
lated from one appointed center, but emanated rather from different
points and criss-crossed in the most diverse ways over all the lands of
Christendom. As a result the Mass books of the later Middle Ages contain
at the oblation a veritable jungle of new prayers and texts. The diversity
and multiplicity of these formulas and their grouping is so great that a
"'Ordo Rom. XV, n. 81 (PL, LXXVIII,

1325 D): post aquce belledictio11em po11it
cum coch/eari Ires guttas aquce. The Ires
guttce were already required at the Synod
of Brixen in 1318; see ]. Baur, "Die
Brixner von 1318" (in the Festschrift :mr
Feier des 200 jiihrigen Besta11des des
Haus- H of- mzd Staatsarchivs, Vienna,
1949). Cf. Cod. fur. Can., can. 814: modi
cissima aqua. This formulation appears
first in the Decretum pro Armenis (Den

zinger-Umberg, n. 698).-The little spoon
(cochlear}-and with it obviously the idea
of a small amount of water, which under
lies its use-appears towards the end of
the 13th century in northern France;
Braun, Des christliche Altargariit, 446 f.

The spoon is not mentioned in the Roman
missal, but its use was approved by the
SRC, Feb. 6, 1858 (n. 3064 ad 4). It is
commonly used in Spain and Ireland; but
elsewhere, e.g., Italy, is even at present en
tirely unknown.

Supra, I, 71-2.-For a better understand
of this chapter, it is necessary to dis
tinguish two purposes in the offertory cere
monials: (1) the provision of the elements
of bread and wine, and (2) a ritual pre
sentation of these elements at the sacrifice,
arranging them on the altar and commend
ing them to God. Cf. Alan Clark, "The
Function of the Offertory Rite in the
Mass," Eph. liturg., 64 (1950), 309-344.
1
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course of the :Middle Ages and the vacancy which thus arose had to be
fi lled out by these ceremonies and prayers. Besides, according to this
conception, these prayers are ascribed in the first instance to the private
Masses which were then coming to the fore, and which seemed to be
especially adapted to such an enrichment. These are the two assertions
that are repeated even by great authorities; • but these opinions are in

urgent need of investigation. We shall therefore try to follow, in rough out
line at least, the development of the forms from their beginnings.
The first thing we notice-right within the framework of the old Roman
oblation scheme-is the quiet praying of the celebrant, even before he
says the secreta. The eighth-century Frankish recensions of the ordo of

John the Arch-chanter prescribe that at a solemn high Mass, after the
offerings of the faithful and the clergy have been arranged on the altar,
the celebrant take his own offering in hand and lifts hands and eyes to
God in silent prayer.' This is also indicated in the other Roman ordines.

The fact that the celebrant turned to the surrounding clergy to ask for
their prayers is also mentioned here.'

The first brief wording of such an offering prayer is presented in the
Sacramentary of Amiens. The heart of this prayer appears to be the
humble offering of the gifts already prepared, which are designated as
offerings of the faithful • and therefore presuppose an offertory procession.
Eisenhofer, II, 141.
Eisenhofer, II, 139. The derivation from
private M<} s s, in Batiffol, Le<;ons, 21; 144.
The void left by the disappearance of the
procession, in Fortescue, 305.
' Cap itulare
eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca,
198): Ipse vera pontifex no·vissime sttas
Proprias duas [oblationes] accipiens in
manus sua [s], elevans [read: elevatis]
oculis et manibus cum ipsis ad crelum, orat
ad Deum secrete, et completa oratione
ponit eas super altare. Thereupon the arch
deacon arranges the chalice, and the bish
•

•

op, bowing low, pronounces the oralio
super oblata.-Similarly the parallel mo
nastic text of the Breviarium (ibid.),
where the same rite is repeated with the
chalice: similiter offerat et vinum.

Breviarium (Joe. cit.) : Tunc vera sacer
dos dcxtera la!vaque aliis sacerdotibus
postulat Pro se orare.-As the bad Latin
reveals, these sources bring us back be
fore the Carolingian reform, in the middle
of the 8th century (Silva-Tarouca, 180 f.;
but see M. Andrieu's new study, which
dates the Breviarium and the Capitulare
towards the end of the 8th century).
• The two-part prayer reads: Hanc obla
tionem, qua?Sitmtts, omnipotens Deus, pla
caftts accip e, et omnium offerentium et
eorum, pro quibus tibi offertur, peccala in
dulge. Et in spiritu humilitatis . .. Do
mine Deus (Dan. 3: 39 f., nearly as at pres
ent). Leroquais, Les sacramentaires, I,
39 f. The whole Mass-ordo edited by the
same author, Eph."liturg., 1927, 441.-The
•
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The next thing we specially note in these more ancient oblation prayers
and the practices connected with them, is that about the year 1000 they
have grown tremendously, and that they are especially extended at the
start of the oblation, before the chalice is brought to the altar. They have
an essentially intercessory character; the offering is done "for" (pro) cer
tain specified purposes and persons. This is evidently the consequence of
recollections of the Gallican liturgy: The trend can be traced even in
Amalar. In his explanation of the offerenda he cites Old Testament re
quirements and then names a series of requests pro quibus offerre de
beamus sacrificia :• for the fulfillment of vows which were made in afflic
tion, for the expiation of our sins, for the royal house, for the ecclesiastical
estates, for peace. His younger contemporary, Walafrid Strabo (d. 849),
feels compelled to combat the opinion that a special offering and a special
petition must be made for each intention, and that it was not possible to
beg una petitione pro multis.• Along with this another factor, reverence
for certain mysteries of faith, found expression both in the prayers them
selves and in the manner in which the oblations were distributed on the
10

altar. Indeed we encounter this trend about the same time in the East as
well as in the West. While in the older Roman ordines little importance
was attached to the manner of composing the oblations on the altar," in
the Carolingian territory we hear of two crosses which the priest is to
build de oblata and place next to the chalice." Even as late as 1100 some
missals from the orbit of Monte Cassino demand that the oblations be
arranged in modum crucis."' In Spain, around 845, a Bishop Ildefons gives
even more detailed directions: whereas on ordinary days only one bread
is laid out, on Sundays five breads are to be taken and arranged cross
wise; on Christmas and some other feast days seventeen breads, of which
five are to form a cross, the other twelve a circle around the chalice; on
Easter and Whitsunday forty-five breads, for which a combined crossfirst formula (Hanc ... indulge. Per.) is
also found later similarly employed: Lero
quais, I, 126; 155, 211; II, 25; 34 f.
7

Cf. the texts below for the Memento of
the Living.

•

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 19 (PL, CV,
1127).

•

Walafrid Strabo, De e.�ord. et increm.,
c. 22 (PL, CXIV, 948). Regino of Priim,
De synod. causis, I, inquis. 73 (PL,
CXXXII, 190), also insists that only one
oblata be offered for all intentions.

10

See infra, p. 46 ff.

T heOr do Rom. I, n. 14) PL, LXXV III,
944), merely says of the archdeacon:
componit a/tare. Only the Ordo of St.
Amand directs him to take the oblatCE and

u

form three or five ordines on the altar
(Duchesne, Christian Worship, 460).-In
the mosaic of San Vitale in Ravenna two
breads are placed symmetrically to the
right and left of the chalice; Braun, Der
christliche Altar, I, plate 6. Likewise in
the mosaic of Sant' Apollinare, where
Melchisedech, represented as the celebrant,
holds a third bread in his hands; Dolger,
Antike u. Chrislel!fum. 1 (1929), table 10.
12 Rabanus Maurus, De inst. cler., I, 33,
additio (PL, CVII, 324 D). Illustrations
in the Stuttgarter Bilder-Psalter (Stutt
gart illuminated psalter) of the 9th cen
tury; Fiala, 190.
13 Ebner, 309; Fiala, 203. Clearly there is
question here of hosts for the Communion
of the monks.
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form is sketched." Even in the eleventh century the Trier Liber officiorum
takes a stand against those who insist that for the sake of the number
three, three oblatce are always to be conse rated.,. Besides a regard for
the Communion of the faithful, such efforts indicate also the tendency to
give symbolical expression to certain offertory-motifs or at least to give

�

prominence to symbolic numbers.'"
If we turn our glance to the contemporaneous development of the
Byzantine Mass, we find that it has gone even a step farther in the same
direction. In its arrangement of the bread-oblation there are at work not
only the effort to indicate symbolically certain mysteries of faith, but
also the most important petitions. While the other oriental liturgies have
no further prescriptions in this matter, and even on Communion days
merely use and consecrate a correspondingly larger bread," in the Byzan
tine Mass it has gradually become a rule since about the year 1000 that
in the proskomide five breads are to be laid out, of which, however, only
certain particles are to be selected for the altar and there to be arranged
in a fixed manner. From the first bread the "Lamb" is cut; from the
second, a particle (the "All-holy") in honor of the Blessed Virgin; from
the third nine particles in honor of specified saints who are named; from
the fourth, an arbitrary number for the living who are to be recommended

"Ildefons, Revelatio (PL, CVI, 883-890;
also in Martene, 1, 4, 6, 10 [I, 389)). Sim
ilar directions in Irish sources, but appar
ently only since the 11th century; see the
references in K. Burdach, Der
Gral
(Stuttgart, 1938), 206.-This formation of
certain figures is also found in the Old
Spanish Mass (as we will see later) at the
fractio, even at an earlier date.
'"Franz, 37 4.-This use of the number
three is traditional; cf. the mosaic of
Sant' Apollinare (supra, note 11). Ac
cording to Ordo Rom. I, n. 48 (PL,
LXXVIII, 958), the archdeacon hands
oblatas Ires to each of the cardinal priests
who concelebrate with the pope on great
feasts.-Since the late Middle Ages it has
been the practice at solemn papal Mass to
bring three hosts to the altar, of which
two, however, are immediately consumed
by the episcopus sacrista, just as he also
tastes the wine and water; facit probam,
as the Ordo Rom. XV (about 1400), n. 81
(PL, LXXVIII, 1325D), puts it; cf.
Martene, 1, 4, XXXVII (I, 681 E). This
is what we today call the pragltStatio, a
survival from those perilous days when
poison played a part in public life. Cf.
Martene, 1, 4, 6, 14 (I, 391 f.); Brink-

trine, Die feierliche Papstmesse, 19 f. De
tails regarding this darksome background
in Corblet, I, 381.-Provision is still made
for the prregustatio in the Caremoniale
episc., II, 8, 60 f.; cf. II, 8, 11 ; I, 11. In
Narbonne, about 1700, it was still observed
day after day; de Moleon, 255.
18
At any rate, odd numbers still play a
role (cf. supra, I, 387). According to the
Ca11011es Basilii, c. 99 (Riedel, 277), there
should be one bread or three ; according to
the Ordo of the Lateran basilica (Fischer,
81), one or three or five. At Cluny there
were, as a rule, three or five oblata; in
making the prescribed crosses, etc., the
priest was to use the center one; Udal
ricus, Consuet. Clun., II, 30 (PL, CIL,
718 B); cf. I, 6, 8 (652 f.); III, 12
(755 f.).
17 Hanssens, II, 185. It is only among the
Armenians, the Maronites and the Mala
bar Christians that special smaller breads
are added for the Communion of the faith
fuL-In former years there were many
discussions in the various rites regarding
the number of the host-breads, and differ
ent odd numbers were decided upon. But
the practical viewpoint proved an obstacle.
One West Syrian bishop in early times
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to God; and from the fifth, similarly, a number for the dead.'" These all
have their proper position and arrangement on the discos, the large paten
on which they are carried to the altar and on which they remain lying to
the left of the chalice. The portions cut from the first three breads form a
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row in the middle of which lies the "Lamb," the portions for the living
form a second row, those for the dead a third."
Amongst the Russians it is-or was-possible for the faithful also to
contribute a particle to the second or third row, a portion of the bread
directed the deacon to add one loaf for
every ten communicants. Hanssens, II,
196-200.
'"Brightman, 356-359; Hanssens, II, 182185; ibid., 185-196, the historical presen
tation of the practice. The typikon of the
Empress Irene (about 1100) orders that
seven breads are to be used; of these the
fourth is offered for the emperor, the fifth
for the deceased monks, the sixth for the
dead of the imperial family, the seventh
for the living of that family. Hanssens, II,
188 f.

'"This sketch patterned after Mercenier
Paris, La priere des eglises de rite byzan
tin, I, 216.-In the dissident churches
these particles are not consecrated with
the "Lamb," but as a rule are put into the
chalice before the Communion of the peo
ple and, thus moistened with the Precious
Blood, are removed by means of the little
spoon and given in Communion; Hanssens,
II, 200-206. The particles of host-breads
that remain are dispensed to the faithful
after Mass as antidoron. Among the uniate
Ruthenians the regulations regarding the
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before Mass being used for this purpose; thus they
they had presented
r to the sacrifice.
would be drawn close
such
a symbolic commemoration for stipulated inten
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In the Occid
But for that very reason these latter have
through.
rried
r
ca
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tions was
stretched to greater proportions in the prayers. Around the same year 1000
we see the bishop at a solemn high Mass stepping to the altar after the
offertory procession of the people and clerics, and pronouncing a whole
series more or less long, of offertory prayers in which the most important

�

reque ts are set forth. And all are formed according to one scheme that
plainly displays Gallican features, though previously there were some
tentative efforts to model them more or less strictly on the pattern of
prayer in the Roman canon."" They begin with the phrase Suscipe sancta

Trinitas hanc oblationem quam tibi offero pro . . . ; then the request
is named and continued with an ut-clause; the conclusion can be either
Gallican or Roman." The formula is met as early as the ninth century in
Northern France, either as a single prayer"" or as a series of prayers in
multiple variation.�' In the Mass ordines of the succeeding years it appears
in use for the most diverse purposes; for the celebrant himself, for the
congregation and its benefactors, for the King and the Christian people,
particles have more recently been greatly
modified; ibid., 183 f.
"'See supra, note 6, the formula Hanc
oblationem. It is obviously modeled on the
Hanc igitur oblationem of the canon, which
is meant for the naming of intentions. The
same formula in the 11th century in the
sacramentaries of Limoges (Leroquais, I,
155) and Moissac (Martene, 1, 4, VIII
[I, 539 A]) ; in Limoges still as principal
oblation prayer in the Missal of 1438:
Martene, 1, 4, 6, 16 (I, 393 D). The for
mula is also in the Mozarabic Missale mix
tum (PL, LXXXV, 536C). - Other
echoes of the canon formularies are to be
seen in the terms of address, e.g., clemen
tissime Pater: Sacramentary of Angers
(lOth c.): Leroquais, I, 71.-For the
present-day Suscipe sancte Pater, see infra,
p. 57.
"'Besides the Roman Per Christum the
Gallican Qui vivis is often found, and oc
casionally also Per te Jesu Christe (thus
in a Dominican missal of the 13th cen
tury: Solch, 77, note 152) and Quod ipse
pr(Estare dignetur (missal of Fecamp:
Martene, 1, 4, XXVI f. [I, 637; 640]).
For the Gallican origin of these closing
formulas, see J ungmann, Die Stellung
Christi, 84 f., 88, 105, note, 43 f.) :-The
address, sancta Trinitas, is also Gallic. It

is totally unknown in the older Roman
liturgy. Ibid., 80, 91, 109; cf. 193 ff.
""As a memoria Imperatoris in the Sacra

mentary of Sens ( L. Delisle, M hnoire sur
d'anciens sacramentaires [Paris, 1886].
107) : Suscipe, sancta Trinitas, hanc obla
tionem quam tibi offerimus pro Imperatore
nostro illo et sua venerabili prole et statu
regni Francorum, pro omni populo chri
stiana et pro elemosinariis nostris et pro
his qui nostri memoriam in suis continuis
orationibus habent, ut hie veniam recipiant
peccatorum et in futuro pr(Emia consequi
mereantur (1! / enz a . - I n the Prayerbook of
Charles the Bald (ed. Felican Ninguarda,
Ingolstadt, 1583, p. 112 f.) it is turned,
with only tiny modifications, into a prayer
for laymen, Oralio quando offertis ad mis
sam pro propriis peccatis et pro animabus
amicorum. It begins: Suscipe, sancta Trini
tas atque indivisa unitas, hanc oblationem
quam tibi offero per manus sacerdotis tui,
pro me...ut . . . ; then follows Psalm 115 :
12 f., slightly altered, and the continuation
as a prayer for the dead.-Further exam
ples in sacramentaries of the 9th and lOth
centuries in Leroquais, Les sacramentaires,
I, 52; 59; 63; 71; 76.
""Two sacramentaries of S. Thierry near
Reims (second half of the 9th and end of
the lOth century; see Leroquais, I, 21 f.,
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for various persons amongst the living, for the sick, for the dead. At the
top is usually the formula which has been retained till now and which,
in imitation of the canon of the l\lass, presents as the first intention of
the offertory the remembrance of the mystery of redemption,"' with which
is linked the commemoration of the saints.""

In some Mass books since the eleventh century as many as thirteen
formulas of this type are found one after the other."" They were appointed
to be said by the celebrant when, after the offertory procession,27 the

91 f.) agree in having the present-day for
mula (in memoriam) along with three
others: for the king, for the priest himself,

and for the dead; Martene, 1, 4, IX; X
(I, 545; 548 f.). So, too, the Sacramentary
of S. Amand (end of the 9th c.) : Lero
quais, I, 56; similarly that of Corbie (with
out the formula for the priest) : ibid., 27.
The Sacramentary of Amiens, which origi
nated in the second half of the 9th century,
contains the prayer cited in note 6 above,
followed by Suscipe sancta Trinitas, with
five divergent clauses (the four already
mentioned, plus a formula for the Chris
tian people); Leroquais ( E ph. liturg . ,
1927), 441 f.-Various later versions are
brought together in F. Cabrol, "Diptyques:
XII," DACL, IV, 1081-1083.
.. Sometimes a phrase is added that im
plies a kind of apology for having included
so many intentions: Suscipe, sancte Trini
tas, ha11c oblatia�zem quam offero impri
mis, ut iustum est, in memoriam . . . Thus,
e.g., in the Mass-ordo of Seez (PL,
LXXVIII, 248 B).
.., Related in content to this formula is the
last oblation formula which is found in the
Stowe missal (ed. Werner [HBS, 32], 9),
inserted by Moelcaich (9th cent.) imme
diately before the Sursum corda. It reads:

Grata sit tibi h(I!c oblatio plebis tu(I!, quam
tibi offerimus in honorem Domini nostri
Jesu Christi et in commemorationem beato
rum apostolorum tuorum ac martyrum tuo
rum et confessorum, quorum hie reliquias
specialiter recolimus n. et eorum quorum
festivitas hodie celebratur et pro anima
bus . . . et Pa?nitentium nostrorum, cunctis
proficiant ad salutem. P. D.
"" Thirteen formulas in the Missa Illyrica :
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 509 f.),-The mis
sal of St. Lawrence in Liege (Martene, 1,
4, XV [I, 590 f.]) has seven; the Mass-

ordo of Gregorienmiinster (ibid., XVI

II,

598 f.]) has six; an 11th century missal
from S. Denis (ibid., V [I, 524 f.]) has
four; likewise the missal of Troyes (ibid.,
VI [I, 533]) of the same period, and the
Mass formulary originating in Seez (PL,
LXXVII, 248).-For the most part, there
fore, these are all Mass books from the
so-called Seez group (supra, I, 93 f.).
Italian examples from the 11th century in
Ebner, 171; 304 f., 337 f. Several formu
las having the same content but with a
different form of address in a Milanese
Mass-ordo of the 11th century: Codex
sacramelltorum JJergomellsis (Solesmes,
1900), p. 91, note 1.

"A series of Mass-ordos, all of this period
Lut of different provenience, plainly indi
cates that there was an offertory proces
sion in which at least the clergy partici
pated; thus in the Missa Illyrica (Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV [I, 508 B]) a rubric pre
cedes: Tunc COizvcrtat se suscipere obla
tiones presbytcrorum aliorumque. After
receiving the offering of bread properly so
called, he recites this series of oblation
prayers.-Similarly (but without a liorum
q�te ) the Mass formulary of Seez: PL,
LXXVIII, 248 A; missal of Monte Cas
sino (11-12th c.): Ebner, 309, cf. ibid.,
346; missal of St. Lambrecht (1336):
Ki:ick, 120.-Bernold of Constance, Micro
logus, c. 10 f. (PL, CLI, 983 f.) is equally
clear; he mentions first the procession, then
the arrangement of the gifts on the altar,
then the prayers Veni sanctificator and
Suscipe sancta Trinitas which are to be said
composita autem oblatione in altari.-It is
possible that the older arrangement was
for the celebrant to say these prayers
when the altar was being readied after the
procession of the people and before he re
ceived the gifts of the clerics; cf. Ordo
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bread-oblation had been arranged on the altar by the deacon," and very
likely after his own oblation was added,"" but before the chalice was
brought to the altar.
But soon other influences began to be felt, influences that resulted from
the transformation of the offertory procession. The offertory procession
survived above all at the great feast day high Masses which the rubrics
of the Mass books usually spoke of, but the offerings made at it were
no longer brought to the altar. The bread-oblation consisted mostly of
just the thin host which the priest himself offered as his own gift. There
fore, before starting these prayers the celebrant had to await this gift. And
in view of its smallness, it is quite understandable that he would also wait
till the chalice was prepared; this, as we shall see in a moment, was
usually handed to the celebrant along with the paten. The series of offer
tory prayers therefore moves back to a later position. In fact there must
even have been some question whether the prayers were not actually to

be postponed till after all the other preparatory activities, which had mean
while often gained a place in this spot-the hand-washing, the incensa
tion-and so inserted immediately before the petition for prayer (Orate

jratres) which had long since found a secure place; it would thus serve as
the last personal concurrence in the official priestly act, the sacrificial work
of the canon of the Mass, which was then usually thought of as starting
with the secreta ...
About the same time another trend was to be noticed, a trend towards
limiting the number of these prayers. Bernold of Constance (d. 1100)
appears as advocate for this limitation, praising, as he does, those who
were content with a single formula in which they commended to God both
lbing and dead_s' The formula which he means, and which he suggests the
priest should say inclinatus ante altare, follows the traditional type:
Rom. II, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII, 973 B):
orat ... et suscipit oblatas de manu pres
byterorum.
•• Mass formulary of Seez (PL, LXXVIII,
248 C): Tunc puro corde offerat Domino
oblatas altari superpositas dicens.
29 In the Missa Illyrica the rubric before
this series of prayers states that these are
to be spoken cum oblationes offertmtur;
however, the whole series is introduced
between the first and the second formulas
with which the bishop offers up the obla
tion which he holds in his hands : Martene,
1, 4, IV (I, 508 E-510 E). Both the Mass
ordo of Troyes and that of Gregorien
miinster presupposes that at least at the
start the celebrant holds in his hands and
lifts up his own bread oblation: ibid., i, 4,
VI, XVI (I, 532 C; 598 B). Cf. supra,

and this implies that the celebrant's gift
already lay on the altar.
"" See i11fra, p. 82 f. - J ungmann, Gewor
de�le Liturgie, 105 ff.-An indication that
a certain need was felt for preparatory
prayers is the fact that here and there we
come across the prayer Aperi Domine os
meum which at present is found, slightly
modified, at the beginning of the breviary.
Sacramentary of S. Denis (11th c.): Mar
tene, 1, 4, V (I, 526 B) ; Spanish missals
of the 15th century: Ferreres, 130.
91 Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 11
(PL, CLI, 984): Qure utique oratio a
diligentioribus ordinis et comprobatre con
suetudinis observatoribus tam pro defun
ctis quam Pro vivis sola frequentatur.
Ama!ar, too, had already taken a stand
against the multiplication of prayers; see

note 26. Elsewhere

supra, I, 385.

a

bow was prescribed,
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Suscipe sancta Trinitas. It is the prayer we still recite with bowed head
just before the Orate fratres ," therefore at the later spot as indicated
above; formerly this prayer was found at the very top of the list of
formulas.
In this place, just before the Orate fratres, and said by itself in this
bowed attitude,"" the prayer is to be found even in an earlier period," and
in Italy itself,"" as a component part of the Roman offertory plan there
developing."" :r\ ot till later does it appear at the same place in vanous
countries outside Italy.37
In contrast to the present-day wording, the formula regularly showed
two expansions, particularly in the older texts. The list of redemptive
mysteries commemorated-a list transferred from the canon: Passion,
Resurrection, Ascension-was usually enlarged to read: in memoriam in32 Bernold,
lac. cit., quotes merely the in
troductory words (and preceding them,

the Veni sal!ctijicator, which was not pre
sented as an offertory prayer). But he
gives the full text later, c. 23 (PL, CLI,
992 f.) : Suscipe, smzcla Tri11itas, hanc
oblationem, quam tibi offerimus in memo
rima passionis, resurrectionis. asce11sionis
Domini 11ostri Jesu Christi et in hon01·em
sanclil! Dei genitricis Maria!, sa11cti Petri
ct sancti Pauli et istorum atque omnium
sanctorum tuorum, ut illis proficiat ad
lzonorem, nobis aute m ad salu te m , et illi
pro nobis dignentur intercedere, quorum
memoriam agimus in ferris. Per Christum.
William of Hirsau (d. 1091), Canst., I, 86
(PL, CL, 10 17), also suggests that the
same invariable formula, Suscipe smzcta
Trillitas, be always used. The inclusion of
the dead, as Bernold recommends, was ex

pressly inserted, among others, in the ver
sion which was used in the ancient Cister
cian rite: . . . ut cam acceptare digneris pro
nobis peccatoribus et pro wzimabus omnium
fideli mn defunctorum. Bona, II, 9, 2
(710 f.). Cf. also infra, note 42.
33 The parallel formula for the dead re
mained connected with it the longest. Thus
it is found before the Orate fratres in the
Sacramentary of Modena (after 1174):
M uratori, I, 92; in a missal from lower
Italy about 1200: Ebner, 322; in two Hun
garian Mass books, one about 1 195, the
other the 13th century: Rad6, 43 (n. 17) ;
62.-Both formulas are found in their orig
inal place before the offering of the chalice
in the Sacramentary of Limoges ( 1 1th c.) :
Leroquais, I, 155. This pair of formulas

is still found in Franciscan Mass books in
the 15th century: Martcne, i, 4, XX VI ff.
(I, 637; 640; 644); cf. ibid., 1, 4, 6, 16
(I, 393 A). Still it seems that the second
formula was used only in :1-.Iasses for the
dead.-A third formula for the living sur
vived in a Salzburg missal about 1200:
Kock, 124.-The Milan oblation rite has
retained to the present day two formulas
of our Suscipe sancta Trinitas type for
ordinary days, and three for Sundays and
feasts; they are recited with arms out
stretched. Preceding these is another for
mula of the same kind, but with a modified
form of address; this prayer is said bowed
and follows at once after the double offer
ing. Missale Ambrosia11um ( 1902), 168.
"' The oldest example appears to be the
"ninth or tenth century" supplement in the
St. Gall. MS. 348 of the Frankish Sacra
mentarium Gelasiallwn, ed. Mohlberg, p.
247; cf. XCIX.
36 Examples from the !!-13th century in
Italian books, especially in the region of
Monte Cassino, in Ebner, 298; 301; 310;
322; 326; 337; Fiala, 205 f. Here, it seems,
we have an innovation which spread from
the North, following the Cluniac reform;
cf., for the bowing, the sacramentary from
the Cluniac monastery of Moissac ( 1 1th
c.): Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 539 A).
38 Innocent III, De s. alt. m:,•stcrio, II, 60
(PL, CCXVII, 834 C) does not cite the
formula, but notes that the priest says a
prayer with bowed head.
37 For
Lyons, see Ebner, 326 (Cod. XII,
2) ; Martene, 1, 4, XXXIII (I, 659). For
south Germany, Kock, 119 ff.; Beck, 328;
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carnationis, nativitatis, passionis, resurrectionis, ascensionis D. n. J. C.

The mention of saints was made, as a rule, according to the formula: et in
honore"" sanctorum tuorum, qui tibi placuerunt ab initio mundi, ct eorum
quorum hodie

festivitas celcbratur et quorum nomina

hie et rcliquiCE

habcntur."" In one group of texts, however, the first expansion was soon

dropped. In the second expansion, other additions were made; here and
there even in the eleventh century the name of the Blessed Virgin was
added; a little later, and at first outside Rome, the names of the Princes
of the Apostles were inserted;

••

lastly, the Baptist. In place of this com

prehensive expansion, however, a simple istorum was inserted, especially
in the later :\lass books."
As for the other contents of the formula, there seems to have been
but little concern over the ut-clause in which the prayer is continued,
and this corresponds exactly with its origin as a formula of commemora
tion. The clause appears to have been appended only to round out the
form: l\lay the sacrifice bring honor to the saints, and to us salvation

308; Hoeynck, 373 f.; cf. Martt�ne, 1, 4,
XXXII (I, 656).
Lebrun, Explication, I, 315-317, points
out that most medieval texts and even the
older editions of the Missal of Pius V have
the reading in honore in our formula: "in
honoring," "on the day when we honor"
(similar in meaning to the in veneratione
B. V.M. of the Marian preface); not in
honorem, "in honor," "to honor," because
38

in conjunction with the phrase that fol
lows, ut illis proficiat ad honorem, such a
wording would be essentially tautological.
In some churches, in fact, the oration was
said only on feast days: ibid., 317. How
ever the Congregation of Rites, on May
25, 1877, decided in favor of in honorem:
Decreta au/h. SRC, n. 3421, 3.
•• Both amplifications already in the oldest
texts: Sacramentary of S. Thierry (9lOth cent.) : Martene, 1, 4, IX; X (I,
545 B; 548 E).-The present-day word
ing (without Johamzes Baptista) appears
in Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23 (note 32
supra).-Material from many manuscripts
is assembled and studied in P. Salmon,
0. S. l'l., "Le 'Suscipe sancta Trinitas'
dans l'Ordinaire de Ia messe," Cours et
Cmzferences, VI (Louvain, 1928), 217227.

Mass-ordo of Gregorienmiinster: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XVI (1, 598 C). Further ref
erences in Salmon, 222; but the Micro-

••

logus (see previous note) is not taken into
account-Some few Mass-books contain a
special formula of the Su scip e sancta Trini
tas in honor of all the saints, with corre
sponding expansions: Sacramentary of S.
Denis (11th c.): Martene, 1, 4, V (I,
524 f.).
"'Supra, note 32; Salmon, 223. This isla

rum is also found in the Ordo of the papal
chapel about 1290; ed. Brinktrine (Eph.
liturg., 1937), 203.-Probably the original
idea of this istorum was to indicate that
the priest should insert saints' names of
his own choosing-like the later "N." Cf.
the enumeration of various saints in the
second part of the Confiteor in the Augs
burg Ordinarium, as found in the com
mentary "Messe singen oder lesen," which
was printed several times since 1481; here
we read: . . . s. Katlwrinam, is t os sanctos
et omnes electos Dei, and the commentator
advises what names are to be included.
Franz, 751. In cases like this, the older
Roman liturgy generally used the word
ille; see Ordo Rom. I, n. 7(PL, LXXVIII,

940 C), and infra, the discussion of the
Memento formulas.-In Salmon, lac. cit.,
a discussion of some purely linguistic va
riants of the Suscipe sa11cta Trinitas.-In
place of the present offerimus the more
ancient texts have mostly offero. So also
the Dominican rite; see Bonniwell, A His
tory of the Domi11ican Liturgy (New
York, 1944}, 186.
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and the efficacy of their intercession. The function of the formula as
a substitute for all other versions and as an epitome of all other offertory
intentions is thus only imperfectly expressed."
Elsewhere an oration of the same type, Suscipe sancta Trinitas, con
tinued to be connected with the presentations of the offerings, while before
the Orate fratres another prayer appeared, spoken likewise in the bowed
posture of these oblation prayers; the prayer is that of Azarias (Dan.
3 :39 f.)

:

In spiritu humilitatis. This formula appeared quite early as a

rival to formulas of the Suscipe sancta Trinitas type."' In the Norman
English liturgy it actually won out and appears there as the concluding
oblation prayer just before Orate fratres." This is true likewise in the
liturgies of many religious orders,.. whereas in the Roman-Italian plan it
is found very early, to be sure, but usually it appears as in today's design,
immediately after the offering of the chalice.'" Thus we have in our
present-day arrangement two prayers which, even by the bodily posture
'" Here and there attempts were made
to render the formula complete. Thus the
H.egensburg missal of 1485 inserts : ( ...
ad salutem) et omnibus fidelibus de/u11ctis
ad requiem (Beck, 238); similarly the

Freising missal of 1520 (Beck, 308) and
the Missal of Upsala of 151 3 (Yelverton,
15). In the present-day arrangement of the
offertory prayers the mention of the dead
already occurs in the first oblation prayer.
And so Batiffol, Ler;ons, 23, had grounds
for thinking the Missal of Pope Pius V
could just as well have omitted our for
mula.
"'See supra, p. 42, note 6. Further
sources, presumably from the 9th to the
IIth centuries, in Lebrun, E:rplicatio11, I,
284. That northern France is the point of
origin and spread is confirmed by the Sac
ramentary of S. Denis (middle of the
11th c.) ; here, too, there is the rubric:
inclinatus ante a/tare dicat; Martene, 1,
4, V (I, 526 C).
"For Normandy see examples in Mar
tene, I, 4, XXXVI£. (I, 6 73 C, 678 A);
Legg, Tracts, 42; 60. For England exam
ples in Legg, Tracts, 5; 221; Maskell,
94 f. For Sweden see Yelverton, 15. Like
wise in Spain; see Ebner, 342; Ferreres,
130 (n. 520).
"'For the Cistercians, see Franz, 587. For
the Carthusians, see Legg, Tracts, 101;
Ordinarium Cart. (1932), c. 26, 20. For
the Dominicans, Solch, Hugo, 82; Bonni-

well, op. cit., 18 6 Also in the widespread
Benedictine Libcr ordinarius of Liege:
Yolk, 92.
"'A third formula, of like import and pur
pose, originally destined (to judge from
its wording) to be said right after the
preparation of the chalice, disappeared in
the course of time. It read as follows: Do
.

mine Jesu Christe, qui in eruce passionis

de latcre tuo sangui11em ct aquam,
rmde tibi Ecclesiam consecrarcs, manare

lute

voluisti, suscipe hoc sacrijicium altari su
perpositum et cmreede, cleme1zlissime, ut
pro redemptione nostra et etiam totius
mundi in conspectum divill(e maiestatis lute
cum odore suavitatis asccndat. Qui vivis.

In the Missa Illyrica it follows immediate
ly after the chalice is set on the altar: Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV (I, 511 B) ; so, too, in the
Mass-ordo of
Seez (PL, LXXVIII,
249 A) and in central Italian 1fass for
mularies of the 11th-12th centuries (Ebner,
298; 313; Fiala, 204; Muratori, I, 90 f);
also in a ).[issal of 1336 from St. Lam
brecht ( Kock, 121). In the Missal of St.
Lawrence in Liege it accompanies the rais
ing of the chalice: 1fartene, 1, 4, XV (I,
591 D) . But at the same time in some cen
tral Italian formularies of the 11th-12th
centuries it appears immediately before the
Orate fratres, in one instance marked as
exchangeable with the formula Susci
pe sane/a Tri11itas (Ebner, 301) and
with the rubric: Tu11e iHcliHef sc saccrdos
ante a/tare ct dicat (ibid., cf. Ebner, 296;
341).
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with which they are said, give an indication that they are meant to an
ticipate the oblation prayers of the canon."
Another point to remark in this connection is that even in the more
recent texts where these prayers are employed as accomp animent to the
external act of offering, yet the endeavor is made to j oin the bowed
posture with the gesture of offering. With a demeanor that is quite
courteous-forms of social intercourse do recur often enough in divine
worship-the gifts are presented to the Almighty while In spiritu ltumili

tatis'" or Suscipe sancta Trinitas is said.'"

Not much later in origin is a second rank of text elements, but these
are much more intimately connected with the external rite and essentially
directed to the purpose of explaining the visible activity."' We can there

fore understand them best if we combine our study of them with an exposi

tion of the outer activity itself.

First of all, the altar has to be readied. At a high Mass even today, im
mediately before the offertory--or during the Credo if there is one-the

corporal enclosed in the burse is carried by the deacon to the altar and

there spread out, while otherwise the priest carries it to the altar when

he comes in, and spreads it out before Mass. This corporal is nowadays

reduced to a very modest size; only at a solemn papal Mass does it
cover the entire width of the altar, and in this case it is laid out over the
altar by a (Cardinal) deacon and the subdeacon at the start of the offer
ing of gifts."' This was the practice already in the Roman services of the

" Both formulas as at present in the Mass
formulary of the 11th century from Monte
Cassino: Ebner, 340 (Cod. C 32); d.
309 f. But generally the use of both for
mulas is infrequent in Italy till the Missale
Homana! Curim became common and the
Franciscans put in their appearance (d.
Ebner, 314). However, d. for Lyons,
starting only in the 13th century: Ebner,
316; Martene, 1, 4, XXXIII (I, 659); for
the south German area, Beck, 237 f. ; Kock,
122.
"The commentary of William de Gouda
which first appeared in 1486, Expositio
11l}'sleriorum missa!, has this to say: Ele
wto igitur calice, parum suspiciens, de
vote a[Jectans, humili corde pronus, geni
bus parum fleris, ut ille dignissimus digne
tur aspicere: In spir itu humilitatis. Quoted
in M. Smits van Waesberghe, "Die Mis
verklaring van Meester Simon van Wenlo"
(Ons geestelijk Er/, 1941), 303. This re
fers to the double offering of chalice and
paten, as it occurred according to Nether
land formularies; d. ibid., 325-327.

Camaldolese Sacramentary of the 13th
century: patenam wm oblatis accipit et
i11clina11s se ad a/tare suppliciter dicit ha11c
orationem: Suscipe sancta Trinitas; Ebner,
355.-Similar was the custom in England
about the same period: The priest picks
up the chalice and the paten, et inclinato
parum elevet calicem, utraque mamt of
ferms Domino sacr ificium
: Suscipe
sancta Trinitas; Frere, The Use of Sarum,
75. As late as 1617 the Cistercian missal
orders: elevat is patena eztm pane et calice
et genuflectens dical
Schneider (Cist.
••

.

•

•

,·

Chr., 1926), 349.
""The principle that every action should
be embellished by an accompanying state
ment is noticeable, for example, in the peni
tential discipline as early as the 9th cen
tury and becomes more and more operative
with time; Jungmann, Die latei11isclzen
Bus::riten, 91 ff., 212 f. The formulas of
absolution have their origin here.
01 Brinktrine,
Die feierliche Papstmesse,
18.-In the Roman stational Masses of the
7th century (see supra, I, 71) two deacons
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eighth century.,., In the Middle Ages this action was frequently accom
panied with prayer. ..
When the altar is ready, the gifts can be brought to the altar and
properly arranged. For this, too, there was a well-balanced plan in the
Roman stational services: the archdeacon, assisted by the subdeacons,
selects the oblation from amongst the gifts offered by the people and
disposes it on the altar; the pope puts the bread-offering of the clerics and
his own next to it; the archdeacon then places the chalice beside the
bread offering of the pope."' All this without a word being spoken. But
such silence was intolerable to the Frankish liturgical concept. In the rite
as we find it in the North about the year 1000, a rite developed upon the
groundwork of the Roman arrangement as adapted in the Frankish realm,
we see how fully this supposed deficiency was provided for. The greatest
wealth is supplied in the so-called Missa /llyrica,"" even if we take no
account of the overgrowth of apologire which we here encounter both at
the start of the offering and again in the course of it."'
stretched the long corporal over the altar
from end to end. The deacon's ritual
spreading of the corporal at the Credo
must be viewed as a trace of that more
ample ceremony of the early Middle Ages;
sec Lebbe, The Mass: A Historical Com
mentary (Westminster, 1949), 54-SS.
"'Ordo Rom. I, n. 12 (PL, LXXVIII,
943); Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 PL, LXXVIII,
972 C). Whereas in the early centuries
only the altar coverings made of precious
stuffs-from which our antcpendium de
rives-remained on the altar outside divine
service, by the 7th century it was custom
ary to leave cloths made of linen on the
altar continually. A trace of the more an
cient practice is to be seen even today on
Good Friday when the altar cloths are put
on the altar only at the start of service.
Among these was the pal/a corpora/is (so
called because it came into contact with
the body of Christ), our present-day cor
poral ; it was so folded that after the host
breads and the chalice were set on the altar
it could be used as a covering over them.
But since the later Middle Ages a special
pall for the chalice was prepared. Braun,
Die liturgischen Paramenle, 184-192; 205212; Eisenhofer, I, 353-360. In some coun
tries two corporals were-and are--em
ployed, Ferreres, 126, n. 499 f. Even to
day the Carthusians still use only a cor
poral folded over the chalice ; Ordinarium
Cart. (1932), c. 26, 20.

Central Italian Mass books of the 12th
century order the priest to say Ps. 67 :
29 f. (Confirma hoc ... munera) and to
add: h1 trw conspectu Domine hcu mune
ra nostra sit placita, ut 110s tibi p/acere
�·aleamus. Per. Ebner, 333; cf. 337, 340;
Fiala, 203. Another formula (Per hoc sac
rificium salutare) in a Florentine missal of
the 11th century; Ebner, 300.-The for
mula In tuo conspectrt also in the Mass
ordo of the papal chapel about 1290; ed.
Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 201; and
with the rubric: Ad corporalia displicanda,
in Spanish Mass-books even of the 15th16th centuries, Ferreres, 126.
"'Supra, I, 71-72.-The practice of placing
the chalice to the right, the host to the left
continued into the later Middle Ages. How
ever, according to the Mass rubrics of the
Dominicans proposed by Humbert in 1256
the host was placed in front of the chalice,
as is done now in the Roman Mass. See
Wm. Bonniwell, A History of the Do
minican Liturgy (N.Y., 1944), 125 and
note 5.
66 Cf. supra, I, 79; 94.
.. Martene, 1, 4, IV (1, 508-512); the
apologiCE, pp. 506 ff., 509 CD).-ApologiCE
were also inserted at the hand-washing:
ibid., i, 4, V (I, 525 f.) .-A prayer in the
apologia style is already mentioned for this
location by Amalar, De eccl. off., III (PL,
CV, 1130 C), when he says that the priest,
before receiving the gifts of the clergy,
••
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Even at the pres�ntation of the gifts during the offertory procession,
each of the donors IS to pronounce a little phrase the recipient respond
ing each time with a counter-phrase."" Then when he deacon accepts from

;

the subdeacon the bread-oblation intended for the celebrating bishop, this
act is to be accompanied by a blessing: Acceptum sit omnipotenti Deo et
omnibus sanctis eius sacrificium tuum ... When he hands it to the bishop,
the latter receives it with a similar blessing, and the deacon meanwhile in
his turn pronounces a blessing, and with it offers up the gift to God.""
Then the bishop himself offers up the gift to God, either with a similar
blessing, which comprises approximately the first half of our present-day

Suscipe sancte Pater,� or with some other suitable formula;., and then
follows the long series of oblation prayers which were spoken of in a
previous paragraph.
Similar is the procedure when this series of prayers is finished and the
chalice is brought over to the celebrant." As a rule this is a chalice already
filled, at least with wine."' The deacon hands it to the celebrant with a
prays pro suis propriis delictis remissio
nem, ut dignus sit accedere ad a/tare et ad
factum oblatarum. 01 Supra, n. 18.
"'Later also in amplified form. A Spanish
missal of the 15th century appoints for the
deacon ad hostiam ponmdam the prayer :
Grata sit tibi here oblatio, quam tibi offeri
mus pro nostris delictis et Ecclesia tua
sa11cta catholica. After ]. Serra di Vilaro:
JL, 10 (1930), 392.-Cf. Ferreres, p. LX,
LXIX, LXXX, CV, CXI, 126, where,
however, it is no longer appropriated to the
deacon.
'" Suscipe, Domine, sancte Pater, hanc obla
tiOizem et hoc sacrificium laudis in hono
rcm nominis tui, ut cum suavitate ascendat
ad a11res pietatis lua!. Per. L. c., 508 D.
"" The bread is therefore reckoned as the
oblation of all through whose hands it pass
ed : subdeacon, deacon, bishop. The formula
with which the celebrant makes his offer
ing to God is only a personal prayer, not
a priestly one; this is plain from the fact
that the formula is used, practically un
changed, for the lay people when they make
their offering. Thus in a sacramentary
from upper Italy, 12th century (Ebner,
306) :Tibi Domino creatori meo; c£. supra,
p. 18, note 99. The deacon, too, often uses
this formula when he hands the priest the
paten with the host; thus in an Italian
pontifical of the 11-12th century: Ebner,
312; in the Sacramentary of Modena (be
fore 1174): Muratori, I, 90.

In the Italian pontifical just cited the
priest is told to recite Ps. 19: 2-4; see
Ebner, 312.
""As a rule, only one chalice was brought
to the altar. But there were exceptions, as
was to be expected in view of the Com
munion of the people sub utraqr1e specie.
Thus at Monte Cassino even in the 11th
century there were seven chalices; Mar
tene, 1, 4, 6, 11 (I, 390). St. Boniface
asked Rome concerning this, but received
the answer that it was not seemly duos vel
Ires calices i11 altario po1rere: Gregory II
to Boniface (726) (MGH, Ep. Merow. et
Karol. .evi, I, 2 76) .-In the Eastern litur
gies, too, several chalices on the altar are
mentioned: Co11st. Ap., VIII, 12,3 (Quas
ten, M011., 212, 1. 21); Greek liturgy of
St. James (Brightman, 62, 1. 17; 28) ; East
Syrian liturgy (ibid., 295, 1. 18; Greek lit
urgy of St. Mark (ibid., 124, 1. 8; 134, 1.
10). Cf. Andrieu, lmmixtio et consecratio,
240-243.
"' It is the deacon who sees to the pouring
of the wine; thus, e.g., in the Missal of
Troyes (about 050) : Diaco11us vergens
libamm i11 calicem dicat: Acceptum sit
omnipotmti Deo sacrificium istud; Mar
tene, 1, 4, VI (I, 532 D). Elsewhere the
deacon recites the same phrase when he sets
the chalice upon the altar; central Italian
Mass books of the ll-12th century in
Ebner, 328, 337; Fiala, 204; Sacramen
tary of Besan<;on (lithe.) :Leroquais, I,l39.
••
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prayer composed of several combined psalm verses." Thereupon the cele
brant offers it up with the oblation prayer that is customary today,
Ojjerimus,.. or with some like formula. Still, even here there are early
examples where the celebrant simply accepts the chalice with a psalm
verse"' or even-as a parallel to the host-with a blessing as a response."'
Later on, the procedure was compressed more tightly or more plainly
coordinated. After the bread-oblation began to consist mostly of the thin
host of the priest (a change which is matched by the change in the size of
the paten-now small and flattened), it became more and more the cus
tom for the deacon to bring over the entire offering as a unit: .. the chalice
with the wine, and lying upon it the paten with the host."" In this more
recent, more developed rite, the deacon addresses the celebrant with the
psalm verse (49:14): Immola Deo sacrificium laudis et redde Altissimo
vota tua. The celebrant answers him with a different psalm verse (115 :4
[13]): Calicem salutaris accipiam et nomen Domini invocabo.'o However,

"' lmmola Deo sacrificium laudis et redde
.4/tissimo vota. Sit Dominus adiutor tuus,
1111mdum te facial, et dum oraveris ad eum
t'.raudiat te (Pss. 49: 14, 27: 7; 90: 15).
�f issa lllyrica: Marlene, 1, 4, IV (I,
511 A); M a s s-o r d o of Seez
(PL,
LXXVIII, 249 A) and certain related
�lass arrangements (among others Ebner,
30 I, 309; Fiala, 203).
'" :O.!issa lllyrica, lac. cit.
,,.,With Ps. 115: 3 (12) f. (Quid retri
!JUam), which is placed before the Immola
uf the previous note; both Sacramentaries
of S. Thierry (9 and lOth c.) : Marlene,
I, 4, IX f. (I, 545 D, 549 B) ; Mass-ordo
of Gregorienmiinster ( 11th c.), ibid., XVI
(I, 599 B).-With Ps. 115: 4 (13) (Coli
rem salutaris): Mass-arrangement of St.
Peter's (beginning of 12th c.), Ebner, 333.
"'Mass-arrangement of St. Peter's (pre
vious note): Acceptum sit omnipotenti
Deo sacrificium istttd. Cf. supra, note 63.
08 Otherwise in the Missal of St. Vincent
on-Volturno, wherein (about 1100) the
Communion of the whole convent is still
presupposed; here the subdeacon carries
the chalice in his left hand, and in his right
patenam cum oblatis; Fiala, 203, 216.
Since about the year 1000 the paten has
been the small circular plate it now is,
slightly depressed to fit the cuppa of the
chalice; Braun, Das christliche Altargeriit,
211. Regarding this gradual reduction of
the size of the paten, see infra, p. 306 ff.
60 Among the Cluniacs at a private Mass

this carrying of both chalice and paten
(with host) was customary already in the
II th century. \Villiam of Hirsau, Canst., I,
86 (PL, CL, 1015 D; c£. Udalricus,
Consrtet. Cluu., II, 30 (PL, CIL, 7 2 4 B).
Medieval allegory, taking up and expand
ing certain Greek suggestions, looked up
on the chalice as a symbol of Christ's
tomb, the paten as the stone. Upon it lay
the host with the folded corporal-Christ's
body and the burial cloths. A popular verse
incorporating these ideas is found in Sicard,
Mitrale, III, 9 (PL, CCXIII, 146). Here
too we might mention the designation of
the corporal as sindon (Ebner, 328; Fiala,
204).-In the Regensburg missal about
1500 (Beck, 267; cf. 266) the pall is de
scribed as the gravestone: Accipe /apidem
et pone super calicem. Likewise in a
Brixen missal printed in 1493, p. 130v: Hie
po11itur lapis super ca li c e m. - A ccording to
the Mass-ordo of Liege (16th c.), the
priest should say, while covering the
chalice: bJ pace factus est locus eius . . .
Smits van Waesberghe ( Ons geestelijk
Erf, 1941), 326. The same phrase in a
similar connection in a Hungarian missal
of the 14th century: Rad6, 68. The same
reference to the repose of the grave in the
missal of Riga (15th c.): v. Bruiningk, 81.
10
Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini,
239) ; c£. Bonniwell, A History of the
Domi11icm1 Litrtrgy (New York, 1944),
124; Legg, Tracts, 78. This is still done
in the present-day Dominican rite, but
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other formulas were also in use.71 Then the priest lifts chalice and paten
just as they were handed to him and pronounces a brief oblation for both
together. In the Dominican liturgy it is a version of the Suscipe sancta

Trinitas, short but enriched as to contents; 72 similarly for the most part
in England," often also in France, where the same oblation rite had a
wide influence."
now the priest's response begins with Quid
rctribuam: 111 issale D.P. (1889), 18, 27;
the deacon's phrase is dropped at a sim
ple Mass ; ibid., 18. Similarly in Tongern
about 1413; de Coswarem, 126.-Accord
ing to the Benedictine Liber ordinarius of
Li ege, the deacon's phrase is transferred
to the priest, who continues with Quid
retribuam ( Volk, 92). Likewise in a Sac
ramentary of the 12th century from Camal
doli (Ebner, 2 96). Consistently, then, the
priest says: /mmolo .
. et red dam; thus
in the Rhenish missal (13th c.) described
by F. Radel (J L, 1 924, 84) ; cf. missal
of R iga: v. Bruiningk, 81.-\Vithout the
deacon's phrase frequently in many later
Mass arrangements: Martene, 1, 4, 6, 16
(I, 393, B.D.); ibid., 1, 4, XVII; XXXIII
(I, 600 E; 659 B); Legg, Tracts, 41; 59.
-A Premonstratensian missal of 1539 has
expanded the formula with reference to
the paten: Panon ca:lestem et calicem
salutads accipiam; Waefelghem, 60, note
I.-According to the Cologne Ordo cele
brandi of the 14th century (and likewise
as late as 1514) the priest started the
offertory with In nomi11e Patris ... Quid
retribuam; then the oblation prayers fol
lowed; Binterim, IV, 3, p. 222; cf. ibid.,
227. Similarly in the Cistercian rite of the
15th century (Franz, 587) and in the rite
of St. Pol-de Leon (Martene, 1, 4, XXXIV
[1, 6 62 E)).
71 Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 23
(PL, CLI, 992) : Cum sacerdos accipit
oblationem, dicit: Acceptabile sit omni
potenti Deo sacrificium 11ostrum. Likewise
the Missal of Fecamp (about 1400): Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXVII (I, 640 B); Augsburg
missal of 1386 (I-Ioeynck, 373); cf. the
Styrian missals: Kack, 119; 122; 125.
Also in Riga : v. Bruini ngk, 81.-Accord
ing to a Pontifical of the ll-12th century
in Naples (Ebner, 312), the priest re
sponds to the Immola with the Roman
penitential oration: PrlEvcniat.-An early
collection of short oblation formulas in
.

the Hungarian Sacramentary of Boldau
(about 1195): Rad6, 43 (pertinent here
especially n. 8; 10, 13, 14).
7' Missa/e
O.P. ( 1889), 18 f. ; Suscipe
sancte Trinitas hanc oblationem, quam
tibi offero in memoriam passionis Domini
11ostri Jesu Christi, et prcrsta ut in colr
spectu tuo tibi p/acms ascmdat et meam
et omnium fidelirtm salutem operetur lEter
lzam. Li kewise in the D ominica n liturgy
of the 13th century: Legg, Tracts, 78;
Saleh, Hugo, 77 f. with note 152; this Do
minican Suscipe is identical with that of
the rite of Hereford ; cf. Bonniwell (supra,
note 70), 187. The Premonstratensians
also followed a similar ritus till 1622 ;
Siilch, 78 ; Waefelghem, 63, note 1.-The
shorter form of the Suscipe sancta Trini
tas which we saw used for recei ving the
off erings of the faithful (supra, p. 54,
note 59), is also employed for this single
offering: Martene, 1, 4, XXXI (I, 650 f.);
cf. Ebner, 326.
73 Sarum Ordinary (13th c.; Legg, Tracts,
220) : Suscipe, sancta Trinitas, hanc obla
tionem, quam ego miser et indignus offero
in honore tuo et beat(£ Mari(£ perpetucr
virginis et omnium sanctonmr tuor111n pro
peccatis meis et pro salute vivorztlll et
requie 01111rium fideliwn defunctorum. Qui
vivis. C£. Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
667 A); Maskell, 82 f.; Simmons, The Lay
Folks Mass Book, 98 f.-The Westminster
missal (about 1380), ed. Legg (HBS, 5),
500, has a d iff erent formula: Offerimus
tibi, Domine, calicem et hostiam salutaris
tuam clementiam deprecantes
ascen
dant. hr nomine Patris.
7' Ordi11oriwn of Coutances: Legg, Tracts,
59; cf. the Alphabetum sacerdotum, oft
printed in France (ibid., 41).-The same
ritus, but with other oblation prayers, in
missals of the IS-16th century in Tours
and Limoges: Martene, 1. 4, 6, 16 (I,
393).-The Carthusi2ns retain this single
offering rite to this day, but employ as the
prayer the words: In spiritu humilitatis;
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But in other places the oblation rite was soon broken up further. At
first, indeed, the paten and host were regularly laid on the chalice. Some
times a blessing was pronounced over them.7" Then, however, the priest
took first the paten.,. and, with an accompanying prayer, offered up the
host; only then did he offer up the chalice, unless this was still committed
to the deacon to do.77
For such a double oblation there were already a number of precedents
in the earlier stage of the offertory rite, when the chalice was still handed
to the celebrant separately. In the Missa lllyrica there is even the be
ginning of the late Roman formula for the offering of the paten: Suscipe

sancte Pater,'" and the complete formula for the chalice: 0 fferimus," both
enchased by other texts... Still, even this double accompaniment did not
seem to have had the import of a real prayer, at least not that of a priestly
oration.81 Especially with the chalice a simple and brief blessing was fre
quently thought sufficient."' But little by little the details of the later
Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 632 D); Legg,
Tracts, 100£.; Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 26, 20; cf. for the ritus, ibid., c. 29, 5-12.
73 According to the Pontifical of Duran
dus, the priest who celebrates 1Iass in the
presence of a bishop, should not only ask
the bishop to bless the water, but after
wards should also hold out the chalice and
the paten towards him, likewise for a bless
ing (see infra, note 127). Cf. the Statuta
antiqua of the Carthusians (13th c.): Mar
lene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 632 D).
70 An
intermediate form, e.g., in the Al
phabetum sacerdotum: First an oblation of
both elements together, then a short pray
er over the paten (Legg, Tracts, 41);
likewise the Ordinarium of Coutances
(ibid., 59). Similarly in the Cologne Ordo
celebrandi of the 14th century (Binterim,
IV, 3, p. 222 f.).
77 The transition is plainly to be seen in
a comparison of the older Sarum rite
(13th c.; Legg, Tracts, 220 f.) with the

later one (14th c.; ibid., 4 f.; even at the
start of the 14th century: Legg, The
Sarum Missal, 218, note 8): the separate
oblation is found in the latter. However,
the change was not effected everywhere
in England.-On the other hand, it is found
mostly in the later south German arrange
ments (Beck, 237 f., 307f.; Hoeynck, 373;
Kock, 119-125).-In Italy the double of
fering is the rule already in the 11th cen
tury; Ebner, 300 f., 306, 309, 328, etc.
.,. For the offering of the bread: Suscipe,
sa11cta Pater omnipotms aterne Deus, hanc

immaculatam hostia111, quam ego i1zdig11 u s

famulus tuus tibi offero Deo meo vivo et
vera, quia te pro a t e rna salute cuncta Ec
cle sia tua supp/iciter exoro. P er. Mar
lene, 1, 4, IV (I, 508 E). The same short
formula in corrupt form in a Mass-ordo
from Lower Italy: Ebner, 346.
79 The formula appears first as a "9th or
lOth century" supplement to the St. Gall
Sacramentary MS. 348 under the head
ing Offertorium sacri calicis post oblati
ones oblatarwn. Mehlberg, Das /riinkische
Sacramentarium Gelasianum, p. 247; cf.
XCIX. Here and in other early sources
the words pro nostra et totius mzmdi sa"
l ut e are wanting; cf. Lebrun, Explication,
I, 279.
80 Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 508 E, 511 A);
between the two formulas are found the
offertory prayers beginning Suscipe sa11cta
Tri11itas mentioned above.
81 This would explain why, for example,
Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 58
(PL, CCXVII, 833 f.), does not make
mention of them in his description of the
offertory rite, even though the central
Italian �I ass-plans of the 11th and 12th
centuries all present a full series of offer
tory prayers. They are mostly formulas
which in other cases the deacon or even
the laity recite; cf. examples supra, p. 54.
.. Sackau missal about 1170 (Kock, 120):
Acceptabile sit . . . Likewise certain Eng
lish Mass plans: York, about 1425: Sim
mons, 100; cf. Sarum: Marlene, 1, 4,
XXXV (I, 667 B); Maskell, 82.
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Roman offertory plan, already present in essentials in the Missa Illyrica,
became more evident, particularly in Italian l\lass ordines from the
eleventh and twelfth centuries on. The psalm verses that accompanied the
handling of the chalice disappear. Alongside a short oblation passage which
was often used alone,""' the otherwise infrequent Suscipe sancte Pater (in
its full form) now appears for the offering of the host."' After the admix
ture of the water there follows the offering of the chalice with the formula
Ojjerimus."' But for a long time it was not a general rule that the celebrant
raise paten and chalice above the altar,'"' although in some scattered inIt is the formula Tibi, Domin e, cr eatori
Monte Cassino just mentioned: Ebner,
m eo ho stiam off ero pro remissione omni
339) : Deus qui de indignis digno s facis
... con cede propitiu s ut ... hostias ac
um peccatorum mcorum et cunctorum fide
lium t uoru m , which is also recited by the
ceptabiles ... off eram pi eta ti tuG! pro
laity (supra, p. 18, note 99), or by the
peccatis et o ffensionibus meis et imwmeris
deacon or the subdeacon when handing
quotidianis e.rcessibus . . . ct omnibus cirover the chalice (Ebner, 298, 300, 312). crtmstantibus ... cwzctisque simul fidcliThus in Italy: Ebner, 337; cf. 296, 306,
bus christianis . .. Martene, 1, 4, IX (I,
340; also in southern Germany: Hoeynck,
547 B).-To the closing words cf. the con
clusion of a Suscipe formula in the Sac
373; Beck, 266, 307; Kock, 119 to 123;
Salzburg printed missals (Hain, 11420 f.). ramentary of S. Denis (middle of the
11th c.): Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 525 A):
.. Cf. Ebner, 13, 328, 340. The last citation
. . . pro peccatis omnium christianorum
would be the oldest instance (11th cen
tam vivomm quam defun ctor um ut vivis
tury, vicinity of Monte Cassino), but
hie ad salutem et remissionem peccatorum
Ebner's annotation ("as now") is true
et defunctus proficiat ad requiem sempi
only of the first half of the prayer, up to
ternam et vitam sempiternam. The present
vivo et vera, as an examination of the MS
formula must have originated in France in
(Rome, Bibl. Vallie. C 32) revealed. The
the early 11th century.
prayer continues: qua te pro te [ ! ] eterna
85 In most Italian Mass-plans: Ebner, 301,
salute ctmcte ecclesie tue supp /iciter ex
306� 322, etc. The form prevalent also in
oro. Cf. supra, note 78. Otherwise the
Southern Germany, where the Suscipe san
formula appears but infrequently in Italy
cte Pater was unknown: Hoeynck, 373;
till the 1Iinorite missal. But 13th century
Beck, 238, 267, 307 f.; Kock, 120, 122,
commentaries on the Mass presuppose it:
124.-Whereas for the most part only
William of Melitona, Opusc. super mis
sam, ed. by Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939), 327;
slight variants are to be found, there is a
noteworthy prolepsis in a Hamburg mis
Durandus, IV, 30, 17.-Eisenhofer, II,
141, reproduces an error when he states
sal of the 11th century (Ebner, 200);
Offer imus tibi Domine sanguinem Filii t ui
that the formula is already found in the
Prayerbook of Charles the Bald; cf. deprecantes ..
supra, note 22.-The opening phrases in
""Until far in the 13th century Italian
Mass-plans simply introduce the pertinent
a missal of the 10-llth century from Bob
oblation prayer with the rubric : Quando
bio (Ebner, 81) reads: Accipe, qua? sumus
Domine s. P. o. a?. D., hanc immaculatam
panem et z•inwn super a/ta re ponit (Ebner,
ho stiam, qua m t ibi supp/iciter offero Deo
326); Quando offert Jwstiam super a /tare;
�>iva et vera ... Cf. note 78. Echoes (quam
Quando ponitur calix super a/tare (the
ego ind ig11 us famulus tuus offero) in
papal chapel about 1290; ibid., 347; cf. 296,
Frankish sacramentaries of the lOth cen
306, 322, 328, 337). Cf. Innocent III, De
tury. Leroquais, I, 69, 71, 76. The phrases
s. altaris myst., II, 58 (PL, 217: 833). of the second half of the prayer recur
0ther Mass-arrangements state:
Cum
o/Jlatum acc ipit, etc. (Ebner, 340; cf. 298,
often in apologia?, e.g., in an o ra lio ante
300), but in one case a later hand inserted
a/tare of a 9th century sacramentary from
the explanation: Tenens pate1zam in maniS. Thierry (also in the sacramentary from
83

,
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stances this had been done even in very early times."' Add to these, besides,
the invocation of the sanctificator, the two prayers, In spiritu humilitatis
and Suscipe sancta Trinitas, which were to be said bowed, and were thus
somewhat independent.""
It is not entirely an accident that the formula for the paten retains the
singular number which predominates in these medieval oblation texts,
while the formula for the chalice, Offerimus, is couched in the plural. For
the latter is found not only put in the mouth of the priest,.. but instead
in that of the deacon, who places the chalice on the altar and accompanies
this with these words, which he would then be saying in the celebrant's
name."" Soon, however, there is an insistence on the fact that the deacon
keeps the chalice with wine, which he has carried to the altar, and offers
it up, and then arranges it on the altar, but the conclusion is drawn pre
cisely from the Offerimus, that in reality the priest is acting through the
deacon and that the priest must therefore pronounce the Ofjerimus"' or at
least say it with the deacon."" This latter arrangement has in a sense per
sisted, with the deacon touching the chalice and supporting the priest's
arm, and pronouncing the words with the priest,.. but it is the priest, and
not the deacon, who is now considered the chief offerer of the chalice.
Thus, in the present-day solemn Mass, there is still a vestige of that older
order in which the deacon was entrusted with the chalice,"' that older re
lationship which is given utterance in the legend where St. Lawrence says
to Pope Xystus: Nunquam sacrificium sine ministro offerre consueveras

cui commisisti Dominici sanguinis dispensationem.••
A change which was to be found quite early in the rite of the Roman
curia, and was then confirmed by the reform of Pius V, consisted in this,
•

.

.

that the preparation of the chalice, or in the first instance at least, the
bus (ibid., 340, note regarding Cod. Vall.
F 4), a direction which had already appear
ed in a Benedictine Mass-book of the 1112th century (ibid., 309) and similarly in
one of the 11th century (ibid., 340: Cod.
Vall. C 32).
tn Supra, p. 42, note 4.
""Among the earliest witnesses to the
Roman offertory arrangement, including
the Orate fratres, are a Minorite missal
of the 13th century in Naples (Ebner, 314)
and the Mass-ordo of the papal chapel
about 1290 (ibid., 347 f.; ed. Brinktrine,
Eph. liturg., 1937, 201-203). Further
references in P. Salmon, "Les prieres et
les rites de l'Offertoire de Ia messe dans
Ia liturgic romaine au XIII" et au XIV•
siecle," Eph. liturg., 43 (1929) 508-519.
80 Cf. supra, note 79.
00 Italian
Mass-plans of the ll-12th cen
tury in Ebner, 309, 328; Fiala, 203 f.-By

way of exception the prayer is found in the
singular, to be said by the priest alone:
Offero tibi: Central Italian sacramentary
of the 12th century (Ebner, 340) ; Zips
missal of the 14th century ( Rad6, 71).

"' Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII,
1164 A).-Likewise a Pressburg Missal of
the 15th c.: Javor, 115.
"Durandus, IV, 30, 17. That Durandus
also had in mind the ceremony of priest
and deacon together holding up the chalice
is excluded by the context.
.., Rit. serv. VIII, 9.-For the first time in
1485 in the Roman pontifical of Patrizio
Piccolomini; see de Puniet, Das romische
Pontificale, I, 185.-The rite is modeled
on that at the closing doxology of the
canon; see i1r/ra, p. 267 ff.

.. Supra, I, 71, 73.
.. Ambrose, De off., I, 41

(PL, XVI, 84 f.}.
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admixture of the water, was transferred to the altar and was thus incor
porated into the oblation rite. According to the customs prevalent outside
Italy this was all taken care of, as a rule at some earlier moment, after
the Epistle,.. or already at the beginning f Mass,.. even in :\lasses cele
brated without levites."" But according to the rule that was henceforth
followed, the subdeacon at a high Mass, after the Oremus, brings up the

�

paten with the host, but along with it only an empty chalice or a chalice

containing wine alone,.. hands these to the deacon, and then, without spe
cial formality, pours (wine and) water into the chalice. The act of con
veying the gifts to the altar-an act of some liturgical significance-thus
suffers a certain impoverishment, even at a high Mass where, after the
disappearance of the offertory procession, it might still have been con
tinued.
The attempt had been made, time and again, to keep, at least at high
Mass, the symbolism inherent in the impressive transfer of the gifts.
Durandus still mentions the practice of having a subdeacon bring to the
altar the paten and chalice along with the corporal, to be followed by two
singers, one carrying the host in a little cloth, and a cruet of wine ; the
other, a cruet of water which the subdeacon uses for mingling with the
wine."'"

The usage did not take root.

Still, there is an expression of

great reverence in the very way chalice and paten have been handled these
many centuries. When the gifts were to be carried over to the altar, the
cleric whose duty it was to see to this, following an ancient ordinance,
""Supra, I, 278, 441 f.-In the use of
Sarum, which was common in England
before the Reformation, the chalice was
prepared between the epistle and the gos
pel; see ].W. Legg, Ecclcsiological Essays
(London, 1905), 171.
97 Before puttii1g on the vestments, e.g., in
two :\fass-plans from Xormandy: Martene,
1, 4, XXVI, XXXVI (1, 635 D, 671 D).
Before the Confiteor in Cologne Mass
arrangements:Smits van \Vaesberghe, 299.
At Paris, and in France generally, the host
and chalice were readied at the altar be
fore a low :\fass; at a solemn Mass the
deacon spread the corporal during the
epistle, and the subdeacon prepared the
chalice during the gradual and sequence;
Legg, op, cit., 106-146. There is a special
study of the whole subject: "A Compara
tive Study of the Time in the Christian
Liturgy at \Vhich the Elements Are Pre
pared and Set on the Holy Table," Trails
actions of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological
Society, 1895, vol. III, p. 78; see Legg,
Tracts, 239.-In many Mass-arrangements
no mention at all is made of this prepara-

tion of the elements, perhaps because it was
regarded as outside the bounds of the
liturgy proper; thus, e.g., in the otherwise
very detailed Mass-ordo of S. Denis
(11th c.): Martene, 1, 4, V (1, 518 ff.);
also in most English Mass-books.
•• According to the Bavarian Benedictine,
Bernhard von Waging (d. 1472), some
priests poured wine and water into the
chalice before Mass, others after the Con
fiteor, still others after the epistle; but
he himself recommends doing it right be
fore the offering. Franz, 575. The practice
first mentioned is still customary in today's
Dominican rite; as soon as the priest
reaches the altar, ready for Mass, he un
covers the chalice, pours wine into it and,
with a blessing, water, and covers it again.
The offertory itself begins with the obla
tory lifting of chalice and paten. Missale
O.P. ( 1889), 17 £.; c£. supra, note 72.
"' So, e.g., in the Ordo of the Lateran ba
silica (about 1140) : Fischer, 81, 1. 15;

82 f.
100 Durandus, IV, 30, 25.- Cf. Ordinarium
of Laon (about 1300) : Martene, 1, 4, XX
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threw a veil around his shoulders, and touched the sacred vessels only
through this medium.'•'
Another practice on the increase was one prescribing that the deacon,
too, when handing the chalice and paten to the priest, do this mediante

mappula.'02 Even in the most ancient Roman ordines when the deacon put
the chalice in its place, and likewise when he lifted it aloft at the end of
the canon, he used a special cloth for this, the ojjertorium ;'"' and the
paten, too, was held by the cleric entrusted with it, by means of a veil
called by such names as sindo, linteum-until he handed it back before
the jractio . '"' This concealing of the paten was then transferred to the
non-solemn Mass."'"

(1, 608 B) A faint attempt to render
visible the transfer of both elements is
found also in the Liber ordi narius of the
capitular church of Essen (14th c.); here
the subdeacon handed the deacon not only
the cruets for the chalice but also a pyx
with the host for the paten. Arens, 16. In
the present-day Dominican rite for high
Mass, too, the transfer of the gifts (made
during the Gloria) is still made in a some
what visible manner; H. L. Verwilst, Die
Dominikanis che Messe (Diisseldorf,
(1948), 13; cf. 15.
101 J. Braun, Die l it urgischen Paramenle
(2nd ed., Freiburg, 1924), 230 f.-The
chalice and the paten, too, as soon as they
held the wine and the host, were covered
with a cloth, out of which grew our present
chalice veil; ibid., 213-215. In the late me
dieval Cistercian rite the deacon removed
the offertorium which was spread over
the chalice, covered his hands with it, and
so carried the paten with the host and the
chalice with the wine to the altar; Schnei
der (Cist.-Chr., 1926), 349.
102
Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 53 ( PL, LXXVIII,
1163C). In some Mass-arrangements we
find man ipul us instead of mappula: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXIV, XXXVI (I, 628 C,
681 CD) ; cf. Durandus, IV, 30, 16.
This manner of handling chalice and
paten, although so dignified and suitable,
does not seem to have had much vogue.
Burchard of Strassburg, in his Mass-ordo,
directs the Mass-server to handle the cruet
mmw de.rtera 1111da; Legg, Tracts, 150.
It is interesting to note that the maniple
(which is likewise often called a map
pula), when thus used, was actually re
vivi ng its original function.
.

-

103 Ordo Rom. I, n. 15 f. (PL, LXXVIII,
944 f); Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 f. (PL,
LXXVIII, 973 f.).-Cf. Amalar, De eccl.
off . , pr:efatio altera (PL, CV, 992 B).
w•ordo Rom. I, n. 17 (PL, LXXVIII,
945 B); Ordo of Johannes Archicantor
(Silva-Tarouca, 206, 1. 23). This latter
work, done by Frankish clerics in an effort
to fit together Roman and Gallican cus
toms, presupposes a ceremonial in which
the paten serves to bring the bread-obla
tion to the altar, somewhat in the manner
of the Gallic offertory procession. But in
the tradition of the city of Rome, incorpo
rated in Ordo Rom. I, the paten was not
used till the fraction of the species, al
though it was brought forward already at
the start of the canon.-Batiffol, Ler;ons,
88, explains the veneration shown the
paten by supposing that it bore a conse
crated particle (the san eta) which was
dropped into the chalice before the Com
munion. But this assumption is not really
necessary.
100 At
present, rubrics demand that the
paten be slipped part way under the cor
poral and covered with the purificator. We
find this practice of shoving the paten under
the corporal mentioned already by Ber
nold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 10 (PL,
CLI, 983 D), and explained, as above, as
a vestige of the practice at solemn Mass.
But then allegorizing takes over, and the
practice is interpreted as representing the
disciples of Christ hiding themselves at the
beginning of His passion; Innocent III,
De s. alt. myste r io , II, 59 (PL. CCXVII,
834). The realization that not all were un
faithful then seems to have led to the prac
tice of only partially concealing the paten,
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There is also an early mention of the kissing of the hand when paten
and chalice are handed to the celebrant!oo The sign of the Cross over
the altar, which the celebrant makes with both the paten and the chalice
after the oblation is somewhat more recent,'07 but it had its forerunners
even in early times.""'
After the preparation of the chalice was thus transferred once more to
the altar, texts to accompany this action also begin to come to our notice.
It stood to reason, for instance, that in the Roman liturgy as accommo
dated to Frankish tradition, the admixture of water, whose symbolism had
so early and so generally become the object of profound consideration,
would not long remain without accompanying words. That type of obla
tion rite which we fust encounter in various scattered points along the
northern border of the Carolingian realm, and then in the eleventh cen
tury in the Italian sphere affected by the Cluniac movement,' .. presents a
definite form for this, one which has been retained more or less in the
Roman l\Iass of the present day. This form is as follows: the water is
put into the chalice at the altar itself, either before"" or even after the
;
and meanwhile is said the oration, Deus qui
offering of the chalice
111

a practice mentioned since the 13th cen
tury; Durandus, IV, 30, 29; Frere, The
l 'se of Sarum, I, 75. But even at the end
of the �fiddle Ages the practice was not
universal; according to the Ordinarium of
Coutance (I 557) the priest places the paten
sub corporalibus aut super altare: Legg,
Tracts, 59.
'"'Missal at Monte Cassino (11-12th c.):
Elmer, 309.-0rdo Eccl. Lateran . (about
1140; Fischer, 82, I. 33, 38), and here also
when handling the water cruet . - Or do
Nom. XIV, n. 53
(PL, LXXVIII,
1163 D) .-According to Or do Rom. I, n.
18 (PL, LXXVIII, 945 B) the archdeacon
kisses the paten when he receives it after
the Pater noster.
•<n �fentioned for the paten by Durandus,
IV, 30, 17; for the chalice in Ordo eccle
sice Latcra11ensis: Fischer, 83, I. 2. As a
rite performed by the deacon with the
chalice, in Benedictine missals of the 1112th century: Ebner, 309; Fiala, 203.
\Vhere paten and chalice were offered to
gether under one ceremony, the cross was
made with both together; Missal of Evreux
(about 1400) : Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII
(I, 644 B); cf. a Cologne Ordo celebrandi
of the 14th century: Binterim, IV, 3, p.

222.

According to Innocent III, De s. alt.
mysterio, II, 58 (PL, CCXVII, 833 f.),
the priest makes a sign of the cross over
the gifts previous to receiving the paten
and the host, the water cruet and the
chalice (and likewise the t h u ribulum) .
There are isolated instances of a sign of
the cross over the host-bread since the
4th century. Augustine, In J olz. tmct., 118,
5 (PL, XXXV, 1950); Canones Basilii,
c. 99 (Riedel, 276).-In St. Ephraem's lo
cality the Marcionites marked a cross with
red wine over the eucharistic bread: Dol
ger, Antill!! u. C lzristentum, 1 (1929),
30 ff.-This signing with the cross was
not customary in the older Roman liturgy;
nevertheless Ordo Rom. I, n. 1 4 ( PL,
LXXVIII, 944 B), says of the deacon who
is to pour the wine into the chalice : in
/ rmdi t fac iens crucem in ca lice-he forms
a cross as he pours. Cf. Ordo Rom. II,
n. 9 (PL, LXXVII, 973 B).
108

100

Supra, p. 47, note 26 ff.; p. 53 ff.
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Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
510 f.); central I t a l i a n M a s s-b o o k s
since the eleventh century : Ebner 300,
347.
Mass-plan of Seez: (PL, LXXVIII,
249 B); Benedictine Mass-ordo of the
ll-12th century: Ebner, 309.
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humanre substantire, ,,. an ancient Roman Christmas oration"3 amplified
by a reference per huius aqure et vini mysterium and by the solemn invo
cation of Christ's name before the concluding formula.
Thus the Christmas thought, which hardly ever came under discussion
in this connection in the literature of the foregoing centuries, the thought
of man's participation in the divinity through the Incarnation of the Son
of God,m suddenly comes into prominence. It is a concept which presup
poses and, to some extent, comprises both the oriental interpretation of
the admixture rite, the human and divine natures of Christ, and the
western interpretation, our own union with Christ."..
Much oftener, however, we come across a very different formula, even
in Italian Mass ordines. This formula derives from the symbolism of the
water-and-blood,11" and outside of Italy it appears, along with the mixing
rite connected with it, not in the offertory itself (though there are ex
ceptions,"7 but rather right after the Epistle,"" or even at the start of Mass,
where it is said by the deacon.110 The reference to the blood and water from

112 In some of the cases mentioned above
(note 110, 111), a second formula is in
troduced.-Noteworthy is the way the
commingling formula is accentuated by
means of preliminary versicles ( Ostende,
D omine exaudi, . . . ), as in Hungarian
Mass-books: Rad6, 24, 43, 76, 123.

m Leonianum (Muratori, I, 467); Gela
sianum (Wilson, 5) ; Gregorianum (Lietz
mann, n. 9, 6).
m F. Holbi:ick, Der eucharistische und der

myst ische Leib Christi, 203, traces the con
cept of this oration among early scholas
tic writers only in Honorius Augustod.,
G e m ma an., I, 158 (PL, CLXXII, 593 B).
tu;
118

See supra, p. 39.

Central Italian Mass-books since the
11th century (Ebner, 298, 300, et a!.) : Ex
/atcre Christi sanguis et aqua exisse perhi
betur et ideo par i fer comnriscemus, ut mise
ricors Deus utrumque ad mede/am anima
rum IIOSfrarum sanctificare dig netur. Per.
Also in the Sacramentary of S. Gatien in
Tours (9th c.) : Martene, 1, 4, VII (1,
535 D). With the variant, ut tu pius et mi
sericors utrumque sanctificare et benedice
re dig neris, about 1290 in the papal chapel:
Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 202. Simi
larly since the 14th century in Hungary
ut Domill!IS 11 f r u mq ue dignefur benedicere
(Javor, 114,Rad6,24,96,118, 123 et a!.) :ut
Domillll S utrumque dignetur bencdiccre et
in odor e m suavitatis accipcre. Still another

modification in the Sacramentary of Boldau
about 1195; Rad6, 43.-Besides this for
mula there are also others which, however,
regularly have the starting phrases in com
mon with it: De /atere D. 11. J. C. exivit
sanguis et aqua pariter in remissiolll!m
pcccatorum. Martene, 1, 4, XXVI (I,
635 D). Or the same with the extension :
sanguis ut redimerct, aqua ut enwndaret;
ibid., XXXVI (1, 671 D). Or else a simple
quotation from John 19: 34 b-35 a; ibid.,
(I, 677 D). Or the same with several
amplifications: Ebner, 326, and similarly,
but with the opening In nomine D. 11. J. C.
(Lyons, 11th c.) : Leroquais, I, 126.
Further developed as a petition for a
worthy celebration (et aqua quem pretiosis
simwn liqzwrem . . . in/lui pcto in cor me
um . . .) in use in Holland in the 15th
century; s. P. Schlager, "Uber die Mes
serklarung des Franziskaners Wilhelm
von G o u d a," F r a n ::: i s k a n. Studien, 6
(1919), 328. Note that only a few typical
examples of the numerous variations are
reported here.
"' Thus, in the Mass-plan of the Carthu
sians, where it follows the handing-over
of chalice and paten: Martene, 1, 4, XXV
(I, 632 D); Legg, Tracts. 100; Ordina
rium Ca rt. (1932), c. 26, 20.
"'See supra, I, 441.
See the Mass-plans from Normandy
and Cologne cited in note 97 above.
118
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the side of Christ must have been very much a favorite; it did, of course,
come within the compass of the ordinary allegorism which explained the
::\lass in terms of Christ's Passion. The notion was kept alive also by a

widely-used oblation formula which was spoken over the chalice instead
of one of the other formulas mentioned earlier;"'' but more especially by
the regulation that the chalice was to stand on the altar to the right of the
host quasi sanguinem Domini suscepturus,= an interpretation which is in
deed more recent than the custom upon which it is founded,122 but which
recurs, along with the regulation itself, in nearly all the commentaries on
the l\1ass of the later Middle Ages,= and was not generally discarded, until

the basis for it was removed by the Missal of Pius V.

If the symbolism of the water was thus to be emphasized, at the same
time the water was also to be blessed. This is done at the present time by

a sign of the Cross which is coupled with the words per huius aquce et vini
mysterium, and which is omitted at a Requiem Mass because all formal
blessings therein are bestowed only on the dead. In the oldest Roman
ordines, as we have already seen, the act of pouring the water into the
chalice was done in the form of a cross."' In medieval missals this blessing
was not infrequently accented even more forcefully. Perhaps it was as
much for the sake of this blessing as for a greater emphasis on the sym
bolism that the addition of the water was reserved to the priest; 1"' at any
See note 46.
I3ernold of Constance, J.1 icrolog us, c.
10 (PL, CLI, 983 D).
122
Ordo Rom. I, n. 15 (PL, LXXVII,
944 C) : the chalice stands i ux ta oblatam
j>ontificis a dextris.
1"' Durandus, IV, 30, 22 f., makes mention
of both arrangements; likewise Radulph
de Rivo, De canomtnl observ., prop. 23
(:--fohlberg, I, 143). According to the
latter the arrangement followed at pres
ent was then observed by the Gallicani.
Actually even Amalar, De cccl. off., pr:e
fatio altera ( PL, CV, 992 B), notes as a
diverging Roman custom: Caliz in latere
oblate£ in altari comp01ritur, non post
tcrgum. The Gallican practice was adopted
by several religious orders (see note 24
supra) and in 1485 also by Rome; Lebrun,
Explication, I, 278.- According to the
Directorium div. off. of Ciconiolanus
(1539) the priest was to place the chalice
ad silristram hostice; Legg, Tracts, 207.
'"'Supra, note 108.
=The practice of the celebrant himself
adding the water is found, among others,
in Bonizo of Sutri (d. about 1095), De
vita christiana, II, 51 (ed. Perels [Berlin,
1"'

121

1930[, 59); in the Ordo ecclesi{(! Latera
nmsis (middle 12th c.), ed. Fischer, 82 f.;
Innocent III, De s. alt. 111}'Sierio, II, 58
(PL, CCXVII, 833); Durandus, IV, 30,
18;
O rdo Rom. XIV, n. 53
( PL,
LXXVIII, 1163 f.). As an argument to
justify the usage Innocent III remarks
that Christ had shed His own blood for
the nations (represented by the water).
-A Graz missal from the 15th century
expressly declares that the deacon may,
indeed, put the wine into the chalice, but
not the water; this only the sacerdos cele
b rmrs is permitted to pour in; Kock, 126
(here also the rubric which also appears
elsewhere in isolated instances: pri u s ef
frmdi debet parum sttPer terram ex ampul
lis de vi110 et a qua) . This marked under
scoring of the priestly privilege is obvious
ly done in view of an opposite practice,
still in use. According to the Benedictine
Liber ordi��arius of Liege (Volk, 100) it
was the Mass-server's duty, even at a low
1fass, to put wine and water into the
chalice, provided only that he be in sacris.
According to a Mass-plan of English Car
thusians about 1500 (Legg, Tracts, 100)
it was enough if he was a cleric. This is
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rate the mixing of the water had to take place at the altar, with the result
that the pouring of the wine was likewise transferred to the altar.'"'
For the blessing itself various formulas were handed down. According
to the Pontifical of Durandus, the bishop spoke as follows when he blessed
the water at the Mass of his chaplain: Ab illo benedicatur, cuius spiritus
super eam ante mundi exordium jerebatur.'-""' According to English Mass
books, the celebrant said the following over the water: Ab eo sit benedicta

de cuius latere exivit sanguis et aqua. In nomine Patris . .. .= Elsewhere
the priest used words analogous to those used at the commingling of the
species before Communion: Fiat commixtio et consecratio vini et aquce in

nomine D. n. J. C., de cuius latere exivit sanguis et aqua,= or: Fiat com
mixtio vini et aquce pariter in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti,""' or
simply-apparently the original way-In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus
Sancti.'"' Most often such a blessing, coupled with the sign of the Cross,
was appended to the formula which was designed to explain the com
mixture, or it was even combined with it into a single formula.=
The later Middle Ages were a thriving era for blessings. All the prod
ucts of nature and all the objects of human use were recipients of the
Church's benedictions. No wonder, then, that a blessing was bestowed
here at the oblation not only on the water, but also on all the other gifts
which were destined for so exalted a purpose. Thus we come to a final
layer of texts that were built up in the medieval oblation rite, a series of
benediction formulas of which one, the Veni sanctificator, has secured a
permanent place in the Roman Missal. Since for the most part these bless
ings take the form of an invocation, calling down God's blessing, the power
matched by the present-day arrangement
of having the subdeacon at high Mass see
to the pouring of the water.
ll!6 Only by way of exception was a special
formula composed to accompany the pour
ing of the water. In Spanish Mass-books
of the 15th century there is the excerpt
from the Psalm (74: 8 £.), Hunc humiliat
. . ., but it does not appear very apropos.
Ferreres, 127 f. (n. 503, 506).
= Martene,
1, 4, XXIII (I, 619 D);
Andrieu, III, 645. Still another blessing
follows, according to the Pontifical cited;
the priest lays the paten with the host on
the chalice and turns once again to the
bishop with a Beuedicite; the latter says:
Benedictionis et consecrationis angelus
virtute sancttE Trinitatis descendat super
hoc munus.
.... Frere, The Use of Sarum, I, 71; cf.
Ferreres, 132f. Likewise in the Cologne
rite of the 14th century: Binterim, IV, 3,

p. 222.

""'A 13th century missal from SchHigl (in
the diocese of Linz, Austria): Waefelghem,
59, note 3. Likewise in a 14th century mis
sal from Zips (in Slovakia) and in a
Breslau missal of 1476: Rad6, 71; 163.
130 A Seckau missal about 1330 (Kock,
121); the Cologne Ordo celebrandi of the
14th century (Binterim, IV, 3, p. 222);
Statutes of Tongern, 1413 (de Corswarem,
125 f.); Hungarian missals of the 15th
century (Javor, 114; Sawicki, 148)
Likewise the Augsburg Mass-plan of the
close of the 15th century (Franz, 752);
the Regensburg missal about 1500 (Beck,
265); a Mass-ordo of the 14-15th century
from Toul (Martene, 1, 4, XXXI [I,
650 E]); a Mass-ordo from Rouen (ibid.,
XXXVII [I, 677 D] ).
131 Missal of the 12th century from St .
Peter: Ebner, 333; missal of 1417 from
Valencia: Ferreres, 127 (n. 503; cf. n.
505).
'""E.g., missal from Toul (note 130
.
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of the divine Spirit, or simply the Holy Ghost, we can also talk of epikletic
formulas."'"
The simplest form"" is the one mentioned in a previous paragraph: the
name of the triune God is mentioned at the preparatory action. In the
Carthusian rite the priest sets the chalice (with the paten resting upon it)
on the altar with the words: In nomine Patris ... Amen."" Or the same
trinitarian formula stands at the start of the whole oblation rite,"" or is
131
correlated to the various parts of the action;
or, above all, it is tied in
with other epikletic formulas,"'" where, however, as an introductory it is
supra) ; cf. also the petition for a blessing
at the end of the formula Ex latere: supra,
note 116. Multiple blessings by way of
sign of the cross were customary among
the ancient Irish monks; cf. Andrieu, Les
ordines, III, 21; 212 f.; 218 f.
133 However, it would be misleading to talk
here precisely of the epiklesis, as Gihr,
569 ff., does, for the formularies are not
within the canon, and the blessing is only
preparatory in character.

"'' Insofar as there is question of a text
and not of a simple unaccompanied cross
ing, as was the case about 1100 in the mis
sal of St. Vincent (Fiala, 203).
'"" So according to the Statuta antiqua
(13th c.): Martene, 1, 4, XXV (1, 632 D);
cf. Legg, Tracts, 101; Ordinarium Cart.
(1932), c. 26, 20. So also Frere, The Use
of Sarttm, I, 78; Maskell, 98. In these cases
the words follow In spiritu humilitatis and
thus correspond exactly to the Roman
V eni sanctificator.-A similarly indepen
dent In nomine Patris between Suscipe
sancta Trinitas and Orate in the Lyons
monastic missal of 1531: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXIII (I, 659 D).-In the Mozarabic
Mass the priest recites the same trinitarian
formula when putting down the paten and
the chalice (PL, LXXXV, 536 B C); the
recitation of the formula is labeled a
sanctificare (ibid.).
'"" Breviary of Rouen: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXVIII (1, 678 A); Cistercian rite of
the 15th century: Franz, 587; Nether
lands Mass-plans of the 15-16th century:
Smits van Waesberghe (Ons geestelijk
Erf, 1941), 325, 327.
137 In the Alphabetum sacerdotum the ob
lation prayer with which the chalice is
raised aloft closes with in nomine Patris,

and also the formula with which the host
is laid on the altar. Legg, Tracts, 41.-In
the Cologne missal of 1498 the trinitarian
formula is found also at the beginning,
before the Quid retribuam; Smits van
Waesberghe, 327; the development was not
so far advanced yet in the 14th century.
Ordo celebrandi; Binterim, IV, 3, p. 223.
Likewise in the Mass-ordo of S. Pol-de
Uon: Martene, 1, 4, XXXIV (1, 662 f.),
where the trinitarian formula also follows
the Veni sanctificator-therefore it appears
four times in all. It also appears four times
in the Ordi1zarium of Coutance of 1559:
Legg, Tracts, 59 ff.-It is also found in
four places in the offertory according to
the Mass-arrangement at Augsburg in the
15th century, if the blessing of the wine
is included: Benedictio Dei Patris . . •
descendat super ha11c creaturam (Franz,
752); in the Augsburg missal of 1386
(Hoeynck, 373) this formula is still abso
lutely wanting. In a Salzburg missal of
the 15th century the trinitarian blessing is
found three times during the preliminary
arrangement and preparation of chalice
and host, and four times during the offer
tory; Rad6, 141.-Cf. also the In nomine
Patris at the start of the incensation in the
Roman oblation-plan of the 13-14th cen
tury, in Salmon (Eph. liturg., 1929),
512 f.
,.. In particular the formula Sit signatum
(or Sit benedictum; see below, note 144)
often begins with In nomine Patris. Thus
already in the Missa lllyrica: Martene, 1,
4. IV (1, 511 C), and in a Central Italian
sacramentary of the 11th century: Ebner,
298; cf. 327.-Similarly in the Liege mis
sal of the 16th century: Smits van Waes
berghe, 325 ; cf. Liber ordinarius of Liege:
Volk, 92.-The Veni sanctificator some
times concludes with in nomine Patris;
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often replaced-especially in earlier times-by the formula In nomine Do
mini nostri Jesu Christi.""' After the year 1000 a double formula frequently
appears, a double petition for a blessing connected with the action of de
positing the bread-oblation and the chalice: Sanctifica, Domine, hanc obla
tionem, ut nobis unigeniti Filii tui D. n. J. C. corpus fiat. Qui tecum .
,
.

.

and in relation to the chalice: Oblatum tibi, Domine, calicem sanctifica,
ut nobis Unigeniti tui D. n. J. C. sanguis fiat. Qui tecum
."" In South
German Mass ordines they often appear in a form where the second for
.

.

mula is fashioned more closely on the first: Sanctifica quCEsumus Domine
hunc calicem, ut nobis Unigeniti tui sanguis fiat."'
As a sort of condensation of this double formula there follows in many
cases a further formula which often occurs by itself; it begs that the
double earthly offering might be exalted into the single holy one: In
nomine Domini nostri Jesu Christi sit sacrificium istud immaculatum et
a te Deo vivo et vera adunatum et benedictum. Like the formulas already
mentioned, this, too, appears first along the northern rim of the former
Carolingian domain,,.. then later chiefly in Italy,"• where still another

see English and North-French Mass-plans
in Legg, Tracts, 5, 42, 60 f., 221.
""'Mass-ordo of Seez (PL, LXXVII,
248 B); Central Italian Mass-arrange
ments since the 11th century: Ebner, 296,
301, 310, 313, 333. The Ordinarium of
Toul (14-15th c.) combines both formulas:
in 1wmiue Jesu Christi fiat hoc sacrific ium
a te Deo vivo et vero coadzmatum et bene
dictum in nomi1te P. et F. et Sp. S.: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXXI (I, 651 A).

'"' Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
510 f.). The second formula, Oblatum .
fiat, is found as a supplement of the 9th or
lOth century in the Frankish Sacramen
tarium Gelesianum, ed., Mohlberg, p. 244,
where it follows immediately after the
Offerinrus (see supra, note 79).-In Cen
tral Italian 1lass-plans since the 11th cen
tury, these formulas, in the versions given,
appear only in isolated cases: Ebner, 301;
cf. 296 ; in other instances they are found
modified (ibid., 326 f.), or combined into
one formula (ibid., 298). Mostly they have
disappeared.-In German Mass-plans the
two formulas appear more frequently:
Mainz (about 1170): Martene, 1, 4, XVII
(I, 600 f.); G r ego r i e n miin s t e r (1415th c.): ibid., XXXII (I, 656): Augs
burg Missal of 1386: Hoeynck, 373; Augs
burg Mass-plan of the end of the 15th cen
tury Franz, 752; Salzburg incunabula of
.

.

1492 and 1498: Hain, 11420 f. Cf. the
statement of Bernhard of Waging (d.
1472), in Franz, 575.
"' Sacramentary presumably from Regens
burg (11th c.): Ebner 7.-Beck, 237 f.,
266 f., 307; Kock, 120 f., 125; Rad6, 141.
-But thus also in the Sacramentary of
Modena: Muratori, I, 91, and in a Sacra
mentary of the 12th century from Carnal
doli: Ebner, 296; likewise a Sacramentary
from Fonte Avellana (before 1325): PL,
CLI, 887.-A different paralleling of the
two formulas in the Missale Ambrosianum
(1902), 168: Suscipe, clementissime Pater,
hunc panem sanctum, ut fiat Unigeniti tui
corpus, in nomine Patris
Suscipe, clc
mentissime Pater, hunc calicem, vimnn
aqua mi:rtum, ut fiat Unig e 1 z it i lui sa11guis
.

.

.

in nomi111: Patris.
.. It is not till the
added prayers that the special intentions
are expressed.
"2 Mass- ord o
of Seez: PL, LXXVIII,
249 B); in France only here and there:
Martene, 1, 4, XXXI f. (I, 651 A, 656 C).
.

Nor is it frequent in German countries:
Mass-ordo of Gregorienmiinster: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XVI (I, 599 C); Liber ordi
narius of Liege, about 1285: Volk, 92;
Liege missals of 1486 and 1499: Smits van
Waesberghe, 325 ; Styrian Mass-books:
Kock, 121, 124.
"3

Ebner, 20, 296, 298, 301, 310, 313, 333.
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parallel formula is found as an alternative.'" Even here, however, neither
of the formulas held their ground, but on the contrary were supplanted by
a third, which had put in an appearance early in the ninth century in
the Irish Stowe Missal1.. and which is still found in the present day
Missale Romanum, namely, the prayer Veni sanctificator, which was but
sparsely spread in Italy before the appearance of the Missale RomantE
CuritE."6 Whereas in Italian Mass ordines it usually stands in the same
spot it occupies at present and amid similar surroundings,"' in German
ordines it regularly followed the two Sanctifica formulas as a sort of

recapitulation,"" thus accentuating its significance as a blessing."' But it
was also used in these ways. In some few Mass ordines the Veni Sanctifica
tor introduces the offertory.lliO According to an ordo which circulated widely
on both sides of the English Channel, it concluded the entire rite, coming
"' Again it is the formula which makes its
initial appearance in the Missa Illyrica [In
nomine P. et F. et Sp. S.] sit signatum,
ordinatum, sanctificatum et benedictum
hoc sacrificium 1!01'Um; Martene, 1, 4, IV
(I, 511 C). For Italy (11-12th c.) cf.
Ebner, 14, 328. In two Central Italian
Mass-books of the 11th century (Ebner,
301; cf. 298) the formula is doubled: bene
dictum hoc corpus, for the host; benedic
tum hoc s a n c t u m sacrificium, for the
chalice; whereupon there follows In nomi
ne D. n. J. C. sit sacrificium istud, to
merge the two.-From this arose, in later
Italian Mass-plans (12-13th c.; Ebner,
327, 341), another combination formula:
[In nomine Patris . . . ] sit signatum et
benedictum et consecratum hoc corpus et
hoc sacrificium. By sacrificium, therefore,
the chalice was meant.-In the Freising
missal of 1520 this formula is spoken only
over the chalice ( Sanctificatum sit hoc liba
men) : Beck, 308, 1. 3; cf. the Salzburg
missal of 1200: Ki:ick, 123.-Further modi
fications of the formula: Mass-ordo of
York about 1425: Simmons, 100; missal
of Liege, 16th century, where it forms the
opening of the offertory: Smits van Waes
herghe, 325.
""Warner (HBS, 32), 7: At the unveil
ing of the chalice (before the gospel) the
invocation Veni, Domine, sanctificator
omnipotens, et benedic hoc sacrificium
prceparatum tibi. A m en . is recited three
times. In the sacramentary of S. Thierry,
end of the lOth century: Martene, 1, 4, X
(1, 548 E), the prayer Veni, sanctificator,
omnipo tens ceterne Deus, benedic hoc sac-

rificium prceparatum tibi is said after the
first of the oblation prayers. In the Missa
lllyrica, about 1030: ibid., IV (I, 511),
after the incensing . . . hoc sacrificium tibi
prceparatum. Qui vivis.
1.. Ebner, 306, 327, 333, 340, 348.-Some
times a much expanded version is found,
Veni, sanctificator omnium, Sancte Spiri
tus, et sanctifica hoc prcesens sacrificium
ab indignis manibus prceparatum et descen
de in hanc hostiam invisibiliter, sicut in pa
trum hostias visibiliter descendisti. Missal
at Monte Cassino of the ll-12th century:
Ebner, 310; cf. ibid., 328. Missal of St.
Vincent-on-Volturno: Fiala, 205. Likewise
in a Minorite missal: Ebner, 314; also in
the missal of the chapter church of St.
Lambrecht, 1336: Ki:ick, 121.-The second
half of the prayer goes back to a prayer
for the incensation of the gifts in the Missa
Illyrica (Martene, 51 1 D), where the con
nection with the epiklesis of the canon is
patent: Memores ... petimus ...ut ascendant preces ... et descmdat . . . Obviously
some Gallican schema is here belatedly at
work; cf. Missale Gothicum: Muratori, II,
654; cf. ibid., 548, 699 f., 705; Lietzmann,
Messe und Herrenmahl, 93 ff.
141 Akin, too, is the position it occupies in
most of the Netherlands Mass-plans: Smits
van Waesberghe, 326 f.; cf. 30 1.
"" The sources as above, note 141. Like
wise in the German Mass-plans enume
rated in note 140.
"'The 13th century missal of Schlag!
(Waefelghem, 6 1, note 0) entitles the for
mula: Benedictio panis et calicis.
1J50 L iber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 92);
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On the other hand, other formulations

of the invocation of heaven's power and grace seldom proved even rela
tively permanent.""
In the territory j ust indicated, another phenomenon should be recorded
because it throws some light on the frame of mind in which this epikletic
formula was spoken. Towards the end of the Middle Ages both in Nor
mandy and England-and elsewhere, too-we encounter not only one of
the invocation formulas mentioned above, but also the hymn Veni
The wording of the formula Veni sanctificator does not neces-

Creator.'..

also in the Liege missals of 1486 and 1499:
Smits van Waesberghe, 325; Missal of
Upsala (1513): Yelverton, 14; Missal of
Fecamp (14-lSth c.): Martene, 1, 4,
XXVII (1, 640 B).-In the Ordo Rom.
VI, n. 10 (PL, LXXVIII, 993), it is
the only prayer mentioned for the offer
tory.
"" Sacramentary of S. Denis (11th c.):
Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 526 D); Ordinarium
of Tau!: ibid., XXXI (I, 651); 13th cen
tury Ordinarium of Sarum: Legg, Tracts,
221; cf. ibid., 5, 42, 60 f.; Legg, The Sarum
Missal, 219. - In the York Mass-plan
(Simmons, 100) exactly the same position
is occupied by the formula Sit signatum,
which is therefore regarded as equipollent.
Cf. the missal of 1336 of St. Lambrecht,
where the Veni sanctificator is declared as
interchangeable with [In nomine Patris
. . . ] sit hoc sacrificium (cf. supra, p. 67);
Kock, 121.
'52 A formula, Descendat [hie sanctus]
an
gelus benedictionis et consecrationis super
hoc munus, appears since the 11th century
in the French oblation arrangements: Sac
ramentary of Limoges: Leroquais, I, 155;
cf. ibid., 211; Sacramentary of Moissac:
Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 539 C) ; ibid. also
an expanded Descendat formula. A three
member Descendat formula, which serves
as an epiklesis in the Missale Gothicum
vetus of the 7th century (Muratori, II,
699 f.; cf. Lietzmann, Messe und Herren
mahl, 94 f.), appears in this location since
the 11th century: Leroquais, I, 164; II,
25; III, 126.-Cf. the formula for bless
ing in the Pontificate of Durandus, supra,
note 127; the continuation of the Veni
sanctificator, supra, note 146; the formulas
in Martene, 1, 4, 6, 3 (I, 395 D). An 11th
century sacramentary of Monza (Ebner,

106) says more simply: Benedictio Dei
P. et F. et Sp. S. descendat super hanc
nostrmn oblationem. Three Descendat (de
scende) formulas are contained in the ob
lation rite of the Sacramentary of Boldau;
Rad6, 43.-In Spanish missals an oration
for the consecration of an altar, from the
Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n. 196), be
ginning with the word Descendat, is placed
after the answer to Orate fratres, being re
cited, according to varying forms, either
before or after the other secreta prayers.
Ferreres, 132 f.-In Spain there often ap
pears, instead of Veni sanctificator, the for
mula: Dextera Dei Patris omnipotentis
bcnedicat ha!c dona sua. Ferreres, 129 (n.
513); Ebner, 342.-In the same position
the Milanese Mass presents the formula:
Benedictio Dei omnipotentis Patris ...
descendat super hanc nostram oblationem
. . .; Missale Ambrosianum (1902), 169.
The Augsburg Mass-plan at the end of the
15th century starts the offertory with the
invocation of God's blessing upon the wine:
Benedictio Dei Patris ... descendat super
hanc creaturam vini. Further on, there are
two Veni formulas. Franz, 752 f.-A mis
sal of the 12th century from Tortosa has
a continuation of the Suscipe sancte Pater
after the first phrase, as follows: . • •
offero, et mittere digneris sanctum ange
lum tuum de cadis, qui sanctificet corpus
et sanguinem istud; Ferreres, 129 (n. 512).
-The Cologne Ordo celebrandi of the 14th
century has one Benedicat formula each
for the bread, the wine and the water;
Binterim, IV, 3, p. 222.
183 For England:
Ordinarium of Sarum,
14th century (Legg, Tracts, 5; not found,
however, in MSS. of the 13th or start of
the 14th century: Legg, The Santm Mis
sal, 219); Mass- ordo of York, about 1425
(Simmons, 100).-Mass-arrangements of
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sarily force us to refer the invocation to the Holy Spirit,'"' and thus to
include in the series of offertory prayers and of the l\Iass prayers in general
a form of address alien to them. Still, in view of the fact just noticed,
there can hardly be any doubt that the invocation was often so under
stood in the Middle Ages. In fact, in some instances the address to the

Holy Ghost is explicitly included in the Veni sanctificator."'" Notice, finally,
that the various texts that accompany the oblation ritual-exclusive of the
oblation prayers themselves-do not pretend to have the character or the
import of orations and are therefore couched in the freer forms of simple
invocations and blessings.

5. The Incensation
After the gifts have been deposited on the altar, there follows at high
Mass' yet another ceremony, the incensation. Today, and already in the

Missale Romanre Curire, it has been so thoroughly incorporated into the
course of the offertory, that, besides the washing of hands, there is still
another oblation act to follow, whereas in other places, and according to
the original plan, it formed the conclusion, coming immediately before the
dress to the Holy Spirit is even excluded
Normandy: Legg, Tracts, 59 f.; Martene,
by the wording of the text; thus, in two
1, 4, XXVI, XXVIII, XXXVI, f. (I,
Norman texts we find: Onmipotens Pater,
637 E, note b; 644 C; 673 B; 677 E).For
benedic ... hoc sacrijicium; Martime, 1,
sources elsewhere cf.Lebrun, Explicatioll,
4, XXXVI (I, 673 C) ; Domine Deus
I, 288, note a.- The hymn is inserted gen
erally after the gifts are laid on the altar. omnipotens, benedic et sanctifica; Mar
Then is added In spiritu humilitatis (cf. tene, XXXVI (I, 637 f.).
,.. Two Italian missals of the 11-12th cen
supra, p. 51 f.) and the further epiklctic
tury (Ebner, 310; 328; cf. supra, note
formulas, mostly Veni sanctificator.-In a
146) : Veni sanctificator omnium, Sancte
similar role the antiphon Veni Sancte Spi
Spiritus. Another from St. Peter (ibid.,
ritus, reple appears here and there in the
333) has: V eni Spiritus sanctificator om
IS-16th century; Alphabetum sacerdotum:
nium.-A Sarum ordinarium of the 13th
Lcgg, Tracts, 42; Liege missal of the 16th
century (Legg, Tracts, 221) has: Veni
century: Smits van Waesberghe, 326; a
Sancte Spiritus, beuedic . ..
-The 1\fo
Breslau missal of the year 1476: Rad6,
zarabic Missale mixtum (PL, LXXXV,
163; the Lyons monastic missal of the
113A) also has: Vmi, Sancfe Spiritus
year 1531: Martene, 1, 4, XXIII (I,
sanctificator. The Augsburg missal of
659 C) ; cf. the missal of S.Pol de Leon:
1386 contains an obvious borrowing from
ibid., XXXIV (I, 663 B), where Kyrie
the beginning of the hymn: V eni creator
eleison, Christe eleison, Kyrie eleis011, Pa
et sanctificator; Hoeynck, 373; cf. the
ter noster and Ave Maria precede the Veni
somewhat varied formula in the Augsburg
Sancfe Spiritus.-In the Westminster mis
arrangement of the end of the 15th cen
sal (about 1380), ed.Legg (HBS, 5),
tury: Franz, 752 f.-According to the
500 f., Veni Creator is followed by the
commentary of Balthasar of Pforta, which
antiphon Veni Sancte Spiritus, reple with
appeared in 1494, it was customary at that
the versicle and the oration, Deus cui onme
time to recite either V£'1zi invisibilis sancti
cor patet.-Similar invocations are found
ficator or the antiphon 0 rex glorice ...
in the same area at the beginning of Mass;
see supra, I, 274, 280, 296 f., in the notes. [mille promissum Pain's in nos Spiritum
veritatis ]. Franz, 587.
'" Batiffol, Lel}ons, 27 f., rightly stresses
1 But cf. supra, I, 317, note 1.
this point.-In some few instances an ad-
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Orate jratres! The incensation at the conclusion of the offertory is first
mentioned by Amalar;' but in a special preface to his work, written about
832 after his trip to Rome, he indicates that this custom of incensation

was unknown in Rome.' For that reason it was long contested even in
the :\'orth: until the date when it at last found entry into Rome itself."
In Roman usage incense was burned in fixed braziers; in addition, incense
was carried about at the entrance procession, at the procession with the
Gospel book, and at the recession; but there was no real incensation.'
Incensation is therefore a fruit of Carolingian liturgical development. In
particular, the incensing at the offertory which we are talking about
became far more prominent than the incensations at the beginning of
l\lass and at the Gospel." And this prominence has been retained in our
current liturgy, as is seen in the fact that it is richest in prayers and that
the incensing of persons is most developed.
The outline of the present-day form is already encountered in the
eleventh century. The :Mass ordo of Seez has the incensation of the gifts,
of the altar, and of those standing around, along with all the prayers that
are customary today," while several more recent Mass ordines are content
with one or the other of these formulas.'• We thus meet here first of all a
prayer for the moment the incense is being put into the censer: Per inter•

In this trifling detail of medieval litur
gical evolution two separate groups are
sharply differentiated. The first arrange
ment is followed in the Sacramentary of the
Abbey of S. Denis (11th c.): Mart!me, 1,
4, V (I, 525 f.), and then in Central Italian
abbatial churches: Ebner, 296, 30 1, 310,
etc. Cf. also the Benedictine Mass-plans in
Kock, 120, 121.-The other arrangement,
with the incensation immediately before
the Orate fratres, is found in the lOth
century Sacramentary of S. Thierry : Mar
tene, 1, 4, X (I, 549 C) ; M issa Illyrica:
ibid., IV (I, 511) ; Mass-ordo of Seez
(PL, LXXVIII, 249). Also later outside
of Italy, e.g., in Salzburg: Ki:ick, 124 f.
3 Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 19, 26
(Hans
sens, II, 319)-Cf. Hincmar of Reims,
Capitula (852 ), c. 6 (PL, CXXV, 774);
Ordo sec. Rom., n. 9 (Andrieu, II, 220;
PL, LXXVIII, 973 C).
'Ama1ar, op. cit., pr:efatio altera (PL,
CV, 992 B); Post evangelium non offerunt
incens11m s11per a/tare.
'As late as the 11th century, by Bernold
of Constance, MicrologiiS, c. 9 (PL , CLI,
983 B).
• The
incensation puts in an appearance
since the 11th century in Central Italian

abbey churches (note 2, s11pra); at the be
ginning of the 12th century also in Rome,
in St. Peter's (Ebner, 333); is then men
tioned by Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
II, 57 f. (PL, CCXVII, 832-834).
7

Cf. supra, I, 68, 71.

•

The Ordo "Postquam" for an episcopal
Mass, which originated in Germany in the
1Oth century, puts the incensation of the
altar after the offertory: offerat illud [in
censum] altari, while it mentions a similar
action after the Introit as the practice only
of some few churches ( Andrieu, II, 354;
360; PL, LXXVIII, 990; 993). Regard
ing the transient development of the in
censation after the gospel, see suPra, I,
451 f.-For the development of these rites
see Batiffol, Lel}ons, 153-158. Numerous
details regarding the incensation at the
offertory in Atchley, A History of the Use
of Incense, 247-264.
•

PL, LXXVIII, 249. Also in the Missa
lllyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 511), where
the anamnesis-type prayer Memores cited
above, p. 68, note 146, is added.
Cf., e.g., two sacramentaries of the 13th
century in Ebner, 326, 342, both of which
ha\"e only the Dirigat11r.

1°
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cessionem beati Gabrielis archangeli," with a petition to bless the incense

and to receive it "for a sweet savor"; a further prayer accompanying the
incensation: lncensum istud, which continues with the psalm verse, Diri
gatur oratio mea sicut incensum in conspectu tuo, Domine;"" and finally

the formula which is now spoken by the celebrant when he puts the censer
back into the hands of the deacon:13 Accendat in nobis Dominus ignem sui
amoris et flammam CEternCE caritatis, a prayer which the Mass ordines of
the eleventh and twelfth centuries appointed to be said by each individual
who received the incensation."
These words give us a clue to the meaning then attributed to this incen
sation, a significance similar to what we saw on earlier occasions:" the
incense is something dedicated to God, something holy, in which, by a
sort of communion, we want to be associated. The glowing coal and the
smoke arising from it draw the mind to the very highest thing that we can
beg of God as answer to our gift-offerings-the fire of divine love.

11

The allusion to Michael in the present
day version seems somewhat curious. This
name does not appear often, and then
only in later texts (e.g., Ebner, 327:
13th c.). It is apparently a deliberate sub
stitution for the Gabriel that is found in
most medieval texts. Even as late as Sept.
25, 1705, the Congregation of Rites had to
insist on using Michael: Martinucci, Man
ua/e decretorum SRC, p. 139. It was per
haps �1ichael's office as defender of the
Church that brought about the abandon
ment of the clear scriptural reference to
Gabriel (Luke 1: 11, 18 f.). There is a
certain justification for handling the mat
ter so freely in the fact that the angel in
the Apoc. 8: 3-4, who stands beside the
heavenly altar with the censer of gold in
his hand, is without a name and could
therefore as well be Michael as anyone
else. But cf. the discussion in Gavanti
Merati, Thesaurus, II, 7, 10 (I, 274 f.);
U. Holzmeister, Eph. liturg., 59 (1945),
300 f.-The text cited (Stetit mzg e/us ; cf.
the offertory for Sept. 29) is added to the
Dirigatur in the Pontifical of Christian I
of Mainz (1167-1183; cf. Leroquais, Les
pontificaux, LL, 25): Martene, 1, 4, XVII
(I, 601 B).
12 Already
in the 9th-10th century the
psalm verse is spoken by the priest: Re
migius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL, CI,
1252).-In medieval texts as a rule only
the one verse, Ps. 140: 2, or even only
the half-verse just quoted, is indicated.

This

This is still the case in the Carthusian rite:
Ordinarium Cart. (1932), c. 26, 21; and
was true till the 13th century of some of
the immediate predecessors of the Missale
Romanum in Central Italy: Ebner, 310,
333, 342. The full text, Ps. 140: 2-4, in
Ebner, 327 (13th c.) likewise in the Ordo
of Stefaneschi (about 1311), n. 53 ( PL,
LXXVIII, 1164 C), where, however, the
initial verse, Dirigatur, is said three times
during the triple crossing of the gifts.
The addition of verses 3 and 4 was made
not for the sake of the contents but merely
as a continuation of the psalm. N everthe
less the celebrating priest had good reason
to ask that his lips be hallowed: Gihr, 578 f.
13 Thus, already in a Central Italian sacra
mentary of the 13th century in which the
texts at the incensation coincide exactly
with the present-day ones: Ebner, 327; cf.
314.
14 This formula, which is often missing, is
preceded in the IIth century by the rubric:
Q ua n do odor in cen si porrig itur sacerdoti
et fratribus, dicat lmzts qu is que eorum: Ac
cendat. Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV
(I, 511 E); Mass- o rd o of Seez: PL,
LXXVIII, 249 C; Camaldolese sacramen
tary: Ebner, 301 ( cf. also 298, 322, where
the words appear to be assigned to the in
censing cleric). With other formulation
also in the Mainz pontifical about 1170
(supra, note 11): Martene, 1, 4, XVII (I,
601 B): Cum redolet incensum.
"'Supra, I, 318, 451-2.
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symbolism we may still apply today to the incensing of the participants.
The liturgical texts under consideration avoid using the concept of offer
ing, sacrificium, oblatio, in express reference to the incense. The only thing
asked for is that the incense might ascend to God and God's mercy might
descend to us. The verses of Psalm 140 present the soaring clouds of
incense as an illustration of the prayer which we send up to God. The
incense is never designated as a formal sacrifice, not even a simple gift.
In earlier times, however, even in the West, less care was expended to
stay within such strict limits. Amalar calls the activity an offerre incensum

super altare and manifestly puts it parallel to the Old Testament offering
of incense.'" Already a century earlier the same thought appears in a letter
which announces to St. Boniface a shipment of some incense.17 In the
liturgy itself the idea found expression in the prayers accompanying the
incensation in the Sacramentary of St. Denis about the middle of the
eleventh century;

lJj

these prayers, which differ sharply from the usual

tradition, beg that God may accept this incense as he accepted the gift
of the holy men of the Old Covenant. These are the prayers whose Eastern
origin, namely, in the Greek liturgy of St. James, has been recognized for
some time."' In this Eastern sphere both the use and the religious evaluation
of incense were strongly developed very early."' In the West-Syrian Liturgy
mention was made of a three-fold sacrifice completed at each holy Mass
the sacrifice of Melchisedech in the presentation of the bread and wine at
the beginning of the celebration, the sacrifice of Aaron in the incensation,
and the sacrifice of Christ.21
As a matter of fact there is little to reproach in the use of such language
as soon as we establish the plain dogma that in the New Testament the
one essential sacrifice for the worship of the Church-uniquely essential
because God has so ordained it-is the Eucharist."" We can symbolize our
18

Lev. 2: 1 f., 15 f. Supra, note 4.

11

Letter of a Roman deacon (742) to Boni

face (MGH, Ep. Merow, et Karol. revi, I,
308) : the writer sends him aliquantum
cot::umbri, quod incensum Domino offera
tis tem poribus matutinis et vespertinis, sive
dum missarum celebratis sol/enwia, miri
odoris atque fragrantitl!.
18

Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 525 f.) .-Cf. also

the paraphrase added to Ps. 140: 2 in the
missal of St. Vincent (about 1100) : ... et
elevatio nw11uum nostrarum cum oblatione
lmius i1rcensi sit tibi in sa crifi ciu m laudis.
Fiala, 205.
"Brightman, p. LIV, 1, 10 ff., indicates
the model in the Greek liturgy of St. James
(Brightman, 32, 36) for three of the six
formulas (namely: Domi11e D. n. qui susce
Pisti; Omnipotens s. D. qui es in sanctis;

Omnipotms s. D. qui es repletus. Also a
fourth prayer, Suscipe qutl!sumus Domine
-which reappears in the missal of Troyes:
Martene, 1, 4, VI (I, 532 E)-is a trans
lation from the same source, being the
second half of the incense prayer after the
Great Entrance (Brightman, 41, 1. 16:

xa:l 'ltiJ6�1le�a:r).
""Cf. E. Fehrenbach, "Encens," DACL,
V, 6-11 ; Atchley, A History of the Use of
Incense, 117-130. Here in the Orient there
are evidences of the use of incense at the
start of Mass, at the Gospel and at the
climax of the Mass proper, since the fourth
century.
21

M. Jugie, "La messe en Orient," DThC,

X, 1331. But cf. in a somewhat different
sense Raes, lnfroductio, 66 ff.
22

Cf. the pertinent discussions in Brink-
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abasement before God both by word and by signs, even by gifts of our
own selection, and few gifts are so expressive as the incense which is con
sumed in the charcoal, and then rises skyward in fragrant clouds. In the
West, however, incense prayers of this kind were soon dislodged."' Ob
viously the singleness of the Christ ian sacrifice-which was not diminished
by extending the concept of offering to the bread and wine-ought not to
be unnecessarily obscured in the prayer-language of the liturgy.'" Even the
symbolic action of lifting the incense up towards God"" before the incensa
tion of the gifts was dropped."' The use of incense even within the offer
tory was thus only a complement, not an independent gift to almighty
God. Wherefore the first swings of the censer are for the gifts of bread
and wine which are incensed three times cross-wise, three times in a
circle. It is the fullest expression of blessing and consecration and in this
way really a re-enforcement of the Veni sanctificator."' The incense here,
trine, Die hl. Messe, 143 ff.; Eisenhofer,
II, 148 f.; J. Kramp, Die Opferanschau
ungen der romischen Meszliturgie, (2nd.
ed. ; Regensburg, 1924), 253 note.
"" The first of the incense prayers in the
sacramentary of S. Denis-a prayer orig
inating in the East-with the start: Do
mine, Deus noster, qui suscepisti munera
pueri tui Abel, N oe, Aaron et omnium san
ctorum tuorum, appears also in the sac
ramentary of Amiens (supra, I, 78);
further in the sacramentary of Abbot Ra
toldus (d. 986) of Corbie (PL, LXXVIII,
243 A), in the sacramentary of Moissac
(11th c.) : Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 538 E);
in the missal of Troyes (about 1050) :
ibid., VI (I, 532 D); in two Benedictine
missals of the 11th, resp. 11-12th century
from Fonte Avellana: PL, CLI, 934 C, as
well as in a ritual of Soissons (not dated):
Martene, 1, 4, XXII (I, 611 f.). Two
sources of the 11th century also in Lero
quais, I, 139, 161. I have not been able to
locate any later examples. (An exception
is the missal of Chalons-sur-Marne, print
ed 1543, in Martene, 1, 4, 7, 1 [I, 394 E]).
-The other borrowings from the liturgy
of St. James which Brightman, p. LIV,
notes, belong to the same monastic range,
from the lOth (not 9th) and 11th century
on.
" In the Exultet of Holy Saturday the
Roman liturgy also displays an exception
to the stylistic law of liturgical language:
Suscipe, sancte Pater, incensi huius sacri
ficium vespertinum quod tibi in hac cerei
oblatione
reddit Ecclesia. By incen•

•

•

sum is here meant the ("lighted") candle.
"' Such a rite is mentioned in the Ordo of
Card. Stefaneschi (about 1311), n. 53
(PL, LXXVIII, 1164 C): elevet pauli
sper in altum.
26 Akin to this ceremony, although differ
ing in kind, is the use to which the in
cense is today most frequently put, the
incensation of the Eucharist, whereby the
censer is swung towards the Blessed Sac
rament. But the idea behind the action is
not so much to pay homage as to show
and symbolize veneration, as is done other
wise in incensing objects and persons. The
same is true of the incensation of the cross
which follows right after that of the gifts.
'; Even in the oldest rubrics the incensa
tion is arranged in this fashion; e.g., in
the Missa Illyrica: .. . Thuribulum super
panem et calicem circumducitur, then:
Circumie11s autem a/tare cum incenso; and
lastly: odor i11censi porrigitur . . ; Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV (I, 511). The crosses made
with the incense over the gifts are also
expressly mentioned since the 11th cen
tury, either a single cross (Ebner, 298) or
a triple cross (ibid., 310, 327, 333). At
Cluny about 1080 the ceremony included
three crosses and a circle; Udalricus,
Consuet. Clun., II, 30 (PL, CIL, 717 D.)
Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, II, 57
(PL, CCXVII, 832), like other older
sources, mentions only the (threefold) en
circling of the gifts. Durandus, IV, 31, 1,
who here for the most part copies Innocent
III, makes note of a threefold crossing and
a threefold encircling of the chalice, but
.
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j ust

as the further incensing of the altar and the congregation, is intended
to envelop the gifts in the holy atmosphere of prayer which "ascends to

Thy countenance like incense clouds"; thus it is intended to symbolically
represent and to fortify the primary action at the altar.
In the manner of performing the incensation only a few variations need
be mentioned. In some cases the celebrant himself performs only the in
censation of the sacrificial gifts and perhaps the altar front, leaving the
rest to the deacon, who circles the altar."" Otherwise, the encircling of the
altar is also accented."" But although it remained as at least a liturgical
norm at the consecration of the altar,"" at the offertory it gave way before
the actualities of Gothic altar-building, so that as a rule it is now omitted
even where structural conditions would allow it." However, even in the
present-day manner of incensing the altar, the original conception is still
plainly to be recognized. According to current custom, the incensation of
the altar is always followed by the incensation of the celebrant,.. and
at the offertory also by the incensation of the choir by the deacon,.. the
manner and exact seriation of which, especially for the various circum
stances of a great cathedral, are determined by numerous decrees of the

also acknowledges that some are content
with a single circle and a single cross; ibid.,
31, 3. For further details see Atchley, 249254.-During this censing of the gifts
sometimes only In nomine Patris
is re
cited; Mass plan of the Carthusians
(which also contains a peculiar arrange
ment for the censing of the altar): Mar
.

•

•

tene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 632 E) ; Ordinarium
Cart. (1932), c. 26, 21. Cf. missal of
Fecamp (about 1400): Martene, XXVII
(I, 640 C), and supra p. 66, note 137
(near the end).
'"'John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
CXL VII, 35 C); Missal of St. Vincent
(Fiala, 205; cf. 199); Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 83); Mass-ordo of the Carthu
sians: Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 632 f.) ;
Ordinarium Cart. (1932), c. 26, 21. Cf. a
missal of the 11-12th century in Ebner,
310. According to the Rituale of Soissons:
Martene, 1, 4, XXII (I, 612 A), the
deacon incenses the prie.st, the comua al
taris, the Eucharist hanging (in a Dove)
over the altar, then the other altars, the
crucifix and the rood altar, finally the suc
ccntor. While doing so he recites Psalm
140 from the beginning: Domine clamavi.
The choir is incensed by the clericulus.
A detailed norm for the incensation of the
choir (by the thurifer) is given in the

Sarum Missal: Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
667); cf. the Sarum Customary (13th c.) ;
Frere, The Use of Sarum, I, 76 f.
29 Cf. supra, note 27; Missa Illyrica: Mar
tene, 1, 4, IV (I, 511 E); Mass-ordo of
Seez:
ibid., XIII
(I, 578 B) ;
PL,
LXXVIII, 249 C.
80 Pontificale Romanum, II, De altaris con
secratione.

However, a contrary custom was ad
mitted by the Congregation of Rites on
Feb. 3, 1877: Decreta au th . SRC, n. 3413.

31

"' A peculiar usage is offered by the Liber
ordinarius of the P r e mo n s t r a t e n s i a n s
(12th c.; Lefevre, 10; Waefelghem, 66 f.):
the deacon, after meanwhile incensing the
altar, incenses the celebrant when the lat
ter turns for the Orate. Likewise later, be
sides other Benedictine sources (Waefel
ghem, 67, note 1) the Liber ordinarius of
Liege (Yolk, 93) and even at present the
Carthusian rite: Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I,
633 A); Ordinarium Cart. (1932), c. 29,
13.
" According to the English usage of the
late Middle Ages the incensation of the
choir was provided only on days with a
Credo, that is, on days of greater rank;
Frere, The Use of Sarum, I, 77; Sarum
Missal: Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 667 E).
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Congregation of Sacred Rites;"' and finally by the incensation of the
deacon, of the lower assistants, and of the people by the thurifer ...

6. The Washing of the Hands
After the sacrificial gifts are laid ready on the altar, and after the in
censation, if there is any, there follows the washing of the hands. Its
meaning today in the spot it occupies is no longer plainly to be seen.
Evidently the action, which now consists of nothing more than wetting
the fingertips, has some symbolic significance. But even so we would like
to know why it takes place just here and now.
It is natural that we handle precious things only with hands that are
clean. Or to put it more generally, a person approaches a festive or sacred
activity only after he has cleansed himself from the grime of the work
day and besides has donned festive attire. Thus we find in the liturgy,
besides the vesting in liturgical garments, also a washing of hands. In
Christian antiquity there is repeated evidence of the established custom
of washing the hands before giving oneself to prayer.' Domestic devotion
was also ruled by this law. We are, therefore, not surprised to find a wash
ing of hands expressly mentioned in the liturgy at a very early date.
At Jerusalem in the fourth century, the Mass of the Faithful began with
the deacon's administering the water to the celebrant and the surround
ing presbyters,• and from the very start the symbolic meaning of the act
was stressed. Similar was the custom in the Antiochene church." We gen"Gavanti-Mcrati, Thesaums, II, 7, 10
(I, 274-282). The gubemator civitatis is
censed, as well as the baro dominus in ec
c/esia parochiali. Yet even for a large choir
no second censer is permitted (281). And
both of these rubricists are agreed that
scope should be given for any rationabilis
consuetudo, alleging as a reason: ad pacem
et concordiam tum cleri tum laicorum con
servandam (274, 282). This last remark
was prompted by some very unhappy ex
periences. The acts of the Council of
Trent (C mzcilimn Trid., ed. Gcerres, IX,
591 f.) tell of a magna colltelltio that oc
curred at high Mass on June 29, 1563, be
tween the Spanish and French delegates
in da11do thure et pace.-A detailed ar
rangement for the choir often even in the
Middle Ages, e.g., in the Ordinarium O.P.
of 1256 (Guerrini, 234, 239 f.) ; here and
in other cases it embraces also the giving
of the pax and the aspersio .
.. Already in the Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 83) the arrangement is much like
the present, only that the mansionarius un-

dertakes the incensation also of the choir :
M ansionarius itaque accipiens thuribulum
de manu diaconi ei incensum odorandmn
prCEbet. Quod postquam fecerit, dat incen
sum fratribus per chorum, postea dat et
populo. For this odorare cf. supra, I, 452,
note 68.
1 Hippolytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 65; Hauler,
119); Canones Basilii, c. 28 (Riedel, 246).
-Tertullian, De or., c. 13 (CSEL, 20,
188 f.), combats the notion that this wash

ing of the hands was necessary. Cf. for
this Elfers, Die Kirchenordnung Hip
polyts, 38-42.
• Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. myst., V, 2
(Quasten, Mon., 97f.).
'Canst. Ap., VIII, 11,12 (Quasten, Mon.,
211) : a subdeacon hands all the priests
the
cbt·6pp"<)lt� :;(etpGw after the kiss of
peace. The same arrangement in Theodore
of Mopsuestia,
Sermmtes catech., V
(Rucker, 25) .-In Ps.-Dionysius, De eccl.
hierarchia, III, 2; 3, 10 (Quasten, Molt.,
295; 308 £.), the washing of the hands is
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erally come upon this same washing of the hands likewise in the oriental
liturgies of the following era. As a rule it comes right after the gifts have
been carried over to the altar.' The rite received a notable extension in
the Ethiopian 1\lass: after the priest has unveiled the gifts on the altar,
he washes his hands but does not dry them at once; instead he turns and
sprinkles the water clinging to his fingers towards the people with a
threatening word of warning to those unworthy ones who might want to
draw nigh to the Lord's table."
There were attempts, too, to extend to the people either the washing
itself or at least some token of it that referred admonishingly to the
purity of the interior man. In the atrium of the ancient Christian basilica
stood the fount or well" which was understood precisely in this sense,
and even at the entrance of our own churches there is the holy-water stoup
for the people to sprinkle themselves. But since Carolingian times the
parish high Mass on Sundays begins with the sprinkling of holy water
over the assembled congregation, a custom explained by the very words
which are linked with it: Asperges me Domine hyssopo et mundabor.
The symbolism of purity and purification has obviously been from the
very start the guiding factor for the ablutions in the liturgy. This is made
clear in the oriental liturgies where the washing of the hands at the
prescribed time was never, or hardly anywhere, based on the fact that the
offerings were received just previously, for this was done before the begin
ning of Mass! It is simply an act of reverence after the Great Entrance,
connected with the actual entrance into the sanctuary.
It is significant that even in the Western l\Iass we find the washing of
the hands precisely in that place where the holy circle is entered; and be
cause it is a multiple circle, we encounter this hand-washing at divers
points: first when we penetrate the outermost circle, and last when we
stand at the very threshold of the innermost sanctuary. Even in the earlier
medieval sources a hand-washing before vesting is found as a constituent
placed somewhat later, after the reading
of the diptychs; the fact that only the
fingertips are washed is enough to indicate
the state of perfect purity which is here
required.
Brightman, 82, 62, 1. 32; 226; 271, 1.
13; 432, 1. 29.-This washing of the
hands is missing in the Byzantine liturgy.
Here there is only a hand-washing before
Mass, as in most of the other liturgies. In
the East-Syrian Mass of the Nestorians a
threefold hand-washing is customary; the
third takes place before the fraction.
Hanssens, III, 7-11. Cf. also the surveys
in Raes, lntroductio, 72 f., 84 f. In the East
•

Syrian custom cited by Raes, 97 f., a thuri
ficatio digitorum appears to have taken

over the function of the hand-washing be
fore the fraction.
• "If there be any who is pure let him re
ceive of the host, and whoso is not pure
let him not receive, that he be not con
sumed in tae fire of the Godhead, whoso
hath revenge in his heart and hath an alien
mind by reason of unchastity. I am pure
from the blood of you and from your sac
rilege against the body and blood of Christ:
I have nought to do with your reception
thereof: I am pure of your error, and your
sin will return upon your own head if ye
receive not in purity." Liturgy of the Abys
sinian Jacobites (Brightman, 226).
• Beissel, Bilder, 254 £.
• Supra, p. 4.
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of the Mass pattern,• and even today it is still presupposed, though with
mitigated importance, in the hand-washing in the sacristy.
However, we come upon some isolated instances of hand-washing im
mediately before the consecration.• The ring encircling the consecration
is the canon. Since the canon has been considered as beginning with the
Te igitur, there are to be found some cases of a hand-washing just before

the Te igitur. Originally it was the deacon who washed his hands here,'"
since he would assist in the elevation of the chalice at the end of the
canon, or else it was the deacons" who had to help with the fraction; but
towards the end of the Middle Ages this hand-washing had to a great
extent become the priest's, especially in German territory."
But the hand-washing that came into special prominence was the more
ancient one at the beginning of the sacrifice-Mass in connection with the
offertory. This, too, bears first of all a symbolic character. According to
the oldest sources, the pope at the Roman stational service first washed
his hands right after the Oremus." Then he received the gifts of the
nobility. Returning to his throne, he again washed his hands, and only
then did he go to the altar and receive the gifts of the clerics." In other
Supra, I, 277 f.
In the Milanese Mass: Missale Ambro
sianum (1902), 177. The custom is natu
rally of a later date. Nevertheless it is
found in the missal of 1560: Martene, 1, 4,
III (I, 484 f.). In the older :Milanese rite
there was only a hand-washing at the be
ginning of �1ass. Originally, it seems, this
hand-washing at the vesting was the only
one found in the Gallic liturgies. Fortescue,
The Mass, 311.
10 Ordinarium of
Bayeux (13-14th cen
tury): Martene, 1, 4, XXIV (I, 629 B).
Elsewhere this washing of hands takes
place only after the Supplices; thus at
Cluny in the 11th century : Udalricus,
Consuet. Clwz., II, 30 (PL, CIL, 719 ).
Durandus, too, knows of this hand-wash
ing of the deacon in this spot as a custom
in llOim ullis ecclesiis: Durandus, IV, 44,
5. Among these churches was that of
Sarum, where the subdeacon participated
in the hand-washing: Frere, The Use of
Sarum, I, 79; 82. This last is true also of
one Cistercian arrangement, where the
hand-washing was placed right after the
Orate fratres; de Moleon, 233.
11 Ordo "Postquam" for a bishop's Mass
(lOth c.), n. 11 (Andrieu, II, 360; PL,
LXXVIII, 993 B): After the Sanctus
three acolytes appear with water for the
deacons. Even in Amalar, De eccl. off., III,
•

0

25 (PL, CV, 1143 A), this hand-washing
of the deacon is mentioned near the close
of the canon, and an allegorical reason
the purifying action of the Passion of
Christ-is given for it. In the sacramen
tary of Ratoldus (1Oth c.) it appears after
the secreta (PL, LXXVIII, 243 B; cf.
Netzer, 229). This appears to be an ancient
Gallic usage.
"'Franz, 106; 550, 575; 753; Binterim,
IV, 3, p. 224; Beck, 268; Kock, 62; Ger
bert, Vetus litu rgia Alemannica, I, 330.
This hand-washing, too, took place on the
epistle side; Beck, 268.-According to the
Cologne Ordo celebrandi, the action was
accompanied by the words: Dele Domine
omnes iniquitates meas, ut tua mysteria
digne passim Ira clare; Binterim, toe. ci t . 
This hand-washing already in a 14th cen
tury missal from upper Hungary, where
the accompanying words were Is. 53 : 7
and the secreta for Maundy Thursday,
Ipse; Rad6, 68.
13 Ordo of ] ohannes Archicantor
(Silva
Tarouca, 197 f.); Ordo of S. Amand
(Duchesne, 459).
"Ordo of Johannes Archicantor (loc. cit.) .
In the Ordo of S. Amand this second wash
ing is for the deaco�, not the celebrant. If
we follow Andrieu's study of the sources
(Les Ordines Romani) we must conclude
that the first of these hand-washings is
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accounts this second washing alone is mentioned,"' but it takes place be
fore the reception of the clerical oblation and is therefore governed not
so much by practical motives, but rather by symbolical ones. It is an
expression of reverence at the threshold of the Holy of Holies.'" The same
arrangement is to be found in various localities throughout the entire
Middle Ages, insofar as a hand-washing is provided for in the course of
the Mass. It is found at the start of the offertory, fixed in such a way that
any preoccupation with the gift-offerings can hardly come into considera
tion as a basis of explanation." This is particularly plain in the rite of
the Franciscans, who generally did not permit the oblations of the faith
ful at Mass; 18 they, too, began the offertory with the washing of the
hands.'"
At the same time, however, there also appear various arrangements of
the Mass in which the hand-washing is set to follow the offertory pro
cession of the faithful; without detracting from any other symbolic in
terpretation, they establish the principle that by this hand-washing the
priest must cleanse his hands a tactu communium manuum atque terreno

-In the East Syrian (Chaldean and Syro
Malabarese rite the symbols of reverence
have been developed with special luxuri
ance. Here, after washing his hands, the
priest leaves the bema (sanctuary) and
pausing three times he re-enters the sanc
tuary, praying the while and making sev
eral bows; then he genuflects three times
and kisses the altar first in the middle, then
at the right ami left, and again in the mid
dle. Raes, lntroductio, 83; cf. Brightman,
271-274.-Cf. the kissing of the altar in
this place also in the ancient Roman lit
urgy, supra, I, 71; 314, note 20.

14th century: Ebner, 312, 314, 347; Liber
ordi��arius 0. PriEm. (Waefelghem, 59; cf.
57 with note 2). In the Scandinavian prov
ince of Lund the ablution took place at the
start of the offertory, in the province of
Nidaros (Trondheim) and of Upsala, be
fore the oration In spiritu humilita tis : Eric
Segelberg, "De ordine Miss<e secundum
ritum scandinavicum medii ;evi," Eph.
li turg ., 65 (1951), 256.-The symbolical
meaning of the ablution was given em
phatic expression at Klosterneuburg even
as late as the 15th century, for at a high
Mass the subdeacon washed his hands be
fore touching the chalice, the deacon be
fore he spread the corporal, and lastly the
priest before he took the paten ; Schabes,
63.-The deacon's ablution is also men
tioned in St. Vincent: Fiala, 202.-Lebrun,
Explication, I, 304, note a, cites a Mass
ordo printed at Antwerp as late as 1570,
where the ablution of the hands is placed
right at the start of a low Mass. The same
peculiarity is found in the commentary of
William of Gouda (15th c.; P. Schlager,
Franziskan. Studien, 6 [1919], 332) and
in the Cologne missal of 1506 (Freisen,
Manuale Lincopense, p. LVIII, note).

17 Missa
Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
505 E); Sacramentary of S. Denis: ibid.,
V (I, 523 C); Missal of St. Vincent:
Fiala, 202 f.; Italian Mass-books of the 12-

'"William of Melitona. Opusc. super mis
sam, ed. van Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939),
328 f., and the further references of the

Gallican in origin, the second Roman.

'" Ordo Rom. I, n. 14 (PL, LXXVIII,
944); Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL, LXXVIII,
973). Also in the Gregorian Sacramentary
of

Ratoldus

(lOth

c.,

PL,

LXXVIII,

243 A), which adapted to Frankish con
ditions, and which likewise has a hand
washing at the vesting before Mass, with
a prayer accompaniment (ibid., 241 A).
Cf. Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 82, 1.
25).
'° Cf.
Cod. Ratoldi ( l ac. cit.): lavetque
manus et sic ingrediatur propitiatorium,
et omnis processio offerant sibi oblationem.

18

Supra, p. 24, note 134.
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pane .., Sometimes it still precedes the arranging of the gifts on the altar,zt
and in some instances even the incensing is designed to follow.""
It is easy to understand how the next step would be taken; the in
censation would be made to precede, and this would be done ad maiorem
munditiam."" According to one monastic instruction, the priest should now
take care not to grasp anything with the fingers that would touch
Body of the Lord."' This hand-washing often stands side by side with
first more ancient one which is done before the offertory,"" as is still
case in the present-day pontifical rite."' But in the following years

the
the

the
the

older one was dropped, and only the more recent one remained.27 In the
rite of the Carthusians, however, the hand-washing has retained its posi
tion in the more ancient spot.
Since the Frankish era the fundamental symbolic thought of the hand
washing is regularly expressed in the words which accompany it. The

Lavabo, which is literally a protestation of the Psalmist's innocence, and
which becomes in our mouth an expression of a longing for purity and a
worthy service at the altar, was associated with this hand-washing at
quite an early period, but its earliest association was with the washing
done at the vesting. Usually the only portion used was the one verse,
Psalm 25:6, or the two verses 6 and 7. Later, the rest of the psalm was
editor (ibid., note 182).-Cf. Ebner, 177,
314.
""Amalar, De ecc/. off ., III, 19 (PL, CV,
1130 B). Cf. Rabanus Maurus, De inst.
c le r . I, 33, additio (PL, CVII, 324 D);
Ordo Rom. VI (lOth c.), n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 992 D).-In some few Italian
Mass-books the ablution follows immedi
ately after the offertory procession: Ebner,
309; 340 (Vall. C 32); cf. Bonizo of Sutri
(d. about 1095), De vita christiana, II, 51
(ed. Perels, 59). Likewise to all appear
ances in the Netherlands Mass-plans and
,

in the Cologne Mass at the end of the Mid
dle Ages : Smits van Waesberghe, 300; cf.
325 ff.; Binterim, IV, 3, p. 227.
" Thus, inter alia, French Mass-plans of
the late Middle Ages: Martene, 1, 4,
XXVI, XXXI, XXXIII, f. (I, 637 D,
651 A, 659 C, 663 B); likewise English
Mass-plans: Legg, Tracts, 5, 221; Cister
cian Mass-plan of the 15th century: Franz,
587. But also earlier the order for the
private Mass at Cluny: Bernardus, Ordo
Clu11., I, 72 (Herrgott, 264).
"" Sacramentary of the 13th century of
Lyons: Ebner, 326; Benedictine missal of
the ll-12th century from Central Italy:
ibid., 337.

"'Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII,
1165 A).

"'Udalricus, Collsuet. Clwz., II, 30 (PL,
CIL, 717 B); William of Hirsau, Canst.,
I, 84 (PL, CL, 1012 A). The same rule in
Durandus, IV, 31, 4, who adds that the
priest should close his fingers after the
ablution.
""'Ordo Rom. XIV, n. 53 (PL, LXXVIII,
1163 B); the second is mentioned as tol
erated, but otherwise not customary in
Ecclesia Romana (1165 A) ; cf. Ordo
Rom.
XIV, n. 71 (PL,
LXXVIII,
1186 f.), and the :\1ass-ordo of the papal
court chapel about 1290 (Brinktrine: Eph.
liturg., 1937, 201 f.), where in both cases
only the first ablution is found. This is still
true at Tongern as late as 1413; de Cors
warem, 126.-Both ablutions also in the
Statuta a11tiqua of the Carthusians: Mar
b�ne, 1, 4, XXV (I, 632 C £).-Pontifical
of Durandus, ibid., XXIII (I, 617 C, d);
Andrieu, III, 640. Here is the remark that
at the second ablution the celebrant washes
only summitates digitorum et labia. Obvi
ously this goes beyond mere symbolism.
Durandus, V, 28 , 1; cf. Siilch, Hugo, 80.
""C crremoniale episc., I, 11, 11.
27 Thus already in the rite of the Carmel-
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appended, but this was done without any special consideration of the
contents, which have no intimate relation to the washing ... Medieval
arrangements of the Mass often added more appropriate texts to the
verses mentioned, both for the hand-washing at the start of Mass .. and
for this one here. In the ambit of Monte Cassino, in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, there was added to the Lavabo an oration, Concede
mihi, omnipotens Deus, ita manum lavare ut puro corde et corpore pas
sim dominicum corpus et sanguinem tractare.30 Late Mass ordines in
northern France supplement the Lavabo with a three-fold Kyrie eleison
and Pater noster.31 Often, too, some such complementary oration appears
as the only accompanying text.82 All the elements that go to make up a
well-arranged ceremonial are thus brought together ...
How strongly the symbolic sense of the hand-washing is emphasized can
be seen in a monastic Mass-ordo of Rouen; according to this, the celeites, of the Dominicans (except in the
earliest period: Siilch, 81) and formerly
of the Cistercians; see the references in
Saleh, 80. Only the later ablution, follow
ing the model of the Ordinarium O.P. of
1256 (Guerrini, 240), in the Benedictine
Liber ordinari us of Liege: Volk, 93.-Late
medieval Mass-arrangements in Martene,
I, 4, XX, XXII, XXIV (I, 608 D, 612 B,
629 A). In the later Mass-ordo of Grego
rienmiinster: ibid., XXXII (I, 656 E), the
ablution does not occur till after the Orate.
" Spanish Mass-books of the late Middle
Ages use verses 2-4 for the ablution (Fer
reres, 129); similarly also the present-day
01·dinarium C ar t usiense (1932), c. 26, 18.
The Mass-plan of York about 1425 uses
only one verse (Simmons, 100). The Do
minican missal of 1256 indicated only the
first verse; see Bonniwell, A History of
the Dominican Liturgy
(New York,
1944), 125; the present Dominican rite
still has only one verse (Missale O.P.,
1889, 181).-The complete section as at
present was very rare in the Middle Ages;
but see the text above. 20 Supra, I, 277.
""Ebner, 309, 340; Fiala, 202. Later in the
missal of Toul (14-15th c.) this oration is
the sole accompaniment of the ablution at
this place; Martcne, 1,4, XXXI (I, 651A).
31 �1issal
of Evreux: Martene, 1, 4,
XXVIII (I, 644 C); Alphabetum sacer
dotum: Legg, Tracts, 41 f.; Ordinarium
of Coutance : ibid., 60.
"Missa Illyrica (cf. supra, note 17):
Largire sensibus nostris, o m nipoten s Pater,
ut sicut hie exterius abluwz tur inq ui n a -

menta manzwm, sic a te mundentur interius
pollutiones mentium et crescat in nobis
sanctarum a ugm entum virtutum. Per.;
11artene, 1, 4, IV (I, 505 E). Likewise in
the sacramentary of S. Denis: ibid., V (I,
523 C), and in Central Italian Mass-plans:
Ebner, 337, 347, 356; cf. Ferreres, 129.
Gerhoh of Reichersberg (d. 1169) intro
duces the oration in his explanation of
Psalm 25: 6 (PL, 193, 1165 B). The Pon
tifical of Durandus (Andrieu, 640) uses
the oration Largire at the ablution before
the offertory and the Lavabo after the in
censation when the bishop washes sum
mitates digitorum et labia.- An Italian
pontifical of the ll-12th century (Ebner,
312) offers the prayer: Omnipotens sem
piterne Deus, ablue cor 110strmn et ma nu s
a c un ctis sordibus peccatorum, ut templum
Spiritus Sancti effici mereamur. Per. 
According to the late medieval order of
Sarum, in Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
667 E), the celebrant says: Munda me Do
mine ab omni inquinamento cordis et cor
poris nostri, ut p a ssi m mundus imp/ere
opus sanct um Domini. Cf. Ferreres, 133
(n. 531); Frere, The Use of Santm, I, 77;
Maskell, 92.-According to the commen
tary of William of Gouda (15th c.) the
priest prays: Amp/ius lava me sa nguine
tuo sicut puer in baptismo . . . ; P. Schlager,
Fran:;iskan. St udien, 6 (1919), 332.
33 In the Regensburg missal of 1500 (Beck,
261), the priest at the ablution before vest
ing recites the verse Lavabo first as an
antiphon, then Psalm 25 in its entirety,
again the antiphon, Kyrie eleis011, etc.,
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brants's Lavabo is answered by the abbot with the Misereatur." Thus the
hand-washing is turned into a formal act of absolution.
However, the hand-washing is occasionally found even at a later time
without any formula,"" and oftener still there is no mention of it whatever
in the course of the Mass.'"' In the case of late medieval arrangements of

non-solemn Mass, the explanation for this lack is to be found in the prac
tical motivation of the hand-washing, since there would be no question of
it when there was neither offertory procession nor incensation. In the
Missal of Pius V, however, the hand-washing was retained for every
Mass, high or low. This shows that the symbolic meaning of the rite still
remained in the foreground; only the position it occupies in the Mass is
reminiscent of the other and later concept of its purpose as a precaution
before handling the sacred Host and chalice during the canon.

7.

Orate Fratres

One of the few fixed points which recur unchanged in all the medieval
oblation rites is a petition found near the end of the rite, a petition by the
priest for the prayer of the bystanders. According to the eighth century
Roman pontifical rite as adapted to Frankish circumstances, such a cere
mony occurred right after the celebrant had added his own gift to the
oblation of the faithful and the clergy; he then turned around and,
stretching out his arms, asked the other priests to pray for him.1 No re
sponse is indicated. As is the case today, oralio super oblata followed, and
it is significant that this prayer was here spoken for the first time in a
hushed voice, so that it appears to form some sort of unit with the canon.
The petition for prayer thus occurs at the moment when the presenta
tion and arrangement of the gifts is completed, and the priest at the head
of the congregation and in its name is about to draw near to God with
those gifts. The ceremony has its parallel," perhaps even its model, in the
Pater noster, Ave, some versicles and the
oration Largire. Cf. above, I, 277, note 9.
"!-.fartene, 1, 4, XXXVII (I, 677 f.).
'10 Thus
in a 1Iinorite missal, in Ebner,
314.-Eisewhere at the ablution the priest
recites the V e n i Creator (cf. supra, I, 274,
note 15; 280, note 28): Mass-ordo of Bee:
:>.fartene, 1, 4, XXXVI (I, 673 B); West
minster missal (about 1380), ed. Legg
(HBS, 5), 500; cf. Uaskell, 92 f. I n Here
ford ( I 502) he adds thereto the oration
['re igne S. Spiritus: !-.faskell, 93. - In
German 1 f ass-arrangements at the close of
the !\fiddle Ages the hand-washing appears
after the Smzctus without any accompany
ing prayer: Franz, 753; Bee. 268.
30 Thus
in many Italian Mass-plans; see

Ebner, 296, 298 f., 300 f., etc. Also in South
German Mass-books: Beck, 307 f. ; Kock,
119-ff.
1 Bre·uiarium eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca,
198) : Tunc vera sacerdos dextera lcrvaque
aliis saccrdotibus postu/at pro se orare.
Probably this passage is not Roman in
origin, for the parallel text in John the
Arch-chanter's Capitulare (ibid.) has no
such sentence.
2 In the Greek liturgy of St. Mark we find,
in a similar connection, the priest's greet
ing and then the deacon's summons:

Tipo�EU�cta0E ur.ep 'tGlY 7t(:O�q;Ep6Y'tWY; there
upon an oblation prayer of the priest and
the introduction to the anaphora: Bright
man, 124.
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Eastern liturgies.' Here, too, the original meaning seems to be the same.
For the Western rite we have the early opinion of Amalar to the same
effect. It anticipates the Sursum corda and endeavors to summon, so to
say, all the forces of prayer; for this reason let the priest turn to the peo
ple et precatur ut orent pro illo, quatenus dignus sit universce plebis

oblationem ojjerre Domino.' The priest feels very strongly that he is ex
alted above the people-a matter the early medieval Church was fully
conscious of-and even in his sacrificial prayer he realizes he stands
alone before God as the people's mediator."
The same idea may be gleaned from the fact that even in the earliest
examples where the wording is included-and thence throughout the
1\tliddle Ages-the petition for prayer almost always retains a personal
character Orate pro me.• Instances where this pro me is wanting do appear

in some of the oldest sources/ but on the other hand the personal note
recurs in the most diverse forms: pro me or pro me peccatore," also pro me

misero peccatore," and pro me miserrimo peccatore ;'• or the personal note
is even stressed by the phrase: Obsecro vos, fratres, orate pro me,u or by
the promise: Orate pro me, fratres et sorores, et ego orabo pro vobis ...,'"

In the West Syrian (Brightman, 83, 1. 2)
and in the East Syrian Mass (ibid., 272 f.)
there is a traditional custom, common to
both and consequently quite ancient, which
is closely allied to the western practice. In
the first (the Syrian Jacobite) liturgy the
priest says : "My brethren and my masters,
pray for me that my sacrifice be accepted ."
In the second (the N estorian) rite his
prayer is longer: "Pray for me, my breth
ren and my beloved, that I be accounted
worthy to offer before our Lord Jesus
Christ this sacrifice living and holy for
myself and for all the body of the holy
Church by the grace of His compassion
forever. Amen." And in this latter liturgy
there is also a response somewhat similar
to our Susripiat (273) .
•

'Amalar, De cccl. off., III, 19 (PL, CV,
1132); cf. Remigius of Auxerre (d. about
908 ), Expositio (PL, CI, 1252): 111 izm
gant prcccs s11as preciblls cius et mcreatur
cxaadiri pro salHte eorwn. Hoc altlem di
ccndllm est a saccrdote c11m silentio.

Cf. supra, I, 82 f.
Simply these words in Ordo Rom. VI,
n. 10 (PL, LXXVIII, 993ll) ; with the
present-day extension in the sacramcntary
of the papal chapel about 1290: Brinktrine
(Eph. liturg., 11937), 203; yet cf. Ordo
Rom. XIV, n. 72
(PL, LXXVIII,
•

•

1194

A)

against n. 53, 71 (1165B, 1187B).

Sacramentary of Amiens (9th c.) : Orate
fratn•s, 111 ... , Lcroquais (Eph.lifllrg., 1937,
442. Likewise the two sacramentaries of
S. Thierry (9th and I Oth c.) : Martene, I,
4, IX; X (I, 446 E, 549 D) ; cf. ibid.,
XV (I, 592C). In Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (PL,
LXXVIII, 973 C) the priest says only:
Orate.
7

' For the latter see Sacramentary of Lorsch
(lOth c.): Ebner, 247; :V!issa Illy rica:
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 512 A). Also in
Italian Mass orders since the 11th century:
Ebner, 301, 306, 327. Likewise still in the
Ordinarillm Cartusicnse ( 1 9 32 ), c. 26, 21.
":Vfartcne, 1, 4, XIII; XXVII (I, 578 C,
640E); cf. ibid., X XXII (I, 656D).
'"Missal of Fecamp: :\Iartene, 1, 4, XXVI
(I, 638 A) ; a Dominican missal of the 13th
century: Saleh, 83, note 193.
of :\!oissac: J\fartene, 1,
11 Sacramcntary
4, VIII (I, 539 D) ; further examples,
ibid., 1, 4, 7, 4 (I, 396); Ferrcrcs, 131 f.;
cf. Ebner, 323.-In the J\!ozarabic liturgy
there is a further reinforcement: Aditl'mte
me, fratrcs, in orationiblls !'Cstris et orate
pro me ad Dcllm; llfissale mi.rt11m (PL,
LXXXV, 537 A).
12

Missal from S. Pol de Leon : Martene,
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or even, in one case, by a formal self-accusation· or the humility of the
'
petition is underlined by the bodily bearing, the priest crossing his hands
over his breast." At any rate the next clause, which is seldom missing,'"
stresses the idea that the aid of prayer is being asked for the priest's own
13

sacrifice, which is likewise the sacrifice of the congregation, so that it
might be acceptable. The usual version reads: ut meum pariter et vestrum
sacrificium acceptum sit Deo.1•
The original conception is finally abandoned when in England and in
Normandy, in special formulas for Masses for the Dead, prayer is asked
only for the dead."
To whom is the petition directed? In the most ancient example cited
above it is addressed to the priests standing around. The statements of
the succeeding era, beginning with Amalar, mention the people without
1, 4, XXXIV (I, 663 C); s im ilar ly ibid.,
1, 4, 7, 4 (I, 396 A); 1, 4, XXVIII (I,
644D); Alphabetum sacerdotum: Legg,
Tracts, 42; Hugo of St. Cher, Tractaltts
( ed. Si:ilch, 23 ) ; Durand us, IV, 32, 3.

"'Missal of Toul: Martene, 1, 4, XXXI
(I, 651 C): Orate fratres pro me pecca
tore, ut a ufera t Deus spiritum elationis et
s u perbi(J! a me, ut pro meis et pro cunctis
vestris delictis e:rorare queam. Per.
" According to a didactic poem on the
Mass written in German towards the end
of the 12th century: Leitzmann (Kleine
Texte, 54), 18, 1. 18.
" It is missing in a few older Mass orders :
Ordo Rom. II, n. 9 (supra, note 7); Ordo
Rom. VI, n. 10 (PL, LXXVIII, 993 B:
Orate pro m e); Ebner, 329, 334. But it
is also still wanting today in the D ominican
and Carthusian uses.

"Thus already in Remigius of Auxerre,
E:rpositio ( PL, CI, 1252 B). Still the for
mula seldom recurs without some slight
a lt erat ion: ... sit acceptum in conspectu
Domini: Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 526D); cf.
ibid., XXVI, XXVIII (638 A, 644D);
in conspectu D. n. J. C.: Martene, IV
(533 C) ; sit acceptabile in conspectu di
vin(J! pietatis: Martene, XIII (I, 578 C);
... coram Deo arceptum sit sacrificium:
11artene, XXXIV (1, 663 C) ; aptum sit
Domi1to Dco nostro sacrijicium: Martene,
XXXV (I, 668 A); etc.-The m issal of
St. Law rence in Liege: Martene, I, 4, XV
(1, 592 C), offers a choice of this formula
or two others, more freely composed: 1tl
me oranlem pro vobis exaudiat D o m in us,

and: Orate fratres pro me peccatore, ne
mea peccata obsistant votis vestris. A
Ma ss- ordo of Bee: ut digne valeam sacri
ficium offerre Deo: Martene, XXXVI (I,
673 C); cf. Amalar's formulation, supra,
p. 83. A Missale of Narbonne (1528) begs
prayer pro statu s. Dei Ecclesi(J! et pro me
misero peccatore, ut omnipotens et miseri
cors Deus placide et benigne sacrificium
nostrum hwniliter dignetur suscipere. Mar
te ne, 1, 4, 7, 4 (I, 396 A).-Or else there
is add ed to Orate th e words ad D ominum
----{!ither ad D omimtm Deum Patrem omni
potentem (Beck, 268), or even: ad Domi
num Jes u m Christum, ut . . . placabi/e fiat
(Ferr er es, IJI) .-By way of exception we
find mention only of 1,•estrum sacrificium:
t.fartene, 1, 4, XXXIII (I, 659 DE), or
of nostrum sacrificium: XVII (1, 601 C).

-Striking is the formula in the sacramen
tary of Am ie n s (9th c.) : ut ve str u m pari
fer et nostrum sacrificium acce ptabile fiat
Deo; Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927 ) , 442.
Thus the use of Sarum: Orate fratres
(later version: et sorores) pro fidelibus
defwzctis; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (1,
668 B); Legg, Tracts, 5, 221; Legg, The
Sarum Missal, 219. Som ew h at expanded
in th e late medieval missals of Fecamp:
Martene, 1, 4, XXVI (I, 638 A), and of
Evreux: ibid., XXVIII (1, 644D). T he
response is correspondingly ch ange d . The
transformation appears to have emanated
from Rouen; cf. ).f a rt en e, I, 4, XXXVII
(I, 678 A) : Orate fratres carissimi, pro me
peccatore, ttl meum pariter ac vestr mn i1t
conspcctu Domini acceptum sit sacrificium
17
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exception. In the second Roman ordo (a product of Frankish territory),
the bishop first gives the schola a signal ut sileant; then it continues: et
convertet se ad populum dicens: Orate.'" He therefore addresses himself
to the whole assembly in a distinctly audible voice. In some isolated in
stances provision is even made for the priest to prefix a Dominus vobis
cum.'" Little, therefore, is lacking to make this address match those
addresses which the priest sings at the service. In fact, in the Mozarabic
liturgy the corresponding Adjuvate me fratres is actually sung... In the
Roman liturgy, however, it never came to this. The Dominus vobiscum
was merely spoken softly-the directions for this are remarkably dis
cordant- but then disappeared again.
The further development adhered to the direction that the priest turn
ad populum; in at least half the cases this is expressly stated.11 Before
this, he kisses the altar,"" as became the rule later on for all such occasions
when the priest turns to the people. But he speaks the words in a subdued
voice, as is indicated at various times...
The fact that the priest, in turning towards the people here, completes
the turn-a procedure differing from that at the Dominus vobiscum-"'
might incline one to look upon this as a similar stressing of the address to
the people, but in reality there is a different explanation.""
That the people, and not merely the clerics, are addressed seems evident
from the very form of the address as found in those non-monastic docu
ments of the Middle Ages, outside Italy and Spain, which connect an
apud Deum omnipotentem Pro salute et
requie tam vivorum quam mortuorum.
'" Ordo Rom. II, n. 9
973C).

(PL,

LXXVIII,

Durandus, IV, 32, 3 (d. IV, 14, 10):
sub silentio the priest should say Dominus
7•obiscum, then, voce aliquantulum elevata,
the petition for prayers. Cf. John Beleth,
E.rplicatio, c. 44 (PL, CCII, 52 B). Two
1417 missals from Valencia exactly as in
Durandus: Ferreres, 131. In Germany, too,
e\'cn as late as 1462, Bernard of Waging
makes mention of the practice many have
of inserting the Domine e.raudi orationem
meam or the Dominus vobiscmn before the
Orate Pro me /ralres; Franz, 575.
10

""Missale mi:rtum: PL, LXXV, 537 A.

21 In Italian Mass orders this rubric often
reads: ad cir wm sta n tes w h ich in this era
would not necessarily mean the same
thing; Ebner, 301, 306, 314, 334, 341, 346.
-

"" Cf. supra, I, 316, 36.
""Rcmigius of Auxcrre (supra, note 4);
Stat uta antiqua of the Carthusians: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 633 A): dicens in

silentio; Hugo of St. Cher, Tract. super
missam (ed. Solch, 23): secreto. The
present-day rule that the first words be re
cited voce aliqtwltfulum elata and the rest
secreta (Missale Rom. Ritus serv., VII,
7) appears for the first time in the Ordo
of John Burchard (Legg, Tracts, 152).
Further references in Solch, Hugo, 83.
-

"Nevertheless this was not the practice in
the ancient Cistercian rite; Schneider
(Cist.-Chr., 1927), 6.
"" The real reason is probably that given
by Gavanti, namely, that the priest turns
to where the book is from which he is to
read; cf. Lebrun, Explication. I, 326, with
reference also to the fact that formerly
the book frequently stood farther from the
center of the altar than it does now. In
fact, this is made clear, for instance by the
Ordi11arium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 240);
according to this order the priest during
the secreta stands between the book and
the chalice and not simply in the middle,
and therefore here too the priest is ex
pected to make a complete turn (cf. to the
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explicit address to the formula; the words fratres et sorores appear quite
consistently."" In earlier sources, it is true, the address is usually made
to the fratres alone,27 and it is quite possible that the word specifies not the
entire community of the faithful, as it did in ancient times,"" but only the
clergy.
But the unrestricted addition of sorores corroborates the belief that
the medieval liturgists were in agreement with us in extending the word to
include everyone, men and women, in the same way that St. Paul did when
he addressed the whole community with the title "brethren."
The present-day wording of the formula used by the priest first appears
in Italian Mass ordines of the twelfth century and after.""
In the oldest witnesses to our petition for prayer,.. no provision is made

contrary Liber ordinarius of Liege, ed.
Volk, 93, 1. 19). It is the same already in
the 12th century in the Liber ordinarius
of the Premonstratensians (Lefevre, 11;
cf. Waefelghem, 67 with note 2). Cf. also
the Liber usuum 0. Cist., c. 53 (PL,
CLXVI, 1424 D). Thus, we have the
same situation as today before the last
Gospel.-At the present time the rule just
given suffers an apparent exception in the
case of the Dominus vobiscum before the
offertory ; but here the reading of the of
fertory text is only secondary; Gavanti
.Merati, II, 7, 7 (I, 265f.). Durandus, IV,
14, 11; 32, 3, remarks that the priest in
general turns back to the left. The same
remark in the Liber ordinarius of Liege:
Volk, 93, 1. 19; cf. 90, 1. 19; 97, 1. 14.0n the other hand, Fortescue, The Mass,
214, note, seems to regard the complete
turn as the normal and natural one, and
he explains the incomplete turn as the re
sult of the priest's not wanting to turn his
back on the deacon standing next to him
at high Mass-a very questionable expla
nation, to say the least.
"'Thus in the Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1,
4, IV (I, 512 A), and in the sacramentary
of S. Denis: ibid., V (I, 526 D). Com
mon in the Netherlands Mass orders:
Smits van W aesberghe, 325-327; also in
those of Cologne; ibid., 327; Binterim, IV,
3, p. 223 ; in the orders of Southern Ger
many: Beck, 238, 268, 308; Ki:ick, 120,
121, 122, 125, 126; Hoeynck, 374; Franz,
753; in those of England: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXV (I, 668 A, B) ; Legg, Tracts, 5;
Legg, The Sarum Missal, 219, note 5

(only the oldest Sarum MS, of the 13th
century, has only fratrcs); Simmons, 100;
Maskell, 98 f.; in Sweden: Yelverton, 15;
in Riga: v. Bruiningk, 81. The double ad
dress also in some French Mass-orders:
Martene, 1, 4, 7, 4 (I, 396 B); ibid., i, 4,
V; XXVI; XXXIV (I, 526 D, 638 A,
663 C) ; Alphabetum sacerdotum: Legg,
Tracts, 42. Exceptionally also in Italy:
Sacramentary of Modena (before 1174;
Muratori, I, 92); and in Hungary: Javor,
12 1.
Remigius of Auxerre (PL, CI, 1252):
Orate pro me fratres, ut. Likewise in both
sacramentaries of S. Thierry, 9th and lOth
centuries: Martene, 1, 4, IX; X (I, 546 f.;
549 D) ; similarly in the Sacramentary of
Ariens (supra, note 7).-Often they are
addressed as /ratres carissimi: Ebner, 299,
301; Martene, 1, 4, XXVII; XXXVII
(I, 640 E, 678 A) ; also as beatissimi
/ratres: Ebner, 338. The Ordinarium of
Coutance of 1557 (Legg, Tracts, 60) has:
Orate vos fratrcs mecum wzanimes.
27

28 Cf., e.g., Minucius Felix, Octavius, c. 9,
2 (CSEL, 2, 12): the pagan objector is
surprised that Christians love each other
even before they know each other and call
each other, without distinction, fratres et
sorores. Then the Christian answers, c. 31,
8 (ibid., 45): nos, quod invidetis, fratres
vocamus, ut unius Dei parentis homines,
ut consortes fidei, ut spei coheredes.-Cf.
Tertullian, Apologeticum, c. 39, 8 ff.
(CSEL, 69, 93).
20

Ebner, 296, 313, 314, etc.
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Supra, p. 82.
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for any answer. Even much later,31 right down to the present,"" there are
isolated ordines where no response follows, just as in the present-day
Roman service for Good Friday. The petition is interpreted simply as a
request for the prayer of each individual. But already in the Carolingian
period, answers of a kind were advised. Amalar heard it said that the
people ought to pronounce three verses for the priest, namely verses 3-5
from Psalm 19: Mittat tibi Dominus auxilium de sancto et de Sion tueatur

te. Memor sit omnis sacrificii tui et holocaustum tuum pingue fiat. Tribuat
tibi secundum cor tuum et omne consilium tuum confirmet."" These verses,
or also the first three verses of the psalm,"' or at least the one or other
verse of the same psalm, recur nearly everywhere during the following
centuries in the answer to the Orate jratres, seldom alone, however,"" but
usually in combination with other formulas of intercession, which in their
turn often occur all by themselves.
Thus, according to Remigius of Auxerre (d. c.

908), the people can

respond with Psalm 19:2-4, or else with the words: Sit Dominus in corde

tuo et in ore tuo et-in this continuation we have the first evidence of a
Suscipiat-suscipiat sacrificium sibi acceptum de ore tuo et de manibus
tuis pro nostra omniumque salute. Amen."" The Prayerbook of Charles the
Bald, written about 870, contains under the inscription Quid orandum sit
ad missam pro sacerdote, quando petit pro se orare, the words of the angel
in Luke 1 :35 transformed into a blessing: Spiritus Sanctus superveniat in
te et virtus Altissimi obumbret te ;37 then Psalm 19:4-5, and after that
the further prayer: Da Domine pro nostris peccatis acceptabile et suscepti

bile fieri sacrificium in conspectu tuo... For the prayer which each is to say,
31

Mainz Pontifical, about 1170: Martene,
1, 4, XVII (I, 601 C); cf. ibid., XXXII f,
XXXVII (I, 656 D, 659 E, 678 A); Le
brun, I, 328, note d. Thus frequently in
later German Mass orders: Beck, 238, 268,
308; Kock, 121, 126; Salzburg incunabula
of 1492 and 1498 (Hain, 11420 f.); also in
Netherlands
Mass-orders:
Smits van
\V aesberghe, 325-327 ; likewise in Swedish
orders: Yelverton (HBS, 57), 15; Frei
sen, Manuale Li11copc1zse, p. XXVI.
32 Dominican rite:
Solch, 84.-Also the
Carthusians: A. Degand, "Chartreux,"
DACL, III, 1056.
83 Amalar, De eccl. off ., III, 19 (PL, CV,
1132).
"Remigius of Auxerre, E.rpositio (PL,
CI, 1252 B). According to the Mass-order
of York even as late as 1425 (Simmons,
100) and 1517 (Maskell, 100) the chorus
responded with these verses, Ps. 19: 2 - 4.
80 The three verses mentioned are found in
the missal of Feca .np (14-15th c.) : Mar-

tene, 1, 4, XXVII (1, 641 A) ; a second
response is introduced by the word sive.
Only one verse, Ps. 19: 4, in the missal of
Toul: ibid., XXXI (1, 651 C) .-Accord
ing to John Beleth, E.rplicatio, c. 44 (PL,
CCII, 52 B), Pss. 19, 20 were said in full.
36 Remigius, E.rpositio
(PL, CI, 1252).
The same double formula, with Dominus
sit and recipiat sacrificimn, in the con
temporary Mass-ordo of Amiens, ed. Le
roquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 442. It also
appears later in Italian Mass-plans: Ebner,
310, 313, 346. Somewhat modified, in the
later missal of Toulon (about 1400): Mar
tene, 1, 4, 7, 4 (1, 396 B).
37 These words form the response in the
older missal of Fecamp: Martene, 1, 4,
XXVI (I, 638 A); in Beauvais; ibid., 1,
4, 7, 4 (I, 396 A); also in two Sarum
MSS. of the 14th cent.: Legg, The Sarum
Missal, 219, note 7.
38 Liber prccationum quas Carolus Calvus
... mandavit, ed. Fe!. Ninguarda, 115.
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the Sacramentary of Seez has the initial words: Orent pro te omnes
sancti,'" and adds, after Psalm 19 :4, the phrases: Exaudiat te Dominus
pro nobis orantem"' and Misereatur tui omnipotens Deus, dimittat tibi om
nia peccata tua." Elsewhere appears the psalm verse ( 49-14): hnmola Deo
sacrificium laudis et redde Altissimo vota tua," or the benediction: San( ti
Spiritus gratia illuminet cor tuum et labia tua." Several :;\lass ordines
present a number of these answers, to be chosen at will," and often the
prayer is taken up again after the Sanctus.'"
Aside from the psalm verses, the most widespread were the Suscipiat
formulas, but these appeared in various versions

and usually as the con
tinuation of some other text which was conjoined." The version familiar
••

to us, which appeared but seldom outside Italy,'" had become the only
formula current in Italy since the eleventh century,'• and thus reached
the Missale Romanum.
"" This formula alone forms the response in
Italian Mass-books: Ebner, 329, 341. In
other cases with various additions; see,
e.g., the Rhenish missal described by F.
Rode!: JL, 4 (1924), 84.
•• Thus the response in some Mass-books
of Italian monasteries of the ll-12th cen
tury: Ebner, 306, 310; cf. 14, 20, 323;
Fiala, 206.In the Hungarian sacramentary
of Boldau (but with Psalm 19: 3-5; Rad6,
43) and in two Seckau missals: Kock,
120, 122. The same with the addition of
Ps. 49: 14 (lmmola) in the Augsburg
missal of 1386: Hoeynck.
"PL, LXXVIII, 249 D.-Likewise with
the addition of Luke 1: 35, Psalm 49: 14
and Suscipiat in the Mass-order of Gre
gorienmiinster: Martene, 1, 4, XVI (I,
599 D) .-Cf. the Missal of St. Lawrence
in Liege: ibid., XV (I, 592 C) ; sacramen
tary of Modena: Muratori, I, 92; sacra
mentary of Boldau: Rad6, 43.
42 These words are the beginning of the re
sponse as provided in the Pontifical of Du
randus in the case when a bishop assists
at the Mass of his chaplain: Martene, 1, 4,
XXIII (I, 619 F); the bishop continues:
ipseque, ftms pius et misericors adiutor,
exauditor existat; Psalm 19: 3-4 and to
day's Suscipiat follows.- Psalm 49: 14 is
also found within a long series of formulas
in the Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV
(I, 512 B), and in the Sacramentary of
S. Denis : ibid., V (I, 526 f.).
'"With an added Suscipiat formula (et ac
cipiat ...) in the use of Sarum: Legg, The
Sarum Missal, 219; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV

(I, 668 A); cf. Ferreres, 133; Maskell,
100.
" Sacramentary of S. Denis ( 11th c.) :
Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 526 f.); William of
Melitona, Opusc. super missam, ed. van
Dijk (Eph. liturg., 1939), 329; Durandus,
IV, 32, 3.
See infra.- The Sacramentary of Fonte
Avellana (before 1325) has the priest him
self recite the respective psalms, 24, 50,
89 and 90, after he receives the response to
his Orate fratres (PL, CLI, 887 B).
••

.. E.g., in the Sacramentary of S. Denis :
Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 526 E) : Suscipiat
Dominus sacrijici111n de manibus tuis ad
tuam et nostrorum salutem omniumque
circumadstantium et animarum omllium
jidelium defunctorum.-In Spain: Suscipi
at Dominus Jesus Christus sacrificium de
manibus tuis et dimittat tibi om1zia pec
cata; Ferreres, p. CV; 131, 132; Ebner,
342. A Bobbio missal of the 10-llth cen
tury: Accipiat Dominus Deus omnipotens
sacrijicium ... ad utilitafem totius sancta'
Dei Ecclcsia'; Ebner, 81.-M SS of the
14th century from Gerona offer as the sole
response a formula that is otherwise hardly
ever found: Oralio tua accepta sit ill coll
spectu Altissimi et nos tecum pariter sal
vari mereamur ill perpetuum; Ferreres,
131 (n. 524); cf. ibid., XXVIII; also in
the Missal of Narbonne (1528): Martene,
1, 4, 7, 4 (I, 396 A).
"Cf. supra, p. 87.

'" An example supra, note 42.
••

Ebner, 299, 301, 323, 334, 338, 348, 356.
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As is evident from the statements above, the answer is committed, time
and again, to the people. This assignment to the people occurs in some in
dividual instances right on to the end of the :Middle Ages.'" At least in

fratres and sorores are addressed, it can hardly cause
circum
or the clerici 53 or the chorus .. are named. It is noteworthy that

those cases where

astonishment."'- At other times, both in early and late texts, the

stantes

••

in a group of Mass-orders of the 11-12th century the answer should be
given by each one

(a singulis).• It is curious that the text is not to be

said aloud, but is to be regarded as an aid to private prayer. Silent
prayer by

the individual was evidently presupposed from

the very

start wherever the books did not contain an answer; and even where texts
were then presented, they were at first probably intended for a similar
purpose.'" The later rule"' was probably that the answer be given by the
choir of clerics in common, since its Latin form and considerable length
was too much for the people to master ... There is one extreme case of an

ordo of Sarum in England, where at a Mass for the Dead the special
answer is united with the chant of the offertory. When the priest has softly
spoken the Or a te

fratres et sorores pro fidelibus defunctis, the clergy

'"' Sacramentary of Barcelona (13th c.) :
Ebner, 342; Spanish missals of the 14th
and 15th centuries: Ferreres, 131.-Missal
of Fecamp about 1400: Martene, 1, 4,
XXVII (1, 641 A) : Oralio populi pro
sacerdote dicentis hos versus.-Cf. Mis
sal of Toul (about 1400) :ibid., XXXI (I,
651C) : respondetur ei ab omnibus.
51 A Pontifical of Laon
(13th c.) has even
a rubric: Et respondcant fratres et sorores:
Suscipiat. V. Leroquais, Les Pontificaux, I
(Paris, 1937), 167.

"'Ebner, 314, 323, 338; Martene, 1, 4, VI;
XV (1, 533C; 592C). Thus also in the
present-day Roman Missal: Et responso a
M inistro, vel a circumstantibus: Suscipiat
... ; Rit. serv., VII, 7.
""Martene, 1, 4, XVI; XX VI
638 A); Ferreres, 133.

(I, 599;

"'Martene, 1, 4, XXII (I, 612 C); York
::\fass order: Simmons, 100.
55

Martene, 1, 4, IV;

XIII

(I, 512 A;

578 C) ; Ebner, 301, 334.
"" This is the natural interpretation for the
text in the Prayerbook of Charles the
Bald, supra, p. 87.-Therefore also the
stressing of silent prayer. Cf. John Beleth,
Explicatio c.44 (PL, CCII, 52 B):When
we hear the priest saying the Orate fratres,
we must pray quietly (secreta); and the
author suggests Psalms 19 and 20. Simi-

larly Durandus, IV, 32, 3: populus debet
similiter secrete orare resPondens ...
"' But authentic examples are to be found
already since the ll-12th century: Ebner,
338.-In the Custumarium of Sarum
(13th c.) we find the following in the
order for high Mass after the priest has
said the Orate fratres et sorores softly
(tacita voce): Resp011Sio clerici privatim:
Sancti Spiritus . . . Frere, The Use of
Samm, I, 78.
"'According to the English Lay Folks
Mass Book (Simmons, 24; cf. supra, I,
243), a participation of the laity is urged
on all: "Then he asks with quiet voice
For each man's prayers to God of heaven.
Take good heed unto the priest.-When
he turns knock on thy breast-And think
then for thy sin-Thou art not worthy to
pray for him .. . Answer the priest with
this aloud ("on high") :-The Holy Ghost
in thee light-And send His grace unto
the right-To rule thy heart and thy
speaking-To God's worship and His lov
ing. (Modernized wording and spelling.)
The rimed prayer over, the author con
tinues, you might add a Pater. At•e and
Crcdo.-In the same sense the Melk Com
mentary, written in 1366, introduces the
three formulas for the response with the
remark: tunc as/antes ct literati dicmt:
Memor sit; Franz, 510, note 3.
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answer by singing the last verse of the offertory chant: Requiem a?ternam

dona eis Domine et lux perpetua luceat eis, Quam olim AbrahlE promisisti
et semini eius ...

8. The Secret
In the liturgy of the city of Rome in the early l\liddle Ages, the collect
ing and depositing of the offertory gifts was not accompanied by any prayer
at all, but simply by the singing of the offertory. Kot till the external
activity had come to an end did the celebrant once more take up the
phrases of the oratio super oblata, the present-day secret. Just as the
entrance procession was concluded with the collect, and the communion
with the post-communion, so the oblation was concluded with this oration
which appears, like the others, in all the Roman sacramentaries and, like
them, varies according to the Church year, and agrees with them in struc
ture and design. Like them, it is spoken in the prayer posture of the

orantes: and was likewise at one time (as is self-evident) pronounced in
a loud voice. Even today the final words Per omnia sa?cula sa?culorum,
like the Oremus at the start, which belongs to it,' are sung aloud. In the
Milanese Mass the practice has been retained even at present of saying
the whole oratio super oblata aloud.'
The first point to clear up is the puzzling problem of how the oratio

super oblata' came to be said silently. The earliest evidence of the quiet
recitation of this prayer appears in the middle of the eighth century in
Frankish territory, in the tradition of John the Arch-chanter." We are
thus led to the opinion that the name secreta appeared in the North and
that it was here created to indicate that the pertinent oration was to be
spoken softly.• From then on, the quiet recitation of this prayer was taken
""Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 668B);
Frere, The Usc of Sarum, I, 78; cf. supra,
p. 84. The same answer already in the
Ordinarium of the 13th century, but here
with the superscription: respmzsio populi.
Legg, Tracts, 221.
The Ordinarium of Coutances (1557) has
a late deviation from this rule; according
to this order the secreta is said ma11ilms
super sacrifirio cxfcllsis: Legg, Tracts, 61.
2 Supra, I, 483 f.
3 Missalc Ambrosimwm
(1902), p. V.
'This title is found in the Sacrame11tarium
Grcgoriallltlll (Lietzmann, n. 1). Here
1

even the individual formulas are headed:
Super o/Jlata (Cod. Pad. D 47, ed. Mohl
berg-Baumstark: Super oblatam); like
wise in the later Gelasianum, ed. Mohl
berg. The same designation is to be found
in the oldest ordi11es, insofar as they note

the subject; in the Ordo Rom. II, n. 10
(PL, LXXVIII 973 D): dicta oratione
super oblatioi!CS secreta; and in the Ordo
of Johannes Archicantor, Capitularc (see
following note).
Capitulare cccl. ordi11is (Silva- Tarouca,
198: Tulle pontifcx illclillafo z•ultu i11 fer
ram dicit oratio11em super oblationes ita ut

•

nul/us prmtcr Dcum ct ipsum audiat nisi
falltum Per ollmia smcula Sa'culorum.
Similarly the adaptation in the Brc·viari111n
(ibid.).

This is the explanation given by For
tescue, The Mass, 31.2. Other explanations
of the name are pure hypotheses. Ever
since Bossuet it has come to be generally
accepted- without historical evidence
that srcrcta = oralio ad secretimzcm, that
is, either at the "sorting out" of the sacri
ficial gifts (an action which as such had

6
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for granted in the Frankish realm, and the custom became common. In
fact, the practice was brought into line with this same secreta,' which was
likewise commonly employed." The name secreta does indeed appear as a
heading even in one portion of the Roman tradition, the earliest evidence
being the older Gelasian Sacramentary. But the question is whether its
use is not to be traced entirely to the influx of the Gallic liturgy." The
cardinal argument for this is the manuscript evidence that at least fifty
years before this first Roman witness to its use, it is found in a source of the
Gallic liturgy, namely, the Missal of Bobbio, and with every indication
of a non-Roman origin.'• We then find we are forced to a second conclu
sion, that it was in Gallic territory that this low speaking was first em
ployed for the Roman Oratio super oblata, just as was the case somewhat
later in regard to the canon. For this low pronouncement of a liturgical
text is as much in contradiction to ancient Roman usage as it is in har
mony with the tendency of the Gallo-Frankish liturgy. Here, in fact, it is
no religious signification beyond this, but
only a purely practical one ; thus the secret
is equivalently o ra l io super secreta [a
merely conjectural form] ; or else at the
"sorting out," that is, the dismissal of the
catechumens (there is nothing in the con
tents to show any connection with this act).
-Batiffol, Ler;ons, 161 (cf. ibid., 7th ed.,
p. XXI), proposed a derivation of secreta
from secemere in the sense of be11edicere,
a meaning which is nowhere to be traced.
Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 171 f., regards
secreta as equivalent to mysteria, which
appears in Innocent I, Ep. 25 (PL, XX,
553 f.) as a designation of the prayers of
the canon ; the word, he thinks, then sur
Vi\·ed as the name of the introductory
prayer. However, we are concerned not
with mysteria but with secreta, and this is
not found as the name of the canon from
Te igitur on till the 9th century, and for
the full canon including our oblation prayer
not till the 12th century, so that its cling
ing to our prayer already in the 8th cen
tury remains unexplained. Cf. ] ungmann,
Gczc•ordene Liturgic, 93 ff., 105 ff. Even
what Th. Michels, Liturg. Lebe11, 3 (1936),
307 f., adduces in support of Brinktrine
only proves that secreta
canon in the
11th century.
• Amalar, Liber off., III, 20, 1 (Hanssens,
II, 323) : Secreta ideo nominatur, quia
secreta dicitur. The same thing is implied
by the designation arcana in Frankish sac
ramentaries, to which Martene, 1, 4, 7 5,
(I, 396 D), refers.
=

The older designation survived the long
est in MSS. of the Gregorianum. But even
here it was soon replaced by secreta, as
e.g., partially in the MS. of Pamelius (Co
logne, 1571).-A group of South French
and Spanish MSS. since the 11th century
uses the name sacra, which arose from a
misunderstanding of the abbreviation scr.
Cf. A. Wilmart, "Une curieuse expression
pour designer l'oraison secrete," Bulletin
de /itt. eccles., 1925, 94-103 ; cf. JL, (1925),
291 f. Examples of this also in Ferreres,
132, and passim in his introductory de
scription of the MSS.
•

•

Cf. Jungmann, Gewordene Liturgie, 93 ff.

10

Here, too, the name secreta appears as a
heading over the last formula that pre
cedes the preface. Although the Bobbio
missal displays a large degree of Roman
liturgy, still among perhaps a dozen cases
where the heading occurs there is one, if I
mistake not, where the name indicates a
Roman oralio super ob lat a : this is the
oration Munda 11os Domin e ( Sacramentary
of Padua: Mohlberg-Baumstark, n. 706);
see Lowe, The Bobb io Missal (HBS, 58),
n. 514. As for the other instances, there
are some few Roman collects, rather gen
eral in content, that are used as secreta,
and mostly they are purely Gallic formulas.
On the other hand, time and again Roman
super ob/ata formulas appear under the
Gallic captions Post nomina and Ad pa
cem; see Lowe, 6, 154, 260, et al. This
shows conclusively that their designation
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that all the silent prayers come to light which have since filled out the
offertory
In the formation of the practice, reminiscences of the Gallic liturgy
and, in the last analysis, some suggestions from the Orient must have
been at work. The place of the Roman offertory was taken in the Gallican
Mass by the offertory procession at which a holy silence was advised." At
.1.1

any rate, silent prayer at this point is an ancient tradition in the sister
liturgy, the l\Iozarabic." And silent prayer, especially in the form of
apologiCE, as well as of incense prayers, and (by no means lastly) oblation
prayers, must have become customary in the Gallican Mass, in connection
with the offertory procession. Otherwise, the elements of this sort which
had forced their way here into the Roman Mass as early as the ninth cen
tury, are not understandable." We have already had occasion to ascertain
that precisely at this point oriental models had an influence in the Frankish
realm, where we have even encountered word-for-word borrowings from
the Greek Liturgy of St. James, i. e., from the liturgy of the center of
pilgrimage, Jerusalem." For here we also came upon the pictorial model:
the solemn entrance of the Great King (proleptically honored in the gift
offerings) amid the resounding lines of the Cherubic hymn, which de
mands silence while the priest performs silent prayer.'" The tendency to
perform the prayer at the oblation softly must have been given even
further force in the East, since in 565 Justinian felt compelled to issue a
here as secreta does not stem from the
Roman source, much as the Bobbio missal
otherwise shows only Ga1lic formula head
ings.-A more primitive interpretation of
the word is found in the designation Post
secreta (for which also Post mysterium)
which is used in the Missale Gothicum and
also in the Missale Gothicum vetus for the
first prayer after the consecration ; M ura
tori, II, 522, 534, 559, etc.; 699, 705.
1.1 The main argument against this expla
nation is the fact already noted that the
other Gelasianum, which in general pre
sents us with the Roman liturgy of the 6th
century, has the heading secreta through
out. But against this is to be observed that
the only surviving manuscript of this sacra
mentary was not written ti11 the 8th cen
tury, in Frankish territory, and displays
many different Frankish additions Pre
sumably the Roman orginal for this copy
genera1ly had no captions for the indi
vidual formulas, as is the case in the Le
onianum. Otherwise it would be hard to
understand how the later Gelasianum,
which in general takes the formulas from
the older one, substituted as a caption the

Gregorian Super oblata.
E x positio ant. lit. gallicanO! ( ed. Qua
sten, 17): spiritaliter iubemur silentium
u

facere. Righetti, Ma111wle, III, 288, wrong
ly refers the spiritaliter to a mere "rac
coglimento spirituale interiore." Natura1ly
it does not exclude the singing of the sonus.
"'After the Adiuvate me fratres, an apolo
gia which goes back to ] ulian of Toledo
(d. 690) is spoken quietly (silentio ) : Mis
sale mixt u m (PL, 85, 538 f.).
Cf. supra, I, 78 f.; II, 5.

14

15

Supra, p. 73.

"'Brightman, 41: �t)'l)atl:-rw ot<icrcz atl:p�.
Immediately preceding is the incensation
prayer used in S. Denis; see supra, p. 73.
Cf. the Byzantine liturgy: Brightman,
377 f.-How much this silence at the En
trance with the sacrificial gifts was already
stressed in the 5th century can be seen from
the commentary on the liturgy in Theodore
of Mopsuestia, S e rmo n e s catech. V
(Rucker, Ritus bapt. et missO!, 22) : all
must look at the offering, when it is carried
in by the deacons, in silentio et t im ore et
oratione tacita. Likewise in the Apostolic
Constitutions, VIII, 12, 44 ( Quasten,
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special ordinance against it." It is quite possible that recollections from
pagan antiquity were still operative here.'"
That the secreta, as it is now usually called, possessed a greater impor
tance in comparison with the other offertory prayers, somehow remained
in the consciousness even in the new Frankish arrangement of the offertory.
In a few isolated instances it was realized that the secret was conjoined to
the foregoing Oremus,'" or it was given a new introduction befitting an
oration. The Statuta antiqua of the Carthusians stipulate that the priest
repeats the Oremus, both before the first and before the second secret,""
but they insist (obviously in opposition to a contrary practice then in
process of forming) that no Domine exaudi be prefaced. As a matter of
fact, this versicle too is found more than once since the thirteenth cen
tury prefixed to the secret." Elsewhere the Orate Fratres was made equiva
lent of the Oremus and, as we saw, the Dominus vobiscum was consistently
prefixed to it." All these were attempts at remodeling in line with a late
medieval conception of the canon, which was considered as starting with
the secret, and in fact as forming a unit with it, a single secreta."'
,\loll., 2 12), silent prayer is indicated for
the

celebrant

d!;:itJ.EYO<;

o!Jv

at

the

same

>.Gt0'€au�r.v

o

moment:

&:pxt<pe6c;.

Cf. also J ungmann, Gewordene L it urg ic,

96-98.
Xovelle, 137, 6: lz1bemrts om11cs et episco
pos cl prcsbytcros 11011 tacite, sed ea voce
qzue a ji deli populo exa u diatur, sacram
ob/atiol!cm . . . faciant. Batiffol, Le<;ons,
210 f.
'' Cf. 0. Case!, D ie Liturgic als Myslerien
fcicr, 3-5 ed. (Ecclesia Orans, 9; Freiburg,
1923), 135-157.

17

10

Thus even Innocent III, De s. alt. mys

tcriv, II, 55; 60 (PL, 217, 831; 834): At

the Orcmus the priest interrupted the pray
er which he now resumes. Similarly Du
randus, IV, 32, 3.
4, XXV (I, 633 A).
'" �f ar t en e, 1,

O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini,
240), and in the present-day Missale O.P.
(1889), 19; Lib c r ordinarius of Liege:
Volk, 93 ; Cologne Ordo cclebrandi of the
14th century: Binterim, IV, 3, p. 223;
Ordinate of the Carmelites of 1312 (Zim
merman, 80) and the present-day M issale
0. Carm. (1935), 226.-Late medieval
�lass orders from France: Marlene, i, 4,
XXXI; XXXIV (I, 651 C, 663 C); Le
b r un, I, 331 note c ; and from the i\ ether
lands: Smits van W aesberghe, 325 ; 326;
327.-In some few cases the Dom imts
vobiscum precedes: Alphabetum sacerdo"Ordinarium

tum: Legg, Tracts, 42; Ordinarium of
Coutances: ibid., 61. In Iceland it was
prescribed in 1345 at a synod: Segelberg,
256 f. Likewise in the Upsala Missale of
1513, which in addition puts the versicle
Do mine Deus virtutum at the start: Yel
verton, IS. Cf. also Lebrun, I, 331.
Brinktrine, Die hi. Mcssc, 173, expresses
the opinion that already in the oldest manu
script evidences of the Gelasian Sacramen
tary, which do not note a 1Jomi11us vo bis 
cum before the Sursum corda, one is to
be presupposed along with the Orcmus he
fore the secreta. This conjecture is brack
eted with his conception of the secreta as
a pre-formula for the preface, analogous
to the pre-formula at the consecration of
the chrism on Maumly Thursday (older
Gelasianum, eel. Wilson, 70). Even if the
idea of a pre-formula is not to be rejected
absolutely-for the whole offertory is a
fore-rite, a pre-consecration-yet the con
clusion he draws goes too far, for in the
period under consideration the coherence
with the Dominus vobiscum and Orcmus
before the offertory was surely known and
recognized.
""Cf. supra, p. 85.
"'See infra, p. 104. In the Cod. ISO of St.
Gall (9th c.) the presentation of the rubrics
of the canon known as Ordo "Qua/iter
qulEdam orati01zes" begins with the secreta
(Andrieu, II, 295) .-As a matter of fact,
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But if we want to find the real meaning of our oration, that is, the
meaning consonant with its origin, we must look, as we have said, not
forwards but backwards. The secret is the prayer which concludes the
offering and depositing of the material gifts and which explains their sig
nificance by transmuting them into the language of prayer. The creation
of such a prayer must be considered a natural result, if not a matter of
course, once the material gift itself was regarded as an oblation to God
and, by the inclusion of the people in it, its symbolic meaning was em
phasized. Thus we find already in the oldest Roman sacramentary, the
Leonianum, precisely those traits clearly marked which still, even at the
present time, distinguish the secret. No matter how the formula varies,
the same thought consistently recurs in different words: We offer God
gifts, dona, munera, oblationem; less frequently-and then obviously only
to diversify the exp r ession-hostias, sacrificium. They are in the first
instance earthly gifts, as is occasionally pointed out in due form: Altaribus
luis, Domine, munera terrena gratanter offerimus, ut ca;lestia consequa
mur, damus temporialia ut sumamus £Elerna. Per ..." Or: Exercentes
Domine gloriosa commercia offerimus qu£E dedisti."" Or, in one formula,
which we still use today: Domine Deus noster, qui in his potius creaturis,
quas ad jragilitatis nostr£E pr£Esidium condidisti, tuo quoque nomini munera
iussisti dicanda constitui . . . 00 Or the attention is called with unconstrained
assurance to the heap of gifts offered up: Tua Domine muneribus altaria
cumulamus . .

. 27

But the gifts represent no independent sacrifice; they are

offered up only to be merged into the sacrifice of Christ. At times, even in
the secret, the prayer touches upon this disposition of the gifts: Sacrandum
tibi, Domine, munus offerimus . . ... Or: Propitius, Domine qu£Esumus,
h£Ec dona sanctifica ... Or: Remotis obumbrationibus carnalium victimarum
spiritalem tibi, summe Pater, hostiam supplici servitute dejerimus."' Still,
such an extension of the thought, although corresponding to a general law
of development, is less frequent in the older texts, particularly in the
Leonianum, than in later ones and those of the present time, just as on
the other hand the complete absence of the thought of sacrifice has always,
from the beginning until now, continued to be an exception.31
Brinktrine (cf. above, note 21) seeks to
revive this concept of the canon ; accord

tended first of all for the material gifts,
see also Batiffol, Le�ons, 162 ff.

ing to him the second main portion of
the Mass, the "Eucharistic consecration,"
begins with the secreta (168 ff.).

28

"':rvluratori, I, 303.

n. 823.
30 Muratori,

,; Ibid.

""�[uratori, I, 415. Further sources in the
oldest sacramentaries, see 1lohlberg-1lanz,
n. 388.-Missale Rom., Thursday of Pas
sion week.
27 M uratori, I, 324; Mohlberg-Manz, n.
930.-For the expression altaria cf. supra,
p. 7.-For the idea that the secreta is in-

Muratori,

I,

465; Mohlberg-Manz,

n.

1368. Missale Rom. on Nov. 29.
29

Muratori, I, 318; 320, Mohlberg-Manz,
I,

327;

Mohlberg-Manz,

n.

846.
Examples of such exceptions in the Mis
sale Rom. on Dec. 31 and often on saints'
feasts: Sancti lui (cf. the Frankish Gela
sianum, ed. Mohlberg, n. 74; Mohlberg
Manz, n. 74); on March 25: In mentibus
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However, the sacrificial oblation does indeed appear in divers modi
fications. Besides the offerimus and immolamus there stands the suscipe,
respice, ne despicias, intende placatus or--Qften on feast days--the refer
ence to the merits of the saints or to the redemptive mystery being cele
brated, which may recommend our gifts to God: Ecclesir.E tur.E, qur.Esumus,
Domine, preces et hostias beati Petri Apostoli commendet oratio." Or
prayer is said for the right disposition to offer the sacrifice worthily or,
inversely, even for the fruit of the sacrifice already offered up, with the
sa crifice itself being named only in obliquo. Sometimes we even get a
momentary glimpse of the whole composite of sacrifice and sacrificial
symbol, as in the wonderful secret on Pentecost Monday: Propitius, Do
mine qur.Esumus, hr.Ec dona sanctifica et hostir.E spiritalis oblatione suscepta
nosmetipsos tibi perfice munus r.Eternum. Per

.

.

...

Mostly, however, the

petition that is linked with the oblation-the secret is indeed formu
lated as an oratio, that is, a prayer of petition-is kept very general: as
our gift mounts up, so may God's blessing come down upon us. Thus there
is frequent mention of the mystical exchange, of the sacrosancta com
mercia, of the huius sacrificii veneranda commercia which are consum
mated in the sacred celebration.

In the whole tradition of the Roman sacramentaries two points are
strictly maintained; the secret is always formulated in the plural as a
prayer of the congregation: offerimus, immolamus, munera nostra, obla
tiones populi tui; and it is directed to God and concluded with Per Do
minum. Even the Missal of Pius V contains not one exception to this rule.
As a matter of fact, if that ancient law: Cum altari assistitur, semper ad
Patrem dirigatur oratio,"" should have been maintained anywhere in
liturgical prayer it was here where there was question not of receiving the
sacrifice instituted by Christ, but of offering it up to the heavenly Father.

Of course, it is still conformable to Catholic dogma to direct the oblation
to Christ Himself."" The first exception of this sort in the Missale
Romanum is found in the secret for the feast of St. Anthony of Padua,
which was prescribed for the Church universal by Pope Sixtus V. Later on,
a few other cases were added right down to most recent times.""

For a long time it has been the rule that at each Mass there should be
11ostris (cf. Gregorianum, ed. Lietzmann,
11. 3 1 , 3).
""In cathedra s. Petri; cf. the Frankish
Gelasianum, eel. �fohlberg, n. 218; Mohl
berg-�lanz, n. 218).
33 Already also in the Leonianum (Mura
tori. I, 318; 320) ; Mohlberg-�lanz, n. 823.
"'Supra, I, 379 f.
35 In the Byzantine Church during the 12th
century, a controYersy was waged regard
ing the dogmatic admissibility of offering
to Christ; it was s ettle d in 1156 by a

synod at Constantinople, along the lines
noted above.

C. ]. Hefele, Concilicngc
schichte, V (2nd ed.; Freiburg, 1886),
567 f.- The decision would run differently,
of course, if passed from the Yiewpoint not
of dogma but of kerygma.
30 11ore detailed references in J ungmann,
Die Stc/hmg Christi (1925), 103, 106£.
And, since 1932, the �lass of St. Gabriel
Possenti on Feb. 27 (28), where all three
orations are addressed to Christ.
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as many secrets-and then also post-communions-as there are collects."'
Thi'3 rule is not entirely self-evident since in the formulas for the secret
which revolves more strictly around its own theme and seldom adds a
relative predication to the word of address 38-the content varies but little
and the influence of the Church year is slight, aside from the fact that on
saints' feasts the intercession of the saints is usually bracketed with the
oblation. Thus, the superaddition of several formulas at times simply
amounts to a repetition of the same thought. Still, the rule was inculcated
with increasing positiveness,"" evidently because it conformed to a sense
of symmetry.
The concluding words of the last secret, Per omnia s£Ecula s£Eculorum,
are spoken in a loud voice."' That at least the words of a prayer destined
for public performance should be said aloud is a law which we see fol
lowed in other places too: at the conclusion of the canon and the final
words of the embolism. In both cases the same phrase is in question, Per
omnia s£Ecula s£Eculorum. The Our Father is also often handled in the
same way outside of Mass. In the oriental liturgies, the silent praying of
the priestly orations occupies a much larger space, especially owing to
the convergence of the priestly prayer with the alternate prayer of deacon
and people which used to precede it; as a result, the so-called ex:pwv"f)�tc;
plays a grand role." It is generally more extensive than its occidental
counterpart, comprising as a rule a complete doxology, so that the people's
Amen retains a meaning as an affirmation of the latter. Our Per omnia
s£Ecula s£Eculorum demands a complement in the foregoing prayer of the
priest. This is not difficult, inasmuch as the course of the priestly prayers
remains essentially constant in all three instances. Looked upon formally,
this loud-spoken Per omnia s£Ecula s£Eculorum refers back once more to
the Oremus that stands at the beginning and draws all that comes in be
tween into a unit. For what comes in between is actually an orare, with this
difference, that the words have been reinforced by the external symbol.
Remigius of Auxerre (d. c. 908) still had a vital sense of just this reality,
for he explains the seemingly isolated Oremus by claiming it to be an
invitation to the faithful to be mindful of the oblation by joining to it their
inmost offering so that their gift might be agreeable to the Lord.'" In the
same sense a large number of ancient formulas of the secret speak ex
pressly not only of the sacrificial gifts, but at the same time of the prayers
of the people: Suscipe qu£Esumus Domine preces populi cum oblationibus
87

Cf. supra, I, 387.

pleta

38

Cf. supra, I, 375.

omma.

30

See, e.g. Durandus, IV, 15, 16.

"'Cf. supra, p. 90, and likewise A malar
Liber off., III, 19,9 (Hansscns, II,313 f.).
-Later MSS. of the Gregorianum (Lictz
mann, n. 1) also add to the mention of the
oralio super oblata the direction: qua com-

dicit sacerdos

., Technical

excelsa

expressions

voce:

Per

from the non

Greek liturgics, sec Brightman, 596. For
tescue, Tlze Mass, 314, note 2, also pre
sents several oriental terms. The N es tor i

ans call it ka111ma, from l<a>w>.
.,. Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio, (PL,
101, 1251 C): Ita autem potcs t intclligi,,.
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hostiarum ,. ... Muneribus nostris, qUlEsumus Domine, precibusque sus
ceptis ; Offerimus tibi, Domine, preces et munera." The repeated occur
"'

rence of such formulas in the Mass formularies that bear the stamp of
greatest antiquity forces the conclusion that the mention of prayer refers
basically to that prayer which the Oremus had ushered in."'

9. The Oblation Rites as a Unit
In view of the perplexing plenitude of forms and formulas which we
have seen building up in the offertory during the course of centuries, there
is ample ground for inquiring just how, in the light of what we have
learned, are we to evaluate the completed structure. More particularly,
how should we regard as a whole the series of texts which, as a result of
the medieval development, now stand in our Missale Romanum?' And
how can we give this whole its fullest significance in the course of our
celebration of Mass?
There is, first of all, no denying that here we have an anticipation of
the thought of the canon, and therefore a certain duplication. True, it was
not till the late Middle Ages that the term "little (or lesser) canon" was
applied to the offertory rites," but the idea long stood unexpressed behind
the new formation. In the liturgical thinking of the Middle Ages the
wording of the Great Prayer of the Mass had only a small role to play.
It was couched in a language whose Roman stamp continued to be strange
and foreign to the newer nations, no matter how hard they tried to speak
Latin and think Catholic. The canon, and this understood more and more
ut omnis populus oblationi insistere iubea
tur, dum oblaturi illfentionem s u am offe
run t, quatem1s illorum oblatio accepta sit
D o mino. Cf. also Amalar, Lib er off., pro
a:mium n. 13 (Hanssens, II, 16).
.. The formulas from Holy Saturday to
Easter Tuesday begin in this way, already
in the Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n. 87
90) .
.. Commune martyrum, et a!.; in the Gre
gorianum in six places ( Lietzmann, p.
182). Cf. also Mohlberg-Manz, n. 69.
'"Votive Mass of the Apostles. Cf. Mohl
berg-Manz, n. 982, 1111, 1255. Already in
the Leonianum ( Muratori, I, 334; 335).
"' Cf. supra, I, 483 f.
'With the present-day wording and in the
present-day order (with two additions, and
leaving aside the hand-washing which is
still at the start of the series) already in
the Mass order of the papal chapel about
1290, ed. Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937),
201-203; Ebner, 347. Cf. the Minorite mis
sal of the 13th century; ibid., 314.-Rome

did not share at all in the late medieval
developments (supra, p. 65 ff.).
• This description of the offertory as
a
"canon in miniature" appears, e.g., in
Hungary in the 15th century: Javor, 120,
Rad6, 125; in two Regensburg missals
of the 15-16th century: Beck, 237, 266;
in Augsburg missals already since 1386:
Hoeynck, 372 f. In the Mass-commentary
"Mcsse singcn oder lesen" (To sing or
read Mass) of 1484, which likewise ap
peared in Augsburg, we even read that it
does not behoove lay people to read the
canon minor, which it calls "A lesser
silent Mass": Und hye hebt a n Canon
minor, das ist die minder Stillmesse, die
dem leyen nit zymment zu lesen; Franz,
713; cf.. 633. The rigorous interpretation
expressed in these words was otherwise
applied only to the text beginning with
the secreta. That is to say, it was only with
the start of the secreta that the concept of
the canon minor was reduced to practice
in dead earnest.
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as starting with the secreta and continuing through its entire course, was
taken as the hallowed consecration text, to be given out objectively and
faithfully just as it was, but hardly appeared to be a medium for express
ing one's own thought or one's own prayer needs.

So the opportunity was soon taken, in connection with the preparation

of the gifts, to get these personal matters into the rite. Basically, however,

it was the olden concepts that came to the fore: oblation, prayer for
acceptance, intercession; even the wording was taken in great part from

the Roman canon and the texts of the oralio super oblata. But some new
points also put in an appearance. The oblation was made "for" certain

intentions; today, however, these are to be found only in a few phrases.
The oblation of the "spotless sacrifice" was raised out of the dusty

shadows of personal sinfulness; this, too, in contrast to the frequency it
had once upon a time amid a profusion of apologice, is now mentioned
only in the first offertory prayer. Besides, the personal activity of the
priest is now more to the fore. The priest speaks in the singular, a mode
of expression consonant with the new position of the priest, who feels

himself more sharply detached from the people. Still, in some passages
the singular was again restricted."

On the other hand, in the response to the Orate fratres provision was
also made, at least in principle, for the prayer of the people, a prayer that

represents intercession for the priest himself. There was also a break-up
that took place in the formation of a separate oblation for each of the

sacrificial elements. The tendency to coordinate the two oblations that
had developed out of the original oblation phrases, and to arrange them

together in marked symmetry did indeed make some headway, but never
succeeded entirely. But if the oblation service was broadened out in

extent, it also disintegrated in another way, for the presentation and

offering was supplemented by the epikletic pleas for power from above.

This double movement is well disclosed in the present-day ceremonial
when, after the individual offering of the paten and the chalice, there fol
lows first the humble petition for acceptance, In spiritu humilitatis, in

which expression is given with biblical force' to the more profound
meaning of all external oblation, the personal surrender of one's heart
and the interior readiness for sacrifice; but then comes a cry for the
sanctifying power from above, which can give our earthly gift its proper

dedication.

Considered from the viewpoint of language and style, the Roman
oration spoken at the commingling of the water with the wine stands in
definite contrast to the remaining prayers, which are not formulated with

such exactness and which, because of their close connection with the

individual activity, manifest no rigorous line of thought. On the other

•
•

See supm. p. 46 ff. with note 41, p. 50.
See the fine biblico-liturgical exposition

of the text in G. E. C losen , Wege in die
HI. Schri/t ( Regens burg , 1939), 148-156.
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hand, a closer resemblance to the form of the prayer of the canon (such
as might have existed had the prayers each ended with Per Christum •
did not gain general acceptance.
All in all, the offertory prayers of our present-day Ordo Missce can be
considered a needless anticipation of the canon only if we pivot our
attention on the missa lecta where the dominant and recessive elements
of the service are all evened out, and if consequently we bestow on these
prayers as much weight as on the pithy phrases of the canon. These prayers
do not pretend to be an anticipation of the canon, but rather a suggestion
of its various motives. Indeed they are generally not even "prayers" in the
full sense, but predominantly accompanying phrases to match the external
action. They were never intended-excepting in part the Orate fratres
to be recited publicly before the congregation, and thus make no pretense
at furthering the dramatic performance of the Mass.
To some extent it is different with regard to the ancient oralio super
vblata, which is, too, in its own way, actually an anticipation of the con
cept of sacrifice. From it, too, the proper arrangement of the medieval
texts must derive. The oralio super oblata endeavors to underline the one
step taken during the entire oblation rite: the provisional offering of the
material gifts. Even these material gifts of bread and wine can be symbols
of our interior surrender. So, just as they were brought to the altar by the
faithful, in an external rite, they are now offered up to God by the
Church in prayer, but at the same time the attention focuses on the
veritable gift which will issue from the material ones. These latter, then,
receive thereby a preliminary dedication, a "pre-consecration,"" similar
to the preparatory consecration received by other requisites of divine
worship, church and altar, chalice and paten, candles and altar-linens.
There is no reason why we cannot include the more recent oblation
prayers in this function of the secret; thus they will best fit into the
course of the Mass!

In several late medieval Mass arrange
ments not only some but all the proper
formulas were applied with this conclu
sion, including In spiritu humilitatis and
Veni sanctificator, sometimes even Orate
/ratres and short accompanying phrases
like Acceptabile sit om1zipotmti Deo sacri
ficium nostrum; see, e.g., Martene, 1, 4,
XXXI f. (I, 651; 656); Kock, 125 f.;
likewise the Regensburg missal of the IS16th century, according to which the
priest was to say the canon minor with
hands uplifted: elevatis manibus in cerium;
Beck, 266 f. The only prayers that could
possibly be meant here are those which,
according to prevailing medieval custom,
were said bowed or with hands folded. The
•

formula Suscipe sa1zcte Pater has the
christological conclusion already in the
Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
508E).
• This idea is advanced especially by Batif
fol, Ler;ons, 162-164. Following Suarez, he
regards the secreta as qzta'dam dedicatio
materia' sacrificandre per futuram conse
crationem. That the gifts are considered
already dedicated is shown by the prescrip
tion of the Missale Romanum (De defecti
bus, X, 9), which directs that a host laid
aside before the consecration as unsuit
able, si illius hostia' iam erat facta oblatio,
is to be consumed after the ablution.
' See also Batiffol, Ler;ons, 26. Similarly
C. Callewaert, "De offerenda et oblatione
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If the first prayer includes a phrase, hanc immaculatam hostiam, in
reference to the bread, this may have been intended by the medieval com
poser for the Holy Eucharist.• But objectively we can refer the phrase just
as well to the simple earthly bread, and with the same right that we apply
the words of the canon, sanctum sacrificium, immaculatam hostiam to
the sacrifice of Melchisedech. Something like this holds true also for the
words calix salutaris in the formula for the chalice. Even on this threshold
of the sacrifice our chalice is at least as holy and wholesome as the thanks
giving cup of the singer in Psalm 115, from whom the words are bor
rowed." Of course it is self-evident that when we say these prayers the
higher destiny of our gifts is always kept in view.
Seen thus as a complete unit, we have no reason to deplore the de
velopment of the liturgical structure as we have it in the offertory, not
at least if we are ready to acknowledge in the Mass not only an activity on
God's part, but also an act of a human being who is called by God and
who hastens with his earthly gifts to meet his Creator.
in Missa," Periodica, 32 (1944), 60-94,
who takes a cue from certain expressions
used in the secreta to stress even more em
phatically the coherent line of the oblatory
procedure, of which the offertory forms
aliqualis inchoatio. A pertinent study is
found in the chapter "The Meaning of the
Offertory" in B. Cappelle, A New Light on
the Mass (trans. by a monk of Glenstal,
Dublin, 1952), 20-32, esp. 27.
• Even plainer examples of such a proleptic
manner of speech from medieval Mass
books in Eisenhofer, II, 144.

• In the literal sense of the original psalm
this cup is one used to offer thanks for
health attained, for being saved from
danger. But here, when turned into a
church prayer, it must naturally be inter
preted in line with the context.-We note
in passing that at the Council of Trent the
expressions immaculata hostia and calix
salutaris were listed among the grievances
which the committee that composed the
memorandum on the abusus missCE thought
should be eliminated. Con cilium Triden
tinum, ed. Gcerres, VIII, 917.

II. The Canon actionis
1. The Canon actionis or the Eucharistic Prayer
as a Whole

N

I

OUR STUDY OF

THE HISTORY OF THE MASS WE

HAVE

COME

TO

recognize that the core of the Mass and the inner area within which
Christ's institution is fulfilled is plainly and simply the Eucharistia. A

thanksgiving prayer rises from the congregation and is borne up to God
by the priest; it shifts into the words of consecration, and then into the
oblation of the sacred gifts, and this oblation, in turn, concludes with a
solemn word of praise. Although the fabric thus formed continues to sur
vive unbroken in our present Mass, it is difficult for anyone not initiated
into the history of the Mass to recognize the outlines of such a plan in
the text of today. In the "preface," the prayer of thanksgiving is presented
as an isolated unit, a preparatory item to be followed by the canon. The
canon itself, however, with the exception of the words of consecration,
appears to be nothing more than a loosely arranged succession of oblations,
prayers of intercession and a reverential citation of apostles and martyrs
of early Christianity. Still greater is the divergence from this plan when
we turn our attention to the external presentation. At the Sanctus the
audible performance breaks off, and all the rest is done in utter stillness,
with only the altar boy's bell to give warning of the elevation of the
sacred species, and again the silence resumes. At a high Mass this quiet
is overlaid with the singing of the Sanctus and the Benedictus. Then the
torchbearers appear in procession and range in front of the altar as for
a grand reception; those assisting in choir fall on their knees;

the

Hosanna resounds in jubilant worship of Him who cometh in the name
of the Lord. The God-ward movement of the great prayer of thanksgiving
has been replaced by a reverse movement, turning upon the descent of the
sacred mystery, and it is the impetus of this movement which has deter
mined to a large extent the present pattern of the ancient Eucharistia.
It will therefore be our task to trace the various elements of this cen
tral portion of our Mass to their sources and to show more clearly the
underlying ancient plan. We have already mentioned the decisive theo
logical factor: the movement in the eucharistic teaching which led to a
lessening regard for the oblation which we ourselves offer up and in which
we offer ourselves as members of the Body of Christ, and a greater atten101
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tion to the act of transubstantiation in which the divine omnipotence
becomes operative in the midst of us, bringing Christ to us under the
appearances of bread and wine.' This theological movement left its mark
in various additions and appendages to the eucharistic prayer in the
Roman Mass, and thus the work of recasting it was started. The most
notable modification was the break at the

Te igitur which led to splitting
off the preface and to a new make-up of the canon that now followed.
In all the ancient liturgies the eucharistic prayer is composed as a unit
(�::uzo:ptcr"[o:) was soon re

and also titled as a unit. The original name

placed by other designations, but these, too, kept the entire canon in
view as a single whole. Nearly everywhere in the Orient the substitute for

eucharistia was found in the word "anaphora," which brings to the fore
the notion of sacrifice! In the older Western liturgies, too, there were
similar designations which emphasize the sacrifice:'

oratio oblationis,
actio sacrificii. But here in the West the names more widely distributed
were others that referred immediately only to the accompanying prayer,
and either named it in a very general way as a prayer:
else, like the word
above all

oralio,' prex," or
dzo:ptcr·diZ designated its contents as divine praise,

prCEdicatio •-terms which we can represent to a certain extent

by "Great Prayer" and "Eucharistic Prayer." Another designation, the
word

actio, defined the section beginning here as a sacred activity; 7 intra

' Above I, 82 f., 118 ff.
' In every instance the anaphora embraces
the Eucharistic prayer, but is extended in
various ways in different rites, to include
the prayers that precede and also the Com
munion portion of the Mass. Brightman,
569. Cfr. above I, 171. In the Euchologion
of Serapion, n. 13 ( Quasten, Mon., 59)
the Eucharistic prayer is captioned <u:x:-1)
7t:po<;;;6po u.

" P. Cagin, "Les noms latins de Ia preface
eucharistique": Rassegna Gregoriana 5
(1906) 321-358, especially 331 ff.
'Cyprian, De dom. orat., c. 31 (CSEL, 3,
289 I. 14).
"Gregory the Great, Ep. IX, 12 (PL, 77,
956): the Pater noster is said mox post
Precem. Pope Vigilius, Ep. 2, 5 (PL, 69,
18 D); canonica prex.-Inno cent I. Ep. 25
(PL, 20, 553).-Augustine, De Trin., III,
4, 10 (PL, 42, 874); prece mystica;
Contra /itt. Petit. 2, 69 (CSEL, 52, 58 f):
Precem sacerdotis; cf. Batiffol, Let;ons,
186 f. Fortescue, The Mass, 323, refers to
the following passages in Cyprian, in
which he sees in the word pro; the name
of the Great Eucharistic prayer: Ep. 15,
1 (PL, 4, 265) ; 60, 4(ibitl., 362) ; 66, 1

(ibid., 398).-The word survived for a
long time later as a designation for the
Preface. It is used regularly as a title for
the Preface in the Mass-book fragments of
Zurich and Peterling of the lOth century
ed. Dold ( Beuron, 1934). In the Spanish
Mass-book fragments of the 11th century
also; see A. Dold, "Im Escorial gefun
dene Bruchstiicke cines Plenarmissales in
beneventanischer Schrift des 11. Jh. mit
vorgregorianischem Gebetsgut und dem
Pr:efationstitel 'prex' ": Spanische For
schungen der Gorresgesellschaft, 5 (1935),
89-96.
•cyprian, Ep. 75, 10 (CSEL, 3, 818), in
the account of Firmilian of a woman who
presumed [no11] sine sacrame111o solitce
prcedicatioHis to celebrate the Eucharist;
cf. Batiffol, 186.-L iber pont. (Duchesne,
I, 127) :Hie [Alexander I] passionem Do
mini miscuit in prcedicatione sace,·dotum
quando missce celebrantur.-Ibid. (I, 312):
Hie [Gregory I] augnzentavit in prcedica
tionem canonis diesque nostros . .. Cf. in
regard to this the benedicere et prcedicare

mentioned in the introduction of the Pref
ace of the Blessed Virgin.
7 Cf. above I, 172 f.
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actionem (says a sixth century source) the people should sing the Sanctus
along with the priest." This name is also found in several of the most
ancient sacramentary manuscripts in the heading over the dialogue that
introduces the preface: Incipit canon actionis."-Here begins the canon of
the action. The text beginning with the words Sursum corda is thus desig
nated as the norm, the fixed groundwork for the sacred activity that
follows.

Later the word canon was used all by itself in the same

sense.'"
Even as late as the turn of the eighth century the preface was still included
in the conception of the canon. Thus it is directed that the Easter candle
should be consecrated decantando quasi canonem.n Even more plainly in
a

later writing we read that the subdeacon takes the paten media canone,

id est cum dicitur Te igitur.'" Thus the unity of the Great Prayer was also
preserved in the concept of "canon." The canon began with what we
call the preface, and even the external ritual at the solemn pontifical
functions signalized this spot as a beginning."
Later on, however, a splitting of this original unity occurred, and
preface and canon appear as separate parts thereof. This split proceeded
from the Gallic liturgies. For here the eucharistic prayer, or rather all the
praying in the course of the sacrifice-Mass, was from the start a series of
individual prayers. The oralio sexta, to which Isidore assigns the con
secration without further distinction, reached from the end of the Sanctus
chant to the Pater noster." This scheme derived from Isidore was the
one which Frankish commentators of the eighth and ninth centuries
applied to the Roman liturgy. Here, too, the oratio quinta would have to
conclude with the Sanctus, and the consecratory oralio sexta would begin
at that point. What went ahead was the prcefatio, that is, in the new
language that evolved from the Gallic liturgy, the proem and introduction
to the Great Prayer. In the Gregorian Sacramentary the word prcejatio
was to be seen as a heading for the Vere dignum formulas. Without hesi
tation its meaning was confined to the unit that preceded the Sanctus.

L ib er pont. (Duchesne, I, 128).
' So the older Gelasiamtm III, 1 6 (Wilson,
234) .-Ebner, 395, n. 3; B. Batte, Le
ca11on de la messe romaine (Mont Cesar,
1935), 30 (in the Apparatus).
'"In the Sacramentary of Angouleme (ed.
Cagin, Angouleme, 1919, p. 117) the su
perscription mentioned already reads : In
cipit ca11on.- Cf. Walafrid Strabo, De
exord. et increm., c. 22 (PL, 114, 950 A):
Canon vero eadem actio nomi 11 at u r, quia
in ea est legitima et regularis sacramento
rum confectio.
n Ordo
Rom., I, n. 39 (PL, 78, 955 C).
The Sacramentary of Gellonc, about the
•

year 770-780, uses the same expression
with regard to the delivery of the prayer
used in the blessing of the baptismal water :
Martene, 1, 1, 18, VI (I, 184 E).
12

Amalar, De eccl. off.,

III, 27 (PL, 105,

1146 D).
13 This was done chiefly through the well
ordered and highly symmetrical arrange
ment of the assistants around the altar,
provided for at this point. Cf. above I, 72.
A trace of this arrangement is still retained
in the Pope's Mass of today; cf. Brink
trine, Die feierliche Paps tmesse, note 24.
14

Cf. above I, 82.
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And in consequence, the canon was understood as comprising what fol
lowed, namely, the prayer beginning with Te igitur.
Despite the prevailing opposition of the Roman books, this notion
appeared to be corroborated by a remark in the f1rst Roman ordo where,
after the mention of the Sanctus - chant, the rubric continues: Quem dum

expleverint, surgit pontijex solus et intrat in canone ; '" the canon (it
seems to imply) is a sanctuary into which the priest enters alone.
The sanctity of this inner chamber, which must be kept closed to the

people, is matched by the silence reigning in it. The canon becomes a
prayer spoken by the priest in so low a tone that even the bystanders can

not hear it. The transition to this is to be noticed very evidently about
the middle of the eighth century in the Fran kish revision of the Roman
ordo of John the Arch-chanter; here, after the Sanctus, we read: Et in
cipit canere dissimili voce et melodia, ita ut a circumstantibus altare

tantum audiatur '"-he starts to sing in a different tone and melody, so as

to be heard only by those standing around the altar. At first the canon
was said merely in a subdued tone, whereas the secret had become a
completely silent prayer. But about the turn of the eighth century various
authentic reports begin to make mention of an absolute silence also for
the canon." In the second Roman ordo, which 'represents a late Carolingian
revision of the first, the rubric cited above is reworded as follows: surgit
solus pontijex et tacite intrat in canonem.'"
In the period that followed, the quiet recitation of the canon became
the established rule, but this is not to say that before Pius V the rule
was everywhere taken in the sense of a fully inaudible recitation.'" That
the canon, however, was a holy of holies which the priest alone could
'" Ordo Rom., I, n. 16 (PL, 78, 945); cf.
] ungmann, G ewordene Liturgie, 100 ff.,

for textual criticism of the passage. The
meaning of the words is only that the
celebrant "enters into" that is, continues
alone with the Canon after the singing in
common of the Sanctus; cf. i b id ., 101 f.
1° Capitulare
eccl. ord. (Andrieu, III,
103). Andrieu is hardly right in doubting
the originality of this reading (ibid., note) ,
found in the older recension (St. Gall 349)
in favor of the later version (without et
melodia; cano11e instead of cmzire = ca
nere) ; in the latter the mention of the
melody could have been quietly dropped if,
about 800, the transition to complete silence
had been accomplished.-Cf., also for the
following, Jungmann, Gewordene Liturgie,
53-119: the study "Pr:efatio und stiller
Kanon" (=ZkTh, 1929, 66-94; 247-271),
especially p. 87 ff.-That the canon until
then was said in a perceptible tone is pre-

supposed also in the Ordo Rom. I, n. 16
(Andrieu, II, 96; PL, 78, 945), for the
statement is made, without further remark,
that the subdeacons resume an erect posi
tion at theN ob is quoque peccatoribus.Ordo
sec. Rom., n. 10 (Andrieu, II, 222; PL,
78, 974), which already supposes the
canon's being said in silence, quite logically
directs that the bishop say these words
aperta clamans voce. This is also attested
by Amalar, Liber off. III, 26, 5; 14 f.
(Hanssens,II, 345; 347 f.) : exaltat vocem,
elevat vocem.

The commentary "Quotiens contra se":
Martene, 1, 4, 11 (I, 455 D) ; Florus
Diaconus, De actione miss., n. 42 f. (PL,
119, 43); Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio
(PL, 101, 1256 C) ; Expositio, "Introitus
miss<e quare," ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg.,

17

1930) 45.
Ordo Romanus II,

IB

10

n. 10 (PL, 78,974 A) .
Such the warning issued by the Synod of
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t read, was a concept that was continually developed and consolidated.20
Other reasons for silently reciting the canon pointed in the same direction;
the sacred words must not be profaned, lest we call down God's punish
ment upon our heads."' The same thought is put in a positive way when
it is emphasized that the canon must be reserved to the priest alone:

specialiter ad sacerdotem pertine/.22
The splitting-off of the preface was also marked out very plainly in the
set-up of the l\Iass book. At the beginning of the eighth century, in Co d
.

Reg. 316, which gives us the older Gelasianum, the Te igitur follows right
after the last Hosanna without a break, indeed without even starting a
new line,"" even though the manuscript is definitely an artistic one; other
manuscripts, however, of the same century already show the break.
The cleavage was displayed in several ways. The "T" of Te igitur was
expanded into an initial. Then the initial was revamped into a picture of
the Crucified. At first this was done only in isolated instances," but since

the ten th century it became more and more the normal thing."" Since the
twelfth century the picture was frequently separated from the text and
became a special canon-plate; a new initial "T" was then introduced at
the start of the text and this, in turn, was not seldom treated as a decora
tive figure."" Along with this there was another tradition of long standing,
the artistic transfiguration of the start of the preface, the first words of
which (V ere dignum) were displayed, as a rule, with two artistically

Sarum in England 1217, can. 36 (Mansi
XXII, 1119); ut verba canonis i1� missa
rotunde et distincte dicantur; see Har
douin, XI, 1335. According to the Ordo
Rom. XIV, n. 53 (PL, 78, 1165) the
Canon was to be said submissa voce by the
priest, but in the same manner as the deacon
and subdeacon together said the Smzctus,
therefore in a loud tone of voice. The conse
cration of the Oil of the Sick before the
Per quem hcec omnia on Maundy Thursday,
spoken in a subdued tone (voce demissa),
is a carry-over from this older practice.
20 Cf. above, I, 82 f.
2.1 Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL,
101, 1256 D). Remigius introduces a story
told originally by John Moschus (d. 619),
Pratu m spirituale, c. 196 (PL, 74, 225 f.;
PG, 87, 3081 f.), a story repeated by many
later commentators on the Mass, how
shepherd boys were struck by lightning
because they dared to sing the canon in the
open field. The movement for the silent
recitation of the canon in the Orient is
even older, although it did assume different
forms; cf. E. Bishop, Silent Recitals in

the Mass of the

Faithful: the Appendix to

R. H. Connolly, The Liturgical Homilies
of Narsai, 121-126.
""Eclogce (lOth cent.; PL, 105, 1326 C).

Only since the 12th century do some inter
preters call attention to the fatigue of the
priest that is to be avoided by the silent
prayer; see Eisenhofer, II, 154, who sees
in it a possible supporting factor. We
might agree with his opinion.
"'See the facsimile, DACL, VI, 756-57.
"'In the Sacramentary of Gellone (about
770); see pictures in Leroquais IV, Table
II.
""Ebner, 445 f. Illustrations of the two
methods, ibid., 9; 16; 50; 130; 184; 444,
and in the frontispiece; Leroquais, Les
Sacramenfaires, IV. Sometimes this cross
formed T stands as an abbreviation for the
words Te igitur and the text then continues
with clementissime Pater.
20 For this purpose a favorite in the Mid
dle Ages was the representation of the
celebrant at the altar, or of the Pieta, or of
the Brazen Serpent. Ebner, 447 f.
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ornamented letters V D,-n usually converted into the form m. Since the
ninth century the rounding of this figure was utilized more and more by
miniaturists as a space for the Maiestas Domini."" But towards end of the
Middle Ages the preface-symbol disappeared, and with it the special be
ginning of the Great Prayer."' The only picture our missal has, is one
before the Te igitur, so that even the book-making art marks the beginning

of the canon as something entirely new."" In the manuscripts the greatest
care is often expended on the text of the canon. Not infrequently it is
written in gold or silver lettering on purple parchment." Even today the
Mass books usually print this part in a large ( 48-point) type which
typographers call "canon."
In the course of centuries, the close of the canon was set at various
places. The conclusion at the doxology is still presupposed in the third
Roman ordo," and basically even in the present-day rubrics."" On the
other hand, our missals extend the page heading canon actionis and the
large print to the last Gospel. Since the ninth century the conclusion of
the canon has varied, shifting between these two points, particularly in
accord with the various theories regarding the consecration prayer and
those rites by which the sacrifice is completed, or the representation of
Christ's Passion is concluded. The end of the canon was set after the
Pater noster, after the embolism, at the Agnus Dei," or after the Com

munion. Other particulars of the external rite were also determined in
accordance with these same theories, like the extent of the silence during
the canon, the duration of the time assistants stayed on their knees, etc.""
We will have occasion later to speak about these different regulations.
But there can be no doubt that in the original construction of the Mass
liturgy the principal portion of the Mass ended at the Amen before the
Pater noster.
The pre-Carolingian Roman liturgy had, as we have said, no thought
at all of the division into preface and canon which we are considering. Not
only was the entire eucharistic prayer comprised under the word canon,
Ebner, 432 ff.; for illustrations see the
list, p. XI. Individual MSS., like the Cod.
Ottobon. 313 (beginning of the 9th cent.)
which scarcely emphasizes the beginning
of the canon, still have the elaborate sym
bol for the preface; Ebner, 233 f.
"' Ebner, 438-441.
20 Ebner, 434 f., 437.
30 The Herder Missal of 1931, prepared by
the Abbey of Maria Laach, is perhaps the
first printed missal with a preface picture
placed before the prcefatio communis,
which moreover is set in the large type
usual for the canon.
81 Ebner,
449; Martene, 1, 4, 8, 2 (I,
399). Older memories still exerted their
27

influence. A Sacramentary of Tours at
the end of the 9th century has the Prce
fatio communis along with the canon in
gold lettering upon a purple background;
another of the lOth century from Trier
has only this preface with the Sa11ctus.
Leroquais, I, 53. 83.
•• Ordo Rom. III (lith cent.), n. 16 (PL,
78, 981 C).
88 Missale Rom., Ritus serv. VIII; IX.
•• Ebner, 425.-In the last-mentioned in
stance the end of the canon was distin
guished by a picture, the Lamb of God in
a round medallion. Ebner, 448 f.
35 Cf. ] ungmann, Gnwrdene Liturgie, 133135.
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but even the word prcefatio to all appearances had the same meaning.""
It was the solemn prayer which ascended to God before the whole
assembly. In this sense the word was already current in ancient sacral
language,37 and we find it being employed in a similar sense as a liturgical
term in Christian usage." Thus it became, by preference, the name for
the Great Prayer of the Mass.
If, in arguing as we do, we are on the right track, then the name only
confirms what we have been forced to conclude from other considerations,
namely, that the whole prayer was said in a loud voice. If anywhere, then
surely here, the solemn recitation must have become even at an early
period a kind of speech-song."" Since the sixth century there are witnesses
to the song-like performance of the Mass-prayers, and obviously these
must be referred above all to the eucharistic prayer.'0 This does not mean,
of course, that originally the whole eucharistic prayer was sung to the tune
of the preface. A great deal of it, indeed, must have been chanted." But
we must conclude that after the Sanctus a mere recitative-the simple
reading tone-predominated from time immemorial." This, indeed, corre
sponded to the character of the prayer-text which no longer displayed the
'"For the following see Jungmann, Ge
wordene Liturgie, 53-80, which also con
tains more detailed proofs. The word PrCE
fatio was used for the separate parts of
the Eucharistic prayer, not only for the
Vere dignum, but likewise also for the
Hanc igitur and for the blessing formulas
that were to be interpolated before the
concluding doxology; thus in the Grego
rianum ( Lietzmann, n. 2, 9; 138, 3 ; cf. n.
77, 3 in the Apparatus). This presupposes
an earlier application of the word for the
entire Eucharistic prayer.
" There are phrases like prCE/a ri divas
(Virgil), prCE/ari Vestam (Ovid), faus ta
vola PrCEfari (Apuleius); prCEfatio was
precisely the prayer which was joined with
the sacrifice ( Suetonius). Even in com
mon parlance the word was used in the
sense of a public announcement, a procla
mation. Further proofs in J ungmann,
Gewordene Liturgie, 76-78. The same spa
tial significance is here attached to the
PrG! as in the Pr G! lec tio, prcesidium; it
designates an action that is performed in
the p resence of someone, and not one that
precedes another in point of time.
""Council of Mileve (416), c. 12 (Mansi,
IV, 330.-Liber po11t. (Duchesne, I, 255):
(Gelasius): feci t etiam et sacramentorum
PrCE/ationes. When Cyprian, De Dam. or.,
c. 31, calls the sursum corda a prCE/atio,

he has a different meaning in mind. Here
PrCEfatio does not mean the speech said in
common before the people, but the speech
said as a preliminary or preparation be
fore the holy of holies. The word corre
sponds to the Greek "7tp6ppYJa<�; cf. Dol
ger, Sol salutis, 288 ff. In the Gallican
liturgy PrCE/atio was used in the sense of
a preparatory announcement for the invita
tion to prayer.
•• Cf. above I, 377 f.
40 The oldest testimony is probably to be
found in the Leonianum (Muratori, I,
375): Inc ip iun t preces diumCE cum sensi
bus necessariis. By the word sensus is
meant the recitative melody; cf. above, I,
409, n. 36. The word is used for the mel
ody of the Psalms in the Liber P on t. in a
reference to Gregory III (d. 741) Du
chesne, I, 41 5, 1. 3). Cf. also for the priest's
chant in the Mass, the Synod of Clove
shoe, can. 12, cited supra, I, 377, note 17.
" That seems to be the sense of the ex
pression mentioned above: decanfa11do
quasi canonem.

'" This is indicated by the expression dis 
simili voce et melodia in the text cited
above, p. 103 f., from the Capitulare ecclesi
astici ordi11is. At all events, in the Roman
prayer for the blessing of the baptismal
water on Holy Saturday, a prayer that
parallels the Eucharistic prayer, we have
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sublime accent to the hymn of thanksgiving, but rather the quiet current
of petition, of oblation and the biblical account·' but even here in each case
it might be presumed that at least the closing doxology (and not merely
the Per omnia scecula sceculorum) returned once more to the solemn
tone.
It was in the preface that the altar chant found its richest development
as the years passed. The recitative here was not merely provided with
proper cadences, but at the start and end of each sentence it took on
psalmodic forms and evolved partially into a simple melody. But the step
to a full song was never completed.'" The very seriousness of the meeting
with almighty God, who seems to be right before the priest during the
Great Prayer, was without doubt what hindered this step." On the other
hand, the performance of the preface was never so strictly obj ective that
all mood and emotion were excluded. Music history definitely proves that
even the chants at the altar, and especially the preface, were caught up in
the stream of Gregorian vitality."
The unity and exclusiveness of the Great Prayer of the Roman Mass ,
made up of preface and canon together, is indeed none too great, even if
we disregard its external delivery, its appearance in the book or its double
name, and confine our attention solely to the contents. Besides the obla
tions, there are the intercessory prayers, which occupy a large space. In
turn, these intercessory prayers are broken up into individual prayers, one
part of them being placed before the consecration, the other part after.
The original basic idea of the eucharistia is retained clear and distinct only
in the initial prayer, the preface.
This breaking-up of the contents of the eucharistic prayer had already
begun at a very early period, Aside from a few phrases, the whole text of
today's canon is found already in the fifth century, and the notion which
had much to do with producing this dissolution, namely, the recital within

already in the 7th century the rubric that
to this day requires the transition to the
tonus leetionis for the last part; in the
older Gelasianum I, 44 (Wilson, 86) : hie
sensum mutabis; in the Sacramentary of
Gellone (about 770) : hie mutas sensum
quasi leetionem legas; Martene, 1, 1, 18,
VI (I, 184 E) . Regarding the word sensus,
see above, note 40. That a rubric so fre
quently used at Mass should not be trans
mitted can be explained by the fact that,
unlike the blessing of the Easter water, it
was sufficiently current by constant prac
tice.
.. That is shown in the fact that the mel
ody of the preface was not written in notes,
but was maintained merely with the help
of certain reading signs; cf. above, I, 378.
" Concerning certain trends beyond these

bounds even in the 8th century, see above,
I, 377, note 17.
"'Ursprung, Die kath. Kirehemnusik, 58£.;
cf. 27 f. According to this study the first
step in the development was the replace
ment of the subtonal "tuba" or recitation
note, which made a full step down from
b to a. About the lOth century we find in
its stead a sub-semitonal tuba-a recita
tion note which made only a half step down
(from c to b flat; our feria! preface tone) .
A further development, along with the
elaboration of the initial and final phrases,
was the introduction of a special accent
tone above the tuba for certain syllables
( cf. our festive Pater noster). And since
the 12th century we have the development
of a secondary tuba, the recitation moving
along for a time on a note below the ordi-
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the mysteria, and not before, of the names of those who had offered the
gifts, is found even in Innocent I.'" In the Orient, the intercessory prayers,
in a very elaborate form, obtained an entrance into the inner circle of the
Great Prayer as early as the fourth century." The evolution seems to have
followed this pattern: By degrees the viewpoint changed, and the cele
bration was no longer looked upon as an altogether spiritual eucharistia;
over and above this there was the offering of the gifts, the dviX<pop:X, the
oblatio (according to the current designation) ;• and this, too, had to be
clearly kept in view; naturally, then, there developed a provision for

putting this oblation of gifts forward in an intercessory sense, a thing not
easily done in a "thanksgiving prayer." Or, putting it a different way,
there was a growing trend to relocate the intercessory prayers which had
been said from time past right after the readings, linking them more
closely with the gifts. This connection was certainly closest when the in
tercessory prayers were included in the very inner circle of the oblation
prayers.
The driving force could well have been the closely related notion that
our prayers would be all the more efficacious the nearer they were drawn
to the Holy of Holies, thereby attracting to themselves the power of the
Sacrament Itself. Even today, a person asking help is advised to place
his needs before God at the consecration.'" Thus the importunate friend
could seek to gain access even into the sanctuary of the Great Prayer. In
the Orient the damage done to the prayer by this insertion took place in
only one spot, either after the consecration (as in the liturgies of the
Syrian and Byzantine domains), or before the consecration, in fact before
the Sanctus (as in the Egyptian liturgies). But in the West the effect was
greater because the prayer of thanks had always been so much more
terse (and when the pr£Ejatio communis became the normal text, it was
actually reduced to a mere minimum), and because, on the other hand,
the intercessory prayers were inserted finally in two different places, be
fore the consecration and after.

nary recitation (our solemn preface tone).
Lastly, about the same time, the introduc
tory and final phrases on festive occasions
were set with mclismas of three or four
notes, so that we have a really melodic
form (our tonus sollemnior for the pref

ace).
••

Above I, 53 f.

"Euchologion of Serapion 13, 18 (above
I, 34); Const. Ap., VIII, 12,40-49 (Quas
ten, Mon., 224-227) ; Cyril of ] erusalem,
Cat. myst., V,8-10 (Quasten, Mon., 102 f).
.. Above I, 171.

•• This is
a psychological parallel to the
practice of recommending a great many
intentions to a newly ordained priest for
his first Mass, or to a child on the occa
sion of its First Communion; or, to take a
case from olden times, to the practice Ter
tullian, De Bapt., 20 ( CSEL 20, 218),had
of requesting the candidates for baptism
instructed by him to remember him in the
first prayer that they, as newly baptized,
would say in church immediately after
their baptism•
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2. The Introductory Dialogue
Whereas generally the priestly prayer is preceded only by the customary
greeting and the invitation Oremus, the Great Prayer displays its higher
importance in the increased formality of its introduction. After the greet
ing there is an invitation not simply to a prayer, to an oralio, but to a
prayer of thanks, an euxaptcr":tcx: Gratias agamus Domino Deo nostro:
Euxcx;:tcr-r�cr<•>IJ.Ev ":(jl -x.upl(jl. And this formal invitation is preceded by still
another: Sursum corda. In both instances the people are not ignored, as
they are with a mere Oremus, but are given a special concurrent response:
Habemus ad Dominum, Dignum et iustum est.

In this introductory dialogue we have a most ancient Christian tradi
tion.' Cyprian already comments on the Sursum corda and sees in these
words the expression of the mood in which the Christian should properly
begin every prayer: every fleshly and worldly thought should be suppress
ed, and the mind bent solely upon the Lord.' Augustine takes occasion, time
after time, to speak of the Sursum corda. For him the words are the ex
pression of a Christian attitude, much the same as St. Paul's admonition
to those who have risen with Christ: qure sursum sunt qurerite ; " our Head

is in heaven, and therefore our hearts must also be with Him. It is through

God's grace that they are with Him, and the gladsome consciousness of
this, as expressed in the common response of the faithful, Habemus ad
Dominum, is basically the factor which, according to St. Augustine, urges

the priest on to the Gratias agamus.' Of course our thoughts cannot always
be on God, but certainly they should be so--as another commentator in
sists-at least in this sublime hour."
Above I, 16; 29.
'Cyprian, De dom. or., c. 31 (CSEL 3,
289): Cogitatio omnis canzalis et sacu
laris abscedat nee quicquam animus quam
id solum cogitet quod precatur. Ideo et
sacerdos a1zte orationem prafatione pra
missa parat /ra tr um mentes dicendo: Sur
sum corda, dum responde! plebs: H abemus
ad Domim11n, admmzeatur nihil aliud se
quam Domi111m1 cogitare debere.
3 Col., 3: 1.
'Augustine, Serm. 227 (PL, 38, llOOf.).
-Nine more pertinent passages are re
corded by Ri:itzer, 118 f., to which he adds
an et cet. The word Dominus here, just
as in the Dominus vobiscum , is not always
understood by Augustine to mean Christ,
e.g., Serm. 6, 3 Denis (Misce/1. Aug. I,
30 f.): Quid est Sursum cor? Spes in Deo,
11011 in te. Tu enim deorsum es, Deus sur
sum est. With the same emphasis as St.
Augustine, Ca::sarius of Aries explained
1

Sursum corda in his homilies; see Ser
mones, ed. Morin, in the Register, p. 999.
He connects the Sursum corda, among
others, with Phil. 3: 20; Serm. 22, 4
(:vi: orin, 97).
• Cyril of
Jerusalem, Cat. myst. V, 4
(Quasten, Mon., 99 f.). The summons to
be rid of �·w·m.. cxl �pwd8e� t h a t C y ri l
inserts in the "Avw .. a.� ,..cx�81cx� later
comes to light in the oriental liturgy, in
the hymn of the cherubim that accompanies
the Great Entry (Brightman, 377). From
a later age we might be permitted a refer
ence to Henry Suso, who always sang these
words in the Mass with special fervor.
Asked what was his object, he answered
that he was calling upon all creatures of
heaven and earth and that he felt himself as
their precentor in the praise of God ; and,
finally, that this song was for him a plea to
all the tepid, who belong neither entirely to
God, nor are yet entirely absorbed in
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The precise origin of this preliminary Sursum corda is not known.•
On the other hand, Gratias agamus is already found as an introduction to
the prayer of thanks in the Jewish order of prayer.' Likewise the re
sponse to the invitation to prayer by a Dignum et iustum est was current
there.• And in ancient culture too, acclamations of this kind played a
grand role. It was considered the proper thing for the lawfully assembled
people to endorse an important decision, an election, or the taking of office
or 1-et"oupyta, by means of an acclamation." And there are evidences that
besides the formula most used, ��toe;, there were phrases like /Equum est,
iustum est ;'0 Dignum est, iustum est."
An acclamation of this kind accorded well with the make-up of the
Church and the nature of her worship. It is the ecclesiastical assembly that
desires to praise God; but its organ, duly authorized from above, is the
priest or bishop at its head. Only through him can and will she act, con
firming this by her endorsement. But for his part, too, the priest does not
wish to appear before God as an isolated petitioner, but rather only as
speaker for the congregation.,. Thus, by means of a dialogue at the great
moment when the eucharistic prayer is to begin and the sacrifice is about
to be performed, the well-ordered community that is at work secures an
expressional outlet. At the same time there is a manifestation of how self
evident and becoming is the action which the Christian congregation has
undertaken."
Granted such a line of thought, it would appear to be obvious that the
creatures. Vita I, 9 (Des Mystikers H.
Seuse deutsche Schriften, ed. N. Heller
[Regensburg, 1926], p. 29£.).
6] no. 11: 41; Col. 3: 1 f.; especially
Lament. 3: 41 are considered as possible
biblical references. Cf. Gassner, 106. A.
Baumstark "Wege zum Judentum des
neutestamentlichen
Zeitalters":
Bo1mer
Zeitschrift f. Theologie u. Seelsorge, 4
(1927), 33, calls attention to a formula
in the Samaritan liturgy that requires the
uplifting of hands before designated high
points in prayer. Recently, however, he is
more inclined to consider a Hellenistic
origin and supposes that the greeting at
the beginning of the prayer was somehow
united sometimes with the Gratias agamus,
sometimes with the Sursum corda, until at
last both invocations were set side by side.
Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 97. A.
Robinson, on the other hand, considers the
expression sursum corda habere a natural
ly Latin one; see the note of R. H. Con
nolly, The Journal of Theol. Studies, 39
(1938), 355.-In Hippolytus, Trad. Ap.
(Dix SO f.) the thanksgiving prayer that

introduces the Agape, is preceded only by
the D om i nus ·vobiscum and the Gratias
agamus, and the point is stressed that the
Sursum corda should be said only at the
Sacrifice. Hence it appears as a confirma
tion and enrichment of the invocation im
plied in the Gratias agamus.
7 Above
I, 15, note 40.
8 As a confirmation equivalent to the
Amm in the Schema of the morning pray
er: 'emet wajazib; I. Elbogen, Der ju di
sche Gottesdienst, 22 f., 25.

E. Peterson,
E!.; 6e6<;, 176-180; Th.
Klauser, "Akklamation," RAC, I, 216-233.

•

10 Thus at the election of the Emperor Gor

dian; Scriptures lzist. Aug., Gordian, c. 8
(ed. Didot 501); Peterson, 177.-Cf. the
list of acclamations in Klauser, 227-231.
11 Both
at the election of the Bishop in
Hippo; Augustine, Ep. 213 (CSEL, 57,
375 f.).
12 Cf.
Chrysostom, In II Cor. hom., 18
(PG, 61, 527): "It is not the priest alone
who completes the thanksgiving, but the
people with him."
"' Peterson, op. cit., 179, surmises that in
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responses mentioned were actually spoken by the people. In fact, in the
evidence already presented, this matter is made clear enough."
One peculiarity in the ritual of this introductory dialogue is the fact
that the priest does not turn to the people when greeting them, as he does
otherwise. In the Roman Mass he continues to face the altar.'" Here, too,
we have an example of the more delicate sense of form which ancient
culture possessed, for once the sacred action is inaugurated, once this
God-ward activity has begun, it would be improper to turn away.'• At any
rate, on this depended the decision as to what precisely was considered
the opening of the sacred action, whether at the beginning of the Eucha
ristia itself, as was evidently the case in the Byzantine liturgy/' or rather
at the presentation of the gifts, as is apparently presupposed in our Mass.
This ancient sense of form is also manifested in the accompanying gestures:
the summons to lift up the heart is accompanied by the priest's lifting of
his hands," and they then remain outstretched in the attitude of the
orantes, the prayer-attitude of the ancient Church.
proportion as in the Christian Eucharistia
the idea of sacrifice was brought to the
fore, this legal character and with it the
need for confirmation of the act had to be
stressed by the acclaim of the people.
Elfers, 270, n. 84, referring to Clemens of
Alexandria, Strom. VII, 6; Iren:eus, Adv.
hfEr. IV, 18, 4 (a/. IV, 31, 4; Harvey II,
20S) emphasizes the point that the celebra
tion of the Eucharist was strongly re
garded as an "act of duty and justice" to
ward God. Cf. the explanation of
"A�tov
:x.al 1Hxawv given by Cyril of Jerusalem,
Cat. myst. V, S (Quasten, Mon., 100):
"When we give thanks, we do what is
fitting and just; but He acted not only
justly, but beyond all justice, inasmuch as
He accorded us all blessings and con
sidered us worthy of His great benefits"
(he had just finished considering the Re
demption and the Sonship of God). The
obligation of giving thanks is also stressed
already in Thess. 1: 3 ff.
1' Above, p. 110 f. Chrysostom, De s. P entec.
hom. 1, 4 (PG, SO, 4S8 f.). De p (l' n it. hom.
9 (PG, 49, 34S; Brightman, 473 f.).-Cf.
the word of encouragement to the some
what timid newly baptized, with which
St. Augustine accompanies his instruction
on the Sursum corda, in Sermo Denis, 6,
2 (PL, 46, 83S; Ri:itzer, 119): hodie vobis
exponitrtr, quod audistis et quod respon
distis; aut forte, cum respouderetur, tacui
stis, sed quid responde1rdum esset hodie,
heri didicistis. Augustine testifies to the

general spread of this response in his De
vera religione, c. 3, S (PL, 34, 1 2 S):
mankind throughout the world answers
daily in this phrase.
15 It is otherwise in the Byzantine liturgy,
where the salutation has the solemn form
of II Cor. 13: 13 (see above in the text)
and is also accompanied by a gesture of
blessing; Brightman, 384. While saying
this as well as the following
"A>w axw�ev
ora� xa:poi"� he stands facing the people
whom he is addressing; it is not till he in
tones the Euxaptanjaw�ev or<jl x up l <p that
he turns "towards the East." Hornyke
witsch, 76.

Cf. Di:ilger, Sol Salutis, 322. Amalar,
De eccl. oIf. III, 9 (PL, 1OS, 1116), also
shows a clear perception of the meaning of
this prescription, lbi jam occupati circa
a/tare ... N ec debet arator, diguum opus
exercens, vultum in sua terga re/erre. That
later times would no longer have hit upon
such an idea is shown in the case of Lebrun,
Exp/icatioll, I, 33S f. He can only explain
the execution by saying that at one time
at this passage in the liturgy the altar was
shut off from the view of the people by
curtains and that consequently a turning
towards them would have made no sense.
1°

17

Note 1 S above.

Cf. the "Avw ax�ev ora.; xaplila.;; in
the Byzantine Rite, where the rubric is
added: lletxvuwv &tJ4 "If> :x.etpl; Bright
man, 384.
18
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In this section of the Roman Mass the heritage of the ancient Church
has been preserved with special fidelity also in regard to the simple form
of the text, which still retains the dialogue, almost word for word as found
in Hippolytus!" There are none of those additions or expansions which in
other liturgies partly disguise the concise exclamations. Here as elsewhere
the greeting is confined to the words Dominus vobiscum. In the Orient,
only Egypt shows a similar simple form of greeting for the opening of
the dialogue: 0 :x. 6pto<; lJ.�-:<i 'ltiv-:wv ( uw�v ), while the other liturgies em
ploy some modification and extension of the solemn triple blessing of the
Apostle in II Cor. 13 : 13."' Even the Sursum corda has elsewhere under
gone enlargements21 and likewise, though less extensively, the Gratias

agamus along"with its response. In the latter case, where the exclamation
announces the theme of the Great Prayer that follows, the changes that
have been introduced here and there are all the more characteristic. The
West Syrian liturgy of St. James emphasizes the motif of the awesome:
"Let us say thanks to the Lord with fear, and adore Him with trembling" ...
The East Syrian Mass brings to the fore the notion of sacrifice which is
concealed in the thanksgiving: "The sacrifice is offered up to God, the Lord
of all," whereupon the usual answer follows: "It is meet and just."

23

The

Mozarabic liturgy connects with this exclamation a trinitarian confession,"
just as the Byzantine does with the response of the people.25
In most of the oriental liturgies the introductory dialogue is separated
10

Above I, 29.

20 H. Engberding, "Der Gruss des Priesters
zu Beginn der Eucharistia in ostlichen
Liturgien," JL, 9 (1929) 138-143.-The
most important development is that the
part which pertains to God the Father is
placed at the very front: ·I I &:y:bnJ -ro u
xu.,!ou XC1l "Jr<X-rp6�, -1) x&:pt� ... This form
spread from Jerusalem. The Mozarabic
.M issale mixtum has a similar version ( PL,
85, 546 B).- Baumstark, Liturgie com
paree, 89 f.
21 In the Syrian-Antiochian sphere:
"Avw
-r<Z� xcx;;alcx� -/;�J.WY;
Baumstark,
90 f. Alongside the Sr trsztm corda there is
the formula of the Apostolic Constitutions
VIII, 12, 5 (Quasten, Mon., 213): "AYw
-roy YouY. The Greek liturgy of St. James
combines both:
"AYw axw�J.!Y -roY vo uY
xcxl -rd:� xo:p51cx�. Brightman, 50; cf. 85;
473. The Mozarabic Mass inserts after
the trinitarian plea for blessing, the invi
tation to the kiss of peace, to which the
choir responds with a chant of several
verses; next the words of the Psalm
I ntroibo ad a/tare Dei mei which the choir
again takes up with Ad Deum qui lcetificat
axw�J.EY

juve11frttem

meam;

then

the

invocation

Aztres ad Domi1111111, to which the choir
answers Habcmus ad Domi1111111. Only then

comes the Surs11111 corda with the alternate
response from the choir Lcvem11s ad Do
mi��rmz and the invitation to give thanks,
again in a peculiar formulation. Missale
mixtrtm ( PL, 85, 546 f.).
22

Brightman, 85; cf. above I, 39.

23

Brightman, 283. The same stress on the
sacrificial character in this passage, though
in more elaborate phraseology, in both the
East Syrian anaphora of Theodore of
Mopsuestia and that of Nestorius; Re
naudot, Liturgiarztm orient. collectio, II
(1847)' 611; 620 f.

Liber ordinum (Ferotin, 236): Deo ac
Domino nostro, Patri et Filio et Spiritui
Sa n cto, dignas laudes et gratias referamus.
In the Missale mixt11m (PL, 85, 547)
Christ is substituted in place of the Three
Persons.

24

Z!

Brightman, 384:

"A�toY

xcxl

o!Y.cxt6Y

E<l"rtY "!rpO�XUY!lY "Jr<X-r<fp:z ulbv xcll aytov "JrYoUIJ.:Z

-rptcS:o:z

OIJ.oo 6atov

xcxl

&zo>p<a-,ov.

texts the addition is missing.

In many
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from what precedes, and is given greater emphasis by an exclamation of
the deacon, admonishing the people to assume a proper demeanor of
reverence and attention in view of the Holy Sacrifice now to be offered up:
�":W[J.€Y XllAW<;, (j":W[J.EY [J.e":d: q10�ou, 'ltp6<;XW[J.EY .. � ... a"(fllY cZYillj)Opd:v EY e!p�Y1)
�po<;q1epm: Let us stand upright, let us stand in fear, let us give our atten

tion to offering the Holy Sacrifice in peace. The choir confirms his admoni

tion by glorifying the oblation as a grace-laden pledge of peace and a
sacrifice of praise: "E'Aeov e!pf,liY)<;, q16cr!llv ll!v£crew<;."" In some churches of
the West Syrian ambit, a monition of this sort was augmented as early as
the fourth-fifth century by a whole series of warnings from the deacon
to guard against the possibility of anyone unworthy remaining amongst
the participants.27 We have here the ancient 7tp6ppY)crt<;, the prcefatio in the
:;ense indicated by St. Cyprian."" The kiss of peace, too, which, in the
oriental liturgies precedes the dialogue, resp., the deacon's warnings, either
immediately"' or mediately, evidently had the same function of an assur
ance that all were ready for the sacred action.
The Roman liturgy has no such monitory pause at this juncture. The
deacon's function is scarcely developed at all, and the kiss of peace is
deferred to a different place. Conversely, the dialogue that introduces the
prayer of thanks is today so closely interwoven with what precedes that
there is no evident break-off. After his silent preparation of the gifts, the
priest begins by saying aloud: Per omnia scecula sceculorum, the conclud
ing words of the secreta and therefore a part of the offertory. Thus the
Dominus vobiscum does not sound at all like a start, but rather like a con

tinuation. Such was the case already in the eighth century... Still, at that
"'Thus in the Byzantine Mass; Bright
man, 383. In other liturgies within the
Syrian sphere the same invocation under
went various revisions. It is considerably
amplified in the East Syrian and Arme
nian �lass; Brightman, 282; 434£. In the
Egyptian it must have found partial accept
ance only later, as is shown by the still pre
vailing Greek text of the Copts; ibid., 164.
The answer of the choir
"E).eov e!p�vr,,,
Ouain o:!v€aew' and its equivalent, as
the translations show, seems not to have
been understood any more. 6uo!:x o:!v.taew�
(from Ps. 115: 8, according to the Septu
agint) can just about be rendered with
;l.oytl'.i) Oua!o: ;
a sacrifice consisting of
praise. The revision cited above for a;l.eo�
follows �Ie r cen i e r-Paris, La
"'?T;'Ti'
prihc des cgliscs de rite by::a11tin. I, 238.
The invitation that Theodore of Mopsue
stia (d. 428) attests and explains in this
pas sag<', Scnnmzcs catcch. V (Rucker,
N.itus bapt. ct missce, 25 f ) forms the heart
.

of the deacon's cry: Aspicite ad oblatio
nem.
"' Const. Ap., VIII, 12, 2 ( Quasten, Mon.,
212). In the Testamentm11 Domini, I, 23
(Rahmani, 37 £.; Quasten, M011., 250)
there is a series of thirteen outcries that
begin with: Si quis odium co11tra proxi
mum habet, reconcilietur! Si quis in con
scientia incredulitas versatur, Callfiteatur!

Si quis mentem habet alienam a prceceptis,
discedat!
28 Note 2, above. Di:ilger, Sol Salutis, 290,
refers to Livy, 45, 5: ... cum om11is prce
fatio sacrorum eos, quibus non siut Pttrce
manus, sacris arceat.
.. Thus in the Coptic, Ethiopian, and in the
East Syrian liturgy: Brightman, 162 f.;

227; 281 f.
80 Gregorianum

( Lietzmann, n. 1). The
Cod. Otobon. 313, which goes back to the
9th century, inserts expressly: qua (sc.
oratione super oblata) camp/eta dicit sa

cerdos

excelsa voce: Per onmia

(ibid.);
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time there was a conscious knowledge that the real beginning started with
the Dominus vobiscum, several of the Carolingian commentaries com
mencing with these words."' Some of the oldest manuscripts which contain
the canon leave out the Dominus vobiscum-taking it for granted-and
introduce the canon with the words Sursum corda." It is possible to admit
that at least the solemn melody did not start till the Dominus vobiscum.""

3. The Preface
The prayer ushered in with the preface is the prayer of the Church, her
Great Prayer.' It is an attempt to create with human words a worthy
framework and more especially a fitting adit for the holy mystery which
will be accomplished in our midst and which we are privileged to present
to God. There are two ranges of ideas which here press for expression:
first, the primitive consciousness that we owe God, our Creator and Lord,
adoration and praise, the basic acts of all religion and worship; and second,
the Christian acknowledgment that we who have been elected and honored
by the wonderful vocation which is ours through Christ, can do nothing less
than thank Him again and again. The only proper response to the
E�-ll"("(D..tvY is the eu-xllptcrdil.' For what we have here received is something
far beyond anything that our human nature might expect from its Creator
as a fitting endowment. Gratitude is also called for by the vision of earthly
creation, the vision of all that nature provides for men. This gratitude for
the benefits of the natural order is to be found remarkably amplified in a
number of examples from the early Christian period, both within the
regarding the tradition of the text, see JL,
5 (1925) 70 f. In the Ordo of John

sians and Trappists, to recite the Per om

Archicantor, the present texts of which
(8th cent.) require the silent prayer in
the Secreta, the priest raises his voice

Domi11us vobiscum. The same condition is
found at the en d of the Canon, where the
introduction to the l'atcr 1rostcr f ollo w s

already for the Per om11ia stEcula srecu1 unwr (Sit va- Tarouca, 198).

and again after the Embolism, where the
Pax Domi11i follows.

" Cf. Franz, 344, 349, 350, 395 f. Ama1ar
also, De eccl. off., III, 21 (PL, 105, 1133),
has the prtE/atio con s idered here begin a

salrlfatimre, qutE dicitur a11te Sursum corda.
""Cf. abo ve p. 103.
,

31

The incongruity here considered was the

topic of a note in Les Q uestions Litur

yiques, 4

(1913-14),

24 4. The solution

proposed was to sing the Per omnia sce c ula
scrculorum in a somewhat lower tone of
voice with the understan d i ng that the
organist then play a tran s i t ional melody
to the Dominus vobiscwn. Cf. Cou,.s et coii
/ Crcllccs VIII (Louvain, 1929), 143, note
8, where reference is also made to the cus
tom prevalent among the Premonstraten-

nia and begin the singing only with the

See above, re g arding the use of the words
f>ra'/atio and f>rc.t· in the Roman liturgy.
In the Gallican liturgy it is called collles
t a t io, a solemn confession, a designation
corresponding to the E�o11-o"A6;-r,crtc; used
for the preface in the Cano11es Basilii c. 97
1

(Riedel,

274). In the Gallican liturgical

sphere designations appear that point to
the sacrifice: i111molatio (in the Missalc
Gotlricrmr), illatio (in the �fozarabic lit
urgy ). Cf. J u ng man n, Gczc•ordclle Litur
flic, 72£.; 82£.
'It is there fore not by accident that the
gospel forms the high point of the fore
Mass.
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eucharistic prayer and outside it! Later, the theme is less common. It is
particularly infrequent in the Roman liturgy, though even here it is not
entirely absent.' But there is a new note and a new urgency in the grati
tude with regard to the Christian economy of salvation. The Epistles of
St. Paul, which almost invariably begin with a word of thanksgiving,• are
the first manifestations of this.•
In this connection it is hard to decide whether the liturgical eucharistia
in its pre-Greek beginnings (as they are to be found in the Berachah)
possessed this evident preponderance of thanksgiving over the general ex
pression of praise or of adoration.' This last objective has indeed always
been an important factor in the eucharistic prayer, especially after the
Sanctus was included; it is its expansion into the realm of the universal
and metaphysical." Petition, too, is included along with the thanksgiving,
at first tentatively,• later even in a relatively developed form. But it is
equally evident from the earliest sources that in principle, and aside from
certain more recent marginal developments, the keynote of the eucharistia
that now begins has always been thanksgiving.
Besides the character of the Christian dispensation, there was another
element that helped bring this about. The Lord had given the Sacrament to
his disciples with the command: "Do this for a memory of me." Accord
ingly, all the liturgies include this commemoration in some form or other
in the anamnesis after the words of consecration. But in this place they
all turn more or less hurriedly to the offering of the gifts just hallowed, as
the very nature of the case demands. So the proper place for this concept,
a place where it can expand, is not here after the transubstantiation, but
rather before the words of consecration, for the consecration can be in
serted suitably only in a space filled by the thankful remembrance of the
Lord. And this concept is most adequately expressed when it is something
"Above I, 31-2, 35 f.

Liturgy, 295-296. Nielen refers to M. ].

'Cf. in the Leonianum (Muratori 1, 303):
V D. Quoniam licet immeusa si11t om11ia

Lagrange, Evangile selon S. Lrtc. (3d ed.;
Paris, 1927), 544, who regards the biblical
word •:ix7.ptc�•<v not simply as a transla

qurx i11itiis huma11rx sJtiJf co/lata substantire,
quod eam scilicet crcaris e.t' llilzilo, quod
lui dcdais cognitione pol/ere, quod c1mclis
animantibus
tione

summre

prrxtuleris,

rationis

quod

tala

participa

mzmdi

pos

scssionc ditaris; l011ge tame�� mirabiliora

SUilf
•

•

•

•

According to the Hellenistic epistolary

style a thanksgiving was certainly part of
the beginning of a letter; see A. Deiss
mann, Licht

vom

Ostm, 4. Auf!., Tubing

en, 1923, 147, n. 3.
'Cf. E. �Ibcsy, "De gratiarum actione in
epistolis Paulinis": V crbum Domi11i, 21
(1941), 193-201; 225-232.
7

Cf. ]. M. Nielen, The Earlirst Christia11

tion of a Hebrew word of general mean
ing, and who, therefore, infers a tradition
of the primitive Church, "que Ia prierc de
jesus benissant avant de distribuer le pain
et le vin etait unc action de graces."
•

In the oriental liturgies, as a rule, the

preface up the Sa11ctus is dedicated to the
praise of God in general; in those outside
of Egypt a christological prayer of thanks
giving follows upon the Sanctus, a prayer
that, because of its closer connection with
the account of the Institution, shows itself
to be more original. Cf. Hanssens, III, 356.
• Cf. Euclzologion Serapio11s, above I, 3 4. 
\Vith regard to Justin, A pol. I, 67 below
p. 152, n. 3.
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more than a thoughtful recalling of memories from the past, when it is
rather enveloped in prayer before God. It then becomes an act of gratitude,
a pray er of thanks for the great thing that has been given us in Christ. "To
thank" is after all etymologically nothing less than "to think" about
benefits received, and not thoughtlessly to ignore them.
As the central theme of his remembrance, St. Paul already mentions
the death of our Lord, the work of redemption.'" And this continued to be,
far and wide, the cardinal object of the eucharistia, and as such was con
scientiously retained." We should remember what the action is really a
remembrance of; we should remember what is represented in the action as
a memorial. The l\lass is not a sacrifice reposing on its own self; it is a
sacrifice only insofar as it is at the same time a memorial of the sacri
fice already consummated, which brought us redemption. Therefore,
it is at the same time a thanksgiving, and demands of us such a thanks
giving..., When the fundamental mysteries of the Christian economy are
focused in this way in a prayer of thanks that rises to God in the sight of
the congregation, the prayer itself becomes a most effective expression of
a consciousness of their faith and their acknowledgment of it. Thus, in the
most ancient tradition the eucharistia appears at the same time as an
other more exalted form of the profession of faith."
Gratitude for the advent of the Lord, for His Passion and death, for
His Resurrection and Ascension, for all that He has done to procure our
salvation-these are the themes that form the object of thanksgiving in the
prefaces of the Roman liturgy as they range through the course of the year.
It is a peculiarity of the occidental liturgies that their prayer, including
the Great Prayer, varies with the progress of the year, and, in consequence,
the mysteries of faith are kept in view only one portion at a time. Other
'" I Cor. 11
11

:

26.

The latter is very clearly the case, e.g., in

the letter of James of Edessa (d. 708)
to Thomas the Presbyter (Brightman,
492) : "and whereas the priest and the
people have meetly accounted it right to
give thanks unto the Lord, he says, It is
mut and right to praise thee and in a few
words commemorates the whole scope of
the grace of God as touching man and his
first creation and his redemption there
after and as touching the dispensation
which Christ wrought in our behalf when
He suffered for us in the flesh : for this is
the whole kurobho that we should com
memorate and declare the things which
Christ wrought in our behalf." How close
the formulas of the changing Roman pref
ace could adhere to the anamnesis is shown
in the Sunday preface after the feast of
Ascension, which the Alcuin appendix

(Muratori, II,

319) presents:

VD. Per

Chr is tu m Dominum nostrum. Qui ge11eri
humano nascendo suk•enit, quum per mor
tem passimzis m un dum devicit, per gloriam
rcsurrcctionis �·ita' a:tenza.' aditzt m pate fecit
ct per suam asccnsionem ad ca.'los nobis
spem ascen dc 11 di dmzavit. Per.
.., Both ideas are remarkably well express
ed by Fulgentius, De Fide, n. 60 ( PL, 65,
699) : In il/is enim canzalibus ·victimis sig

fuit canzis Christi, quam . . .
/ucrat oblatztrus ... i11 isto autem sacri

nificatio

ficio gratiarztm actio atqzte conmzemoratio

est canzis Christi, quam pro 1zobis ob tu lit,
Ep. 14, 44 (PL, 65, 432 C): Ideo ... a
gratiarztm act i o n e incipimzts, 111 Clzrislllm
11011 da ndu m , sed dalztm nobis in �·er itate
monstrem11s.
13 Regarding
the original connection be
tween the Eucharistic prayer and the
Symbolum cf. the reference supra, I, 473.
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liturgies, especially the liturgies of the East (taken as a whole), do not
have this variety. They do have variations in the formularies, often in great
profusion; take the West Syrian liturgy, for example, or the Ethiopian."
But each formula of the anaphora surveys the whole field of the Christian
economy in a new way. This was likewise the principle which governed
the eucharistia of the early Church.'• There was only one further rule, that
the preface at a Sunday or a feast-day assembly should be longer and more
solemn than at the celebration at the graves of the martyrs, since these
latter celebrations naturally drew a smaller congregation and were not
fully public in character.'" In the course of centuries, however, the custom
of constantly reshaping the prayer of thanks, along with the effort to say
something new for each occasion, must have resulted in the formation of
many a version that touched only the periphery of the theme peculiar to
the prayer. Traces of such a tendency can be found even in the oldest
examples." And those centrifugal forces must have been all the more
powerful when every festal ceremony not only gave occasion for a new
version but seemed to demand a new theme, one more consonant with the
feast itself. This was the case from the very start in the liturgies of the
West, and especially in the Latin liturgy of Rome. The most ancient col
lection of Roman Mass formularies, the Sacramentarium Leonianum, has
a

proper preface for each Mass; thus, although it is quite incomplete, the

sacramentary has 267 prefaces! Even the older Gelasianum still furnishes
54 prefaces,'" the later Gelasianum in the St. Gall manuscript, 186.'"

The lion's share of such prefaces fell to the feasts of martyrs. As a special
theme on such days, the obvious one, was derived from the martyr's
victory-in-death. When in the preface of martyrs only the fundamental
concept of their bloody witness to Christ was emphasized, the result was
a prayer of thanks that stayed pretty close to the basic theme of our sal
vation, as when, after the mention of Christ's name, the special text
continued:
Qui ad maiorem triumphum de humani generis haste capiendum prcrter
illam gloriam singularem, qua ineffabilibus modis Domini virtute pro
stratus est, ut etiam a sanctis martyribus superaretur effecit, atquc in
membris quoque suis victoria sequeretur, qua! prcccessit i11 capite. Per.'"'

At other times the victorious struggle of the martyr or even his inter
cessory power after his victory stands as an independent theme of thanks
giving. Sometimes, however, a panegyric on the hero is developed in formal
"Above I, 41-42.
15

Above I, 29; 34-37.

"CallOIICS Basilii, c. 97 (Riedel, 27 4 ) .
17 T o
some extent the formulary in the
Euchologion of Serapion probably belongs
here, above I, 34.
18
These figures according to Eisenhofer
II, 157. His other enumerations for the
Gregorianum are, however, incorrect.

10

Mohlberg, Das /riinkische Sacramentari

um Gelasianum, after the index, p. 280282.-Baumstark refers these prefaces of
the later Gclasianum back to a primitive
Gelasianum, in which almost every Mass
formulary would have its own preface.
Mohlbcrg-Baumstark, Die iilteste erreich
bare Gestalt, 128*.
"'Leonianum (Muratori, I, 311 f.).
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outline, and becomes at last a more or less expanded recounting of the his
tory of the saint's suffering. It is not to be wondered at that among the
five prefaces which the Leonianum contains for the feast of St. Cecilia,
one or another should have succumbed to this last danger."' Rather is it
ustonishing to find that, of the twenty prefaces provided in the several
l\Iass formularies for the feast of the apostles Peter and Paul, almost all
are still concerned with the theological and Christological contents of the
apostolic office.""
In this oldest of sacramentaries, even Mass-formularies lacking a dis
tinctively festal character are sometimes found with a preface whose con
tents are far different from the original conception of a eucharistic prayer,
for example when it is used as a tirade against objectionable adversaries
or as an exhortation to lead a moral life."" Such curiosities as these must
lead sooner or later to a reaction. Perhaps an advance along these very
lines is to be discerned behind the narrative of the Liber pontificalis re
garding Pope Alexander: Hie [Alexander] passionem Domini miscuit in
prrEdicatione saccrdotum, quando missrE celebrantur." Phenomena of the

sort described must finally have induced that drastic reform which is
revealed in the Gregorian Sacramentary. In the genuine portions of this
sacramentary as remanded by Adrian I to Charlemagne,"' there are only
" Muratori, I, 456-459.
""Muratori, I, 330-345.-A summary of
the whole situation in Stuiber, Libelli
sacramentorum Romani (Bonn, 1950),
67 f. This particular development was even
stronger in the Gallic liturgies; cf., e.g.,
the preface for the feast of St. Maurice in
the Missale Gothicum (Muratori, II, 634).
The prefaces of the Mozarabic liturgy fre
quently present extended accounts of the
lives and sufferings of the saints; cf., e.g.,
the story of the passion of St. Vincent in
the Missale mixtwn (PL, 85, 678-681).
"'1Iuratori, I, 350 ff.; cf. supra, I, 61-62.
"Duchesne, Lib. p on t . I, 127. The fact
that the report is found in the Liber Pon
tificalis leads one to surmise that at the
time the account was written (about 530)
the counter-movement had not yet run its
full course. Among the prefaces that cor
responded to this program would be, e.g.,
those cited below, p. 122 ff., which in
general are surely pre-Gregorian. By pas
sio Domini is evidently meant Christ's re
demptive work, as is the case already with
Cyprian.-The meaning that Th. Scher
mann, "Liturgische Neuerungen," (Fest
gabe A. Knopfler zum 70. Geburtstag
[Freiburg, 1917], 276-289), 277 ff., at,

tributed to the passage, namely that the
formulary of the "General Church Order"
(
Hippolytus) was introduced in Rome
at the time of Alexander I (d. 116), is
unacceptable for various reasons. Equally
unacceptable is the opinion expressed by
others, that there was question here of the
=

Unde et memores ( ... tam bcata? pas
sionis) or of the words Qui pridie quam
pateretur. Cf. Fortescue, The Mass, 346;

Batte, Le ca11on, 64.-Likewise Elfer's
assumption in Die Kirchenordnwzg Hip
pol:,ots, 248-253, that what is meant here
is the account of the institution linked with
the passio, and that all that is affirmed is
that it was Pope Alexander who first in
terpolated into the eucharistic prayer of
thanksgiving the narrative of the institu
tion to which had been joined a recital of
our Lord's sufferings, is based on unsub
stantiated and inadmissible premises; see
ZkTh, 63 (1939), 236 f.
"" It is strange that the Sacramentary of
Fulda, which Baumstark edited, with a
few slight excisions, as the "'oldest obtain
able form" of the Gregorianum, still con
tains 46 prefaces, and even if we subtract
those elements that are evidently later (n.
387, 623, 654, 674), there yet remain 42.
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fourteen prefaces"' counting the prCEjatio communis. Of these, a number
those for extraordinary occasions and for the two saints' feasts which were
still favored-were later discontinued in Frankish territory, so that the
grand wealth of ancient Roman tradition was reduced to seven formulas.
But this poverty was somewhat augmented in the centuries to follow, that
same Frankish territory contributing the preface of the Holy Cross," of
the Holy Trinity,"" and of Lent.29 These ten prefaces-or rather, since the
prCEjatio communis was not counted in, the total was usually reckoned as
nine-were the only ones considered admissible in the Decretals first
mentioned by Burchard of Worms;• and by him ascribed to Pelagius II
(d. 590) ; from here they were incorporated in the Corpus Juris Canonici."
Finally, to this sparse group was added the l\Iarian preface, prescribed by
Urban II at the Synod of Piacenza in 1095, although it is itself of an
earlier date.32
Many medieval churches, however, were not content with this poverty.
Even in the appendix which Alcuin attached to the Gregorian Sacra
mentary coming from Rome, there was included, among other things, a
special section containing a large number of prefaces, stemming for the
For the most part the majority are martyr
prefaces. Mohlberg-Baumstark, Die iilte
ste erreichbare Gestalt, see in the index,
p. 96 f. Does this mean that the final cur
tailment did not take place till after Greg
ory?
"'Lietzman, see Register, p. 185. Besides
the pnxfatio communis, they are the pref
aces for Christmas, Easter, Epiphany, As
cension, Pentecost,and for the feasts of the
Apostles. Besides these there is a preface
in 1wtali Papce, for ordination, consecra
tion of an altar, for the bridal Mass, for
Andrew, two for Anastasia (one an extra
preface for Christmas). The preference
for these two Saints shows a Byzantine
influence at work,as was the case with the
introduction of St. Andrew into the em
bolism, see below.
27 Of unknown origin. I could nowhere dis
cover it in the sources of the 8th and 9th
centuries. A preface of the Holy Cross
with the antithesis of the two woods is
found in the Alcuin appendix; Muratori,
II, 318. This antithesis itself is surely an
ancient one,since,among others, it is found
in Iren<eus, Adv. hwr., V, 17 3; see H.
Rahner, Ante1znce crucis, III, (ZkTh,
1943) 1, n. 1.
•• It appeared first in the older Gelasianum
I, 84 (Wilson, 129) on the Sunday after
Pentecost, which later became Trinity

Sunday. It could have originated in Spain
and thus be dated back to the 7th century;
cf. A. Klaus, Urspnmg tmd Verbreitwzg
der Dreifaltigkeitsmesse (Werl, 1938),
17 f.; 81-83.
"" This appears in the later Gelasianum
(�1ohlberg, n. 254), but also in the oldest
available form of the Gregorianum (Mohl
berg-Baumstark, n. 161); hence it belongs
to an older Roman tradition.
30

Burchard of Worms (d. 1025), Decre

tum III,69 (PL,140,687 f.). Capelle (see

below, n. 32) expresses a well-founded
suspicion that Burchard himself was the
author of this Canon (47).
81

Decretum Gratiani, III, 1, 71 (Fried
berg,I, 1313). Cf. Durandus,IV, 33, 35.

32

Some suggestions of it are found in the
later Gelasianum.-With a minor varia
tion (huic mwzdo lumen ceternum effudit)
and an introductory clause referring to
Virgins in general, today's wording is the
same as that found in about 850 in the
Cod. Ottobon. 313 of the Gregorianum, ed.
Wilson (l-IES, 49), 283 f.; also in the
Sacramentary of Eligius (PL, 78, 133);
see B. Capelle, "Les origines de Ia preface
romaine de Ia Vierge," Revue d'histoire
eccl., 38 (1942), 46-58. Cf. C. Mesini, "De
auctore et loco compositionis pra::fationis
B. M. V.", Antonianum, 10 (1935), 59-72
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most part from old Roman tradition.33 Up to the eleventh century and
even beyond, the Mass books frequently preserved some heritage, large
or small, of this tradition. The Leofric l\lissal (11th century), which
originated in the Rhineland, still has a special preface for every �lass
formulary. Similarly, several sacramentaries from France." But in the
end the victory was won by the canon which was promoted by Burchard,
and which after that was repeated by all commentators on the liturgy.
Even in the Middle Ages, however, the victory was not an absolute one.
For saints who were singularly venerated-John the Baptist, Augustine,
Jerome, Francis, Roch, Christopher-special prefaces again came into
use, but because of the unhistorical contents they provoked the an
tagonism of various reforming circles at the time of the Council of Trent,

and so most of them had again to be dropped.35 Only in certain orders and
in the proprium of this or that diocese were special prefaces retained or
even brought into use anew.36 But not till most recent times did the Roman
::\Iissal itself experience an enrichment of this sort, after the canon of
eleven prefaces had held firm for almost eight hundred years. And this
enrichment actually involved, on the whole, a development of the central
concept of the prayer of thanks. In 1919 the prefaces for the Requiem
�lass

37

and for St. Joseph were introduced; in 1925 there followed the

preface for the feast of Christ the King, in 1928 the preface for the Mass
of the Sacred Heart.
A remarkable thing in the medieval canon of prefaces is the absence of
any special preface for Sundays. In the older Roman sacramentary tradi
tion such was not the case. Prefaces for Sunday appear in the newer

Gelasianum and in the Alcuin appendix ... Within the festal cycles, in
Advent, after Epiphany, during Lent, and after Easter, they adhere to the
.., �furatori, II, 273-356.

29.

tradition) for Advent, Maundy Thursday,
Corpus Christi, Consecration of a Church.
B. Opfermann, "Die Sonderpr<efationen
des romishen Ritus," Lit u rg. Leben, 2
(1935), 240-248. A. Zak 0. Pr<em., "Ueber
die Pr<efationem": Thea!. prakt. Quartal
schrift, 58 (1905), 307-325.
:r. It is a revision of an originally Mozara
bic preface (Missale mi.rtum: PL, 85,

86] edin, "Das Konzil von Trient und die

1019 A) that came into the Mass-books

Reform

of the Middle Ages by way of the Alcuin
appendix (1furatori, II, 354 f.; 355 f.) and
remained in use, among others, in the dio
cese of Besan�on. The happy christological
addition in the new text (in quo nobis) did
not appear in this older version. ]. Brink
trine, "Die neue Pr<efation in den Toten
messen": Theologie u. Glattbe, 11 (1919),

"The Sacramentary of S. Armand (9th
cent.) presents 283 prefaces, that of
Chartres (1Oth cent.) 220, that of Angers
(I Oth cent.) 243, that of Moissac (11th
cent.) 342; Leroquais, Les sacramentaires
I, 57; 76; 86; 100
An example from
upper Italy in the lOth century by Ebner,
.-

des
Romischen
Messbuches"
( Liturg. Leben, 1939) 43, 46, 55, 60 f.
"" In the liturgies of religious orders these
inclu de proper prefaces for Benedict, Au
gustine, Francis, Francis de Sales. Since
1919 others were added : Norbert, Dom
inic, John of the Cross, Teresa, Elias, Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel. Many dioceses in
France have their own proper preface,
thus, e.g., Lyons has such not only for cer
taia Saints, but also (from neo-Gallican

242-245.
38

The later Gelasianum here contains the
genuine Roman tradition: see Baumstark's
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theme suggested by the festal cycle. Thus, for the last Sunday of Advent ..
we have:
VD. Sanctificator et conditor generis humaai, qui Filio tuo tecum
a:fcnza claritate regnante, cum de nul/is extantibus Cllllcta protulisses
hominem limosi pu/veris initiis inchoatum ad speciem lui decoris animasti,
eu1nque credula perslwsiol!e deceptum reparare voluisti spiritalis gratia:

a:tema Slt{/ragia mittmdo
Per quem.'0

nobis Jesum

Christum

Dominum

nostrum.

A preface for the second Sunday after Epiphany reads as follows:
VD. Semperque virtutes et laudes tuas labiis e.ntltationis effari, qui
nobis ad relez•andos istius vita: labores super divcrsa donorum tuorum
solatia etiam mu11erum salutarium gaudia contulisti mittendo nobis Jesum
Christum Filium tuum Dominum nostrum. Per quem."

In the neutral period after Pentecost several formulas appear that de
part from the character of the prayer of thanks and either take in the
features of a prayer of petition after the manner of a collect" or are at
least content with a very general theme of praise of God's goodness. Thus,
on the Sunday of the autumn Embertide we have:
VD. Quia cum laude 1zostra non egeas, grata tibi tamen est fuorum de
votio famulorum nee te augent nostra pra:conia, sed nobis proficiunt ad
salutem, quoniam sicut fontem vita: pra:terire causa moriendi est, sic
eadem iugiter redw1dare effectus est sine fine vivendi. Per Christum."'

At other times a beauteous universality of Christian gratitude

is

achieved, as on the fifteenth Sunday after Pentecost:
VD. Qui nos de donis donorum temporalium ad perceptionem provehis
a:ternormn et ha:c tribuis et ilia promittis, ut et mausuris iam incipiamus
inseri et pra:tereuntibus 11011 teneri; tuum est enim quod vivimus, quia licet
peccati vulnere natura noslra sit vitiata, tui tamen est operis, ut terreni

generati ad ctrlestia renascamur. Per Christum."

Several formulas, however, present very prominently the cardinal theme
of the eucharistia, which we must expect above all on Sundays just as we
expected it on Easter; a sample of this is found in the third Sunday after
Pentecost:
VD.

Per Christum. Cuius hoc mirificum opus ac salutare mysterium fuit,

ut perditi dudum atque prostrati a diabolo et mortis acu/eo ad hanc glo
rimn vocaremur, qua nu11c genus electum, sacerdotium regale ac populus
adquisitionis et gens sancta vocenwr. Agentes igitur indcfessas gratias
sauctamque munificcntiam tuam pra:dicantes maiestati tua: ha:c sacra de
ferimus qua: nobis ipse salutis nostra: auctor Christus i11stituit. Per quem.46

proofs in l\!ohlberg-Baumstark, Die iilteste
erreichbare Gestalt, 128*.
39 This assignment and the one that follows
for certain Sundays are according to the
Frankish Gelasianum of Mohlberg. They
do not occur in the same form in all the
MSS.
'0 Mohlberg,
n. 1454. Cf. the further
sources, ibid., p. 336 (=Mohlberg-Manz,
n. 1454).
" Mohlberg, n. 124; further sources, ibid.,
p. 296.

.. For example in the Alcuin appendix
(Muratori, II, 285): VD. Et immensam
bollifatis t11a: pietatem humiliter e:rorare

" Mohlberg, n. 1203. Further sources, ibid.,
p. 328. Also already in the Leonianum.
" Mohlberg, n. 1135. Further sources, ibid.,
p. 326 .
.. Mohlberg, n. 873. Further sources, ibid.,
p. 318. Also already in the older Gelasi
anum, I, 65 (for the Sunday after Ascen
sion).
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Or on the seventh Sunday:
VD. Per Christ11m. Verum t:efemumque pontificem et solum sine peccati
macula sacerdotem, cuius sanguine omnium fidelium corda mzmdantur,
placaiOitis tibi hostias non solmn pro delictis populi, sed ctiam pro nostris
offensionibus immolamus, ut omne peccatum quod carnis fragilitate con
traximus summo pro nobis antistite interpel/ante salvetur. Per quem."'

Or again concisely and to the point:
V D. Per Christum Dominum tzostrum. Qui vicit diabolum et mundum
hominemque Paradiso rcstituit et vitt:e ianuas crcdentibus patefecit. Per
quem."

It may well be that the tenacious retention of the special Sunday con
cepts precisely in Frankish territory is a result of the fact that, even in
the·.ninth century, the Sunday was here called Dominicce Resurrectionis
dies,'" and was consciously celebrated as such. But in the eleventh century
the prescription supposedly written by Pelagius II finally prevailed every
where, and thus evidently the prcefatio communis was at first used on Sun
days, since it had already acquired this role at Rome perhaps as early as
the sixth century, and generally took the lead among all the prefaces.'•
Since the thirteenth century, however, the Trinity preface began to be used
for Sundays."" But it was not prescribed by Rome till 17 59."
Among the prefaces in use today, two appear to escape the ordinary
scheme for prefaces: the Trinity preface (which presents a profession of
belief in the mystery of the Trinity rather than a prayer of thanks) and
"'Mohlberg,n. 979. Further sources,ibid.,
p. 321.
"Text according to the Alcuin appendix:
Muratori, II,

337.-Mohlberg,

n.

1236.

Further sources, ibid., p. 329.-Further
examples of Sunday prefaces of the kind
mentioned: Mohlberg,n. 1296 (VD. Mai
cstatcm tuam); 1305 (VD. Per Christum.
Per quem sanctum); Alcuin appendix:
Muratori, II, 323 (VD. Qua�ziam illa

fcsta). Some prefaces of Eastertide also
come into consideration.

Sundays which do not have a proper pref
ace. That it was still a Sunday preface in
this or that place during the later Middle
Ages,is shown,e.g.,in the Mass-ordo for
the first Sunday after Pentecost in the

Ritualc of Soissons: PrtEfatio nulla dica
tur nisi quotidiana; Martene, 1, 4, XXII
(l,612C).
00 Thus

in the Missale of Sarum,eel. Legg,

p. 171. Radulph de Rivo (d. 1403), De
canonum observ., prop. 23 ( �fohlherg, II,

"'}ungmann. Gcwordenc Liturgic, 214; cf.

146) knows it as a Sunday preface from
the Feast of the Trinity until Advent.

223. Cf. also Vita Alcuini, c. 11 (MGH,
Scriptores, 15, I, p. 191, 1, 21): Prmter

stance (d. 1100), .Micrologus, c. 60 (PL,

cnim dies rcsurrectionis ac festivitatis jeju
nium protelabat ...

151, 1020C), also testifies to the use of
the Trinity preface on Sundays (quam in

This seems to be evident from the fact
that they are connected with the oldest

51

••

tradition of the Canon of the Mass. That
it developed specifically into a Sunday pref
ace,is shown by the fact that, e.g., in the
older Ge1asianum, III, 6 (Wilson, 234)
the canon which begins with the prmfatio
communis comprises a series of sixteen

vVithout further detail Bernold of Con

diebus dominicis frequCHtamus).
Decreta auth. SRC., n. 2449. The reason
for this is based on the fact that it was
on a Sunday that the creation of the world

began,on a Sunday that the Resurrection
and the Descent of the Holy Ghost took
place. But, of course, this view of the mys
tery of the Trinity in the economy of sal-
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the preface of the Apostles. There is, to be sure, no reason for supposing
that this latter is addressed to Christ," since there is no precedent for
such a supposition in the whole Roman sacramentary tradition. But start
ing with the very introductory phrases, the thanksgiving in this preface is
transformed into a prayer of petition, though it is possible to discover in
the continuation echoes of the thanksgiving that was heralded by the

Gratias agamus. We have here a distortion of the original text. The original
is found in the Leonianum where the preface presupposes the entire normal
introduction, starting with a word of thanks and concluding with Per
Christum (thus obviously assuming the usual mode of address to God the
Father) : V ere dignum ... gratias agere ...ceterne Deus suppliciter
cxorantes ut gregem tuum, pastor ceterne, non deseras ...pastores, per
(Christum Dominum nostrum, per quem)." It might be added that even
in the Leonianum the preface (aside from the introductory phrases) not
infrequently takes on the features of a petition."'
The basic schema of the Roman preface is to be seen in the prcefatio
communis. Without descending to prosaic banality, it embraces only the
barest outline of the prayer of thanks. The reason for giving thanks is no
longer expounded, but is included in the fact that the thanksgiving is
offered per Christum Dominum nostrum.The reason is thus presented in
the fact that the vast distance separating man from God has been bridged,
that we have the access and the trusty password "through Chtist our
Lord." .. In the other prefaces this schema is either repeated word for
word, as in the prefaces for Lent and Passiontide where, after the word
Deus, the corresponding expansion is inserted and then the preface con
tinues with per Christum Dominum nostrum, per quem, and similarly
..

vation is not expressed in the text of the
preface.
02 Because of the word pastor reteme; thus,
e.g., in Gihr, 616, note 55. Conforming to
the spirit of ancient tradition, this title is
used in the Oration for the Commune sum
morum pontificum (prescribed in 1942) in
reference to God. Leonianum, ed. Mura
tori, 332.
63 Feltoe, 50; Muratori, I, 345. Note e:ror
antes instead of e:roramus. Likewise in the
older Gelasianum, II, 36 (Wilson, 186).
The Sacramentary of Eligius ( lOth cent.;

PL, 78, 124 CD) also gives the complete
introduction and continues : ( gratias agere
.. .) et te suppliciter exorare. It is the
same in the English missal MSS. of the
13th and 14th centuries (Legg, The Sarum
Missal, 214) and also in the printed edi
tions of the Sarum Missal of the IS-16th
century (F. H. Dickinson, Missale ad
usum ecc/esire Sarum, [Burntisland, 1883].

605) .-On the other hand, the Gregorian
tradition as well as the later Gelasianum
already has today's text, although there
are fluctuations in the demarcation of the
introductory phrase, betraying the second
ary character of this version. The critical
evaluation here made is also found in
Jungmann, Die Stellzmg Christi (1925),
97 f. It has also been made elsewhere, as
appears from a report of V. Oderisi, Eph.
liturg., 58 (1944), 307-309.
"' There is even the case where a collect
(with relative predication :Dells qui) serves
as the center portion of the preface, e.g.,
Muratori, I, 334, in the sixth Mass of the
Apostles, in which only the prresta is
omitted from the prcesta ut o£ the collect
(ibid., 339, X VII). Similar cases are fre
quent in the Milan liturgy; see P. Lejay,
"Ambrosien (Rit.)", DACL, I, 1413.
.. Cf. Eph. 3: 12; Rom. 5: 2.
""The Per Christum thereby acquires a dif-
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in the prefaces for the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph where the expansion
begins with the words per quem. Or else the Christological expansion is
included after the word Deus, but in such a way that the Sanctus is intro
duced at once with the phrase Et ideo, as in the prefaces for Christmas,
Epiphany, the Sacred Heart, and Christ the King. In the Easter preface
the introduction itself is also altered somewhat. Or again the expansion
occurs only after the phrase Per Christum Dominum nostrum, as in the
preface for Ascension, for Masses for the Dead and (with a freer conclu
sion) for Pentecost. In every instance the name of the Saviour comes in
the middle. The original arrangement was, no doubt, the introduction of
our Lord as a mediator of our prayer of thanks.57 The delineation of the
Christ-mystery in other versions would be taken as merely a variant or
substitute. And so, the absence of the name of Christ in the Trinity preface
and in the present version of the preface of Apostles is really a more recent
and secondary phenomenon...
It is necessary to consider more minutely certain details in this ever
recurring basic schema. Every Roman preface begins, and has for a long
time begun, with a declaration of the propriety, we might even say the
obligation, of giving thanks: Vere dignum et iustum est, requum et salutare.
This phrasing is not to be found in the eucharistia of Hippolytus. But it is
the reiteration of the yet more ancient response to the priest's Gratias

agamus: Dignum et iustum est. In nearly all the liturgies this or similar
presumption of the people's acclamation has prevailed... Thus the priest,
too, declares that what the congregation offers up to God is simply a
service ·due.60 Regarding the content of this service, only the cardinal
thought is expressed: it is gratitude, but gratitude which embraces all the
powers of our soul, gratitude measured by that love we owe to God-with
our whole heart and our whole soul and all our strength-gratitude that

ferent meaning; it is no longer our thanks

is supplied by P. Cagin, Te Deum

through Christ, but God's acting through
Christ.
Cf.
Jungmann,
Die
Ste/lung
Christi, 156 f.

(Solesmes, 1906), 356-371.
"" In the Gallic liturgy the beginning reads

" Thus also in the Eucharistia of Hip
polytus, above I, 29. An Arian of the

as at Rome
'A).1)6w<; yap a�t6v icr·m xa\
o!xatOY (Egyptian anaphora of St. Mark:

century in arguing against the
of the Catholic Christology,
bases his reasoning on the Catholic cus

ou

illatio

D igmtm et justum est, in the oriental either

4-5th

Brightman, 125; cf. 164; Byzantine liturgy

G�J.oo ucrto<;

of St. Chrysostom: ibid., 321

tom of directing the thanksgiving prayer
in ob/ationibus through Christ to God;
there it says Digmun et justum ...neque
est a/ius per quem ad te aditum habere,
Precem facere, sacrificationem tibi offerre
Possimus nisi per quem tu nobis misisti.
G. Mercati, A11liclze reliquie liturgiche
(Studi e Testi, 7; Rom., 1902), 52.
.. A more exact classification of the entire
Latin tradition with regard to the preface

£.) or the

expression is enriched with a certain emo
tional tone:
'Q<; ci).r,6w<; a�t6v ecr-rt x;.\
oixatov
(West Syrian anaphora of St.
James: Brightman, SO; cf. Const. Ap.
VIII, 12: ibid., 14) .-The Byzantine lit
urgy of St. Basil has a solemn address to
God preceding this introductory phrase :

'0 wv o�cr'lto-ra xuptE 6ee 1tcl:-rep 1tav-roxpa-rop
1tpO<;l<UV1)"rE, &�tOV w<; d:).1)6W<;·

321 f.
00 Cfr., above, p. 111.

•

•

Brightman,
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must in essence be paid always and everywhere."' Other liturgies intensify
the word "thanksgiving" by adding a long series of expressions all desig
nating the praise and worship of God."'
The address to God which at present is divided as follows: Domine
sancte, Pater omnipotens, reterne Deus"" must originally have been ar
ranged in this way: Domine, sancte Pater, omnipotens reterne Deus."'
Both the Domine and the omnipotens reterne Deus are usual forms of
address in the Roman liturgy. Sancte Pater evidently corresponds to the
clementissime Pater which follows later. The solemnity of this address,

grouping as it does various popular titles for God,"" underlines once again
the importance of the moment.
Our thanks and worship we do not bring to God directly as

j ust

any

group of human petitioners; we offer it rather as a congregation of the
redeemed, through Him who is our Redeemer and our Head, through
Christ, our Lord. In the festal prefaces this step disappears in favor of a
jubilant celebration of the festal theme; since this theme always has refer
ence to a mystery of Christ, it is unnecessary to add that we praise God
through Him.
Finally, our praise is joined to the praise of the heavenly choirs. In
ancient Christendom a favorite way of representing the salvation which
is ours in Christ was to show that it associates us with the blessed spirits
of heaven and that by its means we are able to take the place of the fallen
angels. "The scene of your approach now is mount Sion, is the heavenly

Cf., I Thess. 5: 18; Col. 1: 12; 2: 7;
3: 15-17.
"" This is true especially in regard to the
liturgy of St. Basil. It is noteworthy in
this connection that in all its versions, out
side the Egyptian, the sacrificial character
of the Eucharist is revealed along with the

prayer at the O ff ertory : Suscipe, sancte
Pater that could have its beginning in the
10-llth century. The General Chapter of
the Cistercians in 1188 decided that a
c;esura could be made only after the word
Pater; Schneider (Cist.-Cirr., 1927), 8 f.
Cf. Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 72, who

d:;t::.tpta-reiv and the accompanying phrases.
The Byzantine liturgy continues ( loc. cit.)
. . • a€ cz!velv, a€ UiJ.VElv, a� e•j)..oyeiv, a�

sees in the arrangement of the single,
double, and triple expression a mannerism
of ancient rhetoric. See for further refer
ences A. Dold, Be11ed. Monatsschrift, 22
(1946), 143 ; 146. A summary of all the
arguments for the suggested re-arrange
ment in Jean Juglar, "'Sancte Pater':
Note sur Ia punctuation de Ia formule
d'invocation de Ia Preface," Eph. liturg.,
65
(1951), 101-104.-E.
C.-V.
"De
Genuina Interpretatione Formul;e 'Domi
ne
Sancte
Pater Omnipotens
<eterne
Deus',' Eph. liturg., 66 (1952), 77-80,
upholds the customary pointing.
""This occurs with true oriental prolixity
at the same place in some liturgics of the
East; thus, e.g., .note 59 ab ove, and also

61

-;:po:;xuvelv, ao! EU:;(Ilpt<;-relv, a� 8o�&X,etv -rov
1.1.<\vov ov-rw� ov-r12 Oeov, =I aol "ltpo�ep<petv ...
)..oytx-/)v 'tllU":lJV All-rpe!czv -/)(J.wv.
The
Armenian version is rendered: x12l aol "ltpo�
�EtJE<v Oua!czv 12!vlaew�; Engberding, Das
cuclwristischc H ochgcbet der Basileios
liturgie (Munster, 1931), 2 f.

-rT,v

""Thus already about 800 the Expositio
"Quotiors co11tra se" ( PL, 96, 1489 B ) .
Remigius of Auxerre, E:rpositio ( PL, 101,
1253) also unites: Domine sancte.
"'Brinktrine, Die hl. Mi'sse, 168. He re
fers to the Qui pridie of Ambrose (above
I, 52) : ad te, sancte Pater omnipotens
ateme Deus, and to our first offering

I, 35 f.
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Jerusalem, the city of the living God; here are gathered thousands upon
thousands of angels, here is the assembly of those first-born sons whose
names are written in heaven.""" Thus even in this life, as children of the
Jerusalem which is above,87 and especially when we are assembled for the
celebration of the New Covenant, we may join our voices to the songs
of praise raised by the hosts of heaven."" At first the preface lets us listen,
so to speak, to these songs of praise. One thing that surprises us here is
that these songs, too-as the prcefatio communis puts it- are offered up
through Christ: per quem maiestatem tuam laudant angeli . . . But why
should we be surprised? He is set "high above all princedoms and powers
and virtues and dominations, and every name that is known, not in this
world only, but in the world to come.""" "All the angels and powers and
princedoms [are] made subject under His feet." 70 In Christ "all that is in
heaven, all that is on earth [are] summed up." 71 The concept is therefore
thoroughly biblical, although the Scholastics were wont to add that the
angels cannot bear the same relationship to Christ as do men who were
redeemed by Him.72 Thus even in the concise prcejatio communis the second
part is dominated by the Christ-theme: Christ appears before our gaze as
the King of the triumphant Church.
The Bible also furnished the materials for the detailed description of
the choirs of angels and their activity.73 The prcefatio communis presents
the lengthiest enumeration of their names: angeli, dominationes, potesta
tes, cceli, ccelorum virtutes, seraphim. A shorter series is associated with

the concluding formula Et ideo, but here two other groups are recorded,
archangeli and throni. The Trinity preface, in spite of its terse arrange

ment, adds the cherubim to the list." The Pentecost preface summarizes
'"' Hebr. 12: 22 f.; cf. also the conception

n

Eph. 1: 10.

of the parable of the Good Shepherd,
(Luke IS: 4-7), which is almost universal

7" That is true of Scholasticism, except

among the Fathers. According to this, the
Son of God left the ninety-nine sheep, the

assumption that it was in the designs of

angels of heaven, to seek the one lost sheep,
lost man, and to bring him back happily to

the sin of Adam. Christ is considered from

Scotism. The

latter

proceeds from the

God to send the God-man regardless of

Iremeus,

the very beginning as the crown of crea
tion and the source of all graces, even of

Origen, .f\.Iethodius, Hilary, Cyril of Alex

those that were given to the angels; cf.

andria, Peter Chrysologus in Th. K.
Kempf, Christus der Hirt, Ursprullg u11d
Deut1mg einer altchristlichm S::,•mbolge

anent the matter ]. Pohle-NL Gierens,
Lehrbuch dcr Dogmatik, II (9th ed.;

the

fold;

see

evidences from

Paderborn, 1937), 136-139; 176-182.

sta/1 (Rome, 1942), 10-166. Gregory the

••

Great, among others, takes the same view,
In Ev. hom., 34, 3 (PL, 76, 1247).
"'Gal., 4: 26.

I Thess. 4: 15; Ez. 10, 1 ff.; Is. 6: 2, etc.

"'Even the Old Testament frequently
manifests this effort of joining the world
of angels in the praise of God, especially
the Psalms (102: 20 ff.; 148: 2 ff.; etc.).
.. Eph. I : 21 f.
70 I Pet. 3 : 22.

Eph. 1: 21; Col. 1: 16; I Pet. 3: 22;

7' Nine different names and

classes

of

heavenly spirits appear. They do not coin
cide with the nine choirs as enumerated by
Dionysius, De nrl. hierarchia, 6" 2 (PL,
3, 200 f.) because no principatus appears
among them, although in their place are
welcomed the ca·li. The ca·li (cf. Dan. 3:
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the whole series in the phrase supernce virtutes atque angelicce potestates,
much as the Et ideo formula mentions last of all omnis militia ccelestis
exercitus. All bow in reverence before God's majesty, they sing out their
song una voce, they cry out sine fine-two phrases adapted from the
earthly custom of the acclamation and applied to the description of the
heavenly liturgy."
It is in this heavenly liturgy, which is described with even greater
emphasis in the texts of the oriental anaphora, that we are bidden to take
part. Placing on our lips a humble plea, the prcefatio communis has us
enter the circle of the heavenly spirits: cum quibus et nostris voces ut
admitti iubeas deprecamur, and intone with them the triple Sanctus.

4. Sanctus and Benedictus
The Sanctus is the continuation of the preface. So true is this that the
oldest melody of the Sanctus is simply a continuation of the feria! melody
'

of the preface. But because the Sanctus is here more than a mere citation
from the account of the Prophet Isaias, because it is intended to do more
than recall to our mind that the seraphim sang this hymn,• but is rather
a reminder that the earthly church should take part in the heavenly
singing, the Sanctus takes on its own independent importance. All the
people join in singing the Sanctus-that was taken for granted in ancient
Christian times,• and to some extent still is in the Orient.'

59) are mostly treated by the commenta
tors of the Middle Ages as equivalent to
the throni, which are not mentioned in the
respective series. The consideration of the
cadi as an angelic choir became the occa
sion for using Ps. 18 (Cxli enarrant) in
the Office of the Angels. Originally the
ca·li were thought of as spirits that stood
in some relation to the stars of heaven.
75Th. Klauser, "Akklamation," RAC, I,
227; Peterson, E!� 626-;, 192, n. 1. In the
preface for Pentecost the si11e fine is re
ferred to the angels, in all other instances
to us.
1 In 1fass XVIII of the Vatican edition of
the Graduale Romamnn, the �fass appoint
ed for week-days in Advent and Lent,
coincides with the melody for Requiem
1Iass.
"Thus Luther interpreted the Sanctus.
�fartin Luther's Deutsche M esse ( 1526)
edited by H. Lietzmann (Kleine Texte,
37: Berlin, 1929) , p. 14.
Canst. Ap. VIII, 12, 27 (supra, I, 36) .
Gregory of Nyssa, De B apt. (PG, 46,
421 C) : join the holy people and learn
3

hidden words, proclaim with us the same
as the six-winged angels proclaim.-Cyril
of Jerusalem, Catech. myst. V, 6 (Quasten,
Mon., 101) .-Chrysostom often comes
back to the subject, e.g., In i/lud, "Vidi
Dominum" hom. I, 1 ( PG, 56, 97 f.) :
"Above the Seraphim shout the thrice
holy hymn and below all mankind sends it
aloft." Cf. In Eph. hom. 14, 4 (PG, 62,
104) ; !nil Cor. hom. 18, 3 (PG, 61, 527)
Chrysostom often extols the value of this
community singing; see Itt I Cor. hom.
27, 5 (PG, 61, 232) ; In Is hom. 6, 3 (PG,
56, 138) . Cf. ]. Gulden, "Liturgische
Erneuerung und die Beteiligung des
Volkes am Gottesdienst in der Vaterpre
digt, StZ 137 ( 1940, I), 178-186, espe
cially 182.
In the oriental liturgies, though the
transitional words of the preface seldom
mention it, the Sanctus as a rule is ex
pressly given over to the people by a spe
cial rubric, as was already done in the
Apostolic Constitutions VIII, 12, 27
(Quasten, Mon., 220); in the West Syrian
and Egyptian liturgies (Brightman, 50;
.

.

•
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Even in the West as late as 530 the Liber pontificalis indicates that
Pope Sixtus I ordered: ut intra actionem, sacerdos incipiens, populo [I. -us]
Jzymnum decantare [ t] : Sanctus.• Perhaps it was already necessary at that
time to recall to memory the tradition which was to be found implicit in
the text itself, for then as now it read: cum quibus et nostras voces ut

admitti iubeas deprecamur. As a matter of fact the singing at Rome, as
described in the Roman ordines for feast-day service, was transferred to
a group of clerics.•
In the land of the Franks, however, provision continued to be made for
the people to sing the Sanctus as of yore.' Thus the ordo of John the Arch
chanter still mentions the people." In fact, the reform decrees of the
Carolingian period did not have to insist that the people sing the Sanctus,
but instead had to demand that the celebrating priest go along with the
singing to its finish and only then continue with Te igitur.•
86; 132; 176; 231) ; also in the older
Byzantine liturgy (ibid., 385; 403; 436).
Cf. Hanssens III, p. 392 f.; 400.

C <esar ius of Ari es, Serm., 73, 3 (Morin,
294; PL, 39, 2277) says of those who
leave before time: qua/iter cum tremore

Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 128.-Cf. 0.
Case!, JL, 1, (1921), 151.

simul ct gaudio clamabunt: Sanctus, Sall
ctus, Sanctus. Benedictus qui venit in
nomine Domini? Cf. Gregory of Tours,
De mir. s. Martini, II, 14 (PL, 71, 946 f.).

•

'Ordo Rom. I, n. 16 (PL, 78, 944 f.):
subdiaconi regionarii. Cf. Ordo Rom. II, n.
10 (PL, 78, 973): subdiaconi; Ordo Rom.
V, n. 9 (PL, 78, 988) : Subdiaconi itaque
dum cmzitur Sanctus, post a/tare pergant
stare, and others also sing along. Ordo
Rom. XI, n. 20 (PL, 78, 1033) has the
basilicarii, that is, the clergy attached to
the respective basilica, sing the Sanctus,
as they do the Credo; cf. above, I, 473, n.
69. Therefore, even here the Sanctus is
never left to the Schola cantorum. Quite
probably the congregational singing of the
Sanctus is considered as the ideal also in
the Ordo eccl. Later. ( ed. Fischer, 44).
Still in the Pontifical Mass it is sung by
the choir, in choro, (ibid., 83, L. 38). Per
haps the exclusion of the people, as noted
in the Roman Ordines, is also to be under
stood as holding only for the Pontifical
Mass.
7 C apitulare
eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca,
199) : proclamantibus omnibus clericis vel
(mostly= et) populo cum tremore et reve
rentia: Sanctus. Cf. Breviarium eccl. ord.
(ibid., 198 f): diaconi et clerus cum populo.
This is a Carolingian text, and cannot
therefore be relied upon to show what is
the Roman custom; but it does give evi
dence of the adaptation to Frankish con
ditions.

•

-It is an error to quote can. 3 of the Synod
of Vaison (529) as a proof that the San
ctus was not sung at the time, but rather
reintroduced just then. Here there is ques 
tion not of the Sanctus, but of the Trisagion
(Aius; cf. above, I, 47). See the proof for
this in N i ck i , Der Anteil des Volkes an
der Messliturgie im Franke11reich, 25-29.
•

Admonitio generalis (789) n. 70 (MGH,
Cap., I, 59): Et ipse sacerdos wm sanctis

angelis et populo Dei communi voce San
ctus, Sanctus, Sanctus deca11tet. Herard
of Tours (858) Capitula, n. 16 (PL, 121,
765) : ut secreta presbyteri non inchoent,
antequam Sanctus /i11iatur, sed cum populo
SanctHs cantmt. Amalar, De eccl. off. III,
21 (PL, 105, 1134 C) refers to the decree
of Sixtus I mentioned above. With the rise
of the Apologies these prescriptions were
again transgressed; cf. further the Sacra
mentary of Amiens in the 9th cent. ed.,
Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 442:

Quando tractim canitur Sanclus, idem
sacerdos cursim decantet, followed by an
Apology. But towards the end of the 11th
century the Missal of St. Vincent, for ex
ample, again has neums marked over the
Sanctus, obviously for the priest to sing;
Fiala, 192.
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Being music for the people, the Sanctus retained its traditional simple
melody, which hardly goes beyond a mere recitative. This explains why
one Carolingian music writer about 830, in enumerating the songs of the
l\Iass, makes no mention whatever of the Sanctus.1• There is evidence that
the Sanctus continued to be sung by priest and people together even in
the twelfth century; it is so described in Hildebert 11 and Honorius.u An
intermediate step before its complete disappearance as a people's chant
was to be found in northern countries where it was assigned to the clergy
assisting in choir.'" There is a relic of this in the present-day prescription
that at high Mass the deacon and the subdeacon u recite the Sanctus to
gether with the celebrant. The transfer of the Sanctus from the people to
the special singing choir goes hand in hand with the composition of the
more recent Sanctus melodies and is finally complete when polyphonic
music came into its own in the Gothic period. It is significant that the
text of the Sanctus-basically little more than a simple outcry of praise,
an acclamation 1"-was altered for a time to suit the newer settings, and
like the other chants it was expanded by the addition of tropes.'•
10 Aurelian of Reaume, Musica disciplina,

c. 20 ( Gerbert, S criptores de mus. sacra, I,
60 f.). He discusses the Introit, Kyrie,
Gloria, Gradual, Alleluia, Offertory, and
Communion. Cf. Wagner, Einfiihrung, I,
58 f. Evidently the melody under discus
sion is the melody mentioned above, n. 7,
the only one that was in use among the
Carthusians, even as late as the 18th cen
tury; Wagner, 114. It seems that more
elaborate melodies for the Sanctus in gen
eral were not created till the 11-12th cen
tury, hence a century later than was the
case with the Kyrie (Cf. below, n. 16).
This also fits in with the fact that the San
ctus was set to polyphonic melodies only
at a later date. The oldest collection of
two-voiced compositions, the Winchester
Troper (HBS, 8) has twelve settings for
the Kyrie, 8 for the Gloria, but none
for the Sa nctus (a n d likewise none
for the Ag nu s Dei). Cf. Ursprung, 57;
119.

11 Hildebert of Le Mans, V e rsus de mys
terio miss« (PL, 171, 1182); Hinc bene
cum populo ter Sanctus ... canit.
Honorius Augustod., Gemma an., I, 42
(PL, 172, 556 D).

12

13 A Sacramentary of the 9th century of
Le Mans and likewise one of the 11th
century from Echternach (Leroquais, I,
30 f.,122) Quando clerus . .. Sa11ctus can

-

tat; cf. Leroquais, I, 59.-Robert Paululus
(d. about 1184), De c« r e moniis II, 24
(PL, 177, 425 D): Hunc hymnum sacer
dos cum choro dicere debet.-Durandus,
IV, 34, 1 : lotus chorus .. . simul canit
dictum evangelicum hymnum. According
to A. Gastoue, L'eglise et Ia musique,
(Paris, 1936), 80, the Sanctus in many
cathedrals was for a long time reserved
to seven subdeacons, who formed a semi
circle before the altar; cf. above I, 197,
note 9. Even at the beginning of the 14th
century rubricists were vividly aware that
the Sanctus was to be said by the clergy
present in choir, as is clear from the Ordo
of Stefaneschi, n. 61 (PL, 78, 1176),
where it states that when a cardinal is
present at the chaplain's Mass, dicta Pr«
fatione dicat sine nota Sanctus, etc., cum
astantibus sibi.
,

"Regarding the p r ac tic e in Roman
basilicas, where only the deacon does
so, see Gavanti-Merati, II, 7, 11 (1,
282 f.).
E. Peterson, Das Buch von den Eng eln
(Leipzig, 1935), 58; idem., ET� 6e6�, 234;
325.

11

,., Blume-Bannister, Tropen des Missale, I
(Analecta hymnica, 47) p. 301-369 (n.
247-338). As the editors point out, a num
ber of these originated in the lOth cen
tury.
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Honorius also stresses the point that the organ-a very primitive instru
ment still-was joined to the chanting of people and clergy: Unde solemus
adhuc in officio sacrificii organis concrepare, clerus cantare, populus con

clamare." The sound of the organ in hoc concentu angelorum et hominum
is likewise emphasized by later commentators." In the compendious
liturgical manual of Durandus the Sanctus is the only place where any
mention is made of the organ.'" It therefore has here a more conspicuous
function than the usual one of accompanying the singing. It has the same
purpose as the Psalmist's sounding of many instruments-an expression
of joy."" It is not unlikely that originally the ringing of the altar bell-a
triple ring, to correspond to the triple Sanctus 21 -was also intended for

the same purpose ...
11

Loc. cit.
"Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 6 (PL,

people might be called to the levat io sacra11telzti; Du Cange-Favre, VII, 259. The
inventories of the English churches made

"Durandus, Rationale, IV, 34, 10.
""Cf. Durandus, who, loc. cit., remarks re
garding the musical accompaniment of the
Smzctus: David and Solomon introduced
hymnos iu sacriji c io Domini organis et aliis
instrzmzentis musicis concrepari el laudes
a populo conclamari.
21 According to our present Missale Ro
manum, even in the first edition of 1570,
there are only two signals with the bell,
one at Smzctus and one at the consecra

under Edward VI (d. 1553) frequently
record the Sanctus bells (santtes or saunce
bell). F. C. Ecles, The Edwardian Inven
tories for Buckinghamshire (Aicuin Club
Coli., 9) 3; 5. P. Browe, "Die Elevation"
(/L, 1929), 39, who cites these passages,
assumes (as the foundation mentioned
above clearly indicates), that the signal of
the bell at the Sanctus was only a pre
liminary warning of the approach of the
consecration. That, however, need not
have been its full purpose. While the little
hand-bell may have been introduced to
signal the consecration and was then ex
tended also to the Sanctus, its primary pur

213, 123 D).

tion. Ritus serv., VII, 8; VIII, 6. The
decree of the Congregation of Rites, Oct.
25, 1922, speaks of a signal with the bell
shortly before the consecration, without
actually demanding it; Decreta auth.
SRC, n. 4377. Moreover, even these sig
nals are not universally in use in the Ro
man basilicas. There is no mention of them
in the C crremoniale Episc., I, 8, 67, 69.
Cf. Lcs Questious liturgiques, 4 (1913-14),
164 f.
"' The reports about the bell signal that
begin to appear in the 13th century per
tain almost exclusively to the elevation of
the Sacred Species at the consecration, that
was, of course, introduced at the time ; cf.
Braun, Das christliche Altargeriit, 573577. Nevertheless, even before the Missale
of Pius V, testimony for a signal with the
bell at the Sauctus is not entirely lacking.
According to an endowment foundation
made at Chartres, 1399, one of the bells
suspended above the choir was to be rung
dum in cipiet ur cantari Sanctus, and the
reason given is that the attention of the

pose was not to give a signal, since the
singing of the hymn itself was already
sufficient for the purpose, but rather for
much the same object we have in mind
today, when at a solemn Te Deum, or, as
was done for ages, at the Gloria, when it is
resumed on Holy Saturday, every avail
able instrument is sounded. The latter cus
tom is attested in the Ordo ecclesiCE
Laterane1zsis (middle of the 12th century;
Fischer, 73) : ... Gloria in excelsis, et
statim omnia signa pro gaudio tantO! sol
lemnitatis in classicum pulsentur. Accord
ing to Gavanti-Merati, II, 7, 11, (I, 282),
one should ring the campanas majores at
High Mass, and at private Mass the cam
panrda parva (which could be dispensed
with at High Mass, unless it is to be used
as a signal for the ringing of the large
bell). The custom of ringing the large
bell at High Mass during the preface un-
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The origins of the Sanctus in Christian liturgy are not fully clear.
There is no Sanctus in the eucharistic prayer of Hippolytus of Rome."' On
the other hand, even as early as the turn of the first century, it appears to
have been part of the prayers of the Christian community right in Rome
itself. For it is very surprising that Clement of Rome should not only
cite the song itself from the vision of Isaias (Isaias 6:3) but also intro
duce it with the passage from Daniel 7:10, just as is done later in most of
the liturgies of the Orient:
Let us consider the vast multitude of His angels, and see how they stand
i11 read i n e ss to mimster to His will. For the Scripture says: "Ten
thousand thousand stood ready before Him, and a thousand thortsa11d
ministered to Him, and cried out: Holy, Holy, lloly is the Lord of llosts;
the whole creation is replete with His splendor." And so we, too, being
dutifully assembled with one accord, should as with one voice, cry out to
Him canzcstly, so that we may participate in His great and glorious
promises."'

The triple Sanctus is to be found likewise in all the other liturgies known
to us, starting with the Euchologion of Serapion and the Clementine
liturgy.""' It is then but a step to assume that the Sanctus had been sung
already in the primitive Church. Perhaps the synagogue served as a model
and so concurred in some way in establishing its use."'
til the Sanctus is reported from the monas
tery of Hohenfurt in Czechoslovakia
(about 1937); the ringing of the large
bell at the Sanctus itself is still customary
in the
Weterwald
(1947 ;
Prof.
B.
Fischer).
23 Supra,
I, 29 f.-Note, however, that
St. John quotes a triple "holy" from the
mouths of the four-winged figures (cheru
bim) in Apoc. 4: 8; cf. Gassner, The
Canon, 138 ff.
"' Clement of Rome, Ad Corinth., c. 34;
see J. A. Kleist, The Epistles of St. Clem
ent of Rome and St. Ignatius of Antioch
(Ancient Christian \Vriters, 1; West
minster, 1946), 30. That this, however, is
not clearly a reference to the Eucharistic
prayer is shown by Vv. C. van Unnik, "I
Clement 34 and the 'Sanctus'," VigiliCE
christianCE, 5 (1951), 204-248.-A similar
ly indefinite reference also in Tertullian,
De or., 3 (CSEL, 20, 182); cf. Dekkers,
Tertullianus, 43 f. Somewhat plainer in
Origen, De princ., I, 3, 4; IV, 3, 14 (GGS,
Orig., V, 52 f., 346); cf. G. Dix, "Primi
tive Consecration Prayer," Theology, 37
(1938), 261-283.
"" Cf. supra, I, 34; 36. An exception is

perhaps the second of the Eucharistic
prayers cited by an Arian author in the
fragments published by G. Mercati, An
fiche reliquie liturgic he ( Studi et Testi,
7; Rome, 1902), 52 f. Cf. P. Alfonso,
L'eucologia
roman a
antica
(Subiaco,
1931)' 101-104.
"'Regarding the supposition that the San
ctus is a heritage from the synagogue,
see A. Baumstark, "Trishagion und Qedu
scha," J L, 3 (1923), 18-32; Lietzmann,
Messe 1md Herrmmahl, 128 ff., 258 f.;
W. 0. E. Oesterley, The Jewish Back
ground of the Christian Liturgy (Oxford,
1925), 144-147. The Sanctus, says the
Jewish Encyclopedia, VII, 463, "must have
been borrowed by the Church from the
Synagogue at an early date." This state
ment is at best highly doubtful. W. H.
Frere, The Anaphora or Great Eucharistic
Prayer (SPCK, 1938), is inclined to put
the Sane/us after the time of Hippolytus.
-The triple "holy" or Kedushshah used
in various parts of the present synagogue
service was surely introduced into that
service by the second century A.D. ; see
C. W. Dugmore, The Influence of the
Synagogue upon the Divine Office (Lon-
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Be that as it may, this hymn, derived from the prophet's VISIOn, so
sparing in words, yet so powerful and weighty, fits best of all in the struc
ture of the eucharistic prayer, especially in the setting mentioned. All of
God's benefits and the manifestations of His favor, for which we must
give thanks, are after all only revelations of His inmost being, which is all
light and brilliance, inviolable and without stain, before which creation
can only bow in deepest reverence-his holiness. Wherefore the first
phrase taught us by our Lord in his own prayer is:

tuum.27
j oy the

Christians had in this song, for even when a trinitarian meaning

don, 1945), 102-103, 108. This is a bene
diction and song of praise sung not only by
the Seraphim among themselves, as in I s.
6:2, but by all the angels (all His servants)
just as is presupposed as a rule in the
Christian liturgies, although individual
choirs are not marked out. See the He
brew text in W. St:erk, Altjiidische litur
yische Gebete (2nd ed.; Kleine Texte,
58 ; Berlin, 1930), 5.-Worthy of note is
the fact that the triple "holy," treated as
a song of praise sung by the entire host
of angels, is found in Bk. VII of the
Ap os toli c Constitutions within that very
section (c. 33-38) which is evidently only
a superficially christianized collection of
Jewish prayers (VII, 35, 3; Funk, I, 430).
And here is something to which Baum
stark, op. cit., 22 ff., attaches a great deal
of importance: Ez. 3: 12:
Eu).oywtvlJ

�

M/;:t

Sanctijicetur nomen

That the cry resounds three times must have but increased the

xup!ou

h

-roil

-r61tou

cru'<ou,

is

added as the response of the other choirs
of angels; this is a benediction which is
also found in later ] ewish services as an
accompaniment to the triple "holy," and
which corresponds to the Benedictus which
follows immediately after the triple "holy"
in the Christian liturgies except that of
Egypt. In the Clementine liturgy this Be
nedictrts has the form: EuAOYlJ"t"b� er� 't:OU�
a:wva�. 'AIJ.f.Y.· ( Canst.
Ap. VIII,
12,
27; Funk, I, 506; Quasten, Mon., 220).
In the other liturgies it reads more or less
like that of the Roman Mass ; in other
words, it is the shout of the crowd recorded
in Matt. 21 : 9, with doubled H osamra. This
combination Hosanna- Benedictus must
have been joined to the triple "holy" at a
very early date, in Palestine itself, in con
scious opposition to the narrowly national

Jewish formula (Baumstark, 23 ff.).
Against this assumption, which Baum
stark in particular upholds, we have the
fact that outside the short and rather ir
relevant phrase in Canst. Ap. VIII, 12, 27,
there is no early evidence of this Hosan��a
Benedictus. Even in the East it does not
appear till the 8th century; on the contrary,
the oldest Palestinian and Antiochene
sources (Cyril of Jerusalem, Chrysostom,
Theodore of Mopsuestia) do not mention
it in this connection at all. (It does appear
in Peregrinatio Aetherice, c. 31, but in
an entirely different connection, as a re
sponsorial processional chant sung by the
people, and without Hosanna). Add to this
the sharp dissimilarity of the Tersanctus
itself, and especially of the sentences lead
ing into it, where the Jewish version indi
cates the troops of angels only in a general
way, while the Christian texts always men
tion various choirs. These are differences
that cannot be accounted for as merely
polemic antagonism. Hanssens, lllst i t rt 
tiones, III (1932), 402 f., 404; E. Peter
son, Das Buch von den Engeln (Leipzig,
1935), 115-117.- Baumstark, Liturgie
comparee ( 1939), 55 f., 92 f., continues to
hold to his thesis, without, however, ad
verting to the objections raised against it.
Perhaps, as Hanssens, III, 404, remarks,
the example of the Jews somehow did act
as a stimulus for the Christians when they
interpolated the Sane/us from I s. 6: 2 £.,
into their Eucharistic prayer.
The parallel to the threefold "holy" here
discussed was already noticed by Tertul
lian, De or., 3 (CSEL, 20, 182). For this
reason, so he argues, we say the Sa �t cti 
ficetur as angelorum candidati.
27
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�as not expressly attached to the triple "holy," still there was inherent in
. most profound
It an echo of this
of Christian mysteries.""
t
is
surprising,
indeed, that the text of the Tersanctus, despite its
I

brevity, shows some variations from the basic biblical text and also from
that used in the synagogue. The basic text as found in the Vulgate reads
as follows: Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus Dominus Deus exercituum, plena
est omnis terra gloria eius. Even here the word Deus is an addition, already
to be found in the Old Latin version."" The liturgical text leaves the word
sabaoth untranslated . God is the Lord of "armies," of "hosts." This refers

not only to the hosts of angels but to the "whole multitude" of beings
which God had made in the six days of creation.'" With this the appended
clause agrees, for it makes the angels assert that the glory of God fills the
whole earth. The liturgical text changes the cry into a form of address,
gloria tua," thus reinforcing its character as a prayer.
More important is the addition in the song of the word "heaven":
ClEli et terra; this is true of all the Christian liturgies," and only of them...
This peculiarity is in line with the introduction to the Sanctus where all the
Christian liturgies have likewise acquired a rather imposing augment." No
longer is it the Temple of Jerusalem that resounds with the triple Sanctus,

""The addition of a trinitarian meaning is
already found in John 12: 41, when it is
said of Isaias in reference to Christ that
he had seen His glory. It plays a part in
the struggle against Arianism; see, e.g.,
the confession of the Catholic Bishops in
opposition to the Arians in Victor of Vita,
Hist. pers. A/ric., II, 80, 100 (CSEL, 7,
59. 7 0 f . ). In later times the West Syrian
anaphoras regularly have the priest con
tinue the prayer after the Sauctus with a
trinitarian paraphrase of the Sanctus it
self. In its simplest form it is already at
tested by Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ser
mones catech., VI (ed. Rucker, Ritus bapt.
et missO!, 30) : Sanctus Pater, sanctus
quoqr1e Filius, sanclus quoque Spiritus
Sanctus.-In the West, as the Sane/us
melodies became richer, texts of trinitarian
content were selected, for the most part,
although not exclusively, for the tropes
that were fitted to the notes; see Blume
Bannistcr, Tropen, n. 250 f., 253, 256 f.,
etc. The trinitarian meaning of the three
fold mention of Sanctus at the time is found
regularly in the medieval interpreters of
the liturgy and they add that the oneness
of the divine essence is indicated in the
Dominus or Deus; thus already Rcmigius
of Auxcrre, Expositio (PL, 101, 1255) ;

Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 6 (PL,
213, 123 B). Scholastic circles even stress
the proper method of singing the chant,
namely, according to Parisian custom,
that the same half of the choir that sings
the third Sanctus, should also add Dominus
Deus, so that only one trilra prolatio may
result. A. Landgraf, "Scholastische Texte
zur Liturgic des 12. ]h." (Eph. liturgie.,
1931), 213.
"'P. Sabatier, Bibliorum sacrorum IatinO!
versiones antiquO!, II,(Rheims, 1743), 528;
Baumstark, Trishagion wrd Qeduscha, 28.
-Also in the Syrian liturgy; cf. Dix, The
Shape of the Liturgy, 538; Dix is there
fore inclined to trace the Sane/us to Syria.
80 B. N. Wambacu, L'epithi:te divine Jahve
Seba'6t (Paris, 19 47 ) , especially p. 199 ff.,
277 ff.
31 Thus, with few exceptions, in all Chris
tian liturgics, and only in them, if we may
include the Christianized text of Canst . Ap.,
VIII, 35, 3; Baumstark, Trishagion und
Qeduscha, 27 f.
32 Baumstark, 28 f.; Canst. Ap., VII, 35, 3,
herein also showed signs already of chris
tianization.
33 Peterson, Das
Buch vo11 den Engeln,
115 f.
84 Peterson, 39-81; 113-133.
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nor is it only the seraphim who cry out one to another; heaven has become
the scene,"' and all the choirs of heavenly spirits, the militia cf£lestis exer
citus, are united in the singing. Socia exultatione they sing their song of
praise, and their cry is sine fine.

Even more impressive is the picture presented in this same spot by the
oriental liturgies, like the Egyptian anaphora of St. Mark where the cur
tain is drawn aside to reveal a thousand times a thousand and ten thousand
times ten thousand angels "" and choirs of archangels standing in God's
presence, and the six-winged cherubim calling to each other in this hymn
of victory "with untiring mouth and never-ceasing praises of God" and
"singing, calling, praising, sounding and speaking" the song "before Thy
great glory." 37
These changes cannot have been fortuitous,"" even though they could
hardly have resulted from any conscious plan. The enlargement of the
picture corresponds to the breakdown of the national narrowness of Juda
ism and of its cult which was conjoined to the Temple. "The glory of the
Lord" which had once dwelt in the Temple, had, in a manner new and
unparalleled, pitched its tent on earth in the Incarnation of the Son of
God (John 1 :14). Now, however, no longer to be confined by the bound
aries of one country, but to be a light to enlighten all people and-more
completely after the Ascension-to be the Head beneath which earth and
heaven should be conjoined. From this Head the Spirit should be poured
cut over the entire world as a new revelation of divine grace and of divine
glory."" Since the exaltation of the God-man therefore, the proper locale
for the praise of God has been the heavenly Jerusalem where the earthly
Church has its true home and towards which it makes its pilgrimage. Part
of the value of the Church's liturgy is that it is already a participation in
the never-ending song of praise of the City of God.'"

.. The threefold Holy of Apoe. 4: 8, was
a cue for this development.
""Dan. 7:

10.

37

Brightman, 131 f. Cf. also the examples
of the 4th century, above, I, 34; 36. See
the survey of the different transitions to
the Sanctus in Cagin, Te Deum ou illatio,
65-72. The Gallican liturgies also show a
great wealth of expression, ibid., 83 9 5.
-

Here in particular the saints are frequently
drawn into the hymn of praise along with
the angels.
.. Peterson, 43 ff.
38

In the Christian conception of the phrase
the Pleni sunt ca:li et terra gloria tua is
enveloped in great part with the Pente
costal Spiritus Domini replevit orbem
tcrrarum. The grace bestowed in the Holy

Ghost is at the same time the beginning of
heavenly glory for men and consequently
the beginning of the conclusive revelation
of divine glory. The interpretation of the
M�<X in the Sauctus as the grace of the
Holy Ghost is manifested also in the
Egyptian liturgies, where after the 7t<Xf,pr,c;
0 0 up<Xv6c;
they continue with the
7t:Af,pwcrov = Epiklesis. Thus the Euch olo
gion of Serapion ( Quasten, Mon., 61 ; above
I, 34); cf. moreover Brightman, 132 and
0

0

0

parallels (below, I.

Die

c.).

Cf.M. Steinheimer,

M�a: -rou Oeou in der romischen Lit

urgic (Munich, 1951), 95 f.
Cf. Chrysostom, /u illud "Vidi Do mi
num" hom., 6, 3 ( PG, 56, 138) "After
Christ removed the wall between heaven
and earth ... He brought us this song of
praise from heaven."

40
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The New Testament motif that bursts forth in the angelic hymn has
found even fuller expression in the appended Benedictus, with its two en
closing Hosanna's. Here, too, the praise resounds "to Him who sits on the
throne, and to the Lamb" (Apoc. 5:13). It seems that it was in Gallic ter
ritory that the Benedictus was first annexed to the Sanctus." At any rate
the thought that must have been determining was this, that the glory of
the Lord, which fills heaven and earth, did not begin to shine in its fullest
splendor till the Son of God came to us in the form of flesh. Therefore, even
in Bethlehem His coming was heralded by the Gloria of the angels' song,
and therefore the crowds welcomed Him to Jerusalem in the phrase of
the Psalm as He "who comes in the name of the Lord.""
In the basic text from the Gospel the words qui venit (o epx.6lJ.<:Yo<;) must
certainly be taken in the present tense: the people greeted one who was just
coming. But one could well inquire whether the liturgical text is to be
understood in the preterite (perfect) tense: qui venit. Naturally the ques
tion is independent of the position occupied by the Benedictus, whether be
fore or after the consecration, for in either instance the praise must be re
ferred to one who once came down to our midst in His Incarnation. Still,
the change of meaning could be unnecessary. Christ is still always "com
ing." We still continue to pray for the coming of His kingdom, and even at
Christmastide when we recall His adventus our mind turns as much to the
41

While the Benedictus can be verified in
the Orient only since the 8th century ( cf.
above, note 26), it must already have been
customary in the Roman Mass at least in
the 7th century. For it appears in most
MSS. of the Roman Canon, though not in
all; see Botte, Le ca11o11, 30 Apparat. The
earliest testimony for Gaul is presented by
C<esarius of Aries (d. 540), see note 8,
above. The Bcnedictus is also a permanent
part of the Gallican 1fass. For it is presup
posed in the Post-Sancf!ls, which fre
quently begins with Vere sanctus, vere be
nedicf!ts DomillllS noster Jesus Christus;
11 uratori, II, 518, 526; 534; etc. Also with
preceding Osanna in excelsis; ibid., II,
29, or with a repetition of the Benedictus;
ibid., 699. The same occurrence already in
the Mone 11asses, that probably originated
in the 6th century, (PL, 138, 866 C.,
875 B). In another place, namely, within
the Communion portion of the Mass, the
Benedicltts (Mt. 21: 9 and Ps. 117: 26)
was certainly used in answer to the TC<
�It" 1:olc; &rlotc;; Canst. Ap., VIII, 13, 13
(Quasten, Mon., 230).
"Matt. 21: 8, is probably the immediate
prototype of the liturgical text, but with

one divergence, that the first Hosanna of
Matthew reads H osmma filio Da11id. In
the liturgical text, however, the reading
of the second H osamza was inserted in its
place, a reading, that, as a matter of fact,
because it is a praise of God, results in a
better transition. The form of the original
text, Ps. 117, 25 £., may have had its part
in bringing this about: 0 Domine, salvum
me fac ... benedictus qui venit in nomine
Domini. These verses from the Psalm re
fer to the arrival of the festive procession
to the Temple. In the meantime, however,
the words "He who comes" without the
addition "in the name of the Lord" had
for a long time been turned into a term
for the Messias, see Matt. 11, 3. Cf. ].
Schneider, lp;t:O(J.<Xt ; Thea!. w ort erbttch
z. N. Test., II, 664-672, especially 666 f.
The hosa-nnah, which the Psalm still re
tains in its original meaning "help, we
pray" assumed in the language of the peo
ple the meaning of a respectful invocation,
"Hail," as is easily recognized in H osmma
filio David and as the addition in excelsis
shows; cf. G lo ria in excelsis. It is a hymn
of praise to Him who dwells on High,
praise in view of the manifestation of His
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future as it does to the past." Thus, too, His nearness in the Sacrament is
a continuous coming which will attain its crown only on the last day.
Although in the Missale Romanum the Sanctus and the Benedictus
appear together as a single song, the CCEremoniale episcoporum which
a ppeared in 1600 presumes that the Benedictus will not be sung till after
the consecration, elevato sacramento.'"' In recent times, this rule has been
raised to a general directive.'" This is obviously an attempt to accommodate
to the canon a polyphonic style of song wherein the richer melody of the
Sanctus (to which the first Hosanna is attached in a thoroughly acceptable
manner) stretches out to the consecration, while the Benedictus, along
with the second Hosanna, fills out the rest of the canon. In other words,
the silence of the canon is completely surrendered in a :\lass celebrated
with singing, and space is given over not indeed to the loud praying of
the priest, but to the singing of the choir, which thus does essentially little
more than continue the dominant note of the Great Prayer-thanksgiving
and praise-and unfolds it musically to the ear of the participant over
the entire canon.
Suiting his action to the character of this double song-a song of adora
tion-and to the words supplici conjessione dicentes in the usual introduc
tion to it, the priest (and the two levites with him when the occasion
demands) says the Tersanctus with head bowed. The practice is rather
expected and certainly very ancient. According to old Roman tradition
the assistants at a high Mass held this position-which they took, accord
ing to another rule, at the words adorant d om inationes-till the end of
benevolence, just as is said of those who
were witnesses of the miracles of Jesus,"
they extolled and praised God." Cf. in the
Byzantine Mass the version in the second
passage ·ncrcxwd: 0 iv 'tOt� u<J.(cr'tOt�; Bright
man, 385. When Brinktrine, Die hi. Me ss e,
173, states that Hosanna is tantamount to

06�cx, gloria, we may let it pass. (The Arme
nian Mass actually substitutes a word with
this meaning for the Hosawza; Hanssens,
III, 394). But it is incorrect to place this
(subjective and moreover unspoken) gloria
on the same plane with the (objectively
meant) gloria of the Pleni s1mt ccrli and
so to see a connection between the two.
'" It was clearly used in this predominantly
future sense when the B encdic tu s qui �·enit
in nomine Domini was employed as a me
morial inscription, as in the Greek inscrip
tion on the portal of a Syrian mountain
hypogeum; see C. .M. Kaufmann, Ha nd
buch der christlichcn Arclueologie, (3rd
ed.; Paderborn, 1922), 148. For the rest,
the oriental liturgies insert instead of the

simple qui venit a double phrase that places
past and future together: "he who has
come and is to come." Hanssens, III, 394 f.
"Creremoniale episc., II, 8, 70 f.-In the

Paris cathedral the same arrangement is
found already in 1512; see below, p. 216.
In the Mass that Luther, 1523, has in mind,
the Benedictus was sung while the host
and chalice were elevated, a method he
wanted retained. M. Luther, Formula mis
sa? et c o mm w1 ion is (1523), n. 21 (Kleine

Texte, 36, p. 16). A Gastoue, "Le Sanctus
et le Beneclictus," Revue du chant grego
rien, 38

(1934), 12-17; 35-39, tries to

prove from a musical standpoint that the
!Jcl!cdictus was forced into its place after

the consecration, even earlier.
14 (1938), 549 f.).

(See J L,

•• Decree
of Jan. 14, 1921, in which the
rubric in the Graduate Romanwm was
changed at the same time; Decreta auth.
SRC, n. 4364; this confirms an earlier de
cree of Dec. 16, 1906, n. 4243.
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the canon." Only the celebrant returned to an upright position when the
song was finished, and continued the prayer. According to the present-day
usage as laid down in the Missale Romanum, he stands erect as soon as
he begins the Benedictus." This is probably due to the fact that during the
Benedictus he signs himself with the sign of the Cross, of which mention
is made as early as the eleventh century.'" A sign of the Cross and a bless
ing also accompany the song, in some fashion or other, in the oriental
liturgies."

5. Various Practices during the Canon
The Tersanctus finished, it was originally the custom in Rome for the
celebrating priest to continue the performance of the Great Prayer in a
loud voice but-we must presume '-as a simple recitation, without any
melody. Once the Roman Mass was transplanted to Frankish territory,
however, the picture was altered, and our present ritus is broadly stamped
with the new customs that sprang up here. Surgit solus pontijex et tacite
intrat in canonem. This phrase, which crystallizes the Carolingian revision
of the older norm found in the first Roman ordo,• can be considered the
basic pattern followed in transforming and reshaping the rite in the in
most part of the celebration of Mass.
The priest enters the sanctuary of the canon alone. Up till now the people
have thronged around him, their songs at times accompanying him in the
fore-Mass. But the songs have become less frequent, and after the steep
ascent of the Great Prayer they have come to an end in the Tersanctus.
A sacred stillness reigns;

silence

is a worthy preparation for God's ap

proach. Like the High-priest of the Old Testament, who once a year was
'"Ordo Rom. I, n. 16 (PL, 78, 945). Cf.
Jungmann, Geworde11e Liturgie, 126 ff.
"Ritus serv., VII, 8.
'"Bernardi Ordo Clu11., I, 72 (Herrgott,

264), according to which the priest makes
the sign of the cross while still bowed
and straightens up only at the Te igitur.
Rule of the Canons of St. Victor in Paris,
c. 67; Martene, De a11t. eccl. ritibus, Ap
pendix (III, 791). At the same time in
Paris John Beleth, E:rplicatio, c. 45 (PL,
202, 53), gives evidence of the sign of
the cross and alleges as a reason, because
the Bmedictus is taken from the Gospel.
•• In the Egyptian liturgies, while the peo
ple sing the Sanctus, the priest makes the
sign of the cross over himself, over the
Mass servers, and over the people. The
Armenian rite has a triple accompanying
sign of the cross over the chalice and

paten. In the West Syrian rite the priest
covers the chalice and paten with his hands
during the Sa11ctus, and this, among the
Maronites, is followed with the sign of
the cross; Hanssens, III, 395 f. The basis
for the sign of the cross is perhaps the
idea touched upon above, n. 39, that the
approaching glory of God signifies, or may
signify, a blessing for the creature, and
it is a blessing that must transform the
gifts. In this sense Severian of Gabala (d.
after 408), De mundi creatione, II, 6 (PG,
56, 446 f.), transfers to the Eucharist the
sequence of actions in Is. 6. 3-7, where the
angel first sings the Sm1ctus and only then
takes the burning coal from the altar (burn
ing coal
the host after the consecra
tion); cf. above, note 41.
1 Above, p. 104.
• Cf. above, p. 104.
=
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permitted to enter the Holy of Holies with the blood of a sacrificial animal
(Hebr. 9 :7), the priest now separates from the people and makes his way
!Jefore the all-holy God in order to offer up the sacrifice to Him.' In the
early medieval Mass he did not do so without first acknowledging his un
worthiness in a humble apology,' or begging prayerfully for God's help.•
Sometimes a hand-washing was prescribed." The whole assembly knelt
down

7

or, when this was forbidden because of the Sunday or feast day,

remained bowed." In many churches of the eleventh and twelfth centuries
the choir of clerics surrounding the altar, taking up the Orate-plea of the
" This allegorism was developed by the
Carlovingian and post-Carlovingian in
terpreters to greater and greater lengths;
Florus Diaconus, De actione miss., n. 42 f.
(PL, 119, 43); Remigius of Auxerre, Ex
positio (PL, 101, 1256); especially Iva
of Chartres, De conven. vet. et novi sacrif.
(PL, 162, 554) who extends the parallel
with Hebr. 9: 7 (the priest enters the Holy
of Holies with the Blood of Christ, i.e.,
with the memorial of His passion); Hil
debert of Le Mans, Versus de mysterio
missa? (PL, 171, 1183); Isaac of Stella,
Ep. de off. missw (PL, 194, 1889-1896);
Robert Paululus, De ca?remoniis, II, 2330 (PL, 177, 425-430); Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitra/e, III, 6 (PL, 213, 125 B);
Durandus, IV, 36, 5.
' The Missa Illyrica, which is especially
rich in apologire, inserts here three for
mulas with which the priest begins, even
while the Sanctus is still being sung. The
third one reads as follows: Facturus me
moriam salutaris hostia? totius mundi, cum
illius dignitatem et meam intueor fredita
lem, conscientia torqueor peccatorum. Ve
rum quia tu Deus mrdtum misericors es,
imploro ut digneris mihi dare spiritum con
tribulatum, qui tibi gratum sacrificium re
·velasti, ut eo purificatus vitali hostilE pias
manus admoveam, quiE omnia peccata mea
abo/eat et ea deinceps in perpetuum vitandi
mihi tutelam in/!mdat omnibusque fideli
bus vivis et defrmctis, pro quibus tibi offer
fur, P r t:Psentis vita? et futurw salutis com
mercia largiatur. Qui vivis. Martene, 1, 4,
IV (1, 512 E); further illustrations, ibid.,
I, 4, 7, 9 (I, 398). Cf. also Ebner, 396 f.
• At times, since the 11th century, the
Aperi found in the present-day breviary
appears in this place. Sacramentary of
Moissac: Martene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 539 E).

Cf. also the statement in Leroquais, I, 158
and in the Register (III, 339 f.). Several
evidences from Italy in Ebner, 396. Ibid.,
206 for Spain, and also Ferreres, p.
XXVIII,
XXXIII,
XLVIII f.
The
M unda cor meum also appears here
(XLIX: Gerona, 14th cent.).-In two
Mass-ordos in Beneventan script, 11-12th
centuries (Ebner, 149, 329), the invoca
tion Christe audi 1ws follows three times
upon the Sanctus, the second of which is
joined with invocations, mostly biblical.
Similar invocations of a later period men
tioned by Bona II, 11, 1 (745). Cf. Missale
of Hereford (about 1400). Maske!, II,
111.
8

Above, p. 78.

7

This kneeling posture may have been the
incentive for interpolating here (post offer
torium et ante canonem) a prayer for help
against the Tartar danger; this a Synod of
Mainz, 1261 (Hartzheim, III, 611) does,
commending Psalm 78, with a Pater noster
and the oration for peace; Franz, 205. f.
The case seems to be an isolated one. Simi
lar prayers in time of distress will be found
inserted most frequently either before or
after the embolism.
• Evidences since the 9th century; Jung
mann, Gewordene Liturgie, 126 ff. (cf.
above I, 240).-Regarding the gradual
change in the meaning of this practice from
adoring reverence to God to veneration of
the Blessed Sacrament, see Jungmann,
Gewordene Liturgie, 127-131. A bowed at
titude during the Canon is in accordance
with an old tradition, see above I, 72.
Humble submission before God's majesty
is most likely the original meaning of the
custom that is reported today from many
countries (among others, Poland, Portu
gal, Central America) where the faithful
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priest, began to recite psalms for him in a loud voice.• A formal office of
accompanying prayers of petition, akin to the oriental b<.'t"<:v��. was for
a time employed as an outward veil to cover the silent prayer of the
celebrant.'o No surprise, then, that there were even attempts to hide com
pletely the visible activities of the priest from the congregation."
On the other hand, more recent rules, still in force at the present, pre
scribe that at a pontifical function a procession of clerics should appear
with burning tapers and range symmetrically in front of the altar." The
result of consecration practices which meantime came into being, this
procession functions as a preparation for the reception of the great King.
In some churches another practice was added: namely, two clerics to
right and left of the altar continually swinging censers from this moment
till the Communion." Outside pontifical functions at least two wax tapers
(torches) are to be lighted at a high Mass right after the preface." In the
same sense another custom grew in many places since the thirteenth censtrike their breasts three times at the
Sanctus; Kramp, "Messgebriiuche der
Ghiubigen in den ausserdeutschen Liin
dern" (StZ, 1927, II) 359; 362; 364; 366.
Cf. also Kramp, "Messgebrauche der
Gliiubigen in der Neuzeit" (SIZ, 1926, II)
215; 217.
• Cf. above, p. 87.-For this a definite ar
rangement was developed that is presented
in its fullest form in the Missa Illyrica:
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 513 A): When the
bishop begins the Te igitur, the ministri
should pray Psalms 19, 24, SO, 89, 90, un
til the Te igitur (i.e., clearly, the Canon)
is ended. A list of versicles follows, suc
ceeded by an oration pro sacerdote: Gau
deat Domi1ze, and another communis (else
where captioned pro mmzibus) : Precibus
nostris. The same arrangement occurs
again, but in part only, inasmuch as Psalm
89, or 90, or the second oration, or the
precise statement of the time, is missing,
in the Sacramentary of Seez : PL, 78, 249;
in the Mass arrangement of Liege and
Gregorianmiinster: Martene, 1, 4, XV,
XVI (I, 592, 599 f.); in Italian Mass ar
rangements of the 11th until the beginning
of the 13th century; Ebner, 306 f., 313,
323. In the Sacramentary of Modena
written before 1174 (Muratori, I, 92), the
Gradual Psalms (Pss. 119-133) are inter
polated and before the versicles Kyrie el.,
Christe el., Kyrie el., Pater noster are in
terpolated. Here also we should cite the
statement in Ordo Rom.VI (lOth cent.),

n. 10 (PL, 78, 993 B) that the deacon and
subdeacon should chant quindecim grad.,
after the bishop has said Orate pro me.
10
The cessation of the practice seems to
coincide with the elaboration of the San
ctus melodies (cf. above, p. 130) ; then, too,
with the elevating of the host that was
coming more and more into vogue.
11
In this sense Durandus, IV, 39, 1: In
quibusdam ecclesiis ... quasi tegitur et
z•elatur. Still, even in these instances,
clearly not many, it was a symbolical con
cealment (quasi), since a real concealment
of the priest is excluded, at least since the
13th century, by the very fact that he held
up the host to view. Even earlier there is
evidence of various altar curtains, but they
were hung rather on the sides and were
for the sake of ornamentation, especially
on altars covered with a ciborium or can
opy, where the veils would be fastened be
tween the pillars right and left. Braun,
Der christliche Altar, II, 133-138; 166171.
Ca?remoniale episc., II, 8, 68: Quattuor,
sex aut ad summum octo ministri, with the

12

thurifer in the lead.
,. Ordinarium of Laon

(13-14th cent.):

Martene, 1, 4, XX (1, 608 D). Likewise
in the late Middle Ages at Lyons; Biin
n�r, 258. Also in Paris and in Liege the
practice is verified; Atchley, A History
of the Use of Incense, 265.
"Missale Rom., Ritus serv., VIII, 8. Thus
also in the Ordinarium of Laon (note 13)
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tury, the custom of lighting the so-called Sanctus candle at every Mass.'"
This custom was elevated to a rubric in the Missale Romanum,'" but by
contrary custom the rule has lost its force."
Through such rites, without doubt, there was awakened during the Mass
in the later Middle Ages a lively reverence for the mystery that took place
at the consecration like a new epiphany of the God-man. On the other
hand, no one any longer thought of following the priest's prayers, which
indeed were now only whispered quietly, and whose ideas turned in a very
different direction. In fact, they were in essence for the priest exclusively,
and were not supposed to be accessible to lay folk.'•
The only part of the liturgy of the canon that was open to the faithful
was the external action of the priest, and, until the elevation of the species
became customary in the thirteenth century, this consisted in little more
than the extension of the arms, bowing, kissing the altar, and making signs

of the Cross over the gifts. We must therefore cast a glance at these ex
ternal rites, inasmuch as they reappear several times in the course of the
canon.
It is taken for granted that the basic attitude of the priest during this
most ancient traditional prayer should continue to be the same as that
of the preface, the traditional stance of the orantes. This same posture was
originally taken also by the surrounding clergy, and perhaps also by the
faithful,'" until for them bowing or kneeling became the predominant rule.
Only the priest continues to remain standing with arms extended. In the
for the Sunday Masses. See Eisenhofer,

II, 163 in regard to the present practice.
"'Plentiful material on this in Browe, "Die
Elevation in der Messe" (JL, 1929), 4043. Pictures from the 13th century in Ch.
Rohault de Fleury, La Messe, I (Paris,
1883), Table XX; pictures from later
times in F. Falk, Die deutschen Messaus
lcgzmgen von der Mitte des 15 Jh. bis
.::zan Jahre 1525 (Cologne, 1889), 28, 30,
33, 37, 46.
'" Rubr. gen. XX; cf. Ritus serv., VIII, 6.
contrary custom was recognized
17 This
and approved by the Congregation of Rites,
July 9, 1899: Decreta au t h. SRC, n. 4029,
2.-But the sanctus candle still survives in.
many places. In Spain at the Sanctus the
server lights a smaller candle (much like
the bugie used by prelates) and places it
close to the priest's right arm; it remains
lighted till the Communion, when the
server holds it over the paten while the
priest collects any detached particles ; then
it is extinguished; Raphael M. Huber,
"Unusual Spanish and Portuguese Litur-

Customs," Homiletic & Pastoral
Rev., 52 (1951), 323. The Sanctus candle

gical

is still in use also in Central America, in
many parts of Switzerland, in a few
parishes of the diocese of Rottenburg and
Wiirzburg, and in the Freiburg cathedral;
Kramp, "Meszgebrauche der Glaiibigen in
der Neuzeit," (StZ, 1926, II), 218; idem.,
Meszgebrauche der Gliiubigen in den aus
serdeutschen Uindern," (StZ, 1927, II),
352, note 2; 364; Kriimler, 58. In Vorarl
berg the custom continued till World War
I; L. ] ochum, "Religiiises und kirchliches
Brauchtum in Vorarlberg," Montfort, I
( Bregenz, 1946), 280 f. The Carthusians
have kept it: Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 29, 14; 32, 13. Likewise the Dominicans:
G. Siilch, "Die Liturgic des Dominikaner
ordens" (Angelicwn, 1950), 32.
18

Cf. mpra, I, 82 f.; 143 f.

10

SuPra, I, 239, Cf. the illustrations (9th-

11th cent.) in Righetti, Mamwle II, 357;
361; also the late remnant of the practice
at the consecration, infra.
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Middle Ages it was often customary for him to stretch his arms out wide
in the form of a cross, at least after the consecration, as is still the practice
with the Dominicans, amongst others. Then at the Supplices te rogamus it
was usual to cross them in front of the breast."" Both these postures are
evident references to the Crucified, whom an older Christendom was accus

tomed to see in the very attitude of the orantes,Z1 although no special
emphasis was laid on this.
The reverential bowing-the posture stipulated by the Roman ordines

for the surrounding clergy all through the canon-was originally shared by
the celebrant, as we have seen, only at the Sanctus. Then he also bowed
after the consecration when he began the humble petition for acceptance, at
the Supra qut:E"" or, as at present, at least at the Supplices,Z! and he held this
pose to the end of the petition. The textual analogy of the introductory
petition for acceptance in the Te igitur must have led to a similar bowing
right after the Sanctus,"" while pronouncing the words: rogamus ac peti
mus, uti accepta habeas .
ht:Ec d ona. While this practice of bowing was
.

.

stabilized already in the thirteenth century, the preparatory gestures of
extending, lifting and joining the hands,"" and in general also the conclud
ing kiss of the altar were at this same period still unknown."'
When the priest straightens up from this first bow after the Sanctus, he
makes three signs of the Cross over the sacrificial gifts. These are the first
signs of the Cross within the canon, and likewise the oldest. First evidence
""Infra for proofs. The Carthusian rite pre
scribes outstretched arms also before the
consecration; Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 27, 2.
21 Cf.

Dolger, Sol salutis, 318 with n. 4.

Ordo of J ohn Archicantor,
rouca, 199) .

20

Silva-Ta

""Cf. Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 25 (PL,
105, 1142). Proofs from later times in
Solch, Hugo, 95.
Missal of the Minorites of the 13th cen
tury: Ebner,314; cf. Ordinarium O.P. of
1256 (Guerrini, 241) ; Liber ordinarius of
Liege (Volk, 94).-Unless he maintained
the position assumed at the Sanctus; Liber
usuum 0. Cist., c. 53 (PL, 166, 1425); cf.
Solch, 88, note 20.-Because such a plea
for acceptance is present also in the Hanc
igitur, though in a special connection, we
find the profound bow very much in use
here too, in the later Middle Ages; see
below.
24

25 Here we clearly have the same idea as
at the beginning of the Gloria and Credo
and at the invitation to pray Oremus and
Gratias agamus: namely, a gesture intro-

ductory to a proper prayer attitude at an
important moment of the service, com
parable to the melodious initium of the
verses of a solemn psalmody. Before the
Te igitur the gesture is in a certain sense
an independent one and of itself forms, as
it were, a silent invocation. Such is the
case at least if we follow the usual under
standing of the rubric; namely, that the
gesture comes first, and only then the Te
igitur is actually to begin in a bowed atti
tude. Cf Merati in Gavanti-Merati, The
saurus, II, 8, 1 (I, 284 f.). The rubric
(Ritus serv., VIII, I) which was slightly
altered in 1897, admits of more than one
meaning; see ]. B. Muller, Zeremonien
biichlein, (13th ed.; Freiburg, 1934),
63.
"'Solch, Hugo, 88 f. This first kissing of
the altar is mentioned only by Sicard of
Cremona, Mitrale, III, 6 (PL, 213, 125),
whose note is repeated by Durandus, IV,
36, 6 : hie osculatur altare in reverentiam
passionis. It may be doubted if the last
word indicates the original meaning of
this kiss. Possibly it is a copy of the older
kissing of the altar at the supplices te ro-
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for them is found at the beginning of the eighth century."' Other crosses fol
low during the Quam oblationem, in the account of the institution, in the
Unde et memores, in the Per quem hax omnia. These, too, from indications

in the manuscripts, came into use in the eighth century, and we are made
aware of the headway they achieved when we read in a letter of Pope Zach
ary to St. Boniface, dated November 4, 751, that he had acceded to the
latter's request to mark in the rotulus he had sent him through Lullus the
passages in the canon where the crosses were to be made."" In the ninth cen
tury were added the crosses during the closing doxology. The second Ro
man ordo, in a detailed exposition, makes mention of these sex ordines cru
cium.'" Aside from those in the concluding doxology, these crosses were, in

general, in the same number as at present."" The only crosses that are of a
somewhat later date are those in the Supplices te rogamus

.,

and-in a later

passage-at the Pax Domini.
The significance of these signs of the Cross in the canon formed since
the tenth century one of the main themes in the medieval commentaries
on the Mass." It is plain that the sign of the Cross should point to the
gamus occasioned by the supplices roga
mus, consequently a gesture of reverential
pleading. The Mass-ordo of Cologne, 14th
century ( Binterim, IV, 3, p. 224), shows
a further development of this kiss, inas
much as it adds a kissing of the picture
of the crucifixion and a prayer (para
phrasing Psalm 138, 16 a). The rubric of
the Mass-ordo of Amiens in the 9th cen
tury, ed. Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927),
442, is an entirely isolated one: Postea
osculetur a/tare et dicat: Te igitur. This
can only mean a greeting, a salute upon
"going into" the canon; cf. the salutation
of the altar at the offertory in the Ordo
Rom. I, n. 15 (above, I, 314, note 20) and
the parallel in the East Syrian Rite
(above, II, 79, n. 16); here in the Syro
Malabar Rite the further parallel of the re
peated kissing of the altar (twice in the
center, then to the right and to the left)also
during the Sanctus; Hanssens, III, 395 f.
27 In the Cod. Reg., 316 of the older Ge
lasianum; here and in other individual
MSS. a fourth sign of the cross at the
bmedicas appears along with the custom
ary three. Cf. also in addition to the fol
lowing references the excursus on the cross
in the canon, in Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe,
295-303. Several other individual instances
in Eisenhofer, II, 171 f.
""Zacharias, Ep., 13 (PL, 89, 953 B). Cf.
Botte, Le canon, 21.

"'Ordo Rom. II, n. 10

(PL,

78, 974).

That there was no complete uniformity
in the 11th century is shown by the fact
that Bernold of Constance, Micrologus,
c. 14 (PL, 151, 986 f.) expressly appeals
to the authority of Gregory VII in support
of the method he advocates (among others,
the uneven numbers).
80

., In individual cases today's customary
signs of the cross appeared here already
at an early date, as in the Sacramentary of
Angouleme written about the year 800.
However, they are still missing often
enough in the 11th and 12th centuries;
Brinktrine, 299.
""The Expositio "Missa pro multis," ed.
Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930), 39, explains
the sex ordines crucium in the appendix of
the Ordo Rom. II by means of the relation
ship of the six eras of the world to the
cross of Christ. Since the 11th century
many an interpreter loved to ascribe some
sort of symbolical meaning to every num
ber of the signs of the cross; Franz, 415 f.,
419. Others again, like Rupert of Deutz
and Innocent III, connect them with some
phase of Christ's passion (Franz, 418,
455, 662); or all these interpretations are
jumbled together, as Honorius Augustod.
(Franz, 424) does. Or, again, with Bert
hold of Regensburg, a special signification
from the representation of Christ's passion
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sacrifice of the Cross which is being made present sacramentally." Now
adays it is taken for granted that the signum crucis also signifies a bless
ing; one meaning of "to bless" is to make the sign of the Cross. Although
in the Church of the first thousand years the laying-on of hands was gen
erally the form used for blessing, still this form seems to have been super
seded more and more by the sign of the Cross, especially in Gallic terri
tory."' In some passages, indeed, it is quite apparent that the cross is meant
as a blessing, being linked with words that signify just that: the double

benedixit at the consecration, the words benedictam, adscriptam, ratam,
and sanctificas, vivificas, benedicis.
But it also appears in other passages. Brinktrine maintains that the sign
of the Cross in the canon was intended from most ancient times not only
to emphasize the notion of blessing and sanctifying, but also to underline
certain significant words.35 This latter intention (he holds) must be granted
in the case of the two crosses that accompany the words ut nobis corpus et
sanguis fiat just before the consecration, and likewise the five crosses
right after the consecration, at hostiam puram, hostiam sanctam, hostiam

immaculatam, panem sanctum vitre reternre, calicem salutis perpetuci. To
these would naturally be added at least the crosses over the consecrated
gifts in the Supplices, at the words corpus et sanguinem. The use of the
is attributed to each one of the twenty-five
signs of the cross, with the basic idea "short
sign of the cross, quick torment ; prolonged
torment, big sign of the cross." (Franz,
656; d. 695 f.), or with an imitator of his,
who discovers in the 30 signs of the cross
(inclusive of the three at the Pax Domini
and two more in the canon, as they are, e.g.,
in the Freising Missal of 1520; see Beck,
308) the thirty miracles of the Redemption
(662 f.). Cf. Franz, 733: "The explanation
of these signs of the cross gained greater
importance in proportion as the instruc
tion of the people regarding the canon was
restricted exclusively to these signs."
33 St. Thomas, Summa tiled., III, q. 83, a.
5 ad 3, stresses this as the fundamental
idea. The signs of the cross after the con
secration are to be understood in this
sense. Thus already Ivo of Chartres, De
com·en. vet. et novi sacrif. (PL, 162,
556 C) : Quid est enim inter ipsa mysteria
rebus sacratis vel sacrandis signum crucis
superponere nisi mortem Domini com
mcmorare? He compares the signs of the
cross over the offerings with the Old Tes
tament sprinkling with sacrificial blood.
"'The German word "scgnen," to "bless,"
is etymologically akin to signare, to sign.
In Gaul the blessing was generally given

with a sign of the cross, for in a "miracle"
of St. Martin of Tours it is recorded that
the saint appeared in the apse window of
the church dedicated to him, descended
and blessed the sacrifice on the altar by
extending his right hand juxta morem
catholicum signa crucis superposito. Greg
ory of Tours (d. 594), VittF Patrum, 16,2
(PL, 71, 1075). In a formulary of the
Mozarabic Mass a prayer is said after the
consecration Hmzc hostiam ...per signum
crucis sanctifices et benedicas; Ferotin,
Le liber mo:::arabicus sacrame11torum, p.

321. But a singularly definite testimony is
already presented by Augustine, In Joh.
tract., 118, 5 (PL, 35, 1950). Quid est,
quod omnes noverunt, signum Christi nisi
crux Christi? Quod signum nisi adhibeatur
sive frontibus credentium sive ipsi aqua, ex
qua regenerantur, sive oleo, quo chrismate
unguntur, sive sacrificio, quo alzmtur, nihil
horum rite pcrficitur. James of Edessa
(d. 708), in describing the West Syrian
liturgy speaks of eighteen signs of the
cross that are made over the offerings ; A.
Riicker, "Die Kreuzzeichen in der west
syrischen Messliturgie," Pisciculi F. J.
Dolger dargebotm (Miinster, 1939), 245-

251.
.. Brinktrine, 303.
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signs of the Cross over the consecrated gifts has often been commented on
with some astonishment, because the first thought that strikes one is that
these are blessings."" A blessing is obviously out of place here. Yet it may
be questioned whether it is enough to explain them as underlining certain
words. Why precisely are these words emphasized? They are certainly not
the most sacred words that appear in the canon.
We must remind ourselves that the solemn prose style that dominates
the Roman canon is the type of speech that was cultivated in the schools
of rhetoric in the decadent Roman empire. The oratorical phrase implies
also the oratorical gesture. The oratorical phrase that touches on some
object in the view of the listener implies a gesture directing the attention
to that object, a principle that governs every vital speech and therefore
likewise the prayer which was naturally and originally eloquent. Although
such things, because taken for granted, are seldom mentioned in liturgical
works, still there are some examples, and not only in oriental liturgy,•7 but
""Thus, the commission on the removal of
al>itsus missa? in the Council of Trent pro
posed abolishing the signs of the cross after
the consecration; Co11cilium Tridc�tliman,
cd. Gorrcs, VIII, 917. R. Haungs, "Die
Kreuzzeichen nach der Wandlung im
romischen Messkanon" Benediktin. Mo
llatsschrift, 21 (1939), 249-261, reviews
the history of the interpretation of the
signs. According to this study the Middle
:\ges attributed only commemorative sig
nificance to the sign of the cross, as we
have just stated, whereas more modern
times, with few exceptions (Maldonatus
especially among them, see below) viewed
them, with restrictions, as signs of bless
ing. The Syrian Narsai (d. about 502)
already made the same assumption and
had the same problem, but suggested, "He
[the priest] signs now [after the epiklesis]
not because the Mysteries have need of the
signing, but to teach by the last sign [of
the cross] that they are accomplished."
Connolly, Th e Liturgical Homilies of
.Varsai, 22.
37 In
the Coptic Anaphora of St. Cyril
the priest is required to point first to the
bread and then to the chalice, when, after
the words of the institution, he further
adds the Pauline words (I Cor.11: 26):
"As often as you shall eat this bread and
drink this chalice . . .
" The same procedure
already at the first offering of the gifts;
Brightman, 1481., 17 ff.; 1771., 29 ff.
Along with this, Kyrillos ibn Laklak (d.

1243) in his book of instructions (ed. Graf :
J L, 4, 122) points out that the priest may
no longer make the sign of the cross over
the offerings after the consecration. In the
Ethiopian anaphora of the Apostles the
words of the institution are given as fol
lows, "Take, eat: (pointing) this bread
(bowing) is my body (pointing) ..." and
likewise with the chalice. In the anamnesis
and offertory prayer that follows (which
still preserves the Hippolytus text almost
unchanged, see supra I, 29) we have the
words "and [we] offer unto thee this bread
(pointing to it) and this chalice, inasmuch
as ... " The same gesture is repeated im
mediately at the petition that God would
send the Holy Ghost "upon this bread
(pointing to it) and over this cup (point
ing to it),"whereupon, nevertheless, fol
low some signs of the cross. Brightman,
232£.-The connection is still clearer in
the Anaphora of St. Mark, ed. T.M. Sem
haray Selim (Eph. liturg., 1928, 510-531),
where regularly before, during, and after
the consecration, the demonstrative pro
noun, hie ( panis) etc., is accompanied with
the note signum (515 ff.).-In the Byzan
tine liturgy of St. Chrysostom the deacon
takes over the duty of pointing at similar
points. At the words of the institution over
the bread, as well as those over the chalice,
he points with the orarion: oet><Yute
•

't'OY et'(tOY o{axov,

resp. auvoet><YU!t

•

•

•

•

•

"<0

G<ytov 7to"<f,ptov. The same motion is made
at the epiklesis over the species of bread
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in the Roman as well."" We must conclude that these gestures were sub
sequently-that is, since the eighth century-stylized into a sign of the
Cross."" For such a process of transformation there is no lack of examples
and parallels.'0
If, with this in mind, we con the text of the canon, we actually find that
every time the gifts are mentioned the sign of the Cross is also indicated,
with the exception of the Hanc igitur oblationem, where the hands are
spread out over the gifts, and possibly the phrase qui tibi offerunt hoc
sacrificium laudis, in which the sacrifice is mentioned in passing. In fact,
we have a document, the Admonitio synodalis of the ninth century, that
may perhaps permit us to see the transition very plainly." The conclusion
is thus forced upon us that the original gesture within the canon was a
demonstrative one, and as such was not mentioned in the liturgical text.
And this would hold not only for the three passages cited above, but also
at least for the Te igitur where the petition for acceptance is mentioned
for the first time in the canon: uti accepta habeas et benedicas hcec dona,
as well as over the chalice; Brightman,
386 f.
38 In the orations of reconciliation for
Maundy Thursday, presented in the Pon
tifical of Poitiers, written in the 9th cen
tury, and emanating from the Roman
usage, the priests were obliged to touch
with the right hand vice poutificis the pros
trate penitents each time the bishop spoke
the words has /amulos tuos in the orations;
] . Morinus, C ommeutarius historicus de
discipl iua in admiuistratione sa cramm t i
P<ruiteufiG! (Antwerp, 1682), Appendix,
p. 67. The touching here is in all likelihood
also equivalent to the laying on of hands.
39 The opinion that the sign of the cross
here was nut meant as a blessing, but sim
ply as a sign, was upheld by ] . Malclonat,
S.]. (d. 1583), De cG!remoniis, II, 21 (in
F. A. Zaccaria, Bib/iotlzeca ritualis, II, 2
[Rome, 1781], 142f.; cf. 131 £.).
"'Attention is especially to be called to the
transformation of the laying on of hands
as a form of blessing into the sign of the
cross over the object to be blessed. Thus,
in the Iudulgcutiam before the sacramen
tal absolution we still have a trace of the
imposition of hands, as it was formerly
united with the formula, whereas outside
of confession only the sign of the cross is
conjoinecl to the formula; cf. ] ungmann,
Die /atciuisclzcn Bussriten, 263 f. But even
otherwise the sign of the cross occasionally
replaced a gesture of pointing; thus in the

Ordo Rom. I, n. 21 ( PL, 78, 947) when

the regional subdeacon gives the sign to the
leader of the schola, at the end of the Com
munion of the people, to conclude the Com
munion Psalm with Gloria Patri: aspicit
ad primum schola!, faciens crucem in /ro11te
sua, amwit ei dicere Gloriam

The signal
has been stylized into the sign of the cross,
just as the simple greeting addressed to
.

the people developed into a conventional
religious greeting Dominus vobiswm.
There are, moreover, evidences at present
of a parallel manifestation, where the sign
of the cross is often substituted for punc
tuation marks in the artistic script in which
religious texts are written.
"In the version of Ratherius of Verona
(d. 974; PL, 136, 560 A) Calicem et obla
tam recta cruce signate, id est 11011 ill cir
culo et varicatione (at. variatione, PL,
135, 1071 D; vacillatione, PL, 132, 459 A.,
461 A) digitorum, ut plurimi facitmt, sed
stricte duobus digitis et pol/ice intus re
cluso. The passage is missing in one por
tion of the traditional texts (see Leclercq,
DACL, VI, 576-579), but was present at
least in the lOth century. In the movement
of free hand and finger which is here cen
sured we might possibly have a vestige of
the ancient oratorical gestures which are
now supplanted by the sign of the cross;
see Eisenhofer, I, 280 f. regarding the po
sition of the fingers in the signs of blessing.
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lure munera, hrEc sancta sacrificia illibata. The benedicas would then be
the occasion for a change, a transformation into the sign of the Cross,"
while in the other passages the pointing gesture would still be retained, and
as such would not be mentioned.
Looking yet more closely at the significance of this pointing gesture, we
are forced to remark the following: Since we are concerned with the offer
ing up of gifts which we cannot transfer to an invisible God except by
means of interpretative words and gestures, the gesture of pointing would
become a gesture of oblation whenever it accompanied the plea for accept
ance ( petimus uti accepta habeas; offerimus prrEclarrE maiestati turE). This
is not the only gesture used to give visible expression to the oblation. 1\Ien
tion has already been made of bowing which is tied in with the plea for
acceptance." Extending the hands over the gifts embodies the same sym
bolism. Recall that we came upon a prescription in Hippolytus of Rome,
ordering the bishop to say the eucharistic prayer extending his hands over
the gifts." This extension of hands, which represents the same thought,
but with greater emphasis, never became a permanent gesture or one that
accompanied the entire eucharistic prayer. Only at the Hanc igitur did it
remain until the present day, or rather once more come into use. It was
also used for a time at Supra qurE propitio." For the rest, the hands were
left free for the ordinary posture of the orantes, signifying our striving
God-ward. Only when the phrase calls for it are the hands used to indicate
the gifts that should belong to God. Seen from this vantage point, it is not
at all unreasonable that the gesture of pointing-still always valid-should
be combined with a sign of the Cross, and thus our offering of Christ on
the Cross. These demonstrative signs of the Cross are therefore merely
another expression of our will humbly to offer up to God the gifts that lie
on the altar, and in this sense they rank with the laying of hands over
the gifts, the bowing that accompanies the petition for acceptance, and
the elevation of chalice and host connected with the closing doxology.

6.

Te igitur. The Plea for Acceptance

The first prayer that we meet in the text of the canon after the Sanctus
is an offering of the gifts in the solemn yet suppliant form of a plea for
gracious acceptance. Such an offering, at least in this position, is not self
explanatory. It is on the same footing as the offertory, or more precisely
42 The fact that in the oldest occurrence of
these signs the benedicas also has a sign
of the cross, would be in accord with this;
see note 27 above.

" C f.. above, p. 142. Cf. the exactly corre
sponding practices at the offertory, above,
p. 51.

"Above, I, 29. The same prescription also
in the Testamellfum Domi11i, I, 23 (Quas
ten, !If 011., 249.
"Balthasar of Pforta, 0. Cist., verifies it
as the practice of t he secular clergy in
Germany towards the end of the 15th cen
tury, Franz, 587.
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the oralio super oblata, the offering up even of the earthly gifts, which is
distinctive of the Roman Mass. In other liturgies such an offering, as well
as the insertion of the intercessions after the Sanctus, is unknown. Instead,
they build a short span from the Sanctus to the words of institution, either
by developing the Christological theme of the prayer of thanks, as in the
West Syrian and the Byzantine formularies; 1 or by continuing in a free
fashion the words of praise, as often happens in the Post-Sanctus of the
Gallic liturgies •; or, finally, by attaching an epiklesis. to the Pleni sunt
creli, as the Egyptian liturgies do.•
The transition from the Sanctus to this offering in the Te igitur has been
considered rather abrupt, and the word igitur, which seems to mark the
connection externally, has been found unintelligible.' Even up to the
very present the word has been given various and varied interpretations."
But obviously its only purpose is to link the action which is beginning to
unfold in the plea for acceptance with the foregoing thanksgiving of the
preface, by which it was, in substance, already set in motion.• It is the
same igitur which forms the transition between the first section of the
1 Cf. above I, 43. In the liturgy of St. Basil
it is done very elaborately.
2 In a short and typical manner, e.g., in the
first Mass of the Missale Gothicum: Vere
sanctus, vere benedictus Dominus noster
Jesus Christus Filius tuus, mUIJeiiS in
CfXlis, manifestatus in ferris. Ipse enim
pridie quam pateretur; Muratori, II, 518.
-It seems that in the Gallic Mass, too, the
basic form of the Post Sanctus was a
christological continuation of the thanks
giving prayer; Cagin, Te Deum ou il/atio,
381-385.
3 Thus
in the anaphora of St. Mark
(Brightman, 132): "Heaven and earth are
truly full of Thy glory through the ap
pearance of our Lord God and Savior
Jesus Christ. Make this sacrifice also, 0
(;od, replete with Thy blessing through
the descent of the Holy Ghost; for He, our
Lord and God and all-king Jesus Christ
in the night took . .." cf. above, p. 135, n.39.
'Upon this foundation one portion of the
canon theories cited above I, 50, n. 1, is
built; cf. e.g., P. Drews, Zur Eutstchrmgs
ycschichte des KaJJOIIS ill der romisclrCII
Messe ( Tiibingen, 1902; especially p. 23),
who placed the three following prayers
after the consecration, before the A1emmto
e tiam . Fortescue, 328 f., also complains
of the incomprehensibility of the igitur.
' The question is, for what idea in the pray
er now to begin is the igitur supposed to

supply a link with the motivation or ex
planation in the prayer which precedes?
Among others, the address clementissime
Pater is mentioned, since the address to
the Father is also contained in the preface
(}. de Puniet, De liturgie der mis. [Roer
mond, 1939], 196 f., and already F. X.
Funk, K irchengeschichtliche Abhandlun
yen, III, [Paderborn, 1907], 87 f.); the
formula per Jesum Christum that is also
in the preface (Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe,
175); the supplices of the invocation for
acceptance, because it once again takes up
the supplici con/essio11e dicentes (Baum
stark, "Das 'Problem' des romischen Mess
kanons" [E ph. liturg., 1939], 241 f.); the
trustful rogare, because the way of God
is opened through the mediation of the
angels (J. Bona, De sacrificio missCE, V. 8
( Bibliotheca ascetica, 7;
Regensburg,
1913, 119]); the rogamus ac petimus uti
accepta habeas in which the oblation
prayer of the Secreta is again taken up (V.
Thalhofer, H a11dbuch der katholischm
Liturgik, II, [Freiburg, 1890], 199);
finally the bmedicas, because only holy
gifts are due to the Holy God, whom we
have thrice praised as holy (Eisenhofer,
II, 173).
• Cf. in this sense Batiffol, Le<;ons, 237.
Likewise already Odo of Cambrai (d.
1113), Expositio i11 ca11011em miss IE, c. I
(PL, 160, 1055 A).
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Holy Saturday Exultet, the taus cerei, with the oblation that follows;
only in our case the juncture is even closer and more natural. We must
try to remember how closely conjoined in ancient Christian thought were
the concepts of thanksgiving and offering. What up to the third century
was prevailingly

styled

a

thanksgiving:

euxa:ptcr't"!a:,

was

thereafter

usually called an offering, oblatio." The Mass is a thanksgiving which cul
minates in the offering of a holy gift; it is an offering which is so spiritual
that it appears to be only a thanksgiving. The expressions, sacrificiunz
laudis and oblatio rationabilis, stress within the Roman canon itself this

spirituality of the sacrifice. On the other hand, we must not see in the
Gratias agamus simply an invitation to give thanks by word only. A

Christian gratias agere is meant, a eucharistia, a thanksgiving which termi
nates sacrificially in the self-oblation of Christ. Therefore it was possible
occasionally to enlarge the Gratias agamus in the sense of an oblation,"
just as the expression of thanks within the preface was associated with
paraphrases of the notion of sacrifice. This latter proceeding is to be found
in extra-Roman liturgies 10 as well as in the Roman." The intermixture of
expressions of thanks and sacrifice is particularly noticeable in the second
portion of a eucharistia cited among the Arian fragments, a piece bearing
evident resemblances to the Te igitur:
Dignum et iustum est . .. [a description of the work of redemption follows].
Cuius benignitatis agere gratias lutE tantlE magna11imitati quibusque laudi
bus nee sufficere possumus, petentes de tua magna et ftexibili pictate ac
cepto ferre sacrificium istud, quod tibi offerimus stantes ante conspectum
7

In huius igitur noctis gratia suscipe,
sancte Pater, i11censi huius sacrificium
vespertinmn. The prtEconium, which is
then resumed, is once more switched, by
means of the equipollent ergo into the
prayer of petition Oramus ergo te Domi11e.
• Supra,
I, 23 ff.; 169 ff. In embryo the
idea of an oblation was already presented
in the Jewish berachah; Dix, The Shape
of the Liturgy, 272; cf. supra, I, 21, note
63.
'Supra, p. 114.
1° Cf. the liturgy of St. Basil in the funda
mental form which must be considered
pre-Basil, supra, p. 126, n. 62. In the ana
phora of St. Mark the thanksgiving prayer
in the fragments of the 4th century also
switches over at once into an offering ...
'hpou Xpta'tou, �,· ou ao! . . • eux:zpta-:ouvn�
7rpo�;>epo�JoeV 'tYJV 6ua{czy ·d;v "Aor•�fJv, 'ti;Y
ihcz(�Jocz�'tov A.cz'tpe(czv -:czu-:r,v;
Quasten,
Mon., 44 f. ; cf. Brightman, 126; 165.
Within the Gallic liturgical sphere the
idea of oblation is presented in two Sun
day prefaces of the Missale Gothic111n

(Muratori, II, 648 f., 652), a document in
which the preface is generally designated
as immolatio, just as in the Mozarabic it
is captioned illatio.
11 A Christmas preface found both in the
Leonianum and in the Gelasian Sacramen
tary (Mohlberg, n. 27; cf. sources, p.
293) begins: VD. TttlE la11dis hostiam
immolallles, whereupon Old Testament
prototypes of the Christian sacrifice and
their realization at Christmas are de
scribed. For more examples in the Leoni
anum see ;..{uratori I, 303 (12, n. XXIV),
403; cf. also above, 122 f. Besides this the
Leonianum presents a transitional formula
to the Smzctus that is relevant here, it reads
(on the feast of Martyrs : . . . quorum
g/oriam hodiema die recolmtes) hostias
tibi laudis offerimus, cum a11gelis, etc.
(Muratori, I, 296; also I, 332; 392) : or:
. . . hostias tibi laudis offerimus. Per.
(ibid., 336, 391, 396, 397) ; or also: . . •
hostias tibi laudis offerimus, etc., (ibid.,
318).
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tuce divince pietatis, Per Jesmn Christum Domi num et Dewn nostrum, per
quem petimus et rogamus.12

In a word, the Te igitur and its plea for acceptance merely take up the
thread of thought begun in the preface, putting it in a definite form, with
an eye on the gifts.
In accord with this resumption of the thought after the slight pause in
the Sanctus, both the term of address and the formula of mediation are
repeated. The address, however, is no longer in the solemn, three-section
form as found in the beginning of the preface, but merely a simple phrase,

clementissime Pater, corresponding to the second section, sancte Pater.
This confident term, otherwise scarcely to be met, is probably inspired
by the nearness of the grace-laden mystery."' Regarding the formula of
mediation, the remarkable thing here is that it appears not at the end
of a prayer or of a segment of prayer, as it otherwise always does, but at
the beginning. Here it is plainly a supplement to the rogamus ac petimus:

we carry our petitions before God's throne through our advocate a nd

mediator Jesus Christ. The union of the faithful with the exalted Christ
is here so vividly clear that it enters into the prayer even without the
impetus of a closing formula.
The plea for acceptance is a reverently reserved form of offering, as the
word supplices and the deep bow that accompanies it likewise indicate.
The gifts are not yet dedicated, but we realize that they must be accepted
just as they must be dedicated or consecrated; hence the words: uti

accepta habeas et benedicas. In this petition for a blessing, taken strictly,
is contained a plea for the transformation. It is, then, the start of an
epiklesis, much like those found in some secreta formulas," or like the
Quam oblationem where the epiklesis will appear more formally and ex
tensively. It is significant that in the Georgian liturgy of St. Peter, which
represents in its core a tenth-century translation of the Roman canon, a
real epiklesis is inserted in this spot.'" The gifts themselves are indicated
by a threefold designation: hfEc dona, hfEc munera, hfEc sancta sacrificia
12 G. Mercati, Antiche reliquie liturgiche,
(Rome, 1902), 52 f. Note especially the
phrases agere gratias and petentes de tua
Pict a te , accepto ferre sacrificium istud.
13 C£. eleva/is oculis in c(l?/um ad te, Deum
Patrem suwn omnipotentem in the account
of the institution. The name of Father is
otherwise very rare, even in the older
Roman liturgy. Some few instances ap
pear in the Leonianum: Muratori, I, 304 f.
320, 447.
"Supra 95.-C£. also supra 65 ff.
'"H. W. Codrington, The Liturgy of St.
Peter (LQF, 30; Munster, 1936), 158,
in which the Georgian text is reproduced
as follows: nous nous prostentons et te

prio11s de re�evoir et de bbtir ces dons
qui sont a toi et d'envoyer ton Esprit-Saint
sur ces dons ici presents et sur ce sacrifice,
pourque 111 l'acceptes at•ec bienveillance,
que nous t'offrons d'abord ... The opinion
of Baumstark (Mohlberg-Baumstark, Die
iiltestete erreichbare Gestalt, 33*) that
this epiklesis is to be regarded as a piece
of fundamental Roman text lost at an early
date, is no longer tenable. It is, rather, as
the crude form of the interpolation proves,
a later additional insertion, which goes
back to Egyptian influence and which,
moreover, is missing in the traditional text
o f the liturgy of St. Peter ; Codrington,
47 f., 182. An idea very like this, namely,
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illibata. We cannot put too much store in this tri-membered expression.'"
In the formulas of the secret prayer all three terms are used to designate

the same thing, namely the material gifts. In our passage they are merely
juxtaposed in order to emphasize the expression, in accordance with a
stylistic law that also operates elsewhere in the canon. A certain gradation,
however, is plainly discernible; first the gifts are just called dona, gifts
such as we are accustomed in some way or other to exchange from man
to man; 17 as munera they appear a result of a more fixed arrangement, as
a public service ; 1" and finally as sacrificia they are labeled as the sacred
tribute dedicated to God.,.
It is not improbable that in the first version of the Roman canon, in the
form it had till about the end of the fourth century, the plea for an
acceptance of the gifts,"" as here outlined, was followed at once by the Quam

that God might bless the gifts through the
Holy Ghost ( ut hac spiritu tuo benedicas),
is also read into the words of the Roman
Canon by Florus Diaconus, De acti011e
miss., c. 44 (PL, 119, 44); Botte, Le
canon, 52 f.

of the ] ews). This explanation is later
repeated by others. But it is strange that
Eisenhofer, II, 173, still considers dona as
"gifts of God."

10 Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 176, taking a
hint from Ordo Rom. I, n. 48, would see
in this a reference to the three separate
hosts that were laid upon the separate
corporals of the co-consecrating cardinals
(this is not the only mention of the num
ber three; cf. above, p. 44). A different in
terpretation is given by E. Peterson, Dona,
munera, sacrificia: Eph. liturg., 46 ( 1932)
75-77. Reference is made to a parallel in
the liturgy of St. Mark (Brightman,
129, I. 20 f. in which the prayer is said to
accept the 6ua11l<, "ltpoc;<;opll!, £UJCC!p<a-ri)p<ll;
( = do��a) is
accordingly
euJCilp<a-ri)p<Gt
taken to stand for offerings for the dead;
"ltpoq:oplli ( = munera) for the offerings
for the living; and Ou�(ll< ( = sacrificia)
for the oblations that are to be conse
crated.

both the profane and the religious sense,
see 0. Case! ":l.et-roupy{a-munus,"Oriens
christianus, 3rd ser., 7 (1932), 289-302;
H. Frank, "Zu :l.et-roupylll- munus," JL,
13 (1935), 181-185.

17

An indication of the sharp retrenchment
which gradually took place in the consid
eration of the role of the Church in the
sacrifice (cf. supra, I, 91) is the fact that
already Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio,
III, 3 (PL, 217, 841 B), no longer under
stands dona to mean the gifts which we
offer God but the gift that God makes to
us in the person of His Son (correspond
ing then to the interpretation of munera
and sacrijicia as the actions of ] udas and

18

For

a

treatment of munera as equivalent

to :l.et-roupylll, meaning a public work in

19

See above, p. 94, with regard to sacrifici

um as a designation for a material gift.
Even the expression sancta sacrificia i/liba
ta no more requires the accomplished con
secration than the addition of the words
sanctum sacrificium, immaculatam lwstiam
in regard to the sacrifice of Melchisedech
demanded for the latter a sacramental
sanctification. !1/ibata refers to the natural
lack of blemish that was always demanded
in a sacrificial offering; cf. Batiff ol, Le�ons,
238. At all events the thought that the
consecration would soon take place may
well have been a contributing factor in
bringing this notion of holiness to the fore;
cf. perhaps Gihr, 634.

""Cfr. above I, 55, n. 21. One would then
have to surmise that the petition for accept
ance contained only the acapta habeas, be
cause the petition for a blessing is espe
cially stressed in the Quam oblationem. As
a matter of fact, the et benedicas is missing
in the Sacramentary of Gellone (Botte, 32,
Apparatus), but this, of course, is rather
a secondary matter.
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oblationem

and the consecration. This design was then disrupted by
the interjection of the intercessory prayers.21

7.

General Intercessory Prayers

About the end of the fourth century intercessory prayers began to be
inserted into the Great Prayer even in Rome, just as had become cus
tomary in the Orient perhaps since the beginning of the same century.'
As we have already seen in Justin's account, intercessory prayers were
conjoined to the eucharistic celebration,' but they preceded the

eucharistia

and formed the conclusion of the service of prayer and reading." It is in
this very same place that we have located the "General Prayer of the
Church," even down to the present time, although here a process of con
traction set in quite early.' As a result the core of the intercessory prayer,
in the Roman liturgy as well as in others, was transferred to the inner
sanctuary of the eucharistic prayer. Only the Gallic liturgies withstood
this development, so that to the last-and in the l\Iozarabic l\Iass right
down to the present-the intercessions remained standing outside the
gates of the eucharistic prayer, in the portion of the l\Iass given over to
preparing the gifts. In the Roman Mass the intercessions, as we know
them at the present, were remodeled in the course of the fifth century
and built into the canon between the
secration in the

Quam oblationem,

Sanctus

and the prayer for the con

anc;l the corresponding remembrance of

the dead was then added after the consecration.
If we may perceive in the orationes sollemnes of Good Friday the Gen
eral Prayer of the Church as it appeared in the primitive Roman liturgy,"
we are struck by the strong contrast between these ancient intercessions
and the newer type constructed within the canon. In the latter, the formu
lation would, as a matter of course, have to be more brief. But only echoes
of the former type that really recur are the prayer
That something new is inaugurated with
in primis was sensed even later on. Cf. e.g.,

21

Ebner, 16, the illustration of the beginning
of the canon from Codex, 2247 of Cologne
(11th cent.) ; in primis has an initial just
the same as Memento and Communicantes.
Hugo of S. Cher (d. 1263), Tract. super
missam (ed., Solch, 27) has the second of
his eleven parts of the canon begin with in
primis.
1 Above I, 53 ff.
2 Above
I, 22 f. Petitions, together with
the mentioning of names, must also have
been made in the .sacrifice that took place
in the divine service of the Jewish temple;
cf. I Mace. 12: 11.
• At any rate Justin, Apol., I, 67, 5, para-

pro ecclesia sancta Dei,

phrases the Eucharistic prayer as

l'.CZ!

e,;xc.�

Herewith, how
ever, in agreement with I, 65, 3, the dxcx!
are rather to be understood as coupling the
OIJ.OlW�

euxcz?t�'t!cz�.

cz[yo� Y.czl M�cz that are mentioned in the
latter passage before the e oxcz?t�-tlcz. Out
side of that, Justin's Eucharistia must
have included a prayer for an efficacious
Communion; cf. above I, 35, 37. The view
advocated by Baumstark among others,
JL, 1 (1921), 6, that a prayer of petition

is already to be assumed within the Eucha
ristia of Jus tin, is, in the face of further
facts, not acceptable.
'Above I, 480 ff.
• Above I, 481 f.
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the prayer pro beatissimo papa nostro, and the prayer pro omnibus epis
copis, etc.-and this last only in more recent texts-while the prayer for
the Church in the canon accords with its model all the more plainly since
in both petition is made for peace, protection, and unity for the Church
toto orbe terrarum. The explanation lies in the fact that, as Innocent I
tells us, the chief concern was the mention of the names within the canon,

that therefore the main stress was on the Memento; and, on the other
hand, the General Prayer for the Church still continued in use. Besides
this, the prayer for the emperor appears to have actually had its place
here in the fifth century.• The prayer for the catechumens, of whom there
were but few, would naturally have been considered no longer so oppor
tune as to require a place in the canon: The prayer for heretics, Jews,
and pagans, however, as it appeared in the orationes sollemnes, was some
what of a specialty of Rome's, in comparison with the other liturgies; it
therefore continued to be restricted to the orationes sollemnes. These

orat iones sollemnes seem not to have been excluded entirely from the ordi
nary service until a suitable substitute appeared in the Kyrie litany.• The
deprecatio Gelasii, which we took as evidence for this inference, includes
in its seventeen petitions all nine titles of the orationes sollemnes.•
In the canon the pertinent names ought to have been spoken simply with
a brief accompanying phrase. The framework provided for this is the
Memento, with the short preliminary piece beginning with the words
in primis. Somewhat later the Communicantes sprouted from the same

root, and lastly the Hanc igitur took its place alongside as an independent
structure. If the rights of the individual should thus be acknowledged in
the very sanctuary of the liturgy, then it is only right and proper that at
the head of the list of names should appear the first name of the Christian
community and the community itself. The sacrifice which we offer up
humbly to God, and which should, in the first instance, be our thanks and
our tribute to our Creator and Father, will also draw down upon us God's
protection and grace precisely because it is a sacrifice and because it is this
sacrifice. May it be of avail above all'• for the whole Catholic Church!
0

Above I, 53.

'However, we must certainly take into
account the possibility that, like the men
tioning t>f the emperor, it was dropped
later on.
• Above I, 336 ff.

• The prayer to God ut cunctis mundum
Purget erroribus, etc., is also contained
therein; cf. above I, 337, VIII; IX.
10
The in primis is considered meaningless
by P. Drews, Zur E11tstehtmgsgeschichte
des Ka>IOIZS in der romischen Messe (Tii
bingen, 1902), 5, n. 1, "since various gifts
were not offered." Likewise R. Buchwald,

Die Epiklese in der romischen Messe
(Weidenauer Studien I, special printing;
Vienna, 1907), 34 f. However, the in
primis is not intended to introduce various
offerings, but various recommendations
united with the offering. The in primis qtuz
would, therefore, be rendered as "above all
insofar as we .. ," Evidently, too, these
words convey a quiet reason for their ac
ceptance; we offer the gifts "for" the en
tire holy Church, for her benefit, and also
as her humble representative here and
now.
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The prayer for the whole Church was a matter very close to the heart of
the primitive Christians. Well known are the prayers of the Didachc
(9,4; 10,5). When Bishop I'olycarp of Smyrna (d. 155-156), upon being
arrested, begged for a little time to pray, he prayed alo ud for all whom he
had known and for the whole Catholic Church, spread over the world."11
Another martyr-bishop, Fructuosus of Tarragona (d. 259), about to be
burnt to death, answered a Christian who sought his prayer, saying in a
firm voice: ''I am bound to remember the whole Catholic Church from
sunrise to sunset.",.

Only two attributes are joined to the mention of the Church, but in
them its entire greatness is made manifest. The Church is holy; it is the

assembly of those who are sanctified in water and in the Holy Spirit.

Sanctc is the earliest of the adjectives customarily attached to the mention
of the Church. And it is Catholic; according to God's plan of grace, the

Church is appointed for all peoples, and at the time this word was inserted

into the canon it could be said triumphantly that it was actually spread
to all peoples, toto orbe terrarum-an expression that merely serves to
underscore the Catlzolica." What we petition for the Church is peace (paci

ficare), or putting it negatively, defense from every threat of danger
( custodire), so that she might bring forth rich fruit, so that the leaven of
the divine power within her might penetrate every level of human society.

For the Church internally we follow the example of the l\Iaster Himself

(John 17 :21) by asking above all for unity: that she might continue to

be guarded against division and error, that she might be held together

through love, the bond of the one family of God (adunare), and that the
Spirit of God Himself might lead and govern her (regere)."

This leads on to the mention of those through whom the Spirit of God

wills to direct the Church and hold it together as a visible society. In
other rites, too, since earliest times, we find that at the start of the inter
cessory prayer the mention of the Church is followed at once by that

name which visibly represents the leadership of the Church." Often the

u Martyrium
P olycarpi, c. 8, 1; cf. 5, 1.
u Ruinart, Acta Mar ty ru m (Regensburg,
1859; 266).
13 The formula is already verified in litur
gical practice in the 11th century by
Optatus of Mileve, Contra Parmen., II, 12
(CSEL, 26, 47) : offerre vos di cit is Deo
pro una Ecclesia, qua! sit il' tot o terrarum
orbe d iff usa. In this reference Optatus
presumes that the Donatists had retained
this prayer since their break with the
Church in 312. It is possible that the
phrase in the canon is linked with the fact
that since the 4th century the original
meaning of catholica was weakened more

and more to a mere antithesis to heresy.
Botte, Le canon, 54.
"Regarding this petition Pope Vigilius
(d. 555), Ep. ad Justin, c. 2 (SCEL, 35,
348) has given direct testimony: om11es
pon tifices antiqua in offcrendo sacrificio
traditio11e deposcimus, exorantes, ut ca
tholicam fidem adwzare, regere Dominus
et custodire toto orbe dignctur.
"'At Antioch in the 4th century the cele
brant (who is presumably the Patriarch
himself) mentions his own person imme
diately after the invocation for the whole
Church, Collst. Ap., VIII, 12,41 (Quasten,
},fon., 22 5 ) :
"E'tt 'lt<X�Y.acl..o UIJ.Cv ae I(.<Xl
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view does not extend beyond the bishop. In the Roman canon the words
in this passage that represent the traditional basic text are the words
una cum famulo tuo papa nostro illo,'• whereupon the Memento follows at
once. But outside of Rome these words were soon expanded in various
ways. In the Frankish realm during the sixth century the title papa could,
for example, mean any bishop; 17 therefore we find various clarifying addi
tions that univocally designate the Roman pontiff.'" More and more since
the sixth century the naming of the pope in the intercessory prayer became
a fixed rule in the churches of the West. In Milan and Ravenna the cus
tom existed already about 500.'• In the year 519 two bishops from an
episcopal city of Epirus tell about it."" In the year 529, at the urgent
insistence of St. Cresarius of Aries, the practice was prescribed by the
Council of Vaison for that section." Pope Pelagius (d. 561) desired the
Bishops of Tuscany to mention his name at Mass: quomodo vos ab uni

vcrsi orbis communione separatos esse non creditis, si mei inter sacra
mysteria secundum consuetudinem nominis memoriam reticetis..... At Con
stantinople, too, during the sixth century the name of the pope was men
tioned in the diptychs, and since the time of Justinian it was put in the
first place."'
In Italian manuscripts especially, up to the eleventh century, the pope
is often named alone."' But outside of Rome the name of the bishop could
not long be omitted. That name appears with increasing regularity, usually
U"Jt:ep "rij�

y{a�

l!.<Zt

ev.ij<;
udp

"rOU

1t:pO<;I(ipovor6� O"Ot ouae

"Jt:<ZY"rO<;

oroii

"Jt:;>oO"�U':oplou.

In the 7th century anaphora of St. James
"our patriarchs N. N." are mentioned by
name in this place; Riicker, 214 f.; cf.
Brightman, 89 f. The correspondence of
these intercessions (namely by the incor
poration of the diaconal litany) with the
Roman formula under consideration was
used by P. Drews for all it was worth in
his theory of the canon; cf. Fortescue,
157 f.; 329.

16

Butte, Le canon, 33. Several of the old
est manuscripts have bcatissimo famulo

tuo. This is possibly the primitive reading.
Cf. Brinktrine, 178.-Dix, The Shape of

the Liturgy, 501, seeks to associate the ex
pression under consideration with the
Meme11to of the living: U11a cum famulo
tuo ... memento, Domine. Aside from the
fact that it is difficult to approve this as
sumption on stylistic grounds and that it
has no support in tradition, the point
against it is that in this way the naming of
the Pope would have to be considered as
a mere side issue.
17 Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc., II, 27

(PL, 71, 223 A). On the other oond, papa
for the naming of the Pope was used al
ready in the year 400 at the Council of
Toledo. P. Batiffol, "Papa, scdes aposto
tica, apostolatus," Revista di Archeologia
Cristiana, 2 (1925), 99-116, especially
102; idem., Let;ons, 24 1 f. Cf. H. Leclerq,
"Papa": DACL, XIII (1937) 1097-1111.
18

Thus, in the Irish Stowe Missal (about
800) : sedis apostolica? episcopo. Ebner,
398.

10

Ennodius, Libel/us de
(CSEL, 6, 311);
E.

sy11odo,
Bishop,

c. 77
"The

diptychs" (Appendix to Connolly, The
Liturgical H amities of N arsai), 113, n. 2.
""Hormisdas, Ep., 59, 2 (CSEL, 35, 672):
nullius nomm obnoxium rcligionis est
rccitatum nisi tantum beatitudinis vcslra?.
"'Can. 4 (Mansi, VIII, 727): Et hoc nobis
justum visum est, ut llomcn domi11i papa?,
quicumque sedis apostolica? pra?fuerit
nostris ecc/esiis recitetur.
22

Pelagius 1., Ep., 5 (PL, 69, 398 C).

23

Bishop, op. cit., 111; 104,

"'Ebner, 398.

n.

1.

111
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with the wording: et antistite nostro illo."" The further supplement: et
omnibus orthodoxis at que catholicce et apostolicce fidei cultoribus, is also
found first outside Rome, in Gallic territory,"" and this at a surprisingly
early date.27
Who are meant by the orthodoxi? The word could designate simply
those who were sound and solid in doctrine, the Catholic Christians."'
The same meaning is conveyed by the complementary phrase, catholicce
et apostolicce fidei cultores, a phrase appended in conformity with a

stylistic law of the canon which prefers twin-type expressions. The only
difference is that the latter phrase designates in the first place those who
esteem the Catholic and apostolic faith"" and who consciously profess it...
The first-named cultores fidei are obviously, then, the shepherds of the
Church, the bishops. A confirmatory argument to show that they, and
not simply the faithful, are meant by the double expression, is found in
the construction una cum, which would otherwise be meaningless; may
God, we say, protect the Church (which is composed of the faithful as a
unit), along with the pope and all those who, as faithful pastors, have a
part in her governance." But in more recent times, when the tautology
that arose in connection with Ecclesia tua was no longer sensed, the ex
pression was taken to refer to all the faithful; it was opposed as superflu"'Thus already some of the oldest MSS.
The MS. of the older Gelasianum (1st
half of the 8th cent.) has et antistite nostro
illo episcopo; Botte, 32. The naming of
the abbot also occurs; see examples in
Ebner, 100, 163, 302; Martene, I, 4, 8, 7,
(I, 403 D).-The celebrating bishop, resp.
the pope, substitutes in place of the usual
formula me indigno famulo tuo . Eisen
hofer, II, 175.
"'Bishop, Liturgica historica, 82.
"'In the Bobbio Missal (about 700) the
entire addition has the following form:
mza cum devotissimo famulo 1110 ill. papa
11ostro sedis apostolic(E et antistite nostro
et omnibus orthodo.ris atque catholic(E fidei
cultoribus. Lowe, The Bobbio Missal
(HBS, 58), n. 11; Muratori, II, 777. Cf.
also the study of B. Capelle, "Et omnibus
orthodoxis atque catholica: fidei cultori
bus," Miscellanea hist. Alb. de Mayer, I
(Louvain, 1946), 137-150. Capelle ad
vocates the assumption that the supple
ment belonged to the original text of the
canon, but that it was deleted by Gregory
the Great. See Eph. liturg., 61 (1947),
281 f.
21 Orthodo:rus in opposition to ha:reticus,
e.g., in Jerome, Ep., 17, 2.

•

The expression was current in the 5th
century. Gelasius, Ep., 43 (Thiel, 472) ;
the pope designates himself minister ca
tholic(E et apostolicm fidei.
Cyprian, Ep ., 67, 6 (CSEL, 3, 740, 1.
1 1) : fidei cultor ac defensor veritatis (re
garding a bishop). There is an undertone
of conscious pride in the inscription Quis

80

tantas Christo venerandas condidit (Edes,

Si qu(Eris: cultor Pammachius fidei, at
the entrance to the Basilica of John and
Paul. Here the expression certainly does
not designate a bishop.-Brinktrine, Die
hl. Messe, 176, refers to the parallel cultor
Dei, II Mace. I: 19; John 9: 31. He there
fore clings to the interpretation of this
phrase as referring to all the faithfuL-A.
Mauretanian inscription of the 3rd cen
tury designates the Christian as cultor
verbi; C. M. Kaufmann, Handbuch der
altchristlichen E pigr a ph ik
(Freiburg,
1917), 127.
11

Cf. Capelle, loc. cit., who stresses the
tautology that would otherwise ensue.
Moreover, mentioning the names of bish
ops of leading metropolises must have
been customary in the 5th century in Rome
as well as elsewhere; this is obviously to
be deduced from a writing of Leo the
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ous, for example, by Micrologus, adducing the rather poor argument,
among others, that the Memento followed.""
The civil authorities, for whom St. Paul, even in the time of Nero,
earnestly desired the prayer of the faithful community (1 Tim. 2 :2), get
no mention in the Mass of the city of Rome. This is understandable, con
sidering the time from which the oldest extant manuscripts derive, for
then the pope was, in point of fact at least, the civil lord of the "Papal"
State. Hardly a shadow of the eastern Roman empire was any longer
noticeable... In the preceding centuries, on the contrary, prayer for the
emperor was decidedly a part of the canon." In the Milanese form of the
Roman canon, representing a text taken over from Rome perhaps already
before Gregory the Great,.. the prayer for the ruler is still to be found,..
and this is true also in other isolated instances."" When the Roman Empire
was revived in the year 800, the mention of the emperor occurs at first
Great to the Patriarch of Constantinople,

cum"

Ep., 80, 3 (PL, 54, 914 f.). Cf. Kennedy,
The Saints, 24; Duchesne, Christian Wor

12 ff.

(Miscellanea Mohlberg, II,

7-32),

prayer is said only for the offerants and
those present, whereas we are consider
ing prayers for the faithful of the whole

P. Lejay, "Ambrosien (Rit.)":
DACL, I, 1421.
30 In the Sacramentary of Biasca (9-10th
cent.) the addition reads: cum famulo tuo
et sacerdote tuo pontifice nostro illo et
famulo tuo imperatore illo regibusque no
stris cum co11jugibus et pro/is, sed omnibus
orthodoxis. Ebner, 77; A. Ratti-M. Magi
stretti, Missale Ambrosianum duplex (Mi
lan, 1913), 415. Cf. a similar formulary
in the MS. edited by J. Pamelius, Litur
gica Latina, (Cologne, 1571), 301: e t
famulo tuo N. imperatore sed et regibus.
The plural specifically recalls the prayer in
the Mass pro regibus, as verified in Milan
by the Ambrosianum (above I, 53). There
fore, it is not necessary to suggest a refer
ence to the rulers of the Carlovingian
provinces since the division of the empire

Church in general; thus also H. Menard,
PL, 78, 275 B-The Sacramentarium Ros

in 843, as Biehl, 57 does. An Ambrosian
MS. adduced by Muratori, I, 131, merely

sianum (lOth cent.; ed. Brinktrine [Frei
burg, 1930], p. 74) has the specific addi
tion oninium videlicet catholicorum joined
to famularumque tuarum.

presents et famulo tuo (illo) imperatore.
The simple naming of the emperor is still
found in the Milan Missal of 1751, but
quite naturally no longer in that of 1902 ;
Ratti-Magistretti, 240.-The view that in
the naming of the emperor at Milan we
have a residue of an even older Roman
custom, is held by Kennedy, The Saints,
21, 48, 189.-Batiffol, Le'>ons, 243, n. 2,
shows, with a reference to the Leonianum,
how strongly the prayer for the Roman
empire corresponded to the attitude of the
Roman Church at the end of the ancient
era. .., Biehl, 3 7 f.

ship, 179 f. In the 11th century there are
again reports regarding attempts to in
troduce the practice; see Martene, 1, 4, 8
(I, 403 E). The Missa Illyrica, which be
longs to this period, seems to have so
construed our formula, when it gives its
version: et pro omnibus orthodoxis atque
cat holicO! fidei cttltoribus, pontificibus et
abbatibus, gubernatoribus et rectoribus
EcclesiO! sanctO! Dei, et pro om11i popu
lo sancto Dei: Martene, 1, 4, IV (1,
513 C).
"Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 13
(PL, 151, 985). Bernold's reasoning is
not pertinent, because in the Memento the

33

But for the mention of the Byzantine
emperor in the Roman liturgy of the 8-9th
century, cf. J. Biehl, Das liturgische Gebet
fiir Kaiser u. Reich, 54, 55 f.
"Cf. supra, I, 53, 54.-Tertullian, Apol.,
c. 39, 3 (Flori!. patr., 6, 110), is witness
to common prayer pro imperatoribus. Cf.
].Lortz, Tertullim1 als Apologet (Mun
ster, 1927), 292 f.; Archbp. J. Beran, "De
ordine missre sec. Tertulliani Apologeti-

.. Cf.
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only in some few examples... A more frequent occurrence is not noticed
till the eleventh century .. and by this time, because of the trouble arising
over investiture, it was again challenged, as erasures and deletions in the
text of the canon frequently show.'• In general, however, it was retained.
Commentators on the Mass since the twelfth century refer to it without
question." The formula is either: et imperatore nostro, or (at first with
the same meaning) : et rege nostro." Later, both emperor and king are
mentioned together or-an indication of the growing sense of territorial
ism-the rege nostro is understood of the king alone as the ruler of the
land."
The Missale secundum usum Romanre Curire of the thirteenth century,
which originated in an atmosphere of ecclesiastico-political strife, men
tions only pope and bishop." Because of its general acceptance, and be
cause of the Missal of Pius V which was founded on it, mention of the
civil ruler was generally discontinued.'" It was only by way of privilege
that the monarch was mentioned in the canon; this custom prevailed in
Spain in former times,'• and since 1761 in Austria," with the latter custom
continuing till 1918." In the framework of the formula una cum, which
can comprise only the heads of Catholic Christendom, the naming of the

38

ruler of the Papal States was the deciding

Emperor Louis II seems to have presumed

factor in this case, as, among others, Solch,
90, surmises, is difficult to accept; for the

that his name was mentioned inter sacra
mysteria, inter sancta sacrificia, but hardly

emperor's name was mentioned elsewhere
outside his territory. Innocent III, De s.

As his correspondence with Byzantium
shows (MGH, Ep. Karol. Aevi, V, 387),

only in the Greek Church; cf. Biehl, 55 f.

alt. mysterio, III, 5, (PL, 217, 844), in

If the name of the emperor does appear in
the Sacramentaries before the 1Oth cen

deed notes that only outside Rome is the

tury, as in the Cod. Eligii ( PL, 78, 26: et

prayer also said for the bishop, but with
an appeal to I Tim. 2 : 2, he requires the

rege nostro ill.), it is each time only by
way of exception. Among the commenta

prayer for the secular ruler without any
restriction.

tors of the Mass until Bonizo of Sutri (d.

'"That holds for all rites influenced by

about 1095) there is no mention of it at

this 1-.Iissal. Even at present the Dominican

all; Biehl, 48 ff.

.\Iissa! has the addition et rcge nostro; cf.

39 Ebner, 398.

regarding it, Solch, 91.
•• Gueranger,
flrstitutions liturgiques,

40

Ebner, 399; Biehl, 60 f.

"Biehl, 49-53; Solch, Hugo, 89 f. Cf. also
William of Melitona, Opusc. super mis
sam, ed. van Dijk (Eph.liturg., 1939), 333.
'2 As
Egeling of Brunswick (d. 1481)
later explains, by the word rex was to be
understood the constitutus in suprema
dignitate laicali. Franz, 548.
43 Thus frequently, though not universally,
among the German �lass commentators at
the end of the Middle Ages; Biehl, 51 f.,
58. Regarding countries outside of Ger
many, cf. Biehl, 58 f.; for Spain, Ferreres,
146 f.
"That deference to the Pope as secular

I,

454 f. For France see ibid., 471 f.
47

Biehl, 62 f. The privilege was approved

in Austria by a decree of the Congregation
of

Rites,

Feb.

10, 1860,

reproduced in

Biehl, 170-173.
•• But elsewhere,
too, the sovereign was
frequently named. Different moralists, e.g.,
even P. Scavini (d. 1869), speak of a

consuetudo that became a matter of law;
see Kossing, Liturgische Vorlcsrmgen, 47!,
n. 244.-lbid., 4 68 - 4 7 1, Ki:issing objects to
the thesis of A. ]. Binterim, Uber das
Gebel fiir die Konige rmd Fiirsten in der
Katholischm Liturgic (reprint from the
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ruler is possible. only in a Christian state.'" For the rest, the great needs
of the political' order are expressed in the preceding pacificare, which
necessarily implies a condition of ecclesiastical life tranquil and un
disturbed.

8. The Memento of the Living
The decisive factor which brought about in the Roman Mass the
division of the Great Prayer and the insertion of the interces�ions was,
as we learn from the letter of Pope Innocent I, the desire to mention

inter sacra mysteria the names of those offering. The precise setting for
this mention of names is the prayer that follows, Memento Domine, along
with the

Communicantes.'

In the intercessory prayer of oriental liturgies

the same words M v�cr6'1)-.t xu pte are used to introduce a whole series of
petitions commending to God various groups of the faithful; these were
at one time closely linked with the names from the diptychs.' In ecclesi
astical life, especially in oriental Christendom, the diptychs have played
a major role since the fourth century.•
l\Iost prominent there were the diptychs of the dead, but besides these
there were also special diptychs of the living, at least in Constantinople.
Seemingly as early as the start of the sixth century, both were read out
in a loud voice within the intercessory prayer that followed the con:\[ emoirs, IV, 2; Mainz, 1827), according
to which a special rubric to the effect that
outside the Papal States the sovereign
should be named, was omitted only because
the mention of the name was taken for
granted. In a decree of March 20, 1862,
the Congregation of Rites expressly stated
that the Catholic sovereign may be men
tioned only by special indult to that effect;
Gihr, 640, n. 26 (not contained in the
authentic collections). - The recurrent
movement is manifested even in the pres
ent years of Pius XII, in the insertion in
the Austrian E.rsultet of a petition for
those qui !los in po lestate regzmt; cf. Acta
Ap. Sedis, 43 (1951), 133 f.
•• However, in this case other forms were
chosen. The Sacramentary of the lOth cen
tury published by U. Chevalier, Sacramen
taire et Mart:yrologe de /'abbaye de S.
Remy (Bibliotheque liturg., 2; Paris,
1900) continues after naming the bishop:
AI emento, Domine, famulo tuo rege nostro
ill. Afemento Domine famulorum famu
larumque tuarum...
(344) .-The same
method is also found already about the
year 800 in a Sacramentary of Angouh!me

and, as a later supplement, in the Vat. Reg.,
316; Botte, Le cano n, 32, Apparatus. An
example from the 11th century in Ebner,
163.
1 The
interrelation of the two formulas
will occupy our attention again later on.
That they belong together seems clear from
the fact that the Per C hristum comes only
at the end of the second formula. On the
other hand, there does not seem to be suf
ficient reason to tak-:! the Te igitur, which
likewise lacks the concluding formula, into
the same close relationship. For here the
Per Jesum Clzristum is already woven
into the beginning of the formula.
2 Liturgy of St. James: Brightman, 55 ff.;
liturgy of St. :Mark: ibid., 129 f.; Byzan
tine liturgy of St. Basil: ibid., 336 ( cf.
409). In the passages cited the '<d: oi7C'<U)(<X
that the deacon is to read off, are explicit
ly named by the rubric. Examples of orien
tal diptych texts from the 12th, 15th, and
19th centuries in Brightman, 501-503,
551 f.
• E. Bishop, "The Diptychs," in the appen
dix to Connolly, The Liturgical Homilies
of Narsai, 97-117; F. Cabrol, "Diptyques":
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secration.' Regarding the

oht-:-ux.cx -:-wv xexottJ.lJlJ.EYwv, we know that they
contained the names of prominent personages, above all in ecclesiastical
life, but also in civil life, arranged in specified series starting with those
of former bishops of the imperial city." The insertion or omission of a

name could thus at times cause a popular uproar, as happened at the
beginning of the fifth century in the case of the name of St. John
Chrysostom," for the inclusion of a name in the diptychs indicated the
attitude of the ecclesiastical community towards the person involved and
its acknowledgment of his orthodoxy. Therefore, in oriental diptychs since
the sixth century, we sometimes find at the top of the list, along with the
"patriarchs, prophets, apostles and martyrs,"

7

mention of the fathers of

the first councils, above all the "318 orthodox fathers" of Nicea.•
In the West, and particularly in the Roman liturgy, the listing of the
names of the living takes the lead. Regarding the dead there is, as we
shall see, no mention at this moment in public worship. This fits in with
what we have already pointed to as the starting-point of the list, namely
the offering of the sacrificial gifts of the faithful. Their offerings were to
be commended to God by a special prayer, which is precisely what hap
pened in the oratio super oblata.

Besides this, there was within the

canon an additional plea that God might be mindful of those qui tibi
DACL, IV, 1045-1094. ai'Jt"'tU;(.OY =twofold,
double tablet. In ancient times they served
as a sort of announcement book, which, be
cause of their beautiful design, were pre
sented as gifts by aristocratic people. In
Church circles they were used for a list of
names, even if, as was often the case, they
were of purely secular origin. The covers
were often inlaid on the outside with plates
of precious metal or ivory and adorned with
sculptured ornaments. Many of these
precious ecclestical diptych tablets, among
them some that date back to the Roman
Consuls, were later used as covers for
liturgical books and were thus preserved.
'Bishop, 109 ff. Elsewhere, as was fre
quently the case in the Syrian sphere, the
diptychs were read while the people ex
changed the kiss of peace; Bishop, 108,
111 f. In the East Syrian Rite the reading
of the diptychs, the comprehensive "book
of the living and the dead," is still done
today by the deacon, at this place, on Sun
days and feast days. The names of one's
own community are included in these lists
and they are no longer written on special
tablets. In the Byzantine Mass mention
ing the deceased by name is done silently
by the priest, as happens in our Memento;
Brightman, 388, 23.

•

Cf. the arrangement in the diptychs ac
cording to the Armenian liturgy of today;
Brightman, 441 f. Dix, The Shape of the
Liturgy, 502-504, establishes the fact that
the diptychs at least in Constantinople lost
their original "parochial" character and
finally also the character as a list of names
noted down for the purpose of intercession.
• Bishop,
102 ff.
7 Thus, already Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech.
myst., V, 9 (Quasten, Mon., 102). Here
there is no question of reading the names,
though it is the case with Serapion; cf.
supra, I, 35. In the East Syrian Mass the
list that comprises several hundred be
gins with "Adam and Abel and Seth";
Brightman, 276 ff. Towards the end of
the ancient era acceptance into the
diptychs corresponded more or less to
our canonization in the Church, just as a

cancellation was equivalent to excommuni
cation.
8 Thus, in the East Syrian Mass : Bright
man, 277, 1. 3; in the Ethiopian a11aphora
of the Apostles: ibid., 229, I. 2. The
M o n o p h y s i t e We s t S y r i a ns mention
the "three pious and holy and ecumenical
Synods": ibid., 94, 1. 3. The "four holy
synods" were named by the deacon in the
reading of the diptych at the Synod of Con-
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offerunt hoc sacrificium laudis. In this connection the names of the officers
were read aloud. This much information can be gleaned from the expo
sition of Pope Innocent I," but the account is so sketchy that we are left
without any details of how it was done. There were probably only selected
names, for obviously it was neither feasible nor reasonable to publish the
names of all those who participated in the Sunday service.'• On the other
hand, it stood to reason that where the Mass was celebrated for the
benefit of such and such group, as was the case in votive Masses for
certain needs or certain occasions, the names involved would be read
out.11 In some instances this would be carried over to public service.
The older Gelasianum presents an illustrative example on the third Sun
day of Lent, on the occasion of the first scrutinium electorum. It reads as
follows:
Infra canonem ubi dicit: Memento Domine famulorum famularumque tua
rum, qui electos tuos suscepturi suni ad sanctam gratiam baptismi tui, et
omnium circumadstantium. Et laces. Et recitantur nomina virorum et
mulierum, qui ipsos infantes suscepturi sunt. Et intras: Quorum tibi fides
cognita."'

While the priest is silent, another cleric reads aloud the names of the
godparents or sponsors. At the ordinary service the only names mentioned
stantinople under Mennas (544). Cf. the
references in Martene, 1, 4, 8, 11 (I, 405 B;
I looked in vain for this in the acts of the
council) .-Elsewhere, too, a close watch
was kept regarding the true faith of those
whose names were read off in the canon.
According to the Pa:nitentiale Theodori
(England, end of the 7th cent.) a priest,
at whose Mass any names of heretics hap
pened to be read off with the rest, was
obliged to do penance for a week. H. ].
Schmitz, Die Bussbiicher 1md die Bussdi
sciplin der Kirche, (Mainz, 1883), 529;
Finsterwalder, Canones Theodori, 258.
• Above I, 54.-Aiready a century earlier a
similar custom must have existed in Spain,
as appears from can. 29 of Elvira (Mansi,
II, 10) ; regarding an energumenus the
canon stipulates neque ad a/tare cum obla
tione esse recipiendum. Cf. Bishop, 98 f.
Cyprian, Ep., 62, 5 (CSEL, 3, 700 f.), is
also worthy of note. When sending money
to the Numidian bishops, Cyprian also
transmits the names of those who gave it:
in mente habeatis orationibus vestris et eis
vicem boni operis in sacrificiis et precibus
reprcesentetis. See Ep., 16, 2 (CSEL, 3,
519), where he states accusingly with re
gard to the lapsi: offertur nomine eorum.
What is alleged against this by Augustine

refers only to the naming of the deceased;
Kennedy, The Saints, 27 f.; Srawley, 137.
1° Cf. Capitulare eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca,
205). No names of the deceased are per
mitted to be read off on Sundays, sed tan

tum vivorum nomina regum vel principium
seu et sacerdotum, vel pro omni populo
christiana oblationes vel vola redduntur.
Ordo "Qua/iter qucedam orationes" =
Ordo Rom. IV (Hittorp, 588; cf. PL,
78, 1380 B; Batte, 32, Apparatus) : Hie
nomi11a ��ivorum memorentur si volueris,
sed non dominica die nisi ceteris diebus.
Thus also the Sacramentarium Rossianum
(Batte, 32, Apparatus) and Bernold of
Constance, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151,
985).
11

1.2 I, 26 (Wilson, 34). It is self-evident that
the names of the candidates for baptism
could not be mentioned here, because the

qui tibi offerunt could not be said of them.
Their names, however, appear in the Hanc

igitur, in which the purpose of the prayer
was to be mentioned. The Roman expres
sion electi for the candidates for baptism
shows that the rubric originated in Rome
and not in the Gallic territory where the
MS. comes from. Consequently, we may
take this as 6th century evidence.
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would probably have been those which merited marked prominence for
having given a special oblation over and above the liturgical offering of
bread and wine." This can be gathered from a somewhat testy remark
of the hermit of Bethlehem, who had probably heard about the new
practice at Rome: ut ...glorientur publiceque diaconus in ecclesiis recitet

of!erentium nomina: tantum of!ert illa, tantum ille pollicitus est, placent
que sibi ad plausum populi."
A reading similar to that at Rome is evidenced beyond doubt in the
domain of the Gallic liturgy, and here it is the offerers who are expressly
named. The Gallican Mass of the seventh century-and likewise the
Mozarabic-includes a special priestly oration Post nomina after the
offertory procession and the introductory prayer. The wording of this
oration is often linked to the reading of the names that just took place,
then launches into a prayer of intercession for living and dead. An exam
ple is the prayer on the feast of the Circumcision: Auditis nominibus of!e

rentum, fratres dilectissimi, Christum Dominum deprecemur [a refer
ence to the feast follows] . . . prfEstante pietate sua, ut hfEc sacrificia sic
viventibus proficiant ad emendationem, ut dejunctis opitulentur ad
requiem. Per Dominum." The reading itself, however, includes under the
notion of of!erentes not only those present, above all the clergy assembled
here, but also all whose society is valued while the sacrifice is being
offered up. Even the dead are embodied in this circle of offerers, either
because those offering the sacrifice do so "for" them, that is, as their
representatives, or that they "remember" them in the oblation. In the
Mozarabic Mass this reading, which precedes the oration Post nomina,
has been retained to the present.
The priest [formerly it was perhaps the deacon] begins: Offerunt Deo Do
mino oblationem sacerdotes nostri, papa Romensis et r eliqui pro se et pro
onmi clero et p/ebibus ecclesice sibimet consignatis vel pro universa fra
ternitale. Item offerwzt universi presby te ri, diaconi, clerici ac populi cir
cumadstanles in honorem sanctorum pro se et s uis.
R. [the choir corroborating] : 0 fferunt pro se et pro wziversa fratenzitate.
The priest: Facientes commemorationem beatissi m orum apostolorum et mar
tyrum.18 [Names follow.]
� Cf. supra, p. 11.
"Jerome, Comm. in Ezech. (of the year
411), c. 18 (PL, 25, 175).--Cf. Jerome,
Comm. in Jerem. (of the year 420): At
n unc pub/ice recitantur offerentium nomina
et redemptio peccatorum m u tatur in lau
dem. The practice was therefore consid
ered an innovation. That Jerome is refer
ring to a Western practice is clear also
from this, that in oriental liturgy the names
of the offerentes, as far as present infor
mation goes, never played such a part.
"'Missale Gothicum, Muratori, II, 553; cf.
542 f., 554, etc. Such a Gallican Post-

nomina formula is still found in today's

Roman Mass, in the Secreta that is sup
posed to be said in Lent: Deus cui soli
cognitus est numerus electormn in superna
felicitate locmzdus. Cf. Cabrol, La messe en
occident, 120. A 6th century testimony for
the reading of the names from an ivory
diptych in Venantius Fortunatus, Carm.,
X, 7 (MGH, Auct. ant., IV, 1, 240):
cui hodie in temp/a diptychus edit ebur.
He is referring to the names of King Chil
debert and his mother Brunehild. Cf. Bish
op, 100, n. 1.
18
This formula Facientes with a long list
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R. Et omnium martyrum.
The priest: It em pro spiritib us pausantium. [A long roll of sainted con
fessors is listed : Hilarii, At hanasii ... ]
R. Et omnium pausantium.11

It is noteworthy that not till the second sentence is the word ofjerunt
applied to those present, while in the first sentence it is ascribed in
honorary fashion to the representatives of the grand ecclesiastical com
munion. It is probably to be presumed that originally the names of the
persons in office-the leading bishops in Spain and the papa Romensis
were pronounced." In the course of time this mention of names was
omitted in favor of the bare formula, either because it was deemed unim
portant or because it was found too bothersome.
Something like this must also have occurred in the Roman canon where
the oldest extant manuscripts in general no longer have any indication
whatever of an explicit listing of names after the words: Memento Domine

famulorum famularumque tuarum.'" But since the formula obviously
implies it, the indication for such an insert was later restored, some way
or other, even soon after the Roman Mass was transplanted to Frankish
soil. In his Admonitio Generalis of 7 89 Charlemagne decreed: The names
should not be publicly read at some earlier part of the Mass (as in the
Gallican rite), but during the canon."" The express direction is then found
variously in the Mass books."'
of names that followed is preserved on a
diptychon that dates back to the Roman
Consul Anastasius of the year 517 and that
was in ecclesiastical use in Northern
France. Cf. Leclerq, "Diptyques": DACL,
IV, 1119 f.; Kennedy, The Saints, 65-67.
17 Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 542 ff.). Pau
santes are those who "rest" (from worldly
cares). It is to be noted here, however, that
a summons on the part of the priest pre
cedes this diptych formula, though it is
separated from it (probably as a later and
secondary intrusion) by an oration: Ec
clcsiam sanctam catholicam in orationibus
in mente habeamus ut eam Dominus
Omnes lapsos, captivos, infirmos atque pe
regrinos in mmte habeamus, ut eos Do
minus ... (lac. cit., 540). Another diptych
formula is given in the Stowe Missal,
where it is inserted in the Memento of the
Dead of the Roman Mass; it begins: Cum
omnibus in toto mundo offerentibus sacri
ficimn spiritale .. . sacerdotibus offert
senior noster N. Presbyter pro se et Pro
suis et pro totius Ecclesit1! coetu catholict1!
et pro commemorando anathletico gradu
Then comes a lengthy list of saints of
.

•

.

.

.

•

the Old and then of the New Testament,
martyrs, hermits, bishops, priests, and the
conclusion: et omnium pausantium qui nos
in dominica pace Prt1!cessenmt ab Adam
usque in hodiernum diem, quorum Deus
nomina ... novit. Warner (HBS, 32), 1416; cf. Duchesne, 222 f. The rule of the
Order of St. Aurelian (d. 551) ends with
a like formula; (PL, 68, 395-398).
'"Thus A. Lesley, PL, 85, 542 C D. Cf.
also preceding note.
'8 The Stowe Missal, which notes before
the words, Hie recitantur nomina vivo
rum, forms an exception. Botte, 32; War
ner (HBS), 32), 11.
""C. 54 (MGH Capit., I, 57). Cf. also
can. 51 of the Council of Frankfurt (754) :
De non recitandis nominibus antequam
oblatio offertur. (ibid., 78).
21 The Sacramentary
of Rotaldus (lOth
cent.) speaks of the subdeacons who short
ly before, facing the altar, memoriam vel
nomina vivorum et mortuorum nominave
runt (PL, 78, 244 A). A note, Hic nomi
nentur nomina vivorum, appears again in
a Central Italian Missal of the lith cen
tury; (Ebner, 163) and thence frequently
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Since the canon began to be said in a low tone, this reading of names
could no longer be loud and public. According to one eleventh century
account, the names were whispered into the priest's ear on those occasions
when he had assistants around him.112 In another instance the names were
pronounced by the priest himself. Many Mass books, therefore, even in

dicate certain names right in the text of the canon, at least as a marginal
notation, .. perhaps by reason of foundations. Or a corresponding general
formula was inserted, embracing those names that had a right to be men

tioned."' Sometimes the register of names was laid on the altar and merely

a reference introduced into the Memento,'lr> a practice similar to one still
in use at present in the West Syrian rite.""
in this or similar form until well into
the 5th century (Ebner, 146, 157, 194,

(I, 513C., 533 E., 673 f.); Bona, II, 11,
5 (756 f.); Leroquais, I, 103, etc.; Ebner,

204, 280, 334 f.) also as a later addition
(ibid., 27) ; see also Martene, 1, 4, XVII

402 f.; cf. the notices in the description of
the MSS., ibid., 17, 53, etc. A formula
that appears at Seckau in the 15th century
(Kock, 62), and in 1539 at Rome in Cico
niolanus (Legg, Tracts, 208), begins: mei
peccatoris cui tantam gratiam concedere di
gneris, ut assidue tw:e maiestati placeam,
illius pro quo ...
"'So, too, a marginal gloss already in the
Sacramentary in J. Pamelius, Liturgica

(I, 601). Nevertheless the corresponding
remark regarding the deceased is more
frequent.
22 In this way the Bishop at Rheims re
called the names of his predecessors in
the Mass for the Dead; Fulkwin, Gesta
abbatum Lobiensium, c. 7
(d' Achery,
Spici/egium, 2 ed., II, 733). Cf. Martene,
1, 4, 8, 13 (I, 405 f.).
A Sacramentary of the 11th century
from Fulda (Ebner, 208) mentions names
from the Byzantine Imperial Court. Head
ing the list is Constantini Monomachi im
peratoris (d. 1054). More examples, Le
roquais, I, 14, 33 (9th cent.; see moreover
in the Register, III, 389); Ebner, 7; 94
("margins covered over with names,
lOth c.); 149; 196; 249; Martene, 1, 4, 8,
10 (I, 404 f.). In a deed of gift from
Vend6me in the year 1073 the benefac
tors of the church stipulated that their
names will be mentioned in the Canon of
the Mass both during life and after death.
Merk, Abriss, 87, n. 11; here also further
data.
.. Thus, a lOth century marginal gloss in
the famous Cod. Paduanus reads: omnium
Christianorum, omnium qui mihi peccatori
propter tuo timore confessi sunt et suas
elemosynas ...donaverunt et omnium pa
rentorum meorum vel qui se in meis ora
tionibus commendavenmt, tam vivis quam
et defunctis. Ebner, 128; Mohlberg-Baum
stark, n. 877. Formulas according to this
scheme then appear in ever widening cir
cles; see Martene, 1, 4, IV; VI; XXXVI
23

Latina, II (Cologne, 1571), 180: (Me
mento Domine famulorum famularumque
tuarum) et eorum quorum nomina ad
memorandum conscripsimus ac super san
ctum a/tare tuum scripta adesse videntur.
More examples in Martene, 1, 4, 8, 15 (I,
406); Ebner, 403; cf. 94; PL, 78, 26, note
g (from a 9th cent. MS. of Rheims).
Such references were occasioned, among
others, by the libri vitce that were intro
duced in monasteries on the basis of pray
er affiliations; cf. A. Ebner, Die kloster
lichen
Gebetsz•erbriidenmgen bis zum
Ausgang des karolingischen Ze i t a l t ers
(Regensburg, 1890), 97 ff., 121 ff. But
reference is made to such registers with
out their having been placed on the altar;
see the entry of the 11th century in a Sac
ramentary of Bobbio: et quorum vel qua
rum nomina apud me scripta retinentur;
Ebner, 81; Ferreres, 147.
"" In the West Syrian Mass the names of
such families as requested prayers for their
deceased members during a specific period
of the ecclesiastical year were inscribed up
on a tablet that was laid upon the altar. At
the Memento of the Dead the priest lays
his hand upon the host and then makes a
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Since the eleventh century these insert formulas, bearing a general
character and often joined to the reference mentioned, grew transiently
to memorable proportions, encompassing not only the Memento itself,
but also the preceding intercessory plea for pope and bishop."" Often, too,
a self-recommendation was added at the start: Mihi quoque indignissimo
jamulo tuo propitius esse digneris et ab omnibus me peccatorum ojjensioni
bus emundare,'" or less frequently: Memento mei qureso, with various con
tinuations ...
But very early a contrary tendency arose, leading in the course of the
centuries to a complete suppression of all such additions.30 Only names
were allowed to be inserted," or generally only a silent commemoration
was permitted at this moment,"" and in this the faithful were probably
invited to take part....,
In the Missal of Pius V the indication of a mention of names and the
corresponding pause have been retained." But no rule is prescribed re
garding the choice of names: orat aliquantulum pro quibus orare intendit.
It is in line with the original intent and with the context that at a Mass
threefold sign of the cross over the tablet.
S. Salaville in R. Aigrin, Liturgia (Paris,
1935), 915 f., note; cf. Hanssens, III,
473 f.

27 Cf. e.g., Adiuncta Pauli Diaconi intra
canonem quando volueris in Ebner, 302.
28

Ebner, 401; see also the description of
the M S S . ibid., passim. Cf. also Martene,
1, 4, 8, 15 (I, 406 f.).

w Ebner, 247; Leroquais, I, 40; 84; Fer

Exp/icatio, c. 46 (PL, 202, 54 B): adde
mus nulli hie [in the canon] concessum
esse aliquid vel detrahere vel addere, nisi
quandoque nomen illorum, pro quibus
specialiter aut nominatim offertur sacri
ficium.
32 Hints regarding
the matter are often
given in the Mass commentaries of the
Middle Ages. Thus, Hugo of S. Cher,
Tract. super missam (ed. Solch, 27) ad
vises to proceed juxta ordinem caritatis

reres, p. C; cf. Martene, 1, 4, 8, 15 (I,
406 b). A formula of this kind frequently
precedes the Memento of the Dead ; see
infra. The case of the Valencia Missal
(1492) may be exceptional, inasmuch as
a whole list of invocations from the litany
precedes the Memento: Per mysterium

and to pray first for parents and relatives,
then pro spiritualibus parentibus, next for
those who have recommended themselves
to our prayers (commendaveru1zl; this
phrase is the first mention of the offerenles

sal!ctCE incamationis tuCE nos exaudire di
gneris, te rogamus audi nos, etc. Ferreres,
P. XCI. Cf. ibid., p. LXXXVIII, the de
Precatio before the Memmto. Often a Me
mento of the Dead is here appended at the
same time.

then for those present, and finally for all
the people. The Missal of Regensburg
about 1500 lists eight groups in another
way: Beck, 273.

in the traditional sense of those who offer
ed a stipend and the like, see above, p. 130),

the priest could here pray secretly; Ga
vanti-Merati, II, 8, 3 (I, 289).

33 The Liber ordinarius o f Liege
(Volk,
69, 1. 4) requires, that if any one is ill, a
sign be given after the Sanctus, ut fratres
in suis orationibus infirmi recordentur et
dicant psalmum Miserere.

"'Bernold of Constance (d. 1100), Microl
ogus, c. 13 (PL, 151, 985) opposes those
who interpolate suas orationes here. The
chapter is captioned: Quid superfluum sit
in canone. John Beleth (d. about 1165),

"Along with the ill., as a sign for the
name to be inserted, the N. of today was
already used at an early date ; thus, in fact,
the Stowe Missal about the year 800;
Warner (HBS, 32), 11; cf. 6, 10, 14, 19 ff.

80

Nevertheless even Merati (d. 1744) still
proposes a lengthy interpolated prayer that
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said for a stipend the one who in this way became an ojjerens should be
especially remembered here ...
But in the text of the Memento itself the circle is broadened. Into it are
drawn all those present, since they did come to church in order to honor
God by this communal oblation."" They are called circumstantes or, in the
more ancient texts, circum adstantes.... During the first thousand years,
standing was the principal posture even during the canon."" Note, how
ever, that the circum is not to be construed as though the faithful had
ever completely surrounded the altar. Rather the picture intended is what
is suggested by the structure of the old Roman basilicas, where the altar
stood between the presbytery and the nave, so that the faithful-especially
if there was a transept--could form a semi-circle or "open ring" .. around
the altar.
About those mentioned by name and about the group of circum
adstantes, a two-membered clause originally had two things to say. One
phrase regarded their general state of soul, namely: their faith and their
devotion .. is well known to Thee!1 The other phrase took notice of their
activity: they offer up to Thee a sacrifice of praise; this is further de
scribed and defined. The original text, like the text of the first prayer
after the consecration, ascribes to the faithful the offering of the sacrifice,
without any special restriction: qui tibi ojjerunt hoc sacrificium laudis."'
Cf . above, p. 24. Thus also Benedict XIV,
De s. sacrificio miss!E, II, 13, 9 (Schneider,
167). Florus Diaconus (d. about 860), De
actione miss ., c. 51 (PL, 119, 47 B) and
86

Remigius of Auxerre (d. about 908), Ex

positio (PL, 101, 1258 B), were emphatic

about the liberty to insert other names in
the place where from time immemorial the
names of the of1erentium were used (quos
desideravit particulariter no minare) .
36 Spanish Mass books of the 12th century
also add: ( circumstantium) atque omnium
fidelium christianorum ( quomm tibi) ; Fer
reres, P. XXXI, LXX ff., CVIII; cf.
XXIV, XXVI, XLVI, XLIX, LII, CXII.
This last extension in reference to the qui
tib i of!enmt to include those who are ab

sent is in line with the Spanish tradition;
see above, p. 162.
87 Ebner, 405; Menard, PL, 78, 275 BC.
38 Above I, 239 ff.
39 Cf.
Schwarz, Von Bau der K ire he
(W iirzburg, 1938, where the inherent cor
rectness of this plan is made clear. The
opening of the ring, where the altar stands,
indicates the movement by which the con
gregation, led by the priest, strive towards
God; cf. also above I, 256.

.. Cf. A. Daniels, "Devotio," J L, I (1921)
40-60. The word devotio, which otherwise
frequently signifies in some form or other
the very actions of divine service, here re
fers to the disposition of heart. Fides is the
basic attitude by which one's whole life is
erected upon God's word and promises;
devotio the readiness faithfully to regu
late one's conduct accordingly without
reservation. The two expressions are
similarly united by Nicetas of Remesiana
(d. after 414), De psalmodi!E b01zo, c. 3
(PL, 68, 373; Daniels, 47): mtllus de bet
ambigere hoc vigiliarum sanctarum mini
sterium, si dig110 fide et devotim1e ·vera cele
bretur, angelis esse conjunctum.

"F. Rutten, "Philologisches zum Canon
miss;e" (StZ, 1938, I) 43 f., has claimed
a deeper meaning for the word (fides)
cognita: tried, proven. But it seems rather
that we have here only a doubling of the
expression nota in conformity with a rule
of style applied in the canon; cf. above, I,
p. 56. The tibi ahead makes it necessary to
abide by this interpretation.
"' Regarding the biblical expression sacri
ficium laudis, cf. above I, 24 f.; II, p. 114, n.
26.-The word brings out the spiritual
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They are not idle spectators, even less a profane crowd; rather they are
all together sharers in that sacred action with which we stand before
Thee, 0 God. But in more recent times, when by reason of language and
spatial arrangement the celebration of the priest is markedly withdrawn
from the people, who can follow the service only at a certain distance, this
unrestricted expression apparently looked too bold, and so the words,
pro quibus tibi ojjerimus vel were prefixed. This insertion made its first
appearance in several manuscripts of the Gregorian Sacramentary pre
pared by Alcuin," and after the tenth century speedily became almost
universal, not, however, without encountering some opposition." The
point made by this phrase was that the priest at the altar (surrounded by
his assistants) was primarily the one who offered the sacrifice. It is pos
sible that a contributing factor was to be found in the consideration that
in this period, when foundations and stipends were gaining headway, those
whose names were to be recalled at the Memento were often not present at
the Mass, so that the priest was also their representative even in a nar
rower sense." Still, as a rule the original concept continued to stand un
impaired.'"
The sacrificial activity of the faithful is next more clearly defined
according to its purpose. They offer up the sacrifice for themselves and
for their dear ones; the bonds of family have a rightful place in prayer.
They offer their sacrifice that thus they might "redeem (purchase) their
!)Ouls." .. According to Christ's own words, no price can be high enough
character of the Christian sacrifice and its
primary purpose, the glorification of God.
"' Cod. Ottobon, 313 (first half of the 9th
cent.), also in the Cod. of Pamelius; cf.
Lietzmann, n. 1, 20.
.. Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 13
(PL, 151, 985 C).-Lebrun, I, 369, note a,
mentions among others, a Cistercian Mis
sal of 1512, in which the insertion is still
missing. The omission of this insertion was
a common peculiarity of the Cistercian
rite until 1618; Schneider ( Cist.-Chr.,
1927), 9 f.
'" V. Thalhofer, Handbuch d. kath. Litur
gik, II (Freiburg, 1890), 204, and with
him Ebner, 404, would consider the gra
dual cessation of the oblation on the part
of the faithful as the main reason for the
interpolation mentioned above, but with
out justification. The oblation was still in
full force at this time. Cf. above.
.. Only in exceptional cases did anyone go
so far as to eliminate the words qui tibi
offerunt. They are erased in an 11th cen
tury Sacramentary of Salzburg (Ebner,
278). The words were left out at first in

the St. Gall MS. 340 (10-llth cent.) and
not supplied until later ; Ebner, 404 f.
Ebner, 128, mentions also the famous
Padua MS. D. 47, but this is a mistake;
cf. Mohlberg-Baumstark, n. 877. The tra
ditional vel does not necessarily denote a
reduction of the qui tibi offenmt to a mere
outside possibility since at that time it was
used in the sense of et; cf. H. Menard, PL,
78, 275 D. The primitive idea is also given
a strong prominence in the formula as ex
panded by Peter Damien, Opusc. "Domi
nis vobiscum," c. 8 (PL, 145, 237 f): In
quibus verbis patenter ostenditur, quod a
cunctis fidelibus, non solum viris, sed et

mulieribus sacrificium illud laudis offertur,
licet ab uno specialiter offerri sacerdote
videatur: quia quod ille Deo offerendo
manibus tractat, hoc multitudo fidelium
intenta mentium devotione commendat.
47Here there is clearly an allusion to Ps
48 ; 8 f. : non dabit Deo . . . pretium re
demptionis animCF suCF, i.e., no one can
ransom his soul from death. Cf. Mt. 16:
26; Mk. 8; 37. The supposition is, there
fore, that the soul is in danger, but by a
.
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to make such a purchase, and yet this will surely do. They want to re
deem their souls, that is they want to gain the welfare and health that
they as Christians may dare to hope for-as the clarifying clause puts it
pro spe salutis et incolumitatis sure. In this phrase the word salus can
be taken for the salvation of the soul, as Christian usage employs the word,
while incolumitas at least includes the notion of bodily health and
security.'"
The Memento closes with the words tibique reddunt vota sua reterno
Deo vivo et vero, thus tacking a second phrase to the words qui tibi
ojjerunt hoc sacrificium laudis. One might possibly expect to find in this
a continuation of the thought, but this is rather hard to establish. Although

vota can have other meanings, reddere vota is without doubt either the
dutiful gift of something commended to God (as is the case in many
passages in the Latin rendering of the Old Testament), or it is, as here,
simply the giving of a gift to God, taking into account a previous obliga
tion; it is the offering up of a sacrifice, but with a sharp underscoring of
the thought inherent in every sacrifice, that the work is one that is due."
In the clause doubled in this way we have a clear imitation of Psalm
Immola Deo sacrificium laudis et redde Altissimo vota tua. The

49:14:

only addition is the solemn invocation of God's name, likewise formed
on a scriptural quotation,.. and emphasized by prefacing the word

reterno.

It dawns on one's consciousness that in the sacrifice one is face to face
with the eternal, living, true God.
All in all, however there seems to be something very curious in the
twin phrase in this passage, for the poetic parallelism of the two members,
as it is found in the quotation from the Psalm, is not to be found here.
We are tempted to conclude that the detailed description of the sacrifice
of the faithful as outlined here was inserted only belatedly, and that the
original text ran as follows:

Memento Domine famulorum famularumque
tuarum, qui tibi of]erunt hoc sacrificium laudis et tibi reddunt vota sua
reterno Deo vivo et vero. This conclusion is corroborated by the Mozarabic

citation from the Roman canon already referred to."' But how is it possible
that the first member should have been supplemented as we find it today,
bold twisting of our Lord's words, like
those used for the Canaanite woman,
(Matt. IS: 27), the great sacrificium lau
d is is set in opposition to that danger ; cf.
Ambrose, De Elia et jej., c. 22 (PL, 32,
2, 463 f.): in baptism the redemptio animtE
is granted us. It is therefore hard to justify
interpreting the word as an indication of
the material performance, as we often find
in medieval charters, and as Gihr, 645-646,
tries to render it.
'" Proofs from ecclesiastical language for
both meanings of incolumitas in Batiffol,

Le<;ons, 246 f. Nor will it do to try to nar

row down the meaning of salus; the same
double expression sometimes has a simple
temporal meaning, as in the Hanc igitur of
the Gelasianum, I, 40 (Wilson, 70) : ut
per mztlta curricula amzorum salvi et in
colmnes munera ... mereantur offcrre.
For votum
Le<;ons, 247.

••

=

sacrifice,

cf.

Batiffol,

.. I Thess. 1 : 9. The expression here is
explained by its antithesis to the dead gods,
from whom the faithful turned away.
"'Supra I, 55, n. 20.
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while the second member, widely separated from it, should have remained
unaltered?
This first surprise is joined by a second. In all the oldest texts of the
Roman canon, without exception, the suffix-que is missing at the be
ginning of the second member ; invariably it reads: ... incolumitatis sure

tibi reddunt vota sua ..

."2

Grammatical carelessness of this type, copied

century after century, must indeed be serious cause for wonder, particu
larly in a text of the Roman canon which, taken all in all, is otherwise
smooth.
Both problems are solved at one blow if we put a period after the
words incolumitatis sure, and then begin with a new sentence: Tibi red
dunt vota sua reterno Deo vivo et vero communicantes . . :• that is to say,
these words take up the tibi off erunt sacrifi cium laudis with a different
wording in order to append to it the idea of the grand Communion."' Thus,
communion with the saints was originally claimed principally for the
faithful, just as the offering of the sacrifice was, but then, influenced by
the different atmosphere of the Frankish church, both claims were at the
same time not indeed voided but at least obscured, not, however, to such
an extent that even at the present the ancient thought should not be
offered as the most natural interpretation of the text. In other words,
we feel justified in considering and explaining the phrase tibi reddunt, etc.,
as a part of the Communicantes text.
"'Botte, Le canon, 34. Of the 19 pertinent
texts that begin about 700 there is but a
single one, according to Botte, that pre
sents tibique at first hand; it is the one in
the Cod. Pad. D 4 7, written during the
time of King Lothar I (d. 855) in the
neighborhood of Liege. But, as the printed
edition of this MS. shows (Mohlberg
Baumstark, Die iilteste erreichbare Gestalt,
n. 877), the -que here too is in reality an
addition by a second hand. The -que is
still missing in the Cod. Eligii (1Oth cent.,
PL, 78, 26 B) and also in the Sacramen
lary of the Papal court chapel about 1290;
Brinktrine
( Eph. liturg., 1937), 204.
Ebner, 405, refers to this peculiarity, but
without attempting an explanation.
oa The old MSS., as is known, have either
no punctuation at all, or very little, and
seemingly, as a rule, no paragraphs (sec
tions) within the canon. The latter is also
the case in the Cod. S. Gall, 348 ( ed.

Mohlberg, n. 1551), but it does make use
of red initial letters in three places within
the Communicantes; the word communi
cantes itself, however, is connected with
the preceding without any such distin
guishing mark (n. 1552). Unambiguous,
too, as Botte, 55, also notes, is the unin
terrupted union of Deo vivo et vero com
mwlicantes in two of the most important
texts of the Roman Canon ; in the Bobbio
missal, eel. Lowe, I (HBS, 58), n. 11, see
Facsimile (HBS, 31), fol. 25. Cf. more
over, a like construction in a Halle igitur
formula of the Gelasianum, III, 37 (Wil
son, 254) ; pro hoc reddo tibi vola mea
Deo vero et vivo maiestatem tuam suppli
citer imp/orans.
110 Grammatically independent sentences be
gin within the canon also in other places:
in the two Memmtos, in the Supplices, and
in the Nobis quoque.
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9.

Communicantes

The Communicantes that follows is not, as it now stands, a gram
matically complete sentence. The first question therefore regarding it
naturally is: what is it connected with? Other links have been pro
pounded,' but the one that appears most natural is that suggested to us
by the text just studied, a proposal that was already made years ago.'
Just as by origin the Communicantes is a continuation of the Memento,
so also its content is a reinforcement of the plea in that Memento: Re
member all of them, for the congregation which now stands before Thee
with its sacrifice does not stand solitary, since it belongs to the great
nation of the redeemed, whose foremost ranks have already entered into
Thy glory. Once again is made manifest that bond with the Church Tri
umphant which had already been vividly recalled in a different way by
the singing of the Sanctus.
The emphasis here is on the word communicantes, on the comradeship
with the saints whose names are about to be mentioned." At the same time,
however we become aware of the distance that separates us and so, by
the subsequent words, et memoriam venerantes, this comradeship is altered
into a look of awe and respect.' It is this second phrase that governs the
following grammatical construction, which would otherwise have run as
follows: communicantes in primis cum. But this in no way weakens
Juncture with a verb of the Te igitur,
either supplices rogamus ac petimus
(Batiffol, Let;ons, 248) or in primis quce
tibi offer im us, or (an evidently impossible
solution) with the naming of the Pope

1

wm

famulo

fllo papa nostro il/o com

municantes (Schuster, The Sacramentary,
I, 274-277). Against all of these solutions
it must be noted that the Communicantes
was never immediately connected with the
Te igitur, because it is later than the
111enwzto; cf. supra, I, 54 f. Others aban
don the idea of a grammatical relation with
anything preceding and complete the word
with sum us or offerimus or offerzmt (thus,
among others Brinktrine, 180; 218) or
explain the communicantes ct memoriam
ve n era n te s as equivalent to com m zmica mus
et memoriam veneramur (thus Fortescue,
The Mass, 332). But in both these cases
the result is an unnatural isolation of the
prayer and the ideas it contains.
2 This was already advocated by Suarez,
De Sacra me ntis, I, 83, 2, 7, Opp., ed. Ber
ton, 21, 874) .. . ita ut sensus sit: Tibi
reddtmt vola sua a>tenzo Deo vivo et vero
communicantes, vel inter se tamquam

corporis tui vel cum sanctis tuis ...
The assumption that commzmicare here

1

is meant in the absolute canonico-legal
sense (= c. ecclesia catholic a>), "to have a
place in the (ecclesiastical) community"
(cf. Batiffol, Let;ons, 248, with reference
to Cyprian, De dom. or., c. 18 and Optatus,
VII, 3, 6), is hard to justify in the setting
this prayer has. It would be more plausible
to think directly of the Church as com
mzmio sanctorum in this way ; they pre
sent Thee their gifts as members of the
holy community and, inasmuch as they
honor the memory .... Cf. Gihr, 649. At all
events, we shall have to accord some mean
ing to the word in those cases in the feast
day formulas where the connection with
what follows is interrupted : Communi
cantes et diem sacratissimum celebrantes
... et memoriam venerantes; c£. Botte,

55 f.; cf. below.
The fuller meaning of memoria: memo
rial monument, (martyr's) grave, that has
been suggested, is out of the question in
this connection. Cf. Botte, 56 f.; also Th.
Klauser, JL, 15 (1914), 464.

•
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the basic idea of stressing the communion. We have already seen

•

how

in the oriental liturgies the reading of the diptychs was correlated since
the fifth century with the concept of ecclesiastical communion, and how
this thought was logically developed into a consciousness of communion
with the saints in heaven. But communion is not mentioned in a direct
form; the mention of those who "from the beginning have been pleasing
to God" is simply appended to the listing of other names or groups of
those who have departed from the earthly congregation. Often the same
formula is used to frame both the sections." "We offer up this sacrifice
also for . .. "

7

or "... in pious memory of,"

•

or "Remember also ...,"

"Deign to remember . . .•. In fact at one stage, when theological thinking
was less clarified, we even find the formal petition that God may give them
"peace" applied also to the saints.'"
But in all these instances the main stress is laid on emphasizing the
communion. Thus, too, the memoriam venerantes is to be construed.11
That we are correct in drawing on the oriental diptych practice to illus
strate this portion of the ecclesiastical prayer is confirmed not only by
the fact that the Communicantes must have been introduced into the
canon about the same time that this practice was in full flower in the
East, when Roman popes were corresponding with the Orient regarding
questions of the diptychs," but even more immediately by the wording
of the Communicantes itself, wherein a model from the area of the Syrian
liturgy was evidently of some influence. The formula with which the list
of saints begins: in primis gloriosre semper Virginis Marire Genitricis Dei

et Domini nostri Jesu Christi, has a counterpart-to mention but one
in the Antiochene anaphora of St. James: €�1Itp€-:wc;; 't"ij<;; 'ltiiYIIYtii<;; cixp&v-:o u
U7tepeul..orlJIJ.tYl)<;; oe:r'ltotYlJ� �[Lciw 6eo't6li.Ou -x.IIl &et7t1Ip6evou M IIp t !I c;; . ,. For the

•

However, as a rule, in such manner that
the Saints are clearly distinct from other
deceased persons. It is only in the East
Syrian anaphoras that we find an excep
tion. Hanssens, III, 471 f.
7 Co1Jst. Ap. VIII, 12, 43 (Quasten, Mon.,
225 f.)

:

"E-n 1epocrq>epo;.o.ev cro< Y.czl u1tep 1t<h

"tWY "tGw ci1e' cztGwo� euczpecr"tlJO"<XY"tWY cro< d:y (wv,
1t<Z"tp<czpxGw,

.

1tPO<;l1J"tWY,

.

Oll<<Z (wv,

ci1tocr"t6Awv,

(cf. also Quasten's notes).
Similarly also in today's Byzantine liturgy
of St. Chrysostom; Brightman, 387 f. Cf.
also the East Syrian fragment from the 6th
century; ibid., 516, 1. 21 ff[ The Missale
Romanum also speaks on June 15 of
munera Pro sa11Ctis oblata. In regard to the
indefinite meaning of oj-;:£p, pro, "for" as
here used, see Jungmann, Die Stellung
Christi, 234-238.
;.o.czp"tupwv .

East Syrian anaphora of Theodorus :
Renaudot, II, (1847), 614.
• Anaphora of St. James : Brightman, 56, 1.
•

Page 159.

•

20. "E"tl ;.o.1Jcr6ijvcz< Y.<Z"tcz�iwcrov -:wv ci:r.'cz[o>V6.;
ao< euczpecr"t1Jcrav"twv; cf. ibid., 57, 1. 13; 92£.
Similar formulas also in the Armenian lit
urgy (Brightman, 440, I. 13), in Egypt
(Brightman, 128, I. 23; 169, I. 7), and also
among the East Syrians; Brightman, 440,

1.1.
10 Armenian liturgy; Brightman, 440, 1. 1.
n Cf. also the Mozarabic facientes com
memoratiOIJem, supra, p. 162.
12 Leo the Great, Ep., 80, 3; 85, 2 (PL, 54,
914 f., 923 f.); John II of Constantinople
to Hormisdas (d. 523) (CSEL, 35, 592).
13 Brightman, 56.
In addition the word
lvM�ouis inserted in the Byzantine formulas
of the present ; Brightman, 388. Further
parallels in Kennedy, The Saints, 36. In
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closing formula: et omnium sanctorum, quorum meritis precibusque con
cedas, ut in omnibus protectionis tuce muniamur auxilio, there is likewise

a corresponding phrase in the same anaphora of St. James" and an even
more faithful trace in the Byzantine liturgy: xa:l 'lrclV':WY ':WY a"( i!o)'/ cro u, wv
't"<Xt-;

!xecria:tc; E'lttcrY.et.jia:t �[J.�-;

o

6e6c;.

111

Thus, for all the insistence on the concept of communion, the beginning
and the end in both instances present a slight anomaly. For the one
singled out to head the list of saints is one who had the incomparable
dignity of being Mother of God and ever virgin. And at the end of the
list the relation we bear to the saints in general is indicated with greater
exactness by the humble prayer that their intercession might avail us. By
such clarifying phrases the ancient formula, accidentally left unchanged,
the formula of an offering "for" all of them, was rectified along the lines
of the principle already expounded by St. Augustine for the naming of
the saints ad altare Dei, namely: Iniuria est enim pro martyre orare, cuius
nos debemus orationibus commendari."

The list of names in the present-day Roman canon here consists of two
well-balanced groups of twelve names, twelve apostles and twelve martyrs,
led by the Queen of all saints; similarly, the second list in the Nobis
quoque pec;catoribus comprises twin groups of that other sacred number,

the number seven: seven male martyrs and seven female, led by him
whom the Lord himself had termed the greatest of those born of woman
(Matthew 11: 11). Thus a double choir of saints is arrayed, much in the
same way as Christian art had sought to represent it.17 The venerable
antiquity of the lists is clearly manifested by the fact that, besides the
biblical names, only those saints are included who were honored at Rome
as martyrs; the cult of confessors, whose beginnings are surely to be
found in the fourth century, has not yet left a mark here. The honor
of being mentioned in the Great Prayer of the sacrifice is reserved to
those heroes of the faith who had faced the struggle of suffering along
with Christ.
Upon closer scrutiny the Communicantes list reveals a well-planned
arrangement. The twelve martyrs are aligned in hierarchical order. First
come six bishops, five of them popes, and then a non-Roman, Cyprian,
this and also in the Byzantine liturgy, as
compared with the sober and retiring Ro
man, the memory of the Mother of God
is given striking emphasis not only by
highly ornate, not to say showy formulas,
but by other devices also. In the anaphora of
St. James an Ave Maria, combining Luke
1 : 28; 42 as we know it, is inserted by
the priest immediately before this phrase.
In the Byzantine liturgy, after the priest
has in a loud tone of voice commemorated
the Mother of God, while incensing the

altar, the choir intones a special hymn of
Mary, one in conformity with the season
of the year: the (J.EJCIAuva;no,, so called be
cause of the word (J.eyaMvst ( 11agnificat)
that occurs in it ; Brightman, 388; 600.
" Brightman, 48; cf. 94.
15 Brightman, 331 f, 388, 406 f. ; Kennedy,
37 f.
16 Augustine, Sernw 159, 1 (PL, 38, 868);
cf. In Joh. tract., 84, 1 (PL, 35, 1847).

11 Cf. Raffaele's "Disputa."
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contemporary of St. Cornelius (who is therefore the only one taken out
of chronological order so as to be set side by side with Cyprian). Among
the other six martyrs, the first two are clerics. Lawrence and Chryso
gonus; 18 then follow the laymen, John and Paul, Cosmas and Damian.
Clearly we have here the work of a systematic hand. In the sacred pre
cincts of the Great Prayer, so to say, a properly chosen representation
from the choirs of martyrs ought to appear. This is the one conception
that we can make our own even at the present; the one thought that
can reconcile us with the catalogue of saints in the canon, in spite of its
weaknesses, even though two thousand years of Church history and the
extension of the horizon beyond that of a city-liturgy into a world-liturgy
has presented us with numberless other names to choose from. To this
double series of twelve names from the early ages of Christianity and
from the life of the Roman Mother-Church we are pleased to grant the
privilege to be named at the altar as representatives of the Church Tri
umphant.
It is obvious, no doubt, that the list of saints in the Communicantes
and something similar must be said later about the second list-is not a
first draft. In some oriental anaphoras the list of saints named in the
prayer of intercession has been kept at a minimum.'" In the Roman canon
as it was when transferred to Milan, perhaps in the sixth century, some
names found in our present-day list are missing, namely, those of Popes
Linus and Cletus, and the names included are not yet presented in the
nice order they now possess.20
The original list must have comprised those saints who enjoyed a special
cult at Rome at the time of the introduction of the Communicantes.
Around the turn of the fifth century these were: Mary, Peter and Paul,
Xystus and Lawrence, Cornelius and Cyprian.21 Soon after the Council
of Ephesus devotion to the Blessed Virgin in the Eternal City had acquired
18

At any rate, Chrysogonus is always de
cribed as a cleric in the legend; J. P.
Kirsch, "Chrysogonus"; LThK, II, 949 f.
'"Baumstark, Das Communicantes, 11 ff.
The formula of the Apostolic Constitu
tions, VIII, 12, 43 (see note 7 above) did
not present any names at all.
""The Ambrosian Mass has the following
list after the twelve Apostles: X ysti, Lau
relltii, Hippolyti, Vincentii, Cornelii, Cyp
riani, Clementis, Chrysogoni, Johannis et
Pauli, CosmO! et Damiani, and then follows
a lengthy list of Milanese names. The basis
for this order of names seems to be the
succession in the development of the vene
ration of the martyrs at Rome, whose be
ginnings are somewhere in the 3rd cen
tury. F. Savio, I dittici del Canone Ambro-

siano e del Canone Romano (special print
ing of the Miscellanea di storia italiana
III, 11; Turin, 1905), 4 f.; Kennedy, 6064; 191. Kennedy, 195 f., assumes that
Hippolytus and Vincent were named in
individual Roman churches, but not in the
papal liturgy. Likewise the two last named
must have been taken over from Rome as
an afterthought.
21 Kennedy,
The Saints of the Canon of
the Mass (1938), 189 ff. The following
presentation is based essentially on Ken
nedy's fundamental research. Akin to these
are the assertion of Lietzmann, Petrus und
Paulus in Rom, (2nd ed.; Berlin, 1927),
82-93, who considers the list of saints to
gether with their sequence to have been
taken over from the Roman calendar of
,
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magnificent center through the consecration of the renovated Liberian

basilica in her honor, S. Maria Maggiore, under Sixtus III (432-440). The
development of the cultus of the Princes of the Apostles, Peter and Paul,
is attested not only by the most ancient sacramentaries with their Mass
formularies for their feasts, but above all by the graves of the apostles,
which had acquired beautiful buildings already in Constantine's time.
Pope Xystus (or, as his name was later spelled, Sixtus), the second of
that name, was seized in the cemetery of Callistus in 258, during the per
secution of Valerian, and summarily executed. He was followed in mar
tyrdom a few days later by his deacon, Lawrence. The memorial days for
both of them, which were celebrated yearly on the sixth and tenth of
August, belong to the oldest Martyr feasts of Rome. Pope Cornelius, of
an old Roman family, died in exile after a short reign (251-253); his
remains were shortly after returned to Rome. His grave is the first of
the papal tombs to bear a Latin inscription: Cornelius Martyr ep. Bishop
Cyprian of Carthage, who had corresponded with Cornelius, was one of
the great figures of the third Christian century; he suffered martyrdom a
few years later ( 258). His memorial day was celebrated at Rome already
in the fourth century, and the oldest sacramentaries present Cornelius
and Cyprian together on the fourteenth of September.22
The twelve apostles as a group were venerated at Rome as early as the
fifth century."" Still the full listing of their names cannot have been in
cluded in the canon till later. For this list displays a very curious dis
similarity to both the biblical list and to all other known catalogues. It
is closest to that in Matthew 10:2-4, but is distinguished from it (aside
from the insertion of St. Paul and the reversal of the last two names, as
found likewise in Luke and the Acts of the Apostles) by the fact that
the sons of Zebedee are followed at once by Thomas, James and Philip,
of whom the last two take the ninth and the fifth place in all the biblical
catalogues. A special cult of the Apostle Thomas is attested since the days
of Pope Symmachus (498-514), who had erected an oratorium Sancti

Thomre. A similar cultus for Philip and James is found since the time of
Pelagius I and John III (556-574), when the great Basilica of the Apostles
was built in their honor." Of the preceding names in the list, the apostles
John and Andrew had their sanctuaries in Rome already in the fifth cen
tury. James the Greater appears originally to have been celebrated at
Rome along with his brother John on the feast of December 27, for which
saints in the 4-5th century. This assump
tion (contra Kennedy, 195, n. 3) is also
held by H Frank, "Beobachtungen zur
Geschichte des Messkanons," Archiv f.
Liturgiewiss., I (1950), 111 f.

canon de Ia messe," Questions liturgiques
et paroissiales, !6 (1931), 57-70; C. L.
Russmann, "Die Heiligen des Meszopfer
Kanons," Theol.-prakt. Quartalschrift, 101
(1953), 1-15; 101-113.

22 More detailed accounts in E. Hosp, Die
Heiligen im Canon Missa! (Graz, 1926).
-See also P. Van Doren, "Les saints du

.. Kennedy, 102-111.

""Kennedy, 109 f.
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there is evidence a bit later." But evidence for a cultus of the other apos
tles that follow is wanting. So it is probable that the list of apostles in
the canon consisted at first of the names of Peter, Paul, Andrew, (James?)
and John, and that in the course of the sixth century Thomas, James and
Philip were added, and finally the remainder, until the number twelve
was filled out."" Something like that must also have occurred in the list
of martyrs.
In the course of the same century there was an increase of devotion to
Pope Clement, who was being glorified by an extensive literature; to
Chrysogonus, the martyr whose history is interwoven with legend and
who was identified with a like-named founder of one of the Roman titular
churches;"' for John and Paul, whom one legend assumed to have been
Roman martyrs of the time of Julian the Apostate; for the two physicians
and martyrs so highly venerated in the Orient, Cosmas and Damian, who
were invoked as liberal helpers in cases of sickness. Thus the list must
have grown during the sixth century more or less of itself. The redactor
who put the list in the order we have today, to fill out the number twelve
for the martyrs as for the apostles must have inserted the two first suc
cessors of St. Peter, Linus and Cletus, who are otherwise seldom men
tioned... This redactor, whose work must have been done about the turn
of the sixth century, can have been no other than Pope Gregory the Great.
Due to the circumstance that the Roman Church in the period of the
persecutions, unlike the Church in North Africa, kept no acts of the Mar
tyrs, and so gave ample play for the development of legend, there is con
siderable doubt about the last five names in the series of martyrs, so that
from the viewpoint of historical truth little more can be established than
the names.""
In the centuries following there was no feeling that the list as found
in the Roman canon was closed once and for all. While keeping the twice
twelve saints, there was nothing to hinder the addition of names of other
prominent figures, in keeping with the altering features of ecclesiastical
life. Thus the oldest Frankish manuscripts tack on not only the two great
saints of Gaul, Hilary and Martin, but also the Doctors of the Church
then already in high honor:

(Ambrose), Augustine, Gregory, Jerome,

along with the father of Western monasticism, Benedict.30
25 Lietzmann, Petrus und Paulus in Rom.,
140, with n. 2; Baumstark, Das Communi
cantes, 23.
""Cf. Kennedy, 105, 110 f. (without St.
James).
"' Behind the legend the martyr-bishop
Chrysogonus of Aquileja (beginning of the
3d cent.) appears to loom as the historic
figure. ]. P. Kirsch, Die romischen Titel
kirchen im Altertum, (Paderborn, 1918),
108-113; Kennedy, 128-130; H. Delehaye,

Etudes sur le tegendier Romain (Brussels,

1938), 151-162.
Kennedy, 111-117; 128-140.
20 Cf.
the presentation in Hosp, 110 ff.,
222 ff., 38 ff., and Kennedy, 128-140. The
judgment regarding these names was sub
stantially less skeptical a few decades ago
than it is today after the important work
by H. Delehaye, P. Franchi de' Cavalieri
and others.
30 Botte, 34. Ambrose appears in only two
28
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Sometimes additions were made of regional saints or of patrons of the
particular diocese or church. Thus, in the environs of Fulda, Boniface was
attached to the list of martyrs.31 The names thus added in many manu
scripts have become important indexes in establishing their provenience.
Often enough the number of additional names became unbearably long;
thus in one eleventh-century manuscript of Rouen twenty-three names
are annexed."
One expedient for satisfying local requirements without lengthening the
list unduly was intimated by Pope Gregory III (731-741) when he pre
scribed for the monks of an oratory of St. Peter's endowed with a wealth
of relics an addition to the Communicantes as follows: sed et diem natali
tium celebrantes sanctorum tuorum martyrum ac confessorum, perfecto
rum iustorum, quorum sollemnitas hodie in conspectu glorice tuce cele
bratur, quorum meritis precibusque .

.

... As a matter of fact, this or a

similar additament is found in numerous medieval Mass books, mostly
(it is true) as a further enrichment of the already longish formula, espe
cially as a means of including the special saints of the day." But in the
meantime there arose a determined opposition to the unnatural disten
sion of the Communicantes formula,.. until at last all such accretions dis
appeared altogether.""
A different type of addition, however, has continued down to our own
day, the most ancient addition to the Communicantes that we know of,
namely the announcement of the day's mystery on Christmas, Epiphany,
Maundy Thursday, Easter, Ascension and Pentecost. The addition on
of the MSS. recorded by Botte.-These
names recur in numerous MSS. until late
in the Middle Ages; Ebner, 407 f.
"'Ebner, 408. Cf. Martene, 1, 4, 8, 16 (1,
407 f.).
409. Cf. the compilation from the
French MSS. in Leroquais, Les sacramen
taires, III, 353.
32 Ebner,

Duchesne, Liber Pont., I, 422. Walafried
Strabo, De exord. et increm., c. 22 (PL,
114, 950A), cites these words with the
amplification: .. . celebratur, Domine De
us noster, toto in orbe terrarum. The for
33

mula in the Mass books of the later Middle
Ages frequently reads : quorum hodie in
conspectu tuo celebratur triumphus, or
something similar; see Ferreres, p. 150152. On the other hand, the Bobbio Mis
sal (Muratori, II, 777; Lowe, I [HBS,
58], n. 11) adds to the original text, after
the omnium sanctorum trwrum, the follow
ing: qui per mriverso mrmdo passi sunt
propter nomen tuum, Domine, seu confes-

soribus tuis.
"'Cf. Ordo Rom. IV (PL, 78, 1380 B):
(after Cosm(J! et Damiani) si fuerit natale
sanctorum, hie dicat: Sed et diem natalitii
beati ill. vel beatorum ill. celebrantes et
omnium sanctorum. Ebner, 409 f.
"" Bernold of Constance, M icrologus, c. 13
(PL, 151, 985 f.): Aliorum vera sancto
rum nomina [except the names at the
Memen to] anmmrerare non debemus, nisi
quos in cmrone i1rve11imus antiquitus de
scriptos. But it is to be noted that Bernold
then makes the restriction: excepto post
Pater noster in ilia oratione ubi juxta ordi
nem quorumlibet sanctorum nomina inter
numerare possumus. The addition of names
in the canon is bitterly attacked in a Stutt
gart MS. that originated in 1435; Franz,
612.
"" Still, Hilary and Martin retained their
places until the present time in French dio
ceses; Duchesne, Clrristia11 Worship, 180,
n. 2.
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these six days is provided consistently in the old sacramentaries.31 Be
sides, the pre-Gregorian sacramentaries have an extra formula for the
vigil of Pentecost,"" and the Leonianum has a further formula for two of
the days mentioned that differs from the one in use at present."" These
additions were therefore in existence by the middle of the sixth century.
It was just about this time that they appear to be cited in a message
addressed to Bishop Profuturus of Braga by Pope Vigilius, in which the
pontiff stresses the fact that the Roman eucharistic prayer is otherwise
unchangeable.'"
But in spite of their venerable age, and in spite of the masterly com
mentary on the festal mystery which they supply, we are unable to account
these formulas as organic continuations of the text of the canon.

They

jumble still further the word communicantes (already disjointed by the
words memoriam venerantes and formed into a sort of anacoluthon),
and separate it entirely from the names of the saints to which it naturally
belongs. Viewed in their relationships to other forms, these inserts are of
a piece with the prefaces of the Leonianum, which, after becoming a play
thing for composers of novelties, departed consciously or unconsciously
from the basic concept of the eucharistic prayer and therefore earnestly
invited reform." If these festal inserts in the Communicantes escaped such
Gregorianum, ed. Lietzmann, n. 6, 4; 17,
4; 77, 3; 88, 4; (87, 4); 108, 4; 112, 4;
(Il l , 4) .-The same formulas in the Ge

37

lasian Sacramentaries. Noteworthy varia
tions are present only at Epiphany and the
Ascension; in the former: quo U nigenitus
tuus . . . nat us 111agis de long inquo venien
tibus visib ilis et corpora/is apparuit; Vat.
Reg., I, 12 (Wilson, 11 f.) ; S. Gall .
( Mohlberg, n. 99). On the feast of the
Ascension the remarkably antique mode of
expression: ... unitum sibi hominem nostrce
substmztice in glorice !tilE dextera co/loca1'it; Vat. Reg., I, 63 (Wilson, 107) and
also in the Leonianum (Muratori, I, 316).
"" Communicantes
et diem ss. Pentecostes
Pra?<'Citientes, quo Spirit u s Sanctus aposto
los p/ebemque crede•ztium prcesent ia suCB
ma iest a tis implevit, sed et; Vat. Reg., I,
(Wilson, 120); S. Gall. (Mohlberg, n.
803); Leonianum (Muratori, I, 318).
30 Namely, a second formula on the feast of
t e Ascension (Muratori, I, 314) and a
dtvergent one for Pentecost (ibid., I, 321).
The Leonianum, which starts only after
Easter, naturally has only the four for
mulas mentioned.
.. PL, 69, 18: Ordinem quoque pre cum in
celebritate missarum nullo nos tempore,

�

nulla festivitate significamus habere diver
sum, sed semper eodem tenore oblata Deo
munera ronsecrare. Quoties vero Paschalis
aut Ascensionis D o m ini vel Pentecostes et
Epiph a n ice sa n rtoru mq u e D ei fuerit agenda
festivitas, singula capitula diebus apia sub
iungimus, quibus commemorationem san
ctce sollenm itatis aut eorum facim us , quo
ntm natalitia celebram u s ; cetera vero
ordine consueto prosequimur. QHapropter
et ipsius ca11onirce precis textum direximus
subter adiectum , quem Deo propitio ex
apostolica traditione s u scepi m us. Et 1ct ca
ritas tua cognoscat, q u ib u s locis aliqua
festivitatibus apta comzectes, paschalis diei
preces similiter adiecimus. It is impossible,
however, that the capit u la diebus apta
meant exclusively our Commrmicantes for

mulas, or the other insertions in the
canon; rather the preface, too, must be i n
cluded, since it forms a complete unit with
the canon. For, what Vigilius has to say
about the consideration given to the feasts
of saints within the limits of the eucharis
tic prayer was true even at that time only
of the preface, as the Leonianum clearly
shows.
., P. Borella, "S. Leone Magno e i1 Com
municantes," Eph. liturg., 60 (1946), 93-
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reform, it is probably because they go back in substance to the very basic
concept of all eucharistic solemnity and also, perhaps, because we have
grown accustomed to giving the word communicantes a broader meaning,
so that the line of thought on these days might be paraphrased somewhat
in this fashion.
They render Thee their gifts as members of the sacred congregation, in
remembrance of the mystery of redemption which we recall this day, and
in respectful regard for these saints. The insert would thus have become
a sort of anamnesis.
In reference to these inserts, the words Infra actionem have been left in
the Roman l\Iissal within the canon, just before the Communicantes, the
same words which, in accord with their strict meaning, are to be found as
a heading above the text of the insert formula where this is usually
located, namely, after the prefaces. These words signify that the text is
to be inserted "within the action." This title, Infra actionem, derives from
the Gelasian Sacramentaries, where it generally stands just before the
Communicantes formulas to be inserted, and also before the Hanc igitur
formulas. Many of the manuscripts of this group of sacramentaries like
wise disclose a special caption just before the Sursum corda, namely:
Incipit canon actionis.u
The Communicantes brings to a close the first section of the intercessory
prayer. Externally this is manifested by the concluding formula, Per Chri
stum Dominum nostrum, which thus appears for the first time in the
canon. Our intercessory prayers and commendations, like all our prayers,
should be offered up only ''through Christ our Lord." This it is we are
conscious of in this preliminary conclusion of our pleading. The same Per
Christum Dominum nostrum then reappears after the Hanc igitur, after
the Supplices, after the Memento etiam and after the Nobis quoque."' Like
a sign-post marking the line of our prayer, the formula is found today after
successive stages all through the canon. While in all these places the
formula is part and parcel of the oldest canon text to come down to us
(although, it is true, only in the train of a secondary augmentation of this
text), its first appearance is in the preface:

.

..gratias agere per Christum

Dominum nostrum. Here it strikes no definitely conclusive note, but rather,
like the close of theN obis quoque, it is at once expanded by means of a rela101, attempts to prove that the set formula

municantes et memoriam venerantes, must

and

have been regarded even then as strictly
formal.

the

feast-day

insertions must have

originated with Leo the Great. Similarly
C. Callewaert, "S. Leon le Communicantes
et le Nobis quoque peccatoribus," Sacris
erudiri, I (1948), 123-164. The Leonine
derivation of at least three of the insert
formulas is acknowledged by H. Frank,
"Beobachtungen zur Geschichte des Mess
kanons," Archiv f. Liturgiewiss., I (1950),
114-119. Therefore the normal text Com,

"' See above, p. I 03.
"'Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio

(PL,

101, 1258), wanted even the first prayer
of the canon after fidei Cltlloribus con
cluded with the Per Christum Dominum
nostrum. But he seems to have had little
success in his attempt, and rightly so; cf.
above, p. 159.
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tive clause. In the remaining four passages, where this expansion is omitted,
the post-Carolingian Middle Ages seemed more and more to expect that
the Per Christum Dominum nostrum must be followed by an Amen. In
the manuscripts this Amen appears for the first time in the ninth century,"
and after that with ever-increasing frequency, till by the twelfth century
its insertion in all these passages became the prevailing rule, although even
at the close of the Middle Ages there were some outstanding exceptions."
Since the Amen at the close of the canon-the only place where of old it
was spoken by all the people-had lost its uniqueness, it became merely
an indispensable sign of the end of the prayer and thus had to be added
to the Christological formula.
Later on, in the neo-Gallican movement, this Amen which had passed
into the l\Iissal of Pius V played a new role. In some dioceses the faithful
had to recite it in a loud voice." It was thought that doing so revived a
custom of the ancient Church.

10. Hanc igitur
By the closing formula Per Christum Dominum nostrum, the Hanc igitur
also labels itself as an independent prayer that did not belong to the
original draft of the canon but was inserted only later on. The meaning of

the words appears, at first sight, obvious and unequivocal, leaving little
to be explained. The only problem that seems to require further elucida
tion is why this prayer, in its present form, should have been inserted just
here. Is the prayer nothing more than a plea for the acceptance of the
sacrificial gifts, as it is captioned in some translations?1 But such a plea
has already been made and is here simply repeated in different words. One
would scarcely have inserted an independent prayer just for this purpose.
Or maybe the stress is on the contents of the petitions appended? But
then why are these petitions included precisely in this place? It is around
this prayer that the various theories regarding the canon have been deS acramentary of S. Thierry; Leroquais,
I, 22.

..

•• P. Salmon, "Les 'Amen' du canon de Ia
messe," Eph. liturg., 42 (1928), 496-506.
li>id., 501, n. 4, the author mentions the

printed missals of the 1518 and 1523 in
which no Amen was interpolated.- G.
Ellard, "Interpolated Amen's in the Canon
of the Mass," Theological Studies, 6
(1945), 380-391. According to this there
are traces of the Amen in the 13th
cen
tury even in Rome (386 ff.). The medieval
commentators who expressed themselves as
opposed to the interpolation, alleged as a

reason that the angels here spoke the
Amen. Thus, also, though along with other
attempts for a reasonable explanation,
Durandus, IV, 38, 7; 46, 8. In individual
instances the Amell w as added also at the
end of theN obis quoque. Salmon, 499; 501.
-Cf. also Solch, Hugo, 91-93.
.. Salmon, 503-505. Cf. above.
1

Thus Schott, Das Messbuch der hei/igen

Kirche, (37th ed.; Freiburg, 1934), 403.
Likewise Brinktrine, 'Die feierliche Papst
messe, 27.
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veloped, and a summary consideration has forced the conclusion that in
this prayer we have "perhaps the most difficult prayer in the Mass.""
As regards its history, it is known, first of all, that the Hanc igitur

(which all textual evidence shows to have belonged to the traditional
wording of the Roman canon) did not acquire its present-day form before
Gregory the Great, who (as the Liber pontificalis recounts) added the last
words.• Even the earlier form of the prayer is not merely a matter of hypo
thesis. True, it is nowhere found, as we might be led to expect from this
account, in a form which merely omits the Gregorian addition: Hanc
igitur oblationem ... qu£Esumus Domine ut placatus accipias. But in the

pre-Gregorian sacramentaries there are certainly a considerable number
of formulas in which these or similar initial words are connected to a
lengthy complementary clause and fitted to the respective Mass-formu
laries in much the same way as the present-day basic formula is provided
with special supplements for certain occasions like Holy Saturday, Easter,
Pentecost, and the consecration of a bishop. Incidentally we thus dis
cover that the account in the Liber pontificalis is not quite exact, since the
additional phrase of Gregory proves to be not entirely new, and, on the
other hand, in the most ancient texts the preceding initial phrases do not
recur at all with the same wording, so that here, too, a crystallizing process
must have occurred.' Thus the Hanc igitur in the Leonianum for (Easter
and) Pentecost reads as follows:
Hanc igitur oblationem, quam tibi offerimus pro his quos ex aqua et Spiritu
Sancto regenerare dig1zatus es, tribuens eis remissionem omnium peccato
rum, qua:sumus, placatus accipias eorumqtU' nomina adscribi iubeas i11
libra vivmtium. Per.•

In general, the formula shows great variability, both in the subordinate
clause and in the main clause. Only the first few words, Hanc igitur obla
tionem, commonly remain unaltered. But in most cases the oblation was

in some way more exactly defined in the subordinate clause, the determi
nation having in view those who offer it up. As a rule, it was defined as
an oblation which "we" offer up for someone; but it was also described
as the oblatio of one person which we, in turn, offer up for a second
"Fortescue, The 1\fass, 333.

• Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 312: Hie aug

mentavit in prcedicationem canonis; di
esque nostros i11 l!ta pace dispone, et cetera.
The same account in Beda, Hist. eccl., II,
1 (PL, 95, 80).
' In the older examples, as a rule, the quali
fication in the introductory words is miss
ing: servitutis nosfrlE sed et czmcltE fami
lice tuce. The continuation qua-sml!us Do
mine ut p/acatus accipias is found only in
a part of the old texts. There is at least a

kinship between the Gregorian phrase and
the clause in the Hanc igitur in the Leonia
num for the anniversary of the bishop's
consecration (Muratori, I, 426) : diesqz1e

meos clementissima gubenwtione disponas.
Per. V. L. Kennedy, "The Pre-Gregorian
Hanc igitur," Eph. liturg., 50 (1936), 349358; Th. Michels, "Woher nahm Gregor
d. Gr. die Kanonbitte: Diesque nostros in
tua pace disponas ?" JL, 13 ( 1935), 188190.
•

Muratori, I, 318.
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person, or as the oblation of one person which he offers up for a second,
or even as an oblation which the priest offers up.•
Even more pronounced was the variation in the main clause, which was
regularly annexed. It appears that generally there was no basic scheme,
but that one of the alternate texts was chosen at random and inserted, these
texts being augmented at pleasure. In this main clause mention was made
of the special intention which was connected with the particular celebra
tion. Such an intention did not come into consideration for every Mass.
The Mass on Sundays and feast days, for example, is not, and never was,
for a special intention, but was simply the Mass of the congregation. This
tallies with the fact that in pre-Gregorian sacramentaries the Hanc igitur

does not appertain to the Sunday Mass or feast-day Mass as such, but to
the lVIass for special occasions and to the Votive Mass, as is especially
plain from the evidence of the older Gelasianum; and is also confirmed
by the Leonianum.•
This also tallies with the form the

Hanc igitur

takes, and more particu

larly with the manner in which certain persons or groups of persons are
introduced in it. These, whether named or not, appear either as offerers
themselves or-and this especially often-as those for whom the Mass is
offered; or else mention is made of persons for both functions. An offering
for someone turns out to be plainly a characteristic of the Hanc igitur
formula. It finds expression in the formulas for the Masses for the Dead

The data in Kennedy, lac. cit., 353 f.
7 This Sacramentary of the 6th century is

•

divided into three books: (1) Proprium
de tempore; (2) Proprium sanctorum;
(3) Masses for different purposes and oc
casions. In the whole Sacramentary there
are 41 Hanc igitur formulas, and yet the
formula is missing entirely in the second
book. In the first book it is generally miss
ing, e.g., on all days of Lent, and appears
only, outside of Maundy Thursday, on such
days when within the festal celebration a
particular group of the faithful come for
ward and thus provide a special motive:
those to be baptized (n. 26, 45), those who
commemorate the anniversary of baptism
(Pascha atmotina) (54), the newly ordain
ed deacons or priests, the newly conse
crated bishop, the anniversary of their or
dination or consecration (97 98 100 101·
cf. 102) and likewise the c nse rate vir �
gins and their anniversaries (105, 106),
the dedication of a church or baptistry (89,
90, 94), the commemoration of the de
ceased founder of the church (92). In the
third book this list is continued. Not all, but

�

�

d

n

many, votive Masses have a Ha c igitur
formula: the Mass for the anniversary of
a priest's ordination (37), for the wedding
itself and its anniversary (52), for one who
undertakes a journey (24), for one who
arranges an agape (49), the Mass for the
childless (54), the birthday .1\fass (53),
the Mass for the king (62), and for the
monastery (50), the Mass pro salute vivo
rum (106), and, finally (with one excep
tion), the whole list of Masses for the de
ceased (92-96; 98-106).-In the later Ge
lasianum the MS. of Rheinau appears to
present a similar picture; Ebner, 413.-Cf.
also Mohlberg, Das friinkische Sacramm
tarium Gelasianum, p. LVII, LXVIII.
• Of the ten Hanc igitur formulas of this
Sacramentary there is one each for those
who are to be baptized on Pentecost eve
(Muratori, I, 318), for the consecration of
a virgin ( 331), the consecration of a bish
op (421), a bridal Mass (446), two for the
anniversary of the consecration of a bishop
(426, 434), and four for Masses for the
departed (451-454) .
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and in the Mass of the scrutinies of candidates for Baptism, both cases
where those involved cannot themselves make the offering. Certain Votive
Masses, too, from the very nature of the case, fit in here.• But neophytes
also, although possessing all the rights of full Christians, do not appear
as offerers themselves, and the same is true of newly-ordained deacons and
priests,'" and of the bride at a Nuptial Mass." We discover here a fine
piece of ancient Christian etiquette. It must have been accounted an honor
to relieve those concerned of their duty of offering on this their great day,
and to make the offering "for" them, in their stead and for their benefit."
Further investigation finally brings to light the fact that the mention
of those for whom the offering is made is missing in the H anc igitur only
where these persons are the same as the offerers, the sacrifice being offered
for oneself and one's own intentions." It is only in such cases that the
Of the two Hanc igitur formulas in the
Mass Ad proficiscendum in itinere in the
older Gelasianum (III, 24), the former has
the traveler himself as the offerant and the
second already supposes a substitute, who
offers in his stead: Hanc igitur oblationem.
Douzine, famuli tui illius, quam tibi offert
pro salute famuli tui illius. The Mass pro
sterilitate mulierum (III, 54) does not per
mit the one to whom it pertains to be the
offerant, probably to save her from em
barrassment (pro famula tua ilia).
10
I, 24: H anc igitur oblationem, quam tibi
offerimus pro famulis tuis, quos ad presby
terii vel diaconatus gradus promovere di
gllafus es . .. Therefore, at that time the
newly ordained did not concelebrate in
their ordination Mass, or at any rate they
did not co-consecrate. On the other hand,
a Mass is provided for a newly consecrated
bishop (I, 100): quam prose episcopus die
ordinationis sure cantat. Hence the cor
responding formula begins with: Hanc
quoque oblationem quam offero ego tuus
famulus et sacerdos ob diem in quo digna
tus es ...
11
The pertinent Hanc igitur is found in the
Gelasianum, III, 52, as well as in the Le
onianum (Muratori, I, 446), and in an
other version also in the Gregorianum
(Lietzmann, n. 200, 4).In the Leonianum
it reads : Hanc igitur oblationem famulre
tua? ill., quam tibi offerimus pro famula
tua ilia, quresumus Domine, placatus aspi
cias, pro qua maiestatem tuam supplices
exoramus, ut sicut eam ad retatem nuptiis
congruentem pervenire tribuisti, sic con
sortia maritali tuo mu11ere copulatam de-

•

siderata sobole gaudere perficias atque ad
optatam seriem cum suo conjuge provehas
benignus annorum. Per.
This is clear in the Bridal Mass of the
Gelasianum, III, 52, where evidently the
female relatives assumed the duty. Like
wise (with a single female offerant) in the
Leonianum (previous note). Ambrose, In
Ps. 118, pro!., 2 (CSEL, 62, 4), already
testifies to the custom of having the newly
baptized, beginning with the eighth day,
themselves make the oblation. The reason
seems to be that they first had to learn
the rite by an active participation during
Easter week: tunc demum suum munus
sacris altaribus offerat, cum ciJ!perit esse
instructior, ne offerentis inscitia contami
nat oblationis mysterium. One would think
that the offertory procession was no more
difficult than the Communion procession of
that period. The reason, however, may
have been intended as an allegorical one;
one becomes instructior through the mys
tery of the "eighth day" (eighth day =
Sunday = day of resurrection), hence not
by experience, but simply by waiting for
this day.
10

"Thus, e.g., in the first Hanc igitur in the
Mass for a successful journey: Hanc igitur
oblationem, Domine, famuli lui illius, quam
tibi oIfert ... commendans tibi DeliS iter
su11m . . . Gelasianum, III, 24 (Wilson,
245). So, too, for the anniversary of bap
tism, ordination, and consecration. The
bishop on the anniversary of his consecra
tion even prays in the first person: H anc
quoque oblationem, quam offero ego tuus
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offerer alone is mentioned, and even then he is mentioned not as such, but
rather as one expecting the fruits of the sacrifice. Especially instructive
is the case of the Mass of the scrutinies already cited, where the candi
dates for Baptism are, in the main, the only ones mentioned in the Hanc
igitur. As already pointed out regarding this Mass," at the Memento for
the living the names of the sponsors were read out, and these could, of
course, be offerers. Now at the Hanc igitur there follow the names of the
children who are ready for Baptism, for whom the sacrifice is offered up."
Even if in other cases there is no evidence of such a distribution of names,

and even if time and again in the Hanc igitur itself those who offer and
those for whom the offering is made are both mentioned one after the
other,'" still this case makes it plain enough that the accent of the Hanc
igitur is placed on naming the ones for whom Mass is offered and on the
special intentions. Thus there exists a certain external parallel to the

Memento for the living," insofar as in either instance definite persons are
mentioned and names are read out.'" But there is more here than simply
a doubling of the framework for such a listing of names." The real matter
is a determination of the aim of our action, the intention of the particular
famulus et sacerdos ob diem in quo me
Gelasianum, I, 100

.

.

•

(Wilson, 154).

rington,

The Liturgy of Saint Peter, 141.

1B The

"Supra, p. 161.
15 Gelasianum,
I, 26 (Wilson, 34) : Hanc
i!Jilur oblationem, Domine, ut propitius

suscipias deprecamur, quam tibi offerimus
Pro famu lis et famulabus tuis, quos ad
(i'/ernam vitam ... vocare dignatus es. Per
Christum. Et recitantur nomina electorum.
Postquam recensita fueritlf dicis: Hos, Do
mille, fonte baptismate innovandos Spiritus
lui nam ere ad sacramentorum tuorum ple
nitudinem poscimus PrCEparari. Per.
'" It is easily possible that in such instances,
at least in the votive Masses, where other
offerants did not come into consideration,
the M emmto concerning the offerants was
omitted. There is a Hanc igitur formula in
a Mass in the Leonianum ( Muratori, I,
454) with the caption sancti Silvestri that
is still treated as a Mass of the Dead (in
famuli tui Silvestri depositione) this points
to the great antiquity of the Hanc igitur.

reading of the names is omitted,
inter alia, where an exclusive group of
the congregation has been singled out by
an earlier listing of names, as at the Bap
tismal Mass on the eve of Easter and
Pentecost, at an ordination, and, of course,
in the case where the Mass is offered for
oneself. No rigid rule, however, is appar
ent. In the Leonianum a reading of the
names within the Hanc igitur is provided
for in eight out of ten cases ; in the older
Gelasianum in something more than half
of the 41 instances.
'"The hypothesis proposed by Batte, Le
canon, 59 that the Memento and Hmzc igitur
had served for the naming of the offerants
in one and the same way and that they
were possibly distinguished only inasmuch
as the deacon read off the former and the

17

priest the latter is therefore without foun
dation. The deacon could have read the
names in both instances whenever there
was a longer list; cfr. above, n. 15. It is

'Ev'tcxu6cx d:vcxq>�pet 'tO�� xottJ.1)6iv'tCl�.

contrary to the spirit of the Roman lit
urgy that the deacon should have said the
Mcmento, because such prominence was
not accorded to the deacon. In all Sacra
mentary MSS. that have survived, the
Memmto of the living belongs to the pray
er text of the priest.

The parallel to the Memmto of the dead
would be even closer. Actually in two
rather late MSS. of the liturgy of St.
Peter, which incorporates a Greek trans
lation of the Roman Canon, the Hanc
igitu r is frankly treated as a Memento of
the dead; the rubric that is added reads :

Cod-
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celebration, mention of which is aptly included here. It was a very thought
ful plan, one that lies close to the human heart, to use this climactic moment
of the sacred action not only to join the little congregation with the large
society of the earthly and heavenly Church (as had been done in the pre
ceding prayers), but to add thereto a list of names and petitions to be
specially recommended to the divine favor and thus to "join" a personal
offering to that which would soon be made on the altar."'
In view of the marked distinctiveness and almost unlimited change
ableness of the H anc igitur formula, it must not always have been easy
for the celebrant to find a satisfactory form to include the names of all
the offerers and all those for whose benefit the offering was made, or to
define all the various intentions. Interested ears would be cocked to catch
every word, and woe if he missed something. The difficulty grew with the
ever-increasing development of the Votive Masses which we discover in
the Gelasianum in the sixth century. The desire of the faithful to have
their earthly intentions-often all too earthly-included in the sacred
sacrifice must not infrequently have become a source of deep embarrass
ment. It is the same difficulty encountered everywhere by present-day
pastors trying to incorporate all the intentions that have been recom
mended to their prayers, from ailing pets to menacing school exams. So
it is not hard to understand why Gregory the Great put an end to all this
variety by one unswerving direction. Henceforth, at the altar only a broad
and general recommendation would be made, by substituting for the di
verse offerers and recipients the great Christian community consisting of
both clergy and people, in which every special group is comprehended:
Hanc igitur oblationem servitutis nostrfE,"' sed et cunctfE familifE tuce.•

All offer for all. And in place of the variety of individual petitions, the
enduring and common interests of the community, in which all particular
requests are included: the universal plea for a peaceful life on earth:
"'This salient mode of expression is
clearly to be discerned in the caption that
introduces the Hanc igitur of the conse
cration of virgins in the Leonianum (Mu
ratori, I, 331): Coniunctio oblationis vir
ginum sacratarwn. For another kindred
explanation concerning the coniunctio c£.
A. Dold, Eph. liturg., 50 (1936), 372 f.
In the Leonianum there is a Hanc igitur
on the day of a bishop's consecration,
(Muratori, I, 434) titled Pro episcopo
offerendum; the designation offerendum is
there, because the formula answers the
question pro quo est offerendumf
"'Servitus nostra
nos servi. Botte, Le
canon, 37, refers to the Gelasianum, I, 98,
in which the priest prays on the day of his
ordination: ut tibi servitus nostra com=

placeat. The servitus here Is taken in an
abstract sense; our menial service, our
servitude. The expression presupposes the
not infrequent use of servus for those in
vested with the priesthood; cf. ZkTh, 56
(1932), 603 f. I n Leo the Great, Ep., 108,
2 (PL, 54, 1012A), we find in due form
per servitutem nostram in the sense of per
nos. This is, therefore, merely the same
Latin usage of substituting an appellation
for a person that we find in such expres
sions as "Your Holiness," "Your Grace,"
"Your Lordship."
""God's people is here conceived as a do
mestic group with God as its pater fami
lias; c£. Rutten, "Philologisches zum
Canon missre" (StZ, 1938, I) 45; Batif
fol, Le,ons, 250.
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dies nostros in tua pace .., disponas; and the all-conclusive plea for our
eternal welfare: atque ab ceterna damnatione nos eripi et in electorum
tuorum iubeas grege numerari. And in this form-as we are forced to
assume as a further direction of Gregory's-the prayer was to be said at
every Mass.
Only in a very few Mass formularies was the right to a special formula
subsequently permitted to remain. In the missal of today it is only in the
two baptismal l\lasses of Easter and Pentecost, and (surprisingly) in the
l\[ass of l\Iaundy Thursday." Besides these, the Pontificate Romanum
retains a special Hanc igitur for the consecration of a bishop. The Gre
gorian Sacramentary of Hadrian I still exhibits additional formulas
traditional ones-for the ordination of a priest, for the Nuptial Mass and
for the burial of bishops.""
The Hanc igitur formulas still in use are so constructed that the basic
Gregorian form is retained even on these special days, a supplementary
phrase derived from the ancient wording being incorporated into it."' On
the other hand, Gregory the Great himself appears to have retained for
these special formulas only the conclusion of his common text, not utilizing
the continuation of the introductory words in all cases."'
Furthermore, outside of Rome not only did a certain amount of the
older Hanc igitur formulas survive for a time, due to Alcuin's supple
ment to Gregory's Sacramentary,"" but actually in the milieu of the Gallic
liturgies there was a whole new growth of formulas, as we can see from
examples in Gallican and Irish Sacramentaries,"' and from the formation
"' The peace that God gives comprises also,
though not exclusively, the peace of na
tions. The constant troubles caused by the
Lombards may have been the motive for in
troducing a request that has been fervently
re-echoed in every war-ravaged age; cf.
Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 312.
"'Perhaps the "law of retaining the ancient
in seasons of high liturgical worth"
(Baumstark) was especially effective here
as in so many instances during the Holy
\V eck liturgy. Still, the formula may
originally have been intended for the peni
tents, who were permitted to offer their
gifts again for the first time. In the Gela
sianum the formula reads, .
ut (familia
tua) per multa curricula annorum salva et
incolumis nwnera sua tibi Domine merea
tur offerre; Gelasianum, I, 39 (Wilson, 67,
70).
.

.

"'Lietzmann, n. 199, 4; 200, 4; 224, 3.
:l8 Compare the present-day text in the
neophytes' Mass with the original, supra,
p. 180.

The intention for the newly baptized and
for the newly consecrated bishop, which
in the pre-Gregorian texts as a rule was
the only intention mentioned-Leonianum
(Muratori, I, 318; 421) ; Gelasianum, I,
100 (Wilson, 154); cf. supra, note 13now occupies only a secondary position:
pro his quoque; etiam pro hoc famulo
tuo.
"' The amplification servitutis nostrrE sed
et cuncfle familire lurE is missing in the or
dination and bridal Mass, and at least
the second part in the formula for a de
ceased bishop. Lietzmann, Zoe. cit.
""Muratori, II, 188; 193; 195; 200; 219223.
"" Here the subordinate clause was ampli
fied in a manner entirely contrary to the
sense of the original formula, into formu
lations that express the offering in honor
of the saints (mentioning their names) and
also in honor of Christ and of God. Ex
amples in Kennedy, 354-357; Botte, 36,
Apparatus.
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of new formulas even in the Carolingian period.3" But the Roman Church
adhered to Gregory's reform. The formulation of the particular intention
for each celebration was excluded, thus to an extent shunting the formula
away from its original and proper intent. But the loss was more than
compensated for by the fact that the perpetual intentions of all Christen
dom- which are likewise those of every individual Christian-were firmly
fixed therein, above all the decisive request for endless glory, a grace of
which it is said that we can gain only by persevering prayer, and for
which we therefore humbly beg, day after day, right before the sacred
moment of consecration.
There was but one further change in the Hanc igitur, namely in the
contours of the external rite. Because the sacrificial note was emphasized
in the prayer, it was quite natural to employ the same bowed posture that
was attached in other places to prayers of offering. For this bow there
are various evidences throughout the course of the Middle Ages." But
since the close of the Middle Ages the present-day rubric of holding the
hands outstretched over the offerings gradually prevailed, unless (as
happened) objection was taken to every sort of accompanying rite." The
present rite was originally a pointing gesture, occasioned by the word

hanc." Thus the gesture indicates the gifts we wish to offer God, and inso
far is an oblation rite, a very natural one at that, one we have come upon
more than once in other connections." But the meaning of the offering is
not thereby more distinctly defined. In the Old Testament the same rite
of laying the hands over the sacrificial victim is prescribed for various
types of offering-for burnt offering and peace offering,"' and more parA comprehensive formula dating back to
the Patriarch Paulinus of Aquileja (d.
802) which mentions in the form of a
prayer of intercession a long list of re
quests, is discussed more in detail by Ebner,
415-417; cf. ibid., 23. In its original ver
sion it is also found in a Missal of Tortosa
(IIth cent.): Ferreres, 360. In the Sacra
rnentary of S. Thierry, 9-10th cent.), Mar
tene, 1, 4, X (1, 552-562), there are five
formulas of a like nature within the corn
pass of as many votive formularies, which
in each instance include, along with the
oration, a proper Preface and Hanc igitur.
The 11issa Illyrica has a Hanc i gitur for
mula for the case of a lawsuit; ibid., IV (I,
513 E). Further examples ibid., 1, 4, 8,

172, 793 B); Liber ordinarius 0. Prcem.
(Waefelghern, 71 f.); Liber ordinarius of
Liege (Volk, 94). Durandus, IV, 39, 1,
testifies to the profound bow in quibusdam
ecclesiis. According to Eisenhofer, II, 180,
also in "countless" Mass books until the
15th century. Cf. also Lebrun, I, 384.

81

82. Numerous examples of the 15th and
16th centuries, Lebrun, I, 38 4 f. Eisen
hofer, II, 180.
"'Above I, 29; II, p. 147, nn. 44, 45.
36 Lev. 1 : 4; 3 : 2, 8, 13; 8 : 18, 22.

30

17 (1, 408).
Ordo "Qua/iter qucedam" (Andrieu, II,
298; PL, 78, 1380 C) : Hie inclinat se
usque ad a/tare. Bernold of Constance,
Micrologus, c. 88 (PL, 986 D); Honorius
Augustod., Sacramentarium, c. 88 (PL,

This is the case, e.g., in the Ordo of
Cardinal ·stefaneschi (about 1311), n. 53

••

(PL, 78, 1166 A), also in the Dominican
Rite of today: Missale O.P. ( 1889), 19.
The Mass-ordo of York (about 1425)
has the rubric: parum tang at calicem
dicens: Han c. Simmons, The Lay Folks

33

Mass Book, p. 106. The laying on of the
hands appears in Mass books of the 14th
century; Leroquais, II, 210; III, 41, 60,
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ticularly for a sacrifice with propitiatory character,.. pre-eminently the
sacrifice of the scape-goat on the great Day of Atonement.'7 Still there is
no real reason to interpret the gesture precisely in this last sense, as long
as the accompanying text gives no hint of it...

11. Quam oblationem
The last prayer before the account of the institution forms with it a
grammatical unit. It is like an up-beat before the full measure, a final
swell in human words before the introduction of the imposing phrases of
the sacred account, which are attached by means of a simple relative
pronoun. For this introductory prayer of our canon we have the early
testimony of St. Ambrose, both for the prayer itself and for its intro
ductory character, since when he cites it his chief concern is with the
words of Christ thus introduced by it.' In the eucharistia of Hippolytus a
preliminary of this kind is still lacking. There the account of the institu
tion simply follows the words of praise regarding the redemption in the
course of the prayer of thanksgiving. But meditation on the work of the
divine omnipotence and favor which is about to be performed must have
induced the notion of prefacing it with a formal prayer, much in the same
way as we pray for our daily bread before we sit down to eat it.
The prayer Quam oblationem is the plea for the final hallowing of the
earthly gift and, in the last analysis, a plea "that it may become for us
the Body and Blood of Thy most beloved Son, our Lord Jesus Christ."
The main thought is clear, but the expression is not very sharply stamped.
The present-day wording of the prayer is already to be found in the
Sacramentary of Gregory the Great: but it differs considerably from the
earlier form presented by Ambrose. The old traditional formulations are
not fitted together into the newer framework very smoothly., In Ambrose
we read: fac nobis hanc oblationem adscriptam, ratam, rationabilem,

acceptabilem, quod figura est corporis et sanguinis Domini nostri Jesu
'"Lev. 4: 4, 15, 24, 29, 33; 8: 14.
Lev. 16: 20 f.

37

88 A reference to the sacrifice of the cross
is included in such cases as when a Missal
of Auxerre (14th cent) prescribes that the
hands be imposed in the form of a cross ;
Leroquais, II, 262. The rite does not seem
to have gained any extensive vogue. Re
garding the warning bell rung at either
the H auc igitur or the quam ob/ationem
see infra, chapter 13, n. SO.
1

Supra, I, 52.

2

With the exception that in the present-

day text the word ( Dom ini) Dei (nostri
Jesu Christi) is lacking: Botte, 38. But
it is also wanting in one Vatican MS. of
the Greg. Sacramentary, Codex Ottoboni
anus, 313; cf. E. Bishop, "Table of Early
Texts of the Roman Canon," J OHnzal of
Theological StHdies, 1903, 555-578.
•

Cf. the complaints in G. Rietschel, Lehr
(Berlin, 1900), 382,
who declares the prayer "unintelligible."
Suarez, too, thinks: obscurior est re liq u is;
De sacramentis, I, 83, 2, 9 ( Opp., ed. Ber
ton, 21, 875).
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Christi. Here the meaning is quite plain; an appeal' is made that God
may turn the gift into a perfect offering, which• is the representation• of
Christ's Body and Blood.7 The expressions adscripta, etc., here describe
the sacrificial gift in its already altered state.
It is not impossible to explain the present-day text in a similar sense.
In the introductory phrase only the fac has been changed to facere digneris
and the word benedictam added, in no way altering the meaning. The
four-member expression has been changed into five, thus giving still greater
force to the guarded legal terminology of the Romans which is here in
evidence."

In the second clause a noteworthy addition, evoked doubt

lessly by the nearness of the great, grace-filled event, is the emotional
word joined to the mention of our Saviour, the word dilectissimi," all
the more remarkable because of the contrast to the legal language of the
preceding phrase. Of greater importance, however, is the fact that, after
the ambiguous figura was dropped, the quod est should be turned into
ut fiat. Thus, according to the grammatical formulation now presented,
the change into the Body and Blood of Christ is no longer contained
amongst the properties of the sacrificial gift expected from God, but
appears instead as the result of it (or as a goal to which that divine opera
tion is ordered.) Still it is possible to consider this result as provided in
that exaltation itself, so that only in concept would it be detached there'Ambrose, De sacra., IV, 5, 21 (supra, I,
52). The amended text as edited by B.
Batte (Sources chretiennes, 25; 1950), 84,
reads: oblationem scriptam, rationabilem
(without ratam).
5 The quod may be the Latin for quCE; 0.
Case!, "Quam oblationem" (JL, 2, (1922)
98-101) 100.

• Figura

does not exclude the reality
as docs our word for "picture," but leaves
room for it; in translation this is perhaps
best expressed as "representation." A like
mode of expression is known to occur fre
quently until into the 5th century. Cf. the
parallels in Quasten, Mon., 160, n. 1. Cf.
also the equivalent expression in the
Liber ordinum (Ferotin, 322; supra I, 55,
n. 20). Cf. W. Diirig, "Imago" (Miin
chener Theol. Studien, II, 5; Munich,
1952), 91 f.

'This explanation, which Case! adopted,
lac. cit., was later quietly toned down by
him quite noticeably (JL, [for 1931] 1-19)
12 f.; now he stresses the point that the
primitive meaning of the prayer was not
"a petition for the consecration, but a
prayer of sacrifice in the form of a petition
for acceptance." The Church pleads for the

acceptance of its sacrifice as something
fully valid and agreeable, "because it is
really identical with the sacrifice of
Christ." At the same time he strikes out
from the Ambrosian text above the word
rationabilem (10 f.), which is not easy to
connect with fac. Still he treats the fac as
well as the facere digneris of today, as
though habe, habere digneris were in its
place; cf. the proposed translation, ibid., 17,
note 30: "Look upon (or regard) this of
fering . .. as blessed .. ." In reality it is
still a matter of God's action. We are com
pelled to say that even with Ambrose the
prayer had a twofold character, inasfar as
expressions of an attitude of agreement are
united with a petition for action; in other
words, the prayer is conceived as though
the consecration had already taken place,
but we arc once again praying for it.
8

Cf. Baumstark,

Vom

geschichtlichen

Werdm der Liturgie, 84. The dying dedi
cation of the Decians in Livy, VIII, 9, 6-8,
presents a pre-Christian example of such
a legal-sacral combination of terms.
• According to
Matth. 3: 17; 17: 5 and
parallels.
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from as the sought-for consequence. Make this gift (we seem to say) into
a perfect oblation in such a way that it becomes the Body and Blood of
our Lord.
The attempt to wrest the ancient meaning out of the later wording is
given special impetus by one expression which has survived in the first
clause. Along with the other qualifications, our oblation gift should be

rationabilis. Even in the Vulgate the word rationabile corresponds to
the Greek J..oytx6v: spiritual, spiritualized, immaterial.'" Oblatio rationa
bilis= J..o-ytx� 6u::r!<:t is an exact description of the spjritual sacrifice proper

to Christianity, a sacrifice lifted high above the realm of matter.11 In the
Roman canon as quoted by Ambrose the same word reappears after the
the consecration begged for a divinely effected exaltation and spiritualizing

offerimus tibi hanc immaculatam hostiam,
rationabilem hostiam, incruentam hostiam." Thus, too, the prayer before

the sense just indicated:

the consecration begged for a divinely effected exaltation and spiritualizing
of our sacrifice, beyond blood and earthly taint, and the other terms
from the Roman legal language merely attempted to define this plea more
exactly within the given context. Adscriptam, for instance, applied to
citizens and soldiers, indicated that they were entered in the lists, and so
here, too, it means recognized and accepted.'" Still, it is precisely the
meaning of the word rationabilis in our prayer which underwent a pro
found change between Ambrose's time and Gregory the Great. Already in
the usage of Leo the Great, and definitely in Gregory's, rationabilis lost
the shade of meaning it had in Christian cult and signified merely what
was suited to reason or the nature of things." So too in our Quam oblatio
nem, where it is encircled by Roman legal terms, it reverts to the simple
Roman signification, at least as far as it was understood in that era. Thus
an opportunity was presented to see in what was petitioned by the fac or

facere digneris not the completed transubstantiation but rather a prepara
tion for that change, the condition by which the gift was made "service
able" or "right." Furthermore, by means of the ut-clause, this latter was
10
11

Rom. I2: I; I Peter 2: 2.
0. Case!, "Oblatio rationabilis," Theol.

Quartalschrift, 99 (I9I7-I8), 429 to 437;
ibid., ":Aoy!l<.-/j Oualcx der antiken Mystik
in christlich-Ziturgischer Umdeutung"
, J L,

4 (1924), 37-47.-C£. supra, I, 24£.
Ambrose, De sacr., IV, 6, 27.
18
Cf. Case!, Quam oblationem, 100. Con
trariwise Batiffol, Le9ons, 25I, n. I, would

12

rather take it in the sense of "accredited"
with reference to the Leonianum (Mur 
tori, I, 36I) : Omnipotms sempiterne De

�

us,

qui offermda tuo nomini tribuis et
oblata devo tio ni nosfrG! servitutis adscribis.
Perhaps it is best, however, to take the
Word to mean "consecrated, dedicated,"

considering ascribere as equivalent to at

tribuere; cf.

Thesaurus Ling!IG!

Latinre,

II, 772-776.

" But perhaps we ought rather to follow
the argument of Botte, "Traduction du

23
(I950), 4I, 47-49, and take the word

Canon de Ia Messe"
,
La Maison-Dieu,

rationabilem in its older meaning even
here in our present Roman Canon ; after
all, in the language of religion certain ex
pressions do keep a more ancient signifi
cance even when in every-day use the
meaning changes. Cf. Chr. Mohrmann,
"Rationabilis-:Aoj!l<.6c;, Revue internat. des
Droits de l'Antiquite, 5 (I950), 225-234.
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defined as the proper goal," but it is now spoken of not as the immediate
object of the petition, but only as a consequence or intention. Once again
the matter kept in view is a preparatory step to the consecration itself,
with the latter mentioned only in the background. The train of thought
is then the same as that which is manifested more than once in the secreta,
the thought which is given full expression, for instance, in one of the
secret prayers of the Gregorianum: Munera, Domine, oblata sanctifica, ut

tui nobis Unigeniti corpus et sanguis fiant. Per.'" But if one is unwilling
to take the new version of the Quam oblationem in the original sense, even
in the sense as thus half-buried," it will then be necessary to accept a
very weakened interpretation of the text, formulated somewhat as follows:
Let this gift, 0 God, be in all blessed, approved, valid, right and acceptable,
so that it (may) become for us the Body and Blood of Thy well-.beloved
Son, our Lord Jesus Christ.'8
The goal of our petition is still the consecration, or more exactly the
transformation of our sacrificial gift,'" even though it is modestly pushed
to the background in favor of the preparatory step. The formula thus rep
resents the plea for consecration or-viewing the matter technically-the
epiklesis of the Roman Mass. This is therefore the proper place to make a
comparative study of what is generally called in other liturgies an epiklesis.
At two points in the Mass the sacramental world intrudes into the
liturgical activity of the Church: at the consecration and at the Com
munion. God Himself is operative, giving us invisible grace by means of
visible sacramental signs. 1\Ian can do nothing here except place the signs
and -early reflection had soon deemed this proper-beg for the divine

'" Preceding the change to the uf clause,
there seems to have been a form with qum
and the subjunctive, one that is still pre
sented in the Irish and Milanese tradi
tion: qum nobis corpus et sanguis fiat;
Case!, 12; Botte, 38. The ut could not
have come into its place until towards the
end of the 6th century. A version with
qucr, and even with the indicative in two
texts of the Mozarabic liturgy; Botte, 37;
see above I, 55, n. 20.
'" Cf. supra, note 10.
17 The older interpretation of ratiollabilem
also in E. Bishop, "The Moment of Con
secration" (appendix to Connolly, The
Liturgical Homilies of Narsai, 126-163),
150 f. and in the earlier Middle Ages; also
in Florus Diaconus (d. about 860), De
actione miss., c. 59 (PL, 119, 51), and in
Remigius of Auxerre, E.rpositio ( PL, 101,
1260). In fact the word rationabilis is here
clearly understood in the older meaning:

ille quidem panis et illud vinum per se irra
tionabile est, sed orat sacerdos ut
ra
tionabilis fiat transeundo in corpus Filii
ejus.
.

lS

•

.

Thus Botte in the article mentioned in

note 14.-For the combination of rationa
blis acceptabilemque proposed by Botte, cf.
I Peter 2: 5: spirituales hostias, accepta
biles Deo per J. Chr.
'"This nobis which appears already in the
Ambrosian text is not without meaning. It
is inserted to point out that the object is
not merely Christ's presence as such, some
thing that might have been sufficient for a
later form of piety, but His presence as our
sacrificial offering, in which our sacrifice
is completed and into which He desires
that we ourselves be finally taken up. Cf.
P. de Puniet, "La consecration" (Cours
et Conferences, VII; Louvain, 1929; 193208), 198 f., 201 ff.
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operation. Just how this appeal will be worded depends on the mode of
theological thought, whether to call upon God in a formal request for this
operation, or (more in line with pre-Christian forms of expression) to im
plore the assistance of divine power. Both of these modes of approach
were designated in Christian antiquity as €7ttY.cxA.e:Tcr61Xt, £TdxAT)crtc;, be
cause in both cases God's name is invoked and God's power is elicited.'"
The earliest record of an epiklesis is found in reference to Baptism, in the
consecration of the baptismal water," but there is also early mention of
it in reference to the Eucharist."'
Coming now to particulars, it could be sufficient simply and bluntly to
implore God for the hallowing of the gift and for its salutary and fruitful
enjoyment, as actually happens in the Roman Mass at the Quam obla
tionem and the Supplices. Or one could attempt to define and designate

the divine power by name. Christian terms which could be considered
include: the Spirit of God, the power or the grace of God or His blessing,
the Wisdom or the Word of God, the Holy Ghost; one could even think
of an angel of God."" In the early Christian era there was no hard and fast
rule in this regard. In Greek, where Mro� and -r;veUIJ.IX appear with the
meaning "spirit," where, besides, in the theological consideration of the
matter, a major role was taken by the idea that God had created and
accomplished everything through the Logos, it was natural that mention
should be made oftener of the Logos as the power by which the gift is
sanctified."' In the Mystagogic Catccheses, with which (according to the
prevailing opinion) Cyril of Jerusalem concluded his baptismal instruc
tions in the year 348, we find the earliest record of the basic form of that
epiklesis which became typical of the oriental liturgies: "Then ... we call
on the good God to send the Holy Ghost upon the gifts, so that He might
change the bread into the Body of Christ and the wine into the Blood
of Christ.""" This epiklesis, taken in the narrow sense as a plea to God
"'C f. 0. Case), "Zur Epiklese"; JL, 3
(1923), 100-102; ibid., "Neue Beitrage zur
Epiklesenfrage," J L, 4 (1924), 169-178:
see also the entire question of the epiklesis
in Gassner, The Canon of the Mass, 324339.
21 Tertullian, De bapt.,
204).

c.

4 (CSEL, 20,

22 In the broader sense the Eucharistia, like
every prayer of dedication, is an hix"Ar;crt<;,
namely, an invocation of the divine Name
over the material elements. It is in this
sense that Iremeus, Adv. /z(J!r., IV, 31, 4
(at., IV, 18, 5; Harvey, II, 205 f.), speaks
of the bread that receives "':-/jv hf>.Ar,crtv -rou
lleou and is no longer ordinary bread. Cf.
Case), Neue Beitriige, 173 f.

23 Cf. the problem below regarding Sup
plices te rogamus.
"'Euchologion of Serapion, 13, 15 (Quas

ten, Mon., 62 f.) : 'E-:::tor,,J.r,cr&-rw O.S: -ti)�
a"Ar;6da�. 0 C.lyt6; cro" Aoyo<; hl 'f�V a,-rov
"tOU"':OV, fva "J"�Vl)"':tXt 0 at'-:0<; CWtJ.tX "tOU A6you
... Further data in Quasten, M 011., 62, n. 5.
Ibid., 1 8, n. 1, the literature concerning the
much discussed passage in Justin, Apol., I,
66 : the bread becomes the body of Christ
a,· eu:x:lJ<; AO"J"OU "':OU "lttXp' tXU'COU. See also
the materials in Bishop, The Moment of
Coi!Secratiml, 155-163.
""Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. myst., V, 7
(Quasten, Mo11., 101). C f. Bishop, The
Moml'llt of Collsccratioll, 126-150. The
Holy Ghost epiklesis a fter the consecra
tion is not again clearly certified until
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to send the Holy Spirit, thereafter appears first in the liturgies in the
region of Syria; when it does appear it is found (as
gather from the passage cited above) after the words
the anamnesis and oblation prayer that follow, and
formula is that the Holy Ghost might "make" the gifts

we might already
of institution and
the object of the
into Christ's Body

and Blood ( ;,:')�+,;�: Liturgy of St. James) or "manifest" them as such
( :i<:o;;·f.vy,: Apostolic Constitutions VIII; civcd5z1�o;�: Byzantine Liturgy
of St. Basil) and that thus they might have a salutary effect on the re
cipients.'.. In the last sense, as a plea to the Holy Ghost to let the Com
munion strengthen the recipients in their faith, an epiklesis is to be found
at the same point even in the eucharistia of Hippolytus. But there is no
reference here to the transformation of the gifts."" The oriental liturgies,
too, must have had originally in place of the epiklesis only a petition for
the salutary effects of Communion,"' from which a more general plea for
blessing, with special reference to the transubstantiation, could easily
have developed.""
Besides this consecratory epiklesis, which emerged from Syria, an

Theodore of Mopsuestia, Sermones catech.,
VI (Riicker, 32 f). Bishop calls attention
to the fact that in the conflict with the

und Herrenmahl, 68-81; cf. G. Rauschen,
Eucharistie und Buszsakrament (2nd ed.;

Freiburg, 1910), 110-130; Hanssens, ln

Macedonians (condemned in 381) regard

stitutiones, III, 454-463. A comprehensive

ing the divinity of the Holy Ghost, the

summary of the theological problem in Th.
Spacil, Doctrina theologiCE Orientis sepa
rati de ss. Eucharistia, II (Orientalia chris

Eucharistic consecration as the work of the
Holy Ghost was not stressed by the Catho
lics (140 f.). In view of the pronounced

tiana, 14, 1; Rome, 1929), 1-114.

isolation of the testimony mentioned (al

"'Supra I, 29.

though one must take into consideration
the passage to which M. de Ia Taille, The

preghiere 'Supra qum'

Mystery

of Faith,

II

[London &

New

York, 1950 ] , 412-413, notes 6 and 1, re
fers), we may again call attention to the

20

A Baumstark, Le liturgie orientali e le

T h e o l.

rather than Cyril; cf. Quasten, Mon., 70.

354 f.

an

nounced in the 18th catechesis and that

a

back reference is made to previous cateche
ses in the mystagogical one, proves little
fundamentally,

since

these

mystagogical

catecheses generally followed after the
catecheses of the symbol. In the meanwhile
the question has been re-examined from
the historical v i e w p o i n t by W. ].
Swaans, "A propos des Catecheses Mysta
gogiques,"
Le Muse on 55
(Lou vain,
1942),
Cyril.

1-43;

the results

do not

favor

"'Critical survey of the relevant texts and
an analysis of them in Lietzmann, Messe

'Supp/ices'

del

romano"

der Epiklese des romischen Messkanons,"

question whether ] ohn of Jerusalem (d.
417) was the real author of the Catecheses
That mystogogical catecheses were

e

(Grottaferrata, 1913),
especially p. 33; idem, "Zu den Problemen

can one

Revu e, 15
(1916), 337-350,
especially 341. Similarly Hanssens, III,

''"It is to be noted that in the Antiochene
Byzantine group of liturgies the space be
fore the words of the institution was mo
nopolized by the (mostly Christological)
continuation of the thanksgiving prayer.
And thus, the only possibility for a prayer
of blessing was after the words of institu
tion and oblation. The more vividly the
process of the consecration was conceived
as an effect of the bestowal of the divine
blessing and Spirit, the more did the need
of a consecration epiklesis obtrude itself.
Cf. ]. Brinktrine, "Zur Entstehung der
morgenlandischen Epiklese," ZkTh, 42

(1918), 301-326; 483-518.
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epiklesis pronounced after the words of consecration, there was another in
the Church of Egypt-originally, it is evident, the only one 30-which
preceded the words of consecration. The basic form of this reads as fol
lows: Heaven and earth are full of Thy glory; fill this gift, too, with
Thy blessing." It was not till later that the Egyptian Liturgy of St. Mark
also adopted the Syro-Byzantine epiklesis.
Thus the consecratory epiklesis following the words of institution be
came, by degrees, a distinctive feature of the entire Eastern Church, and
in the dissident churches was given a theological interpretation consonant
with the wording of the prayer." But viewed in the light of tradition it
represents the fourth century custom of only one of the three great patri
archates, namely, that of Antioch, while in the other two, Alexandria and
Rome, the traditional practice, going back at least to the same early
period, involved an invocation of the divine power

before

the words of

institution... The fact that more and more emphasis was given to the
invocation of the Holy Ghost coincides with a basic trend of oriental
theology, a trend noticed at a very early stage; for Eastern theologians
are wont to consider the Holy Ghost as "the executor and accomplisher
of every divine work," .. and in general their theological thinking is built
more strongly on the mystery of the Trinity ...
However, there is no solid and unimpeachable evidence in the original
sources of the Roman liturgy that the Roman Mass also at one time had
an epiklesis of the Holy Ghost as a plea for the consecration... The perti
nent remark in a letter of Pope Gelasius I is indeed striking but not un80

Cf. Lietzmann, 76; Baumstark, Liturgie

comparee,

7 f.-Hanssens, III, 462, ex
presses skepticism.
31

Supra, p. 148. It is found in Serapion and

in the Egyptian Mass liturgy, and besides
also in the liturgical papyrus of Der
Balyzeh ( Quasten, Mon., 40; a more com
plete text in C. H. Roberts-B. Capelle, An
early Euchologium [Louvain, 1949], 24 f.;
d. 44 f.), and in a Coptic anaphora of the
6th century discovered by L. Th. Lefort in
1940 (Roberts-Capelle, 25. 44 f.).
.. That the epiklesis was necessary for the
consecration along with the words of in
stitution was maintained by oriental the
ologians already at an early date ; that it
alone was necessary, was not generally ad
vocated until the 17th century. Cf. Pohi
M. Gierens, Lehrbuch der Dogmatik, III,
(9th ed. ; Paderborn, 1937), 278 ; see ibid.,
282-286, regarding the dogmatic judg
ment of the question.
.., In this sense 0. Heiming, JL, 15 (194 1) ,
445-447.

"' Thus the oriental theologian B. Ghius,
JL, 15 (1941), 338£.
""It must be granted that the basic notion
is found in primitive Christianity. This is
plain from the fact that in the Apostles'
Creed the Holy Ghost appears at the head
of the list of the gifts of salvation and as
their source. A priori, therefore, one could
expect a similar Trinitarian composition
would have asserted itself at an early date
in the Eucharistic prayer, as a prayer ris
ing to God the Father, with thanks for the
work of the Son, and with the petition for
the fulfillment of the same through the
Holy Ghost. Cf. supra, I, 32, n. 17. The
Eucharistia of Hippolytus in fact shows
this plan, for which the Anglican litur
gist W. H. Frere has again pleaded at the
present time (see ibid.).
""Regarding the testimony of the Georgian
liturgy of St. Peter so often mentioned
before, cf. above, p. 150, n. 15.
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equivocal.37 At any rate, an epiklesis of this sort did not belong to the
older tradition in Rome, and later the simple ancient form of the plea for
the blessing of the gift before the consecration remained as decisive as
the plea after the consecration for the fulfillment of the blessing in all
who received the gift of the altar.
This blessing was given further outward expression by means of the
gestures, the first three of the five attributes of the sacrificial gifts being
each accompanied by a sign of the Cross, to which were added two demon
strative signs of the Cross at the mention of the Body and Blood of our
Lord...

12. The Consecration: The Account of Institution
In all the known liturgies the core of the eucharistia, and therefore of
the Mass, is formed by the narrative of institution and the words of con
secration.' Our very first observation in this regard is the remarkable fact
Gelasius I, Ep. fragm., 7 (Thiel, I,
486) : quomodo ad divini mysterii conse
crationem ca:lestis spiritus invocatus ad
veniet, si sacerdos (et) qui eum adesse de
precatur, criminosis plenus actionibus re
probetur? For an explanation of the pas
sage cf. Case!, Neue Beitriige, 175-177;
Geiselmann, Die Abendmahlslehre, 217222; J. Brinktrine, "Der Vollzieher der
Eucharistie nach Gelasius," Miscellanea
Mohlberg, II (1949), 61-69.-Taking the
words at their obvious meaning, they cer
tainly seem to include an express invoca
tion of the Holy Ghost, which, as Eisen
37

hofer, II, 169, assumes, could have ex
isted in a transient extension of the Quam
oblationem, e.g., Quam oblationem ...
acceptabilemque
facere eique virtutem
Sancti Spiritus in/undere digneris, ut no
bis.Or, with C. Callewaert, "Histoire posi
tive du Canon romain" (Sacris erudiri,
1949), 95-97, we might see here a refer
ence to other prayers, such as the several
secret prayers of the Leonianum which in
voke the Holy Ghost. Still, Gelasius, who
places the consecration on a parallel with
the effects of the Holy Ghost in the In
carnation, could conceive the calling down
of the Holy Ghost as being presented
throughout the canon with its many peti
tions for blessing, without any express in
vocation of the third Divine Person. Cf.
Botte, Le canon, 60 f.; idem. Bulletin de
theol, anc. et med., 6 (1951), 226.

Cf. above, p. 143. It may seem strange that
all five of the attributes were not accom
panied with an individual sign of the cross.
Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 14
(PL, 151, 987), gives the answer: ut
quinarium numerum non excederemus et
quintam crucem super calicem quasi quinti
vulneris indicem ... faceremus.
1 The East Syrian anaphora of the Apostles
forms an exception here, inasmuch as the
account of the institution is omitted in the
MSS. of that liturgy. The same thing
seems to be the case in a Syrian anaphora
fragment originating in the 6th century
(Brightman, 511-518), though this con
tains a short paraphrase. The instance is
so strange that Lietzmann, Messe und
Herrmmahl, 33, himself thinks the only
motive could have been a reverential awe
lest they profane the sacred words. A.
Raes, S.]., "Le recit de !'institution eucha
ristique dans l'anaphore chaldeene et ma
labare des Apotres": Orientalia Christiana
Periodica, 10 (1944), 216-226, thinks
otherwise. He considers the possibility that
the account of the institution was dropped
after the defection of the N estorians (431),
at a time, therefore, when in Syrian lands
there grew up an exaggerated esteem of
the epiklesis (cf. above, p. 191£.). Similarly
B. Botte, "L'anaphore chaldeene des Apo
tres," ibid., 15 (1949), 259-276; however,
Botte places the origin of the anaphora it
self in the 3rd century, but at the same time
38
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that the texts of the account of institution, among them in particular the
most ancient (whether as handed down or as reconstructed by compara
tive studies), are never simply a Scripture text restated." They go back to
pre-biblical tradition. Here we face an outgrowth of the fact that the
Eucharist was celebrated long before the evangelists and St. Paul set out
to record the Gospel story.• Even the glaring discrepancies in the biblical
texts themselves regarding this very point are explained by this fact.• For
in them we evidently find segments from the liturgical life of the first
generation of Christians.
Later on, because liturgical texts were still very fluid, the account of
the institution was developed along three different lines." First of all,
the two sections on the bread and the chalice were refashioned to gain
greater symmetry. Such a symmetrical conformation, undoubtedly intro
duced in the interest of a well-balanced audible performan(!e, is seen
already in the phrases of the rather simple account of the institution as
recorded by Hippolytus: Hoc est corpus meum quod pro vobis confringe
tur-Hic est sanguis meus qui pro vobis effunditur.• The parallelism was
even more advanced in a liturgy a good hundred years after, namely, the
Liturgy of Serapion, where the single account has been broken up into two
independent parallel accounts separated by a prayer.' The trend reached
a crest before the middle of the fifth century in the basic form of the
main oriental liturgies, the anaphoras of St. Mark, St. James and St. Basil.
Here, for example, in both passages we find eoxcxptO"'t"�O"cxc;,

EOAoy�acxc;,

and the additional phrase from Matthew 26:28 regarding the
chalice, e!c; &�eo-tv li�J.cxp't"twv, is transferred also to the bread." Then came
the second phase, wherein symmetry was abandoned in favor of a word
dyt::bcxc;;

for-word dependence on the biblical accounts, some expressions from the
Scriptures being interwoven bit by bit with the traditional text. And finally,
along with these, a third phenomenon appeared, the effort to refit the
rlra ws attention to various indications that

the account of the institution was part of
the primitive text. In modern times the
Nestorians add an account of the institu
tion from some other source to the ana
phora of the Apostles (cf. Brightman
285) ; this was done in the Syro-Malabar
rite since the 16th century. Concerning the
manner of the insertion, or rather annexa
tion, see Raes, S.J . , lntroductio, 91; 98 f.
2 See the textual criticism and the historical
research of F. Hamm Die liturgischen
Einsetzungsberichte im Sinne vergleichen
der Liturgie/orschung untersucht (LQF,
23 ; M iinster, 1928) . A good review of the
interrelationship of the texts in P. Cagin,
L'Eucharistie canon primitif de la messe,
(Paris, 1912), where, pages 225-244, the

four biblical and the 76 liturgical accounts
of the institution are printed side by side
in 80 columns; in this way 79 distinct text
ual parts in the account are differentiated.
-An earlier work on the symmetrical de
velopment of the consecration formula in
K. ]. Merk, Der Konsekrationstext der
romishen Messe
(Rottenburg a.
N.,
(1915).
•

Cf. also Hanssens, III, 440.

•

Cf. above I, 8.

"Hamm, 33f.
•

Above I, 29.

•

Above I, 34 f. ; Hamm, 94.

8 Hamm,

16 f., 21 f., 95. Further examples
in comparative juxtaposition in Hanssens,
III, 417 f.
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phrases in decorative fashion, to underscore certain theological concepts,"
and to make more room for a reverential participation. In addition, ele
ments of local table etiquette,'" or elements from the customs of worship u
were frequently re-projected into the biblical account.
Viewed against such a background, the account of the institution in our
Roman Mass

12

displays a relatively ancient character. The trend towards

parallelism and biblicism has made great progress, but further transfor
mation has remained within modest limits. The parallelism is manifested
in the double occurrence of the ornamental phrase, in sanctas ac venera

biles manus suas; further, in the words, tibi gratias agens benedixit
deditque discipulis suis dicens: accipite, of which only gratias agens, dedit,
dicens are biblical, and only dedit, dicens are found in parallel in the
scriptural text (of Matthew and Mark); and lastly in the words, ex hoc
omnes and enim, both found in Matthew 26:28, but with reference only
to the chalice.
The inclusion of the biblical wording is almost complete. Of the entire
stock in the various biblical accounts, only one text-phrase is missing
in our canon, aside from the command to "do this in remembrance of me"
which is found in Paul-Luke right after the institution of the bread, and
the remark in Mark 14:23, et biberunt ex illo omnes. However, this miss
ing phrase, namely the words added to Hoc est corpus meum in the Paul
Luke report: quod pro vobis datur, is an amazingly significant omission.
Its absence is all the more remarkable because it already appeared (in
the form: quod pro vobis [resp. pro multis] confringetur) in both of the
older texts of the Roman tradition. So it must have been expunged some
time between the fourth and the seventh century, for a reason unknown
to us."" On the other hand, in the oldest known text of the Roman Mass,
the one in Hippolytus, almost half the biblical text is wanting." In refer•

Of this

type

are the terms found

in

u

In this category are included the raising

oriental liturgies where, besides the inten

of the eyes and the making of the sign of

tion "for the forgiveness of sins," we find
other paraphrases of the purpose of

the cross (bmedixit) over the gift-offer
ings.

Christ's gift, "as an atonement of trans

12

gressions," "for eternal life," "for the life
of the world," "for those who believe in

of the oldest sacramentary tradition with

me." Cagin, 231 ff., 235 ff. Also the attri
butes given to the hands of Our Lord, and
the word

&yt&aa�

=

consecrans are the

result of theological reflection.
10

Oriental

liturgies

often

mention

the

(xep&aa�) and also the tasting
(yeucr&[J.eva<;, 'lt(wv ). The idea that the Lord

mingling

as host drank from the chalice first of all
was already advanced by Iremeus; that
He also partook of the bread was frequently
mentioned by the Syrians; Hanssens, III,
444; !famm. 51; 59.

The present-day text is the same as that

this difference, that in three places the
verbs are often joined without a con
junctive word; they were amplified: et

(clcvatis octtlis) and twice (dedit)que; in
place of postquam we find posteaquam in
the sacramentaries. Other departures are
found only in isolated MSS.; see Botte,

38-40.
13

Botte, 61, conjectures that the suppres
sion is connected with the simplification of
the rite of the fraction. The likelihood of
this is slim.

" Cf. supra I. 29.
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ence to the bread, the words benedixit, fregit, deditque discipulis suis
are missing. In reference to the chalice, the words postquam crrnavit,
gratias agens, bibite ex hoc omnes are omitted, as well as the words enim

and multis from Matthew, the expressions calix, novum testamentum and
in remissionem pcccatorum. About midway between the text of Hippolytus
and our present canon is the text recorded by Ambrose, insofar as it still
shows none of the additions regarding the chalice."
Another surprising thing in our Roman canon is the beginning of the
words over the chalice: H ic est enim calix sanguinis mei novi ( et ceterni)
tcstamenti. To the simple formula of the older Roman tradition, Hie est
sanguis meus, the calix of Paul-Luke has been added. And following
the model

of

Matthew-Mark,

the

notion

of

a

covenant

has

been

included.1"
Even though these additions make the formula somewhat cumbersome
from the viewpoint of grammar,17 still there is a double reward, for the
mention of the chalice directly characterizes the Blood of our Lord as a
drink, and the mention of the covenant opens up a broader vista of the
work of redemption, accomplished (in fulfillment of the Old Testament
figure) by the Blood of our Lord. Furthermore, it is a testamentum, a
"covenant," a new divine economy binding heaven and earth together."
The further transformation of our Roman text of the institution was
very limited. The time is given in the words, pridie quam pateretur. This
manner of chronicling the time is as characteristic of the occidental texts
as the Pauline expression, "On the night when He was betrayed," is, in
general, of the oriental ones. In the interest of theological precision, the
latter text is often augmented by a reference'" to the voluntariness of the

"'Supra I, 52. However, as Hamm, 95,
emphasizes, the Ambrosian text and our
canon text simply are not in the same line
of development. In some points the former
is even further developed than our canon
text; namely, in the twice-repeated ad te
scmcte Pater omnipotens a!terne Deus and
apostolis et discipulis suis. Besides, it has
the fregit fractumque and the quod Pro
multis confringetur.
16
T he same combination also in the Syrian
texts: Hamm, 74, n. 145.
17 T he realization of this is probably the
reason why the words sanguinis mei are in
individual instances missing: Sacramen
tary of the 13th century of the Cod. Bar
berini, XI, 179 (Ebner, 417); Missale of
Riga about 1400 (see Bruiningk, 85, n. 1).

In view of the marked difference at this
Point between the tradition of Paul-Luke
on the one hand and of Mark-Matthew on

18

the other, the question arises, what was
the exact wording as spoken by Our Lord.
The decision of the exegetes leans towards
Mark 14: 24: Tou-.6 icr-rtY -ro cx!�J.a 11-ou 't1j�

Otcx6iptl)�

oo;o

El<:;(UYYOIJ.EYOY

u·dp

-n:oAAwY,

because of its agreement with Ex. 24: 8,
which Our Lord probably had in mind. The
revamping in Paul seems to have been done
with the view of bringing the spiritual con
sideration into greater prominence. Arnold,
Der Ursprrmg des christliclzen Abend
mahls, 176 £. For the rendering of
iltcx6iptlJ
testamentum, "alliance," as "divine econ
omy," see ibid., 181 f.-In favor of the form
in Luke 22: 20, there is a late study by H.
Schuermann, "Die Semitismen im Einset
zungsbericht bei Markus und bei Lukas,"
ZkTh, 73, (1951), 72-77.
19 In the later text of the liturgy of St.
Chrysostom and the anaphora of St.
James: oo;ji YUltoo;l n -n:cxpe�l�o-ro, IJ.IZAAOY ile
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Passion. Similarly there is in the occidental text a special addition which
emphasizes the redemptive quality of Christ's Passion: qui pridie quam

pro nostra omniumque salute pateretur. This addition is used at present
only on l\laundy Thursday, but in Gallic texts it is also employed on other
occasions.""
In all probability it was formerly a part of the everyday text, and
may originally have been incorporated to underscore the all-embracing
character of the redemption as a protest against the gloomy predestina
tionism rampant in the fifth and sixth centuries."'
An opening for the expression of reverence and awe was found by
augmenting the word accepit with in sanctas ac venerabiles manus suas.
The same motif appeared even earlier in oriental texts, and especially in
Egypt reached even richer expanses,"' but as a rule this occurred only in
reference to the bread because with it was to be joined an offering gesture
which suited the bread: The Lord (it reads) takes the bread upon His
holy hands, looks up (civ:x�A.eljicc.;) to His heavenly Father, or shows it to
Him ( clyccoe!�cc<; aol 'tlfl 6eci} x ccl 'ltCC'tpt ) .""
Our Roman text also makes mention of looking up: elevatis oculis, and
the reason for its introduction here is probably the same, the idea of obla
tion."' It does not derive from the biblical account of the Last Supper, but
is borrowed, as in some of the liturgies of the Orient, from other passages
of the New Testament."" Moreover, the attitude of prayer, which also
dominates the account and gives it the note of worship, is emphasized by

Brightman, 51, 1. 24;
285, 1. 23. Cf. Hamm, 39-42.
"'Hamm, 38 f.; Batte, 61 f.
"'Thus G. Morin, "Une particularite in
aper�ue du 'Qui pridie' de Ia messe romaine
aux environs de !'an DC,'' Revue Bbted.,
27 (1910), 513-515.
22 The
Egyptian anaphora of St. Mark :
£au-rou "'"peoloou;

Cip-roY

A<Z��lY

.X�w�wY

e"lt! -rG>Y <iylwl l<.<Z! .Xxpcl:Y-rWY

l<.<Zl

(the Monophysite text adds be

sides ><.al �a><.ap{wy ><.al �wo"ltotG>Y) au-rou xetpwY;
Hamm, 16; 69 f. The normal Armenian
anaphora has "in his holy, divine, immor
tal, immaculate, and creative hands":
Brightman, 436 f. The accumulation of
these distinguishing attributes corresponds
to the Monophysite efforts to accentuate
the divinity of Christ as strongly as pos
sible.
23 Thus, above all, in the Syrian tradition,
also already in the basic text of the ana
phoras of St. James and St. Basil; Hamm,
21; 25; 66 ff. In this connection we must
mention also the much-discussed passage in

Basil, De Spiritu Sancto, c. 27 (PG, 32,
187 B), about the words of invocation at
the .XYcl:oet�tc; of the bread and the chalice.
The West Syrian anaphora of Dioskurus
of Gazarta paraphrases the idea presented
by the words e"ltl xetpwY more exactly with
accepit panem et super manus suas sanctas
in conspectu turbG! et societatis discipulo
rum suorum posuit (Hamm, 67, n. 124). Cf.

E. Peterson," Die Bedeutung von &;yaoe l><. w�t
in den griechischen Liturgien": Festgabe
Deissmann, (Tiibingen, 1927), 320-326; cf.
in this regard JL, (1927), 273£., 357. In
the present-day West Syrian rite the priest
first places the host in the flat of his left
hand, makes the sign of the cross three
times over it, and then takes hold of it
with both hands; Hanssens, III, 422.
"' Cf. Hamm, 67 f.
"'Matth. 14: 19; John 11: 41; 17:1. Be
sides, such an upward glance towards
heaven was a part of the prayerful posture
of Christians in Christian antiquity. Dol
ger, Sol Salutis, 301 ff.
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the form regarding the heavenly Father-not a mere mention of Him, but
formal address: ad te Deum Patrem suum omnipotentem.
The solemn wording of this mention of God
somehow re-echoes the
solemn address at the beginning of the preface. Then, in mentioning the
a

26

chalice, the pathos hitherto suppressed breaks through in a single word:
accipiens et hunc prfEclarum calicem. That expression, prfEclarus calix, is
plucked from Psalm 22 :5. And again it is quite natural to make mention
of the venerable hands, since the meal ritual included raising the cup
on high."
The chief liturgies of the East also mention here the rite of admix
ture, usually balancing the commingling of the chalice against the taking
of the bread:

'O[J.o[w<;

xa:l 't"O �O't�ptOY xep&cra:<;

E�

o'{you

xa:l

uoa:oroc;,

dA.oy�cra:<;
•
The blessing of the chalice, which is commonly expressed by the word
.

•

•

.

ciydcra:<;, as in the case of bread, is given greater emphasis in one portion

of the Greek texts after the Ecumenical Council of 381, the words �A.�cra:c;
�yeuiJ.a:oroc; ciy!ou .. being added. This practice parallels the development
of the Holy Ghost epiklesis.
The most striking phenomenon in the Roman text is the augmentation
of the words of consecration said over the chalice. The mention of the
New Testament is turned into an acknowledgment of its everlasting
duration: novi et fEterni testament('" And then, in the middle of the sacred
text, stand the enigmatic words so frequently discussed: mysterium fidei.
Unfortunately the popular explanation (that the words were originally
spoken by the deacon to reveal to the congregation what had been per
formed at the altar, which was screened from view by curtains) is poetry,
not history.31 The phrase is found inserted in the earliest texts of the sacra-

"" The mode of expression in the Apostles'
Creed has exerted its influence. The ad
dress in the Ambrosian text is even richer;
above I, 52; cf. Hamm, 57.
"'Above I, 21, n. 63. The critical remarks
in Hamm, 68, may not be pertinent.
""Hamm, 28; 52-55. It is significant that
the mention of water, ,..,zt uacx.. o,, was sup
pressed in the version of the anaphora of
St. James used by the strictly Mono
physite Armenians; cf. above, p. 40.
29Hamm, 52.
80

The testamentum 111ternum is frequently
repeated in the Old Testament: Ps. 110,
9; Ecclus. 17: 10; 45: 8. 19. Further dis
cussion in Gassner, 249-250.

"' The idea goes back to A. de W aal,
"Arch:eologische Erorterungen zu einigen
Stiicken im Kanon der hi. Messe, 3. Die
Worte 'mysterium fidei'," Der Katholik,

76 (1896), 392-395; regarding this see
Braun, Der christliche Altar, II, 169, n.
lla. Older attempts at an explanation are
recorded by K. ]. Merk, Der Konsekra
tionstext der romischen Messe (Rotten
burg, 1915), 5-25. The explanation ad
vanced by Merk himself, ibid., 147-151,
according to which the words are intended
to exclude the epiklesis and accentuate
the fact that the consecration was already
completed by the preceding words, is with
out foundation. The explanation given by
Th. Schermann, "Liturgische Neucrun
gen" (Festgabt: A. Knopfler zum 70 Ge
burtstag [Freiburg, 1917], 276-289), is no
better; according to this the mysterium
fidei originally belonged only to the Mass
of Baptism, inserted to call the attention
of the newly baptzed to an action that was
entirely strange to them.
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mentaries, and mentioned even in the seventh century... It is missing only
in some later sources.33
Regarding the meaning of the words mysterium fidei, there is absolutely
no agreement. A distant parallel is to be found in the Apostolic Constitu
tions, where our Lord is made to say at the consecration of the bread:
"This is the mystery of the New Testament, take of it, eat, it is My
Body.""' Just as here the mysterium is referred to the bread in the form
of a predicate, so in the canon of our Mass it is referred to the chalice in
the form of an apposition. It has been proposed 36 that the words be taken
as relating more closely to what precedes, so that in our text we should
read: novi (et (Eterni) testamenti mysterium (fidei). But such a rendering
can hardly be upheld,'" particularly because of the word fidei that follows,'"
but also because the whole phrase dependent on the word mysterium would
then become a man-made insertion into the consecrating words of our
Lord. Mysterium fidei is an independent expansion, superadded to the
whole self-sufficient complex that precedes."
What is meant by the words mysterium fidei? Christian antiquity would
32

As the Expositio of the Gallican Mass
(ed. Quasten, 18) shows, it was already
contained in the 7th century chalice for
mula, which was taken over from the Ro
man into the Gallican liturgy. Such a gen
eral diffusion can be explained only by
postulating a Roman origin; cf. also Wil
mart, DACL, VI, 1086.
"" In the Milanese Sacramentary of Biasca
(9-10th cent.); in the Ordo Rom. Antiquus
of J\1aundy Thursday, at least in the 11th
century MS. edited by M. Hittorp (Co
logne, 1586, p. 57; the other MSS. de
scribed by M. Andrieu, Les Ordines Ro
mani I, 27, etc., have still to be examined).
The entire passage novi et <rienzi testamen
ti mysterium fidei is missing in the Sacra
m cnta ri u m R o s s i allum (lOth cent.);
Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 194.

.. Canst. Ap., VIII,12,36 (Quasten,Mon.,

Luke combine the words sanguis ( meus
novi) testamenti into a unit, at least as to
sense, and Matthew-Mark do so even in
form. Nevertheless the idea gains some
support from the curious fact that it is
precisely this group of words that is miss
ing in the Sacramentarium Rossianum
(above, n. 33).
87 As a matter of fact, Hamm, 76, n. 147,
also finds the fidei troublesome.
38 The intrusion of such an addition into the
very core of the words of consecration
could be more easily explained, if, like the
<rterni ( testamenti) they were of Scriptural
origin. The expression is in fact found in
I Tim. 3: 9, where the deacons are ad
monished to preserve the mystery of faith
in a pure conscience: habc11lcs m:y steri u m
fidei in conscientia pura. Of course, some
thing quite different is here meant, namely,

86Hamm, 75f.

the Christian teaching, and thus it becomes
quite difficult to understand how the phrase
was seized upon in this connection. Brink
trine, "Mysterium Fidei," Eph. liturg., 44
(1930), 493-500, tries to establish points
of contact; the passage at times was under
stood in a Eucharistic sense, and the nam

""Despite all studies of philological pos
sibilities, it still remains difficult to con
ceive the genitive novi et tEierni testamenti
as dependent upon the mysterium immedi
ately following, which is already associ
ated with a genitive (fidei); whereas Paul-

ing of the deacons, to whom the chalice
pertained,could have led to this chalice for
mula. See also Gassner, 278-288. Florus
Diaconus, De actione miss., c. 62 ( PL, 119,
54), had already drawn I Tim. 3: 9 into
the exposition of this passage.

222) : TouTo TO IJ.Ua't'i]pto> Tli� xcz<>Y)� 1hcz6i)xT);;.
Some few Ethiopian anaphora have similar
elaborations for the same passage : admi
rabile prodigiu m, or potus vit<r verus.
Cagin, 231 ff., div. 27, 33, 35.
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not have referred them so much to the obscurity of what is here hidden
from the senses, but accessible (in part) only to (subjective) faith.•
Rather it would have taken them as a reference to the grace-laden sacra
mentum in which the entire (objective) faith, the whole divine order of

salvation is comprised.'0 The chalice of the New Testament is the life
giving symbol of truth, the sanctuary of our belief.'1
How or when or ;why this insertion was made, or what external event
occasioned it, cannot readily be ascertained."
The sacred account concludes with the command to repeat what Christ
had done. The text is taken basically from St. Paul; however, the entire
Roman tradition, from Hippolytus on, has substituted for the Pauline
phrase "whenever you drink it," the phrase "whenever you do this." In
some form or other our Lord's injunction is mentioned in almost all the
liturgical formularies." Where it is missing, it is presupposed. It is in the
very nature of the Christian liturgy of the Mass that the account of the
institution of the Blessed Sacrament should not be recited as a merely
historical record, as are other portions of the Gospels. Indeed, the words
of the account are spoken over the bread and a chalice, and, in accord with
our Lord's word, are uttered precisely in order to repeat Christ's action.
This repetition, is, in fact, accomplished in all its essentials by rehearsing
the words of the account of the institution.
This interpretation, which is generally
supported today, is found already in Du
randus, IV, 42, 20 and in Florus, loc. cit.
'"That the identification of mysteri11m and
sacramelllum is justified for the time that
comes under consideration is clear from
the fact that the series of catechetical in
structions handling this matter is called in
(Jne case by Ambrose De mysteriis and
then again De sacramentis. Opinions will
differ, however, with regard to a narrow
er limitation of the idea mysterium. 0.
Case), who in JL, 10 (1931), 311, agrees
with Hamm, prefers in JL, 15 (1941)
302 f., to take the "mystery of the faith"
as the new mysteri11m in opposition to the
30

Hl}•sterium of the Gnosis. But it is still
questionable whether the Gnosis is to be
taken into account for this interpolation
in the period under consideration.
"Cf. Binterim, II, 1 (1825), 132-137. The

natural Englishing, "mystery of (the)
faith," unfortunately suggests only the in
tellectual side and so seems to interrupt
the train of thought.
42Th. Michels, "Mysterium fidei" im Ein
setzungsbericht der romischen Liturgie,"
Catholica, 6 (1937), 81-88, refers to Leo
the Great, Sermo 4, de Quadr. (PL, 54,
279 f.) ; the pope points out that at that
time the Manicheans here and there par
took of the body of Our Lord, but shunned
"to drink the blood of our Redemption."
He supposes that in opposition to them Leo
wanted to accentuate the chalice by adding
the words mysterium fidei.
"'Hamm, 87 f.-In the Roman liturgy, un
til the Missal of Pius V, some indecision
is apparent, whether the words H tEe qu o t
iescumque are to be said over the chalice,
or else during or after the elevation. Le
brun, I, 423 f.
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13. The Consecration:
The Accompanying Actions
A rehearsal of the sacred narrative is included in the Lord's injunction
to do what He had done-that comes clearly to light in the actions
accompanying the words as they are said at Mass.
As the priest mentions the Lord's actions, one after the other, he suits
his own actions to the words in dramatic fashion. He speaks the words at
a table on which bread and wine stand ready. He takes the bread into his
hands, as also the chalice; the gesture of presentation that seems to lie
hid in this "taking"' was and is made even plainer by thus acting it
out.• Praying, he lifts his eyes to heaven, "unto Thee, God, His almighty

Father." At the words gratias agens he bows, just as he had done in
reverence at the gratias agimus and gratias agamus that he himself had
spoken earlier in the Mass. At the

benedixit,

by way of giving to an older

biblical expression a more modern interpretation, he makes the sign of
the Cross.• The West Syrians and the Copts go even further, and acting
out the

fregit,

crack the host without however separating the parts.' This

imitating of the actions, which expresses as clearly as possible the priest's
desire of fulfilling here and now the Lord's commission to do as He had
done, is lacking in the East only in the Byzantine rite, and even there it
would seem to have existed at one time.•
It is likely that in the cha8E!�a� mentioned
above and in the gesture of raising the
bread aloft connected with it in the oriental
liturgies, we have a survival of a Pales
tinian table custom, a custom the Lord
Himself observed. Likewise the taking and
raising of the cup must have been done as
one movement; cf. above I, 21, n. 63. Cf.
Jungmann, "Accepit panem," Zeitschri/t f.
Aszese u. Mystik, 18 = ZkTh, 67 (1943),
162-165.
• In the Roman liturgy, too, before the
elevating of the consecrated host came into
vogue as a means of presenting it to the
view of the people, the taking and raising
at this point was understood as an obla
tion; see Honorius Augustod., Sacramen
tarium, c. 88 (PL, 172, 793 D): Exemplo
Domini accipit sacerdos oblatam et calicem
in manus et elevat, ut sit Deo acceptum
sicut sacrificium Abel ...
• In the biblical text (in Matt. and Mark)
we find !UAo"(i)aa� without gratias agens.
It indicates the short blessing formula
that was said over the bread. Likewise
1

in place of the customary lengthy table
prayer we have the euxapta�i)aa� without
benedixit over the chalice; cf. above I, 9.
• Hanssens, III,
422, 424; cf. Brightman,
177, I. 1; 232, I. 20. A hint of the break
ing is found also among the Maronites;
Hanssens, III, 423. Moses bar Kepha (d.
903) in his Mass explanations, ibid., 447,
already testifies to this breaking among the
Jacobite West Syrians. The same practice
can be proven to have existed within the
Roman liturgy since the 13th century,
chiefly in England and France, where dif
ferent Mass books present the rubric: Hie
facit signum fractionis or fingat /rangere,
or at least : H ic tan gat hostiam; see anent
this the excursus in Legg, Tracts, 259261. Also in the Or-dinate of the Carmelites
(about 1312), ed. Zimmermann, 81; and
still in the Missale 0. Carm. (1935), p.

XXX.

• Hanssens, III, 446, expresses the opinion
that all this was removed in order to stress
the exclusive consecratory power of the
epiklesis. Similarly the signs of the cross
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As the dedit discipulis suis is realized fully only in the Communion, and
the fregit is usually carried out only at the fraction before Communion,
so the gratias agens in its wider sense has already been anticipated," and
the accepit has been already portrayed in an earlier passage. But the heart
of the process is renewed at this very instant. The narrative of what once
took place passes into the actuality of the present happening. There is
wonderful identification of Christ and the priest. In the person of the

a

priest, Christ Himself stands at the altar, and picks up the bread, and
lifts up "this goodly chalice" (Psalm 22 :5), hunc prfEclarum calicem!
Through this mode of speech clear expression is given to the fact that it
is Christ Himself who is now active, and that it is by virtue of power
deriving from Him • that the transubstantiation which follows takes
place.•

ior the blessing at the e Gz oc pt ai)aoc c; , E:l"Ao-,i)aocc;,
o<·r•aaocc; are missing only in the Byzantine
Rite, ibid., 447. Still the Byzantine Mass
has the practice, that the deacon point with
his orarion to the diskos, resp. the chalice,
while the priest says the A<X�e-re, l(<lye.-e,

resp. Ille-re e� ocu-rou ot<Xv-rec;.

The priest also
takes part in this rite of "showing" ; cf.
] . Doens, De hl. Liturgie van H. V. J.
Clzrysostomus,
(3rd
ed.; Chevetogne,
1950), p. XIV£. The obvious meaning of
these gestures is denied, however, in a

note attached to these orthodox texts ;
Brightman, 386.-The purpose behind this
dramatic copying of Our Savior's actions
is perhaps best described by the term sug
gested in a recent study: intention appli
catrice, applied intent, which plainly estab
lishes the function of the words of insti
tution; A. Chavasse, "L'epiclese euchari
stique dans les anciennes liturgies orien
tales. Une hypothese d'interpretation,"
Melanges de science religieuse, 1946, 197206.
Above, p. 115 ff.-Hanssens, III, 353 ff.,
425 ff., espouses the opinion that from the
beginning only the words of Christ spoken
over the bread and wine at the time of
the institution were considered as the ful
fillment of Christ's mandate; that the pray
er of thanks is not a copying of the euA.or lac,
euxocpta-r(oc uttered by Christ; that the
prayer said by Him over the chalice sur
vives rather in the thanksgiving prayers
after Communion. There may be a cer
tain amount of justification for such a con
sideration if one has in mind only the ex•

ternal order in which the prayers follow
one upon the other, but hardly when one
considers the meaning and purpose of each
separate part. ] us tin, e.g., attaches no sig
nificance to the prayer of thanks after
Communion. On the other hand, it is hardly
conceivable that the eucharistia in ] ustin,
which in fact was underscored even before
him and in the entire tradition after him,
should have arisen without any relation
whatever to the prayer of thanks spoken by
Our Lord. Through the fusion of the two
consecrations required by the circum
stances and by the anticipation of the
prayer of thanksgiving, the essence of the
latter is not thereby changed; cf. above I,
16 f. The rather late and secondary origin
of the prayer assumed by Hanssens, III,
355 f., is excluded not only by such con
siderations, but by the Gratias agamus
which, in all likelihood, originated already
in the primitive community.
7 The same idea in the Ethiopian anaphora
of Gregory of Alexandria (Cagin, 233, div.
35) : Similiter respexit super hunc calicem,
aquam villE cum vino, gratias agens . • .
Cf. the pointing gestures in the Ethiopian
liturgy with the same meaning, supra, p.
145, n. 37.
• Brinktrine, Diehl. Messe 191, sees there
in more definitely an indication "that the
sacred words spoken by Christ at the Last
Supper extend their efficacy to all Masses
that would be celebrated in the future."
• In the West it is Ambrose especially, who
with complete clarity utters the conviction
that the consecration takes place by repeat-
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Numerous usages in oriental rites are understandable only from this
same viewpoint. Thus, for example, the fact that the whole eucharistic
prayer (aside from the Sanctus, which is sung in common) is spoken softly
by the priest up to this passage, and then the words "take and eat, this
is My body," and the corresponding words over the chalice are spoken
in a loud voice; in fact, they are chanted in a solemn melody. And this
is done over the bread held in the hands, and over the chalice grasped by
the hands.'• In the West-Syrian anaphora of St. James the people answer
Amen both times the priest says the words of consecration." This was
already an established custom in the ninth century, when Moses bar Kepha
was vainly tilting against it, for he rightly saw in the custom an acknowl
edgment of the completed transubstantiation, for which he contended
the epiklesis was still requisite.12 This Amen is found also in the Byzan
tine and the Armenian Masses." In the present-day Ethiopian liturgy the
Amen is repeated three times on each occasion, and followed by acts of

faith." In the Coptic liturgy the dramatic element is heightened by in
serting the Amens between the phrases of the introductory words of the
priest: "He took bread ... and gave thanks"-Amen; "blessed it"
Amen; "consecrated it"-Amen. And after the words of consecration in
each instance comes a profession of faith: Iltcr'teUOIJ.eY x<Xl OIJ.oAoyo uiJ.EY xa!
ing the words of Christ; see above I, 52.
Cf. Ambrose, De mysteriis, 9, 52; In Ps. 38
enarr., c. 25 (PL, 14, 1052) : etsi nunc
Christus non videtur offerre, tamen ipse
offertur in ferris, quando Christi corpus
offertur; immo ipse offerre manifestatur
in nobis, cuius senna sanctificat sacrifiici
Hm quod offertur. In general Christian
antiquity, even until way into the Middle
Ages, manifested no particular interest re
garding the determination of the precise
moment of the consecration. Often refer
ence was made merely to the entire Eucha
ristic prayer. It is Florus Diaconus, De
actione miss., c. 60 ( PL, 119, 52 f.), in
the Carolingian period, who with particu
lar stress brought out the significance of
the words of consecration; ille in suis
sacerdotibus quotidie loq uitur .
10
Greek anaphora of St. James; Bright
man, 51 f. The loud singing of these words
is likewise found in the Byzantine liturgy
already in the 9th century ; ibid., 328.
11 Brightman, 52; cf. Hansscns, III, 420 f.
,. Thus, according to the account of Diony
sius bar Salibi, ed. Labourt (Corpus script.
christ. orient., 93), 62; 77; 0. Heiming,
Orientalia christ., 16 (1950), 195, pub
lished a palimpsest fragment of the 8th

century with an anaphora text used even
prior to the 8th century, which likewise
displays the Amen.
13 Said
by the choir, resp. the clerics;
Brightman, 385 f., 437. The Amen must
have come into the Mozarabic Mass from
the Syrian-Byzantine sphere. Here the
Amen of the choir is said three times,
after the command to do this that follows
upon the words over the bread and those
over the chalice, and again after the
Pauline
Quotiescumque manducaveritis
that is added at the end; M issale mi.rtum
(PL, 85, 552 f.). This appropriation must
have taken place before the middle of the
7th century, i.e., before the Arabs rendered
commerce over the Mediterranean impos
sible; this circumstance is significant for
the antiquity of the practice in the Orient;
cf. H. Pirenne, Geburt des Abendlandes
(1939), 160 ff. The Amen to which Au
gustine testifies, Serm., VI, 3 Denis, and
which Roetzer, 124, refers to this instance,
belongs to the conclusion of the canon.
" Brightman, 232 f. After the words over
the bread "Amen, Amen, Amen: we believe
and confess : we praise thee, our Lord and
our God. This is true; we believe." After
the chalice: "Amen, Amen, Amen."
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i5o�ci�o[J.ev-in Greek, and therefore a tradition from as early as the
sixth century at least.""
In comparison with these we must confess that the Roman liturgy of
the first millenary lacked the impulse to direct the attention at once to
the completion of the sacramental process, or to draw ritual deductions
from it.'• Only in the eleventh century do we begin to find, hand in hand
with an increased care for everything connected with the Sacrament,11
the first signs of a new attitude. According to the Cluniac Customary,
written about 1068 by the monk Bernhard, the priest at the consecration
should hold the host quattuor primis digitis ad hoc ipsum ablutis.'" After
the consecration, even when praying with outstretched arms, some priests
began to hold those fingers which had "touched" the Lord's Body, pressed
together,'" others even began this at the ablution of the fingers at the
offertory."" In one form or another the idea soon became a general rule."
18

421. Further details in Spacil (see above

I, 72 ( Herrgott, Vetus discipli��a mo
nastica, 264).

26)' 108-111.
"There must have been a very lively sen
timent in the Irish-Celtic tradition for the
definitive meaning of the words of the in
stitution. The Stowe Missal, ed. Warner
(HBS, 32), 37; 40, stresses the fact that
when the priest begins: accepit Jesus
panem, nothing is to distract or divert
him; for that reason it is called the oralio
pcriculosa. The Pcrnitentiale Cummeani
fixed three days of double fasting, accord

'" Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 16
(PL, 151, 987 C), opposes this: Non ergo
digiti sunt contrahendi semper, ut quidam
pra: nimia cautela facizmt ...hoc tamen
ohservato, ne quid digitis tangamus pra:tcr
Domini corpus. A fresco in the lower
church of S. Clemente in Rome that pre
sents a priest at the altar at the end of the
canon shows him without this nimia cau
tela. Illustration in 0. Ursprung, Die kath.
Kirchenmusik, 27.

15

Brightman, 176 f.;

cf.

Hanssens,

III,

11.

ing to another version even quinquaginta
plagas, as a penance for a priest who was
guilty of a mistake in any passage ubi
Periculum adnotatur; Jungmann, Gewor
dene Liturgic, 94 f.; 117, n. 232. A remi
niscence of this is still retained in the P on
tijicale Rommwm in the warning given to
the newly ordained to learn carefully the
rite of the Mass (hostiCE consecrationem
ac /ractionem et communionem); this
warning begins: Quia res, quam tractaturi
cstis, satis periculosa est. Cf. Pontijicale
of Durandus (Andrieu, III, 372 f.); Du
randus, Rationale, IV, 42, 19. In view of
this awe regarding the words of consecra
tion it is strange that it was apparently
not until the 14-lSth century that it be
came the practice to make the consecra
tion prayers more prominent by means of
special lettering. P. de Puniet, "La con
secration," Cours et Conferences, VII,
(Lou vain, 1929), 193.
17 Cf. The rite regarding the preparation
of the hosts, above, p. 35.

20 Udalricus, Consuet. Clun., II, 30
(PL,
149, 717 ff.); William of Hirsau, Canst.,
I, 84, 86 (PL, 150, 1012 f.; 1017).
:n Thus
in the 13th century Durandus,
IV, 31, 4; IV, 43, 5, enjoins that thumb
and forefinger may be parted after the
consecration only quando oportet hostiam
tangi vel signa (signs of the cross) fieri.
The Ordo of Stefaneschi (1311), n. 53
(PL, 78, 1166 B), has the same rule. So,
too, in the Liber ordinarius of Liege and
also in the Dominican source of the same,
dated about 1256 (Volk, 95, 1. 5); in both
passages it is also required from after the
Lavabo on: Cum digitis, quibus sacrum
corpus tractandum est, folia non vertat nee
aliud tangat (Volk, 93, 1. 22). According
to the Missale Rom., Rit. serv. VIII, 5,
even the signa no longer form an excep
tion; the fingers simply remain closed. In
the oriental liturgy similar prescriptions
seem to exist only in the uniate communi
ties; see Hanssens, III, 424 f.
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Even in the twelfth century, however, the special takens of honor towards
the Sacrament which began to appear were at first found not in this
precise connection but rather in other parts of the Mass.22
Now, however, the people entered to dominate the scene. A religious
movement swept over the faithful, prompting them, now that they hardly
presumed to receive Communion, at least to look at the sacred species
with their bodily eyes."" This impulse to see fastened upon the precise
moment when the priest picked up the host and blessed it, as he was
about to pronounce over it the words of consecration. The presentation of
the Host by elevating it a little, which we find more clearly expressed in
the oriental rites, had also become more pronounced in the Roman Mass."
Towards the end of the twelfth century"' stories were in circulation of
visions imparted at this very moment: the Host shone like the sun; "" a
tiny child appeared in the priest's hands as he was about to bless the
host...,
In some places the priest was accustomed to replace the host upon
the altar after making the sign of the Cross over it, and only then to
recite the words of consecration; in other places, on the contrary, he
would hold it aloft as he spoke these words."" Thus the people were not to
be blamed if, without making any further distinction, they reverenced
the host as soon as they were able to see it.
.. The Cistercian Herbert of Sassari, De
miraculis, III, 23 (PL, 185, 1371), about
1178, tells of a prescribed bow before the
Blessed Sacrament after the breaking: Et
Agnus Dei iam dicto, cum iuxta illius

ordinus consuetudinem super patmam cor
pus Domini posuit et coram ipso modice in
clinando caput humiliasset
Regarding
Herbert's work, cf. now B. Griesser, "Her
bert von Clairvaux und sein Liber miracu
Iorum," Cist.-Chr., 54 (1947), 21-39; 118148.
"" Regarding the ramifications of this
movement see above, I, 120 ff. The history
of the elevation was finally presented by
E. Dumoutet, Le desir de voir l'hostie,
Paris, 1926; P. Browe, Die Verehrung
der Eucharistie im Mittelalter, (Munich,
1933, 26-69; = 2 Kap.: "Die Elevation,"
first published, JL, 9 (1929), 20-66). Cf.
also Franz, Die Messe im deutschen Mittel
alter, 32 f., 100-105.
"'This elevation was developed in the 12th
century to such an extent that Radulphus
Ardens d. 1215), Homil., 47 (PL, 155)
1836 B), already regarded it as a repre
sentation of Christ's elevation on the cross.
Further data in Browe, Die Verehrung,
.

•

.

29 f.; cf. Dumoutet, 47 .
An example cited among others by Du
moutet, 46 f., from Wibert of N agent (d.
about 1124), De pignoribus sanctorum, I,
2, I (PL, 156, 616) can also refer to the
elevation at the end of the canon.
""Cresarius of Heisterbach, Dialoyus mi
raculorum (written about 1230), IX, 33
(Dumoutet, 42, n. 3): vision of the nun
Richmudis. In vouching for the story, he
adds the remarkable note: necdum puto
factam fuisse transubstantiationem.
27 Magna vita Hugonis Lincolnesis, V, 3
211

•

(Dumoutet, 42. n. 2): This occurred at a
Mass of the bishop, who died in 1200. The
life was written by his chaplain.
28 For the latter method see Hildebert of
Le Mans (d. 1133), Versus (PL, 171,
1186); Stephan of Bauge (d. about 1140),
De sacris. altaris, c. 13 (PL, 172, 1292 D).
Browe, Die Verehrung, 30. As numerous
Mass-books testify, the practice continued
for a long time: until into the 15th cen
tury: Dumoutet, 42 f. But, along with this
practice, that of today was also followed ;
cf. Mass-ordo of York (about 1425; Sim
mons, I 06) : the Qui pridie is said inclinato
capite super linteamina.
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To forestall this impropriety, the bishop of Paris in 1210 ordered that
the priests should hold the host breast-high, before the consecration, and
only after the consecration should they lift it high enough to be seen by
all."" This is the first authentic instance of that elevation of the Host which
is so familiar to us...
The custom spread rapidly. A regulation of the year 1210 appears to
have prescribed it for the Cistercians; for the Carthusians it was ordered
in 1222.31 From then until the middle of the century it was mentioned in

various synods as a usage already in vogue."' At the same time, and on
till the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, other synods continued in various
ways to oppose any elevation before the consecration, "lest" (as a Lon
don synod of 1215 put it) "a creature be adored instead of the Creator.'"'"
The great theologians of Scholasticism speak of the elevation of the Host
as a general practice of the Church."
But that does not mean that there was a similar elevation of the chalice.
The elevation of the chalice is found, indeed, even as early as the thirteenth
century, but the usage was rare and exceptional." However, it forced its
way through, but only slowly, especially outside of France ... Even the

"'Among the Pr:ecepta synodalia of Bish
op Odo (d. 1208), c. 28 (Mansi, XXII,
628): Prrecipitur presbyteris ut cum in
caHone missre inceperint: Qui pridie, te1lCHies hostiam, ne eleve11t eam statim
11imis alte, ita quod possit ab omnibus
�·idcri a populo, sed quasi ante pectus de
ti>Jcant, donee dixerint: Hoc est corpus
meum, et tunc eln·ent eam, ut possit ab
011111ilms vide1·i. Cf. regarding this, V. L.
Kennedy. "The Date of the Parisian De
cree on the Elevation of the Host," Medi
rml Studies, 8 (Toronto, 1946), 87-96.
Dumoutet, 37 ff. and Browe, 31 ff. espouse
the explanation given above regarding this
measure against Thurston, who in several
publications referred to the teachings of
Peter Comestor (d. 1178) and Peter Can
tor (d. 1197), according to whom the
transubstantiation of the bread actually
occurs only after the words over the chalice
have also been said. To counteract this
teaching, the elevation of the host is sup
posed to have been ordered immediately
aft er the words of consecration had been
said over it. As is shown with great thor
oughness by V. L. Kennedy, "The Moment
of Consecration and the Elevation of the
Host," Medieval Studies 6 (1944), 121150, the controversy can have influenced
the decree only insofar as, in accordance

with the opposing teaching, which gradu
ally gained the ascendency, the elevation,
already sought for other reasons, was pre
scribed right after the words over the
bread.
30 It
is possible that the practice was in
vogue already elsewhere before 1200. In
the year 1201 Cardinal Guido, 0. Cist.,
came to Germany as Papal Legate and
promulgated in Cologne the order: U t ad
ele�·ationem hostire omnis populus in ec
clcsia ad sonitum noire veniam pe teret. It
seems that all the Cardinal did here was
to re-establish the genuflection and per
haps also the signal with the bell. C:esari
us of Heisterbach, Dialogus miraculorum,
IX, 51; cf. Browe, Die Verehrung, 35;
Franz, 678.
81
Browe, Die Verehrung, 34 f.
Browe, 35, 37.
Browe, 38.
" Browe, 36.-Still the Papal chapel knows
nothing of the practice even in 1290; in
stead the oblatory elevation before the
words of consecration is still clearly
stressed: level eam [s. hostiam], levet
calicem; Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937),
204 f.
80 Durandus,
IV, 41, 52, recognizes it.
88 The history of
this advance in Browe,
41-46.
32

88
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printed Roman Missals of 1500, 1507, and 1526 make no mention of it.
Various difficulties stood in the way of a rapid spread of the rite, especially
the danger of spilling the contents of the chalice. Then there was the fact
that the chalice used to be covered with the back part of the corporal
folded up over it."7 But particularly cogent was the objection that in seeing
the chalice one does not "see" the Precious Blood... For this last reason,
even where the elevation of the chalice took place, it was little more than
a mere suggestion : the chalice was merely lifted up to about the level of
the eyes... Not till the Missal of Pius V was the second elevation made to
correspond with that of the Host.
The desire of gazing upon the Lord's Body was the driving force which,
since the twelfth century, brought about this intrusion of a very notable
innovation into the canon which for ages had been regarded as an in
violable sanctuary. The oblatory elevation before the words of consecra
tion lost its importance,"' and the displaying of the Host after the words,
instead became the new pivot and center of the canon of the Mass. From
the intrusion of this new element a further development had to follow.
It was at bottom only a pious idea to regard seeing the Host, "contacting"
the species with the organs of sight, as a participation in the Sacrament
and its streams of grace, and even to value it as a sort of Communion.
But it was a logical conclusion that, the moment the consecration took
place, all honor and reverence are owing to the Lord's Body and Blood.
This conclusion, as we have seen, was actually realized in oriental rites."
So any further regulation of the new usage had to be directed to keeping
.., Thus, a second corporal, or the pall that
later developed from it, was required to
be able to elevate the covered chalice;
cf. Braun, Die liturgischen Paramenfe,
210 f. Still, Durandus already recognizes
the elevation of the uncovered chalice in
his Const. sy11oda/es (ed. Berthele, 69);
Browe, 40. Both methods were still in ex
istence in the 14-lSth century; Browe, 47.
33 Durandus, IV, 41, 52.
""Browe, 47; cf. Franz, 105, n. 1. To this
clay the Carthusians recognize only this
restricted elevation; Ordinarium Cart.
(1932), c. 27, 16. However, the chalice
was frequently held aloft until the Unde
ct memores. Thus according to Italian
Mass-books of the 13th century: Ebner,
315; 329; 349.
"'Strictly speaking, there is still an obla
tory elevation at the consecration, since
the priest "takes" the host in his hands.
In fact, this original idea is not excluded
even in the elevation for the view of
others; now the oblatory elevation takes

place with the consecrated gift in place of
the unconsecrated one, and is performed in
such a way that it might be seen by more
people. But this idea has not generally
been fostered since the 12th century. How
ever, traces of this older conception are
still found even in modern times. Thus,
among the Reformers, Karlstad! not only
insisted that the elevation be dropped, but
considered it an expression of oblation
and therefore abominable and sinful; L.
Fendt, Der l u therische Gottesdienst des
16 Jh. (Munich, 1923), 95; cf. also Berth
old of Chiemsee, Keligpuchel (Munich,

,

1535), c. 20, 7 : "Wenn der Priester
eleviert, d.i. die Hostie ... sacramentlich
opffert . . . " Similarly also Martin von
Cochem, Medulla misstE germanicre, c. 29
(3d ed., Cologne, 1724; 441): "Oh, what
an excellent gift the priest presents to the
all-holy Trinity when he lifts the divine
Host on high !"
" Above, 203 f.
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this desire to gaze on the Host within proper limits .. and to working out
suitable terms for honoring It .This, then, was substantially what was done.
The longing to look at the Host soon received ecclesiastical approval and
support in several ways. This we see not only in the ruling that the Body

of our Lord should be lifted high enough to enable the faithful to see It
to "show" It to the people, as our present-day rubric puts it: ostendit
populo. There was even a tendency to emphasize this "showing" by linger
ing a moment while elevating the Host, or by turning to right and left.
But a stop was soon put to such efforts, since they involved too large

a

break in the course of the action." But then we hear of another custom,
especially in French and English churches, the custom of drawing a dark
curtain behind the altar in order to make the white Host stand out clearly
against the background." The consecration candle, from which in many
places the Sanctus candle developed, was originally intended to be lighted
and lifted aloft by the deacon or the Mass-server at the early Mass, when
it was still dark, ut corpus Christi ...possit videri."' We hear of admoni
tions directed to the thurifer not to let the clouds of incense obscure the
view of the species.'" In monastic churches the doors of the choir, which
were ordinarily kept closed, were opened at the consecration." The signal

of the bell at the elevation was likewise introduced for similar reasons.
The first evidence for such a practice comes from churches in Cologne as

" Here we make mention only of those
things which are of importance for the de
velopment of today's practice. Regarding
other usages and customs elsewhere, see
above I, 119 ff.
'' Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini,
: I psam [sc. hostiam) vera 11011 circum
feral nee diu teneat elevatam. Thus also in

242)

the Liber ordinarius of Liege (Yolk, 94 f.).

Further data in Browe, Die Verehrung,
63. It is only in the Papal Mass that the
turning to the right and left at the eleva
tion has been retained until the present
time; Brinktrine, Die feierliche Papst
mcsse, 27.
" The practice was still retained in Char
tres, Rouen, and other French cathedrals
around 1700; de Moleon, 226 f., 367 f., 433,
435; Dumoutet, 58-60. In Spain it existed
in some single instances even in the 19th
century; Legg, Tracts, 234 f.
'"Such was the arrangement of the Carthu

sians about the middle of the 13th century ;
D.-\CL, III, 1057. According to the Mass

ordo of John Burchard (1502) the candle
Was to be lit at the Hanc igitur and ex
tinguished after the elevation of the

chalice; Legg, Tracts, ISS; 157; cf. Du
moutet, 57; Swiss church books of the IS17th century mention "hebkertzen" and
"kertzen der ufhebung" (elevation can
dles); Kromler, lJer Kult der Eucharistic
in Sprache und Volkstum der det1lschm
Schweiz (Basle, 1949), 57. Elsewhere it
was lit sooner, or also extinguished only
after Communion. Hence it turned into an
expression of veneration for the Blessed
Sacrament; for this development see H. L.
Verwilst,
Die
Dominikanische
Messe
(Dusseldorf, 1948), 25 f. Concerning the
history of this consecration candle, see P.
Browe, Die Elevation in der Messe (!L,
9 [1929). 20-66)' 40-43.
•• The Carmelite Ordinal of 1312 (Zim
mermann, 81 f.). Cf. Browe, Die Vereh
rung , 56. The incensing of the Blessed
Sacrament at the consecration on feast
days is already provided for in the Ordi
•zarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 241 f.).
However, for a long time, it was not cus
tomary; see more details in Atchley, A
History of the Use of Incense, 264-266.
'1

Browe, Die Verehrung, 55 f.
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early as 1201.'" It makes its appearance first as a signal accompanying the
elevation of the Host, and then the corresponding elevation of the chalice.'"
Soon we hear of the signal's being anticipated, when the priest makes the
sign of the Cross over the Host and the chalice."" Further, the bell was
used not only to direct the attention to the moment of the "showing," but
also to call the people in to worship the Sacrament. So by the end of the
thirteenth century the signal with the little bell"' was augmented by a
signal from the large church bell," so that those who were absent, busy
at home or in the field, might pause at this moment, turn towards the
church and adore our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament.
It was self-evident from the start that honor should be paid to the Sac
rament when It was elevated, all the more so when heresy had made an
assault on faith in the Eucharist.53 Clergy and faithful were to kneel
down-this was the admonition of the first decrees and synods that dealt
with the new consecration practices... Or at least a humble bow was
ordered, as in a regulation of Honorius III in the year 1219,.. and in several
later decrees."' Especially canons in various cathedral churches continued
"Cf. above, p. 207, n. 30. Cf. Braun, Das
c hristliche Alto,rgerat, 573-575.
•• Durandus, IV, 41, 53. In England this
was called the "sacring bell."
""Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 94, I.
29). Cf. H (erbert) T ( hurston) "The
'Cross Bell' in the Mass," The Month, 172
(1938), 451-454. More details regarding
the ringing of the bell at the consecration
in Browe, Die Elevation (JL, 9), 37-40.
According to many a report it would seem
the ringing of the bell at the Sanctus was
to serve the same purpose, ut populus
valeat levationis sacramenti . . . habere
n oti t ia m as is recorded in a foundation
established in 1399 at Chartres for the
ringing of the Sa11ctus; Du Cange-Favre,
VII, 259. Cf. above, p. 131, n. 22.
"' Such a bell was, as a rule, fastened to
the wall of the choir. Small hand bells,
that the server used at the altar, are gen
erally in evidence only since the 16th cen
tury. And only since then, so it would
seem, was the signal given with these bells
also in private Masses. Braun, Das christ
fiche A ltarg c rii t, 573-580, especially 576.
"' Pertinent stipulations of 13-15th cen
ury synods in Browe, Die Elevation, 39 f.;
Kromler, op. cit., 33 f. gives examples of
present-day customs in Switzerland.-The
Holy Sec grants an indulgence of 300 days
to all, wherever they may be, who adore
the Blessed Sacrament at the sound of the
,

elevation bell. Enchiridion Indulgentiarum
(Rome, 1950), n. 142.
.. Supra I, 119.
"'The oldest report is the disposition made
by Cardinal Guido in the year 1201; above,
p. 207, n. 30. Further reports in Browe, Die
Verehnwg, 34-39 in the notes. However,
there is evidence as early as 1208 for kneel
ing down sooner, at accepit panem; see
Kennedy, The Moment of Consecration,
149.
66 Gregory
IX, Deeretales, III, 41, 10
(Friedberg, II, 642); cf. Browe, Die
Verehru ng, 37.
66 P. Browe, "L'atteggiamento del corpo
durante Ia messa" (Eph. liturg., 50 [1936],
402-414), 408 f. As a minimum require
ment it was expected that those who, ac
cording to the custom of the time were
squatted on the floor, would, as a mark
of respect, at least stand up. Still in many
a place the Beghards and Beguines refused
even this, a condition that induced the
Council of Vienne (1311-12) to take a
hand in the matter; Denzinger-Umberg,
Enchiridion, n. 478. Likewise, according
to a report from Flanders in the year
1349, the Flagellants refused to remove
their head covering at the consecration;
Browe, lac. cit., 403; cf. 411. On the
other hand again, a complete pr o s t ratio
often became customary, especially in mon
asteries ; see, e.g., the Statutes of the Car-
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for a long time to follow their age-old practice of bowing: at Chartres
this was done as late as the eighteenth century.'7 Here and there, too, the
wish was expressed or even insisted on, that while kneeling the arms be
stretched out and the hands raised." But merely kneeling was the general
rule. According to the thirteenth Roman ordo, which was written under
Gregory X (d. 1276), the choir of clerics was to remain stretched out on
the floor quousque sacerdos corpus et sanguinem sumat (unless, because
of a feast day or a festal season, standing was prescribed) :• According to
the choir rules now in effect, where the influence of the ancient custom of
standing bowed during the canon is at work alongside the newer attitude
of special honor for the Blessed Sacrament, the choir usually kneels
down at the Te igitur. Among the people, too, the idea of looking at the
Sacrament was in many ways curbed, so that they knelt not only during
the consecration but, where possible, from the Sanctus on, and remained

thusians: :Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 633 C).
Cf. also the illustration from S. Marco in
Venice in Ch. Rohault de Fleury, La
�!esse, I (Paris, 1883), Tablet XVIII.
"'Browe, "L'attcggiamento," 409 f. In the
diocese of Basic in 1581 the Canons of St.
Ursitz could be forced to kneel at the con
secration only when threatened with ec

and "four figures seated, and one kneeling
at the right, with their arms uplifted to
ward the altar." The same gesture of rais
ing the hands is also seen in a miniature
of Cod. 82 ( 14th cent.) in the Heidelberg
University Library, ful. 158. Gabriel Riel,
Ca11011is e.rpositio, teet. 50, recommends
mauus suas in cti'lum tc11dere, as a mark

(ibid.). Concerning

of reverence at the consecration. Sixtus IV,

French cathedrals cf. Cl. de Vert, Expli
cation simple, I (Paris, 1706), 238ff.;
Martcne, 1, 4, 8, 22 (I, 414 D); de

in 1480, granted an indulgence for saying

clesiastical penalties

!\loleon, 230. This conservative retention
of the older custom is explained by the
recollection that from time immemorial the
act of kneeling accompanied only prayers
of petition and penance; cf. above I, 240.
Even Durandus, VI, 86, 17, stresses the
fact that one genuflected before the Blessed
Sacrament only on Sundays and feast days
and during the Pentecost season.
58

Constitutions of the Camaldolese of
1233, c. 2, in Browe, Die V crehrwrg, 53,
n. 160. In France about 1220 the poet of
the "Queste del saint Graal" has the hero
cry out, as he extends his hands towards
the priest, who holds the Body of the Lord

up to view: "Biaus douz peres, ne m'ou
bliez mie de me rente!" Dumoutet, 45, n. 1.
In England the Christian of the 13th cen
tury was instructed to "hold up bathe thi
handes"at the consecration ;The Lay Folks
Mass Book, ed. Simmons, 38. The canon
picture in a Sacramentary of the 14th cen
tury from St. Peter's in Rome, in Ebner ,
191, portrays the priest at the consecration

five Our Fathers and Hail Marys fle.ris
genibus et elcvatis manibus at the conse
cration; Browe, Die Ver c lrruug , 55. It is
not clear, however, whether in all these in
stances the arms were held outstretched;
it could mean a gesture that implied tak
ing part in the oblation; cf. Raith. Fischer,
''Liturgiegeschichte' und Verkiindigung"
(Die Messe in der Glaubeusvcrkiilldigwr!J,
1-13, 12, note 14, where 0. Reinaldus,
Amrales eccl., XIV (Cologne, 1694), 204,
is cited for a practice of the English King
Henry I (d. 1272), who was wont at the
consecration lllalllllll sacerdotis tc11cre. The
extending of the arms after the consecra
tion (in the manner described below, p. 220,
n. 15) is still customary in the monasteries
of the Capuchins. The extension of the
arms, when looking at the host, is also re
ported as a present-day custom in a south
ern Slavic country; Kramp, "Messge
brauche der Glaubigen in den ausscrdeut
schen Landcrn" (StZ, 1927, II), 360.

""Ca!rcmoniale of Gregory X (d.
n. 19 (PL, 78, 1116).

1276),
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on their knees till the Communion... After the close of the Middle Ages the
desire to honor the Sacrament, which led to this kneeling, had gained
the ascendancy over the desire to see,•• so far, indeed, that by the begin
ning of the twentieth century it even became customary in almost all
countries to bow the head while kneeling at the consecration. Even at the
elevation hardly a thought was given to looking up at the Host,•• and this
was not changed until Pius X, in 1907, gave a new incentive by granting
an indulgence to those who, while contemplating the sacred Host, recited
the prayer ":\Iy Lord and my God." ..
It would be quite natural to expect the celebrant also to participate in
giving these signs of reverence to the Blessed Sacrament. Yet for a long
time the only token thus given was a slight bow made to our Lord's Body
after the words of consecration, just before elevating It."' Here and there
the practice grew of kissing the Host; .. this was during the thirteenth
century, the time which witnessed the multiplication of the altar kisses...
But these well-intentioned efforts were countered at once by various pro
hibitions,., subsequently repeated... Our form of genuflection-falling on
one knee and then rising at once-was not at that time recognized as a
religious practice, and therefore was not used at this moment... To kneel
on both knees during the consecration was demanded early of deacon
and subdeacon, but appears to have been impracticable for the priest,
00 This view apparently was far more gen
erally accepted in countries outside of Ger
many than in any German territory; cf.
Kramp, "Messgebrauche der Glaubigen in
den ausserdeutschen Landern, 356 f. Here,
413 f., the reference to attempts to intro
duce among the people the complete pros
tratio after the consecration, cf. above note
56.
•• Dumoutet,
73 f.
•• Kramp, "Messgebrauche der Gliiubigen
in der Neuzeit" (StZ., 1926, II), 215£.
"Messgebrauche der GHiubigen in den aus
serdeutschen Uindern" (ibid., 1927, II),
356.
"" Browe, Die Verehnmg, 68 f.
"'Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 94, 1.
31) : aliquantulum iHcli1wns; likewise in
the Dominican copy of the work done in
1256 (Guerrini, 242). The Ordo of Stefa
neschi, which originated about 1311, also
has the priest venerate the host i1tclinalo
capite just before the elevation, and like
wise incli1talo paululum capite before the
elevation of the chalice. Numerous other
proofs from the 13th century until about
the 16th century in Browe, Die Elevation,

44-47.

.. Missale of Evreux-Jumieges (14-lSth
cent.) : Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I, 644 E).
More examples in Browe, Die Verehrung ,
65. Cf. also below, n. 67.
.. Above I, 316. In several places it became
customary to kiss both the host and the
chalice before the respective words of con
secration; Browe, Die Verehrung, 65. The
Pontifical of Laon, Leroquais, Les Pon
tificaux, (1, Paris, 1937), 167, notes a
kissing of the chalice before the words
Accipite et bibite.
Synod of Sarum, 1217, can. 37 f. (Mansi,
XXII, 1119 f.); Bonaventura, Speculum
disciplina? ad novitios, I, 17 (Opp. ed.
Peltier, XII [Paris, 1868], 467). Browe,
Die Vereltrzmg, 65 f.

67

Examples until into the 17th century in
Browe, 65 f.

68

.. On the other hand, it was customary as
a mark of respect before lay persons of
rank. Berthold of Regensburg (d. 1272),
in a sermon, stresses this distinction and
urges a double genuflection before the
Blessed Sacrament ; Berthold of Regens
burg, Predigten, ed. Pfeiffer, I (1862),
457.
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although the insertion of a lengthy prayer-as was sometimes done after
the Pater noster-seems to have been thought desirable:• The first evi
dence of a short genuflection made by the priest at the consecration is

found in Henry of Hesse (d. 1397), who was teaching theology at Vienna."
Still, even in the fifteenth century the simple bow was still prevalent, and
provision is made for it even in some of the Mass ordinaries of the sixteenth
century.72 In Roman Mass books the genuflection appears from 1498 on,
and from the start the arrangement is the one we have today, with a genu
flection before and after the elevation of the species.73 It was made defmi
tive in 1570 by the Missal of Pius V.

While the priest genuflects, the Mass-server grasps the edge of the

chasuble. Because of the shape which the chasuble has commonly assumed
since the close of the Middle Ages, the precise sense of this little ceremony
is no longer evident. Nowadays it gives the general impression of being a
gest ure of readiness, not at all out of keeping with the sacredness of the
moment. The explanation usually offered is that the chasuble is lifted so
the celebrant might not be impeded when genuflecting," and this might
be understandable on the supposition that-as was the case in the last years
of the Middle Ages-the chasuble used to reach in back down to the
heels.'" But at that time this reason was not actually given,•• but instead
a very different one, the same reason still found in the Roman Missal.
According to this, the server should take hold of the edge of the planeta,
ne ipsum Celebrantem impediat in elevatione brachiorum.77 This explana
tion, it must be granted, is even less obvious today than the other. But
that it is the true one can be deduced from the fact that the same gesture
had already been prescribed for the deacon long before there was any
thought of a genuflection.'" And in the thirteenth century it was definitely
70

Browe, Die Eleva tion, 47 £.

" Browe, 48 f.

" Thus, among others, in the Ordinarium
of Coutances of 1557; in a Mass arrange
ment of the Cistercians in 1589; see Browe,
Die Elevation, 46 f., 50. The Carthusians
have retained only the bow to this day.
O rdi11ari u m Carth. (1932), c.27, Sf.; 9£.;
12.
73

Browe, 49 f. In several places, however,
it was customary to elevate the host dur
ing the genuflection. Browe, Die Vereh

Yltllg, 63. Cf. the Miniature of the Legenda

a urea

of Brussels in Braun, Der christliche

Altar, II, Tablet 144.

"Cf. Ph. Hartmann, R ep ertorium rituum
(IIth ed. ; Paderborn, 1908), 773. In Ty
rol it is customary to explain this action
of holding the chasuble as a symbol of
Popular participation.
"'Cf. Braun, Die liturgischen Paramente,

110, who records the average length about
the year 1400 as 1,40m (about 4'6") and
about the year 1600, 1,25m (about 4'2").
70 Nevertheless at the end of the Middle
Ages representations are found in which
the server raises the chasuble as the priest
genuflects; cf. the miniature cited above;
a further representation in Dumoutet, Le
Christ selon Ia chair et Ia vie litu rg iqu e au
moyen-age , (Paris, 1932), p. 108-109.
77 Rit us serv., VIII, 6. Likewise in A.
Castellani, Sacerdota/e Romamtm (ap
peared first in 1523; Venice, 1588), 68.
78 Liber ordi11 arius of Liege (about 1285;
Volk, 94, 1. 25) : diaconus retro sacerdo
tem /evans eius casu/am. Liber ordinarius
of the cathedral church of Essen (2nd half
of the 14th century ; Arens, 19) : levabit
casu/am presbytcri a liquantulu m, ut eo
facilius levct sacrame11tum. Illustrations
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in order.

For then they still commonly used the bell-shaped chasuble,

and when the arms were raised, the back part, being pulled away by the
uplifted arms, presented a very ugly picture unless there was a helping
hand to hold it neat. With the return of the ample chasuble the old cere
mony is again regaining its full meaning, so that it is once more intelligible.
There remains yet another question: Should our worship of the Blessed
Sacrament be manifested by prayers and songs? Prayers spoken aloud
and songs during the consecration are not things that would explain them
selves. The rule of silence during the canon had indeed been violated often
enough in the thirteenth century, but it had not yet lost all its force. At
all events, the celebrating priest was permitted to say special prayers, but
only in a subdued tone." Such an action was not at all strange in medieval
times. True, the apologice which had cropped out everywhere between the
various prayers had for the most part disappeared from the Mass books
by the thirteenth century, and the injunctions, like those of Bernold of
Constance, forbidding any and all insertions into the canon,"" did not
remain ineffective. But a short ejaculatory prayer right after the con
secration still appeared admissible and was actually recommended and
practiced by many,81 although others again absolutely prohibited any
such interpolation,.. even before the appearance of the Missal of Pius V ...
But the faithful, at any rate, were admonished to pray, at first using
prayers which they would recite quietly to themselves. About 1215 William
of Auxerre, in his Summa aurea, mentions such prayers and asserts: Mul
torum petitiones exaudiuntur in ipsa visione cor poris Christi."' According
to Berthold of Regensburg, the faithful ought at this moment to pray
for three things: for forgivenss of sin, for a contrite reception of the last
from a French Missal of the 14th century
in Leroquais, IV, Tablet LXVII, 1.
79 Regarding the attempts in the 15th and
16th centuries to have the priest say pray
ers in a loud tone of voice in the presence
of the people, see Browe, Die Verehrung,
54.
""Cf. above, p. 165, n. 31.
"'William of Melitona, Opusc. super mis
sam, ed. van Dijk (E ph. liturg., 1939),
338, even as his predecessor, Alexander of
Hales, has the priest saying : Adora te
Domine Jesu Christe Salvator, qui per
mortem tuam redemisti mundum, quem
credo esse sub hac specie quam video. Du
randus also as bishop in his Constitutiones
synodales recommends prayers of this kind
to his priests; Browe, Die Verehrzmg, 40;
53. A list of similar prayers in a Mass book
of Valencia before 1411 (Ferreres, 154£.).
Cf. Dumoutet, Le Christ scion Ia chair,
170-173. It is said of St. Francis Xavier

that he was accustomed to insert a prayer
for the conversion of the heathens after the
consecration; G. Schurhammer, Der hl.
Franz Xaver, (Freiburg, 1925), 151.
80 A commentary on the Mass in a 15th
century MS. of Stuttgart (in Franz, 611)
threatens those priests with excommunica
tion who interpolate prayers at the eleva
tion of the sacred Host, e.g.: Deus propi
tius esto mihi peccatori, or Propitius esto
peccatis nostris propter nomen tuum Do
mine, or 0 vere digna hostia.
83 Even Ph. Hartmann, Repertorium ritll
um, (11th ed. ; Paderborn, 1908), 380 f.,
directs the celebrant at the elevation of the
sacred host (and of the chalice) : "let him
then pray: Dominus meus et Deus meus."
But a decree of the Congregation of Rites,
Nov. 6, 1925, expressly forbids any such
additions henceforth: Acta Ap. Sed., 18
(1926), 22 f.
"'Dumoutet, Le desir de vo ir l'hostie, 18.
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sacraments, and for eternal beatitude."" As outward expression of their
prayer, the faithful might strike their breast or sign themselves with the
sign of the Cross."" The only vocal prayers commonly recommended were
the usual formulas,... or else a simple greeting or invocation. One such salu
tation which recurs in various versions, both Latin and vernacular, in
many prayer books towards the end of the medieval era is the formula:
Ave salus mundi, verbum Patris, hostia vera ... Another is the formula:
Te adoro, te verum corpus Christi confiteor.89 Other more elaborate formu
las were probably products of the monasteries. Take, for instance, the
fourteen-part invocation which starts with the verse: Ave principium
nostrlE
nostrlE

creationis,

ave

peregrinationis.""

pretium
Such

Berthold of Regensburg, Predigten, ed.
Pfeiffer, II, 685 (Franz, 656): cf. I, 459,
where he even gives the wording of a pray

85

er. Berthold of Chiemsee, Keligp_uchel
.
(�funich, 1535), c. 20, 7, 8, presents com
prehensive prayers for the oblation and the
memory of the Passion.
""Gabriel Biel, Canonis expositio, lect. 50,
among other marks of reverence, recom
mends pectora tundere. Durandus (d.
1296) in his Pontifical ( Andrieu, 646;
Martene, 1, 4, XXIII [I, 620 A]), pre
scribed a comprehensive ritual of external
marks of reverence for a bishop while
present at the Mass of a priest. When the
Body of the Lord is elevated, he should
kneel upon the floor before his prie-dieu
and having raised his eyes in adoration, he
should strike his breast three times and
then kiss either the floor or the prie-dieu.
At the elevation of the chalice, after hav
ing raised his eyes, he should make the
sign of the cross and strike his breast
once. Here one recognizes the beginnings
of that unnatural accumulation of pious
antics so common today at the consecra
tion.
"' Indulgences are granted if an Our Father
and Hail Mary, or five Our Father's and
ail Mary's are said during the consecra
tion. Browe, L"atteggiamento, 411 f. Cf.
above, p. 211, n. 58. The English Lay Folks

l:I

Mass Book recommends the devout per
son of the 13th century to say a Pater
and
redo (Simmons, 40); a prayer in rhyme
IS also supplied. Even the Te Deum is
mentioned; see reference, J L, 3 ( 1923),
206 (according to M. Frost).
'"'
Dumoutet, Le Christ seton Ia chair, 151-

�

nostrce

pieces

as

redemptionis,
Adora

te

ave

viaticum

devote,"'

Anima

154; already verified at 1212 in V. L. Ken
nedy, "The Handbook of Master Peter,
Chancellor of Chartres," Medieval Studies,
5 (1943), 8. Cf. also Wilmart, Auteurs
spirituels, 24. In Germany this invocation
is certified in the 15th century in the form
of a distichon: Salve lux mundi, verbum
Patris, hostia vera, viva caro, deitas in
tegra, verus homo; Franz, 22; German
also ibid., 703. A prayer at the consecra
tion beginning with Salve lux mundi, also
in England in the meditations of Longforde
(15th cent.); Legg, Tracts, 24. A German
ryhmed prayer in 12 verses beginning with
"Got, vatir allir cristenheit" in a 13th cen
tury MS. of Weingarten in Franz, 23, n.
1. Cf. also the call of Parsifal in "Queste
del saint Graal,'' note 58, above.
80 Dumoutet,
Le Christ seton Ia chair,
166 f., with parallel French formulas of
the 14-15th century.
00 Evidenced at the beginning of the 13th
century in an English rule for nuns
(Browe, Die Verehnmg, 19; cf. also 53,
n. 160) and in Peter the Chancellor of
Chartres (Kennedy, op. cit., 9). Cf. also
Wilmart, Auteurs spirituels, 22 f.

91 F. J. Mone, Lateinische Hymnen des
Mittelalters, I, Freiburg, 1853, 275 f. The
hymn appears for the first time in the 14th
century, and precisely as a prayer at the
consecration. The a u t h o r s h i p of St.
Thomas Aquinas is uncertain; see Wit
mart, Auteurs spirituels, 361-414, espe
cially 399 ff., and also the reference in
Bulletin Thomiste, 7 (1943-46), n. 122 f.
The last strophes (Pie pelicane) were at
times combined with the elevation of the
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Christi,•2 and Ave verum corpus"" also served to salute the Blessed Sacra
ment at the elevation...
Well-shaped texts of this sort were naturally an open invitation for
common recitation and singing, even if they were not intended for this
from the start. By the end of the Middle Ages a solemn salutation of the
Blessed Sacrament at the elevation formed part of the ceremony of high
Mass. According to a Strassburg statute of 1450, the antiphon 0 sacrum
convivium, with versicle and oration, was to be sung on certain occasions
in elevatione immediate post Benedictus . .. A decree issued in 1512 by
Louis XII of France ordained that at the daily high Mass in Notre Dame
in Paris the 0 salutaris hostia was to be sung in elevatione corporis Christi
between the Sanctus and Benedictus. A Paris foundation of 1521 presup
poses the Ave verum."" Other songs, too, are mentioned for the same occa
sion."' We must admit that these songs are all, in general, truly artistic
works which fit into the setting with theological propriety. The break in
the God-ward motion of the prayer and oblation made by the ceremony
of elevating the sacred species and showing them to the people is in
telligently shaped and filled out by these hymnic salutations, the product
reminding one of a similar creation on Maundy Thursday where, after the
holy oils are blessed, a greeting of veneration is likewise offered them.
Soon after the expiration of the Middle Ages, and with them, of the
Gothic spirit, there was a rapid decline in the simple desire to contem
plate the sacred Host at the moment of the consecration.•• That meant the
disappearance, too, of the hymns which had been sung in honor of the
Blessed Sacrament. .. The elevation ceremony was maintained, but was
conducted in utter silence. Often even the organ was silenced, although
chalice; Dumoutet, Le Christ selon le
chair, 165-169, especially 168, note.
02 Dumoutet, op. cit., 160-165; P. Schep
ens, "Pour l'histoire de Ia priere Anima
Christi,"
Nouvelle
Revue
theol.,
62

( 1935), 699-710. Further references and
data in Balth. Fischer, "Das Trierer Anima
Christi," Trierer Theol. Zeitschrift, 60
(1951), 189-196; Fischer edits a Middle
High German text of the early 14th cen
tury which probably represents the orig
inal. Cf. also H. Thurston, Familiar
Prayers (Westminster, 1953), 38-52.
"'Dumoutet, op. cit., 169 f. The title in the
MSS. commonly reads In elevatione cor
poris Christi. Mone, op. cit., I, 280. Other
hymns to the Blessed Sacrament with
similar assignment (In elevatione Corporis,
Quaado elevatur calix), ibid., 271 f., 281293.
"' More data in Browe, Die Verehrung, 53.
Dumoutet, Le Christ selon la chair, 164,

speaks of more than 50 prayers at the
elevation, that are handed down from the
Middle Ages. Short invocations of the
Body and Blood of Christ were common
even at an earlier date before the Com
munion of the priest (see below). Some
of these were then transferred to the ele
vation; ibid., 158 f.
00 Browe, Die Verehrung, 53, n. 161.
110 Dumoutet, Le de sir de voir l'hostie, 6062. Both hymns, as a matter of choice
among the Cistercians; so also according
to a prescription even as late as 1584; see
]. Hau, "Statuten aus einem niederdeut
schen Zisterzienserinnenkloster"
( Cist.
Chr., 1935), 132.
""Gaudete flares: Dumoutet, Le desir, 61.
The Benedictus was also entoned with the
same intent, above, p. 137, note 44.
08 Dumoutet, Le desir de voir l'hostie, 7274.
00 The Synods of Augsburg, 1548 and 1567,
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the decrees still in force would permit a soft playing of the instrument.
The only perceptible sound was the server's little bell. The faithful vene
rated the sacred species, but did so in silent prayer.""' Still there were some
countries which maintained the old practice of saying certain designated
prayers aloud. Thus in Spanish churches the following salutations are
customary: "My Lord and my God, we adore Thee, Body of our Lord
Jesus Christ, because by Thy holy Cross Thou hast redeemed the world.
l\ly Lord and my God, we adore Thee, sacred Blood of our Lord Jesus
101
Christ, which was shed on the Cross for the salvation of the world."
So nicely suited are such prayers as these that they emerge, now here,
now there, in other countries also, at least outside of high l\IasS.102
already speak of altissimum silentium
(Hartzheim, VI, 369), of an altum san

ctumquc sile n ti um (ibid., VII, 172), that
was not to be interrupted by hymns with
out reason. Elsewhere, though, they re
mained in use for a longer period. In the
Voyayc /ituryique of de Moleon, which

appeared in 1718, it is remarked as a pecu

liarity that in individual French cathedrals

nothing- is sung at the elevation of the host,
but that it is adored in silence (117, 142,
147). Among the Premonstratensians the
prescription of such a hymn (0 salutaris
Jzostia) was first incorporated in the Liber
ordi1wrius in 1628 and again in 1739, where
it still is found; Waefelghem, 122, n. 2.
Even according to Roman directions
hymns during the elevation were at first
permitted. The question, An in elevatione
ss. sacramenti in missis sollemnibus cani
Possit, Tantum ergo, etc., vel aliqua anti

phona !anti sacramenti propria, was an
swered in the affirmative, April 14, 1753;
Decreta auth. SRC, n. 2424 ad 6. A later
decision of May 5, 1894, permits such
hymns only peracta ultima elevatione, as
soon as the Benedictus has been sung; De
creta auth. SRC, n. 3827 ad 3.
1oO The official Enchiridion Indu /gentiarum
(Vatican City, 1950), has a prayerful ad
dress in three parts, "Hail, saving victim
offered upon the cross ... (n. 132) and
again the prayer which captivated St. Pius

X, "My lord and my God" (n. 133). Cf.
also ibid., n. 142.
101
Kramp, "Messopfergebrauche der Glau
bigen in den ausserdeutschen Landern"
(StZ, 1927, II), 361. In Portugal the pray
er reads: "Here is the body,
blood, and
divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, as true

and complete as in heaven"; "Here is the
blood, body, soul, and divinity . . . ; ibid.,

362. In Colombia the prayer "11y Lord
and my God" is commonly said; ibid., 365.
B. Lebbe, The Mass : A Historical Com
mentary (Westminster, 1949), 81-82, lists
several ejaculations traditional with the
people of Eire, among them a curious ex
pression : "All praise to thee, Lord Jesus,
white and red."
102
Cf. Egyptian liturgies above, p. 204. A
similar greeting as in Spain, only more
carefully devised from a theological stand
point, is contained in the present German
catechism, beginnng with "My Lord and
my God! Hail, true body of Christ that
was offered for me on the cross." It was
taken up, e.g., in the diocese of St.Polten
and also in the diocesan hymnal (Heiliyes
Volk, [2nd ed.; St. Piilten, 1936] 67 f.)
and was used in congregational Mass de
votions.
Noteworthy
discussions
have
taken place in Germany in the last years
from the viewpoint of the children's Mass,
among others in the K ateche tische n Bliit
tern, 40 (1939) and 41 (1940). The dis
cussion turned partly on the assumption
that the idea of sacrifice, perhaps even
with an address to God the Father, should
be plainly expressed, but they inclined to
the solution indicated above. However,
Victor Schurr, C.SS.R., in Paul u s, 23
(1951), 65, suggests prayers of offering
like those at the offertory. With the regu
lating of the prayers at the elevation must
be joined the arrangement of external signs
of respect. As a general rule it may be
stated that besides the raising of the eyes
to the Blessed Sacrament, a sign of the
cross at most would be proper.
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14.

U nde et memores

In reciting the account of the institution, the priest simply relates what
then took place, and only the actions which are coupled with the words,
and the veneration which follows upon tbem, make it clear that the scene
is being re-enacted. But once the Great Prayer is resumed after the con
secration, the very first thing done is to interpret the mystery thus accom
plished. The link with the preceding account is made by the word Unde,
harking back to our Saviour's injunction which closes the account! Now
what is it we are doing at the altar in conformity with this injunction?
In almost all the liturgies two ideas are used to define the mystery,
the two being placed side by side and contrasted in various ways. The
mystery is a commemoration or anamnesis; and it is an oblation, a sac
rifice.' In some few instances the oblation is mentioned first, as in the
Armenian Mass, where, after pronouncing the words of institution, the
priest pursues and expands the thought of the command to do what
Christ had done; he takes the gifts in his llands and says: Et nos igitur,
Domine, secundum illud mandatum, offerimus istud salutijerum sacra
mentum corporis et sanguinis Unigeniti tui, commemoramus salutares eius
pro nobis passiones . . .• As a rule, however, the remembrance is mentioned
first, but in participial form, so that, though it is first, yet the main stress
will be on the oblation, expressed by means of a verb like ofjerimus,
.

7-pOc;ipepOtJ,€\1.

.

For both ideas the connection with the command of our Lord is the
same: we come before Thee, 0 God-that is the basic thought-with a
grateful memorial of the redemptive work of Christ and offer up to Thee
His Body and Blood. And both ideas contain an objective element as
'A similar link (igitur, ergo) in the oldest
Roman formularies; above I, 29, 52; and
mostly ( -ro lw>, oil> ), though not without
exception, in the oriental formularies;
Lietzmann, Messe und Herremnahl, 5055.The conjunction is missing for the most
part in the Gallic texts, though they never
theless establish, not infrequently, a close
connection by the manner in which they
take up the last word of Christ's injunction
(... facietis, or something similar) : H cec
facimus, Hoc agentes and the like; ibid.,
60-68.
2 lly way of exception, a definite enuncia
tion of the anamnesis character of the cele
bration (frequently itself called anamnesis
for short) is missing; thus, in the E ucho
logium of Serapion, 3, 13 (Quasten, Mon.,
62; see above I, 34-35), whereas the offer
ing is announced twice therein, once after
the consecration of the host and again after

the consecration of the chalice. In any
event, the sacrifice in the first instance is
designated at the same time as a Memento
of the Dead: ot� -rou-ro lto:l TJ!J.•i;; -ro OIJ.O [wiJ.<X
-rou 6o:>&-::ou otowu>-r•c; -ro> ot?-ro> otpoar,veyY.GtiJ.eV;

cf. 0. Case!, JL, 6 (1926), 116£. On the
other hand, either the anamnesis or the
offering has been frequently omitted in
Gallican formularies; cf. e.g., Missale
Gothicum: Muratori, II, 518, 522, 526, 544,
548, etc.
E:cplicatio
• Text according to Chosroe,
precum missce (about 950) ed. Vetter
(Freiburg, 1880), 32 f.For today's text see
Brightman, 437: "We therefore, 0 Lord,
presenting unto thee ... , do remember the
saving sufferings" ...-For the accompanying rite see Hanssens, III, 452.
'The more ancient Byzantine liturgy
(Brightman, 328 f.) has also the offering
in the grammatical form of a participle :
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well as a subjective one. What we hold here in our hands is a memorial

•

and an oblation. But memorial as well as oblation must be realized within
ourselves as our own remembrance and our offering. Then, and only then,
can a "worship in spirit and truth" in the fullest sense arise to God from
our hands.
The memorial is usually referred to here in just a short phrase. This
is only natural, for the whole Prayer of Thanksgiving is, in substance, a
memorial prayer, particularly the Christological portion.• In fact, even the
readings in the fore-1\Tass, especially the Gospel, have as their aim to re
vive the memory of our Lord, His word and His work.7 The whole purpose
of the yearly round of Church feasts is, at bottom, nothing other than an
enlargement of that recollection, making room for an ever-increasing store
of memories. The basic theme of the Church year, too, is precisely the

passio Domini, the redemption accomplished by Christ's death and Resur
rection. In the anamnesis this theme is treated very briefly, but its contents
are not analyzed as a subjective memory, since it is taken for granted that
the soul is already alive to everything contained therein. All that is stated
here is that in the sacramental operation the divine charge to do this "in

Met-�-Y'IJtJ.EVOt oilv

•

•

•

'td: aa h 'tWV awv aol

"ltpO<;�epOY'tE<;, ae (the people):

ae UtJ.VOUtJ.!V.

Apparently the celebrant joined in with the
people's phrase.
• 0. Case!, "Das Mysteriengedachtnis der
1Iessliturgie im Lichte der Tradition," JL,
6 (1926), 113-204, has collected the tes
timonies for the real character of the com
memoration from both liturgical and extra
liturgical sources, though Casel's interpre
tation of the real commemoration is still
an object of controversy; cf. above I, 183 f.
However, individual liturgical formularies
clearly bring out the fact that an objective
commemoration is in some way present.
Thus we read in the East Syrian anaphora
of X estorius, just before the words of the
institution: Et reliquit nobis commemora
tioncm salutis IJostrce, mystcrium hoc, quod
offcrimus coram te; Renaudot, II, 623. Cf.
also the Euchologion of Serapion, above I,
34 f. Furthermore, many expressions of the
Fathers are quite plain. Thus Chrysostom,
In 1/cbr. hom., 17,3 (PG, 63,131),says:
\\' e offer every day, inasmuch as we con
sum mate the memory of His death,

(:h<lt-�-VT)a<> <:otoUtJ.EYOt 'tou Ocn;b:ou auoo;ou);
Theodoret of Cyrus, In Hebr., 8, 4
(PG, 82, 736): It is clear that we offer
no other sacrifice (than that which Christ
offered), but celebrate the sole and sanctior

fying memory of it (tJ.V�tJ.TJV hzoo;e).out-�-ev). In
the 9th century Florus Diaconus, De
a cti01u miss., c. 63 (PL, 119, 5 4 D):
lllius ergo panis et calicis oblatio mortis
Christi est commemoratio et amzuntiatio,
qure non tam verbis quam mysteriis ipsis
agitur.
• Cf. above, p. 116. In this respect it is sig
ficant that in the Apostolic C Ollstitutions,
VIII, 12, 3 5, the description of the re
demptive Passion, which precedes the ac
count of the institution, is summed up by
means of "'-E�VT,�J.ivot oUv eUx.cz;;�a-:tJU[J.E" oot,
as the true anamnesis that begins after
the institution: tJ.EtJ.VTJtJ.EYot oo;o(wy (1tpo<;
q;epotJ.EY aot). Cf. above I, 36 f. In the Ar
menian normal anaphora, the prayer of
thanksgiving which was prolonged before
the account of the institution to include the
Passion of Christ, is brought to a close
after it by a reference to the descent into
hell and the destruction of its gates (a
favorite way the Orient has of represent
ing the Easter victory); Brightman, 437 .
7 Cf. also R. Guardini, Bcsi111zzwg ·z:or der
Fcicr der hl. Messc, II (1lainz, 1939),
111 f. For a study of the interpretation of
the anamnesis in the preaching and services
of ancient Christendom, cf. N. A. Dahl,
"Anamnesis," Studia Theologica I (Lund,
1948). 69-95.
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remembrance of Me" (Luke 22:19; 1 Cor. 11:24 f.) is being fulfilled, and
that, moreover, we are thus doing what Paul had demanded in more de
tail, namely, to "proclaim the death of the Lord" (1 Cor. 11.26). Never
theless, the concept of Christ's sacrificial death does undergo a certain
development, for related-Dr shall we say component-£oncepts are dis
closed in much the same way as in the ancient professions of faith." The
death of the Lord is His victory, it is His triumph over death. The Gallic
Mass appears to have mentioned originally only the Passion." Even in
Hippolytus the Resurrection is already added: Memores igitur mortis et
resurrectionis eius.'0 In Ambrose's text of the canon there is the further

addition of the Ascension, and the passio-or rather, the triplet beginning
with it-is characterized by the word gloriosissima.u
The text of our present-day anamnesis follows the same lines.,. The
adjective gloriosa has been transferred to the Ascension, while the passio
has acquired the attribute tam beata; we surely have reason for hailing
the Passion as blessed, since it is the root of our salvation."' The later
Middle Ages sought to emphasize the memory of the Cross also in the
outward gesture, by reciting the anamnesis prayer, and sometimes also
the Supra quce," with outstretched arms."
Lietzmann, Messe ttnd Herrenmahl, 50 ff.
Lietzmann, 61 f. Cf. the first Mass in the
Gothic Missal (Muratori, II, 518): Hrec
facimus Domine ... commemorantes et cele
brantes passionem unici Filii tui Jesu Chri
sti Domi11i nostri, qui tecum. So, too, sev
eral Mozarabic Masses; Lietzmann, 63.
For the rest it is precisely the anamnesis
of the Gallic liturgies, where they did not
disappear entirely, that show the most
advanced deterioration; Lietzmann, 62 f.
There is merely a general mention of the
mysteries of our Redemption in the East
Syrian anaphora of Theodorus ; Renaudot,
II (1847), 613.
10
Above I, 29.
11
Above I, 52. For Mozarabic parallels see
•

•

Lietzmann, 63.
12
The wording, as it appears in the Sacra
mentaries, shows only insignificant varia
tions; after Unde et memores there is an
insertion of sumus. But that disturbs the
construction. It is, moreover, missing in
Hippolytus and Ambrose and was later
crossed out, probably by Alcuin (Lietz
mann, 59). Some of the old witnesses have
inserted Dei (nostri J. C.) after Domini,
The eiusdem (Christi F. t.) that still pre
cedes today was first put in by the Human
ists of the 16th century; Botte, 40 Ap-

paratus. The eiusdem, however, is still
missing in the Missale Romanum of 1474;
ed. Lippe, HBS, 17), 207. Neither is it
noted in the later editions ; see Lippe
(HBS, 33), 111.
13 Because,
of course, the term passio in
cludes the death of Christ; see Chr. Mohr
mann, Vigilia? christiana?, 4 (1950), n. 21.
The tam has been subjected to textual
criticism, as if quam must have been omit
ted or lost. The criticisms, however, are
not sound; see Botte, 63. It merely sup
plies an emotional re-enforcement in much
the same manner as in the oriental ana
phoras at the beginning of the preface:

·n, (cD.lJOw.; a�<ov);
see above, p. 125, n.
59. A Mozarabic anamnesis presents some
thing similar with Habentes a11te oculos
... tantw passionis triumphos; Ferotin,
Le liber mo::arabicus sacramentorum, p.
250.
14 A
Missale Ursinense cited by Gerbert,
Vetus liturgia Alemannica I, 363, puts be
fore Supra quw the notation: Hie extende
brachia quantumcumque pates.
10
End of the 12th century among the
Premonstratensians (Waefelghem, 78);
Ordinarium, O.P. of 1256
(Guerrini,
242); Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk,
95). From then on the practice spread
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In most of the oriental formulas the anamnesis underwent an extended
evolution, but in the chief liturgies this did not go beyond a development
of the theme of redemption. The three steps, Passion, Resurrection and
Ascension, continue as the permanent threesome around which every added
thing is marshalled. Thus to the Passion is added, for example, "the life
giving Cross and the three-days' stay in the tomb" (in the Byzantine
Liturgy of St. James). And after the Ascension, is added in both these
cases-and similarly in most of the others-the sitting at the right hand
of the Father and "the glorious and awesome second coming."'" It is the
description of the second coming which bursts the limitations of the
anamnesis as such, particularly in West-Syrian formulas, as

(for in

stance) in the fourth-century addition: "when He comes with glory and
power to judge the living and the dead and to reward everyone according
to his deeds,"17 a description which grows ever richer and more fearsome

1B

and which, in the Greek anaphora of St. James, is supplemented by a plea
for mercy." Later West-Syrian formulas even tacked on other events in
Christ's life."" Similarly, His birth is mentioned also in the Occident, but
this is not found till long after, in late Carolingian Mass books."'

widely; cf. Franz, 612; Solch, Hugo, 93 f.;
Leroquais, I, 315; II, 182, 262, etc. St.
Thomas Aquinas defends it, Summa theol.,
III, 83, 5 ad 5. The first leaning towards
this practice is found in Bernold of Con
stance, Micrologus, c. 16 (PL, 151, 987);

Cf. Luykx (Anal. Prrem., 1946-1947),
68 f, 89. Dominicans, Carmelites, and Car
thusians still do it. Contrary to the state
ments copied by Lebrun I, 428, it must
have prevailed for a long time also at
Rome ; the strange mode of expression in
the Ordo of Stefaneschi (about 1311), c.
71 (PL, 78, 1189 A), that certainly goes
beyond n. 53 (1166 D) : Hie ampliet

17 Co1zst. Ap., VIII, 1 2, 38 (Quasten, Mon.,
223).
1B In some of the \Vest Syrian anaphoras
of later origin the terrors of the second
advent are depicted in glaring colors. The

description at times is spread over half, in
fact over an entire printed page. Renaudot,
II (1847), 147, 165, 190 f., 205, 216, etc.
Brightman, 53, 1. 3 : ... ><a-d: " " 1ipra au"roii
<pElaa< -iJtJ.wv, ><up<• o 6Eo� iJtJ.<ov. A like peti
tion from the people follows : see below, n.
31.
19

00

The anaphora of St. Ignatius mentions

birth and baptism (Renaudot, II, 216), the

manus et brachia, proves it, even as the
Roman rubric of 1534 cited by Lebrun
himself, lac. cit.: extensis manibus ante
Pectus more consueto, which is almost
equivalent to a suppression.-Regarding
the attempt to pantomine the resurrection

anaphora of St. Mark the conception, birth,

and ascension, see above I, 107.
•• Lietzmann, S0-57. The form in the Apo

Botte, 40, Apparatus: admirabilis nativi
tatis. The adjectives vary. The 11ativitas
was already read into the text by Amalar,
De eccl. off., III, 25 (PL, 105, 1141 B).
But Bernold of Constance (d. 1100),
Micrologus, c. 13 (PL, 151, 985 C) fights
against this expansion. "1\ everthcless it sur
vived until the late Middle Ages; see
Leroquais, III, 420; Ebner, 418. Regard
ing the question whether a citation by

stolic Coustitutions is somewhat simpler;
see above I, 37. The decorative adjectives
in the Syrian formularies are worthy of
note, e.g., in the anaphora of St. James
(Brightman, 52 f.) :
MEtJ.vw.evo< • • • '<wv
�<tJ01tO!WV CJ!�'t"OU 1tCJ!61jl).<hwv, 't"OU C!W'rl)plou
a"raupou,

•

•

•

'<i)�

aEU'<Epa�

ljlO�<pou ao"roii 1tapouala.;;.

£ya6�ou

><al

and baptism (ibid., II, 178), the anaphora
of Maruthas the birth, the lying in the
manger, baptism fasting, and temptation,
as well as various phases of the history of
the Passion (ibid., 263).
21
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The mention of various phases in the work of redemption which are to
be kept in remembrance is often matched in oriental liturgies by a well
rounded expansion of the words incorporating Christ's injunction to do
as He had done. At first only the words of St.Paul are put on Christ's lips.""
But then the addition is made of the Resurrection,"" or of the Resurrection
and Ascension, especially in Egyptian liturgies: "As often as you eat this
bread ...you shall manifest My death and profess My Resurrection and
Ascension, until I come.""" Similar formations made their way into the area
of the Gallic liturgies;

z

thus a Milanese formula reads as follows: H rec

quotiescumque jeceritis, in meam commemorationem facietis, mortem
meam prredicabitis, resurrectionem meam annuntiabitis, adventum meum
sperabitis, donee iterum de crelis veniam ad vos.""
The remembrance should be realized not only in and by the priest, but
also in and by the entire congregation assembled. In the Roman l\Iass this
is brought out by the fact that the subject of the anamnesis is defined as
nos servi tui, sed et plebs tua sancta. In Egypt, at an early date, it was
revealed even more vividly; a solemn outcry of the people, corresponding
to the expanded phrases of our Lord's injunction to do as He had done,
followed immediately after it as a sort of response to it, and was then
followed by the priest's prayer. Even today the Coptic Mass retains this
anamnesis cry of the people, and since it still employs the Greek tongue it
is evidently a heritage of at least the sixth century. Tov 6iviX-:6v cro�, x6pte,

IX! IXj'jEAAOI!eY XIX! 't�Y &:y11Xv crou dvdcr"IX::rtv XIX! dvci);rJ[J.'�tY b�Loloyo UIJ.ev." In
Egypt the anamnesis of the priest has likewise acquired its own special

X

pattern by the use of the Pauline formulation. The main Egyptian liturgies
not only begin with a Memorcs, MeiJ.Ylj�LEYOt, but in addition use a rather
expanded

schema

Arnobius the Younger

for

what

(about

follows

460), In

Ps. 110 (PL, 53, 497 B; Batte, 41), pre

supposes the addition in the Roman Mass,
see Batte, 63 f. The probability is slight.
More likely it was in some Gallic 11asses
(for Arnobius is generally regarded as a
Gaul) that the birth was already then
named. In any case, it is found in sub
stance in the Gothic Missal of the 7th cen
tury (�luratori, II, 522): Credimus, Do
mine, advcntum tuum, reco/imus passio11cm
tuam.
Mozarabic examples stress the
venisse, incanzatw11 fuisse, Lietzrnann,
65 f. The illcarllatio als o appears here and
there in Roman Mass books of the Middle
Ages, e.g., in the Missal of Lagny (11th
cent.; Lcroquais, I, 171) : illcarllalionis,
llativitatis.
22 Thus Co11st. Ap., VIII, 12, 37 (Quasten,
Jr[ 011., 223) :
. 't�Y OO.vcnov 'tOY EjJ.�Y
.

xa,ayyD..).en,

•

axpt<; av now.

More refer-

by

announcing (xo:'tiXj'jEAAoV'te�)

ence and detailed analysis also for that
which follows in Hamm, 90 f.
"'The anaphora of St. James (Brightman,
52) ; Byzantine liturgy of St. Basil (ibid.,
328); Papyrus of Der-Balyzeh (Quasten,
Moll., 42).
"'Egyptian anaphora of St. Mark (Bright
man, 133).
""Hamm, 91 f.
""Hamm, 91.

"'Brightman, 177. Cf. also in the Ethio
pian liturgy: ibid., 232 f. In a somewhat
more original form ( 'l.6pte, ci; Lxv crou and
Y.atl <:bdc).r,iJ.�tv are missing) in the papyrus
of Der-Balyzeh ( Q uas t c n, Moll., 42). It
is clear from the address to Christ that
we haYe here a passage said by the peo
ple. The continuation a fter OiJ.oAoyoiiiJ.EV,
which reads :,atl 8E6iJ.&x is to be compared
with the cry of the people in the Ethiopian
Mass (Brightman, 233, I. 1).
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His death, by confessing (o[J.ol.oyo unec;), His Resurrection ... by awaiting
(:i..-:ex3ez.6tJ.evot) His second coming, we offer up to Thee ...""

The second point that is expressed in the Unde et memores and then
taken up and developed in the following prayers, is the oblation or offer
ing. Here we have the central sacrificial prayer of the entire Mass, the
foremost liturgical expression of the fact that the Mass is actually a sac
rif1ce. In this connection it is to be noted that there is reference here
exclusively to a sacrifice offered up by the Church. Christ, the high-priest,
remains wholly in the background. It is only in the ceremonies of the
consecration, when the priest all at once starts to present our Lord's
actions step by step, acting as Christ's mouthpiece in reciting the words
of transubstantiation--only here is the veil momentarily withdrawn from
the profound depths of this mystery. But now it is once more the Church,
the attendant congregation, that speaks and acts. And it is the Church
in concreto, manifest plainly in its membership; it is the congregation

composed of the "servants" of God and the "holy people," which has
already appeared as the subject of the remembrance in the anamnesis.
To show how aware the Church is of what she is, we must point to the
significant words here used, plebs sancta, words which bring to the fore
the sacerdotal dignity of the people of God in the sense implied by
1 Peter 2 :5, 9."'

In oriental liturgies the priest's prayer does not contain any equiva
lent expression which so clearly states that priest and people alike are
subjects of the remembrance and the oblation. But instead, both for the
remembrance and the oblation, they have exclamations by which the people
ratify the action of the priest-and these in addition to the primitive and
universal Amen at the end of the canon. In the Byzantine Mass the priest
utters the words of remembrance and oblation in the form of participles:
:\Iep.vr,�J.€vot ... 'lt"o�:pe"wce�; the people complete the sentence with the
cry: O"E U[J.VOU[l.eV, O"E eUAOjOU[l.eV, cro! euxa"ta'COU[l.e'.l, )'.U\)te, "l'.(lt Oe6[l.e6ri crou,
"" It is an oblation of praise, of thanksgiving, of petition.
o Oeoc; ��J.wv.
"'Brightman, 133; 178.-Related formu
laries appear also in the Gallican and espe
cially in the Mozarabic liturgy, where the
anamneses begin with llllllfiamus, prredica
mus, or with credi11ms, confitemur, re
spectively with (venturum) prrestolamur.
Lietzmann, 60-67.
"'The phrase ordo et plebs for clerics and
people, in Tertullian, De c.rhort. cast., c. 7
(CSEL, 70, 138, I. 18) ; cf. Riitten, "Phil
ologisches zum Canon missa:" (SIZ, 1938,
I) 44 f. For plebs smrcta, c£. St. Augus
tine's address to the people, sanctitas ve
stra, or also the designations sacrata plebs,
Populus smrctus Dei, in other passages of
the Roman liturgy. See also the data in

Botte, 64 f. The clergy's designation of
themselves as servi finds its justification
in Scripture, especially in the Old Testa
ment: servi Domi11i for the Levites (e.g.,
Ps. 133: 1), perhaps even in the Lord's
parable of the fide/is servus. The plural
servi is in accord not only with the con
ditions of the Roman stational services, but
also with the rule that the priest must
celebrate at least with a deacon; cf. above
I, 208.
""Thus already in the text of the 9th cen
tury: Brightman, 329 (as a cry of the
people) ; cf. 386 (now given to the choir).
The phrase was also taken up by the re
maining liturgies of the Orient.
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In the West-Syrian l\Iass, too, the people add a cry of petition after the
oblation; this recurs in all West-Syrian anaphoras.
"1

In the Roman Mass just a few impressive words are used for the obla
tion. In Hippolytus the terseness here as well as in the anamnesis borders
on the extreme: Memores igitur mortis et resurrectionis eius offerimus
tibi panem et calicem. In the present Roman canon the expression has
hardly blossomed out beyond this, and it is not till the concluding words,
the five-part description of the sacrificial gifts, that the phrasing is caught
up in the enveloping praise: offerimus prceclarce maiestati tuce de tuis donis
ac datis hostiam puram, hostiam sanctam ... By the use of the words
maiestas tua (which we encountered already in the preface) as a term of
address, we are brought face to face with the divine greatness before
which man crumbles into nothingness.In accordance with this considera
tion, the gifts which we undertake to present to Him must be regarded as
already His own; they are de tuis donis ac datis. This is a biblical concept

(1 Para!. 29:14) that reappears time and again in different forms on
foundation inscriptions of Christian antiquity.Where the pagan founder
of a sanctuary or a memorial, conscious of his own largess, has the words
de suo fecit carved on the stone, the Christian benefactor humbly acknowl
edges that all he has given was granted him by God; his gift is ex donis
Dei., Thus, too, every sacrificial gift which we can proffer to God is
already "a gift and a present" which He had loaned us.And this is surely
true in an eminent way of the gift on our altars.Another concept that
might be a contributing factor here is the one proposed by Irenreus in his
opposition to Gnosticism; with regard to the material components of our
sacrifice, he argues that we do not offer up an uncreated being, but rather
we sacrifice to the Lord of creation something that He himself has
created...
Similar thoughts are given solemn utterance in the Byzantine Mass,
where the priest, after softly finishing the anamnesis, continues in a loud
voice: 't� crd: h 't"W'I awv crol 7tf)O�i(E�OV't"E� l'.:Z't� -..civ-r:z Y.o:l cd 7.cX'I'tiX; this
is followed by the exclamation of the people already referred to." The
phrase is probably as old as the Roman de tuis donis ac datis. It even
occurs, without any change whatever, on inscriptions. For instance, it

The priest: "We offer this fearful and
unbloody sacrifice that Thou deal not with
us after our sins ... for Thy people and
Thy church (o y<l:p A<X6<; aou "'"'\ � h><Ar,al<X
aou, and ><<Xl � ><Ar,poYo..,.l<X aou) entreat
Thee ... " And the people answer "Have
mercy upon us, 0 God, the Father al
mighty!" Brightman, 53; 88; Riicker, Die
syrische J akobusanaphora, 18 f.
32 Thus an evangeliary at Monza bears the
inscription: Ex donis Dei dedit Theo-

31

delmda reg [ina]

in basilica quam funda
vit. More examples in H. Leclercq, "Donis
Dei (de)": DACL, IV, 1507-1510.
lren<eus, Adv. hcer., IV, 18, 5 (Quasten,
Mon., 347) : ?tpo;vl!po..,.eY <Xu-r<i> d 'iot<X.
Cf. above I, 23 f.

113

"' Brightman, 329. From the Byzantine lit
urgy the phrase passed over into the
Egyptian and the Armenian: ibid., 133, I.
30; 178, I. 15; 438, I. 9.
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decorates a silver chalice of the sixth century, discovered at Orontes.
Later, it was to be found on the altar of the Hagia Sophia at Constanti
nople."" In either case, the words were meant to convey not only our
acknowledgement that all we can offer God, whether it be celestial or
terrestrial, comes from Him, but even more our proud satisfaction in
being able to secure from this world of ours the visible garb for the sacred
gifts that lie upon the altar.""
Next the gifts themselves are given mention, just as they are found in
our hands, and the mention turns into a short hymn on the Blessed Sacra
ment. First, the sacrament is described in three phrases which stress the
spotless purity and holiness of the sacrifice: hostiam puram, hostiam
sanctam, hostiam immaculatam.3'1 Our sacrifice is not like that of the
heathens or even that of the Jews, who could offer God only a material
and bloody sacrifice; ours is spiritualized and therefore clean. Its positive
content is next suggested, first of all by the word hostia, which originally
implied a living being. The subsequent words also continue the same line
of thought,"" for they are a two-part expression (corresponding to the
double form of the sacrificial gifts) proclaiming the preciousness of these
gifts, pointing to the results of partaking of them, the everlasting life to
wards which they tend:"" panem sanctum vitce ceternce et calicem salutis
perpetuce!0
,. References in Rucker, Die syrische la
lwbusanaphora, 19 apparatus.
""Cf. Gihr, 689. The same also in Benedict
XIV, De s. sacrificio missre, II. 16, 1
(Schneider 203 f.). Similar expressions in
the secreta formulas of the Leonianum:
Deus ... accipe propitius qure de luis donis
tibi nos offerre voluisti (}.luratori, I,
386); Offerimus tibi, Domine, munera
qure dcdisti ( ibid , 370). It is therefore
at least highly improbable that, as most in
.

terpreters declare, only the consecration
gifts are meant by the de tuis donis ac

datis.
37

Less euphonious but theologically more

precise is the terminology in the Armenian
text of the canon (see above I, 52), where
the Christian sacrifice is characterized
as immaculatam hostiam, rationabilem
lzostiam, incruentam hos tiam The word
rationabilis describes the spirituality of the
sacrifice (cf. above I, 24 f.) ; this same
quality is indicated negatively in incruenta
(chcx!IJ.cxX"to�),an adjective also favored for
the first word of the group; Case!, "Ein
orientalisches Kultwort" (JL, 11, 1931),
.

2£.
38 H. Elfers,

Theolo gie und Glaube, 33

(1941 ), 352 f., makes the whole expression
refer to the gifts yet to be "transubstanti
ated," but this is an assumption without
foundation in the text and against which
Ambrose-here surely a reliable witness
firmly protests (cf. above I, 52). The
oriental liturgies also are content in this
prayer to designate the sacrifice as "clean,"
"unbloody," "fruitful"; cf. Hanssens, Ill,
451, who calls this mode of expression vaga
et obscura. Is it not rather in substance a
reverential reserve that prompted this
mode of expression ?
118

Cf. John 6: 51 ff.

"' This double expression, but in simpler
form, is also in Ambrose's text of the
canon; see above I, 52. Perhaps the text
presented at this particular place in the
fifth Sunday Mass of the Gothic Missal is
the more original ( M uratori, II, 654)
.
offerimus tibi, Domine, /zane immacula
tam hostiam, rationalem hostiam, incruen
tam hostiam, hunc panem sanctum et cali
cem salutarem. The designation of the
chalice here according to Ps. 115: 13; it
is evidently also the basis for the Roman
text. Cf. Case!, op. cit., 13 with n. 26.
.

.
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In the eucharistia of Hippolytus the awareness that the possibility of
offering such gifts is the greatest grace suggested the inclusion of a word
of thanks at the close of the oblation: gratias tibi agentes quia nos dignos
habuisti adstare coram te et tibi ministrare." Some formularies in the
East also contain a thanksgiving in the same position."' And either then,
or else right after the oblation, they make a transition to the epiklesis.
The Roman :Mass, on the contrary, lingers on the main theme, the obla
tion, without going into these subsidiary ideas.

15. Supra qum and Supplices
For man-and even for the ecclesiastical congregation-to offer God
gifts, no matter how holy these might be, is certainly the utmost daring.
For this reason the oblation is expressed in yet another manner, in words
that endeavor to show that it is nothing less than a grace of God to expect
the acceptance of the gifts from our hands.
All we can do is make the offering; offerimus. It is up to God to cast
a favorable glance

1

upon our offering (respicere) and to consider it with

approval (accepta habere). Continuing in this figurative language, we add
that it also pertains to God to have our gifts carried up to His heavenly
altar of sacrifice.' The line of thinking manifested in these words follows
easily and naturally from what precedes,• and it therefore belongs to the
"'- Cf. above I, 29, also retained in Greek in
Const. Ap., VIII, 12, 38 (Quasten, Mon.,
223)

:

i�' 0 �� X<X'rl)� lwcra� i)(J.<i� ecr-raY<Xt EYW'ltt6Y

crou xal lepa-reuetY crot. The word lepa-reuetv

naturally signifies priestly service. But
there is nothing here to prove that this
word lepa-reum refers only to the bishop
and his priests, who with him spread their
hands over the gift offerings (above I, 29),
and still less, as Elfers, Die Kirchenord
nung Hippolyts, 303 f., further argues,
that the offerimus and lastly the prayer of
thanksgiving in general is the function of
the clerics only. If so, why, then, is the
Gratias agamus addressed to all and an
swered by all? The lepa-reuetY is the serv
ice of the lepe<�· And under this term of
lepei� not only ] ustin, but with special
emphasis Origen, who is so close to Hip
polytus, comprise the whole of God's peo
ple. Cf. E. Niebecker, Das allemeine
Priestertum der Gliiubigen (Paderborn,
1936), 18-27; St. v. Dunin Borkowski,
"Die Kirche als Stiftung Jesu" (Religion,
Christentum, Kirche, edited by Esser and
Mausbach, II; Kempten, 1913), 55-70.

'"Besides the Const. Ap., VIII, 12, 38
(foregoing note), the Byzantine liturgy of
St. Basil (Brightman, 329, 1. 14) and the
Armenian liturgy (ibid., 438, l. 16). In
these last texts it is clearly the thanks of
the official priests who thus in prayer dis
tinguish themselves from the general com
munity.
1 Propitio ac sereno vultu:
with inclined
(eager) and joyful countenance. The same
picture in Ps. 30: 17: illustra faciem tuam;
Ps. 66: 2: illuminet vultum suum.
2 In Ambrose's text of the canon only the
latter of the two ideas is expressed; see
above I, 52. It is, therefore, the more
original.
8 A certai n roughness of grammatical ex
pression that was exploited by critics of
the canon (Fortescue, The Mass, 153; cf.
348) does not really contradict this. It
should, of course, read: Supra qure
respicere et qutE accepta habere digneris,
still this "more correct" sentence forma
tion would be too draggy. A similar a bbre
viation of expression we found also at the
beginning of the Communicantes.
•

•

•
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most ancient portion of even the non-Roman liturgy.' And yet it gives
occasion for more than one problem.
The first thing that strikes us is the fact that these prayers linger wholly
over the external performance of the sacrifice, tracing each step of it
prayerfully. They are concerned that the symbol be properly executed and
also acknowledged by God. But regarding what is symbolized, that sacri
ficial sentiment from which our action must proceed, that spirit of sacri
fice which rightly plays so great a role (perhaps not yet sufficiently
stressed) in our present-day religious thinking and in our pastoral moni
tions regarding attendance at Holy Mass, the wholehearted subjection of
the creature to the Creator, the ever-growing conformity of our will with
that of almighty God, the resolute surge of our mind towards that mind
"which was in Christ Jesus"-all this is here given no special considera
tion. But this should in no way astonish us. After all, in view of the
sacrificial activity of the community, such a state of mind in the individual
is taken for granted; it is presupposed, if not as something already
acquired, then surely as something to be sought. Expression must be given
not to the subjective striving (which varies from soul to soul), but to the
objective act which is valid for all.
A further surprise is the fact that even after the gifts have been con
secrated and changed there should still be a plea for acceptance. For there
is question here really of the most sacred gifts, of the sacrificial oblation
which Christ Himself makes ministerio sacerdotum. Certainly there can
be no thought of pleading for its acceptance, since it is antecedently valid
in full. On the contrary, all the sacrifices which are cited from the Old
Testament, those of Abel and Abraham and Melchisedech, are only earthly
shadows of its heavenly grandeur.
As a matter of fact, the Reformers who raised their voices against the
Mass and canon also pounced on this point, that the priest undertook to
play the part of mediator between Christ and God. Right down to our
own day, therefore, modern commentaries on the Mass have assumed a
tone of apology when explaining this passage."

But if we reflect for a

moment that the sacrifice of the New Law, being an act of official worship,
'Cf. Canst. Ap., VIII, 12, 39

(Quasten,

MOil., 223): here, too, the ,.� o c; 9 e � o !J.ev. is
expanded: :x.o:l &�tOUiJ.'!Y cre o1twc; eUIJ.eYGlc;
ht�"Aeljll)c;. Cf. above I, 37.
" See the summary presentation in Benedict

XIV, De s. sacrificio missce, II, 16, 10-22
( ed. Schneider, 208-216). The learned
Pope refers, among others, to Bellarmine,

Collfrov., II, 6, 24 (= De sacri/. missre,
II, 24; ed. Rom. 1838: III, 802), who
states: In the Supra qua; we do not pray
Pro reconciliatione Christi ad Patrem, but
for our own weakness ; etsi enim oblatio

consecrata ex parte rei qua; o ffertur et ex
parte Christi principalis offerentis sem
per Deo placeat, tamen ex parte ministri
vel populi adstantis, qui simul etiam of
femnt, palest non placere. Similar views
expressed by Gihr, 691-696. The attack
against the reality of the sacrifice of the
Mass in the controversy with the Reform
ers served to bring the Sacrifice of Christ
to the fore. But a consideration of the litur
gical texts leads back to the sacrifice of
the Church. Cf. above I, 180 ff.
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is essentially placed in the hands of the Church, which in turn relies on
the sacrifice of Christ, then it becomes clear at once that we possess there
in, despite the solemnity of its essential core, only an external symbol by
which the Church--or more immediately, the congregation-honors God.
And God can really receive it from her hands as a gift of homage only
when at least the lowest degree of an internal will to give on the part of
the participants accompanies and quickens the external offering. In this
sense, then, it would be quite understandable that the harsh words of the
prophets, in which God rejects the purely external and soulless offerings
of His people: would refer with equal weight to the sacrifice of the New
Law, were it offered by unworthy sacerdotal hands. Besides, in such a case
little more would remain of this holiest of sacrifices than a new hie et nunc
of Christ's sacrifice long since accomplished, a hie et nunc which is with
out its complete salvific meaning, since, contrary to its purpose, it is no
longer the expression of a willing Christian mind, no longer has its roots
in the earth, but hovers aimlessly in the air.7
Since corruptible and sinful man can never be sufficiently worthy of the
great and holy God this humble plea for God's gracious glance is in any
case well-grounded. Joined to it is a confident reference to the illustrative
figures of the Old Testament, whose sacrifice had won God's pleasure.
The outstanding types from the Old Dispensation are reviewed to en
courage the soul, and a certain pride takes possession of our hearts as we
link our action with the action of these biblical saints. Three figures are
selected: innocent Abel," who made a sacrifice of tlile firstlings of his flock
(Genesis: 4 :4) and himself succumbed to his brother's hate--our gift is
"the Lamb of God," the first-born of all creation: who turned His death,
suffered at the hands of His own people, into a sacrifice of redemption.
Next, Abraham who, as ancestor of all "who are of faith,"

10

is called

"our patriarch," the hero of obedience to God, ready to make a sacrifice
of his very son, but receiving him back alive (cf. Hebrews, 11 :19)-our
sacrifice, too, the most perfect expression of obedience unto death, has
risen again and returned to life. Finally, l\1elchisedech who, as priest of
the most high God," offers up bread and wine "--our oblation also is taken
"Is. 1: 11; Jer. 6: 20; Amos 5: 21-23;
Mal. 1: 10.
7 This extreme case is, however, not entire
ly present even in an unworthy celebration
of the priest, not so long as at least oRe
participant takes part with proper dispo
sitions.
8 The adjective justus is applied to Abel
by Christ Himself, Matt. 23: 35; cf. Herb.
11 : 4. Pueri tui = of your servant, but as
with "lt:al<;, implying also a father-child re
lationship. In this sense the word is also
applied to Israel in Luke 1 : 54. Cf. also

J. Hennig, "Abel's Place in the Liturgy,"
Tlze�logical Studies, 7 (1946), 126-141.
° Cf. He�r. 1 : 6; Col. 1: 18; Romans 8: 29.
10
Gal. 3: 7; cf. Leo the Great, Senna,
53, 3 ( I'L, 54, 318) · ·:as spiritale semen
Abrahm. Batiffol, Le<;ons, 268.
11
The canon calls him High Priest. Re
garding the hypothesis which Baumstark
builds upon this appellation, cf. I, 51,
note 6.
12
The biblical text of Gen 14: 18 speaks
directly only of a "producing" or "bringing
forward" by Melchisedech (Vulgate also:
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from bread and wine."' May God (such is our prayer) look down upon
our oblation with the same pleasure as He looked upon the oblation of
these men; respexit Dominus ad Abel et ad munera ejus, as we read con
cerning the first of them:" on Abel, and on his offering, the Lord looked
with favor. That prayer of ours will be fulfilled if the oblation proceeds
from an intention pure as theirs, and if the temper of our own hearts
accords in some measure with the incomparable holiness of our sacrifice.�
This comparative view of the Christian sacrifice in conjunction with
the sacrifices of the Old Law, and in particular with those specially men
tioned, was not alien to Christian antiquity. In fact, this consideration of
the Old Testament as the antecedent shadow of the New was as self
evident to primitive Christianity as was the concept of the continuity of
the history of grace. Abraham's sacrifice was one of the favorite subjects
of ancient Christian iconography, and at least since the fourth century
it appears predominantly as a type of the sacrifice of the Cross, and there
fore, mediately at least, as a type of the eucharistic sacrifice.'" But there
is immediate reference to the Eucharist in the representation of the three
types mentioned in the canon found in the two large mosaics in the choir
of San Vitale in Ravenna. One of these shows Abel and Melchisedech, the
former bringing a lamb, the latter bread and wine to the altar. The other
pictures Abraham in two different scenes, in one case at the point of
sacrificing his son, in the other as host to the three mysterious strangers."

Proferens). Still the reference to the priest
hood gives reason and substance to the
supposition that his deed involved a sacri
ficial action. Cf. the excursus on this ques
tion in P. Heinisch, Das Buch Gmesis
(Donn, 1930), 222, and J. E. Coleran,
"The Sacrifice of Melchisedech," Theol
ogical Studies, I (1940), 27-36. There is
probably a similar relationship between
the offering to God and the feeding of
the assembled people as in the Jewish
meal rites; cf. above I, 21, n. 63; II, p. 202,
n. 1.
''The identity of the gift offering, which,
as is known, is not mentioned in the Epistle
to the Hebrews in the comparison of
Christ with Melchisedeeh, is brought to the
fore over and over again in Christian
antiquity; thus Cyprian, Ep., 63, 3; Am
brose, De myst., VIII, 45 f.; Augustine,
De civ. Dei, XVI, 22. Cf. also G. Wuttke,
".\felchisedech der Priesterkonig von Sa
lem. Eine Studie zur Geschichte der Ex
egese" (Beihefte ::;. Zictschrift f. d. neutest.
IViss., 5; Giessen, 1927), 46 f. ; ] . Danie
lou, La catechese eucharistique chez les

Peres de l'Eglise (Lex orandi, 7; Paris,
1947), 33-72, especially 45 f. ; idem, Bible
(Lex orandi, 11, Paris,
et Liturgie
1951), 196-201).
"Gen. 4: 4; cf. Deut. 26: 15. The expres
sion is of course very common in the
oratons: Respice quresumus Domine, etc.
It is worthy of note that in the prophecy
of Malachy regarding the cult of the future
the announcement of a purified priesthood
should find its place alongside the an
nouncement of a new, clean oblation,
through which the name of the Lord God
should be great among all nations ( 1 : 11);
"and he will purify the sons of Levi and
shall refine them as gold and as sil
ver, and they shall offer sacrifice to the
Lord in justice. And the sacrifice of
] uda and ] erusalem shall once more
please the Lord . .. " (3 : 3 f.). Cf. Gihr,
693 f.
Cf. Th. Klauser, "Abraham": RAC, I,
18-27, especially 25.
Cf. Beissel, Bilder, 170 f., 178; cf. ibid.,
189, regarding the related representation in
S. Apollinare in C1asse.
16

1°

17
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It may be that the wording of the Roman canon itself gave an impetus to
these portrayals at Ravenna,'" but the mention of Abel and Abraham (to
whom Melchisedech was perhaps joined originally '9 ) in an Egyptian
offertory prayer brings us back to a much earlier period when Rome and
Egypt had a liturgical practice in common.""
In the Roman canon the name of Melchisedech is followed by a further
clarifying phrase: sanctum sacrificium, immaculatam hostiam. This is an
addition which the Liber pontificalis attributes to Leo the Great: Hie

constituit ut intra actionem sacrificii dicetur: sanctum sacrificium et
cetera." Older commentators frequently understood this addition as an
attribute of the Christian sacrifice, as though meant in apposition to
(Supra quce, with the words in between, sicuti
Melchisedech, con
strued as parenthetical."") but the purport of the words demands rather
.

.

.

a connection with the sacrifice of Melchisedech. For this reason there is
no accompanying sign of the Cross."' True, to us nowadays such an addi
tion might appear superfluous. But it was otherwise in the fifth century,
when anti-materialist heresies were still causing trouble, when in par
ticular the use of wine was still exposed to Manichean attacks," and the

18

A parallel to this is offered in S. Apol
linare nuovo at Ravenna, in the represen
tation of a row of saints, that reproduce
the list of the Communica11tes as it was in
the first half of the 6th century: Kennedy,
197. Prayer formulas with the names of
Abel, Abraham, and Melchisedech, that
derive from the Roman canon, are pre
sented also in the Mozarabic Liber sacra
melltorum (Ferotin, p. 262) and in the
Leonianum (Muratori, I, 470); see Botte,
Le ca11on, 43.
19 Baumstark, Das Problem, 230 f. Rather
loosely linked with the idea of sacrifice, al
though always called <i?X<EpEu� ai)� AcnpEla:�,
Melchisedech appears in Const. Ap., VIII,
12, 21-23 (Quasten, Mon., 218), along
with others named in the primitive biblical
history, such as Abel, N oe, and Abraham.
In the Byzantine liturgy of St. Basil there
is also a petition of acceptance which re
fers, among others, to Abel, N oe, and
Abraham (Brightman, 319 f.); so, too, in
the anaphora of St. James (ibid., 41; cf.
32; 48). The pertinent prayers are still
found before the consecration. Cf. the sur
vey in Lietzmann, Messe und Herrenmahl,
81-93; Fortescue, 349 f.
""Brightman, 129. The prayer is now in
cluded within the prayer of intercession
and accompanies an incensation. As in Am-

brose's text of the canon, (above I, 52),
so here, too, the names are combined with
the petition that the gifts be placed upon
the heavenly altar. Cf. Baumstark, Le
liturgie oriental i e le preghiere "Supra
qure" e "Supplices" del canone romano
(2nd ed.;
Grottaferrata, 1913), 4 ff.;
idem., "Das 'Problem' des romischen Mess
kanons (Eph. liturg., 1939), 229-231.
21 Duchesne, Liber pont., I, 239. That the
words are an addition is clear from the
use of the Supra qure in the Mozarabic lit
urgy, where precisely these words are miss
ing; Ferotin, Le liber mozarabicus sacra
mentormn, p. 262; Missale mi.:rtum (PL,
85, 491 B).
.. More details about this in Benedict XIV,
De s. sacrificio missre, II, 16, 16 f., 21 f.
(Ed. Schneider, 211 f., 214 f.), who him
self inclines to this explanation.
23 Only in isolated instances is a
(double)
sign of the cross added : thus in the Sacra
mentary of the lOth century from Trier;
Leroquais, I. 84.
.. Duchesne, loc. cit., thinks the supple
ment was directed against the Manicheans,
to whom even an Augustine shortly before
had given his adherence. The Manicheans,
among other things, condemned the use of
wine. The phrase, therefore, is on the same
level as the de tuis donis ac datis of the
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disuse of the chalice at Communion roused a suspicion of Manichean
sentiment."'"
The oblation is set forth in a third way, in the Supplices. A gift is fully
accepted not when it has drawn to itself a friendly glance, but when it
is actually taken into the recipient's possession. In a daring illustration
this final phase of human gift-giving is transferred to our sacrificial gift
and to God to whom we offer it. The Apocalypse, 8:3-5, tells of an altar
in heaven on which the angel deposits incense and the prayers of the
saints: "And there was given to him [the angel] much incense, that he
should offer of the prayers of all the saints, upon the golden altar which
is before the throne of God.""' This is but a figure of spiritual activity, just
as it is only a figure to speak of the throne of God. But the figure serves
as a device in the third prayer, where the offering of our sacrifice is now
to be set forth as a petition for its final acceptance.
The wording of the older version in Ambrose shows clearly that we are
dealing with a plea for acceptance: Petimus et precamur, ut hanc oblatio
nem suscipias in sublimi altari tuo per manus angelorum tuorum, sicut
rn In our current text the figure, as against the
suscipere dignatus es
.

.

.

reality, is even more sharply delineated. The prayer begs for the sending
of a holy angel .. to carry the gifts .. to the heavenly altar which is erected
before the face of the divine majesty.30 Such a mode of expression, speak
ing of the heavenly altar, is to be found in various places in the Eastern
liturgies since early times."

preceding prayer, as a new proof of the
earthbound character of the Christian sac
rifice.
:11; Leo the Great, Sermo 4 de Qua d r. (PL,
54, 279 f.); Gelasius I, Ep. 37, 2 (Thiel,
451 f.).
" The heavenly altar also in Is. 6: 6. It
Hermas, Pastor,
appears likewise in
:\land., X, 3, 2 f.; Iremeus, Adv. hmr. , IV,
31, 5 (al. IV, 19 1; Harvey, II, 210).
,
Further passages in Righetti, M anuale,
II I, 336. The picture in the Apocalypse has
nothing to do with the theological question
whether there is a sacrifice in heaven. For
avowedly in the biblical passage it is not
a question of visible gifts but of prayer
offered by the faithful that is symbolically
represented as incense rising from the
altar.
"'Ambrose,
I, 52).

De sacramentis, IV, 6

(above

28 The adjective san ct i (angeli), it is true,
appears already in the early Irish tradition
of the Roman canon, but is missing in the
rest of the older texts. Botte, 42.
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These are simply designated by hmc. But
that is more striking than the (Supra)
qum of the preceding prayer, which surely
can be considered as combining pa n e m san
ctum, etc. This vagueness and mere hinting
is apparently a manifestation of the reve
rent reserve which reappears throughout
the history of religions in so many shapes
and forms and which, in fact, is one of the
sources of the discipline of the arcana; d.
W. Havers, Neuere Literatt�r zum Sprach

tabu (Sitzungsber. d. Akademie d. Wiss.
in Wien, Phil. hist. Kl., 223, 5). The iso
lated reading jube hoc appears in the late
Middle Ages, wherein the hoc is under
stood to mean the Church on earth; Solch,
Hugo , 94 f.
80 Thus according to the text of today. In
the same passage some few MSS. have in
c o n spec t um. Moreover, the phrase is miss
ing not only in Ambrose, but also in the
Cod. Rossianus; consequently it is a later
addition; see Brinktrine. Die hl. Messe,

204f.
"'Const.

Ap., VIII, 13, 3

( Quasten,

Mon.,
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In the Roman liturgy, where the Supplices in the canon is the only
instance of the use of this figure, medieval commentators ascribed a very
wide significance to the heavenly altar in the performance of the sacrifice.
This is correlated for the most part with the incomplete sacramental
theology of the time. Remigius of Auxerre considered that after the Body
and Blood of Christ were made present by the words of institution, a
second act was necessary by which the Body of Christ on earth, sacra
mentally present in many different places, was drawn into unity with the
glorified corpus Domini in heaven. This action was petitioned and con
sumated in the Supplices." The Cistercian abbot, Isaac of Stella, writing
in 1165, also viewed the Supplices as completing our sacrifice, but in a
different way. In the first step, which he likened to the altar of holocausts
in the ancient Temple, we have offered up, with contrite hearts, bread
and wine as tokens of our own lives; in the second step, which was com
pared to the golden altar of incense, we have offered up the Body and
Blood of the Lord; in the third step, which corresponded to the Holy of
Holies, our sacrifice was borne up by angel hands to be united to the
glorified Christ in heaven, and thus was completed.33 Just as the clouds
of incense-another commentator takes up the theme-in which the high
priest stepped before the Ark of the Covenant on the great Day of Atone
ment, obscured his vision, so the earthly eyes of the priest can no longer
at this point recognize anything; all that is left is to beg the angels to
bear the sacrifice up before God's countenance." Other theologians of this
period also found that in this transfer of the gifts to the heavenly altar
a real activity is connoted, in which the sacrifice attains its completion."
228) : At the beginning of the preparation
for Communion there is a summons to
prayer, to the effect that God may accept
(r.po<;o��lJ'tGzt) the gift, £!<; 'tO e'ltoup<h<ov
au'tou 6ua<aa't"l]ptov. The Greek liturgy of St.
] ames repeats the expression a number of
times; (Brightman, 36, 41, 47, 58£.), so,
too, the liturgy of St. Mark (ibid., 115,
118, 122, 123 f.) and the Byzantine liturgy
(ibid. , 309, 319, 359). In the non-Greek
liturgies the expression is less frequent.
It is found in the West Syrian anaphoras
of Timothy and of Severus (Anaphorm
Syrica! [Rome, 1934-44], 23, 71), but
they were originally likewise Greek. In
several cases the u'ltepoup&:vtov 6uataa't-/jptov
has reference to the offering of incense.
But it is pushing things too far when Lietz
mann, Jfesse u11d Herrmmahl, 92 f., con
nects the origin of the expression regard
ing the admission of the gift upon the
heavenly altar with the introduction of in
cense into the Christian liturgy of the

Orient (which he dates about 360). For
the expression appears already around
300, not only in the Orient, but also in the
West in Ambrose's text of the canon, a
text which, after all, was not Ambrose's
creation.
"'Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL,
101, 1262 f.) ; regarding this see, Geisel
mann, JJie Abcndmahlslehre, 108-111.
Geiselmann, 99 f., finds a cognate version
in the commentary on the Mass "Quotiens
contra se," (about 800).
33 Isaac of Stella, Ep. de off. missre (PL,
194, 1889-1896).
"'Robertus Paululus, De ceremoniis, II,
28 (PL, 177, 429 D); Franz, Die Messe,
440-442.
.. Paschasius Radbertus (d. 856), De corp.
et sang. Domini, VIII, 1-6 (PL, 120,

1286-1292), Odo of Cambria (d. 1113),
Expositio in cano1zcm missm, c. 3 (PL,
160, 1067 A). Cf. A. Gaudel, "Messe, III" :
DThC, X, 1034 f., 1041.
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By the Supplices this activity is petitioned. Thus, under the influence, no
doubt, of the Gallic liturgy, the prayer became a sort of epiklesis;"" and
actually there is a plea that the power of God might touch our sacrificial
gift, but in reverse order, not by the descent of the Spirit, but by the
ascent of the gift.37
Closely allied to this in some way is the belief that in the "angel" some
thing more is to be seen than just a created angel. It is Christ Himself who,
as magni consilii angelus,.. takes our sacrifice and bears it away to the
altar celestial. This idea was repeated by several commentators, especially
around the twelfth century,,. and even in our own time it has been
broached in the thesis which postulates a heavenly sacrifice into which
our earthly sacrifice is merged.'" Finally, taking the view that the Supplices
is a consecratory epiklesis, as would appear by an external comparison
with oriental and Gallic Mass formulas, the angel carrying the sacrifice
aloft has been identified as the Holy Ghost."
""Botte, 'L'ange du sacrifice et l'epiclese
de Ia messe romaine au moyen age": Re
cherches de theologie ancie111re et nu3di
evale, 1 ( 1 929), 285-308. On the part of
the Orient the attempt was already made
at the Council of Florence to find in our
Supplices a real epiklesis with which the
consecration would be completed. F. Cab
rol, "Anamnese": DACL, I. 1 892.
87 Cf. Duchesne, Christian Worship, 1 8 2.
38 Is. 9; 6, in the text form of the Introit
of the third Christmas Mass.
•• It appears
first in Ivo of Chartres (d.
1116), De COIWCII. vet. et novi sacrif. ( PL,

1 62, 557 C) and the interpretation indeed
becomes understandable here because of
its connection. I vo sees in the canon the
renewal of the customs of the great day of
atonement (cf. above I, 1 1 0), among them
the scapegoat, laden with the sins of the
people and driven out into the solitude of
the desert; thus Christ, laden with our sins,
returns to heaven. The reference to Christ,
also held by Honorius Augustodunensis,
Alger of Liege, Sicard of Cremona and
others ; see Botte, "L'ange du sacrifice et
I' epiclese," 30 1 -308.
•• M. de Ia Taille, The Mystery of Faith
and Human Opinion (London, 1 934), 5979 ; report of an allied discussion, see J L,
4 ( 1 924), 233 f. According to de Ia Taille,
Christ is in heaven in the condition of a
sacrifice; by the word perferri we are to
understand the transubstantiation in which
our sacrifice on the altar converts into a

heavenly sacrifice. Under these two sup
positions, poorly substantiated it must be
granted, the reference to Christ is self
evident. In view of a hypothetical primitive
form of the prayer, }. Barbel, "Der Engel
des 'Supplices'," Pastor bonus, 53, ( 1 942),
87-9 1 , is also inclined to make the "angel"
refer to Christ. He supposes that the plural
form, as testified by Ambrose (per mam1s
angelorum tuorum), was preceded by a
singular form, in which the angelus, ac
cording to the paleo-Christian fashion, was
as a matter of fact understood to refer to
Christ, until the Arian misconstruction oc
casioned the change to a plural form and
so the reference of the word to the whole
world of angels. Cf. also ]. Barbel, Chri
stos Angelos, Die Anschat11mg von Chri
stus als E1rgel und B ote in der gelehrten
wrd volkstiimlichen Literatur des christ
lichen Altertums (Bonn, 1 94 1 ). But if we
do not follow de Ia Taille in linking the
perferri to the consecration, then there is
naturally no occasion for this special in
terpretation, for ample expression is given
to the idea that we offer our prayer for
acceptance through Christ (and there
fore hope that our sacrifice will be
offered through Him) when we end the
prayer with Per Christum Dominum
nostrum.
"L. A. Hoppe, Die Epiklesis der griechi
schen und orientalischen Liturgien und der
r omische
C onsekrationskanon
(Schaff
hausen, 1864), 167-191; P. Cagin, "L'an-
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Since all these meanings are founded on certain assumptions which, to
say the least, are very questionable, there is no good reason for departing
from the natural sense of the word, which is supported by the reading in
Ambrose ( angelorum) and by parallel passages in oriental liturgies;'" as
the prayers of the faithful are deposited on the heavenly altar by the
angel of the Apocalypse, so may the same be done by the holy angel with
our sacrifice."' Without doubt this means that there is some participation
of the angelic world in our oblation. But that can no longer be surprising,
after the Sanctus that was sung by earth and heaven conjointly. Well
known are Chrysostom's descriptions of the "awesome mystery," whh the
altar surrounded by angels. Gregory the Great pictures the hour of the
sacrifice, with the heavens opening and choirs of angels coming down,"
It is also in accord with the solidarity of the Christian order of salvation
that the angels who (of course) have a very different relationship to man's
redemption, should yet in some way take part in the sacrifice of redemp
tion. But to try to define this participation in more detail or to single out
the participating angels by name would be unbecoming curiosity.'"
The second half of the Supplices takes a new turn; bringing our sac
rifice up to the heavenly altar should give rise to a fruitful reception of
the holy gift by the assembled congregation-such is the prayer we take up.
Our view thus turns away to the concluding act in the celebration of the
Eucharist, the Communion. Criticism in the past generation saw in this
re-orientation a break in the thought which offered an opportunity for
bold theorizing.'" Actually, however, although there is progress in the
tiphonaire ambrosien" (Paleographie mu
sicale, 5 [1896]), 83-92; d. Cagin, Te
Deum ou illatio, 221. As a basis for re
garding the S�tpplices as an epiklesis
Hoppe looks essentially to the fact that it
occupies the same place as the epiklesis in
the Orient. Hoppe was not in a position
to know that the Holy Ghost epiklesis,
even in the Orient, was of a relatively late
date; see above, p. .-Cagin directs at
cntion to the Gallican angel epikleses. But
here the thing to be kept in mind is that
even a pre-theological conception need
not n e c e s s a r i l y have had the Holy
Ghost in view under the term of "Angel";
d. above, p. 69, note 151, and below note

43.
In the anaphora of St. Mark the transfer

••

of the gifts to the heavenly altar is prayer
fully requested otcl: "Yl� &pxa:ne/..txi)� aou
/..et"t:oupr la:�. Brightman, 129.
"'B. Botte, "L'ange du sacrifice," Cours et
Conferences, VII (Louvain, 1929), 209221. Here, p. 219 f., also examples from

Latin liturgy in which the intervention of
the angel, who is obviously thought of as
a created being, is requested at the sacri
fice. More illustrations in Lietzmann,
Messe und Herrenmahl, 103. See refer
ences also in Batiffol, Le�ons (1927), p.
XXIX f.
"Gregory the Great, Dial., IV, 58
77, 425 f.).

(PL,

"'Suggestive considerations on this sub
ject in Gihr, 697-699.

'"R. Buchwald, Die Epiklese in der ro
mischen Messe (Weidenauer Studien I,
special printing; Vienna, 1907). 34 f.; cf.
352. According to Buchwald a consecra
tory epiklesis must have had a place here,
one that would then be concluded with a
petition for a Communion replete with
graces. He refers, among others, to the
expression ex hac altaris participatione,
which has something strange about it,
because of its allusion to a temporal altar,
where at the present moment we are deal-
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thought, it is a thoroughly natural and uninterrupted transition, as we
can see by comparison with the eucharistia of Hippolytus, where the
oblation likewise turns shortly to a Communion plea." Besides, we could
regard this prayer in either case, both in Hippolytus and in the present
Roman canon, as an epiklesis. But it is not a consecration but a com
munion epiklesis and so (to look at the heart of the matter) there is noth
ing significant about the fact that the invocation of the Holy Ghost is
missing in our Supplices, though found in Hippolytus.'• The Communion
is the second great event which the celebration of the Eucharist comprises,
the second intervention of God in the activity of the Church. The Chris
tian sacrifice is so constituted that, from the very beginning, the congre
gation making the oblation is invited to the sacrificial meal. As soon,
then, as the oblation is completed, the expectant gaze is turned without
further ado to the sacrificial repast, and it is quite seemly that this ex
pectation should become a humble prayer.
Next, the idea that all who wish can receive the Body and Blood of the
Lord is introduced as something taken for granted. We receive this double
gift ex hac altaris participatione, from this sharing at the altar. If the
gifts of today's sacrifice, our very own, are carried up to the heavenly
altar, i.e., are accepted by God, then this sharing, the association thus
established in God's heavenly table upon which our gifts rest, grants us
the possibility of receiving the Body and Blood of the Lord truly as God's
table guests,•• and thus procuring not only the external appearance of the

ing with the heavenly altar. We shall pres
ently return to the expression. A similar

the character of an epiklesis by a com
parison with the Gallic Post pridie and

trend of thought already in F. Probst, Die

Post secreta prayers, which clearly occupy

abcndliindische Af esse vom S. biss zmn 8.
!h. (Munster, 1896), 177-180. In favor of

the place of an epiklesis and which, more
over, plead for an acceptance of the gifts

the idea that here a consecratory epiklesis

(as the Suppliccs does)

and again for

was dropped, it is pointed out that the gifts

their consecration. That

this acceptance

are only now designated as the "Body and
Blood" of the Son of God; still, as Batiffol,

and consecrat' 'ln should guarantee a bene

Lc�ons, 270, correctly notes, the consecra

part of the concept of every epiklesis,

tion

and

transubstantiation

is

ficial result is, according to Brinktrine,

a

clearly

which he thinks grew out of older prayers

panem

of blessing, like those said over various

"Above I, 29. That the consecratory
epiklesis of the oriental liturgy is a later

distinguish between the consecration and

enough supposed in the words
sanctum of the first prayer.

foods (489 f.). It may be worth while to
communion epiklesis in the sense develop

interpolation is plainly seen by comparing
this basic text with the Canst. Ap., VIII,

ed above.

12, 39 ( Quasten, Mon., 223 f.), as well as

fact that the wording in the text of today's

the Ethiopian anaphora of the Apostles
(Brightman, 233) ; cf. the tables in Cagin,
Ceucharistia, p. 148-149.
•• Above, p. 191 £.-]. Brinktrine, "Zur Ent
stehung der morgenlandischen Epiklese,"
ZkTh, 42 (1918), 301-326; 483-518, has
attempted to show that the Supplices has

••

Batiffol, Le�ons, 271, also emphasizes the

canon refers to the altar of heaven. True,
the passages he cites for the participatio
altaris, I Cor. 9: 13; Hebr. 13: 10. form
only distant parallels. In this connection
cf. also Lebrun, I, 446 f.; Hellriegel, The
Holy Sa cr ifice of the Mass (St. Louis,
1945), 56.
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mystery, but also its inmost power.'"' More simple was the thought as trans
mitted in the text of the Irish and Milanese canons, where we read:

ex hoc
altari sanctificationis," thus signifying the earthly altar on which the gifts
were hallowed. Still the greater simplicity of the thought is no guarantee
of its originality. It is not likely that the word "altar" would be used in
one and the same breath to signify first the heavenly and then the earthly
altar. Rather it must be said that in the metaphorical language of our
prayer the earthly altar wholly disappears from view and is absorbed, so
to say, in the heavenly one which alone has validity.
What we ask for is that the reception may be for our good, so that
we may be filled with every heavenly blessing and every grace. The
"heavenly blessing" again corresponds to the heavenly altar. In the re
strained enthusiasm of expression there are echoes of phrases from the
introductory paragraph of the Epistle to the Ephesians

( 1 :3).

Whereas the preceding prayers had but few ceremonial accompaniments
-at present simply the crosses at hostiam puram, etc.-the

Supplices

once more brings movement into the bodily bearing of the priest. Bowing
the body, which (according to olden custom) was usually linked with the
humble oblation and therefore was at one time begun here at the

Supra
qufE," is at present required at Supplices te rogamus. Here it is a practice

of long standing." To the profound bow is added a kiss of the altar. This
"" Cf. possibly the Postcommunio of the
feast of the Ascension: ut qum visibilibus
mysteriis sumenda percepimus, invisibili
colzsequamur effectu.
•• Botte, 42; Kennedy, 52. The Bobbio Mis
sal of about 700 shows a mixture of the
two readings: ex hoc altari participati011is.
The Sacramentary of Rocarosa (about
1200) has the simplified reading: ex hac
participatiolle; Ferreres, p. CXII.
Above, p. 142. Later there is mention of a

••

raising of the eyes on the part of the priest
at the Supra qua! (Benevent. MS. of the
!!-12th cent.: Ebner, 330). According to
Balthasar of Pforta it was the practice of
the priest in 15th century Germany to
spread the hands over the host at the
Supra qum; Franz, 587. Such also the di
rection in the Missal of Tout: Martene,
1, 4, XXXI (1, 651 D) and in Premon
stratensian sources since the 14th century:
Waefelghem, 79, n. 1.
"'Above, p. 142. In the later Middle Ages
frequently a bow was made here cancellatis
manibus ante pectus; Liber ordinarius 0.
Pnrm. (Waefelghem, 79); a Paris Missal
of the first half of the 13th century:
Leroquais, II, 66; cf. 163, 232, etc.; Ordi-

narium 0. P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 242) and
Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 95); for

Cologne, see Peters, Beitriige, 78;

for

England, Frere, The Use of Sarum, I, 81;
Maskell, 146 f.; also already in the Sarum
Missal of the 13th cent. (Legg, The Sarum
Missal, 232) . The usage also found en
trance in Rome: Ordo of Stefaneschi, n.
71 (PL, 78, 1189 B). It is generally in
connection with the extension of the arms
in the form of a cross at the Unde et
memores; cf. above.-In Paris the can
cellatio remained in use until 1615 (Le
brun, I, 442); cf. also de Moleon, 288.
It is still found in the Dominican, Car
thusian, and Carmelite rites of today. The
fundamental idea of the practice was the
representation of the Crucified. A Lyons
Missal of 1531 explains the manibus can
cellatis in the same terms as for the ex
tending of the arms after the consecration:
quasi de seipso crucem faciens: Martene,
1, 4, XXXIII (1, 660 BC); cf. Durandus,
III, 44, 4.-The direction in the Pon
tifical of Christian of Mainz (1167-1183),
is noteworthy: Hie [at the Supplices] in
clinet se ad dextram; Martene, 1, 4, XVII
(I, 601 E). So, too, in the Missale Ursi-
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kiss is probably sunggested by the Supplices, as an expression of deep,
reverent petition ... The mention of the holy gifts that follows again occa
sions the demonstrative gesture, added here in the form of two crosses
at corpus et sanguinem. There are indications of this gesture here and
there even in Carolingian texts, but it spread only very slowly and is still
missing even in manuscripts of the thirteenth century ... In like manner,
the priest's signing himself at omni benedictione cmlesti-a gesture that
conveyed even by action the notion of pleading for heavenly blessing
did not become prevalent till towards the end of the Middle Ages."' There
fore, to consider the crossing of the gifts as a manifestation of our hope
to transfer the blessing from them to ourselves is only a secondary in
terpretation, although not inadmissible."
After the oblation has been completed and the Communion plea has
been pronounced, at once, according to the most ancient pattern, the con
clusion of the eucharistia follows, with a solemn doxology and the Amen
of the people.58 In our Roman Mass however, we find here only an antici
pated Per Christum Dominum nostrum, which is repeated again after
each of the two insertions that follow. Our prayer rises aloft to God
through our high-priest when His servant at the altar, as His representa
tive, has spoken the words of consecration.

16. The Memento of the Dead
The first of three inserts which precede the doxology in the present
Roman canon is the Memento of the dead. That this is an insertion of a
nense of the 13th century in Gerbert,
Vetus li tu rgia Alemannica, I, 363: inclina
fe ad dextrum cornu a/taris. The latter
document gives the explanation at the Te
iyitur (op. cit., 341): Hie deoscula angu
lum corpora/is et patenam illi suppositum
simul.
"' In ancient times they seem to have rec
ORnized a double gesture of homage in
the bowing and the kissing; cf. Mohlberg,
Theol. Revue, 26 (1927), 63. This kissing
of the altar appears first (and still with
out a similar kiss at the Te igitur; cf.
above in the Cod. Casanat., 614 (ll-12th
cent.) : Ebner, 330, and in a 12th cen
tury Sacramentary of the city of Rome :
ihid., 335; see, moreover, Innocent III,
!Je s. alt. m y s terio, V, 4 (PL, 217, 890 C),
and so, too, for the 12th-13th cent. Mar
tene, 1, 4, XVII XXV (I, 601, 633).
Since the 13th century (if we except the
isolated instance in the Ordo Cluniacensis

of Bernard; see above, I, 316, n. 36), both
kissings of the altar appear in the canon;
see Ebner, 314 f., 349 f. Cf. Solch, Hugo,
89; 95. It is, of course, conceivable that
the mentioning of the altar provided the
first occasion for the kissing of the altar.
Drinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 299. This re
straint is perhaps explained by the fact
that there is no demonstrative pronoun
here with the words.

06

A note regarding this appeared already
in 12th century MSS. (See Ebner, 330;
335), but is often missing even at a much
later date. From the commentary on the
Mass by Balthasar of Pforta, which ap
peared in 1494, we learn that in Germany
at least the practice was not uniform.
Franz, Die Messe, 587.

66

This interpretation,
Brinktrine. 205 f.

07

58

Above I, 23; 29.

among

others,

in
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later date is evident on several grounds. First of all, there is nothing cor
responding to it in the eucharistia of the primitive age.' Secondly, it is
missing in a considerable portion of older manuscripts, e.g., in the sacra
mentary which Pope Hadrian I had sent to Charlemagne; • indeed it is
wanting in some text-sources here and there as late as the eleventh cen
tury." And even where it appears, it is sometimes wedged into other spots
than its present location.' This sporadic appearance of the remembrance
of the dead can hardly be explained on the supposition that at one time it
was placed on a special tablet, the diptychon,• for if that were the case
similar vestiges would be found in the Memento of the living. Rather the
explanation is to be sought in a fact which is sustained by several accounts
of the l\Iass, namely, that the Memento of the dead for a long time had
no place in the l\Iass on Sundays and feasts, that is to say, in public service
properly so called. Since the turn of the fifth century a general remem
brance of the dead had a place in the Kyrie litany.• But a special mention
within the canon itself was probably regarded as a peculiarity of the
Mass which was offered in some way for the dead; it was looked upon as
something concerning only the group of relatives rather than the full
community.7 Its standing was similar to that of the pre-Gregorian Hanc

igitur, which in many cases, in fact, was revamped and inserted for the
The first examples of a Memento for the
Dead in the Mass appear in the 4th cen
tury Euchologion of Serapion (see below)
Canst. Ap., VIII, 13, 6. Accounts also in
Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat. myst., V, 9, and in
Chrysostom, In Phil. ho m ., 3, 4 (PG, 62,
204), who certainly sees in the Memento
for the Dead an apostolic practice. Re
garding Augustine see Ri:itzer, 125 f.; cf.
below.-Botte, 45. Without a particu
lar formulation within the Eucharistic
prayer the offering for the deceased is cer
tainly attested already in much earlier
times; see above I, 217 f.
• Butte, Le ca11on, 44. The Memcl!lo etiam
accepted into the version supervised by
Alcuin; Lietzmann, 1, 28 Apparatus.
3 Ebner, 7; 247; 421; Leroquais, Les sac
ramentaires (see List III, 389); Menard
1

(PL, 78, 280, n. 70); also in two sources
published by A. Dold : the Palimpsest Sac
ramentary of Mainz (Te:rte u. Arb., I, 5,
p. 40) and the Zurich and Peterling frag
ments of a 1-fass-book (ibid., I, 25, p. 16);
also in the Greek liturgy of St. Peter,
which rests upon a Latin basis of the 9lOth cent. (Codrington, 109, 125, etc.).
'Attached to the Memento for the Living
(examples from the 8th and lOth centuries

in Ebner, 421 f.), after the Nobis quoque
(an instance from the lOth cent., ibid., 43,
423).
Thus L. Delisle, Memoir sur d'anciens
sacramentaires (Paris, 1886), 174; Du
chesnes, Christian Worship, 182, n. 1 ; H.
Lietzmann, 'Auf dem Wege zum Urgre
gorianum" (JL, 9, 1929), 136.
•

•

Above I, 337, n. XIV.

In the Capitulare eccl. ord. (Andrieu III,
121 f.) the following is given as the prac
tice of the Roman Church : h1 diebus autem
septima11re, de secunda feria qrwd est usque
in die sabbato, celebrallfur missa vel nomi

7

na eorum commemorant. Die autem do
minica non celebra11fur agendas mortua
rum 11ec nomina eorum ad missas recitan
tur, sed ta11tum vivorum nomina regum
vel principum seu et sacerdotum . . • If,
however, a burial service is necessary on
Sunday, the priest should fast cum paren
tibus ipsius deju11cti usque ad horam nonam
and then hold the oblatio and burial. Cf. on
this matter Bishop, Liturgica historica,
96 ff., especially 99: M. Andrieu, L'inser
tion du Memento des morts au canon ro
main de Ia messe," Revue des sciences re
lig., 1 (1921), 151-154.
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dead." In some documents which introduced the Memento of the dead
into the canon there is a definite rubric limiting it to weekdays only

•

and

barring it on Sundays and feasts.'0 This old rule had not entirely vanished
from memory even as late as the fourteenth century. The Mass com
mentary of l\Ielk, from the year 1366, testifies to the practice of some
priests of omitting the Memento of the dead on Sunday; even the author
himself is inclined to give his approval, although he is unable to allege
any authentic decisions in its favor."
On the other hand, the oldest extant texts of our Mass book do contain
the Memento for the dead. The Irish tradition of the canon, including the
Bobbio Missal which was written about 700, contains it. In the case of
the Bobbio Missal the presence of this Memento is not surprising, at least
in the light of what was just explained above. For the Bobbio Missal is
one of the first Mass books in which the needs of the private monastic
l\Iasses were given prime consideration. In this book the Roman canon
is found within a Mass formula captioned missa Romensis cottidiana,
hence one not intended for Sunday." Therefore, in Rome even at an
early period the Memento must have formed part of the missa cotidiana,
which even then was most frequently devoted to the dead."
But there remains one striking fact, namely, that the remembrance of
"In the Worms Missal of the lOth cen
tury the canon of which has no Memento
for the Dead, a proper H anc igitur is pro
vided for the Mass of the Dead; Leroquais,
I, 62 f.
• Ordo Rom., IV
(PL, 78, 983) = Ordo
"Qua/iter qucedam orationes" [see An
drieu, Les Ordines Romani, I, 6) notes
with regard to the Memmto for the Dead:
II ce orationes duce dicunlrtr, una super
dipticios, altera post lectionem nominmn,
et hoc quotidianis vel i11 agendis tantum
modo diebus. That the first part is to be
said super dipticia and the second post
lcctionem is also stated in the Gregorianum
at the place where the Memento etiam ap
pears, namely in the Mass for a deceased
bishop; Lietzmann, n. 224, 4; 5. The same
superscriptions in part still in the Sacra
mcntary MSS. of the 10-llth century;
Ebner, 105; 213; 214; 289. The Gregorian
Sacramentary of Padua has indeed taken
up the Memento for the Dead into the
canon, but prefaces it with the rubric: Si
fuerint nomina defunctorum, recitentur
dicente diacono: Memento. Mohlberg
Baumstark, n. 885.
10 A Florentine Sacramentary of the 11th
century has this rubric before the Memen-

to: H cec non dicit

in dominicis diebus nee

in aliis festivitatibus maioribus; Ebner, 34,
who mistakenly refers the rubric to the pre
ceding prayer (418). The Anglo-Saxon

Canones Theodori (7-8th cent.; Finster
walder, 273, cf. 265) affirms: Secundum
Romanos die dominica non recitantur no
mina mortuorum ad missam.
"Franz, Die Messe, 510. As a reason
those priests allege the Sunday repose that
is already granted to the souls in Purga
tory anyway. Concerning this popular me
dieval belief see Franz, 147; 452. The same
reason is given by Sicard of Cremona,
Mitrale, III, 6 (PL, 213, 132), why the
priest is to mention no names at the Me
mento for the Dead on Sunday, while he
may do so on week days. A note from the
13th century in a central Italian Sacra
mentary MS. (Ebner, 204) corresponds
to this: Hie recitentur nomina defuncto
rum non dominico die.
12 Cf. in this same sense Batiffol, Let;ons,
225. In the Missale Gallicanum vetus,
which also comes into being about 700,
the Memento etiam is already wrought into
the Gallican Post nomina formula; Mura
tori, II, 702.
,. Cf. above I, n. 217 ff. The linguistic for-
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the dead was inserted here and not in connection with the intercessory'
prayers before the consecration, where it might have been yoked with the
remembrance of the living or with the recollection of the saints in heaven,"
or where a permanent Hanc igitur formula might have performed the
same function. This is all the more true if we are to regard the Nobis
quoque not as a part of the intercessory prayer, but as a special inde
pendent prayer, so that the Memento must be looked upon as isolated,

as a segregated part of that block of prayers which were inserted before
the consecration.
It is true that in the Orient-except Egypt-the memorial of the dead
is not only actually linked with the other intercessions after the con
secration, but its location in this spot is emphasized and justified by
argument. Thus we read in the Mystagogic Catecheses of Jerusalem:
"Then we remember also those who have fallen asleep, first the patri
archs and prophets ... and in general all who have fallen asleep amongst
us, because we believe it is of the greatest value for the souls for whom
the prayer is offered while the holy and tremendous sacrifice lies before
us."'" The same idea appears in Chrysostom: "When ... that awe
inspiring sacrifice lies displayed on the altar, how shall we not prevail
with God by our entreaties for them

[the dead] ?"'"

Preceding the

Memento both in the Liturgy of St. James at Jerusalem and in the Byzan

tine liturgy, we have the petition for a fruitful reception
(�J.e·t'll-zetv,
IJ.E'!ctAatJ.�ivetv) of the Eucharist by the congregation." Perhaps we have
to suppose that the thought of the Sacrament of union more or less con
sciously concurred in placing the remembrance of the dead right here; the
sacramental proof of their membership in the communion of saints is no
longer theirs to have,'" but a substitute for it would be offered if the liv
ing would remember them at this moment. It is this idea precisely which
Augustine suggests when he remarks that the dead are remembered at
the altar in communicatione corporis Christi, because they are certainly
not separated from the Church.'"
mulation also points to ancient Christian
Rome ; see the research of E. Bishop in
the appendix to A. B. Kuypers, The Book
of Cenze, Cambridge, 1902, 266-275.
"Cf. the striking considerations in Ken
nedy, 28 f., 35 f., 189 f.
'"Cyrillus of Jerusalem, Cat. myst., V, 9
(Quasten, Mon., 102).
18

Chrysostom, In Phil. hom., 3, 4 (PG,

62, 204).

17 Brightman, 54, I. 14; 330, I. 13. In the
Byzantine Mass, both in the liturgy of St.
Chrysostom and that of St. Basil the
Memento of those (saints and all) who
have passed away (332, I. 3) follows im-

mediately upon the petition for Commu
nion which concluded the epiklesis.
8
1 The notion that the departed themselves
yearn for the Sacrament seems to have
been particularly fostered among the Sy
rians ; cf. the bold version of it in ] ames
of Batna (d. 521), Poem about the Mass
for the Dead (BKV, 6, p. 312): the de
parted are called forth by the priest, "and
at the resurrection, which the body of the
Son of God causes to shed forth, the de
ceased breathe in life day after day and are
thus purified."
11 Augustine, De civ. Dei, XX, 9 (CSEL,
40, 2, p. 451, I. 15). Likewise serm. 172,
2, 2 (PL, 38, 936) : It is an old practice in
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A corroboration of this opinion worth noting is to be found in the
oldest Egyptian formulary, that of Serapion. Although the main tradi
tional liturgies of Egypt generally place the intercession before the con
secration, this most ancient text commemorates the dead likewise after the
consecration,"" attaching this commemoration immediately to a somewhat
expanded petition for a fruitful communion, as follows:
might receive a
... and grant that all who participate· (M<>W>OUYTE<;)
medicine of life for curing every sickness and for strengthening every for
ward step and every virtue, not unto damnation, 0 God of truth, and not
unto denunciation and shame. For we have called upon Thee, the un
created, through Thy only-begotten in the Holy Ghost, that this people
might find mercy and might be granted improvement; may angels be sent
to assist the people to annihilate the evil one and to fortify the Church. We
also cry out (II:z.,cmx'AoutJ.ev �e xatl) for all who have fallen asleep, who are
also remembered. [Then, after the reading of the names:] Sanctify these
souls, for thou knowest them all. Sanctify all who have died in the Lord,
and number them among Thy holy troops and give them place and dwelling
in Thy kingdom."'

Although the phrasing is quite different, yet there is a close kinship in
the structure and in the train of ideas between this commemoration of
the dead and the Roman Memento. In both cases there is the immediate
attachment to the petition for Communion, the division of the remem
brance into two parts, the reading of the names between these two parts,
whereupon the prayer turns towards omnibus in Christo quiescentibus
and closes with a picture of the life to come, conceived in local terms.
This is not mere coincidence, but the result of a common tradition, as we
can gather from those closer relationships between Egyptian and Roman
liturgy which were established above."' But whereas in Egypt the Memento
of the dead later on disappeared from this position,"" at Rome it was
retained except at Sunday service, and then later on it became general.
In regard to the wording, the word etiam in the introduction imme
diately arrests our attention. Usually this etiam is regarded as a coupling
which establishes the connection with the Memento of the living, which
is supposed at one time to have followed immediately."' The Egyptian
parallel just quoted shows that this supposition is unnecessary. The line
of ideas is rather as follows: When we are being filled "with every
the Church universal ut pro eis, qui in cor
Poris et sanguinis Christi comnwnione
dcfrmcti sunt, cum ad ipsum sacrijicium
loco suo commemorantur, oretur ac pro
illis quoque id o/ferri commemorctur. C£.

Rotzer, 125 f. These observations of Au
gustine permit one to argue that the re
membrance of the dead occupied a place
similar to that in the Roman Mass, at the
end of the offering, where mention is made

of the communicatio ( participatio).
""The same exception, moreover, in the

Arabic Testamentum Domini that origin
ated in Egypt; ed. Baumstark (Oriens
christ., I [1901], 1-45), 21.
21 Euclwlogion of Serapion, 13, 15 (Quas
ten, M 011., 63).
2', Above I, 55 f.
"' Nevertheless also in the form (perhaps
4th cent.) of the anaphora of St. !\[ark of
the papyrus fragments, where prayers are
said for the deceased already before the
Smrctus (Quasten, Mon., 46).
""Fortescue, The Mass, 354 f.
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heavenly blessing" through the power of the Sacrament, we think also
of those who can no longer have a part in the Sacrament. And the
idea is extended: Even if they can no longer eat the hallowed bread,
yet they have gone into the beyond with the seal of faith, prrecesscrunt

cum sig n a fidei.
This signum fidei, aq�piXrlc; 't�c; 'ltb'tEWc;, is not j ust a "sign of faith" in
an indefinite and general sense; it is the seal which in Baptism is im
pressed upon the profession of faith; .. thus it is Baptism itself."" Baptism
is the completion, the sacramental authentication or "sealing" of faith.
At the same time it is the mark with which Christ has stamped those who
are His own, and it is therefore both a guarantee against the perils of
darkness and a proud badge of the Christian confessor ... The

signum fidei

gives assurance of entrance into life everlasting provided that it is pre
served inviolate."' In any case, those for whom we petition have not dis
owned their Baptism ; the seal of Christ is shining on their souls.'" It is
indeed for this reason that the burial places of Christians in the catacombs
and the primitive Christian sarcophagi are decorated with the allegorical
symbols of Baptism ... In that age of adult baptism the reference to this
"' C£. the rite of questioning at baptism;
Dekkers, Tertulliamls, 189 ff.
""F. ]. Dolger, Sphragis. Eine altchrist
liche Taufbezeichmmg (Paderborn, 1911),
especially 99-104; K. Priimm, Der christ
liche Glaube mzd die altheidnische Welt,
II (Leipzig, 1935), 401-405. Taken very
precisely baptism is a seal (cf. Hermas,
Pastor, Sim., IX, 16, 4: "The seal there
fore is water") and being baptized is the
print of the seal, the imprinted xapax'ti)p.
In the dismissal formula at the end of the
liturgy of St. James of the Syrian Jaco
bites the faithful are designated as "stamp
ed with the sign of holy baptism"; Bright
man, 106, I. 15. The signum fidei could be
rendered by "the baptismal character," if
it were understood that the latter word
included the grace of baptism. Since the
3rd century ( con)signare, a<ppay (�rtv was
predominantly understood to pertain to
Confirmation, (Dolger, 179-183). But in
the combination signum fidei the older
meaning evidently survives.
27 The word cr�par (c; or signum (the word
sigillum more common with us is only a
diminutive of signum), sig11acu/um has its
complete meaning from the part that tho
sig11atio (a sealing) played in the con
temporaneous profane culture. Not only
the animals of a herd, slaves, but in par
ticular the soldiers that belonged to a cer-

tain troop, were distinguished by a mark
of recognition; the latter, for example, had
the insignia of the emperor impressed upon
their hands or forearms, or even on their
foreheads (Dolger, 18-37), a circum
stance that without much ado could have
been transferred over to Christ, since it
was customary to regard Christian life as
a militia Christi. Above all else baptism
was compared to the impression made by
a seal upon wax or sphragide, which then
was attached to an endangered object to
preserve it from harm (ibid., 7-14; 109111). To the seal impress were then added
qualifying words that properly belonged
to the ornamental seal-ring; thus Bishop
Abericus on his tomb inscription calls the
congregation of Rome "the people with the
radiant seal" (ibid., 80-88).
""Hence lrena:us already, Epideixis, c. 3
(BKV, 4, 585), calls Baptism "Seal of
eternal life"; cf. Dolger, 141-148.
.. In the East Syrian Mass also the de
parted faithful are designated as those
"that have been signed with the living
sign of holy baptism"; Brightman, 287,
I. 13. On the other hand, Chrysostom, /11
Phil. hom., 3, 4 (PG, 62, 203), remarks
that those of the dead must be mourned
who passed away xwpl� aq:payl�oc;.
10

Here we must cite the representations of
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sacrament on the Christian grave was as natural an expression of Christian

h ope as in our own day the reception of the last sacraments is. It is quite
sacraments in
in keeping with our changed circumstances to regard those
� sm. is m�de
Bapt
our
of
ation
�
preser
the
reception
whose
by
al
gener

.
manifest, as the sacramental seal of fmth, the stgnum fidet With which
our brethren have departed this life .
The intercession here made for the dead is primarily for those who have
ed this life as Christians. This coincides with the practice of the
part
de
Church, which even from oldest times has offered the sacrifice only for
those who have remained in communion with her, and who thus have a

right to her treasuries of grace. Only those, at any rate, can be men
tioned by name. But then the circle is widened: et omnibus in Christo

quiescentibus, so that all are included who are waiting their final purifica
tion, since there is none among them who could have attained his salva
tion except "in Christo."
In this short sentence the other phrases, too, echo the first Christian
centuries as closely as do the words signum fi de i. Thus prrecessit in pace or
prrecessit nos in pace is an expression which also occurs in the grave in
scriptions . Following our Lord's example," the Church of old was wont
to call the death of the just, from which they would arise after a short
while, a sleep."" And it is a sleep of peace, not only because the struggle
and strife of earthly life are past, but also because only in death is that
peace which Christ willed to bring finally secured. Et dormiunt in somno
pacis." Countless are the inscriptions which employ the word peace:
requiescit in pace," in somno pacis,"" prrecessit in somno pacis." An in
scription from the year 397, at St. Praxedes' in Rome, begins: Dulcis et
innoces hie dormit Severianus XP in somno pacis. Qui vixit annos p.m.L,
cuius spiritus in luce Domini susceptus est.""
The deceased faithful are in Christo quiescentes in the same sense that
"

N oe, Moses at the spring, Susanna, the
baptism of Jesus, the healing of the blind

man,

and the one afflicted with the gout
(pardon of sins). The controversy regard
_
mg the meaning of Christian art is today
gradually coming to recognize its sym
ol ical meaning; cf. perhaps ]. P. Kirsch,
Der lndeengehalt der a!testen sepulkralen

�

Darstcllungen in den romischen Katakom
ben," l<om. Quartalschri/1, 36 (1928), 120.
passing we might say that baptism
de,erves more consideration in this con

In

!�c�tion_than is accorded it.

lc. D1ehl, Latl!inische altchrist/iche ln
schriften, 2 ed. (Kleine
Texte 26-28;
1913). n. 14; 71; cf. 20.
Matt. 9 : 24 and par:tllel. ; John 11 : 11.

�onn,

..,In the word ca?meterium

(xo<�1J't'i)ptov)

the expression survives to this day. But
we will not examine here to what extent
the picture of sleep exerted its influence
upon the representation that was common
ly made in Chrstian antiquity regarding the
condition of those who passed away.
"' That the pax is to be understood as
peace with the Church in opposition to
heresy and excommunication, as Gihr, 70910, assumes, is excluded by its original
meaning and has absolutely no foundation
in the wording here.
.. Diehl, n. 2, 37, 41, 43, etc.
.. Diehl, n. 34, 42, 81, 116, 173.
07 Diehl, n. 96 (from Spoleto about 400).
18 Diehl, n. 166.
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Holy Writ speaks of mortui qui in Christo sunt
those qui in Domino moriuntur (Apoc.

(1 Thess. 4 :17) and of
14:13). They are forever joined to

Christ's Body, forever inspired by His life. But those for whom we pray
have not yet attained the consummation. The dust of their earthly pil
grimage still clings to their feet. They have not yet been allowed to enter

in locum refrigerii lucis et pacis. In the torrid lands of the South the word
rejrigerium was early employed as a designation of the state of those
blessed who have been granted "coolness.""' The word light, which is
universally regarded as the epitome of joy, is given still greater promi
nence by the images used in the Apocalypse 21:23 f.; 22 :5 ...
The mention of personal names in the commemoration of the dead, as
in that of the living, is also an ancient practice. An evidence of this is
found in the text which the Irish tradition of the Roman canon presents:

Memento etiam Domine et eorum nomina qui nos prcecesserunt

.

.

"'- The

.

celebrating priest at a Mass for certain deceased persons would therefore
insert their names in place of the word nomina or else after in somno
pacis. But the other textual form, with famulorum famularumque, as we
have it in the tradition of the Roman canon" outside the Irish, had no
such indication for the insertion of names. The first case of the use of

ill. et ill. (equivalent to the present N. et N.) is presented in the group
of sacramentaries which goes back to Alcuin, who had inserted the re
membrance of the dead into the Hadrianic Sacramentary as a permanent
part." It was about this time that the custom began of saying the canon
half-aloud or even silently; hence no surprise would be caused by such a
""A Parrott, Le 'refrigerium' dans l'au-dela

1937). Originally the expression
rL'/riycrium referred to the libation by
(Paris,

which, it was believed, the deceased ob
tained coolness (170). From this is de
rived the use of the word in the sense of a
meal, a funeral feast. Cf. supra I, 218.
Gassner, Th:: Canon, refers also to Scrip
ture allusions, e.g., Luke 11: 23 f.; Apoc.
7: 16 f.
'"Obviously we cannot presuppose as a
background for this prayer the clear rep
resentation of a soul mounting from place
of purgation to the blissful vision of God.
Rather we are concerned with a much
less definite notion that in general the re
deemed have not reached their final goal.
Cf. A. Michel, "Purgatoire"
(DThC,
XIII, 1163-1326), 1212 ff.; B. Bernard,
"Ciel" (DThC, III, 2474-2511), 2483 ff.;
]. de Vuippens, Le paradis terrestre au
troisieme c iel (Fribourg, 1925), 17 ff.
"Botte, 44. The word nomina, that is miss
ing

in the Sacramentarium Rossianum

must originally have been a rubric. It is
equivalent to the later N. et N. That be
comes clear in the Stowe Missal, ed.
Warner (HBS, 32), 14, where the word
nomina likewise appears here, whereas the
singular is regularly designated by N.;
cf. above

n.

19. In the printed edition of

the Missale Francorum in 1Iuratori, II,
694, the word nomina is enclosed in
brackets.-The same version of the text
also in later testimonies; O rdo Rom., IV
(PL, 78, 983 C); Bernold of Constance,
Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151, 994). Several
examples in Gerbert, Vetus l iturg ia Ale
mannica, I, 367 f.
"Kennedy, 52.
43 Strangely Botte, 44, has inserted this ill.
et ill. in his critical text, although only

Cod. Ottobon. (the one MS. that presents
Alcuin's version) is the sole witness to the
reading of all the 19 textual witnesses,
once we have discounted all the lacunre
and variants (Cod. Pad., also has the Irish
version). Lebrun, I, 453, note b, names
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cataloging of names, if it actually occurred,"" or by the appearance of the

.M emcnto itself on Sundays and feasts.
Nevertheless there is evidence, even in the pre-Carolingian Roman
liturgy, of the custom of formally reciting the names of the dead with
the aid of diptychs (except on Sundays and feast days). The reading was
done by the deacon," and in this case as a rule not in the place where the
N. et N. now stands, but between the two sentences of the prayer, in the
same place where today silent prayer is suggested.'•
Until late in the Middle Ages we not infrequently find the rubric here:
Hie recitentur nomina dejunctorum." Less often we find the heading Super
diptycia placed above the Memento etiam." Insofar as this recitation of
names found a place in public services, it must have been occupied, like
its counterpart, the reading of the diptychs in the Orient, with the names
of outstanding personalities and special benefactors.'" The deacon's role

French Missals of 1702 and 1709 that do
not have the N. N. in the text.
«For the present time Gihr, 706, n. 5,
notes that the priest should recall to mind
particular dead not after the N. et N., but
after the in somno pacis. Cf. Fortescue,
355.
"' Sacramentary of Padua
( Mohlberg
Baumstark, n. 885) : Si fuerint nomina
defunctorum, recitentur dicente diacono.
This rubric which was preferred to the
Memento etiam probably goes back to
the 7th century. \Ve cannot conclude from
this that the Memento etiam was also as
signed to the deacon as Baumstark, "Das
'Problem' (Eph. liturg., 1939), 237, n. 51
(likewise Liturgic c ompare e. 53, n. 4),
assumes ; this is not necessarily contained
in the text and would be entirely contrary
to Rome's well-known attitude towards
the office of the deacon. In a Sacramentary
of the 9-lOth century from Tours, about
which Martt�ne, 1, 4, 8, 23 (I, 415 B), re
ports, the rubric appears in the form: Si
/ucrint nomina defwzctorum, recitentur;
dicat sacerdos: Memento. Cf. Leroquais, I,
49. Likewise (instead of dicat : dicet) in a
Sacramentary of the lOth century from
Lorsch: Ebner, 248. There is an outward
resemblance, but nothing more in the case
of the Bishop of Amiens, 1574, who states
in his last will, that after his departure
from this life, the deacon should address
the celebrant J,[ emento Domine animarum
servorum tuorum Johamzis et Antonii de
Crequy. Elsewhere the choir boy had the

same task; Martene, I, 4, 8, 24
Cf. de Moleon, 195; 374.

(1, 415).

•• The Missal of Bobbio already has the
note at the place: commemoratio defwz
ctorum ; Botte, 44. As a practice of the
Roman Church at the time (in contrast to
the Frankish) the reading of the names
ex dipty chis is mentioned here by Florl'�
Diaconus (d. about 860), De actione miss.,
c. 70 (PL, 119, 62 C). Remigius of Au
xerre, Expositio (PL, 101, 1264A), re

peats the same.
" Examples since the 9th century in Le
roquais, I, 44; 84. Examples from the
10-15th centuries from Italy in Ebner, 17,
27, 109, 137, 149, 163, 204, 280, 292, 330,
335. The same notice in the Ordo Rom.,
IV (PL, 78, 983 C; cf. note 9 above): Et
recitentur nomina. Deinde, postquam re
citata fuerint, di c a t: Ipsis. Likewise, Ber
nold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL,
151, 994). The formal entry of the name
in a Sacramentary at the Memento of the
Dead was sometimes stipulated in pious
bequests of the Middle Ages; Martene, 1,
4, 8, 24 (I, 416 D). Names actually often
inserted as annotations in the manuscripts.
Examples from 9-lOth century in Ehrens
berger, Libri liturg ici Bibliothecce Apost.
Vat ic a me (Freiburg, 1897), 394, 401, 409,
412, 451. Cf. also above, p. 164 f.
•• See above,
p. 239, n. 9.
.. Martene, 1, 4, 8, 23 (I, 415 D) men
tions a MS. that adds after ill. et ill. of
the canon text: episcoporum Prrescntis ec
clesice. Ibid., 24 (I, 415 f.) reports from
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in this could not have lasted very long. Soon interpolated formulas, more
or less comprehensive, were developed, so that the priest himself could
combine them with the recitation of the names,.. or could even substitute
them for the latter," unless perhaps a detailed catalogue or recitation of
names of the dead with a similar formula was already joined to the re
membrance of the living."• Finally, instead of all these interpolations, there
remained a personal recollection by the priest according to his own judg
ment,"" just as at the Memento of the living," but for this, in turn-as in
the case of the other Memento, too-special formulas to be used were
worked out...
Just as the Memento for the living became a basis for all sorts of addi
tions, so the Memento for the dead, too, served as the groundwork to
which a variety of interpolations could be affixed. For example, an
apologia was widely used in this connection, inserted g<merally before
the Memento."" Insertions of this type had already appeared within the
the 9-12th century and the text of a dip
tychon of the dead from Amiens of the
year 1120. Insertion of a list of Bishops of
Rheims (until about 1100) in Andricu, Les
Ordines Romani, I, 147. Cf. also the ex
ample from Arezzo in the following note.
60 An 11th century Sacramentary of Arez
zo inserts after the in sonmo pacis the
words: illorum et omniu m jideli11m catho
licorum qui tibi placuerun t, quorum com
memorationem agimus, quorum numcrum
et n omina tu solus, Domine, cognoscis et
quorum nomina recensemus a11te sanctum
a/tare tuum. Before the Memmto we find
over an erasure an apologia (in place of
an older list of names?) and then 19 names
of the cathedral clergy of Arezzo; Ebner,
225; 419; 421. Here we should also men
tion the fourth Memento formula of the
Missa Illyrica; Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
514 D). Numerous other examples in Le
roquais, See Register, III, 389).-An in
terpolation of this period in the 1fass-ordo
of Amiens, ed. Leroquais (Eph. liturg.,
1927), 443, shows that in the 1Oth century
the priest himself made such insertions;
after the naming of some bishops and spir
itual communities there follows patris mei
et ma tris, etc.
•• Mass orders from the region of Monte
cassino insert (in place of the N. et N.)
qzwrum vel quarum nomina scripta habe
mus et quorum vel q11arum elemosinas ac
cepimus, et eorum qui nos pr(l!cesserunt.
Ebner, 203; 421. Fiala, 211. A sacramen-

tary of the 11th century from Echternach
names the benefactors of the church and
those quorum corpora in hoc loco requi
escunt at in circuitu ecclcsire istius; Le
roquais, I, 123. More examples, ibid. (see
Register, III, 389 f.); Ebner, 420. Cf. also
the second formula in the Missa Illyrica·.
Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 514 B). A lengthy
insertion, but one that turns into a Gal
lican intercessory prayer, also in the Stowe
Missal; see above, p. 163, n. 17; Botte, 44,
Apparatus.
.. Ebner, 401-403; 421 f.; cf. above, p. 164,
n. 24.
"'Thus in the Mass arrangement of Bee in
the late Middle Ages: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXVI (I, 674 B).
"'Thus expressly Hugo of St. Cher, Tract.
super missam (ed. Solch, 40); cf. above,
p. 165.
""The 1539 D irectorium divinorum offi
ciorum of Ciconiolanus has the formula:
Afemento etiam, D omine, famulorum fa
mularumque tuarum illius 1•cl illorum 1•el
illarum, pro quo vel qua 1•el quibus sp ecial i
ter orare teneor, parentum, propillquorum,
amicorum, benefactorum, et om11ium fide

lium defu11ctorum, quibus

(1!

/ e m am requiem

pra?cesserunt.
Legg. Tracts, 211. A more detailed desig
nation in the Regensburg Missal about
1500: Beck, 273.
.. It is entered in the margin of the Cod.
Ottobon. of the Gregorianum in its original
form (Lietzmann, n. 1, 28, Apparatus) :
do110re

digneris.

Qui

nos
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preceding Supplices,"' or even in front of it.'" Ancient and widespread was
a rubric which enjoined a pause after the words Supplices te rogamus;
the rubric reads: Hie orat apud se quod voluerit, deinde dicit: iube . . ...
The obtrusion of personal intentions had thus been inaugurated very early.
The conclusion of the remembrance of the dead is also Per Christum
Dominum nostrum."" In this instance, the phrase is accompanied by a
bow on the part of the priest. That is unusual. Many explanations have
been offered.01 Some suggest that the bow is meant for the preceding
deprecamur, or for the humble self-accusation of the following Nobis
quoque peccatoribus, or else that it is intended for the word Christus.
The last postulate can appeal to several parallels since the fifteenth cen
tury."' But why, then, is this the only place that the bow is prescribed ?6:1
We should rather seek our explanation in the allegorical treatment of the
Mass-liturgy, the same sort of thinking that led the later l\Iiddle Ages to
give a symbolic representation of the Crucified by means of the out
stretched arms after the consecration, and the crossed hands at the
Meme11to mei q«II!so, Domine, et miserere,
et liCl't hrec sacrificia indignis tnanibus meis
tibi offerw1tur, qui nee invocare dignus
sum nomen sanctum tuum, quii!SO iarn quia
in ho11ore gloriosi Filii tui Domini Dei no
stri tibi offeruntur, sicut incensum in con
spectu divinii! maiestatis ture cum adore
suavitatis accmdantur. Also in the Sacra
mentary of Metz (9th cent.) : Leroquais,
I, 17, and already in garbled form about
800 in the Sacramentary of Angouleme

(ed. Cagin [Angouleme), 1919], p. 118;
Rotte, 44, Apparatus). More sources since
the 9th century in Leroquais, I, 48 f., 54,
63, etc. (see Register, III, 390) ; sources
of the 10-12th century besides discussion
of the same in Ebner, 419 (with n. 1-3);
also Ferreres, 155 f.; Gerbert, Vttus litur
yia Alematmica, I, 364; Martene, 1, 4, 8,
24 (1, 416 E) and ibid., IV, V, IX (1,
514 C, 527 C, 547 E). In the Missa Illyrica
a second Mem ento-a pology : ibid., IV (1,
514 A). In Ebner, 420, also another for
mula that belongs here, half apology, half
offering of the type of the Suscipe formulas
described above, beginning here with Om
nipotens s. D. dignare suscipere; the same
formula less garbled in Bona, II, 14, 1
(788 f.). A shorter expression of the same
idea is presented in a Sacramentary of the
12th century from lower Italy; before the
Memento etiam the priest prays three
times: Deus omnipotens, propitius esto
mihi Peccatori; Ebner, 149, 420. Here we

see the influence of the Byzantine Mass ;
see Brightman, 354, 1. 41; 356, 1. 17; 378,
1. 26; 393, 1. 7. By the 12th century these
apology insertions have disappeared; Du
randus, Ill, 45, 1, knows of the formula
Memento mei qua:so only in antiquis codi
cibus.
"'An example with intercession in Ebner,
418 f.
""A Missal from Lower Italy in the 12th
century has the priest make a bow and re
peat three times: Deus omnipotens, propi
tius esto mihi peccatori; Ebner, 149, 418.
Cf. above, n. 56.
10 Ordo "Qua/iter quii!dam" (Andrieu, II,
300; PL, 78, 983 C). Further data, see
Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe, 204; Gerbert,
Vetus liturgia Alemmmica, I, 363 f.
""Since the age of the Humanists: Per
eumdem Chr. D. n.; see Botte, 44.
01 L. Brou, "L'inclination de !a tete au 'Per
eumdem
Christum'
du
Memento des
Morts," Miscellanea Mohlberg, I, (1948),
1-31; eleven different explanations are
cited p. 3-9.
.. The Missal of the Bursfeld Congrega
tion and the Mass-order of Burchard both
have a bow of the head at the Per Chri
stum D. n. in the preface; The Dominican
Missal since 1705 similarly has such a bow
after the Communicantes; Brou, 9-13.
"'It appears for the first time in the Missal
of Pius V, in the Antwerp edition of 1571;
Brou, 2 f. ; 28 f.
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Supplices. Towards the end of the canon some externalization had to be
made of the moment when the dying Redeemer bowed His head ...

17. Nobis quoque
In the present-day text of the Roman canon, theNobis quoque, the last
of the large prayers of the canon, is appended to the remembrance of the
dead without giving the least impression of a skip or break. After we have
prayed for the dead, that they may attain the place of light and peace, we
pray also for ourselves, that we may obtain a part with the saints of
heaven. But simple and natural though this thought transition appears
at first, still upon closer study we encounter several problems. Why is this
prayer put here at all? Has not its main theme already been expressed in
the Supplices, with the appeal for "every heavenly blessing?" The prob
lem grows even more vexing when we turn our attention to the history of
the text, for we discover that the remembrance of the dead did not even
belong to the permanent parts of the canon, whereas the Nobis quoque
is found in all our text sources and must therefore have followed imme
diately after the Supplices.
The most obvious conclusion would then be that our prayer arose as
a continuation of the Supplices and is to be explained as such, and this
Gpinion, despite the difficulties already hinted at, has been maintained
even in most recent times.' There is indeed a forward step in the thought
of the second prayer, since the petition is not only for blessing and grace
from heaven, but for eternal bliss itself in the company of apostles and
martyrs. Besides, it is possible to point to oriental parallels which like
wise extend the plea for the fruits of Communion into a plea for heavenly
happiness,' and thus pursue the biblical concept of a bond between the
Eucharist and heavenly life (John 6:

48-51)

In one case, in fact, the

wording reminds one of the phrases of our Nobis quoque.•
"'This explanation in Gihr, 710. The lead
ing commentators of the Middle Ages
quite remarkably say nothing further about
the little ceremony. Still Amalar, De eccl.
off., III, 25 (PL, 105, 1142 C) and later
Bernold of Constance, Micrologus, c. 16
(PL, 151, 987 D) look for a liturgical ex
pression in the fact that Christ, inclinato
capite, gave up the ghost and find it proba
ble because of the absence of any other
ceremony of like nature, in the bow at the
Supplices. Likewise Honorius Augustod.
Gemma an., I, 46 (PL, 172, 558). Duran
dus, IV, 7, 6 f., links the 13 inclinationes,
established by him with the corresponding
actions in the life and passion of the Lord,
and among them also, that He rendered

His soul to God. Still he mentions no spe
cial bow for it. Cf. further statements be
low.
1 By Baumstark, "Das 'Problem' des riimi 
schen Meszkanons" (Eph liturg., 1939),
238 f.

2 Baumstark,

op. cit., 239. Baumstark
stresses particularly the turn of expression
in the liturgy of St. Mark (Brightman,
134): may the Communion redound to the
recipients e!� l!.Ot>w>la:> �a:l!.a:pt6"t1)"tO� \,w"ij�
a:!w>lou,which he compares with the socie
tas of the Roman text.

In the Egyptian anaphora of St. Basil
(Renaudot, I, 1847, 68), the words follow
immediately after the epiklesis: Make us

•
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On the other hand, it is certainly very surprising that an imposing con
struction like the Nobis quoque, an independent sentence, well-rounded
in its phrases, should be set up for the simple continuation of a thought
which was already expressed in substance, when it would have been more
than sufficient to follow up the words omni benedictione ca:lesti et gratia
repleamur with a phrase like et vitam ceternam consequamur. That this
should have been the original pattern seems almost excluded by the fact
that the Supplices, unlike the prayers that precede it, has the concluding
formula Per Christum Dominum nostrum. Add to this the puzzling quoque,
which is understandable on the supposition that the remembrance of the
dead precedes, and a prayer is included "also" for us as for the dead; but
remove the remembrance of the dead and the word quoque loses its point
of reference, since "we" have already been named as recipients of the favor

petitioned in the Supplices.'
But it is possible-and perhaps necessary-to take a different view, in
which the quoque receives a satisfactory meaning. Is it so sure that the
same group of persons is referred to in both the Supplices and the Nobis
quoque? The terms nos peccatores, or more correctly nos peccatores
jamuli tui," "us, thy sinful servants," could per se designate the whole con
gregation assembled, as many commentators suppose either by their
silence or even expressly." But amongst all the designations for the con
gregation represented by the priest in prayer-we possess thousands of
examples in the sacramentaries-this would be the only case of the kind.'
On the contrary, peccator had been used as a term of self-designation,
especially as the self-designation of the clergy. At the close of his work on
worthy to partake in thy mysteries, Y>ct
eopwiJ.e> IJ.Epo� :x.ctl x/,.ljpov e:;cetv IJ.E'ta 'ltd:v'twv
'tWV cl:ylw>.
'P. Leo Eizenhofer, a letter of Sept. 5,
•

1943,

•

•

calls attention to the possibility that

the quoque was equivalent in late Latin to
a mere -que, and refers confirmation to
Stolz-Schmalz, Lateinische Grammatik
(5th ed., by Leumann-Hofmann; Munich,

1928), 662. This would solve the difficulty
of the "also," but an appended -que seems
to be excluded by the foregoing conclu
sion formula, Per Christum Dominum
nostrum, which is found in all the texts,
the Stowe missal excepted (Batte, 42),
and which can therefore hardly be consid
ered as a later addition.-Baumstark,
�39 f., among others, interprets the quoque
m such a way as to anticipate the list of
apostles and martyrs mentioned near the
end of the prayer, after several interven
ing phrases : we pray God may vouchsafe
us a part along with them. However, there

is nothing in the text to warrant such a
dislocation of the thought.
• Rutten, "Philologisches zum Canon mis
s.e" ( St Z, 1938, I), 46, pointing out that
to this day the missal has no comma before
the famulis. A very similar adjectival use
of peccatores is found e.g., in Augustine,
Sermo, 215, 4 (PL, 38, 1074): God be
came man pro reis et peccaloribus servis,
and again, ibid., pro peccatoribus servis.
It is also to be discovered in the Leonia
num (Muratori, I, 329): famuli pecca/ores.
• Duchesne,
Christian
Worship,
182;
Baumstark, "Das 'Problem'," 238 f.; also
Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe, 222, with the
rather weak argument that the Sacramen
tarium Rossia11um (lith c.) has the addi
tion: (famulis) et famu/abus-an absolute
ly solitary reading ; see Batte, 44.
• This impression is confirmed when, e.g.,
one examines the cases recorded in the
word register of the Gregorian sacramen
tary of Lietzmann, p. 159, s. v. peccator.
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Baptism, Tertullian begs ut cum petitis, etiam Tertulliani peccatoris
memineritis.' For centuries, it was the practice in clerical circles to add the
word peccator to one's signature." Therefore here, too, the clergy must be
meant by the peccatores ja m uli-the celebrating priest and his assistants."'
If this be true, then the addition of a quoque, even right after the Sup
plices, takes on an acceptable meaning; quoque then signifies something
like "and especially." To the prayer for all, we priests now add a particu
lar appeal for ourselves, poor sinners.
Such a recommendation of self, pleading for one's own person, combined
at the same time with the acknowledgment of one's own unworthiness,
was part of the intercessory prayer already in the fourth century, at least
in the Orient." In the Syrian Liturgy of St. James it is inserted at the very
beginning,'"' while in Egypt it appears near the end of the intercessions."'
In the Alexandrian Greek Liturgy of St. Mark it consists of two members:
"Remember, 0 Lord, in grace and mercy also us, thy sinful and unworthy
servants (xed �[J.WY '!Wy li[J.O:P"IllAWY xo:! dvo:�[wy aou)..wy oou), and blot out
our sins, good and loving God; remember, Lord, also me, thy lowly and
sinful and unworthy servant ...""The similarity of expression is astonish
ing. In view of the connection-already verified more than once-between
Egypt especially and Rome, this similarity can hardly be accidental. Thus
we are forced to accept in the Roman Mass too, the meaning which is
unequivocally given in the oriental text, the meaning of self-recommenda
tion. Moreover, this was the meaning given the Nobis quoque by medieval
commentators."'
In this way we make room for the possibility that the Nobis quoque
Tertullian, De baptismo, c. 20
20, 218).

•

(CSEL,

See, e.g.. the signatures from the 6th
century in 11ansi, IX, 867 ff.-In Greek
documents the word 't(a"etvS;), abbreviated,
was sometimes added in the same sense ;
this is the word from which, as we know,
was derived the cross that bishops and
abbots place before their signatures.-Cf.
also the peccator formulas (which are,
however, much later in date) in the Orate
fratrcs, above, p. 83.
•

'° From the word famuli, however, we can
not draw the same conclusion, as P. Ma
ranget, "La grande priere d'intercession,"
Cours et co11ferences, VII
(Louvain,

1929), 188, note 19, attempts to do. For
jam uli tui is not equivalent to servi lui,
scrvitus tua, which are found in two earlier
passages of the canon; d. above, pp. 184,
222.
11

Canst. Ap., VIII, 12, 41 (Quasten, Mo11.,

225 ) : 'ltal u'ltep 'tijo; EIJ.ijc; 'toii 'ltpoa<pepoY'toc;

o6aevlao;.

Brightman, 55 : M vi)a0Y)'tt, l<.upte, l'.cnc% o;o
'ltAlj6oo; 'tOU e:Ai!ouo; aou li.G<l 'tWV o!l'.'ttpiJ.WV aou
"""'l e�J.o u 'tou 'tG<'ltetvou l<.al & p:;.::e ! ou 1lou:Aou
12

aou
; cf.
ibid., 90. Regarding the numerous variants,
•

•

•

see Rucker, Die Jakobusanaplwra, 27.
13 Brightman, 130. Likewise in the Byzan
tine liturgy of St. Basil, while the Byzan
tine liturgy of St. Chrysostom does not
contain the petition.
" Brightman, 130.- The Coptic text is ex
panded in a different way, ibid., 173.-Cf.
also the related reading in the Egyptian
Mass from the Arabian Testamentum Do
mini edited by Baumstark, Oriens christ.,
1 ( 190 I), 23 ; Quasten Mon., 256 note.
Here the notice is given that the priest says
the petition secreta.
u; Thomas Aquinas, Summa theol., III,
83, 4. A reference to this still in Gihr, 711,
note 2.
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was originally attached to the Supplices. But the fact is not therefore
assured-not at all. It would be certainly very surprising to find this soli
tary instance where, in order to admit this recommendation of self, the
oblation prayers would be concluded before the close of the canon and
another special prayer would be introduced at once.'" Such a fresh start
might be brought about more easily if the remembrance of the dead were
inserted first and if then the Nobis quoque followed as "a kind of embol
ism."

17

Thus, the order of the prayers as we have them at present would

be nothing but a return to the original situation. To be sure,

we

would then be forced to admit that both prayers were at first alien to the
Sunday and feast-day �lass. Then, about the turn of the sixth century,
when the original number of the saints' names in the Nobis quoque began
to be expanded into the present well-ordered double series and the list
set consciously side by side with the series in the Communicantes, this
parallel would have furnished a reason for including the Nob is quoque in
the canon as a permanent part.
Related evidences in Egypt also lend a color of probability to such a
connection with the remembrance of the dead. For it is worthy of note
that there too a prayer which is remarkably reminiscent of the partem·
aliquam et societatem cum sanctis apostolis et martyribus in our Roman
formula is frequently .. attached to the remembrance of the dead, not
indeed as a self-recommendation on the part of the clergy, but as a peti
tion for the congregation. This appears in the fourth century.
In the papyrus fragment of the anaphora of St. Mark which comes from
this period, we read near the end of the intercession: " [ 1] Give peace to
the souls of the deceased, [2] remember those [for whom] we keep a
memorial on this day, [3] and those whose names we speak and whose
names we do not speak, (4]

[above all] our very faithful fathers and
( lJ.epfoiX x.IX!

bishops everywhere, (5] and permit us to take part and lot
x. ), � pov

EXm), [ 6]

with [the assembly] of the holy prophets, apostles,

and martyrs."'"
This wording recurs in later Egyptian texts, but with amplifications
and several inversions.""

We might mention in passing that as a matter

"The blessing of natural goods that then
followed hardly ever became a fixed con
stituent of every 1Iass; see below, p. 261 ff.
17 Botte, 69.-Besides Botte we can cite for
this opinion Kennedy, 34 f.; Fortescue,
160 f., 355; Eisenhofer, II, 190-192.
"This is not the case exclusively; see
supra, note 3, where however the textual
relationship to the Nobis quoque is not so
close as with the reading to be cited di
rectly.
18 Quasten, Mon., 46-49. Cf. the first pub
lication by M. Andrieu and P. Collomp,

"Fragments sur papyrus de l'anaphore de
S. Marc," Revue des sciences religieuscs,

8 (1928), 489-515, and the commentary of
the editors on this passage, p. 511 f.

""In the textus receptus of the Greek

anaphora of St. Mark four of the six mem

bers of the text cited are found again in
the sequence 1, 2, 5, 4 (Brightman, 128-

130). After No. )-apparently as a sub
stitute for No. 6--there is inserted: �� ay
God "be mindful of the forefathers from
the beginning, the fathers, patriarchs,
prophets .. " (1 a); after No.2 the names
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of fact the West-Syrian Mass is also familiar with similar expansions of
the remembrance of the dead."' Thus it is not impossible that the prayers
added to the Memento of the dead in the Roman canon simply began:
Nobis quoque partem et societal em donare digneris cum tuis sanctis
apostolis et martyribus .. .22 However, on the evidence of the oriental

parallels cited at the start, it is patent that contemporaneously a self
recommendation was added to the preceding intercessory prayer, and the
plea itself was restricted to the narrower circle of the clergy by means of
the words peccatoribus famulis.
With the prayer certain names were probably linked from the very be
ginning. It is a striking fact that the first two names in the Roman prayer,
John and Stephen, also appear in Egypt, in the corresponding prayer of
the Coptic Mass; although the precise point of insertion here is slightly
different and the name of Mother of God precedes." It is very probable
of St. 1Iark and the Mother of God are
added, and then follow the "Diptychs of
the Departed" and another petition for the
bliss of heaven. Between No. 5, which has
the simple form: oo� �.,_,, .,_Ep(ocz xcz! xAl)pov
ex«> .,_E'ta ,.Gr:v'twv 'twv Gr:y (wv aou, and No.

4

there are oblation prayers and a petition
for patriarchs and bishops.-The old ele
ment recurs in even more faithful fashion
in the Coptic version (Brightman, 169 f.).
where the sections follow in the order 1,
la, 4, 5, 2, 3, and again 5, but with the
insertion of numerous expansions. In No.
la the names of Mary, John the Baptist,
Stephen and a series of bishops and abbots
have been added. The diptychs stand be
tween No. 2 and No. 3. A still simpler
form of the Coptic tradition in H. Hyver
nat, "Fragmente der altcoptischen Litur
gie," Rom. Quartalsclzrift,
I
(1887),
339 f., with the sections of the text in the
order I, la, 5, 4, 2, 3, 5.-Andrieu-Col
lomp, p. 512, are inclined to view sections
N. 5 and 6 of the papyrus fragment (which
are of special interest to us here) as the
original text.
:n In
the anaphora of St. James the last
of the priest's petitions beginning with

M vi) cr0Yj'tt xu pte which follow upon the
reading of the diptychs in the intercessory
prayer after the consecration pertains to
the deceased "whom we have remembered
and whom we have not forgotten," that God
may grant them rest in His kingdom,
where there is no pain; "but grant us," it
continues, "a Christian, pleasing, and sin
less death in peace, Lord Lord, and lead

us together to the feet of Thy elect, when
Thou wilt and as Thou wilt, only without
abashment and without failure." Bright
man, 57 ; sharply expanded in the Jacobite
text, ibid., 95 f.; in a different form in the
later Jacobite anaphoras.
"" The language echoes Biblical expres
sions : Col. 1 : 12; Acts 20 : 32. Some of
the older sacramentary manuscripts have
partem aliquam societatis (Botte, 46),
which is perhaps an attempt to follow
Col. I : 12 even more closely.-Cf. more
over Polycarp, Ad Phil., 12, 2 (Funk
Biehlmeyer, I, 119; Greek text not pre
served) : det vobis sortem et partem inter
sallctos suos.
23 Here the wording of the portion of the
prayer marked No. I and Ia in note 20
above is as follows: "To our fathers and
our brethren who have fallen asleep, whose
souls Thou hast taken, give rest, remem
bering all saints who have been well
pleasing to Thee since the world began:
our holy fathers the patriarchs, the
prophets, the apostles, the evangelists, the
preachers, the martyrs, the confessors, all
just spirits who have been made perfect
in the faith, and most chiefly her that is
holy glorious mother of God and ever
virgin, the holy tlzeotokos Mary, and St.
John the forerunner and baptist and mar
tyr, and St. Stephen the protodeacon and
protomartyr, and St. Mark the apostle
and evangelist and martyr, and the holy
patriarch Severus and St. Cyril and St.
Basil and St. Gregory, and our righteous
father the great abba Antony • . ." The
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that at an early period these two or three names were added to the word
ing as it appears in the papyrus fragment already quoted," and that the
remembrance of the dead, along with the appendage thus expanded, be
longed to the ancient fund of prayers which the Roman and Alexandrian
churches had in common as early as the fourth century... The general
designation, cum tuis sanctis apostolis et martyribus, is Roman and
corresponds to the beatorum apostolorum ac martyrum in the Communi
cantes. But then, feeling that the very first of the names that followed
was beyond the announced group of apostles and martyrs, a new start
was made by inserting a preposition, cum Joanne, another indication that
a

series of special names had already been supplied beforehand."'
As long as the emphasis was put on the remembrance as such, only a

few names could possibily be brought forward for mention with the holy
apostles and martyrs. Even here the earliest saints to be considered were
those who already enjoyed a devotion at Rome. But then, in the period
when the veneration of martyrs flourished so vigorously, there was a rapid
growth in the list here, just as there was in the Communicantes. Of the
saints in the Nobis quoque list, besides the Baptist and Stephen, those
who had such honor paid them around the end of the fifth century were
the following Roman martyrs: Peter and 1\Iarcellinus, whose grave on
the Via Lavicana had been decorated with verses by Pope Damasus, and
whose feast on June 2 was contained in the sacramentaries; Agnes, over
whose grave on the Via Nomentana a basilica had already been erected
by Emperor Constantine's daughter Constantia; Cecilia, whose grave in
the catacomb of Callistus had been honored at a very early date, but
whose veneration at any rate reached a peak about the turn of the fourth
century (this was when a new basilica was built and dedicated to her at
the old Titulus Crecilire in Trastevere, and thus in the end foundress and
martyr became identified) ; further, a Roman lady, Felicity, over whose
grave Pope Boniface I (d. 422) had built an oratory, and whose feast
was celebrated in the oldest sacramentaries-as it is at present-on

continuation (No. 4 and 5) here reads:
"Remember, Lord, our holy and right

was first inserted into the canon by Ge

believing

who

the Collzmzmica11tes. As far as the Com

have long ago passed away, who have
justly administered the word of truth, and
give us a share and lot with them." Bright
man, 169.

mzmicallfes is concerned his thesis has
been disputed. It is also untenable for the

fathers

and

archbishops

"To No. 6 before the transposition by
which No. 1a arose, and in a simpler form
than that shown in the text cited in the
previous note. For this derivation sec also
Kennedy, 144; 148.

supra, I, 55 f.-Kennedy, 34 ff.,
189 f., 197, thinks that the Nobis quoque

"'Cf.

(along with the remembrance of the dead)

lasius I

( 492-496)

in the same way as

Nobis quoque; for at so late a date there

is little likelihood of any transfer from
Egypt to Rome, and this is the matter to
be considered, for an older text, without
the names, is already to be found in Egypt.
""This assumption has more in its favor
than the opinion of Baumstark, Das
"Problem," 218, who sees in this second
start with cum an indication that the names
were inserted in the Roman text only later.
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November 23.27 Here again as in the case of the Communicantes, the list
of saints in the Milanese Mass offers a confirmation of what we have
established. The Roman martyrs are there set down plainly in their his
torical sequence; they show the following succession: Peter, Marcellinus,
Agnes, Cecilia, and Felicity; and only after that some other names follow ...
Of the rest of the names in the Roman Nobis quoque, an Alexander is
mentioned at least three times in the fourth-century Roman lists of mar
tyrs. For two who bore this name there is also an annual commemoration
in the sacramentaries, although they enjoyed no other special veneration.
The Alexander in the canon appears to be the Alexander of the group of
seven martyrs, who for a long time have been commemorated on July 10,
and whom later legends linked with St. Felicity, as seven brothers; since
the sixth century, Alexander stood out in this group."' Of the two women
martyrs of Sicily, Agatha and Lucy, the former was honored at Rome in
the fifth century, when the Goth Ricimer built a church in her honor, and
the latter about the sixth century; although both had surely been vene
rated previously in their native cities of Catania and Syracuse. The rich
possessions of the Roman church in Sicily probably led to this transfer of
cult."" To Felicity the name of Perpetua was added. Perhaps the name of
the Roman martyr drew after itself the name of the great African lady
whose Passio, one of the most precious documents in the history of the
martyrs, was known even at Rome at quite an early date. But that the
names in the list are not to be referred to both the African martyrs, Per
petua and her slave Felicity," is clearly deduced from the way they are
mentioned, for if they did they would certainly have been left in their
usual order."" Anastasia is the martyr of Sirmium whose body was brought
to Constantinople in 460, and whose veneration had probably received
an impetus in Rome during the period of Byzantine domination."
"Kennedy, Tlzc Saints of the Ca1zon, 141188; 1 97.-Espccially for Cecilia and Fe

tyr and who cannot be intended in our
list because, as bishop of Rome, he would

licitas sec also ]. B. Kirsch, lJcr stadt
riimischc christliclze Fcst!.·alcndcr im Al
tcrlitlll (LQ, 7-8; :'v!iinstcr, 1924), 89 f.
'"Kennedy, 62. In the Milanese list the

certainly be placed ahead of Ignatius; ibid.,
155 f. For the same reason we consider un
acceptable the supposition of Baumstark,
Das "Problem," 2 3 8, that a priori the pope
was meant because the martyrdom of

names that head the list are: J olzmmes et
JvluliiiiCS, Stcphanus, Andreas. The names

of .\fatthias, Barnabas, Ignatius and Alex
ander are missing in the Milan text.
''"Kennedy, 151-158. This is the Alexan
der reputedly martyred on the Salarian
way. Another Alexander, of Ficulea (a
village north of Rome), from the group
comme�orated on
May 4,
certainly
emerges more prominently about this same
time, but only by reason of his identifica
tion (certainly false) in the legend as Pope
Alexander I (d.

11 5), who was not

a

mar-

Ignatius, who is mentioned just before him,
was probably erroneously dated in his
reign.
Kennedy, 169-173.
This assumption also in Hosp, 189-205;
see especially 204 f.; so also Gassner, 391.
82 Kennedy, 161-164. In the sequence P er
80
81

petua and Felicitas, the two lady martyrs,
are found at Rome in the Dcpositio marty
rum drawn up about 336. But they received
no special veneration.
88

Kennedy, 183-185.
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trustworthy account expressly

tells us that Gregory the Great placed their names in the canon."' Nor can
the rest of the names in this later layer have come into the canon much
earlier than this. Regarding Alexander and Agatha, we might think of
Pope Symmachus (498-514), who had provided funds for the memorial
places of both, as he had also done for Agnes and Felicity."• On the other
hand, Matthias and Barnabas, who appear as representatives of the "holy
apostles,""" evidently did not acquire this role until the twelve Apostles
had all found a place in the Communicantes series. To these two saints
no particular veneration was paid in the liturgy of the city of Rome during
the first millenary," and the same is true of Ignatius, martyr-bishop of
Antioch, in spite of his connection with the city of Rome."" Still, in view
of the manuscript evidence,"" their insertion into the canon cannot have
been substantially later. So everything points to Gregory the Great as
having undertaken the final revision here as in the Communicantes.'"
Duplication of the names was avoided, but the same principles regarding
the disposition of names held in both instances: at the top of the list an
outstanding name, John the Baptist;" then a double column of seven (the
scriptural number)-seven men and seven women; among the men the
hierarchical order once more: first the apostles, then the martyr-bishop
Ignatius, then Alexander, who is designated by the legend as a priest
(or bishop); likewise the pair of martyrs who are otherwise generally
named in this order, Peter and Marcellinus, but in line with the legend
are reversed according to their hierarchical st&nding: Marcellinus the
priest and Peter the exorcist. Amongst the women a certain territorial
division is recognizable. In the first pair, the names of the two African
women seem to have been decisive; then follow the two martyrs from
Sicily, Agatha and Lucy, then the two Roman maidens, Agnes and Cecilia,
and finally the oriental Anastasia.
Aldhelm (d. 709), De laud. virg., c. 42
(PL, 89, 142; Kennedy, 170): Gregorius

••

ca11o11e ... par iter copulasse [Agatlzam
Lucia111] cognoscilrtr. hoc modo in cata
logo mart:;rum ponens: Felicitate, Anas

in
ct

tasia, Agatha, Lucia.
35

Batiff ol, Ler;ons, 229.

"'Along with Paul, Barnabas is also called
an apostle in Acts 14: 4, 13.
37 Their commemorative days first appear
on Frankish ground, for Barnabas since
the 11th century, for Matthias since the
12th; see Baumstark, Missale Romanmn,
212, 219.
38 Ignatius the A n t i o c h e n e, known as

o 6eo:p6po<;, was considered by early Chris
tians a disciple of St. Peter, from whom
he was believed to have received eviscopal

consecration (St. Chrysostom, Hom. in S.
lgn., IV, 587 [PG, SO, 58]). He was
martyred at Rome. His body was trans
lated to Antioch but brought back to Rome
in the 7th century at the time of the first
Moslem invasion, and was placed near St.
Clement's. A feast-day was assigned to
him as early as the 9th century; see
Baumstark, 1lfissale Romanum, 2 10.
•• The manuscript tradition is rather uni
form, aside from two witnesses of the
Irish group, the Stowe missal and the
Bobbio missal, which have grouped the
names of the seven lady martyrs, but with
out any apparent principle. Botte, 46, Ap
paratus.
"'Kennedy, 198.

"The identity of this John as the Bapti st
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As is already clear from what has been said, those named (with the
exception of the biblical characters, of Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch and
author of seven letters [d. c. 107], and of the African lady Perpetua
[d. 202-3]) are all martyrs of whom little is known beyond their name,
the place of their confession and-through the annual commemoration of
their death-perhaps the day of their death; no year, no history of their
suffering, no biographical details. Not till later did legend sketch out a
picture.'" These are properly the true representatives of the unknown
heroes of the first Christian centuries who, because of their glorious death
for Christ, continued to live on in the minds and hearts of men. But their
death for Christ was likewise their triumph with Christ, and that is
enough to have their names serve as symbols of that blessed lot which
we beg God we, along with our own departed, might, to some extent at
least, share.
As in the case of the Communicantes, the list of the Nobis quoque was
enlarged during the Middle Ages by the addition of favorite medieval
names, particularly at the end of the list. But as a rule these additions
stayed within modest bounds."'
The parallelism with the Communicantes and its series of saints ex
tends also to the general features of both prayers. In both cases the
prayer represents a continuation of the Memento, in such wise that a
certain connection with the saints in heaven is represented. But the con
nection is different in the two cases. After the Memento of the living, the
assembled congregation, looking up humbly to the saints, offers up its

whom Christ Himself exalted above all
others and whose name is attached to the
cathedral of Rome (the Lateran basilica)
is now little more than an academic prob
lem. It is plainly indicated by the parallel
to the Mother of God. Add to this the
evident effort not to duplicate the Com
mwzicantcs list, since not even 11ary has
been carried over from it, while the Bap
tist is plainly kept out of it. Further there
is wanting any special reason for such
an exceptional preference for one of Zebe
dee's sons. Last, but not least, there is the
parallel with the Eastern liturgies, and
not only that of Egypt with its combina
tion of the Baptist and Stephen. Cf., e.g.,
the intercessory prayer in the liturgy of St.
] ames, where the Greek text has the fol
lowing series: Mary, John the Baptist,
apostles, evangelists, Stephen (Brightman,
56 f.) ; the Syrian has: ] ohn, Stephen,
Mary (ibid., 93; Riicker, 35; the Arme
nian has : Mary, John, Stephen, apostles

(Riicker, 35, Apparatus). Further data in
Kennedy, 37 f.; cf. also Fortescue 356 f.
Medieval commentors for the most part
saw in this John generally the evangelist;
Durandus, IV, 46, 7. In more recent times
Baumstark, Liturgia Romana e liturgia
dell' Esarcato (Rome, 1904), 144 f., in line
with his theory on the canon, declared for
the evangelist, but later after abandoning
his theory he dropped him in favor of the
Baptist (Das "Problem," 238). The Con
gregation of Rites, being asked about
the matter because of the bow on the
respective feast, spoke out in favor of the
Baptist, March 27, 1824 ( �Iartinucci,
Manuale decretonzm SRC, n. 485; 1166),
but this decree was not retained in the col
lection of the Decreta authcntica of 1898 ff.
'2 More detailed information in Hosp, Die
Heilivm im Ca11011 Missre, 103 ff., 128 ff.,
205 ff., 254 ff. See also the authors cited
supra, p. 252, note 22.
'" MSS. from Fulda mention St. Lioba. In
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sacrifice in common with them; the only connection here is that already
established by association in the one kingdom of God. After the Memento
of the dead the concept is raised a degree and the plea is for a final par
ticipation in the blessedness of the elect. Being about to eat the bread
of life everlasting, we have prayed for the dead that God might be mind
ful of them and vouchsafe them entry into the place of light and peace.
And it is this place of light and peace, viewed as the home of the saints,
that we beg also for ourselves, nobis quoque peccatoribus famulis tuis.
Regarding the rest of the wording of the prayer, the only thing to notice
is that the note of modest retirement and humble self-accusation which
was struck by the word peccatores sets the tone of the whole prayer. The
petition is spoken only with the utmost trust in the fullness of divine
mercy;• and the only object sought is that God may grant partem aliquam,
and even this not as a reward of present merit, but solely because He is
the giver of grace (cf. Psalm 129:3-4). All this is quite in keeping in a
prayer spoken before the people for one's own person, whereas in a prayer
said in the name of the congregation it would sound rather unusual.
The words Nobis quoque peccatoribus are lifted out of the quiet of the
canon, for the priest says them audibly, meanwhile striking his breast.
There is scattered evidence of this striking of the breast as early as the
twelfth century, and soon thereafter it became a general practice.'"

In

some places, since the thirteenth century, there is mention even of a triple
striking of the breast."
And the custom of saying the first words aloud goes back even further.
We hear of it already in the ninth century," and since that time it has
Italy we frequently find Eugenia and
Euphemia. Ebner, 423 ff.; Botte, 46 Appa
ratus.-Sevcral names arc added in the
Milanese text. Most numerous seem to be
the additions in France. Here we find,
among others, Denis, Martin, Genevieve;
Martene, 1, 4, 8, 25 (1, 416 £.); Menard:
PL, 78, 28 note. Leroquais, Les sacramm
taires, I I I, 394, manages to assemble a
list of 36 different names from French
Mass-books alone.-Spanish Mass-books
of the 13th-15th century from Gerona
have after omnibus sanctis tuis the addi
tion: vel quomm sollemnitas lzodie in COII
spectu tzue maiestatis celebratur, Domine
Deus noster, toto ill orbe terrarum; Fer
rercs, 156. Likewise in two MSS. of the
11-12th century from Vich; ibid., p. CCIII.
-The Irish Stowe missal sets St. Patrick
at the head of the list, with Peter and Paul;
Kennedy, 62.
" The use of the Biblical wording de mul
titudine miserationum tuarum (Ps. SO: 3,

et al.) has its oriental correspondence in
the self-commendation of the liturgy of
St. James (supra, note 12) and in that of
the Byzantine liturgy of St. Basil (Bright
man, 336, 1. 14). For the concluding
words intra quorum tws consortium, etc.,
see the parallel in Ps.-Jerome, supra I, 52,
note 9.
•• Innocent II I, De s. alt. m:ysterio, V, 15
( P L 217, 897); a sacramentary of the
12th century from Rome in Ebner, 335.
,

,

Data from the following period in SO!ch,
Hugo, 97 f.

" Siilch, 98.-0n the other hand, we hear
nothing of the bystanders striking their
breast, although their participation in
other movements of the priest, as at the
gospel, is generally stressed. Is this be
cause even in the Middle Ages the prayer
was regarded only as a self-commendation
of the priest?
"Amalar, Liber off., III, 26, 14 (Hans
sens, II, 347 f.).
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become and remained an almost universal usage.'" However, there is no
account at all prior to this of such a practice, which would be explained
on the assumption that the whole canon was said aloud, and thus the
words were already perceptible. But why is it that precisely these words
are given special prominence? What passes at present as the reason for
emphasizing these words is of no importance.'" The real and adequate
reason must be sought in the circumstances of the past. The survival of
the practice is a typical case of the great endurance of liturgical customs
even when the basis for them has long since been removed-in fact, when
that basis was in existence only a short time.
In the Roman Ordines of the seventh century the plan supposed that
the subdeacons, who, at the start of the preface, had range.! themselves in
a row opposite the celebrant on the other side of the free-standing altar,
and who during the canon bowed profoundly, would straighten up at the

Nobis quoque and go to their assigned places so that they might be ready
to assist in the fraction of the bread as soon as the canon was over."" This
rule, which naturally had no meaning except at the grand pontifical
services, was retained even when, at the end of the eighth century, it be
came customary to recite the canon in a low tone. So, to give the sub
deacons the signal when the time came, the celebrant had to say these
words in an audible voice: aperta clamans voce."' This relationship be
tween the two was still to be seen in the Roman Ordines at the end of
the tenth century." Once admitted, the custom stayed, even though, in
accordance with the Romano-Frankish liturgy, the subdeacons usually
did not have to change their places till after the closing doxology,"" and
even though later on, in consequence of the introduction of unleavened
bread and lastly of the small particles, the fraction became unnecessary
and the assistance of the subdeacons superfluous. Its survival was sus
tained by the allegorical interpretation which saw in it the confession of
the centurion beneath the Cross,"' and thus the practice was transferred
not only to the simple high Mass celebrated without assistants, but even
to the private lVIass.
This also makes it easier to understand the striking of the breast. The
•• Information regarding this practice and
other exceptions (the Carthusians, for in
stance, continued the soft tone for these
words too) in Siilch, 96 f.
•• Eisenhofer, II,
191, considers the words
at present as an "admonition to the by
standers to join themselves in sorrow to
the prayer of the priest"-an idea that is
hardly in keeping with the course and con
duct of the canon.-In some places this
serves as a signal for the Mass-servers to
return from the place where they had been
kneeling during the consecration.

""Ordo Rom., I, n. 16 (Andrieu, II, 95 f.;
PL, 78, 944 f.) ; Capitulare eccl. o rd. (An
drieu, III, 103 f.).
51 Ordo sec. Rom., n. 10 (Andrieu, II, 222;

PL, 78, 974 B).
'"'Ordo sec. Rom., loc. cit.; cf. Ordo "In
Primis" for the episcopal Mass (Andrieu,
II, 334; PL, 78, 988 C).
63 Amalar,
Liber off., III, 26, 1 9 (Hans
sens, II, 349 f.) ; Ordo "Postquam" for an
episcopal Mass (Andrieu, I I, 36�-; PL, 78,
993 C).
"'Thus already Amalar, Liber off., III, 26
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medieval interpreters since the thirteenth century explicitly cited, along
with the centurion's outcry, the statement in Luke 13 :48 that all the
people went home beating their breasts..., And finally this throws light on
the puzzling bow of the head at the words just before this, in the con
clusion of the Memento:"" this becomes the moment when our Lord bowed
His head and died.

18. Concluding Doxologies
The canon closes with two formulas, both of which give the impression
of a summary and a conclusion, the second formula quite plainly, since
it is a true doxology (omnis honor et gloria), and even the first, with a
wording (hcec omnia) that suggests a recapitulation. Neither of these
formulas are prayers in the usual sense of petition or oblation, as were
the foregoing formulas; rather they display the traits of a commendatory
statement, a "predication": Thou workest, it is. Thus, even a superficial
examination of the first formula reveals the same character of a doxology
which is patent in the second. In its wording, however, the first presents
a picture of God's gifts streaming down from heaven through Christ's
mediatorship, while the second brings into relief how, through Him, all
honor and glory surge from creation up to God. The admirabile commer

cium which has just been given reality once again on the altar, thus gains
expression in the very words of the canon and gives them their worthy
crowning.
If we turn now to study the first of these two formulas, Per quem hcec
omnia, we are confronted with certain obscurities. We do not see at first
glance just where the emphasis is placed. Nor is it clear what idea this
word of praise is unravelling, whether the creative work and the blessing
of God, or perhaps the activity of Christ (with which the nexus is made
to the preceding Nobis quoque). In any case, the Per Christum Dominum

nostrum is seized upon as the opportunity for appraising, in retrospect,
the divine grace which has again come and is coming to us in this hour
"through Christ." He is the invisible high-priest who has exercised His
(Hanssens, II, 344 f.; 347 ) ; Bernold of
Constance, Micrologus, c. 1 7 (PL, 151,
988 A).-Later the interpretation is made
to include the confession of the Good

-:r:�ief; Durandus, IV, 46, 1 ; 2.-The po
Sition and the change of place of the sub
deacons is likewise supported and main
_
ed for a long time by the allegorical
!am
Interpretation of their role as the pious
women who gazed upon the crucified Re
deemer until He bowed His head and died,

and who then again sought His body in the
tomb (paten for the fraction). This inter
pretation likewise proposed by Amalar, loc.
cit., is still in evidence in ] ohn of Avran
ches, (d. 1079), De off. eccl. (PL, 147,
35 f.).
56 John of Avranches, loc. cit. (36). But cf.
also Amalar loc. cit. (345).-Durandus,
IV, 46, 2. Further references in van Dijk
(Eph. liturg., 1939), 340, note 294.
""Cf. supra, p. 247.
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office anew and is exercizing it; through Him, God has sanctified_ these
gifts once more and is now ready to distribute them-for reference has
already been made to receiving ex hac altaris participatione. Now it is
our task to examine how these salient ideas, patent as they are, are to
be expounded in detail.
In order to make clear the exact meaning of the words, we must first
of all note the important fact that in the earlier stage of the Roman
canon, and for that matter right on to the late l\liddle Ages and even
after, a blessing of natural products was on occasion inserted in this spot.'
In the oldest sacramentaries we find a blessing of water, milk and honey
on the occasion of solemn Baptism: and a blessing of fresh grapes on the
feast of St. Xystus (Aug. 6)"; the latter blessing also appears as a formula

ad fruges novas benedicendas' and as benedictio omnis creaturrE porno
rum: but in particular as a blessing of beans.• The "Easter lamb" was also
blessed at this point on Easter Sunday.7 In the declining l\1iddle Ages the
blessing of other gifts of nature, which was customary on certain occasions,
was sometimes inserted here: the blessing of bread, wine, fruits, and seeds
on the feast of St. Blase; of bread on the feast of St. Agatha; of fodder
for cattle on St. Stephen's; of wine on the feast of St. John Evangelist.•
The practice of a special blessing within
the canon seems to ha Ye remained restrict
ed to the Roman liturgy. The Egyptian
Mass has a recommendation of the gifts
offered by the faithful in a similar place,
namely within the intercessory prayer, and
also a petition for the donors, but no formal
blessing of the gifts. Brightman, 129,
170 £., 229.
• In the baptismal Mass of Pentecost (like
wise to be presupposed for Easter) in the
Leonianum ( Muratori, I, 318); as bene
dictio lactis et mel/is also in the Pontifi cate
of Egbert, ed. Greenwell ( Surtees Society,
27; Durham, 1853), 129; thus also to
gether with the blessing of meat, eggs,
cheese, in a Hungarian Missal of the 1112th century; Morin, JL, 6 (1906), 59,
and likewise in a Missal of the 14th cen
tury from Zips; Rad6, 72.
• Gregorianum, ed. Lietzmann, n. 138, 4.
The custom of blessing grapes in this place
must have insinuated itself early within the
Carolingian sphere, since Amalar, De eccl.
off ., I, 12 (PL, 105, 1013 A), explains
the blessing of oil on )ofaundy Thursday
with the words: In eo loco ubi so/emus
uvas benedicere. It is still, e.g., in the
Missal of Regensburg of 1485 (Beck,
244). On this day new wine was also used
for the consecration, Durandus, VII, 22,
1

2; or grape juice was actually mixed into
the consecrated chalice, an abuse that
Berthold of Chiemsee fought against in
1535. Franz, 726. A 14th century Styrian
Missal requires the grapes to be placed
upon the altar after the consecration and
so close to the priest that he can make
the sign of the cross over them. Kock, 48;
cf. ibid., 2, 47. Numerous peculiarities in
France about 1700, in part yet surviving,
in de Moleon, Register, p. 560, s. v.
''raisin."
'The older Gelasianum, III, 63, 88 (Wil
son, 107; 294).
• Missale of Bobbio (Muratori, I I, 959).
The text is changed considerably.
• On the feast of the Ascension in the older
Gelasianum I, 63 (Wilson, 107).
7 As benedictio carnis in the Sacramentary
of Rotaldus (10th cent.; PL, 78, 243 D);
cf. Missal of Bobbio (Muratori, I I, 959);
Pontificale of Egbert, ed. Greenwell (see
note 2 above, 129. Walafried Strabo, De
exord. et increm., c. 18 ( PL, 114, 938 f.),
iought hard against the practice as a ju
daizing one.
• Sacerdotale Romam1m of Castellani (first
published in 1523), in the Venice edition
of 1588, p. 158 ff. As Brinktrine, Die hi.
};Jesse, 210, n. 1, remarks in reference to
the Rituale Warmiense, 270, the so-called
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To this day the consecration by the bishop of the oil for the sick on Holy
Thursday has continued in this location.• In all these cases the prayer
ends with the mention of Christ's n\J.me and then, without any conclud
ing formula of its own, continues with our Per quem hcec omnia, which
thus plainly forms a unit with the respective prayers of blessing.
The question, therefore, that presses for an answer is, whether the Per
quem hcec omnia is nothing else than the unchanging conclusion af the more
or less variable prayer of blessing, perhaps because the latter was part
of the plan of the canon, perhaps because both formulas originally arose
as occasional inserts. Recently the question has been answered in the
affirmative, particularly by Duchesne,'o who stresses the point that with
out such a prayer of blessing there would be a hiatus between our formula
and what precedes it in the nnon, and moreover that the word omnia in
particular could hardly be understood simply of the consecrated sacrificial
gifts.11
A further point in favor of such an opinion is presented in the Church
Order of Hippolytus of Rome. Here, as we have already seen," mention is
made of that custom, then very vigorous and alive, of which the blessing
of water, milk, and honey is only a later relic. But in addition, rigllt
after the text of the Eucharistia, we find a rubric which tells about the
blessing of natural products: If someone brings oil, the bishop should
pronounce a prayer of thanksgiving similar to that for bread and wine,
with the proper changes, and the same if someone brings cheese or olive�.
For both cases a short prayer-text is offered, to suggest the spiritual mean
ing of the natural gift, and a Trinitarian doxology is presented to be used
for the conclusion." These blessings apparently were independent liturgical
creations, having only an extrinsic connection with the Mass. But perhaps
they had been attached thus to the Mass even at an early period. At any
rate, in the Egyptian Mass they were incorporated into the canon." At
Agatha bread and Agatha water are still
to this day blessed at this place in the dio
cese of Ermland on the feast of St. Agatha.
The practice seems to be widespread in
Poland; see Thalhofer- Eisenhofer, Hand
buch der katholischen Liturgik, II (Frei
burg, 1912), 191.
• Already in the Gelasianum, I, 40
(Wil
son, 70) and in the Gregorianum (Lietz
mann, n. 77, 4 f.).
Christian Worship, 182-183;
10 Duchesne,
cf. Liber pont., ed. Duchesne, I, 159.
11 C. Callewaert, "La finale du Canon de Ia
Messe,"
Revue
d"histoire
eccles., 39
(1943), 5-21, especially p. 7 ff., without
being fully convincing, disputes the pres
ence of the hiatus. The omnia can be ex
plained by the greater quantity of offer-

tory gifts at the time; with the hrec the
jube hwc perferri was again resumed. The
hiatus is narrowed, if we accept the con
jecture advanced by ]. Brinktrine, "Uber
die Herkunft und die Bedeutung des
Kanongebetes der romischen Messe 'Per
quem h�c omnia," Eph. lit u rg ., 62 (1948),
365-369; he assumes that the formula once
followed the Supplices immediately.
10 Above I, 29.
'"Dix, 10 f.; Hauler, 108.
" In the Ethiopian tradition of Hippolytus'
Eucharistia, the pertinent rubric with
blessing prayer follows immediately upon
Hlppolytus' concluding doxology, but then
is added the conclusion with Sicut erat (d.
note 79 below). Brightman, 190; d. 233,

l. 23.
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least in this case the same thing happened which (as we saw) occurred
everywhere in regard to the intercessory prayers which were placed just
before the Sacrifice-Mass and then later were drawn into it. The blessings,
too, which followed after the Mass proper were at last brought into the
narrower compass of the canon. The same process obviously occurred also
in the Roman Mass. This is shown by the remarkable agreement, some
times word for word, between the basic text in Hippolytus and that in the
Latin liturgy of Rome for the blessing of oil," and also for the blessing
of grapes, resp., new fruits.'• They represent a direct continuation of the
practice found in Hippolytus.
Therefore, the evolution must actually have been such that first the
blessings of produce were inserted before the end of the canon, then later
our Per quem hax omnia was developed. The insertion of the blessing took
place at this precise point because of the desire to link the ecclesiastical
blessings with the great blessing which Christ Himself had instituted and
in which He (and God through Him) grants to earthly gifts the highest
hallowing and fullness of grace. This interconnection is brought out strik
ingly by the closing phrase: Per quem hax omnia-the Eucharistic gifts
are thus included-semper bona creas. By taking up again the antithesis
against Gnosticism and l\Ianichceism, our retrospective meditation leads
to a statement of praise, proclaiming that the gifts which lie before us,
sanctified, are God-created, and that God always has done well in His
creative labors, and continues to do so.'7 This He does through the Logos,
Hippolytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 10) : Si
quis oleum offert ... gratias referat di
cens: U t oleum hoc sanctificans das, Deus,
sanitatem utentibus et percipientibus, rmde
unxisti regcs, sacerdotes et prop/zetas, sic
. . In the blessing of the oil today's Ro
man Pontifical still reads: Emitte quresu
mus Domine, Spiritum Smlctum ... ut tua
sancta bmedictione sit onmi hoc 1mguento
c!rlestis medicilla! peruncto tutamen
wule unxisti sacerdotes, reges, prophetas et
martvres . . . in nomine Domini nostri Jesu
Chri;ti. Per quem. The prayer also in the
16

.

.

.

•

older Gelasianum, I, 40 (Wilson, 70) and
in the Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n. 77, 5) :
-Regarding the way this prayer has heel}
preserved cf. ] ungmann, "Beobachtungcn
zum F ortlebcn von Hippolyts Apostoli
scher Uberlieferung" : Z k Th, 53 ( 1929),
583-585.
Near the end of the work, Hippolytus
offers still another complete formula for
thanksgiving he demands for fruits; it be
gins (Dix, 54) : Gratias tibi agimus, Deus,
ct offerimus tibi pri mitivas fructuum quos
16

dedisti nobis ad percipiendum
. . The
blessing of the grapes in the Gregorianum
(Lietzmann, n. 138, 4) reads: IJmedic Do
mine et has fructus novas uvre (in the Bob
bio Missal: et has fructus novas ill.) quos
tu Domine ...ad maturitatem perducere
dignatus es et dedisti ea ad usus nostros
cum gratiarum actioue percipere in nomine
Domini nostri Jesu Christi. Per quem.
17 As against the usual rendering of hrec
bona by "these goods," Rutten, "Philolo
gisches zum Canon missre" (StZ, 1938, I),
47, rightly emphasizes the words, "God has
created these (gifts) as good." An elabo
rated version in the Mozarabic Missale
mixtum (PL, 85, 554 A) confirms this:
quia tu hrec onmia nobis indignis servis tuis
valde bona creas, sanctificas . . . Cf. also
Callewaert, La finale, 10 f. Augustine, De
civ. Dei, XV, 22 (CSEL, 40, 2, p. 108)
.

cites from a taus cerci which he himself
had composed the words: Hrec tua sun!,
bona sunt, quia t1t bm1us isla creasti.
However, the opposite conception must also
have been combined with the text at an
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through whom all things came into being,'" and through Him who Himself
became man and a member of our earthly cosmos, He also hallows all
things.The Incarnation itself was the grand consecration of creation.'" But
a new wave of blessing pours out over creation whenever the Church makes
use of the power of sanctification granted her by her founder.The words

vivijicas"" and benedicis are probably thought of only as re-enforcing the
sanctijicas. Sanctification is a herald of that new and everlasting life in
which earthly creation has a share; indeed, the consecration of bread and
wine has filled these figures, these species, with the noblest, the highest
life.12 Lastly, the word benedicis receives the cardinal stress. It was a bless
ing that was inserted, and this word makes the tie-in with it. In the chief
formulas this blessing takes the following shape: Benedic et has tuas cre

aturas fontis ... Benedic Domine et hos fructus novos ... In other words
22

�

the preceding activity, the completion of the Euclzaristia, was also such a
blessing, only of an incomparably higher kind.Already in the Te igitur the
petition had been made uti accepta habeas et bencdicas, just as we find
it in the Quam oblationem and not seldom even anticipated in the Oralio

super oblata."' The finale is presented by the words prCEstas nobis,'JF. with
the suggestion that every hallowing and blessing which proceeds from
Christ has but one aim, namely, to enrich us. Communion, for which we
are now preparing ourselves, is only the most wondrous example of this.
So we see that the words of the Per quem hCEc omnia got their full mean
ing in connection with the preceding prayer of blessing, and that they
early date; cf. the Post-Secreta formula
of the Missale Gothicum (Muratori, II,
534 ; note 25 below), in which the bona
is missing.
'"] ohn 1: 3 ; Hebr. 1 : 2 ; 2: 1 0. The for
mulation that relates the creation to Christ,
more plainly according to Col. 1: 16 f. Cf.
Callewaert, 9 f.
19 Cf.
Marty rologium for Christmas Eve:
M undum volens advcntu suo piissimo con
sccrare. The idea is already found in an
other form in I Cor. 8: 6; Col. I: 15 f.
''"As Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 6
(PL, 2 1 3, 133 f.) • reports, some priests in
serted mirificas after the word vi vifi cas.
21
Cf. the expression panem sanctum vitre
a:ternre in an earlier passage. In the Moz
arabic Post-Pridie formularies the conse
cration is described as a restoration to
life: vivificet ea Spiritus tuus Sattctus.
Missale mix tum (PL, 85, 605 A; c£. 205 A,
277 D).
22 Muratori, I, 318.
""Supra, note 16. Notice the word et in
these phrases: "Bless also . • ."

"'Cf. P. Alfonso, L'Eucologia romatta an
fica (Subiaco, 193 1 ), 83. It is therefore
purely arbitrary to try to conclude from
this et that a Roman epiklesis formerly
preceded and then was omitted, one that
must have begun with B e 11edic Domine has
creaturas panis et vini. Thus R. Buchwald,
Die Epiklese in der romischen Afesse
(Weidenaur Studien I, special printing,
Vienna, 1 907), 3 1 .
"" The Mass o f Milan o n Maundy Thurs
day has here as well as in the following
final doxology of the canon a notable
variant: benedicis et 1wbis famulis tuis
largiter pra:stas ad augme11tztm fidei et re
missionem omnium peccatorum nostrorum.

(1902), 154. Cf.
Muratori, I, 1 34. A Post-Secreta formula
of the Gothic Missal (Muratori, II, 534)
concludes with the following variation of
the Roman text: ... Unigeniti tui, per
quem omnia creas, creata benedicis, bene
dicta sanctificas et sanctificata largiris,
Deus.
Missale Ambrosianum
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obviously owe to it their origin in the form we have at present. On the
other hand, taking into consideration what we have said so often, that
because of the consecrated gifts the connection with earthly creation is
never lost sight of, we could still leave the words in the text of the canon
even without any such blessing preceding them,"" regarding them merely
as a glorifiCation of our Redeemer. In this case, however, the word omnia
would lose some of its significance, since only the species of bread and
wine are before us. The words are the counterpart of the plea for the
consecration in the Quam oblationem; they are a thanksgiving for the
consecration, a "thank you" to God and to our high-priest through whom
He does all and through whom He grants all!' They are a doxological
acknowledgment that every grace comes to us through Christ, and thus
they form a preliminary to the greater doxology that follows, wherein we
acknowledge further that all praise and glory return to God through
Christ our Lord.
It is an old rule of public prayer that such a prayer should close with
praise of God and thus revert to the grand function of all prayer, in which
the creature bows before his Creator. Even the prayers in the Didache
have this structure, and in oriental liturgies there is scarcely one prayer
of the priest to be found which does not end in a solemn doxology: "For
Thou art a kind and loving God and we offer up praise to Thee, the
Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost, now and always and unto all
eternity"-thus we read in the Byzantine liturgy. In the Roman liturgy,
as in the rest of Christendom, this has been the rule for a long time in
regard to the Psalms, where the Gloria Patri regularly forms the final
verse. The closing formula of the priestly prayer, on the contrary, is some
what less rigid in construction, bringing the mediatorship of our Redeemer
to the fore usually in such a way that a doxological reference to His eternal
dominion is worked into the formula. Only the main prayer of all liturgy,
the Great Prayer of the Mass, has retained a formula of praise in the
Roman style, a formula where simplicity and grandeur are combined
most felicitously. The present form is that already found in the earliest
tradition of the canon. An indication of its antique structure is the fact
"" The meaning of canon 23 of the Council
of Hippo (d. above, p. 10) is prol;Jably that

secured b y providing a special blessing for
the gifts.

at such a blessing of the gifts a clear line

27

of demarcation was to be made from the

Ruch ( Cours et Conferences, VII [Lou
vain, 1929], 93) in supposing a new inter

Eucharistic offerings ; cf. Botte, 49; 69.
The gifts c�ncerned were presented at the
offertory procession. In regard to the one
exception granted by this canon of Hippo
honey and milk at the Easter 1!ass-the
canon mentions an off ct·ri that actually
occurs in altari, whereas in Rome special
tables were prepared for the oblations of
the people. The line of separation was then

It is probably not necessary to follow C.

pretation of the word creas after the dis
sociation of the formula from the prayer
of blessing, i.e., inasfar as the act of conse
cration results in a kind of creation. For
the word omnia, even after such a new
interpretation, still retains a certain in
flexibility.
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that it not only includes a praise of God, but insists that this praise is
offered through Christ, a turn of thought which was lost in most of the
oriental liturgies in consequence of the Arian turmoil, lost not only in this
passage, but generally in all prayer-endings!"
As a matter of fact, the closing doxology of the Roman canon is closely
akin to that which marks the end of the Eucharistia in Hippolytus. The
connection is made apparent by setting the two side by side (with a slight
transposition in the present text of the canon).
Per ipswn ct cum ip so et i11 ipso
est tibi
onmis honor et gloria
Deo P at ri onll!ipotcnti
in wzitate Spiritus Sancti
per omnia sa:cula sa:culorum.

Per quem

tibi
gloria et honor
Patri et Filio cum Sancto Spiritu
in smzcta Ecclesia tua
et llztllC et in sa:cula s�eculorum.""

The chief difference is that the Trinitarian names, which in Hippolytus are
grouped together in the address, in our present canon, in accordance with
the Christian economy of salvation, are fitted stepwise into the very
structure of the encomium itself. The "unity of the Holy Ghost" in the
modern Mass is only another way of saying the "holy Church," as in the
Hippolytan text. The Church is brought to unity and communion in the
Holy Ghost: Sancto Spiritu congregata,30 and is sanctified by His indwell
ing. She is the unity of the Holy Ghost." From her arises all honor and
glory to God the Father almighty."" And it arises "through Him," for
Christ is the Head of redeemed mankind, yea, of all creation, which is
summed up in Him (Eph. 1: 10). He is her high-priest, standing before
the Father. Therefore, per ipsum is more clearly defined by cum ipso and
in ipso. He is not standing before His Father as a lone petitioner, as He
had been during His earthly pilgrimage when He spent quiet nights on
the mountain praying alone ; now His redeemed are around Him. They
have learnt how they can, with Him, praise the Father who is in heaven.
In truth they are in Him, taken up into the living union of His Body and
therefore drawn into the fervent glow of His prayer, so that they are really
28

Cf. Jungmann, Die Stellzmg Christi im
especially p. 151 ff.
29 Above I, 29. A remarkable expansion of
the Roman version is presented by the
Milan form of the concluding doxology of
the canon (Kennedy, 53; Batte, 46, un
accountably omits it) : Et est tibi Deo
liturgischcn Gebel,

Patri on111ipotenti ex ipso et per ipsum et
in ipso 011111is honor virt u s laus gloria im
Pcrillm perpetuitas et potest as in 1mitate

Spiritus Sancti per infinita srecula s�ew
lorum.
30 Oration on the Friday of Pentecost week.
81
In contrast to the concluding formula of

the oration where the wzitas Spiritus San
eli is limited by its association to the
Church in heaven (above I, 383) , the idea
here attains its full breadth inasmuch as it
embraces the Church on earth and in heav
en. Cf. J. Pascher, Eucharistia (11iinster,
1947) 146-152. To the objections raised by
Batte, "In unitate Spiritus Sancti," La
Maison-Dieu, 23 (1950, IV) 49-53, see
my reply ZkTh, 72 (1950) , 481-486.
"" Cf. Eph. 3: 21. See the further develop
ment of the idea in the chapter, "In der
Einheit des Heiligen Geistes" in Jungmann,
Gewordr•1e Liturgic, 190-205.
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in a position to worship the Father "in spirit and in truth." In ipso and
in unitate Spiritus Sancti therefore designate one and the same all
encompassing well-spring, whence arises the glorification of the Father,
in one case viewed in relation to Christ, whose l\Iystic Body the redeemed
form, in the other case viewed in relation to the Spirit, whose breath in
spires them.""
It is not by chance that this encomium stands at the end of the
Eucharistic prayer, nor is it by chance that it has the indicative form

(est) instead of the subjunctive or "wishing" form."' Here, where the
Church is gathered, right in front of the altar on which the Sacrament
reposes, gathered indeed to offer the Body and Blood of Christ in rev
erence-here God does actually receive all honor and glory. In this
moment the word of Malachias ( 1:11) is fulfilled: The name of the Lord
is great among the peoples.
This connection is represented also in the rite. The priest grasps the
chalice and Host and lifts them aloft. This is the so-called "little elevation"
-little not because it is of less importance or because it is the remnant
of a larger one, but because it does not, like its younger sister, the "big
elevation," consist in showing the holy gifts to the people, but only in
raising them up to God as an oblation."" By its very nature this elevation
can be a symbolic one, as we have already found on various other occa
sions,.. even though at the same time it must always be a visible one.
At present, this elevation occurs only during the words omnis honor

et gloria. Here we have

a certain contraction. Its history is a long one.

Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi, 178-182.
would not wish to uphold the attempt
made there, 181 f., to interpret the Milanese
ex ipso et per ipsum et in ipso (note 29
above) as equivalent in meaning to the
Roman version, since the Milan form is
obviously secondary. In it the cum ipso has

83

[

been lost. Regarded from the standpoint of
the history of the doxologies, the explana
tion of the Roman concluding doxology as
it is presented by Eisenhofer, II, 193, and
similarly by Brinktrine, 211 f., is impos
sible ; according to this exposition the cum
ipso unites Father and Son and the in
ipso should be understood to pertain to the
Trinitarian perichoresis. While the cum
ipso could indeed in and by itself unite not
only the redeemed world with Christ, but
just as well, as happens in the oriental
doxologies, unite Father and Son, the
sense of the in ipso (and consequently, by
its association, the sense also of the cum
ipso) is absolutely unequivocal, as is seen

by the comparison with the Milanese ver
sion and also with Eph. 3: 21. Besides,
such an explanation falls to pieces when we
consider that in wzitate Spiritus Sancti im
plies more than cum Spiritu Sa11cto, there
fore cannot signify a mere association of
the Holy Ghost in receipt of glorification;
cf. above I, 383, n. 37.
•• Cf. above I, 328, n. 41 ; 3 51.
36 Amalar, Liber off., III, 26, 18 (Hans
sens, II, 349) paraphrases the meaning of
the rite that immediately follows the dox
ology: Hoc ipsum volendo tibi omni nisu

monstrare tota fi de me ita tenere, eleva
prCEsentia 1m111em ad te. The Cod. Ratoldi
of the Gregorianum (1Oth cent.) says of
the deacon: sub/evans calicem in conspe
ctu Domini (PL, 78, 244 A). Regarding
the oblatory character of the rite cf. also
Andrieu, Lcs Ordines, II, 147, who even
derives from this the name offertorium for
the cloth used by the deacon in this rite.
08 Above I, 21, n. 63; II, 42, n. 4.
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It is in the seventh-century liturgy of the city of Rome that we first find
the original and full form of the rite in unimpaired clarity.87 The assisting
archdeacon, who at Per quem hCEc omnia had raised himself erect from
his bowed position, at the words Per ipsum," with hands covered with a
linen cloth, grasps the chalice,"" and raises it up while the pope at the
same time picks up the bread, that is, the two consecrated breads from his
own oblation, and raises them to the height of the chalice brim, and while
touching the latter with them, finishes the doxology.'• But gradually the
rite was obscured and interrupted by the intrusion of the sign of the
Cross which gradually grew more prominent. At first, and until the
eleventh century, only the three signs of the Cross are mentioned, those
made over Host and chalice at the words sanctificas, vivificas, benedicis,"
which do not yet disturb the procedure at the doxology. But then appear,
here and there, the crosses made with the Host at Per ipsum et cum ipso

et in ipso, and these became a more general practice after the year 1000.
In the beginning, there were but two," later on regularly three as now37 In the life of the Gaulish Bp. Evurtius
of Orleans (4th cent.) we find a report
somewhat less clear in meaning, but which
probably has some pertinence here : in hora
co11fractiollis pa11is ca•lestis, cum de more
sacerdota/i hostiam elc·vatis ma11ilms tertia
Dco bcllcdiccndum offerret, super caput
cius vclut 11ubes splcndida apparuit. F.
Cabrol, "Elevation": D A C L, IV, 2662,
2666. On the contrary, the elevation of the
sacred species, as was aone for ages in the
oriental liturgy in conjunction with the

call Til aytrx 't:Ol; &ylot' has no relationship
here, as its entire sense discloses, despite
Baumstark, Liturgic comparee, 147, since
it is not directed as a doxology and offer
ing to God, but as an invitation to the peo
ple for Holy Communion. It is evident, of
course, that nothing in this is altered by
the fact that in the later Middle Ages our
\Vestern rite was here and there, in pass
ing, given a similar interpretation; see be
low, p, 291 ; closer is the relationship with
the u<Jitocrtc; ,;iJc; r.rxv:rr b:c;, to which Brink
trine, Die hl. Messe, 216, n. 1 refers.
""According to the Ordo "Qua/iter qua!
dam" (Andrieu, II, 302; PL, 78, 983 f.)
the archdeacon raises the chalice already
at the Per quem ha!c omnia and, in fact,
co11tra dom11um papam, that is, he has his
position on the opposite side of the open
altar.
"'Other Mass arrangements have the
deacon wash his hands and then take hold

of the chalice without a cloth; Durandus,
IV, 44, 5. Cf. above, p. 77 f.
•• Ordo
Rom. I, n. 16 (Andr-ieu, II, 96 ,

PL, 78, 945 A) : Cum dixerit 'Per ipsum
et cum ipso' levat [archidiaconus] cum of
fertorio calicem per ansas et tenens exaltat
[Stapper: tenet exalta11s] ilium ju:rta P011·
tificem. Pontifex

autem

tangit a

latere

caliccm cum oblatis dicens, 'Per ipsum et
cum ipso' usque 'Per omnia Sa!Cit!a sreclt
lorum. Amen.' The same prescriptions, but
in different words in the Capitulare Eccl.
ord. (Andrieu, III, 104), whose later re
.
cension (ibid., III, 182) says of the eleva
tion of the chalice: sub/evans eum modice.
The two hosts (c. above, p. 7) are ex
pressly mentioned in the Ordo "Qua/iter
qua!dam" (Andrieu, II, 302; PL, 78,
984 B): Hic levat dommiS papa oblatas
duas usque ad oram calicis et tangens
eum ...
u Ordo "Qua/iter quredam" (Andrieu, II,
302; PL, 18, 983 f.). The deacon, at the
words, already holds the chalice elevated.
-Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 300, names a
number of Sacramentary M SS. that men
tion these signs of the cross. Further ex
amples without the sign of the cross at the
Per ipsum until into the 11th century in
Leroquais, I, 62; 71; 97; 118; 123, also in
a Sacramentary of the 11th century; ibid.,
I, 209.
42 Amalar, Liber off., III, 26, 10 (Hans
sens, II, 346), mentions altogether only
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adays.'"' Finally, since the eleventh century, a fourth appears, and not
much later a fifth came into general use, those, namely, which now are
tied in with the words Deo Patri and in unitate Spiritus Sancti."
While the meaning of the crosses that accompany the words of blessing
is clear-they are not, of course, an exercise of the power of blessing, but
they do illustrate the statement contained in sanctificas, vivificas and
benedicis-there is no directly convincing explanation of those which
are joined to the doxology, not even in the sphere of their origin. The cir
cumstances do, to some small degree, explain the triple cross made at
the thrice-repeated ipse; here we probably have a strengthening and
stylizing of the demonstrative or "pointing" gesture which is inherent in
the elevation itself, and thus receives added stress at the word ipse."
:More obscure, however, is the origin of the last crosses. They go back
to certain symbolic considerations. Obviously, the starting point hinged
on the old rubric which enjoined that the priest was to touch with the
Host the chalice lifted by the deacon: tangit a latere calicem... This
puzzling action of touching the chalice with the Host, originally intended,
no doubt, to express the connection between the two species, invited
further elaborations. The chalice was touched in all four directions." The
resulting sign of the Cross signified that the Crucified is desirous of draw
ing mankind to Himself from all the four winds." If we add this fourth
cross to the three made at Per ipsum, we again have the number four
another representation of the four corners of the earth. This system of

these two signs of the cross, made juxta
calicem, but does note the preceding three.
In other cases these three are added to the
other two: Ordo sec. Rom., n. 10 (An
drieu, II, 222; PL, 78, 974 B); likewise
in the Sacramentary of Angouleme (about
800) and in isolated later MSS.; see Brink
trine, loc. cit. Ibid., 214, the supposition
that the reason for this dual number was
the number of hosts; see below, note 53.
Amalar, lac. cit., adduces only one sym
bolical reason ; because Christ died for the
Jews and the Gentiles.
"' Brinktrine, 330. Examples of these three
(without any other) signs of the cross in
Leroquais, I, 84; 86; 96; 100; 103; 108,
120. In the rite of the Carthusians ac
cording to the Statuto antiquo (before
1259) : Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 634 A),
the host remains above the chalice during
the following words until the Per omnia,
when both chalice and host are elevated.
" Examples in Brinktrine, 330 f.; Siilch,
Hugo, 99 f.

46 Cf. above, p. 145 f. However the begin
ning of this twofold sign of the cross re
mains obscure. Perhaps they, too, were
intended as an extension of the three signs
of the cross at the sanctificas into a five
fold sign.
Supra, n. 40. Ordo sec. R om. n. 10
(Andrieu, II, 222; PL 78, 974): tangit e
latere calicem cum oblatis duas faciens
cruces.

••

,

"John of Avranches (d. 1079), De off.
eccl. (PL, 147, 36 B) : Sacerdos 'Per
ipsum' dicendo oblata quattuor partes
calicis tangat.
Ivo of Chartres (d. 1116) Eph. 231 (PL,
162, 234): quod vera cum hostia iam COII
secrata intra vel supra calicem signum
crucis im p rimit ur a latere calicis orientali
usque ad occidentale et a septentrionali
usque ad australe, hoc figurari intelligi
mus, quod ante passimzem Dominus disci
flu/is suis PrCEdi.rit: Cum e.raltatus fuero
a terra, omnia traham ad meipsum.
••
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four crosses was certainly widespread until the Missal of Pius V.'" In
the thirteenth century a four-part sentence from Augustine on God's
infinity was linked with the ceremony

60

and given some circulation; in its

turn, this had an influence on the rite of the four crosses." In accord with
the catch-words: Deus infra omnia non dflpressus, at least the fourth cross
had to be made at the base of the chalice.
The rubric of touching the chalice is also the starting-point for a second
explanation, which in turn led to the five crosses. The rubric enjoined
touching the chalice a latere. At a time which was able to discover every
where reminiscences of the Passion of Christ, particularly near the close
of the canon, this phrase, a latere, must have been a reminder of the
wound in our Lord's side, and consequently of the five wounds..... To com
plete the representation of the five wounds, two more crosses had to be
added to the three already in use."" These two complementary crosses
appear in the manuscripts since the end of the eleventh century."' It is
"Brinktrine, 301 (with n. 2), mentions
for this MSS. of the 11-14th centuries.
The fourth sign of the cross appears some
times at the D eo Patri, sometimes at the
in 1mitate. The number four also among
the Cistercians of the 12th century and in
the older Dominican rite; see Solch, Hugo,
99 f., where a further reference is made
to the Ordinariwn of Coutances (not Con
stance) of 1577 (Legg, Tracts, 64).
"'Hugo of S. Cher cites it as a reason for
his localizing of the signs of the cross (see
next note), in the form: Deus est extra
omnia non cxclusus . . . super omnia non
elatus ... intra onwia non inc/usus ... in
fra o mn ia 11011 depressus; Solch, 101 f. In
a somewhat different version in William
of :\Ieltona, "Opusc. super missam," ed.
van Dijk (Eph . liturg., 1939), 341 f.;

further citations and references to sources
in Augustine, De Gen. ad l it. , 8, 26 (PL,
34, 391 f.); cf. Ep. 187, 4, 14, (PL, 33,
837). Here, then, we have very free ren
derings, or rather recastings of the words
used by Augustine.
"' In the older Dominican rite three or four
signs of the cross are made over the chalice,
each one somewhat lower than the preced
ing one, the third one within the chalice
and the fourth in front of the chalice;
Solch, 100. This localization was still re
tained in the later Dominican rite (since
1256) when a fifth sign of the cross was
added, one that was made at the foot of the
chalice; Solch, 101. The same rite in the

Liber ordinarius of Liege; Volk, 95. The
first three signs of the cross made at dif
ferent elevations were later referred to
Christ, who was first elevated upon the
cross, then was taken down, and finally
placed in the tomb. Thus M. deCavaleriis,
Statera sacra missam iuxta ritum O.P. . .
e:rpendens (Naples, 1686), 408, sees in
this a glorification of Christ that compen
sates for the omission of the elevatio;
Solch, 106; cf. also Verwilst, 30 f. Else
where three signs of the cross were made
at the same height over the chalice;
Solch, 100.
62
Cf. sup ra I, 109, 32; et a!.
"'Where the three signs of the cross at the
Per ipsum did not come into use, those at
the sanctificas, etc., could be adduced.
Probably this explains the twofold sign of
the cross at the Per ipsum, of which there
is frequent notice (note 42 above).
"'The earliest certain example is the Cod.
614 of the Bibliotheca Casanatensis (1112th cent.) : Hie facial duas cruces ill
latere calicis cum oblata tangens ilium .
Ebner, 330. These signs of the cross are
found more frequently in the 13th cen
tury; Brinktrine, 301. Perhaps, too, we
should cite here Bernardus, Ordo Clun., I,
72, which appeared about 1068 (Herrgott,
265, 1. 13: d tw s cruces imprimit, instead of
dum crucem imprimit). Noteworthy is
the Pontifical of Christian of Mainz (about
1170): Martene, 1, 4, XVII (I, 602 A):
three signs of the cross at different eleva-
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precisely in this period that we come upon explicit witnesses to the ex
planation about the five wounds, and we hear of differences of opinion
as to the manner of executing the last sign of the Cross in order to repre
sent the wound in the side more closely.r;s Since, according to a widespread
custom, the chalice stood to the right of the Host, there was a double
reason for making at least the last cross at the side of the chalice... Thus

it was kept until finally the law of symmetry won the upper hand over
the symbolism.
However, as early as the twelfth century, there arose still another
explanation of the system of the five crosses.57 In harmony with this, we
find a corresponding change in form, in which the size of the crosses
played a role... In the course of this change the last two crosses( of which
especially the latter had not been definitely placed in position) received
not only their exact placement, but also their proper connection with the
text. For it is clear from what we have said that at first no precise rela
tion to the text was looked for."" But now this was remedied, even though
tions over the chalice, alias duas in labro
calicis diccns: Per ipsum ... Spiritus San
eli. Hie tangat calicem cum hostia ad
dexleram partem.
60

Bernold of Constance (d. 1100), Micro
logus, c. 17 (PL, 151, 988 A): Postea cum
corpore dominico qualtuor cruces super
caliccm facimus dicendo: 'Per ipsum et
cum ipso et in ipso,' et qui n lam in later e
calicis, videlicet ilentm vulnus Domini[ci]

lateris sig11ificando. The fact that the signs
of the cross number five is an established
matter with Bernold. He then continues
disparagingly: Multi tamm Ires fall fum
cruces super calicem et duas in latere eius
faciwz l ; that it is incorrect, since Christ

had only one wound in His side; besides
Pope Gregory (VII, d. 1085), as he knew
for certain, advocated the first method.
66

Nevertheless the Libcr ordinarius 0.
Prcrm. (12th cent.) gives a quintam ante

oram calicis; Lefevre, 12; Waefelghem, 80.

07 Richard of Weddinghausen, 0. Pr;em.,

De calzolle 11l}'stici libaminis, c. 8 (PL,
177, 465 f.): the first sign of the cross sig
nifies the eternity of the Son together with
the Father, the second the equality, and
the third the essential unity, the fourth
the same modus existe11di, the fifth the
unity of the Holy Ghost with the Father
and the Son. Regarding the question of
authorship cf. Franz, 418 f.
08

Richard

of

W eddinghausen,

loc.

cit.,

(466 A) : Prima quidem crux ex ulraque
parte ultra calicem prolenditur. Secunda
calici CII'quatur. Tertia infra calicem co
arclatur. Quarta eadem est ac prima.
Quinta a11le calicem depi11gitur. This rule,

moreover, which the Liber ordi11arius 0.
Prcrm. (last note but one) has not as yet
heard of, became standard in England;
Missale of Sarum, Legg, Tracts, 13; 225;
263 f.; Martcne, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 669 B);
cf. 1faskell, 152 f. So in Sweden, Missal of
Upsala, 1513: Yelverton, 19. \Vith a more
exacting version of the rubric in the Missal
D of Pressburg (15th cent.) : Javor, 117.
This arrangement of the signs of the cross
still holds good in the rite of the Carmel
ites: Missale 0. Carm. (1935), 311.
'"' This is clearly apparent in the Mass-ordo
of the papal chapel about 1290, ed. Brink
trine (Ep!J. Liturg., 1937), 206, where it
merely says: Hie cw11 ipsa hostia bis i11ter
se et calicem sig11et, without marking the
usual sign of the cross in the text. The

same thing occurs in the Sarum Ordinary
of the 11th century (Legg, Tracts, 13),
where a rubric before the Per ipsum gives
only the direction for the five signs of the
cross that follow without inserting in the
text the signs generally used. In the some
what later Sarum �Iissa! in Martene, 1, 4,
XXXV (I, 669) the signs of the cross are
marked in the place where they are usual
ly set at present. Robert Paululus (d.
about 1184}, De Cceremoniis, II, 37 (PL,
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in other ways the theologico-trinitarian explanation did not become uni
versal."" Thus, just as the three crosses were made at the mention of the
Son in the word ipse, now the last two crosses were joined to the mention
of the Father and the Holy Ghost.
All that we have said so far forces the conclusion that in the later
Middle Ages the old rite which accompanied the closing doxology, a simple
rite indeed, had been overwhelmed by this luxuriant growth of crosses.••
There is some consolation in the fact that the number of crosses, now in
creased to five, in the last analysis serves to emphasize the naming of
Christ (ipse) all the more by a reference to the mystery of the Cross in
which finally "all honor and glory" mounts to God.
In the Middle Ages, however, the rite which originally accompanied the
doxology was often entirely absorbed by the signs of the Cross."• Or else it
was turned into a demonstrative rite ... which then in many cases was
ejected from its original position (for example, we will meet the old
ceremony again at the Pater noster). When there was no deacon to help
along, the elevation of the chalice had to be postponed until after the
celebrant was through with the signs of the Cross, that is, until the closing
words of the doxology. And soon even at high Mass the assistance of the
deacon shrank into insignificance, until at last"' he did no more than sup177, 434), connects
the Father and the
this as the reason
to be made outside

the last two signs with
Holy Ghost and views
why these signs have
the chalice.

Along with it the interpretations indi
cated earlier remained in force, as well as
others, e.g., a reference to the Passion, as
advocated by Innocent III, De s. alt.
m:;•sterio. V, 7 (PL, 217, 894): the first
two times the threefold sign of the cross is
used to signify the crucifixion by the Jews
00

and the heathens, the last two crosses in
dicate the separation of the soul from the
body.
01
At the time, we might add, not only was
an excessive importance attached to the
signs of the cross and their prescribed sym
bolical distribution, but the movements
with the host were sometimes even in
creased, so that circular motions were
added. One of those who battled this abuse
was Louis Ciconiolanus in a special chapter
of his Directorium divinorum o fficiorum
that appeared at Rome in 1539 (Legg,
Tracts, 210). But even Henry of Hessen
(d. 1397) in his Secreta Sacerdotum
raises his voice against those priests who
made cruces lo11gas, so that the people
might see them, as well as against the prac-

tice of elevating the host at o nm is ho11or
ct yloria as high as they do at the conse
cration. The ceremony in England was
therefore called a "second sakering." The
English Reformers gibed at the "dancing
God" of the Roman Mass; see the excur
sus in Legg, Tracts, 263 f.
The Dominican rite no longer had this
elevation since the middle of the 13th cen
tury. It is likewise missing in the rite of
Sarum; Siilch, Hugo, 105; Legg, Tracts,
225, 262-264; Legg, The Sarum Missal,
224. Cf. also Volk, 95.
"" Cf. note 61 above.
"'Among the earliest witnesses to this
manner of acting is John of Avranches
(d. 1079), De off. eccl. (PL, 147, 36 B):
uterque calicem le1'ellt et simul po11a11t.

02

On the other hand, according to the first
appendix to Ordo Rom. I (Andrieu, II,
115; PL, 78, 948), the elevation of the
chalice is already entirely discontinued in
the case where the Pope himself does not
celebrate; cf. Ordo of St. Armand (An
drieu, II, 169, I. 14). Especially stressed
was the setting down of the chalice by both
together, because it was regarded as a rep
resentation of the taking down from the
cross by Joseph of Arimathea and Nico-
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port the celebrant's arm or concur in touching the foot of the chalice."" And
on the other hand, this service of the deacon, in accordance with court
etiquette, was finished off with a kiss on the celebrant's shoulder ...
Later, however, this mark of subservience was allowed to disappear.87
So even in the eleventh century, when the present full number of crosses
first appears, the rule was that the priest lifted the chalice only when he
said the words Per omnia sfEcula SfEculorum."" This was the prevailing
practice during the height of the :Middle Ages, was adopted by the old
monastic liturgies,"" and did not cease till the l\1issal of Pius V. The ad
vantage of this practice was that the rite of elevation was joined to the
final words of the canon, the words spoken aloud, and immediately an
swered by the time-honored Amen, so that it retained its importance and
made a clear impression on one's consciousness. It was only later that the
present method appeared, which joined the elevation v.•ith the words
omnis honor et gloria, and the final words Per omnia sfEcula SfEculorum

were not spoken till the chalice and Host had been replaced in their
proper position.70 This practice did not become general in Rome till the
fifteenth century.71 Through it, the elevation of the gifts marked the very
climax of the doxology. But there was certainly a double disadvantage in
the fact that the final words were not joined to the rite, but were sepa
rated from it-by the action of replacing the chalice and Host," as well
demus; Hugo of St. Cher, Tract. super
missa m (ed. Siilch, 45); Solch, Hugo, 106.
""Ritual of Soissons: Martene, 1, 4, XXII
(I, 612 C).
"" The shoulder kiss appears, as far as I am
aware, for the first time in the Pontifical of
the lleneventan Cod. Casanat. 614 (11-12th
cent.; Elmer, 330), in which different
signs point to a Norman origin; here the
kiss is still added after the deacon himself
has elevated the host. It is further verified
among others in the Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 85); in Sicard of Cremona,
Jtfitra/e, III, 6 (PL, 213, 134 C); in In
nocent II I, De s. alt. 11tj'sterio, V, 13 (PL,
217, 895); in Hugo of S. Cher (toe. cit.).
In some churches this shoulder kiss was
given both before and after the deacon
rendered assistance; it was partly custom
ary at the presentation of the paten to the
celebrant that followed, where today a
kissing of the hand is prescribed. Siilch,
107-109. There is an isolated instance in
th e Ordi1wrium of Chalon: Martene, 1, 4,
XXIX (I, 647 C), where a kissing of the
altar was joined with the kissing of the

shoulder.

The uncovering and recovering of the
chalice by the deacon, as it continues to
this day, became his function in the Ordo
eccl. Latera11. (about 1140; Fischer, 85) ;
cf. also Q,·dillarium of Bayeux (13-14th
cent.): Martene, 1, 4, XXIV (I, 629 C),
where it is a matter of folding back the
corporal.
67

""Bernardus, Ordo Clun., I, 72 (Herrgott,
265); Bernold of Constance, Micrologus,
c. 17, 23 (PL, 151, 988 B, 994 D); like
wise about 1140 in the Ordo of the Lateran
basilica (Fischer, 85).
•• References in Siilch, 104. So also in the
16th edition of the Roman �lissal up to
that of Venice, 1563; see Lebrun, I, 467,
n. c.
70 Stephan of Bauge (d. 1136), De sacr.
altaris,c. 17 (PL,l72, 1301), is the earliest
witness. Further proofs in Siilch, 104.
71

Through

John

Burchard;

see

Legg,

Tracts, !59 f. Cf. P. Salmon, "Les 'Amens'
du canon de Ia messe," (Eph. liturg.,
1928). 501 f., 506.

So, e.g., clearly in the Ordo of Carel.
Stcfaneschi (about 1311), n. 53 (PL, 78,

72

1167 C).
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as by the genuflection, added since the fifteenth-sixteenth century.711 First
of all, the elevation was.once more overshadowed. And secondly, the de
tached words Per omnia sCEcula sCEculorum, which by the prominence
given them should signalize the conclusion of the canon, now appear to
be joined to the Oremus that introduces the Pater noster as though they
were an inaugural piece." In some localities, e.g., in France, it was cus
tomary to signalize the omnis honor et gloria along with its accom
panying rite by ringing the altar ben:• The altar missal, prepared by the
Abbey of Maria Laach in 1931, has sought to recapture some of its original
importance for the whole closing doxology by artistic designing, and
particularly by the size of its lettering.
The importance of these words is shared also by the Amen in which,
according to age-old custom, all the people now join to affirm and cor
roborate what had been said and done. We have already seen'" what sig
nificance was attached to this Amen in ancient times. In the third century
we hear a voice enumerating in one breath the several privileges of the
people: to listen to the eucharistic prayer, to join in answering Amen, to
stand at the table and stretch out their hands for the reception of the
sacred food.'' This Amen is the people's signature.'" It was to permit the
Amen to be shouted aloud that, even in Carolingian times, these final
words were not included in the silence which prevailed throughout the
rest of the canon . .,..
"'It is still missing, e.g., in the Ordinarium
of Coutances of 1557 (Legg, Tracts, 64.
''In point of fact, priests have in all seri

in Eusebius, Hist. eccl., VII, 9 (PG, 20,
656.-Also Chrysostom, h1 I. Cor. hom.,
35, 3 (PG, 61, 300), speaks of this Amen.

ousness asked me the question, where does
this Per omna srecula sreculorum belong.

Further witnesses in F. Cabrol, "Amen":
DACL, I, 1554-1573, especially 1556 ff.

The difficulty would be solved if the genu

78 Augustine, Serm. Denis, 6, 3 (PL, 46,
836 Roetzer, 124) : Ad hoc dicitis Amen.

flection were placed after the conclusion
of the doxology. This suggestion was also
made by M. Del Alamo, "La conclusion
actual del Canon de Ia Misa," Miscellanea
Molzlberg, II, (1949), 107-113.
"'].

Kreps,

Cours

et

"La

doxologie

Conferences,

VI I

du

canon,"

(Louvain,

1929), 223-230, especially p. 230, with

a

reference to an affirmative statement of the
Congregation of Rites, May 14, 185 6.
Lebrun, I, 465, reports the use of incense
in French cathedrals, as well as the custom
of the deacon and subdeacon kneeling at
the right and left in a posture of adoration.
According to the Stowe Missal of the 9th
century the entire doxology beginning with
Per quem was sung three times: ter cani
tur; Warner (HBS, 32), 16f.
70

77

Above I, 23 ; 236.
Dionysius of Alexandria (d. 264-265 ) •

Amen dicere subscribere est.
7"

This is all the more evident, since really

only the last words Per omnia srecula srecu
lorzun are said in a loud tone, words that
by themselves betray no meaning. Since
the time of the canon began to be said in
a subdued tone of voice, there has been no
attempt to have the loud recital begin with
Per ipsum, as one would expect from the
viewpoint of the text and as Del Alamo
(see note 74) actually suggests.-It b quite
different in the oriental liturgics, in which
silent praying has likewise made great
inroads. Here the loud recital in such cases
regularly sets in at least at the beginning of
the doxology. That holds also for the con
clusion of the canon, where, e.g., already
in the Byzantine �fass of the 9th century
the Exij>WV1Ja"; begins: "and permit us with
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one mouth and one heart to praise and ex
tol thy venerable and glorious Name, of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Gl-ost, now and forever unto all eternity,"
to which the people answer Amen (Bright
man, 337). Only in the Armenian :Mass is
the proper concluding doxology of the
canon, along with the Amen of the people,
included in the silent prayer of the priest,
but nevertheless there follows a blessing
formula prayed aloud, and the Amm of the
clergy (Brightman, 444). On the other
hand, in the Eg.)Optian Mass, the Amen of

the people is broadened in such a way that
the people join in the doxology of the priest
with "f.!a"ltEP �v (corresponding to our Siwt
erat in psalm singing), which even in the
Coptic liturgy is still also used in the
Greek form (Brightman• 134; 180). The
same response of the people also became
customar:y among the Syrian Jacobites at
an early date (Brightman, 96), for James
of Edessa (d. 708) already testifies to it

(ibid.,

493;

Hanssens,

Hanssens, III, 481.

III,

476).

C£.

Part III
THE COMMUNION CYCLE

1.

I

The Beginnings of

a

Communion Cycle

T IS NOT ESSENTIAL TO THE NOTION OF SACRIFICE THAT THE OFFERERS

should be invited afterwards to be God's guests at table. But the Sac
rifice of Christendom was so instituted, for it is a family celebration,

the celebration of the family of God, namely, those who belong to Christ
and who, because of Baptism, are bound to Him by ties of most intimate
fellowship. Thus they stand before God, a holy people. The communio
sanctorum, which is holy Church, has to be made manifest in the sacra
communio of the Sacrament.' It has always been regarded as a require

ment of every l\iass celebration that at least the celebrating priest must
receive Communion, and every contrary practice has been condemned,
time and again, as an abuse:
In the biblical texts the meal feature of the Eucharist was so much in
evidence that Its sacrificial nature has had to be proved. True, even in
the nascent Church the oblation was manifestly more than a mere intro
duction to the meal. It was a first step, to be followed at once by the
second step, the meal. Or rather, both formed so complete a unit that
participation in one appeared unthinkable without sharing also in the
other. There is a clear relationship between this and the fact that those
who were unworthy of the Sacrament-not only the unbaptized but often
also the penitents-were excluded at the very beginning of the Sacrifice' The word camm:mia therefore, even in
its application to the Sacrament, denotes
in its primary sense not the "union" of
the individual with Christ-for then it
would have to be co-lllzio-but rather the
sublime Good that holds tog-ether the so
ciety of the faithful. This ml'aning of the
word is still clearly recognized by Bernold
of Constance, (d. 1100), ll!icrologus, c. 51
(PL, CLI, 1014 D): Nee proprie com
mzmio dici poles!, uisi plurcs de eadem
sacrificio participellt. Similarly Thomas
Aquinas, Summa thea!., III, 73, 4 corp.
• The XII Synod of Toledo (681), can. 5
(Mansi, XI, 1033), legislates against those

priests who, in celebrating more than one
Mass on one and the same day, communi
cate only at the last �!ass. In the ensuing
centuries the omission of Communion
seemed to he rather frequent among priests
who for some reason or other celebrated
Mass though their consciences were griev
ously burdened.
Numerous ordinances
against such a procedure arc found even
as late as the 1Oth century, and here and
there even in the 14th. Franz. 77 f.; P.
Browe, "}.[essa senza consecrazione e
communione," Eplt. liturg., 50 ( 1936),
124-132.
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l\Iass,• and that even before the start of the Prayer of Thanksgiving there
was another warning by the deacon directed to all those who were not
clean of heart.' Coming to particulars, in the oriental rites even at
present the kiss of peace comes at the very beginning of the Sacrifice-Mass,
whereas the western form of the ceremony was relocated in the course
of time. In all rites, however, a series of prayers and practices eventually
developed around the Communion, as preparation and sequel to it.
According to the oldest accounts, the Communion simply formed the
conclusion of the eucharistic service, with no special prayers to accom
pany it." The preparation consisted in the thankful oblation to God. But
already in the fourth century, in the ambit of the Greek Church, we meet
with several arrangements of the l\Iass where the Communion is preceded
by at least a prayer of the celebrant begging for a worthy reception, or
even by a special prayer as a blessing of the recipients, and after the
Communion there follows at least a thanksgiving prayer.• Other details
of the later oriental order of Communion are also to be noticed in the
same documents, in particular the invocation, Td: Giyt�x -rot� liy[ot�, which
the priest pronounces after the preparatory prayer, and the psalm chant
which accompanies the Communion. Likewise, before the end of the fourth
century there appeared in certain Greek sources the prayer which soon
became a permanent part of the preparation for Communion in all Mass
liturgies, a prayer which indeed forms the very center of that preparation,
namely, the Pater N aster:
3

Supra, I, 476 f.

Supra, p. 114. However, the tendency to
limit the admonition to the Communion,
made itself felt in the East also. In the
Canones B asilii, c. 97 (Riedel, 274) the
warnings that are sometimes given before
the anaphora, precede the Communion.

•

5

Supra, I, 22-3, 29. The Gallican church

of the 6th century presents an equivalent
idea by putting the Communion at the end
of Mass: peractis sol/enmibus, exp/etis

missis. Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkes, 55,
d. 65.
The Eucho/ogio11 of Serapion, n. 14-16
(Quasten, Mon ., 64-66) contains before
Communion a prayer that goes with the

•

breaking of the Host (Ey -til xMcret E0x_i))
and a prayer of blessing ( x_etpo6£a la) over
the people, together with a prayer of
thanks after Comunion beginning E0za;;t
a-toliiJ.EY act. The same pattern is presup
posed by Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ser
mones Catech., IV
(Rucker, 34-38);
similarly it is found in the Egyptian re
cension of Hippolytus' Apostolic Tradi-

tion which goes by the name Egyp tian
Church Order (Ethiopian version: Dix,
11 f.; Brightman, 190-193; cf. Coptic ver
sion: Funk, II, 101f.), but with this dif
ference, that the prayer preceding the bless
ing is doubled and that after the prayer
of thanksgiving there follows once again
the prayer accompanying the laying on
of hands over the people.-In the Apos
tolic C mzstitutions, VIII, 13-15 ( Quasten,
Mon., 227-233) only a prayer by the bish
op with a litany as an introduction, pre
cedes Communion, but a thanksgiving and
blessing prayer follow. Only a single spe
cial form of prayer before and after Com
munion is presented in the Testamentum
Domini (Quasten, Mon .• 258f.). The Our
Father does not appear in any of these
liturgies.
The oldest testimony would be found in
the Mystagogic Catecheses, V, 11-18
(Quasten, Mon., 103-107), if they were
really conducted by Cyril of Jerusalem,
but the old doubts (above p. 191, n. 25)
recur again; for his testimony would be an

7
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Pater noster

In the Latin area, too, there is evidence since the fourth century of the
use of the Pater noster at the celebration of the Eucharist.' Augustine
mentions it time after time.' In regard to the Roman Mass there
is, indeed, no direct testimony outside the tradition of the canon itself, but
it would surely have been remarkable if the Our Father had not by that
time come into use at Rome, too.' Only in Spain is there any evidence of
fluctuation even at a later period, since the IV Council of Toledo ( 633)
had to insist that the Lord's Prayer was to be said every day and not
merely on Sunday.'
isolated one for a half century, a circum
stance that is very suspicious in view of
the contradictory evidence found in the
very Syrian sphere even in later times (see
previous note). The next oldest and clear
est testimony from the Eastern Church is
in the utterances of Chrysostom: In Gen.
hom., 27, 8; I 11 Eutrop. hom., 5; Faustus of
Byzantium, Hist. Armozia? (circa, 400 ) ,
V, 28. Cf. the data in Hanssens, III, 491493.-For the dfferent readings of the Our
Father and its early use in Christian wor
ship, see Frederic H. Chase, The L ord 's
l'rayer in the Early Church (Texts &
Studies, 1, N o. 3 ; Cambridge, 1891).
Optatus of Mileve, Contra Farm. (writ
366), II, 20 ( CSEL, 26, 56), where
he confronts the Donatist bishops with
their own practice which contradicts their
teaching on Penance, for they grant the
remission of sins and then even say the
prayer of pardon for themselves, mo.r ad
a/tare conversi dominicam orationem prre
tcrmittere n o ll potestis et utique dicitis:
Pater n os t er qui es in CII'lis, dimilte nobis
debita el pe cc a ta 1wstra. Regarding the
allocation of the African Rite of Reconcili
tion within the Mass cf. Jungmann, Die
Lateinischc11 Bu ssri iCII , 32; 300 f. If, as
can hardly be doubted, a practice in com
mon with Catholics is here presupposed,
one is forced to place its beginning already
before the outbreak of the Donatist schism
(311). Whether Tertullian, De or., c. 11,
18, testifies to the Pater noster in the same
location (50 Dekkers, Tcrtullianzts, 59 f.)
is doubtful; see G. F. Dierks, Vigilia? chris
fiance, 2 ( 1948), 253.-Ambrose, De Sac
ramen t is (about 390), V, 4, 24 (Quasten,
Mon., 168): Quare ergo i11 oratimze do1

ten

minica, qure postea [= after the words of
consecration] s equitur, ait: Panem no
strum?-]erome, Adv. Pelag. (about 415),
III, 15 (PL, 23, 585); cf. In Ezech., 48,
16 (PL, 25, 485) and In Matth., 26, 41
(PL, 26, 198).
• Augustine, Serm., 227 (PL, 38, 1101) :
ubi peracta est sanctificatio, dicimus ora
tionem domin icam.-Again in Ep., 149, 16
(CSEL, 44, 362) he says of the principal
prayer of the Mass: Quam totam petitio
nem fere omnis Ecclesia dominica oratioue
concludit. The /ere shows that Augustine
recognizes exceptions. Further passages in
Roetzer, 128-130; cf. also infra, notes 30,
34 ff.

Jerome. Adv. Pelag, III, 15 (PL, 23,
585), sees in the position of the Pelagians,
who regard the Our Father before the
Communion as superfluous, a departure
from the general custom. If it was not
already in the Roman Mass during his
•

stay in Rome (382-385), then ] erome had
sufficient opportunity from his contacts
with the numerous priest pilgrims of the
West to keep abreast of Roman practice.
Besides, we have every reason to take the
testimony of Ambrose, De s acr. , V, 4, 24,
as a reference to the Roman Mass.-That
the Our Father in any event was in the
Roman Mass before Gregory the Great,
something that Batiffol, Le�;ons, 278,
doubts, is already clear from the fact that
one Mass of the Leonianum ( M uratori, I,
359) contains an embolism between the
Preface and the Postcommunion, L ib era
nos ab omni m alo propitiusque concede,
ut qure nobis poscimus relaxari, ipsi quoque
Proximis remitta m us. P er.
•

Can. 10 (Mansi, X, 621).
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In the Roman Mass the Pater noster stands at the beginning of the
preparation for Communion. This is not a categorical position, and as a
matter of fact in other liturgies there is a different arrangement. In the
non-Byzantine liturgies of the East, as a rule, at least the fraction of the
species precedes the Our Father.• Even in the non-Roman rites of the
West the fraction comes before the Pater noster.• Thus the gifts are first
readied for distribution, the table is set, and only after that does the
prayer begin.
The present arrangement of the Roman Mass in this regard goes back
to Gregory the Great. As he himself relates, he had been accused of in
troducing Greek practices; in particular, it was charged that he wanted
the Lord's Prayer said right after the canon: orationem dominicam mox
post canonem dici statuistis. In his letter to Bishop John of Syracuse the
pontiff defends himself as follows:
Orationem vera dominicam idcirco max post precem• dicimus, quia mas
apostolorum fuit, ut ad ipsam solummodo orationem ob/ationis8 hostiam
collsecrarent. Et valde mihi inconveniens visum est, 111 precem, quam
scho/asticus composuerat, super oblationem diceremus et ipsam traditionem,
quam Redemptor noster composuit, super eius corpus et sanguinem non
diceremus.•

What Gregory means to say is: The Mass of the Apostles consisted
simply in this, that they consecrated with the oralio oblationis; every
thing else is a later addition. If some other prayer is to be said over the
consecrated gifts, certainly the first prayer to be considered, before any
human composition,'• is the Lord's Prayer. Since Gregory's time this
Cf. The survey in Hanssens, III, 504.
Originally not only in Byzantium but also
in Egypt, the breaking of the Host seems
to have taken place after the Our Father;
ibid., 517.-0n the other hand, the prep
arations preceding the Our Father are par
ticularly lavish in the East Syrian Mass.
They hegin with thanksgiving and peniten
tial prayers by the priest, the Psalm Mise
rere among others; then, with more pray
ers, follows the priest's self-lustration
through the washing of the hands, incens
ing, and then the ceremonious Breaking of
the Host and the C onsignatio. Only then,
after a litany and preparatory prayer, is
the Our Father said (Brightman, 288296).

•

Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 558) ; Missale
Ambrosiamml (1902), 179. For the Gal
lican Mass see the comparative study in
H. Lietzmann. Ordo missa! Romanus et
Gallicanus (4th ed. ; Kleine Texte, 19;
Berlin, 1935), 27. The same arrangement

•

probably also for Africa; see Augustine,
Ep., 149, 16 (CSEL, 44, 362).
Prex as well as oralio oblationis are
designations for the canon; cf. supra, p. 102.

•.•

• Gregory the Great, Ep., IX, 12 (PL, 77,
956 f). The history of the many blunders
regarding this text and a final compre
hensive clarification of its meaning in
Geiselmann, Die Abendmahlslehre, 209217. A detailed discussion of the text from
a different angle in Batiffol, Let;ons, 277 f.
There is a different but scarcely happier
explanation of the words of Gregory in C.
Lambot, Revue Bened., 42 (1930), 265269, who is followed by B. Capelle, ibid.,
60 (1950), 238 f.; they interpret as fol
lows : it was the apostles' practice to con
secrate the oblationis hostia with (ad not

in the instrumental but in the concomitant
sense; the meaning demanded would be:
with added) the Lord's Prayer.
10
The prex quam scholasticus composu
erat and for which the Pater noster is now
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prayer, the Our Father, is said right after the canon, and therefore super
oblationem, that is, over the sacrificial gifts still lying upon the altar,
whereas formerly the prayer was not said till immediately before the Com
munion, after the consecrated breads had been removed from the altar
and broken.u It might be that Gregory was impelled to make this change
by the practice among the Greeks as he had got to know it in Constan
tinople.'" But Gregory went beyond his model. Whereas in Byzantium, as
in nearly all the rites of the East, the new prayer-group which starts after
the closing doxology of the canon is preceded not only by a renewed invi
tation to prayer, but also, prior to this, by another greeting of the people,"'
the Roman arrangement omits every such salutation and is satisfied with
a simple Oremus. This call to prayer, therefore, still comes under the
Dominus vobiscum and Sursum corda of the Great Prayer, the Eucharistia.
Thus the connection with the canon is quite close. By these means the
weighty words which constitute the Our Father are emphasized all the
more. The priest pronounces the prayer at the altar in the same fashion
as he did the canon. Indeed, the first part of the Lord's Prayer actually
forms, to a certain extent, a sort of summary and recapitulation of the
preceding eucharistic prayer. The sanctificetur is a synopsis of the triple

Sanctus; the adveniat regnum tuum is a kind of epitome of the two
epiklesis prayers: Quam oblationem and Supplices"; and the fiat voluntas
tua sets forth the basic idea regarding obedience from which all sacrifice
must proceed. The spirit and disposition in which our Lord Himself had
offered up His sacrifice and which we must draw from our co-performance
of it, could hardly have been expressed more cogently.
But it would be a mistake to think that the Our Father in this new
location right after the canon had acquired an essentially different function
and given up its purpose as a preparation for Communion, or even to
substituted was probably of the same sort

per/I!Cti holocausti orationem dominicam;

as the prayers before Communion men
tioned above, p. 276, n. 6, or as the pro!I!mi
um fractionis that precedes the fraction and

11

the Our Father in the Coptic Mass (cf.
Hanssens, Institutiones, III, 486£.).
Baumustark, Missale Romanum, 13 f., be
lieves he can even point out a definite text
from Roman tradition.

u E. Bishop-A. Wilmart, Le genie du rit
rom a in (Paris, 1920), 84-87. Thus also
F. Cabrol, The Clergy Review 1 (1931),
364-366.
11

Nevertheless a similar pattern appears
in a fragment which G. Morin, Rer•ue
Bened., 41 (1929), 70-73, claims had its
origin in N. Africa about 500: 11011 poteris
Per orationem dominicam mysterii sacra
menta complere, ut dicas ad plenitudinem

PL, 125, 608 B; cf. ibid., 610 B.

In Byzantium in solemn form: Kcxl b-:cn
't<l EAE> 'tou �qaAou Oeou y.cz\ crw'ti)�o.; i;�w>
'l'l)crou Xptcr'tou �e't.X "'a>'tW> u�w>, whereupon

follows

the

customary

answer

of

the

people:
Kczl �ed 'tOu 'lC>eu�czoo;o.; crou
(Brightman, 337). Similarly in other rites,
apparently since earliest times, as can be
concluded from Co1zst. Ap., VIII, 13, 1
( Quasten, Mon., 227). Only the Egyptian
liturgies are satisfied with the usual salute
to the people:
135, 180.

Elpi)>'IJ 'lC<icrt>.

Brightman,

14 A biblical variation of Luke 11 : 2 sub
stitutes a petition for the coming of the
Kingdom of the Holy Ghost, for "Thy
Kingdom Come:" eAeE'tW 'tO iiytoY 'lCY!u�a
crou iep' i)�ii.; y.cz\y.czOczptcra'tw i)�ii<;.
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suppose that Gregory had intended something of the sort when making
the new arrangement." The pope's own account of his action gives no
hint of such a thing. The canon remains an absolute unit (and therefore
it concludes with a doxology), and the Our Father remains a Communion
prayer, as it is in all liturgies, only with a closer nexus to the canon than
in other rites."
In the life of the ancient Church the Our Father had a close connection
with the Communion, even aside from the Mass-liturgy; this is shown by
the treatment of the petition for bread in the commentaries on the Our
Father, and also in other pertinent remarks of the Fathers. Beginning
with Tertullian, the Latin Fathers generally correlate this petition to
the Eucharist. The same is done by some of the Greeks." This is certainly
very remarkable in regard to a text whose literal meaning obviously sig
nifies the material bread; it seems to presuppose that the faithful were
accustomed to recite the Our Father at the reception of Communion, even
before it appears in liturgical monuments as part of the liturgy. This

1ll Brinktrine, Die hl. Messe, 230-233, in
deed thinks that Gregory in the given dec
laration regards the Our Father (which
he thinks is meant in the phrase ad ipsam
solummodo orationem consecrarent) as
the prayer of the consecration, not pre
cisely in the sense of transubstantiation,

but nevertheless in the sense of a further
blessing of the consecrated gifts. In this
he follows the commentators of the Mid
dle Ages with whom he is also on common
ground regarding the application of this
broader conception of the consecration to
the fraction and commingling. Brinktrine,
therefore, includes the Agnus Dei and the
Kiss of Peace in the second main division
of the Mass, the "eucharistic consecration."
But that is no way to gain a better under
standing of the original meaning of such
customs.-Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy,
131, contends that the Pater noster was
in a certain sense part of the Eucharistic
Prayer from the fact that it is said not by
the people, but essentially by the priest.
But this is only in line with the general
exclusion of the people's prayer in the
Roman Liturgy.
18

Certain indications that the Our Father
is included in the Eucharistic Prayer ap
pear in Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. Myst.,
V, 18; Ambrose, De sacr., VI, 5, 24;
Augustine, Ep., 149, 16. But they cannot
stand up under closer examination; see I.

Cecchetti,

L'Amen nella Bibbia

e

nella

Liturgia (special printing of Bollettino
Ceciliano, vol. 37; Vatican City, 1942),
21 ff., note 28.
17]. P. Bock, Die Brotbitte des Vaterun
sers (Paderborn, 1911); cf. Chase, The
Lord's Prayer, 42-53.-Tertullian, De or.,
c. 6; Cyprian, De or. Dom., c. 18; Juven
cus, Ev. hist., I, 595; Chromatius, In
Matth. tr. 14, 5; are all cited for the
eucharistic sense of the bread petition;
furthermore a whole series of passages
from Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine (Bock,
110 ff.). An explicit denial of the eucharis
tic sense even among the Greeks is to be
found in Gregory of Nyssa (100 f.).-The
much-discussed word ('rOY Cip'tav iJlJ.wu 'tov)
E'lttoucrtov, that is found in Matth. 6 : 11 as
well as in Luke 11 : 3, as is well known, is
often explained by the Fathers since
Origen (under the influence probably of
the practical application of the Lord's
Prayer) to the effect that there is question
of a bread that is adapted to the aucri12, the
spiritual nature of man. Ambrose, De sacr.,
V, 4, 24, renders its supersubstantialem . . .
qui mzima1 nostrce substantiam fulcit.-For
philological discussions see Quasten, M 011.,
169, note 1; W. Foerster,
E'lttaucrto<;:
Theol. Worterbuch z. N. Test., II (1935),
587-595; Th. Soiron, Die Bergpredigt Jesu
(Freiburg, 1941), 348-352.
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would have been done at the daily house Communion, but also at Com
munion in church in connection with the Eucharist. The first prayer that
the neophytes said in the bosom of the congregation before their first
Communion appears to have been the Our Father, even in earliest times,
and at least on this occasion it must have been recited by all in common
and aloud.18 In the earliest commentaries on the Mass which mention the
Our Father-the Mystagogic Catecheses of Jerusalem and the exposition
of the Bishop of Milan-the petition for bread is emphatically explained
in a sacramental sense;'" it was therefore also recited in this sense. Ambrose
attaches long additions to the passages in question, in which he exhorts to
daily reception.""

A thing that clearly shows that the Our Father was looked upon as a
Communion prayer in the Roman liturgy of the Middle Ages as well as
in the extra-Roman liturgies of the West and those of the East, is the
fact that it also makes an appearance among the preparatory prayers
in fact, as the most important of them--even where only the Communion
is celebrated." That is the case in the missa prcesanctificatorum (which
is nothing else except a Communion service .. and in most rites of Com
munion for the sick."'
In the Orient, too, the way the Lord's Prayer is fixed in the Mass con
firms its role as a Communion prayer. Here as a rule it is inserted in an
even older group of prayers. Amongst these there are generally a prayer
for a worthy reception and the prayer of inclination said at the blessing
18Dolger, Antike u. Christmtum, 2 (1930),
148 ff., with an appeal to Rom. 8: 15;
Gal. 4 : 6. Cf. The whole discussion, "Das
erste Gebet der Tauflinge in der Gemein
schaft der Briider": ibid., 142-155; A.
Greiff, Das iilteste Pascha-ritual der
Kirche (Paderborn, 1929), 126-130.

10

Supra,

n.

7 and 1.

""Ambrose, De sacr., V, 4, 24-26 (Quasten,
Mon., 168-170).
21 Cf. the chapter "Das Pater noster im
Kommunionritus," in Jungmann, Gewor
dene Liturgie. 137-164.
22 According to the oldest Latin revision
of the Missa Prasanctificatorum of Good

Friday (which originated from the East),
in the older Gelasianum, I, 41 (Wilson,
77) the priest after having kissed the cross,
should say, Oremus et sequitur: Prreceptis
salutaribus moniti. Et oralio dominica.
ll1de: Libera nos Domine quresumus. H a:c
omnia expleta adorant omnes sanctam cru
cem et communicant. Consequently, the en
tire garniture of prayer, as it were, con
sisted originally of the Pater noster. The

conclusiveness of this fact is not disturbed
by the remark of Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe,
256, to the effect that it is no surprise that
in the Liturgy of the Presanctified the prin
cipal prayer is said.
Jungmann, op. cit., 146 ff. In the Roman
liturgy the oldest regulations that have
come down to us regarding the Com
munion of the Sick have their origin in
the 9th century. But among them, too,
there are those that use the Pater noster as
the very core of the preparation. And this
continues into the 16th century. In some
cases, as in the 11th century Pontifical of
Narbonne, the Communion part of the
Mass beginning with the Oremus is made
to serve for the immediate preparation for
the Communion of the Sick. Martene, 1, 7,
23

XIII, (I, 892) . As a trace of the old cus
tom the Pater noster is still to be found in
a passage of the Roman Ritual (V, 2, 12),
namely at the end of the Extreme Unction,
where formerly it introduced the Com
munion.
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of the faithful. The Our Father is regularly attached to the first of these; ..
so it belongs to the preparation for Communion. Next the prayer begging
for a worthy reception is often so reconstructed that the cleansing
of the heart which is sought in view of the reception of the heavenly food,
at the same time becomes the preparation for saying the Lord's Prayer
worthily ... Or else, as in the main Greek liturgies, a transition to the Our
Father, having much the same content as the prayer, is spoken aloud:
"And make us worthy, Lord, to be able, with trust and without reproach,
to venture to call on Thee, the God of heaven, as Father, and to say ..." ..
Thus we begin to see more pointedly the great esteem displayed for the
Lord's Prayer. The independence of the Our Father which we see be
ginning here was fully achieved in the Greek liturgies of the Syrian milieu,
where the Our Father does indeed follow in the same location, after the
attention has been directed to the Communion, but where it alone de
termines the contents of the preceding prayer of preparation. In the East
Syrian anaphora of the Apostles, the prayer reads as follows:
Let Thy rest, 0 Lord, dwell amongst us and Thy peace inhabit our hearts,
and may our tongues proclaim Thy truth, and Thy Cross be the guard of
our souls, since we make our mouth into new harps and speak a new
language with fiery lips. Make us worthy, Lord, with the confidence that
arises from Thee, to pronounce before Thee this pure and holy prayer
which Thy life-giving mouth has taught Thy faithful disciples, the children
of Thy mysteries : when you pray, you should pray and confess and say:

..,

The enthusiasm for the grandeur of the prayer which such words as
these manifest is also proclaimed, but in a more restrained way, in the
introductory words of our Roman Mass." For a man of dust and ashes a
certain boldness ( audemus) is implied in making his own a prayer such as
"'See the comprehensive proofs in Baum
stark, Die M esse im Morgenlalld, 1 56 f.
"'Thus in the Liturgy of St. Mark
(Brightman, 135 f.) : "Enlighten the eyes
of our spirit, that without fault we may
partake of the immortal and celestial food,
and sanctify us wholly in soul, body, and
spirit, that with Thy holy disciples and
apostles we may utter this prayer to Thee,"
whereupon the priest in a low voice joins
the Our Father to his prayer (which was
also said quietly), and then praying again
aloud that he might do so properly, intro
duces the Our Father recited in common
by the people.
""Thus in the Byzantine Mass (Bright
man, 339). In an expanded version in the
Liturgies of St. Mark and St. James (ibid.,
135 f.; 59) ; similarly in the Armenian

Mass (ibid., 446) .-A kindred introduc
tion precedes the Our Father in the Syrian
Order of Baptism: see H. Denzinger,
Ritus orientalium, I (W iirzburg), 278,

308, 315.
.., Brightman, 295. Similar in tone is
a version of the Our Father in the East
Syrian rite of Baptism, where the in
troductory words appear in a very ex
panded form. G. Dietrich, Die nestoriani
sche Taufliturgie ( Giessen,

1903),

4.

28 In the Gallic Liturgy also the Our
Father is preceded by an introductory
formula but on€ subject to the variation
of the formulary and changeable also in
content. Still in the Gothic Missal the
audere, the confident obedience, often con
stitutes its basic tone. Muratori, II, 522;
526 ; 535 ; etc.
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this, in which he approaches God as a child does its father."" That reference
to boldness we have already encountered in the liturgies of the East. In
the Fathers it recurs very frequently when they talk about the Our
Father.•• We can better understand the reverence for the Lord's Prayer
which is thus manifested, and which is surely appropriate, if we recall that
in those days it was not only kept secret from the pagans but was even
withheld from the catechumens until shortly before the time when, by
Baptism, they became children of the heavenly Father." But even the
baptized must always remain conscious of the immense distance sepa
rating them from God. Nevertheless, God's Son Himself had put these
words on our lips and it was He who ordered us to recite them. It was
salutary counsel, it was indeed a divine instruction."" The attitude and
spirit which this prayer embodies is fitting at this hour when we have in
our hands the offering with which the Son Himself met His heavenly
Father and meets Him still.
But besides the petition for bread there is another passage in the Our
Father which receives special stress in its use at l\Iass. This is the petitio!"!
for the forgiveness of sins. Even Optatus of l\Iileve gives this petition
prominence above all." Augustine refers to its presence in the Our Father,
and asks impressively: "Why is it spoken before the reception of Christ's
Body and Blood? For the following reason: If perchance, in consequence
of human frailty, our thought seized on something indecent, if our tongue
spoke something unjust, if our eye was turned to something unseemly,
if our ear listened complacently to something unnecessary ... it is blotted

20

A.

v.

Harnack (in A. Hahn, Bibliothek

dcr Symbo/e, 3rd ed.; Breslau, 1897, 371)

calls attention to the fact that in Hermas
(Vis. III, 9, 10; Sim., V, 6, 3, 4; IX, 12,
2) only the Church and the Son of God call
God Father; see also Ambrose, De sacr.,
V, 19 (Quasten, 168): So/ius Christi spe
cialis est pater, nobis omnibus in commune
est pater ... Ecclesire contuitu et cmzside
ratione te ipse commcJida: Pater 11oster.
Cf. Co11st. Ap., VII, 24, 2 (Funk, I, 410):
Thus say the Our Father three times a day
and prepare yourselves that you may be
worthy of the filiation of the Father, lest
calling Him Father unworthily, you may,
like Israel, be rejected by Him (Mal. 1, 6,
follows).
"0

Jerome, Adz•. Pelag., III, 15 (PL, 23,

585). Sic docuit apostolos szws, 111 quoti
dic in corporis illius sacrijicio crcdentes
aztdeant /oqui: Pater.-Augustinc, Sermo,
II0, ( PL, 38, 641) : audcmus quotidie dice
re: Adveuiat rcgnum tmun.-Reference

to kindred utterances of the Greek Father
in 0. Rousseau, "Le 'Pater' dans Ia litur
gic de Ia messe" (Cours et ConfCrenccs,
VII [Louvain, 1929], 231-241), 233f.
Rousseau, op. cit., 2 35, is inclined to look
for the origin of this mode of expression
with audcre (toA(J.IiY) in the practice of the
Catechumcnate and more especially in that
of the Orient.

31

32

The expression in our Roman introduc
tions is already found in Cyprian, De dam.
or., c. 2 ( CSEL, 3, 267), who says of
Christ, Qui i1zter cetera salutaria sua
mmzita et Prrecepta divi11a, quibus populo
suo co1zsulit ad salutem, etiam orandi ipse

formam dedit. Nevertheless it is possible
to construe prreceptis sa/utaribus as mean
ing pr. Sal·vatoris, in parallel to divi11a in
stitutiolle = Dei illsl. See Bonifatius
Fischer, O.S.B., "Pr;eceptis salutaribus
moniti,"
Arclziv.
f. Liturgiewiss., 1
(1950)' 124-127.
33 Supra, n. 1.
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out by the Lord's Prayer in the passage: Forgive us our debts, so that we
may approach in peace and so that we may not eat or drink what we
receive unto judgment.""' For Augustine, the Our Father is like washing
the face before going to the altar... For that reason it was the practice at
Hippo for all, priest and faithful, to strike their breast while pronouncing
the words, dimitte nobis debita nostra."" That the Roman Mass also gave
special importance to the final petitions introduced by these words, is
shown by the supplement, the so-called embolism,"' which has its counter
part in all the liturgies except the Byzantine...
In the extra-Byzantine liturgies of the East, this supplement regularly
accentuates not only the last petition, but the last two, sometimes by just
repeating the words:• sometimes by a marked expansion. Thus, in the
anaphora of St. James, the priest continues: " (Yea, Lord, our God), lead
us not into a temptation which we are not able to bear, (but with the
temptation grant also the issue, so that we may be able to remain stead
fast, and) deliver us from the evil," .. thereupon a doxology follows as in all
oriental texts. Thus the continuation of the petition for forgiveness is taken
up and, with an eye on the future, a plea is made for preservation espe
cially from that evil which would bar us from approaching the sacred
repast.
The same is also to be found where (as in the West) only the last
petition is taken up. In the Gallic Liturgy the formula in question was
again subjected to the variations of the Mass-formulary. Its basic outline,
however, for all the various additions made to it, was mostly the same
as that which appears in the simplest form in a Sunday Mass of the
"'Augustine, Senn., Denis, 6 (Miscell.,
Aug., I, 31; Roetzer, 129).
""Augustine, Serm., 17, 5, 5 (PL, 38, 127) .
""Augustine, Scrm., 351, 3, 6 (PL, 39,
1541); Ep., 265, 8 (CSEL, 57, 646). In
spired probably by Augustine, the Augu
istinian Hermit Gottschalk Holden re·
quired the same in the 15th century. Franz,
22. A similar stressing of the petition of
pardon in St Benedict, Regula, c. 13; still
Benedict does not speak of the Mass, but
of Lauds and Vespers, where one should
say the Pater 11oster in a loud tone of voice,
because of the words dimitte 11obis sicut et
nos dimittimrts, so that one may cleanse
oneself of the offenses against charity.
(from Efl.�OA�, efl.�&A:Am)
81 EfL�OAlOfl.OS
= interpolation.-Ordo sec. Rom., n. 11
(Andrieu, II, 223; PL, 78, 974), speaks
of the Lord's Prayer cum emboli.
88 The Byzantine Mass concludes the Our
Father simply with a doxology; see below
note 49.

10 So in the East Syrian and the Armenian
Mass-Brightman, 296; 446.
•• Riicke, Die Syrische Jacobosanaphora,
49. The brackets indicate those things, like
the citation 1 Cor. 10: 13, which are pre

sumably a later addition. In the Greek
anaphora of St. James there is the same
fundamental text with other amplifications,
in which" the evil" is described as a per
sonal principle:

chto "tau "JtWrJpou x<Zl

"tWY

lpywv <ZU"tou x<Zl"JtaalJs £=.i'.C"s x<Zl fl.E6o8el<Z<;
CEU"tou; Brightman, 60. The conclusion of
the Syrian anaphora of St. James is adopt
ed, with further embellishments, in the
Coptic anaphora of St. Cyril: ibid., 182.

Jerome says in two passages, we pray in
the Lord's Prayer ne nos i11ducas in ten
tationem, quam ferre 11011 possum us. Cf. In
E:;ech . , c. 48, 16 (PL, 25, 485 C); In
Matth., c. 26, 41 (PL, 26, 198). The ad
dition was also spread
Brightman, 469 f.

elsewhere;

see
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Missale Gothicum; it reads: Libera nos a malo, omnipotens Deus, et
custodi in bono. Qui vivis et regnas." Nor is the Roman form of the em
bolism to be judged different. That its plea to be freed ab omnibus malis
is concerned above all with evil in the moral order is clearly seen from
the added words: prceteritis, prcesentibus et juturis. Only moral evils, even
when they are "past," still lie heavy on the soul. Therefore, in the word
prceteritis there is a renewed stressing of the petition for forgiveness, just
as in the futuris there is an echo of the petition to be safeguarded from
overly hard trial. Then, on the positive side, an all-comprehensive good
is included in the petition, the same good already mentioned in the Hanc
igitur formula: da propitius pacem in diebus nostris. Our human wants
are all of equal value for the kingdom of God. If a proper peace surround
us within and without, then, as we hope, a double result will be more easily
forthcoming: we will remain free from sin and will be protected against
every disturbance and error. This will then be the correct disposition to
have in order to eat the heavenly bread with benefit.
Just as we are accustomed to find it in the orations of Roman saints'
feasts, the petition is strengthened by reference to the intercession of
heavenly helpers. Here, besides the Mother of God and the protectors of
the Roman community, Peter and Paul, the Apostle Andrew is also men
tioned. Of course Andrew is mentioned in the Communicantes list, being
named right after the Princes of the Apostles, just as in the two biblical
catalogues (Matthew 10:2; Luke 6:14) his name stands right after Peter's.
But it is surely unusual to find his name mentioned right after theirs,
all by itself. It is well known that the New Rome on the Bosporus,
in rivalry with the old Rome on the Tiber, had early laid claim to the
Apostle Andrew, Peter's brother, and "first called" ( 'lt'pW't'6x):r,To<;) •• of
the Twelve, as its founder. This accounts also for the honor paid to the
the apostle at Rome; the prominence given to him-after Peter and Paul,
of course-was halfway in opposition to Byzantium, halfway as a gesture
of concord. That we are on the right track in our conclusion is shown by
a related occurrence among the prefaces of the Gregorianum, where spe
cial prefaces are provided for only two saints besides the Princes of the
Apostles-Anastasia, who was likewise highly revered in Byzantium, and
Andrew."' Some have thought that the addition of atque Andrea was due
to Gregory the Great who, before his election as pope, had founded a
monastery in honor of St. Andrew and had been abbot there... But the
"Muratori, II, 649.
.. ]no. 1: 35-40.-N. Milles, Kalendarium
manuale utriusque ecclesicr, I, (2nd ed.;
Innsbruck, 1896), 338. In the year 357 the
relics of St. Andrew and at the same time
those of St. Luke-therefore those of the
brother of St. Peter and the com panion of

St. Paul-were transferred to Byzantium.

B. Kra ft, "Andreas": LThK, I, 410 f.
'"Supra, n. 2 6 .

( 1885), 582; 10
(1886), 30 f.-That the insertion is not
mentioned among the objections that were
raised against him speaks rather against
Gregory.
"H. Grisar, ZkTh, 9
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addition could have been made earlier than this, since even in the fifth
century there was at Rome not only this somewhat uneasy relationship to
Byzantium, but even an explicit devotion to the Apostle Andrew." The
:\Iiddle Anges not seldom added other names here, and this was done even
in later times, since the Micrologus offered the liberty just for this
passage.'" But in the end they were satisfied with the supplementary
phrase, cum (later: et) omnibus sanctis, which was wanting originally, but
which appeared here and there even in early manuscripts.'7
The conclusion is formed by the ordinary formula Per Dominum no
strum." This acts as a close not only for the embolism itself, but also for
the Pater noster which is merely extended into the embolism. Thus it is
an exact parallel to the doxology which, in most oriental liturgies, follows
in the same location after the Our Father or its supplement, as the case
may be.'" By this formula we give expressiOn to the fact that even in the
'"]. Beran. "Hat Gregor d. Gr. dcm Em
bolismus dcr romischen Liturgie den
Namcn des hi. Andreas beigtfiigt ?" Eph.
(1941), 81-87. The shrines of
St. Andrew in Home go back to Popes

••

Batte 50.

With the older position of the word Deus
in all the old textual sources ; qui tecum
••

liturg., 55

·ui·uit et regnal Deus. Botte, 50. Cf. supra,

Simplicius (468-483), Gelasius, I, (492496); Symmachus (498-514) .-For the
a/que A ndrea and still more for the selec
tion of just these two prefaces, the only

"This is missing only in the Ethiopian
Mass. Otherwise there are two versions.

other epoch that comes to mind is the late
seventh century when oriental influence
of the Vat. Reg.
cent.).

The

(beginning of the 8th

words

arc

missing

among

others in the manuscripts that present the
Irish tradition of the canon ( B u tte, 13;
50). It is n o t likely that they were stricken
out only later on. That there was in the
6th

century

a version of the embolism

without any names of Saints is shown by
the example of the Lconianum

(above,

note, 3).
••

I, 383, n. 38.

Predominant is the form that made its way
into several bibilical texts of M atth. 6: 13
and is found already in the Didache, c. 8, 2
(without the i) �acre Ada): o·n crou ecr·m i) �acre
Ada Y.a! i) au�a(J.C� Y.a! -1) o6�a er� tau� a!Glva�.
Cf.

Chase,

169 ff. The Armenian

gives this wording exactly;
446.

The Gr e ek anaphoras of St. James
and St. Mark, the East Syrian and the
Byzantine !\!asses present amplifications;
the Byzantine doxology (which follows the
Our

Father

without

any

intermediate

text) has in the concluding

Bernold of Constance, !lficrologus,

c.

23

Mass

Brightman,

expanded form

:

words the

. . . oo�a "CoO lla"C(lO� Y.al

(PL, 151, 994 D): Hie nominal quo/quat

"COU llou Y.a! -:ou ay (au 1 heu(J.a-:o� vuv Y.a!

sanctos volucrit. The same direction al

ciel Y.a! er� "COU:; a!Glva:; "CW� a!wvw�. Bright
man 339 f.-The second version that ap
pears among the Copts and \Vest Syrians,

ready in the Homan Ordo, I V (PL, 78,
!J84). Already at an early date it appears
elsewhere in the form of a supplement; et
beat is confcssoribus luis illis ; Batte, 50
apparatus;

Ebner, 425-428, where there

are a large number of examples of names
from different countr ies. �lichael, John the
Baptist, Benedict are especially numerous,
in addition at times to the specific patrons
of dioceses or convents. Cf. Ferrercs, 165;
numerous names listed by Leroquais, III,

382.

inserts a mention of Christ as a connect
ing link and then continues with the Greek
Doxology of the 4th century customary
in this area; oc' ou Y.a! (J.eO'ou cro! 'ltphet
oo�a . . . Riickcr, Die Jalwbosanaphora,
49; Brightman, 100; 182. This last ver
sion therefore is close to the Roman Per
Dominum noslrmn. - Conjectures (that
arc hardly tenable) regarding an original
identity of this doxology with the conclud-
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Lord's Prayer we direct our petition to the heavenly Father through
Christ, just as with His encouragement, divina institutione formati, we
pronounced it.
If the Our Father at Mass was designed to serve as a preparation of the
assembled people for the reception of Holy Communion, this had to be
made clear also in the manner of performance. Actually, the Lord's
Prayer was frequently said at Mass by all the people, and in any case it
was always said aloud. This might not be entirely expected in ancient
Christendom, since the Our Father still remained under the discipline of
the secret. Thus a loud rehearsal of the Our Father was excluded from
the fore-::\Iass. True to the command to guard it as a sacred mystery and
not even to write it down, it would seem that outside of l\Iass it was only
said quietly, just as the symbol was said only quietly outside of Baptism."'
Within the Mass, where only those could be present who were full citizens
of God's kingdom, there was nothing to hinder its being said aloud. The
only question was, by whom was it to be said: whether, like the Sanctus,
by all the assembly or, like the other prayers of the Ordo missre, by the
celebrant in the name of the faithful. Since the prayer was intended as a
preparation for everyone to receive the Sacrament, it certainly was appro
priate that everyone-the whole people-should take part immediately in
the Lord's Prayer, especially since it was certainly quite familiar to
everyone.
This solution was the one that became standard in the Orient. Every
where the rubrics assigned the Our Father to the people,"' except in the
Armenian Mass, where clerics were to sing it with arms outstretched.""
However, in the Byzantine Mass, too, it became customary for the choir
to say it,"" but always as representative of the people. In the old Gallican
ing doxology of the Canon are found in F.

voice, otherwise only the last part, ut ab

Probst, Liturgie des viertcn Jahrhunderts
wzd deren Reform ( M iinster, 1893), 198;

omnibus respondeatur: Sed Iibera nos
malo.

264 f.; cf. 221, n. 21. Cf. in opposition
Srawlcy, 163 f.
"" This explains the still existing custom

01

a

In the West Syrian Liturgy it is done

in this way : the celebrant speaks the first
words, "Our Father who art in heaven,"

of saying the Our Father and the Symbol
sntto voce at the beginning of the Office

and the people then c ontinue. Brightman,

(before Matins and Prime) and at the end.
Cf.] ungmann, Gewordene Liturgic, 167 ff.
Similarly the further custom belongs here

Maronites. Hanssens, III, 489.

of saying aloud only the beginning and end
when it occurs before an oration after the
K:;rie in the Preces or the corresponding
alternating prayers. This later method was
first mentioned by St. Benedict, Regula,
c. 3, who ordered, as an exception, that at
both Lauds and Vespers, because of the
summons for mutual forgiveness, the

whole Our Father be recited in a loud

I 00. The same arrangement among the
02

Brightman, 446.-Here also the practice

does not seem entirely unanimous. In the
Italian translation supplied by G. Ave
dighian: L i t urgia drlla messa armena

(4th ed. ; Venice, 187 3), 53, we read: Il
populo a braccia stese canta il Pater 110ster.
'"' Mercenier, Paris, I, 224. Only the di
rector (or chief person) says the Our
Father among the Ukrainians; Harnykc
vitsch, 90. In the Byzantine-Slavic Liturgy
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Liturgy also, the Our Father was pronounced by all the people in com
mon,"' but in the remainder of the West, by the celebrating priest. This
was the method already followed in Augustine's African Church,66 although
with provision for both a vital interest and ritual participation by the
people."' In the old Spanish Mass this participation was manifested by
responding Amen to every section of the prayer."'
Even in the Roman Mass there is not wanting an indication that the
Our Father belongs to the people. It is apportioned between priest and
people, although in rather unequal parts. Whereas the old sacramentaries
and most of the ordines contain no reference to this division of the text,..
and Gregory the Great, in his frequently quoted letter, says tersely that
at Rome, in contrast to the practice of the Greeks, the Lord's Prayer is
said a solo sacerdote,"• yet we find the responsorial method in the Ordo
of John the Arch-chanter, therefore at the very latest in the eighth cen
tury; the Our Father is concluded respondentibus omnibus: sed libera

nos a malo.00 Basically, therefore, the people say the Our Father along
with the celebrant.61 It is the people's Communion prayer ...
the Lord's Prayer is frequently sung by
all the people together.-Even in the pres
ent-day liturgy, as in the older ones, the
Greek rubrics mention the people : o :Aa6.;.
Brightman, 339; 391.
"'Gregory of Tours, De mir. s. Martini,
II, 30 (PL, 71, 954 f): A mute woman
was miraculously cured on a Sunday at the
moment when the Pater n os ter was begun
which she then joined the others in pray
ing: c(J!pit sa11clam orationem cum reli
quis decantare. Cf. Gregory of Tours Vit rE
Patrum, 16, 2 (PL, 71, 1076), and also
Cresarius, Serm., 73 (Morin, 294 f.; PL,
39, 2277).
05 Augustine, Serm., 58, 10, 12 (PL, 38,
299; Roetzer, 129) : ad a/tare Dei quotidie
dicitur isla dominica oralio et auditmt illam

fide/es.
.. Above, p. 284.
01

The Amen occurs in five places in the
Mozarabic Mass of the Missale mixtum
(PL, 85, 559) but after the petition for
bread the answer is instead, Quia tu Deus
es, and after the petition against tempta
tion the concluding answer is, Sed Iibera
nos a malo.
Among them,
Codex Pad. of
otherwise gives
ple so carefully.

58

strangely enough, is the
the Gregorianum, which
the responses of the peo
It also gives the conclud-

ing petition without any remarks what
ever. Mohlberg-Baumstark, n. 891; on
the other hand cf. n. 874, 893.
""Gregory the Great, Ep., IX, 12
77, 957).

(PL,

""Capitulare eccl. ord. (Andrieu, III, 109).

This rubric, we are forced to submit, may
be of Frankish origin, perhaps a compro
mise with old Gallican methods. However,
the silence of the sacramentaries is ex
plained by the fact that the priest him
self had to say the concluding prayer along
with the rest and that the sacramentary
merely supplied the text for the priest,
even though the people also took part in
it. Therefore a reference to the people
is also missing at the Sanctus.
61

On that account it is a mistake, when
Brinktrine, D ie hi. Messe, 250, considers
it "reserved to the priest," and "elevated
to a solemn prayer of oblation." Even in
Augustine, with whom there is no question
at all of the people's joining in, it still re
mains in the fullest sense a Communion
Prayer of the Community. That the Our
Father was included in the canon during
the Middle Ages is evident; (but that does
not necessarily turn it into an oblation
prayer) see above, p. 106.-The last phrase
which the people pronounce cannot be ac
counted as equivalent to a simple. Amen.
••

It is therefore

a

sound solution, if the
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In the mouth of the priest the rendition of the Lord's Prayer takes on
the distinction of a special musical form, reminiscent of the chant of the
preface. Manuscript evidence of our

Pater noster melodies is not to be

found before the peak of the Middle Ages, but on intrinsic grounds, par
ticularly in view of the characteristic cadences, the origin of the melodies
is put as early as the fifth to the seventh century. Of the two melodies,
the more elaborate one is the earlier.63 Perhaps even in the days of Gregory
the Great this tune served to accent the value of this great prayer.
As is self-evident, the loud rendition of the prayer was continued through
the appended embolism."' But in the Roman Mass .. this was done not in
the solemn melody of the

Pater noster, but in a simple recitative tone,
igitur. This

like that which we inferred regarding the canon at the Te

manner of performance has been retained till now in the Milanese rite'"
and in the rite of Lyons,"' as well as in the

missa prCEsanctificatorum of

our own Good Friday liturgy. But about the year 1000 the Roman Mass
changed to a quiet recitation of the embolism, except for Good Friday.""
It seems that the factor that led to this change was the consideration that
the embolism was still within that portion of the Mass which represented
the

Passion

of

Christ.

The

termination

of

the

Passion

was

the

Resurrection, which since the sixth century was increasingly consid
ered as symbolized in the ceremony of commingling,'"' while the fraction
that preceded it continued to be referred to the Passion.70 This whole
Our Father after a long period, a period
that has very much lost sight of its func
tion as mentioned, should be prayed almost
in its entirety by the people in the com
munity Mass of today. Ellard, The Mass
of the Future, 203 f., reports also of
Masses said by the Pope in St. Peter's
0\ov. 5, 1921; May 26, 1922) at which
the people were permitted to say the Our
Father with him.
"' Besides today's melodies in the Roman
�1issal various others appear in medieval
manuscripts. The Mass books of the 11th
century from Monte Cassino record three
of them; Ebner, 101; Fiala, 193, 223. A
missal of Minden printed in 1513 contains
four Pater noster melodies. F. Cabral, "Le
chant du Pater a Ia messe," III, R evue
Gregorienne, 14 (1929), 1-7; cf. JL, 9
(1929), 304 f.-In contrast to the solemn
melodies of the Preface (see above, p. 107)
the Pater noster melodv did not share the
development into the double tuba which
started in the 12th century. Ursprung, Die
Kath. Kirchenmusik, 58 f.
••

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 29 (PL, 105,

1148-1150) ; Ordo Rom., II, n. 11 (PL,
78, 975 A); Commentary of the Clm.
14690 (lOth cent.): Franz, 411.

In the Mozarabic Mass the variable em
bolism has the melody of the Pater noster:
Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 559).
""Missale Ambrosianum (1902), 180£.
65

67

Missale of Lyons (1904), 315 f.

The transition was not universal nor si
multaneous. The earliest evidence is in the
Prenitentiale S a n g a l l e n s e tripartitum
(MS. of 9th cent.) H. ]. Schmitz, Die
Bussbiicher und das kanonische Bussver
fahren (Dusseldorf, 1898), 189. Also ac
cording to the Ordo Rom., IV (PL, 78,
984) the embolism is said interveniente
nullo sono. Bonizo of Sutri (d. about
1095), De sacr. (PL, 150, 862 C) con
siders Gregory the Great as the one who
introduced the silent praying of the em
bolism.-By way of exception it is also
said silently on Good Friday according to
the Ordo Eccl. La teran . (Fischer, 58).
88

•

88

Infra, p. 318.

70 Lupin, L'idee du sacrifice de la messe,

29b
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section-the canon in the medival sense, also called the secreta-would
as far as possible continue in silence. The silence was indeed interrupted
by the preface and the Pater noster, for which chant was prescribed long
before, but thus a more mysterious image was created, a triple silence,
during the secreta, from the Te igitur to the Pater noster, and during the
embolism, which seemed to refer to the three days of rest in the tomb.71
An Amen appears after the Sed libera nos a malo, first in Alcuin's re
cension of the sacramentary, then by degrees generally.72 It must have
been taken over from the Vulgate edition of the Our Father in the Bible;
there is no Amen in the original Greek. The question next came up, who
was to say this Amen. Sometimes it was added to the people's response,
and then it was said out loud.73 But finally, probably because of the grow
ing practice in the Roman liturgy of leaving the Sed Iibera nos a malo,
when said aloud, without an Amen/' it was shifted to the priest, who says
it softly before beginning his quiet embolism.76
In the later Middle Ages the Pater noster was attended by certain
external rites, not counting those which today are associated with the
embolism.7" Widespread was the custom of combining with the Lord's
Prayer the elevation of chalice and Host, which had been separated from
the closing doxology by the signs of the Cross.77 Various methods were
used; sometimes chalice and Host were lifted only during the words
Fiat voluntas tua,18 sometimes all through the first three petitions, up to
the words sicut in CfElo et in terra.16 Whereas in these two cases the doxo113-121; 154£. Jungmann, Gewordene
Liturgie, 106; 113 f. Cf. supra, I, 184, n. 31.
-Brinktrine, Diehl. Messe, 235, has mis
understood my meaning.
71

Jungmann,

Gewordene Liturgie,

106 f.

Lietzmann, n. 1, 31; Brinktrine, Die hl.
M esse, 252, n. 1.

72

73

According to the Lay Folks Mass Book

(13th cent.), ed. Simmons, 46, the faith
ful, and not only the choir, were supposed
to answer Sed Iibera 110s a malo, Amen.
The Amen is joined to the answer also in
John Beleth, Explicatio, c. 47 (PL, 202,
54). That the one praying himself joined
the A men to his prayer is not unheard of
even in the older Christian tradition; cf.
precisely for the Our Father already Cyril
of Jerusalem, Catech. Myst., V, 18 (Quas
ten, Mon., 107).
The Liturgy of Baptism excepted; cf.
Eisenhofer, I, 175. In this Anum of the
P ater noster we are dealing with a clearly
settled arrangement, but not with a con
vincing and pervasive principle.
76 Thus
already Wilhelm of Hirsau (d.

7'

1091), Canst., I, 86 (PL, 150, 1018);
Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 243);
Liber ordi,wrius of Liege ( Volk, 95).
.,. Regarding the sign of the cross and the
kissing of the paten, see below.-The
look directed to the host during the Lord's
Prayer as prescribed at present is not asso
ciated with this prayer as such: cf. Ordi
narium Cart. (1932), c. 27, 8, where this
look is ordered, as far as possible, from
consecration to the Communion.
71

Above, p. 267.

Still so today in the Rite of Lyons;
Biinner, 239. So also according to the
Rite of Vienne, Martene, I, 4, 8, 27 (I,
418 A): the priest holds the Sacred Host
over the chalice during the first petitions
of the Our Father and then raises both at
the words sicut in ca?lo et in terra. Cf. de
Moleon, 11; 58.-The showing of the
Host cum incipit Pater noster appears in
1562 in the first catalog of Abuses of the
Mass; Cone. Tridentinum, ed. Gorres,
VIII, 919.
.,. Hugo of St. Cher., Tract. super mis78
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logical import of the ceremony still remained clearly visible, this was less
so when, as happened elsewhere, the elevation was continued during the
whole Pater noster."' Probably quite consciously a new sense was given
to the action. Just as in the case of the elevation at omnis honor et gloria,
where, at the end of the :Middle Ages, even the rubric sometimes directed
the change, so here, too, the oblatory elevation was turned instead into a
"showing" to the people, as at the consecration."' This new signification
is even more sharply projected when, as happened in some places, the
elevation was linked to the words Panem nostrum:"' here (it seemed
to indicate) is the bread which we are asking for. In some places, espe
cially in northern France, a practice akin to this arose, namely, that the
cleric who held the paten, or the subdeacon to whom he gave it, held
it up high, in signum ins/antis communionis, as we read in one place."'
On the other hand, since the thirteenth century the doxological gesture
which accompanied the per omnia sa?,cula Sa?,culorum of the doxology at
the end of the canon, was sometimes duplicated at the end of the em
bolism, the chalice and the little particle of Host being raised when the
same words were repeated."'
sam (ed. Solch, 44) ; Cf. Si:ilch, Hugo,
103. As a reason for the prolonged
elevation Hugo alleges that the first three
petitions referred ad vitam mternam,
whereas those that follow, when host and
chalice are again upon the altar referred
ad vitam prmsentem.-The same custom
in the Ordinarium von Chalon-sur-Sa6ne:
Martene, 1, 4, X XIX (I, 647 C); Duran
dus, IV, 46, 23; 47, 8.

"" Missale of the 12th century from
Amiens;
Leroquais,
I,
225.
Equally
obscure is the meaning of the Elevation,
which, according to a Laon Pontifical of
the 13th century, lasts from the Per omnia
s. s. to the artdemus dicere: Leroquais,
Les Pontificaux, I, 168.
Monastic Missal of Lyons, 1531; Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXXIII (1, 660 D) : Ostendat
populo hostiam. Similarly in the Ordi
narium of Coutances of 1557; Legg,
Tracts, 64. Further examples see Browe,
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Die Verehnmg, 64; Dumotet, Le desire
de voir l' H ostie, 63-65. Cf. also the ele
vaton of the Body of Christ in the Mozara

bic Mass during the Profession of Faith,
that is said between the canon and the Pater
noster; Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 556 a).
et elevet sacerdos corPIIS Christi, ut vide
atur a populo. In this connection we must
mention also the custom of our Good Fri-

day liturgy, according to which the sacred
Host is elevated after the embolism, ut
videri possit a populo.
Premonstratension missal of 1578: Legg,
Tracts, 241. Later on, still so in Langres,

82

France; de Moleon, 58.

"'Thus according to a Parisian Missal
with which a later Premonstratensian cus
tom is in accord. In the latter the elevation
occurred at the Panem nostrum. See the
reference, JL, 4 (1924), 252 (according to
K. Dom); cf. Waefelghem, 83, n. 2. The
custom continues in the Order of the Pre
monstratensians even to the present day.
According to the Ordinarium of Laon:
Martene, 1, 4, XX (I, 608 E), the sub
deacon raised the paten at the words sicut
in cCElo et in terra. According to the
Missal of Evreux (circa 1400): ibid.,
XXVIII (I, 644 E), the priest himself
elevated it at the Amen of the Pater noster.
The Sarum Missal of the late Middle
Ages: ibid., XXXV (I, 669 C), orders the
deacon to keep the paten elevated during
the entire Pater noster; cf. Maskell, 154.
A similar custom prevailed at Rauen about
1700; de Moleon, 368. According to the
missal of Liege, 1552, the priest elevated
the paten during the Libera; de Cors
warem, 139.
"' Mainz Pontifikal about 1170: Martene,
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In some churches, a considerable emphasis was put on the bodily pos
ture to be taken during the Pater noster. On days that did not have a
festal character, a prostratio was expected of the people... A Mass ordo
of Bee even demanded the prostratio of the celebrant at the embolism.""
This is bracketed with the fact that at the height of the Middle Ages,
prayers for help were often inserted here during times of stress. At first
this was done right after the embolism," but later, when the connection
of the embolism with the Pater noster was no longer so strongly realized,
the prayers were inserted between the Pater noster and the embolism ...
Since the Lord's Prayer was less and less conceived as a Communion
prayer, this universal prayer of Christendom became the starting point
for adding a special prayer in times of need. In 1040 the consuetudines
of Farfa laid down the rule: After the Pater noster a crucifix, Gospel book,
and relics are to be set out in front of the altar, the clergy are to throw
themselves on the floor and recite Psalm 73: Ut quid Deus repulisti in
finem, with the corresponding prayer, while the priest at the altar remains
silent. .. In 1194, during the high tide of the, Crusades, the Cistercians in1, 4, XVII (1, 602 B). Statutes of the
Carthusians: ibid., XXV (I, 634 C); c£.
Legg, Tracts, 102.-Also still in Gabriel
Riel, Cananis expositio, lect., 80, and in
the commentary "Indutus planeta" (after
1500): Legg, Tracts, 187.
.. Capitulare Monastiwm of 817, n. 74
(PL, 97, 392).-John Beleth, Explicatio,
c. 47 ( PL, 202, 54) : animadvertere opor
tet, cum sacerdos ait: Oremus. Prmceptis
etc., nos debere prostratos orare usque ad
finem orationis dominicm, si dies fuerint
profl.'sti. On feast days the congregation
stood.-Sicard of Cremona repeats the
same; Mitrale, III, 6 (PL, 213, 134D).
Prostratio, or at least a kneeling position
was demanded during the entire canon un
till the Ag1zus Dei by the Synod of Trier
(1549), c. 9 (Hartzheim, VI, 600). Cf.
Synod of Cologne (1536), c. 14 (ibid., VI,
255).
""] ust as before in the prayer at the foot
of the altar and at In spiritu humilitatis

and as after the Communion at the prayer
Domine Jesu Christi qui ex voluntate:
Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI (1, 674 E; c£.
672 C, 673 B, 675 B).
"'In a Sacramentary from Tours at the
close of the 9th century (Leroquais, I, 53)
it is ordered that the deacon a11tequam
Agnus Dei should say a long prayer di
rected to Christ for the afflicted Church, a
prayer that· begins with In spiritu humili-

tatis. The same is found as proclamatio
antl.'quam dicant Pax Domini among the

works of St. Fulbert of Chartres (d. 1029;
PL, 141, 353 f.); also in Farfa (infra, n.
89)). As an 11th century entry in the Pon
tifical of Halinardus: Leroquais, Les polt
tificaux, I, 143. A text from Verdun (1112th cent.) is given by LeClercq, Revue
Bhzed., 57 (1947), 224-226. More detailed
(with Ps. 119, 120, 122 and oration contra
persecutorl.'s as clamor in tribulatione in
an Admont manuscript of the 15th cen
tury, printed by Franz, 206 f. Cf. The chap
ter Quomodo fiat clamor in Bernhard,
Ordo Clun., I, 40 (Herrgott, 231).
""This shift also embraced the Nuptial
Blessing, which, as prescribed today, is
likewise to be inserted before the Libera
nos qumsum11s. In the Gregorianum (Lietz
mann, n. 220, 5) this blessing is given ante
quam dicitur Pax Domini. The mode of
expression in the older Gelasianum, III,
52 (Wilson, 226 f.) likely means the same:
dicis orationem dominicam et sic eam
benedicis, and after the formula of the
blessing, Post hmc dicis, Pax vobiscum. Cf.
lOth century, Sacramentary text with the
same wording : PL, 78, 268 f. The obscure
formulation has probably contributed to
the shift.
80 Albers, I, 172 f. The prayer is the one
above (n. 87): In spiritu humilitatis (with
amplifications).

PATER NOSTER
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troduced at this same spot Psalm 78: Deus venerunt gentes, as a prayer
for the Holy Land."" A similar prescription was enjoined by the Dominican
General Chapter of 1269."' In the same sense John XXII in 1328 extended
a decree of Nicholas III,"• and ordered that at every Mass, after the Pater
noster, Psalm 121-probably because of the final verse: Rogate qu<e ad
pacem sunt Jerusalem, etc.-be recited by the clerics and other literati,
along with Kyrie, the versicle Domine salvos fac reges, and the orations
Ecclesi(E tu(E quaesumus Domine preces and Hostium nostrorum."' Like
wise the General Chapter of the Franciscans in 1359 enjoined this prayer,
and added that the celebrating priest should meanwhile kneel down be
fore the Blessed Sacrament... In the reform of the Mass book i n the six
teenth century, these and other similar additions were allowed to drop,""
but in some places the custom still continued for some time longer.""
'"'Schneider (Gist. Chr., 1927), 109. Cf.
i!Jidem, 108-114, the whole chapter "Das
Suffragium pro pace nach dem Pater no
ster."
"' E. Martene, Thesaurus nov11s auecdoto
rum, IV (Paris, 1717), 1754. Here also
Ps. 78, Deus venenmt, should be said cum
prostratione, versicle and oration. Likewise
at Sarum in 13-15th century; Legg, The
Santm Missal, 209 £.; Frere, The Use of
Sarum, I, 90 f. The same crusader prayer
appears among the Carmelites: Ordinate
oi 1312 (Zimmermann, 86); among the
Calced Carmelites it has survived to the
present day; B. Zimmermann, "Carmes":
DACL, II, 2171. Cf. also iufra, with n. 44.
02
Bona, II, 16, 4 (825): Before the A g nus
Dei Ps. 121 and Oration, to obtain peace
among Christian Princes.
�·E. Martene, Thesaurus novus anecdoto
ntm, II (Paris, 1717), 748 f.; Corpus fur.
Ca1z., Extrav. comm., III, 11 (Friedberg,
II, 1284 f.) .-The same prayers were espe
cially enjoined upon the Chapter of the
Cistercians. Clement VI added a further
Oration; Martene, De Antiquis eccl. riti
bus, I, 4, 9, 5 (1, 420).-In tbe 14-15th
century the Psalm was part of the estab
lished rite of the Papal Curia; see Ordo
of Peter Amelii, n. 44 (PL, 78, 1295); cf.
the exact instructions when the Psalm falls
out: ibid., n. 1, 9, 10, etc. (1275, 1278 f.,
etc.).-These prayers were retained by the
Cistercians up to the 17th century, and

even later by the Spanish Cistercians as
well as by the Calced Carmelites; Schneid
er (Cist. Chr., 1927), 112-114. In French
cathedrals they still pertained to the High
11ass rite at the beginning of the 18th cen
tury, as a prayer for peace and for the
king; so in Auxerre (with Ps. 121, 122) ;
in Scns (with Ps. 121, 66); in Chartres
(with Ps. 19); de Moleon, 159; 169; 230.
Also the example from Seville, above I,
134, n. 37.
.. Analecta Franciscana, 2 (1887), 194.
References in Browe, JL, 9 (1929), 47£.
Elsewhere similar prayers were said in
connection with the Aguus Dei; see infra,
p. 339 f.
•• Clearly these are the hymns and prayers
(apparently further developed) that were
referred to when, as part of the reform
resolutions proposed in Germany at the
time of the Council of Trent, the sugges
tion was made that the antiphons and pray
ers for peace and the thriving of the fruits
of the field should be placed, not after the
consecration as heretofore, but in some
other place. H. J edin, "Das Konzil von
Trient und die Reform des romischen
Messbuches" (Liturg. Leben, 1939), 42 f.
000n June 11, 1605, the Congregation of
Rites decided against an ordinance of the
Bishop of Osca, who prescribed prayers
for rain before the Libera nos quresumus
in all conventual Masses. Deer. auth. SRC,
n.

182.
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3. Preparatory Activities in Other Liturgies
In different liturgies, especially those of the East, the reception and
distribution of Communion is preceded by a series of preparatory acts
and prayers. In the Roman liturgy these acts and prayers either never
developed' or were reduced to very modest forms and compressed between
the embolism and the more immediate Communion prayers. In order to
be able to evaluate the meaning of those forms that were retained, it will
be worthwhile to make a brief survey of the richer development in the
liturgies outside the Roman.
In the rites of the East, the celebrant, after the Lord's Prayer, turns
his attention first to the congregation. He pronounces a blessing over the
people, then lifts up the species of bread with the words at once invitatory
and warning, "The Holy to the holy!" Then follows the fraction (or in
some part of the rites it precedes the Lord's Prayer). The fraction is pri
marily a portioning out of the breads for the Communion of the people,
but it also serves as a symbolic expression of certain ideas. With this
symbolic fraction there is connected a crossing of the holy species, some
times very pretentious, and then finally the commingling by putting a
particle of the bread into the chalice." After the celebrant's Communion
which follows, some of the rites have still another formal invitation to the
faithful "to approach in godliness, faith and love."•
'
The blessing of the congregation before the Communion is already de:
veloped in some sources of the fourth century! Its original meaning, "that
we may be made worthy to take Communion and share in Thy holy
mysteries,"" is unmistakably expressed in one portion of the oriental
liturgies. It is regularly preceded by the usual greeting of the celebrant
and the deacon's admonition:
Til� Y-Eql�Ail� �tJ.WY 'tit> Y.UtJt!J> x'A1vt.JtJ.e'l,
to which the response �ol xupte is generally given." The benediction then
concludes with the usual doxology.
This blessing is found in the Gallic liturgies too. It was given by the
bishop, with a solemn formula that varied with each Mass/ or by the
1

Duchesne, Christian Worship, 186 (with

note) supposes that the reason for the ab

395. Similarly with the Armenians and the
West Syrians; Baumstark, 164.
Above, p. 276.

sence of such prayers in the older Roman
Mass is because the Our Father alone was
considered the proper preparation imme

0

diately preceding the Communion. Because

ibid., 137; Byzantine Liturgy of St. Basil:

of its forward shift to its present place

a

4

Similarly the Liturgy of

St.

, 1.

Mark:

ibid., 340.

hiatus occurred.
2 In the rites of the East other than the

•

Byzantine, this group of rites bound up
with the breaking of the Sacred Host pre

7

cedes the Lord's Prayer either partially
or entirely. Hanssens, III, 503-518; Baum
stark, Die Messe im Morgmland, 156-162.
3 Thus in the Byzantine Mass; Brightman,

Liturgy of St. James; Brightman, 61

3.

West

Syrian

liturgy:

Brightman,

60;

100; cf. 136, 182.
To the most important remnant of the

old episcopal benedictions belongs the col
lection of benedictioncs episcopates that
originated in Freising ( 7-9) cent.) ; see G.
Morin, Revue Bihtcd., 29 (1912), 168-194.
The individual formularies of the Gallican
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priest, using a simple unchanging formula." Here, however, the blessing
was no longer looked upon as a preparation for Communion," but rather
as a substitute for it for those who did not communicate, and who there
fore could leave right afterwards.'o Despite the protest which Pope Zachary
had addressed to St. Boniface in 7 51," the episcopal blessing made its
way in northern countries from the Gallic liturgy into the Roman, as a

climax of the solemn pontifical service." Therefore the sacramentaries and

ordines of the Carolingian area which were intended for episcopal use
henceforth often contain a reference to this benediction, which usually
followed the embolism," but later in many churches was not given till after
and �!ozarabic Masses, for the most part,

peared in Latin Mass books either as a

also contain a proper formula of blessing.

supplement or distributed among the Mass
formularies; Muratori, II, 362-380. Epis

'/\ccording to the Expositio of the Gal
Jican Mass (ed. Quasten, 22) the sacer
dotal blessing formula is as follows: Pax
fides, caritas et co1mmmicatio corporis et
sallguinis Domini sit semper vobiscum. The
II Synod of Seville (619), can. 7 (Mansi,
X, 539) permits that the priest in the ab
sence of the bishop should also be allowed
to impart such a blessing, and the practice is
presupposed since then to other Gallic law
sources.]. Lechner, "Der Schlussegen des
Priesters in der hi. Messe" (Festschrift E.
Eishmann zum 70. Geburtstag [Paderborn,
1940], 651-684), 652 ff.
0 The Expositio of the Gallican Mass (ed.
Quasten, 22) as the formula

(preceding

note) shows, has preserved a further trace
of the original meaning of the blessing;
it is given ul in z·as bcncdictum bencdictio
nis mysterium ingrcdiatur.
10

Already in C:csarius of Aries (d. 540),
73, 2
(Morin, 294; PL, 39,

Scrm.,

2276 f.): he who would participate in the
��ass with profit must persevere usquequo
oralio domi11ica dicatur et benedictio popu
lo detur. Similarly Synods of the 6th cen
tury. Cf. Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkes, 5355; Lechner, 651 f.; 673.

copal benedictions from different sources:
PL, 78, 601-636. Eisenhofer, I, 97 f., men
tions further forms of benediction : See
also the collection derived from manu
scripts of the 14th century with 287 for
mulas which, for the most part, are not to
be found earlier; edited by W. Liidtke, "Bi
schiifliche Benediktionen aus Magdeburg
und Braunschweig," JL, 5 (1925), 97122. The benedictiones episcopates ulti
mately made their way into Italy, as testi
fied by Bonizo of Sutri, De vita christiana,
II, 51 (ed. Perels, 60), and Sicard of Cre
mona, Mitrale, III. 7 (PL, 213, 138 f.).
In Rome itself they were unknown.- How
highly they were prized in northern coun
tries is seen in the case of Honorius
Augustodunensis, Gemma an., c. 60 ( PL,
172, 562) who introduces the benedictio
episcopi as the sixth of the seven officia of
the Mass.
13

Gregorianam of Cod. Ratoldi (PL, 78,

244 B) ; Ordo Rom., II, n. 11 footnote, as
(PL, 78, 975 A) ; Ordo Rom., VI, n. 11
(PL, 78, 993 f.). The Pax Domini appear
ed as the conclusion of the episcopal bless

uzachary, Ep., 13 (PL, 89, 951D).

ing, and probably received the form, Et
pax eius sit semper vobiscum; thus in a

See chapter on Episcopal Benedictions in
P. de Puniet, Le Sacramcntaire romain de

Pontifical of Mainz about 1300: Martene,
1, 4, XVIII (I, 603D); thus also in the

Gc/lone
(Special printing from Eph.
Liturg., 1934-1938). 80-88; also tables re
garding their occurrences iH the Gelasian
Sacramentary; ibid., 218*-235*. Alcuin
also in his edition of the Gregorianum con
tributes an extensive collection of bene
dictions, some of which were partly taken
from Mozarabic material; these then reap-

Pontifical of Durandus (ibid., XXIII [I,
623 C]; Andrieu, III, 655); cf. PL, 78,

12

30, n. f.-The Abbot of Gregorienmiin
ster also imparted the Pontifical blessing
at this place; Martene, 1, 4, XXXII (I,
656 f.). Such, too, was the case at St.
James in Liege; Volk, 97. A miniature of
the 9th century from Marmoutiers, with
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the Pax Domini." The Gallic pontifical blessing, like the blessing in the
Orient, was usually preceded by the deacon's exhortation: Humiliate vos
ad benedictionem," which was answered by a Deo gratias; then the bishop,
with mitre and staff, turned to the people and read the formula of blessin g
from the Benedictionale held before him; at the concluding sentence he
made the sign of the Cross three times in three directions.'" The formula
of blessing itself was regularly composed of three members, following the
model of the great priestly blessing in the Old Testament (Numbers 6:22-

26), which also appeared in the most ancient collections." After each of
these three members (usually consisting of well-rounded periods) there
was a response, Amen, and at the end a special concluding clause. As for
content, most of the formulas clung to the pertinent festal thoughts." Thus
the original connection with Communion was nowhere visible even in
the oldest Latin formulas. Hence this pontifical blessing could be trans
ferred to other positions.'" But it remained in its original location often""
the annotation: Hie benedic populum,
shows Abbot Raganaldus imparting the
blessing; H. Leclerq, DACL, I, 3205;
III, 75.
"Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (1,
514 f.) ; Mass order of Seez: PL, 78,
250 A. Both cases deal with the same
rubric.-Sicard of Cremona, lac. cit., tes 
tifies to the same arrangement.
First in the Sacramentary of Rataldus
(PL, 78, 244) and in the Ordo Rom., VI,
n. 11 (PL, 78, 993 f.). But cf. already
C:esarius of Aries, Senna., 76, 2 (Morin,
303; PL, 39, 2284): Quotiens clamatum
fuerit, ut vas benedictioni h umiliare de
bcatis, non vobis sit laboriosum capita
inclinare.

15

16

Thus according to the Pontifical of Du
randus ( Martene, 1, 4, XXIII [I, 622 f.] ;
Andrieu, III, 653-655), where the con
clusion is added: Et benedictio Dei Patris
om 1 1 ipotenti s et Filii et Spir itus Sancti de
sc cnd at super zoos et ma11cat semper. Here
also directions for an enhancement of the
ceremony on solemn feasts.
17
18

de Puniet, 82.

Let the first of the episcopal benedictions
from Magdeburg and Brunswick, for the
First Sunday of Advent, edited by Ludtke,
J L, 5 ( 1925), 99 f., serve as an example:
Onmipotclls Deus, cuius Unig1miti ad ven
tum et prretcritum cred itis et futurum ex
pectatis, eiusdem ad�·e11tus �·as illustratione
sanctificet et sua benedictio1te locupletet.

Amen.-In pr rese n tis vita? stadia vas ab
omni adversitate defendat et se vobis in
iudicio placa bile m ostendat. A mc n. Qu o
a cunctis peccatorum contagiis Iiberati i lli
us treme1tdi exami nis diem e:rpectctis iuter
riti. Amen.-Quod ipse pra?stare dignetur,
cuius reg num et im perium sine fine pcr
manet in sa?ettla s a;cu lo r wn. Amen.
-

According to the Ordinarium of Laon
in the late Middle Ages: Martene, 1, 4,
XXI (I, 610 B), it was given after the
Gospel; cf. above I, 494. As the IV Coun
cil of Toledo (633), c. 18 (Mansi, X,
624), remarks with disapproval: IIOI!I!ulli
sacerdotes in the 7th century in Spain
already tried to push it to the end of the
Mass. In the Pontifical of Valencia, written
in 1417, it is placed after the /te Missa est
as the final blessing. So also in the Parisian
manuscript 733 of the Pontifical of Duran
dus (Andrieu, III, 164 f.). The same
10

seems to have been the case until modern
times in Trier, where even today, as I am
told, the invitation of the deacon before the
Pontifical blessing at this place is retained:
/nc linate �·os ad benedictionem.
""There is evidence of this at Salzburg,
1535, in Berthold of Chiemsee (Franz,
727). The abbots of the Cistercians im
parted it until 1618; Schneider ( Cist.
Chr., 1927), 136-139. De Moleon, Voyage
(see Register, s. v. Benediction) found it
still in the 18th century in various French
episcopal churches. Further references in
Bunner, 278, note 1.
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In the cathedrals of Lyons and

Autun this blessing has been retained right down to the present.21
After the blessing, all oriental liturgies have an invitation to the faith
ful: Ta &yta: -ro1<; ily(ot<;!"" This exclamation of the celebrant is attested
even in sources of the fourth century,"" and it probably goes back much
further."' The importance of the occasion is often further accented, as
before the reading of the Gospel, by the deacon's call to attention:

Ilp6axt.ltJ.<:v, or else by other preparatory prayers."" Then, without turn
ing around, the priest raises the Body of the Lord so that all might see...
The people respond with a prayer of praise, in the older form of which,
still preserved in the Byzantine Mass, the holiness demanded by the
reception of Communion is referred back to our Lord Himself: "One is
holy, one the Lord, Jesus Christ, to the honor of God the Father."27 In
the remaining liturgies of the East this response of the people has almost
everywhere taken a trinitarian turn,.. which does not let the basic idea
stand out so clear.
The chief liturgies of the West, in the more ancient form in which they
have come down to us, show no parallels to this elevation or to the words
which correspond to it... In later developments the Roman liturgy has
21 Bunner, 277 f.; Schneider, 137.
"" This form still in use today in the Coptic
and Byzantine Mass. Brightman,184; 393.
Elsewhere somewhat altered; see Hans
sens, II I, 498.
""Co11st. Ap., VIII, 13,12; Cyril of Jeru
salem, Catech. myst., V, 19; Theodore of
Mopsuestia, Senlwlles catech., VI (Quas
ten, Moll., 107; 229). For further refer
ences see Hanssens, III,499 ff.
"C£. Didache, 10, 6 (supra, I, 12).
20

Both in the Byzantine and in the re
maining Greek liturgies; Brightman, 61;
137 £.; 341; c£. Hanssens, III, 494 ff.

""The custom is found since the 6 - 7th cen
tury. Previously. as Chrysostom, In Hebr.
hom., 17, 4£. (PG, 63, 132 £.) shows, the
priest raised only his hand : xcx6.:b:ap ·w,

xi)pu� 'tlJV xaipcx &tpwv. Hanssens, III, 501.
-The performance of the elevation today
is varied. In the Byzantine Mass the priest
elevates the host upon the diskos. Among
the Copts he raises a particle above the
chalice. Among the West Syrian Jacobites
a double elevation takes place; first the
host is elevated upon the diskos and then
the chalice; so also among the Maronites.
Among the Uniate Armenians the priest,
after having elevated the host, takes hold
of the chalice and host and turns toward

the people; among the disident Armenians
the host is dipped instead into the Precious
Blood and then elevated once more. Hans
sens, III, 494-499.
Brightman, 341; 393; also already Canst.
Ap., VIII,13,13 (Quasten, Mo11., 22 9 f.) ,
where Luke 2: 14 is appended.-C£. the
discussion about tu solus saHcfus, above I,
354 £.-Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgen
lande, 158, indicates the possibility that
the words of the Apostle, I Cor. 8: 6; Phil.

zr

2: 11,already present an echo of the litur
gical formula.

28

Already in Theodore of Mopsuestia,
Sen1to1zes catech., VI (Rucker, 36) there
is evidence of this: Unus Pater sanctus,
III!US Filius sallctus, wws Spiritus smzctus,
where in the catechetical explanation, the
same as in a number of later liturgical
texts, it was no longer the holiness, but
the oneness of the divine nature that was
given prominence. Here, as in the later
West Syrian liturgy, the formula is extend
ed by adding Gloria Patri et Filio et
Spiritui Sancia; Rucker,Die JakobosaHa
plwra, 73. See details in Hanssens, Zoe. cit.,
especially 498 f., where also further ampli
fications are presented.
""G. Morin, Revue Bhzed., 40 (1928)
136 f., repeatedly refers to traces from the
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created counterparts in two different acts: in the elevation of the two
species which we join to the consecration, and in the "showing" of the
bread before Communion, where the words Ecce Agnus Dei, along with
the acknowledgment of our personal unworthiness, to some extent corre
spond to the Sancta sanctis and its response."'
Among the preparatory acts regarding the Sacrament itself, the oldest
and most important one, the one that therefore reappears in all the lit
urgies, is the fraction or the breaking of the consecrated bread. This is but
a continuation of an action which, according to all four New Testament
accounts, our Lord Himself performed at the Last Supper: He took the
bread, broke it, and gave it to His disciples. The Breaking of the Bread
is, in fact, the oldest name used for the celebration of the Eucharist. The
more immediate occasion for the breaking or fraction was the necessity
of dividing the whole breads for the Communion of the congregation,"'
and, in any case, for the purpose of having a particle to keep for the rite
of commingling which followed."

The example of the breaking of the

bread in the supper room and in the primitive Church must surely have
been the factor which determined that the rite would continue not as a
cutting of the bread, as might easily have been, but as a "breaking"; in

other words, this is what determined and determines the choice of a form
of bread which could be broken, so that there would be question only of
a "breaking" of bread ...

In its ritual form, the fraction which was designed to prepare the par5th century which lead one to conclude to
Latin Sancia sanctis and the answer Unus
sanctus in certain isolated cases. The ques
tion has been investigated afresh by L.
Brou, "Le 'Sancta sanctis' en Occident,"
Jounral of Theol. Studies, 46 (1945), 160178; 47 (1946), 11-29. As Brou proves,
the one certain evidence of the Smzcta san
ctis in the West is found in the British
Bishop Fastidius (beginning of the 5th
cent.; he calls it a pra?/atio: cf. i�zfra, p.
318, n. 33) ; an uncertain instance is in Ni
cetas of Remesiana in Dacia (d. after 414).
The late Mozarabic commingling formula
which somehow appertains here he traces
in the Liber ordinum (Ferotin, 241) and in
several of the French Mass-books (since
the 11th cent.) described by V. Leroquais.
According to Brou the basic text, frequel'lt
ly subjected to variation, must have read:
Sancia cum sanctis et coniunctio corporis
et sanguinis D. n. J. C. sit edentibus et
bibe11tibus in vitam retenzam. Amen. (op.
cit., 1946, 17). If, therefore, it is con
ceivable that the Sancia sanctis was used

here and there in the Gallic sphere with
the complete meaning of the oriental litur
gies, a similar assumption (as Brou right
ly remarks) would be excluded at Rome
where the formula Si quis non co�mn11nicat
det locum (see i�zfra, p. 341) already ful
filled the same function.-The inscription
Digna dignis was found in the excavation
of the floor of a North African apse; J.
Sauer, "Der Kirchenbau Nordafrikas in
den Tagen des hi. Augustinus" (Aurelius
Augustinus, ed. by Grabmann and ).1aus
bach {Cologne, 1930], 243-300), 296.
110 It has already been emphasized above,
note 37, that the elevation of the chalice
and host at the omnis honor et gloria is not
pertinent here.
•• In this sense the breaking of the host is
already intimated by Clement of Alexan
dria Stromata, I, 1 ( PG, 692 B). Cf.
,

Haberstroh, Der Ritus der Brechung und
Mischung nach dem dem Missale Ro
manum (St. Gabriel, 1937), 11-33.
"'Hanssens, III, 513-515.
83 N everthel e ss in the Byzantine Prosko-
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tides for the Communion of the congregation continued along simple
lines. In the oriental rites it appears to have been done generally by the
celebrant himself. Probably in view of greater Communion days, when
more time was required, rather lengthy prayer-texts are in part provided
to accompany the rite."
But the fraction which served for symbolism and which culminates in
the commingling of the two species is much more elaborate. There are
three parts: first, the fraction itself, performed on the Host intended for
the celebrant, which is divided into from two to four portions; then the
crossing ( consignatio), very detailed, especially in the Syrian Liturgy, the
particle of Host being crossed either over the chalice or in the chalice; ..,
finally, the commingling, in which a particle is dropped into the chalice.
Various ideas are combined in this symbolic rite. H.s purpose is, first
of all, to manifest and proclaim the unity of the sacrifice performed under
the two species. It is, in se, a rather obvious assumption that this is the
original meaning of the commingling and therefore the starting-point for
the development of the rite. This assumption is confirmed by witnesses
from fifth-century Syria, who can hardly be far removed from the source
of the rite either as to time or place,"" and who make the same basic state
ments regarding the signs of the Cross."7 Likewise, certain corresponding
mide, the bread is cut; the knife used in

chalice and then the sign of the cross is

Slavic,
this instance is called MrxTJ,
kopyo = "lance." Brightman, 356 f.; cf.

first made with it. So likewise in the Greek
Liturgy of St. James in which the cross is
first made with the particle that has been

above, p. 44.
" In the Greek Liturgy of St. James they
are Psalms 22, 33, 1 SO. (Brightman, 366).
Also in the Greek Liturgy of St. Mark
(ibid., 1 38, 1 20), Psalm !SO is intoned.
Extcnsive prayers accompany the process
among the Syrian Jacobites (ibid., 97-99).
They revolve about different recollections
uf Christ's Passion, the piercing with the
lance,

the

Cross,

the Resurrection, our

g-uilt and the atonement through the suf·
iering of Christ, the Lamb of God.-In
other Mass arrangements, as in the Abys
sinian, in general no particular formulas for
the fraction are apparent (ibid., 237 f.; cf
nevertheless Hanssens, III, 512 f.) ; so too
in the East Syrian, where, however, the
lengthy prayers (among others, Ps. SO;
1.22; -3 ; 25 ; 6, with a washing of hands),
that precede the rite of breaking the host,
could here be brought in (Brightman,
288 f.).
30

In the Liutrgy of the Syrian language
and also in the Egyptian liturgies the par
ticle referred to is today dipped in the

dipped in the chalice over the undipped par
ticle and then the process is reversed
(Brightman,

62;

�IS. of the

14th cen

tury; more complicated in the lOth cen
tury MS. presented by Hanssens, III,
516 f.). Among the l\Iaronites 18 crosses
precede the breaking of the host. In the
Ethiopian Mass a special prayer ritual is
combined with the breaking of the bust
and the sign of the cross in which the in
vocation, Domine miscrcre Hostri Chrisle
is sung by priest and people alternating ac
cording to a fixed pattern forty-one times;
Hanssens, III, 503-513. Cf. Haberstroh,
13-24; Raes, lllfroductio, 94-103.
""Hanssens,

III,

514, hazards the sup

position that the rite of the breaking of
the host originated in Syria.
37

Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 428), Ser
moHcs catcch., VI (Riicker, 54) cum pa11e
sig11af super sa11glli11em figura crucis et
cum saii!Jllille super pa1zem ct
cozzizmyit
et app/ical cos i11 111111111, qua re wzicuique
lllalli/cstclur ca, quam qua m duo sunt, ta-
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texts which accompany the commingling in some of the rites emphasize
this point of unification in the sacrifice."" There is no need, then, to seek a
reason for the practice in the merely material order.""

A commingling rite of a peculiar sort is the admixture of warm water

(�zov)

to the consecrated chalice in the Byzantine liturgy."' The prac

tice is ancient." But its meaning is obscure; seemingly its aim is to affirm
that the fulness of the Holy Spirit is in the Sacrament or is effected by
the Sacrament."
In the Syrian source mentioned, the fraction-taken at first in the sense
of an apportionment for the Communion-was given a deeper significance.
According to this, it is meant to show how the Lord distributes His pres
ence among many, just as after the Resurrection He made Himself known
and "distributed His appearance among many": the women, the disciples
me11 unum esse virtualiter et memoriam
esse mortis et passionis ... Ea de causa
fas est deinceps in calicem immittere pa1zem
vivificanfem, ut demonstretur ea sine sepa
ratione et unum esse virtute et 1mam gra
tiam conferre accipientibus ea.- Narsai
(d. about 502) "He unites them-the Body
with the Blood, and the Blood with the
Body-that every one may confess that
the Body and the Blood are one." Cf. Hom.,
21 (ibid., 59).
38

The Liturgy of St James has the priest
say at the same time : "Evwcn� 'tou 'lt<ZV<Z"( lou

<>WtJ.<Z'tO� l<<Zl 'tOU 'tttJ.lou <ZYtJ.<Z'tO<; 'tOU l<.up{ou
'I'f)aou Xpta'tou. Then follows a second
•

•

similar text; Brightman, 62. Cf. the text
for the joining of the elements in the East
Syrian Mass (ibid., 292). It accompanies
the ceremony of the joining of the two now
moistened halves of the host; an actual
division is missing.
Eisenhofer, II, 201, endeavors to find the
origin of the rite of the commingling in
the necessity to soften the bread, because
(fermented) bread, when kept any length
of time
(when transported to other
churches: fer men t run, see infra.) easily be
comes hard ; similarly Lebrun, I, 504 f.
However, there is clearly question in the
oriental rite of a particle from the present
Mass. In the Roman liturgy, too, the sec
ond mingling was of the same nature.
The fermmtum could be brought only to
nearby churches.-Dix, The Shape of the
Liturgy, 134, supposes that the oriental
custom of mingling a particle from one's
own Mass was a substitution for the fer30

me1rtum rite which disappeared early.
That would be a parallel to the develop
ment in the West; sec infra, p. 309, n. 34.
In any event we would then have at the
beginning a commingling intended symbol
ically.
'0

Brightman, 349.

1.1

There are evidences of it since the 6th
century. Hanssens, II, 235 f.; III, 518 f.
"The action is accompanied with the words
"Fervor of faith, full of the Holy Ghost";
d. Rom. 12: 11. Perhaps there is some sig
nificance in the fact that the commingling
with the particle of the Host, that occurs
under a similar formula, immediately pre
cedes, inasmuch as the union of the Body
and Blood from which proceeds the
warmth of life, is there pushed into relief.
K. Burdach, Der Gral (Stuttgart, 1938),
148 f., refers to Cyril of Alexandria, I 11
John 1, IV, 6, 54 (PG, 73, 580 A), who
compares the change of the communicant
to the change that takes place when cold
water is placed over a hot fire.-Furthcr
confirmation is found in something men
tioned by L. H. Grondijs, L'iconogra

phie b3•:;antine du Crucifie mort sur la
croi:r (Brussels, 1941) ; see the penetra
ting review by Countess E. Luchesi-Palli,
ZkTh, 70 (1948), 369-375. According to
Grondijs the custom of the �eov originated
in connection with the teaching of the
Aphthartodocet::e promoted by ] ustinian ;
according to this teaching the Body of
Christ remained incorrupt in death and of
course did not become frigid, and therefore
warm blood and water issued from it
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at Emmaus, the apostles.�' On the other hand, the symbolism inherent in
the primitive Christian and pre-Christian meal ceremony of the breaking
of the bread, namely, the fellowship of all at table in the one bread,..
is nowhere mentioned in the liturgies that have survived." Nor did the
symbolism of the Resurrection last long, at least in the ceremony of the
fraction itself. By the sixth century, if not earlier, the fraction began to
be viewed among the Greeks not as a division and distribution, but rather
as a violent separation, a splitting, a sundering, and consequently as a
figure of Christ's death on the Cross. .a
The thought of the Passion is frequently expressed in the prayers and
songs with which the oriental liturgies have surrounded the fraction rite
in the course of time ; this is especially true in regard to the West-Syrian
liturgy. "Thus truly has the Word of God suffered in the flesh and was sac
rificed and broken upon the Cross . . . and His side was pierced by a
lance . . ."
.

'7

"Father of truth, see Thy Son as a sacrifice that conciliates

Thee .... See His Blood that was shed on Golgotha."'" In particular, the
connection with the idea of "the Lamb of God that taketh away

••

the sins

(76 f.). Inasmuch as later according to

same procedure with the eldest daughter,

the teaching of Niketas Stethatos, the In
dwelling of the Holy Ghost, which also be
speaks warmth, and which also continues
after death, was substituted in the place

etc. This Christmas custom, as I have as
certained through research, is found with
insignificant variations (a wafer; the
father of the family only starts the break
ing; the servants have their own bread,

of the physical warmth of the body, an
other symbolic practice could be preserved:

that they also break) in Upper Silesia,

In Communion one received the Precious

land, and Lithuania.

Blood, filled by the Spirit as indicated by
the l,eav just as one would not wish to re
ceive the Body of Our Lord under the ap
pearance of cil,ufL" - &y"X" (see above, note
19). As a starting point for the custom a

.. Eutychius (d. 582), De Pasch.,

c.

Po

3 (PG,

86, 2396 A) : "/) xMat' . • . -ri)v a<payi)v Ol)AOL
A suggestion along the same lines is
Chrysostom, In I Cor. hom., 24, 2 (PG,

profane table practice has been suggested;
Hanssens, II, 235.
"Theodore of Mo p s u e s t i a, Zoe. cit.

61, 200): In explaining xAwfL<V of I Cor.
10: 16, he says: What He did not suffer
on the cross, that for your sake He en
dured in the sacrifice.-Suggestions of such

(Connolly, 24) : "and now He appears
in the reception of His Body, to the sons
of the church; and they believe in Him and
receive from Him the pledge of life."

earlier times. Here also belongs the ex
panded variation of I Cor. 11: 24,
(-ro
awfL" -ro u11:ep ufLwv) x"Aw(J.Evav, that pre
dominates especially in Egyptian manu

(Rticker, 34£.); cf. Narsai, Hom., 17

"Above I, 11. Cf. also I Cor. 10: 17;
Ignatius of Antioch, Ad Eph .• 20, 2.
45 Nevertheless A.
Beil, Einheit der Liebe
(Colmar, 1941), 53, reports a Lettish folk
custom on Christmas Eve, in which ex
pression is given to the same fundamental
idea ; the father of the family hands the
mother a piece of baked goods which they
break in two; the father hands his half to
the eldest son, which they break in the
same way, while the mother follows the

an interpretation are found moreover in

scripts and recurs in the Eucharistia of
Hippolytus (supra, I, 29) and in the Eucho

logion of Serapion (supra, I, 34). Cf. Dix,
The Shape of the Liturgy, 81 ; 132 f.

07 Brightman, 97. The prayer was already
extant in the 9th century ; Hanssens, II I,
518.
'" Brightman, 98. Also in the Ethiopian
Mass, ibid., 239 f.

•• Ibid., 99. Similarly in the Greek Liturgy
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of the world." The thought is even more closely linked with the fraction
in the Byzantine l\lass, where the priest accompanies the rite with the
words:

:\[E).[�c:'to::t

xo::!

ctcztJ.c"!�e'tctt

o

dt-tY6t;;

'tou 6eou, continuing with

the antithetical phrase: "It is divided and yet not separated. It is con
tinually devoured and yet never consumed, but sanctifies the partaker."""
Still the thought of the Resurrection was not entirely obliterated. The

Ordo communis of the West-Syrian Mass sees in the fraction a picture
of the crucifixion, but then, apparently in reference to the consignation,
it also speaks about the Resurrection."'
The thought of the Passion was early associated with the fraction rite
also in the Gallic liturgies; in fact, it here gained a particular develop
ment in connection with the fraction itself. The seventh century

Expositio

of the Gallican �lass even tells of a certain case in which, while the priest
was performing the fraction, an angel was seen cutting the limbs of a
radiant little child and catching its blood.'" At the Council of Tours ( 567)
a warning was given to the priests to arrange the particles at the fraction
not in

imaginario ordi n e but in the shape of a cross."'' The cruciform ar

rangement remained as the fundamental one also in the �Iozarabic �lass.
But it was further elaborated into a representation of all the main points
in the work of redemption, in much the same way as the idea of passio
at the anamnesis (as we have already been able to settle) in many cases
gathered around itself all the mysteries of the redemption. Thus arose
a second anamnesis, but this one in the language of symbolism. Nine
particles were supposed, seven of them composing the cross. Each particle
signified a mystery, beginning with the Incarnation and birth down to
the glorious reign in heaven."' So, here too, the Resurrection has a place
beside the Passion. l\Iuch more complicated was the arrangement in the
Irish-Celtic liturgy.'" The fraction was accompanied by a special song
which is called conjractorium in the Milanese Mass; it was subject to the

of St. James (ibid., 62) : 'Ioou b <i(J.vo� "tou
Osou
'"(<Z)"!G<u0E l<; ur.E:p ""�' -roG x6ui�OU C,wi.-.
•

"'

•

•

nrightman, 393. Reference was already

made supra, p. 37, to the persistent desig
nation "Lamb" for the Host.
"' Renaudot, II (1847), 22.
"'Quasten, 21. The legend is taken over

from the Orient; see Vit<e Patrum,

c.

6

(ibid., n. 4).
'·'Can. 3. (Mansi, IX, 793) ; cf. also supra,

n. 978; cf. Duchesne, Christian Worship,
219; P. Browe, JL, 15 (1941), 62, note 4.

.. M issale mi:rtum

( PL,

85,

557).

The

names for the particles are: 1. corporatio,

2. nativitas, 3. circumcisio, 4. apparitio, 5.
passio, 6. mars, 7. resurrcctio, 8. gloria, 9.

regm1111. They are arranged as follows:
1
2
6
7
8
3
4
9
5
65 The number of particles is regulated ac

p. 37. It seems that a human figure was
iormed with the Sacred Body of Our Lord,
an a b u s e against which Pope Pelagius I,

cording to the rank of the feast day; on

about 558, expressed opposition in a letter
to the Bishop of Aries; Ph. ] affe, Regesta
pont. Rom., I, ( 2nd ed.; Leipzig, 1885),

ordinary days there were only five par
ticles ; on the feast of the Saints, 7-11; on
Sundays and feasts of Our Lord, 9-13; on
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variations of the Church year."" In the 1\lozarabic liturgy the commingling
is separated from the fraction by the Pater noster; here the former is
accompanied by a short variable chant.m The thought of the Passion re
mained conjoined to the fraction even in the explanations of later com
mentators...
Of the rites here described which developed in the various liturgies
between canon and Communion, only the fraction and commingling gained
any special importance in the Roman l\lass.

4. The Fraction
In the Roman l\Iass since Gregory the Great, as in the Byzantine ::\lass,
the fraction does not take place till after the Pater noster and its embolism
have been recited.' Years ago on great feast days, when all the people
partook of Holy Communion, it must have been a very important activity,
which was then carefully regulated, and which led, towards the end of
the seventh century, to the introduction of a special chant, the Agnus Dei.
The older Roman ordines have carefully outlined the proceedings. After
the Pax Domini was said and the kiss of peace given, the pope took the
two Host-breads, now consecrated, which he had himself presented, and
after breaking off a small piece, which remained at the altar," laid the
two breads on the large paten held out for him by the deacon; then he
made his way to his cathedra, the deacon following with the paten. Now
acolytes stepped up to the altar, taking their stations at both sides of it.
They had scarfs over their shoulders, for they were about to bear a
the solemn feast of Christmas, Easter, and
Pentecost there are 65. Appendix in the
Stowe Missal written in Celtic in the 9th
century, ed Warner (HBS, 32), 41; cf.
the kindred provisions regarding the num
ber and arrangement of the hosts at the
Offertory, supra, 51 f. From this we under
stand the warning the bishop gives the
newly ordained after their ordination that
they should learn totius miss!E atqu e hostim
consecrationem

ac

fractionem

et

com-

11llmioncm

from well-instructed priests.
This admonition came into the Roman
Ordination rite through the Pontifical of
Durandus (Andrieu, Le Pontifical Romain,
Ill, 372£.) and thus clearly originated
from the Gallican tradition.
"" This hymn is verified through the E.r:po
sitio of the Gallican Mass (ed. Quasten,
21) : Sacerdote autem frangente supple.r:
clerus psallit antiphmwm, quia (Christo)
Patiente dolorem mortis omnia terr!E testa
ta sunt elemmta. In the Mozarabic Mass

the Credo took the place of the fraction
chant ( PL, 85, 557 f.).
.., Missale mixtum ( PL, 85, 119; 560 f.).
68

Cf. infra, p. 309, note 33.

The pre-Gregorian, or rather the Gallic
arrangement, is still in the 9th century
basically the one found in the Stowe Mis
sal, where the breaking follows immedi
ately upon the concluding doxology; War
ner (HBS, 32), 17. The same obtains in
the Milanese Sacramentary of Biasca;
Botte, 46 Apparatus. To some extent the
supposition of Batte, "L'Ange du sacri
fice" (Cours ct ConfCrcnces, VII), 218 f.,
is rather arbitrary; he argues that the
breaking formerly followed upon the first
half of the Supp/ices and the continuation
of the prayer with ut quotquot was the
conclusion of the prayer for the breaking
of the bread.
1

2

Until the end of the 1\Iass (Amalar, De

eccl. off., III, 35; PL, 105, 1155 A). A
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precious burden.3 They all carried linen bags which, with the subdeacons'
help, they held open and ready, and in which the archdeacon placed the
•

breads which lay on the altar. Then they divided to right and left among
the bishops and priests who, at a sign from the pope, began the fraction.
At the same time, deacons also began the fraction over the pope's paten.•
This paten was very large; for that reason the first ordo stated in one
place that two subdeacons brought it over, and obviously it was also held
by them during the fraction. In the larger Roman basilicas there was no
dearth of such large patens made of gold and silver.• One is inclined to
wonder why patens were not used in place of the linen bags. As a matter
of fact, in the Mass ordines of the later Carolingian-Ottonian period,

gloss in the older recension of Ordo Rom.,
I, n. 19 (Andrieu, II, 101; PL, 78, 946 B)
offers a not very enlightening reason for
the rite; ut, dum missarum sol/emnia per
aguntur, a/tare sine sacrijicio non sit. Cf.
B. Capelle, "Le Rite de Ia fraction dans
Ia messe romaine" (Revue Bflzed., 1941,
5-40), 15 f., who supposes that this refers
to the fermenlztnt (see infra) that the pope
lays aside. However, the circumstance that
there is mention here of only one particle
argues against this supposition. Cf. also
Batiffol, Lerons, 92.
• Similarly somewhat later other acolytes
appear, carrying larger beaker-shaped sup
plementary vessels for the chalice Com
munion (scyplzi); Ordo of S. Amand
(Andrieu, II, 164). In this Ordo the large
paten of the pope is carried by the first
acolyte (not as in the Ordo Rom., I, by
two subdeacons) and held during the
breaking of the host. This acolyte wears
a silk scarf adorned with a cross; cf. Batif
fol, 88.

on the altar with the use of the paten, and
then some of the presbyters and deacons
likewise would help along at the altar.

•

These are among the articles the donation
of which has been continuously recorded in
the Liber Ponti/., beginning with Pope
Sylvester I and Emperor Constantine; see
the enumeration in Braun, Das christliche
Altargeriit, 216. The Lateran Basilica was
most richly furnished by Constantine; it
received seven golden and 30 silver patens,
each of which weighed 30 (Roman) lbs.
= 9. 82 kg. = about 21% lbs. avoirdupois.
Other patens donated weighed between 10
and 35 (Roman) lbs.; thus they corre
sponded to our large monstrances. In some
cases the rim was set with precious stones.
A silver vessel from Tomi (6th century)
is preserved that measures 60 em. in diam
eter, a vessel whose inscription and figura
tive ornamentation prove it to be liturgical.
In other similar cases we are dealing rather
with profane objects; Braun, 216-218. The
older patens according to the meaning of
the word, were more in the form of a deep
dish or pan (patena = "Ztcz-r<l>TJ). Gregory
of Tours, De gloria martyrum, c. 85 (PL,
71, 781), tells us of a count, who, having

98-100; PL, 78, 945 f.); Capitulare eccl.
ord. (Andrieu, III, 105 f.); Ordo of S.
Amand (ibid., II, 164 f.). According to
these latter, along with the bishops and
presbyters, when necessary, subdeacons
also could help along in the breaking. Ac
cording to a later Frankish appendix in
the Ordo Ro111., I, (PL, 78, 959 f., n. 50;
Andrieu, II, 132, n. 4) the pope also could
take part in the fraction; that occurred

foot trouble had a paten brought to him
from the church that he might bathe his feet
therein, because he hoped that thus they
would be cured. This dish-form of the paten
was closely connected with its purpose, a
purpose different from that of the paten to
day and corresponding rather to our pres
ent ciborium. In humbler circumstances a
smaller paten suffices ; thus Gregory the
Great Ep., VIII, 4 ( PL, 77, 909), required
for a church of a nuns' convent in Lucca

' These appear as the insignia of their
office at the consecration of the acolytes,
Ordo Rom., VIII, n. 1 (PL, 78, 1000 f.).
Such is the picture the main sources pre
sent Ordo Rom., I, n. 19 (Andrieu, II,

•
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patens7 or (at least optionally) chalices" were used in their stead. But
then, all of a sudden, the paten loses its function. The introduction of

unleavened bread was followed, perhaps not everywhere at once,• but cer

tainly not too much later, by the introduction of the small hosts, which
changed the whole rite of the fraction as performed up till then, and so
likewise rendered the use of the paten superfluous. In the Romano-German
Pontifical which originated at Mainz about 950 there is a plan for the
bishop's Mass which gives us a glimpse of the new procedure.'o The
subdeacons took their usual place right after the concluding doxology
of the canon, and the deacons right after the Pater noster, since their
function at the fraction dropped out. The archdeacon took the paten
as he had always done, but simply handed it to the bishop ( patenam

illi accommodans) after the propitius pacem, and nothing special was
done with it as far as we can see, but the Gallic episcopal blessing and the
kiss of peace followed at once. However, the paten reappeared again at
the Communion, along with the chalice held by an acolyte. From the
paten the bishop, as the first to receive, took his Communion; the par
ticles had therefore been deposited on it." But a hundred years later, in
the Mass ordo of John of Avranches (d. 1079), this last use has also
disappeared. The paten now is used only as a resting-place for the large
a paten of two pounds and a chalice of one
half pound. Individual patens with diam
eters as high as 31 em. are still preserved
even from the time since the 11th century;
Braun, 219 f.-Since the breaking of the
particles still plays an important role even
today in the Byzantine Liturgy, the diskos
used for the purpose (which corresponds
to our paten) is considerably larger, with
a diameter almost as high as 40 em. ( 222).
10 (PL, 78, 988);
after the embolism the bishop takes the

7

Ordo Rom., V, n.

paten (that up to this point was carried
by the acolytes) from the deacon, kisses
it and breaks upon it the Body of Our
Lord ( dividat inter cas sacrosanctum cor
Pits ronsccratum). After the kiss of peace,
the archdeacon hands it to the acolytes
iubcatque wzam mzte presbyteros et aliam
diaconibus coram tenere ut /ra11gat
/rauyant]

[read

scilicet oblatas Sltpcrimpositas.

It appears, therefore, that there is question
here of two patens. The one is used there
upon for the Communion of the bishop and
the clergy and the other is intended for
the Communion of the people. Still provi
sion is made that the particles lying upon
them might be distributed upon two or
four patens. depending upon the number of

priests

distributing

Communion;

n.

11

(ibid., 990).
Ordo Rom., II, n. 11 (PL, 78, 974):
S�tbdiaconi aufem, post quam .. . audierint:

•

Sed Iibera nos a malo, vaduut et prreparmzt
calices sh•e siudones mzmdas, in quib11s re
cipimtl corpus Domini .. . do11ec ex eo
popltllts vita! sumat confortatirmem crlcr
lla!.Also in the later section of the Ordo
Rom., I, n. 48

( PL, 78, 959) it is ap
pointed, that the acolytes who put them
selves at the service of the presbyters for
the breaking of the hosts, should hold three
chalices, while the deacons proceed with
the breaking over the paten (The inter
pretation which :Mabillon, lac. cit., gives
this passage is hardly tenable).
•

Cf. supra, p. 36.

100rdo Rom., VI, n. 11 f. (PL, 78, 993£.).
11

On the other hand, witnesses are not
wanting at this time to testify to the break
ing of the bread for the Communion of
the people. At all events there is still talk
of /ractio oblatar1t111 in the Ecloya! ( PL,
I OS, 1528), as well as in its Amalar model
(ed. Hanssens, Eplz. liturg., 1927, 162);
likewise in the Expositio "Missa pro lii Ill
tis," c. 19 (ed. Hanssens, Eph. liturg. ,
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Host during its fraction, and then till the Communion." Its use no longer
extends beyond the altar. And all this agrees with the fact that precisely
in the eleventh century the paten shrinks in size. It now becomes a rule
that its diameter should be about the same as the height of the chalice
(at first very low)," and soon, in fact, that it should not even reach that
dimension.
Subsequently the paten gained further use when the custom grew of
putting the host on it even at the offertory (as we have seen), and thus
making the offering," and this, in turn, especially at private l\lass, led to
the practice of bringing chalice and paten together to the altar, and
further, to fitting the paten to the cup of the chalice, so that it could lie
smoothly on the chalice, a rule which was already in effect in the tenth
century!•
So if the newer form of paten has little in common with the vessel of
the same name in the first ten centuries, still reminiscences of the ritual
handling of the latter have been transferred to it. At a high Mass it does
not remain lying on the altar after the offertory,'" even though this con1930, 42). In the last named, c. 17 is
headed: De subdiaco11o dejere11te corpus
Christ i primum ad frang1mdum, postea ad
comm 1micmld!llll

(40).

Cf. further also

reports of the 11th and 12th centuries about

i11tcyne o b la tce that first had to be broken
(supra, p. 36, n. 32). At Cluny in 1085
Udalricus in discussing the conventual
Communion, still speaks of the patetra super
quam Corpus LJomi11i f r ac t um fuerit, that
had to be examined carefully for the left
over particles. About the same time Ber
nold, Micrologus, c. 20 (PL, 151, 990 B),
also intimates a breaking that follows upon
the commingling.
12 John of Avranchcs, /)e eccl. off.

( PL,

147, J(i f.) .-On the other hand, the paten
still retains its function at the distribution

of Co mmuni on about 1140 in the Or do eccl.
Latcrallt'llsis (Fischer, 86, 1. 13).-Since
the small busts, when on days of Com
munion they are required in a great

amount, c oui <J. not well remain free and
loose upon the altar during the canon, as
formerly the communion breads, a vessel
came into existence in which they could
be held, distributed, and also preserved,
the pyxis or ciboriurn in different shapes;

merous examples preserved. Its use now
also for the distribution of Communion
most likely led since the 13th century to
the practice of supplying the py:ris with
a permanent base which makes it similar
to the chalice (304 ff.). The oldest form
(examples from the 12th century) seems
to be that which had the cuppa in the
shape of a wide shell and thus is in some
manner still reminiscent of the older paten.
Unfortunately the connection with this
transition in the liturgy is not developed
by Braun.
" As a rule the diameter is now less than
20 em. In the lOth and 12th centuries as
a requisite for traveling paraphernalia be
sides small chalices there were also small
patens of 5 to
(Braun, 220).

8 em. diameter in use

" Supra. -Related to this is the prac
tice attested in Ordo Rom., VI, n. 9 (PL,

78, 992) of using the paten (not yet re
duced in size) to receive the gifts of the
faithful at the offertory.
16

10

Braun, 211.
According to the rite of Vienne it was

laid upon the altar at the Sanctus and
removed ag;tin by the subdeacon at the

Braun, 280-347. True, the py:ris or
ca{'sa as a vessel for the preservation of
the Sacrament existed before this (282 ff.),

Pater noster; Martene, I, 4, 7, 8 (1,
397 E). So also in several other churches ;

but it is nut until the 12th century that
fre(1uent mention was made of it and nu-

Lebrun, I, 490. But this remained as an
exception.

cf.
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tracted paten would not be in the way on the altar, which meanwhile had
been enlarged; but instead, the subdeacon takes it and holds it, covering
it with the ends of the humeral veil, until he returns it to the altar near
the end of the Pater noster. This is a survival of the function of the aco
lyte

'7

of the seventh-century papal liturgy, who appeared at the beginning

of the preface,'• carrying the paten which he had brought from the secre

tarium,'" and which he held to his breast under the folds of a cloth thrown
over his shoulders, until medio canone he turned it over to others; then
near the end of the embolism it was carried over to be used at the frac
tion. It would not be necessary to presume that the undoubtedly re
markable reverence in handling the paten which the earliest ordines pre
scribe was due to some more profound reason, as though a particle of
the Eucharist which, as the sancta, was displayed at the entrance proces
sion, was still lying on it."' Both the fact that the paten is brought in at
the start of the Sacrifice-Mass and that it is carried with covered hands
correspond wholly with the usual manner of handling holy objects."'"
The reverent attentions towards the paten were not only retained even
after the disappearance of its prime use at the fraction, they were even
increased. The kiss which had long been given it by the deacon 22 was

17

An acolyte retained this office also in

most �1ass arrangements of the Middle
Ages. In some cathedrals a puer assumes
the office, and he then carries a special
cappa; Siilch, Hugo, 111 f. Only s ince the

II th and 12th centuries does the subdeacon

appear more and more in his p lace. The

oldest evidence for this in Ebner, 313; 328;
cf. Braun, Die liturgischm Parammte,
230.
"Urdo Rom., I, n. 17 (PL, 78, 945):

quando i11choat canoncm, does not signify
the "Fe igitur as Solch, 110, assumes and
as the rubricians of the Middle Ages ex
vlained it (ibid., 109 f.); cf. supra, I, 97.
•• Arnalar, De off. eccl.,
III, 27 (PL, 105,
1140 D) : de e.t"edris.
"'Cf. supra, I, 70.-Batiffol, Let;olls, 88;
90 f., has marshalled the points that favor
the opinion mentioned. The same suppo
sition is found in Eisenhofer, II, 142; 199
and Siilch, 113. However, this argument is
uwalidated by what is said in Ordo Rom.,

I' n. 8, where at the beginning of the Mass
the .'>aneta are brought in a capsa
that can
be closed ( capsas aper/as) and that
they
are clearly laid in this
capsa for the
sole purpose of the Mass celebration since
only so many of the particles of the Sacred

Species are to be provided, that only in the
case of necessity ( si fuerit abzmdmzs) w i ll
some have to be sent back into the colldi

to rium . There is, therefore, no apparent
reason for taking the sancta out of the
capsa and carrying them open on t he paten.

Cf. also Capella, "Le rit e de Ia fraction"

(Revue Bb11!d. 1941), 14. Besides it is
question able whether there was any use
for it during the Mass; see

21

ibid., 16 ff.

The Book of the Gospels is also thus
provided in Ordo Rom., 1, lon g before it

is required, namely at the very entry, and
is likewise held not with the bare hands,
but su pe r plmzetas ( n. 5), and besides, it
is kissed by the pope (n. 8) j ust as the
paten is kissed by the archdeacon ( n. 18),
a fact that argues all the more for our
opinion, since it is empty. The prepared
chalice, too, is taken hold of at the end of
the preparation of the offertory gifts only
by means of the offertorium (n. 15); d.
also above. Even today the episcopal mitre
is carried only by means of the velum dur
ing divine service; this is, moreover, mere
ly a survi val of the manner of carrying

that one meets at every ste p in Christian
arch:elology.
22

Ordo Rom., I,

n.

18 (PL, 78, 945).
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sometimes offered also by others,"' above all by the celebrant himself."
Since the twelfth century there was added a sign of the Cross made over
himself by the celebrant with the paten, sometimes after the kiss,"" more
usually before it,"" as is customary at present."'
In the later Middle Ages the ceremony of blessing which thus originated
was elaborated even further and sometimes brought to the very verge of
superstition. Instead of one cross there were several."" Or the mouth and
eyes were touched with the paten;,. or first the Host was touched with the
paten ;30 or else the Host was touched once, the chalice three times."' All
these excrescences were set aside by the Missal of Pius V.
According to the present Mass book, the paten is kissed right after it
is used to make the sign of the Cross, and while the final words of the
embolism are still being recited the celebrant genuflects, takes up the
Sacred Host and begins the fraction. But this no longer takes place over

facie, then in

Ordo Rom., V, n. 10 (supra, n. 7) : the
patens are kissed by the deacon and sub
deacon, and finally by the bishop celebrant.

the cross with the paten in

•• Also in the Mass without Levites. Thus
for the first time Bernold, 1\f icrologus, c.
17 (PL, 151, 988). For pontifical Mass,
see Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 85).

""Thus in a missal of Soissons (14th
cent.) : Leroquais, II, 335. According to
the Sarum Missal of the end of the Middle
Ages the priest kisses the paten, places it
upon his left eye and then on his right, and
thereafter makes with it the sign of the
cross; Legg, Tracts, 264; Martene, I, 4,
XXXV (I, 669 C); cf. Maskell, 156-158.
Louis Ciconiolanus in his Direcforium div.
Officiorum which appeared in Rome in
1539 still opposes the custom of touching
the right and the left eye at the mention
of the names of Peter and Paul: Legg,
211. The same custom was spread in Ger
many; see Franz, Die l.fesse, 111.

23

""Innocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, VI, 1
(PL, 217, 906). This series and others also
in the Sarum Missal of the 14th and 15th
centuries; Legg, Tracts, 264.-Sometimes
the sign of the cross took the place of the
kiss; Ordinarium of Laon (about 1300):
Martene, 1, 4, XX (I, 608 E).
26

Hugo of St. Cher. Tract. super missam
(ed. Solch, 46). Durandus, IV, SO, 4, rec

ognizes both methods.- Still numerous
missals even of later times make mention
only of the kissing of the paten without
the sign of the cross; see examples in
Solch, Hugo, 114. The quondam Cistercian
rite had neither the kissing of the paten
nor the sign of the cross; ibid.
"'Still our large sign of the cross, which
was hardly known at the time, is not to
be presupposed in the 13th century. Where
the rubrics give more specific directions it
is stated that the priest crosses himself
with the paten in facie sua, or a11 te faciem
suam or in jro11te-most likely much as we
do at present with the host just before
Communion. See detailed data in Solch,
114-117; Lentze ( A n a l. Prrem., 1950),
129.
28 Mass order of York about 1145 (Sim
mons, 112) : the priest makes the sign of

pectore, and next the usual large sign of
the cross of today.

30

The

Mass

Ordo of

the

Carthusians;

Legg, Tracts, 102. Examples of 14th and
15th centuries from France, Leroquais, II,
233; III, 25, 113, 166. Two Mass orders
of the 15th and 16th centuries from Or
leans in de Mo!Con, 198; 200. According
to the older statutes of the Carthusians,
I, 43: Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 634 B), the
priest first makes the sign of the cross with
the paten, then touches the host with the
paten at da pro pit ius and kisses it at the
word pacem. Cf. Ordinarium Cart. (1932),
c. 27, 10; Missale of Evreux-]umieges
(14-15th cent.): Martene, XXVIII (I,
644 f.).
81

At the name of the three apostles the
priest was supposed to touch the base, the
middle, and the rim of the chalice, where-
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the paten," but over the chalice, so that no tiny particle might be lost.""
Thus, according to the present arrangement, the fraction is anticipated,
taking place not after, but before the Pax Domini. We will come back to
this later." The use of the paten during the fraction, which is stressed even
at present in the Pontificale,;y, is now only suggested by the fact that the
Host rests on the paten before the fraction, and the separated portions
are deposited on it afterwards ...
At present the Sacred Host is broken into three parts ... Here, too, we
upon the sign of the cross and the kiss fol
lowed; Ordi11arium of Coutances, 1557 ;
Legg, Tracts, 65. So also the Alphabetum
Sacerdotum: ibid., 47; Missale of S. Pol
de Leon: Martene, 1, 4, XXXIV (1,
663 f.); cf. the Lyons monastic missal of
1531: ibid., XXXIII (1, 660E). A very
similar ceremony of touching the chalice
already at the offertory in a Pontifical of
Noyon (15th cent.); Leroquais, Lcs pon
tificaux, I, 170.-The earliest evidence of
this touching of host and chalice at the
embolism I have found in a Hungarian mis
sal of the 13th century: Rad6, 62.
This was still the case in Bernold,
Micrologus, c. 17 (PL, 151, 988 C), and
even in the Pressburg Missal D of the
15th century (Javor, 118).

••

The transition is evident in Robert Pau
lulus (d. circa 1148), De Crerem oniis, II,
39 (PL, 177, 436): Patenam.. . de manu
diaco11i suscipit et in altari, ut fractionem
super eam facial, dcponit. Nos I amen hanc
/ractionem ad cattle/am facimus super cali
33

ccm. The breaking over the chalice already
(11-12th
found in the Cod. Casanat.
cent.): Ebner, 330. The later Middle Ages
saw in this breaking over the chalice a
symbolical representation of the fact that
the Sacred Blood flowed out of the wounds
in the Body of Christ; Gabriel Biel, Ca
nonis expositio, teet. 80. On the other
hand, the Sacramentary of the Papal
Court Chapel (about 1290) which rests
on the Ordinary of Innocent III (ed.
Brinktrine: Eph. liturg., 1937, 206) still
has the fraction over the paten. A reminder
of it also in Durandus, IV, 51, 3.-Descrip
tion of the rite, as carried out by Boniface

VIII, from a manuscript of Avignon, in
Andrieu, Le pontifical Romain, III, 43.
"Moreover, different accounts indicate
that the old liturgy of the city of Rome,

especially outside of the papal stational
service, recognized a fraction that preceded
the Kiss of Peace and the Pax Domini.
In the older Gelasianum I, 40 (Wilson,
70-72) it is recorded of the missa chris
malis of Maundy Thursday, at which most
likely no large crowd of people received
Communion: Ipsa expleta [i.e., after the
embolism] confrangis, whereupon follows
the second blessing of the oil; then ponis
in ore calicis de ipsa hostia, whereupon
the observation that the Pax Domini falls
out.-An interpolated passage in Rabanus
Maurus, De inst. cler., I, 33 additio (PL,
107, 325) acknowledges that the Itali al
ready place a particle de sa1tcto pane
(therefore a particle separated from their
own oblation) in the chalice. It is easily
possible that in these cases the rite of com
mingling a particle separated from the host
offered at the celebration represents a
later substitute patterned on the rite of
commingling the ferme11tum at a non-papal
service (see infra) ; cf. Capelle, "Le rite
del Ia fraction" (Revue Bened., 1941),
22 ff., 28.
.. Pontificale Rom., p. 11, De paten;e et
calicis consecratione . . . sanctificet hanc
patmam ad confringendum in ea corpus
D.n.J. C.
.. The latter is not the case, e.g., in the
Dominican rite; rather, the priest after
kissing the paten lays it to one side, scar
sum a corporali, because no longer needed.
He retains the pieces of the host in his left
hand until the sumptio; Missale O.P.
(1889). 21 f. Thus also already about the
middle of the 13th century, Solch, Hugo,
122. The same rite in Sarum: Legg,
Tracts, 226; 265. Similarly in the Liber
ordi��arius of Liege where, however at the
sumptio the priest again takes the paten,
tenens sub menlo; Yolk, 96, I. 21.
87 The breaking into three parts, already
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have a survival of ancient memories. According to the Roman ordines, the
pope, after the kiss of peace, broke off a part of his own host-bread ex

latere dextro, and this was left on the altar." Then, at his Communion,
he again separated a small piece from the Host, and put it in the chalice
with the words Fiat commixtio et consecratio . . ... Although the fraction
for practical purposes, namely for apportioning in the Communion of the
people, which before was so prominent, had since disappeared, still frac
tions occasioned by symbolic considerations continued on. This is abun
dantly clear in regard to the second fraction by the very formula already
cited, a formula for the commingling. But it holds even more immediately
true of the first fraction. Even several hundred years later the priest was
still ordered to break the host ex dextro latere ,. .. the particle thus removed
was then used for the commingling. ., A second particle was broken off
for his own Communion. The third portion remained, as of old, on the
altar, but it was now preserved as viaticum morientium,"' or it was also
used for the communicants."' These three parts were already stipulated by
Amalar, and even for him they have their symbolic meaning; the particle
mixed with the Sacred Blood refers to the Body of Christ at the Resur
rection; the particle for the celebrant's own Communion refers to the
Body of Christ on earth, the earthly Church; the particle intended for
mentioned by Amalar (vide infra) was and
is not universally done in the same man
ner. For instance, according to Ernul£ of
Rochester (d. 1124), Epistola ad Lamber
t urn ( d' Archery, Spicilegium, III, 472),
the host in many a church was broken into
three equal parts: triu m requalitate parti
IWI. Elsewhere, as it still happens to this
day in the Dominican and Carmelite rites,
the breaking is first made into two halves.
These he then lays diagonally over each
other and breaks off a projecting piece
from the halves, which piece he then drops
into the chalice for the commingling.
Solch, 120-123; Missale O.P. (1889), 21;
Missale 0. Ca rm. (1935), 315.
""Above, p. 303.
""Ordo Rom., I, n. 19 (PL, 78, 946 C).
"'Bernold, Micrologus, c. 17 (PL, 151,
988 C). Also in the Mass order of Cod.
Casanat. of the 11-12th century (Ebner,
330).
u Bernold, loc. cit.
'"Bernold, /oc. cit. St. Thomas, Summa
Th., III, 83, 5 ad 8, in explaining the
symbolism of the three portions of the
broken host quotes the verses : H ostia
dividitur in partes: tincta beatos-Plene,
sicca notat vivos, servata seprtltos: "the
third part, which is reserved, denotes the

dead." H. Leclercq mentions a missal of
Rouen as late as 1516 that still prescribed
the reservation of a third of the host for
the sick (CE, s. v. "host," VII, 492 A).
"'A practical use of it seems to have been
made at least by the 11th century monks
of Cluny, among whom Communion was
not yet so rare, inasmuch as the third par
ticle was given to the brother who served
at the private Mass of the monks. Bernar
dus, Ordo Clrm., I, 72 (Herrgott, 265):
socium tertia [particula] ... communicat.
Bernold, loc. cit., also has this practice
clearly in view: tertiam autem conmrwri
caturis sive infirmis necessaria dimittit,
still he alleges as a symbolical signification
of this particle: tertiam [corpus] quod iam
requiescit in Christo; hence the particle
is called viaticwn m orienti um . -A ccor ding
to John of Avranches (d. 1079), De off.
eccl. (PL, 147, 36 £.), who also explains
this third particle as viaticum, the second
particle can be used for the Communion of
the deacon and subdeacon as well as of the
people. Cf. the apportionment of the sec
ond particle in the Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 85 £.).Bishop Ernul£ of Roches
ter
(d.
1124),
Ep.
ad
Lambertum
(d'Achery, Spici/egium, III, 472) allots
the three particles at High Mass, where
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the sick refers to Christ's Body in the grave." This reference to the corpus
Christi triforme often recurs in the following centuries," although it is
not the only explanation given." But then it is readjusted so that the
three parts refer to three phases of the Church as militant, suffering, and
triumphant;" this combination became a constituent element of the :\lass
commentaries of the later Middle Ages and found its way into popular
sermons ... The crystallization caused by these symbolic considerations
must then have been the reason that this tri-partition of the Host con
tinued even after it had become the practice for the priest to use small
Hosts for the distribution of Communion, in particular for the sick, when,
therefore, a division into two would have sufficed both to preserve the
rite which inhered in the fraction itself and to obtain a particle for the
mixtio.

5. The Commingling
In the present-day Roman liturgy the fraction is followed at once by
the commingling: the separated particle is dropped into the chalice with
an accompanying prayer that had been used in a similar way already in
the papal Mass of the eighth century. Thus in the present-day ceremony
of the commingling there is a survival of that ceremony in which the
celebrating pope, just before his Communion, broke off a particle from
his own Host and dropped it into the chalice.'
But the Roman liturgy of that time also had a further twofold com
mingling of the species, which did not, however, form a part of every
l\Iass. The first of these is surrounded by the deepest obscurity. It is men
tioned only in the later version of the first Roman ordo, which contains
the following direction even before the start of the fraction: cum dixerit:
hardly anybody receives Communion, sim
ply to the priest, the deacon and the sub
deacon in such a manner that the piece in
the chalice falls to the priest. The same
distribution in Hon o rius A u g u s t o d.,
Gemma an., I, 63 ( PL, 172, 563 D) ; cf.
however, c. 64.-But this last method is
expressly rejected by John of Avranches
(lac. cit.) : Non autem i11tincto pane, sed ...
seorsum corpore, seorsum sanguine sacer
dos communicet; only the people are per
mitted to communicate intincto pan.e.
"Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 35 ( PL, 105,

1154 f.). For more detailed explanation
see Franz, Die Messe, 357, n. 1, and espe
cially de Lubac, Corpus mysticum, 295-339,
where the dogmatic-historical background
as well as the interpretation of Amalar and
the gradual change of interpretation are
elucidated.

'"Franz, Die Messe, 436; 458; cf. F. Hoi
bock, Der eucharistische und der m:y s ti
sche Leib Christi in ihren Beziehwrgen :::u
eillander nach der Lehre der Friihscholastik
(Rome, 1941), 196-199; Haberstroh, 7782; de Lubac, 333 ff.
'"Franz, 389 f.; 417; 435 f.; 463,
randus, IV, 51, 20-22.

n.

6. Du

47 Among the first to hold this interpreta
tion is a work formerly attributed to Hugh
of St. Victor, Spewlum de mysteriis, c. 7
(PL, 177, 373 B); Franz, 437. Further
details in de Lubac, 325 ff., 330 ff., 345 ff.

'"Franz, 4 35 f.; 4 64, n. 1 ; 6 69 ; 692 f.;
697 ; cf. 654.
Ordo Rom., 1, n. 19 (Andrieu, II, 101;
PL, 78, 946) : de ipsa sancta, quam [older
recension de qua] momorderat, p011it in
1

calicem.
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Pax Domini sit semper vobiscum, mittat in calicem de sancta." This
sancta is commonly taken to mean a eucharistic particle from a previous
�lass, the same that we noticed in the beginning of Mass at the entrance
of the pope." In this way the continuous unity of the eucharistic sacrifice
was expressed-the same Mass yesterday and today.' But the absence of
a rite of this sort in the pertinent parallel documents compels us to sup
pose rather that the usage was merely a transient or tentative copy of
another commingling which took place at the Pax Domini, probably with
a particle from the oblation itself.'
This second commingling was not proper to the papal or episcopal Mass,
but to the l\Iass of the priests in the outlying churches.By an acolyte, the
bishop sent the priests of the vicinity a particle of the Eucharist as an
expression of ecclesiastical unity, as a token that they belonged to his
communio. This particle was called the fermentum.• The priests dropped
it into the chalice at this part of the Mass! The practice is ancient indeed."
It answered to that awareness, so keen in the ancient Church, that the
Eucharist was the sacramentum unitatis, that this Sacrament held the
Church together, and that all the people of God subject to a bishop should,
Ordo Rom., I, n. 18 (Andrieu, II, 98;
PL, 78, 945).
•ordo Rom., I, n. 8 (PL, 78, 941); cf.
s upra, I, 70.-This interpretation, which
was already defended by Mabillon in his
Commentary, VI, I (PL, 78, 869 f.) is
adopted today by most commentators.
Duchesne, C h ri stia n Worship, 16 3, 185;
Batiffol, Ler;o11S, 76 f.; 90 f.
'This idea is at all events the basis for a
N estorian custom; to the dough that has
been prepared for any Mass according to
a definite rite a portion is always added
from the dough that had been prepared for
a previous celebration, so that, in a sense,
the same mass of dough is propagated
from one Mass to the next. Along with
this goes the legend that St. John retained
a small piece of the Sacred Bread at the
Last Supper and mingled it in the first
batch of dough prepared for the Eucharis
tic celebration of the apostles. Hanssens,
II, 169-174; W. de Vries, Sakramenten
theologie bei den Nestoria11ern ( Orien
talia christ. anal., 133; Rome, 1947), 194197.
• Capella, "Le rite de la fraction" (Revue
Be ned., 1941), 14-22. Capella assumes
that there is question of a mere interpola
tion (22), to which, consequently, no real
rite ever corresponded. Cf., however,
supra, n. 34.
2

• The name is generally derived from the
fact that the communal Eucharist perme
ates and unites the Church even as leaven
permeates the mass of dough (Mt. 13: 33).
More probable is the notion that the epis
copal particle would be mingled with the
Sacramental Species of one's own Mass as
the yeast is added to the dough; thus also
Batiffol, Ler;ons, 34.
• A later continuation of the Ordo Rom.,
I, (Andrieu, II, 115; PL, 78, 948 f.) di
rects, in case a bishop---Dr (as finally in
dicated) a priest-takes the place of the
pope: Quando dici debet: Pax Domini sit
semper vobiscum, deportatur a subdiacono
oblationario particula fenne11ti quod ab
Apostolico consecratum est ... ille con
sig nando tribus vicibus et dicendo: Pa�
Domini sit semper vobiscum, mittit en
calicem.
• Irenreus (in Eusebius, Hist. eccl., V, 24)
tells about the bishops of the Quartodeci
man Easter Practice, to whom the pope
nevertheless had sent the Eucharist as a
sign of ecclesiastical unity; c£. F. ]. Diil
ger, Ichyth:ys, II (Miinster, 1922), 535,
n. 3. This could have happened during
the stay of the bishops in Rome. How
ever, a transporting to a great distance is
a�sumed by Th. Schormann, Die allge
m eille Kirchenordung, II (Paderborn,
1915), 419.-To send the Eucharist abroad
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if it were possible, be gathered around that bishop's altar and receive the
Sacrament from his table of sacrifice.•
In the n inth century, both forms of this commingling must have dis
appeared from the solemn service even in Rome itself. First of all, the
commixture of the sancta at the Pax Domini vanished. The Ordo of St.
Amand (not purely a Roman document, it is true, but probably reflecting
Roman conditions) makes mention only of the use at a papal l\Iass of a
particle from the pope's own Mass, which is dropped into the chalice just
before Communion with the words, Fiat, etc.'0 On the other hand, the fer
mentum seems to have been still in use, as the same ordo indicates." But

since it did not come into consideration at a papal :Mass, another ordo of
about the same period adds the note: Dum vero dominus Papa dicit: Pax
Domini sit semper vobiscum, non mittit partem de sancta in calicem sicut
ceteris sacerdotibus mos est.u In the Frankish kingdom the only conclu
sion that could be drawn from this Roman rubric was that the ceteri
sacerdotes put a particle into the chalice at the Pax Domini. And since
was forbidden at the Council of Laodicea

billon, In or d. Rom. comment., VI, 2 (PL,

(middle of the 4th cent.), can. 14 (Mansi,

78, 870 f.). An off shoot of the practice

II, 566) ; transporting, therefore, was in
practice here, too.-In Rome also, at least
later, a similar law was enacted. To the
Bishop of Gubbio Pope Innocent I (d.

under discussion is found in a custom often

417), Ep., 25, 5 (PL, 20, 556£.), gave
this answer to his query de fer m e n to quod
die dominica per titulos mittimus: Since

referred to in the later :0.1 iddle Ages to the
effect that the bishop at ordination (and
similarly at the consecration of a bishop)
would after Communion hand over to the
newly ordained (consecrated) a number of
Sacred Particles from which he might

the priests must remain with their congre
gations, especially on Sunday, they re
ceive the fermentum through the acolyte,
ut se a nostra communione, maxime i lia

communicate further for eight, or accord
ing to another rule, for forty days. Cf.
among others Fulbert of Chartres (d.
1029), Ep., 3 (PL, 141, 192 1 9 5 ) . For

die,

11011

iudicent separatos. However, this

-

further details J. A. J ungmann, "Fermcn

Colliyere Frag m e n ta

should not be done outside the city; in

tum,"

Rome it was not even customary to send
the fcrmentum to churches attached to the

Alban Dold; Beuron, 1952), 185-190.

cemeteries ( q uia) presbyteri eorum con
ficior dorum ius habeant atque licentiam,
which most likely means, even without the
fermentum they are authorized to hold
regular divine service; cf. de Puniet, The
Romm 1 Pontifical (London-New York,

•

(Festschrift

Cf. supra, I, 195 f.

Andrieu, II, 169. This work was com
piled by a Frankish cleric in the last dec
ade of the 8th century. using Roman ma

10

terials, particularly Ordo Rom., I.
11

Andrieu, II, 151, regarding Holy Sat

1932), 225 £.-In the 6th century the Liber
Pontificalis offers two striking notices of

urday; cf. Duchesne, Ch ristian Worship,

the custom, among them a stipulation, ap

"Ordo

parently by Siricius (d. 339), that no
priest is allowed to celebrate Mass week

304; PL, 78, 984): Dum vcro dominus
Papa

after week if he has not received the fer
mentum from his bishop. Liber Pontif., ed.
Duchesne, I, 216; cf. 168, and the remarks
of the editor. In later times the sending of
the ferme11tum seems to have been re
stricted to certain solemn feasts ; cf. Ma-

This is a Frankish compilation made at
either Metz or Besan�on between 750 and
900; obviously the editor had in view the
version of Ordo Rom., I, represented in

471.

"Qua/iter qu tr dam

"

(Andrieu, II,

dicit: Pa:r Domini sit semper vobis
cum, 11011 mittit partem de s mr cta i11 ca li
cem siCIIf ceteris sa c er do t ib u s mos est.
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the custom of the

fermentum

was unknown," it was inferred that a frac

tion had to precede it, all the more because several references in Roman
sources seemed to indicate" that there was to be a double fraction and
commingling, one at the Pax
first Roman

ordo) j ust

Domini,

the other( as is clear from the

before Communion!" Katurally, one or the other

of these was soon dropped, although for a time there was some confusion
and hesitancy as to which one should be retained.'" It was not long before
the first of the two gained the upper hand.17 Symbolism was probably a
determining factor in this decision, because thus the commingling which
represented the Body of Christ returned to life preceded the peace greet
ing of the Pax Domini; for indeed our Lord first rose from the dead, and
only then did He bring peace to heaven and earth.'"
Probably in connection with such ideas (which we have likewise en
countered in the Orient), the reference to our Lord's death on the Cross
was emphasized by a single cross 19 or later more often by a triple cross,"'
the St. Gall ::\IS. 614 (Andrieu, II, 98;

n. 12 f. (PL, 78, 975), therefore in an ordo

d. 286 f.). The rubric fitted to suit Caro

in which the rite of the Pope's ::\lass was

lingian circumstances, and in part badly
mutilated, recurs in a number of 11th cen
tury arrangements for pontifical Mass. It

adapted to the conditions of the late Car
lovingian episcopal churches.-However,
the double commingling and fraction is

appears best preserved in the Missa Illy

already provided for in

rica: Martene, 1, 4 (I, 515 A): At first a
double formula is specified for the com
mingling after the Pax Domini; Hrec
sacrosancla commixtio and Fiat commix

cccl. ord. ( Andrieu, III, 105 f.).
10

the

Capitulare

A malar, De eccl. off., III, 31 ( PL, 105,

1151 f.), bears witness to the fluctuation
inasmuch as he is unable to explain the

tio et cousecraliu. Then it reads: Non mit
fat c pisc upus i11 calice111 parte.m oblatre, ut

twofold commingling, of which he reads
in the libel/us Romauus; he is inclined to

prcsb�ileri so/cut, sed expeclet donee fiuita

retain the first commingling. Also Raba

bcncdictioue cpiscopus comm1micare dcbeat

el twzc a ccipie n s parlem, quam anlea fre

nus Maurus, De inst. cler. , I, 33 additio
(PL, 107, 325), speaks of the variation in

gerat, tcncllsquc

practice. The uncertainty seems to have

super calicem

immittat

diceus: Sacri sa11guiuis commixtio .

Similarly

in

the

Mass arrangement

•

.

of

resulted at times in the entire omission of
any commingling; Ordo Rom., IV, n. 12

Liege and Gregorienmiinster; Martene, 1,

(PL, 78, 994).

4, XV f. (I, 592 f., 600) ; also in a 1Iissale

17

of the 13th century from St. Lambrecht
(Kock, 23). Only the second half (fill ita

This one alone is found in Remigius of
Auxerre (d. 908), Ex pos itio (PL. 105

bcncdictionc .. . ) is found in the Mass of

1270B); cf. idem., In I Tim., c. 2 (PL,
117, 788 C). Likewise Ordo Rom., III, n.

Secz ( PL, 78, 250), in a modified form

16 (PL, 78, 981 f.).
la.
c
cit.-Likewisc later Ber

and in a sense difficult to understand.

18

Cf. the study of this rubric by Capelle

nold, Micrologus, c. 20 (PL, 151, 990 B).

(Rc<'IIC /lhzfd., 1941), 32-34.

'"Sacramentary of Cod. Pad. ( ::\fohlberg

1"

This holds at least for the period under

consideration. For an earlier period study
canon 17 of the Synod of Orange (441) ;
regarding the puzzling text, d. Haber
stroh, 28.
"Supra, n. 34.
"'Actually the double commingling-and
along with that evidently the double frac
tions-is retained in the Ordo Rom., II,

Amalar,

Baumstart, n. 893) ; Ordo of S. Amand
(Duchesne, Christian

Worship, 462). In

Amalar, /oc. cit., this sign of the cross be
comes a fourfold touching of the chalice
rim, because in the cross the hominum
ge1ws qualluor c/imatum attained unity
and peace. Likewise Ecloga: (PL, 105,
1329).
'"The triple cross appears in isolated
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formed with the particle over the chalice. Thus the "consignation" which
we found in the oriental liturgies appears in its simplest form also in the
Roman Mass before the commingling.
The commingling itself is regularly accompanied by the formula already
quoted. It is surprising that this formula is not marked in the older sacra
mentaries; obviously this was because it was not designed to be said aloud
but, like certain salutations and directives at the beginning of Mass, was
said in a quiet speaking tone and came into use only secondarily. Like
these greetings and directions therefore, it is to be found only in the
ordines, where the old wording is as follows: Fiat commtxtio et con
secratio corporis et sanguinis D. n. f. C., accipientibus nobis in vitam
<rternam. Amen.21 This version continued in use, unchanged, especially
in Italian l\Iass books." In the preparation of the reform of the missal
at the Council of Trent, theological doubts were loudly raised against this
formula, for on the face of it, its meaning-leaving aside the word con
secratio for a moment-clearly was: let there be a commixture of our
Lord's Body and Blood, (let it bring) us recipients to life everlasting.
Thus, the formula could be construed as though, in consequence of it, the
Body and Blood of Christ would be united to each other only after the
commingling, and not already at the consecration of the two species,"" so
that the Utraquists had grounds for arguing that Communion under one
kind was insufficient.'"' So the change to the present reading was proposed:

manuscripts of the Ordo Rom., I, n. 18 f.,
and indeed, now at the first commingling,
now at the second, in which it is accom
panied with the Fiat formula ( Hittorp,
14 a) ; so also the Ordo Rom., II, n. 13
( PL, 78, 97 5). This sign of the cross must
have come into use already in the 8th
century, to judge from the evidence of
three texts of the works of ] ohannes
Archicantor (Silva-Tarouca, 199 a. 200 b
with Apparatus; Datierung der Hss S.
179 f.). The manuscripts H (8th and 9th
cent.) and V of the Capitulare have the
sign of the cross preceding both of the
two comminglings. Perhaps it is Roman,
since it also appears in the Cod. Pad. (pre
vious note)-Cf. also Ordo Rom., IV (PL,
iS, 9 84 ) : facie/Is cntce111 de e a tribus vici
bus super calicem nihil dicc 11 s where the
omission of the accompanying formula is
one of the few exceptions. In the Ordo S.
Amand (previous note) and in the Ordo
Rom., II, n. 13, the cross is ·made at the
commingling in the second place before
Communion.
21
O rdo Rom., I, n. 19 (PL, 78, 946; Stap,

per, 28). Here, as well as in the Ordo
Rom., II, n. 13 (PL, 78, 975), follows a
Pax tecztm addressed to the archdeacon
who holds the chalice, to which he answers
in the usual way. The commingling for
mula is already missing in the St. Gall
MS. 614 of Ordo Rom., I Andrieu, II,
101 f.); see Capelle, "Le rite de Ia frac
tion" (Revue Bhzed., 1941), 2 5.
""J See the texts printed by Ebner, 299 ff.;
with a In 11 o m i11 e P. ct F. et Sp. S. men
tioned first; ibid., 295. Also almost uui

versally in Styrian
127 ff.

Mass-books ;

Kiick,

"'The explanation in Amalar, De eccl. off.,
III, 31 (PL 105, 1152 B) while not go
ing quite so far, does actually follow this
line: Qure verba prua11tur, 1tf fiat corpus

Domi11i prrese11s o/Jlatio per resurrectionem,
p er quam ve11 era nda ct !l'terna pax data est,
11011 solum in terra sed etiam i11 err/a.
"Con cilium Tride11ti11um. ed. Giirres, VIII,
917; Jedin. "Das Konzil von Trient und
die Reform des Riimischen �fessbuches"
(Liturg. L eb en 1939), 46; 58.
,
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H (EC commixtio ... fiat accipicntibus nobis in vitam (Eternam; here there

is no longer any possible question of a commingling taking place beyond
the visible performance; it is now merely the expression of a wish that
this external ceremonial commingling may avail us for salvation. It has
been established that this is the only change in the Tridentine :l\lissal that
was aimed at the Reformers.""' The word consecratio, which stayed in the
text in spite of the objections brought against it, and in spite of the fact
that it was missing in some medieval texts here and there,"" must be
rendered by "hallowing" in the sense that through the commingling a
sacred token' or symbol is effected in the sacramental species and mediately
in the Body and Blood of Christ."'
The idea of the formula we have been considering, along with the
rite itself, might possibly have come from the Syrian country where the
symbolic fraction and commingling originated. For the Greek liturgy of
St. James has the accompanying phrase:
vHvworcxt -x.cxt f,ylcxcr-ra.t -x.cxt
"" The act of commingling is here
't"enAdw't"a.t e!c; 't"o ovot�-cx 't"ou 'lt"Gt't"(:l6c;
•

•

•

:,; J edin, 58. That the formula was already

Blood of Christ. M. Andrieu, lmmi:t·tio et

understood in this sense even in earlier

co
1
1secratio (Paris, 1924).Cf. ibid., 10 f.
co!
l se
cr atio in the legend of St. Lawrence in
Ambrose, De off., I. 41 (PL, 16, 90) :
ciu
commisisti Dominici sangui11isCOIISe
crationem,where the word possibly means
only the mingling of consecrated with un
consecrated wine. Haberstroh, 66-68, is in
clined to assume a similar meaning for the
Fiat ... consecratiospoken by the pope
in the OrdoRom., I, n. 19.Since, accord
ing to the Ordo of S. Amand (Duchesne,
462) the particle placed by the pope in
the chalice was transferred before Com
munion of the people to a vessel especially
prepared for the purpose, already contain
ing wine and some drops of the Precious
Blood, clearly for the further sanctifica
tion of the wine, it may be said that the
pope intended by this commingling to he
gin the sanctification of the wine for the
Communion of the people. Similar expla
nation in de Puniet., The Roma
1
1Pontifi
cal, 190.
28 Brightman, 62; cf. a first formula
supra
p. 300, n. 38, and the Syrian references at
the A gnusDeithat we shall take up later.
In Spain the co
1
1iunctiof>al!isct calicisis
already presupposed as a firmly established
rite by the IV Council of Toledo (633),
can. 4 (Mansi, X, 624) .

times is shown by many variants, e.g., Fiat

lure

commixtio (Ebner, 310, 341, 346;
Kock, 6 f.) ; cf. the contaminations with

the formula Hux

sacrosancta(infra); e.g.,

Ebner, 348.
"'Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 31 (PL, 105,

1152 B) ; Rabanus Maurus, Deinst. cl er.,

I, 33 additio (PL, 107, 325); John of
Avranches, De eccl. off.(PL, 147, 36 D);
Innocent Ill, De s
.

alt
. mysterio, VI, 2
216, 907); Styrian Mass-books,
Kock, 127; 129.
27 Cf. Gihr, 745-746; Brinktrine, Die hi
.
Messe, 243 f. The latter refers to a gen
eral tendency in liturgies, to end a con
secration or blessing with a commingling
of some sort (salt, oil) where a liquid
clement is involved, or with an anointing
if there is question of a solid substance. In
the Holy Eucharist there is the further im
petus given by the fact that the sacra
ment has a dual form. As a matter of fact,
we can follow Brinktrine in speaking of
a consecration rite, in which the word
"consecration" is understood in a wider
sense. Later, indeed, our formula Fiat com
mixtio et co
1
1secratiois joined in passing
to the idea that even by commingling a
consecrated particle with the mere wine,
e.g., before Communion of the sick, the
wine could be transubstantiated into the
(PL,

and 218, n. 2, the significance of
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clearly and simply designated as a union and hallowing and consumma
tion-just as in the original Latin formula and somewhat more reservedly
in the new (where the stress is no longer on the characterization, but on
the blessing). We are therefore justified in regarding the thought that
both species represent one Sacrament and contain the one Christ as the
original meaning of the Roman rite of commingling.'"��
But in Carolingian territory, at least since the ninth century, a second
formula was rife. This one presented, in somewhat more verbose a vein,
the thoughts that were stressed in the Missal of Pius V. It was in general
use in northern France and in England till the reform of the missal, and in
the Dominican rite is used even at present. It is worded as follows:
Hrec
sacrosancta commixtio corporis et sanguinis D. n. f. C. fiat (mihi) omni
bus( que) sumentibus salus mentis et corporis et ad vitam ( reternam
promerendam et) capescendam prreparatio salutaris. (Per eundem.) 31
The word consecratio is wanting here, and we can probably affirm that
the commixtio is here understood only in the concrete sense as "this mix
""

ture,"" leaving out, therefore, any sort of interpretation of the comming
ling rite anq any reference to it, and turning the formula merely into an
act of desire for Communion."" The original Roman formula, too, has

''��

et al.). An isolated formula (Commixtio

Cf. too Haberstroh, 62-70.

""In brackets are set the

amplifications

that appear above all in later English texts,
but also in the Dominican and Carmelite
missals and as early as 1100 in a missal
of Aries;
note);

(Lebrun, Explication, I, 508,

vide

the

Mass

arrangement

of

Sarum: Legg, Tracts, 14; 226.
"' Jvfass-ordo of Amiens (9th cent.), ed.
Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 443. Fur
ther examples from France of the 10-15th
centuries, 11artene. 1, 4, V-VIlli; IX;

sancti corporis) i n the Sacramentary of Le
Mans

(9th cent.); Lcroquais, I, 30. In

Spain at times with a Gallican concluding
formula, te PrCFstante rex regum .

. . Fcr

reres, p. XXIX, CVIII, 179; so still in
the present-day Missal of Braga

( 1924),

325.
32

This meaning is obviously to be sup

posed when in the Missa Illyrica the ad

( caliccm �·era
commixti01re dmrdo) to

ministration of the chalice
cum sacrosancta

the priests at High }.lass is accompanied

XV; XXVI-XXVIII (I, 527, 534, 537,
540, 567, 592, 638, 641, 645); Lebrun, I,

with the formula: Ha:c sacrosancta com

508, note. Also (and in part with the open
ing F ia t lzrec) in Italian Mass-books;

prosit tibi ad vitam (1'/cnwm; 1I art e ne , 1,

Ebner, 323, 330, 348; Fiala, 213. A freer
version (Fiat nobis et onmibus) in the
Sacramentary of Fulda

( Richter-Schon

fclder, n. 22); also in a Sacramentary of
the Fulda type from the 11th century in
Ebner, 258. This Fulda type and the ordi
nary one, one after the other in the Mis
sal of Remiremont (12th cent.); Martene,
I, 4, 9, 9 (I, 425 A). A shortened form
(Fiat lzrec) in the missals of Regensburg
and Freising of the late Middle Ages
(Beck. 268; 308). Similar short forms in
the Mass-books of Styria (Kock, 10, 13,

mixtio corporis et sangui11is D. n. J. C.
4, IV (I, 516 C). At the commingling it
self this

1Iass-ordo contains three for

mulas, namely the two cited above and a
third formula for the commingling rite of
the bishop:

Sacri Sangui11is com11rixtio

cum

sane/a corpore D. n. J. C. prosit omlli
bus sumentilms ad vitam retenram (515 n).
But aside from the kindred Mass arrange
ments cited ahove in note II, it appears
very rarely. Isolate d examples from Italy
(11 and 12th cent.), see Ehner, 164,297.
33

In a Dominican Missal of the 14th cen
tury the formula begins Hrec sacrosancta
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nothing to say regarding any further meaning of the commingling rite.
But the thought of the Resurrection, which, among the Syrians, had been
linked first with the fraction and then with the commingling,"' was asso
ciated with the latter by the Carolingian commentators on the liturgy,"'
and in this relationship remained as an element in the explanation of the
�lass all through the l\Iiddle Ages .. and even down to the present."7 On
the other hand, the fraction was not until somewhat more recent times
linked to the Passion of Christ, as signifying Christ's death,.. a significa
tion on which later theologians, even post-Tridentine ones, placed a great
deal of importance.
According to Amalar, whose attitude it probably was that ultimately
decided the anticipation of the commingling ceremony, this ceremony,
along with the accompanying phrase, ought to be placed before the Pax
Domini, in the short pause after the conclusion of the embolism and the
Amen, during which the fraction of the Host and the crossing of the
chalice would already have occurred; for it was not till after His Resur
rection that our Lord appeared to His disciples and saluted them with
His greeting of peace. Allegorical considerations appear to have had so

commixtio; Ebner, 114. A later weakened
commixtio et co1zsecratio is evidently the

basis

of

the

commingling

formula

of

}.!ilan, Commixtio c oll secr ati co r p o ri s et
sanyuinis D. 11. J. C. nobis ede11tibus et

su men tib us projiciat ad ·vitam et gaudium
A mbr osianum
(1902), 17 9. A strong leaning towards a
blessing formula is eviuent in the Mozara
bic commingling formula (which is not
too clear) : Sancia sanctis et c01ziunctio
corporis D. 11. J. C. sit sumentibus et po
tantibus nobis ad veniam et defzmctis jide
lilms pra:stctur ad re qu ie m; Missale mix
tum
(PL, 85, 561 f.). Here the sa 1 1cta
sanctis is probably only a literary reminis
cence of the oriental Ta ayzo: 'toT� ay lot� and
scmpitcnzum;

Missale

signifies only: the species of the bread
to that of the wine. This meaning is clear
ly evident in the parallels from Angers
adduced by Lesley (ibid., 561); Sanctum

[Sancia] cum smzctis. Cf. Martene, 1, 4,
9, 2 (I, 419).
•• Supra, p. 300. The idea of the Resurrec
tion at the commingling was all the more
natural to ancient thinking because it was
customary to consider the soul as joined to
the blood. Therefore with the blood the
soul also returned to the body. Even Du
randus, IV, 51, 1/, mentions the idea, with
an appeal to Aristotle.

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 31 (PL, 105,
1152 A) ; E:rpositio "Missa pro multis.''
ed. Hanssens (Eph.liturg., 1930), 42; E:r
positio "Introitus miss<T," ed. Hanssens
(Eph. liturg., 1930), 45.

85

Bernold, Micrologus, c. 20 (PL, 151,
990); Durandus, IV, 51, 17, Cf. supra,
the interpretation of the three portions of
the broken host.
36

37 Gihr, 744 f.
In view of the allegorizing
about the Passion of Christ which was
-

connected with the concluding part of the
canon and which actually became ritually
effective there, one must acknowledge a
certain justification for the application to
the Resurrection. Of course the iuea can
hardly be carri"ed out in the liturgical
process, not only because there is little sup
port for it, but also because the overlap
ping of words and ceremonies scarcely
leaves room for it.
••

The idea is clearly expressed by Hum

bert of Silva Candida (d. 1061), A dv.
G r mco r wn calunznias, n. 31 (P1.., 143,
950 D), and by Lanfranc (d. 1089), Liber

de corp. et sang. Domi11i, c. 14 (PL, 150,
424 A). Cf. Haberstroh, 7 4 7 6; Lepin,
113 ff. A slight but isolated indication also
in Remigius of Auxerre, In I Cor., c. 11
-

(PL, 117, 572).
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powerful an influence that in at least one area"" they were able to over
rule the explicit direction of the Roman ordo which �ays: Cum dixerit:

Pax Domini."' Thereafter only the partition of the Host was anticipated,
being linked with the concluding formula, Per Dominum, in lieu of a
pause.'! The crossing then was joined to the Pax Domini,'" for this latter
was by degrees interpreted as a formula of blessing. Therefore it was put
in the same place where formerly the pontifical blessing had been inserted,
being treated as the final phrase which the bishop added upon his return
to the altar.'"
However, only in one portion of the post-Carolingian l\Iass plans did
this commingling follow immediately;" but it was this arrangement that
was adopted in Italy" and therefore also the one definitely fixed in the
Missal of Pius V.
By far the greater portion of the Carolingian Mass plans contained a
different arrangement. True, they did not hold to the original Roman pat
tern, where the commingling was linked to the Communion'" or, at any
Remigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL,
105, 1270 B) : first by reason of the com
mingling does the priest wish peace to the
Church.
••

"'Ordo Rom., I, n. 18 (PL, 78, 945).
Likewise Ordo Rom., III, n. 16 (ibid.,
981). On the other hand, Ordo Rom., V,
n. 10 (ibid., 988) says: dicendo: Pax Do
mini. Moreover, both Capitulare eccl. ord.
and JJrez•iarium eccl. ord. already have:
Mitt it in calicem ( . . . ) et dicit: Pax Do
mini (Andrieu, III, 1 05 ; 182).
41

Bernold, lllicrologus, c.

23 (PL, 151,

988 C). So also in the Georgian Liturgy
of St. Peter (Codrington, 162; cf. 20)
which duplicates the Latin Mass as per
formed towards the end of the lOth cen
tury in the domain of Beneventum (ib id.,
107; cf. 25 f.). On the other hand, the
pause after Amen is still presupposed in

13-14th centuries that this sign of the
cross became general.
Supra, p. 295, n. 13.

••

"Ordo Rom., III, n. 16 (PL, 78, 981).
More frequently the commingling coin
cides with the Pax Domini; Ordo Nom., V,
n. 10 (PL, 78. 988); John of Avranches,
De off. eccl. ( PL, 147, 36 D) ; Bernold,
Micrologus, c. 17, 23 (PL, 151, 988, 995).
Above all, for the non-episcopal Mass, the
Missa Illyrica and the related texts must
be cited here; s u pra , n. 11 .
'5

Vide examples since the 11th century in

Ebner, 299; 301; 307; 310; 316; 330;
335; 348. Contrary to the statements of
Solch, Hugo, 127, I was able to find
only two examples in which clearly some
thing else, namely the Agnus JJci. pre
cedes; Ebner, 297; 335 (Cod. F. 18); cf.
4.-In the northern countries this arrange

the Cod. Casanat., 614 (Ebner, 330) at
the turn of the 11th century, and even

ment is rare after the 11th century; !viis

somewhat later perhaps in the Ordo eccl.
LatermlCilsis (Fischer, 85).

tene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 423); Statutes of the
Carthusians: ib id . , 1, 4, XXV (I, 634 C);

'" Expositio

"Introitus

Miss;c"

(written

since the I Oth century ; follows Amalar),

Hanssens (Eph. litu rg. , 1930), 45.
Qua re Panis cum cruce in vinum mittitur
dicente sacerdo te : Pax Domi11i • • . ? In
the Sacramentaries, Brinktrine, DieMesse,
302, established a f1rst sign of the cross at
the Pax Domi11i in a manuscript of the
ll-12th centuries, (the Cod. Casanat., 614,
just mentioned) ; but it was not till the
ed.

sal of Remiremont (11-12th cent.): ).[ar

Augsburg

Missale

of

1386

(Hoeynck,

374); the Mass-ordo of Ratisbon about
1500

(Beck· 269) ; even Durandus, IV,

51, 18, for allegorical reasons, champions
this plan.
This arrangement was retained in the
pope's Mass even in the 14th century;
v. Ordo Rom., XIV, n. 17 (PL, 78, 1191):
••

The pope with two fingers of either hand
takes hold of the still unbroken halves of
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rate, followed the kiss of peace and the fraction (insofar as there was still
question of one)." But the commingling often occurred after the Agnus
Dei in those churches where it had already become customary for the

priest to recite it." And so the priests kept the sacred particle in their
hands during the Agnus Dei with the purpose (as Durandus says) ut eorum
oralio ef!icacior sit pro eo quod tenentes earn in manibus ... oculo cor
porali et mentali reverenter intuentur.•

In this case, then, we have a

secondary reshifting •vhich likewise rests on Amalar's solution and which
in the main has disappeared since IS 70.
Since Amalar had indicated for the rite of commingling a place at the
Pax Domini, the very spot where, according to the practice of the ancient

Church, the space-encircling unifying force of the Eucharist had been
represented by the admixture of the fermentum, our modest rite had
gained an additional significance beyond its original meaning of repre
senting the intrinsic unity of the Sacrament under two kinds, borrowing
from the farther-reaching significance of its sister rite the symbolism of
Communion of church with church. The accompanying Pax Domini could
easily add support to these latter ideas. On the other hand, the rite of
fraction and commingling, as now in use in the Roman Mass, has lost
the host and says the Dom in e non sum
dignus. After the sign of the cross with the
Sacred Species of Bread revermter sumat
tatum illud quod est extra digit as prtrdictos,
et quod infra digitis remanet ponat in calice
cum sanguine dicens: Fiat commixtio

. .

.

Cf. supra, n. 1.
" This arrangement appears as an alter
nate plan in Amalar, De off c ccl., III, 31
(PL, 105, 1151 D) (ut) aliqui reserve nt

i mm issioncm , usquedum pax cclcbrata sit
et fractio panis. It is still to be recognized
in the Sacramentary of Ratoldus (d. 986)
(PL, 78, 244), where the formula of com
mingling is raised to the dignity of an
oration. After the Pax Domi11i the bishop
gives the cantor the signal for the Agnus
Dei: In t er im osculetur archdiaconum et
ceteros. lnde vertens se ad a/tare dicat hanc
orationem: Dominus vobiscum. Resp. Et
cum spirit u tuo. Hrec sac1·osancta com
mixtio ... salutaris. P. D.-Also, where
the rubric mentioned above, n. 11, still sur
vived, the commingling took place, at
least at the bishop's .Mass, only after the
kiss of peace; cf. also the older version of
the Greek Liturgy of St. Peter as witness
to the liturgy of the early 1Oth century in
central Italy (Codrington, 136).
••

Mass-ordo of Amiens

( ed. Leroquais :

Eph. liturg., 1927,

of

Fulda

443);

Sacramentary

(Richter-Schonfelder, n. 22);

further, from the 10-llth century the
ordines in Martcne, 1, 4, V- VIII (I, 527,
533 f., 537, 540), likewise the Mass plans,
generally later, from France in Martene
and Leroquais; v. also Liber or dinari u s of
Liege with its Dominican morl�! ( Volk,
96). The same arrangement holds also in
Spain ( Ferreres, 179) and especially in
the English �lass-books of the later Mid
dle Ages; v. :..lartene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
669) ; Legg, Tracts, 14, 226, 265 ; ibid.,
47 f.; 65, further examples from the 16th
century. - The rite survives still today
among the Dominicans; M issa le O.P.
(1889), 21. Among the Cistercians the
priest let one of the three broken pieces
which he held in his hands fall into the
chalice after the Agnus Dei; the second,
set aside for the Communion of the Levites
he laid upon the paten, after imparting
the kiss of peace ; and the third he retained
for his own Communion. Schneider ( Ci st . 

Chr., 1927) 139 f.-In certain isolated
cases the commingling took place already
after the first Agnus Dei: Mass-ordo
of Bee: Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI (I,
674 C) ; Sacramentary from Arezzo ( 11th
cent.) : Ebner, 4.
•• Durandus,
IV, 51, 18.
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some of its importance, since it does not occupy a place in the pause men
tioned above and, as a consequence, appears simply as an accompaniment
to the close of the embolism and the Pax Domini, texts which have no
immediate relevance to the rite. Thus few celebrants will find it possible
to keep in mind the significance of the venerable rite. And for the other
participants, the rite has hardly any purpose at all, since it is perceptible
only to those close to the altar. Besides, the ancient song that formerly
accompanied the fraction, the A gnu s Dei, did not follow the change of
position of the rite as we have it now, but continued to occupy the posi
tion of the older fraction, as we shall see. Scarcely anywhere else has the
transparency of the liturgical procedure suffered so much by later con
traction and compression as here in the purlieu of the fraction and com
mingling, although the elements of the ancient tradition have been faith
fully preserved.""

6. Pax Domini and the Kiss of Peace
Whether we study the development of the Roman Communion rite or
confine our attention to the external picture of the Mass as it is today
(\Yhere the Pax Domini is taken up right after the close of the embolism),
we must deal with the kiss of peace. For the Pax Domini was regarded as
.
a signal and an invitation to the faithful to exchange the kiss of peace
with each other. Nowhere is this indicated in any explicit rubric, but it
follows from parallels in the African liturgy' and from the actual pro
cedure outlined in the oldest ordines.• Even in documentary sources of the
tenth century the fact that the Pax Domini is omitted on Good Friday
""Abbot Capelle arrives at the same con
clusions, "Le rite de Ia fraction" (Revue
JJCned., 1941). 5 f., 39 f. Here he also
points out a method that could be a remedy.
The priest would say the oration for peace,
Domi1ze !. C. qui dixisti before the Pax
Domini. The breaking and commingling
would follow after the Pa.rDomi11i, accom
panied by the singing of the Agnus Dei,
which the priest himself would also recite
after these actions.
1

Augustine, Sertno, 227 (PL, 38, 1101):
Post ipsam [sc. orationem dominicam]
dicitur: Pax �·obiscwn, et osculantur se
Christiani in oscula sancto. Cf. Enarr. in
P.<. 124, 10 (PL, 37, 1656), where also the
answer of the people, Et cum spirit" tuo, is
attested. Other passages in Roetzer, 130 f.
Moreover, in the Apostolic Constitutions,
VIII, 11, 8£. (Quasten, Mon., 210), the in-

vitation to the Kiss of Peace is mentioned
as occurring in a similar manner, even be
fore the beginning of the Eucharistic pray

er; the bishop gives the salutation: 'II
E !pf,Yr, -rou 0Eou IJ.E-r:Z -:t<l:Y-rwY utJ.wv; and the
people answer: Ked IJ.E-rcl: -rou 'lt:VEUIJ.CX-ro' croii,
whereupon the deacon recites the express
summons to the Holy Kiss, using the words
of I Cor. 16: 20.
2 Ordo Rom., I, n. 18 (Andrieu, II, 98; cf.
II, 57 f.): Et cum spiritu tuo. Sed archi
diaconus pacem dat episcopo priori, deinde
et ceteri per ordi11em et populus. Capitu/are
eccl. ord. (Andricu, III, 124; cf. 105):
respondentibus onmibus: Et cum spiritu
tuo, statim, sicut supra dictum est, debet
clerr1s et populus in ter sc pacem facere, ubi
stare videntur-Ordo of St. Amand (ibid.,
II, 169).-The connection is clearly rec
ognized in the Carlovingian Expositio
"Domi11us vobiscum" (PL, 138, 1172 £.).
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was explained quia non sequuntur oscula circumadstantium.' The arrange
ment of the present-day high l\Iass, where the kiss of peace is not given
till after the Agnus Dei and another prayer for peace are said, is (as we
shall see) the result of more recent developments.
By placing the kiss of peace just before the Communion, the Roman
Mass (along with the African already mentioned) assumes a position
apart, for all the other liturgies have it at the beginning of the Sacrifice
Mass. The original place of the kiss of peace was, in reality, at the end of
the service of reading and prayers rather than at the start of the Sacrifice
::\lass. According to the ancient Christian conception, it formed the seal
and pledge of the prayers that preceded it.' But after the service of
readings and prayers had been joined to the celebration of the Eucharist,
regard for our Lord's admonition (l\Iatthew 5 :23 f.) about the proper
dispositions in one who wishes to make an offering would probably have
led to placing the kiss of peace (as guarantee of fraternal sentiment) closer
to the moment when one is "bringing his gift before the altar." •
At a very early date the Roman liturgy went a step further.• In opposition
to the practice which the Bishop of Gubbio had in view, of announcing
the kiss of peace ante conjecta mysteria, Pope Innocent I, in his reply in
416, insisted that it was not to be proclaimed till after the completion of

the entire sacrifice; for, he asserted, the people ought by means of it to
make known their assent to all that had gone before! Here again atten
tion is immediately drawn to its function as a seal and guarantee. But
ultimately (when, as a result of Gregory the Great's rearrangement, the
Pater noster was placed directly after the close of the canon and there was

no proclamation of the kiss of peace until after the embolism), it was
Ordo Rom. antiquus (Hittorp, 67, recte,
6<1). Likewise Sicard of Cremona, Mit rale,
VI, 13 (PL, 213, 321.- Cf. Maundy

3

Thursday in the older Gelasianum, I, 40
(\Vilson, 7 2) : 11011 dicis: Pax Domini,
11cc jaciu11t pacem.
Similarly in today's
Missale Rumanum the rubrics on Holy
Saturday: Dicitur Pax Domini sit
semper vobiscmn, sed pacis osculum non

dalur.
• Justin, A pol., I,
6 5 (supra I, 22). Tertul
lian, De or., 18 (CSEL, 20, 191), calls the
Kiss of Peace the sig11aculum orationis;
with it we should conclude the prayer in
common, even if we are celebrating a feast
day; only on public feast days is the Kiss
omitted, since it is also the expression of
the joy of life ( cf. the previous note).
Origen, In I<. om. hom., 10, 33 (PG, 14,
I282 f.) also speaks of the custom called
forth by Rom. I 6 : 16 (among others),
ut post oratione s oscula invicem suscipiant

fratres, Hipolytus, Trod. Ap. (Dix, 29):
"When the prayer (after the instruction)
is ended, the catechumens should not give
the Kiss of Peace, because their kiss is
not yet pure; but the baptized should greet
each other ( cicr7t&:':,ea0czt ) , men the men, and
women the women. But the men, should not
greet the women." After baptism the new
ly baptized take part in the prayers of the
faithful and then exchange the Kiss with
them ( Dix, 39). For further ancient
Christian evidences see Quasten, !If on., 16 ,
note 2, and in the Register, p. 374, under

OSC!tlllm.
•

Cf. Baumstark, Liturgie comparee, 145.

• The north African liturgy even earlier;
Dekkers,
I30 f.

Tertulliamts,

59 f.;

Roetzer,

Innocent I, Ep., 25, 1 (PL, 20, 553):
. . . per quam cmrstet populum ad om
nia . . . f'rCEbuisse consmsmn ac finita

7
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quite natural that the kiss appear as an illustration of the sicut et nos
dimittimus. Perhaps it was this phrase which first drew it towards the
conclusion of the Pater noster.
As a matter of fact, even in Gregory the Great's time the kiss of peace
was regarded as a natural preparation for Communion. A group of monks,
threatened by shipwreck, gave each other the kiss of peace and then re
ceived the Sacrament which they carried with them.• The same opinion
predominated at this period also outside the area of the Roman liturgy.
Sophronius (d. 638) pictures St. Mary o,f Egypt giving the kiss of peace
to the aged monk who brings her the Mysteries, whereupo� she receives
the Body of the Lord." In the arrangement for Communion of the sick
in the Celtic Church, the Book of Dimma, about 80�, stipulates: Hie
[after the Our Father and the embolism belonging to it have been re
cited] pax datur ei et dicis: Pax et communicatio sanctorum tuorum,
Christe Jesu, sit semper nobiscum. R. Amen, whereupon the Eucharist
is given.'"
In the Carolingian area also the same succission (of kiss of peace and
distribution of Communion) is found both at Communion of the sicku
and at public service." Indeed the kiss is often restricted to the com
municants. The canones of Theodore of Canterbury, in one version (eighth
century), contain the rule: qui non communicant, nee accedant ad pacem
neque ad osculum in ecclesia." The rule was also known in the Carolingian
Church, but there, alongside the severe regulation, a milder interpretation
also appeared, which did not make restriction so narrow." Nevertheless,
esse pacis concludmtis signawlo demon
strcntur.
Gregory the Great, Dial., III, 36 (PL,
77, 307 C) ; cf. the same, In ev., II, 37, 9
(PL, 76, 1281 A).
'Sophronius, Vita s. Marice Aeg., c. 22
( PL, 7 3, 87 B). In the two witnesses cited
by �labillon in his commentary the Kiss of
Peace is joined with the Communion:
Jerome, Ep. 62 a!. 82 (PL, 22, 737);
Paulus of Merida (7th cent.), Vitce
Pat rum, c. 7 (PL, 80, 135 D).
1° F. E. ·warren, The Liturgy and Ritual
of the Celtic Church (Oxford, 1881),170.
The formula quoted corresponds to our
Pa:r Domini; cf. formula connected with
the Kiss of Peace in the Mass in the Stowe
Missal (ibidem., 242): Pax et caritas
D. n. l. C. et communicatio sa11ctorum
ominum sit semper vobiswm. The liturgy
of Milan uses Pax et commmzicatio
D. n. !. C. sit semper vobiscum, whereon
still follows: Offerle vobis pacem. Missale
Ambrosianum ( 1902), 181 f.

•

u The 9th century Ordo for the Sick from
Lorsch, edited by C. de Clerq: Eph.
liturg ., 44 (1930), 103, contains the
rubric: Hie pax datur et communicatio and
then the formula: Pax et commwzicatio
corporis et sanguinis D. n. J. C. conser
vet animam tuam in vitam ceternam. Like
wise Theodulph of Orleans (d. 821),
Capitulare: Martene, 1, 7, II (1, 847 C);
cf. the somewhat later ordo for the sick
from Narbonne: ibid., 1, 7, XIII (1,
892 B).
"'Sacramentary of Ratoldus (lOth cent.;
PL, 78, 245) : Et episcopus commzmicet
presbytcros et diaconos cum oswlo pacis.
Finsterwalder, Die
n. 50; P. W.
Canones Theodori (Weimar, 1929), 274.

18

"Walafried Strabo, De exord; et increm.,
c. 22 (PL, 114, 950 C): The pax remains
licit for those who are not excluded iudicio
sacerdotali from Communion and there
fore are not extra commwzionem. In point
of fact, several of the ordinances at the
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at least in monasteries, it was s till the rule even in the year 1000 that on
Communion days, and only on these, the brethren received the pax. This
was true in England '' as well as on the continent.'" The kiss of peace was

a pre-condition for Communion,'7 or at least a fitting preparation for it,'"

and in reverse, the deacon and subdeacon at high Mass, who were to retime of Charlemagne required that all par
ticipate in the Kiss of Peace; thus the
Frankfort Synod of 794 (c. 48; Mansi,
XIII, App., 194): ormzes genera/iter pa
cem ad im·icem prr:ebeant. Cf. Nick!, Der
Anteil des Volkcs, 48 f.
16
Concordia Rcgularis of St. Dunstan (PL,
137, 483 A, 495 A). A report about Win
chester in G. H. Ritchin, Compotus rolls
(1892), 176, quoted by Browe, Die hiiufige
Kommwzion, 65, n. 22.
16
Capitula monachorum ad Augiam di
recta (Albers, III, 106); Consuetudines
Cluniacenses (before 1048; Albers, II, 48;
c£. however p. 38); Consuetudines mona
steriorum Germani<e (Albers, V, 28).
Liber usuum 0. Cist. (12th cent.), c. 66
(PL, 166, 1437): In die Nativitatis Domi

(even though he does not himself carry the
paten with the particles, but an acolyte)
is already shown in Ordo Rom., VI (lOth
cent.), n. 12 (PL, 78, 994), according to
which henceforth only priest and deacon
kiss the bishop, whereas the subdeacon
kisses the bishop's hand. On the contrary,
the Sacramentary of Ratoldus (d. 986)
mentions only the kiss of the bishop (for
priest and deacon) (PL, 78, 245 A).-On
the other hand, in the tradition of the city
of Rome the mutual kiss among the imme
diate assistants lasted a much longer time.
Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 85, 1. 40; c£.
86, 1. 23): ( episcop11s) commzmicat diaco

ni, C ama!, Pascha!, Pentecostes debent
fratres pacem sumere et communicare. In

pope, after his own Communion, gives the
deacon particulam unam cum oscula, the
subdeacon receives the kiss when he re
ceives the Precious Blood from the deacon.
Also according to the somewhat later Pon
tificale Romance Curia! (Andrieu, Le Pon
tifical Romain, II, 350) the newly ordained
priests and deacons kiss the hand of the
bishop before Communion and then re
ceive from him both Communion and the
Kiss of Peace; similarly in the Pontifical
of Durandus (Andrieu, III, 348).- Our
C a!remoniale episc., I, 9, 6; 24, 3 f., decides
in the same sense, that at a High Mass the
deacon and subdeacon should not receive
the pax with the others (insofar as they
do not wish to celebrate as priests them
selves) but only when the bishop offers
them Communion, when they, as well as
the canons receiving Communion, primo
manum, deinde faciem episcopi, while the
other clerics and the lay people kiss only
the hand of the bishop (II, 29, 3, 5); c£.
the Ordo of Stefaneschi, n. 53; 56; 71
(PL, 78, 1168 B, 1172 C, 1191 D). where
the pope first administers Communion and
then imparts the pax.
18 Later evidence for this idea in Brink
trine, Die hi. Messe, 250.

the later Consuetudines Cluniacenses of the
Abbot Udalrich (circa 1080), I, 8 (PL,
149, 653) the bond between Communion
and the Kiss of Peace is already somewhat
less rigid.
17 A remnant of it is a custom still much
in use today, that the communicant kiss
the ring of the bishop administering Com
munion, or as the Cr:eremoniale Episcopo
rum, II, 2 9 5 declares, the hand. Although
a kissing of the hand just before receiving
Communion was customary in the ancient
church (v. infra) still the present-day use
seems to be derived from the mutual Kiss
of Peace that was exchanged at the altar,
or at least was inspired by it. The transi
tion to the kissing of the hand on the part
of the one receiving Communion is evident
in John of Avranches (d. 1079) De off.
eccl. (PL, 147, 37 B): Dum ergo sacerdos
,

ministris

communionem

porrigit,

umtm

quemque primitus osculetur et post qui
communicandus est, manu sacerdotis oscu
lata, communionem ab eo accipiat. The sup

pression of the Kiss on the part of the
celebrating bishop, who is already occupied
with the administration of the Sacrament

num dando ei pacem, illo osculante manum
eius. According to Innocent III, De s. alt.
mystcrio, VI, 9 (PL, 217, 911 f.) the
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ceive the pax were for a long time obliged also to receive Holy Com
munion.'" In fact, amongst the Cistercians there was a regulation even for
private Mass that the server receive pax and Communion each time,""
until in 1437 Eugene IV rescinded this obligation of the ministri altaris
as dangerous.21 But even so, the connection between kiss of peace and
Communion survived for a long time."'
Elsewhere the kiss of peace gradually became a sort of substitute
for Communion ... Not only was the kiss exchanged at the altar, but all
the people participated. The ancient way of exchanging the kiss of peace

"See below, p. 387.
""Liber usuum, c. 54 (PL, 166, 1429):
(minister) pacem et communionem semper
accipiat, exapta missa defunctorum, in
qua nee pacem sumere nee communicare
lice!. Aside from the communicants only
guests received the Kiss of Peace among
the Cistercians (Schneider, Cist.-Chr.,
1928), 8.
21 Browe,
"Die Kommunionvorbereitung
im Mittelalter" (ZkTh, 1932), 413.

22

According to the statutes of a convent
of Cistercian nuns in Lower Germany,
1584, edited by ]. Haus
(Cist.-Chr.,
1935), 132 f., the Kiss of Peace was given
before Communion on Communion days
starting with the abbess. See Rituale Cist.
(Paris, 1689), 93, according to which the
server if he or someone else wishes to re
ceive Communion, hands the priest the in
strumentum pacis, then kisses it himself
and passes it on. Cf. on the contrary the
statement of Balthasar of Pforta (1494)
in Franz, Die Messe, 587, according to
which the Cistercians in Germany at the
time (except in the case the server re
ceived Communion?) gave the pa:r only
at High Mass, whereas the secular clergy
imparted it to the server by means of
the crucifix also at private Mass. The
Pa:r for the /rater servitor also without
Comm union was firmly retained in private
Mass by the Dominicans in the Ordina
rium of 1256 (Guerrini, 244); likewise
in the Ordinarium of Liege (Volk, 101,
1. 33).
28

Cf. supra, note 14. The Consuetudines of
Udalricus of Cluny (circa 1080) orders
one half of the choir to give and receive
the Kiss of Peace daily; Communion re
mains free (I, 6; PL, 149, 652). John

Beleth (d. 115), Exp/icatio, c. 48 (PL,
202, 55 D), mentions a triple substitute,
introduced after Communion at every Mass
was no longer demanded: singu/is diebus,
the Kiss of Peace; on Sundays, the blessed
bread; and in Lent, instead of that, the
oralio super populum. Durandus repeats
the same, IV, 53, 3.-Sicard of Cremona,
Mitrale, III, 8 (PL, 213, 144), and Hugo
of S. Cher, Tract. super missam (ed.
Solch, 51) express themselves in the same
manner. Beleth's evaluation of the Kiss of
Peace is taken over literally by Pope In
nocent III, De s. alt. mysterio, VI, 5 (PL,
217, 909). Further witnesses with like sen
timents, from the 12th and 13th centuries,
in Browe, Die P/lichtkommunion, 186.
Ludolf of Saxony (d. 377), Vita D. n. Jesu
Christi, II, 56 (Augsburg, 1729: p. 557),
regards the Kiss of Peace as a substitute
for the Communion; so also the Hollander
William of Gouda (15th cent.) : see P.
Schlager, "Uber die Messerkliirung des
Franziskaners Wilhelm von Gouda," Fran
ziskan. Studien, 6 (1919), 335. -In the
transition period about the 11th century,
a time when Communion was already very
rare, the Kiss of Peace even at High Mass
must have been out of use in many a place,
because it is no longer mentioned in the
otherwise very detailed rubrics of the
Mass-plans; thus in that of Seez ( PL, 78,
250 B). Durandus, IV, 53, 8, mentions an
other basic reason why the monks no
longer made use of the Kiss of Peace,
but even at this time (for the earlier
period, cf. supra, n. 7 f., 14 f.) this reason
applies only to a particular practice,
which took a more stringent view of the
worldly and passionate element of the
kiss; more information in Lebrun, I,
522-524.
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would not entail the disturbance and confusion in the service that we would
be led to expect today, for then the kiss was not continued from person
to person, but merely exchanged between neighbors.
The first Roman ordo says explicitly: When the Pax Domini has been
spoken, the archdeacon gives the kiss of peace to the first bishop, deinde

et ceteri per ordinem et populus." At the given signal, therefore, those in
the nave of the church greeted each other with the kiss. But many of the
later manuscripts of this ordo have introduced an inconspicuous but very
important change: deinde ceteris per ordinem et populis."" Thus the kiss
of peace is made to proceed from the altar and, like a message or even
like a gift which comes from the Sacrament, is handed on "to the others
and to the people." The new rule is clearly expressed in a plan for Mass,
which is placed at the beginning of the tenth-century Romano-German
Pontificial and its derivatives: presbyter accipiat pacem ab episcopo
eandem ceteris oblaturus.""
With this in view it was only natural that the kiss of peace was no longer
received from the deacon but from the celebrant himself, and even he
"received" it. Therefore he first kissed the altar: osculato altari dat pacem
astanti.71 Even this was not fully satisfactory, and efforts were made
to indicate even more plainly the source from which the peace was to be
derived. According to a pontifical from lower Italy, about 1100, the
celebrant kissed first the altar, then the book, and finally the Sacred Host,
before he offered the deacon the kiss of peace."" Elsewhere, as in France,
as a rule only the Host was kissed."" In England, however, during the

"'Ordo Rom., I, n. 18 (Andrieu, II, 98).
Every change of place is expressly ex
cluded in the Capitulare eccl. or d . (supra,
note 2). Cf. Nicki, De r Anteil des Volkes
an der 1\!ess/iturgie, 49 f.
:.; Thus Mabillon (PL, 78, 945
a number of later .MSS.

B), and

26 Ordo Rom., VI, n. 12 (Hittorp, 8; PL,
78, 994). That this new order is already
to be supposed in Remigius of Auxerre, as
Saleh, Hugo, 129 f., assumes, need not be
taken as conclusively proved.-The older
custom is still clearly testified by Amalar,
De cccl. off., III, 32 (P'L, 105, 1153), but
also in the Ordo Rom., III (11th cent.), n.
16 (PL, 78, 982 A) : ... per ordi11em
ceteri; atque populus osculantur se in oscu
la Christi. The two methods of the Kiss
of Peace overlap each other therefore in

point of time; cf. Synod of Santiago de
Compostela (1056), can. 1 (1fansi, XIX,
856) : omnibus i11 t ra ecclesiam stmztibus
f'acis osculum sibi i11vicem tribuatur.

Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151,
995) ; Sakramentar von Modena (vor
1174): Muratori, I, 93. A Sacramentary
of the 11th century from Arezzo (Ebner,
27

4) has the priest first kiss the altar, tunc
osculetur omnes.-The provision that the
priest receive the pax from the bishop also

in the Ordo Rom., VI (previous note).
""Ebner 330 (Cod. Casanat. 614); it oc
curs at specified places in the prayer for
peace, Domine Jesu Christe.
20

John Beleth, Explic., c. 48

(PL, 202,

54); Herbert von Sassari, De Miraculis
(written, 1171), I, 21 (PL, 185, 1298 A).
Important authorities espoused the kissing
of the Host; Hugo von S. Cher, Tract, su
per missam (ed. Saleh, 49) ; Albert the
Great, De sacrificio misstE, III, 21, 5
( Opp., ed. Borgnet, 38, 159 f.). - The
custom lasted beyond the Middle Ages in
French churches; Ordinarium of Cou
tances, 1557: Legg, Tracts, 66; Lebrun, I,
518, note c.
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thirteenth century this custom was stopped as being less seemly."" Here,
and in part also in France, it was customary to kiss instead the brim

of the chalice and in addition generally the corporal or the paten," while
in Germany the prevailing practice was to kiss the altar and the book.""
Altar and crucifix are also mentioned for this ...
The participation of the people continued for several centuries, especially
after the kiss of peace was everywhere extended beyond the circle of
communicants, and in particular when it was brought from the altar."'
Therefore the old rule which is found in earlier Christian sources35 was
repeated, namely, that men may give the kiss of peace only to men, and
women to women."" This rule was very easy to keep when-as was usually
30

First of all, in 1217 by a decree of Bish

op Richard of Salisbury, Solch, Hugo, 131.
-The East Syrian Liturgy offers a paral
lel to such considerations, for the kissing
of the Sacred Host was at one time pre
scribed, but the caution is added, that it is
to be be done figuratively, without touch
ing the lips; Brightman, 290.
�fass-ordo of Sarum (Legg, Tracts,
265; Legg, The Sarum Missal, 226, note
5); �Iissale of York (Simmons, 112 f.).

3'

J!issalc 0. Carm. (1935), 317, where pall

and chalice are kissed.- Only the kissing
oi the chalice is customary in the later
Dominican rite (Guerrini, 243); in the
Libcr ordi11arius of Liege (Yolk, 96)), in
the Missale of S. Pol de Leon: Martene,
1, 4, XXXIV (I, 664). Cf. Solch, Hugo,
131 f.

,, This kiss is prescribed (among others)
in the Pontifical of Mainz about 1170:
�fartene, 1, 4, XVII (I, 602 C); the Re
gensburg Missal about 1500: Beck, 269. Cf.
Franz, Die 1\!esse, 587 f.; Solch, Hugo,
1 30 ff., note 199 and 207.-In the north,
about 1500, it was the more common prac
tice to kiss both the book and paten; ?J.
Uruiningk, 87, n. 2; Yelverton, 20. The
Breslau Missal of 1476 mentions paten
and book: Rad6, 163.-Above all the kiss
was implanted on the picture of the Lord
(mostly the Lamb of God) that was insert
ed at the end of the canon; traces of the
kissing can still be recognized; Ebner,
448 f. In a book printer's contract of the
Bishop of Upsala of Feb. 23, 1508, a spe
cial stipulation was made, etiam una crux
i11 margine pro oscula circa Agnus Dei;].
Freisen, Mmwale Li1zcopense (Paderborn,
1904), page XLVI.

38

Hungarian Missals of the 13th (Rad6,

62) and the 15th centuries (Javor, 118);
Mass-commentary of \Villiam of Gouda:
Schlager, Franziskan. Studien, 6 (1919),
335.
"'Cf. Franz, 587-594. In the Credo of Poor
Hartmann (circa 1120), Verse 857-859, is
mentioned "the kissing which the people
do at Mass"; see R. Stroppel, Liturgic 1111d
geistliche Dichtung :;wischm 1050 und

1300 (Frankfort, 1927), 77 f.- Also the
Benedictine Liber ordi11arius of Liege
(Yolk, 96) declares again: subdiaconus
uni acof:ythorum [det pacem], ille vera de
feral extra11eis; the subdeacon himself
could impart the pax to an excel/ens per
solza.
Supra, note 4. It is clear that the old rule
was first introduced as the result of ex
perience. The remark of Tertullian, Ad
uxor., II, 4 (CSEL, 70, 117), that a pagan
husband would not tolerate that his wife
should dare to approach a brother for the
Kiss of Peace, obviously stems from a
previous period before the rule was in
effect. Cf. also supra, p. 322, the example in
Sophronius, and on the other hand the
warning remarks in Clement of Alexan
dria, Padag., III, 81 (GCS Clem., I, 281) .
86

36

Thus Amalar, De eccl. off.,

III, 32 (PL,

105, 11 53) ; and again John Beleth, Ex
plicatio, c. 48 (PL, 202, 54£.); Durandus,
IV, 53, 9. The rule shows that in general
it must have been as a matter of fact an
actual osculum oris.-An uninterrupted
passage of the Kiss of Peace from the
altar was thereby naturally excluded for
the women. According to an old French
custom, however, the priest gave the Kiss
of Peace to the groom in a bridal Mass,
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the case-the old ordinance regarding the separation of the sexes was
still observed."'
Nevertheless we feel it would always have been somewhat risky to em
ploy a token of the deepest confidence, such as the kiss is, only in the
tiny circle of a young community borne up by high idealism, but even as
a permanent institution in public assembly. Of course conditions of ancient
culture must be taken into account."" Still,· in all Christian liturgies in
the course of time a certain stylizing was effected, in which only a dis
creet indication of the former kiss remained. Aside from the Byzantine
liturgy (where the kiss is executed in this restrained form only by the
celebrant and deacon, and by no one else,"" this symbolic gesture has been
retained also for the people in all the rites of the East. Among the East
Syrians it is customary for each one to clasp the hands of his neighbor
and kiss them. Among the Maronites the faithful clasp the neighbor's
fingers with their own, then kiss the latter. Even more reserved are the
Copts, who merely bow to their neighbor and then touch his hand, and
the Armenians who are-partly-satisfied with a mere bow.'0
Such a stylizing is also found in the present Roman liturgy in the kiss
of peace given within the ranks of the clergy at high Mass, the only time
it is still practiced. Here it is a light embrace, sinistris genis sibi invicem
appropinquantibus." A different stylization for the kiss of peace in the
whole congregation had its origin in England, where the finer touch had
also been shown in regard to the kissing of the Host. This is the kiss of
peace given by means of the osculatorium, a plaque (often richly ornawho in turn imparted it to the bride; P.
Doncceur, Retours en chretiente (Paris,
1933), 119 f.
"'As Solch, 133, remarks, the prescription
was at that time violated most frequently
Horst,

Proskynein

his assistants give each other the Kiss of
Peace, and the accompanying prayers. Ac
cording to Cl. Kopp, Glaube u. Sakramcllll!
der koptischen Kirchc (Rome, 1932), 128,

in monastic churches.
""Cf. ].

statements concerning the generally more
elaborate form in which the celebrant and

(Giitersloh,

the form in vogue among the Copts today

a

consists in this that each one extends his

different meaning in ancient times from

hand right and left to his neighbor. Accord

what it has today. Among non-related peo

ing to ]. M. of Bute, The Coptic Mom

ple it was a mark of respect rather than
affection.

ing Service (London, 1908), 92, each ont
then kisses his own hand. In fact, the man

1932), SO f.:

In general the kiss had

The priest kisses the gift offering, the
deacon his own stole; Brightman, 382, I.

39

26. In the Pontifical rite, however, a real
Kiss

of

Peace

takes place

among

the

clergy. The bishop's shoulders and right
hand are kissed, and both shoulders of the

ner of the Kiss of Peace in the Orient
seems to have varied not only between the
Uniates and non-Uniates, but also within
the individual communities, as a compari
son of the statements made above with
those by Raes, lntroductio

(1947),

86,

Archimandrites and priests, with the words

forces us to assume.

"Christ is among us," to which the re
sponse is given, "He is and will be.'' A. v.
:\faltzew, Liturgikon (Berlin, 1902), 232

"Missale Rom., Ritus serv., X, 8; cf.
C ceremo11iale episc. I, 24, 2.-Gavanti

Brightman, 584 f.; Hanssens, Iustitu
tiones. III, 317-321. Here still further

•o

l\lerati, Thesaurus, II, 10, 8, n. XLIII
(I, 330) mentions different methods in
which the indicated embrace is carried out.
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mented) called a pax-board or pax-brede.'2 It put in a first appearance
after 1248 in English diocesan statutes, then gradually spread to the con
tinent where, however, the earlier manner of communicating the kiss long
remained in vogue." Charles V, in his efforts for reform, had also deter
mined on the renewal of the kiss of peace, ubi mos eius dandi exolevit,
with the employment of the pax-board." The kiss of peace with the instru
nzcntum pacis is also provided in the Missal of Pius V of 1570 and in

the Crxremoniale episcoporum of 1600. In this way it can, at high Mass,
be communicated also to the laity. Outside of high Mass, both at the
missa cantata and the low l\Iass, this is the only manner of giving the
kiss of peace that is considered, both for the clergy of all ranks and for
the laity.'" Thus, the kiss of peace, like the incensation at solemn services,
could in the last few centuries be regarded most often as a privilege of
persons of rank. But precisely this restriction was the occasion for un
edifying disputes about precedence (for the principle of handing it on
from person to person involved a certain order or gradation), which was
in direct contradiction to the very meaning of the ceremony. For these
and similar reasons, the kiss of peace even with the pax-board was im42 Braun,
Das christliche Altargeriit, 557572; illustrations on plates 116-120.-The

pax-tablet, called of old in England the
Pax-board ( Pax-brede), consisted of a
small tablet of wood or ivory or metal
(even gold or silver) upon which was
graYen or painted the figure of Our Lord
or of a saint or sometimes symbolic figures,
and usually encased in a frame with a
handle at the back so that it could stand
on the altar during Mass.
'"The oswlum oris is expressly stipulated
in the old Cistercian and Prernonstraten
sian rites : diz,ertat os Sllllll! ad diaconum
osculalls i liu m ... Libcr ltSuum, c. 53 (PL,
166, 1426 C); Waefelghem, 87.-The Ger
man Augustinian, John Bechofen still had
occasion at the turn of the 15th century
to recommend the pax-tablet: lzoHestior
est cautela ut per pacificale siz•e tabu/am
imayi11cm C lzristi aut sa11ctorum rcliqllias
coHiillcntcm fiat, 11e sub specie bo11i aliquid
camalitatis diabolico
inflatu
surripiat.
Franz, Die M esse, 594. Inventories of
churches in the diocese of Ermland in

�

East Prussia, testify to the later p pu
larity of the pax-tablets in Germany; some
churches show as many as six and eight;

Braun, 559.-ln Rome also the pax-tablet
c ame into use at the turn of the 15th cen
tury, apparently through ] ohn Burchard;
v. Lebrun, 519 f.

«Formula Reformationis (1548), tit. 12
(Hartzheim, VI, 756; Braun, 560). The
Kiss of Peace by means of a cross (as a
substitute for the pax-tablet) of a "Heil
thumbs" (reliquary) is discussed in de
tail in the "Keligpuchel" (Chalice Book)
of Bishop Berthold of Chiemsee that ap
peared 1535: Franz, 727.
'"Missale Rom., Ritus scrv., X, 3; C (E re
moniale episc., I, 24, 6, 7. The latter pas
sage, it is true, discusses only the choir of
clerics and the laici, ut magistratus et
barones ac Hobilcs as receiYers of the pax,
but the directions of the Missalc contain no
such restrictions. According to Gavanti1\Ierati, Thesaurus, II, 10, 8 (1, 329) the
instnmzentum pacis is handed by the sub
deacon to those lay people, quos diaconus
iHcensavit, and then by the acolyte to laicis
aliis. Cf. s!lpra, n. 33.-Ph. Hartmann-].
Kley, Repertorium rituum ( Paderborn,
1940), 477 f., remarks, "where it is the cus
tom, also the bridal couple, but otherwise
never the woman at a High 1fass" should
receive the pax by means of the pacifica/e.
According- to the Ordo of John Burchard
(1502), the server hands the tablet to be
kissed without restriction to iHtcrcsscnti
bus missm, first to those of higher rank
and lastly to the women. Legg, Tracts,

162.
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practicable and, except on certain extraordinary occasions and in a few
areas here and there," could continue only in various religious groups."
Today the kiss of peace is preceded not only by the Pax Domini, but
by a special prayer for peace which, however is separated from the an
nouncement (the Pax Domini) by the commingling formula and by the
Agnus Dei, which is now also said by the priest. Even as late as the ninth
century the Carolingian source documents present the kiss of peace as
given right after the Pax Domini."' Frequently the Agnus Dei was still
only sung by the choir without being said by the priest, and therefore did
not form any interruption before the kiss."
A prayer for peace before the pax"' is still missing even in some late
medieval Mass plans." Only the commingling formula had to be inserted
after the Pax Domini, since the latter, of course, was coupled with the pre
ceding triple crossing.""
Our prayer for peace, Domine Jesu Christe qui dixisti, made its appear
ance since the eleventh century, first of all in German territory."' It re
placed an older prayer for peace."' From then on it recurred regularly,

'"It is reported from the diocese of Va
lencia in Spain that the men still give each
other the Kiss of Peace, imparted to them
by two acolytes who receive it from the
priest. Kramp, "Messgebrii.uche der Glau
bigen in den ausserdeutschen Landern"
(StZ, 1927, II), 361.
"Solch, Hugo, 132, names the Domin
icans, Carthusians, and Carmelites. Also,
so I am informed, the pax-tablet is in use
among the Capuchins within their own
community at Mass on Sundays and feast
days.-In modern times a revival of the

"'Vide Styrian Missalia in Kock, 128132; Ordinarium of Coutances (1557):
Legg, Tracts, 66.-Among the Dominicans
it is still missing today, Missale O.P.
(1889), 21 f., as it was in the Ordinarium
of 1256 (Guerrini, 243). The same holds
for the Carthusians; cf. their statutes:
Martene, 1, 4, X XV (I, 634 C).-On the
other hand, in several Mass arrangements
not only the prayer for peace, but also
one of the Communion prayers precedes
the Kiss of Peace;

�·.

Ebner, 299; 338;

Martene, 1, 4, IV, XXXV f.

(I, 515, 593,

Kiss of Peace has been attempted in parts
of Europe; v. Parsch, Volkslituryie, 18;

669, 674).

224.-R. B. Witte, Das katlzolisclze Gottes

"" South German Sacramentary of the Cod.

haus (Mainz, 1939), 260 f., declares a
paciftcale as among the requirements for
the furnishing of a church.
"Cf. aside
from Amalar,
Walafried
Strabo, De exord. et incrcm., c. 22 (PL,
114, 950); E:rpositio "Introitus missm
quare," ed. Hanssens (Eph. liturg., 1930),
45. Also in John of Avranches, De off. eccl.,
(PL, 147. 36 f.), only the words for the
commingling apparently still precede the
Kiss of Peace.
•• Vide infra.
60 According to the original arra11gement,
moreover, the priest for the most part first
kisses the altar and then says the prayer
for peace; v., e. g., passages cited below,
n. 55,

'"Supra, pp. 318 f.

I 084 of Bologna, apparently from Regens
burg: Ebner, 7. �lass of Flacius Illyricus:
1fartene, 1, 4, IV (I, 515 B).
"' This appears for the first time in the Sac
ramentary of S. Amand (end of the 9th
century; dating see Leroquais, I, 56, 58;
text v. Netzer, 244) and with a better text
in the Sacramentary of Fulda ( lOth cent.),
where it reads: Qui cs omnium Deus et
dominator, fac nos paciftcando digne ope
rari in lzora isla, amator humanitatis, ut
cmzmdatos ab omni dolo et simulatione
suscipias nos iwvicem in oscula et dilecti
OI!e sancta, in quo manet vera pac iftcati o
et caritas et unitalis coniunctio; Richter
Schonfelder, n. 23. The prayer recurs,
partly with altered address (among others
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even in Italian lVIass plans,'"' and thus was introduced into the l\lissal of
Pius V. It is the first formal prayer in the Ordo missce addressed to Christ.
This address to Christ which is already found, in a different way, in the
Agnus Dei, and which has here been continued obviously in view of the
Communion about to be received, is retained also in the following Com
munion prayers.
This prayer for peace is a prayer for the priest in preparation for giving
the pax. It presupposes the kiss of peace, which starts here at the altar and
thence is continued through the church. Therefore, the priest begs the
Lord-in view of the promise He made (John 14:27)-not to look upon
his sins, but rather upon the confident attitude of the people gathered in
church;"' to disregard the unworthiness of His representative and grant
peace and concord through this sacred symbol of a kiss. The prayer, there
fore, gains its full meaning only when supported by the performance of the
rite.
When the kiss of peace was omitted, the Pax Domini no longer had to
be omitted with it,"7 but perhaps this prayer would be left out."" However,
since the pax is almost generally omitted, except at high Mass, the prayer,
in which the priest pleads for peace and concord for the Church, offers a
substitute for it. Other formularies of such a prayer never made much
headway.""
Even in Carolingian times the kiss of peace was still given without any
accompanying greeting aside from the Pax Domini."" But after the practice
began of letting the kiss proceed from the altar, it became customary for
the priest to combine it with a special blessing. The oldest version of such
a blessing-which, however, became rarer later in the Middle Ages-still
regarded the kiss of peace as a preparation for Communion: Habete vincu-

Q uies omnium) and with the conclusion
Per Cltristum, in Mass arrangements of

the I Oth and II th centuries from France
and Italy: Martene, I, 4, VI, VIII, X (I,
534, 540, 551); ibid., I, 4, 9, 9 (I, 423 D,
425 D); Ebner, 4; 301; 338 f.; Leroquais,
I, 162; 171; II, 18; 100; 226. It is a poor
translation of a formula of the Greek litur
gy of St. James; Brightman, 43; cf. ibid.,
LIV, I. 18.
r;r, Ebner, 29 7, 299, 301, 307, etc.; Fiala,

213.

00

Cf. in an earlier passage: Quorum tibi
coguita est, etc.
Supra with n. 3.
This rule as at present is already found

fides

"'
r.s

!n

Durandus, IV, 53, 8, but applied only
the Mass of the Dead, and not on
llaundy Thursday; v. ibid., VI, 75. Cf.
supra, n. 3.
.. In several texts of the late Middle Ages
m

the priest says instead a prayer for ex
ternal peace : Da pacem Domine in diebus
11ostris q11ia non est ali11s qui pugnet pro
nobis nisi tu Deus uoster. Missale of Fe
camp (about 1498) : Ferreres, p. XXIV.

Likewise

in

the

Missale

oi

Evreux

Jumieges (about 1400), where a short
prayer precedes: Domine !eSII Cltriste, qui
es vera pa:r et vera concordia, fac nos
tecum participari in hac hora saucta. Amen.

Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I, 645). Cf.
further Alphabetum sacerdotum: Legg,
Tracts, 48.
eo Only in the Communion of the sick,
where the Kiss of Peace immdiately pre
cedes the administration of the sacrament,
is there at times an accompanying prayer,
derived from an invitation corresponding
to our Pa:r Domini and used at the same
time as a formula for the administration
of the sacrament; vide supra, p. 323, from
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lum pacis et caritatis, ut apti sitis sacrosanctis mysteriis."'- Those who
handed on the kiss and those who received it were to say together: Pax
Christi et ecclesice abundet in cordibus nostris.•• In other cases this phrase
is featured at least as the response of the ministri,"" or it is put into the
mouth of the celebrant, usually in combination with the aforementioned
prayer, and with the variation: in cordibus vestris."' But then the simpler
Pax tecum, the greeting which we heard from the lips of our Saviour Him
self, with the answer of the recipient, Et cum spiritu tuo, comes more and

more into use ...

7. Agnus Dei
After the answer to the Pax Domini has been given, the choir (accord
ing to present custom) at once begins the singing of the Agnus Dei. The
chant is continued while the priest quietly recites the Agnus Dei and the
following prayers, and while he receives Communion, so that we get the
impression that here we have a Communion song. On the other hand, the
final petition, dona nobis pacem, seems to suggest some relation between
the Book of Dimma.-In the Rituale of St.
Florian (ed. Franz; Freiburg, 1904, 82)
the formula is given a more definite form:

Hoeynck, 375. Similarly in the commen
tary of William of Gouda: Schlager,

Pax et C011ZIIlttllicatio corporis et sanguinis

At first and as the only formula in Ber
nold, Micrologus, c. 18, 23 (PL, 151,
989; 995). Likewise somewhat later in
Italy; Ebner, 317, about 1290 also in the
papal court chapel; Brinktrine (Eph.
liturg., 1937), 207; otherwise connected
with other formulas (Ebner, 336; Kock,
131), or in various elaborations as the
words of the celebrant; thus in the Do
minican Mass-a r r a n g e m e n t of 1256
(Guerrini, 243): Pax tibi et Ecclesia! san
ctce Dei; Missale of Evreux-Jumieges:
Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I, 645 B): Pax
tibi, /rater, et wziversce Ecclesice Dei. Like
wise in Sarum; ibid., XXXV (I, 670 A) ;
cf. Maskell, 170. Also in the Mass-arrange
ments of northern France in the 16th cen
tury; Legg, Tracts, 48; 66. In Rauen:

. . Sometimes such a formula follows the
formula of administration; v. infra, p. 389,
n. 117.-Behind all this seems to be a bless
ing formula with which (according to the
Expositio of the Gallican Mass) the priest
also could bless the people after the Pater
noster (supra, p. 295, n. 8).
61 Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, LV (I,
515 C). It seems that here the formula
was generally dispensed with. The formula
is more common in Italy in the lOth and
13th centuries Ebner, 297; 299; 302; 307;
330, etc. In the Missal of the Hungarian
Hermits of St. Paul the priest still says
the Pax Christi et caritas Dei maneat
semper in cordibus nostris. Amen, after
the prayer for peace and before the
Habete; Sawicki, De missa conventuali,
148.
•• Missa Illyrica: lac. cit. A Salzburg Mis
sale of the 12-13th century: Kock, 131;
for Italy since 11th century; v. Ebner, 307,
330, 356; Muratori, I, 94.
113 Italian Mass orders since the 11th cen
tury: Ebner, 299, 302.
64 Martene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 423 D); ibid. (I,
6 52 A); late medieval Missals from Re
gensburg and Freising: Beck, 269, 309.
Since 1510 also in the Augsburg Missale:
.

Fran:;iskan. Studien, 6 (1919), 335.

65

Pax mihi, Domine Jesu Christe, et Eccle

Martene, 1,
4, XXXVII (I, 678 B). For a renewal of

si!B sallctce tua!. Et tibi !rater.

the Pax. A Beil, Einheit in der Liebe
(Colmar, 1914), 106, n. 46, makes the pro
posal that the Pax tecum be simply taken
up and repeated by the congregation. But
according to what has been said above
this repetition would in any event be su
perfluous. Besides, the answer to the
priest's Pax Domini already voices agree
ment with the idea of the Kiss of Peace
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the chant and the wish expressed in the Pax Domini. What is really the
original meaning of the Agnus Dei?
Regarding the introduction of the Agnus Dei into the Roman Mass,
the Liber pontificalis has this to tell: Pope Sergius I (687-701) had de
creed ut tempore conjractionis dominici corporis "Agnus Dei qui tollis

peccata mundi miserere nobis" a clero et populo decantetur.' The older
Roman ordines direct that after the archdeacon has distributed the con
secrated breads to the acolytes so that the fraction can begin, he should
give a signal to the singers for the start of the Agnus Dei,' which is coupled
with the fraction."
So the Agnus Dei was a chant to accompany the fraction, a confracto

rium: designed to fill out the interval after the Pax Domini, which was
given over to the activity of breaking the breads." The one occasion when
it is not used for this is on Holy Saturday, a custom which goes back to
times immemorial." Otherwise, it continued to have the character of a
fraction chant until the fraction itself was rendered superfluous by the
introduction of unleavened bread and small particles. It is surprising to
read that Sergius I was the one who introduced the song; indeed, that
statement has been contested in various ways.7 However, the Agnus Dei
and forms a counter salute at least to the
priest.
1 L iber pont .• ed. Duchesne, I, 376.
2 Ordo Rom., I, n. 19 (PL, 78, 946); Ordo
Rom., II, 13 (PL, 78, 975). The connec
tion is still clearer in the Ordo of S. Amand
(Duchesne, Christia n Worship, 461): An

nuit arc hidiaconus schola ut dicatur Agnus
Dei. Et interim, dum confranguntur, ite
rum respondunt acolythi qui sciffos et amu
las teuent, Agnus Dei.
3 Capitulare
eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca,
200) : confrangunt separatim wwsquisque
in ordine suo ca11tantibus o m nibus sem
Per: Agnus Dei; cf. ibid. (206): con 
frangunt ipsu m corpus Domini cantantibus
interim clericis semper: Agnus Dei. Ordo
Rom., I, n. 48 (PL, 78, 959) : quod tamdiu
cantatur usque dum complent fractiouem.
• Cf. supra, pp. 302 ff.
5 According to the
Ordo of S. Amand
(Duchesne, Ch rist ian Worship, 461), in
which the Agnus Dei is provided as usual
as a chant for the schola, the priests and
deacons should quietly pray Ps. 118 while
they are busy with the fraction. In the
Sacramentary of Ratoldus (PL, 78,244 C)
and in that of Echternach (11th cent.;
Leroquais, I, 122) there still appears a
Gallican prayer for the fraction: Emittere
digneris Domine sanctum angelum . . . Cf.

also Cagin, Te Deum ou i llat io, 226 ff.
The reason generally alleged for the omis
sion, namely the great antiquity of the
Easter Vigil Mass, is not entirely perti
nent. Rather the same reason holds as was
alleged for the omission of the Kyrie in
the same Mass; the Ay11us Dei was already
sung in the litany; cf. Ordo Rom., I, n. 45;
Appendix, n. 9f. (PL, 78, 957; 964). The
rule, moreover, was not observed every
where; in individual cases the opposite was
specifically provided for; vide Breviarium
eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca, 211); Holy
\Veek ordo of Einsiedeln (Duchesne, Chris
tian Worship, 484.
7 E.g., by Silva-Tarouca. in the edition of
the Ordo of John Archicantor (p. 183 f.).
The author of this Ordo had already left
Rome in 680, but in the Ordo he wrote
soon after in England he already included
the Agnus Dei (supra, n. 3). Silva
Tarouca considers the possibility that the
information of the L iber Pontificalis was
merely taken from a Sacramentary that
bore the name of Sergius. Besides, we must
take into consideration the rather marked
revision of this Ordo (supra, I, 66) ; but
this incorporates essentially Gallican char
acteristics and not Roman.- That the
author of the reports regarding Sergius I
is inclined. to ascribe more to him than is
•
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could not have had a place in the Roman l\Iass very much earlier.• Even
if it was not brought into Rome by Sergius himself, a Syrian by descent,
still it was during the later seventh century, in the train of that great
inrush of Greek clerics from the eastern lands overrun by Islam, above
all Syria; • for it is manifestly an element from the Eastern liturgy. In
the East it had become the practice since the sixth century to regard the
breaking of the species of bread as a reference to our Lord's Passion and
death.'" In the East, too, since an even earlier date, the sacrificial gifts had
been designated as the "Lamb,"11 an expression occasioned, no doubt, by
St. John's Apocalypse."' And here, finally, especially in the liturgy of the
West Syrians, liturgical texts-some of them coming from this earlier
period-are found which have a reference to the Sacrament and are espe
cially used during the fraction, and these texts speak of the Lamb of God
who taketh away the sins of the world.13
his due, is shown at all events by his state
ment that Sergius introduced the proces
sions on the four feasts of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, whereas according to A.
Baumstark it is established that three of
them already existed at an earlier time;
Mohlberg-Baumstark, Die a/teste erreich
bare Gestalt, 155 f.-In favor of Sergius
it is pointed out that he could have intro
duced the Agnus Dei as an answer to the
prohibition issued at the Synod of Trullo
(692) forbidding any representation of the
Lamb of God, can. 82 (1fansi, XI, 977);
cf. Duchesne, Le tiber pont., I, 381; K.
Kiinstle, I konographie der christlichen
Kunst, I (Freiburg, 192 8), 122; 558.
• That in Rome a different fraction hymn
preceded it as Cagin, Te Deum, 231 f.; 236,
495, assumes, is possible, but cannot be
proven. In any case the use of Psalm 118
mentioned above, note 5, is striking.
• Cf. Bishop, Liturgica historica, 145 f.
Pope Theodore I (642-649) was a native
Palestinian.
,, Supra, p. 301. The same idea is carried
even further in the Byzantine rite. During
the 'ltp60ecr<� at the beginning of Mass the
bread is arranged and divided in realistic
fashion into a true SUm; the liy lcz Mnll
is used and as accompaniment passasges are
selected not only from John 1 : 29 but from
the Prophet of the Passion (Is. 53: 7, 8)
and from the account of the Passion (] ohn
19 : 34, 35). Brightman, 356 f.
11 Supra, p. 37. There is probably a connec
tion between this mode of expression and
the fact that, where the Latin Fathers use

the generic term hostia, the ancient Greek
church substituted the more concrete &..,.v6�,
&pv(ov, for the lamb was the most common
sacrificial animal of ancient times. Origen,
In Joh. hom
X, 12, a!. 17 (PG, 14,
336 B) : Is this [Eucharist] not the flesh
of the Lamb that takes away the sins of
the world?-Gregory of Nyssa, In Christi
resurr. hom., 1 (PG, 46, 601 C): Isaac,
like Christ, was only-begotten and lamb
at the same time.-Chrysostom, In I Cor.
hom., 41, 4 (PG, 61, 361) : In the prayer
of petition we approach the Lamb that
lies before us.-Other passages in A.
Nagle, Die Eucharistielehre des hi. Joha n
nes Chrysostomus (Freiburg, 1900), 153f.
-Passio Andrea: (Lipsius-Bonnet, Acta
a post. apocrypha, II, 1, p. 13 f.) : To the
almighty, one, and true God, I offer daily
a spotless lamb that continues unimpaired
and alive even after all the faithful have
eaten its flesh and drunk its blood.
.•

,. Apoc. 5: 6 If.:
&pv lov £anp<.oc; w�
cf. thereto Th. Schermann,
£aq>czy[J.evov;
Die allgemeine Kirchenordmmg, II
( Paderborn, 1915), 403-405, from which
light is thrown upon the sacrificial char
acter of the Eucharist according to the
mind of the most ancient church.
13 Supra, p. 301.-Jungmann, Die Stellung
Christi, 229 f. The Egyptian anaphora of
St. Gregory, which must have had its be
ginning on Syrian soil about the 16th cen
tury, has a prayer between the Eucharistic
prayer and the Communion that begins
with an address to the Lamb of God:

'0 ci[J.VO� -rou 8&ou o :zYpwv 't'ij-v <l:!,Lll""lczv 't®
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From all that has been said we can see at once that the address to the
Lamb of God patently does not refer to Christ simply, but rather to Christ
present in the Eucharist as a sacrificial offering; in the same way, just
before the distribution of Communion, when the priest holds the Sacra
ment upraised before the faithful with the words, Ecce Agnus Dei, it is
the sacramental Christ who is meant. In the liturgy of the city of Rome
during the first thousand years this would perhaps be rather strange and
unexpected if the prayer under scrutiny were a formal oration said by the
priest and not rather a hymnic element intended first of all for the con
gregation, for in its whole rather imposing store of prayers there is scarcely
even one exception to the rule that the prayers be addressed to God. Among
the prayers apportioned to the congregation, however, the Roman ::\Iass
had long appropriated the Kyrie eleison; now, for the same purpose, it
took over the Agnus Dei. In the interval between consecration and Com
munion this hymn represents a reverential and, at the same time, humble
greeting of Him who has been made present under the form of bread. We
might compare it to what occurred some five hundred years later when,
under the impulse of a new wave of eucharistic devotion, the silence of the
consecration and the elevation of the bread was broken by the introduc
tion of hymns which were engendered not only by the Latin genius but
by a new attitude towards the Sacrament-hymns like Ave verum corpus
and 0 Salutaris hostia." An indication of the close kinship between these
two scenes is to be found in the fact that the beginnings of the more recent
rites of adoration before the Blessed Sacrament were introduced in the
twelfth century at the Agnus Dei, and then gradually transferred to the
elevation." On the other hand, the note of reverence and adoration at the
Agnus Dei was later on frequently fortified by the priest not putting the

two halves of the Host back on the altar after the fraction, but continuing
to hold them raised over the chalice till the Communion 16 or else-accord
ing to a widespread custom-holding the particle intended for the com
mingling over the chalice during the Agnus Dei.'1
According to the Liber pontificalis, the Agnus Dei was sung by clergy
x6=0J.o"; Renaudot, I (1847), 110. The
same address, combined with the .Miserere
nohis, is indeed present much earlier al
t cady in the Gloria. but without any rela
tion to the Eucharist; in fact there is a
repetition of the same invocation, so that
one might speak of a sort of litany that is
present here as with the Agnus Dei; cf.
supra, I, 353 f.
"Supra, p. 215 ff. 0 Case!, JL, 7 (1927),
183, underlines the differenc�:s.
,. Supra, p.

16

206, n. 22..

Infra, p. 351. That the ceremony was thus
understood is shown by a passage from a
Dominican source, a passage given by Mar-

tene, 1, 4, 9, 4 (I, 420 B): Datmn rst
Ordini nostro, ul in missa post Ag1111S Dei
ante commu11ionem tenerent fratrrs hosti
am elr�·atam super caliccm, ut sic adorare
tur ab ttlth'erso populo tamquam verum
corpus rt sanguis Chris/i.-Separated from
the Agnus Dei only by the commingling
formula, the Westminister Missal, ed. Legg
(HBS, 5), 517, has a relevant oralio
singulis dicenda beginning with: Adora
mus sanctum corpus tuum atque sa11clunr
sanguinem tuum, Domine Jesu Christe,
cuius effusione omnes redempti sumrts,
tibi gloria ...
17 Supra, p, 320.
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and people. That the priest also said it-at least in some localities-is
extremely unlikely. References here and there which seem to point to
such a practice do not stand up under closer investigation." l\Iost of the
older sacramentaries, which as a rule present only the prayer texts of
celebrant, do not contain the Agnus Dei. And that is true down to
eleventh century.'• Only then does it begin to appear regularly in
sacramentaries, with all indications that the priest is also to say it.""

the
the
the
On

the contrary, the older sources often expressly mention the singing by the
people or by the clergy around the altar."' The members of the chorus or
the clerus (which is the same thing) would naturally have been the chief
performers in most cases, and therefore even at an early period they alone
are mentioned.""
A refinement, in keeping with the grand pontifical liturgy, is the direc18

Some manuscripts of the Gregorianum
instance the Aynus Dei at the end of the
canon after the Pax Domini; Batte, 50.
Still this citation can also have the same
meaning as the enumeration before the
canon of the Gregorianum of the various
parts that belong to the Order of the
�lass, Introit, Kyrie, etc.; Lietzmann, n. 1.
The Ordo "Qua/iter quredam oratioues"
(PL, 78, 984; cf. 284) seems to say: ( ...
mos est.) Dum confrinyit, Agnus Dei dicit
(sc. pontifl'x). But the text, suspect al
ready from the mere fact that the Agnus
Dei is strangely ascribed to the pope,
stands on precarious ground. According to
Hittorp it runs thus: . . . mos est, dum
crmfri11qunt. Interim vera dicitur Ag1111S
Dei. According to St. Baluze, Capitularia
regum Francorum, II (Paris, 1677), 1368,
it reads: mos est dum confri11gwzt et Aguus
Dei diczmt. D. Georgius, De liturqia Ro
malli f'olltificis, III (Rome, 1744), 369

gives the same reading; thus also Gerber!,
Mollume1zla, II, 166. That then must be
the original form of the text. Cf. also in
the same sense Capelle, "Le rite de Ia frac
tion" (Revue Bhzed., 1941), 21.
- M ore
striking is the fact that, according to the
Ordo Rom., I, n. 19 (PL, 78, 946) the
officials of the court say the Ag1ms Dei be
fore the fraction; apparently this is be
cause during the fraction they are busied
with the invitations.
10
The otherwise wordy ::'11issa Illyrica does
not mention it; Marlene, 1, 4, IV (I,
SIS) ; no more so the ::'�lass arrangement
of Seez, PL, 78, 250. Also Bernold, Mi
crologus, c. 23 (PL, 151 , 995), does not

mention it among the texts to be uttered
by the priest, yet, like earlier commenta
tors, he repeats the statement regarding
Sergi us in c. 18 (989).
20 Cf. infra, note 28. There seems to have
been some uncertainty about where the
priest was to insert the Agnus Dei which
meanwhile had been turned into a Com
munion hymn. This is seen in the fact that
in one Central Italian sacramentary of the
lith century (Ebner, 299) the Agnus Dei
follows the communion of the chalice.
Durandus, IV, 52, 3, discusses only the
variation in bodily attitude assumed at the
Agnus Dei; some say ma11ibus super a/tare
positis, therefore with hands resting upon
the altar; others 11ta1zibus izmctis, parum
super a/tare inclillafi. The expression of
humble petition in the latter attitude has
gone over into the !l!issale Romanum for
the beginning of the prayer. The striking
of the breast, however. is not mentioned
by Durandus. It appears in the Ordo Rom.,
XIV
(about 1311), n. 71 (P L, 78,
1190 C).
21
H.emigius of Auxerre, Expositio (PL,
101, 1270 D): bzter hrec [Kiss of Peace]
ca11tatur ab omnibus et canla11do oratur
dicentibus: Ag11us Dei. A Central Italian
sacramentary of the close of the IIth cen
tury (Ebner, 301): llllcrea . .. chorussive
alii circumslallles dica11t Ag11us Dei tribus
vicibus. Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III,
8 (PL, 213, 139).
22 Expositio
"Primum in ordi11e" ( 9th
cent.; PL, 138, 1185 f.) ; Hildebert of Le
Mans, Versus (PL, 171, 1192 B). Cf. Sac
ramentary of Rato1dus (d. 986) ( PL, 78,
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tion in the first Roman Ordo, which delegates the Agnus Dei to the schola.
That does not mean, of course, that the schola alone was to undertake the
singing, as was the case later."' It could well mean that the schola was to
intone it and to alternate with the rest of the clergy and the people, as in
the litania,"" the stylistic structure of which either the repetition of the
entire invocation or else the final petition in each phrase, miserere nobis."
In any case, outside the papal stational services the Agnus Dei was largely
a

popular chant. Therefore the oldest melody to which it was sung, the

one still used at feria] and Requiem l\Iasses, is very simple. Xot till the
eleventh and twelfth centuries were newer and richer melodies added,'" an
indication that the simple hymn had been transferred to the choir."' Soon
after this we begin to read reports that the priest at the altar also says the

.-lg11us Dei.""
The :lgnus D e i early lost its original purpose, since the fraction was
gradually abandoned after the ninth-tenth century. Up to this time the
Agnus Dei actually appears as an accompaniment of this function."" But
about this time it also appears in other positions, as the song accompany
ing the pax'"' or simply as a Communion song." When, in some instances
244 B) : annuente episcopo dicat cantor
Aqn11s Dei. See John of Avranches, De
off. eccl. (PL, 147, 37C); Innocent III,
/Jc s. alt. mystcrio, VI, 4 (PL, 217, 908);
ci. Durandus, IV, 52, 3 f.
"'Ordo Rom., XI (1 2 th cent.), n. 40 (PL,
iS, 1040); cf. Ordo Rom., V, n. 11 (PL,

ig, ')<)0).

"S11pra, I, 335 ff. Cf. the statements of
the Capitulare a nd the Ordo of S. Amand
(s11pra, n. 2).
20 A response to the beginning of the Schola
(by the acoly tes) is expressly certified by
the Ordo of S. Amand (supra, n. 2) and
likewise by the Einsiedeln Ordo f or Holy
\\' eck (Duchesne, Christian Wo rship,
·:84).
"'\Vagner, Einfiilmmg, I, 116; Ursprung,
Die kath. Kirchenmusik, 57.
"'This must have been partly the case in
the lOth century, !ince the first Agnus Dei
tro pes appear in this period. Blume-Ban
nister, Tropen des Missale, I (Analecta
hymnica, 47), p. 37Z ff.
"'Liber usuum O.Cist. (shortly after 1119),
c. 53 (PL, 166, 1426 C). A M i ssa le of
C o logne of the year 1133 and other Mass
boo_ks of the same time in Lebrun, Expli
catton, I, 509 f. Ordi1zari11m O.P. of 1256
(Guerr in i, 243) and the Liege Liber o r di
llarius (Volk, 96: besides the deacon and
the subdeacon, the two acolytes say it

along

(with the priest). Noteworthy in
the same Ordi11arium O.P. (243 f.) is the
statement that during the singing of the
Agn11s Dei, the Pa:r should not be im
pa rted a ny fur the r.
""Amalar, De eccl. off., c. 33 (PL, 1153);
Walafried Strabo, De exo r d. et increm., c.
22 (PL, 114, 950); Ordo Rom., II, n. 13
(PL, 78, 975); Ordo Rom., III, n. 16 (PL,
78, 982). A l so in the older version of the
Greek Liturgy of St. Peter (Codrington,
136), i.e., toward the middle of the lOth
century in a Central Italian model (ibid.,
106).

"" Rabanus Maurus, De insf. clcr., I, 33
(PL, 107, 324) ; Florus, De actionc miss.,
c. 89£. (PL, 119, 71 C): Remigius of
Auxerre, E.rpositio (PL, 101, 1270).
31 Expositio "Quotiens contra se" (begin
ning of the 9th cent.; PL, 96, 1500 C) :
Inter communicandum; Expositio "Pri
mum in or cli n e
(beginning of the 9th
cent.; PL, 138, 1185 C) ; Expositio "Do
minus vobiscum" (PL, 138, 1173C);
Ordo Rom. V, n. 11 (PL, 78, 990); Ordo
Rom. VI, n. 13 (PL, 78, 994) ; revised
version of the l iturg y of St. Peter (Cod
rington, 144, I. 3; 153. I. 15; 162, I. 20);
I vo of Char tr es (d. 1117), De com•en. vet.
et 1106 sao-if. (PL, 162, 5 60 B) ; Innocent
III, De s. alt. mystcrio, VI, 4 (PL, 2 17
909) ; Durandus IV, 52, 1.
"

,
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even later, the fraction was still customary, the Agnus Dei was no longer
intrinsically connected with it."
As regards the wording--based on the testimonial of the Baptist (John
1 :29)-the first thing that occasions surprise is the vocative form agnus.

This is in keeping with a grammatical rule which is in effect in many
languages: from a feeling of reverence, religious terms are apt to be
handled as indeclinable."" For the biblical peccatum is substituted a plural,

peccata, which is substantially contained in it." And as in other similar
cases, only one all-inclusive petition-according to strict Roman usage
is joined to the invocation, namely, miserere nobis.
Originally the one simple verse was repeated as often as necessary,
just as the Kyrie eleison or the Christe eleison, as the case might be, could
be repeated as often as one pleased."" But when the time period necessitated
by the fraction fell out, the song itself (which no one wanted to drop)
gradually assumed the hallowed number three. The earliest testimonies to
this change begin even in the ninth century." Thus a hymn developed,
short in its wording but impressive in its import, capable (especially within
the limits in which it appears) of being compared to the hymns of the
Apocalypse. The Lamb that is our sacrifice and will become our food, in
which the paschal lamb of the Old Testament has found its fulfillment,
is the triumphant Lamb of the end of the world, that opens the books of
mankind's fate. And as from the heavenly Church the canticles of thanks
giving sung by the elect re5ound to His praise, so also a plea rises aloft
from the assembly of the redeemed who still wander through the pil
grimage of life. All this is made even plainer if we take into account the
symbolic reference to our Lord's Passion and Resurrection which followed
at the fraction and commingling.
Originally the same plea, miserere nobis, was sung unchanged at every
repetition, as is still done in the Lateran Basilica. But here and there even
in the tenth century,"' and with increasing frequency in the eleventh, a

T hat is t he case, e.g., in the Ordo eccl.
(Fischer, 48 ) : On Com muni on
days the p r ies ts should divide the vblatw
after the (first) Aynus Dei.
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puzzling statement Et Aymts Dei cantat

Lalcran.

canto rum et rcspvnde11t III [=
up to 3 times?] acolythi slantes ad
ruyas lcltcntes scyphos . . . Further proofs
from the 1 0 - llth centuries have been col
lected by Codrington, Tlzc Lit urgy of St.
l'clcr, 54. In John of Avranches, De off.
reel. ( PL, 147, 37), only a do uble rcpeti
tivli can be intended, there fo re not a double,
but a triple singing of the invocation.

"''Suggestion m ade by Prof. W. Havers.

C£. th e vocative Deus, the word sane/a
(abo ve, I, 70) .-By way of exception
there is the vocative agne Dei wh ich we
encountered above, I, 339.
"' Is. 53 : 5, 7.
25

Su{'ra, I, 339.

3"

Mass-ordo oi Amiens (2nd half of 9th

cent.). ed. Leroquais (E{'h. Lilurg., 1927),

443. Perhaps the Holy \Veek Orela of
Einsicckln bd ong s here (Duchesne, Clzris
lian ll'orship, 484 ) with the somewhat

sclwla

tcrlio

=

Agmts Dei tropes with the concluding
petition, dana nobis {'accm in the lOth cen

37

tury Tropers of St. l\l artial , Vv'inchester,

and Rcichenau. 13l ume - nannister, Trope"

des .Missalc, I, p. 373, 385 (n. 385, cod.
A. B. C. Y; n. 419 cod. A), etc.
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substitution was made in the third place (except often on Holy Thursday,""
by singing dona nobis pacem." The first occasion for this change was
probably the transfer of the song to accompany the Kiss of Peace.'" Periods
of external distress, which recur so often, would then probably have led to
the retention of this petition for peace.... Indeed, the whole Agnus Dei
was regarded as a prayer for peace, and the plea for external peace was
thus appended to the affirmation of inward peace which was inherent in
the ceremony of the kiss of peace,.. or else a special prayer to obtain peace
was added to the dona nobis pacem, as the Salzburg synod of 1281 decreed
for a certain period,"' or-as an echo from the period of the Crusades-a
prayer for the deliverance of the Holy Land was added, as is attested in
England.'"' One change of the miserere soon led to another. In the Requiem
�lass, as early as the eleventh century, the words dona eis requiem are
substituted, and in the third place requiem sempiternam."
Another indication of the effort to give the Agnus Dei special impor
tance is seen in the prescription that it is to be sung or said non continuo,
sed interpolate ac seiunctim cum oratione interposita.'• Thus it often "hap"" !Jurandus, IV, 52, 4. Later examples in
Ferrcres, p. XXX, 178. The reason for
the omission of the petition for peace lay,
as the rubrics of Fen·eres and others show,
in the fact that the Pa.r was also omitted
here; cf. also Gerbert, Vetus lituryia
.·1/cmmlllica, I, 381 f. In the Missale Ro
lllllllltlll the rubric Agmts Dei dicitur de
111orc is evidently directed against this ex
ception.
"''Lcroquais, I, 162; 197; 232. Iva of Char
tres (d. 1117), De co11ven. vel. et uo�·i
san·if. (PL, 162, 560 C). A Mass-ordo o f
the IIth century from Bologna and the
( ;corgian version of the Greek Liturgy
of St. Peter (which traces back to the cus
tom of Beneventum towards the end of the
I Oth century) have the do11a nobis pacem
at the second Ay11us Dei (Codrington, 54,

II>.�).

"'Supra, p. 337.

" See the argument in Innocent III, De s.
alt. mJ•sterio, VI, 4 (PL, 217, 908 D).
"Cf. 11issale of Remiremont (12th cent.):
�I artene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (423 C), where the
Prayer of the priest for the Kiss of Peace
is understood as an introduction to the
l y11us Dei; of the two formulas provided
for the purpose, the first concludes: et
.·

Pnrsta ut cum
.·ly11us Dei.

"'Can.
clergy

16

fiducia

(Mansi,

e ver yw he re,

audeamus dicere:

XXIV,

402):

the

throughout the ye ar

specified, were to say three Our Fathers,
Versicle, and the Oration Deus a quo san
eta dcsidcria after the third Ay11us Dei. C f .
the kindred insertions before the embolism
supra, pp. 292 ff.
"A Missale of Sarum in �fartime, 1, 4, 9,
5 (I, 421) : Pss. 76, 66 and 20 with preces
and three orations should be said a Pro
stratis. Similarly, but already inserted
after the l'atcr Hoster, in the Missal of St.
Lambrecht of the 14-!Sth century; Kiick,
SO. Cf. supra, p. 292 f. �!artene, lac cit.,
knows of similar prayers in French
churches of the late �I iddle Ages.
••] ohn Beleth, Explicatio, c. 48 ( PL, 202,
55). The do11a cis I'ClJlticm scmpitemam is
noticed by Leroquais, I, 162, in the Sacra
mentary of Soissons (11th cent.).
"'] ohn Beleth, Explicatio, c. 48 (PL, 202
202, 55 A). Likewise an apparently older
source in Martene, 1, 4, 9, 4 (1, 419 E):
mixtim cum pri�1ata oratio11e. The Liber
Ordi11arius of Liege (Yolk, 103) speaks of

a Pater Hoster quod

a

sillglllis dicitur i11ter

primum et secu11dum Ag11us.
"Ordo eccl. Lateral!. (Fischer, 85 f.) ; cf.
the division already in the �Iissa! of Re
miremont (12th cent.) : Marlene, 1, 4, 9,
9 (I, 423 C D). In the cathedral of Tours
clericuli had to entone the second Ag11 us
Dei after the Communion; �lartene, 1, 4,
XIX (I, 606 E); cf. XXII (612 E). Ac
cording to the Mass-arrangement of the
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pened, and still does among the Carthusians," that only one Agnus Dei
was sung after the Pax Domini, the second and third not being taken up
till after the Communion. Thus, insofar as a Communion of the assistants
or of the people followed, the Agnus Dei became even more of a Com
munion song, with the communio of the Proper of the l\lass added as
sequet••
Like so many other chants of the Mass, the Agnus Dei also was over
spread with tropes, especially in the later Middle Ages. These tropes are
a good index of the notions that were at that time associated with the
Agnus Dei.00

8.

Concluding Rites before the Communion

In many sacramentaries of the earlier Middle Ages the Mass ordo closes
with the Agnus Dei, if it has not already ended with the Pax Domini.This
should not be surprising, for according to the older system the only thing
that followed in the way of priestly prayers was the post-communion
(after the communion), which, being a variable text, did not really belong
to the ordo of the ::\lass.
At the same time-to follow the conceptions of this and the following
period further-the Agnus Dei formed the conclusion of the canon, the
point at which the priest once more emerged from the sanctuary of the
sacrificial and commemora�tive celebration. Since for a long time the Te
igitur was not to be started till after the Sanctus and Benedictus had been

sung, the Agnus Dei was the first song after the beginning of the canonmonastery of Bee the priest says the com

tween the invocation and the petition mise
rere nobis, resp. do11a nobis pacem. Ac

mingling prayer between the first and sec
ond Ag11us Dei; Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI
(I, 674C).

cordingly the content is mainly an elabora

(1, 419 f.) ; ibid .,

attributes and claims to honor of the divin

I, 4, XXV (I, 634 D). Ordi11arium Cm·t.
(1932), c. 27, 14. The celebrant also pro

extolled. A widely spread Tropus that ap

'"Cf. �Iartene, 1, 4, 9, 4

nounces the 2nd and 3rd Ag11us only after
the Communion; ibid., c. 2, 17.-A trace
of this is also found in the rite of Lyons
(Buenner, 256; 281

ff.) : insertion of the

Ve11ite populi after the first Aglllts. More
over until 1780 at a non-pontifical �1ass
in the liturgy of Lyons only one Ag11us Dei
was generally sung; Buenner, 280 f.
"" Cf. supra, p. 337. Ordo eccl. Lateral!.

tion of the invocation in such manner that
ity as well as the humanity of Christ are
peared in the 1Oth century runs as follows :
Ay11us Dei . .. mwzdi. Qui patris i11
sofia residc 11 s per srecula
m iserere nobis.

regnas

Agmts Dei ... mundi. Tu pax, tu pi
b01zitas, miseratio,
Christe
m iserere nobis.
Agnus Dei ... mundi. Singula discu

etas,

ticns cum sederis arbiter orbis
miscrerc n obis.
Blume, 374 (n. 386). The earliest exam

(Fischer, 86; cf. 12).
So also in Ordo
Rom. V, n. 11 (PL, 78, 990 A).
""Blume-Bannister, Tropc11 des Missale, I,

ple is already cited in the commentary

pages 373-405. Eighty-six numbers are
here reproduced consisting mostly of three
verses, hexameters in great part, of which
one verse was to be inserted each time be-

based on Amalar, "Missa pro multis," ed.
Hansscns (Eph. liturg., 1930), 42: Qui
rcsurrexisti, Ag11us Dei consecratus et
vivificatus.
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prescinding from the closing formulas and the Pater noster of the priest
to break through the stillness. Even as late as 1549 a synod of Trier ob
jected to the practice of singing any antiphons at all after the consecra
tion till this moment of the l\Iass;' the organ, too, was supposed to be
silent till the Agnus Dei, and all were to be on their knees or stretched
out on the floor, meditating silenter on the Passion of Christ.•

But even in an earlier period the portion of the Mass where the Agnus

Dei was inserted marked the end of the Mass in a different and more pro
found sense. When general participation in Communion was no longer
taken for granted, it would seem that no one at first expected the non
communicants to remain during the Communion. In the Gallic liturgy the
solemn blessing after the Pater noster formed an ostensible termination,
you might say, a sort of formal dismissal of the faithful who were not

communicating, and it was actually so understood.3 In Rome the forms
were much plainer, but the views were the same. In the sixth century it
had already become a time-honored practice for the deacon to call out
before Communion: Si quis non communicat, del locum, that is, the non
communicants should make room, which in practice meant that they had
to leave.' For, in view of the Roman manner of distributing Communion,
which was done not before the altar to those who came up, but in the
nave of the church to all present, any other solution was difficult.

A further step in this arrangement is found in other Roman sources of
the seventh and eighth centuries. After the Pax Domini the announcements
were made regarding the next stational service, pertinent feasts of martyrs,
fast days and other ecclesiastical affairs, the time set aside

'Cf. supra I, 124, note 121 ; 134, note 37.
"
3

Can. 9

( Hartzheim, VI, 600).

Cf. supra, I, 235; II, p. 295.

'Gregory the Great. Dial., II, 23 (PL, 66,
178 f.), in the life of St. Benedict tells of
two nuns, who despite the saint's threat to
exclude them from Communion failed to
curb their tongues and so died and were
buried in the church ; they were seen by
someone to arise from the grave and leave
the church with the others every time the
summons mentioned was issued. The pas
sage is to a great extent falsely explained,
as if there were question here of the dis
missal of the penitents before the Mass of
the Faithful, thus, e.g., F. Probst, Die
abe,tdliindische Messe von 5-8 Jahrh un

dcrt (Munster, 1896), 115. Also the refer
ence to the similar summons : o l cixo<>w>"IJ"tot
T.EtJtr.o:-:+,ao:n, in Timothy of Alexandria (d.
385), Responsa canonica (PG, 33, 1301 C),
where the summons before the Eucharistia

is

discussed,

involves

•

for these an-

only

an external

parallel. But there is question rather in our
case of a summons addressed before Com
munion to non-communicants; thi3 is
shown especially by the continuation of the
story : As Benedict sent an offering for
the two nuns and this was offered up, and
when the summons again was given, ct a
diacono iuxta morem clamatum est ut non
commtmicanles ab

ecclesia exirent,

the

mysterious incident failed to recur; Cf.
Jungmann, Die lateinisclzen Bussrite11, 23 f.
-As everyone knows, this call is intro
duced in the Pontificate Romanum as
among the duties of the exorcists. How
this came about, see de Puniet, The Roman
Pontifical, 134.
In the later Gelasianum (�fohlberg, n.
1566) : Post hrec commone11da est plebs
pro ieirmiis primi, quarti, septimi et decimi
mensis temporibus suis, siz•e pro scrutiniis
vel aurium apertione siz•e orandttm pro in-
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nouncements being either before the Communion in general or (after the
celebrant had communicated) before the Communion of the congregation,"
that is, before the Agnus Dei, insofar as this had become a Communion
song!
In Rome, just as in the area of the Gallic liturgy, only those remained
at the Communion who were really going to receive. Efforts to get a
stricter idea under way and to insist on the presence of all the people
also at Communion first cropped up in Spain." This idea then took hold
all through the land of the Franks in conjunction with the adoption of the
Roman liturgy. In the Gelasian Sacramentaries, which were substituted
for the Gallican since the turn of the seventh century, both a text and a
suitable location were wanting for the accustomed Gallic blessing after
the Pater noster. But on many days a prayer super populum was provided
after the post-communion, and besides, as an appendix to the canon of the
l\Iass, a special selection of other formulas of such a blessing were offered
under the title: Item benedictiones super populum.• The Gallic benedic
tions after the Pater noster were kept in part, but only at pontifical Mass.'"
firmis

ad mmtiandmn natalicia san

I, n.20 (Stapper, 29; missing however in

Post hcec communicat sacerdos

Mabillon) note.
According to the order of the scrutinies
of Clm. 6425 (11th cent.) which corre
sponds to the Ordo Rom. VII, the an
nouncement of the scrutinies at the Sunday
service should take place before the Agnus

vel

ctorum.

cum ordi1 1 i b us sacris et cum onmi populo.

The older Gclasianum, III, 16 (Wilson,
236), is in agreement. Cf. similar refer
ences in Martene, 1, 4, 9, 7 (I, 422 C) and
in Mohlberg-Manz, n. 1566. The formula,
that elsewhere quickly disappeared in the
Frankish tradition, is stitt found in the Sac
ramentary of Reims in the lOth century;
U. Chevalier, Sacramclltaire et martyro
loge de l'a/Jbayc de S. Rcmy ( Bibliotheque
liturg., 7; Paris, 1900), 344 f.
• C apitulare
eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca,
200); Ordo Rom. I, n.20 (PL, 78, 946 f.);
Ordo Rom. II, n. 14 (PL, 78, 975). Ac
cording to these sources the announce
ments take place after the fraction has
been completed and the Agmts Dei accom
panyin� it has been sung and after the
pope himself has communicated, but before
the Communion of the clergy and the peo
ple. The Breviarium (Silva-Tarouca,200)
also has the Communion of the clerici
precede, the Ordo of S. Amand (Duchesne,
Christian IVorslzip, 462) has it at least
begin. The Ordo Rom. XI (12th cent.), n.
34 ( PL, 78, I 038) still has the regional
subdeacon announce the Station a11te com
m zmio ncm; not until all this is done is the
Communion chant intoned. Dco Gratias is
the response to the announcement, as the
last three sources and also the Ordo Rom.

•

Dei; see the evidences in H. Mayer, ZkTh,
38 (1914), 37 2. Naturally in that case as
well as in that of the Ordo Rom. XI,
there is question only of a custom long
since crystallized; that becomes evident
from the contemporary Ordo eccl. Lateran.
(Fischer, 87, I. 9), according to which the
announcement of the feast days takes place
before the Postcommzmio.
• Here the
IV Synod of Toledo (633),
can. 18 (�fansi, X, 624), points out an
opposite custom that was developing; N 011mtlli sacerdotc s post dic t am orationcm do
millicam statim commzmicant et postea be
uedictiollem in populo dant; this is now

forbidden.
• }.fohlberg, n. 1569-1581. Cf. for the re
lated manuscripts the Concordance-tables
of 1fanz, ibid., p. 339, and the further data
in de Puniet, Le polltifical de Gellone (spe
cial printing from the Eph. liturg., 19341938)216 f.
10
One group of the manuscripts of the later
Gclasianum contains as an addition to the
Gelasian formulas a further appendix of
Bmedictinnes episcopales super populum,
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All the more eagerly, then, must these benedictions have been adopted.
As a natural result the old direction, in these new circumstances, was taken
to mean that the people were to remain, according to the Roman pattern,

till this last prayer of blessing, therefore also during the Communion.
This interpretation of the Jaw became so firmly established in the course
of the century that it could not be dislodged even with the ultimate adop

tion of the Gregorian Sacramentary which began about 785, even though
here the oralio super populum was no longer to be found during the Len
ten season.11

9. Communion of the Priest: Preparatory Prayers
In the early Church, because the concept of the l\Iass as a sacred repast,
meal, the oa"i7tvov x.uptax.6v, was so much to the fore, it was taken for
granted that the l\1ass would culminate in the reception of the Sacrament
a

by all the participants. In Justin's time this was so much a matter of course

that the deacons, as he remarked in both of his accounts, even brought
some of the hallowed gift to the absent.' A fixed order was followed in
arranging the reception, as we discover somewhat later: the leader (bishop
or priest) of the assembly was the first to receive "so that it may be made
clear that he has offered the sacrifice for all, according to the established
partly oi Gallican coinage; de Ptu1iet, 21823ri. Cf. supra, pp. 296 f.
"The name be11edictio super populum was
now transferred to the Postcommunion.
Thus already in the Expositio "Primum in
orrfillc" (PL, 138, 1186) which originated

in 800, unless this designation actually con
an oralio mper popu
the proximately con
Angliberti (Bishop,
323): the communi
cants should be able to hear the bel!edictio11<'111 sive comp/etiol!em missre (in the
Gregorianum the Postcommunio was com

ceals the survival of
lum. In any case v.
temporaneous Ordo
Lituryica Jzistorica,

monly called Ad comple11dum. Perhaps the

The same designation of the Postcommunio
in Rabanus Maurus, De inst. cler., c. 33
(PL, 107, 324); idem., Additio de missa
(326); Walafried Strabo, De e.rord. et
i1tcrem., c. 22 (PL, 114, 951). After all
that has been said, it will not be necessary
to follow the line of thought presented by
]. Lechner, "Der Schluszsegen des Priest
ers in der hi. 11esse" (Festschrift E. Eich
mann [Paderborn, 1940]), 676 ff. In dis
cussing this new designation of the Post
communion by the Carolingian lituq�ists, he
speaks of "an interpretation arranged ad
hoc"

(677), of "an erudite exegesis that

is artificially contrived" (679) in an en

(;regorian background and the same mode

deavor to find in the synodal stipulations

demand of the Admo11itio generalis of
Charlemagne of 789, c. 71 ( MGH Cap.,
I, 5<)) : ut 11011 cxeant a11te comp/etionem
i>cllcdictiollis sacerdotalis; also in the col
lection of capitulars of Ansegisus (com
pleted 827), I, 67 (�IGH Cap., I, 403 ).
Amalar, De ecc/. off., III, 36 f. (PL 105
1155 f.) calls the Postcommunion ultima
br11edictio, the oralio super populum of
Lent he terms ulterior ultima btmedictio.

the faithful remain for the blessing) a sup

"f expression is to be presupposed in the

of the 6th century (which demanded that
port for the requirement that they remain
till the end of Mass. This new designation
of the Postcommunion as bencdictio was
made all the easier, after the intermediate
Gelasian stage, by the fact that at all sacer
dotal orations the faithful assumed the
same bodily posture as at the imparting of
a blessing; cf. supra, I, 370 f.; II, pp. 141 f.
1 Supra I, 22 f.
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order of priestly service": next came the other members of the clergy, in
order of their ecclesiastical rank; and finally the people."
Even in the most ancient Roman ordines, the Communion of the as
sembled congregation, at least at the stational services, f ormed a natural
termination, which appeared like the exact counterpart of the offering of
•

the gifts by the congregation at the start of the Sacrifice-:\Iass. Here, too,
the pope himself received the Sacrament first; he took the bread and par
took from the chalice held by the archdeacon. Then he distributed the
Body of the Lord to the bishops and priests, and started off the distribution
to the people by stepping down (followed by the archdeacon with the
chalice), first to the noble men and then over to the noble ladies, to give
them the Sacrament.'
In the fuller development of the l\Iass-liturgy, as it proceeded eventually
on Frankish soil, the Communion of the celebrant assumed a more promi
nent position, to such an extent, in fact, that as time went on it alone
began to be considered an integral part of the liturgy. Its rite was regulated
more and more, and encompassed by special prayers which the priest was
to say softly to himself. Even here the comparison to the offertory is
marked, for in the offertory, too, a similar evolution took place, although
in a somewhat different rhythm. But neither in the offertory nor in the
Communion was the original design destroyed by this development; it is
still clearly manifest at present. So just as the offertory activity of the
congregation is still recalled in the offertory chant which grew around it,
and still finds its conclusion in the oratio super oblata that marks the
close, so the Communion chant which was designed to accompany the
Communion of the people has been retained throughout all the changes in
the ceremony, and so too until now-and especially in our own day-the
Communion cycle closes with a community prayer (corresponding to the
oration mentioned above), called the post-communion.
The Communion of the priest is at present introduced by two lengthy
prayers in oration style, subjoined to the prayer for peace, and it is accom
panied by a series of shorter prayer-phrases which continue even after the
consumption of the Precious Blood. This cycle of silent prayers-like the
parallel structure around the offertory-was added to the Roman l\Iass in
the area of the Gallo-Frankish Church. Like the former, they are mainly
shoots that grew from the still living roots of the abandoned Gallican
liturgy. But to a higher degree even than the prayers at the offertory, they
are private prayers, as the "!"-form which is their very basis clearly
betrays. We will also have occasion to establish that they were all originally
designed to serve for the devotion of the other communicants as well." This
• Theodore
of
Mopsuestia,
Sermmzes
catech., VI (Rucker, 36).
8 See enumeration Const. Ap., VIII, 13, 14
(Quasten, Mon., 230) : Priests, deacons,
subdeacons, lectors, singers, monks (aax7)"tcx(

deaconesses,

virgins,

widows,

children,

people.

'Ordo Rom. I, n. 19f. (PL, 78, 946f.).
As a mark of distinction the Communion
of the regionary clergy and certain officials
of the court takes place at the Cathedra
of the pope. • Infra, pp. 367 f; pp. 400 ff.
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is not strange. The oriental liturgies, too, have the priest prepare himself
for Communion by private prayer, and at least the Byzantine has him
make a private thanksgiving at once after Communion.• The prevailing
address to Christ and the partly unusual concluding formulas7 are also
in keeping with the non-Roman origin of these prayers.
The oldest texts are again found in the Sacramentary of Amiens, which
belongs to the ninth century. It presents two preparatory prayers, the first
of which is the one that is still used at present as the first prayer: Domine
]esu Christe, Fili Dei vivi." But it is clear that we do not here have the
beginnings of all later Communion prayers, but only one sample of such
creations, for the first prayer here shows one isolated variant,• while the
other prayer'0 apparently does not generally recur in the later transmission
of such texts.
Our second preparatory prayer, Perceptio, also is met already in the
tenth century, in two books stemming from the northeast portion of the
Carolingian domain," and in both cases it precedes its companion formula.
In contra�t to our first prayer, this formula as a rule makes mention only
of the Body of our Lord,"' as it does at present. For this reason it was in
later times preferred for the Good Friday Communion, where only the
species of bread was received.
Often (as was the case already in the Sacramentary of Fulda) these two
formulas are accompanied by a third which is addressed to God the Father.
This prayer frequently took the place of the others. But even at its first
Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgen/and,
1(>3.

•

1

Thus in the Sarum Missal of the 13th

century (Legg, The Sarum Missal, 226 f.)
our first communion oration Domine Jesu
Christe has a Gallican conclusion, Sa/va
lor mzmdi qui vivis ... In the Missale of
Lucca (11th cent.; Ebner, 305) the Sal
afar mundi is taken into the invocation.
Other examples, see also i11fra n. 11, 14.
The only thing noteworthy regarding de
tails in the form of today's concluding for
mula of the communion prayers, as well
as that of the preceding prayer for peace,
is that it reflects the variation of expres
sion from the early Middle Ages, whereas
according to a later rule it ought to be qui
vivis et rcgnas in srecula sreculorum, at all
events with the Trinitarian extension as
in the second communion prayer).
• Leroquais
(Eph. liturg., 1927) 444;
Sacramentary of Le Mans (also from the
9th cent.): Leroquais, Les sacramentaires,
I, 30.
• Namely after the fac me the inserted in
vocation Domi11e Deus meus. The prayer

coincides for the rest in the first half with
today's text; the continuation runs most
ly as follows in the oldest texts as well as
in the Sacramentary of Ratoldus ( PL, 78,
244) : ... per hoc sacrum corpus et san
guinem tuum a cunctis iniquitatibus et uni
versis malis meis, et fac me tuis oba?dire
prreceptis et a te nunquam in perpetuum
separari. Qui cum Patre.
10
Da mihi Domine peccatori . . . related,
as far as content is concerned, to the pres
ent-day oration Perceptio.
"Sacramentary of Fulda (Richter-Schon
felder, n. 24), with the variation Perceptio
corporis et sanguinis lui and with the Gal
lican conclusion Te donante qui; Sacra
mentary of Ratoldus of Corbie ( PL, 78,
244).
111 The addition et sanguinis as in the Sac
ramentary of Fulda (and in that of Cor
hie; ) occasionally also later; thus as a
supplement in the Sacramentary of the
Papal Court Chapel of the 13-14th cen
turies; Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937),
207; in Missale of Riga (supplement of
the 15th century): v. Bruiningk, 87.
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appearance it presented itself not as a component of liturgical prayer, but
as a private prayer: 13
!Jomi11c, sanctc l'ater, omnipote11s (£ ferne Dcrts, da mihi corpus et sang ui
nem Christi filii lui Domini nostri ita sumcre, uf mcrcar per hoc remis
sioncm peccatorum accipcre et trw Sa11cfo Spiritzt rep/cri. Quia tu cs Deus
et in fe est Deus et pr (E ter te non est a/ i u s, cu iu s regmwt perm anet in
Sa!cula srecuorum. ..

A series of still other formulations of a prayer of preparation appear here
and there, but never gained widespread use. Some of them," like the prayers
"Noticed for the first time in the prayer

348. The same as a private prayer in a

hook of Charles the Bald (d. 877), ed. Fel.
Ninguarda (1583), 115 f.
a In the 9th
century still in a Sacramen
tary of Tours (Leroquais, I, 49). In the

Communion-arrangement
of
Montecas
sino; Wilmart (previous note), 326. Like

1Oth

century

in

the Sacramentaries of

Fulda (Richter-Schonfelder, n. 26), Char
tres (Leroquais, I. 76), of Ratoldus (PL,
78, 245). The formula, in which the Gal
lican concluding formula (Quia tu . . . )
often varies, was still widespread in the
later Middle Ages; it formed part of the
permanent Mass order in Normandy and
in England; Martene 1, 4, XXVI-XXVIII
(I, 638, 641, 645, 669); Legg, Tracts, 14 f.,
66, 226. In a more expanded version in two
Communion devotions at the turn of the
11th century, ed. A. Wilmart, "Prieres
pour Ia communion en deux psautiers du
Mont-Cassin (Eph. liturg., 43 ( [1929]) ,
320-328), 323; 326. Cf. Fiala,

213.

wise with another extension (... esto pec
catis meis p er assumptioncm corporis ... )
in the Missal of Remiremont (12th cent.) :
Martene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 424) ; also in the
Vorau Missal of the 15th century, Kock,
134; it is a Postcommzmio of the Fulda
Sacramentary
(Richter-Schonfelder, n.
2185). Ebner notices another formula from
Italian Mass books that begins with Do
mille J. C. Pili Dei vivi nc indignum me
i udices (189), and another with Domi11e
J. C. qui in ccrna (256).-0ftentimes
lengthy formulas are found with the be
ginning D o min e, 11011

s u m dig nus; con

cerning these tide infra, p. 355.-Two Mis
sals of Tortosa (15th and 16th cent.) con
tain a prayer, Domine Jesu Christe Pili Dei
viti, pone passion em tuam, crucem et mor

15

Aside from shorter texts in an optative
form the following are to be noted : in the

tem tuam inter iudicium t u um et animam
meam, whereupon petitions and interces

Sacramentary from Thierry of the end of

sions follow; Ferreres, 186; the prayer is
reminiscent of the Admonitio morinzti of

lOth century a formula Da mihi Domine
corpus, with the petition for a worthy re
ception now and at the hour of death; 1.1ar
tene, 1, 4, X (I,

551 D). A formula Fiat

St.

Anselm.

(PL,

158,

687).-English

�lass-books propose a prayer during which
the priest holds the Host in his hands, Deus

mihi obsecro Domine (corresponding to
our Perceplio in content), among others in

pater, fans et origo totius bo1ritatis, qui

the �fissa Illyrica; �fartene• 1, 4, IV (I,

isti, quam ego hie

SIS D); cf. ibid., XV (I, 593 E). A for
mula Prresta milri peccato r i miscricors
CIH-iste, with a petition for a very fruitful

.

.

•

L'nigenit um tuum ... carnem sumere volu

. .

in manib us meis teneo
. ; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 670 B);

Legg, Tracts, 15; 227; Ferreres, 187;
188; Maskell, 174. In England, and also

reception, in the Sacramentary of Subiaco
from the year 1075; Ebner, 339. In the
Mass-arrangements of the Middle Ages
about the II- 12th centuries, formulas were

tory and for one's sins, Agimus tibi Patri
gratias ; Martene, I, 4, 9, 9 (l, 426 B);

circulated that began with Domine Jesu
Clr ris t e pr opitiu s eslo mihi peccaiori et ne

Legg, The Sarum Missal, 227; the same,
M issale W estmonasteriense ( HBS, 5) •

respicias, and the petition that the recep

519. As a 12-13th century supplement in
the �Iissal of St. Vincent: Fiala, 217; 224.
-A further supply of Communion prayers,

tion might not redound to one's judgment;
Ebner, 331; cf. 101, 102, 183, 341, 346,

in France, an offering up of the Body and
Blood of Christ for the souls in Purga
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already mentioned, are marked entirely by a tone of humble petition.
Others have a hymnic character.'"
However, some l\Iass books even in the tenth

17

and the eleventh cen

turies did not take up any of these new Communion prayers.'" On the
other hand, Bernold of Constance tells of many prayers which some asso
ciate with the kiss of peace and the Communion. And he agrees with
other custodians of a good tradition in maintaining that one ought to lose
no time over such privat(£ orationes which are in use non ex ordine, sed
ex rcligiosorum traditione, and that one ought to be satisfied with the one
oration Domine Jcsu Christe, qui ex voluntate Patris,'" which is to be said

among them two Apologies, in a Premon
stratensian �Iissal of the 1 4th century from
Chotieschau; see Lentze, Anal. P rre m ., 27
(1951), 17; cf. ibid., 26 (1950), 1 40. Even
the Sacramentary of Boldau in Hungary
(circa 11 95) already contains three ap
parently independent, but extensive pre
paratory prayers in the appendix of the
l\1 ass-ordo, eel. Kniewald: Theologia, 6
(Budapest, 1 939), 25 f.
16
If we prescind from the short greetings
with which we shall deal later on, we find
such hymnic inserts especially, though
not exclusively, in the Mass-books of
Styria. According to the Mass-arrange
ment of Seckau (1 2th and 14th cent.) the
priest said Gloria retcrno Pa tri et Agno
mitissimo qui frequenter immolatur per

maHctque integer ... Kock, 1 27; 1 29; cf.
53, 128, 133 (in connection with the ablu
tion) .-A Mass-book of St. Lambrecht,
1 4-15th century, proposes in the same
place a prayer in five hexameters beginning
with Tc vcncranda caro, followed by sev
eral other peculiar comositions ( Kock,
130). A �!ass-book from Vorau (1 4-1 5th
cent.; Kock, 1 33; cf. 79) has the hymns
0 <'e re digna hostia and 0 salutaris hostia
immediately after the Communion. Another
proposes the Anima Christi to be prayed
before Communion (1 5th cent.; Kock, 76;
132). A broadened version of the same
from the 1 5th century in a Missal of Cam
brai (\Vilmart. Auteurs spirituels, 21 f.).
A }.fissal of the 1 3th century from Stift
Schlagl, Cpl. 47-1 , uses the hymn Jesu
nostra rcdcmptio before Communion (M.
]. Waefelghem, in Au alectes de l'Ordre de
Prhnontre [1 91 2], p. 1 40). This, along
with further stanzas of the hymn and vari
ous Scripture phrases, was still in use later

in the liturgy proper to the Premonstra
tensians (Lentze, Anal. Prrem. [1950]
1 44).-The }.lass-arrangement of the mon
astery of Bee: 11artene, 1 , 4, XXXVI (1,
67 4), places at the priest's disposal pro
a11imi desiderio before Communion the
hymn Ave vcrum corpus and a lengthy
prayer 0 pcmis a11gelorum.-The Regens
burg Missale about 1 500, places here the
distych Ave sa/us mu11di (Beck, 270); cf.
supra, p. 215. The same with the beginning
Salve sa/us mundi in the Ordinal of the
Carmelites of 1 31 2 (Zimmermann, 83); cf.
also Missale of Carmelites of 1 663 (Fer
reres, 1 87) and the present-day Missale 0.
Carm. (1935), 31 8.-In a Missal of Pas
sau of the 1 4th century a prayer begins
Salve re:c fabricator mundi whereupon the
0 vera digna lzostia mentioned above fol
lows; Rad6, 102.-A 11issal of the 1 4th
century from Gerona has the priest pray
Adora te, Domi11e J. C. .. . quem c redo
sub lzac specie quam te11eo sive video; Fer
reres, p. XLVI.
17
18

Leroquais, I, 66, 72, 84, 90.

From the 1 1 th century, cf. Leroquais, I,
1 06, 108, 1 20, 1 27; Ebner, 7, 53, 65, 1 05,
etc. Even some isolated manuscripts of the
1 2th century still conclude the Mass-o1·do
with Fiat commixtio or with the Ag11us
Dei; Ebner, 36, 89, etc.; an Aelmont Mis
sal of the 1 3th century that concludes with
Aylllts Dei in Kock, 3.
19 Bernold, M i crologus, c. 19 (PL, 1 51 ,
989); c£. c. 23. Sicard o f Cremona (d.
1226); Mitralc, III, 8 (PL, 213, 1 41 f.)
is equally reserved. So also Durandus (d.
1 296), IV, 54, 1 0, who otherwise explains
every word in detail, handles the prepara
tory prayers but briefly, evidently because
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bowed. As a matter of fact, this prayer does not seldom appear all alone.00
How much a favorite it was is attested also by the different variants."'
But the eagerness for an increase of such prayers was even stronger.
Some wanted first a prayer addressed to God the Father, and only then
one addressed to the Son." Finally, the wish was expressed that a prayer
should be added addressed to the Holy Ghost,"" or at any rate one for the
grace of the Holy Ghost."' Or else free rein should be given to the private
devotion of the celebrant. Even in the sixteenth century there were those
who upheld this opinion and put it into practice."" In the l\Iass plans of
Middle Italy, where the monasteries had obviously borrowed their prayer
material from the sister establishments of the North, the two prayers
come to the fore side by side with increasing frequency since the eleventh
century. But the first of them, Domine Jesu Christe, in these and other
he regards them as matter for private devo
tion. Cf. Solch, Hugo, 138 f.
""}.!issale of Monte Cassino
(11-12th
cent.) Ebner, 310; Sacramentary of Mo
dena (before 1173): Muratori, I, 94; Or
dii!Orium O.P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 244) and
Liber ordinarius from Liege (Yolk, 96);
Ordinarium of the Carthusians; Legg,
Tracts, 102; cf. Martene, 1, 4, XXV (I,
634C) and even later, e.g., Missale Cart.
(1713), 222; also in a Missale itinerantium
from Cologne, 1505: Beck, 337.
21
Three modifications, among them one
with an intercession for the departed and
one with prayer for the living in the Mis
sale of Fecamp, circa 1400. Martene, 1, 4,
XXVII (I, 641 f.).
"' This arrangement frequent in the north
ern French and the English Mass-books;
thus already in the Missale of Robert of
}umieges from the 11th century, ed. Wil
son (HBS, 11), 47 f. So also in the fol
lowing period; v. Legg, Tracts, 15; 48;
66: 227; Martene, 1, 4, XXVI-XXVIII
(I, 638, 641, 645); cf.ibid., 1, 4, 9, 9 (I,
425 C).
""Such a prayer (Domine Sancte Spiritus)
is handed down in several Mass�arrange
ments from monasteries in Southern Italy;
Ebner, 348, 157; Fiala, 204. In the two
last cases ( l\1issale of the 15th century
from Monte Vergine and a missal of the
12th century from St. Vincent) as well as
in the Communion devotions at the end
of the 11th century from Monte Cassino,
ed. Wilmart (Eph. liturg., 1929), 326, it
has its place in fact after a prayer each to
God the Father and God the Son. Wilmart

(228) traces the core of the formula back
to Peter Damian ( PL, 145, 922 C). In
the Missale from Monte Vergine and in
the second version of the Communion de
votion mentioned (ibid., 326 f.) a prayer
to each of the Divine Persons also follows
after the Communion.
"'Hugo of S. Cher, Tract. super nussam
(ed. Solch, 49 f.) testifies that some say
the prayer Assit nobis, quresunws Domine,
virtus Spiritus Sancti or Veni Sanctc
Spiritus for the purpose of rounding out
the series to the whole Trinity. He him
self does not recommend this.-Cf. Solch,
Hugo, 139-142.
""Jod. Clichtoveus (d. 1543), Elucidato
rium (Basle, 1517), 150 v., discusses the
Communion prayer Domi11e Jesu Christc
and Perceptio and then adds: Alii vero
( quisquc pro more sure ecclesire) alias
orationes secundum dcvotionis sure af
fectum et recte quidem dicunt.-St. Fran
cis Xavier inserted in this place a prayer
for the conversion of the heathens; G.
Schurhammer, Der hl. Franz Xaver (Frei
burg, 1925), 241.-] ohn Bechofen (circa
1500) is somewhat stricter, inasmuch as
he would permit the addition of such
prayers only mentally, but not vocally;
Franz, Die Messe, 594 f. Louis Ciconio
lanus, Directorium div. off. (Rome, 1539;
Legg, Tracts, 211), also inserts, after the
Domine 11011 sum dignus, a prayer that ap
parently does not occur elsewhere (Do
mille Jesu Christe, da mihi ...
) which the
priest should say submissa voce vel potius
mente.
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uses very frequently follows the reception of Communion ; "" this is true
less often of the second formula, Perceptio.-n
In these arrangements of the prayers is revealed the attitude towards
the Sacrament which prevailed even at the height of the Middle Ages, an
attitude which was concerned less with a special preparation of the soul as
such, but rather with the production of the opus operatum which is to be
sought from God."" Since the last years of the eleventh century the two
formulas appear at one or another time in Italy in the present-day arrange
ment,'"' and even outside Italy the same arrangement had made its way

before Pius V.'"'

In the arrangement as we have it now, the two prayers serve as a final
preparation for the reception of the Sacrament. Prescinding from the
Great Prayer itself, there was already a first preparation in the Lord's
Prayer, in which we asked the heavenly Father for the sacred bread. In
this second step we turn our prayer to Christ, a course which is undoubt
edly to be expected even in liturgical prayer. But all the same, even in
this we do not lose sight of the gift character of the Sacrament. In other
words, our prayer is directed not to Christ as present under the form of
bread, but always to Christ who "liveth and reigneth" in heavenly majesty
and who, "by this, His most holy Body and Blood," will deliver us from
sin and sorrow. The idea of the heavenly Christ and his heavenly exist
ence is so strong that it is not eclipsed even by the sacramental nearness.
In the Agnus Dei the latter could flash momentarily. But the mood which
prevails in the popular devotion since the late Middle Ages, and which
has found an outlet in the Fourth Book of the Imitatio Christi, and in
subsequent prayerbook literature-that mood here was stopped short and
not permitted to turn the reception of Communion into a meditative visit
to the Blessed Sacrament."1 Instead, a complete view of the Christian
world of faith is maintained and not even in the moment of reception is
it forsaken in favor of a partial view.32
"'Ebner, 5; 20; 101; 102; 305; 311; 334;
339; 349; cf. 157 f. Similarly in old Italian
�lass-orders; see, e.g., .Martene, 1, 4, IV;
\";VIII; XIII; XV (I, 516,528,541,579,
5(}4). Enumeration
Eiscnhofer, II, 211.
21

from

Leroquais

in

Cf., however, earlier and later .Mass

orders in France and on the Rhine. .Mar
lene, 1,4,VIII; XVII; XX VI; XXVIII;
XXXII f. (I, 541,602,638,645,657,661) ;
Leroquais, I 140; 186; 197, etc.-That the
Communion prayers, on the other hand,
often occur even before the Kiss of Peace
and the pertinent prayers was already noted
above. p. 340, n. 50.
"'For the rest Gihr, 762, rightly calls at
tention to the fact that the prayer Domine

Jesu Christe was formulated in such a
general way (per hoc sacrosanctum corpus
.

.

.

) that it did not have to refer exclu

sively to the Communion, but could also
be understood as a petition for the fruit of
the Sacrifice.
29

Ebner, 299; 317;

335;

.Mass-ordo

of

John Burchard: Legg, Tracts, 162 f.
""Mass-ordo

"Indutus

planeta":

Legg,

187; Freising Missale of 1520: Beck, 309.

31 Amalar, Ep. ad Guntrad. (PL, 105,
1339), offers an early example of this
manner of meditating.
32

The inclination to complete this transi
tion is certainly evident in many a Mass
book of the �fiddle Ages. Thus already in
a text dated about 1100 our oration Domi-
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This complete view is unfolded in a wonderful way, briefly, concisely,
in the very first Communion prayer, Domine Jcsu Christe. As someone
has rightly said, a whole theology is contained in this one prayer. We can
also say that in it the grand concepts of the anamnesis once more come to
life. Grand, indeed. Before our mind's eye appears again the picture of Him
whose Body and Blood will soon be our nourishment. At the very start
of the prayer our gaze is fixed on the Christ whom we in this solemn
moment call-as Peter did C�Iatth. 16: 16)-the Son of the living God.
Then our look takes in His momentous work of renewing and reviving the
world (vivificasti), that work which will be continued in one tiny point
in the Sacrament about to be received; our look takes in the well-spring
of this work in the grace-laden decree of the heavenly Father:tl and in the
obedience unto death of the Son; it takes in the completion of that work
in the operation of the Holy Spirit. Grand, too, is the plea which we now
direct to the Lord, confiding in His most holy Body and Blood which He
has vouchsafed to us as a sacrifice and which He wills to grant us as a
repast; the things we ask are things of magnitude: deliverance from all
sin, the strength to be true to His commandments, and-the same petition
which we made in the instant before the consecration-the grace of final
perseverance, so that we may never be separated from Him. Here, in
bold strokes, the whole pattern of Christianity is presented to view.
The second prayer, Perceptio, recalling the Apostle's earnest words
about an unworthy reception (1 Cor. 11 :29), seizes upon one negative
point in the first prayer, the curbing of sin. Whoever dares to receive

(prrEsumo) may not be conscious of any grave fault; he that eats un
worthily, eats the judgment unto himself. But who is really worthy? All
that each and everyone can do is raise a humble prayer for the Lord's
leniency (pro tua pietate). The positive side of the petition blends the
objects that are stipulated as the effect of the Sacrament in numerous
formulas of the post-communion: protection of soul and body and the
cure of our manifold weakness. Even if the body is not the direct subject
of grace, yet it is the recipient of the sacramental tokens and is destined
to secure those rays of grace which issue from the spiritual center of
man's essence.
Ill'

1 c su Christc is characterized as a pray

er of St. A ugu s tine ad Filium quem ante
se tenet; Mart e ne , I,

4,

9, 9

(I, 425 C).

The custom of holding the l3lessed Sacra
ment in one's hands during these pray ers
was already

me n ti o ne d above. But there

is no necessary connection between these
prayers and this deportment, as the

Com

munion-prayer a bove (n. 15), Deus Pater

fans, shows. The attention is thereby mere

to

the

Sacrament, as happens similarly w hen,

ac

ly directed all the more intensively

cording to the prescription o f the Missale

Rolllalllllll, 1\itus scrv. X, 3, the prayers
after the Ay11us Uci are said oculis ad
ralllCillulll illfelltis.

""Cf. Eph. 1

:

5,

9, 11, et a!.

sac
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Communion of the Priest: Ritual Procedure

As before the priest's Communion, so also during it, the old liturgy
had no accompanying prayers. In some individual places this situation
lasted a long time, even when some preparatory prayers had been admitted.
The conduct of the Communion itself was one of utmost simplicity, even
if not the same everywhere. Any previous genuflection here or elsewhere
was unknown till very late in the Middle Ages.' The priest simply retained
the posture he had, until now. He uncovered the chalice: then conveyed
flfSt the Host and next the chalice to his mouth. A previous sign of the
Cross with the Host appears here and there since the thirteenth century."
According to the system still observed by the Dominicans, the priest held
the two halves of the Host just as they were at the fraction, in the left
hand, while the right rested on the node of the chalice.' In this case the

sumptio corporis was-and is-done with the left hand: and then the
chalice was taken up at once.• But elsewhere the practice of making a
sign of the Cross over himself with the Body of the Lord before the re
ception entailed an increasing employment of the right hand,' even when
it was not already in use. When-as at the grand pontifical service-the
Communion of the celebrant did not take place at the altar, care was
exercised in olden times that he should be facing East, as at solemn prayer.•
'Cf. supra I, 123.-The two genuflections

centuries the papal liturgy gives evidence

customary today are proposed in the Mass

of the Communion with the left hand:

arrangement of John Burchard (Legg,
Tracts, 163£.), still the second does not
uccur after the uncovering of the chalice,

Ordo of Stefaneschi, n. 53 (PL, 78, 1168) ;
cf. Solch, foe. cit.-A form of respect that

hut only after the Quid retribuam that fol
lows. The second genuflection is stiii miss
ing in the monastic Missal of 1531 from
Lyons; �Iartene 1, 4, XXXIII (I, 661 B).

is strange to our way of thinking is the
one adopted in the Mass arrangement "ln
dutus planeta"

(origin period to 1244) :

Legg, Tracts, 187: The priest should lift
the host upon the paten and take it thence,

Another �iinorite Missal about 1300 pro

not with his hands, but with his tongue.

vides for the removal of the pall already

Cf. also Ebner, 151, 166. This method also

before the words Pa11cm orlcstem. Ebner,
351; cf. 317.
3 Ebner,
317;
351;
Marlene,
1,
4,

is mentioned at the turn of the 15th cen
tury by Balthasar of Pforta (Franz, 540,

2

XXXVIII;

XXXV

(I,

661 B, 670C). A

n. 2), but he does not recommend it. It
appears in 1562 among the lists of alntsus

sig-n of the cross with the chalice is not

missce; Co11cilium Tride1!ti11um, ed. Gor

especially mentioned. Such a sign, on the
contrary, is specified in the Mass-book of
Salzburg of the 12-13th century: Kock,
131 ; both signs of the cross are indicated
in Durandus, IV, 54, 11.

res,

'A related custom is that in the Press
burg 11 issal D (15th cent.) according to
which the priest takes the Body of the
Lord together with the paten in his hands
before the oration Perce ptio Corporis:

Hvor, 119.
• Solch, Hugo, 145 f. In the 13th and 14th

VIII,

923. Regarding the origin of the

custom, a Franciscan Missal of the 13th
century (Leroquais

II, !29),

reports that

the practice was introduced at the Roman
Curia under Gregory

IX

(1227-1241).

• Durandus, IV, 54, 12, wanted to see the

Communion of the chalice emphasized over

the drinking of the ablution by having the
priest take hold of the chalice with both
hands and drink it in three draughts.
'Cf. Siilch, Hugo, 146 f.
• Ordo Rom. V, n. 10 (PL, 78, 989): qui
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Even in later texts, when at times mention is made of a meditative
pause either before or after the sumptio," still a further direction is given
that the priest must take the sacred meal jestinanter, as did the Israelites
at the exodus,'" and he may not, by his own private devotion, keep the
participants waiting.
Regarding the accompanying prayers at the priest's Communion, the
texts of the earlier Middle Ages give indications of three motifs in their
introduction. The first was the desire to give proper expression to the
veneration of the Sacrament. It is the same desire from which proceeded
the Agnus Dei, and later the elevation and salutation of the Sacrament
right after the consecration. The texts composed for this we find in the
earliest and purest form in the Missal of Troyes written about 1050,11
where no other type of text is given.
First, a passage from the Acts of the Martyrdom of St. Agnes is cited:
Ecce, Jesu benignissime, quod concupivi iam video; ecce, rex clementis
sime, quod speravi iam teneo; hinc tibi qureso iungar in crelis, quod tuum

corpus et sanguinem, quamvis indignus, cum gaudio suscipio in terris.
Then follows a double salute of the Sacrament, to which each time is
added a short prayer: Ave in revum, sanctissima caro, mea in perpetuum

summa dulcedo; and then the prayer referring to the species of bread,
Perceptio." Then a greeting of the chalice: Ave in reternum, crelestis potus,
mihi ante omnia et super omnia dulcis; and to this as a prayer, the words,
Cruor ex latere D. n. J. C. mihi indigno maneat ad salutem et proficiat ad
remedium animre mere in vitam reternam. A men.
Of these, only the two salutations, Ave in revum and Ave in reternum,
gained a wider acceptance," which they kept all through the Middle Ages,"
surgens ��erial ese ad orientem et com
municet. We may follow Mabillon (PL,
78, 946, note k) in surmising that the

addition of other accompanying words, in
the Missal of Remiremont; ibid., 1, 4, 9, 9

same directional turn is to be presupposed
at the Communion of the Pope ad sedem in
Ordo Rom. I, n. 19.
• Hugo of S. Cher requires such a mcdi
tari before the reception; so also the Do
minican Missal of today and the statutes
of the Carthusians (though here it is a
modern regulation); Solch, 142. The Mis
sal of Bangor about 1400 (�faskell, 182)
gives an express instruction: Hie debet
sacerdos intime meditari de incanzatione,
caritate, passione et de dira morte Jesu
Christi, quas pro nobis passus est . . .
The Missale Rom., Ritus serv. X, 4, re
quires such a moment of meditation after
the sumptio corporis.

" Shortened at the end: ..
a11i111w ct corp oris. Am en .

1°

Franz, 518; 610.

11 M artene, 1 4, VI

(I, 534). Similarly
complete, but with an inversion and the

(I, 424).
.

tutamentum

'"Elmer, 63; 336; 338; Leroquais, I, 199;
225; 232; 259; Legg, The Sarmn Missal,
227 f. A number of French manuscripts of
the 12-16th centuries in \Vilmart, A u te urs
spirit ucls 20, n. 1.
"From the later Middle Ages should be
mentioned, for England: �1artene, 1, 4,
XXXV (I, 679 C); Maskell, 180 f.; cf.
Ferreres, 189-191 (nn. 691, 693 f., 696);
Frere, Tire Use of Sarum, I, 86 f. For
France: Lebrun, I, 537, note a. For Ger
many: Hoeynck, 375 (cf. Franz, 753);
Deck, 270, 30 9. For Hungary: Rad6, 43,
62, 71, 76, 84, 123. And in Sweden since
the end of the 14th century: Segelberg,
258; Freisen, Mallltale Lincopmse, p.
XXX, LI.- Diffe r e ntl y worded is
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mostly in connection with the pertinent phrase used at the distribution,
Corpus D. n. J. C., etc., which was added immediately. The phrase from
St. Agnes seldom recurs." On the other hand, the salutation was more
frequently expanded. And just as the salutation-sometimes even to the
wording-was used since the thirteenth century for the veneration of
the Sacrament at the consecration; so, in reverse, the forms which were
created for the consecration were later used also before Communion.'"
The second motif consists of short scriptural passages which were
suited to accompany the Communion. There was above all Psalm 115:3 f.

(12 f.) which presented the phrase Calicem salutaris accipiam as a happy
accompaniment for the reception of the chalice, but also the words Quid
retribuam Domino as an expression of awed thankfulness for the Com
munion. As a matter of fact, we find it used already since the beginning
of the eleventh century in its present-day length and in the place it occu
pies today, and even, as now, continued with the phrase from Psalm 17 :4,
Laudans invocabo Dominum et ab inimicis meis salvus ero. Here, too, it
is preceded by a phrase composed as a parallel for the reception of the
bread: Panem aelestem accipiam et nomen Domini invocabo.11 Here, of
course, the scriptural passage is farther removed from its literal meaning
than it was in its first and more ancient use at the offering of the chalice.'"
In the psalm the singer speaks out his resolve to make a thank-offering
for his delivery from a great peril and in so doing (as was probably part

of the ritual of a thank-offering) to raise the cup to praise God. But here
the cup which we intend to pick up itself contains the welfare and there
fore the reason for thanksgiving, and next to the cup lies the bread from
heaven. At this moment both of them are not so much gifts we offer up to
God as rather that sacred repast to which we are now invited. But since we
eat of this meal, it behooves us, as it behooved the psalmist, to praise the
Lord because, as His guests at table, we are delivered from every earthly
peril and safeguarded even if-as it added from Psalm 17 :4-our enemies
beset us on all sides.'"
the greeting in the Pontifical of Mainz
about 1170: Martene, 1, 4, XVII (I,
602 C) : Ave smzguis et sanctissima caro,
i11 quibus salus mzmdi est et vita.
15 Ebner,
336; Leroquais, I, 199; II, 54;
Rad6, 71; 84.-With a double greeting in
several Mass-books of the 13-15th cen
turies from Gerona; Ferreres, 190; Le
roquais, III, 98 f. Perhaps, however, the
saint's words, as we shall yet see, acted
as the occasion for inserting other words
from her Passio.-I find the formula Crux
ex latere in the Sacramentary of Caen
(11th cent.) : Leroquais, I, 183.
16
Cf. the material supra, n. 16.
17 M as s- ordo of Seez: PL, 78, 250; Mlssa
liiyrica: M artene, 1, 4, IV (1, 515).-For

calicem salutaris we find substituted, in ac
cordance with John 6: 32 f., the word
pa1zem cadestem, the name frequently used
in the Old Testament ( Ps. 77 : 24 ; 104:
40 Wisd. 16: 20) for the Manna. The
Augsburg missal of 1386 has the supple
ment: ( accipiam) de mensa Domini.
Supra, p. 55.
Cf. the same idea Ps. 22: 5.-A similar
notion of strengthened confidence in the
midst of hostile threats finds expression
in an antiphon for the Communion in the
Antiphonary of Bangor; ed. \Varren
(HBS, 10), 30: Corpus Dom in i accepimus
e t sanguine eius potati sumus. Ab omni
malo non timebimus, quia Dominus n o b is
cum est.
18
19
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In later years this combination of psalm passages appears in more or
less complete form in most of the German Mass plans "' and also in the
majority of the Italian-here since the eleventh century "'-while in France
it is less frequent.In Normandy and England it is absolutely unknown."
Sometimes, to be sure, only portions are used, or a different order is
chosen, or a different method of interweaving them with the other texts.""
In Spain the Panem crelestem is occasionally continued with the phrase
from Psalm 77 :25 about the bread of angels."' Again the last words before
the reception of Communion are formed from Psalm 50:11 f."" or Psalm

50:11-14, the celebrant striking his breast as he recites the verses."' Here
we have the same penitential concept that is behind the prescriptions of our
ritual, which lays down that at Communion for the sick the Psalm Mise
rere is to be recited on the way."' It presupposes some what the same
spiritual experience that agitated the soul of the Apostle Peter at the
miraculous draught of fishes; the nearness of the Son of God draws from
our lips the anguished cry: "Depart from me, 0 Lord, I am a sinful man"
(Luke 5:8).
Especially in later times, similar exclamations, in which an acknowl
edgment of sinfulness is combined with confidence in God's mercy, are
frequently extracted from the New Testament, to be used at the moment
of Communion. Thus, there is the prayer of the tax collector: Deus,
propitius esto mihi peccatori (Luke 18:13) ,"" or the exclamation of the
prodigal son: Pater peccavi .. . (Luke 15:18 f.)"" or the servant's plea for
indulgence: Patientiam habe in me, Domine, peccavi, et omnia reddam
tibi (cf. Matthew 18:26),"' But other phrases that express only unreserved

'"' Kock,
128-132 ; Beck,
Hoeynck, 35; Franz, 753.
Ebner, 302; 310 f.;
etc.

21

22 Cf. e. g., the
by Martene,
XXXVII (1,
Legg, Tracts,

270 ;

309 f. ;

317; 331; 334; 336,

Mass arrangements offered
1, 4, XXVI f., XXXV
638, 642, 670, 674, 678);
15; 66; 227. --Also the

Dominican Mass arrangement (Guerrini,
244) and that of the Carthusians ( Legg,
102) do not have the Psalm phrase.
'" Thus Ps. 17 : 4 at times already pre
cedes the Quid retribuam, ( Kock, 128;
132; v. Bruiningk, 88) or else it comes
only after the sumptio formula (Ferreres,
189). Sometimes the Panem cCElestem is
missing entirely (e.g., Ebner, 297) or else
it is not found till after the Domine non
sum dignus (Ebner, 302; 334).
"'Mass-book of the 15th century
Valencia; Ferreres, 189.

from

26

Cologne Ordo celebramli (14th cent.):
Binterim, IV, 3, p. 225.
""Monastic missal of 1531 from Lyons:
Martene, 1, 4, XXXIII (1, 661).
27 Rituale Rom. IV, 4, 13. The beginning
of the Psalm also in connection with the
sprinkling with holy water; ibid., IV, 4,

15.

The 15th century Missal of Styria,
Kock, 132, 134; Regensburg �Iissal of
1500: Beck, 270; Rituale of the Dursfeld
congregation (15th cent.) : Martene, De
antiquis monach. ritibus, II, 4, 3, 17 (De
an t Eccl. ritibus, IV, 186). In all cases
28

named the plea is combined with the Do
mine non sum dignus. Cf. the formula
elaborated into a longer prayer supra, p.
346, n. 15.

""Missal of the Evreux-Jumieges (about
1400) : Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII (1, 645 B).
30 Missal of Vorau
(15th cent.) : Kock,
134.
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trust also find a place, phrases like the last prayer of the dying Saviour
(Luke 23 :46): Pater, in manus tuas commendo spiritum meum , 1 or a
3

daring adaptation of St. Paul's words (1 Cor. 13 :12): Cognoscam te,
cognitor meus, sicut a te cognitus sum . . ." or the trinitarian blessing
(l\Iatthew 28 :19): In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti.3.'
However, the oldest of such phrases, combining both humility and con
fidence, is the Domine non sum dignus of the centurion of Capharnaum
(Matthew 8 :8). It had already been used since the tenth century as a
reinforcement of longer prayers preceding the reception." Then it was
thought sufficient to use only a shortened version, substituting for the
clause beginning with sed tantum-which could not be used directly
some other scriptural saying: (sed) salvum me jac et salvus ero, quoniam

taus mea tu es (Jer. 17:14),"" or the words from Matthew 8:2 already
cited: sed si vis, potes me mundare,"" or an allusion to the words of the
promise (John 6:55 ff.): sed tu Domine qui dixisti: Qui manducat carnem

meam.'1 There is no mention here of any repetition of the phrase. But
at the same time in Italy the practice began of using the words of the cen
turion as they are, repeating them three times, either with no change at an,••

31 Seckauer Missal of the 14th century:
Ki:ick, 129.
Sacramentary of Vich (11-12th cent.):
Ferrcres, 186.
33 A lp habetum sacerdotwn (about 1500):
Legg, Tracts, 48; Styrian Missals of the
15th century: Ki:ick, 77; 132, in the latter
place before both the first and the second
sumptio. Likewise already in the Missals
of the 13th century from Schagl mentioned
ahuve, p. 347, n. 16: In the Sarum rite since
the 14th century added to both sumptio
formulas; Frere, The Use of Sarum, I,
86 f.; ;>.!artene, I, 4, XXXV (I, 670 C).
•• Sacramentary of S. Thierry
(end of
lOth cent.): �lartene, 1, 4, X (I, 551 C) :
1Jomi11e .. . tectum meum, sed invoco te
3
2

Clllll bcata! A!arice et omnium sanctorum

mcritis quatcnus in me venias et mansio
UCIII

facias, ct obsecro, ut non intres ad

Colldcml/ationem et iudicium, sed ad salu
tcm a11i111a! mece et corporis mei ... et

Iibera me per . .. (phrases from our first
Communion oration follow). Likewise in
the Sacramentary of Moissac (11th cent.) :
:Martene, I, 4, VIII (I, 540 f.): Domine
lcsu Christe, HOI! sum dignus fe suscipere.
sed ta11tum obsecro, propitius esto mihi
Pacatori et prwsta (the petition as in the
Perce ptio follows). Later frequently in
French Mass-books in part with elabora-

tions; see ibid., 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 425 B); Le
roquais, I, 204; II, 25; 32; 315, etc.Also
with the continuation: propitius esto mi hi
peccatori per asswnptionem . . . (cf. supra
p. 346, n.IS); Leroquais, II, 375; III, 73.
Other free extensions in the Styrian Mass
books: ... tectum meum, sed propter mise
ricordiam tuam Iibera me a pcccatis et

Seckau
Missale of the 14th century (Ki:ick, 129)
. . . tectum meum, sed propter magnam
angustiis et necessitatibus meis;

clementiam tuam veni in cor meum et mun
da illud ... intra in animam meam, sana et

... Sah•ator m tm di ; Vorau
Missale of the 14-15th century (Ki:ick,
133).
"'Salzburg Missale of 12-13th cent.: Ki:ick,
131; Styrian !11issals of the 15th century:
ibid., 77, 132; Missale of 1519 from Aquile
ja: Weth (ZkTh 1912), 419; Passau Mis
sale of 14th century: Rad6, 102; Augs
burg Missale of 1386; Hoeynck, 375; two
missal manuscripts of the I 5th century
from Amiens in \Vilmart, Auteurs spiri
tuels, 20 f. Cf. Leroquais, II, 81 (Sens,
13th century).
33 Vorau Missale of the 15th century:
Ki:ick, 134.
87 French Mass-books since the 12th cen
tury: Leroquais, I, 261, 328; II, 17, 60.
38 Ending with pucr n1 eus : Sacramentary'
sanctifica cam
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or by using only the first half,.. or finally inserting anima mea in place
of puer meus in the second half of the phrase, just as is done nowa
days."' Outside Italy this shorter Domine non sum dignus is seldom found
before Pius V; " it is most frequent in German Mass plans." Even in Italy
its ascendancy was only gradual."' And striking the breast while saying the
words seems to have come into vogue quite late ...
How closely associated the centurion's words are with the reception of
Communion is seen in the fact that they were used also in oriental liturgies.
In the Ethiopian Mass ordo the words form the beginning of a lengthy
Communion prayer," and the Byzantine liturgy contains amongst its semi
liturgical Communion prayers also some with the same beginning.'" Even
of Modena (before 1174): Muratori, I,
94; Sacramentary of St. Peter in Rome
(about 1200): Ebner, 336; Sacramentary
from the chapel of the papal court (about
1290): Brinktrine (Eph. liturg., 1937),
208; Missale of St. Lambrecht (in the be
ginning of the 13th cent.): Kock, 23.
•
• • sub tectum meum. Earliest evidence
(with a threefold repetition) in a Central
Italian monastic Sacramentary of the 11th
century; Ebner, 302; cf. ibid., 331, 334,
339, 348. Cf. too the Missale of Bayeux
(12th cent.): Leroquais, I, 237. Without
any indication that it is to be continued,
mentioned as a prayer for the communi
cants in the E11arrationes in Matth., c. 8
(PL, 162, 1321), now generally ascribed
to Gottfried of Babion (about 1100; but
cf. W. Lampen, Antoniamun, 19 [1944],
144-149).

39

"'In a Sacramentary of the 12-13th cent.
from lower Italy; Ebner, 325, also with a
threefold repetition. Here again the trail
leads back to Normandy, where a Missal
of the 12th century proposes the anima
mea: Leroquais, I, 241; cf. II, 135. The
13th century missal from Schlag! mention
ed above (p. 427, n. 16) concludes the for
mula with sanabitur et mrmdabitur em-pus
et anima mea (Waefelghem, l a c . cit, 140).
"Still Durandus, IV, 54, 10, is familiar
with it. Cf. Browe, JL, 13 (1935), 48; but
the Franciscan Missal of the 13th century
mentioned here is hardly of French origin.
In Spain the triple Domine non sum dignus
appears in the Missal of Tarragona, 1499;
Ferreres, 188.
Gregorienmiinster ( 14-15th century) :
Martene, 1, 4, XXXII (I, 657 A) ; Re-

42

gensburg
(about 1500) and Freising
( 1520): Beck, 270; 309.
43 A .Mass arrangement of the ll-12th cent.
from Monte Cassino presents it, but as
a supplement of the 12-13th century:
Ebner, 310, n. 2.
.. It is noted in the Missals of Tarragona
of 1499 ( F erreres, 188) and Vich, 1547
(ibid., CVIII). John Trithemius (d. 1516)
reports as an old monastic tradition, that
this was done at the triple D eus propitius
est a mihi peccatori; Martene, 1, 4, 10, 14
(I, 440); cf. also Gabriel Biel, Canonis
e:rpositio, lect. 82; Missal of Schlag! (15th
cent.): Lentze (Anal. Pramt., 1950), 139.
•• Brightman, 239: "0 Lord, Lord, it in no
wise beseemeth thee to come under the roof
of my polluted house, for I have provoked
Thee and stirred Thee to anger . . . "
(there follows an acknowledgment of
faults and, after reference to the redemp
tive will of Christ, a petition that the mys
tery might not redound to one's judgment).
.. 0 Lord, I am not worthy that Thou
shouldst enter beneath the unclean roof of
my soul, but as Thou wert pleased in the
cave to lie in the manger for senseless
beasts, and as Thou didst receive the sin
ner who, stained even as I, approached
Thee in the house of Simon the Leper, so
too come into the manger of my senseless
soul and enter my soiled body, this body of
death and full of leprosy. And as Thou
didst not despise the unclean mouth of the
sinner who kissed Thy stainless feet, so do
not despise me, my Lord and my God, me
a poor sinner, but in Thy goodness and
love for mankind make me worthy to par
take of Thy Body and Blood." M. Daras,
"Les prieres preparatoires a Ia S. Com-
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the Fathers had already shifted the centurion's phrase to the reception of
Holy Communion."
Although in the broad perspectives of liturgical prayer the notion of a
visit is not one of the fundamental ideas in the contemplation of the
Eucharist, still, in this biblical phrase, it is taken up for an instant as a
relevant simile. And there is nothing to hinder our considering the Agnus
Dei as a background, or to find in the Domine an echo of the title by
which the Lamb is addressed in St. John's revelations according to the
Vulgate (Apoc. 5:19), that Lamb who, together with Him who sits on
the throne, receives the adoration of the four living creatures and the
four-and-twenty elders.'" Not only His coming, but even the word which
we beg of Him (die verbo) brings health to the sick-and every recipient
acknowledges himself sick in soul. However, by not declining the visit (as
did the humble centurion), but instead longingly awaiting it, we alter the
sense of the plea. We think now not of the word that substitutes for His
visit, but of the word that prepares us for it.'"
A third motif of words to accompany the reception of the Sacrament
in this case to accompany it immediately-are the formulas for the dis
tribution which came into use in the early Middle Ages, at first for
Communion of the sick."" These formulas were simply turned into formulas
for reception, usually with only a change of te and animam tuam to me
and animam meam. An early and as yet isolated example is once again
offered by the Sacramentary of Amiens, which presents after the two pre
paratory prayers,61 a single formula under the heading Alia. This formula,
meant for the double reception, reads as follows: Corpus et Sanguis

D. n.J.C. prosit mihi in remissionem omnium peccatorum et ad vitam reter
nam in srecula sreculorum." Both the reserve discernible here and the effort
here seen to enrich the expression is found in the Sacramentary of St.
Thierry (end of the tenth century) which offers only a formula for the
chalice Communion, probably out of consideration for the fact that the
longer prefatory prayers immediately precede the sumptio corporis; it
runs as follows: Sanguis D. n. J. C., qui ex latere suo processit, salvet
munion" (Cours et Conferences, VII; Lou
vain, 1929), 255, with reference to Pl. de
Meester, La divine liturgie de s. ]. Chry
sostome (Rome, 1920 = 1st ed., not avail
able to me).-Cf. also the third and fourth
prayer in the Byzantine Communion office :

'OpoA6-ytov 'tO fLl'Y"

419.
'7

(Venice, 1875), 417-

Examples in Bona II, 17, I (838).
The same invocation at the end of our
litanies: A gnus Dei • • • parce nobis, Do
mi11e.
•• The
English translations commonly
found do not render this turn of thought
adequately: "t.ord, I am not worthy that

••

Thou shouldst come under my roof; but
only speak a word . . ." This "but" is
ambiguous, either rejecting the former
sentence ("Don't come") or only suggest
ing a partial opposition ("Come despite
the unworthiness, for Thou canst remove
it by a word").
150 See below, pp. 390 ff.-Also in the orien
tal liturgies, the Armenian excepted, the
sumptio formulas used by the celebrant are
as a rule derived from the formulas for
administering the Sacrament. Baumstark,

Die liJ esse im M orgelllalld, 163.
Supra, p. 345.
"'Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 444.
01
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animam meam et perducat in vitam telernam. Amen.113 Some Mass books
even after the year 1000 still contain no sumption formula."" English Mass
arrangements avoided them even in the later :Middle Ages,''" and the Car
thusians even at the present have none ...
But in general they crop up everywhere, usually for Host and chalice
separately,57 and sometimes accompanied by a third formula which
originally was an independent chalice formula.I>S Very frequently the
second formula has the wording Corpus et sanguis, in view of the particle
included at the commingling; this was partially the practice in Normandy
and England."" As a rule, the formulas are spoken before the sumption,
as is the present-day practice. Still, even in the late Middle Ages examples
are to be found where they follow the sumption.00
The formulas present almost the same picture which we will encounter
in the formulas for the distribution. Within the basic framework there is
"'Martene, 1, 4, X (I, 551 E). On the
other hand, the Sacramentary of S. Gatien
Tours, from the same period, has only one
formula: Corpus D. n. J. C. col!servct aui
mam meant i11 't>itam reter1 1 am . Amen, to be
said only after the Communion of the
Chalice; Martene, I, 4, VII (I, 537 C).
The same thing in a 15th century missal
of Vorau: Kock, 134.
"'The Missal of Troyes (about 1 050 ) ,
which already proposes three different ad
ministering formulas, has no sumption for
mula aside from the greetings mentioned
above, a sumption formula is likewise miss
ing in many an Italian Mass-arrangement
of the ll-13th centuries; Ebner, 305, 326,
335, 348.
""See the Sarum Ordinary, Legg, Tracts,
15; 227 f. In the later Sarum rite, on the
other hand, sumption formulas have been
incorporated which are introduced by In
nomi11e Patris .. . ; see supra, n.33.
""Cf.Legg, 102.-Regarding other monas
tic liturgies, cf. Solch, 144. The liturgy of
Lyons has no formula for the Communion
of the Chalice; Bunner, 242.
57

Examples of separate sumptio formulas
already in the 11th century, among others

in the Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (1,
515 f.-A single formula for both is rare in
later times, but is certified for the rite of
Lyons by de Moleon, 59, 65. Likewise
among the Dominicans; Missale O.P.
(1889), 22: Corpus et sanguis D. n. J. C.

custodiant me in vitam reternam. Am en.
Cf. Solch, H ugo, 143 f.

""In a central Italian Sacramentary of the
11th century in Ebner, 299 (with the ru
bric: Ad caliccm cum ceperit se confirma
re) : Comnumicatio ct co11firmatio s. sa11gui11is lui, Domi11e J. C., prosit mihi in re
missiollem omnium peccatorum meorum et
perducat me in vitam retenzam. Amen.
(Then follows the formula Sanguis D. n.
J. C. conserve! mzimam meam in vitam
a'fenzam. Amen.) The formula mentioned
appears in this version also in the north,
where it is evidently indigenous; Mass
ordo of Seez ( PL, 78, 250 C); Missal of
Liege: Martene, 1, 4, XV (I, 594A).
For Italy see Ebner, 14; 1; 200; 331;
341 ; for Styria: Kock, 129, 131; also in
the Augsburg �1issale of 1386: Hoeynck,
376. In the 1Iissa Illyrica (Martcne, 1, 4,
IV [1, 515 E], it is changed to include
both species: Commwzicatio et confirnzatio
corporis et sa11guinis D. 11. ]. C. prosit mihi
; in this form it is found elsewhere :
. ..
Kock, 130; Beck, 271.
.. Martenc, 1, 4, V, XXVI, XXVIII,
XXXI f., X X XVI (I, 528, 638, 645, 652,
657, 674); Ebner, 334; Legg, Tracts, 49,
66; Maskell, 182. The Mass-ordo of York
about 1425 (Simmons, 114) presents such
a double formula to follow upon the single
formulas.
00 Hugo of S. Cher, Tract. s uper missam
(ed. Solch, 50); cf. Solch, Hugo, 142 f.
with n. 256. This shifting is to be judged in
the same way as in the case of 'the
munion prayers ; above, p. 348 f.
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the greatest variation, so that even in the Mass ordo the identical version
of the formula for both Host and chalice is studiously avoided. Thus,
frequently there is a recurrence of the combination: Corpus D. n. J. C.
sit mihi ad remedium sempiternum in vitam CEternam. Amen and Sanguis
D. n. J. C. custodial me in vitam CEternam. Amen ... In some instances- here
and there the designation of our Lord is changed: Corpus Domini mei;

62

s it remedium is often replaced by prosit, proficiat,"" and custodial by con
servet

..

or also mecum permaneat."" To the words me and mihi an addition

is made of the qualification peccator as a humble self-designation."" Even

more frequently, as the examples have shown, animam meam is substituted
for me and mihi even in earlier times, sometimes also corpus et anima
"'

mea.

In more recent times an expansion of the formula appears: ... et

omnibus fidelibus dejunctis ( proficiat) ad veniam et vivis ad salutem et
conservet me ad vitam CEternam.""

11.

Communion of the Faithful: Frequency

As we have already seen, the Communion of the celebrating priest is
generally followed by the Communion of the rest of the congregation. This
is in accord both with the original practice and also with the established
plan of the Roman Mass. This pattern, which in our own day has again
come to be taken for granted more and more, was subjected, during the
course of centuries, to several fluctuations and violent upheavals. These
fluctuations and upheavals have had their effect upon the liturgical design
of the people's Communion. They also led to the result that in the expla61

In I tal ian Mass arrangements of the 11-

12th century; Eb ner, 323; 338; 339. Like
wise in the Missal of Remiremont (12th
cent.) where in addition a second pair of
formulas appears: Corpus D. H. J. C. mihi

f>roficiat ad remedium anima? mere: San
!IUis D. n. J. C. co11sen•et animam meam
i11 'l'ilam 0'/cnwm. Martene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I,

424) .-On the other hand, there are also
Italian Mass-books that present exactly
parallel e x pres sio n s; see from the 11-13th
cent uries , Ebner, 302; 307; 311; 317. Later

the parallelism becomes more frequent also
elsewhere; it is found, e.g., in the Pon
tifical of �fainz about 1170; Martene, 1,
4, X VII (I, 602 C D). Further examples:
Kock, 132; Beck, 270 f.; Leg g, Tracts,
48 f.; 66.
•• Examples of the 11th and 12th century:
�1artene, I, 4, V (I, 528 A) ; ibid., 1, 4,
9, 9 (I, 424 A). At the chalice prayer two
Hungarian Missals of the 14th century in
sert: ( Sa11guis D. n. J. C.) quem vere con-

fiteor de latere eius profluxisse; Rad6, 84,
96.
"" Both by preference, e.g., in the Styrian
texts; Kock, 127-134.
"'Ebner, 299; 307; 311. etc.
66 Ebner,

150.

""Sarum missal: Martene, 1, 4, XXXV
(I, 670 C) ; missal of the 15th century
of Valencia: Ferreres, 189 (n. 692 f.).
English Mass-ordo of Bee: Martene, 1, 4,
XXXVI (I, 674 E): mihi, Domine, famu
lo tuo peccatori; cf. ibid., XXVIII (I,
645 D).
07

For the latter see Missale of Fecamp:
Martene, 1, 4, XXVI (I, 638 C) ; Missale
of Riga (14-15th cent.): v. Bruningk, 88.
Also in many Premonstratensian Missals
of the 12th and 13th centuries; Solch,
Hugo, 144, n. 261.
"" Pr:emonstratensian Missal of the 15th
century
from
Stift
Schagl:
Lentze
(Annal. Pr:em., 1950), 139 f.
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nation of the Mass, even down to the present, the Communion of the
people was sometimes treated as a sort of foreign element that did not
belong to the structure of the Mass-liturgy and could therefore be dis
regarded.
Up to the fourth century it was not only a rule that the faithful com
municated at every Mass; but Communion was even more frequent than
the celebration of Mass, which was usually restricted to the Sunday. On
Sunday, the consecrated bread could be received not only to be eaten
there and then, but also to be taken home.' There it was to be carefully
preserved so that it could be eaten day after day before every other food.'
This practice actually continued in Egypt even much longer,' and we find
in particular the monks and hermits of the desert, who generally at
tended the celebration of the Eucharist on Saturdays and Sundays, making
good use of the custom. Often they did not partake of the Eucharist till
the ninth hour, when they began their spare meal! In those days, and
even later, it was customary to take the Eucharist along on journeys of
greater length." But in general, after the Church had finally gained free'Ps.-Cyprian (probably Novatian), De
spectaculis, c. 5 (CSEL, 3, 3, p. 8, I. 11) :
dimissus e dominica et adhuc gerens secum,
ut assolet, eucharistiam.
• Tertullian, Ad uxorem, II, 5 (CSEL, 70,
118): Non sciet maritus, quid secreta ante
on111em cibum gustes? Cf. De or., c. 19
(CSEL, 20, 192): on feast days one could
take the Eucharist home, so as to partake
of it in the evening. Hippolytus, Trad. Ap.
(Dix, 58 f.): Omnis autem fide/is festinet,
antequam aliquid aliud gustet, eucharistiam
percipere. Regarding the later twisting of
the prescription see Dix, p. LVIII. Cyp
rian, De /apsis, c. 26 (CSEL, 3, 256) re
ports of a woman who preserved the Eucha
rist (Domini sanctum) in an area in order
to be able to partake of it. Cf. F. J. Dolger,
Icthys, II (Munster, 1922), 570, n. 4;
Eisenhofer, II, 306 f.
3 Basil, Ep., 93 (from the year 372; PG, 32,
485): "In Alexandria and Egypt every
lay person has it (the Eucharist) regular
ly with him in his home and takes it as
often as he wishes." Moreover, the custom
is supposed for Rome by Jerome, Ep., 49,
15 (CSEL, 54, 377). Dolger explains an
obscure text in Zeno of Verona, lib. I, 5, 8
in the same sense; Antike u. Christentum,
5 (1936), 243 f.-Further evidence is also
seemingly found in Augustine, Opus
Imperf. c. Julian., III, 162 (PL, 45,
1315); see Roetzer, 179.-In regard to the

West Syrians even as late as the 6th cen
tury we read that they are accustomed to
take home with them on Maundy Thurs
day enough of the Eucharist to last the
year, and to preserve it in a locked cabinet;
John Moschus, Pratum spirituale, c. 79
(PG, 87, 2936£.).
'Basil, loc. cit., Rufinus (d. 410), Historia
monach., c. 2 (PL,21,406 B).- Palladius,
Historia Lausiaca (about 420; there is
question here, however, of a revision into
which material from a later period was
woven), c. 10; 52 (PG, 34, 1027 D,
1147 B C). -According to Chrysostom,
In Hebr. hom., 17, 4 (PG, 63, 131) there
were Fathers of the Desert who received
Communion once a year or even once in
two years. Further data in Hanssens, II,
301 f.
• Ambrose, De excessu /ratris sui Satyri,
I, 43 (PL, 16, 1304); cf. Dolger, Antike
11. Christentum, 5 (1936), 232-247: "Die
Eucharistic als Reiseschutz." Dolger also
offers samples of abuses and faults that
crept in with the custom of using the
Blessed Sacrament as travel tutelage.
Greg-ory the Great, Dial. III, 36 (PL, 77,
304 C; see above, p. 323).-Later exam
ples in P. Browe, "Zum Kommunionemp
fang des Mittelalters" JL, 12 [1934]),
177; Bona, II, 17, 5 (850 f.); Corblet, I,
527-535. After the 13th century the cus
tom continues into the 18th century as a
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dam and peace, the reception of the Sacrament was restricted to the divine
services which had meanwhile increased in frequency.• About the fourth
century, therefore, Communion of all the faithful present was generally
an integral part of the regular course of the eucharistic celebration.
But then, with unexpected rapidity, the frequency of reception, at least
in some countries, took a sharp drop.7 Already Chrysostom, among the
Greeks, complained: "In vain do we stand before the altar; there is no
one to partake."" In Gaul, too, the Synod of Agde (506) found it neces
sary to insist on Communion three times a year, on Christmas, Easter,
and Pentecost, as a minimum.• And this demand was repeated time and
time again till the very height of the Middle Ages, sometimes with the
addition of Maundy Thursday.'" In the Carolingian reform the attempt
was made to re-introduce Communion every Sunday, especially on the
Sundays of Lent,11 but the result was at best temporary." From the eighth
century onward, the actuality seems generally not to have gone beyond

privilege of the popes, for which there was
a special ceremonial on their journeys. The
Sacrament was carried in a sort of taber
nacle upon a richly adorned litter, and had
its own retinue of mounted clerics; Corblet,
I, 529 ff. (with illustrations), Righetti,
Manuale, III, 505 f.-According to Gabriel
Sionita (d. 1658) it was at that time still
customary among the Maronites to give
people who undertook a dangerous journey
and soldiers in war the Eucharist to carry
with them. Hanssens, II, 500.
• A certain combination of the domestic

Communion with the times of persecution
is surely apparent in the following incident:
\Vhen, in 510, a persecution seemed about
to break out in the battle with the Mono
physites, Bishop Dorotheus of Thessa
lonica permitted the Eucharist to be dis
tributed in baskets, canistra plena . . . ne
imminente,

sicut

dicebant,

persewtione

communicare non possent ; Hormisdas, Ep.
102 (Thiel, 902); cf. Duchesne, C hristian
Worship, 249, n. 3.
7

]. Hoffmann, Geschichte der Laimkom
mwzion bis :::u m Trident in u m (Speyer,
1891); H. Leclercq, "Communion quot
idienne": DACL, III, 2457-2462. P.
Browe, Die Haufige Kommunion im Mit
telalter (Munster, 1938); the same, Die
Pflichtkommunion im Mittelalter (Mun
ster, 1940); the same, De frequenti com

munione in Ecclesia occidmtali usque ad
annum c. 1000 documenta varia (Textus

et documenta, ser. Theol., 5; Rome, 1932).
-The I Synod of Toledo (400), can. 14
(Mansi, III, 1000 D), forbade anyone to
take the Eucharist with him out of the
church. Also, according to Abbot Schenute
(Schenoudi; d. about 451), the priest or
deacon should not surrender to anyone
even so much as a grain of it;]. Leipoldt,
Schemtte vo11 A tripe (TU, 25, 1; Leipzig,
1904), 184.
8

Chrysostom, In Eph. hom., 3, 4 (PG, 62,
29); cf. In I Tim. hom., 5, 3 (PG, 62,
529 f.); In Hebr. hom., 17, 4 (PG, 63,
131 f.). Also Ambrose, De sacr. V, 4, 25
(Quasten, Mon., 169), in attacking those
who communicate only once a year, makes
a side-remark : quemadmodum Grreci in
Orie11 te fa cere consueru1zt.

• Can. 18 (Mansi, VIII, 327) : Sreculares
qui Natale Domini, Pascha et Pentecosten
non commzmicaverint, catholici non cre
dantur nee inter catholicos habeantur.
10
11

Browe, Die Pjlichtkommunion, 33-39.
Browe, 29-33.

12

The fact that Walafried Strabo, De
exord. et increm., c. 22 (PL, 114, 950),
discusses the question whether it is per
mitted the faithful to communicate at every
Mass even several times a day, is definite
evidence of the frequency of Communion;
he answers the question in the affirmative.
Cf. also what is said below about the Com
munion chant; infra, p. 396.
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what the Lateran Council of 1215 established as a new minimum: Com
munion at Easter."
It was only in monasteries that the Sunday Commu.nion continued to be
the rule in the early }Iiddle Ages," and among the Cluniacs," and Cister
cians even later. But the lay brothers had to be content with a much more
restricted quantity; for example, in a monastery as zealous for reform as
Camaldoli, the lay brothers received only four times a year.'" A similar
rule was in force in the military orders" and quite generally also in con
vents of women."
How could the eagerness to receive the Sacrament reach such a low
state? And how could it continue even through a period we are accustomed
to regard as the flowering period of ecclesiastical life, the central l\Iiddle
Ages? Obviously the reason could not have been the lukewarmness and
even coldness of Christians so often remarked upon, and admittedly on the
increase since the earlier years of the Church. Otherwise, this regression
would have been halted at least at the gates of the many monasteries
which were borne on the crest of religious enthusiasm. Certainly the mass
of those in the Roman Empire who, after Constantine, were converts for
external reasons only, and who, therefore, were believers only externally,
must have had a debilitating effect on religious life, just as among the
Germanic tribes that were but superficially missionized a profound under
standing of the sacramental life unfolded very slowly. But it is certainly
surprising that this regression should be most noticeable in those countries
where the struggle against Arianism had led to a one-sided stressing of
the divinity in Christ and in the process had brought about a religious
attitude which in turn produced in those very same countries-namely, in
the Greek Orient and in the milieu of the Gallic liturgy-corresponding
modifications of liturgical prayer and a novel form of language in respect
to the Eucharist. The humanity in Christ, Christ's mediatorship which
draws us to Him, receded into the shadows. The tremendous distance that
separates us from God and the saints gains greater and greater power over
the Christian mind in spite of the strong hold which traditional teaching
had. It became customary to speak of the awesome table of the Lord, of
the mysterium tremendum." No wonder, then, that people hardly dared
13 Browe,

43 ff.

"Browe, Die hiiufige Kommunion, 60-68;

74-77.
16

At Cluny the monks could receive at
least three times a week, and in some mon
asteries of the: reform in the 1Oth century
they could go to Communion daily. E.
Tomek, Studicn ::ur Reform der deutschen
Kloster im II Jh. (Vienna, 1910), 204,
306£., 315.

'"Ibid., 77; cf. 7 1 ff., 86 f.

"I bid., 84 f.

18

Among the Benedictine nuns there were

convents where Communion was received
only three times a year, but then also, espe
cially since the Reform Bull of Gregory

IX ( 1235), some where it was received
every month. Among the Poor Clares the
rule required confession 12 times a year
and Communion seven times. Browe, Die
hiiufige Kommrmion, 88-97.
19

Cf. J ungmann, Die S t el l tm g Christi im
Browe, Die

liturgischen Gebel, 217 ff.;
hiiufige Kommunion, 152.
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approach. Where the upheavals in the structure of inurg1cal prayer were
least violent, namely in Rome, the ancient traditions of a frequent Com
munion, naturally connected with the celebration of the sacrifice, con
tinued the longest.""
Since the early Middle Ages an additional hindrance to frequent Com
munion developed-the change of the penitential discipline. In contrast
to the unrestricted-perhaps often too unrestricted-manner of an older
Christendom, the probet se ipsum homo of the Apostle (1 Cor. 11 :28)
was soon explained not merely as demanding a preliminary sacramental
confession for criminalia peccata but, with increasing positiveness since
the tenth century, as requiring sacramental confession before each and
every reception of Communion." But in the :\Iiddle Ages, with the pre
vailing parish restrictions and the often insufficient organization of the
cure of souls, not only was there no willingness, but to a great extent even
no possibility to confess and thus to communicate frequently.22 In addition,
various cases of exclusion from the Sacrament were established in the
spirit of the Old Testament purification laws, especially for married peo
ple and women.:/3 And on the other hand, greater and greater requirements
"'For the 7-8th century there is the evi
dence of the Roman ordi11es, which are

415), 382 ff. Communion without previous
confession appears as a matter of accusa

concerned primarily with the stational
services; but these were held practically
every day in Lent. And there are other

tion in the CmJjiteor formulas. However,
the first example thus cited by Browe :
Alcuin, De psa lm o rum Jt.su, II, 9 (PL, 101,
499 C), does not really seem to belong to

evidences along the same line. In the Gre
gorianum we find some of the formulas of
the oralio super populum inserted in the

Alcuin; see below, p. 368, n. 5.
""Browe, Die hiiufige Kommunion, 1 3 9-

7-8th century, which presuppose the Com

143.

munion of

The reception of Communion on the part
of a woman in her menstrual period was

the people,

even though,

as

blessing formulas, they would not neces
sarily contain any ideas connected with
Communion; thus the formulas for Ash
\Vednesday and for the Thursday of the
first week in Lent: Lietzmann, n. 35, 5;

23

disapproved already by Dionysius of Alex
andria, Ep. COil., c. 2 (PG, 10, 1281 A),
and by the Testamentum Domini, I, 23
(Quasten, Mon., 257). Jerome, Ep. 49, IS

42, 4. Granted that these formulas were

(CSEL, 54, 376 f.), requires married peo

borrowed from older sacramentaries, yet

ple to abstain from their marriage rights
for several days before Communion. Ac

their particular choice is remarkable, for
only a small portion of the pertinent for

cording to C.esarius of Aries, Serm. 44
(Morin, 189; PL, 39, 2299) married peo

mulas in these sacramentaries makes any
mention of Communion. Also according to
Bede (d. 735 ) , Ep. 2 ad Egberflon (PL,

ple, after intercourse, should in fact stay

94, 666 A), Christians of every age went

references, see PL, 39, 2299, note a. A

to Communion every Sunday in Rome at
that time. In 866 Pope Nicholas I, Ep. 9 7,
n. 9 (PL, 119, 983), being asked by the

milder practice is advocated in the Ep.

Bulgarians whether they should go to
Communion every day during Lent an
swers in the affirmative, provided they have
the right disposition.
21 Browe,
"Die Kommunionvorbereitung
im Mittelalter" (ZkTh, 56 [1932], 375-

away from church for 30 days.

Further

IX, 64, n. 10 (PL, 77, 1195-1198) to St.
Augustine of England which is ascribed to
St. Gregory the Great (see supra I, 98,
note 35) .-The penitential books required
3 to 8 days' abstention; see \V. Thomas,
Der Sa�mtag im friihen Mittclaltcr (Got
tingen, 1929), 110.-The Pontifical of
Narbonne (11th c.), in l\1artene, 1, 7, XIII
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were set down for the preparation. A synod of Coventry in 1237 desired a
previous fast of half a week for lay people. Elsewhere, six days' absti
nence from flesh meat was required." Whoever had not already acquired a
high degree of perfection and was not supported by devotion of the most
definite sort should, like the centurion, consider himself unworthy, rather
than, like Zacchreus, have the Lord often lodge with him." For people
said to themselves-and herein a genuinely religious judgment of the
problem is once more revealed-"from the frequent celebration a low
esteem is sure to develop, but from the infrequent celebration grows
reverence for the Sacrament." ""
The eucharistic wave that passed over Christendom from the end of
the twelfth century on, did indeed magnify the cult of the Sacrament, but
not the frequency of its reception. On the contrary, the notion grew that
frequent gazing upon the Eucharist could in some way replace the sac
ramental reception. The idea of spiritual communion developed. With an
appeal to the Augustinian Crede et manducasti, this form of piety, when
one turned with loving faith to Christ, contemplated His Passion with
profoundest love, devoutly assisted at Holy Mass or looked up at the
Sacred Host, was explained as a work scarcely less valuable than sacra
mental Communion itself."' In the later Middle Ages, the desire for sac
ramental Communion was regarded as a requisite for such a spiritualis

communio,28 in fact as its essential mark. At a time when frequent Com
munion was made almost impossible by exaggerated requirements, this
desire must really have been a genuine one for many people.
A certain justification for the existing practice of infrequent Communion
was found in the Middle Ages in the thought that the priest surely com
municates and does so as representative of the entire community. This
idea of a representative activity is brought out time and again,.. and

(I, 893 D), prescribes, ut illi qui defuncti
corpus laverint, per septem dies non acce
dant ad altare nee corpus Domini offerre
nee participare pr!Esumant, quia lex Veteris
Testamenti hoc prohibet. Later on, such
prescriptions were gradually watered down,
but even as mere counsel they still exer
cised a great deal of authority ; Browe, Die

hiiufige Komm union, 8, 19, 120, 153 f.
24
2li

Browe, Die hiiufige Kommunion, 146.
Ibid., 152-158.

""Peter of Blois

(d. about 1204), Ep. 86

(PL, 207, 267 A).
Browe, "Die Kommunionandacht im Al
tertum und Mittelalter" (JL, 13, 1935)
56-61.-A pertinent sample in the I mi t a
tio Christi, IV, 10, 25. For a positive
theological evaluation of the exercise under
discussion see J. Auer, "Geistige Kom27

munion," Geist

u.

Leben, 24 (1951), 113-

132.
28

Browe, lac. cit.

""As Herbord, Dialogus de Ottone, II, 18
(Jaffe, Bibliotheca rerum Germanicarum,

V, 761), reports, Otto of Bamberg (d.

1139) advised the newly converted Pom
eranians to come to Mass frequently; in
case they could not then themselves com
municate, they should do it through the
priest, saltem per mediatorem vestrum sc.
sacerdotem qui pro vobis conzmunicat ...
communicate. Berthold of Regensburg (d.

1272), Predigten, (ed Pfeiffer, I, 502),
says of the communicating priest, "he nour
ishes his own soul and us all"; for all par
ticipants formed with the priest one body of
which he is the mouth (ibid., II, 686).
Cf. Browe (JL, 13, 1935), 61, n. 61.-
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there was even a tendency to put the idea into effect in other instances.
A Trier synod of 1227 had to prohibit the practice of priests receiving
the Body of the Lord in place of the sick.30 Even the faithful-especially
in convents of women-began somehow to practice such a representative
Communion-Communion in place of someone else. Thus in the thirteenth
century there are evidences of the practice of receiving or, to use a better
Communion for others, especially for the dead.32 So
term, "offering up"
even this practice is one of the fruits of the infrequent Communion during
31

these centuries.
Towards the end of the 1l
\ iddle Ages, other forces came into play, forces
aimed at favoring and promoting a more frequent reception of the Eucha
rist. These new aims were decidedly encouraged at the Council of Trent
and finally gained a complete triumph through the action of Pius X ...
So, in the two thousand years of the Church's history, we see two view
points the most opposite imaginable enjoying the field: on the one hand,
the undiscerning confidence that he who by Baptism was implanted in
Christ and accepted into the Kingdom of God, should also be allowed to
regard the bread of heaven as his daily food; on the other hand, that feel
ing of reserve and timidity that looked more to human weakness than

Durandus, IV, 56, 1 : it was decided be
cause of human sinfulness that we receive
the Sacrament of Communion three times
a year et sacerdos quotidie pro omnibus.
According to Ludolf of Saxony (d. 1377),
Vita D. n. Jesu Christi, I, 37, 7 (Augsburg,
1729: S. 164) the Eucharist is called our
daily bread quia quotidie ipsum sumimus
per ministros Ecclesice, qui hoc sacramen
tum

percipiunt pro se et pro tota communi

tate.- Cf. the reasons that Honorius
Augustod., Gemma an. I, 36 (PL, 172,
555; supra I, 117, n. 81) alleges for the
daily celebration of Mass.
30 Can. 3 (Hartzheim, III, 527)).
See the excursus on the offering of Com
munion in Browe, Die hiiufige K ommunion,
167- 1 74, where, however, other reasons for
its origin are sought.-From the ranks of
the Beguines of Strassburg in 1317 we hear
of one who gave the assurance that the
Communion of a lay person would profit as
much for the redemption of a departed soul
as the Mass of the priest; ibid., 166.
Post-Tridentine theologians make it clear
that there can be question in the afore
said practice only of the opus operantis
of one's own personal devotion at the re
ception of Communion and the accom
panying prayer of petition; ibid., 172 ff.
Moreover, from olden times a very similar
31

form of expression is found in the formulas
of Postcommunio, where the prayer is said
that this Communion (sacramenta quce
sumpsimus,

CCC!lestis

participatio

sacra

may redound to the salvation of
someone (e.g., one's departed parents);
cf. ]. Tschuor, Das Opfermahl (Immensee,
1942), 221-229, where it is correctly
emphasized that one need not separate the
Communion from the Sacrifice.
'"The custom has had its effect on the
liturgical books also; the Missal of Valen
cia, 1492 (Ferreres, p. XC) expands the
Communion chant of the Requiem Mass
with the words : pro quarum commemora
tione corpus Christi sumitur.- Moreover,
according to the principle mentioned above,
the Communion of the Faithful was not
customary at a Requiem Mass. It was still
declared as inappropriate in 1630 by B.
Gavanti; see the arguments in Thesaurus,
II, 10, 6 (I, 319-323). L. Paladini, "La
controversia della Communione nella
Messe," Miscellanea Mohlberg, I (1948),
347-371, especially 354-356. The Congre
gation of Rites allows the administration
of Communion at a Requiem Mass, even
with previously consecrated particles, in
the decision of June 27, 1868; Decreta
Authentica SRC., n. 3177.
menti)

83 E. Dublanchy, "Communion frequente":
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to the grace-made dignity of the Christian, and which hindered even the
pious from often approaching the holy mystery.
Aside from the state of grace, another condition was stipulated even in
early days both for the priest and for the faithful: to remain fasting be
fore the reception of the Sacrament. This requirement was already silently
fulfilled in the ancient practice of taking the Sacrament "before every
other food.'"" But by the end of the fourth century this condition was
more or less explicitly imposed,"" although some few exceptions were still
granted, especially on l\1aundy Thursday, when the pattern suggested by
the Last Supper was to be copied.36 All through the Middle Ages the pre
cept of fasting was not only strictly adhered to with regard to Holy Com
munion, but was even repeatedly prescribed for attendance at Mass (as
in a synod of Brixen as late as 1453) ,37 or at least it was counseled for
Mass ...
DThC, III, 515-552; Eisenhofer, II, 309 f.

84 This oft-recurring formula (see the ref
erences in n. 2) is understood by J. Schiim
mer,
Die
Altchristliche
Fastcnpraxis
(LQF, 27; Munster, 1933), 108, only to
the effect that the Eucharist should be
taken as a protection against poison in the
sense of a prregustatio, as the text of Hip
polytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 58) certainly
seems to indicate. So, too, J. l\L Frochisse,
"A propos des origines du jeii.ne eucharis
tique," Revue d'hist. eccl., 28 (1932), 594609, especially 595 ff. Even at present we
are aware that the reception of the Sacra
ment should redound ad lulamentum mentis
et corporis. This sort of consideration need
not exclude the other, based on reverence.
But with even greater necessity because of
the undoubting faith in the real presence of
the Body of Christ, which after all was the
foundation of the practice, it had to include
the further idea that priority be given to
the Sacred Nourishment as such. Schiim
mer himself feels obliged to establish this
in another connection (221) and to con
firm it with a reference to the Jewish prac
tice of not eating the paschal meal on a
full stomach. And thus he concludes here
that even at the time of Tertullian fasting
was not only actual but considered obliga
tory. So also Dekkers, Tertullianus, 63.
To bolster this opinion we might allege
the further fact that even in pagan antiquity
such prescriptions of fasting had to be ob
served when anyone intended to appear
before the deity. Cf. R. Arbesrnann, Das

Fasten bei den Griechen wzd Romern
(Geissen, 1929), 72-97, especially 96 f.
85

Indications in Basil, !Jc iciwz. hom., I, 6
(PG, 31, 172 B; in the !(oman breviary
on Lretare Sunday) ; Chrysostom, In I Cor.
hom. 27, 5 (PG, 61, 231).-Gregory of
Nazianzen, Oral., 40, 30 (PG, 36, 401),
emphasizes the point that the Eucharist is
held not after but before the meal. Similar
ly Ambrose, In ps. 118 expos. VIII, 48
(CSEL, 62, 180).-Timotheus of Alexan
dria (d. 385), Responsa canonica (PG, 33,
1307 A) ; still the decision rendered by him
has more than one possible interpretation;
cf. Frochisse, 608.-Cf. also]. Burel, "Le
jeune eucharistique," La Vie et les Arts
liturg., 9 (1922-23), 301-310; review
thereof JL, 3 (1923), 138 f.-But by 400
the prescription appears in all clearness
in Augustine, Ep. 54, 6 (CSEL, 34, 166 £.),
who regards the Eucharistic fast as apos
tolic tradition observed by the universal
Church.-Regarding history and canonical
prescriptions cf. Anglin, The Eucharistic
Fast (Washington, D. C., 1941).
36

A. B1udan, Die Pilgerreise der Aetheria
(Paderborn, 1927), 313 f. The Trullanum
(692) rejects this exception, a proof for its

long survival.
87

Sicut enim celebrans debet esse jejunus,
ita et audienles, quia, ut canon dicit, simul

cum

ipso

sacerdote

hostiam

offerunt.

(Quoted by Franz, Die Messe, p. 63). Cf.
supra, I, 190, note 46.
38

P. B rowe, "Die Niichternheit vor der
Messe 1Uld Kommunion im Mittelalter,"
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It has been left to our own day to make bigger and bigger inroads into
the law of strict eucharistic fast.'" After various concessions had been made
in favor of the sick, the military, and those working night hours, the culmi
nation of all such indulgence was reached on the feast of Epiphany, 1953,
when, in a special Apostolic Constitution, Pope Pius XII, while restating
the basic principles governing the law, promulgated for the whole world
certain mitigations dictated by the changed conditions of modern society.'o

12.

Communion of the Faithful:
Preparatory Prayers

As long as the l\fass, throughout its course, remained a common cele
bration of both priest and people, there was no reason to think of other
prayers for the Communion of the faithful than those they said with the
priest, and the priest with them. The l\Iass itself moved on towards the
sacred repast. This was true also of the ancient Roman l\Iass, in spite
of the special poverty which its prayer-plan shows in the area of the
Communion.1
But when, during the Carolingian epoch, the Roman Mass was trans
planted to the land of the Franks, it was apparent that the Frankish
clergymen did not feel at home in its rhythm. The result: attempts to
readjust and build up the prayers, particularly in the Communion cycle.
Even the faithful-in that thin layer of people who had mastered Latin
took an attitude towards the antique severity of the Roman Mass that
could hardly have been more favorable than that of the clerics. So it is
no surprise to learn that a large portion of the priest's new Communion
prayers-those that he begins to recite in a low tone as he inserts them
in his Mass ordo-are prayers of the faithful, or at least of the assisting
and participating clerics and monks. The prayers which are still in use at
the present, all of them, appear in this double role. The convergence is
here more complete than in the parallel occurrence in the oblation cycle."
Eph. liturg., 45 (1931), 279-287; Franz,
Die Messe, 62£.;

Bilfinger, Die mittel

15-24, with official instructions and com
ment<J,ry by the Holy Office, ibid., 47-51.

alterlichm Horell (Stuttgart, 1892), 86-

The most notable innovation was the dec
laration that drinking plain water no

For the sick a concession by Pius X in

longer breaks the fast. See John C. Ford,
S.J., The New Eucharistic Legislatio11
(N<;w York, 1953).

89.

39

1906: Acta S. Sedis, 49 (1906), 499-510.

A special grant for Russia : see Bouscaren,
Cano11 Law Digest, I (Milwaukee, 1943),
202. Many favors during the war period
(World War II), especially for the mili
tary and for those working on night shifts,
the concessions differing in each locality.
.. The Apostolic Constitution Christ11s Do
min !IS of Jan. 6, 1953 :AAS, 45 (1953),

1 Cf. supra, pp. 234 ff., pp. 279 ff.
S 11pra, p. 46, 1'1. 22; p. 54, note 60; etc.�
Something similar occurs in the Byzantine
rite where even now the faithful are di
rected to say before the Communion the
same prayer ITta"tEU(o) xupte which the priest
says quietly. Brightman, 396 b.
2
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The prayer to God the Father that usually occupies the first place,
Domine sancte Pater," we encounter first in the prayer book of Charles
the Bald.' Also the prayer Domine Jesu Christe, fili Dei vivi appears. about
the same time in private collections of prayers, amongst others in one
version of the Communion Devotions of Monte Cassino (written during
the closing years of the eleventh century), where it is used as a prayer
after Communion." It is also inserted in the Mass plan of the Alsatian
monastery of Gregorienmiinster (eleventh century), with the rubric:
Quando ad sumendum corpus et sanguinem dominicum accedimus, dici
mus ; " it was therefore a prayer for communicants. The same is true of
the prayer Perceptio corporis. In one instance it appears as a second
formula, introduced by the word Item, under the heading: Communi
cantes singuli dicant! For the prayers that follow in our order of Com
munion, parallels are to be found in the Missal of St. Lawrence in Liege
(first half of the eleventh century), which contains the direction: Cum
aliquis corpus Christi accipit, dicat: Panem ca:;lestem accipiam et nomen
domini invocabo. Item: Corpus D. n. !,. C. sit mihi remedium sempiter
num in vitam reternam.• This latter is not the only sumption formula
which has been appropriated. for the faithful." The Domine non sum dignus
was already recommended to laypeople since the eleventh century.'• As a
matter of fact, it is found in the Communion Devotions of Monte Cassino
cited above, as the last of the prayers spoken before Communion," and
since the thirteenth century the custom began in monasteries of reciting
it in common before Communion.12
•

Supra, p. 346.

Ibid,., note 13. The book also contains
(op. cit., 116) the slightly changed oration
Quod ore sumpsi Domine, worded in the

•

singular, as a prayer after Communion.
A. Wilmart, "Prieres pour Ia Com
munion en deux psautiers du Mont-Cassin"
(Eph. liturg., 1929), 324. The prayer is
also contained in several earlier collec
tions: as the second of three prayers a1zte
communionem in the collection De psalmo
rum usu (PL, 101, 508 C), made about
850 in an Italian monastery and later
attributed to Alcuin (for the dating see A.
Wilmart, "Le manuel de prieres de s. Jean
Gualbert" [Revue Bhzed., 1936, 259-299],
265) ; in the Libel/us of Fleury: PL, 101,
1408 A.
•

•

Martene, 1, 4, XVI (I, 600 D).

Salzburg Missal of the 12-13th cent.:
Kock, 131. The formula appears here, as
so often also in the priest's Mass-ordo,
after the reception. The first formula,
which all are supposed to say, is a sumption
7

formula: Corpus D.

n. !. C. proficiat mihi
ad salutem corporis et animre in vitam
reter11am. Per.

• Martene, 1, 4, XV (I, 593 D).
Cf. supra, n. 7. A Missal of lower Italy
from the 12-13th cent (Ebner, 346 £.)
allots the sumption formula Perceptio to
the communicants.
•

Browe, "Mittelalterliche Kommunion
riten" (JL, 15, 1941), 32, mentions these
authors: Anselm of Laon (d. 1117), Enarr.
in Matth. c. 8 (PL, 162, 1321); Bruno of
Segni (d. 1123), Comnwzt. in Matth., II, 8,
25 (PL, 165, 141); Baldwin of Flanders
(d. 1190), De sacr. altaris (PL, 204,
773B); Ludolf of Saxony (d. 1377), Vita
D. n. Jesu Christi, I, 42, 8 (Augsburg,
1729: p. 190). Cf. supra, note 45, p. 356.
10

11

Wilmart, 324.

Browe, "Mittelalterliche Kommunion
ritcn" (JL, 15, 1941), 32. That is why
is said in convents of nuns Domine, non
sum digna, which in turn on occasion was
transferred to the words spoken by the
12
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The Communion Devotions of Monte Cassino '" gives us a good picture
of the manner in which zealous monks prepared themselves for Com
munion. The Ordo ad accipiendum corpus Domini begins with Psalms
50, 15 and 38. Kyrie, Pater noster, and Credo follow, and then, in a free
version, formulas of the Confiteor and Misereatur. After several versicles
come the Communion prayers proper, addressed in turn first to God the
Father, then to the Son, and then to the Holy Ghost." Next follows the
centurion's protestation, said three times.'' After the reception of the Sac
rament the Communicant says three times: Verbum caro factum est et
habitavit in nobis," and then the doxology: Tibi taus, tibi gloria, tibi
gratiarum actio in srecula sa:culorum, o beata Trinitas. Among the prayers
that follow we find, besides the Domine Jesu Christe Fili already men

tioned, the prayer Corpus tuum Domine quod sumpsi." A few other for
mulas present variations on the prayer for the purifying and strengthen
ing effect of the Sacrament.'"
It is astonishing that this group of prayers, which since the end of
the Carolingian era had been transferred from the private sphere into the
liturgical prayers even of the priest, after a few centuries played no
special role in private Communion devotions. While the prayers in the
priest's Mass ordo became more and more fixed, private piety in the pre
Gothic period took a new direction. By the eleventh century we encounter
the salutations of the Blessed Sacrament" which even found a place in
the l\lass books"' and which reached their climax in the elevation of the
Sacred Host at the consecration. In connection with these a new mode of
speech gradually broke through. No more is the Body and Blood of Christ
kept in view, but simply Christ, who is desired and greeted as the guest
of our souls. The fundamental tone is produced not by the phrase "Who
eats l\ly flesh and drinks My blood" (John 6:53 ff.) but by that other phrase
"who eats Me" (John 6 :58). As a result, the contemplation of Christ's
priest (ibid., 31), thus, e.g., also in the
Roman �fissal p rinted at Venice in 1563:
Lebrun, I, 556.
First version: Wilmart (Eph. liturg.,
1929)' 322-325.
" In the second version one prayer apiece
to each of the Three Divine Persons
( 326) ; in the first are two formulas to the
Father.-One part of the formulas is al
ready dealt with supra. The texts in gen
eral show a tendency to sentimental elabo
ration.
Only to the sub tectum meum. In the
second version there is a long preceding
prayer beginning with th same phrase, sim
ilar to the prayer me!ltioned above, p. 355,
n. 34.
'"Likewise in the Lower Italian Missal of
'·'

15

the 12-13th cent. in Ebner, 347.

17 The missal just mentioned in the pre 
vious note (Ebner, 347) has the commu
nicating clerics say Quod ore sumpsimus
and then Corp us D. 11. f. C. quod accepi.
18

\Vilmart, 327, rightly emphasizes "une
preoccupation morale" as a recognizable
trait of these Communion prayers.
Wilmart, Auteurs spirituels, 20 ff.,
373 f.; Browe, Die Kommwzio11andacht ( v.
below, n. 21), 49. The Sacramentary of
Fonte Avellana (before 1325), without
mentioning any other prayers, has the com
municants pray together (Ad so11itum pa
19

tena?

hanc

fratres

orationem

dicant) :

liuius sacranrcnti susccptio fiat nobis, Do
mille, omnium peccatorum nostrormn
missio. Per Christum. PL, 151, 887 f.

""Supra, p. 352.

re
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Passion, which had been brought to the fore in the allegorical explanations
of the l\Iass, and (in general) the reminiscent preoccupation with our
Lord's life and suffering, had their effect on the preparation for Com
munion."'
It is against this background that we must evaluate the appearance,
towards the end of the Middle Ages, of a special series of prayers within the
�Ia5s for the case when Communion was to be distributed to the faithful.
And as time went on, the rite thus inserted into the l\lass became more
and more identical with that used when Communion was distributed out
side of l\Iass, as was necessary at least for the Communion of the sick
and dying. This development had been preceded by substantially the
reverse procedure. For the oldest rites for the Communion of the sick
which we know of transported, as far as possible, the Communion part
of the :\lass into the sick-room. The Pater noster was said, with its intro
duction and its embolism, the kiss of peace was given with a formula
corresponding to the Pax Domini, and then the Sacrament was presented
to the sick ...'
After the eleventh century, however, this rite for the Communion of
the sick grew less common. It was broken up and various other elements
assumed a more prominent role in it, especially a confession of sin and
a profession of faith. Of course a confession of sin was long a part of the
correct preparation for Communion, in fact fundamentally it was a part
of it from the very beginning. But it did not always come right before
the reception of the Sacrament."' In the prayer book of Charles the Bald
the imperial petitioner is admonished: Confitenda sunt peccata secreta
coram Dco, antcquam vestram offeratis oblationem vel communicetis . ..
To be sure, at the Communion of the sick these requirements were of
necessity drawn closer together. As one twelfth-century source puts it,
the sick person should recite suum Confiteor,26 after which the Misereatur
•• Browe, "Die Kommunionandacht im Al
tertum unci l.littdalter," fL. 13 ( 1935),

45-64, especially 53 ff.-The sublime medi
tations offered in the I mitatio Christi, IV,
6 ff., as e:rercitium a11lc commuHio11em, are

munion of the Mass and developed to a
greater solemnity; see ibid., 144-146. In
the Orient the rite uf the Mass of the Pre
sanctified in its essentials was frequently

something very different.

used fur Communion outside of
Hanssens, Institutions, II, 99 f.

""To be

., Cf. above I, 18, 494.

exact, certain formulas of the

( ·v.

Mass:

22) 113;

Gallican :Mass survive therein; thus clearly

.. ed. N inguarda

in the Ritual of St. Florian (12th cent.),
eel. Franz ( Freiburg, 1904), 82. Still the
pertinent section of the Roman �Iissa!, be
ginning with the l'rreceptis salutaribus, was
used, and even with a Fore-Mass preced
ing. Thus in the Pontifical of Narbonne
(lith cent.): 11artene, I, 7, XIII (1,
892); cf. Jungmann, Geworde1zc Liturgic,
149-156. In the missa prcesallctifica/orum
we have a form taken from the Com-

cf. also the Communion order of Monte
Cassino, supra, p. 369.

supra

11.

"'Ritual of St. Florian, ed. Franz, 82.
Browe, "11ittelalterliche Kommunionriten"
(!L, 15, 1941), 28 f., refers to other ex
amples, among them one from the 11th
century. Still the Cmzfiteor is missing even
in later documents; so in the older re
visions of the Pontificale Ro m a 11 um of the
13th century (ed. Andrieu, II, 493).
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follows, along with the /ndulgcntiam (embodying the absolution) "' and
the rest of the Communion rite.
Already in the sources of the eighth and ninth centuries there is evi
dence here and there of a profession of faith made by the sick, usually
in the form of the Apostles' Creed... However, it never became

a

general

practice. But when, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, it was drawn
into closer relation with the Communion, it again appears.""
Both elements were then transferred to the order of Communion at
:\lass. The liturgies of the religious orders in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries usually indicate the Confiteor before the Communion of the
brethren."" Soon, in the form of the culpa or "open confession," it gained
entrance into the parish churches, where it was generally recited by the
entire congregation."" Since the thirteenth century we sometimes find, in
some form or other, a profession of faith in the truth of the Sacrament,
made before the Communion of the Mass." It appears in the form of a

"'Cf. supra I, 305 ff., 492 ff.
P. Browe, "Die Sterbekommunion im
:\ltertum und Mittelalter; 5. Die Able
gung des Glaubenbekenntnisses," ZkTh,
r,o (1936), 211-215; cf. the Dimma Book
(F. E. Warren, The Liturgy and Ritual
of the Celtic Church [Oxford, 1881] 169);
Thcodulf, Capitulare, II (PL, 105, 222 C).
-:\n example from the 13-14th cent. in
�!artt�ne, I, 7, XXVI (I, 948).-Also the
ritual of the diocese of Schwerin of 1521
(eel. A. Schiinfelder [Paderborn, 1906],
24 f.) demands the Apostles' Creed.
r.

"'Ritual of St. Florian (Franz, 82) : Ecce,
[rater, corpus D. n. l. C., quod tibi d efe
rimus. Credis hoc esse illud, in quo est
sa/us. vita et resurrectio nostra? Rituale
of Bishop Henry I of Breslau (d. 1319)
(ed. Franz [Freiburg, 1912] 33): Credis,
quod hoc sit Chrislr4s, sa/valor mundi? In
an Ordo for the Sick from Gerona (about
1400) there is required from the sick per
son first a Christological profession of
faith consisting of seven articles and then,
after the prayer that accompanies the Kiss
ing of the Cross, the profession of faith
in the Sacrament; T. Noguer i Mosqueras,
"Un text liturgic en Catala," Analecta
sacra Tarracoii/!IISia, 12 ( 1936), 451-462.
Further examples in Browe, "Die Sterbe
kommunion" (ZkTh, 1936), 213 ff.
20 Browe,
"Mittelalterliche Kommunion
riten" (JL, 15 1941), 29. Only the Car
thusians to this day have not accepted the
C on fiteor in this place, and likewise Do,

milte, non sum dignus. The Cistercians
omit it when only the assistants communi
cate (ibid.).
10 Browe, 30. There is evidence that at the
same time a penance was imposed as in
other analogous cases (above I, 493, note
18). See Ri tu s commwrionis catholicus
(before 1557) of Duke Albrecht IV of
Bavaria, as well as other accounts in H.
Mayer, ZkTh, 38 (1914), 276 f. Confes
sion of sins and the imposing of penance
also in the Hungarian Rite of Communion
of the 16th century; G. Peterffy, Sacra

concilia

Ecclesirn

Rom.

cath.

in regno

Hu ng ari cc (Pressburg, 1742), 240.
31 In the Q ueste del St. G raal (about 1220)
ed. Pauphilet 167 (in Browe, 24) one of
the heroes confesses to the priest's question
what he is holding in his hands, "You hold
my Savior and my Redemption under the
species of bread."-Browe, 24 ff., calls at
tention to the fact that often, specially
since the middle of the 13th century, in
stead of a question pertaining to faith, a
sermonette was delivered urging the people
to religious and worthy reception. Still this
address often takes the place of the cus
tomary sermon, or in convents is given
on the day before (25 f.). In later times
and into the 20th century the Communion
addresses preceding the Communion, espe
cially a General Communion, became in
deed more frequent. They were declared
permissible (as "fervorini") by decree of
the Cong. of Rites, April 16, 1853: De-
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question by the priest and an answer by the people, especially after the
Reformers began to attack the Sacrament."'
A very happy method of making such a profession of faith was found
when, in place of the questions about faith and the knowledge of faith,
the more quiet and harmonious form we have in our Ecce Agnus Dei
appeared. By its pertinent and pregnant designation of the Blessed Sacra
ment as the Lamb of God it takes up the message of the Agnus Dei chant
which preceded. It can surely be put on a par with the Sancta sanctis of
old.33 The earliest witness to the use of these words before Communion
seems to be the Synod of Aix ( 1585), where they were prescribed along
with the accompanying ritus."' In order to attain their purpose as an
acknowledgment of belief in the Eucharist they were often-even to very
recent times-spoken in the vernacular, just as was done earlier with
regard to the questions about faith, and even as was done with the
Domine non sum dignus following. Quite a number of synods and diocesan
rituals, even in the eighteenth century and later, both in Germany and
France, expressly ordered this use of the vernacular."" Then this group of
formulas, Confiteor with the accompanying words of absolution, Ecce
Agnus Dei, and Domine non sum dignus, were introduced into the order
of Communion in the Roman Ritual of 1614. There it was naturally given
in Latin, and insofar as the Roman Ritual took the place of the diocesan
rituals, this resulted in the exclusion of the vernacular. Now the Confiteor

eret o aut h. SRC, n. 3009, 4.- In rituals,
printed texts for the purpose are provided;
see, e.g., for the ecclesiastical province of
Salzburg, in the 16th century, Mayer, loc.
cit., 277; for Constance, A. Dold, Die Kon
stan::er Ritualientexte (LQ, 5-6; Munster,

1923), 42 f.
'" Thus, the Dominican General Chapters
of 1569 and 1583 prescribed the following
form for the Communion of the laity; after
the confession of sins the priest holds the
Sacrament before the communicant, saying:
Credis fume esse verum Christum Deum
ct hominem r The communicant answers
Credo. Then follows the Domine, non sum
dign us. Mommt e n ta Ord. Fr. Prred. hist.,
10 (1901), 239; Browe, 27. In the Ritu a le
Sacramcntorum Ro m a mt m (Rome, 1584),
297, composed by Cardinal Santori, occurs
the question Crcditis hoc esse �'erum Chri
sti corpus, quod pro vobis traditum fui t in
11/0YICIII r After an affirmative Credo there
follows a second more general question.
Similar questions in the Hungarian Com
munion Rite of the 16th century; Peterffy
(supra, n. 30), 241.

Another case to the point is the expres
sion with Ecce above in n. 28.

83

"'Hardouin, X, 1525.-Lebrun, I, 556.
""Browe,

"Mittelalterliche Kommunion
riten" (J L, 15, 1941), 30 f.; Corblet, ll,
20. Thus also, e.g., for ages the M mmale
Sacrum of the Diocese of Brixen; the
edition of 1906 precribes ( p. 102) that the
Agmts Dei be said first in Latin then
in German, the Domine non sum dignus
only in German, provided of course that
Communion was administered outside the
Mass. But the answer from the Cong. of
Rites, July 4, 1835, to the Swiss Capuchins
was different: Decreta auth. SRC, n. 2725,
5. According to the Synod of Aix cited
above, the Domine 11011 sum dignu s could
be said by the server instead of by the
priest. There is a certain solemnity given
to the Do mine 11011 sum diglllts, as is re
ported customary among the Latin Catho
lics of Rumania, where on special Com
munion days it is sung by the choir and
the congregation; Kramp, "Messgebrauche
der Glaubigen in den ausserdeutschen
Uindern" (StZ, 1927, II), 360.
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is to be recited by the Mass-server nomine populi, and the Domine non
sum dignus is to be said by the priest.""
The acceptance of these prayers into the Roman Missal was a matter
of course.37 From what we have said we see that it was entirely in keeping
with long usage. However, in our day, when we have learned to follow the
procedure of the Mass from start to finish, we find the Confiteor especially
a rather unnecessary repetition, since, even without considering the com
munity type of :Mass, every attempt to participate at the sacrifice demands
from the very beginning the humble acknowledgment of sin... At the
Communion of the ordination Mass, the Ecce Agnus Dei and the Domine
non sum dignus are wanting, and at the Communion of newly-ordained
priests the Confiteor also is omitted.'"
That these interpolations before the dispensing of Holy Communion
could so easily succeed in gaining general acceptance during the last years
of the 1\Iiddle Ages is linked in some way with the fact that even from
ancient times it was customary on occasion to stop momentarily at this
place and use the sacred moment for important explanations. It is already
recounted of Novatian that he exacted from his followers an oath of fealty
before he let them approach for Communion.•• In the early Middle Ages
similar demands and explanations were customary when Communion
was dispensed at a Mass which had been preceded by an ordeal." From
this, it was but a short step to consider the religious profession as a kind
of sacred oath which was sealed with the reception of the Sacrament. An
example of this sort is seen in French Franciscan circles in the year 1331."
In the Society of Jesus"' it became an established institution to take the
38

Ritu ale Rom. (1925), IV, 2, 1. 3.

"' Missale Rom., Ritus serv. X, 6.

""Already in 1680, N. Letourneux, French
preacher and ascetical writer, made ref
ence to the unsuitableness of repeating the
Co11jiteor and the Domine non sum dignus;
see Trapp, 10.

pabilis es. Ebner, 254 f. In the plural form
and with some elaborations in the Ritual
of St. Florian (12th cent.), ed. Franz,
119; also in Franz, Die Messe, 214. Simi
larly already in two manuscripts of 9 and

""Pont. Rom., De ord. presbyteri; in the

lOth centuries copied among others in P.
Browe, De ordaliis, II (Textus et Docu
menta, ser. theol. II; Rome, 1933), 7.

case of the priests the reason given is:
quia co ncele b ran t Pontijici.

cused also served as a means of ascertain

••

E.usebius, Hist. eccl., VI, 43, 18.

" P.

Browe,

"Zum

Kommunionempfang

des Mittelalters; 5. Die Kommunion vor
dem Ordal und dem Duell," JL, 12 (1934),
171-173. A Missal of the 12-13th century
from the neighborhood of Siena, in the
Missa q u a ndo lex agitur, has this rubric;
saccrdos cum ad commzmicandwn accerse

rit, i ta adiuref cum: Adiuro te, homo, per
l'atrem et Filium et Sp irit u m Sanctum et
Per t u am christianitatem et pel' istas re
liqu ias quce s1mt in ista ecclesia, 11t prce
sumas non ullo modo communicare, si cui-

As is apparent, the Communion of the ac
ing the truth. As a "Lord's Supper Test"
it was of course encompassed with super
stition. Essentially, though, it was a par
ticularly solemn form of the oath of pur
gation; G. Schniirer, Kirche und K ultu r

im Mi t teelalter, II (Paderborn, 1926), 54.
"General chapter of Perpignan, Con
stitutiones, III, 8: Archivum Francisca
num hist., 2 (1909), 281.
., Constitutiones S. !., V, 3, 2-4. (lnstitu

tum S. ]., II; Florence, 1893, 89) ; I.
Zeiger, "Professio super hostiam. Ur
sprung und Sinngehalt der Professform
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vows a moment before receiving the Sacrament, an example which has
been imitated in many later congregations.

13.

Communion of the Faithful: Ritual Shape

Regarding the problem of the place to be occupied by the faithful when
receiving Holy Communion, there have been various solutions in the
course of time.' When all or a great part of those present communicated,
the manner described in the Roman ordines had certain advantages: the
faithful remain in their place, and the clergy bring them the Sacrament.'
In other localities, as early as the fourth century, the faithful went up to
the altar: In Gaul that was the old traditional practice. The gates which
separated the sanctuary (and consequently the place of the clergy) from
the people were left open at this time; the faithful ascended the steps to
the altar, a right which the Synod of Tours (567) expressly ratified,' and
which was not curtailed till the Carolingian period." After that it still
remained at least the privilege of monks, and frequently also of nuns.
It was seldom granted to the laity to receive at the main altar, as was the
case with the Augustinian Canons according to a rule confirmed in 1116
for the foundation of Ravenna.• Usually lay people received Communion
at a side altar where the Sacrament had been placed beforehand, or where
a special Mass was said.7 This was especially the case where (as fre
quently happened since the Romanesque period in churches with many
priests) the choir was separated from the nave of the church by a high
in der Gesellschaft Jcsu" Archivmn his
toricunz S. J., 9 (1940), 172-188.-0ne
often reads in the lives of the saints since
the late �Iiddle Ages how they made their
final declaration in the presence of the
Eucharist before receiving it as Viaticum;
thus, e.g.,

St.

Thomas Aquinas. In the

same manner L. Ricci before his death on
�ov. 19, 1775, the last General of the
Society of ] esus before its dissolution,
solemnly asserted in the presence of the
Host his innocence and that of the Society;

B. Duhr, "Lorenzo Ricci," StZ, 114 (1928,
I), 81-92, especially 88.
1

Browe,

"l\fittelalterliche

Kommunion

riten 4. Der Ort des Empfanges," J L, 15
(1941), 32-42.
2Above I, 73. In certain circumstances this
method was to be found in use even later.

Egger,

K irchlich e K wzst-wzd Denkmal

pf/ege (2nd ed., Brixen, 1933), 204, n. 3.
•

The Council of Laodicea, can. 44 (Mansi,

II, 571), certainly recognizes the custom,
but rejects the approach of the women to
the altar.
'Can. 4 (Mansi, IX, 793). Further. data
in Browe, 36 f.
' Cf. the

restrictions regarding

the Of

fertory Procession; s upra , p. 9, n. 43. In
Rome also, in the 9th century laws were
made forbidding the laity to enter the pres
byterium; Browe, 36. Through the IV
Council of Toledo (633), can. 18 (Mansi,
X, 624), it had already been decreed in
Spain, ut sacerdos et levita ante a/tare
comm zm i ce nt, ill choro c/ents, extra cho
rum po pulus .
E. Amort, Vetus disciplina canonicorutn,
(Venice, 1747), 376. A rule of the Humi
liati that originated about 1310 still per
mits men to enter the choir; Browe, 40.

At the place of pilgrimage :Maria Luschari

•

in Carinthia it was still customary in the
19th century for the priest to go up and
down from the High Altar to the main
entrance administering Communion: A.

7

Cf. Browe, 40.
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wall, the so-called screen. Here Communion was usually given at a
transept-altar erected outside the screen.
In the North African .Church of ancient times, and elsewhere, too, the
method adopted was for the faithful to approach the rail which surrounded
the altar. Augustine warned the guilty who had lost their right to Com
munion not to approach "lest they be sent away from the rail (de can
celtis)."" A similar custom must have existed in the Orient." During the
Carolingian era, too, we find mention made of these rails. These rails,
however, were not so low as those of today; they reached as high as the
chest.'° Consequently, the faithful were able to receive standing.
Since the thirteenth century it was customary here and there to spread
a cloth (held by two acolytes) for those communicants kneeling at the
altar." Later on, in the sixteenth century, this cloth began to be laid over
a table or a bench which had been placed before the communicants be
tween the nave and the presbyterium. This was found very convenient

for an orderly coming and going. Various synods now laid down prescrip
tions along these lines." However, in place of table or bench, solid rails
of wood or stone gradually came into use, but they were calculated for
kneeling and hence were made lower--our Communion rail, which since
the seventeenth century has almost everywhere taken the place of the
former screen.
When the faithful go to Communion we say nowadays: They approach
the Lord's table. This had never meant the Communion rail or any of
its forerunners, but from the very beginning it always meant only the
altar-table, the mensa Domini at which the Sacrament was confected, and
from which it was distributed. Kevertheless, it still remains a splendid
task for the church-architect so to arrange and align the structure men
tioned as to trace the connection with the holy table which we actually
approach when we kneel at the Communion rail.
'Augustine, Serm., 392, 5 (PL, 39, 1712).
-Cf. Zeno of Verona, Tract., II, 30 (PL,
II, 476 R).

'Cf. supra, note 3.-Theodore of Mopsue
stia, Ser m o nes catech. VI (Ruecker, 36):
to communicate at the altar was the privi
lege of the clergy. But cf. the example
from Eusebius, llist. eccl. VII, 9, cited
a hove, p. 273, and the practice contested at
Laodicea (above, note 3).-Sec also the
Provisions regarding the oblation of gifts,
above, p. 9, note 43.
'" \\'alafried Strabo, De exord. et increm.,
c. 6 (PL, 114, 926 B), says that as a rule
they arc only so high that while standing
one might support one's elbows upon them.
]. Braun, Dtr christliche Altar, II, 660,
gives the general height of these balus
trades as 0.80-1.20 m. (2 ft. 6 in.-3 ft. 5

in.). The cancelli were then similar to
those in any present-day court or chancery.
"Ordinarium O.P. (Guerrini,

247); Liber

ordinarius of Liege (Yolk, 99, 1. 18). In

both sources the priest, who evidently does
not carry the Pyx with the Sacred Par
ticles himself, is directed each time to take
the host in his right hand and to hold the

supponeudo eam hostire,
transferal u sque ad fralrem com m u

paten in his left
et sic

nicandum. T he cloth mentioned before
could according to the Ordo of Stefancschi,

n. 56 ( PL, 78, 1172 B), also be the velum
for the chalice.-Cf. also the teaching of
the Mainz pastor Florentius Die! about

1500 to the faithful anent the Communion
Cloth; supra, p. 16, n. 81.
12 The oldest is from Genoa, 1574; Browe,
41£.
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That the Body of the Lord should be received kneeling is a custom
which slowly and gradually gained the ascendancy in the West

13

between

the eleventh and the sixteenth centuries." Prior to that, it was the prac
tice, as we have said, to stand while communicating.
The changes of bodily bearing are mirrored, amongst others, in the
picturizations of the Last Supper. While the exegete must surely conclude
from the accounts at hand that the disciples received the divine bread in
the same posture which they had assumed during the meal," art, delving
into the very core of the matter, has preferred to sketch the event in
accordance with contemporary Communion rites.'" A Gospel codex of Ros
sano, which originated in Egypt about the year 500, pictures our Lord
standing while giving His disciples, also standing, Communion under
the form of bread.'7 In reverse, the Evangeliary of Bernward of Hildesheim
(d. 1024) shows the apostle Judas receiving the Eucharist kneeling.'" That
this practice, however, had not yet become common everywhere can be
seen from the statutes of the various religious orders in the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, which expressly prescribe it. For paro
chial churches in several dioceses it was not till much later that its intro
duction was recommended. Thus we read in a Paderborn memorandum
book printed in 1602 that the custom was to be introduced there ubi com

mode fieri poterit." In the rite of the Roman Curia, on the other hand, it
had become so firmly rooted as early as the fourteenth century that, as
today, outside of the celebrant, only the bishop stood when receiving Com
munion at his consecration Mass.""
"'In the Byzantine Liturgy to this day the
faithful receive Communion while stand
ing. The Gallician Ukrainians, who receive
kneeling, are an exception.
"P. Browe, "Mittclalterliche Kommunion
riten; 4. Aeussere Verehrung des Sakra
mentes beim Empfang," JL, 15 (1941),
42-48; B. Kleinschmidt, "Zur Geschichte
des Kommunionritus," Theol.-prakt, Quar

talschrift, 59
96 f.

(1906), 95-109, especially

15 Mark
14: 18: czvcz:�tettJ.E>wv czu-rwv.
.Nfatt. 26: 20; Luke 22: 14.

Cf.

'" Cf. E. Dobbert, "Das Abendmahl Chri
sti in der bildenden Kunst bis gegen
Schluss des 14th cent.," Repertorium fur
Kunstwissenscraft, 13 (1890), 281-292,
with seven other articles to 18 (1895),
336-379.
17

Illustration in 0. Gebhardt- A. Harnack,
Evangeliorum codex grrecus purpureus
Rossanensis (Leipzig, 1880), table 9 and
10; on the basis of photographs, with de
tailed description, A. Haseloff, Codex pur-

purcus Rossa ncnsis (Berlin, 1898), table
6 and 7, respectively pages 102-106.
Similarly the somewhat later Syrian Gos
pel Codex of Rabulas; 0. Wulff, Altchrist
liche und by:::antinisclze K1mst, I (Berlin,
1918), 294.-Pertinent pictures from later
times in the work of Dobber, "Das Abend
mahl," Repertorium, 15 (1892), 507; 509;
511 ff.; 517; 519; Braun, Das clu·istliche
Altargeriit, table 10 and 41.-Literary
evidence for the standing position in the
West is supplied by the Regula Magistri
that belongs perhaps to the 6th century; c.
21 ( PL, 88, 988)
confirment.

:

erecti communicent et

'"Dobbert, op. cit., 1 8 (1895), 365.
19

Brinktrine, Die hi. Messe, 267. Further

data in Browe, 46-48.
Ordo of Stefaneschi, n. 56 f. ( PL, 78,
1172 B.D.). At the solemn Pontifical Mass

20

the ministering Cardinal Deacon also re
ceives standing; Brinktrine, D ie feierliche
Papstmesse, 36. The Pope communicates
while seated, a custom for which there is
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For evident reasons the standing position was the rule for the chalice
Communion, and this position was retained also for the ablution wine."'
Apropos of the Communion which was received standing, the question
arises, whether in this case there was not perhaps some sign of adoration
or reverence connected with the reception. For the period which witnessed
anew the increase in that eucharistic devotion which brought with it the
change to reception while kneeling, signs of veneration could naturally be
taken for granted. St. Hildegard had her nuns approach Communion
dressed in white, adorned like brides, with a crown which displayed on
the forehead the picture of the Agnus Dei."' About the same time, when
the Canons of the Lateran went to Communion they all wore the cope.""
In Cluny, they were still speaking of the custom practiced by the Fathers
of approaching discalceatis pedibus."' Reverence was also shown by bodily
movement. The Consuetudines of Cluny, written down by Udalricus about
1080, demand a genuflection before receiving."" Elsewhere it was cusapparently no evidence before the 12th cen
tury. Browe, 46.
"1

Browe, 44 f.

�"Hildegard of Bingen, Ep. 116 (PL, 197,
336 C ; 337 f.). The precise relationship of
the dress described to the approach to
Communion may be in some doubt, but it
can be safely assumed to correspond. A
:\!S. in the municipal library of 'l"rier,
about 1403, mentions among the relics of
St. Matthias in Trier the "communion
coronet" of St. Hildegard.
23 Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 12, 1. 15;
86, 1. 16). But when approaching there
is a genuflection for the bishop (ibid., 86,
1 22).

"'Odo of Cluny, Collationes II, 28 (PL,
133, 572 C). Once again the custom was
revived, in the 15th century, where a Low
German "rule for lay people" originating
in the Windesheim Congregation, demand
ed that the communicant lay aside his
weapons and shoes; R. Langenberg, Quel
len und Forschtmgen zur Geschichte der
dcutschen Mystik (Bonn, 1902), 96; cf.
p. 145. Older data and explanation of the
custom in Ph. Oppenheim, Symbolik und
•'Cligiose Wertung des M onchskleides im
christlichm Altertum (Munster, 1932),
96 f. The practice is grounded not only
on a text of Ex. 3 : 5, but also on the idea
that one should strip oneself of everything
that might remind one of death (leather
from killed animals), when appearing in
the presence of God. For that reason the

monks of Pachomius before receiving Com
munion laid aside their leathern mantles
and girdles. In this connection should be
mentioned the baptismal robe of white
linen; see F. van dcr 1\fecr, Augustin us als
Seelsorger (Cologne, 1951), 433. Con
cerning linen as cultural clothing sec E.
Stommel, Miinchener theol. Zeitschrift, 3
(1952), 19 f.

""II, 30 (PL, 149, 721 B). This genuflec
tion is also emphasized by Peter of Cluny
(d. 1156), Statuta n. 4 (PL, 189, 1027 B).
A preceding genuflection is verified earlier
in the Orient, among the East Syrians al
ready in the 6th century and also among
the Greeks (triple genuflection) in the
lOth century; Browe, 43.-Among the Cis
tercians, after the introduction of receiv
ing in a kneeling posture, a pros/ratio was
further required before ascending the altar;
Liber !ISuum 0. Cis!., c. 58 (PL, 166,
1432). As is known, tl.e practice regard
ing these genuflections varies to this day.
Even the prior genuflection in any event
requires a strictly ordered approach. A
genuflection after receiving Communion is
not perhaps at variance with the rubric of
today; but in the Middle Ages such a
genuflection was not customary at all. Some
Orders, like the Cistercians, required a bow
after receiving. Browe, 44.-0n the anal
ogy of the present-day Roman rubrics,
there is no other reverence required either
before or after Communion outside the
kneeling at the reception; see Th. Schnitz-
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tomary to kiss the floor or the priest's foot.'" A threefold inclination was
already prescribed in the rule of St. Columban (d. 615).'"'
St. Augustine seems to have had something similar in mind when he
remarked that no one partook of this Flesh nisi prius adoraverit,"' but we
find nothing further about a bodily gesture except that the faithful were
to approach conjunctis manibus."" According to Theodore of l\Iopsuestia
the communicant should draw near with lowered eyes, both hands ex
tended, and at the same time he should speak a word of adoration, since
he is to receive the Body of the King.""
A clear picture of the procedure at Communion in the fourth century
is given us in the Mystagogic Catecheses of Jerusalem:
When you approach, do not go stretching out your open hands or having
your lingers spread out, but make the left hand into a throne for the right
which shall receive the King, and then cup your open hand and take the
Body of Christ, reciting the Ame11. Then sanctify with all care your eyes
by touching the Sacred Body, and receive It. But be careful that no par
ticles fall, for what you lose would be to you as if you had lost some of
your members. Tell me, if anybody had given you gold dust, would you
not hold fast to it with all care, and watch lest some of it fall and be lost
to you? Must you not- then be even more careful with that which is more
precious than gold and diamonds, so that no particles are lost? Then, after
you have partaken of the Body of Christ, approach the chalice with the
Blood without stretching out your hands, but bowed, in a position of worship
and reverence, and repeat the Amen and sanctify yourself by receiving the
Blood of Christ. Should your lips still be moist, then touch them with
your hands and sanctify your eyes and youi forehead and the other senses.
Then tarry in prayer and thank God who has made you worthy of such
mysteries.31

Most of the details found in the picture presented above are corroborated
ler, "Kniebeuge nach der Kommunion ?"

K aleclzctische Bliitter, 75

(1950), 459-

461.

""The Ordinarium of the Dominicans about
1256 (Guerrini, 247) rejects these customs
and requires only the genuflection ; likewise
the Liber ordinarius of Liege (Volk, 99).
Cf. Browe, 43 f.
27 Regula
ed. Seebass ( Zeitschr. f. Kirch
mgesch., 1897), 227. Browe, who refers to
,

this testimony (42 f.), also mentions two
rules for nuns that are derived from it.
""Augustine, Enarr. in ps. 98, 9 (PL, 37,
1264) .
.. Augustine, Contra ep. Panncn. II, 7, 13
(CSEL, 51, 58, I. 16). Similarly already
the Passio PerpetutB, c. 4, 9 ; see Dekkers,
Tcrtullianus, 87 f. Cf. below, note 34.
110 Theodore
of
:.Iopsuestia,
Sennones
catcch., VI (Rucker, 36). Extending or
stretching both the hands clearly accom-

panics the more remote act of approaching
while they are folded immediately before
receiving, as Augustine also emphasizes.
Cf. the row of approaching Apostles in
the illustration of the Last Supper in the
Codex Rossanensis (above n. 17), the one
next to Our Lord bows, kissing the Lord's
right hand, from which with both hands
he has just received the Sacred Bread; the
one following has his folded hands still
covered, while the rest have them qpen and
outstretched.
One who has evidently

already received the Sacrament, holds
both hands uplifted in prayer. The illus

tration of the Chalice Communion parallels
this every respect. Cf. the discussion of the
picture in Haseloff, 102-106, who also
claims to be able to see the folded hands
of the one receiving.
31 Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. myst., V, 21 f.
(Quasten, Mon., 108-110).
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for the period of Christian antiquity not only by the texts cited before and
by pictures and drawings, but also in many other sources: 32 the giving of
the Eucharist into the hand of the communicant,"" the placing of both
hands together open and in cruciform," the blessing of the senses with the
sacramental species,"' the admonition to take great care in handling them,""
and the immediate reception of the eucharistic bread before proceeding
to partake of the chalice. However, there are a few sources which advise
the communicant to remain in prayer momentarily before the reception;
one should keep in mind the power of Him whose Body is held in one's
F. X. Funk, Kirchengeschichtliche Ab
h a n dlu ngen, I (Paderborn, 1897), 293308: "Der Kommunionritus."

32

""F. ]. Diilger offers the most important
proofs for the first centuries; I chthys, II
(�fiinster, 1922), 513 f.; the same, A nti k e
u. CJzristcntum, 3
(1932), 239, n. 34; 5
(1936), 236 f.; see also Bona, II, 17, 3
(841-847). An early testimony in Tertul
lian, De idolol., c. 7 (CSEL, 20, 36): the
Christian who sacrificed to the gods, dares
eas 11 z a nus admovere corpori Domini, qure
dwmoniis corpora con/erunt ... 0 m mtus
prwcidcndce !-Dionysius of Alexandria,
in Eusebius, Hist. eccl., VII, 9, 4; Pope
Cornelius to Fabius, in Eusebius, VI, 43,
18. According to the inscription of Pecto
rius the Christian should eat and drink
lxOuv exwv 'ltci/..oq.o.cz<;
( Quasten, Mon.,
26) .-The last clear testimonies are from
the 8th century: Capitztlare eccl. ord.
(Silva-Tarouca 201) : pontifex . . . com
mzmicat popu/um qui manus suas extendere
ad ips um potucrit: cf. Nicki, Der Anteil
des Volkes, 65 f.-Beda (d. 735 ) , Hist.
cccl., IV, 24 (PL, 95, 214D). Later
traces, but no longer unequivocal in mean
ing, in Funk, 298-In the Orient the wit
nesses for the extending of the hands con
tinued until about the same time ; it is still
certified by John Damascene, De fi de, IV,
13 (PG, 94, 1149).
,. Theodore
of
�fopsuestia,
Sermon es
catch. VI (Ruecker, 36 f); Trullan Synod
(69 2), can. 101 (Mansi, XI, 985 f.), here
also the prohibition to use a golden platter
instead of the bare hands; ] ohn Damascene,

loc. cit. Iconographic testimony in ]. Ste

fil!lescu, L'illustration des liturgics dans
l'art de By:;ance et de l'Orimt (Brussels,
1936), ill. 73, 75.-The extending of the
hands discussed here is still customary in

the Byzantine Liturgy at the Communion
of the deacon and at the reception of the
Antidoron by the faithful. Pl. de Meester,
La divine litu rgie de s. Jean Chry s o stom e
(3rd ed., Rome, 1925), 135.
"'The custom is first mentioned by Aph
raates, Hom., 7, 8 ( BKV, Select writings
of Syrian Church Fathers [1874], 99). It
seems to have originated with the Syrians,
perhaps on the basis of Ex. 12: 7 ff. Cf.
Diilger, A n ti k e u. Chris ten t um, 3 (1932),
231-244. A kissing of the Eucharistic
Bread that one held in the hands is also
connected with this; cf. ibid., 245 ff. The
" blessing of the senses" is found still today
in the East Syrian Mass. After the priest
has performed the fraction and consigna
tion, he makes a sign of the cross with
his thumb upon his own forehead and that
of the deacons; Brightman, 2 92, I. 34.
Related customs took on new forms later
on in the West in combination with the
priest's ablution after Communion; see be
low, p. 418.-The application of the Eu
charist as a means of protection and good
health was not uncommon. Augustin�,
Opus i m perf. c. Ju lianu m, III, 162 (PL,
45, 1315) without disapproval, reports of
a woman who made a compress with the
Eucharist for her blind boy. Cf. the use of
the Eucharist as a protection for a journey,
supra, p. 360. In the Middle Ages these
views and methods became more coarse
and appear even for the purpose of busi
ness and profit. Since the 12th century the
Church was obliged to take a firm stand
against the abuse of the Sacrament for
such purposes and even as a talisman.
86

Tertullian, De cormw m il., c. 3 (CSEL,
70, 158) : Calicis aut pa n is etiam nostri
aliquid decuti in terram 011.rie pa ti mur.
Other passages in Quasten, Mon., 109,n. 2.
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hands, acknowledge one's own sinfulness and unworthiness, and praise
the Lord qui tale dedit tali."' A prayer for this moment, first attested in
the fifth century,"" is still in use in Egypt today."' Only after this prayer
had been said was the Body of the Lord received. In the West, too, the
customary manner of receiving Communion in early medieval times was
similar to this."' We see this more plainly in the Communion of clerics by
whom the practice of taking the Communion in the hands was retained
longest. At the papal l\Iass in the eighth and ninth centuries, after the
bishops and priests had received the Body of the Lord, they went to the
left side of the altar, placed their hands with the Sacrament on the altar
and communicated; the deacons did the same on the right side of the
altar." The practice was not much different even in the pontifical Mass
of the tenth century."
The laity intending to receive Communion were expected to wash their
hands beforehand."' It is not clear, however, if this washing of the hands
was demanded only as needed or if it represented a settled ritual prescrip
tion: the latter seems probable, for it was customary since ancient times
to wash the hands before prayer." Be that as it may, in the plans for the
great basilicas, a fountain was placed in the fore-court." That it was not
intended merely as an ornament is seen clearly from the fact that in front
of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome, behind the splendid Constantinian foun
tain, a second, more modest one was erected by Pope Symmachus in order
to satisfy the need." In Gaul, the women were not permitted to receive
"the Body of the Lord in their bare hands, but were obliged to cover them
with a white cloth."
31 Theodore
of M o p s u e s t i a, Sermones
catcch., VI ( Ruecker, 37 f.).
""Testamentum Domini I, 23 (Quasten,
MOil., 258) : Saucta, sa11cta, sancta Tri11itas
ineffabilis, da mihi, ut sumam hoc corpus
i11 1•itam, nou in colldcnnzatiolll!m. Da mihi,
ut faciem fructus, qui tibi p/accut, ut cum
apparcam place11s tibi 7>i�·a111 in te, adim
plcns prrecepta tua, et cum fiducia invo
cem te, Pater, cum implorcm super me
flwm regmtm et tuam r•olwrtatcm, 11omen
tuum sanctificetur, Domine, i11 me, quoniam
tu es fortis et gloriosus et tibi gloria in
srecula sceculorum. Ame11.
30 In the Coptic Liturgy as a prayer that
the priest says, and in the Ethiopian as a
prayer that each one of the faithful should
say as of yore after the reception and be
fore the actual eating of the Body of
Christ. Cf. the text of the prayer in the
Arabic version of the Testamentum Do
mini (Quasten, Mon., 258, n. 3).
•• Cf. the conirmctis manibus in Augustine,
supra, p. 378.

"Ordo of S. Amand (Andrieu, II, 165;
cf. 170).
"Ordines for episcopal �Iass "In primis"
and "Post quam" (Andrieu, II, 335, 361;
PL, 78, 989 ; 994).
43 Athanasius, Ep. heart., 5 (from the year
333), n. 5 (PG, 26, 1383 A); Chrysostom,
In Eph. hom., 3, 4 (PG, 62,28 f.); C:esari
us of Aries, Sen11., 227, 5 (Morin, 854;
PL, 39, 2168) : Ouwes r>iri qua11do com
mrmicare desiderant, /avant nzanus suas, et
omlleS mulieres nitida e:dzi/Jellf liuteamina,
ubi corpus Christi accipiant.-Cf. Benedict
XIV, De s. sacrijicio missre, I, 12, 3

(Schneider, 73).
"Hippolytus of Rome, Trad.
61; 65 f.).

Ap. ( Di x,

•• Cf. Eusebius, Hist. eccl., X, 4; Paulinus
of Nola, Ep. 32 (PL, 61, 337).
••

Beissel, !Jilder, 254-256.

"C:esarius, lac. cit.- The same decision at
the Synod of Auxcrre (578 or 585), can.
36 (Mansi, IX, 915). This same small
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Before receiving the eucharistic bread the faithful often kissed the hand
of the one giving them Communion." Even today the Byzantine deacon
does the same before taking the sacred bread.'"
In giving the Eucharist into the hands the danger arose that the Eucha
rist was sometimes misused. Spanish synods found it necessary to decree
that whoever receives the Eucharist and does not eat It should be con
sidered as sacrilegus.""
Even stronger than this worry about possible misuse was the influence
of the growing respect for the Eucharist. Both together led to the practice
of placing the Sacred Host in the mouth. Even though there may be some
isolated instances of this practice in earlier times,"1 the method dates sub
stantially from the ninth century ....
A general prescription of the Council of Rouen (c. 878) reads as fol
lows: nulli aut em laico aut jeminte eucharistiam in manibus ponat, sed

cloth is not to be confused with the
domilzicale that was prescribed for them
over and above. This latter was a veil of
some sort; cf. Funk, Der Kommzmionritus,
296 f. The former, according to H. Mel
cher, Bibel u. Liturgie, 8 (1933-34), 247 f.
would still be retained, transformed, in
the white cloth with which First Com
municants in some places hold their can
dles or carry suspended from their belts.
"Codex of Rossano, supra, note 17.
'"Brightman, 395, I. 2.-Modern commen
tators (Fortescue, 374; Batiffol, 289) in
referring for this kiss to the story of the
Viaticum of St. Melania, Dec. 31, 439, are
laboring under a misunderstanding for
which the editor of the Life is the first
to be blamed; see M. Cardinal Rampolla,
Smzta Melania Giuniore (Rome, 1905), 39,
and the commentary 257-259. The narra
tive reads as follows (c. 68) : accepitque
eadem hora com1mmio11em de manu episco

pi et completa oratione respondit Amen.
Exosculatur vero dexteram sancti episco
pi . . After the reception therefore there
followed an oration like our Postcom
mwzio, prayed by the bishop, to which
11elania answered A men (cf. Rampolla,
39, I. 21), and only then is mention made
of the kissing of the hand, which was thus
rather a kind of farewell; cf. infra, n. 5.
The kissing of the hand as Communion is
placed in the mouth is verified for Cluny;
l!dalricus, Co11suet. Clzm., II, 30 (PL, 149,
721 B). The Premonstratensians also prac.

ticed it. Regarding kissing the hand when
the bishop administers Communion as at
present, see above, p. 324, n. 17.
of Saragossa (380), can. 3
(Mansi, III, 634); Council of Toledo in
400, can. 14 (Mansi, III, 1000). Cf. the
110 Council

later medieval practices discussed above.
The well-known anecdote reported by
John Diaconus (d. before 882), Vita s.
Gregorii II, 41 (of a matron who laughed
at the reception of the Sacrament from
the hands of the pope, because she recog
nized in the sacred particle the bread she
herself had offered, whereupon the pope
immediately withdrew his hand ab ore
ejus) will have to be eliminated from con
sideration; cf. above, p. 32, n. 2.-As the
earliest examples from Gaul, P. Browe,
51

"Die Kommunion in der gallikanischen
Kirche der Merowinger-un Karolinger
zeit" ( Theol. Quartalschrift, 1921), 49,
mentions some individual cases for the 7th
century, which however could still be con
ditioned by circumstances (sickness). That
Communion should be placed into the
mouth of the sick is especially emphasized
by the so-called Statuta ·Bonifatii (9th
cent.), can. 32 (Mansi, XII, 386) : in
fzmdatur ori eius eucharistia.
"'A Synod of Cordova (839) inveighs
against the sect of the Casians who re
sisted the practice of placing the Eucharist
in the mouth of the communicant. C. J.
Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, IV (2nd ed.;
Freiburg, 1879), 99.
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tantum in os eius."" The change of custom is contemporaneous with the
transition from leavened to unleavened bread, and is probably related
to it." The delicate pieces of thin wafer almost invited this method of dis

tribution, since, unlike the pieces of unleavened bread formerly used, they
easily adhered to the moist tongue. At the synod of Rouen a further rule
was established that at high Mass the priest was to give the Eucharist
into the hands of the deacon and subdeacon as ministri altaris."" During
the tenth and eleventh centuries this right was narrowed down to priests
and deacons."' Then it disappeared entirely, although there are isolated
accounts still of the laity taking the Sacrament into their own hand.
This manner of distributing the Sacrament removed the worry about
the recipient's clean hands, and also the greater worry that small par
ticles of the sacred bread would be lost or that something had to be done
about purifying the fingers, as had become the custom for the priest. The
Communion cloth later introduced and, since 1929, the Communion paten
or plate"7 are expressions of further increased care in the direction men
tioned.
Giving the chalice to the Christian people lasted longer than giving the
eucharistic bread into the hand. Naturally, with regard to the chalice,
there was even greater insistence in the warning not to spill anything,"" but
even with the best will in the world it was often of no avail. However, for
centuries the Communion of the chalice continued unchanged for the
laity, and even today such a Communion takes place in the Liturgy of the
East Syrians and the Abyssinians." All drank from the same chalice,"" which
was either the consecration chalice"' or a special distribution chalice,
originally called calix ministerialis in Rome. When necessary, several such
chalices were used ...
"' Can. 2

(Mansi, X, 1199 f.). Pertinent

illustrations since the 9th and lOth cen
turies; !Jobbert, "Das Abendmahl," Reper

torium, 18 (1895), 365; 367.
'"Can. 2 (�I ansi, X, 1199 f.).
(Andrieu, II, 361;
PL, 78, 994). Of the subdeacon it says:

"'Ordo "Postquam"

ore accipialll corpus Christi.-The later
regulation in the Missa Illyrica: Martene,
1, 4, IV (1, 516 B).
].

Braun,

"Kommunionteller,"

by the subdeacon and then placed it upon
the tongue of the communicant. Udalricus,
Consuct. Clzm., II, 30 (PL, 149, 721).

"' Cf. above, p. 12.

07

the movement of the priest's hand when
he dipped the particle into the chalice held

Cf. too, supra, n. 11.
""Hippulytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 59).
••
00

Brightman, 241; 298.
Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc., III, 31

(PL, 71, 264), reports that among the
Arians one chalice was used for the reges
and another for the common people; clear

LThK,

VI, 108. In certain places the communion
paten was already in use earlier. Two de
crees of the Congr. of Rites of 1853 and
1854 treated of the matter : Martinucci,
Jl!allltale decretorum, n. 499 f. MoreoYer,
a sort of communion paten was already
used in Cluny; it was a flat, golden plate
which the acolyte held as he accompanied

ly such was not the case among Catholics.
61
That is clearly the presupposition, e.g.,
in the rninature of an Athos Manuscript of
the 9-lOth century; one of the communi
cants who has come forward is drinking
from the large chalice that stands at the
edge of the a! tar. Braun, IJas christliche
Altargcrat, table X; cf. ibid., 79.
""Braun, 247.
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But with the use of a special Communion chalice they soon found an
other solution, a solution which in a certain measure lessened the danger
of irreverence towards the sacred contents. A small amount of the Precious
Blood was poured into a chalice which contained other non-consecrated
wine. Evidently a custom of this kind must have been known in early times
in the Orient."" Perhaps the Council of Laodicea had something like this
in view when it forbade the deacon to "bless the chalice,"
7CO":� ptov
"'
euA.oye"iv. At any rate, this custom is to be found in the Roman ordines
since the seventh century: .. the acolytes held vessels of wine in readiness,
into which, after the Communion of the celebrant, a part of the Precious
Blood from the calix sanctus (which alone was allowed to be consecrated)
was poured. This mixture could still be called· sanguis Dominicus, as the
third Roman ordo remarks, quia vinum etiam non consecratum sed san
guine Domini commixtum sanctificatur per omnem modum."" In the same
manner the Communion chalice was provided for in monastic Consuetu
dines up to the twelfth century:"' before the contents of the consecrated

chalice given to the brethren were used up, it was permitted to add wine
for the remaining communicants. The "sanctification" of the wine by
touching the particle of the Holy Host to it was another practice, espe
cially in the case of Communion for the sick...
The Roman ordines bring to our attention a second prescription: the
faithful are not permitted to drink directly from the chalice, but by means
of a tube (pugillaris) .. or reed, also called calamus or fistula.10 For the
03

According to the decision of James of
Edessa (d. 708) a cleric, who, after the
administration of the chalice, consumed
from it the Precious Blood mixed with
water was not considered to have broken
his fast; see text and explanation in Hans
sens, fllstituti011es, II, 303.
"' Can. 25 (Mansi, II, 567). One could also
conjecture the blessing with a consecrated
particle. Andrieu, Immixtio et consecr atio,
218; cf. ibid., 10, also the reference to the
St. Lawrence legend in Ambrose, De off .

I, 41 (supra, n. 26).
.. Ordo Rom. I, n. 20 (Andrieu, II, 103, 1.
7; PL, 8, 947 A). Even plainer is the
description of the Capitulare eccl. ord.
( Andrieu, III, 107) : per omnia vasa quod
acolythi tenere �ndet1lur, de c ali c e sacra
Ponit [ arc h idiaco n us ] ad confirmandum
populum.
Frankish extract from O rdo Rom. I (An
drieu, II, 249; PL, 78, 982 C) ; cf. Amalar,
Liber off., I, 15 ( Hanssens, II, 546) :
Sa11ctijicatur enim vi1111111 non co n secratum
Per sanctificatwn pa11em.-lt is not neces-

06

sarily said that this sanctificatio is to be
understood as a transformation into the
Precious Blood; cf. supra, p. 316, note 27.
-However, in England the wine taken
after Communion by the faithful was called
"housel-sipping," and the term "house)"
(Old English lw sc l = sacrifice) was the
popular name for sacramental Communion;
see E. Peacock (eel.), Myrc's Duties of
a Parish Priest (EETS, OS, 31 [1868]),
70.
"' Mahillon, In ord. Rom. commentarius,
8, 14 (PL, 78, 882).
.., Also at :\Iass .
69 Ordo
Rom. I, n. 3; 20 (Andrieu, II,
3, 103; PL, 78, 939; 947); Ordo se c .
Rom., n. 14 (Andrieu, II, 225 1. 15; PL,
78, 976).
70 Braun, Das c hri stl i c h e Altar_qeriit, 240265. The references in Braun, 254 f., show
how reluctantly this tuhe or siphon was
accepted in the land gf the Franks. In fact
the older Romano- Frankish nrdi11es
:\fahillon's Ordn Rom. III (Andrieu, II,
250) is merely an excerpt from Ordo Rom.
!-make no mention of it whatever.
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Communion of the faithful at the stational services a number of these
tubes was kept on hand. They also seem to have served for the clergy,
for besides the silver there are also golden ones." The use of the tube spread
everywhere from Rome; it even frequently remained in use in taking the
ablution wine after the Communion chalice had been abrogated.72
In some places outside of Rome a third way was practiced: the Sacra
ment was given to the faithful in the form of consecrated bread which had
been dipped into the Precious Blood and so was soaked with it ( intinctio ) .
This method was first attested by the Third Synod of Braga ( 6 7 5) which
discountenanced it/3 just as happened later at the synod of Clermont

(1096).7< However, it must have been widely spread in northern coun
tries," especially as a method of making it possible to give Communion
under both species to the sick.7" In most of the rites of the East and espe
cially in the Byzantine rite this is at present the ordinary way Com
munion is dispensed to the faithful.71
Even today, as everyone knows, the pope
uses such a siphon in the solemn papal
Mass for his own Communion. Innocent
III, De s. alt. nzysterio, VI, 9 (PL, 217,
911 B) mentions its use in this respect.
For the Communion of the bishop in
the pontifical services, there is mention
of it already in the Ordo Postquam of the
bishop's Mass (Andrieu, II, 361; PL, 78,
994).
71

72 Braun, 257 f.

(XI,

73

Can. 2 (Mansi,

7'

Can. 28 (Mansi, XX, 818).

155).

75

Udalricus, Con sue l . Clzo1. II, 30 (PL, 149,

721); cf. supra, n. 57. John of Avranches
(d. 1079), De off eccl. (PL, 147, 37); he
emphasizes that this method is applied non
auctoritate sed summa necessitate timoris
sanguinis Christi c ffusion is .- Ernulf of
Rochester (d. 1124), Ep. ad Lambertmn
(d'Achery, Spicilcgium, III, 471 f.), pre
supposes this method as generally in use,
even if only 110Va co1zsuetudille, and de
fends it. The Liber officiorum of Trier
(middle of 11th cent.) and likewise Ber
nold of Constance, Jl,licrolo.IJuS, c. 19 ( PL,
151, 989 f.), which both argue against the
practice, the former putting it parallel with
the morsel of Judas, give testimony to
its wider spread. Franz, Die Messe, 374;
415; cf. also Bona, II, 18, 3 (872 ff.);
Huffman, Geschichte der Laienkommzmion,
111 f.

76 For that reason it was prescribed by

Regino, De Synod. causis, I, 70 (PL, 132,
206); Burchard of Worms (d. 1025), De
cretzmz, V, 9 PL, 140, 754); Ivo of
Chartres (d. 1116), Decretum, II, 19 (PL,
161, 165). The wide diffusion of this pro
cedure is further certified through the
frequency with which the following for
mula of administration occurs in the 11th
and 12th centuries, Corpus D. n. J. C.
sangui11e suo tine tum conserve! ... ; Browe,
"Die Sterbekommunion" (ZkTh, 1036),
218 f.; Andricu, Jmmi:rtio et consecratio,
136 f.
The particles that have been dipped into
the chalice and thus moistened with the
Precious Blood are taken out by means of
a small spoon and placed in the mouth.
Among the Armenians this is done without
the small spoon; Brightman, 573; cf.
Baumstark, Die Jl,fesse im Morgen/and,
164. This was the prevailing method of
administering Communion in the Orient
already in the 11th century; Funk, 304 f.
At the same time in the Byzantine Liturgy,
outside the sphere of the Union, accord
ing to the prevalent procedure the par
ticles that are to be used for the Com
munion of the Faithful are not as a rule
consecrated, so that only the Precious
Blood is received, along with a symbol of
the other species, the exact reverse of what
happens in the Roman .Mass of the Pre
sanctified; Hanssens, hzstitutiones, II, 200203. For further details regarding the
Oriental Communion rite see Raes, Intra77
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Since the twelfth century the chalice Communion was discontinued
more and more in the West.7' Developments in dogma which led to a clearer
understanding that per concomitantiam the entire Christ is present under
both species seemed to have been decisive in bringing this about.7" The
command of Christ, "Eat and drink," could be regarded as fulfilled by
the priest who stands at the altar as head of the congregation."" In fact
Communion under one species was not unknown even in earlier times.
Communion was given to infants and young children after Baptism under
the form of wine.•• Occasionally, too, this was done in the case of those
mortally sick."2 In Communion at home, of course, only the form of bread
was generally under consideration."'
At the time the Summa theologica of St. Thomas (d.

1274) was being

completed, the chalice Communion had not as yet disappeared every
where, for the author mentions the practice of not giving the Precious
Blood to the people and of having the priest alone consume it, and he
qualifies the practice merely as the well-founded custom of some churches."'
On special occasions the lay chalice was still retained in the fourteenth
century and even later, as at the coronation of emperors and kings,'"' and
at the Easter-Sunday Mass at the Capella papalis,.. where quicumque

voluerit vere conjessus et pa:nitens was permitted to communicate in this
ductio, 103-107; L. Corciani, Eph. liturg.,
58 ( 1944)' 197 f.
'"Funk, 306-308; Corblet, I, 613-619.
7" Cf. supra, I, 118.
80 Cf. supra, p. 364, with n. 29.
81
Cyprian, De /apsis, c. 25 (CSEL, 3, 255).
Further evidence from early times, see
Eisenhofer, II, 265 f.-]. Baumgiirtler, Die
Erstkommunion (Munich, 1929), 30 ff.,
thinks the Baptismal Communion of chil
dren did not originate till about the time
of Augustine; cf. to the contrary ZkTh, 54
(1930), 627 f. For the Middle Ages see the
chapter "Die Taufkommunion" in Browe,
Die Pflichtkommunion im Mittelalter, 129142.-The Baptismal Communion went out
of use by the 12th century. But the memory
of it lingered for a long time in the ad
ministration of the wine of ablution; see
below.-In the Oriental Rites, outside the
sphere of the Union, the Baptismal Com
nJUnion is still administered to this day;
see
Baumgartler, 87-89; 100; 124 f.
Among oriental Catholics it is still prac
ticed by the Copts; L. Andrieux, La Pre
miere Communion (Paris, 1911), 73-77.
82 Statuta eccl. antiqua (6th cent.), can. 76
(.1-.Iansi, III, 957): Infundatur ori eius
cucharistia. Later on, the effort was gen-

erally made to preserve the double form
by means of the intinctio; cf. Browe, "Die
Sterbekommunion" (ZkTh, 1936), 218 ff.
Cf. supra, p. 384; Hoffmmm, Ceschichte
der Laienkommunion, 76 f.

83

"' St. Thomas, Summa theol., III, 80, 12:
In quibusdam ecclesiis.-Cf., e.g., a Mass
ordo of lower Italy of the 12-13th century
in Ebner, 346 f.; this presents a special
formula ad confirmandum for the admin
istration of Communion to the people:
Sanguis D. 11. J. C.-The Synod of Exeter
(1287), can. 4 (Mansi, XXIV, 789) de
sires the faithful, moreover, to be taught:
hoc suscipiunt in calice quod effus u m de
corpore Christi.
Browe, "Zum Kommunionempfang des
Mittelalters, 3. Die Kommunion bei der
Kronung der Kaiser und Konige," J L, 12
(1934), 166-169). In France the tradition
continued unbroken until Louis XIV

85

(168 f.), in Germany, with an interrup
tion in the IS-16th century, until Francis
II (168).
"" Ordo of Petrus Amelii, n. 85 ( PL, 78,
1331 £.). Martin V did away with the
practice; see the report in Gerbert, Vetus
liturgia alemam1ica, 393.
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way. Also in some monasteries of the old orders the chalice Communion
was still retained for a long time, in part even beyond the Middle Ages."'
A certain reminder of this is seen in the ablution chalice which remained
customary in part until the last centuries...
When the chalice Communion was already practically forgotten, it was
seized upon by hostile groups and made a symbol of their movement.
Thereupon, after first being forbidden,"" the lay chalice was granted in
1433 for Bohemia. After the Council of Trent, the use of the chalice was
granted for Germany, under certain specified conditions, but after some
unhappy experiences the concession was withdrawn, for Bavaria in 1571,
for Austria in 1584, and for Bohemia and in general, in 1621.""
According to ancient tradition it was the deacon who passed the chalice
at solemn services.•• Evidences for this are found as early as the third
century."" In the Roman liturgy this arrangement is clearly witnessed by
the Roman Ordines and their offshoots."" In the oldest descriptions, those
in Justin, it was the principal task of the deacons to distribute the Eucha
rist," and likewise to bring it to the absent.... Of this office of theirs a

Browe, Die hii�tfige Kommunion, 51 f.
htfra, p. 413 f.
""Council of Constance (1415), sess. 13
().1ansi, XXVII, 727 f.); Council of Basle
(1437), sess. 30 (1fansi, XXIX, 158).
""A. Herte, "Kelchbewegung": LThK, V,
920 f.; Hoffmann, Geschichte der Laien
komm�tnion, 189-209. See also P. ]. Toner,
"Communion under Both Kinds," CE, 4,
175 ff., especially 178-179.
.-r

.,.

"' In later times he stood by on the gospel
side of the altar, while the priest admin
istered the species of bread on the epistle
side. Thus, among others, in the old rite
of the Cistercians; Schneider ( Cist.
Chr., 1927), 196£.
•• Cyprian, De
/apsis, c. 25 (CSEL, 3,
255 Z. 15); Augustine, Serm., 304, 1 (PL,
38, 1395) ; Const. Ap., VIII, 13, IS (Quas
ten, Mon., 230) ; Testamentum Domini, II,
10 (Quasten, 1\1 on., 27 3); Johannes
Moschus, Pratum spirituale, c. 219 (PG,
87, 2109 C).
""Ordo Rom. I, n. 20 (Andrieu, II, 103 f.;
PL, 78, 947), etc.-The deacon still ap
pears as administering the chalice Com
munion (in monasteries) in a 15th cen
tury Missal from ).!ante Vergine: Ebner,
157. Cf. the parallel function of the deacon
at the Offertory, above, I, 71; 11.
•• See above, I, 22 f. Also according to Isi
dore of Seville, De eccl. off., II, 8, 4 (PL,
83, 789), the dispensatio sacramenti is sim-

ply the deacons' duty. According to Hip
polytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 41), on the con
trary, their work is to handle the chalice
and that only if there are not enough pres
byters present.
•• In a way it is not surprising that lay peo
ple, under circumstances, took Communion
to the sick, as did the lad during the time of
Dionysius of Alexandria, who brought it
to the aged Serapion (Eusebius, Hist.
eccl., VI, 44). In the Roman pontifical
services acolytes appear as carriers of the
Eucharist, though by no means as ad
ministrators; (see above ) . But in the
Lateran Basilica in the 11th century we
see even subdeacons administering Com
munion (Ordo eccl. Lateran., ed. Fischer,
86, 1. 29). At the Synod of Nimes (394)
can. 2 (C. J. Hefele, C mtcilimgeschichte,
II [2nd ed.; Freiburg, 1875], 62) and in
episcopal and papal decrees in the time
thereafter, among others even at the Synod
of Paris (829), can. 5 (Mansi, XIV, 565),
reference is made to the not infrequent
abuse of women administering Communion.
There seems too have been question chiefly
of Viaticum, which ought to be adminis
tered at the last moment and which the
pastor then, in given circumstances, en
trusted for the specific purpose to some
one in the house ; see the warning in the
Admonitio Synodalis of the 9th century
(PL, 96, 1376 C). Browe, "Die Sterbe-
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remnant is found even today. At the ordination to diaconate the bishop
calls the deacons comministri et cooperatores corporis et sanguinis Domi

ni,"" and the Codex Juris Canonici still describes the deacon as minister ex
traordinarius sacrre communonis.97
The connection between the office of deacon and the Sacrament was, for
that matter, even closer during the l\Iiddle Ages, since it was taken for
granted that at solemn high l\Iass he should communicate himself, a right
that is still his among the Greeks and Armenians,"" and which the sub
deacon also enj oyed. In this connection the Communion chalice also sur
vived... especially in many French monasteries. At St. Denis, even as late
as 1760, the deacon and subdeacon received under both species on all
Sundays and feast days during the high Mass at which they served.""' In
other places, in old foundations and cathedrals, the same custom was still
observed at least as late as the twelfth century.101
kommunion" (ZkTh, 1936), 7 ff. Still
there are available statements and accounts
from England until the 13th century which
are milder in their judgment of this case;
Browe, 11 f. Not a few theologians still
later favor a mild decision; see Corblet, I,
286, n. 2. In the Orient, too, the practice
was less strict. According to the Synod in
Trullo (692), can. 58 (Mansi, XI, 969)
it was permissible for a lay person to ad
minister Communion, if no priest, bishop,
or deacon were present. Among the West
Syrian J acobites, deaconesses in convents
of nuns in similar circumstances were per
mitted to administer Communion to their
fellow Sisters and to little children, not
indeed directly from the altar, but from a
special container; C. Kayser, Die Kanones
Jakobs von Edessa

(1886), 19;

Browe,

II, n. 65.-For the sake of convenience
also in later times lay people were per
mitted on occasion to bring Communion to
the sick. Various prohibitions are directed
against this practice. Such a one appears,
e.g., in the collection of Canons of Bishop
Ruotger of Trier (927), can. 6 (Pastor
bon., 52 [1941], 67): pastors should not
permit Communion to be brought to the
sick per rusticos et immundos, sicut fieri
solet, but should either bring it themselves
or per clericos suos; see also Decretum
Gratiani, III, 2, 29 (Freidberg, I, 1323 £.) ;
cf. Browe, 9-11.
96

Pontificale Rom., De ord. diaconi.

97 Can. 845, § 2. In the note the connection
is made with the old law. Evidences since

the 4th century for the restriction of this
right of the deacons to cases when no priest
is present, in Martene, 1, 4, 10, 5 (I,
431 C). Cf., too, Corblet I, 283.
08

Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgen/and,
162.

90

At times only the deacon was permitted
the chalice Communion; thus in the 13th
century among the Carthusians, where,
however, since 1259 it was entirely abro
gated. Browe, Die hiiufige K ommunion,
51.-Earlier also in the Communion rite a
distinction was often made between deacon
and subdeacon. Thus the Sacramentary of
Ratoldus (d. 986) ( PL, 78, 245 A), de
crees that the bishop administer Com
munion to priest and deacons sicco sacri
ficio, to subdeacons misto sacrificio, that

is, the former receive the Precious Blood
separately from the chalice, while the latter,
like the faithful, together with the host by
means of the intinctio. Deacons also re
tained for a longer time the right to re
ceive the Host in their hand; see above
n. 56.-Among the oldest Ordines only that
of S. Amand (Andrieu, II, 166) makes
any pertinent statement: while the deacons
communicate at the altar just as the bish
ops and priests (above, p. 380), the sub
deacons do so only after the Communion
of the people, and no special rite is men
tioned in their regard.
100

Browe, Die hiifige Kommunion, 52. Cf.
the information from the 18th century in
de Moleon 149; 263; 290 f.

101 Browe, 53.
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The distribution of the Sacrament was accompanied with corresponding
words even in the early Christian era. The ordinary form of distribution
was �wlJ.cx Xptcr'toGt;,"" Corpus Christi."'" This had the significance of a
profession, as the Arabic Testamentum Domini explicitly indicates when
it describes the formula: unicuique, cum panem gratiarum actionis par
ticipat, sacerdos testimonium perhibeat id esse corpus Christi.'"' Hence
special stress was laid upon the recipient's answer of Amen.""' The same
was repeated with the chalice,",. where, however, the formula was often

At [Lex Xptcr'tou 'ltO't"� ptov �w'ijc;. 107 Also when giving the species
of bread, expanded formulas were in use at an early period.'"" Such ex

expanded:

panded versions are also seen in the later oriental liturgies. Reverential
epithets were added, as in the Greek liturgy of St. Mark:

( resp. AtlJ.cx 't"tlJ.tov)

1:wll-cx Ciytov
' '

't"QU xuo(ou xcxi eeou xcxl crw..-'ijpoc; T;ll-c7>v 'lr,oou Xpt:;-:ou. "·

Besides this, where possible, the recipient was even mentioned by name,11"
and when the occasion demanded, with his ecclesiastical title, as in the
102

Canst. Ap., VIII, 13, IS (Quasten, Mon.,
320); Theodore of Mopsuestia, Sermones
catech., VI (Ruecker, 37).
""Ambrose, De sacr., IV, 5, 25 (Quasten,
Mon., 161); Augustine, Serm. 272 (PL,
38, 1247); cf. Roetzer, 133.
1.. A. Baumstark, "Ein agyptische Mess
unci Taufliturgie vermutlich des 6 ]h."
(Oriens christ., 1901), 29; Quasten, Mon.,
258, n. 1.
"" In all the passages named. The Mysta
gogical Catecheses of Cyril of Jerusalem,
V, 21 (Quasten, Mon., 108 f.) and the
Syrian Testamentum Domini, I, 23 (ibid.,

258) verify only this Amen; likewise al
ready Pope Cornelius according to Eusebi
us, Hist. eccl., VI, 43, 19. Augustine also
mentions repeatedly only the Amen of the
recipient. Further data in Bona, II, 17, 3
(842 f.). As Odilo Heiming, Liturgie und
Monchtum, 3 (1949), 84, notes, Milan has
lately been permitted to resume the old
formula for distribution, Corpus Christi, to
which each one replies, Amen.

100 Theodore of Mopsuestia, loc. cit.; the
Arabian Testamentum
stark, loc. cit., 29).

Domini

(Baum

1"' Canst. Ap., VII, 13, 15 (Quasten, Mon.,
230 f.) ; similarly the Sahidic Ecclesiastical
Canons: Brightman, 462.
108 Hippolytus, Trad. Ap. (Dix, 41) : Panis
ccrlestis in Christo Jesu; the chailce for

mula is modified because of the three
chalices (above I, IS). The formula men
tioned is expanded in the baptismal Mass

of the Sahidic Ecclesiastical Canons
(Brightman, 464): "This is the bread of
heaven, the body of Christ Jesus." Like
wise in the Ethiopian anaphora of the Apos
tles of the Abyssinian Jacobites (Bright
man, 240 f.) : "The bread of life, which
came down from heaven, the body of
Christ." In the Canons of Basil, c. 97
(Riedel, 275): "This is the body of Christ
that He offered for our sins." Marcus
Eremita,
Contra Nestorianos, c. 24
(Brightman, p. CIV to p. 52 3 ) testifies in

430 to the formula �w(J.a
:x:p<cr"tou

e

iiytoY

'lr,crou

!� �w-/jY a !wYtOY.

100

Brightman, 140. A laudatory character
of a different sort is found in the Ethiopi
an formulas, several of which are generally
used together. Brightman, 240 f. with the
notes ; in the anaphora of Our Lord: "The
body of Jesus Christ, which is of the Holy
Ghost, to hallow soul and spirit" ; in the
anaphora of the Elders: "The holy body
of Emmanuel our very God which He took
of the Lady of us all."
110

This naming of the recipient is also in
that East Syrian Mass, where the formula
in Brightman, 298, is given again, "The
Body of Our Lord to the discreet priest
(or: to the deacon of God, or : to the cir
cumspect believer) for the pardon of of
fenses." It seems to be a question of a gen
eral Syrian tradition both in the matter of
naming the recipient and in the solicitous
petition made in his regard; cf. the formula
among the West Syrian Jacobites, ibid.,
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Byzantine Mass, where, as also with the Syrians,m the wish was added:
"For the forgiveness of his sins and unto eternal life."
Or the profession
character of the formula was underlined, as with the Coptic: "This is in
112

truth the Body and Blood of Emmanuel, our Lord," whereupon the com
municant answered: "Amen. I believe."

113

In the liturgy of the city of Rome in the early Middle Ages the old
tradition of handing out the sacramental species with a corresponding
phrase seems to have been broken. Not only are the sacramentaries silent
about this, but also the ordines which faithfully give us the words for
the commingling, Fiat commixtio, which are about on a par. What later
appears among the Franks is not the ancient profession, "The Body of
Christ," which demands the actualizing Amen of the communicant, but
instead is a blessing which is said, in general, only by the priest."' Per
haps we have a link which represents the connection with the old form
of distribution; according to some sources the newly-baptized child was
given the Sacrament with the words: Corpus D. n. J. C. in vitam (Eternam."•
The basic form of this blessing, from which the later formularies branch
off and which reaches back to the eighth century,"" seems to have been as
follows: Corpus et sanguis D. n. J. C. custodiat te in vitam (Eternam."7
103 f.-In the Armenian formulary (ibid.,
452) the Syrian and Roman methods seem
to be joined.
111
Preceding note.
112 Brightman, 395 f.: M E'r<XAGt!J.p<l:vet 0 oou

AO� "rou Oeou N. 'rO "'(!J.tO> :�tal Ciytov aw"'"' :�tal
Gt l!J.Gt • • • •
"3 Brightman, 186.-The
Amen of the re
cipient is also mentioned in the Ethiopian
liturgy and in the West Syrian liturgy of
the J acobites by an explicit rubric (ibid.,
421).
'"The Amm would indeed be apposite, in
view of the prayer for blessing, and in
fact is generally, though not always, joined
to the expression in the manuscripts. But
that, as a rule it was said by the priest
and not (as is still done today after ordi
nation to subdiaconate and diaconate) by
the recipient, was quite to be expected,
once Communion began to be administered
to the mouth. If the recipient is still to say
the Amen, then, as is self- evident, it must
be said before receiving the Sacrament. In
some French churches in the 18th century
the faithful were required to say this
A men; de Mol con, 216 ; 246.
115 Sacramentary
of Gellone (about 770780): �lart(me, 1, 1, 18, VII (I, 188 B);
Baptism-ordo from M.-Giadbach: ibid.,
XIV (I, 204 D). But other parallel

6ources have: ... sit tibi in vitam reter
llam: ibid., V (I, 183 C).
A uni4ue formula of similar antiquity

110

appears in the Communion of the Sick in
the Celtic Dimma Book (8-9th cent.) Cor
pus et Sa11guis D. n. J. C. Filii Dei vivi
conscrvat animam tuam in vitam perpetu
um; F. E. Warren, The Liturgy a11d Ritual
of the Celtic Clz urch (Oxford, 1881), 170.
Later administering formularies for Viati

cum in Browe, "Die Sterbekommunion"
(ZkTh, 1936), 220 f.
117 Cf. Theodulf of Orleans, Capitulare, II
(PL, 105, 222 C), where the formula
reads: Corpus et sanguis Domini sit tibi
re m issio omnium peccatorum tuorum et

custodial te in ·vitam retemam. It is there
fore already amalgamated with a second
formula. Stowe Missale (in the beginning
of the 9th cent.), ed. Warner (HBS, 32),
32: Co rp us et sanguis D. n. J. C. sit tibi
in vitam retemam. In the Sacramentary of
S. Thierry (end of the 1Oth cent.) : Mar

tene, 1, 4, X (I, 551 E), the basic form
above is presented with the variation ani
mom tuam for te. The same wording ap
pears as the formula at the combined ad
ministering of both species in the Sacra
mentary of S. Remy-Reims (according to
Andrieu, lOth cent., note 800; PL, 78,
539 B). But in the separate administering
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We meet similar forms after the ninth century also at the distribution
at Mass."" And these formulas of distribution are found in many different
shapes. This is all the more worthy of remark because the sumption for
mulas were not so frequent even as late as the eleventh century, and
because, on the other hand, the Communion of the faithful since that time
has been given less consideration in the Mass plans. Although these dis
tribution formulas all are built upon the schema mentioned above, no
value was laid upon keeping to any special text. In fact, the fashion seems
to have been to try for variety.
The Missal of Troyes, which was written about 1050, gives us three
versions. The first is Corpus D.n.J.C. maneat ad salutem et conservet ani
mam tuam in vitam (Eternam. Amen. Then, while giving the precious Blood,
a different turn is given to the phrase: Sanguis D. n. !. C. sanctificet cor
pus et animam tuam in vitam (Eternam. Finally, with the superscription
ad utrumque (evidently for a combined distribution) follows the formula:
Perceptio corporis et Sanguinis D. n. !. C. prosit anim(E tu(E in vitam (Eter
nam. Amen.119 The somewhat older Mass of Flaccius Illyricus gives three
different versions, one for the Communion of the priest and the deacon,'�..
one for the rest of the clergy, and one for the people.= A special prayer
with which the priest introduced the giving of the Sacrament to the faith
ful is encountered in sources of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.'""
the first formula here is the same as above,
Corpus D. 11. J. C. cu stodia l te in vitam
retenzam (likewise in Ps.-Aicuin, De div.
off., c. 19 PL, 101, 1219), in the second,
Smzguis D. 11. J. C. redimat te i11 vitam
retemam, after which there follows a for
mula that incorporates the Kiss of Peace:
Pax D. n. !. C. et sanctorum communio
sit tecum et nobiscum i11 vitam reternam
(PL, 78, 537 A; cf. above n. 59).-Cf. the
Order for the Sick of the Salzburg Ro
mano-German Pontifical (11th cent.; see
Andrieu, Lcs ordines, I, 207; 352 f.),
where likewise there is first the above Cor
pus et Sanguis formula (with animam
tuam), followed by Pax et communicatio
(similar in wording to the above, p. 323, n.
11); Martene, 1, 7, XV (1, 905 B).
"" Synod of Rauen (about 878), can. 2
(Mansi, X, 1199 f.) prescribes the for
mula: Corpus Domini et sanguis prosit
tibi ad rcmissionem pcccatorum et ad vitam

retemam. Probably about the same time the
lnterpolater of Paulus Diaconus, Vita s.
Gregorii (PL, 75, 52) has Pope Gregory
the Great uttering these words while ad
ministering Communion during Mass:
Corpus D. 11. J. C. prosit t ibi i11 remissio-

uem omnizon peccorum et vitam reternam.

-Johannes Diaconus (d. before 882), Vita
s. Gregorii, II, 41 (PL, 75, 103), ascibes
this formula to the Pope :Corpzts D. n. !. C.
co11servet animam tuam.-Regino of Priim,
De synod. causis, I, 70 (PL, 132, 206)
presents this for the Communion of the
Sick: Corpus et sanguis Domini proficiat
tibi, etc.
,. Martene, 1, 4,

VI

(I, 534 D).

""'In this case a real reason is apparent;
the Body of the Lord is put in their hand
with either Pax tewm or Ve rb um caro
factum est et habitavit in nobis. Then the
chalice with the commingling formula cited
above, n. 31.
m

These two read; Perceptio corporis et

sangztinis D. n. !. C. sanctificet corpus et
ani mam tuam iu vitam a? te nz am. Amen,
and Corpus et sanguis D. 11. J. C. prosit
tibi i11 remissionem omnium peccatorum et
ad vitam a? ter na m . Ame11. Martene, 1, 4, IV
(1, 516).

=A prayer in the missal of Troyes, found
immediately before the formula for ad
ministration, clearly has this function; it
reads: Concede, Domine Jesu, ut sicut ha?c
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A more detailed enumeration of the different versions in which the
formula appears would be without value, for there seems to be hardly any
difference in the meaning, and no expansions worth mentioning appear.""'
Every member of the traditional schema has its variants. For Corpus (et
sanguisF"' D. n. f. C. we sometimes find Perceptio corporis . . . ; 1215 for
custodial, as we saw before, we often find sanctificet or conservet or (with
a dative construction) prosit or proficiat '"' or propitiatus sit"" or sit re
medium sempiternum."" For te and tibi the words anima tua are inserted,
or sometimes also anima tua et corpus'"" or (as above) corpus et anima
tua. For in vitam ceternam, which as a rule recurs as the only unchanging
element, we often find ad (or in) remissionem (omnium) peccatorum
(tuorum).""' It is almost astounding that from the midst of this confusion
the seemingly oldest wording was finally chosen: in ordinary use with

custodial animam tuam, and at the ordination of subdeacon and deacon
with the simple custodial tc.13'

14. The Communion Chant
It is so natural that the distribution of Communion should be accom
panied by song, particularly when a large crowd is to receive and the
divine service is somewhat solemn, that even in our own day, when the
sacramenta corporis et sanguinis tui fideli
bus luis ad remedium contulisti, ita mihi
indigno fa mulo tuo et omnibus per me su
mentibus hrEc ipsa mysteria non sint ad
reatum, sed prosiut ad veniam omnium pec
catorum. Ame11. Martene, 1, 4, VI (I,
534 C). With non-essential variations in
related sources, ibid., IV, XV, XVI (1,
SIS B, 593 B, 600 B); I, 4, 9, 9 (I, 423 D).

534 D); in a Central Italian missal of the
end of the 11th century: Ebner, 299; also
in a Salzburg Missal of the 12-13th cen
tury: Kiick, 134. Older examples see above
n. 116 ff.
'""Besides the other examples just men
tioned see Ebner, 399, 346; Martene, 1, 4,
XIII; XV (I, 579 D, 594 B); Kiick, 134
(n. 761).

Here, however, the prayer either precedes
or immediately follows the Kiss of Peace.

""'Kiick, 134 (n. 17 b). So also Bernold of
Constance, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151,
995 B); Corpus et sanguis D. n. J. C. pro
ficiat tibi i11 vitam rEfernam.

=The case in the 15th century Missal of
Vorau, which attaches Pax tecum to the
administering formula, is an isolated one;
Kock, 134.
'"The addition of et sanguis pertains to the
combined administering of both species.
This was especially widespread in the ad
ministration of Viaticum; see I vo of
Chartres, Decretum, II, 19 (PL, 161,
I 65). Further examples of corresponding
formulas in Andrieu, Immixtio et conse
cratio, 124 ff. However, special formulas
with Sanguis D. n. J. C. are frequently
cited both in the administration of Viati
cum and within the Mass; thus in the
Missal of Troyes; Martene, 1, 4, VI (I,

=Ebner, 299.
=Ebner,
1211

297; Kiick, 134 (n. 1 a).

For the latter see Ebner, 339; 346;
Kiick, 134 (n. 761) ; Binterim, IV, 3, page
226.
""'Martene, 1, 4, IV (I, 516 C) ; Kiick,
134 (n. 272). The Mass-arrangement of
Seez (PL, 78, 250 D) presents a unique
version: Perceptio corporis Domini nostri
sit tibi vita et salus ct rcdcmptio omnium
tuorum pcccatorum.
131 Pontificale
Rom., De ord. presbyteri.
The Carthusians also used the latter ver
sion: Ordinariwn Cart. ( 1932), c. 27, 14.
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original Communion chant no longer seems sufficient, other substitutes
are pressed into use. Among the three ancient schola songs of the Roman
l\Iass, introit, offertory and communion, the oldest without doubt is the
communion.
We first come upon a Communion song in the liturgies of the fourth
century. Here it appears at first as a responsorial song, hence one in which
the people responded in the ancient Christian manner of congregational
singing, answering verse for verse, with an unchanging refrain, as the
precentor chanted a psalm. At least Chrysostom mentions that the "con
firmed"-he is therefore treating about the very core of the eucharistic
celebration-responded (u"'r;!ji:iA.A.ouotv) constantly with the verse "The
eyes of all look hopefully to Thee and Thou givest them their food in
due time."' Evidently Psalm 144 was being sung. A similar participation
of the people was presupposed for Psalm 33, since Jerome remarks:
Quotidie ca:lesti pane saturati dicimus: Gustate et videte, quam suavis
est Dominus:
We meet with this Psalm 33 as a Communion song almost everywhere
in ancient Christendom! There is evidence of the use either of the whole
psalm,' or of the ninth verse already cited," as in the Liturgy of Jerusalem•
and other places; or else of the sixth verse, with which Augustine repeat
edly directs the faithful to the table of the Lord: Accedite ad eum et illu
minamini." In various forms, or in combination with the other psalms or
with hymns, we encounter these two psalm verses in future times among
·the Communion songs of the West," just as Psalm 33 is also found at
different parts of the Mass in the Orient.'•
Chrysostom, In Ps. 144 expos., 1 (PG,
55, 464) ; cf.Brightman, 475.
"] erome, In Isaiam commCilf., II, 5, 20
(PG, 24, 86 D).
1

leader.In the Greek liturgy of St.] ames
(Brightman, 63), however, only this verse
appears, followed by other chants.

a

Cf. the survey in H. Leclercq, "Com
munion": DACL, III, 2428-2433.

Armenian Liturgy (Brightman, 449 f.);
Ambrose, De myst., 9, 58 ( Quasten, M 011.,
136).

'Canst. Ap., VIII, 13,16 (Quasten, Mon.,

•

231). The psalm is intoned by one singer ;

Serm. Denis, 3, 3 (PL, 46, 828). See the

ibid., 14, 1 ( 23 I): r.cxucrcx:�evou -rou <;>aAAov-roc;.
Thus responsorial chanting is also presup

further reference to Communion Psalms
in Roetzer, 134 f.

posed here.

Cassiodorus, In Ps. 33 (PL, 70, 234 f.;
235 f.; 240 D) ; in the Liturgy of Milan
in the Transitorium
( = Communion
chant) at Easter: Missale Ambrosiaumn
(1902), 192.Also in the Roman 1Iass, Ps.
33: 9 still appears today on the 8th Sunday
after Pentecost. In older antiphonaries it
forms the antiphon to Psalm 33; see Res
bert, n. 180.

Besides the obvious sense of the verse,
the Greek text contains a suggestion of
Christ's name: iht xpr,�-ro; ( "r," pro
nounced like "t" o 1<upwc; Cf. F. ]. Dol
ger, Ichthys, II (Munster, 1922), 493.

•

• Cyril of Jerusalem, Catcch. m:yst., V, 20

(Quasten, Mon., 198): "You hear then
the voice of the one singing the Psalms,
who invites you with divine melody to par
take of the Holy f.Iysteries and says, Taste
...
" Here, again, it could be the respon
sory verse that is first intoned by the

•

Augustine, Serm., 225, 4 (PL, 38, 1098 );

•

10

Now in the Byzantine liturgy the Psalm
is commonly prayed at the end of the
Mass, during the distribution of the bless
ed bread, or during the ablution of the ves-
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In a special version this psalm survives in the Mozarabic liturgy, where
the so-called antiphona ad accedentes, used during the greater part of
the year, reads as follows:
Gustate et videte quam suavis est Dominus, alleluja, alleluja, alleluja.
Be11edicam Domi11um in omni tempore, se111per laus eirts in ore mea, alle
luja, al/eluja, alleluja. Redi111ct Domi11us a11imas servorum suorum et non
relinquct omncs qui sperallf i11 cum, alleluja, al/eluja, alleluja. Gloria et
honor Patri et Filio et Spiritui Sancto in S(l!cula S(l!culorum. Amen.
Alleluja ...
ll

The pendent Alleluia at the end of every verse is evidently the resp onse
with which the faithful were accustomed to answer.'" The oriental liturgies
also show traces of this responsorial use of the alleluia in their Communion
songs; "' this is especially plain in the Armenian rite which also uses the

alleluiatic Psalm 148," and in the Coptic which employs the allcluiatic
Psalm 1 50.'"
So, whereas in the ancient period the communicants themselves as a
rule took part in this song,'" we find in the later sources immediately avail
able of both Eastern and Western liturgies, that this Communion song or
one of the Communion songs" was turned over to the choir. Hand in hand
with this, we find, besides the enriching of the melodies, an increased
use of other texts ; among others they used hymns of their own compo
sition. The Irish-Celtic liturgy of the seventh century had such a hymn,
built up in eleven double verses, which began as follows:
Sancti venite, Christi corpus Sllmite,
Sanctum bibmtes quo redempti sanguine,

sels; Hanssens, III, 533 f.; but it appears
especially at the Communion in the Missa
pnesanctificatorum.
11

Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 564 f.).-Also

in the Cathedral of Belley (Rite of Lyons)
at the Easter High l\Iass an antiphon
Gustate et videte was inserted after the
first Agnus Dei. Buenner, 256, n. 1.
12

Cf. above I, 422 ff. q. aiso Leitner, Der
gottesdielrs(liclrc Volksgesang, 167 f.-The
two first verses, likewise with added A lle
luia, also in the Stowe l\1issal; eel. \'Varner
(HBS, 32), 18; cf. the Antiphoner of
Bangor, ed. Warren (HBS, 10), 30 f.

East Syrians: Brightman, 299 ; West
Syrian Jacobites: ibid., 102 f.

13

" Brightman, 449 f.
15 Brightman, 185. The same Psalm, too,
still in the Ethiopian Liturgy : ibid., 240
(see corrigenda, page CIV).

'" Cf. also Aurelian

(d. 551),

Regula ad

monachos

(PL,

68,

596 B):

psalle11do

omnes commrmice11t; also in the rule for

nuns (PL, 68, 406 13).-A. Dohmes, "Der
Psalmengcsang des Volkes in der Eucha
ristischen
Opferfeier
der
christlichen
Friihzeit (Liturg. Lebel!, 1938), 147 f., be
lieves that from what ancient witnesses
have to say we can argue only to a rather
narrow extension of congregational sing
ing at the Communion. The conclusion de�
pends, to some extent, on how we rate this
Alleluia which here appears.
11
Already in the Apostolic Collstitutions,
YIII, 13, 13 (Quasten, Mon., 229 f.), be
sides Psalm 33 mentioned as a first Com
munion song (here still sung by the peo
ple), we find mention of a combination of
Luke 2: 14; Matt. 21: 9; Ps. 117: 26 f.;
of which Psalm 117: 27 b and Mt. 21 : 9
still survive in the same place in the Ar
menian liturgy; Brightman, 24; 453.
Sometimes a distinction is made between
a chant at the Communion of the clergy and
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Salvati
A quo

Christi corpore et smzguine
re/ectl laudes dicamus Deo.JB

The Roman liturgy at first clung to the chanting of psalms, but in such
a way that the Communion psalm changed according to the ecclesiastical
year." As the first Roman ordo prescribed, the schola was to intone the
antiphona ad communionem as soon as the pope began to distribute
Communion in the senatorium. Then came the psalmody ( psallunt) until
all the people had communicated. When the archdeacon saw quod pauci
sunt ad communicandum,20 he gave the schola a sign for the Gloria Patri,
after which the verse was again repeated: et tunc repetito versu quiescunt.:n
The communion was therefore an antiphonal song of the schola cantorum
similar to the introit, consisting of a psalm sung alternately by two semi
choruses, and with a pre-verse which was repeated at the end.
The introduction of this antiphonal manner of singing at the Com
munion, as at the offertory, took place in North Africa in St. Augustine's
time,"" and could not have been much later in Rome."" The absence of the
Communion song on Holy Saturday recalls the time before the introduc
tion of the chant.
Whereas at the offertory the responsorial form replaced the antiphonal,
at the Communion the antiphonal manner of singing continued unchanged
for centuries. It was thought important that the song should actually
accompany the distribution of Communion. A Carolingian explanation
of the Mass remarks that during the Communion "soft melody should
touch the ear [of the faithful] so that hearing this sound they would busy
themselves less with distracting thoughts and ... their hearts would be
moved to humble love for that which they receive.'"'' The oldest manu
scripts of the Mass song-book, which belong to the eighth-ninth century,
give us the same picture for the communion as for the introit: the anti
phon (the same which today forms the entire communion in the Roman
Missal) is intoned; thereupon foHow the initial words of the psalm, or

such a one at the Communion of the peo
ple ; c£. following note.
" Antiphoner of Bangor (ed. Warren
[HBS, 4]), fol. 10 v.; PL, 72, 587), with
the heading: Ymnum qumzdo communica
rmt s acerdo t es . The manuscripts read san
guille in the second line, though most edi
tors correct it to sanguillem.
" The Communion song in the Byzantine
(xotvwvtl<.6v) and East Syrian liturgy is
subject to the seasonal changes in the Ec
clesiastical year ; Baumstark, Die Messe
im Morgen/and, 162 f.
""Cf. Ordo of S. Amand (Andrieu, II, 167
I. 11).
21 Ordo Rom. I, n. 20 (PL, 78, 947); Ordo
Rom. II, n. 14f. (PL, 78, 976B).

Augustine,
p. 27.

22

Retract. II,

11 (see above),

For the interpretation of the text, cf.
Dohmes, 148, who supposes that the peo
ple first of all sang only antiphonally. In
sofar as only Psalm 33 was dealt with,
this is quite possible.
P. Pietschman, "Die nicht dem Psalter
entnommenen Messgesangstiicke auf ihre
Textgestalt unt.ersucht" (JL, 12 (1934],
87-144), 91, on the basis of his study of
the texts, reckons with the possibility that
the Communio of the Roman Missal was
introduced on the authority of Augustine.
"'Expositio "Primum in ordine" (before
819; PL, 138, 1186).
23
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else, in those many cases in which the introit psalm is simply to be re
peated, the remark: Psalm. ut supra."'
In a few scattered Frankish manuscripts we find something similar to
what we discovered in regard to the introit,"' namely, a second psalm
verse, under the heading Ad repet.,"' the function of which has hitherto been
a riddle. But the riddle is solved if we hark back to the trecanum, the
Communion song of the Gallican liturgy." Here we have what proves to be
a remnant from the Gallican liturgy, so strongly Trinitarian in character,
where, in the interweaving of antiphon, psalm verse and Gloria Patri, this
extra verse served to round out the picture of the circuminces�ion of the
three divine Persons.
Other expansions of the communio also put in an appearance, especially
by the repetition of the antiphon."" Apropos of this, it seems that during
Hesbert, A n tip h o n ale missarum sextu
plex. Of the five manuscripts printed here
that offer the antiphonal chants, the Psalm
for Communion is regularly missing only
in that of Rheinau (about 800).-In some
manuscripts the starting point is not the
opening of the psalm, but, according to
the occasion, some other remarkable verse,
e.g., in Ps. 33 the verse Gustate (Hesbert,
n. 44) or on Pentecost Tuesday in Ps. 50
C o r mwzdmn crea (ibid., 108).
25

""Su pra, I, 325 f.
"'Chiefly two of the oldest antiphonary
manuscripts in Hesbert, those of Cam
piegne and of Senlis, again offer the verse
mentioned but as a rule not in the same
formulary. In the Senlis manuscript, on
Sexagesima Sunday we find the antiphon
hztroibo in use today, followed by the
psalm Judica, to which furthermore is add
de, Ad repel.: Spera in Deo ( Hesbert, n.
35). The key to the manner and method of
performance is perhaps furnished in the Ca
pitulare eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca, 260, line
3G) according to which the priest gives a
sign to conclude the singing with Gloria
Patri, and then: post Gloria repetant verso
de ipso psalmo et novissime ca11ent ipsa
mztiphona et sic laudem sanctm Trinitatis
debit peragere.
28

In the Expositio of the Gallican liturgy
(ed. Quasten, 23) the Communion song is
described as follows: Trecanum vera, quod
Psal/itur, signum est catholiclE fidei de
Trin itat is
credulitafe procedens.
Sicut

enim prima (pars) in senmda, secunda in
tertia et rursum tertia in secunda et se
cunda rotatur in prima, ita Pater in Filio

mysterium Trinitatis complectitur, Pater
in Filio, Filius in Spiritu Sancia, Spiritus
Sane/us in Filio et Filius rursum in P atre.
If in this description of the Gallican
"Triad" we set down the antiphon for the
first member, the psalm for the second, and
the Gloria Patri for the third, we have the
following pattern: Antiphon (1)-Psalm
(2)-Gloria Patri
(3)-Psalm
(2)
Antiphon (1), i.e., the succession as in the
Capitulare that, to be sure, expressly em
phasizes the laus sane tO! Trinitatis. In point
of fact, one can say that we have here a re
mote symbol of the Most Holy Trinity,
where 1 continues in 2 and 2 in 3 and
3 in 2 and 2 in 1, and thus leads to the
completion of the circle (rotatur). The de
sign of the song becomes a picture of the
Divine Perichoresis, that occupied the at
tention of the Fathers so much. Cf. espe
cially the arguments in Gregory of Nyssa,
Adv. Maced., c. 22 (PG, 45, 1329) regard
ing the ivxux'A<o<; -rfl.; 06�"1)<; "ltEpq;opcX in the
Divine Persons. The same plan is the basis
of the presentation that the same Capitulare
gives of the Introit (Silva-Tarouca, 205;
supra I, 323, n. 13), only that there, for the
heightening of the solemnity no doubt, the
antiphon is repeated after each verse, and
thus the interplay of verses is strength
ened.-Regarding the various attempts to
explain the meaning of trecanum, see L.
Brou, Journal of Theol. Studies, 47
(1946), 19.
"" According to the Ordo of S. Amand
(Andrieu, II, 166 f.) the subdeacons should
repeat the antiphon at the beginning ; what
is repeated at the end is not entirely clear.
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the ninth century the subdea:::ons formed a sort of counter-choir to the
schola of chanters."0 And then, according to Carolingian prescription, all
the people were to join in at the Gloria Patri.31
Although the development of the Communion song thus ran parallel in
part to the introit, yet in contrast to the latter, the psalm began to be
dropped very soon. The psalm begins to be missed in the manuscripts
during the tenth century,32 and by the twelfth century it is found only
very seldom.33 The remarks of the exponents of the liturgy correspond;
Bernold of Constance still mentions the addition of the psalm with the
Gloria Patri but with the quiet limitation, si necesse juerit." The embel

lishment by tropes which started in the tenth century, fell into decay
even before it could be properly developed.35 When we take into considera
tion the ability of liturgical creations to survive, then this phenomenon
more or less matches the fact that in the Carolingian reform, which faith
fully copied the practices of the city of Rome, Sunday Communion was
once again on the increase,"" but when this slowed down, the grounds for
a Communion song also crumbled." All that remained was the antiphon,
which in the thirteenth century gets the name communio ...
Cf. the theory in this matter of J. N. Tom
masi rejected by Wagner, Einfiihnmg, I,
65, n. 2. The Stowe Missal, ed. Warner
(HBS, 32), 18, presents as Communion
song a whole line of verses, each ending
with Alleluia, formulated from well-se
lected phrases of Scripture; towards the
end of the verse Venite benedicti (Matt.

25 : 34) is repeated three times in connec
tion with the Gloria Patri.
"'Also in the tradition of the Ordo Rom.
I, n. 20, as proffered by Mabillon (PL,
78, 947 B; Andrieu, II, 105; this is the
original reading: see ibid., II, 7, note 4) the
Schola begins the antiphon for Communion
per vices cum subdiaconibus.
31 Cf. supra, I, 237, n. 20.
32 Ursprung, Die Kath. Kirchenmusik, 57.
33 Wagner, Einfiihrung, I, 119.
Another
manuscript of the Leipzig of the 13th cen
tury is mentioned ibid., that presents the
Psalm. In Lyons in the 18th century the
Communion at solemn feasts was sung with
a verse from the Psalm and the Gloria
Patri, just like the Introit; de Mol eon, 59.
-On the other hand, cf. the Rheinau
manuscript (above, n. 25).
.. Bernold of Constance, 1\Jicrologus, c.
18 (PL, 151, 989 B).-lnnocent III, Des.
alt. mysterio, VI, 10 (PL, 217, 912)
speaks of the alternate singing (recipro
cando cantatur), which he interprets, with

Amalar, De eccl. off., III, 33, 2 (Hans
sens, II, 365) as referring to the reciprocal
account of the disciples after the appear
ance of the Risen Savior. Durandus, IV,
56, 2, has already probably only a literary
knowledge of the practice.
35 The tropes for Communion which, like
those for the Introit, either introduce the
antiphon, or carry it through, belong
almost entirely to the 1Oth and 11th cen
turies; see text in Blume, Tropen des Mis
sale, II (Analecta hymnica, 49 (pages 343-

353.
.. Supra.
It is worth remarking that a verse (Re
quiem a?fenzam) and even a repetition of
a part of the antiphon (cum sane tis tuis)

37

has been retained to this day in the Mass
of the Dead at which Communion of the
Faithful was not at all customary in the
Middle Ages. This instance, however, was
unique even within the Mass of the Dead.
Cf. B. Opfermann, "Alte Totenlieder der
Kirche," Bibelu. Liturgie, 9 (1 934-193 5),
55-59, where fourteen different texts are
cited for the Communion, among which
only one other (n. 14) contains a similar
repetition. In the Dominican Missal, more
over, we find our Communio without verse
and without repetition; Missale 0. P.

(1889). 86*, 89*, 91*.

88

Albertus Magnus, De sacrificio missa?,
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In realty the Communion chant should ordinarily have been dropped,
since it was meant to accompany the Communion of the people, not that
of the priest. Thus it was not incorrect to regard the communio as more
or less a symbol of the Communion of the people, which should have taken
place, and therefore to put it after the Communion of the priest. But
then a further step was taken, and it was looked upon as a thanksgiving
post cibum salutarem ;39 it was even called antiphona post communionem,'"
or simply postcommunio." Finally came a new development when, even if
Communion was distributed to the faithful, the Communion song was not
intoned till after the Communion was over;• just as is generally done
with the Communion verse in our own day."
Meanwhile the Agnus Dei had become the real Communion song," This
held true at least for the Communion of the priest, to which, during the
high Middle Ages, the extra distribution of Communion could be added
without much of a pause being necessary. But on great Communion days
other songs were soon added, excepting always Good Friday and Holy
Saturday, when Communion was received in profound silence.'" Thus, to
wards the end of the ninth century there appears in the Pontifical of
Poitiers•• for Easter Sunday a festive antiphon with the heading: Ante
communionem, which was in use on such occasions during the entire
Middle Ages and beyond, especially in many French churches; the song
ran as follows:
III, 23, 1 (Opp., ed. Borgnet, 38, 162),
remarks the change in the designation; cf.
Solch, Hugo, 150.
30 Rupert of Deutz (d. 1135), D e div. off.,
II, 18 ( PL, 170, 46) and others after it.
Solch, Hugo, 150.
•• Cf. Innocent III, De s. alt. mys t erio, VI,
10 (PL, 217, 912). Cf. too the Expositio

"Introitus miss<e quare" ( 9-lOth cent.) ed.
Hanssens (Eph.liturg., 1930), 46; Can tus
post commzmionem q uare celebratur t Ut
ostcndatur vere gratias agere popu los .
" Innocent III, loc. cit., title of chapter;
Durandus, IV, 56, 1.
•• Dominican Missal of the
13th century;
Solch, 151. The Rituale of Soissons openly
opposes the development of such a prac
tice: Martene, 1, 4, XXII (I, 612 f.); the
Conzmunio, as the name indicates, is to be
sung in hora communionis.
.. When the G radu a te Romanum (1908),
De rit. serv. in cantu missw, n. 9, prescribes
that the Communio is to be sung sum pto ss.
sacramento, the priest's Communion is
clearly meant, not that of the faithful. This
is not only fully in accord with the his
torical purpose of the Communion chant,

but also with the rubric of the missal,
which is not at all ambiguous. The mis
sal, speaking of the CommunioQ of the
faithful at a solemn :\lass, says: flllcrilll a
Choro cantatur AHtiphoHa qu(C Colliillltllia.
Meanwhile .

.

. Ritus scr·u. i11 eel. missa:,

X, 9. Of course the present short C OIII111 zmio is hardly sufficient to fill the time
when the distribution of Communion is
prolonged. This is true in spite of its pro
lation by neums, for these are different
from the neums of the Introit, quiet and
melodically unpretentious, as befits the dig
nity of the moment (Ursprung, Die kath.
Kirchenmusik, 32). It would seem that the
addition of the corresponding psalm would
be as legitimate as the use of other chants.
Cf. the similar case at the Introit, supra, I,
327.
.. Supra-In Milan also as 0. Heiming,
L iturgi c u. M oH c h tu m, 3 (1949), 84, re
marks, the Transitorium is a later produc
tion, while the Roman Commwzio has be
come the C onfmctorium.

'"References in Browe, "Mittelalterliche
Kommunionriten" (JL, 15, 1941), 60f.
"'A. Wilmart, "Notice de Pontifical de
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Venite populi, sacram immortale mysterium et liba111cn agendum. Cum
tinwre et fide accedamus. 1\[ a11ilms mw1dis f>rrHifclltia: mw121S cmmlluni
cemus. QHolliam Agmts Dei propter 110s Patri sacrificiwn. proposifttm est.

I psum sol 21m
alleluia."

adoremus,

ipsum

glorificemus

cum

an yetis

clamantes,

In other places a part of the choir Office was inserted. In the Cathedral
of Soissons around 1130 the canons sang Sext on Easter Sunday during
the Communion of the faithful." In a Hungarian cathedral of the eleventh
twelfth century of this same day it was Vespers that was said, and care
was taken that its close would coincide with the Ite missa est of the
deacon.'" According to John of Avranches (d. 1097) Vespers was to be
inserted on Holy Thursday during the Communion, since its closing ora
tion was identical with the post-communion.00 Other songs, psalms, hymns
or antiphons which seemed suitable were also used, either according to
strict regulation or according to choice," which is in line with our present
day practice, even aside from the fact that even on festive occasions the
greater proportion of Communions are given at the early Masses, which
are missa: tecta: where Communion songs even in the vernacular can be
freely developed.
On the other hand the Communion verse became solidly anchored in
the Roman :Mass by the practice of having the priest read it from the
Poitiers" (JL, 4, 1924), 75.
"Marlene, 1, 4, 10, 6 (I, 432) ; cf. ibid.,
4, 2 5, 26 (III, 488 f.). Numerous refer
ences from the 11-15th centuries in Le
roquais, I II, 422; see Wagner, Einfiihrung,
I, 1 22
In the Rite of Lyons the song is
inserted at High ��ass after the first Agnus
Dei; 11issale of Lyons (1904), page
XXXVIII; d. Buenner, 256; 281-284.
In �lilan also it is heard to this day on
Easter Sunday; Missale Ambrosianum
(1902), 189. It was still in use at Vienna
as well as at Tours p.!artene, 4, 25, 26),
in the 18th century; de Moleon, 17; 29.
Nor was the hymn unknown in either Eng
land or Germany; Buenner, 282. In re
gard to Miinster i. W. where is evidence
in the Ordinarius II (1489), ed. by Stap
per (Opuscula et Textus, ser. liturg., 7-8),
69.-It goes back to a Byzantine hymn of
.-

Maundy Thursday p.eun "A:zo {); Buenner,
282, with reference to P. Cagin (Paleo
graphie musicale, V, 185. Cf. also the in
vitation before Communion in the liturgy
of St. James: Me'tcx �6�ou Oeou (The Byzan
tine liturgy of the 9th cent. adds ><cxl 'lt(anw�
><cxl <ira'lt'IJ� 'ltpoa�Aaen: Brightman, 64,

341).
••

Browe,

"Mittelalterliche

Kommunion-

riten"

(JL, 15,

1941), 51,

n.

13; cf. ibid.,

60.
G. Morin, "Manuscrits liturgiques hon
grois," JL, 6 (1926), 57.
60 John of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL,
147, 50). This arrangement was for a
long time observed, among others, by the
Premonstratensians;
Waefelghem, 210.
The insertion of a canonical hour after
Communion, independently of a Com
munion of the people, was not unheard of,
even irrespective of the traditional Ves
pers of Holy Saturday. In Vienna about
1700 Lauds were inserted at the Midnight
••

Mass on Christmas; de Moleon, 14 f. The
}.Iissa! of Zips in the 14th century testifies
to the same practice; Rad6, 71. Some
thing similar was customary about 1410
at Valencia; Ferreres, 207. In the present
Dominican rite, too, Lauds is wedged in
before the end of Mass; Missale O.P.
(1889), 19; see N. M. Halmer, O.P. in
Divus Thomas, 27 (1949), 253-256.-ln
the latest rubrics for the restored Easter
Vigil (Jan. 11, 1952), an abbreviated form
of Lauds is inserted in the Mass after
Communion; AAS, 44 (1952), 63.
01 Examples
in Browe, Mittelaltcrliche
Kommunionritm, 61. Texts in the ver...
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missal. This custom was already to be found long ago at private Masses""
even though for a long time it was not universal. For the Mass celebrated
with chant it seems not to have become very common until quite late,
since the corresponding direction is still missing in most of the Mass plans
even of the late Middle Ages.""
Even if the Communion song as it stands in the Roman :Missal is but a
tiny part of what was originally intended, it must be stated that even the
original plan of this song in the Roman l\Iass represented the result of an
evolution that was markedly peripheral. The principle of psalmody was
kept, but there was no tendency to prefer one of the Communion psalms,
or even the "praise" and alleluia psalms.
There was no intention to establish at this point a Communion song in
the narrower sense, but instead, much as in the case of the other songs in
the Roman Mass, to set up an ecclesiastical song of a general character
which could present the festal thoughts as the occasion demanded. From
all this it can be seen how far the Roman Mass was from evolving a special
Communion devotion.
Even in regard to the prayers in the part of the Mass around Communion,
we have already shown"' that the early medieval Roman Mass ordo, in
comparison with other liturgies, displayed the utmost poverty.
So when we consider only the Communion antiphons of the present time
we find that on the Sundays after Pentecost verses are simply taken from
the psalms in order of the psalter, from Psalm 9 to 118 ... On the ferias of
Quadragesima, if we except the later formulas of Thursday, Psalms 1 to 26
are used in regular progression from Ash Wednesday to Palm Sunday.
If the antiphon was taken from the Book of Psalms, then the correspond
ing psalm followed. In the other cases, the psalm used was the introit
psalm,"' which could have but little relevance to Communion. However,
for festive seasons and on feast days some reference to the thought of

nacular were not excluded in such cases.
As Bishop Urban of Gurk decreed in an
enactment promulgated after 1564, "a
hymn or psalm should be sung in the ver
nacular" after Communion to help the de
votion of the faithful (ibid.).
'"'This was emphatically stipulated, just
as in the case of the Introit, by the Capitu
lare eccl. ord. (Silva-Tarouca, 207).
""A Minorite Missal of the 13th century
supplied with careful rubrics has the cele
brant cum ministris read the Introit, but
makes no similar remark either at the
Offertory or the Communion; Ebner, 313 f,
317. Still, the practice occurs at the same
time in the rite of the Dominicans (Guer-

rini, 244) and is taken over by the Bene
dictine Liber Ordinarius of Liege (Volk,

9).
Supra, p. 294.
Above I, 331. The only large break is
from the 11th to the 15th Sunday, which
happen to come in the fall and have been
given antiphons that (outside the 14th Sun
day) have reference to the harvest and
(heavenly) bread; cf. Hesbert, S. LXXIV f.
••

65

This rule in Bernold of Constance,
Micrologus, c. 18 ( PL, 151, 989 B) .-It
holds true also in a part of the old manu
scripts. On the other hand, the rule is
pitted by many exceptions especially in
the manuscript of Corbie; see Hesbert, n.
66
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the day was sought."7 This draws closer again to the ideas connected with
Communion. Thus, on the Sundays after Easter, we can listen to our Lord
challenging Thomas: Mitte manum tuam et cognosce loca clavorum, or
the call of the Good Shepherd: Ego sum pastor bonus; or in Advent we
can hear the prophet's cry: Ecce Dominus veniet et omnes sancti eius
cum eo. And besides, even our missal contains a small number of Mass
formularies whose creators obviously had in mind to give a more eucha
ristic touch to the Communion verse. \Ve refer to the l\Iasses for the
Thursdays of Lent, which originated in the eighth century. For the second
and third Thursdays phrases are taken from our Lord's promise of the
Eucharist (John 6:52; 6:57) ; according to one tradition these verses
were linked with the Communion Psalm 33.68

15.

Silent Prayer after the Reception

After the priest has received and distributed Communion, several actions
in the interest of good order still remain, especially the ablutions, which he
again accompanies with silent prayer. In the very nature of things this
prayer is not concerned with the performance of the actions, in them
selves of no importance, but with that which has just happened, namely
the Holy Communion. The prayers are similar both in origin and in
character to the preceding prayers that prepared for and accompanied
the Communion. And here again we discover that originally these prayers
were intended for the faithful as well as for the priest; both found nourish
ment for their personal devotion from the same source.
The first prayer, Quod ore sumpsimus, which is found already in the
oldest sacramentaries,' we also encounter in the prayer book of Charles
the Bald, where it bears the superscription: Oratio post communionem;
2, 4, 16, 22, 29, etc. On Candlemas (n. 29),

Nunc dimittis is used.-The C api
tulare eccl. ord. (Silva- Tarouca, 206 f.).

the Missal of today the number of non

e.g., the

psalmodic Communion verses has again
grown considerably.

does not adhere closely to the rule, as, for

""Hesbert, n. 44; 50.- The antiphon Ac
ccptabi s sacrificium iustitia? of the first

example, on the Feast of the Virgins when,
in place of the

Quinque prudentes

it per

mits either the Introit Psalm 44 or Psalm
45; cf. ibid., 205 , I. 19 ff.
"' See the Table of Communion verses ac
cording to the Cod. Sangall., 399 (lOth
cent.) in Pietschmann (! L, 1 2, 1934),

142 ff.;

68 Communion verses are not
taken from the Psalter, as opposed to only

39 of the Introit, 14 of the Gradual, and 17
of the Offertory; cf. vVagner, Einfiihrung,
I, 118, according to whom the verses
named comprise the greater bulk of the
Communion verses in this manuscript. In

Thursday is perhaps inspired by the same
thought. In the same manner are to be
judged the antiphons on the fourth and
sixth Thursdays, which are derived from
Psalm 118, the Psalm of praise of the
( :\1 ew) Testament that has become the
Sunday Psalm and that also was the Com
munion Psalm on Maundy Thursday.
Somewhat more foreign is the fifth
Thursday, with Psalm 70; 16-18.
1 Also
already in the Leonianum: Mura
tori, I, 366; further references in Mohl
berg-Manz, n. 1567.
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this version reads: Quod ore sumpsi, Domine, mente capiam, ut de corpore

et sanguine D. n. f. C. fiat mihi remedium sempiternum. Per eumdem
D. n. J. C.' Later on, we find it as the prayer for communicating clerics."
Since it is evident that this prayer is spoken by the priest not with a loud
voice, but softly,' it is to be considered here as his personal prayer, as a
private prayer coming before the post-communio. We find it in the majority
of medieval l\Iass plans, as a rule in the plural form of the original text,•
and not seldom also with the closing formula, Per Christum D. n.,• which
has been dropped from the text of the Roman Missal! In a twofold anti
thesis the plea is made that the internal" efficacy of the SacrameQt might
tally with this sacramental reception in time.
Our second prayer after Communion, namely, the Corpus tuum Domine,
which (in keeping with its origin in the Gallic liturgy" displays a some
what different character, also served for the private devotion of the
faithful. It is found in the Communion Devotions of Monte Cassino at
the end of the eleventh century." It also appears as early as the tenth cen
tury as a fixed part of many Mass arrangements, and in contrast to the
See, e.g., Kock, 130.
Since the formula is couched in the terms
of a wish (capiamus) it is not firmly at

' Ed. Ninguarda, 116. The variant ut de
corpore et sanguine D. 11. J. C., that was
supposed to suppliant the et de munere

•

tcmporali (see below), which was no
longer understood, is also in the printed
1fissals of Rouen and Lyons; de �Ioleon,
65; 315; likewise in Sweden (Yelverton,
21) ; and also in today's Dominican Mis
sal (1889), 22, which has only this for

tached to any definite form of address.
The more easily, then, can it be combined

7

mula after Communion. A Missal of the

with the formula that follows under the
conclusion of Qui vivis, i.e., as though ad
dressed to Christ.
• The pura before the mente is missing
quite often in the text of the P ostc om 

16th century of Orleans has et corpus et

mzmio in the old Sacramentaries and even

sanguis D. n. J. C.; de Moleon, 201.

in its use in this part of the Mass until into
the 13th century (cf., e.g., Kock, 127 ;

3
•

Supra, p. 369.
I n as far as it did not become, for a time,

permanent Postcommunio; see below,
p. 424.
a

"The plural form is knowingly set down by
Bcrnold of Constance, Micro/ogus, c. 23
( PL, 151, 995) with this reason as a
premise: Postquam omnes commzmicave
runt,

dicit ; here it is the only prayer after

Communion.

The

�{ass-arrangement

of

Ebner, 326); originally it was a question
only of a contrast of on: and me11te.
'The prayer appears first as a Postcom
mwzio in the Gothic Missal of the 7th cen
tury (Muratori, II, 653): Corpus tuum,
Domine, quod accipimus et calicem quem
potavimus, hcrreat

in visceribus nosfl·is,

prwsta, Deus onwipotens, ut non rema11eat
macula, ubi pura et sa11cla illtrmxrzwt

sac

Rouen

(13-14th cent.) : Martenc, 1, 4,
XXXVII (I, 678 C), and the 1\Iissa/e par

r amen ta. Pe1·.-lt is not to be denied that

·vum Vedastinum (Arras, 13th cent.; edited
by Z. H. Turton [London, 1904]) in Fer

which is likewise a Postcommwzio, is of
similar antiquity.
'"Wilmart (Eph.liturg., 1929), 325.-Thc

rcrcs, 202, have the prayer in the singular
form; sec moreover, Lebrun, I, 546, note a.
-The formula is parallel to Deus qui lzu
mancr substantiw of the Offertory section
which has likewise retained the plural form
of the original oration and moreover the
concluding form of the same.

the version to be mentioned below (n. 16)

same Communion devotion contains, among
the prayers that follow the receiving of
Communion, the prayer Domilze !esu
Christe Fili (see above, p. 369), besides
some formulas that appear rarely or not
at all in liturgical books.
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other formula we considered above, it appears here in the singular, the very
trait of private prayer. Among the earliest witnesses" is, significantly, a
l\lass ordo from nearby Subiaco,lll to which we can add other Benedictine
Ordines and also others from Italy, especially the Franciscan Missal
13

which was to be decisive for the later development." This prayer also
gained a wide though not general acceptance elsewhere. In France, even
the original plural form was retained for some time,'" partly in conjunc
tion with a different version of the second part/" going back perhaps to a
l\Iozarabic origin." Frequently this prayer also showed other more or less
marked expansions or variations.'" Sometimes, too, instead of the Gallican
mode of address to Christ, it had the ordinary form of address, Corpus

D.

n.

J. C. quod sumpsi,'" so that the Per Christum could also be added

at the close."" But such changes did not become common.
In regard to its contents, this prayer goes a step beyond the preceding
one. It does not feature the contrast between the outer sign and the
inner efficacy; instead, the Sacrament Itself appears almost as the grace:
through that which It contains, It is so pure and so holy that in a certain
11

Aside from the second version to be
mentioned immediately (n. 16).
"' 11th century, Ebner, 339.
13

Ebner, 299; 302; 338; Fiala, 216.

"Ebner, 317.
'" �Iissale of

Remiremont

(12th cent.) :

:--lartene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 424 D).
'"In the Missal of Troyes (about 1050) :
�1artene, 1, 4, VI (I, 534 D), the formula
reads: Corp us Domini n. J. C. quo pasti
SlllllliS el Sall gu is eius quo potati sumus,
adhcrreat in

visceribus nostris et non nobis

•·c11iat ad iudicium 1teque ad condemna
tio11cm, sed proficiat nobis ad salutem et
ad rclllcdium ·viler cetenwce. The same ver
sion of the second part but in the singular,
in the Sacramentary of S. Aubin in Angers
(lOth cent.; Leroquais, I, 71) and in that
uf Paris (lOth cent.; Netzer, 247). Some
what expanded in a :\Iissal of lower Italy
about

1200 in Ebner, 323 f.; in the Cister

cian :\Iissal of the 13th century; Ferreres,
p. LI ; 203; in the :--Iissal of Westminster,
ed. Lcgg (HBS, 5), 520 f.; in the Missal

of Fecamp (about 1400): Martene, 1, 4,
XX VII (I, 642 B) ; finally in a larger
number of :\lass-books of the 12th-15th
centuries of northeast Spain; Ferreres, p.

LXII, C X I I, 190, 210 f., where the con
clusion reads: remedium mrimce mea? et
a11imal>us om11ium fidclium vivorum et de

fwrclorum.

17

Ferotin, Le Liber ordinum, 242. Here,

as against the version in the Missal of
Troyes (preceding note), the formula al
ready shows certain elaborations.
18
In German Mass-books: quod ego miser
accepi: Kock, 131; Beck, 310; v. Bruin
ingk, 88; Hoeynck, 376; cf. de Corswarem,
142. In Spanish Mass-books: quod ego itt
dignus et infeli:r sumere pra?sumpsi; Fer
reres, 190; 202; cf. Martene, 1, 4, XV (I,

593 D). In Styrian Mass-books: San c tum
corpus tuum, Domine, quod indignus ac

cepi; Kock, 128, 130; see also ibid., 127,
the still more strongly expanded form of
the Seckau Missal of the 12th century,
which in turn is again expanded in the
Sacramentary

of

Boldau

in

Hungary

(about 119), ed. Kniewald; Theologia, 6
(Budapest, 1939), 26. In the Pontifical of
Mainz about 1170 the first part is entirely
reshaped;
Martene,
1, 4, XVII
(1,
602 D) : Corporis sacri
19

.

.

. p e rcep tio.

For Italy see Ebner, 147; 335; cf. 299;

323 f.; 326; Muratori, I, 94. A further ex
ample in Brinktrine, Die hl. M esse, 268
(Vat. lat. 6378; 13-14th cent.).-Missal
of Westminster, ed. Legg (HBS, 5), 520.
Cf. Augsburg Missale of 1386: Hoeynck,
376.-Libcr ordinum, Missal of Troyes and
the further variant sources above, note 16.

"'So in the Augsburg Missale of 1386;
Hoeynck, 376.
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sense It need only remain in us in order to push aside and burn up all stain
of sin."
Besides these two formulas, which were seldom found together in earlier
times, and even then not often in the order they have today, a great
number of other prayers and texts on which the priest could nourish his
devotion after the reception of the Sacrament were current during the
Middle Ages." We have remarked before that the prayers Domine Jesu
Christe Fili and Perceptio which precede the reception and which in an
other manner beg for the efficacy of the Sacrament, frequently also had a
place after the reception."' Other prayers of similar content also appeared.
Thus in the eleventh-twelfth century we find this formula a few times:
Domine Iesu Christe fili Dei, corpus tuum pro nobis crucifixum edimus et
sanguinem tuum pro nobis effusum bibimus. Fiat corpus tuum salus mzi
marum et corporum 1zostrormn et tuus smzctus sanguis remissio omnium
peccatorrtm hie et in a:ternztm. Amen."'

Frequently other formulas of the post-communion type, or even actual
post-communion texts were used."" The l'vlass ordo of a Parisian manu
script has as many as thirteen orations following Communion.""
The older text; ubi pura et san eta intra
vertmt sacramenta (see above, n. 9), that

21

prevails into the late Middle Ages brings
this picturesque manner of speech into
stronger focus. It is somewhat varied in
the Rhenish Missal of the end of the 13th
century described by F. Roedel, IL, 4
( 1924), 85: ubi tua sacrosa11cta intraverint
sacramm ta.In today's version the personal
clement has come to the fore.
"' A long but otherwise rare prayer of
thanksgiving in the Sacramentary of
Fulda ( Richter-Schonfelder, n. 27): Deus
1zoster, Deus salvos faciendi, tu nos dace
gratias agere ...-Still at the end of the
�1iddle Ages the idea prevailed that one
could here choose and insert prayers in
conformity with one's own personal de
votion, at least if one said them quietly;
Browe, "Die Kommunionandacht" (I L,

13, 1935), so f.
"'Supra, p. 348-349.
2' �[issal
of Remiremont (12th c.) : Mar
tene, I, 4, 9, 9 (I, 424 C); Sacramentary
of Echternach (1st half of the 11th c.) :
Leroquais, I, 122; cf. ibid., 307; II, 340;
Missal of Seckau (12th c.) : Kock, 127;
Admont MS. of the 14th c.: Franz, 111,
note 4.-The first part of the above for
mula likewise introduces a Communion
prayer in the Dobbio missal ( �� uratori, II,
780) ; in the second part there is an echo

of the prayer in the Sacramentary of Vich
(ll - 12th c. ) : Fiat nobis hoc sacramentum
... (Ferreres, p. XCVI).-A Sacramen
tary towards the end of the 9th century
from Tours offers the formula: Sumentes
ex sacris altaribus: Leroquais, 1, 49; Mar
tene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 423 B) .-In the missal
of St. Vincent the Corpus tuum is para
phrased: Post commzmionem . . .; Fiala,

216.
""Mass-ordo of Amiens, ed. Leroquais
(Eph. liturg., 1927): 544: I'ra:sta qua:stt
mus.-Sacramentary of Moissac: Mar
tene, 1, 4, VIII (I, 541 B) : Da qua:szmzus.

-�fissa Illyrica, ibid., IV (1, 517 A):
Conservent; Custodi; Pra:sta Domine Jesu

C/zrisle.-Italian �lass orders of the ll12th century: (Ebner, 297:) Huius Deus,

(158, 348 and Fiala, 214:) Prosit, resp.
Proficiat nobis; Brinktrine, Die lzl. Mcsse,

291 : Consrr<•cnt.- This last formula also
in Strengnas, Sweden: Segclberg, 259.
For England, see Sarum 1fissal: Legg,
The Sarum Missal, 228: lia:c nos com
mtmio; c£. �lartene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
670 f.); Ferreres, 20 3; Missal of York,
ed. Simmons 116. The same oration also
in Vorau: Kock, 133.-An Eichstiitt missal
(Kock, 7) has: Concede qtu:esumus o. D.
ut quidquid.
""Martene, 1, 4, 9, 9

(I, 426 f.).
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Here we must also reckon the Agimus tibi gratias that appears occa
sionally during the late Middle Ages.c� Even earlier a Gratias tibi ago, one
of the treasures of private prayer, was widespread. Its apparently original
form is found in the Missal of Remiremont in the twelfth century; it runs
as follows:
Gratias ago tibi, Domine Deus Pater omllif!olells, qui me pecratorem
satiare dignatus es corpore et smzguine Jesu Christi Filii lui Domini 1zostri.
Ideo supp/ex deprecor ut Juec sancta commzmio sit in anna fidei, scutum
bona volwztatis ad repe/lendas om1zes insidias diaboli de corde et opere
meo et illuc me mundatum introire facial, ubi lux vera est et gaudia
iustorum.""

That this version goes back to even earlier days is seen from the fact that
the Communion Devotions of �lonte Cassino, dating back to the eleventh
century, presents a form of the prayer more than twice this length,'� and
this, in turn, after further expansions, found its way into our missal in
the section Gratiarum actio post missam under the title Oralio S. Thomce
Aquinatis."'
In many instances during the Middle Ages a prayer such as these was
followed by the canticle Nunc dimittis as a further expression of joyful
thanks."1 Without doubt it fits the occasion perfectly. It is also used in the
Byzantine liturgy as part of the conclusion of Mass." With a remarkable
Missal of Toul (14-15th c.): Martene,
1, 4, XXXI (I, 652 D); Alphabetmn sac

27

erdotum (about 1500): Legg, Tracts, 49;
Ordinary of Coutances (1557) : ibid., 66.
Further examples in Lebrun, I, 545, note e.
-In all of these cases, as we shall see,
there follows the Nunc dimittis.
""Martene, 1, 4, 9, 9 (I, 424 D).-A pray
er with this beginning in Italian sacra
mentaries of the ll-13th cent.: Ebner, 4,
17, 281, 295, 307; cf. 158.-A text-form
that alters especally the second portion:
precor ut 11011 venial mihi ad iudicium, etc.,
in Norman-English texts of the later Mid
dle Ages: }.fartene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I,
645 D); Legg, Tracts, 228; Maskell, 190;

that Thomas was reared in this monastery
until 1236.
3'

Missal of Toul (above n. 27) besides the

witnesses mentioned with it;

Missal of

Evreux-Jumieges (14-15th cent.) : Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXVIII (I, 645 E). In a Mis
sal of Rouen this song of praise follows
the washing of the hands (which was ac
companied by the Lavabo) ; ibid., XXXVI
(I, 637, note d). The use of Nunc dimittis
is also verified on German soil; 1fartene,
1, 4, XXXII (I, 657 E) : Kock, 134 (n.
347) ; Franz, 595; 753. Among the Do
minicans the song of praise was forbidden
in 1551 as well as the 0 sacrum convivium
and all additions after Communion except

Ferreres, 190, 202.

the Quod ore. Monume11la 0. Fr. Pr. his

.., Wilmart (Eph. liturg., 1929) 324, with
Gratias tibi ago Domine sancte in the be

torica, 9 (1901), 322; Browe, "Die Kom
munionandacht" (J L, 13, 1935), 51. The
�fissal of Valencia about 1411 has a peti

ginning. Likewise in the Missal of St. Vin
cent (Fiala, 215).
,. Brinktrine, Die hi. M esse, 269, who did
not yet know of the Communion devotion
of Wilmart, but did have in mind another
12th century manuscript of Monte Cassino
with the same prayer, refers to the fact

tion to the 1fother of God, Domina nostra,
ad1'ocata nostra to follow upon the Nunc
dimittis; Ferreres, 201. Gabriel Biel like
wise testifies to the addition of the Marian
antiphon !Jendicta filia; (see below);
Franz, III, n. 4.
•• Brightman, 399.
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feeling for form, the Kyrie and Pater noster were used to bridge the
passage from the Gloria Patri at the end of the canticle to the post
communion which was used as a conclusion,.. or else a special concluding
oration was added."' With the latter, this complex of prayers belongs to a
Communion devotion dating back, seemingly, at least, to the twelfth
century.
In the same spirit of tarrying meditatively over the great mystery of
divine condescension, we often find in the same place the sentence from
St. John, Verbum caro factum est et habitavit in nobis35 or the antiphon
0 sacrum convivium,'" to which Swedish missals add the versicle Panem
de cado and the oration of the Blessed Sacrament.31 More frequently the
�,Missal of Toul and the two related wit
nesses, supra, n. 27.
"Vorau Missal (15th cent.; Kock, 134) :
Perfice in nobis, quresumus Domine, grati
am tuam, ltt qui iusti Simeonis expecta
tionem implesti ... ita et nos vitam obti
lleamus reternam. Per Christum D. N. This
arrangement of prayers beginning with
Nu11c dimittis forms the core of the Com
munion thanksgiving prayers published by
A. Dold, "Liturgische Gebetstexte from
Cod. Sangall. 18," JL, 7 (1927), 51-53. In
the manuscript of St. Gall that is probably
to be dated about the middle of the 13th
century ( 37) three other formulas pre
cede; one beginning with the cited Corpus
Christi quo repleti sumus et sanguis (a
variant form of our Communion prayer
Corpus tuum Domine as in the Troyes Mis
sal; cf. above, n. 16; Dold's harking back to
the antiphonary of Bangor is unnecessary),
a free and shortened version of Gratias
ago (above, p. 404), and the prayer Domine
lesu Christe fili Dei vivi, corpus tuum cru
cifixum (supra, p. 403). At the conclusion
a further formula Omnipotens sempiterne
Deus propitius is added to the oration Per
fice. These two orations are found as Post
communions in the Sacramentary of Fulda;
(Richter-Schonfelder, n. 200; 2185).-In
the still simpler form, as the Vorau Missal
presents it, we have in all likelihood a
Communion devotion designed particu
larly for private use that was in existence
before the 13th century. In its make-up
it is reminiscent of the Communion devo
tion of Monte Cassino, even though there
is but little resemblance as regards the
texts of the prayers.
35

This phrase that we have met with in

the Communion devotion of Monte Cassino
(above, p. 369) is found since the 11th cen
tury above all in the central Italian Bene
dictine monasteries, as in the Sacramentary
of Subiaco of 1075; Ebner, 339; cf. 323,
338. Often it is combined with a preced
ing threefold Deo gratias and is itself said
three times with the addition: Tibi taus,
tibi gloria, tibi gratiarum actio in srecula
sreculorum, o beata Trinitas (c£. the Com
munion devotion named) ; thus in the
Pontifical of the library of Casanata of
lower Italy (about 1100); Ebner, 331; cf.
ibid., 302, 311, 344, 348 f.; Fiala, 215. The
Carmelite Ordinal of 1512 (Zimmermann,
84) has only the Tibi /a us; likewise the
present-day Missale 0. Carm. (1935), 319.
A Sacramentary of St. Peter's in Rome
adds in its stead: Et vidimus gloriam ejus.
Ebner, 336.-Towards the end of the Mid
dle Ages the J ohannine phrase appears in
all sorts of places; see for France, :\I ar
tene, 1, 4, XXXII f., XXXVI (1, 657 D.
661 C, 675 A); Legg, Tracts, 49; Lebrun,
I, 542, note b; for Germany: Kock, 53;
70; 130; Beck, 271; Franz, 111, n. 4.
'"'Missal of Riga (about 1400); v. Bruin
ingk, 88, n. 5. Commentary of John Bec
hofen (about 1500); Franz, 594 f. Cf. the
Dominican prohibition mentioned aboYe,
note 31.
Missal of Strengnas, Sweden, 1487):
Freisen, llJanuale LiHcoPeHsc, p. LI; like
wise the Breviarium of Skara ( 1498; ibid.,
XXXI), which in addition has two
strophes of the hymn Jcsu IIOSira re dem 
ptio as a preliminary. The hymns Jesu
nostra refectio and 0 sa/utaris lwstia were
put to similar use in the North; Segel
berg, 259.
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Marian encomium, Benedicta filia tu a Domino quia per te fructum villE
communicavimus"' appears, or else a passage from the Passion of St.
Agnes."' Other texts appear only occasionally.""
The prayers which thus serve to nourish and support the devotion of
the priest after the reception of Communion as a rule coincide, in whole
or in part, with the movements the priest makes while cleansing and
arranging the vessels which have come in contact with the Sacrament.
We must now turn our attention to both of these, the reservation and
the ablutions.

16. Reservation. Ablutions
It is almost self-evident that some sort of preservation of the Sacra
ment after the celebration of the Eucharist was necessary from the start,
since It had to be on hand for the sick. This preservation was nothing
"" Seckau Missal (first half of the 14th
cent.) : Kock, 130; d. 71; Missal of Riga
(about 1400): v. Bruiningk, 88, n. 5. In
Germany the use of the antiphon must
have been well spread about the turn of
the Middle Ages, since Gabriel Biel and
Berthold of Chiemsee speak of it; Franz,
111, n.4.-Already in the 13th century it
is present in Sarum, where however it was
dropped later; see Legg, The Sarum Mis
sal, 228, with the reading B en edi cta a
filio tuo, Domina. A prayer to Mary, San
eta Maria gmitrix D. n. !. C., also in the
Sacramentary of Boldau, as an appendage
to the prayer mentioned above, n. 18;
Kniewald, 2 6; d. Rad6, 44.

""Jam corpus eius co rpori meo sociatum
est et sangu i s eius ornavit genas meas. Ap
parently only in south Germany since the
14th century: Kock, 71; 130; Beck, 310.
-Often also found with the beginning
Mel et lac. Kock, 53; 70; 79; Franz, 111
n. 4; 753; Rad6, 102. Cf. above, p. 352.
A prayer beginning Domine, suscipe me
in the NEssa! of Riga ( v. Bruiningk, 88, n.
5) recalls Byzantine hymnody. Many a
scriptural phrase is here incorporated; the
promise, ] ohn 6: 55 in the monastic Mis
sal of Lyons of 1531; Martene, 1, 4,
XXXIII (I, 661 C); the doxology, Apoc.
7: 12 and the plea for a blessing, Ps. 66: 7
(lJenedicat 11os Deus; with the rubric
sig11ando se c alice) in the Mass arrange
ment of Bee; ibid., XXXVI (1, 675 A.B.).
Also more or less freely formulated words

••

of meditation, thus in the Missal of Re
gensburg about 1500 (Beck, 271): Con
summatum est et salva facta est anima
mea. Hrec sunt convivia qtta! tibi placent,
o P atris Sapientia; d. Kock, 70. Or in
the Missal of Valencia (before 1411)
(Ferreres, 2 0 2): Hrec si11gulariter vic
lima (d. above, I, 275, n. 21). A prayer
for the grace of Viaticum: Rogo te, Do
mine Jesu Christe, ut in hora exitus mei,
in the Vorau Missal of the 14-15th cen
tury: Kock, 133. For the rest, purely
private prayers are rare. Cf. the same pic
ture above in the Communion devotion of
Monte Cassino.-\Ve prefer not to delay
over the Apologies as they occur, e.g., in
the Missa lllyrica.
This use of the prayers to accompany the
actions is already noticed in the rubric
of the Sacramentary of the 12-13th cen
tury from St. Peter's in Rome (Ebner,
336) : ablue digitos dicendo: Quod ore ...
Corpus tuum ... Verlmm caro factum est
. . It is also emphasized by Gabriel
Biel, Canonis exposi t io , lect., 83, for the
prayers mentioned by him, Verbum caro
factum, Lutum fecit, Nu11c dimittis, Bene
dicta. He remarks at the same time that
the prayers are not prescribed, but left

41

.

to the devotion of the celebrant.-On the
other hand, the Ordinal of the Carmelites,
1312 (Zimmermann, 84), expressly stipu
lates: deindc (after the first ablution)
imtctis manibus inclinet ante a /tare dicen
do: Quod ore.
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very special in itself, because the faithful were permitted to keep the Body
of the Lord in their homes.' But the question arose, what should be done
when, after the needs of the communicants have been fulfilled, a large
portion of the sacred species should be left over. According to the custom
of Antioch during the fourth century, the deacons were obliged to take
the particles remaining after the Communion of the faithful into the
sacristy
various
when a
munion

at once; • what happened after that is not mentioned. But from
isolated ordinances of that period we can gather that the case
large amount of the consecrated gifts remained after the Com
posed quite a problem. The Sahidic ecclesiastical canones warned

the responsible clerics not to place too much bread and wine on the altar,
so that the punishment meted out to the sons of Heli for their disrespect to
the sacrifice might not fall upon them." In some places, basing their action
on Leviticus 8:32, they burned what was left.' In other places it was
thought more seemly to bury the remainder in the ground.' Seldom was
there the possibility of doing what was done at the pilgrim church in
Jerusalem, where the remaining particles were used for Communion on
the following day.• Elsewhere, innocent children were called in on certain
days and given the sacred species/ or else-a practice that was certainly
' Of the method of reservation we know
very little. It is possible that the tower
shaped and dove-shaped vessels ( turres,
cohmzbre) made of precious metals, which
were listed in the registry of gifts in the
Libcr Pontificalis during the 4th and 5th
centuries (Liber Pont. ed. Duchesne, I,
177, 220, 243) have some relevance here;
sec Beissel, 310 f.; Andrieu, Les ordines,
II I, 7 3, note 3.
.

"Cons!. Ap., 13, 17 (Quasten, Mon., 231).
Cf. Chrysostom, Ep. ad Innocentium, I, 3
(PG, 52, 533).
3

Brightman, 463, I. 6.

'Thus the Commentary on Leviticus II,
8 ( PG, 93, 886 D; Brightman, 487), as
cribed to Hesychius of Jerusalem (d. about
450). In the West since the 7-8th century
this method of disposal was often pre
scribed for Hosts that had become unfit
fur consumption. Fire was considered the
purest element, one that purified without
needing purification itself. Even Duran
dus (d. 1296), IV, 41, 32 f., still speaks
of an incinerare. Sometimes the ashes
Were preserved as a relic. However, this
Procedure was attacked by theologians
since the 11th century. Numerous evidences
in Browe, '"\Vann fing man an, die in
einer Messe konsekrierten Hostien in einer

anderen Messe auszulteilen ?" ( Theologie
und Glaube, 30 [1938], 388-404), 391 ff.
• The practice existed in the Byzantine

Church at the time the schism started;
proofs in Browe, loc. cit., 389 f.-The Ara
bian Canons of Nicea (5-6th cent.) pro
vided burial in case of vomiting and con
sider it as reverential a treatment as the
parallel treatment of the remains of the
Martyrs (Mansi, II, 1030; Browe, 390).
Humbert of Silva Candida, Adv. Grre
n. 33 (PL, 143, 952 A)
refers with praise to this method used in
] erusalem: nee i11cendwzt nee in foz•eam

•

corum calzmmias,

mittunt, sed in pi.-ridem mundam recondwzt
et sequenti die communica11t ex eo popu
lum.

Evagrius Scholasticus (6th cent.), Hist.
(PG, 86, 2796 A), testifies
to the practice in Constantinople, and
Nicephorus Callisti (d. about 1341), Hist.
eccl., 17, 25 (PG, 147, 280), adds his own
witness, reporting from the experience in
his own childhood. Further data regard
ing Constantinople in Browe, 393 f. The
same was stipulated by the Synod of
Macon (585), can. 6 (Mansi, IX, 952):
On Wednesdays and Fridays call the chil
dren and administer to them the rcliquias
7

eccl., IV, 36

conspersas vino.
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more natural and obvious-the clerics themselves partook of the remain
ing particles at the end of the divine service.•
Reservation was thought of only for the sake of the sick. The amount
of time which seemed admissible for the preservation of the species for
this purpose was measured in various ways. It is the Byzantine custom
even today to consecrate the Sacrament for the sick for the whole year
on Maundy Thursday. This practice was already known to the West
Syrians in the seventh century, and by the year 1000 had also become
established in England. In the West, the custom was rapidly overthrown,
and was also attacked in the East. Among the Uniate congregations it
has long since disappeared." In England about the year 1000 Abbot Aelfric
of Eynsham struck at the practice by insisting that the Hosts reserved for
the sick must be renewed every week or two/" and this regulation was gen
erally retained during the centuries that followed." Among the Carthusians
during the thirteenth century the renewal of the species was molded into
the structure of the Sunday high Mass," and the same happened in other
places also. In Soissons every Sunday at the priest's Communion the
deacon was supposed to bring the vessel (containing the Blessed Sacra
ment) which hung over the altar to the celebrant, who put in a new Host
and consumed the old.u
All through the Middle Ages reservation was considered only in rela
tion to the sick. Hence, in the pertinent decrees we find mention made of
Thus in the West there were different
enactments from the 9th to the 13th cen
tury prescribing that the remaining species
be consumed either by the clerics who were
present, or by the celebrating priest him
self. The latter, e.g., in Regino of Priim,
De synod. causis, inquis., n. 65 (PL, 132,
190 A). Further data in Browe, 394 f. The
same method is still in force at present in
most oriental liturgies, where it is even
part of the rite to have something of both
species remaining; Hanssens, III, 527533. Particularly pronounced in the East
Syrian Rite, ibid., 528, 529 f.; Brightman,

•

304 f., 586 f.
Browe, Die Sterbekommunion
1936) 235 f.

•

(ZkTh,

10

B. Fehr, Die Hirtenbriefe Aelfrics
(Bibliothek der Angelsachsischen Prosa,
IX; Hamburg, 1914), 30, 62, 179; Browe,
Die Sterbekommunio11, 235.

A stricter rule is reproduced in Regino
of Priim, De synod. causis, I, 70 (PL, 132,
206 A; cf. supra, n. 8) : The renewal must
take place de tertia in tertium diem. Still
Regino is content himself with the renew-

11

a! de sabbato in sabbatum; ibid., 71
(206 B). The like stipulation in Ivo of
Chartres, Decretum, II, 19 (PL, 161, 165):
de septimo in septimum mtlletur semper. A
weekly renewal is provided for in the
Cluny Constitutions of the monk Udalrich,
I, 8; II, 30 (PL, 149, 653 C; 722 f.).
On the other hand, the Liber ordinarius of
Liege (Yolk, 100; cf. ibid., 98 line 24) is
content with a renewal of the species on
each Communion day, i.e., about once a
month. (Cf. Browe, Die hiiufige Kom
munion, 68 ff.). Until the last centuries
the interval permitted was variously esti
mated; Corblet, I, 570-572.
Mart(me, 1, 4, XXV (I, 612 E): The
deacon places a new consecrated Host in

u

the capsula after the Communion of the
priest and then communicates himself from
the old one.
Martene, 1, 4, XXII (I, 612 E). The
practice in Bayeux was the same : ibid.,
XXIV (I, 630 B), and also in the old
Cistercian rite ; sec the detailed account in
Schneider (Cist.-Chr., 1927), 162-165.
In the case of Soissons we clearly have a
13
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only one or two Hosts." All the rest of the faithful communicated with
the priest at Mass and partook of the Hosts which had just been conse
crated. The one exception was Good Friday, which was, until near the
end of the Middle Ages, a favorite Communion day; following the oriental
model, Communion then took place within the missa prcesanctificatorum,
16

using Hosts consecrated the day before. On other occasions the practice
of purposely consecrating and reserving a larger number of Hosts for
later distribution was unknown all during the Middle Ages."
But even in early times it was unheard of that Communion was dis
tributed after Mass." In the Byzantine Mass of the Greeks this is the
ordinary practice.'" On the other hand, wherever (as in Rome and Gaul)
very strange custom for here the celebrant
used for his Communion only the Host
consecrated on a previous occasion (aside,
of course, from the particle deposited in
the chalice). This remarkable practice
was followed in Spain and Belgium into
the 17th century, and also elsewhere, and
was declared by individual theologians as
permissible, while others (like de Lugo,
De sacr. eucharistie, XIX, 5, 76 [Opp., ed.
Fournials, IV, 240 f.]) rejected it. Browe,
Wann fing man an, 399 f.
" Still in the visitation accounts from the
Diocese of Ermland from the beginning
of the 17th century, in which the number
of particles provided was regularly noted
with exactness, there were at most only
from four to eight; G. Matern, "Kultus
and Liturgie des allerheiligsten Sakra
mentes in Ermland," Pastoralblatt fur die
Diozese Ermland, 43 (1911), 80; Browe,
loc. cit., 404; ibid., 401-404 further data.
18
P. Browe, "Die Kommunion an den
drei letzten Kartagen," JL, 10
56-76, especially 70 ff.
16

(1930),

It is reported from Jerusalem, as we have
seen above, as an exceptional practice in
the 11th century that the Hosts which were
left over from an earlier Mass were used
in a following Mass. In the West about
the same time we have the first testimony
of a similar practice from Cluny, to
gether with the fact that such a procedure
was avoided elsewhere; Udalricus Con
suet. Clun., I, 13 (PL, 149, 662 B). In
other monasteries even in the later cen
turies scrupulous care was taken that by
and large no more hosts were consecrated
than were necessary for each occasion. It
was taken for granted as long as the faith-

ful went to Communion only on a few
feast days, that in parish churches this was
don as a matter of duty, as the Synod of
Osnabriick, 1571, still provides (VII, 6;
Hartzheim, VII, 715). Browe, Wann find
man an, 39 6 ff.
17 For that reason the receptacle for the
preservation of the Eucharist, the oval
cavity in the back of the Eucharistic dove
that in many places hung over the altar,
was only 4-6 em. (1.5-2.1 inches) long.
However, the diameter of the pyxes in the
14-lSth century varied between 8 and
11 em. (about 3.1-4.3 inches). The vessel
might be large enough to suffice for a single
Communion for the major part of a me
dium sized congregation (at Easter several
days were provided for). Not till towards
the end of the 16th century did the ciborium
come into more general use as at present;
Braun, Das christliche Altargeri:it, 328-

330. Think of a General Communion
stretched out to two or three succeeding
Sundays, and you can see how easy it was
to take the next step and no longer con
sider it of importance that the Communion
be taken from the corresponding consecra
tion.
A hagiographic notice from Alexandria
in H. Delehaye, Anal. Bolland., 43 (1925),
28 f.-Gregory the Great, Dial., III, 3
(PL, 77, 224).
18

Brightman, 396. Among the Nestorians
the practice mentioned above of consum
ing the remains of the Sacrament after the
celebration, developed to the point where
the priest himself, in cases when the faith
ful did not communicate, would postpone
his own Communion and partake only after
the celebration. Hanssens, III, 528.
10
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the non-communicants left the church before Communion,"' there was nc
reason why, even on great Communion days the distribution of the Sacra
ment should not take place within the l\Iass. This was true at least till the
eighth century. But a changed attitude is noticed already in the Caro
lingian reform. True, it was presumed that the faithful would remain
only till the completio benedictionis sacerdotalis, but this was now iden
tified with the final prayers of the newly-accepted Roman Mass." The
result was soon seen. Not only on occasions here and there, but even

on

the greater Communion days, Communion was distributed after �lass at
least to a great number of communicants." Evidences for such a usage
begin to grow more numerous since the twelfth century."" In the year 1256
the Ordinarium of the Dominicans directs the priest, that in general,
when people are present who are waiting for the end of the 1\Iass, the
Communion should then be postponed usque post missam, but this should
not be done on l\laundy Thursday." Still, Communion remained united
with the l\lass.
A certain perplexity in regard to the exact time when the faithful were
to receive is seen even earlier. Therefore, some exponents of the liturgy
insisted that the right moment for it was before the post-communion.
because the latter presupposes the Communion of the faithful. Even the
Roman Ritual, which first appeared in 1614, proposes the same rea�on
in a pertinent admonition, but then, with a genuine regard for the cure
of souls, it leaves room for distributing Communion before or after l\Iass

ex rationabili causa.""
After the Council of Trent the tendency to separate the Communion
from the 1\Iass moved forward by leaps and bounds, since the apprecia
tion of the liturgical pattern did not keep step with the zeal for the sac
ramental life. At first, this held true only for Communion on greater feasts
and for general Communions, but later it spread to other occasions also,
so that by the time the eighteenth century had faded into the nineteenth,
""Above, p. 341.
Nicki, 57 f.-In Rome in the 12th cen
tury the announcement of the occurring
festivities, etc., were no longer made be
fore, but after the Communion; Ordo eccl.
Lateran., ed. Fischer, 87, line 9. Neverthe
less an exception in the contemporaneous
Ordo Rom. of Benedict, n. 24 (PL, 78,

21

1038 C).
""Ordo A11gi/berti (about 800) : Bishop,
Liturgia lzistorica, 373.
"" Browe, "\Vann fing man an, die Kom
munion ausserhalb der Messe auszuteil
en?": Thcologie 11. Glaube, 23 (1931),
755-762. An example of the 12th century
from Rome is the Communion of the neo
phytes that occurs daily post finem missCB

during the Easter and Pentecost octave;
Ordo eccl. Lateran., ed. Fischer, 73.
"' Guerrini, 248.
25

Walafried Strabo, De exord. et increm.,
22 (PL, 114, 950 f.); Bernold of Con
stance, Micrologus, c. 19 (PL, 151, 990);
Durandus, IV, 54, 11.-Sometimes we find
the distribution of Communion taking place
before the priest's chalice Communion;
Udalricus, Co11suct Clzm., II, 30 (PL, 149,
c.

721); Liber ordi11arius 0. Prcem. (Waefel
ghem, 89-91); Kock, 131; cf. Ebner, 311.
-In the Byzantine �1ass also the priest,
before his own chalice Communion, gives
the sacred species of Bread to the deacon ;
Brightman, 395 line 12.

""Rituale Rom. (1925), IV, 2, 11.
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Communion outside of ::\lass had become the general rule."' But during
our own century a reverse movement has gradually gained ground.""
l\Ioreover, an increasing number of voices are being heard in favor of
using for Communion substantially only those Hosts which were conse
crated at the same ::\lass, so that the connection between sacrifice and
repast might again gain its full, natural expression.'.. This aspiration has
been heartily praised and encouraged by Pius XII.""
When the Communion is ended and the remaining sacred particles have
been reserved there follows what we might designate by the comprehen
sive term, the ablution rite.
\\'e are accustomed nowadays to think in this connection only of the
washing of the fingertips that touched the Body of the Lord, and of the
purification of the chalice, which should be freed from the remains of the
Precious Blood by twice pouring wine (and water) into it. But even the
Roman Missal of the present day designates something else as the first
act of this rite when, speaking about the first ablution after Communion,
it uses these words: se purificat." The ablutio oris is, in fact, the most
ancient part of the ablution rite. While for everything else we do not hear
of any express prescriptions until much later, we find Chrysostom already
advocating, and himself carrying out, the practice of taking a bit of
water after Communion, or eating a piece of bread, so that whatever re
mained of the sacred species might not be ejected from the mouth along
with the spittle. This practice was previously unknown in Constantinople,
and was one of the charges leveled against the saint." A similar practice is
still in vogue amongst the Copts even today; after Communion they take
a swallow of water which they call "the water of covering" because by it
the Sacrament will be "covered," .... In the West, too, the Regula Magistri
"'Browe (Theologie u. Glaube, 1931),
761 f.
"" In countries like Austria, Germany,
France and Belgium, where the liturgical
movement has been in full swing since the
dawn of the century, Communion has been
generally restored to its rightful place with
in the .:\lass for the past two decades or
more. Y ct there are Sisterhoods that even
to this day insist on the distribution regu
larly b efore the :\I ass; sec an example in
(,"Ioria lJci, 2 (1947-48), 169. Elsewhere
the old practice is still more general; e.g.,
in Italy, U. S. A.

"']. Giilden, "Grundsiitze und Grundfor
mcn dcr Gemcinschaftsmesse in der Pfarr
gemeinde" ( Vol!?sliturgie wzd Scclsorge
[Colmar, 1942], Ill; ]. Pinsk, "Ex hac
altaris pa r ticipatione, " Liturg. Lebm, 1
(1 934), 85-91 ; A. Lcmonnyer O.P., "Com
munions a Ia .:-.!esse" (Cours et Co11/er-

ences, VII [Louvain, 1929]), 292 f. Simi
lar suggestions already in the 18th and
19th centuries, in Trapp, 96, 109, 299. An
obstacle to the practical carrying out of
this method is the shape of the ciborium,
which docs not len(] itself to being cleaned
as simply as the paten.
""Encyclical letter of Nov. 20, 1947, Medi
alor Dei (II, 3): AAS, 39 (1947), 564f.
31 Ritus serv., X, 5; also in the text of the
Ordo missCE.
32 Palladius,
Dial., c. 8 ( PG, 47, 27) ;
Photius, Bibliotlzcca, c. 59 ( PG, 103,
109 A).-The custom is still found in the
Byzantine liturgy. For this ablulio oris the
remainder of the �"''' is used, mixed with
a little wine, and a bit of bread from the
prosphora. The Slavic term for this is "za
piwka," after-drink.
"'G. Graf, 1Ii11 Rcjorm1•ersuch imzcrhalb
dcr koptische11 Kin·hc im 12. Jh. (Pader-
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in the same sense permits the reader at table to take a drink of wine
before the reading on Communion days propter sputum sacramenti," and
the Rule of St. Benedict has a similar ordinance...
Although in the beginning of the Middle Ages the custom was not gen
erally widespread, still it was mentioned repeatedly. Two examples can
be cited from the life of Louis the Pious (d. 840), who took a drink
immediately after Communion; the first time it was offered him by Alcuin
himself, on a pilgrimage in Tours; .. and the second time on his death
bed.37 And it was not entirely unknown even in the Roman pontifical
liturgy... At l\1onte Gargano, after the faithful had communicated they
were accustomed to drink from a certain well next to the church.""
If we thus see greater stress put on this cleansing of the mouth than
we would expect, we must remember that before the change from leavened
to unleavened bread the Sacred Host had to be chewed.
Nevertheless, the custom continued and, in fact, burgeoned out after
the aforementioned change of matter... It is the time when all our ideas
about reverence for the Blessed Sacrament were beginning to blossom. In

1165 Beleth favored the custom; he would have liked to see it introduced
born, 1923) 85 ; idem., "Liturgische An
weisungen des koptischen Patriarchen Ky
ri11os ibn Laklak" (JL, 4 [1924]), 126.
"'C. 24 (PL, 88, 992 D) .
.. C. 38: accipiat mi:ctmn priusquam inci
piat Iegere propter communionem sanctam.
Cf. in this regard I. Herwegen, Sinn und
Geist der Benediktinerregel (Einsiedeln,

1944), 254.
36

Vita Alcuini, c.

15 (MGH, Scriptores,

XV, I, p. 193, 1, 9): cum post com
munionem corporis Christi et sanguinis
manu propria eis misceret.
"'Thegan, Vita Chludowici, c. 61 (MGH,
Scriptores, II, 648, 1, 1) : Iussit ... com
munionem sacram sibi tradi et post hrec
cuiusdam potizmculre calidulre haustum
prCEberi . - See the reference in Martene, 1,

4, 10, 15 (I, 440£.).
38

In

the Ordo of S. Amand ( Andrieu, II,

168), obviously following Roman custom,
a ceremony of this sort is mentioned; at
the end of the stational service the assist
ant clergy receive pastil/as de manu pon
tificis, whereupon another drink is handed
them. The Capitulare eccl ord. (ibid., III,
109; cf. III, 71), also makes mention of
a drink, taken from three cups ; after the
pope's return to the secretarium, the re
mark is made concerning the assistant
clerics: et accepta benedictione de manu
ipsius confirmant ternos calicis, that is,

from three chalices.-On the other hand,
it is surprising that the first Roman Ordo
makes no mention of anything of the kind
at the end of divine service; perhaps, how
ever, we have a somewhat secularized de
velopment of the practice in the strange
usage, probably reserved for solemn feasts,
of a special invitation which, according
to the later recension of the Ordo is ex
tended to certain designated persons be
fore the Communion; three court officials
approach the throne of the pope ut annual
eis scribere nomina eon1m qui invitandi
sunt, sive ad mensam pontificis per nomen
culatorem, sive ad vicedomitzi per notari
um
ipsius, whereupon the invitation is
immediately carried out; Ordo Rom. I,
n. 19 (PL, 78, 946). This banquet, having
outgrown its sacred sphere, continued with
increasing abandon even to the 15th cen
tury in the Cathedral of Bayeux; G.
Morin, "Une ordonnance du Cardinal
Legat G. d'Estoutevi11e," Beitriige zur
Geschicht der Renaissance wzd Reforma
tion, ] . Schlecht zum 60. Geburtstag,
(Munich, 1917), 256-262.

.. Martene, 1, 4, 10, 15 (1, 441), out of
manuscript dated about 1000.

a

P. Browe, "Mittelalterliche Kommunion
riten, 5. Die Ablution": JL, 15 ( 1941), 4857.
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everywhere, at least at Easter." It had been the practice in monasteries
even before this. We come upon a first mention of it in the prescriptions
of William of Hirsau (d. 1091)." Also among the Cistercians it was cus
tomary for the sacrista to offer wine to every communicant when he had left
the altar after having received Holy Communion under both kinds." We
see the same thing being done in other orders after the chalice was no
longer received, with the express admonition: Ad abluendum os diligenter,

ne aliqua particula hostia: remaneat inter dentes."'
The reason given naturally held good for the priest as well as for the
rest of the communicants. Innocent III issued a decretal ( 1204) for the
priest: Semper sacerdos vino perfundere debet postquam tatum acceperit
eucharistia: sacramentum ... But since the thirteenth century the custom
of giving the faithful wine after Communion became more and more gen
eral. The practice then amalgamated with the last remnants of the prac
tice of the lay chalice in which, in fact, only wine that had been mixed with
a little of the Precious Blood or "consecrated" by contact with a particle,
was presented.'" Hense, the transition went in part unnoticed. The new
practice was merely an enfeebled continuation of the other." But in some

"John Beleth, Explicatio, c. 119 (PL,
202, 122). He would have a pan,um pran
d iolu m of bread and wine on this day for
all immediately after Communion. The ad
vice was in fact followed in some churches,
as two examples from the 13th and 14th
centuries in Browe, 49, show. Further data
also for later times in Corblet, I, 621; cf.
594 f. In Oisemont ( Somme) a duty was
imposed even as late as 1619 to provide
cereals and wine for the days of the Easter
Communion (621). In general, however,
the bread was soon dispensed with. In pass
ing, we might mention that Beleth thinks
the reason Mass was said at a late hour
on feria) and fast days was that in this
way a pralrdium could be taken imme
diately, just as on feasts. In the same
sense but more emphatic an apparently
later but unknown author in Martcne, 1,
4, 10, 15 (I, 441).-However, there was
also a contrary tendency. In Regina of
Prlim, De synod. causis, I, 195 ( PL, 132,
226) and in the Decretum Gratiani, III,
2, 23 (Friedberg, I, 1321), a wait of sev
eral hours before a meal is prescribed on
Communion clays because of the resid u a
Corporis D o m i n i ; this appears as a de
mand-rejected-for every Communion, in
authors such as St. Thomas, In IV Sent.,
8, 4, 3.

"William of Hirsau, Con st. I, 86 (PL,
150, 1019 C): the priest drinks the wine,
which the server poured out at a private
Mass for the ablution of the chalice and
the fingers, from the Mass chalice, qu am
quam de eadem calice etiam communicantes
max debeant vinum bibere.-It is strange
that the other Benedictine C onsrtetudines
of the same period apparently say nothing
of the practice.
Liber u s rm m (after 1119), c. 58 (PL,
166, 1432).
"Ordinarium 0. P. about 1256 (Guerrini,
247) : Liber ordin ari us of the Liege mon
astery of St. James (Volk, 99). Similarly
a rubric at the Ordination Mass of French
Pontificals (14th to 16th cent.): V. Lero
quais, Les Pontificaux (Paris, 1937), I,
43

47; II, 54; cf. I, 129.
Can., Decretales Greg., 1,
III, 41, 5 (Friedberg, II, 636). Cf. Good

.. Corpus fur.

Friday in the Pontificale Rom. CurilE of the
13th century (Andrieu, II, 563, line 5; PL,
78, 1014 B).
•• Browe (JL, 15, [1941]), 51 f.
"This is seen, e.g., in the fact that now
simply some wine was given to children
after baptism instead of the usual Bap
tismal Communion. In individual cases per
haps the wine of the ablution of the chalice
and the fingers was used for this purpose ;
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instances the modification was brought to the attention of the faithful."
The reform synods of the sixteenth century often demanded that the
drink be given not from a chalice, but from a vessel differently shaped,
so as not to occasion any wrong conception. With this special restriction
the practice is still found imbedded in the Roman l\Iissal."" For the same
reason, the vessel was not to be presented by the priest." To keep the cus
tom intact and to insure themselves that there was sufficient wine ready
for the feast days, many foundations were established for this purpose
almost everywhere towards the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning
of the modern era." Even today there are survivals of this last reminiscence
of the communion chalice, which in turn had absorbed the old custom of
the ablutio oris ...
see Ordo eccl. Lateran., ed. Fischer, 73
line 13. Even Emperor Joseph II, on May
14, 1783, protested against an "abuse"

to teach the people that they received the
Body and I31ood of Our Lord under the
species of bread and what they received

prevalent in the Swabian provinces of Aus

from the chalice, on the contrary, was noth

tria-the practice of giving newly bap
tized children a sip of the ablution wine on
the eighth day after their christening,

ing sacred, sacrum non esse. As Browe,
").! ittclalterliche Kommunionriten" (J L,
15, [1941]), 26, thinks, it was probably

Geset::ammlung ii/Jer das geistliclze Fach
Tage dcr Thronbcsteigzmg bis

in opposition to this that the Synod of
Exeter, 1287, permitted the people to be

1783 (Vienna, 1784), 126 f. Older exam
ples in J. Hoffmann, Gcschichtc dcr Laicn

taught that they received the Dlood of
Christ from the chalice ().!ansi, XXIV,

lwmmulzion, 165. The old administration

789). Cf. also Browe, "Die Sterbekom
munion" (ZkTh, 1936), 219 f.

von dem

formula or some other suitable one was
used for the occasion, e.g., H a!C ablutio
calicis sit tibi salutaris et ad vitam reter
nam

capessendam.

A men.

E.

Martene,

Voyage litteraire, II (1724), 141. The Ex

'" Browe,

"Mittelalterliche

Konununion

riten" (JL, 15, [1941]), 56; Braun, Das
clzristliclzc Altargcriit, 552-557.
rn

Ritus scrv., X, 6. Similarly also in the

sequiale of Augsburg 1850, has the priest
say Prosit tibi ablutionis huius pcrceptio

Roman Pontifical, De ord. presbyteri,
where however a chalice different from

ad salutcm mentis et corporis in nomine

the one used by the officiating bishop is

Patris .

.

. ; Hoeynck, 126. In other cases,

however, wine was given that was simply
blessed; see references that reach into the
16th and in part into the 18th century in

required. According to the Ordo oi Peter
Amelii, n. 11 ( PL, 78, 1280 B) three
large chalices should be in readiness at

Die Pfliclztkommwzion, 140-142.

the third Mass on Christmas : one for the
consecration; one cum quo papa vinum

My confrere and teacher, 0. Seywald, S.J .,
born in 1845 at \V citensfeld near Gurk in

bibit; and one for the Communicants, to
whom the server, after Communion ad

Carinthia, tells me that in his youth the
practice still existed there of giving the

ministers the wine. The administration
from one chalice also in French cathedrals
about 1700; de ).leleon, 127; 246 (others,

Browe,

child some wine when it was brought home
from baptism. L. Andrieu, La premiere

ibid., 409 f.). Cf. also infra, n. 53.

co111111union (Paris, 1911), 72, testifies to

51

a similar practice still surviving in Cham
pagne. It is also customary in some places
today among the Carinthian Slovenes to
put some crumbs dipped in wine into the
mouth of the child ( Chr. Srienc).
.. The Synod of Lambeth (1281), can. 1
(Mansi, XXIV, 406), directed the priests

Browe, 56. Ibid., 55, an example from

Deventer, where a poculum publicum in
stituted by the town is provided, to be
administered by a minister Se�zatus. C£. also
Ordo of Peter Amelii, n. 11 (preceding
note); C(l!rcmoniale ep., II, 29, 3 f.
"'Examples in Browe, 54-57 .
"'Thus at every solemn Communion of
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As at the ablutio oris or purificatio, so even more at what we call the
ablution in a narrower sense, namely, the cleansing of the chalice and the
fingertips that have come in contact with the Body of the Lord, the earliest
standard set was the feeling of the individual liturgus. Whatever was
thought proper was done as a rule after divine service, as is usually the
case in the oriental rites even today. First of all, there is the cleansing of
the chalice. The older Roman Ordines do not as yet contain any special
provisions in this regard."' It is not till the ninth and tenth centuries that
we find any express directions about this in the West. The purification
of the chalice was handed over to the deacon or the subdeacon, if they
were present; otherwise, the priest himself had to take over the task."'
There must have been

a

special place in the sacristy or next to the altar

where the water used for this purpose was poured out."'
Here mention is still made only of water, but we find that even in the
eleventh century, monastic prescriptions called for wine for the purifica
tion.67 It was considered praiseworthy to wash the vessel not only once, but
three times, as was customary amongst the Premonstratensians,.. and as
is particularly recorded about Blessed Herman Joseph (d. 1241).""
Later, the purification of the chalice was combined with the purification
of the tips of the fingers. Seldom is there mention of a special purification
the monastic congregation in the Carthu
sian order; Ordinarium Cart. (1932), c. 27,
14; cf. c. 29, 26. Among the Dominicans
at present on Maundy Thursday; Solch,
Hugo, 148. I myself witnessed this prac
tice as a theological student, almost every
year from 1909 to 1913 on Maundy
Thursday at the Cathedral of Brixen; a
Master of Ceremonies stood beside the
altar and served the wine from a chalice,
the rim of which he cleansed each time with
the prescribed mappula. Elsewhere the old
tradition is traceable until 1870. F. X.
Buchner, Volk a11d Kult (Forschungen zur
V olkskunde, 27; Dusseldorf, 1936), 39. In
Munster in Westphalia the practice was
kept up on Maundy Thursday until the
first \Vorld \Var; besides that, there is
talk of a small bread that was distributed
to the people; R. Stapper, in the memorial
booklet, "Aus Ethik und Leben" CMiin
ster, 1931), 88. See the bibliographical
references in Browe, 57, n. 60. Notices of
the practice in France, in Corblet, I, 261 f.
"'Cf. Ordo Rom. I, n. 20 (PL, 78, 947 A;
Stapper, 29) : when the altar chalice is
empty, it is immediately given to an aco
lyte, who in turn brings it back to the
sacristy.

""Regina of Priim (d. 915), De sy11od.
causis, inquis., n. 65 (PL, 132, 190 A).
The Ordo Rom. VI, n. 12 (PL, 78, 994)
that also came into existence in Germany
in the lOth century, impresses upon the
archdeacon that he must take extreme
care, nimis caute, that nothing of the
sacred species remains in the chalice and
on the paten.
66

So, too, in the 9th century the Admoni
(PL, 96, 1376 B).

tio synodalis
57

Udalricus, Consuet. Clun., II, 30 (PL,
149, 721). Statuta antiqua of the Car
thusians: Martene, 1, 4, XXV (1, 635 B):
in the High Mass the deacon takes the
chalice, vino laz•at et sumit tantummodo
quando commrmicat, alias z-i11um dimittitur

in sacrarimn. In the z·ita of the emperor

St. Henry (d. 1024) it was already taken
for granted that wherever possible the
ablution of the chalice was not thrown
away; c. 34 (MGH, Scriptures, IV, 811):
qua [missa] completa, sicut semper facere
consueverat, ablutiorrem calicis sumere
volebat.
158

See the Liber ordinarius of the 12th cen
ury: Lefevre, 13 f. ; cf. Vl aefelghem, 95 f.
•• Acta SS, April, I, 697 F: Franz, 105 f.;
Lentze (Anal. Prrem., 1950), 143.
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of the paten.00 A washing of the fingers after the sacrifice is already men
tioned in the life of Bishop Bonitus of Clermont (d. 709), of whom it is
related that the sick made efforts to obtain some of this ablution water."'
The same is recounted about a certain monk from :Monte Cassino around
th year 1050."" The first Roman Ordo also speaks of the washing of the
hands of the pope as soon as all had communicated: sedet et abluit
manus,. .. similarly, in the tenth century in the sixth Roman Ordo, which
was intended primarily for Germany."' This is nothing else than the hand
washing which is still customary in the pontifical rite, but which at that
time and in many places, even as late as the twelfth and thirteenth cen
turies, was considered a sufficient ablution; the only direction stressed in
regard to it was that the water was to be poured out in some fitting
place... Meanwhile, however, especially in monasteries, even greater care
was exercised in regard to this ablution. The fingers were first cleansed
with wine, using either another chalice .. or else the Mass chalice."' After
this, the fingers were washed with water at the piscina set up near the

00

This is the case, among others, in John
of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL, 147,
37 B) : the subdeacon should help the
deacon ad mtmdandum calicem et patenam.
In some religious Communities, among
others the Premonstratensians, a rinsing
of the paten was prescribed, done with
wine; Waefelghem, 95, with n. 3. Also the
Missal of Riga (about 1400) entitled the
prayer mentioned above, p. 406, n. 40 Do
mille suscipe me with the rubric: Ad ablu
tionem patenfE (v. Bruiningk, 88, n. 5).

81

Life by a contemporary biographer
(Mabillon, Acta sanctorum O.S.B., III,
1, 92); Franz, 106.

""Leo Mars., Chron. Casinense, II, 90
(PL 173, 697): e:r aqua qua post missa
rum sollemnia manus ablueret. Franz,l08.
83

De s. alt. mysterio, VI, 8 ( PL, 217, 911).
Also the work dependent on Innocent, Wil
helm of Melitona O.F.M., Opusc. super
missam (about 1250), ed. van Dijk (Eph.
liturg., 1939), 347. Likewise Durandus
(d. 1296), IV, 55, 1, repeats the state
ment of Innocent III.
88

Udalricus, Consuet. Clun., II, 30 (PL,
149, 721 f.) : the deacon does it first,
then in the same chalice the celebrating
priest, who then drinks the ablution. John
of Avranches, De off. eccl. (PL, 147,
37 B). Further documents from the mon
asteries in Lebrun, I, 545.-According to
the Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 86, line
37) wine is poured over the fingers of the
bishop in perfusorio argenteo; the deacon
then takes the wine.

Ordo Rom. I, n. 20 (Andrieu, II, 106),
older recension; but the later recension
(PL, 78, 947C) also mentions among
those to whom the pope administers Com
munion: qui manutergium tenet et qui
aquam dat.

87William of Hirsau (d. 1091), Canst. I,
86 (PL, 150, 1091; supra, n. 42). Simi
larly in the Liber usuum 0. Cist., c. 53

"'Ordo "Postquam" of the episcopal Mass
(Andrieu, II, 362; PL, 78, 994C). Cf. in
the 9th century the Admo1titio synodalis
(PL, 96, 1376 B), that required a vas
nitidum cum aqua in the sacristy or along
side the altar, in which the priest might
wash his hands after Communion.

calice, quem ponens super altare eat ad
piscinam abluere in ipsa digitos aqua. Qui
bus tersis . . . redeal ad altare mmere
vinum quod dimisit in calice. Quo sumpto
interum aspergat calicem vino. Even more
plainly is the ablution of the fingers by
the priest connected with the first ablution
of the chalice in the Ordinal of the Car
melites about 1312 (Zimmermann, 83 f.).

80

Ivo of Chartres, De convm. vet. et novi
sacrif. (PL, 162, 560 D); Innocent III,

(PL, 166, 1127) :the priest has wine pour
ed into the chalice after his Communion,
recepto calice respergat digitos suos in ipso
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altar,.. or in some other manner,.. and then were dried. Only then 70 was
the ablution wine taken from the chalice.71 Thereafter, wine was again
poured into the chalice, i.e., the Mass chalice for certain, and then drunk.
A special ablutio oris, consequently, became superfluous, since it was
bound up with the ablution of the chalice:2 While, as we have said, it was
thought satisfactory in some places to use only wine to cleanse the chalice,
it was generally considered necessary, for obvious reasons, to use water
too, at least for the fingers;' and thus to adhere to the traditional method
of washing the hands. The Ordinarium of the Dominicans, introduced in
1256, contains for the first time, at least for the occasion when no honesta

piscina was to be had, the advice ( melius est) to wash the fingers with
water over the chalice, and then to drink this water along with the wine
that had been previously used for cleansing the fingers:• This manner of
08 The construction of such a piscina along
side the altar is demanded among others by
the Synod of Wiirzburg of 1298, can. 3
(Hartzheim, IV, 26) and by the Cister
cians in their General Chapter of 1601
(Schneider, Cist.-Chr., 1927, 376). Even
at present, as we recall, the priest goes to
the epistle side for the ablution.
.. Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 86£.).
70 At
Tongern about 1413 this was done
before stepping to the piscina; de Corswa
rem, 141.
71 Accordingly
it became customary to
drink the ablution of the fingers only

after wine began to be used in the function,
i.e., since its assimilation to the ablution
of the chalice, or its adoption by it. And
here also the practice varied. In the life of
St. Heribert of Cologne (d. 1021; Vita
by Rupert of Deutz, d. 1135) there is an
account of a woman who had a way of
securing for herself the wine with which
the bishop according to custom washed
his fingers after Communion (c. 19; PL,
170, 410; Franz, 109); consequently it
was not consumed by the celebrant
French churches held fast to this older
method of cleansing the fingers, in part
still in the 18th century; an acolyte brings
a special ablution vessel to the altar (de
Mol eon, 230; 291) or the priest goes over
to the lavatorium (ibid., 315); cf. Mar
tene, 1, 4, XX, XXII (I, 609 A, 613 A).
Howevcr, that the ablution was regularly
consumed by the end of the twelfth century
is clear from the fact that numerous
Synods since 1200 impress upon the priests
that in case of a bination, they may not

take the ablution digitorum of the first
Mass.,K. Holbock, Die Bination (Rome,
1941); 102. Cf. also the pertinent state
ment by Simmons, The Lay Folks Mass
Book, 303-307. We might note in passing
that even today we have a twofold prac
tice, for outside of Mass we are content
with the ablution of mere water, which
then is disposed of in the manner in earlier
times.
72 Clearly the meaning and purpose of the
ablutio oris is still kept in view in the
Pontifical of Durandus (Andrieu, Le Pon
tifical Romain, III, 348; cf. 371, line 37)
where the administration of Communion
to the newly ordained is inserted post
primam oris ablutionem, priusauam digitos
lavet, obviously because of the formula
that must be said while administering it.
73 Still, e.g., John Burchard about 1500 in
his Mass-order mentions during Mass only
the ablution of the fingers with wine (Legg,
Tracts, 164). This presupposes washing
the hands in the sacristy afterwards.
n Guerrini, 244; cf. Solch, Hugo,
149. In
the Dominican Ordinarium mentioned
(loc. cit.,} there is also for the first time a
more definite instruction regarding the usc
of a small cloth to dry the fingers, our
purificator: intra calicem reservetur, et
cum explicatur calix, reponatur super at
tare a dextris in loco mzmdo. Nothing is
said about drying the chalice with the

same cloth; sometimes another cloth was
used for the purpose, as the monastic Con
suetudines of the 11th century indicate.
Braun, Die liturgischen Paramente, 212 f.;
cr. de Corswarem, 125; 128. According to
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procedure was propagated only gradually, but finally became normal.''"
In the pontifical ritus of today it has been added to the ancient manner
of washing the hands.7•
However, until the very end of the Middle Ages there was no uniform
practice in these matters. According to Gabriel Biel, for instance, it was
left to the choice of the priest to have the ablution of the fingers either
right after the Communion or only after Mass.77 On the other hand, Eng
lish Mass books of that same period gave very careful and circumstantial
rules in this regard, although varying in details.7"
A custom had been spread in Germany since the fourteenth century,
which reminds us of the blessing of the senses with the Eucharist which
had been in vogue a thousand years earlier. After the ablution of the
fingers, the eyes were touched, and these words uttered: Lutum fecit
Dominus ex sputo et linivit oculos meos et abii et lavi et vidi et credidi
a later practice, the priest had to place the
chalice upon the paten; thus, e.g., accord
ing to the later Sarum Mass-books: ponat
super patenam, ut si quid remaneat
stillet; Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I, 671 A) ;
Maskell, 194. This custom also in the
Statuta antiqua of the Carthusians: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXV (I, 635 B); as someone
from Valsainte has kindly told me, this
was done by laying the rim of the cup on
the paten, so that any drops that remain
might flow thereon. In accordance with
the latest edition of the Ordinarium Cart.
(1932), c. 27, 13, the chalice is merely
tilted and whatever is thus gathered to
gether is then swallowed.-ln any case the
use of the purificator gained ground but
slowly. A Jesuit traveling from Italy to
Poland in 1563 affirms that it was not in
use either in Germany or in Poland; Braun,
213. But it was required by the Missal of
Pius V, and so its use became general.
76 The
Benedictine Liber ordinarius of
Liege, which otherwise often copies the
Dominican Ordinarium word for word,
does not have it (Volk, 96). The Ordo
of Stefaneschi (about 1311), n. 53 (PL,
78, 1168 f.) also has the pope perform the
ablution with water over a dish after the
consumption of the wine ablution of the
fingers. The water is then poured out in
loco puro.
•• C O!remoniale ep., II, 8, 76.
77 Gabriel Biel, Canonis expositio, teet., 83.
78 A
Sarum Missal of the 15th century
(Legg, Tracts, 266) offers the following
procedure: After the chalice Commu•

.

.

nion, the priest has the deacon on his right
side pour in the wine; after consuming it
he says: Quod ore. Then he has wine pour
ed over his fingers, drinks that and says:
H rec 11os communio; then water in like
manner, whereupon he prays at the mid
dle of the altar before the crucifix: Ado
remus crucis signaculum per quod salutis
nostril! smnpsimus exordium, and the
further prayer Gratias (see above, p. 404).
Finally he goes to the sacrarimn and
washes his hands. Cf. Ferreres, 202 f.-Ac
cording to a manuscript of the 14th cen
tury, which presents approximately the
same procedure, the priest prays the Lava
bo verse, Ps. 25: 6 (Legg, 268) during
this last function of washing his hands;
this verse is also found elsewhere in this
place; see Maskell, 197; Martcne, 1, 4,
XXXI, XXXVI (I, 652 D, 675 B). Thus
at Linkoping in the 14th century and later;
Segelberg, Eph. liturg., 65 (1951), 259.
A survey of the different ablution rites
in England at the turn of the Middle Age.s
in Maskell, 190-197.
•• John 9: 11, in the form of the C o m m unio
for the Thursday of the fourth week of
Lent. The Regensburg Missal about 1500
(Beck, 271) with the following rubric:
Lingendo digitos die .
(and other for
mulas ensuing).-Freising Missal of 1520:
Beck, 310; Augsburg Missal of the 15th
century: Franz, 753. Mass-or.do of Grego
rienmiinster (14-15th cent.): Martene, 1,
4, XXXII (1, 657 E). The earliest testi
mony (without rubric) I find in the Seckau
Missal of the first half of the 14th century
.

.
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Deo.79 It was a custom which could easily have lead to superstition and
abuse,"" but it later disappeared.
Special prayers were not generally composed for the ablution.81 The
prayers which today accompany the ablution are (as we see from their
history) only outwardly connected with it.
It is remarkable that the oriental rites-even those outside the union
in spite of their greater indifference in regard to the care of the Blessed
Sacrament, have also come to have a special ablution rite which, at least
in some points, is quite close to our western one. Amongst the Syrians
as early as the sixth century we find an ordinance which demands that the
water used in purifying the sacred vessels should be poured out in a
decent place." Amongst the West-Syrian Jacobites the rite of ablution
is even more detailed and framed with many prayers, and includes, be
sides the washing of the vessels, a repeated ablution of the fingers and a
wiping of the chalice with a sponge."' A sponge is also one of the appur
tenances of the Byzantine liturgy."' The Copts also have several tra
ditional ablutions.""

17. The Post-Communion
Even the earliest expositions of the liturgy, after speaking about the
Communion to which all the faithful are invited, do not forget to admonish
them to make a thanksgiving.' Basing himself on Timothy 2:1, Augustine
distinguishes four sections of the Mass; as the last of these he places the
(Kock, 130) where Ps. 12: 4b (!/lumina
mecum
sigmon) are added. Later examples from
Styria, Kock, 53; 59; 65; 71; 133. Also
a formula in a Passau ·Missal of the late
14th century : Rad6, 102, and in an Oden
burg :.rissal of 1363: Rad6, 109. The
words of Ps. 12: 4b with the rubric: M ade
foe oculos in a �1issal of Riga (v. llruin
ingk, 88, n. 5). Also in the German com
mentators of the 14th to 16th cent. the cus
tom is mentioned; Franz, 111 (with n. 4) ;
576.
oculos meos) and Ps. 85: 17 (Fac

""Franz, 110-112.
81

An exception is the Missal of the 15th
century from Monte Vergine (Ebner,
157) which has the priest saying at the
ablution of the fingers: Onmipotens sempi
tenze Deus, ablue cor meum et manus meas

a czmctis sordibus peccatorum, ut templum
Spiritus Sancti effici merear. Amen.

.. Johannes bar Cursos (d. 538), Resolu
tio, can. 3 (Hanssens, III, 532 f.); AquCE

ablutionis rerum sacramm in locum de
centem, in fossam pro/tmdam proiciantur
et occultelltur.

Brightman, 106-108; cf. ibid., 574 s. v.
deaconess. At the beginning of the rite
the consumption of the remaining particles
of the Sacred Species takes place ; cf.
above, p. 407-408, n. 8.

83

Its function in any case goes farther
than among the Syrians; Brightman, 588,
s. v. sponge.

84

According to the practice of today the
chalice is first rinsed with wine; Hans
sens, III 530. A statement from the 14th
century speaks also of rinsing the paten;
the water used for the purpose was then
drunk; ibid., 532.

85

Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. m ys t. , V, 22
(Quasten, M 0�1., 110; supra, p. 378). Theo
dore of Mopsuestia, Sermones catech . VI
(Ruecker, 38): Permanes [in ecclesia] ,

1

,

ut cum omnibus laudes et benedictiones
secundum legem EcclesiCE persolvas.
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gratiarum actio, the thanksgiving after Communion.' Chrysostom thrusts
sharply at those who cannot wait for the euxa:ptcr--f,ptot woa:l' but, like
Judas, hurry away instead of singing a hymn of praise with the Lord and
His true disciples."
There is question, first of all, of a thanksgiving said in common in the
church-that is what we must naturally expect. We find this in early times
in the liturgies of the Orient: and regularly as follows: after a prayer of
thanksgiving, generally composed of several members, another such prayer
of blessing follows, whereupon the faithful are dismissed. Sometimes the
hymns accompanying the Communion are so prolonged that they seem
to be the first part of the thanksgiving! Before the actual prayer of thanks
giving, according to the Apostolic Constitutions, the deacon invites the
faithful to prayer: "After we have received the Precious Body and the
Precious Blood of Christ, we want to give thanks to Him who has made
us worthy to partake of these sacred mysteries, and we wish to plead that
it shall not redound to our fault but to our salvation, to the weal of soul
and body, to the preservation of piety, to the remission of sin, to life ever
lasting." At this, all arise and the bishop recites a comprehensive prayer
in which thanksgiving merges into a renewed plea for all the intentions
of the congregation and for all classes and ranks of the Church." Similarly,
this call to prayer by the deacon recurs later on also,' but in other places
it has developed in various ways. In the Greek Liturgy of St. James it
begins with a solemn praise of Christ," and then, as in all Greek liturgies,
it unfolds into a short litany to which the people respond in the usual
manner with :x.6pte e),Jr)o-ov. In the Ethiopian Mass, after the deacon's
call to prayer, there is an exchange of prayers between priest and people,
•

in which the latter reply three times to the priest's recitation of Psalm
144: 1, 2, 21 : "Our Father who art in heaven, lead us not into tempta
tion."'• In all cases, the close is essentially formed by the thanksgiving
prayer of the celebrant of which-in the Greek liturgies at any rate
only the closing doxology is now spoken in a loud voice and in the Byzan
tine liturgy this doxology is all that has survived." On the other hand,
•

Augustine, Ep., 149, 16 (CSEL, 44, 363).

Chrysostom, De bapt. Christi,
49, 370).

8

•

c.

4 (PG,

Cf. supra, p. 276.

• Thus the East Syrian Mass : Brightman,
297-301; in the Armenian: ibid., 452454.
Const. Apost., VIII, 14, 1-15, 5 (Quas
ten, Mon. 231 £.).-In the Euchologion
of Serapion only the prayer of the cele
brant is included: ibid., 65 f.

•

In the liturgy of the West Syrian Jaco
bites: RUcker, Jakobosanaphora, 53; 75.
•

Brightman, 65. A similar prayer of
praise, but from the priest, also in the
Jacobite liturgy: ibid., 104.

•

•

Brightman, 65; 141; 397; cf. 454.

Brightman, 242 f.-Ps. 144 is the Com
munion psalm already certified by Chrysos
tom ; see above, p. 392 ; the continuation of
the alternating prayer in Hanssens, III,
521.

10

Brightman, 65 f.; 141 f.; 342 f.; 397. In
the present-day Byzantine liturgy the
doxology (ibid., 397, 1, 13) is separated
from the thanksgiving prayer (illid., 3 95,
1, 3 3) .
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the priest's prayer of thanksgiving in the West-Syrian Mass is assimilated
to the eucharistic prayer by taking up and amplifying the introductory
formula: "It is worthy and right and meet ..."'" In the Gallican liturgy,
too, the thanksgiving consists of a lengthy call to prayer, and the priestly
oration."
Here again the Roman liturgy is distinguished by the special scantiness
of its prayer-language. Originally it also had a double close consisting of
a prayer of thanksgiving and a prayer of blessing. This prayer of thanks
giving, usually captioned Ad complendum or Ad completa in the Gregorian
Sacramentaries, and Post communionem in the Gelasian," with its ever
varying formulas belongs to the very substance of the Roman Sacra
mentary, just like the collect and the secreta. The post-communion is also
formed exactly like them. And hence, like them, it displays the outlines of
a prayer of petition. Like them, in its older forms it turns without ex
ception to God through Christ, and so closes with the formula, Per
Dominum,"' which in many medieval churches gained special stressing at
this point by being recited in the middle of the altar ...
The parallelism of the post-communion to the two earlier orations is
broadened by reason of the surroundings in which it appears. The open
ing, the offertory and the communion represent three liturgical structures
of closely corresponding patterns. In each case there is outward activity
united with a certain local movement: the entrance, the offertory proces
sion and the march to the Communion. In each case-and originally only
at these three points-the choir of singers is busied with the antiphonal
singing of the psalms. In each case-and again almost only here-there is
an introductory series of silent prayers with which the celebrant nurtures
his devotion. So again, in each case the singing and the praying come to
a close with an oration which is preceded, mediately or immediately, by
12

Brightman, 302.

,. Missale Gothicum: Muratori, II, 519;
523 et al.
" The last designation also in the Gallican
Missal (Missale Gothicum: Muratori, II,

519, etc.).

Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi, 103 ff.;
cf. 226 f. Individual departures from the
rule mentioned did not turn up in the litur
gy of the City of Rome until about 1000
15

when the old formulas came back to Rome
from the Gallican atmosphere of the
North ; four of them now had the Qui
vivis conclusion and henceforth presup
posed that the prayer was addressed to
Christ, as was the case also everywhere in
the prayers that meanwhile came into use
before the Communion. Later on, newly
elaborated texts often chose this mode of
address, e.g., the Postcommunio on Cor-

pus Christi (Fac nos), without, however,
setting any precedent or giving rise to a
preponderance of this form of Postcom
nllm io even in the new formulas. Even
on days when the secret prayer has the
address to Christ, the Postcommunion fre
quently has Per Domimtm (e.g., on June
4, or June 13).
10
Thus in the Dominican Rite: Ordinari

um O P. of 1256 (Guerrini, 245), likewise
still today: Missale 0. P. (1889), 22;
Liber ordinarius of Liege (Yolk, 97);
.

Missale of Hereford of 1502 (Maskell,
197 f.). According to the Regensburg
Mass-ordo about 1500 (Beck, 272) the
priest kisses the Missal after F ilium tuum,
closes it, and with the words Qui tecum re
turns to the middle of the altar. Thus also
an Ordo of Averbode, Belgium (about
1615): Lentze (A��al. Prt:Em. , 1950), 145.
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the liturgical greeting and the Oremus. And the oration itself has been
formed according to the same stylistic rules.
In this instance the Dominus vobiscum and the Oremus immediately
precede the prayer, for although the entire Communion cycle must be
hidden in an atmosphere of prayer, even prayer of the faithful, yet the
prayer here demanded is not a prayer of public and ecclesiastical character
as is the oratio communis which is united with the offertory. How close a
bond was judged to exist between the post-communio and the Communion
cycle (and hence with the Sacrifice-Mass) can be seen from the fact
that, as the later versions of the Roman Ordo note, the pope did not
turn to the people at the Dominus vobiscum but stood before the altar
facing East," the same attitude he assumes at the beginning of the preface
when he is not to turn away any more from the gifts of sacrifice on the
altar. This prescription, however, was not retained for any length of time,
since it had to be conceded that the sacrifice had already been completed."
But for the same reason the Flectamus genua was never said before this
oration, for surely it belongs at least to the culmination of the prayers
grouped about the Eucharist.'"
Considering the contents, the theme of the post-communio is given by
the communion just finished; and it is always the Communion of the
assembled congregation that is thought of, not that of the priest alone.
This rule of form was followed even in those formulas that go back only
to the times when a congregational Communion was exceptional.
Relatively few formulas appear which have no connection with the Com
munion and present merely an oration of a more general character-a con
sideration of the celebration of the day'"' or some special needs."'- The rule
is that the prayer begin with a grateful glance at the gifts received. The
reception of the sacrament is represented either as an item in the delinea
tion of the petitioner: Repleti cibo potuque crelesti, sacro munere satiati;
or as a starting-point of the effect prayed for: Ha:c nos communio purget,
Per huius operationem mysterii; or else it is simply represented as a fact,
either in the ablative form: Perceptis Domine sacramentis; or as an in
dependent clause: Sumpsimus Domine, Satiasti Domine; or finally, it
is worked into the course of thought in some other way.
Ordo Rom. I, n. 21 (Andrieu II, 107;
PL, 78, 948 A).
18
In the Ordo "Postquam" (Andrieu, II,
17

362; PL, 78, 994 C) that originated i n the
lOth century in Germany for the Bishop's
Mass, provision is mad e for turning to
wards the pe ople.
19 Cf. supra, I, 369.
"' Thus on the feast of the Annunciation
(Gratiam tuam); on the feast of John the
Baptist ( Sumat); frequently on the feast
days of Saints (among others, Commune
Apostol., Commune Doctorum) ; in sev-

era! Vigil Masses.-The same appears in
the oldest Sacramentaries, of which the
Leonianum indeed gives the formulas with
out title ; the two first named feast-day
Postcommunions
in
the
Grcgorianum
(Lietzmann, n. 31, 4; 125, 3).
21

Thus frequently in Votive Masses and
the orationes diversCE of the Missale Ro
manum derived from them. In the present
day missa tempore belli, e. g ., there is a

Postcommunio that served as a second col
lect in a similar Mass of the older Gelasi
anum, III, 57 (Wilson, 272 f.).
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If we combine all the various details in these approaches to the men
tion of the Sacrament, we acquire an excellent picture of Christian revela
tion regarding the Eucharist and Communion. What we have received is
called a holy gift, a heavenly banquet, spiritual nourishment, an efficacious
mystery, the Holy Body and Precious Blood. Just as in the preceding
prayers of the Roman Mass, the Person of our Lord is not brought to the
fore as such, wherefore there is no special impetus here to address our
selves to Christ directly. The picture that is constantly presented is a
picture of the sacrifice as a whole, the sacrifice that we have offered to
God along with Chrst, the sacrifice in which we take part, and the petition
which we direct to the Father per Dominum nostrum. It is the same way
of looking at the Sacrament which in our own day is at the bottom of the
admonition in the Roman Ritual when it advises the faithful to remain
in prayer for some time after Communion, gratias agentes Deo de tam sin
gulari beneficia."" As a matter of fact, our thanks to God is best expressed in
such a manner, even though the word "thanks" itself seldom appears, for in
such words we "think of" that which God has granted.
Next, to give the picture that distinctive mark which it gets by pointing
to the sacramental effects of Communion, the wording of the post-com
munion shifts to the petition. What we expect and implore from our par
taking of the Body and Blood of Christ is the progress and final triumph
of its redemptive efficacy in us: ut quod pia devotione gerimus, certa
redemptione capiamus,"" ut inter eius membra numeremur, cuius corpori
communicamus et sanguini."' As part of this, deliverance from both internal
and external obstacles enters in: et a nostris mundemur occultis at ab
hostium liberemur insidiis."" Our bodily welfare is also mentioned time and
again in the constant recurrence•• of the antithesis of body and soul,
present and future, internal and external: et spiritualibus nos repleant
alimentis et corporalibus tueantur auxiliis,"" But the essential effect is in
ward. The Sacrament must heal and strengthen us: salvet et in tuCE veritatis
luce confirmet ;'"it must produce in us, ut non noster sensus in nobis, sed
iugiter eius prCEveniat efjectus."" But above all, this Sacrament of fellow
ship is to increase love in our hearts: ut quos uno ccelesti pane satiasti, tua

22

Rituale Rom. IV, 1, 4; cf. Cod. Iur. Can.,

can., 810.
Sources from the oldest sacramentaries
in Mohlberg-Manz, n. 975; Missale Rom.,
July 2.
23

"Gregorianum (Lietzmann, n. 58, 3) ;
ibid., further references. Missale Rom.,
Saturday of the third week of Lent.
Mohlberg-:Manz, n. 295; Missale Rom.,
Wednesday of the first week of Lent.

25

"" Cf. supra I, 378 f.

71 Mohlberg-Manz, n. 410; Missale Rom.,
Wednesday of the fourth week of Lent

The idea that the Eucharist should ex
tend its beneficial effect to both the tem
poral and spiritual welfare is particularly
pronounced in the older texts; see, e.g., in
Leonianum: Muratori, I, 322; 328; 362;
378; 413; 420; 462.
28

Mohlberg-Manz,
Aug. 13.

n.

1080; Missale Rom.,

"'Mohlberg-Manz, n. 1177; Missale Rom.,
15th Sunday after Pentecost.
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facias pietate concordes."" We know, however, that our own free effort is
co-decisive in this matter. Hence, looking at the Sacrament, we entreat ut
quos tuis reficis sacramentis, tibi etiam placitis moribus dignanter de
servire concedas.31 An ideal of Christian living flashes out when, after the
reception of the Sacrament, we ask that we may never slip away from it:
ut (in) eius semper participatione vivamus ; 32 indeed, that we may never
cease giving thanks: ut in gratiarum semper actione maneamus... The
final fruit, however, that this Sacrament must give us is life eternal, as
our Lord Himself has promised: ut quod tempore nostrre mortalitatis
exsequimur, immortalitatis tuff munere consequamur."' \Vhat occurs at the
altar remains in the world of symbol and sacrament, but we desire the
full actuality: ut cuius exsequimur cultum, sentiamus effectum.:Jt; What
we have received was grand, but it was only a pledge and first payment;
boldly we desire, ut ... beneficia potiora sumamus."" Apropos of this, it
is most generally the thought of the feast which determines what special
effect is emphasized in our petition. Sometimes, too, expression is given
to our consciousness that the sacrament is not the only source of grace,
that faith and the profession of faith also enter in: sacramenti susceptio
et sempiternre s. Trinitatis ...confessio should lead us to salvation." On
the feasts of saints the plea is generally changed only insofar as the effect
of grace is petitioned intercedente beato N.; but there also the interces
sion of the saint sometimes appears alongside the efficacy of the Sacra
ment: Protegat nos, Domine, cum tui perceptione sacramenti beatus Be
nedictus abbas pro nobis intercedendo...
In Rome it seems that for a short time the constant variation of the
post-communion was given up. The fourth Roman ordo has the pope after
the Communion chant recite with a loud voice, Dominus vobiscum, and then
the one oration, Quod ore sumpsimus, which in Rome at that time was
not yet one of the private Communion prayers ... In its double progression,

""Mohlberg-Manz, n. 1395; Missale Rom.,
Friday after Ash Wednesday; cf. the
Postcommunio on Easter.
••

Mohlberg-Manz, n. 110; Missale Rom.,
Sunday within the Octave of the Epiph
any.

88

Mohlberg-Manz, n. 1113; Missale Rom.,
Aug. 22.

83

Mohlberg-Manz,
Aug. 30.

n.

785; Missale Rom.,

"'Mohlberg-Manz, n. 518; Missale Rom.,
Maundy Thursday.
86

Frequently in the Gregorianum (Lietz
mann, n. 22, 3, etc.); Missale Rom., Com
mune unius Martyris and in other places.

""Mohlberg-Manz, n. 75; Missale Rom.,
Dec. 31.-Regarding the meaning of this

expression cf. 0. Casel, JL, 3 (1923), 13,
and other places.
37

In the appendix of the later Gelasianum
in Mohlberg, page 257, n. 51; Missale
Rom., Feast of the Trinity.

88

Mohlberg-Manz, n. 998; Missale Rom.,
Commune Abbatum.-J. Tschuor, Das
Opfermahl (lmmensee, 1942), offers sum
mary of the Eucharistic teachings con
tained in the Postcommwrio formulas of
today's Missa/e Romanum.
30

Ordo "Qua/iter qua?dam" (Andrieu, II,
305; PL, 78, 984 C). The testimony is
confirmed in the Gregorianum of the
Cod. Pad. (Mohlberg-Baumstark, n. 894)
and the later Gelasianum ( Mohlherg, n.
1567), both of which have this formula
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from the food of the body to that of the spirit, and from the gift in time to
the remedy which is effective in eternity, this formula in typical fashion
marks the upward progress which we ought to bring to completion on the
strength of this Sacrament.
and the further Postcommunion C mzser
vent following the Canon; d. above, p. 403,
n. 25. See also Puniet, Le sacramentaire
de Gellolle, 214* f.; Leroquais, I, 6.-

What is most likely a relic of this arrange
ment is found at present in the Good Fri
day service, where the Quod ore sumpsi
mus supplants

the

Poslcommwzio.

Part IV
CLOSE OF THE MASS
1. The Oralio super Populum

W

ITH THE PRAYER OF THE THANKSGIVING AFTER COMMUNION THE

service comes to an end and the assembly can disperse. How
ever, the ancients with their sense of form and order could

not have been satisfied for very long with a formless dispersal. Hence a

certain procedure took shape. In addition there was a second, still stronger
influence and that was the consciousness of the Christian communities of
their fellowship, tied together, as it were, in Christ and united anew pre
cisely at the divine service. Even though they separated, they were still
bound to one another by means of those spiritual influences which were
alive in the Church.' We need not be surprised, then, that they wished to
see these influences again become operative before their leaving one an
other. To the formal declaration of the close of the service, therefore, was
united a last blessing, with which the Church sent her children out into the
world. In the course of centuries this blessing took on various forms,
dwindled away and was built up anew, was doubled and tripled: shifted
over into the final thanksgivings and petitions which then ended up in
private prayer. And so at the end of :Mass there was once again a develop
ment of various forms, and it is these we want to consider more closely.
The first closing act we come upon is a prayer of blessing by which
the celebrating priest calls down God's help and protection upon the
people as they go back to their work. A remnant of this is seen in the

oratio super populum during Lent. This prayer, generally described as
a prayer of inclination (or bowing), is an exact parallel to those prayers
at the end of the fore-Mass which we found variously used to bless those
who had to leave the divine service after listening to the readings." As in
1

An awareness of this even at the present

is vividly voiced by E. Fiedler, Christliche
Of>!crfcier (Munich, 1937), 90; the Chris
tian, he says, should feel as if he ought
to shake hands with all who are pouring
out of church.-See the chapter "Collec
tive Participation" in A. Chery, What Is
the Mass? (trans. L. C. Sheppard; Lon-

don, 1952), 97-104.
In the oriental liturgies, too, there de
veloped other blessings or blessing prayers
along with the prayer of inclination com
mon to all. Such was especially the case .in
the Egyptian liturgies; see Brightman,
187 f., 243 f.

•

•
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Supra, I, 468 ff.
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that case, so here also the prayer is preceded by a call from the deacon
admonishing the people to bow before the Lord to receive. the blessing.
Then follows the prayer of the celebrant in the form of an oration which
is answered with Amen. In this shape the prayer appears as a fixed part
of the Mass in the ancient Roman liturgy as well as in the Egyptian and
Syrian liturgies of the Orient; and since we find it in the earliest sources
for these liturgies, as also in other sources of the fourth century," we can
conclude that the tradition goes back at least to the third century.
•

In Egypt the admonition of the deacon runs as follows:

UIJ.WY

Y.Atya..-e.

T&� Y.eq;aActi;

It is therefore exactly the same cry as in
our Roman liturgy: Humiliate capita vestra Deo: In the Orient the
-r(j)

y_up1w

•

prayer is most generally much developed." In the West-Syrian liturgy
every anaphora has its own blessing prayer. In the oldest one, the anaphora
of St. James, we read: "God, great and wonderful, look down upon Thy
servants who have bowed their necks before Thee, stretch out Thy strong
hand filled with blessings and bless Thy people, protect Thy inheritance,
so that we may praise Thee now and forevermore" ... ,10 It is characteris
•

tic of this blessing that the personal object is not designated as "us," as
if the celebrant includes himself, but instead it is "Thy servants," "Thy
people," populus tuus, ecclesia tua, famil ia tua, etc. This stylistic law has
been observed almost without exception in the corresponding formulas
of the Leonianum, while in the Gregorianum, to which the Super populum
formulas of the Roman Missal go back, the law governs only a portion
of the prayers.12 A further distinction of the prayer with which the faith•

In the Byzantine liturgy the admonition
of the deacon was gradually discontinued.
The prayer of blessing was retained as
•�x� 6'1ttcr66:tJ.�""o�.
Hanssens, biStitu
tiones, III, 521 f.
6

Canst. Ap., VIII, 15, 6-11 (Quasten,
Mon., 232 f.) .-Euchologion of Serapion
(ibid., 67) ; here the X"'P�6ecr(T) over the
people is preceded by the blessing of

natural things that had a place in the
Roman Mass at the end of the canon.
Brightman, 186 line 33; cf. ibid., 142.
7 This coincidence with Egyptian practice
(cf. supra, I, 55 f.) shows that what was
found in Rome was ancient tradition. In
the sources the present Latin wording does
not appear till about 800 in the Ordo for
Lent of the city of Rome (Andrieu, I II,
261 ; PL 78, 949 B). The Gallican version
has already been noticed above, p. 296.
Everywhere in Scandinavia except in the
diocese of Upsala and in the missal of Abo
(Turku) the deacon's admonition is writ
ten: Inclinate capita vestra Deo; cf. E.
•

Segelberg in Eph. liturg., 65 (1951), 259.
-But the deacon's summons is presup
posed in Roman texts from the very start.
For the people bowed at the prayer; this
is evident from not a few formulas of the
prayer of blessing, where the congregation
is described as prostrata, supplex, incli
nantes se, etc.; see the references from the
Leonianum in A. Baumstark, JL, 7 (1927),
20, note 97. Cf. also infra, note 15.
8 See the comparative survey in L. Eisen
hofer, "Untersuchungen zum Stil und
lnhalt der riimischen oratio super popu
lum" (Eph. liturg., 52 [1938], 258-311),
302-309.
• Eisenhofer, 300, conjectures that origin
ally this was "they" : b'Awav.
10 Brightman, 67.
11 In 154 out of 158 instances. In the other
four cases the formulas involved are really
in the wrong place. Eisenhiifer, 262-269,
especially 267.
12 Only 13 out of the 25 original formulas.
Those that were added for the Thursdays
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ful were dismissed lies in this, that the gifts petitioned-protection in peril,
spiritual and corporal welfare, preservation from sin-were all implored
not as in other orations, in a general way, but for the whole indefinite
future: semper, iugiter, perpetua protectione, etc.," much as we conclude
the formula of blessing which we have at present: Benedictio ... descendat
super vos et maneat semper. That temporal wants are not seldom given
mention here is understandable, considering the place these prayers oc
cupy, the frontier between the Church and the world. However, in the
formulas of the Gelasian Sacramentaries, in contrast to those in the
Leonianum, a certain spiritualization of the petitions has taken place."'
How highly the Roman people valued this blessing can be seen from an
event in the year 538. Pope Vigilius had conducted the stational service on
the feast of St. Cecilia in the church of that saint and had just given out
Communion; then suddenly an envoy of the emperor arrived to take the
pope into custody and lead him to Byzantium. The people followed him to
the ship and demanded ut orationem ab eo acciperent. The pope recited
the oration, all the people answered Amen, and the ship got under way."'
One thing that seems strange about the oratio super populum which is
still retained today is that it is only to be found in the Lenten season.
That was exactly the case already in the l\1ass book of Gregory the Great,
whereas in the Leonianum it is found in every formulary of the Mass, and
in the Gelasian books it is at least scattered throughout the year. Be
ginning with Amalar and down to our own time there have been various
attempts to explain why the oratio super populum is confined to Lent:
Quadragesima was said to be a time of greater spiritual combat, which
therefore required more blessings; 18 this oration of blessing was a sub 
stitute for Communion (for one was expected to receive daily at l east
in this season) ,11 a prayer dedicated to the non-communicants; 18 or a
are taken from older texts and thus fol
low the old rule; Eizenhiifer, 286 f.; cf.,
too, L. Eisenhi:ifcr, Zum Stil dcr oratio
super populum des Missale Romanum:
Liturg. Leben, 5 (1938), 160-168.
"'C. Callewaert, "Qu'est-ce que l'oratio
super populum ?" (Eph. liturg., 51 [1937],

310-318), 316.

1'

Eisenhofer, Untersuchungen, 283, 297 f.
Liber pont., ed. Duchesne, I, 297.
Moreover, the blessing formulas of the
Leonianum frequently contain turns of ex
pression to bring into bold relief the long
ing the people have: suppliciter et inde
sinmter expectant ( 1iuratori, I, 339),
supplex pas cit (362), benedictio desidera
ta ( 441), and others. The frequency of
these blessings and the procedure they fol
lowed is certified already in Ambrosiaster,
q uastiones Vet. et Novi Test. ( about 37015

75

in Rome), q. 109 (PL, 35, 2 325):
autem sacerdotes super mult11s
quotidie nomen Domi1ti et verba benedicti
onis imponzmt; even when one is holy,
curvat tamen caput ad benedictionem su
mendam.
18 Amalar, Liber off., III, 37 (Hanssens,
II, 371 f.).
17 Bernold, Micrologus, c. 51
(PL, 151,
1014 f.).
18 H.
Thurston, Lent and Holy Week
(London, 1904), 190.-However, it is
especially to be noted that some few for
mulas do expressly presuppose the Com
munion of the one receiving the blessing.
In the Leonianum there are 14 out of
158; in the older Gelasianum 9 out of
71 ; see statistics in Eisenhofer, Unter
suchungen, 265 ; 282. Here we must also
count the formulas of Ash Wednesday and

Nostri
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substitute for the eulogi(E which one received at other times,'" or the oration
was originally used only as the oration at Vespers and not till later on was
it taken into the Mass, which in Lent was celebrated after Vespers.""
Finally an important fact is noted, a fact we have already verified else
where in the history of the liturgy, that especially in Lent an older
tradition still continues to survive."'
This point without question deserves consideration. It is possible that
the old blessing of the people, the oralio super populum as it is still called
at present, could have been preserved in Quadragesima just as a series of
venerable customs have been retained in the last days of Holy Week.
But it will still be a mystery why the most celebrated days of Lent, the
Sundays, form an exception, and why the series is broken off already at
the Wednesday in Holy Week."
Here it will be necessary to consider the institutions of public ecclesias
tical penance in the closing years of Christian antiquity. Not long after
the end of the fifth century public penance must have been limited at Rome
to the time of Quadragesima, in contradistinction to the former system of
having it all through the year."" Only Sundays, even in Quadragesima,
were never regarded as actual days of penance." The end of the time of
penance for the penitents was Holy Thursday, the day they were recon
ciled. The penance therefore embraced those very days to which, in our
missal as well as in the Gregorian Sacramentary, an oralio super populum
is assigned. But if we want to be more exact, we must point out that
Quadragesima at the time of Gregory the Great began only with the
first Sunday of Lent, so that the time of public penance opened the fol
lowing Monday."" In addition, the Thursdays of Lent and the Saturday
before Palm Sunday were aliturgical; that is, they did not as yet have
the Thursday of the first week in the
present-day missal, formulas that were
already to be found in the Gregorianum
of the 8th century, whereas both must have
been lacking in the primitive Gregorianum;
see Eisenhofer, Uutersuchuugm, 2 88 f.
'" Honorius Augustod., Gemma a11., I, 67
(PG, 172, 565); Sicard of Cremona,
Mitrale, III, 8 (PL, 213, 144).-There
is no evidence that at Rome during the
period under consideration there was a
regular distribution of the sacred bread
such as took place in Gaulish regions ; cf.
below, 549 f.
""Fortescue, The Mass, 390 f. See the refu
tation in Baumstark (following note).
A. Baumstark, "Das Gesetz der Erha1tung des Alten in liturgisch hochwertiger
Zeit" (JL, 7, 1927), 16-21, especially 20.

21

22

If the surmise advanced by Baumstark,

op. cit., 21 ; is of any value, that the in
vitation Humiliate capita vestra Deo and
the corresponding demeanor were consid
ered incompatible with the joyful charac
ter of the Sunday, it could simply have
been omitted, as is done in other instances,

e.g., the Ember days of Pentecost where
the F/ectamus genua and the rite that goes
along with it are dropped. Besides this,
there is as yet no explanation why the
Wednesday of Holy \V eek was made the
terminus.
.., Cf. ] ungmann, Die lateinischen Buss
rite��, 13 f.

.. For that reason it has been customary
since the 7th century not to reckon them
in the 40 days.
""] ungmann,

48-51.

Die lateinischen Bussriten,
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any 1\'lass, and consequently no oralio super populum. So if we do not
count these days on which the blessing was added only later with the
further development of Quadragesima, we find that the oralio super popu

lum on the remaining days in the Sacramentary of Gregory the Great
displays two peculiarities. In comparison with the older sacramentaries it
consists of entirely new formulas, evidence therefore of a reorganization...
And in no case-as occasionally happened otherwise"-does it presuppose
a Communion on the part of the recipients of the blessing, which is again
understandable if we keep the penitents above all in mind. But another
circumstance forces us to come to the same conclusion. The history of
penance shows not only that in Rome, just as elsewhere in the closing
years of Christian antiquity there was an ordo prenilentium, but also that
the penitents during their time of penance were obliged to receive regu
larly the blessing of their bishop-of which there is no trace in the rich
liturgical sources if the oralio super populum is not regarded as such. All
this forces us to the conclusion that Gregory the Great, in the new ar
rangement of the oralio super populum seen in his Sacramentary, took
into account the conditions of the penitential discipline. During the year
he permitted the oration of blessing to be dropped; it had already been
missing sporadically in the Gelasian formularies, without any clear prin
ciple apparent for its use or non-use. But during Quadragesima he re
tained it, since during that time the penitents at least were obliged to
receive a blessing on each occasion."" True, the oratio super populum
was still what the name implied, a blessing of all the people, who were to
spend these forty days, especially in that age of constant and dire need, as
a time of penance and prayer, and the words of this blessing and petition
remained, as before, broad and general, embracing all temporal and
spiritual wants; but the core of the penitential assembly was formed by
the public sinners, who perhaps at that time had still to step forward at
the call of the deacon, kneel, and receive the imposition of hands,"" then
remain in deep prostration with the rest of the faithful while the pope
pronounced the oration of blessing.
However, this function of the oratio super populum in the discipline of
penance seems not to have been continued for long. Among those formulas
"'Eisenhofer, Untersuchungen, 288£.
"'Supra, n. 18.
""Jungmann, "Oratio super populum und
altchristliche Biissersegnung," Eph. liturg.,
52 ( 1938), 77-96. The thesis that I de
fended in Die Latei11ishcn Bussriten, 15 ff.,
38 ff., 296., 313, without the necessary
checks and that herefore drew attacks
from several critics, is here handled with
the proper reservations and verifications.
Cf. also Ei s e n h ofer, Untersuchungen,
293 ff., who in consequence of his detailed

analysis

with

full

justice

rejected

the

hypothesis I previously proposed regard
ing the development of the oralio sttPer
populum from a private Penance Blessing,
but considers the possibility that the peni
tents might have been included already be
fore Gregory the Great, and asserts that
such is certainly in harmony with the
sombre character of so many of the for
mulas ( 295 f., 297 f.).
.. Cf. J ungmann, Die lateinischen Buss
riten, 20 ff.
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which were entered in the Gregorianum in the seventh and eighth cen
turies we again find, as already remarked,"" those which speak of the Com
munion of the recipients of the blessing. The Frankish commentators make
absolutely no mention about any relation to public penance, wherefore
even its limitation to the Lenten season was in some instances broken
through." And it could not be otherwise, because the Gregorian Sacra
mentary, which was originally intended for the pontifical service, where
alone the blessing of the penitents came into question, was now used
in the ordinary divine service. Since then the oratio super populum has
again became simply an oration of blessing which is kept during the holy
season of Lent as a piece of ancient tradition. Soon, in fact, it was not
even regarded as a blessing at all, since no one except the celebrant paid
any attention to the admonition to bow the head." So when a missal from
Huesca in 1505, although not daring to suppress the oration, did however
direct that it be said submissa voce, thus relegating it to a secondary posi
tion,.. we cannot quarrel about the consistency of such a measure.

2. The Dismissal
Just as at the close of the fore-Mass, once the prayer of blessing had
been said over those who were told to leave, there follows (at least accord
ing to some of the sources) a formal dismissal, so all the more there
probably must always have been such a dismissal at the end of the entire
service. One cannot expect much more than the word with which the one
presiding at every well-ordered assembly ordinarily announces the close,
especially when the farewell blessing has just preceded. Such announce
ment of the conclusion was common in ancient culture, at times even using
the word missa.1 In Christian usage the corresponding formula often
acquired a religious or a biblical cast. Chrysostom witnesses to the use at
80

Supra n.

18.

111

The
Mass,

Carolingian commentary on the
Primum in ordine
(PL,
138,
1186 A) notes that orationes sacrre com
munionis are said et benedictio super popu
lum before the Ite missa est
The lOth
century Sacramentary of S. Remy at
.-

Rheims (ed. Chevalier, p. 345) presents
a benedictio super populum in the stand
ard Mass-ordo after the Postcommunion:
Domine sancte Pater, omnipotens reterne
Deus, de abundantia misericordiarum tua
rum ... It is the first of the formulas that
the later Gelasianum presents under the
title of Benedictiones super populum
(Mohlberg, n. 1569); cf. supra.
.,. In the lOth century this bow was

cus-

tomary at least insofar as the faithful
bowed at every oration said at the altar;
see above I, 370 f. Even in 1090 the oralio
super poprtlrtm was considered as an actual
bestowal of the blessing; cf. Bernold,
Micrologus, c. 51 (PL, 151, 1015), ac
cording to whom then a different final
blessing became more and more customary
only in aliis temporibus. The Benedictine
Liber ordinarius of Liege (about 1258)
still prescribes for the collecta super
populum the same bow (inclinent versi ad
a/tare caputia removmtes) as for the
solemn Pontifical blessing (Yolk, 103).
03
1

Ferreres, 248.

Supra, I,

173, n. 37.
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Antioch of the cry of the deacon: flopdeaOe liv e1pf.vn • which was also
customary in Egypt3 and has there remained customary.' Similarly in
'
Byzantium it runs:
'Ev e1pf.vn ..rpoO..f!t.J[_I.ev. Among the West Syrians

'Ev etpf.vn Xptll""WJ T.opeuOLJ[J.eV ;•
the religious tone is even stronger:
in fact, in the Syrian form of this liturgy, the cry-which is here made by
the priest-is followed by a silently spoken prayer of blessing.' In all
the Greek liturgies the cry is followed by the answer of the people: "Ev
ovv[J.a:tt 11.upiou.
Turning to the West, we fmd a similar method in
'

Milan, where the invitation to leave, Procedamus cum pace is answered
by In nomine Christi." A longer formula, which indicates the ending of the
service only retrospectively, is found in the Mozarabic Mass: Sollemnia

completa sunt in nomine Domini nostri Jesu Christi. Votum nostrum
sit acceptum cum pace. R. Deo gratias.''
Our form of dismissal, Ite missa est, in contrast to all these is more
laconic, but true to the essential genius of the Roman liturgy. While the

Ite corresponds exactly to the 7topdecr0e of the Egyptian liturgy, the
missa est added thereto is somewhat unique. Here the word missa still
has its original meaning: dismissal, conclusion.'" When it was incorpo
rated into the formula, it must have been so widely used with this mean
ing that it became in particular a technical expression for the conclusion
of an assembly, because otherwise a phrase like finis est would rather
have been employed. The word had this meaning at least as far back as
the fourth century," while, on the other hand, this meaning was no longer
'Chrysostom, Adv. Jud., 3, 6 (PG, 48,
870). Likewise Canst. Ap., VIII, 15, 10
(Quasten, Mon., 23): 'A?toAuea6e e> e!pi)>n
Cf. Lk.. 7: 50 and other places.
'Thus, namely, in the Egyptian church
order, i.e., the 4th century Egyptian ver
sion of Hippolytus' Apostolic Tradition
(Brightman, 193).
Brightman, 142, 193, 244, 463 I. 6; Hans
sens, lnstitutiones, III, 526.
•

' Brightman, 343.
' Brightman, 67.
Brightman,
527.

7

106;

Hanssens,

III,

525;

Brightman, 67, 142, 343. In other litur
gies the summons remains without any
answer.
• Missale
Ambrosianum (1902), 183. Be
nedicamus Domino is then added.-The
invitation mentioned, along with a like
answer, is also found at the conclusion of
the Roman blessing for a journey; see
B rv. Rom., Itinerarium.

•

10

11

Missale mixtum (PL, 85, 567 B).
The dismissal presented in the Stowe

Missal (ed. Warner; HBS, 32) 19, is out
wardly similar: Miss a acta est. In pa c e.
But here missa is already used with the
meaning of "Mass." The formula is prob
ably an attempt to amend the Latin dismis
sal formula which was no longer under
stood at the time (9th cent.).
"'Cf. supra, I, 173. See Fortescue, The
Mass, 399-400.
13 That becomes most evident from the fact
that the word survives in the Byzantine
court ceremonial in the form �'-'"""' or

IJ.(>ae< with the meaning, "Dismissal from
the audience and the session"; Dolger,
An tik e u. Christcntum, 6 (1940), 88-92;
cf. the entire study "Ite Missa est": ibid.,
81-132. In church use, too, the word missa
for dismissal from divine service is veri
fied since the end of the 4th century, among
others in the Pcregrinatio Actherim, c. 25,
1 f.; cf. J ungmann, Gewordene Liturgie,
36; 38. The hypothesis of Th. Michels, ''Ite
Missa est-Deo gratias," P er hanc lucis
viam, 8 (Salzburg, 1929), Benediktiner
kolleg), who assumes that the formula is
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current even in the early Middle Ages. So even if the first literary evidence
for the lte missa est is found in the Roman ordines," we will not be
blundering if we hold that this formula is as old as the Latin Mass itself."
A corroborating argument is found in the fact that similar formulas were
prevalent in the everyday social life of the Romans. After a funeral the
assembled mourners were dismissed with the word Jlicet =Ire licet.'• Ac
cording to the bronze tablets of Iguvium (Gubbio in Umbria) from the
last century before Christ, the conjoined blessing of the people and
cursing of the strangers closed with the cry: !tote Iguvini.17 Other formulas
were stipulated for the conclusion of gatherings in political life.'"
The dismissal in the Roman Mass is given emphasis and at the same
time a religious framework by being introduced with the Dominus vobis
cum and answered by the Deo gratias of the people. In substance the Do
minus vobiscum merely takes the place of the vocative of address which

ought otherwise to precede the imperative Ite.'• Even at high Mass this
Dominus vobiscum is pronounced by the celebrant, so that the deacon

appears only as his organ when he announces the dismissal. The Deo
gratias with which this announcement is answered is an exact parallel

to that which the people (according to the liturgical sources of the early
::\fiddle Ages) also answered the announcement of the coming feast days.""
It is therefore only an acknowledgment that the message has been received,
but is imbedded in that fundamental Christian sentiment of thanksgiving."'
At Rome the Ite missa est was originally used at every Mass22 no
an abbreviation of a more complete Ec
clesia missa est, is, to say the least, su
perfluous; but see also the refutation by
Diilger, 117-120; the rejection by D.
Case!, JL, 9 (1929), 174.

invitation at the Isis celebration: ).czo; a�•a•�.
which is rendered by the Humanists as
populis missio. However, the Greek text

"Ordo Rom. I, n. 21 (Andrieu, II, 107;

18

PL, 78, 948) ; Capitulare eccl. ord.
(:\ndrieu, III, 109) ; Ordo of S. Amand
(ibid., II, 167).-A clue in any event al
ready in Avitus of Vienna, Ep. 1 (PL,
59, 199; supra I, 173, n. 37).
Cf. Di:ilger, op. cit., 107 ff., who con
cludes that the formula must have been
in use already in the year 400, but that a
dismissal "with this or an almost similar
formula" must already be presupposed in
Tertullian, De an., c. 9 (CSEL, 20, 310)
when be says of the end of the Mass:
post tra11sacla sollemnia dimissa plebe.
15

16

Thus, according to Servius, we are to
understand the passage about the 11ovissima
1•crba in Virgin, Aeneid, VI, 231. Dolger,
123 f.
Dolger, 130 f. Thus, according to Apu
leius, Metamorph., XI, 17, the concluding

17

has been attacked by critics. Dolger, 124130.
Senate sessions at the time of the Roman
Republic were concluded with the words:
N emo vas tenet. The committees at the
time of the emperor were dismissed with:
Nihil vas moramur, patres conscripti. Livy,
II, 56, 12 gives the dismissal formula,
spoken by the tribune: Si vobis videtur,
discedite Quirites. Dolger, 122.
10

Above, I, 361. Untenable is the expla
nation, as Gihr gives it, 798, according to
which the greeting is there only "in order
to maintain between priest and people an
active, lively intercourse."
"'Supra, I, 420 f.
21

Supra, I, 420.

Both the older ordines (supra, note 14)
and the later ones mention only the lte
Missa est; see Ordo sec. Rom., n. 15
(Andrieu, II, 226; PL, 78, 976); Ordo
'Postquam' for a Bishop's Mass, (Andrieu,
22
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matter what its character,"" and probably also at the end of other serv
ices."' On the other hand, the Benedicamus Domino could have been a
concluding formula of the Gallican liturgy. For although there are appar
ently no signs of it in Roman sources before the year 1000,"" we find traces
of it considerably earlier in Frankish territory. The Ordo Angilberti, of
about the year 800, in describing the order of Communion on high festivals,
mentions that after the completio missce the people left laudantes Dcum et
benedicentes Dominum."" In an ordo for the sick from about the same time
we read after the giving of Communion: Tunc data oratione in fine dicat
sacerdos: Benedicamus Domino. Et respondeant omnes: Deo gratias,
et expletum est.-n
In the eleventh century, however, an adjustment was made between
these two formulas, such as we have at present: the lte missa est is used
whenever there is a Gloria; the: Benedicamus Domino on the other days...
But efforts were made to find a deeper reason for this merely outward
division. The days with lte missa est are days of a festive character, when
the entire populace is assembled, so that the invitation to leave at the
end of service has a meaning, while the days with Benedicamus Domino
are days when only the religiosi, the pious whose life is more especially
devoted to spiritual service, are present; wherefore the priest, without
turning around, urges them, and himself with them, to continue praising
God."" That this explanation for the present-day arrangement does not
reach deep enough is seen from the use of the Benedicamus Domino,
amongst other times,,. on the Sundays of Advent and from Septuagesima
on." Besides, if people had been so sensitive about the communal charac
ter of each celebration, then we would have had to omit many other
things, at least at private Mass, for instance, the Dominus vobiscum. The
Benedicamus Domino was as much a formula of departure for the as
sembled faithful as the I te missa est. Hence, like it, it receives the
II, 32; PL, 78, 994).
""The Roman Ordo for Lent (Andrieu,
III, 260 f.; PL, 78, 949) certifies it for
Ash Wednesday and the Lenten season.
"' However, it will be difficult to follow
Dolger, 95, in finding a reference to it in
the so-called Litany of Beauvais; cf. above
I, 390, n. 70 .
""It appears about the middle of the 12th
century in the Ordo eccl. Lateran., both
in the Office and in the Mass (ed. Fischer,
p. 1 and passim; see the Register, p. 165);
d. Ordo of Benedict, n. 8 f. (PL, 78,
I 029 f). The surprising stress given to the
formula makes it evident that it had hard
ly had time to become familiar.
.. Bishop, Liturgica historica, 323.
27

Theodulf of Orleans, Capitulare, II

(PL,

105, 222

C). Amalar, Li b er

off., IV, 45, 5

(Hanssens, II, 541; d. III, 445), wit
nesses to the Beuedicamus Domino and
Deo gratias as the regular conclusion of
the Office.-Cf. also the /Jenedicamus Do
mino in the Milanese liturgy, supra, n. 9.
28 Bernold, Micrologus, c.
1 9 (PL, 151,
990). The same rule held at Rome in the
12th century; Ordo Eccl. Lateran. (Fisch
er, 3 I. 30; 65 I. 20).
29

Bernold, Micrologus, c. 46

(PL, 151,

1011). Similarly Durandus, IV, 57, 7.

Cf. also the Beuedicamus Domino in
Theodulf, above, n. 27.

30

•• Hardly opposed to this is the reason sug·
gested by Bernold, Micrologus, c. 46 (PL,
151, 1011 D), that the latter application
occurs pro tristitia temporis insinuanda.
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response Deo gratias ... But here the dismissal is given a religious turn,
just as the acknowledgment of the message receives a religious expression
in the Deo gratias. However, we must admit that when the lines were
drawn for the use of the two formulas, considerations like those referred
to above, especially the solemn character of certain festivals, played a
part.33 Also when the divine service was continued, as at the midnight
Mass of Christmas, when Lauds followed, or on Maundy Thursday and
the vigils of Easter and Pentecost, preference was given to the invitation
to praise God, Benedicamus Domino."' Since the Ite missa est was con
sidered an expression of joy, it had to disappear from the Requiem Mass.
So we find that since the twelfth century the Requiescant in pace begins
to supplant it...
When the herald in olden times announced the conclusion of an as
sembly, he did so with a corresponding raising of his voice. The judge, the
official of the state, remembering his dignity, speaks in a moderate tone,
but the herald lets his cry resound loudly over the whole assembly. It
could not be much different in the case of a dismissal from divine service.""
As a further step, the lte missa est must soon have been provided with a
special singing tone. Already in the tenth century there must have been
various melodies which were richly adorned with melismas; for this time
also marks the appearance of tropes, the expanding texts which set a
syllable to each note of the melody...

"' Kossing, Liturgische Vorlesungen, 593,
had already called attention to it.-The
decision of the Congregation of Rites, Oct.
7, 1816 (Decreta auth. SRC., n. 2572,
22), that the celebrant at a solemn Mass
was to say softly not the I te but the Bene
dicamus and Requiescant, is probably to
be explained by the prayer-like character
of these two formulas.
"'Batiffol, Let;ons, 3 03, refers to the com
bination of the I te missa est with the Gloria
and conjectures that the lie missa est like
the Gloria originally belonged to the Bish
op's Mass. DOlger, 91 f., adds that such
inclusion in the Bishop's Mass would be
understandable, if not only the expression
missa, but also the formula I te missa est
were a part to the imperial court manners,
from which, since the time of Constantine,
a few practices passed over to the bishops
with the transfer of the privileges and
honors. But this is all just a matter of as
sumptions. It is to be especially noted that
there are no traces of the Benedicamus
Domino in the pre-Carolingian Roman
liturgy.

On the other hand, there seem

"'Bernold, Micrologus, c. 34, 46 (PL, 151,
1005 ; 1011); cf. John Beleth, Explicatio,
c. 49 (PL, 202, 56).
.. Stephan of Bauge (d. 1139), De sacr.
altaris, c. 18 (PL, 172, 1303); John
Beleth, Explicatio, c. 49 ( PL, 202, 56).
Dolger, 132, recalls Cassian, De inst.
ca'nob., XI, 16 (CSEL, 17, 202), and
the Commentary of Smaragdus (d. 830 ) c.
17 of the rule of St. Benedict : levita
elevata voce cantat: Ite missa est ( Dolger,
119 f.; otherwise, however, the text in
Migne, PL, 102, 837 C).

36

.

•

•

37 Blume-Bannister, Tropen des Missale, I,
p. 407-416. A trope of this kind that ap
pears in the 12th century in Seckau reads:
Ite, Deo servile, Spiritus SancltlS super
vos sit, iam missa est. Deo potenti nobis
miserenti, ipsi demus dig>ws laudes et
gratias; loc. cit., 411. The same trope
among others in the Regensburg Missal
of 1485 which contains a series of other
tropes and lie missa est melodies; Beck,
240 f. From the fact that no corresponding
trope text is given for the Deo gratias it
became clear that the wording presented
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to have been no tropes for the Benedicamus Domino in the Mass."
The Ite missa est has kept another sensible expression of its function as
a call to the people: just like the greetings, it is pronounced with face
turned to the people. Hence this cry has always remained a manifest
closing point of the service ...

3. Leaving the Altar
In the first Roman ordo, when the deacon had sung the Ite missa est,
the seven torch-bearers and the subdeacon with the censer begin to move
and precede the pope to the secretarium.' The Ite missa est was therefore
the real conclusion of the Mass. Among the Carthusians even today the
priest leaves the altar immediately after these words." There is only a
short ceremony, perhaps accidentally omitted from the first Roman ordo :•
the kiss of the altar as a farewell salute, the counterpart of the kiss of
greeting at the beginning of Mass.'
This or a similar farewell salute is also customary in other liturgies.
Amongst the West-Syrian Jacobites we also find the kiss, which is followed
by a three-fold farewell of highly poetic beauty. It begins: "Remain in
peace, holy and divine altar of the Lord. I know not whether I shall re
turn to you again or no. May the Lord grant that I may see you in the
church of the First-born in heaven.• In this covenant I put my confidence.""
In the Roman Mass in the Frankish area an accompanying word was
also added to this kiss of the altar, just as was done at the beginning with
the kiss of greeting; these are the only kisses of the altar customary at
that time. The Sacramentary of Amiens in the ninth century ordains:

Expleto officio sanctum osculatur altare dicens: Placeat tibi sancta Trinwas to be sung by the priest (or deacon).
-In Croatian country parishes the trope
ftc be11edicti et electi (Blume, p. 412) is
still sung today. D. Kniewald, Eph. liturg.,
54 (1940)' 222.
""Blume, lac. cit., quotes no Benedicamus
tropes. The Regensburg missal just men
tioned gives only one melody, without
tropes, for the B e11edicam us Domi11o; Beck,
241.-0n the other hand, the Bmedicamus
Domino at the end of the Office is not only
supplied with tropes already in the 1112th centuries but is already the object of
early and tentative polyphonic efforts.
Ursprung, 120 f.

In many French Cathedrals in the 18th
century the deacon turned to the north at
the lte missa est; de Moleon, 11; 169;
429. Here the same sort of symbolism that
determined the deacon's position at the

80

reading of the Gospel seems to have come
into play.

Ordo Rom. I, n. 21 (Andrieu, II, 107;
PL, 78, 948).

1

He does add the Placeat (but this serves
as a private prayer), and at the foot of
the altar, according to a later prescription,
he says a Pater noster.
•

3 So also Dolger, A11tike
2 (1930), 193.

u.

Christentum,

'Above I, 314 f. The explanation fre
quently put forward, that the priest in kiss
ing the altar must first himself accept the
blessing (and similarly in other instances
the greeting for the people) from Christ,
goes to pieces in view of the fact that this
kissing of the altar occurs also in the Mass
of the Dead, where no blessing follows.
6

Hcbr. 12: 23.

•

Brightman, 109.
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itas: This prayer, which in the following centuries was used everywhere,
although not universally,' was of Gallic origin, as is plain from the fact
that it is addressed to the Trinity." It is a very natural idea when leaving
the table of sacrifice to beg once more for God's gracious glance on that
which happened there. Here again the dual meaning of the offering ap
pears: honor to God's majesty, that our actions may find gracious accept
ance, and a plea for our own needs and those of others, that they may
be graciously heard.
As the only prayer after Communion, the Placeat is recited in the mid
dle of the altar, because it is an accompaniment to the act of kissing. Since
this is a personal action of the priest, the prayer is kept in the singular.
As a counterpart to the Oramus te Domine which is attached to the altar
kiss at the beginning of i\Iass and which is likewise a plea for the priest's
own person ( peccata mea), the Placeat is also distinguished by the fact
that it is recited with a deep bow, the hands resting on the altar, and in
a quiet voice.'• In the l\Iass books from the eleventh to the thirteenth
century the Placeat is often joined by a second prayer which more clearly
shows the relationship to the altar kiss: Meritis et intercessionibus omnium
Leroquais (Eph. liturg., 1927), 444. The
prayer has the exact wording as today,
but the concluding formula is missing (the
expressions used in the conclusion of the
prayer also in the apologia Deus qui de
iudig11is; ibid., 440 f.). Thereupon follows
only a prayer after the removal of the
vestments.-Likewise in union with the
kissing of the altar in the Sacramentary
of Le 1-fans (9th cent.) : Leroquais, I, 31;
in the Sacramcntary of Fulda (lOth cent.):
Richter- Schiinfelder, n. 28; in the Sacra
mentary of Ratoldus: PL, 78, 245 B.-The
explicit connection with the kissing of the
altar is almost universal in the older texts;
see also Bernold, Microlog11s, c. 22 (PL,
151, 992) :
osculatur saccrdos a/tare
dicc11s. Likewise the contemporary !\tis
sal of St. Vincent (where, exceptionally,
the text is expanded by the addition of a
mention of the dead, etc.); Fiala, 216. An
example from the 14th cent.; Ebner, 175.
8 In Germany in the 14th century a more
emphatic recommendation was needed, one,
moreover, that was supported by a legend;
7

Franz, 511. The prayer is missing also in
several English Mass arrangements, e.g.,
that of York (Simmons, 116).
• The
Sacramentary of S. Denis (11th
cent.) : Martene, 1, 4, V (I, 528 B), has
the Gallican ending: .. . propitiabile. Per
te Tri11itas sallcla, cuiu.s gloriosum re-

permanet i1� srecula sceculorum.
Spanish !\lass arrangements since the 11th
century present the ending: . . . propitiabile.
Rex regum qui (several �ISS. expand:
i11 Trinitate perfcc ta) vivis; Ferreres, 208;
210. But ordinarily the prayer ends with
Qui vivis; thus in the Mass arrangement of
Sees (PL, 78, 251 A), and in the Missa
Illyrica: Martene, 1, 8, IV (I, 517 B), and
so, too, at the end of the Middle Ages, e.g.,
A/phabetum sa ce rdotum : Legg, Tracts,
49 f.; Ordinarium of Coutances : ibid., 67.
-The conclusion Per Clzristum is found in
Bernold, MicrologJts, c. 23 (PL, 151, 995),
gnum

and appears to have been customary in
Italy since the 11th century if the cita
tions in Ebner, 229; 302; 317; 324; 331;
339 ("as now") are to be referred also to
the conclusion. Also in German Mass
books, Beck, 272; 311. By using the Per
Christum conclusion, the Roman Mis
sal adopts the same compromise that it did
in the case of the Suscipe san c ta Trinitas
(above, p. 46 f.); in fact these two prayers
are kindred in type, especially in the promi
nence given to the offerre pro.
10
It is only exceptionally that there is ex
plicit mention during the Middle Ages of
the bowed position at the Placeat, e.g., in
the Augsburg Missal of 1368 (Hoeynck,
376) in the Alphabetum sacerdotum
(Legg, Tracts, 49).
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sanctorum suorum misereatur nobis omnipotens Dominus.u This prayer,
which as a rule appears only where the kiss of the altar is previously
mentioned, obviously parallels the notice of the altar relics in the Oramus
te Domine at the beginning. Often it was expanded to the form: Meritis
et intercessionibus istorum et omnium sanctorum." As a consequence of
these additions, the special meaning of the altar kiss as a farewell salute
had become somewhat clouded by the end of the :Middle Ages.13

4. The Closing Blessing of the Priest
At present when the bishop leaves the cathedral after a pontifical high
::\lass, he passes through the ranks of the faithful blessing them while they
genuflect to receive his benediction. Something similar took place at
the close of the Roman stational service, as recounted in the first Roman
ordo. When the pope had left the altar after the Ite missa est, with the
thurifer and the seven torch-bearers going on ahead and accompanied by
the deacons,' the bishops stepped forward and said, lube domne bene
dicere, whereupon the pope answered, Benedicat nos Dominus. The same
was done by the priests, then by the monks.' Next the schola approached
and intoned the same petition and answered with a loud Amen.• As the
entourage advanced, the noble banner-bearers ( milites draconarii), the
light-carriers, the acolytes who had charge of the doors, the cross-bearers
and the other officials of the divine service did the same!
"Mass-ordo of Seez: PL, 78, 251 A; cf.
the related Mass arrangements: �fartime,
IV, XV (I 517 B, 594 C); 1, 4, 9, 9 (I,
424 E). Ebner, 20; 139; 158; 164; 169;
311; 331; 349; Kock, 135 (three exam
ples). Two cases still of the 15th century;
Ebner, 158; Kock, 136.-Two Cistercian
missals of the 13th century from Tarra
gona: Ferreres, 210. The prayer also ac
companied kissing the altar in the Cister
cian ritual of the 17th century: Bona, II,
20, 4 (905); Schneider (Cist.-Chr., 1927),
265.-The formula preceding the P lac eat:
Ebner, 189.-In individual instances this
prayer appears alone without a preceding
1'/aceat: Sacramentary of Modena (before
1173 (: Muratori, I, 95; Seckau Missale
about 1170: Kock, 135 (n. 479).-In a
Venetian MS. at the end of the 11th
century the sentence is combined with sev
eral parallel formulas: Ebner, 20.
12
Vetus Missale La teranens e (about
1100): Ebner, 169. Likewise in the Cister
cian 1Iissal since the 13th century (pre
ceding note); also already in the Missa
lllyrica: �lartene, 1, 4, IV (I, 517 B).

\Vith regard to the istorum cf. supra 60 .
13

But it is remarkable that in the Mass

ordo of Regensburg about 1500 a new
farewell kiss should appear; before closing
the book the priest kisses the cross in the
Missal; Beck, 272.
1 Cf.
Ordo of St Amand
167).

(Andrieu, II,

Thus far also the Ordo sec. Rom., n. 15
(Andrieu, II, 227; PL, 78, 976), but with
the variant vos instead of nos. Cf. also
Tertullian, De test. an., c. 2 (CSEL, 20,
136), where this phrase is used as a
Christian dictum: Be11edicat te Deus.
2

• That each of the groups came forward for
the blessing is the interpretation found in

the Frankish abstract of O rdo Rom. I
(Andrieu, II, 227; PL, 78, 984). Accord
ing to the Ordo "In primis" for Episcopal
1lass (Andrieu, II, 336; PL, 78, 990), the
schola asks the blessing last of all and re
sponds with a loud Ame11. This is not in
dicated in the papal Mass.
• For the above in general,
Ordo Rom. I,
n. 21 (Andrieu, II, 108; PL, 78, 948).
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Such a blessing on leaving was a very ancient episcopal practice.• In
the northern countries, even if it was not always the practice, still it be
came customary at least upon acceptance of the Roman liturgy.• It was
first of all the privilege of the bishop. It was in the northern countries
precisely that old laws, that the simple priest was not allowed to give the
blessing' at public service," were not forgotten. The Carolingian legal codes
stressed this prescription anew because they wished to protect the superior
position of the episcopate.• But, besides this, a second interpretation was
abroad and already partly anchored even in the canones; this too, denied
the priest the right to bless even at the final blessing of the Mass, but
only prresente episcopo.1• Accordingly, in the Gallican Mass of the seventh
•

Aetheri(J! Peregrinatio, c. 24, 2 (CSEL,
39, 71): Et post hoc (at the end of the
daily morning service, after the oration
of blessing over the people) . . . omnes
ad ma11um ei accedwzt et ille eos UllO et uno
benedicet exiens iam, et sic fit missa. The
ad ma11um accedere could mean that the
bishop in passing placed his hands upon
the individuals who knelt along the way;
cf. Council of Laodicea, can. 19 (Mansi,
II, 567), where the penitents after the
Mass of the catechumens, before their de
parture approached u11:o XElpo:, i. e., for the
imposing of the hands; cf. above, I, 477, n.
18.-Ambrose, Ep., 22, 2 (PL, 16, 1020).
-This by no means excludes the possibil
ity that a kissing of the hand is meant, as
Diilger, Antike u. Christentum, 3 (1932),
248; 6 (1940), 98, assumes.
6 Cf. supra, notes 2 and 3.
1 This was decided with special firmness
by the Synod of Agde (506), can. 44
(Mansi, VIII, 332): Bmedictionem super
plehem in ecclesia fundere .
. presby ter o
penitus non licebit.
8 The priest's right to bestow a blessing
privately per familias, per agros, per pri
vatas domos was recognized already at the
Council of Riez (439), can. 5, a!. 4 (Mansi,
V, 1193).
• Benedictus Levita, Capitularum collectio,
III, 225 and Add., IV, 71 (PL, 97, 826;
898); Herard of Tours, Capitzdaria, n. 78
(PL, 121, 769). It is quite possible, how
ever, that the precise point against which
these renewed prohibitions were directed
was that the solemn Gallican pontifical
blessing, which some of the bishops had
incorporated into the Roman Mass, was
being employed also by priests (benedi
.

ctionem pub/ice fundere).

10

In the first Council of Orleans (511),
can. 26 (Mansi, VIII, 355) it was de
creed: ... populus non ante digedat, quam
missre sollemnitas comp/eatur, et ubi epis
copus fuerit, benedictionem accipiat sacer
dotis. In virtue of this decision and in
accordance with the older phrase of the
development of the law (in the Gallican
Mass) only one concluding blessing of
the bishop, who might be present, was per
mitted (cf. above, p. 296 f.). The canon was
passed on in the medieval collection of
laws, but already in the Hispana (before
633) it appears with a variant that changes
the meaning: ubi episcopus defuerit (if no
bishop is present one should receive the
blessing of the sacerdos = the priest)
which, as a matter of fact, was in accord
ance with can. 7 of the II Council of Se
ville (619;; Mansi, X, 559) and a docu
mented practice at about the turn of the
6th century. J. Lechner, Der Schlussegen
des Priesters in der hl. M esse (Festschrift
E. Eichmann; Paderborn, 1940) 654 ff.,
658 f. Already at the beginning of the
7th century pseudo-Jerome, De septem or
dinibus ecclesi(J! (PL, 30, 148-162; re
spectively, 152-167), bids for the same in
terpretation; Lechner, 666-672.- With
what concern the 7th century regarded the
special privilege of the bishop in this mat
ter of blessing is seen clearly in the listing
"De gradibus in quibus Christus adfui t
which is found, inter alia, in the missal of
Bobbio (ed. Lowe: HBS, 58, p. 178):
Christ exercised the episcopal office when
he raised his hands over the disciples and
blessed them. Regarding the theological
rapport of this view with other matters,
see W. Croce, "Die niederen Weihen und
"
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century, there was a practice of a closing priestly blessing after the Pater
noster.u

It was but natural that the defenders of the Gallican tradition and the
rights (there included) of the priest should not want to abandon this right

of the priest to bless, especially since it was possible as always, to rest
their claim upon the desire of the people and their spiritual needs.12 In
the transition to the Roman Mass, i.e., at first to the Gelasian Sacramen
taries, a prayer of blessing super populum at the end of l\Iass was to be
found in a large portion of the Mass formularies, and this was even pre
ceded by a formal invitation to receive the blessing. At the same time a
transfer of the blessing to the real end of the Mass could be welcomed,
because the exit of the non-communicants right after the Pater noster
would have looked almost like a universal flight from the house of God.

But when the further transition was made to the Gregorian Sacramentary
and only the post-communion remained as the ultima benedictio,L' many
would not see therein a proper substitute and therefore, insofar as the
oratio super populum was not kept in the ordinary plan of the l\Iass,''

they began to fix their attention on the gesture and phrase of blessing as
they were prescribed by the Roman ordines at the recession from the altar.
This manner of blessing must then have become widespread by the end of
the eleventh century.16
Apropos of this, however, it is surprising that the true liturgical sources
do not mention this new closing blessing until considerably later. For the
liturgical texts not only of the eleventh century but even those of the
twelfth are almost entirely silent about the matter.'" This is quite under
standable, though, because first, the blessing was not given till "after the
l\Iass"-and even today in many churches there are various additamenta
"after the Mass" which are not to be found in any liturgical book; and
because, secondly, liturgists still regarded the action as not justifiable and
would rather not talk about it. But because occasionally even in the later
Middle Ages there were ordines of the Mass- and among them some
which describe the close of the Mass in exact detail-which leave out any
reference to a blessing, we are forced to infer that the blessing was really
not given in many places. And this is true especially17 in monastery
ihre hierarchische Wertung," ZkTh, 70

the direction, finita missa, to bless the peo

(1948). 297 f.
u Supra, p. 294 f.

ple: Be nedict io Dei Patris et Filii et Spi

Lechner, 662; 672; 683 f.
L, Supra, p. 343, n.11.
'"'Supra, p. 432.
12

]Jl\Ve must agree with Lechner, 679 f., that
the final priestly blessing goes back to the
time of Charlemagne, even though his more
detailed explanation is incomplete, as in
dicated.
16
The Sacramentary of Brescia at the close
of the 11th century is an exception, with

ritus Sancti descendat super vos. For the
rest, the Italian Mass-books even at
the turn of the 12th century make no
mention of the blessing; see, e.g., Ebner,
334-336.
17 Not exclusively. In England none of the
four Mass-arrangements from the end of
the Middle Ages presented by Maskell,
202 f., has a blessing of the people. Two of
them have the phrase In nomine Patris
...follow immediately upon the Placeat,
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churches, where many private Masses were said and consequently there
was no need of a blessing. In this sense the Dominican Ordinarium of 1256
concludes the l\Iass ordo with the remark: Et si consuetudo patritX fuerit

et extranei ajjuerint hoc expectantes, det benedictionem secundum mo
dum patriCE." The silence especially of the monastic l\Iass books at the
end of the �Iiddle Ages must be understood, as a rule, as implying that the
blessing was omitted. The Benedictines:• Cistercians,"' Premonstraten
sians,'" and Dominicans"' did not incorporate the final blessing in their
:Mass-plans until later, and the Carthusians have not done so even to this
day.""
On the other hand, another final blessing at the Sunday high Mass was
to be found precisely in monasteries ; namely, a blessing of the reader at

table for the coming week."'
The citation of a special formula of blessing was generally superfluous,
because ordinarily the form used was the form common in that particular
country, the same as that always in use at private blessings."' Consequently,
a phrase probably combined with the mak
ing of the sign of the cross on one's own
person; cf. below, n. 31. In some French
cathedrals also there was �o final blessing
at the High Mass even as late as 1700; de
11 olean, 159, 169; cf. 200.
Guerrini, 245. The same note also in the
Carmelite Ordinal (about 1312; ed. Zim
mermann, 84); also in a Carmelite Missal
of 1514 (according to Eisenhiifer, II, 223).
18

•• The
concluding blessing is still lacking
in the ).1 issal of the monastery of Fecamp
about 1300 and 1400; Martene, 1, 4,
XXVI f. (1, 638, 642); in the Lyons

monastic missal of 1531; ibid., XXXIII (1,
661 D). In this connection it is worth re
marking that the Benedictine Liber ordi
narius of Liege ( V olk, 97), which other
wise generally repeats the Dominican
0 r d i n a r i urn w o r d for w o r d, passes
up the above-mentioned note as super
fluous.
""As Bona, II, 20, 4 (905), remarks, the
blessing was first introduced partcis abhi11c
mmis (his works appeared 1671); cf.
Schneider ( Cist.-Cirr., 1927), 266 f.
21 The bestowal of the blessing is included
in the Liber ordinarius for the first time
in 1622; Waefelghem, 98, note 0.

22 A Dominican Missal that appeared at
Venice in 1562 still has no concluding
blessing; Ferreres, 213.
23 A writing of the 15th century alleges as

the reason for this, because they have no
congregations: Franz, 595.
"' Regula s. Benedicti, c. 38: Qui ingrediens
post missas et collllllllllionem petal ab om
nibus pro se orari, ttl avertat ab ipso Deus
spiritum elationis. He himself begins three
times: Domine labia mea aperies, where
upon he receives the blessing.-Later this
blessing was at times incorporated in the
liturgy of the Mass; see already the Sac
ramentary of Fulda (Richter-Schonfelder,
n. 29), as an appendix to the Mass-ordo;
a few versicles are said over the reader
and then the blessing formula: Dominus
custodial introitum tuum et e:citum tuum
et auferat a te spiritum elationis. Cf.
Udalricus, C01rsuct. Clwr., II, 34 (PL,
149, 725 r.); Missale 1Yestmonasteriense
(about 1380), ed. Legg (HBS, 5), 524,
and the editor's commentary (HBS, 12),
1506 with reference to the Monastic Con
suetudines of the IIth century. See also
the Liber ordilrarirts of Liege (Volk, 97, 1.
16), where the blessing follows the Pla
ccat; the Missal of �lonte Vergine (15th
cent. ; Ebner, 158), where it follows the
I te missa est. C£. Kock, 59; Rad6, 56; de
Moleon, 135; 392; Schneider ( Cist.-Chr.,
1927). 2.67 f.
Ordinarium O.P. of 1256 cited above.
Two �finorite 11issals of the 13th and 1314th centuries (Ebner, 317, 351) give only
the blessing without indicating any accom
panying formula; so also the Augsburg
Missal of 1386 (Hoeynck, 376).
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where the texts of blessings are mentioned, we find the most diverse
formulations.
However, the connection with the blessing as it was described in the
Roman ordo and as it became ever more strongly anchored in the episcopal
service, remained clearly evident. The liturgical commentators pay more
and more attention to this episcopal blessing."" As far back as the middle
of the twelfth century, even in Rome, this blessing was no longer given
on leaving, but imparted from the altar."' At the beginning of the fourteenth
century we find it in a heightened form."" It is the same ceremonial that
has become customary at episcopal pontifical l\lass and also in the episco
pal private Mass."" Even in the later Middle Ages this Roman method of
imparting the blessing had often become current also outside of Rome
and Italy.30 Thus, the living model of the episcopal rite could gradually
have encouraged the sacerdotal blessing, all the more so in northern coun
tries, since the episcopal blessing given in this place-perhaps generally
on less festive occasions-did not have the solemn form of the Gallic pon
tifical blessing, which was always reserved to the bishop. But we also
recall at once the simple Bcnedicat nos Dominus of the Roman rubric
booklets when, in the accounts of the sacerdotal blessing that now begin
to be more plain and outspoken, we find frequent mention made of the
priest blessing himself31 or when, in addition, formulas appear which
begin with the same words (and by degrees become more expanded)
""Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 8 (PL,
213, 143); Innocent III, De s. alt. mys
terio, VI, 14 (PL, 217, 914); cf. Duran
dus, Rationale, IV, 59.
27 Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 87, 1. 18).
28 Ordo of Cardinal Stefaneschi, n. 53 ( PL,
78, 1169 D): beforehand the pope should
sing cum nota: Sit nomen Domini bene
dictum.

"'C ceremoniale episc., I, 25; 1,29, 11. In
the solemn pontifical Mass, when no ser

mon was preached after the Gospel, the
publicatio i1tdulgentice ( cf. above,

I, 494),

the announcement of 40 days or 100 days
indulgence, occurs here in connection with
the blessing.
30 Liber ordinarius of Liege (about 1285;
Yolk, 103, 1. 32). About the same time Du
randus mentions this bestowal of the bless
ing in his Pontifical beside the Gallican
Pontifical blessing, and he considers it a
less solemn method used by the bishop
when he imparts the blessing at the end of
the Office or a Mass that was not cele
brated by himself. On the contrary, this
final blessing in the Mass would not be
necessary, if the solemn pontifical bless-

32

ing mentioned before had been given. Mar
tene, 1, 4, XXIIII (I, 623 C); Andrieu,
Le Po11tifical, III, 655 f. Cf. too Durandus,
Ratio11ale, IV, 59, 7.
81
Thus in the Sarum Ordinary of the 13th
century (Legg, Tracts, 228): confession
of one's faults with In nomine Patris . . . ;
likewise in the later texts of the Sarum :
ibid., 268 and Martene, 1, 4, XXXV (I,
671 B). There is no particular notice at all
here of a blessing of the people.
32 Missal
of Paris of the 14th century
(Leroquais, II, 182) : Benedicat nos Deus
om11ipotens P.et F. et Sp. S.; Missal of Tout
(about 1400; Martene, 1, 4, XXXI ([I,
652 E]) : Benedicat nos divi11a maiestas
et una Dei las, Pater .. . ; German missals
of the IS-16th centuries ( Kock, 136; Beck,
310; cf. 272): Benedictione ccrlesti bene
dicat 110s divina maiestas et una Deitas ...;
the Mass arrangement "Indutus planeta"
(Legg, Tracts, 188): Bcnedicat nos et
crtstodiat omllipotc11s Dominus Pater ... ;
Mass-ordo of Bee (Martene, I, 4, XXXVI
([I, 675 D]); Douzinus nos bcncdicat .. .

(with broader execution); a Franciscan
missal of the 13th century ( Leroquais, II,
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or which in some other way modestly include the one imparting the bless
ing.�' Formulas or variants that employ the word vos appear compara
tively seldom: Benedicat vos," Benedictio ... descendat et maneat super
vos, and so forth!" The formula in use today, Benedicat vos omnipotens
Deus, Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus, ·appears (amongst other places)

at the Synod of Albi (1230) ...
Here and there, however, the solemnity of the concluding sacerdotal
blessing began gradually to increase, taking on forms which, according to
modern ideas, belong to the episcopal rite. There are introductory versicles,
which have been used even in the thirteenth century as a specialty of the
episcopal rite ;37 Sit nomen Domini benedictum . . . and Adiutorium
nostrum in nomine Domini ... The words of blessing are accompanied
129) : In unitate Sancti Spiritus bmedicat
nos Pater .. .
Alphabetmn sacerdotum (Legg, Tracts,
51) : Et benedictio . . . descendat super
nos . . . Custom of Tongern in the 15-16th
centuries (de Corswarem, 144) : Bene
dicat et custodial nos et vos divina mai
cstas ...
33

••
33

Cf. neverth!!less the above,

Salzburg Missal of
turies: Kock, 135.

n.

16.

the 12-13th

cen

36

P. Browe, Eph liturg., 45 (1931), 384.
The formula is also in the Ordo of Card.
Stefaneschi (about 1311), n. 71 ( PL, 78,
1192 A ) .- Durandus gives two other bless
ing formulas with vos; Durandus, l nstruc
tiones et constitutiones (ed. Berthele, p.
77; Browe, 384, n. 4. : In 1mitate Sancti
Spiritus benedicat vos Pater et Filius; Be
nedicat et custodial vos omnipotens Do
millztS P. et F. et Sp. S. A missal from
Metz dated 1324 (Leroquais, II, 208):
Benedicat vos divina nzaiestas, una Deitas
...In Germany about 1450 we have the
witness of Egeling Becker for the for
mula: C !L'lesti benedictione benedicat vos
et custodial �·os P. et F. et Sp. S.; Franz,
549. Similar forms were also typical in
the Scandinavian countries:
Eph. liturg., 65 (1951), 260.

Segelberg,

37

Durandus, IV, 59, 7.-Gabriel Biel,
Canonis expositio, lect. 89, finds himself

confused by the fact that even priests use
this versicle.
08

Salzburg Missal of the 12-13th century:
Kock, 135; South German Mass-orders of
the 15th and 16th centuries : Beck, 272 ;
310; Franz, Die .Messe, 754.-But (mostly

with a reversal of the order of the two
versicles) also in French 1fass-arrange
ments since the 14th century: Leroquais,
II, 182; 208; de Mol eon, 200; Legg,
Tracts, 50; 67; Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII;
XXXI (1, 645 E, 652 E).-A yet more
solemn form is presented in the monastic
breviary of Rouen
(Martene, 1,
4,
XXXVII ([I, 678 f.]): the two versicles
are preceded by a prayer of praise : Te in
�·ocamus, te adoramus, te laudamus, o
beat a Trinitas! Thereupon follow four
orations, then other versicles and the
double blessing formula: A subitanca et
impror>isa morte et a damnatio11e pcrpe
tua liberet 1zos P. et F. et Sp. S., Et bene
dictio Dei omnipotentis P. et F. et Sp. S.
descendat et ma11eat super nos. Amen.
Similarly the A lpha betum sacerdotum
(about 1415): Legg, Tracts, 50 f.; cf., too,
the Ordinarium of Coutances (1557):
ibid., 68; in all three instances the bene
diction rite comes after the last gospeL
A Missal of Rouen offers an older form
of the rite (Martene, 1, 4, XXVI, n. ( [1,
638 E]): the blessing in a simpler form
precedes and only the oration follows upon
the gospel. A weakened version also in the
rite of the private �fass of the Monastery
of Bee: ibid., XXXVI (I, 675).
30

Thus already in a sacramentary of the
11th century from Bologna (Ebner, 17)
and still about 1500 in Burchard of Strass
burg (Legg, Tracts, 167). Even the Mis
sal of Pius V still provided for a triple
blessing by the priest at a missa sollenmis,
to be made in three directions (in the
Ritus serv., XII, 7; Antwerp edition of
1572).
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not with a single sign of the cross, but with three'"' or even four ..
towards the four points of the compass. In pronouncing the blessing a
_

chant tone is used." In all these matters the missal of Pius V and its
revision by Clement VIII
restrictions.

(1604) have indicated retrenchments and clear

On the other hand, the consciousness that there ought to be some dif
ference even in the final blessing between the bishop's way of doing it and
the priest's was manifested in various ways also in the Middle Ages.
The bishop made the sign of the cross with his hand, while the priest was
to use some blessed object. It had been the custom in some places already
in the eleventh century to place relics on the altar during Mass"' or a
particle of the true cross, and to use these to impart the blessing at the
end of Mass." Durandus advises the priest to make this sign of the cross
with a crucifix or with the paten or with the corporal." This manner of
giving the sacerdotal blessing, especially with the paten or with the cor
poral, is frequently attested since the fourteenth century, at first in France,
and then also in Germany.'o The chalice and paten, indeed, generally re
mained uncovered on the altar till the end of Mass.
While these methods of imparting the final blessing have disappeared,
yet one peculiarity which, aside from the words, distinguished it from
the sacerdotal blessing otherwise used outside of Mass, has been kept:
before giving the blessing the priest raises his eyes and hands towards
heaven." This gesture is explained by the medieval allegorism, which saw
in this blessing the last blessing of our Lord before He ascended into
heaven

••

when He blessed His disciples,

elevatis manibus (Luke 24 :SO) ...

40 John Bechofen (about 1500), who ad
vocates the simple sign of the cross;
(Franz, 595); Bursfeld missal of 1608
(Gerbert, Vctus l iturg ia A le m annica, I,
406).

corporal, which often deteriorated into su
perstition, is verified already since the lO
llth centuries; Franz, 88-92.
40 A Persian missal of the start of the 14th
century (Leroquais, II, 182) : cum calice

"According to Eisenhofer, II,
France still in the 18th century.

vel patella. Likewise the ordinarium of

224,

in

" Shrines for relics were the first objects
that one dared place on the altar; see
above I, 258.
"'P. Browe, "Der Segen mit Reliquien, der
Patene und Eucharistic," Eph. liturg., 45
(1931)' 383-391.
" Durandus,
tiones, ed.
n. 4.

hzstructiones

et

constitu

Berthele, p. 77; Browe, 384,

•• Browe,
385 f. Also a blessing of indi
viduals with the corporal was quite cus
tomary after l\fass: it was either laid on
the face or fanned in front of the person,
a practice that Henry of Hesse (d. 1397)
mentions with some disapproval; ibid.,
385 f. An extraordinary veneration for the

Coutances, 1557) : Legg, Tracts, 67. Data
from England in Browe, 386.
47 This rite provided for in the Missale
Rom., Ritus srv., XII, 1, remains re
stricted to the bestowal of the blessing in
the �lass, at least according to Ph. Hart
mann-]. Kley, Rcpertorium Rituum (14th
ed.; Paderborn, 1940), 625. Otherwise M.
Gatterer, Praxis cc/cbral!di (3rd ed. ; Inns
bruck, 1940), 333. The rubrics have no
further directions about this. The attitude
mentioned is nowhere prescribed in the Ro
man Ritual for the blessing of the peo
ple and objects.
48 Amalar, De cccl. off., III, 36
(PL, 105,
1155 B); Bernold, M icrologus, c. 20 (PL
990) ; Durandus, IV, 59, 4.
•• Cf.
above I, 91.
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The final blessing was sometimes given before kissing the altar and re
citing the Placeat, sometimes after. In general the determining factor
seems to have been the priority of the respective development. In France,
where the Placeat had been incorporated earlier, the blessing generally
followed."" On the other hand, in Germany, where the Placeat was intro
duced only later, the blessing was as a rule given before."• This latter
sequence was for a time the prevailing one also in Rome." It is found even
in various editions of the Roman Missal, e. g., in those of 14 74, 1530 and
1540.""' The inversion, as fixed in the missal of Pius V, must have originated
from the notion that, if blessing and prayer were to follow the dismissal,
then surely the blessing which at one time was itself called a missa must
necessarily stand at the end."' The same feeling lay at the root of the
practice in the church of Rouen where, in the dying years of the medieval
era, when the final blessing had been magnified into a form of great
solemnity, this blessing was placed after the last Gospel."" In regard to the
formula to be used, for a long time-as we have already said-there was
no fixed rule. In the printed editions of the Missale Romanum of 1530
and 1540 we find a choice between two forms; they were essentially the
ones which had been recommended by Durandus. In the printed editions
of 1505, 1509, 1543, 1558, 1560 and 1561 only one of them is given, In uni
tate Spiritus Sancti, benedicat vos Pater et Filius, which was eventually
displaced in favor of the formula we have at present.
The editions of the Roman missal printed in 1558 and 1560 also pre
sented a special form of blessing for the Mass of the Dead: Deus, vita
vivorum, resurrectio mortuorum, benedicat vos in sf£cula sf£culorum."" But
here, too, the later Missale Romanum asserted the general principle that
all blessing of the living should be omitted in Requiem Masses. German
missals of the declining Middle Ages introduced in the Mass ordo a bless
ing for the departed, even outside of Masses of the Dead. As in the office
the oration and Benedicamus Domino are followed by Fidelium animf£, so
also in the l'dass following the post-communion and the dismissal first a
blessing for the dead was given and then the blessing of the living."" In
'"'Durandus, IV, 59, 8; Martene, 1, 4,
XXVIII; XXXI (I, 645 E, 652 E);
Legg, Tracts, 67; cf. 228.

usage was instituted in the revision of the
Roman Missal under Pope Clement VIII

Bernold, A!icrologus, c. 21 f. (PL, 151,
991 f); Beck, 272; 310£.; Hoeynck, 376;
Franz, 576; 754. Latter arrangement also
in the Minorite missals in Ebner, 317; 351.

"' Gavanti gives a more external reason,
hardly an apposite one: "The !\fass that has
begun with the kissing of the altar, should
also end with the same."
""Missale of Rouen and Alphabctum sacer
dotum, above, n. 38.

01

"" Ordo of Stefaneschi, n. 53 (PL, 78,
1169 D).
""R. L ippe, Missale Romanum, 1474, Vol.
II ( H BS, 33), 114 f. Louis Ciconiolanus'
Dirccloriwll dic•i11orum o[Jiciorum, which
appeared in Rome in 1539, leaves the
choice to the priest; in suo positwn est
arbitratu. Legg, Tracts, 212. The present

(1604)

0

..... Li ppe, loc. cit.
"'Above, n. 36.

"'Lippe, 115; also see Ferreres, 212.
"'Lippe, 115.
""Regensburg !\Iissal of 1500 (Beck, 272):
Et animao omnium fidelium defunctorum
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the Roman missals at Rome this blessing of the dead did not have a place.
But the Rcquicscaut in pace at Requiem ::\lasses, which seems like a short
ened form of this blessing, appears to have sprung from a similar source."

5. The Last Gospel
It is certainly remarkable that at the close of the Roman l\1ass a gospel
pericope should be read. But if we go back to its origin, we find that this
reading harmonizes with the series of dismissal rites and more particularly
with the blessings. The prolog of the Gospel according to St. John, with
the exalted flight of its ideas and the profundity of its mysteries, was
accorded an extraordinary esteem even in the early Church. Augustine
quotes the saying of a contemporary of his that this text ought to be
placed in gold letters at some prominent place in all the churches.'
The prolog of St. John is rightly regarded as a summary of the Gospel,
the divine power of which is, in a measure, concentrated there. Just as
sacred symbols, words or pictures were used as pledges of divine pro
tection, just as blessings were and still are imparted with holy objects,
cross, chalice, paten, or (in the Orient) with dikirion and trikirion, so in
the course of time the beginning of the Gospel of St. John began to be used
as an instrument of blessing. It might be that the written words were
carried on one's person, or that they were recited or listened to. Naturally
it could happen that, in place of that Christian trust in God which, inspired
by the sacred word, looks up to Him in humble petition, superstitious and
magical practices would creep in! In the year 1022 the synod of Seligen
stadt noted that many lay people and especially women placed great store
in daily hearing the Gospel In principia erat Verbum or special Masses
de s. Trinitate or de s. Michaele. In future this was to be allowed only
suo tempore and insofar as it was asked out of reverence for the Blessed

Trinity, and non pro aliqua divinatione."
But alongside this misuse of the holy text there was still room for the
proper and Christian use of it. The beginning of the Gospel of St. John
was read in the sick-room before dispensing the last sacraments,' or after
baptism over the newly baptized child." A particularly favorite use, dating
requiescant in smzcta Dei pace. Likewise

Hal!dwurtcrbuch

the Augsburg Mass-ordo from the second
half of the 15th cent.: Franz, 754; Freising
}.1issal about 1520: Beck, 310; Missal of
the Bursfcld Benedictines of 1608: Ger
ber!, Vetus /ituryia Alcmamrica, I, 405 f.
61
An immediate derivation is not possible

ylaui!CIIS, edited by Baechtold-Stiiubli,

because of the time interval-the Rcquie
scant in pace appears 300 years earlier.
1 Augustine,
De civ. Dei, X, 29 (CSEL,
40, 1, p. 499).
2 Cf.
A. Jacoby, "] ohannisevangelium":

des

dctutschcn

Aber

IV

(1931-32), 731-733.
" Can. I 0 (Mansi, XIX, 397 f).
• �fissal
of Remiremont (12th cent.):
Martene, 1, 7, XVII (I, 911 A). Also ac
cording to the present-day Ritualc Rom.,
V, 4, 24, John 1: 1-14 is one of the favorite
selections that should be read when visit
ing the sick.
• Rituale of Limoges:
Martene, 1, 1, 18,

XVIII (I, 215 A).
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back to the twelfth century, was as a blessing for the weather,• just as later
the introductions of the four Gospels (for the four points of the compass)
were used, and are still used, for the purpose. Just as during the sum
mer-from Holy Cross (May 3) to Holy Cross (Sept. 14)-this blessing
in some form or other is given even today, in many dioceses every Sun
day, and in some places every day after the parish l\Iass,' so it might have
happened that the prolog of St. John, as a pericope of blessing, became
more and more a permanent part of the end of l\Iass. In his explanation
of the l\Iass which appeared about 1505, the Augustinian hermit John
Bechofen speaks about the reading of this Gospel as a laudabilis consue 
tudo, and he grounds the custom on the argument that reading or hearing
the Gospel is a direct attack on the devil, who is trying to rob us of our
union with God and to harm us in soul, body and goods.•
The first evidence of the Gospel of St. John at the end of Mass-it is a
question here primarily of private l\fass-is found in the Ordinarium of
the Dominicans, which was fixed in 1256: The priest may recite it when
unvesting or later, together with the oration Omnipotens reterne Deus,
dirige actus.• This custom must have rapidly found favor in the Dominican
order, for members of the order working in the Armenian mission intro
duced the last Gospel, among other things, into the Armenian Mass, and
with such effect indeed, that in spite of the break-down of the union in
1380 it remained in the liturgy even of the schismatics down to the pres
ent'"-an example of missionary latinizing which, to the Middle Ages
(which were not renowned for their historical sense), seemed only natural.
In the West, however, it had not become common everywhere even at
the close of the l\1iddle Ages." When, in the year 15 58, the first general
A. Franz, Die kirchlichen Benediktionen
im Mittelalter, II (Freiburg, 1909), 52,
57 f.
• A daily blessing of the weather at the
end of Mass is still customary in the dio
cese of Salzburg and in parts of Carin
thia; cf. the Ritual of Gurk (1927), 160.
The Joannine gospel passage always forms
the start of this blessing.
• Franz, Die Messe, 595.
• Guerrini, 250. The Dominican Bernard
de Parentinis about 1340 speaks of an
optional reading of the Gospel of St. John;
Franz, Die Messe, 595, n. 2.
10
Brightman, 456.
11 The Gospel of St. John is provided for
about 1285 in the L i be r ordi11arius of
Liege (Volk, 102), here also only for the
private Mass. Durandus, IV, 24, 5, men
tions it in passing but does not describe it
at the end of Mass (IV, 59). Later it ap
pears in several French Mass orders: Mar-

•

tene, 1, 4, XXXI; XXXIII; XXXVII (I,
652 E, 661 D, 678 D); Leroquais, I II,
12; 57; 70; 107; 113, etc.; Legg, Tra cts
50, 67. According to the late medieval Mis
sal of Sarum in England (Martene, 1, 4,
XXXV ([I, 761 C]) it is said redezmdo
by the priest, just as today in the Rite of
Lyons ( Buenner, 258) and also in the
Roman rite at the Pontifical �face (CO!re
moniale episc., II, 8, 80). In Germany
about 1494, as Balthasar of Pforta wrote,
the Last Gospel was not in general use;
Franz, 588; cf. 595, 727. In the description
of 79 Styrian Missals of the 12-15th cent.
made available by Kiick, the Last Gospel
is mentioned only once (p. 191). Still it is
verified at the turn of the Middle Ages in
the Mass-arrangement of Regensburg
(Beck, 272) and Augsburg (Franz, 754)
and by John Bechofen (supra). For
Scandinavia it is mentioned in the breviary
of Skara (1498): Freisen, Manuale Li11,
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chapter of the Society of Jesus, convened to choose a successor to St. Igna
tius, expressed the desire to make the rite of the .l\Iass uniform within the
order, the last Gospel was one of the points that still hung in balance even
in Rome itself." A last Gospel was indeed decided upon for the order's
rite, but it was left free to choose Luke 11 :27 f.: Loquente Jesu ad turbas
(the pericope which recounts the happy cry of the woman in the crowd:
"Blessed is the womb that bore thee"), or the prolog of St. John." On the
other hand, the Carthusians have not yet taken the last Gospel into their
rite even today," just as they have not inserted the last blessing.
Oftentimes the last Gospel was rounded off liturgically by reciting an
oration after it, and as a rule this latter was introduced by a few versicles.'"
Already in the thirteenth century the prolog of St. John was not com
monly regarded as the only possible last Gospel,'" although this is seldom
indicated in earlier sources. But with the increasing possibility of using
another Gospel reading, the thought suggested itself with ever greater
force that the last Gospel, besides having the character of a final blessing
and sacramental, might at the same time be a commemoration in which
the main text of a second formulary could be taken up in this place in
the Mass. This notion was all the more natural because even in the six
teenth century the missa sicca was still current custom. At such a "mass,"
copmse, p. XXXI, and in the missal of

Trondheim (1519): ibid. , p. LXI; still
these seem rather to be exceptions; see
Yelverton, 21.
12
As Bona, II, 20, 5 (908 f.) remarks, the
.\lissale Ronzanum which was approved at
Rome and appeared 1550 in Lyons, still
had no Last Gospel, while the reading of
the same in the Ceremonial of the Roman
:-.laster of Ceremonies, Paris de Grassis
(d. 1528), was left to the choice of the
celebrant.
13 Decreta
Congr. gen. I, n. 93 (Institu
tum S.J., II; Florence, 1893, 176).
" So likewise the Castile Cistercians; see
see B. Kaul, Cist.-Chr., 55 (1948), 224.
Several French churches about 1700 also
did not have it, or they let the priest re
cite it on his return from the altar; de
Moleon, see in the Register, p. 52 2 .,
s. v. Evangile.
15 In the Liber ordin. of Liege (Volk, 102)
it is the Oration Protector in te spermt

tium (today on the 3rd Sunday after
Pentecost); likewise in the monastic Mis
sal of Lyons of 1531; Martene, 1, 4,
XXXIII (I, 661 D). In the Carmelite
Ordinal of 1312 (Zimmermann, 89) the
Oration Actiones is added. With four ora-

tions and various versicles in the Breviari
um of Rauen; Martene, 1, 4, XXXVII
(I, 678); still these four orations, as the
Mass Ordo of Bee
(Martene, 1, 4,
XXXVI ([I, 675]) shows, were joined
to the Communion prayers even without
the concluding Gospel (cf. above, n. 38);
or as the Missal of Rennes (15th cent.;
Leroquais, III, 70) directs, a memoria de
beata Virgine vel de dominica vel de quo
dam sancto vel de mortuis was to precede
the Last Gospel.-The Ordinarium O.P. of
1256 (Guerrini, 250), and likewise also
the Missal of Bursfeld of 1608 (Gerbert,
Vetus liturgia Alemannica, I, 406) uses
after the concluding Gospel, the Oration
Onmipotc11s sempiter11e Deus (today on
the Sunday within the octave of Christ
mas). Cf. Ordinarium of Coutances of
1554: Legg, Tracts, 68.-The Augsburg
Missal of the 15th century (Franz, 754)
adds to the concluding Gospel, as to the
Gospel of the Fore-·Mass, the blessing Per
istos sacros sermo11es. Similarly the Pre
monstratensian Ordo of Averbode (about
1615); Lentze (Anal. Prann., 1950), 149.
Durandus, IV, 24, 5: some read the
Gospel of St. John at the end of Mass, vel
aliud.
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at which the priest officiated without chasuble,17 and which was generally
added to the regular l\Iass, the celebrant as a rule read the entire proper
text of the second formulary, along with other Mass prayers (except the
canon), or else only the Epistle, the Gospel and the Pater noster.'" Then,
as the missa sicca gradually disappeared after the Council of Trent, it
did not involve too great a change to keep at least the proper Gospel of
the second formulary as an appendage to the first Mass.'" It did not take
long to make such a proposal. In the missal of Pius V a special addition
of this kind was proposed first of all for those formularies of the proprium
de tempore which were hindered. In 1920, in the new edition of Benedict
XV, this was extended to all those Masses which have an evangelium
stricte proprium, as, for example, the l\Iass formularies of the Blessed
:\!other or an apostle.""
It cannot be denied that through such directions a progressive change
in the character of the last Gospel and a refinement of its function is
revealed. The note of blessing draws into the background. It is the con
tent of the pericope, even that of St. John, that comes to the fore. More
recent exponents of the l\Iass no longer mention the benedictional character
of the last Gospel; they try to portray the Johannine pericope, with the
mystery of the incarnation therein contained, as the real epilog of the
entire Mass, the concluding paragraph by which the Mass is brought
back to its "eternal root" or source." The prolog of the "good tidings" has
thus become the epilog of the sacrifice by which those tidings are renewed.
Naturally a convincing reason for the necessity of such an epilog is not
forthcoming. In consequence there is something incongruous, something
discordant about this last point of the Mass-liturgy." This is shown also
by the fact that there is no actual "proclamation" of the Gospel, no public
reading of it. True, the Gospel is introduced with the same forms as the
Gospel of the fore-Mass, a greeting, an announcement, with an acclamatory
response; while the faithful are accustomed to rise and cross themselves
with the priest as at the Gospel of the fore-Mass." But this greeting and
announcement and acclamation, like the reading itself, are all done
17 In the IS-16th cent. the Gospel of St.

John was frequently read after the chasuble
was removed. Leroquais,

III, 107; 135;

227; Legg, Tracts 67.
,

J. Pinsk, "Die missa sicca," JL, 4 (1924),
90-118, especially 104 f.
18

Along the same lines see G. Malherbes,
"Le dernier evangile non-J ohannique et

19

liturgiques": Les Questions
liturgiques et paroissiales, 25 (1940), 3749.
,., Additiones et Variationes, IX, 3. More

ses orgines

clearly defined by a decree of the Cong. of
Rites, March 29, 1922; Decreta auth. SRC,
n.

4369.

21

Kassing, Liturgische Vorlestmgen, 598 f.

One could describe this also as a sort of
doxology about him who became man for
and among us, a sort of Christ-doxology at
the end of .Nfass, similar to that at the end
of the canon.
In the new Easter Vigil Mass the Last
Gospel is left out: AAS, 43 (1951), 137.

22

23

The Regensburg Missal about 1500 notes

that he makes the sign of the cross upon
the altar and then upon himself i11 jr01tle
et in corde ; Beck, 272. About the same
time the genuflection at the Et Verbum
caro factum est is insisted upon, and the
demand is supported by a genuinely me-
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only in a semi-audible voice. Evidently, then, these are only imitations
designed to create a worthy frame around the priest's reading. In fact, the
reading itself has not the formal character of a lesson; it is normally
recited by rote, like a sacred text which is always handy. At the end of
the :Middle Ages, "in many countries," as the I/ortulus animre (published
at Strassburg in 1503) averred, the Gospel of St. John was recited by all
present, a practice which obviously was planned to strengthen its function
as a blessing." In the pontifical high Mass the bishop speaks these words
while leaving the altar; he merely makes the sign of the cross on the altar,
to show that he receives the word of the Gospel from the altar, from
Christ, from God.""

6. Final Blessings Sanctioned by Particular Law
When we keep in view the living liturgy, that is, not only the shape it
has insofar as it accords with the universal prescriptions of the Missale

Romanum, but beyond this, the factual performance as it exists in dif
ferent places, we are forced to state that often the Mass celebration does
not come to an end with the last Gospel. The urge to bless and the desire
to receive the blessing of the Church has called still other forms into being.
We spoke before about the blessing of the weather which in many places
still follows the Mass during the summer months, in forms which have
developed since the Middle Ages in various ways in the different bishop
rics.' Insofar as the blessing is added to the Mass day after day, it con
sists as a rule only of a prayer (that the priest either recites at the foot of
the altar or leads the people in reciting) and of a blessing with the Blessed
Sacrament or with a particle of the cross, accompanied by the word� of
the blessing of field and meadow.
In other places during the whole year, especially on Sundays and feast
days, the blessing is given to all the faithful with the monstrance; • either
dieval e:remplum. Franz, 576, n. 7.-In
England it must have been customary to
kneel and kiss the ground at Verbum caro
c£. E. Peacock (ed.), Myrc's
P a rish Priest, EETS-OS, 31

factum est;
Duties of a

(1868), 1, 1665 ff. Cf. also Lydgate's poem
"On Kissing at Verbum caro factum est"
in H. N. MacCracken (ed.), The Minor
Poems of John Lydgate, EETS-ES, 107
(1910).
"'Franz, 719.
""Cf. above I, 444 f. This symbolism is
clearly indicated already in one of the
earliest references regarding a Last Gos
pel, namely in Durandus, where this par
ticular sign of the cross is used as a proof
to show that the Gospel book must always
be taken from the altar.

1 Regarding
this cf. P. Browe, "Die eu
charistischen Flurprozessionen und Wet
tersegen," Tlzcologie u. Glaube, 21 (1929),
742-755; Eisenhofer, II, 447 f.
• A blessing with the Blessed Sacrament
at the end of the 1Iass became customary
in the 14th century first of all on the Feast
of Corpus Christi ; in the 15th century in
the Thursday Masses frequently establish
ed for the veneration of the Blessed Sac
rament. The first mention of this in a
Thursday Mass comes to notice in the year
1429 at lngolstadt. The blessing was gen
erally combined with the hymn Tantum
ergo. At the word Benedictio, a sign of the
cross with the monstrance was formed,
thus giving the word a sort of outward in
terpretation. Besides this, a blessing was
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the monstrance is exposed during the whole Mass, as is still the custom on
many occasions in southern Germany," or it is removed from the taber
nacle at the end of Sunday high Mass and after a brief period of adoration
is raised in benediction.'
Then there are forms to be used when the blessing is not only given to
the entire congregation as a unit but in a certain manner is intended more
or less for each one singly. In the primitive Church we find the individual
imposition of hands,' but as this requires a great deal of time, it is used
nowadays almost only when necessary for the performance of a sacrament,
as in confirmation and ordination. The most widespread form for giving
a blessing that touches each individual in the assembled congregation is
sprinkling with holy water. Frequently, especially in many south German
country parishes, this sprinkling with holy water is the actual end of the
Mass. Immediately before he leaves the altar, the priest passes through
the ranks of the faithful, swinging the aspergillum and reciting the psalm
with the prescribed antiphon Asperges; in this way the faithful take home
with them in a visible form something as their share in the blessings of
the Church. This has been the practice for centuries."
Somewhat distantly related to the sprinkling with holy water is the dis
tribution of blessed bread, the eulogire, which survives in the oriental
liturgies and also in France even today. In the Byzantine liturgy the cus
tom has an especially elaborate form. After the closing prayers the priest
steps out of the sanctuary and hands out the so-called
dv'!rcw"!%: These
are the pieces left from the host-breads from which are taken the particles
used for consecration. The name antidoron, dv'!lcw"ov, is usually ex
plained in the sense that this gift is meant to take the place of the real

al'ld' infinitely greater gift of the Eucharist." The

dv'!low"ov

is thus a

frequently given also at Mass during the
Sequence Lauda Sion at the words Ecce
pa11is m1gelorum. Browe, Die Verehrung
der Eucharistic im Mittelalter, 151 f.; 181185.

in 1530, the priest on definite occasions
first had to give the blessing at the end
of the Mass with the monstrance and then
had to sprinkle the congregation with holy
water. A. Schilling, "Die religiosen und

Cf. above I, 122 f.
This latter method is frequently followed
where one wishes to restrict the Mass of

kirchlichen
Zustande
der
ehemaligen
Reichsstadt Biberach unmittelbar vor Ein
fiihrung der Reformation," Freiburger
Diozesan-Archiv, 19 (1887), 154; Browe,
185. The original place for the sprinkling
with holy water in church, as is known, is
before the divine service in parishes on
Sundays. Here the early indications of a
sprinkling can be verified already in the
8th century. Eisenhofer, I, 478-480; cf.
Braun, Das christliclze Altargeriit, 581-598.

•
•

Exposition and yet avoid a complete break
with tradition. Thus the Diocesan Synod
of Vienna, 1937, combines a far-reaching
restriction of these Expositions with the
hint that it is still permissible to impart
the blessing with the Blessed Sacrament
at the end of the Mass according to the
method prescribed in the ritual; Die Ers te
Wiener Diozesansy11ode (Vienna, 1937),
p. 36.
• Supra, I, 477.
• According to the ecclesiastical customs of
the village of Biberach, as they were listed

Brightman, 399; cf. Pl. de Meester, La
Liturg ie de s. Jean Chrysostome (3rd ed.;
Rome, 1925), 135.
• Thus Brightman, 577; Mercenier-Paris,
253, n. 1. On the other hand, Baumstark,
7
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substitute for Communion, although nowadays it is also taken by the
communicants." Essentially the same custom prevails amongst the Arme
nians'" and Syrians. Among the East Syrians the distribution of the
eulogice belongs to every liturgy; u among the West Syrians it is restricted
to Lent and the vigil Masses. The bread used at this function need not
have any relation to the Eucharist, but it is given a special blessing imme
diately before the distribution.12
That appears also to be in accord with the original conception of the

eulogice. It may be that we have here a survival of that blessing of natural
gifts which in the ancient Roman liturgy since Hippolytus is found at the
end of the canon,'• but elsewhere, even quite early, at the end of the entire
celebration." The gifts in many cases were ones that the faithful them
selves had brought or even offered up, and which they now received back
as tangible transmitters of the divine blessing.
In the West this custom of the eulogice at the end of Mass developed
most vigorously in the area of the Frankish realm.'" It is seen first in the
sixth century." In the ninth century it appears in full light in the direction
stipulating that after Communion on Sundays and feast days priests should
take this bread, which is to be blessed beforehand with a special formula,
and distribute it to non-communicants.'7 From then on the custom was genDie Messe im Morgenland, 179, renders

alters, 213-282, especially 229 ff., 262 ff.

civ-riowpcz by "countergifts" (to the faithful
in place of the previous customary bread
offering).

Cf. also the materials in Corblet, I, 233257.

''Thus the monks on Mt. Athos. R .Pabe�
Athas (Miinster, 1940), 23; cf. 27.
"'Brightman, 457.
304; A. ]. Maclean, East
11 Brightman,
S:yrian Daily Office (London, 1894), 291.

(PL, 71, 327 B) : Post missas autem petit

16

Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc., V, 14

[Meroz·cch], ut ci eulogias dare debcre111!tS.

Cf. ibid., IV, 35 (PL, 71, 298 B).
These liturgical eulogias are to be dis
tinguished from the private eulogias that

12 A secularized form of the distribution of
the Eulogia also among the Copts ; see
Baumstark, Zoe. cit., 179.

are frequently mentioned at that time; cf.
Franz, op. cit., I, 239-246; Nicki, 69 f.;

'3

17

Supra, I, 29; II.

"In the Euchologium of Serapion (Quas
ten, Mon., 66) after the prayer that con
cludes the Communion of the Faithful,
there follows a "prayer over the oil and
water that was offered" and then the final
blessing over the people. Likewise in the
Testamentum Do m ini, I, 24 f. (ibid., note;
Rahmani, 49); cf. Baumstark, Die Messe
im Morgen/and, 178.
15

A. Franz, Die kirchlichen Benediktionen

im Mittelalter, I (Freiburg, 1909), 247263; Nicki, Der Anteil des Volkes an der
Messliturgie, 68-71; Browe, Die P/licht
kommwzion im Mittelalter 185-200 ("Der
Kommunionersatz: Die Eulogien"); G.
Schreiber, Gemeinschaften des Mittel-

Browe, 187 f.
Hincmar of Reims, Capitula Presby
teris data (of th year 852), c. 7 (PL, 125,

774): Ut de oblatis, qua? offerzmtur a popu
lo et consecrationi supersunt, vel de pani
bus, quos deferzwt fideles ad ecclesiam, vel
certe de suis prcsb·yter com•enienter partes
incisas habcat in vase nitido et convenienti,
ut post missarum sollemnia, qui communi
care non fuerunt parati, eulogias omni die
dominico et in diebus festis e:rinde acci
piant. The prayer of blessing cited after
wards is in its essence the same as that
offered in today's Rituale Romanum, VIII,
16. A pertinent prescription also in the
almost contemporaneous Adm01zitio sy
nodalis (among others, PL, 96, 1378 B).
Cf. also the corresponding Visitation
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eral throughout the West for centuries.'s It died out earliest in Germany,
where Wolfram von Eschenbach in 1209, writing in Willchalm, a trans
lation of a French epic, speaks about the bread that "alle suntage in Fran
criche gewihet wirt"-bread that was blessed every Sunday in France.'"
The custom was so closely associated with Communion, being regarded
as a substitute for the benefit of non-communicants, that when the change
to unleavened bread was made, the eulogice at first were also changed and
took the form of hosts. But since the twelfth century cognizance began
to be taken of the danger that lurked in having both Communion hosts
and eulogice look alike, and so a distinction began to be made not only in
the form of the bread but often also in the manner of distribution."" Then,
too, the idea which was still much in prominence towards the end of the
twelfth century, namely, that the eulogice were a substitute for Com
munion," gradually vanished, and so this blessed bread became simply a
"sacramental which was dispensed like holy water."22
In this sense the custom of the panis benedictus, pain benit,"' survived
for a long time in France and Switzerland, in the rural districts, especially
in Burgundy and Brittany, where it still exists today. A family of the
parish, chosen in fixed rotation, is designated to furnish the bread for a
certain Sunday which that family therefore regards as its own particular
feast. On that Sunday the family, accompanied sometimes by relatives
and friends, transports the bread to church."' Before the beginning of Mass
or before the offertory, or else at the end of Mass, it is brought up to the
altar to be blessed and divided into small pieces and so distributed to all
present. If those who receive it do not intend to communicate they eat it
Question in Regino of Prim (above, p. 9,
n. 45) and a related decision for monas
teries already in the Capit1tlare monasticum
of 817, n. 8 (�GH, Cap., I, 347). In
monastic circles the eulogire were distrib
uted in the refectory; see Udalricus in PL,
CXLIX, 711, 723; William of Hirsau, PL,
CL, 1014-1015. Cf. Leclercq, "Le Pain
Benit Monastique," DACL, 13: 460;
Franz, op. cit., I, 247 ff.
18

In Italy the practice is still presupposed
about 1320. In England a confession ques
tionnaire about 1400 asks "Have you taken
your Sunday meal without blessed bread?"
In Spain in 16th century liturgical books
there are still texts for the blessing of the
bread brought by the faithful; Browe,
189 f., 194 f.-The custom was retained the
longest for the days of the Easter Com
munion and in many monasteries besides,
and in such cases it was clearly marked as
a substitute for Communion. Browe, 191-

194.

II, 68, 4 f.; Wolfram of Eschenbach,
edited by Lietzmann, II (Alt
deutsche Textbibliothek, 15), 54.
""Browe, 198 f. Cf. the parallel case re
garding the ablution chalice, supra, p. 414.
19

Werke,

"' ] ohn Beleth (see above, p. 325, n. 23) ;
Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 8 (PL,
CCXIII, 144). Durandus, IV, 53, 3, calls
it communionis vicarius.
""Browe, 194.
23 Also called panis lustrafus, panis lustra
lis; in old English it was known as
gehalgod hlaf (hallowed bread). Cf. U.
Seres, "Le pain benit," in Les questions
liturg. et parois., 1933, 248 ff.
24

G. Schrieber, lac. cit., 278 f. Here also

more details from various descriptions of
the practice during the past century. Some
times a definite number of breads is pro
vided, three, twelve, fourteen (273 f.). In
the district of 1fetz, bread was distributed
on Sundays (274), but on feast days cake.
A candle generally went with the offer-
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at once."" Bringing the bread to the altar before the offertory seems to show
a certain connection with the former offertory procession, but the original
idea of the blessed bread is best retained where the distribution takes place
at the end of :\lass.""

7. The Prayers of Leo XIII
The additions to the 1\'lass-liturgy described above have sprung more or
less organically from the closing of :Mass; namely, from the notion that
before the conclusion of the divine service the Church should once again
show its power of blessing. But in the nineteenth century-though only at
private 1\Iass-prayers were added of which we cannot affirm any such
inner relationship. They are intercessory prayers in time of stress, pleas
for the great needs of the Church, appeals in which the people should share
and which therefore are recited with the faithful in their own language.
More than once in the course of our study of the Mass-liturgy and its
historical development we have come upon this notion of intercessory
prayers, and precisely intercessory prayers for the needs of the Church,
to be said by the people in common. They had their original place at the
end of the readings or lessons, in the General Prayer of the Church. When
this General Prayer was dropped from the Roman liturgy at the turn of
the fifth century, its popular components acquired a fresh and rich de
velopment in the Kyrie litany, while the priest's intercessory plea entered
more deeply into the innermost sanctuary of the canon. Then, as the

Kyrie litany was reduced to a manifold repetition of the Kyrie invocation
and modified into a melodic song for the choir, the need for supplication
in times of dire trouble produced anew, since the ninth century, a mode
of expression in conjunction with the Lord's Prayer, at first after the
embolism, later before it.
And finally, in the later years of the Middle Ages, prayers for wants and
peace were injected into other places, especially after the Dona nobis

pacem.' In the latter cases we are dealing only with common prayers to be
ing of bread, as was the practice already
in the Middle Ages.
"' Paul Claude! in one of his poems, La
Messe La-Bas (15th ed., Paris, 1936),
103, dedicated a section between the Ite
missa est and the Last Gospel to this popu
lar custom: "The part of the Mass the
youngsters in France like best of all is
when, near the end, the server sallies forth
from the altar with a large basket full of
bread from which one has only to grab ..."
In the Mass arrangements of the Middle
Ages the blessing of the bread is mention-

ed only rarely, thus in the Missal of
Evreux-]umieges; Martene, 1, 4, XXVIII
(I, 646 A), and in the Westminster Missal
(about 1380), ed. Legg (HBS, 5) 524; in
both cases it is at the end of the Mass.
""The double character of the old rite is
displayed in its purest form when, as re
ported to me from a congregation in the
neighborhood of Besan�on, the bread is
brought up after the Gospel, then into the
sacristy where it is cut into pieces and
lastly distributed after Communion.
' See above, p. 292.
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recited by the clerics assembled in choir, but the literati who knew Latin
were expected to join in."
Oriental liturgies which were faced with a change in the language of
the people, like the Byzantine-Melkite, the West Syrian and the Coptic
after the ultimate victory of the Arab element, did not hesitate, despite
their otherwise conservative attitude, to translate into the new vernacular
not only the readings but also such litanies (corresponding to the inter
cessions) which the deacon was accustomed to recite alternately with the
people;

•

they are now recited in Arabic. Except for some tiny ventures in

the earliest period,' a similar accommodation has not been made in the
Western liturgies. In the Roman liturgy in the centuries that followed,
there was even less occasion than elsewhere for such an adoption of the
vernacular, as long as a Latin culture dominated the West and thus gave
assurance that the Latin prayers would at least be faintly echoed in the
congregation. For very different reasons, conditions had not become any
more favorable in the nineteenth century when the desire arose for such
a prayer for needs. Even in the middle of the century every effort was
still directed towards emphasizing the boundary-lines between priest and
people, as can be seen from the 1857 prohibition to translate the Ordo
missce.' True enough, Leo XIII urged the faithful to pray aloud during
Mass, but it was the praying of the rosary in the month of October, a
prayer that in its ultimate significance, but not in its concrete form, dis
plays a certain relevance to the action of the Mass and even to the step
by-step movement of the liturgy. So if an intercessory prayer was to be
recited by all the people for the needs of the Church, then in accordance
with the stand taken by the liturgists at that time, this could have a place
only before or after Mass.
The kernel of the prayers which we recite after private Mass had been
in use even before Leo XIII. In 1859, when the danger to the Papal States
grew ever more serious, Pius IX ordered prayers for the area of his
secular dominion. The prescription continued even after the Papal States
had fallen. When Leo XIII made his last efforts to set aside the laws of
the Kulturkampf in Germany and to win back the liberty of the Church,
on January 6, 1884, he extended these prayers to the whole Church." Even
after the liberty of the Church was essentially won back here, the prayers
nevertheless remained. In their new form, as we have it today,• they were

•
3

Supra, p. 293 f., p. 339 f.
Baumstark, Von geschichtlichen Werden,

102.

S upr a I, 335, n. 11.
5 Supra I, 161.
• Ac ta S. Sedis, 16 (1883), 239 f. The ora
tion closes here: . . . et omnibus sanctis,
quod in pnxsentibus necessitatibus humi
litcr p etimus, efficaciter consequamur. Per.
•

7

It was published in the diocesan papers

and church magazines, e.g., I rish Ecclesias

tical Record, 3rd ser., 7 (1886) : 1050.
There is nothing to be found in the A c ta
S. Sedis, 19 (1886). Two slight changes
were silently made in the prayers about
1900: bea to Joseph replaced the unusual
Josepho and eumdem was added to the
Per Christum D. N.
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broadened to include a purpose which undoubtedly must be dear to the
heart of the Church at all times: in the oration, among other things, the
words pro conversione peccatorum were added.
Measured by the ceremonial form of the Roman Mass-liturgy, it is in
deed striking that these prayers are recited kneeling at the foot of the
altar. It had been customary for the priest to give expression to the hum
ble and suppliant petition of such prayers by means of a low bow. But
since such a bodily bearing was no longer customary among the faith
ful, and it is with the faithful that the priest is to say these prayers, noth
ing was left but this kneeling together, an attitude of prayer for which
there were precedents even at the altar." This kneeling position at the end
of ;\lass had been prescribed in the liturgy of the Carthusians long ago, in
their Statuta antiqua (before 1259); according to this direction the priest,
after laying aside his vestments, is to recite the Pater noster at the foot
of the altar jlcxis genibus.•
As regards their construction, the prayers of Leo XIII follow in all
essentials the laws of form of the Roman liturgy. Whereas earlier examples
of similar prayers in need regularly began with psalms, here the more
popular element of the Hail l\Iary'• was chosen; with the petition which
is a part of it, this prayer is recited three times, and then the Salve
Regina

11

is added to further enforce the tone of supplication. As we know,

the effort to give the liturgical celebration a Marian note in the high
Middle Ages led to the practice of concluding the canonical office, or at
least certain hours of it, with a Marian antiphon. A prayer of praise ad
dressed to the Blessed Virgin was sometimes added also in the Mass,
either after Communion,. or at the close." The Salve Regina, too, some'Les questions liturgiques et paroissiales,

tury. The addition of the name of Jesus

6 (1921), 63, rightly emphasizes that this
prescribed genuflection for all times of the
year is in contradiction to the rules other
wise obtaining in the Roman liturgy.

and the petition Sancia Maria ... origi

" �Iartcne, 1, 4, X XV

(I, 635 C). The

present-day Ordinarium Cart.

(1932),

c.

27, 19, demands Pater and Ave.
w

This is not the first appearance of the

Ave Mm·ia in the liturgy of the Mass. It
was taken into the prayers at the foot of
the altar (Stufengebet), e.g., at the end of
the Middle Ages; see above I, 297 f., n. 30,
33. The combination of Lk. 1 : 28 and Lk.
1 : 42 occurs as an insertion in the inter
cessory prayer after the consecration in
the Greek liturgy of St. James (Bright
man, 56) and (without Dominus tecum)
as an offertory hymn in the oldest �ISS. of
the Roman antiphonary (Hesbert, n. 5, 7,
bis, 33), that is, in the basic text of the anti
phonary at the beginning of the 7th cen-

nated from the popular practice of the Mid
dle Ages and is confirmed today in its
present form through the breviary of Pius
V, 1568. Cf. H. Thurston, "Hail Mary,"

CE, 7: 110-112.
The Salve Regina must have originated
in the 11th century in the monastery of
11

Reichenau; for more details about its his
tory

see A. Manser, "Salve Regina":
LThK, IX, 137 f. Cf. also Wm. .Martin,
"The Salve Regina," Liturgical Arts, 16
(1948)' 41-48.

12

18

Above, p. 406.

Two Mass arrangements of the late Mid
dle Ages from Normandy added to the
Trinitarian formula of the concluding bless
ing: Et beata viscera Marice Virginis qure
portaverzmt cetenzi Patris Filium. Martene,
1, 4, XXXVI f. (I, 675 D, 679 A). Ac
cording to the Pontifical of Durandus the
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times formed the close of the ordo of the Mass." The versicle Ora pro nobis
then leads over to an oration, as is ordinarily done according to traditional
usage after a psalm or an antiphon. And the oration gathers together our
prayers and formulates our pleading. Here again the old stylistic rules
of the Roman method of prayer are at work: in view of the intercession
(already sought) of the Mother of God, with whom are ranged the great
protectors of holy Church, we beg of God's grace the internal welfare and
the external freedom and growth of the Church, and we close the prayer
with the Per Christum.
Finally, to this addition other further additions were made, and again
we cannot affirm that these additions have any intrinsic relationship to
what has gone before. Leo XIII himself, in 1886, when issuing the new
form of the oration, added the invocation to the Archangel �Iichael.lG
There is no question here of a second oration but rather of an isolated
invocation, something very unusual in the Roman liturgy.
Another independent composition, of an entirely different character,
strikingly in contrast with the final words of the preceding prayer, in in
fernum detrude, is the threefold cry: Cor Jesu sacratissimum, miserere
nobis, added under Pius X. However, here is not a matter of regulation
but of permission granted by the Congregation of Indulgences, dated June
17, 1904.'6 If, however, a certain obligation has arisen in this matter, as it
seems it has, it must be derived from the custom that has been estab
lished.
The publication of the prayers of Leo XIII included the direction that
they be said with the people, but no official text in the vernacular was
prescribed. As a result almost every diocese uses its own version. This is
true not only in Germany but elsewhere, too." Obviously such a state of
priest may still add the prayer, Salve
sancta parens at a Mass that he celebrates
in the presence of the bishop, but only after
the bishop has given the final blessing.
Martene, 1, 4, XXIII (1, 620 C); Andrieu,
III, 647.
><According to a French monastic missal
of 1524 (Leroquais, III, 268) the Salve
Regina or another antiphon, along with
the appropriate oration, was said after the
Gospel of St. John. Similarly also in the
Cologne rite of the 16th century; Peters,
Beitrage, 188.-The Carmelites added it
during the 14th century (it was not yet in
the ordinal of 1312). The Missale 0.
Carm. (1935), 323, inserts it, with its ora
tion, between the final blessing and the
Last Gospel. B. Zimmermann, "Carmes,"
DACL, II, 2170 f. Cf. the problem an
swered by the Congregation of Rites on
June 18, 1885; Decreta auth. SRC, n.

3637, 7.-The Missal of Braga (1924),
336-338, includes after the Last Gospel a
commemoratio b. Marill! Virginis that
varies according to the seasons of the
Church year.
u; The opening words of the invocation are
similar to the Alleluja-verse in the Mass
for the feast of the Archangel on May 8
and Sept. 29.-Bers, "Die Gebete nach der
hi. Messe," Theol.-Pf.akt. Quartalschrift,
87 (1934), 161-163, vehemently combats a
legend making the rounds that this prayer
was introduced by Leo XIII after a dream
or vision ( I) of the powers of hell.
'"Acta S. Scdis, 36 (1904), 750; F.
Beringer, Die Abliisse, I (14th ed.; Pader
born, 1915), 194.
17 On the difficulties of translation see the
article by R. E Brennan, "The Leonine
Prayers," American Ecclesiastical Re
view, 125 (1951), 85-94, especially 89 f.
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things did not help to endear the prayers to either priest or people. Insofar
as they had to be added '"-and they had to be added even on feasts that
excluded every commemoration !-these prayers not seldom underwent
that same "liturgizing," that same reduction to an exchange between priest
and server, that same fusion with the Latin of the rest of the Mass-liturgy
that forced other textual elements which were originally conceived in the
vernacular-like the phrases before the distribution of Communion-back
into a Latin mold.
In France, Italy, and elsewhere for the past few decades another prayer
in the vernacular has become customary at the end of l\Iass and Benedic
tion. This prayer consists of a number of laudatory sentences recited
singly by the faithful after the priest. It is called "The Divine Praises."
It begins with the praise of God: "Blessed be God," then touches on the
most important mysteries of faith in the form suited to the religious
thought of the time, and ends with the words, "Blessed be God in his angels
and in his saints.'"" In this way the close of the Mass acquires a final
harmony which re-echoes in the Benedicite of the priest.

8. Recession
When all the final obligations have been taken care of, the priest leaves
the altar. In the :Mass celebrated without levites, the priest-according to
present-day practice-himself carries the chalice, with the paten on top
and a veil covering it, and the burse with the corporal, back to the sacristy,
while the :\lass-server as a rule precedes him with the book. At a high Mass
the sacred vessels remain on the credence table.
This order, which appears to us so natural, is of relatively recent date.
1s Regarding the extent and limits of this
obligation and details of ceremonial an
elaborate system of rubrics has arisen; cf.
Brennan, lac. cit., especially 90 ff.
'"The "Divine Praises" originated in
Rome, the work of Fr. Aloysius Felici,
S.J., who presumably publicized them in

1797 as a means of combating blasphemy.
It is as Laudcs i11 ntasplzcmiarum Repara
tiollem that they appear in the official col
lection of indulgenced prayers, E11chiridion
Indulgellliarum, (Vatican City, 1950), n.
696. The first grant of indulgence was
made by Pius VII, July 23, 1801. Cf. A.

P (aladini), "De laudis 'Dio sia benedetto'
historia, progressu et usu," Eph. liturg., 63
(1949), 230-235. It was not long before the
prayer came into quasi-liturgical use: in
Italy frequently after Mass, as also in
France; in America and Spanish and Por
tuguese lands after Benediction of the

13lessed Sacrament. The Congregation of
Rites made it its concern several times:
in connection with Benediction (March 11,
1871; Decreta auth. SRC, n. 3237), in
clusion of an invocation of St. Joseph
(Feb. 23 1921; SRC, n. 4365), and of an
invocation in honor of the Assumption
(Dec. 23, 1952; AAS, 45 [1953], 194).
00 Where it is customary it is permitted to
add the Divine Praises or prayers indul
genced for the faithful departed (S.C.
Indulg., June 17, Aug. 19, 1904; SRC, n.
3805).-Dom Bede Lebbe, The Mass: A
Historical
Comme11tary
(Westminster,
1949), 168, mentions the time-honored
custom which exists in Ireland of reciting
after Mass a De profundis with the verses
and prayer Fidelium Deus, a practice
which appears to go back to the trouble
some days of the 17th century.
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That the chalice and paten should carried in the manner customary today
could not have been considered, as we have seen, until the time when the
paten was reduced in size. A German :\Tass-plan about the year 1000, in
describing the end of the high Mass, directs the subdeacon to carry the
(uncovered) chalice, and an acolyte, the paten.' But after that both chalice
and paten are taken together. However, because even at the close of the
Middle Ages our chalice-veil did not yet exist,' the priest-according to the
Mass-ordo of Burchard of Strassburg ( 1502)-placed the chalice and paten
in a small bag which he then tied, put the burse with the folded corporal
on top of the bag, and carried the two into the sacristy, while the server
preceded him (according to this ordo) carrying the book, the pillow, the
cruets, the box for the hosts, the altar candles and the elevation candle."
The present arrangement, therefore, dates back only to the time of Pius V.
At the recession the priest begins the canticle Benedicite, the song sung
by the three young Hebrews in the Babylonian furnace (Dan. 3 :57-88).
This, and the prayers that go with it are now found in the Roman missal
no longer as part of the text of the Ordo missre but in the Gratiarum actio

post missam which is prefaced to the missal. The pertinent rubric' is there
fore today considered as merely directive." On the other hand, medieval
Mass books which include this canticle and the other closing prayers that
follow it, after they became customary about the year 1000, regularly
group them with the preceding texts without indicating any distinction.•
This song of praise, which was recited at the recession and which from
the very start was united with Psalm 150, was on about the same level
with the psalm Judica which was said at the beginning of Mass, and it
was recited or sung by the celebrant, together with the assistants, at the
altar, as the oldest witnesses from about the tenth century expressly re
mark.' Even here the psalmody was followed by a number of versicles and
the oration Deus qui tribus pueris. But, soon after, various expansions
begin to appear.
Between the Benedicite and Psalm 150, Psalm 116 Laudate Dominum

omnes gentes, was sometimes inserted," or the ancient hymn Te decet taus
Ordo
Po stqu am
for episcopal Mass
(Andrieu, II, 362; PL, 78, 994).
2 In the archdiocese of Cologne it was first
prescribed at the Synod of 1651. Braun,
Die liturgischen Paramente, 214.
3 Legg, Tracts, 169.
'Cf. also Ritus serv., XII, 6.
'Cf. supra, I, 275 f.
• Cf., e.g., the facsimile of an lith cen
tury central Italian Sacramentary in
Ebner, SO. Still in a part of the Mass
arrangements, athough not in the oldest
(see infra), the priest is ordered to say the
prayers exuens se vestibus; thus e.g., Ber
nold, Micrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151, 995).

1

"

"

Mass arrangement of Scez ( PL, 78,
251 A) : Expletis omnibus episcopus redi
e ns ad sacrarium cum diaconibus et ceteris
cantet hynmum trium puerorum et Laudate
Dominum in sanctis eius. Then follow,
without a preceding Pater noster, ten
versicles, among them those ordered by the
present Missale Romanum, and then the
first oration, which however is somewhat
elaborated. Similarly in two related wit
nesses; Martene, 1, 4, IV, XIV, XV (I,
517 f., 582, 594), where, however, in the
rubric given, twice after et ceteris is added
a restrictive: quos ( quibus) voluerit.
8 The lith century central Italian Sacra-

7
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was appended." Later we find that they sometimes added the Nunc dimit
tis.1" At the head of the versicles which were subject to a great deal of
shifting, we find the Pater noster" and the Kyrie,12 and as an addition to
the oration Deus qui tribus pueris, which for centuries has been used even
in other circumstances- as an adjunct to the canticle of the Three Young
Men/' we find a second oration, Actiones nostras."
Much later, and only occasionally, do we find the oration (in the third
place in our day) which refers to the victorious suffering of St. Lawrence."
Some have suggested that this rather strange oration is to be traced back
to the practice of the pre-Avignon popes, who were accustomed to cele
brate daily Mass in the papal chapel of the Lateran's Sancta sanctorum
dedicated to St. Lawrence:• The facts, however, contradict this opinion."
The oration from the Mass of St. Lawrence would have been adopted
whenever they began to put greater emphasis on the character of the
canticle as the song of the three young men in the fiery furnace, with whose
fate St. Lawrence's had such a likeness. That was evidently the case after
the song was framed with the antiphon Trium puerorum cantemus
hymnum, which appears for the first time in 1170 in the pontifical of

Mainz.'" For in the medieval texts the Laurentian oration has a different
position than in the Roman missal, either immediately after the oration
mentary already mentioned: Ebner, 50;
299.-Missa Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV
(I, 517 C) ; Liber ordinarius of Lieg-e:
Yolk, 102.
• Missal of St. Lawrence in Liege: Mar
tene, 1, 4, XV (I, 594 C).
10
Mainz Pontifical (about 1170) : Mar
tene, 1, 4, XV II (I, 602 E); Missal of
Toul: ibid., XXXI. Regensburg Missal
about 1500; Beck, 272. Cf. the use of the

same song of praise after Communion,
s�tpra, p. 404.
11 Missa
Illyrica: Martene, 1, 4, IV (I,
517C).
'2 Berno1d,
Jllicrologus, c. 23 (PL, 151,
995); Missal of St. Vincent: Fiala, 216;
Liber ordi11arius of Liege: Yolk, 102.
13 1fohlberg,
Das jrii1zhsche Sakramen

tarium Gelasial!!m!, n. 841, 891, 1146 and
the further findings reported, ibid., p.
317 f., 335.

"Missa Illyrica, Zoe. cit.; c£. also Mar
tene, 1, 4, XIV f., XXXII (I, 582 D,
594 C, 658 B); Bernold, Micrologus, c. 23
(PL, 151, 995); Fiala, 217. In two Roman
documents this oration alone is added to
the first: in Vet us Missale Lateranense
(Ebner, 169) and in the Mass-ordo of the
papal court chapel about 1290, ed. Brink
trine (Eph. liturg., 1937), 209.

Blew MS. of the Sarum Manuale (14th
cent.): Legg, Tracts, 268; Missal of Toul
(about 1400): 11artcne, 1, 4, XXXI (I,
653); Pressburg Missale D (15th cent.):
] avor, 120; Regensburg Missal about
1500: Beck, 273.
"H. Grisar, Die Romische Kapelle Sancia
Sanctor1tm (Freiburg, 1908), 23; adopted
also by Baumstark, Jllissale Romamtm,
145.
17 The Canticum, contrary to a remark of
Eisenhi.ifer, II, 227, was current in Rome
before the Ordo of Stefaneschi, therefore,
as a matter of fact, before the Avignon
period; see Roman sources cited above, n.
14. To these belongs also the Mass-ordo
o f the papal chapel of this time, that de
veloped from the Ordinarium of Innocent
15

I II.The oration Da nobis qzuEsumus is not
mentioned in it, nor in the Ordo of Ste
faneschi, n. 71 (PI., 78, 1192 B), where
about 1311-and this precisely in Avignon
-we find the last phase of the development
in the papal court chapel, where, too, only
the two orations Deus qui tribus and Acti
ones appear.-In other Italian sources of
the ll-13th century, in Ebner, 317, 331,
334, 349, all we find is the prescription to
say the Be11edicite.
18 Martcne, 1, 4, XVII (I, 602 E).
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Deus qui tribus pueris,'" or separated only by the oration Ure igne Sancti
Spiritus which is intrinsically akin to it."" These orations were intended
to petition help against the most dangerous enemy, the enemy within us.
In this tradition the oration Actiones nostras was not at first provided.21
On the other hand, the versicles which even at present precede the ora
tions endeavor to take up the tone of praise and above all to continue the
theme started in the verse Benedicite sacerdotes Domini Domino, the
stirring call to priests whose very first duty it is to hymn the praises of
God. Hence such versicles as Sancti tui bcnedicant tibi, Exultabunt sancti
in gloria.�' One series of sources, in fact, provides only that part of the
canticle itself beginning with the verse cited above.:<!

In the concluding

orations there was less room for such a tone of joy, since they were prayers
of petition."
The idea of a psalmodic song of praise at the end of l\Iass is so natural
that there is hardly any need of a special explanation, more particularly
when such a song of praise at the recession (as is the case in the oldest
witnesses) is only the counterpart of the psalm of longing which has
accompanied the accession to the altar."" We should rather wonder that
the song of praise at the end did not, like the psalm at the beginning, re
main an integral part of the actual liturgy to be recited at the altar. Hence
if legal-minded reformers in the centuries following,"" intending to give
more prominence to these prayers, cite from the old Spanish church a
"'Toul, Pressburg, Regensburg (see above,
15).
""Blew MS. This MS. shows, in addi
tion to the three mentioned, three further
Orations; see infra, n. 24.
"' It was incorporated only into the Missal
of Pressburg where it is the final oration
so that it does not
interfere with the
thought of the other two formulas. The
two traditions are brought together in
another way by Burchard of Strassburg in
his }.l ass ord o ( Legg, Tracts. 170 f.): to
the two orations Deu s qui t rib u s pueris
and Actiones anciently current in Rome,
lJa nobis is added only externally. This
sequence was retained in the Missal of
Pius V.
""In the Missa Illyrica (loc. cit.) too:
Sacerdotes lui, Domine, induantur iusti
tiam.
23 Vet us
Missale La t er a11e n se (about
1100): Ebner, 169. Late medieval Mass
orders from Normandy (Bee, Rouen):
Martene, 1, 4, XXXVI f. (I, 675 D,
679 A) ; Ordinarium of Coutances ( 1557) :
Legg, Tracts, 69. It is therefore unneces
sary to refer for this versicle to the chapel
11.

-

of the Sancta Sanctorum and its relic
treasure, as do Grisar (above, n. 16) and
F. Cabrol (R. Aigrain, Litu rgia [Paris,
1935], 554).
"' In single instances a pertinent attempt
has been made here, thus in a preceding
oration of the l\lissa Illyrica, loc. cit.
(517 E): Deus quem omnia opera bene
dicunt. The Ordinarium of Coutances
(Legg, Tracts, 70) has an oration with
the character of a Postcommunio in the
third place: Purificent vos, a very natural
solution. The Blew �IS. of the Sarum
Manuale offers besides the three orations
relating to fire (Deus qui, Ure, D a nobis),
three others: lnfirmitatem IIOStram, Deus
qui conspicis, Protector in te sperantium;
still such an accumulation is rare. The mis
sal of Braga ( 1924) emphasizes the tone
of joyful thanksgiving by ushering in the
Benedicite with the Te Deum (p. XCII;
338).
""Cf. Mass-ordo of Seez (PL, 78, 25 1 A.
respectively 246 A). Cf. supra, I, 94.
.., Bernold, Micrologus, c. 22 (PL, 151,
992) ; Sicard of Cremona, Mitrale, III, 8
(PL, 213, 144 A).
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canon which does indeed treat about this canticle of ours, but which
actually has an entirely different connection in view,"' we may not ex
change such a canonistic underpinning with the actual reason for the
origin of this recessional prayer."" The canticle Benedicite and Psalm 150
are eminently suited to the purpose. In view of what has occurred at the
altar, all creation seems to us to resound in wordless jubilee and to sing
the praises of Him who has so richly favored the world and mankind.
Then, too, the canonical hours have been drawn on occasionally to pro
long the praise of God. In the Lateran basilica during the twelfth cen
tury, after the Ite missa est of a pontifical high Mass, sext was begun,
and only after it was finished did the bishop return to his seat, hymnum
trium puerorum cantando cum eisdem ministris ... A similar thing is still
done in many cathedrals at the present.
Next comes silent prayer and meditation. It is no discovery of modern
piety that the time after Mass and Communion, when the crowd has dis
persed and quiet has settled over the church, is a time for the priest-and
the same holds for the faithful-to give himself to more than vocal prayer.
Monastic :Mass-plans of the thirteenth century, after indicating the reces
sional prayers, add this direction for the priest: Terminatis vero omnibus
potest orare sacerdos secreto prout ei Dominus inspiraverit."" In the spirit
of olden prescriptions31 the canon law at present warns the priest that just
as he prepared himself for the sacrifice by prayer, so he ought not to for
get to make a proper thanksgiving afterward, gratias Deo pro tanto bene
ficia agere."" This is in accord with a long-established ascetical practice...
For this, of course, the liturgical books can offer nothing else but more
prayer texts. In the Roman missal the appendix to the real recessional
'"" The IV Council of Toledo (633), can.
14 (Mansi, X, 623) : in oullliuuz missarum
soll e nl llitate the He11edicite must be sung
immediately, but what is meant here is the
Canticle that belonged to the Mass of the
Catechumens in the Gallican liturgy; cf.
above, I, 47.
""As also in EisenhOfer, II, 227.
"'Ordo eccl. Lateran. (Fischer, 87, line
20).
""Dominican Ordinarium of 1256 (Guer
rini, 251) ; Liber ordinarius of Liege
(Volk, 102).
"Rituale Rominum, IV, 1, 4; already in
older editions.
""Codex fur. can., c. 810.
33 Already in Bk. IV of the Imitatio Christi,
c. 1,24, there is an indication that the de
votion after Communion ought to last a
half hour or so. Etienne Binet (d. 1639)
directed his attention to the matter of how
long the eucharistic Presence endures after
Communion (he judges an hour) and then

combines with his ascetical considerations
some even broader calculations ; H. Bre
mond, Histoire litte raire du se11timent re
/igieux en Frmzce, I, 141 f.-Demands for
a quite prolonged thanksgiving after Com
munion are also to be found recurrent in
St. Alphonsus de' Liguori, Dignity and
Duties of the Priest (ed. Grimm, rev.,
1927), 228; True Spouse of Jesus Christ
(ed. Grimm, rev., 1929), 577: "I say 'at
least for half an hour,' for an hour is the
proper time for thanksgiving." Similar
reflections appear to have been made dur
ing the period of the pseudo-Isidore De
cretals, though they were concerned less
with the time of thanksgiving than with
the continuation of the fast ; the priest who
in the morning consumed the remnants
of the people's Communion, it was said,
should remain fasting until noon, etc. ; cf.
Decretum Gratiani, III, 2, 23 (Friedberg,
I, 1321).
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prayers, the Orationes pro opportunitate sacerdotis dicendce, contains
such texts, of which particularly the first, captioned as Oratio s. Thomce
Aquinatis, is very old." The prayer following, which is called Oratio
s. Bonaventurce, actually comes from the pen of that doctor of the Church.35

For the rest, the series of prayers here presented has in recent years been
enriched in many ways. Missals of the l\1iddle Ages now and again con
tain at the end an addition of private prayers of a similar sore• But here
a distinction between private and public prayer, while not absolutely ex
cluded, is even harder to make than in the present missal, since indeed
some of the l\Iass prayers themselves were still in the stage of private
prayers.
When we look farther back and try to get a picture of the first thousand
years of the Mass-liturgy, we must admit that generally with the Ite missa
est not only communal divine service but also personal devotion were

terminated, so that the l\lass in the Roman liturgy, even when the older
oration of blessing was still customary, came to a relatively rapid and
abrupt end, and there could be but little talk of a special thanksgiving for
all the great things which God had granted in Christ and in His Church.
\Vhat was momentarily received in the Sacrament was only a sacramental
corroboration of the presence of that grace in which our Christian life is
imbedded. If the realization of this were revived in the celebration, the
work of the entire day could actually become a sufficient thanksgiving for
this new hour of grace, as many a post-communio sets forth." But with
the increasing separation of a gradually fixed Mass-liturgy on the one side
and of personal piety, ever seeking new roads, on the other side, and with
the growing accentuation of the Eucharist as an all-embracing and all
illuminating gift of God, it was but natural that a gratiarum actio should
The more conscious
become a requirement even after the euxccpto"t1cc.
practice of meditative prayer, which was known to the ancient monks only
in the form of the lectio divina, was also bound to lead in the same direc
tion. For no moment is so opportune for meditating on what we have re
ceived and what we possess, as the moment when the last prayers of Mass
have died away. Although we are less shocked than our forebears were
when the faithful who have work to do take the Ite missa est more or less
literally, even when they have been to Communion, still for clerics at least
a good solution would be to use the few moments of quiet prayer after the
sacred action as an opportunity to allow the spirit of the Eucharist to
permeate our innermost soul more and more ...
"'Cf. s u pra . p. 404 f.
35M. Grabmann, "Dcr Einfluss des hi.

namely, Sit, Jesu dulcissime,
tuum. Ferreres, 209.

Bonaventura auf die Theologie und From

37

migkeit des deutschen i\Iittelalters," Zeit
schrift f. As:;ese u. Mystik, 19 = ZkTh,

Cf. in a like sense the explanation given
by Pius XII in his en cycl i cal Mediator
Dei of Nov. 20,1947: AAS, 39 (1947),
566-568.

68 (1944), 20.
"'The missal of Valencia (before 1411) has
an additional prayer after the Placeat,
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Supra, p. 424.
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386911,
7, 3924, 39317,
2766

27915

4285, 433.e.

35214; 11-154, 264, 297.e4.

Didascalia

(Funk, Quasten)

2184°,24191, 2455; ll-19f.
JEtheri(]';

2638, 3185, 398, 408, 429u, 4437,
47716
44519
4819·
4577,
11--133116
'
'
'
43313 4406.

2622,

4

J869s'

-Syrian

Testamentum

II-388105•

Domini

Liturgy

(Brightman,

Renaudot)

204, 222, 250ft'., 25120, 27479, 2766, 27910,
2844°,

28649,

297U,t6,

39� 411, 41� 4531�

38099, 389,

328,

-Coptic Anaphora of St. Gregory Nazianzen
1--42; 11-3341".

Ethiopian Liturgy (Brightman) 1-42,352111,

366-'6, 384411, 405 10, 40618, 42311, 4437,
44510 4861111·11
, -35 775 118 14537 1608

zoos/

2766,

J

2037 ,

204, '22211'7

28649, 299S4,SS,

388108 , 39315, 420.

2 S47,

'
356,

J

Z 611 ;

38059,

'

382,

Greek Liturgy of St. Mark

(Brightman)
1--42, 362 9, 39515, 40614, 423/S; 11-54611,
821 12569 135 148" 14910 15116 15911
19
1 8u,
22'4J '223f ., '2344 /,

193�1'

S 9

2

24811,250f., 282Uf., 2946, 299-'4.

(Quasten)

Traditio Apostolica of Hippolytus of Rome

(Dix, H:1uler) I-13.e9, 1436, 15f., 1960,

480·';

132, 13539,

1--41, 325114, 36656, 367f., 405, 40718,
423111,
424, 43060 , 445, 44734, 44953,
457111; 11--410, 3741, 114u, 14537, 202,

'

-Arabian Testamentum Domini (Baumstark)
II-241.e0, 25014,380119, 388106.

47716,

222118•117•

Coptic

Sahidic Ecclesiastical Canones (Brightman)
1--4756; 11-388107•108, 407.
11427 ' 14744 ' 2766 '363.t5 ' 38038
'
'
38810�. 4531 .
'

1169,

Papyrus of Der-Balyzeh 1--41; 11-19351,

:

Testamentum Domini (Rahmani, Quasten)
1-235 36845 43381 46858· 11--410 5 11

10947,

Egyptian Church Order 11-2766, 4333.

1-32, 1951,

1--41, 170, 17458,

4768,

408.e8,

191B4, 19351, 195, 218.e, 2196, 238 1, 241!'1,

213, 216$5,

Doctrina Apostolorum 1-2458.
Peregrinatio

102.e,

2766, 30146, 4206, 4286, 45314.

Didache I-11f., 1318, 16, 174 6, 18, 1966• 60,
22, 25 16•17, 308, 170, 19151,

171.e",

11--410,

'

-Papyrus fragments 1--42117; 11-241118,
251ff.

See also
Liturgy.
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A change will be made to the Ordinary
Form of the Holy Mass
   in early 2014.

MAKE SURE you’re the
first to hear about it:
ccwatershed.org/vatican

